
I: 
Here We Go Again 

Registration: 

Somewhat Better? 

The theory of preselection 
was a sound one: to eliminate 
closed classes to students and 
to achieve full class loads for 
students. Preselected classes 
aren't guaranteed to the 
student but instructors were 
alerted to course needs. 

Unfortunately not many 
people went along with their 
preselected choices and that 
appears to be the reason why 
registration didn't go as 
smoothly as expected. 

According to Mr. 
Schuknecht, Registar, 
everyone would have gotten 
their classes if 100 percent of 
the students stuck to their 
spring preselection choices. 
But that was not the case. How 
did it work'? For instance, 
student No. 1 changed his mind 
for some reason or another and 
pulled cards to classes he 
hadn't chosen. This closed 
classes that student No. 2 had 
preselected. So when student 
No. 2 tried to pick up his 
preselected course most times 
the course was closed. This 
caused student No. 2 to turn to 
another unpreselected class, 
which in turn would close this 
class to another student No. 3, 
No. 4 etc. 

As a result, there were some 
students who got themselves 
into the usual registration rag 
and ended up in frustration. 

At least, for the most part, 
everyone came out with a full 
class load, even though the 
classes weren't the one's they 
had wanted. 

Some comments by students 
indicated their disappointment 
in registration. One senior 
commented that he had not 
been able to get preselected 
classes he needed toward 
graduation, and his only hope 
was to obtain overloads. 
Another student, a sophomore, 
remarked that .she had not 
been able to get into any of her 
preselected classes, but she 
was able to come up with a full 
class load. 

Many students stated that 
they didn't follow their 
preselection because of 
changes in majors, changed 
mind of choices, or they had 
taken some of the courses in 
summer school. 
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Student Voice Will Be Heard, Iverson 
A plan for increased par

ticipation of UW-Stout students 
in the affairs of the University 
was outlined Thursday by 
acting chancellor Ralph G. 
Iverson in a welcoming ad
dress to the 1972 faculty. 

Student participation in 
decision-making and policy 
formation "does not imply the , 
surrender of professional 
prerogatives by the faculty," 
Iverson said. 

"It is rather intended to 
increase the contacts between 
faculty and students and to 
insure that student opinion is 
heard on matters affecting 
educational programs.'' 

Citing other benefits of 
student participation, Iverson 
said, it i_nsures a strong feeling 
of community on campus, it 
provides unusually fine op
portunities for education and it 
gives students responsibilities 
for real functions in various 
departments. 

Iverson said that a task force 
that studied the question of 
student participation last year 
recommended that: 

Students shall be given the 
opportunity for involvement in 
as many aspects of university 
life as possible. 

All departments, all 
program directors, and all 
administrative units of the 
University shall develop a 
policy relative to student in
volvement and report this 
policy in writing to their 
reporting head. 

Whenever appropriate, 
students shall be given full 
membership privileges, in
cluding voting. 

Annual reports of the extent 
and success of student in
volvement shall be made. 

Iverson also urged the 
faculty to increase efforts on 

behalf of minority and 
disadvantaged groups in the 
areas of education and em
ployment. 

He noted that although there 
was a high demand for Stout 
graduates, enrollment this 
year was expected to decrease. 

"There is some handwriting 
on the wall here and, if my 
perception is correct, that 
handwriting suggests it is time 
that as a university, we take 
some action regarding 
enrollment. I think that the 
action must begin here on 
campus. Let's try to increase 
retention and improve 
relevance." 

In introducing Iverson, 
Wesley Face, assistant 
chancellor, noted that a new 
chancellor was expected to be 
named soon. He praised 
Iverson for the progress the 
University has made under his 
leadership the last nine 
months. 

••• 
New System 
Means New Fees 

A new parking lot is 
scheduled to appear on Stout's 
campus soon. The. "new" 
parking lot will be a paved and 
lighted version of the graveled 
lot which occupies th_e space 
between North and Bowman 
Halls now. These im
provements are to cost ap
proximately $90,000. 

Previously, the state pur
chased the land for parking 
lots, and the school paid for the 
construction. Now, due to the 
merger, schools must purchase 
the land as well as pay for the 
construction. In this case Stout 
already owned the land, but a 
problem arose. 

Dorm fees used to cover the 
cost of maintaining parking 
lots which included security, 
upkeep, and snow removal. 
This totaled about $10,000. The 
state requires parking lots to 
be lighted and paved, but they 
neglected to tell the director of 
general services that all im
provements and upkeep must 
now come out of a parking lot 
fund instead of dorm fees. The 
lots must be self-sustaining. To 
do this, parking fees were 
raised from $10 to $20 per year. 

General Services Director 
Jim Nowasky has proposed the 
leasing of reserve parking 
stalls for $5 a month, of which 
approximately half of the stalls 
would be leased to the £acuity 
and half to the students. Two 
rows of parking meters may be 
installed to accommodate out
of-town visitors, or if the 
General Services Office can't 
lease enough stalls, the rest of 
the approximate 240 stalls 
would become metered. 

Students will not pay an 
extra $5 for parking in this lot. 
When the lot is completed, on 
or before Nov. 1, the remaining 
portion of the $20 will go 
towards a reserve parking lot. 

This summer plans were 
completed to add more parking 
space. Fifty spaces will be 
completed on 3rd Street within 
the next few weeks for South 
Campus students. General 
Services is trying to add a 
number of spots on North 
Campus. Commuters will 
enjoy added space behind the 
Science and Technology 
building and the fieldhouse. All 
totaled, 150 new parking spaces 
were added to the parking 
complex. 

H you have any questions 
stop in Mr. Nowasky's office 
and talk with him. He'll be glad 
to discuss the matter with you. 
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The STOUTONIA is a little more than just a newspaper, it is 
an educational experience. It is written to inform, enlighten, and 
to give its staff members experience that conforms to good 
journalistic principles and practice. 

Editorial .. • 
and again, and again, and again ••• 

Well ... they tried a new system of registration again this 
semester. Alas, it wasn't the "right" one . Pre-registration 
selection sure sounded good last spring, but today it'll only get you 
a dirty look. 

What went wrong? 
Administration says the students didn't follow their pre

selections and thus "it's their own fault." Over the summer, 
students ~hanged their minds and blew their chances of getting 
what they wanted. 

The students say it's the administration's fault. Each student 
had to pull cards for a semester load without knowing whether 
there would be time conflicts. Extra sections don't necessarily 
guarantee nonconflicting class times. 

The Business Administration department has also been.said 
to be partly to blame since they refused to cooperate when asked 
to plan sections according to the results. (Notice how you had 
trouble getting Accounting?) 

Another reason may be found in the fact that Stout offers very 
few liberal arts courses, whereas they are all needed as electives 
by the various majors. 

One question asked is: why doesn't Stout register in the 
spring as schools such as Stevens Point does_? Cert~inly studen~s 
can spend their summer more at ease knowmg their schedule 1s 

. complete. It would also alleviate a lot of traveling for many 
students who drive up just to register and don't stay the extra five 
days before classes. Students with jobs through Labor Day would 
also have a major problem for them solved. 

There are surely other alternatives and better ways to solve 
registration problems. A student offered us the pre-selection 
method, maybe it's up to us as students to offer a new way. 
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and apart 
An absolute diamond of an idea in wedding ring sets. 
"Take me in your arms," says the sensational diamond 
solitaire. And the embracing gold bands hold it tight. 
"Now let me be myself," it says, and slips out in a turn. 
Wear them separately. Or together. Three ways in all! 
Select the most beautiful rings in the world in 14 karat 
white or yellow gold. 

Anshus Jewelers 

How about a 
nice cold beer? 

Compact refrigerators and 
the right to have beer in the 
residence halls greeted the on
campus dwellers who returned 
this week. 

The refrigerator plan had 
been discussed last semester 
with favorable response. 
Around 350 refrigerators have 
been purchased so far and are 
available to the students for $18 
per semester. However, more 
will be ordered according to 
demand. 

The revised policy on beer in 
the rooms came as a result of a 
Board of Regent's agreement 
to let each individual chan
cellor decide whether to allow 
beer on his respective campus. 

Housing officials, along with 
Chancellor Iverson, discussed 
the issue this summer and 
Iverson agreed to allow beer in 
the Stout residence halls. 

The stipulations of this new 
privilege state that beer can 
only be opened and consumed 
in the student's room, with his 
roommate's agreement. Beer 
is not allowed in the halls, 
lounges or other areas of the 
residence halls. 

H. "Pookie" Albrecht, 
housing director, feels this new 
policy will be accepted with no 
major problems. Albrecht also 
commented that the beer-in
the-room privilege is on trial 
basis this year and if found to 
create a difference in behavior 
or study habits in the dorm it 
will be reconsidered. 

Parental reaction has been 
unheard so far with most 
reservations coming from the 
head residents and resident 
advisors. 

Student reaction was, at 
first, one of complete surprise. 
But like beer in the Student 
Center, it is not expected to 
become "a big deal ." 

Craig Plowman enjoys new beer privleges 
in his dorm room. Photo by S. Swick 

Dining - Dancing - Cocktails 

las, laoNT11a 
JCT. 1-941 - 12-4'0 • ELK MOUND. WIS 54739 

NOON LUNCHEONS DAILY 11:30-2P.M. 
C Except Saturday) 

Facilities for Wedding, Banquets & Parties 
Phone 879-5506 

Now Appearing 
thru September 9 

''THE THIRD ALARUM'' 

FRIDAY SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLE FISH FRY 

All You 
Can Eal 

$275 

SUNDAY SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLI: DINNER 

3 Selections 
of Meals 

PIZZA• CHICKEN• SPAGHETTI• GONDOLA 

• F--= • • • • • • • • • 

--, 
.. -

25 Varieties of Pizza Freshly Prepared -
When You Order 

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Sun. - Thur. 4 p.m. to 2 a.m • 
Fri. and Sat. 4 p.m .. to 3 a.m • 

e DELIVERY SERVICE 235-0606 145 Main 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 



PASS Continues Aid to Students 
by Jean K. Henneberry 

WELCOME: 
A hearty and warm welcome 

is sent to all new freshmen, 
transfer, and continuing 
students from the entire PASS 
staff (Peer Advisement for 
Stout Students). The PASS 
office is open daily from 8 - 4: 30 
p.m. Staff members are on 
hand to answer questions from 
students. Students are en
couraged to call ext. 1465, or 
stop in the office on 2nd floor of 
the Administration building. 

ATTN. NEW FRESHMEN : 
PASS advisors are assigned 

to your hall for your con
venience . They should be 
contacting each of you within 
the next two weeks to provide 
you with program planning 
sheets and to explain the .value 
of it in helping you plan courses 
for each semester. 

ATTN: COMMUTING 
FRESHMEN: 

Carolyn Barnhart and Bill 
Pendleton are the PASS ad
visors assigned to work with 
the commuting students. They 
will contact you by mail to keep 
you informed. They may be 
reached 

1

by calling the PASS 
office at ext. 1465. 

BLACK STUDENTS: 
Cathy Brown and Jim Greer 

are serving black students this 
year with academic program 
planning. They will be working 
out of the Black Culture Center 
in the basement of the Student 
Union. 

ALL INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS: 

Nabil Saad has been 
assigned to serve as PASS 
advisor for all international 
students. He may be reached 
by calling Mr. Osegard's office 
at ext. 1165. 

TRANSFER STUDENTS' 
ADVISOR ASSIGNMENTS: 

All new transfer students at 
Stout should stop at the PASS 
office at their earliest con
venience to begin the process 
of obtaining a faculty advisor. 
The PASS office is located on 
the second floor in the Ad
ministration building. 

DATES TO REMEMBER: 
In this space each week will 

be information about im
portant dates, program 
changes, and notes regarding 
pre-registration, among other 
items of interest to the student 
body: 

Sept. 8 - last day to add 1st 
semester and 1st quart~r 
classes. 

HAVE WE BEEN OF SOME 
HELP? 

All students are encouraged 
to contact the PASS office or 
individual PASS Advisors 
whenever they have questions . 
The motto of the staff is: "We 
may not have all the answers, 
but we do know where to get 
them!" 

1972-1973 PASS STAFF: 
Mr. Donley . . .. . .. PASS Office 
Mrs. Judy Johnson PASS Office 
Karen Runde ... . . .... . .. AFM 
Marge Goedjen .... . ..... AFM 
Bob Sandstrom . .. ...... CKTO 
Clark Workman ..... .. . CKTO 
Jean Hovelsrud . .. . . .. . . CKTO 
Sue Strey . .. . ........ . . ... JTC 
Kay Shainin ... . . ..... . . . . JTC 
John Kelleher . .. . .... Fleming 
Jan Mackey ........... . Wigen 
Mickey Sampson . .. . ... Wigen 
Ron Hessel .......... .. .. North 
Greg Ellsworth .... . ... HKMC 
Julie Sargent ... . . . .. . . HKMC 
Joyce Emmrich .. . ..... HKMC 
Jim Greer .. Black Cult. Center 
Cathy Brown .. . ... Black Cult. 

Center 
Bill Pendleton . . . Comm. Stud.

PASS Off. 
Carolyn Barnhart . . .... Comm. 

Stud.-P ASS Off. 
Nabil Saad . . . . . . International 

Students 
Jean Henneberry . PASS Office 

Centrex Clears 
Phone Lines 

BY Ellen Schwab 
· The old Red Cedar Clinic 

· became the home of Centrex 4-
digit dialing as of Aug. 20. "The 
Centrex or 'Dains System' had 
been in planning stages for the 
past two or three years '. ' said 
Mr. Schoepp, director of 
student housing. It has taken 
approximately one year for the 
telephone company to make 
the changeover from the old 
switchboard system. 

Original plans had been to 
connect telephones in student 
dormitory rooms, but the cost 
to the student was too great. 
However, having changed to 
Centrex would make the step to 
room phones easier because 
this system can handle con
nections between more 
telephones. 

Also called an "outgoing" 
system because of its ability to 
seize long distance lines all 
over the U.S., Centrex provides 
convenient and economical 
service. Incoming calls to the 
campus are direct. Only long 
distance person to person calls 
must still go through an 
operator. 

Two switchboard operators 
sit at desks in a room the 
size of a large closet and punch 
lighted buttons. Flashing lights 
indicate inter-campus calls, 
while constant lights show long 
distance calls. 

A new billing system which 
works according to military 
time has been set up for more 
accurate long distance 
charges. 

at PICNIC POINT RESORT 
features 

PRIME BEEF AU JUS 
plus 

Complete Menu and Salad Bar 
e flSH FRY ON FRIDAY • 

CLOSED MONDAYS Ph. 962-3870 
North on Hy. 25 to "D" - Right 4 Miles 
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Agnes Krase, day shift Centrex operator. 
Photo by St e v e S w i c k 

Thelma Goodell, retired after 12 years at service. 

Welcome Back Students -·-We Carry-

Munsingwear Pendleton 

McGregor Arrow 

Burlington 
The "Guys" Slacks 

St. Clair-Billehus <;lothing Co. 
Menomonie, Wisconsin 

Clippity-clop here comes 
the clog .. . on a new high for 

the season. Showing lots of sole 
and barely bared to be just 

the slightest bit racy. With a 
bold personality for today's 

spirited, movin' ways. 

Reed's Shoe Store 
220 Main St. 



Lynn Rose 
Step into this 

school year with 

our jeans, knits, 

and corduroy 

sla_cks, 

Open 
Mon.-Fri. 

9-9 
Sat. 9-6 

Bank Americard 
Master Charge 
Shoppers Charge. 

/ 

ER RO RITE™ 

THE TAP 

ATYOUR · 
BOOKSTORE 

Where the Good times 
are I 

Now serving beer and liquor 

On and Off Safes 

Keep 

· Welcome Baclc Students 
-•-

Stop in and see our new line 

of Stout-clothing 

T-Shirts Tank Tops 
Work Sh.irts 

Jackets Sweat Shirts 
At 

Bostwick's · 



uckin 

Oles 

I 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

1'31 Main St. 235-7615 

• • • 

Welcome Baclc 
Students and Faculty 
We have a complete line of Gifts, 

Housewares and Appliances. 

Van's Appliance 
438 Main St. 

• 

The Den 
"For atmosphere 

with a touch 

of elegance." 

Open every day at 3: 00 

FLASH CUBES 
79c/3 pac. 

QUARVE 
CAMERA SHOP 

622 Broadway 
Color 

Discount on Film and Finishing polaroid 88 - 2.50 

Hungry? 

The ''LITTLE STEER'' is a 

quick economical cure for those munchies. 

It's the curing spot!! 

· Open Daily 11:30 a.m. -1:00 a.m. 
Weekends ll:30a.m. - l:30a.m. 

On Broadway Across from Store 
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Sports. • • Have You Heard 
McKinley, room 215, 
Fieldhouse (phone: 1162) . 
Previous competitive swim
ming experience is helpful but 
not required. 

baseball players Sept. 5 at 4:00 
p.m. Anyone interested in 
playing may attend this 
meeting or call Coach Petrie at 
Ext. 2106 or Coach Hehl at Ext. 
2291. The meeting will be in 
room 217 of the Fieldhouse. 

Porn Porn 

Are you itching to kick . up 
your heels and swing out and 
just can't wait any longer for a 
Stout man to get up the nerve to 
ask that big question, "Would 
you, ah, dance with me?" 
Sound familiar? Then come 
find out about the Stout Porn 
Porn Squad. 

Bring your dancing feet to 
the informative meeting and 
clinic Sept. 5 at 6 p.m. in the 
modern dance room of the 
Fieldhouse. There will also be 
clinics on Sept. 6 and Sept. 11. 
Try-outs will be Sept. 12. All 
will take place at 6 p.m. in the 
modern dance room. 

Bowlers 

The bowling season is upon 
us again and the UW-Stout 
bowling team is looking for 
men who want to try out for the 
1972-73 University team. 
Stout's team took the State 
Bowling Championship last 
year. They are looking for men 
with talent and a desire to win 
to try-out for this year . The 
roll-offs will be held on Sept. 9 
and 10. 

The entry fee will be $3.30 for 
15 games. The deadline for 
signing up is Sept. 6. Come on 
out and join a championship 
team so we can bring back 
another 1st place trophy this 
year . 

Women's Softball 

Women's Intramural Soft
ball Tournament will begin the 
week of Sept. 11 and run 
through Oct. 10. Games will be 
played Tuesday evenings and 
possibly one other evening 
depending on the number of 
teams participating. 

Sign-up sheets and rules will 
be posted in the women's 
residence halls and outside 
room 213 in the Fieldhouse. The 
sign up sheets must be turned 
in at room 213 by Sept. 6. A 
team captain meeting will be 
held Sept. 7 in the Fieldhouse. 

All women students are 
en<;ouraged to participate, and 
individuals may sign up 
without being on a team. 

For further information 
contact Janet Van Dyke at 235-
9145. 

Welcome Boele -

Students and Faculty 
BQRGI ES Card, Gift 

and Mod Shop 

Having trouble getting back 
into the school routine? 

Stop in and see your old 

friends, and meet some 
new ones. 

The Body Shop 
614 Main St. 

Village Pedaler 
114 East Elm River Falls 

( In the Alley) 

Bicycle Sales and Service 

European Makes in Stock 

Pengeot Gitane 

Hercules Fugi 

Racing and Touring Information 

Bicycle seminars to be held soon. For in
formation call 425-9126. 

Gymnastics 
Want to try something new? 

How about women's gym
nastics? Previous experience 
is not necessary. If you want to 
join we have a place for you. 
See what it is all about on Sept. 
7 at6:30 p.m. in the gymnastics 
room at the Fieldhouse. If you 
can't be there, call Ext. 1336. 

Swimming 

There will be an 
organizational meeting for all 
women interested in joining the 
women's varsity competitive 
swimming team on Sept. 5 at 
2:30 at the Stout pool in the 
Fieldhouse. If you are in
terested but unable to attend 
this meeting contact Miss 

Volleyball 

There will be an 
organizational meeting for all 
women interested in joining the 
women's intercollegiate 
volleyball team on Sept. 7 at 
4:30 in room 217 of the 
Fieldhouse. If you are in
terested but unable to attend 
this meeting contact Miss 
Zampach at 235-1162 or room 
215 in the Fieldhouse . Previous 
volleyball team experience is 
not needed. 

Baseba II Players 

There will be an important 
meeting for all potential 

Wrestlers 

A varsity wrestling meeting 
will be held Sept. 5 at 4 p.m. in 
the wrestling room at the 
Fieldhouse. If you are unable 
to attend, please contact Coach 
Hector Cruz at 235-0509. 

HELP! 
Sports Reporters 

Needed 

Inquire at 

Stoutonia office 

Back to School Celebration 
-at the-

@nt ot jight 
NO COVER CHARGE 

August 31 
Thursday 

September 1-2 
Friday & Saturday 

Zackery 

Cyrus 
Whitfield 

SUBWAY 

Next to Den 

• 
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Blue Devils Revise Offense 
In the defensive secondary 

Erick Bloohm and Tom Speidel 
are the only seniors in the 
bunch. However they lead a 
well experienced group of 
sophomores in Steve Zais, 
Mike Greely and the Blue Devil 
1971 Rookie of the Year Randy 
Gutsch. 

lettermen on.hand, 11 of which 
are seniors this is the year the 
Blue Devils climb into the 
upper division of the con
ference. "We'll be terribly 
disappointed if we don't do it 
this year," says Pierce. 

"Offense with a purpose" is 
the phrase the 1972 hustlin' 
Blue Devils became familiar 
with as they meet to open the 
new season. 

During the off-season head 
coach Sten Pierce and his 
offensive assistants, Bob 
Karnish and newly appointed 
Grady Steensrud, went through 
great lengths to overhaul the 
Blue Devils rushing game 
which netted a conference low 
of 690 yards . 

This year Stout will run a 
more basic and less confusing 
type offense centered around 
senior all conference fullback 
Ron Berg, who paced last 
year's meager attack with 368 
yards. 

Making a strong bid for the 
halfback spot vacated by the 
graduation of Dave Goetzinger 
will be junior John Osmanski 
and sophomore Jim Zellmer. 
Last year both men had their 
talents limited to the returning 
of punts and kick offs. 

The Blue Devil offense will 
again be engineered by co
captain and quarterback Steve 
Fedie returning for his final 
year at the helm. 

Last season Fedie finished 
third among conference 
passers by completing 135 of 
226 passes for 1183 yards and 
nine touchdowns. 

Fedie lost his two ends, Dan 
Tantcher and Roger Goldbach, 
due to graduation. Tentcher 
with 43 receptions and Gold
bach' s 22 . catches were 
respectively the conference's 
third and seventh best 
receivers last year. 

The only veteran returning to 
the rece1ving corps is senior 
flanker John Debee. Last 
season Debee caught 26 passes 
for 326 yards, the conferences 
fourth best. He also rushed 28 
times for 128 yards. 

The tight end spot seems to 
be sewed up by Fred Morrey, a 
6-3, 225 pound senior who spent 
his three previous seasons as 
an offensive tackle. 

The greybeard of the of
fensive line is senior center 
Steve Novotny. "Vot" im
pressed people so _ much with 
his leadership and ability to 
hold down the middle of the line 
that he is now considered all
conference material. 

Guards Dennis Nelson and 
Brad Campbell were both 
green rookies when they were 
forced into action because of 
injuries to the veteran ranks. 
This year, as sophomores, they 
have the experience needed to 
do the job right and are 
determined to do so. 

The tackle spots are sur
prisingly thin this time around. 
First year men Lang Ware and 

Coach Bob Karnish talks over the new strategy with 
his offensive ball players. Photo by Oles 

Pizza Villa Special 
Every day 12:30 - 8:00 

Tap Beer 15c 
Mixed Drinks 35c 

Monday Girls Night Out Special 
Sloe Screws 30c 

Tuesday Guys Night Out Special 
Tequila 30c 

VVednesday Pub Night 
Between 8: 00 & 10: 00 

All the Beer You Can Drink for 75c 

~---------------------~ I 

: Pizza Villa Special 
I 

: Coupon 
I 
I This coupon and $1.14 entitles you to any 
I small one ingredient pizza . 
I 
I (On Premises Only) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-----------------------· Kitchen Open Daily 4:00- 2:00 a.m. 
Sat. & Sun. -1:00- 2:00 a.m. 

Delivery Service Daily 5:00-1:00 a.m. 

Steve Dobner and possibly the 
tight end, Morrey, are the most 
likely starting candidates. 

The defense has also un
dergone some rev1s1ons . 
Coaches Jack Davis and 
Dennis Bartell along with 
Coach Pierce have come up 
with what they feel is a more 
solid pass defense. Last year's 
pourous secondary yielded a 
conference high of 1380 yards . 

The defensive line has plenty 
of returning talent led by 
senior all-conference middle 
guard Mike Wettstein. Roger 
Berg, Ken Klepperick and the 
squads Best Tackler of last 
year, Jim Hittman, all return 
to provide a lot of punch and 
experience in the line. 

The fifth man in the line will 
probably be either sophomore 
Ernie Pine or freshman Ron 
Campiano out of Chicago. 

Rick Henneberry, senior co
captain and linebacker is very 
possibly looking forward to his 
best season yet in a Blue Devil 
uniform. He will back up the 
strong side of the line. 

Steve Olbert, a converted 
safety, will play the linebacker 
spot on the week side. Injuries 
have slowed down Olbert but 
he is every bit as aggressive. 

FOR YOUR CAR 
Do you have a tape deck, 

AM-FM radio, special 
speakers, gauges, special 
items and rims, or a good 
battery? 

If so, KEEP IT! 
Automotive Alarm Systems 

From $15.00 and up 

Robert A. Hendrickson 
P.O. Box 116 
Phone 235-5875 

Coach Pierce feels with 18 

It's a safe bet that Pierce and 
the hustlin' Blue Devils of 1972 
won't be disappointing. 

Hi! Welcome Back 

We hope you all had a great vacation. 

Now that you're back you'll need your Stout 
T-shirts and jackets and we have just the 
ones _y~~'re looking for. 

Come See Us Soon! 

• 

See us for this and all your cosmetic needs while at school. Menomonie 
Pharmacy has the largest and most complete cosmetic department in 
the city, with highly trgined sales people to assist you in your selection. 

MENOMONIE 
PHARMACY 

Main at 4th St. 
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Have You Heard ... . 

·Industrial Ed. Club 

The Industrial Education 
Club (IEC) will have its first 
meeting of the year Sept. 5. 
Watch for gold I.E.C. signs for 
the time and place. All in
terested students are invited. 

UAA 
University activities are for 

the students. Students run the 
activities on this campus, they 
~ake the decisions. But input 
1s needed from everyone if we 
want a really good program of 
activities this year. Anything is 
possible - if people are willing 
to let us know what they want. 
Stop in and take part in the 
University Activities Assembly 
mee~ings every Monday 
evenmg at 7 p.m. in the East 
Ballroom. Activities belong to 
you - the student. 

Yearbook 
The 1972 Tower can be picked 

up Thursday afternoon in the 
Madison room, basement of the 
Student Union. 

Christian Fellowship 

There is a body of believers 
on campus that wants you to 
join them! Inter Varsity 
Christian Fellowship meets 
every other Tuesday night and 
very frequently for prayer 
cells and Bible studies. Check 
the Stout Christian Fellowship 
clapper board! 

Free Flicks 
Once again, UW-Stout's Free 

Flicks program is starting to 
bring new and exciting films to 
our campus. But we need help 
in doing this. If anyone is in
terested in helping with this 
program, please stop into the 
Universi\Y Activities Office 
(lower level of the Student 
Center), and se_e Larry 
Schneck. Student mput and 
help is needed to keep this 
much-needed program going. 
If you have time on your hands 
and want to have a "voice" in 
something, stop and rap with 
Larry soon! 

Pawn 

The Pawn, UW-Stout's 
coffeehouse, made its fall 1972 
debut last weekend featuring 
Tom Tanner the winner of last 
year's student talent showcase. 
This year can be better than 
ever, but we need your help. 
The Pawn committee is in 
desperate need of hostesses, 
emcees, sound and equipment 
managers, publicity people, 
and anyone else interested in 
making The Pawn a success. 
For our sake and yours, please 
contact Charlie Brandy at 232-
2247 or Pat Capelle at 235-0929. 

U AA Activities 
Greek Week, IFC, Aug. 28-

Sept. 1; Pawn Entertainment, 
8:15 & 9:30p.m., Sept. 1-2 Sept. 
4-9; UAA meeting, 7 p.m. · E. 
Ballroom, Sept. 4. 

All people interested in 
working on Homecoming are 
welcome to come to UAA 
Meeting. Young Dems, Snack
bar, Informational meeting on 
Democratic Candidates; 
Watermelon Slice, Grounds by 
Ray Hall, to be announced. 

Harvest Fest 
Have you ever thought about 

what it would be like to com
pete with others in a tug-of-war 
or a sack race, a watermelon 

speed-eating contest, or even a 
greased flag pole competition? 
How about a group trophy ... 

Well, now's your chance. On 
Saturday, Sept. 9, from 11 a .m. 
to 7 p.m., the first all
university Harvest Fest will 
begin. 

Sign-up for events will be 
handled right before each 
event is held. 

A school I.D. and proof of 
age, will be required for suds 
and food with minimal charge 
to cover e>.1>enses. 

Shuttle buses will run every 
15 minutes throughout the day 
starting at 10:30 a.m. Pick-up 
and drop-off points will be on 
10th Ave. (between AFM and 
North Halls) and north of 
J.T .C. (near public phone 
booth by the bridge). 

/ 

Store Hours 

Mon. - Fri. 9 - 9 
Saturdays 9 - 6 
Sundays 1 - 5 

Friday, September 1, 1972 The Stoutonia-8 

Classified Ads must be no longer than three lines and resubmitted each 
week. We reserve the right to reject any ads due to limited allocated 
space. All ads must be at the Stoutonia Office by 3 p.m. on the Friday 
preceding publication. 

Please use this form: 

1-Name .............. ·-··-··················································- Date ...... ·-·············---·-··· 

Address .. ·-······-··············-··················· ······-··········· Phone ............................... . 
2-Type of Ad 

...... For Sale ...... Employment Wanted ...... Travel ...... Wanted 

...... Services Offered ...... Lost and Found ...... Personal 

3-Print ad in spaces. One letter or number per space, use separate spaces 
for periods and commas, skip one space between words, and count any 
part of a line as a full line. 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

This service is being offered to students free of charge. 

Get your "look" together 
at Britches 

Choose from Britches large 
selection of Jeans, Shirts, Sweaters, 
and Jackets. All in your favorite 
fabrics, styles and colors. 

Pleated Baggy Jean <As Illustrated) 
Khaki Color Only .. . .... . .... $10.00 
Sweater Vest ................ $ 6.00 

l-MART SHOPPING CENTER 
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Food Costs Starving Students: 
A Comparison Stu~y 

For otr campus 1tudeni, the 
coet or rood 1, moat 1111:dy their 
hlgges1 expenM durirc the 
year. 

MOit 11udenu ue on a 
limited budget and, with rialng 
food pricea the neeeulty ol 
shoppln& wlae ly rou1t be 
empbla!ud. ln an dfc.-t to 

:;1~~~:1~~= 
pries hu been P"'Pl:ttd. 

'The -lour major &rc.>etry 
s1or-es located In Menomonie 
wtte chotffl for the com
p.,rilon: 0on·, super VIIIH:, t,. 
~ Red Owl, and the Far· 
mer'1 Store. 

onn:e~~~m~ 
aide.red to be 1mon, the moat =e~~~,n~ 
food coau: a klaf of bread. • ·\ = ~':'l!\;,r~ ~ 
.:::.-ar:= °'.~ = ~ 

maraarine, a 'f::!. 11rae eap, 
11 can of froun concenlratr 
Ql"'&rce juice, 1 a n ol tomalo 
soup, a can of chlcaen noodle 
soup, a can ol corn , a head ol 
ltttuce, 10 poundl at pocalOfll, 
and a pomd of apples. 

Whal WU looked for WH the 
cheJlpett price at which, e1eh 
ilffll could be pw,:hued. 'Jbe 
brandnam• varied from stare 
to store. Slnce the 1t.are'1 own 
brand WH u1u1lly the 
d:eapeal . The quutltlea, 
~er .... -eretheamefor 
eacb Item , I.e. the can ol corn 
wd&hed 17 ounc•, ~ 
bolacna wei,ped 12 OUllCm, 
and lhe et.med oraft81 .Juke 

~I~~~~= -
Introducing. 

11le bread was In most eun 
tile store'1 awn bnnd. The 
apple:a con1id~ed were 
Johnalhan , th!! potatoes Wl!n! 
....1u1e and the etrn wu loa1ely 
pmd:ed in juice. 

Eggs are priced to aiu, and 
In each cue the price al the 
Jvse ~ wa1 UMd. Price 
variations •ttordinC 10 taa 
1iu di rrer.i no mCN 1han ten 
cenla, ID you can n,utt ac
cordingly. 

~ t:'to:Don~: v~~ 
and Tha L·Mtrl are Use 
chtapest ltCl"tll in ttlltion lo 
the comp&rt,on chokel. 'Jbl 
totals are '7.77 and fl .Tl 
retpectlvely. 11be Super Yahl 
ruu!IS wtre aurprisln, II ftnt1 • • 
aince It had b,t~.n expected tnt 
they would be hl&h,er due to 
their round • the-doclr. 

~Ul~nt 100·10 loall at 
90ffle ol the individual ltem1 on 
lhe charts for t.ra;alm at the 
diHerent ltCftl. In the meat 
categorin the tot.al ol the five 
It.mu 19 l.t.71 at lhe Red OWi, 
t:UIAliliel,.Mart, S3.9!1althe 
Super Value, and 14.05 at the 
Farmers Store. Since meat 
t.,ltH up WI' bullr. ol lDOlt food 
bud&ela this Is important to 

po~ allo varied /vu,lly 
l ft"omatore toatore. Whlle\1'1 
StcatlrMartlt'auhl&hu41c 

:i~1:~/~1:;1~~·: :~ = ~J:tJ::C per 
l A Mvinp can be rullu,d, 
tao, In b.o'ln& llon brandl. 
1lleR are usually Ct11Hper than 
the n1me brand foodl. 

It muat be esp.lined lhat 
pica vary .,..uy with lhe 

IHIOn u with lettuce , 
potatoes, or 1pp1e1: 1tcan al.lo 
affect the price olme.t. 

'/!~~::~:; 
week thne ,!tr' avtnp will 
be apprtci.lled In time. 

Oied. dve'ru.ina tor weekly 
spe,dals lhey can help your 
bodi(L 

A few laat helpful htnll. 
Make a general wedtly menu 
and a llat ol needed lf'Oeerlts 
before yo.i ao shopplna. then 
stldftotheliat Aho, don' t ever 

~0~10nua ~htu~ ~;~: 
lwict llf much aa )'O\l lntendtd 
D \ffll .. lh\np you don'I 
reat!y need. 

oo,,•, . ' 
~ 11 ... , . ...... 
V• lul-,o,,.il""• . .......... ...u, 11 =-·-,. _____ , .. 

-· o,IU,., -·~ -.,_" 
:-:, ·" ,. .. ..IJ 

::,:;:-_. ·: ~· 
.... 1"

1,":.t 
n . . " " 
~ " . ~ 

M .• . 

,:J )' 

Iverson Speaks to SSA 
Dr. Ralph Iverson, at ling 

ctianceUor, in a special rtpor1 
to the Stout Slud«it Sen.ale 
Tuuday evening 1polle of 
financial a111lerily on campua 
and fee lnereaM'.11. 

Underg:ralhlted fd t a 25 per 
cen1 fee increase 1h11 fall ; 
nonre1ldrnu paid full COIi, 
F*duale &tudenu pt.id 120 per 
cent more lhan the un-

:~C:';t ,!~~~ '; 
per cent more than un
dttp'l,~te fen. Swdrnu all 
"Fl nicked a Utile this )'t&f' 
and probably w\JJ apln ne:1t 

::;~~.!y~ ~~ 
lncreutS at lhll time. 

Anolher lopk: Dr. Jvenon 
covsed wu the Ad HOC 
commlltet't Yitw on r.lncrlly 
1tudentt. The commltt• fedl 
UW-Slout 1hould " anluale 

=:•;::an~~='.Y. 
1"e 1tate .. ~ti.ft will be 
ailed for a 3111 pet C*II lnc:reue 
In f!SMII IO mon ec:tlon canlbe 
taken.In llU ar.. 

The Starch and Screen 
Comm!Ua hu completed Ill 
long aearch for a new c:han
ceUor. From poe&lblt ctn
dldatea aekicted Ibis week a 
chancellor for Slout will be 
ldf!Cled . 

SSA Awardl Commluee 
will Mod OIA lnlonn.Uon on 
requlreroent1 and form 
locaUonl lo all junion and 
MIi.ian hr mlriel lo "Wbo'1 
Who ln American Ual.enlllea 
and O:,lkce1". ud aim. all 
ln!orm,llon on Madlilllon 
Awardf lo ltUdtatl ol .-ii« 
1Und6ftl on Septllmbtt IS. 
A&)plkatu mu.t rlltwn entry 
blanb by DeNmbtr I . 

the~'to1C:::to;::: 
P11dca for ftr11 ltmmtff •nd r: .. lo~·~!, 
that United Council WH 
becamlnt too money arifflted. 
11wcauncilhadubdforl1000 
ln~.bullhllSSA.dldnotaN: 
n1 to anocate lhll kind DI 
mon,y. 
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The STOUTONIA is a little more than just a newspaper, it is 
an educational experience. It is written to inform; enlighten, and 
to give its ·staff members experience that conforms to good 
journalistic principles and practice. 

Editorial ... 
The 'SSA Slumps' 

Stout Student Association, fondly referred to as 
SSA, seems to be off to another slow start. 

Meetings the last two weeks have been sluggish 
and dulJ with the general feeling of frustration and 
discontent. It seems as though the e~ecutive council 
members are the only ones that know what is going 
on and they seem intent on keeping the rest of us in 
suspense. 

Tuesday night this fact seemed apparent. For 
instance, John Graf, a newly appointed senator, 
asked many questions but received very few an
swers. Another point: discussion on Homecoming 
resulted only in a hassle over the legalities of for
ming a committee with the SSA president com
menting dryly, "Maybe we'll have Homecoming, 
maybe we won't." That's definitely optimism ... 

The constitution of this remarkable organization 
was described Tuesday night as "the old-new
revised-newly revised constitution" by Ron John
son, chairman of a committee by the same name. As 
he himself said, call it whatever you will. Hmmm ... 
does this tell us anything when the body that 
regulates all other student organizations cannot 
decide on its own governing constitution? 

And then to show how truly uncommitted SSA is 
to date about anything, public relations vice
president, Connie Hartlaub, after asking for help in 
getting a good turnout for Thursday afternoon's 
watermelon slice ended her plea with, "but don't 
advertise it too much, we might run out of water
melons." 

Ah yes, that's total commitment 
SSA needs some fresh blood to invigorate it and 

start it moving. There are several senate seats open 
currently and I urge students who are concerned 
about our stagnant "student government" to apply 
for them. 

Those who are currently on the senate need not 
sit back and whisper about the discontent. They need 
to start opening their mouths and discussing what 
needs to be discussed. 

Namely, our future. 

LETTERT TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
A letter to the editor will be accepted by the editor from any 

source as long as the contents concern the students at Stout or 
would be of interest to them. 

The STOUTONIA requires that all letters be signed. No 
names will be withheld. 

Agreement with editor as to content is not a criterion for its 
publication. However, the letter must not be libel, as determined 
by the editor, in any way. It is the policy of the STOUTONIA to 
exercise good taste and respect rights of privacy. 

Letters should be submitted to the STOUTONIA office or 
Union mailbox. 

The Stautania 
Thursday, September 7, 1972 The Stoutonia - 2 

The STOUTONIA is required by the Board of Regents WSU 
resolution 3629 to state that it is a state-controlled university 
publication and under the jurisdiction of the president of the 
University . Publishing costs are financed from "university 
services fee" and advertising payments. 

Edited by the students at U.W.-Stout 
weekly during the regular school year. 

Second class postage paid at Menomonie, Wisconsin 
Postmaster: Send form 3579 to THE STOUTONIA, 211 Wilson 

Ave., -
Menomonie, Wisconsin 54751 

Editor-in-Chief ................................... Barbara Riley 
Managing Editor ......... .......... .. ............ . Nancy Swick 
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Registered to Vote? 
Make Sure You Are! 

Voter registration for the 
primary election September 12 
was closed August 30, 1972. 
Those who registered last 
spring in Menomonie are in 
fine shape provided they 
reported any change of address 
this fall to the City Clerk before 
that date. If your address has 
not changed you have no 

problem. According to Vada 
Husby, City Clerk, if your 
address has changed and it was 
not reported you may still vote. 
The only catch is this: you 
must vote in the ward you 
previously registered in . 
Because some wards have 
been redivided, the new listing 
for voters is as follows : 

Residence Hall 
Flemming 
JTC 

Ward Voting Place 
2nd Fire Station 

North " Wigen " South 
AFM 

3rd Field House 

CKTO 
5th East School 

HKMC 

Polls will be open 9:00 a.m. -
8:00 p.m. 

Registration for the final 
election closes October 25, 1972. 
H you aren't registered yet -

(between Main & Wilson) 

get yourself over to the City 
Clerks office 205 Main Street 
and do so. This is the only way 
you can be eligible to vote in 
the final election November 2, 
1972. 

Tom Cropp, SSA president, ponders a difficult 
question at Tuesday night's senate meeting. 

. ........................................................... . . . 
REACT . . 

: The Stoutonia staff is considering changing the name of the: 
:newspaper. We are looking for reaction from the students and: 
: faculty. We are also looking for suggestions for a new name. H: 
: you have any ideas, please fill below form and place in box outside : 
: of the Stoutonia office. : 

: Would you like the name changed? yes........ no .. ..... . 
• Suggestions for new name .. ..... . .... . . . . ... .. . . ....... . . . 

. . . . 
............................................................... 
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Screening Process 
A Slow One 

by E Wojkiewicz 
The summer months were 

productive months for the 
search and screen committee. 
H you recall, the 11 member 
committee appoint_ed by Dr. 
Weaver began their search for 
a new chancellor last spring. 
Now, their shopping spree has 
nearly ended. 

As a part of the first step, 
letters soliciting nominations 
were sent to all members of the 
faculty and to leaders of many 
student groups, also the search 
was announced in the Stoutonia 
and the Dunn County News. 
Through the assistance of Jack 
Wile, a similiar letter was sent 
to the 9500 members of the 
Stout Alumni Association. In 
addition, a list was compiled of 
individuals outside the Stout 
community who might suggest 
names of Qualified candidates. 
This list numbered 1690. 
Through result of this search 
procedure, a total of 313 
nomin'ations were received. 
Out of this number, 134 
nominees responded with 
complete applications for the 
position. 

For each of these applicants 
a folder was prepared. The 
folder contained the letter(s) of 
nomination, the application 
form, letters of recom
mendation, and all supporting 
information supplied by the 
candidate. No fewer than six, 
and in most cases, nine or 
more, committee members 
examined each of these folders 
and assessed the qualifications 
of the candidates. 

Twelve candidates were 
invited to interview for the 
position of chancellor. 1The last 
of the scheduled interviews 
was completed on June 30. 

After lengthy consideration 
and a discussion of each in
dividual candidate, the com
mittee designated, by vote, a 
slate of candidates for sub
mission to Dr. Weaver. The 
slate of the five candidates was 
not ranked as required by the 
Board of Regents, which set up 
the search and screen 
procedure. Final selection of 
the new chancellor now rests in 
the hands of Dr. Weaver and 
the Board of Regents. 

JV Schedule 
Oct. 2, Eau Claire Here 4 

p.m., Monday ' 
Oct. 16, At River Falls 4 

p.m ., Monday ' 
Oct. 30, La Crosse here, 4 

p.m., Monday 
Nov. 6, At Eau Claire, 3 p.m., 

M_onday 

> ... , 

.· ~ 
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--A Young View of Washington 

Soon now hundreds of young 
students who poured into 
Washi~gton three months ago 
for a stint as summer interns in 
various branches of the federal 
government will return to their 
classes at colleges and 
universities across the land. 

As has happened at the end of 
other summers, many will 
leave minus the change-the-
world-in-a-day enthusiasm 
they brought with them. And 
s?~e :,vm leave thoroughly 
disillus10ned with their em
ployer, the federal 
bureaucracy which has come 
to play so important a role not 
only in the lives of young 
peo~le .but in the day-to-day 
affairs of all Americans. 

A part of students' disaf
fection can be chalked up to 
youthful idealism, overblown 
expectation about doing 
substantive work, and lack of 
experience in dealing with the 
countless, interconnected 
wheels that grind away ever so 
slowly to make our govern
ment work. 

But their frustrations should 
not be dismissed out of hand on 
these grounds. There are·very 
real problems with the 
government's intern 
programs, problems which 
unfortunately are in many 
ways representative of the 
waste and inefficiency that 
plague the federal 
bureau9"acy. 

As one student put it about 
her "summer of incredible 
boredom": "I was not placed 
in an office in any way related 
to my college major. No at
temp~ was ever made by my 
sup~nors to give me any 
proJects-no matter how 
unimportant-I wasn't even 
given clerical work to do!" 
While in all fairness it is not 
likely that a large percentage 
of interns feel quite that 
strongly about their ex
periences , her statement is 
nonetheless indicative of the 
absence of guidance and lack 
of opportunities for 
meaningful] contributions 
which hamper the intern 
program. 

The hiring of over-qualified 
people to do clerical and 
related tasks is a major cause 
of much of the frustration. 
(Interns in some offices for 
example, are expected t~ be 
"gofers"-go for coffee 
deliver messages, or take maii 
to the post office.) Not that it is 
in any way commendable to be 
above menial chores-every 
job has them and they are good 
for self-discipline-but it 
hardly benefits either em
ployee or employer to restrict 
qualified workers solely to that 
which is boring if not 
demeaning. ' 

In many offices, it is fair to 
say, girls get the worst of the 
deal. It is somehow expected 
that they, less than males 
resent doing menial task'. 
Former Senator Joseph 
Tydings (D-Md.), whose 
office hired only young women 
for summer positions, even 
prepared a letter sent to all 
male applicants which said in 
effect , that males would' be 
unh_appy doing the menial 

by Ron Hendren 

chores which females of equal 
ability and intelligence could 
be counted on to perform. The 
women's liberation movement 
notwithstanding, the time has 
come to dismiss once and for 
all the myth that women are 
not as qualified as men to think 
and to carry out substantive 
assignments. · 

But the problems run con
siderable deeper than the in
tern program itself, the hiring 
of ove~-qualified people, the 
"gofensm", the discrimination 
against females, and all the 
myriad criticisms which have 
become commonplace to hear 
this time of the year. 

The fact is that the 
bureaucracy has become so 
complex, so big, that it is not 
uncommon to find full-time 
employees who feel much the 
same way as do the more vocal 
interns. The government has so 
sprawled itself across the land 
so inextricable entwined itself 
around the affairs of citizens 
that it is almost impossible t~ 
move Washington in any one 
direction at any velocity 
detectable by the naked eye. 

In many cases programs 
have been overlapped from 
department to department, 
three people have been hired to 
do the job of one, authority has 
been so dissipated that it takes 
a committee to make the 
simplist of decisions, and so on. 
The most casual glance at the 
~verage federal · employee's 
Job description proves. vir
tually mind-boggling in the 
degree to which it confirms this 
situation. 

Everyone realizes what is 
needed: a step-by-step 
overhauling of the Civil Service 
Commission and federal hiring 
practices and procedures at 
the outset, and ultimately a 
streamlining of the entire 
executive branch of the federal 
government. It would take 
years, to be sure, but that task 
isn't impossible given courage 
and the best management 
minds the country can 
produce. And to be equally 
sure, it is long overdue. The 
entire nation, including a 
number of frustrated summer 
interns, would be grateful 
benefactors. . 

What Is S.A.M. 
The Society for the Ad

vancement of Management 
(S.A.M.) cordially invites 
those interested in the 
following areas: 

Distributive Education 
Home Economics - Business 
Stout Society of Industrial 

Technology 
Food Service Executive 

Ass'n 
Fashion Forum 
Hotel Sales Mgt. Ass'n 

to_ attend their first meeting. It 
will be held Monday, Sept. 11 in 
the Blue ·Devil Room (across 
from the Game Room) in the 
Student Center at 6:45 p.m. 

S.A.M. _offers an opportunity 
to obtain more business 
knowledge by providing 
speakers, conducted tours, and 
other related projects. 

Ken Erickson, Stout 
Placement Officer, will be the 
guest speaker at the first 
meeting. 

Attend Harvest 
Festival Saturday 
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Chancellor's · Meeting Rehashed Candidate Thomson 
Campaigns at Stout On Friday, Sept. 1, a meeting 

was held by Ralph G. Iverson, 
acting chancellor, to report on 
the topics discussed at the Aug. 
28 Chancellor's Meeting in 
Madison. 

The topics included in Dr. 
Iverson's report were 
enrollment reports, policy 
papers ~ealing with auxiliary 
enterprises, recent biennial 
b~dget developments, Federal 
Higher· Education Act 
questions , state-wide plans to 
gain . educ~tional support, 
confhct of interest situations 
and establishment of Unit 
Boards of Visitors. 

Tentative enrollment 
estimates for the current 
semester were given by each of 
the Chancellors. Although the 
doctoral universities in 
Madison and Milwaukee 
reported increases in 
enrollment, declines were 
reported in most of the other 
state universities. Com
plications in budget plans may 
result from this general decline 
and funds for new building 
requests may be more difficult 
to obtain. 

Policy papers which dealt 
with extra-mural support 
charg~n_g_ auxiliary enterprise~ 
for uhhties, generating fiscal 
reports for auxiliary 
operations, and procedures for 
bidding, negotiations and 
awarding of contracts for all 
services supplied by non-state 
organizations were distributed 
to the chancellors at the 
meeting. They are to submit 
~heir reaction to these papers 
in two weeks. 

Several biennial budget 
developments were also 
discussed. The transfer of 
funds _ that are locally 
authorized are to be reported to 
the centr~l office so the books 
will co-ordinate between the 
local and central offices. 

The implementation policy 
for the retirement of ad
ministrators was also 
presented. If a retired ad
ministrator decided to accept a 
job lower on the scale, his 
salary will be reviewed and 
readjusted to compare with his 
peers in similiar jobs and with 
an equal number of years of 
service. 

Questions concerning who 
should determine which new 
needs take priority--the 
government and legislature or 
the Roard of Regents- were 
topics of discussion. 
. Co1;1~ern over the possible 
inability of the university 
system to reach the governor's. 
productivity increase of 71/z per 
cent was voiced by the central 
office. The chancellors felt that 
the university system is not 
?lpable of a great productivity 
increase. 

It was announced that a 
commission will be appointed 
by the governor in reference to 
the Federal Higher Education 
Act. The creation of an Oc
cupational Education Com
mission for the vocational
technical area was also noted. 

The organization of 
statewide efforts for the 
support of public education 
was proposed. A group will be 
developed to begin com
munication with citizens about 
the needs of education. 

Concern over a conflict of 
interest was voiced at the 
meeting. The question was 
raised as to whether an ad
ministrator should be able to 
hold directorships on other 
institutional boards. 

It was proposed that a Board 
of Visitors be established on 
each campus. The board, made 
up of lay-citizens, will inspect 
each school and its inner 
organization. It will provide 

Congressman Vernon 
Thomp~n (Rep-Wis) included 
a visit to the campus of the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout 
as a part of his campus 
visitation program. He began 
his visit with an informal rap 
session in the East Ballroom of 
the Student Center and later 
moved to the Snackbar in an 
effort to be accessible to more 
of the student population. 

When asked to comment on 
the delay in setting up no
interest student loan 
programs, the Congressman 
explained to the students that 
the delay was caused by an 
excess of forms and red tape. 

A Stout student concerned 
about the United States' in
volvement in Viet Nam asked 
Congressman Thompson why 
he felt that the U. S. was still 
fighting in Viet Nam. The 
Congressman, in keeping with 
the views of the Ad
ministration, rebutted "We are 
in Viet Nam to give the Viet 
Namese a chance for survival 
and self-determination." A 
lengthly and lively discussion 
followed his rebuttal. 

these citizens with a chance to 
serve Wisconsin higher 
education in a direct manner. 

'AMATEUR 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 

If you have any photos 
on campus life or 
activities, and would 
like them published -

: bring them down to 
'.the Stoutonia 
basement of 
Student Center. 

the 
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Sounds of Our Times 
by Tom Burke . 

'Graham Nash, David Crosby' 
-Title 

Graham Nash, David Crosby
Artists 

Atlantic-Label 

"Ian and Sylvia" 
Ian and Sylvia 

Columbia 
One of the "better" albums 

to come out in a long time 
comes to us via Cariada. 
Canada has come across with 
many very fine musicians; 
Neil Young, Gordon Lightfoot, 
and Joni Mitchell. 

by Rick Mitz 

---over - from shopping centers to 
TV screens, from campus riots 
to battlefields. But violence 
shouldn't be fought with 
violence. Violence cannot be 
fought. The problem is much 
deeper than police brutality or 
who hit when or college ad
ministration or President 
Nixon. Violence is a fact of the 
American way of life. 

Graham Nash and David 
Crosby have always been •into 
acoustic music, as displayed 
by their earlier albums. Crosby 
plays some of the best 
"wooden" music today. Nash, 

· a musician who I never really 
cared for, split from the Hollies 
because he thought doing "A 
Tribute to Bob Dylan" was too 
much. Amen! I have been 
anxiously awaiting the duo
album, and when i~ finally was 
available on wax, I was 
disappointed. 

"4 Strong Winds," the 
unofficial anthem of Canada, 
was a song done earlier by Ian. 

Ian and Sylvia's most recent 
album is an album to buy if you 
care to hear where some of the 
most recent country music has 
come from . Not that they were 
the first to do this type of 
music. It's just that they have 
been doing the sam.e type of 
music all their lives. 

Promises, Polls and Predictions 

I can see only one alternative 
to all this fighting the politics of 
violence - and that's getting 
involved in the politics of 
peace. If the "Youth 
Movement" (as we've once 
again turned into overnight) is 
going to have any credence, 
we're going to have to work for 
what we care about, rather 
than working against what we 
don't care about. 

David Mason ex-Traffic, 
Garcia and Lesh of the Dead, 
regulars such as Greg Reeves 
on bass and Johnny Barbata on 
drums, all lend a hand; but 
more often than not thE 
majority of songs come across 
very weak. 

"Where Will I Be" and 
"Page 43," both tunes by David 
Crosby, are very much in the 
Crosby tradition, great! Nash's 
songs are a different story. I 
enjoyed his first album, "Songs 
For Beginner," but the 
Englishman may show his true 
ability on this bit of work. 

Crosby and Nash are 
currently on tour and I would 
by all means attend if the 
chance arises. Crosby is a 
fantastic "alive" person, and 
besides who knows, Young or 
Stills may be on hand for a real 
treat. 

Although all of the cuts are 
good, 3 of my favorite's are 
"More Often Than Not," 
"Midnight," and "Barney." 
Even though the husband and 
wife team may not always 
have top selling hits, the vast 
majority of their songs will 
al_ways be first rate music. 

A column gen-erally reflects 
the views and thoughts of one 
writer. This one, however, can 
serve as a forum for you, too. If 
you wish to express your ideas 
of what makes the music of 
today tick, what it consists of, 
where its headed, etc., just 
send along your jottings in a 
note to me in care of the paper. 
Your comments are always 
welcome. 

Weaver Plans 13-Campus Visit 
Regents of the University of 

Wisconsin System heard a 
progress report from president 
John C. Weaver on resolutions, 
plans and objectives for the 
new fiscal year . 

The president said that his 
personal efforts will be con
centrated on internal affairs of 
the system, including business 
trips to all 13 universities 

:., during the fall term and visits 
to all 14 two year campuses 
during the 1972-73 academic 
year. 

His plans for improved 
comm uni cation include 
creation of a faculty advisory 
group composed of one faculty 
member from each university, 
and personal visits with 
legislators in their home areas. 
President Weaver and his staff 
also plan . more frequent con
tac ts with regents, the 
governor's office and heads of 
ther state agencies. 

President Weaver said that 
two of the most important 
subjects now under study by 
special task forces appointed 
by him are faculty work pat
terns and revitalization of the 
"Wisconsin Idea" of university 
service to all citizens. 

He said that faculty time use 
and "faculty work loads" are 
among the most misunderstood 
aspects of university 
operation. The task force will 
define work patterns and find 
better ways to account to the 
regents and public on faculty 
productivity. 

The Federal Pay Board has 
approved faculty salaries for 
1972~73 at rates established by 
the legislature and the Board of 
Regents members in May. 
According to Mr. Schoepp, 
faculty members are already 
receiving "a retroactive pay 
raise" which had been denied 
them due to the president's 
wage-price freeze last year .. 

They were wrong. They said 
it was all over - the sit-ins, the 
marches, the demonstrations, 
the protests, the Movement. 
The "mood," as they called it, 
had "subsided," as they 
described it. It was back to the 
50s, the magazines said. 
There's a new mood of good old 
American apathy among 
today's students, the 
editorialists said. And why'? 
Because we were so 
disillusioned, they said, so the 
days of Berkeley and bom
bings, Kent State and confusion 
were over and it was back to 
the apathetic womb. 
manifested itself in different 
ways. Maybe we felt more 
hopeful for the first time in 
many years, more optimistic 
because we could Vote. Or 
because maybe things seemed 
better. I mean, we had been 
promised a quick and clean end 
to that War. We had George 
McGovern. And we had health 
foods, macrame, organic 
gardening and other m
dulgenced that the periodicals 
periodically said were "our 
things" we were doing instead. 

And then a few months ago 
President Nixon sang his latest 
end-the-war-before-election
time-blues and - pop - within 
hours, things blew up all over 
again all over the country. 

So now we should get ready 
for a whole new slew of polls 
and predications that will tell 
us how to feel for the next six 
sick months. 

Well, I'm tired. I'm tired of 
the predictions and I'm tired of 
the protests. I'm tired of the 
b.roken promises, I'm tired of 
not knowing what to do with the 
anger. The recent protests 
were an outlet. for stored-up 
anger , but other than that, 
haven't done much.good. They 
fall on deaf ears. The 
President doesn't listen and to 
many · older people who view 
out anger on the Six O'Clock 
News, we're giving peace a bad 
name. There's nothing that 
turns people off more, as they 
turn their sets on more, than 
young people blockading and 
barricading, taking over 
buildings and throwing rocks. 

@nt . ot jight 
September 7 

Thursday SKY CHURCH 

September 8-9 
Friday & Saturday HOT ICE 

Now open for parties Sunday thru Wednesday 

Well, of course, it wasn't 
everyone - but you see, some of 
them had long hair and were 
under thirty, so if you happen 
to have long hair and be under 
thirty ... the American mind 
looks before it sees. 

There is a lot to reach to; a 
lot to be angry about. The War 
"effort," trips to China and 
Russia, the primary results -
violence wherever you look, 
wherever you don't look. The . 
shooting of a Presidential 
candidate. Recently, I heard a 
radio editorialist say, "This 
isn't a sick society. There are 
just a few individuals in it who 
are sick." 

He's wrong. This is a sick 
society. Violence flourishes all 

We've tried all the Negatives 
and what we're fighting is still 
going on and on. We've had 
promises and we've had polls. 
"Any minute," the promises 
say, the War will be over. And 
"We believe you," the polls 
have said. By the time you 
read this, the Wa~be 
"ending," and ,lii,t~ 

. predict . · . · ht'· .~, 
"endin,,~ b ' · g- .@ii ., 
campaigning -for-, cancffilates 
you-s.tiU.-c:ire,about, 'talking to 
people what -~Qu care 
about. 

"UNDERWEAR LOOK" 
"Old Fashioned" 4 button un
derwear shirt. 100 percent heavy 
weight cotton with contrast stit
ching. Five super colors - Sizes S-
M-L-XL. . 

5so 

L-Mart Shopping Center 



The MINISTRY 

New 10 the staff lhit year LI 
F• ther Jim Lopn, forms-' 
Mu-thfield hl1h tchool 
tacher I wbo • .., ..-v• SI. 
Luke'1 l)liiah, BoycevtUe, and 

~~~~ 
He will be wortda, in a 1Um 
ministry wtlh F1ther Jim 

!:·,':'~J:,1!or~~ 
SI out. 

Other stall mernben are 
Pu tor Don Wilner, Lutheran 
u mpua paator, who alto 
teachm marrilce ind family 
at the uniVtt'llly, and Mn. Lee 
Morlcal , couneelor: ud 
diredor ol the C•ter for 
Women'1 Allem1Uvea, 1 
pl1nntn1 , counu.1101. and 
resource ctnlf'r ror women ol 
lhe u.nh•erw!ty and Menomonie 
communlt!et. 

New 1h11 yeu la the 
MINISTRY 1ponaortd day 
care center ror clllkhn of 
rnarried 1tudtntt;Jocated1ttt\! 
Shire, ,ai and Wllaon Ave. 

()pm tl:ona T:• ' a.m. 10 4:N 
p.m. lt~af\Oa ... , • . 

Aaothtr lrnavab lbll ,...,. 
wlllbett..~...,..-

:m~~ch~~~~ 
:!.:~er!·~~ 
Hall on north cam·pua. 
Lutheran student worship bl =-~~ o':r 11

:.,1:~'!1i 
- UIU.an Oiurd! , 110 Ith St. 

Roman C.lholk C.lebraUon ol 
theEucbllrillllac.~rcr 
1:30 p.m.. S.tunllY.JI and ll~ 
a.m. Stm.lya In Sl. JoK,ph'1 
Onrch, 121 Wilton Ave. 

The ahuya populu 
marrtage temlnan will again 
be o(ft!nd by THE MINISTRY 
• will olher worbhopl u ld 
H mlnan 10 be announced 
thrcughout the )'W'. 

Members or' THE 
MINISTRY ataff 1treu their 
avallabilily to au atudenll and 
faculty anll urae them to call or 
atop by, Stall members are on 
campus ~tJy and m111t 
willlrw to talk over coffee. 

I HW W.u 9t WVSS 
Uyw'relltttainlrtoWVSSat 

t :30 at .n!Cht )'OU heat a 

~;..:';,v~~v!t~ 
akcalty~rctu::ational 
r~lo pn:11ram lhat Luu kr 
a.bout thrN mlll&le.. <>vs the 
coml111 WNb JOU will be 
hearinJ dnma1 that "" 
wril!H and productd by people 
in lhe Stoul ccmmunlty, Ace'1 
pbllot0phy on Jwt about 
anytbq, lnlenftt. poetry 
readlnl•, and ju11 about 
anytJunc cre11tlve that we can 
come ~ with - en n aome 
~ that aren' t cr9111tJve. 
Oldiee-Sonp whkh made the 
top 100 between 111155 and 1970 
Top 40--Hol 100. Oldl~, Top 

1 e~Tap 464$'• •• 
Reque1t,-Your choler, Call ,--

=~~ Albwnl, 
F'l'Mr~cbolcec .. 
)'OWi if )'OU CGM down aad 
tnln) 

Fuli-a) mln\.la ol FoA: 
eruy r.--Jm.. Pop, Rock. 
~::',;. Helvy, roa:, Pkt. Top 

Umrind-lnatnunenlila 
8eyo1¥1 tht Ninth Door..._..,,..,_ 
Tonight- A auiv.,auy of 
What 'I Going on Tonl&ht 

News ui Deplh-lnlematlonal, 
National, and State news from-

~!. ~i!, ~ ~~ :e1iC 
Ride Board-Who wanta rldee 
Ind who wanll rlden 

~ 
Tomorr ow-Summary of 
What '1 going on tomorrow 

New Modern Hornecoming 
Anew~ofhome~ 

~~ber:= 
format of lhe put. 11.w year 
the Unlversltry Actlvltiea · 
A11embly wll coordlftate 
---w!thRHC, 
the GlffU, and ~ othe' 
group of organlutlon that 
wanta lo becc:me involved. 
Tentative plana~ for cuttlna 
homecoml,.; • 'llf"ff:lc lo 
four da y1 ol vent• and 

l•twinc a bl& name cone«t 
on Saturday eftlq. Tbll 
concert would po11lbly 
eliminate the tradition.al 
formal dance. 1beae pi.Im UII 
leltaithe IUbject lo lludent 
il1Jl,IL 1be rw:d meetln& will be 
Au&. SI at 4:JO p.m. ln lbe 
llude:nt activlU. offtoe. Other 
U.A.A. rneellnga are held 
Monday~ a t 7 p.m. ln the 
Student Center Ballroom. 

MEET MARKE.T 
Now Open 

( Formerly 1he Menomonie Club) 

Sept. 11 

MONDAY NITE SPECIAL 
Shots 25'. 

'lap Beer 15' 
S:U0-1:00 

Grand Opening Coming Soon 

WORSHIP 
C.Ltr.olk : s.,n.,, ,:,. , .•. s.au,, 11 :)& . ...... . 
LuU.ena : 8wl.day1 11 :JII a.111 . 
EcwmC1ikal : w~.,. t p.m. 
WOM.EN'S CENTER - M.d.M .8. 
DAY CARE CENttR 
SEMINARS - R£80URCE C:ENTER 

THE MINISTRY 
()key, 10 It happens. So where do you go? 

:v:,:.~1:.c,• ~~k:.~~!~~~~ ~~~~r~ho care. And who've been 
around• few years end can do more than jutt car.. Can also help. 

Like when you 're hurting or the world ,tarh closlng In or you fNI 11~ 1 

o/';:,u':~~~.f.~~~:;,~odc:;~-:::1 t•:~ybe your did 11 ,C:, ml let 
0,

1;:J.lfi:.1~::;; w~:~·~·to be really yours and not• carbon copy . 
Mlybe you're sitting In clau and wonder w~et you're d<Hng there since 

you really don't went to teach dreft!ng. 
Or you've lust found out y'ou•r:s:;eanant and you 're acand. 

0-a:ur;.:·;:~ri:• ~::1~r:.1: In u~,,; ~!~:v~r::,;• t':'"W::l~~ 
101netttlng'1 wrong with you since you love your k ids but . . 

.--------------, Maybe you want to get In touch with God ag~ln. · 
Or maybe with yourM lf. 

Father Jim Eron 
Father Jim Logan 
Mrs. LH Morlcal 

Pastor Don Wl.,_r 
lOI Third Ave. West 

Acrau from Flemlng 

"5-11:11 
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Counseling Center Aids Troubled Students 
by Debbie Wiedrich 

Depression. Inability to 
relate to peers or cope with 
problems. Questions about 
careers. These are a few of the 
reasons that motivate students 
to seek help at the Counseling 
Center. 

The Counseling Center, 
which is located in the 
basement of Harvey Hall, was 
established in 1964. It has five 
counselors: Pinckney Hall, Sue 
Stephenson, Paul Carollo, Bob 
Hoyt and its director, Dave 
McNaughton. 

to know just what he has an 
aptitude for. The Counseling 
Center is equiped to help him. 

leader and begin discussions, 
but the students are the 
primary moving forces. 

A study skills clinic is 
something else a student might 
look into. The Counseling 
Center also offers a study skills 
clinic once a semester which 
includes : discussion on 
motivation problems, aids in 
improving note-taking, con
centration, reading, and ef
ficiency. 

\ 0 
\ 

Andy Goods, a Stout student, 
will also be working at the 
center. Although ' Andy will 
usually be found milling 
around the Student Center, he 
will have limited office hours. 
The Counseling Center's hours 
are 8:30-4:30, Monday through 
Friday. 

A counselor can sit and talk 
to a student about his ideas and 
outlooks on job choices. In
terest tests, ACT scores and 
high school and college records 
may be used as supplementary 
aids . A vocational .interest file 
tells the student where to ob
tain specific information on 
different occupations. There is 
also a library of college . 
catelogs, which is useful to a 
student who is dissatisfied with 
his major and is considering 
transferring to another school. 

Personal-social counseling 
deals with areas such as: 
frustration, inter-personal 
probI-ems with roommates, 
parents, and friends , sexual 
problems, concern over a 
roommate or friend who seems 
to be heading for trouble, or 
just not liking yourself very 
much. 

If a student is concerned 
about divulging personal in
formation, he or she may feel 
assured that everything is kept 
strictly confidential. There is 
no discussion of student 
problems between the coun
selors and if files are kept at 
all, they will not be shown to 
anyone without the students 
permission. 

Bob Hoyt, Dave McNaughton, Paul Carollo, Carol Bergstrom, 

Pinckney Hall, Andy Goods, Sue Stephenson. 

Andy will be there 
primarily to help black 
students with problems that 
are related to black culture. 
He'll be available to help 
anyone who would like to speak 
to him. 

A satelite office is located in 
the Health Service Building. 
Students may make ap
pointments there or at the 
main office. 

The types of counseling that 
are done fall into two 
ca tagories --voca tional 
educational and personal
social. 

A student may wonder if he is 
in the right major or may want 

For some students one 
session may be all that is 
needed to clear up a problem or 
let off some steam. For others 
it may take three or four visits 
or perhaps ten sessions of 
extended counseling. 

Growth groups which at
tempt to be natural extensions 
of one-to-one counseling are 
also offered. Interpersonal 
growth and learning to get 
along with other people are the 
goals of these groups. A 
counselor will take the role of 

The counselors feel that no 
problem is too big or too small 
for them to deal with. It is often 
better to try and solve a 
problem when the student first 
becomes aware of it rather 
than letting it develop into 
something more difficult to 
solve. A student who feels the 
need should come in and make 
an appointment to see a 
counselor or talk to Andy 

, Goods. Everyone has problems 
the counseling center was 
developed so that help is 
available to students when they 
need it. 

Pinckney Hall reflects the amiable atmosphere at Stout''i, 
Counseling Center in the basement of. Harvey Hall. ' · 1 

VOTE September 12 
for · 

WALTER THORESEN for Congress 
WALT'S QUALIFICATIONS INCLUDE 
- Professor of Sociology, UW-Eau 
- Regional Director (10 North 

for Economic Development 

Claire 
Central 

- Legislative Assistant to Senator Nelson 

states) 

- Board Member of Stop Sanguine Committee 
- 10th District Candidate for Congress in 1970 
- President, American Federation of Teachers, Local 

917, Eau Claire 

SOME OF WALT'S CONCERNS INCLUDE 
- Aggressive enforcement of environmental 

protection laws 

- More equitable tax laws 

- Ending the war in Southeast Asia 
- Reducing wasteful military expenditures 
- Equal rights for women and men 
- Expanded day care opportunities 
- A national health care program 
- Comprehensive welfare reform 

The following students, faculty and staff endorse Walt Thoresen for 
Congress and urge you to consider Walt's qualifications and positions on 
the issues. We think you will agree that Walter Thoresen should be our next 
Representative in Congress. Vote for Thoresen on the Democratic ballot on 
Tuesday. 

STUDENTS 
Tom Burke 
Betsy Carey 
Scott Carey 
Mary Beth Ebben 
Ralph Isenberg 
Jim King 

· Chris Ness 
Glen Rintamaki 
Matt Rybarczyk 
Kathie Stroud 
Bardi Waling 
Dave Wiltzius 

Tom Wiltzius 
Dan Wokosin 

FACULTY-STAFF 
Brooke Anson 
Bill Bailey 
Bill Beane 
Sue Beckham 
Jim B jornerud 
Todd Boppel 
Chuck Buelow 
Trudy Carlson 
Paul Edmondson 
John Enger 

W. L. Face 
Gene Flug 
Dick Gardner 
Edward Gold 
Pinckney Hall 
Sherman Iverson 
Joe Jax 
Alice Kleibacker 
Wilson Kleibacker 
Gerry Laine 
Warren Lang 
Edward Lowry 
Patricia McManamy 
Robert Meier 
George Nelson 

Courtney Nystuen 
Rob Price 
Walt Pruitt 
Sharon Reynolds 
Daniel Riordan 
Lydia Rutkowski 
John Samuelson 
Clyde Smith 
Stephen Snyder 
Susan Thurin 
Bob Tilidetzke 
Richard Treiber 
Jack Wile 
Cece Wiltzius 
Freda Wright 

Authorized and paid for by the Thoresen for Congress Committee, Stephen Snyder, Stout Faculty Coordinator, R.R. 1, Menomonie, Wis. 54751 
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Campus Gold are available in Room 415, 

A campus Gold Girl Scout Harvey Hall. 
troop is now being formed on 
the UW-Stout campus. Ac
tivities and projects are · 
limitless and open for your 
suggestions. Previous Girl 
Scouting experience is not 
required - only ideas and en
thusiasm. So, grab a friend and 
help make us a group! For 
more information about 
Campus Gold, and when we'll 
meet next, call Ann Reese at 
ext. 2284, or Ann Sailor at ext. 
1346. 
Odd Job 

The odd job program 
established last year by the 
Finnancial Aid Office will be 
continued again this year. 

An ad will be placed in the 
'Menomonie Shopper and the 
Dunn County News to inform 
the community that if they 
have odd jobs such as yard 
work, storm windows, 
housework, minor repairs, 
snow shoveling, etc., they 
should call the Financial Aid 
Office Monday throqgh Friday 
between 8:30 and 12:00. Any 
student that is interested in 
doing this type of work, please 
leave your name, address, · 
phone number and jobs you can 
do with Jean or Diane at the 
Financial Aid Office. We will 
contact students when jobs are 
called in. 
Ind. Art. Ed 

All industrial arts education, 
trade and industrial and 
technical education majors 
who are not enrolled in 190-
404, Curriculum Development, 
this· first quarter and who plan 
to complete their off-campus 
student teaching requirement 
during the second quarter of 
this 1972-73 college year 
should report to Room 415, 
Harvey Hall, to obtain the 
necessary forms for a 
placement request. This should 
be done as soon as possible-
no later than September 12, 
Tuesday, 

Also, if you have not filed an 
applica'tion form for teacher 
education, it should be done as 
soon as possible. These forms 

Story Hour 
Story hour at the Mabel 

Tainter Memorial Library will 
begin September 16 through 
November 4. It will be from 
lg-11 a.m. with age's ranging 
from two to eight years. For 
further information contact 
Ann Schantz at 235-0275. 

Soccer Club 
Attention: All persons, male 

and female, who are interested 
in playing soccer, join the 
"Stout Soccer Club". Inter
collegiate and Inter-club 
games and activities are 
planned. No previous soccer 
experience is needed. For 
further information call Craig 
Winans at 235--2446 or Tyrone 
Grant at 235--5061. 

Alfresco 

Alfresco started the Fall 
semester with a splash, a lost 
and found hike, and a party. 
We met alot of new faces but 
we didn't see yours. Alfresco 
membership is open to anyone 
on campus (red, yellow, black 
and white), who enjoys being 
out of doors and meeting alot of 
people. Our dues are $4 for the 
year or $2.50 for 1 semester. We 
meet every 2nd and 4th 
Tuesday of every month in the 
East Central Ballroom in the 
Student Union. New members 
are welcome to join at any 
meeting. 

Our next meeting is 
Tuesday the 12th of September 
at 7 p.m. Highlighting the 
meeting will be tips on 
canoeing techniques and 
safety. This will be ad
vantageous for anyone 
thinking about joining us for a 
day canoe trip down the Hay 
River on Sept. 17 or the Ely 
Weekend Canoe Trip Sept. 22-
24, which goes into Canada. 

Sound interesting? Join us at 
our meeting Sept. 12 at 7 p.m. 
and watch for posters around 
campus. 

Pizza Villa Special 
Every day 12:30 - 8:00 

Tap Beer 15c 
Mixed Drinks 35c 

Monday Girls Night Out Special 
Sloe Screws 30c 

Tuesday Guys Night Out Special 
Tequila 30c 

Ylednesday Pub Night 
Between 8: 00 & 10: 00 

All the Beer You Can Drink for 75c 

r---------------------~ 
Pizza Villa Special 

·coupon 
This coupon and $1.14 entitles you to any 
small one ingredient pizza. 

( On Premises Only) 

I 
I 
I 
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~----------------------· Kitchen Open Daily 4:00- 2:00 a.m. 
Sat. &Sun. -1:90-2:00a.m. 

Delivery Service Daily 5:00-1 :00 a.m. 

The Pawn 

Appearing Sept. 11-16 at The 
Pawn will be The Braid, New 
York City group. The Braid, 
offers U.W.-Stout a new and 
exciting type of sound. "Not as 
'folk' as Peter, Paul and Mary; 
and not as 'rock' as Crosby, 
Stills, Nash,· and Young, but 
somewhere indescribably in
between... 'Acoustic Rock' ." 

The Braid has graced the 
stage of The Village Gate, 
Gaslight II, Princeton 
University, New York 
University, and Carnegie 
Recital Hall. 

There will be two shows 
nightly at The Pawn, 8:15 and 
9: 30. It will be an experience 
you will not soon forget. 

This weekend The Pawn 
proudly presents Quick and 
Alfono on Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday nights at 8:15 and 
9:30. It's free. 

Forensics 

The Forensics Association 
will hold a membership drive 
the week of Sept. 11-16. The 
date of the next meeting will be 
announced for all new and old 
members. 

Anyone who is interested in 
public speaking, debate, or 
excitement should stop in room 
11 of Harvey Hall, or watch for 
the announcement of the next 
meeting.-

Picnic 

The Nutrition and Foods 
Association is · having their 
Annual Picnic Sept. 11 at 5 p.m. 
at Riverside Park. 

Enjoy a delicious chicken 
dinner for $.50 and hear about 
the club activities for the 
coming year. 

Free Flicks 

There will be an important 
meeting for anyone interested 
in working with "Free Flicks" 
on Sept. 11 at 4:30 p.m. in the 
University Activities Office 
(Lower Level - Student Cen
ter) . It will be a planning 
session for second semesters 
films so please, everyone, be 
there! 

Starts Friday! 

.JAMES COBURN 
WILL BLOW YOU APART! 

;'DU . 
YOU SUCKER' 

E venings 7:00 - 9 : 15 
Sunday Cont. from l : 00 

RATED(PG) 

Thursda~, September 7, 1972 

Campus Party 

There will be an all campus 
party Friday night, Sept. 8, in 
the Carriage House of the 
Sigma Tau Gamma Frater
nity. It is located at 118 4th Ave. 
West, one block west of the 
Holiday Station. Prices? All 
you can drink Guys $1.00, Girls 
$.50. 

Bible Studies 

There are Bible Studies and 
discussions on Wednesday and 
Thursday nights in the Union. 
There are coed studies on 
Wednesday night and Thurs
:lay nights . Also on Thursday 
nights there is the "Prayboy" 
club for guys only! Check the 
Stout Christian Fellowship 
Clapper box for times and 
places. 

Tower 

Anyone interested in the 
position of Literary Editor for 
the 1972-73 TOWER please 
contact Maggie Foote at the 
TOWER office, basement of 
the Student Center or at 232-
2118. 

S.S. I. T. 

All SSIT officers and Task 
Reps are asked to meet at 3:30 
p.m. this Friday in the Fireside 
Lounge of the Student Center. 
Topics to be discussed: next 
semester's program. 

The Stoutonia - 7 

Reischarer 
Scholarship 
The World Affairs Council of 

Milwaukee is . offering the 
Reischauer Scholarship in the 
amount of $2500 to support the 
first year of graduate work for 
a Wisconsin resident for the 
academic year 1973-74 in the 
general fields of international 
affairs (such as political 
science, geography, 
economics, history, an-

. thropology, etc.) Applicants 
must be graduates of, or 
graduating from, a Wisconsin 
College or University. This 
special scholarship is named in 
honor of Ambassador Edwin 0. 
Reischauer, distinguished 
United States scholar and 
diplomat. Applications must be 
submitted before November 1, 
1972. For more information and 
application forms write to: 

World Affairs 
Council of Milwaukee 
108 West Wells Street 

(Room343) 
Milwaukee, Wis. 53203 

A limited number of ap
plications are available at the 
Financial Aids Office, 114 
Administration Building. 

GROUP HAYRIDES 
Cher Ami Ranch 

Ph. 235-5294 . 
or 235-2424 

SUBWAY 
Submarine Sandwiches 

"A Meal on a Bun" 

Open: Monday - Saturday 4:00-1 :30 
Sunday- 5:00-12:30 

Ends Friday! 
11Frogs11 

plus 
'The Conqueror Worm' 

Rated PG 

Sat. thru Tues. 

Jostph E Le\·rnt and Avro EmbaSi.) Pn•s11nt An ltalo Zmgarrll1 F'ilm 

UTrJ.n,ity 
Is Still IEII 

.MyNaine"cm 
Plus Co-hit 

"Rider on the Rain" 
Rated PG 

Box Office 7:15 
Movie at Dusk 

''The Godfather'' 
Starts Sept. 20 

Next to the Den 

Now Ending Soon! 
Don't I 

Miss It • 

Mon . & Tues. 8 :00 
Wed. 2 :00 . 8 :00 

Thurs. & Fri . 8:00 
Sat. & Sun . l :00-4:30-8:00 

-ADMI SS ION 
Evenings & Sunday $2.25 . $1.00 

Matinee $1.75 - .75c 
Evening Prices Start at 4:30 

Coming Soon 
"Fritz The Cat" 

"Everything You 
Wanted To Know 
About Sex But Were 
Afraid To Ask" 

"Fuzz" 



State Assembly Candidates Give Views 

Al Baldus 

Dunn County voters will 
1
assist Tuesday, Sept. 12, in the 
,nomination of canditlates to the 
state assembly. 

All of Dunn County, except 
the Village of Downing, is in 
the 69th district. 

The 29th district, in addition 
to Downing, includes parts of 
Pierce and Polk counties, and 
candidates are Leo 0. Mohn, a 
Democrat, and Robert M. 
Boche and Norman L. 
Christianson, Republicans. 

Four candidates - two 
Republicans and two 
Democrats - are seeking the 
nomination in the 69th district. 

The 69th district also en
compasses that part of Eau 
Claire County consisting of the 
Towns of Brunswick, Dram
men, Seymour, Union and 
Washington and the City of 
Altoona, and the Town of 
Albany in Pepi¥ County. 

Candidates in the 69th 
district are Alvin Baldus, who 
presently represents Dunn 
County, and Gary L. Froseth, 
Democrats, and Willis E. 
Donley and William M. Prit
chard, Republicans. 

Background 
The League of Women Voters 

of Wisconsin distributed forms 
to the candidates which asked 
biographical information• and 
answers to three questions. 
Information that follows was 
supplied by the League of 
Women Voters. 

Under the heading, 
"Biographical Information," 
the following question was 
asked : What educational, 
occupational or civic ex
periences have you had that 
provide you with background 
for this office? The replies 
follow : 

Questions 
Each candidate was asked 

three questions as follows:_ 
1) If elected, in what 

legislative area (s) would you 
concentrate ~ Olli' efforts? 
Why? 

2) Which, if any, alter
natives to the property tax 
would you support? 

3) Do you believe economic 
stability and pollution 
abatement can be achieved 
simultaneously? If you believe 
a choice must be made, which 
do you regard to be of 
paramount concern and why? 

Their replies, using numbers 
as the corresponding ker, 
follgw : 

Baldus, 111 12th St. · E., 
Menomonie - I have received 
an Associate of Arts degree 
from Austin Junior College, 
Austin, Minn. 

Since then I have- served for 
two years in the service with 
combat duty in the Korean 
War. I have worked for a farm 
machinery firm and am 
presently an investment 
broker. 

I belong to may civic groups, 
including the DAV, Rotary and 
the American Legion. 

For the past six years I have 
been an assemblyman. During 
the last session I was appointed 
chairman of the State Affairs 
committee and of the Higher 
Education sub-committee of 
the Building Commission. 

BALDUS 
1) My primary area of 

concern if I am returned for a 
fourth term would be to 
achieve additional property 
tax relief for those who need it 
the most. In order to determine 
that, it might be necessary to 
develop some sort of income 
test to administer to property 
taxpayers somewhat in the 
manner of tests used to 
determine financial need for 
college scholarships. While the 
legislature passed significant 
property tax relief during the 
last session, I hope we can do 
more next time. 

2) For Wisconsin farmers, 
a proposed constitutional 
amendment allowing taxation 
of farm land at its use value 
rather than at its real estate 
speculative value could be law 
by early 1973. I hope the voters 
will approve this amendment if 
it gets on the ballot in 1973. 

In addition, the Governor's 
Task Force on property tax 
alternatives will be offering 
solutions based on months of 
intensive investigation. I ex
pect to support any reasonable 
proposals they have to offer 
relief to property taxpayers . 

Senator McGovern also 
proposes relief to property 
taxpayers by increasing 
federal funds for education. 
This would probably require 
some kind of state-enabling 
legislation which I would 
certainly support provided it 
did not force a new federal 
bureaucracy down our throats . 

3) There is no reason the 
two cannot be achieved 
simultaneously. It is simply a 
question of whether we can 
muster the will to do it, as we 
certainly have the means 
already . 

Donley, Donley Building, 
Menomonie - Graduate of 
Marquette Law School. 
Practicing attorney. Former 
legislator (assembly) from 
Dunn County. Legal counsel to 
a former governor of 
Wisconsin. 

Primary 

William Pritchard 

DONLEY 
1) I would concentrate my 

efforts in the direction of 
cutting out the waste and fat 
from our state government and 
returning this state to a con
dition of fiscal responsibility 
and economic sanity. I believe 
that costs could be trimmed by 
nearly 500-million from the 
present budget.. 

2) If costs can be cut in the 
amount I propose, property 
taxes would be correspon
dingly reduced. 

3) Economic stability is 
obviously of paramount im
portance. Achieve this and 
other problems such as 
pollution will be a lot easier to 
solve. 

Froseth, Rt. 5, Eau Claire -
I have been actiy-e on local, 
district and state levels in th(: 
Young Democrats since 1966. I 
have worked in that 
organization as a unit chair
man, a district chairman, an 
organizational director, and as 
a member of the state 
executive board. 

I am a graduate of Eau 
Claire Memorial High and am 
currently employed in the lab 
department of Uniroyal, Inc. in 
Eau Claire. 

FROSETH 
1) I would have a number of 

areas of concern once elected 
to the Wisconsin legislature. 
Among them would be 
property tax reform, 
developing a no-fault insurance 
plan for Wisconsin's motorists , 
better state aids for the 
development of Wisconsin 's 
small communities, benefits 
for the aged, health care, and 
drug abuse. 

The reasons behind selecting 
these as my main areas of 
concern is very simple : these 
are things that I think the 
people in my district as well as 
most Wisconsinites want and 
need most from the next 
session of the legislature. 

2) I think that a number of 
proposals have to be studied by 
the legislature when it con
venes in January. Although I 
do not favor any one plan at 
this time, I feel that the entire 
area of property tax reform ust 
be considered from the 
development of a local income 
tax to the assumption of all 
local school costs by the state 
government. Again, I do not 
support any specific proposal 
at this time. 

3) I do believe that we can 
achieve economic stability and 
pollution abatement 
simultaneously. 

Pritchard, Rt. 5, Eau Claire 
- Educational : high school· 
various seminars and training 
sessions relating to 
agricu~ture, business, 
cooperatives, mental health 
field and legislation. 

Occupational : employed in 
shipping department, W. H. 
Hobbs Supply Co.; member, 
Local No. 662, Teamster's 
union; owner-operator of dairy 
farni. 

Civic: secretary, board of 
trustees, Eau . Claire County 
Institutions (county hospital, 
Mt. ,Washington Home & 
Sanitorium); treasurer, Town 
of Union; president of Eau 
Claire County Farm Bureau, 
Co-op Farm Suptly, 
Association for Retarded 
Children; ' Association of 
Cooperatives, Dairy Herd 
Improvement Association , 
Guernsey Club; state director 
of Wisconsin Association for 
Retarded Children ; building 
committee, St. James the 
Greater Church; member, 
Township Fire Department; 
department supervisor, county 
4-H fair . 

PRITCHARD 
1) Taxes, problems of the 

aged, industrial expansion to 
supply as many jobs as 
possible. The mentally and 
physically handicapped 
citizens to be given ever in
creasing opportunities to 
become self sufficient ; con
servation of our natural 
resources. These are problems 
which must be dealt with for 
the good of all our citizens in 
Wisconsin. 

2) Economy in government 
is an alternative to excessive 
property taxes. I favor 
taxation on ability to pay and to 
eliminate as much as possible 
regressive taxation . Tax 
credits for the lower income 
people might also be effective. 

3) I do believe that both 
economic stability and 
pollution abatement can be 
achieved over the same period 
of time if we all work together 
to bring about the realization of 
these goals. 

It should be noted, too, that 
the Village of Downing is now 
in the 10th State Senator 
district. However, there is no 
primary contest. 

\· 



uesda Five Candidates Seek 3rd Congressional Nomination 

Ed Nix 

Five candidates - two 
Republicans and three 
Democrats - are seeking 
nomination Tuesday as 
representatives in congress 
from the Third District. 

The following information 
concerning four of the can
didates was provided by the 
Wisconsin League of Women 
Voters: 

questions 
Each candidate was asked 

two questions as follows: 
l) What do you consider the 

national priorities for the next 
Congress? Why? . . 

Do you believe protecttomsts 
trade policies are in the be~t 
interest of the U. S. domestic 
economy? What is their e~fect 
on international cooperation? 

Their replies, using numbers 
as the corresponding key, 
follow: 

Berg, 215 Locust Street, 
Onalaska, Wisconsin-
Education- Bachelor of 
Science degree, Political 
Science major, University of 
Wisconsin Doctor Jurist 
Degree. Occupational
Practicing Trial Attorney since 
1960. Civic- Reserve Officers 
Association, ROTC Policy 
Committee, Nominating 
Committee. State-President 
and Vice President for Navy 
Reserve Officers Association. 

Community- Commanding 
Officer Naval Reserve Surface 
Division. Founder, President 
of La Crosse Community Pre
school Center. Board of the 
greater La Crosse Area 
Community Coordinated Child 
Care. President, Rotary In
ternational, Onalaska. 
Founder and Skipper of La 
Crosse Sea Scout Organizer 
and Chief, La Crosse Indian 
Guides- YMCA.Board, La 
Crosse County Republican 
Party. Delegate to the State 
Convention and District 
Caucus. Floor leader for major 
Senatorial Candidate at State 
Convention. 

BERG 
ll a. Taxation is the No. 1 

problem in the United States 
today, and Wisconsin is the No. 
I state in the rate of taxation. 
This problem must be im
mediately alleviated by 
property relief and by income 
tax reform. I believe that the 
federal revenue sharing plan, 
which prorates back to the 
state in relationship to income 
and services, would provide a 
substantial relief in property 
taxes. In addition, it is 
necessary for an income tax 
reform which will benefit the 
heavy burdens on the average 
taxpayer. 

b. The most precious asset of 
Western Wisconsin is its 
beautiful envirortment. It will 
not remain so if Congressional 
leaders fail to take action to 
protect it because they . are 
unable to see the subtlety of the 
factors which threaten this 

environment. I believe we have 
a sacred obligation, to our 
children and the future 
generations, to insure them of 
the good water, good air and 
the beautiful land which we 
have had the benefit of. 

c. The present welfare 
system produces generations 
of welfare recipients in ad
dition to fraud and deciet at the 
taXPays expense. A welfare 
reform is desperately 
needed, which will reduce the 
welfare roles through 
education and job productivity. 

d. The crime on the street 
will only be resolved when the 
open door parole of desperate, 
caged men is closed and 
parolees are prepared for the 
outside world by integration 
into that world through 
education, jobs and family 
relations prior to their release. 

2. In the interest of in
ternational cooperation and 
our high standard of living, we 
must protect the farmer, the 
wageearner and the 
businessman from 
unreasonable foreign com
petition. Such unfair com
petition exists when foreign 
nations permit slave labor 
practices and inequitable 
distribution of wealth among 
their populations. To insure 
both our high standard of living 
and a spirit of free enterprise, 
policies must be evaluated 
individually. ______ _ 

Nix, 2525 Main Street, La 
Crosse, Wisconsin-
Educational-St. Patrick's H. 
S., Eau Claire, Wis. (1947); 
U.W.- Eau Claire, B.S. 
Secondary Education (1951); 
U.W. Law School LLB (1954); 
U.W.-Madison Graduate work 
(1956); Northwestern 
University Special Prosecutors 
School. Occupational- Farm 
Background (1929- 1949); 
Common Laborer and Truck 
Driver (Summers 1949-1954); 
U.S. Army Guided Missile 
am (1954-1956); Private Law 
Practice (1956- 1958, 1969-
1972); District Attorney Eau 
Claire County (1958- 1964); 
U.S. Attorney, Western 
District Wisconsin (1965-
1969); U.A. Magistrate (1969-
1972). Civic-Co--Chairman
Eau Claire United Fund 
Organizing Committee; State 
Chairman- Wisconsin Ken
nedy for President Club; 
Member-Wisconsin Drug 
Abuse Advisory Committee 
(1960); Chairman- Joint 
Legislative Task Force on 
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse; 
Listed Who's Who in America. 

NIX 

1) The Southeast Asia war 
continues to inflict such severe 
damage to our society that it 
must be halted immediately. 
When this is accomplished 
Congress must assert its 
leadership to shape a foreign 
policy which will end Uncle 
Sam's role as the world's 
policeman; End our support of 
corrupt, repressive regimes, in 
countless nations; Take firm, 
uncompromising control of the 

Ray Short 

military-industrial complex; 
Achieve equity in ending 
deficit spending and balance of 
jpayments deficits; Wage 
war on all national domestic 
problem areas: pollution, 
environmental damage, 
unemployment, consumer 
protection, health, education, 
welfare, law enforcement and 
criminal reha bili ta tion, 
campaign spending, equal 
rights ... 

Our needs have been iden
tified; our resources are 
adequate; 1 the public will is 
present; yet, our government 
is unresponsive. The 
Congressional seniority system 
must be abolished and the 
trend toward the extension of 
Executive power must be 
reversed. In other words, 
Congress must be reorganized 
along democratic lines and 
must promptly respond to the 
needs of the people. 

2) The United States balance 
of payments deficits have 
become a very critical 
problem. Unless the trend is 
reversed, our deteriorating 
competitive position will 
continue to worsen. We are the 
world's leading industrial 
nation but we've failed 
miserably in properly exer
cising our influence to the 
disadvantage of both ourselves 
and the rest of the world. It is 
economic suicide to permit a 
continuation of the 
deterioration of our position in 
world trade. Particular at

. tention must be given to our 
imbalance of trade with Japan. 
We need a forthright but 
sensible trade policy. H it is 
executed with reason we will 
be able to secure economic 
security and stability at home 
while preserving international 
cooperation in dealing with 
other world problems. 

Short, Box 121, La Crosse, 
. Wisconsin -- Establishing 
integrity, dependability
Minister, active Methodist 
Peace work locally, regionally, 
nationally. Leadership in
terfaith ecumenical 
movement. Co- pastor, In
terracial church (1946) North 
Carolina. 

Sensitivity to people- 30 
· year experience working with 
youth. Farm background; 
sawmill worker; family 
business, teacher. BE, PhD, 
(Duke), dissertations: 'Social 
Control of International War'. 

International Un-
derstanding- Participated in 
briefing sessions, conferences 
in Washington-New York. 
Numerous contacts in 
Congress. Senate Committe 
testimony, representing 
National Jaycees. Briefing 
Director, UN Study Tour. 
Chairman, National Council, 
World Federalists, USA. 

Administrative Ability- 13 
years as administrator and 
chairman of university 
departments. Listed: Who's 
Who, American Men of 
Science, Dictionary In
ternational Biography, 

, Distinguished Personalities. 

Walter Thoresen 

SHORT 

1) Tax reform to eliminate 
loopholes and provide property 
tax relief by shifting more 
support of education to 
graduated income tax. 

End Vietnam involvement 
and insure against future 
Vietnams by building in
ternational understanding, 
agreements and a more useful 
United Nations which can 
enforce meaningful 
regulations to eliminate in
ternational anarchy and 
control the threat of world 
annihilation. 

Reduce military overkill, cut 
waste from Pentagon budget; 
shift national priorities to 
serving human needs: poverty, 
health care, crime control, 
injustice and discrimination, 
housing, etc. 

Increase government 
responsiveness to people's 
needs by providing closer ties 
and easier access to 
Congressman via two home 
offices in the District and a 
'traveling' ombudsman (5 staff 
members) and forming 
People's Advisory 'Counsels' to 
listen and 'counsel' their 
Congressman accordingly. 
This will involve citizens 
directly in their government 
and keep government sensitive 
to citizen needs. 

Control pollution and con
serve resources by publishing 
monthly a National Roster of 
Prime Polluters listing major 
companies not yet conforming 
to standards of Environmental 
Protection Agency, tightening 
enforcement against violators. 

Modifying or eliminating 
seniority system to base 
Congressional leadership on 
ability, not longevity. 

2) While exceptions may be 
necessary in individual cases, 
during a period when in
ternational agreements are 
obtained to create a more fluid 
world trade economy, the 
general effect of trade barriers 
erected by an individual nation 
is to invite retaliation of other 
nations. The result is a never
ending spiral of trade barriers 
which frustrate international 
cooperation and ·create cur
tailments of international 
exchange and sometimes 
belligerance eventuating in 
strained relations or even war. 
Any protectionist trade 
measures should be considered 
at besst temporary while 
pursuing the goal of more trade 
among the peoples of the 
world. 

Thoresen, 437 Lincoln 
Avenue, Eau Claire, 
Wisconsin--! have a B.A. 
Degree with majors in 
Economics and Sociology; a 
Masters degree in School 
Administration; and a Ph. D. 
in Sociology. I served for a 
time as Legislative Assistant of 
Economic Development Ad-

ministration. Past chairman of 
County Democratic Party. 

Chairman of Board of 
Family Service Association, 
Advisory Board, La Crosse 
Childrens home. Community 
Affairs Chairman, Chippeqa 
Valley Civil Liberties Union; 
President AFT local 917; 
professor in Sociology; 
organizer and first Chairman 
of Board, La Crosse Senior 
Citizens Center; organizer and 
Board member of Stop 
Sanquine Committee. 

THORESEN 

1) The national priorities 
include stabalizing our 
economy, to increase job op
portunities and to reorganize 
the welfare program to provide 
opportunities for all people to 
have a decent income. 

Immediate attention must be 
given to preserve and protect 
the environment, stronger 
enforcement of laws already 
passed must be insisted upon. 

Tax i;-eform is essential; 
increased funds gained should 
be distributed to assist counties 
and communities to reduce the 
property tax burden. The U.S. 
Government must assume a 
greater share of welfare and 
educational costs. 

A sound farm program must 
be developed to assure farmers 
full parity income. Corporate 
conglomerates must be kept 
out of farming to preserve the 
family farm. 

All of the above is very 
much dependent upon two 
essential actions: 1. 
<:;ongressional reform and 2. 
setting an immediate end to 
the war and reducing wasteful 
expenditures, most especially 
that of the military. 

Areas in which actions must 
be taken with no great dollar 
costs involved are: 1. Create 
equality of opportunity for all 
regardless of sex, race, or 
creed. 2. Proper distribution of 
powers-the President has 
been allowed too much power 
under the last two ad
ministrations. 

2. I believe that overall 
protectionist trade policies are 
not in the best interest of the 
U.S. domestic economy. Such 
policies tend to protect the 
least efficient and least 
economical operations at the 
cost of higher prices to the 
consumer. 

However, there are special 
types of producers, such as 
family farmers, · who for 
general social as well as 
economic reasons, must be 
protected and preserved. 

Protectionist economic 
policies cause nations to 
hesitate and ultimately to 
refuse to cooperate with one 
another socially and politically 
to the detriment of all. In
ternational cooperation is 
necessary for human survival 
so we must open doors for 
communication and 
cooperation. 



'No Fault' Issue 
Is Explained 

Qne.>Of lhe lssun v.·hicl1 w\\1 
IAl(klubledly bt ral.Hd in the 
next Jtgislativc lffl\on ii no-
f1ull insunnce. Many 
p-opou}I 10 etlabliah IUdl I 
systm1lnWiscOnlin havebtt:n 
l!'llrodut"td, but hne nol made 
ii all the way 1lrough lo 
pauage In recent 1H1ions. 

4 ,::~~·~!.;Id n~r:u/i!a, I~~ 
determination of blome would 
be made inan auto at'ddt-nt, 
and a penon would seek 
damagu rrom tila own, rather 
than the other party's in· 
suraoce Cl'lmpeny. Undet' the 
present system, long dcJays 
and costly court battles are 
oft en a part of srcklng 
cbmages because 1he bl.unc 
and the dl'grcc of fault must 
first be es41blished It IS clear. 
1hat a betttt ,,:ay must be 
found to insure driven ag3in!I 
personal injury. properly 
cbmagc and lilibility. No
fauh insura~ is ooe ol lht 
altematl,·cs which must ~ 
given considera tion am 
cardul judgement 

In 1970, Masuchuaetts 
~melherirst sta tctoatlQpl 
no-fault and since then 
anenl othtn have followed 
sui t , such as Florida. Con
nttticut and Puc,-to Rico. 1llt' 
d'feclS and1UCttSSeS of these 
plans have not )'el bttn fully 
determined , bu l Wisconsin 

'I ~Wo~1~
1
~nre"Pu~1/~1u~~ii~: 

, si tua tion In these states• to 
determine which, U any, 
no-fault plan would best suit 
Wisq>nsin. lndttd, the~ a~ 
counOcss ~arialions o/. the 
idea, and the debate on the 
issue is often complicated. The 
experifflcesol.oU\ff&tateswill =~~.~s=.d~ :h:~,l-
thal some a lternative must be 
found to the n istlng system 
which 11 costly aM lime,.
consuming. 

P roponents of no- fa ult. 
uy ir,,_,;11 rewcf! the cwu ol 
au10 insu rance, a good 
argument fo r adopl lng no-
fault. But so fat , Opponffila, 
including the sute bu 
associa11on . have httn able to 
def~1 effor11 10implemmt a 
newsy.stem 

The pou1bili~ of the Unitied 
States Congreli passing a no-
fault plan has been considerC11. 
but i i 111i'Jtl ld be wiser fo r the 

".tlndividual states to do so on 
,rielrown Indications are that 
Congrcs.s willnotwaltforcver , 
.md Pres1d('nl Nixon has even 
expre5Sl'dmtcrest 

,\lthillJJ:hal1the facts nrcnol 
}Cl ('!ea r fll'I J no-fault , 11 L!t 
ra1 r!y('('f1urn 1tu1 tthe1dea tloe11 

Federal grants expected to 
total more lh.an I U mlll lon 
during.the no:t five years have. 
been awUded to the Yocatimal 
ltihabilltatlon p-ogram here a t 
Stout. 

Annowrffl\ffl l ol the funding 
Wu made In Walhlngtori by 
Rep. Alvin O' Konskl, ac· 
cording to <f>aul Hoff m.n. 
chainnan of the Department ol 
Rehabi li tation and Manpower 
Serviccs. 

llolfman &aid that a ma)OI'" 
por tion o/. the funding wi ll be 
!Md to establish a na tional 
research and tralni,. center 
for vocational rehabilitation. 
The research aspect will deal 
wilt\ new met hods and 
icchniques to deliver 
rehabihtalion servlcu to both 
ph)"sically handicapped end 
c u ltu r ally di u dvanuged 

"'"""'· Tnining a t lhettnterwillbe 
directed t.oward three group1: 
professional people In 1he lleld 
of voca tiona l rehabililallon 
who wish to further- their 
educat ion ; physica ll y han· 
dicapped and culturally 
disadvantaged people who arc 
training 10 become 
parapro lesuiona ls In 
,-ocalional rehabi litation : and 
studenls In a ll majors al SlOUt 
v.ho will learn how lhey can 
relate lhdr field! o/. study to 
the handicapped The center 
will also be med to develop 
special courw oflerinp for 
Stout'a graduate a nd un· 
dergra dua te programs In 
vocational ~hablliUllion. 

have r~I merit and dcser-ves 
much mott study and con
sidentim. Hard facts will 100n 
beavailable fromiholeatatel 
tha t have taken the fi rst ilep. 
We can benefi t from thei r 
experience. 

Fundin& for the cmLer, the 
only one In the Unlteil Stal.II 
wi lh thil ~ rtlcular mlNion, ii 

~~I •;:~R=•t:: 
Service in the U.S. l)epartmffit 
of Health . E d uca Llon and 
Welfare( HEW). 

The unlversl!y will rective 
noo.ooo for t he Initial 
dc,"elopment ol the center. 

Harvest Fest Debuts Saturday 
The first Harvest Festival will be 11artlng 'f'i th a blrC thll 

Saturday on the: lov.tt beach area of Wilinda Park. Competitive 
games ,,_,;u be held throughout the day. Food a nd auda will be 
pro,ided only-to tho&e who have the:ir Stout 1.D.'s and additional 
proof o/. age. • 

Shuttle buses will run evtr)' 30 minulH throuighoul the day 
starli!\11 at 10 1.m. Pick-up and drop<lf poinll will be In front ol 

• all dorms on South Campus and in front o/. J .T .C.' for North 

Campus. 

AtllvltlHSchedaled 
Sign-ilp forthelee,·cnt.swi ll be handled at the park . 

Group Eveni. : 2:0 p.m .-Wheel Barrow Race 
II a .m.-Canoe Race J :XI p .rn.-Qed Race 
II :~ a .m.-Bolrd Hace 4:15 p.m.-<ludlen f't&ht 
12:30 p.m.- 1\lg-d•war 5 p .m.-Grea1e d Watermelon 
t :15 p .m.-Sack Race 5:45 p.m .-Saddrc O:intot 
1 p.m.-Egg Toa Ois\ance: 6:30 p .m.-Balloon Contelt 

Rediscover 

Individual Eventa: 

Ctakin& place thrOUpU the 
day) • . 

Open House to 

Star Jam Session 
The United Minilt riCI lo 

Higher Education • UW.Stout 
will 1pori1or a Folk Ji m 
SeulG:I and Opu 11- on 
SUndiiy, SepL 10 from 1 p.m. lo 
?? at the Trlri. ty ,House on 620 
wnaon Ave. 1be event ii open 
lo a ll Ua lnr1l1v 1tadent1. 
Rd~llvnmts will be aerved. 

'· Menomonie ( 

· Take a night off 

from studies and tour 
I 

M 
-~~HA · C! - ~· 

J u""ord,R.1'11. 

The Body Shop 
6U Ma ln St . 

Welcome Back 
Students 

Faculty 
PhU HIINbrancf.'\ R. Ph. 

FREE 
Prnc:rl Uon Pick- •nd 

E i------------· 
1 Coupon Good For 

I 
I 
I 

25' OFF 
I On Any SUNDAE of 

I 
I 

Your Choice 

I 011 .. ,·,,1,.,s., , mh 
, ____________ : 

at PICNIC POINT RESORT 
features 

PRIME BEEF ~U JUS _ 
p lus 

$395 ' 
Complete Menu and Salad Bar 

• FISH flJ ON fllDAY • 

CLOSED MONDAYS Ph. 962-3870 

L. ... ....... ... , .... ..... ~~ .. ~~-~~· 2S1o"0" · Rlght4Mll e s 

food let Cr1N!_111 
L-Mart 

Opt n Da lly 10:lO • .m .. 11 p .m . . 

C.,rry Out Ava ila ble on Most Items 

-.t.lj,ays fxceptlana//y Gac,d 

l 



City INlfi 101 -·Free nme Activities 
at 1be Mlalltry. Evuyone ii 
~come toaltttl.t. 

Anolhtt. ~i,. event ll 
Harvest Ft!ll to be held thll 
S.tunby at WWnd.l Part .. A 
more. detail«! uUcle can be 
rouod on s-ae 10. · 

Numeroua •oraanlutlom 

~ar~~~y~ 
rangtd from prilOn revolt. lo 
orpnlc farming. 

Acllvltlts are .. ponaored 
throughout · the y,-r , The 
Stouwala will carry nodca al 
upcomil• ewnlli pma1n1rc to 
the ltudtnlt . 

• ~,:~ )= Zi~; 1\: 
Malce it a great year. ~ In
"'""-

HARR'Y 'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRtSS & SPORT 

' ACmeCowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

~llU 

r--------~OUPON---------1 
I 
I 
I Bostwick'$ 

good for 10 % off 

towards purchase of any regularly prl ed 
mer chandise stOl'"e, except U W. Stout 
merchandi se. · 

. . Good Thru Sept. 12 . . 

-----------------------.,--- -

TAINTER ·LAKE· 
CELEBRATION 

Menomonie 
X H-2'N 2Mlles 

I BANDS 
1. Stormy Monday 

'.l 2. Red Boll .., 
~3. Horse Feathers 

4. Tongue 
5. rayles 

--~---------------------Anance Tlcbta • '211 
At Door . • '211 

"' "' 

r\ q\\\ 
',\'s•';~~ 

..t\•\tl 
1,•.r 

i...~~~-P1_._._,,._1_n,_R_ .. _d_,_Ml~~-'~~-X 

OUTDOORS 
( Rain or Shine) 

On The lake ShoreU 
(grounds C>P9" et noon) 



1 Baldus Predicts Assembly Tfu.novei:, Lauds. V oc. Rehab. Program 
n,Juntarytumo'\lff,ltllnot 
lau"UIOMb&e 10 anlldpate • 
new membenhlp iw-chlnl 
to percent ol the AeNmblr 
wllh olhil dectkln. 

·c...-..::== OM rzl tk w. ... a( f\lnctl0111 
ol aovernment which never-
1hitleu contributn far In ex· 
tt9I ol llll CIIIII ii the 
vou tlonal tr1lnln& •nd 
rehlbllitallon.functlon. 

Tht basic premise or lheSe 
dforU ii I.NI It it blUtr ta 
invest time and energy In 
~n~ •::!t r:•~~':,,11';; 
plilce persons on the tax rolll .. 
lh:in to1imply 1tore 1hem away 
inaninst \tutionwheretheyare 
adra\nontaxNSOUrtH. 

The Wisconsin Divlllon of 
Vo<:at1ona1 Rehabilila tlon just 
passed ill Oftieth year ol 
retumi'*people to thetaxroll1 
ol the state. Begun In 1911. this 
human Hh·age eHorl has 
res lortd 87 .000 pt"r1on1 to 
m1playabili l)" in iu first Cl(ty 
)"f'ars. 

Last ye,u w85 a record year 
for rlhabih1ation dforls 1n 
Wisconsin, "'1th 9,2&4 penons 
re habilitated to employable 
status. In fact. Wi1eonsin's 
programissodfective that,..·e 
rank 13th ol theSO sta tH ln 
rehabilitation programs. 

Or igin a ll y rehabilll a t ion 
pr-ogramswereaimedatthose 
who \Ml limbs or eyes or 

Coty's 
, 'lour Face 

:?In\ 
MNiluted CO\'U Up 

Tran1~~nln~;ue Jell 

" Max factor 
"Eye cology" 
~=:..-1 $2'5 

""'.aJbbleAl 

LEE'S DRUG 

• The Den 
" For atmosphere 

wi th a !ouch 

of e legance." 

Open every day al J:00 

Village 
Pedaler 
.1u East Elm 

UnlhtAlleyl 

River Fa ll s 

Bicycle Soles 

and Service 

European M1k11 

In Style 

For Information 

PkoH 425•9126 

~a1.:;:1:1iy~J:; 
enpha1II hu Jhlfted. Whlle 
lou of limb caltl 1re· 1tlll a 
ma}or rthlbllitalive category, 
much effort hi• been jkvoted 

=:rtw~::,b!;:~~~a'= 
lhe crimin,,I rehabUltalion. All 
thele dirttt\on,,-new In· lhe 
lut twenty years-bear fruit bl 
keq,I~ follow humans out of 
prisonandoff lhev.·elfare roU1. 

Among 1h, leaden In 
rehabilil.ltion in Wilconlln are 
the northwestern counties , 
including Dunn. Eau Claire 
nnd Pier«. In cooperation with 

~nt~;a~~t~~.;~~u~~~!~! 
counties have distlnguhhed 
themselves in their com· 
pa ssionate approach to 
rn torirc people with shattered · 
h\'es tothedignityOfP'ovlding 
rorthemsel\·ts. 

Evirry two J'*" with the fall 
el«tiCN lhe tntlre WlKonaln 
Al,&tmbly rnembe.ni.p II up 
ror re-elect ion . A recent 
column by a Wl1con1ln 
pollllcal commentator '!Mde 
the point thal, while the 
As&emblyn1tn complain about 

µ,,-·~" legislative cam , most ol 
lhml end up n1 anyway. 

ll~er.on lhe bull of put 
lm'dl, wecanexped 1 1 leul a 

:~nl~:~!~! 
appro:dm1tely 25 percent 
turnover 11 guarant ttd, as no 
ftwt.r than 22 Incumbents have 
al~ady amounced they will 
not run again. 

Some have received ap· 
pointments tpolhttllatc poata. 
Some have family r tspon· 
sibilitle. to take care o( . 
Olhers find It dlfficul1 to live on 
1M salary cl a legiltator and 
evtn mort difficul t to keep 
another jo while In the 
Asloembly. lri two ~ases, two 
ircumbentl are pitted 11gainlt 
each other by the new rtap, 
port lonmmtplan. Slncewe can 
expect up to a 2S per<:ffl t 

ra~11·:' ~!yt=: 
pined with relatively few 
tl!fflll al ottk:e. I hive been bl 
the Autmbly for thrff t.erml, 
yet there are only 15 rnemben 

-:~:::6 bl :,.~-fce~ :On hlv:. 
Ukewite, on the 'othir llde al 
theaiale,onlyl mtmben have 
greater Rnlor\ty . 

Nearly eve.ry Auemblyman 
wi th u much 1tnlorily II I 

=:i~:\;.x~h:r:'u! 
Assembly of ,ome IOrt or 
another. If it ii not an ap
poirtive poaillon such 11 1 
chainn1nlhlp or a 1pot on a 
powttful committee, It ll the 
leadership accordtd to thole 
wi th more u perience. 

or course wheh you ue a 
senior member of the party In 
power. a commlttte chair · 
manship \1 a logical · aalgn. 
mtnl for IOfflfOnt who 11:nowS 
the rope:1. O\alnnen havf' a 

A fish-died 

=ollawt.t ...... 

~not~~~ 
and re1pect ece• to 
mmntltt.ee chainDID -----· controls UMi Gowemor'a offlcc, 
atatbecaa•t~ 

Of COOU'M • when tbe 

~=la~·':" \1\1 GJ! 
control the Senate ud lhe 
0tmocr1C.. control tbe 
Aaembly. lep&edoo wNcb 
pHlel throup both bol.
mmt be eccepteble to botlt 
parties. While tt.11 mMel It 
difRcult for a•Govemor to 1et 
hi.I total Pf'CICJ'llm pMMd, It 11t 
leut guaranlffl that I.bl n
tremllt1 In eilher party have 
little chance of enKl.lnj p . 
l~mt le&it,LIUon. 

While 'nolhin& II ever omam 
in politics, at Leall" can 

=::r!te~=~= 
with l!Vffl lftllft" lfflklrily tor 
thole who hive mnalned In tbe 
legl1lature 1lnce the mid· 
a:lxti8 and before. 

At the Eva\ua llon and 
Training CCnte r. th t 
proftniona l counselors and 
,va luators dttermine what 
jobs their ditnU can belt 
perform . In the pu l.~ 
thtoreiical tt1 t1 and In· 
tervi"°' determined thi1. A 
new apP'oach has been to 
uu lizt the "job um plt" 
technique. whereby tht han, 
dicapped 1ctually try out lhe 
job they show 1n i:iterest in 

befort being put under 
pre55UM! to prove lhemsetves 
1na compdllivt1i1uation. 

Some of the t raining 
programs a t Stout teach people 
.,.;th varic:us wortl dllabililles 
to be telephone repainntn, to 
bt wddtn, gn>cel')' checken 
or nurse• aldu . Other 
programa provide tralnirc for 
computer pro1ram mlng , 
engine r ep111r a nd bul<: 
re:adingN.illl . 

becalllft 
in a procnm begai this 

sping. studrnta lrom area 
high school!, including Eau 
Cla ire. Rivtr Falb and 
Boyceville, who have·average 
or above average intdllgence, 
but below avenage grades are 
e..•aluated by the Center . On the 
basis or thi1 evaluation , they 
he.Ip to du lgn thei r ow n 
curriculum. Whn-e thil type of 
pro.)Kt·has beer1 tried in the · 
pBSI, the results il'lvarilbly 
mean substantially imp,,ved 
grades, greater ldf,c::onfidence 
among the 1tudtnl". a bdttt 
high .khool completion nte. 
and a greater likelihood of 
finding a aalisf1et.ory job for 
the participants. 

The local holP.lt.a \1,.lncluding 

:dne,\~~mC::i'~ ~:'J:!1 
cooperate with the Center In 
providing rdtrra.b. In ad
dit ion. the Ctnttr l"t'fflves 

~~~tr!~.~~~~ 
Securily Admlniltration. 

At Stout, the p~am i1 
buically .elf..ullainina. OOlCI'" 

::~=~utth~~~r; 
is well 1penl, H It pint in, 

~i~·i::cot)o~
1
:=:nvt~!':: 

FOR SAL&r 
••ugly" Sola Bed !double bedl 
in e,;ttllent condition.~ 135. 
Call sue at m-0774 after s p.m 

ltlS VW New Etlglne, New 
Scali, Radio GD.I Heater. l4ust 
Sell . Reaton1bly Priced. Call 
23S-0<17. 

1'11 .ut 11oada Scrambler. 
£xcdltnt condlUon. Belt offer. 
Call m-31138 art.er 5:00 p.m. • 

. it couldn't breathe 

because 
its gills got clogged wit~ silt 

because 
becaUie 
there was nothing to trap the rain 

because 
---someone wos careless with fire. 

· beij"I wi;h li,e . use 
. -J ...... : . 

"" ..... 
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Pentagon Promises End of Draft 
The Pentagon announced on 

Aug. 28, the possible end of 
draft inductions by this 
December, a full six months 
ahead of President Nixon's 
July 1 deadline. Secretary of 
Defense Melvin Laird in a news 
conference stressed the 
necessity for Congressional 
passage of pending legislation 
to provide for "bonus" 
payments to induce specialists 

' to enter the services and help 
bring National Guard and 
Reserves up to minimum 
levels. 

Defense Secretary Laird's 
announcement in this press 
conference marks the near 
fulfillment of the Ad
ministration's efforts to end 
military conscription. Said 
Laird, "Every effort will be 
made to minimize draft calls, if 
not avoid them entirely, bet
ween January and July 1973, 
when the current induction 
authority expires." 

Since 1968 draft calls have 
dropped 77 percent. Draft calls 
peaked in 1968 at 299,000; they 
were slightly less (290,900) in 
1969. In 1970 the draft took 
163,500 young men, and in 1971, 
98,000 .. This year 50,000 men 
(the lowest since 1964) were 
scheduled to be drafted. For 
1973 induction totals may be 
zero. 

The draft wind-down is part 
of a four year effort to replace 
the draft with a volunteer 
army. Immediately after the 
1969 inauguration the 

President established the 
Gates Commission to study the 
draft, the feasibility of an all 
volunteer army, and recom
mended transition measures. 

While working to eliminate 
conscription, the Ad
ministration, through the Draft 
Reform Bill introduced to 
Congress in May 1969 and 
Executive Orders, modified 
the draft system. The local 
selection process was ended 
through the adoption of the 
draft lottery system. The seven 
year period of vulnerability to 
the draft, 19 to 26 years of age, 
was reduced to one. 

When in November 1969 the 
order of call was reversed, so 
that the youngest men are now 
the first to be drafted. 

currently pending in Congress: 
one piece of legislation per
mitting an enlistment bonus for 
the National Guard and 
Reserves and another bill 
providing additional incentive 
pay for physicians. The 
Defense Secretary mentioned 
that _ monetary incentive 
programs have proved suc
cessful in Army and Marine 
Corps projects. These offer a 
$1,500 enlistment bonus for 
men signing up for four year 
hitches in ground combat units. 
The army, continued Laird, 
which was having trouble 
getting volunteers for infantry, 
artillery and armored divisions 
signed up 5,400 men in June
about 400 more than average 
monthly needs. 

To institute an all-volunteer 
The ending of student, oc- force, the Administration has 

cupational and paternal spent about $1.9 billion on 
defermants last year curtailed "transitional" costs-mainly in 
favoritism towards any one higher pay scales-and plans to 
group. spend about$2.7 billion in fiscal 

A nation-wide system of year 1973. 
Youth Advisory Committees As an incentive for volun-
with a branch in each of 50 teers, military pay for 
states was set up in June 1969 to enlistees has been increased 
advise draft age men of their from $102.30 a month to $288 a 
rights under current draft month, an 182 percent in-
laws. A national committee crease. Since 1964 the average 
meets regularly with the annual pay of service men has 
Selective Service Director to doubled: from $4570 to $9500. 
discuss enlistment problems. Over half the new defense 

In their news conferences budget is for personnel, both 
both the President and Laird military and civilian. Between 
stressed the need for the fiscal years 1964 and 1973, 
enactment of a series of bills to payroll and related costs have 
increase funding for military increased by $20.8 billion, or 
personnel. This would be nearly doubled during the past 
provided by two measures decade. 

Goodman Memorial Scholarship Established 
A $5,000 scholarship fund has fund was established by Goodman had graduated 

been established in the Stout Goodman's parents, Mr. and from Stout with a degree in 
Foundation in honor of Owen F. Mrs. Owen Goodman, Sr. of industrial education less than a 
Goodman, Jr., a UW-Stout Bakersfield, Calif. month before his accident. He 
graduate who was killed in an "The fund will be invested by had planned to take a teaching 
automobile accident near the Foundation and the income position in the Twin Cities 
Menomonie last June. will be used for student loans or area. While attending school 

Jack Wile executive director scholarships for ·· un- here he ha:d been active in the 
of the Fo~dation, said the dergraduates in the field of Sigma Pi Fraternity and the 

education," Wile stated. Corvettes Club. 

See us for this and all your cosmetic needs while at school. Menomonie 
Pharmacy has the largest and most complete cosmetic department in 
the city, with highly trained sales people to assist you in your selection. 

MENOMONIE 
PHARMACY 

Main at 4th St. 
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"TAKING OFF ••• 
ONE OF THE BEST 
AMERICAN FILMS 

YOU ARE GOING TO SEE IN 1971 !" 
- Joseph Gelmis, Newsday 

"I WISH THERE WAS A FUNNIER 
WORD FOR FUNNY! YOU'LL 

HAVE A GREAT TIME!" 
-G.ene Shalit, NBC-TV 

"RECKLESSLY FUNNY!" 
- Penelope Gilliatt, New Yorker Maqazine . 

"HILARIOUS! 
UN~OMMONLY ENTERTAINING I" 

- Hollis Alpert, Saturday Review 

Join the 

S.P.RC.!* 
they'll put you 

on while they're 
Taking 

Off! 

*SOCIETY FOR THE PARENTS OF FUGITIVE CHILDREN. 

"TAKING OFF'.' 
A FORMAN-CROWN-HAUSMAN, INC. PRODUCTION 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH CLAUDE BERRI 

STARRING LYNN CARLIN AND BUCK HENRY 
with GEORGIA ENGEL· TONY HARVEY· AUDRA LINDLEY· PAUL BENEDICT 

T~~~~~:~~J0~A I t~~ODUCING LINNEA HEACOCK AS JEANNIE 

WRITTEN BY MILOS FORMAN, JOHN GUARE, 

JEAN-CLAUDE CARRIERE AND JOHN KLEIN· DI RECTED BY MILOS FORMAN 

PRODUCED BY ALFRED W . CROWN • ASSOCI ATE PRODUCE R MICHAEL HAUSMAN 

A Ml LOS FORMAN Fl LM \ fiil AU 1"LCTED 

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • IN COLOR ~und:.'.!!;~~~~:~,~~!: !,!~r"ig ~ 

SVNaA Y $4Pr. / 7 'CJ/ 
IIAlllll'I 

··· 10 

~ 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2 300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and ~andling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 

Menomonie 
Country Club 

Announces 

Special Student 
fall Membership 

$1500 
(Good thru October) 

N.llu. A,U'hrote11,1 M 

t/ , 9 : ~o P•,.,., • 

HELP WANTED 

WE NEED 
REPORTERS 

Come to the Stoutonia 
today! 

KODACOLOR 1,26 
I DEVELOPED ' 
i AND ENLARGED 

FOR KODAK INSTAMATIC · CA(llfRAS 

Return this ad 
with film and 
remittance or 
write for FREE 
film mailers. 
TRIAL OFFER 
one per family 

•. ; . 1
1

25· 
$
20 EXP 

kOO 2.29 
ACOI.OII 126 
ONI.Y 

ELECTRIC STUDIOS 
P. 0. Box 688 T 

_EAU 0.ArRE. WIS. 5470 I. 
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IN THE CORNERS 
Welcome to In The Corners. 
In the coming weeks we will 

be crammed with neat stuff 
that has to do with sports or 
anything that is on my mind. 

We want your body. 
The sports staff at the 

Stoutonia is rather small-two. 
Needless to say , we need 
people to write for us. Don't be 
bashful ; it doesn't matter if · 
you don't know anything about 
journalism. We'll be happy to 
tell you everything you've 
always wanted to know about 
journalism but were afraid to 
ask. 

Hurry down to the Stoutonia. 
You'll find us in the basement 
of the Student Center across 
from the candy machines. If no 
one is there, leave a note. 

H20 
I was wandering around the 

Fieldhouse the other day, when 
I saw the strangest thing. They 
were filling the pool with bright 
green water. Coach Smith was 
taking it pretty calmly. He said 
the swimming team was 
getting new orange swimming 
suits to make a nice contrast. 

Speaking about Coach Smith, 
he's quite a fellow. He's the 
head coach for both the . . -

swimmmg and tennis teams. I . 
don't know how he is at 
coaching tennis, but he's one 
hell of a swimming coach. He 
brought the Stout swimming 
team from the depths of the 
WSUC standings to a first place 
tie in the WSUC relays last 
year and a strong second place 
finish in the WSUC meet. -

The swimming team should 
be very strong this year. 
However, not all of the credit is 
due to Coach Smith. He has an 
excellent group of athletes 
under his supervision. 

If you're interested in being 
on the swimming team, (and 
working your butt off) go to the 
Johnson Fieldhouse and see 
Coach Smith. But, do it now. 
You only have four or five 
weeks to get in shape before 
the season starts. 

A new addition to the Stout 
sports scene this year is the 
water polo team. Water polo 
has a strong resemblance to 
soccer or ,hockey. The big 
difference is that it's played in 
the water. It is one of the most 
physically demanding sports 
on the Stout campus. The 
action is fast (or at least as fast 
as the players can swim), and 
it is an exciting spectator 
sport. 

Halfback John Osmanski is pushed out of bounds by tackle Ernie Pine 
in last Saturday's games. 

Step No. 1: St. Norbert 
The new hustlin' Blue Devils 

of 1972 could not have 
found a more appropriate 
opponent than St. Norbert for 
their season opener Saturday 
in West De Pere. 

from Titletown U.S.A. is the 
pre-season training site of the 

' Green Bay Packers, and the 
Green Knights have a strong 
football tradition. 

Waitrovich and Greg 
Gamalski . Waitrovich, now a 
senior, will probably get the 
starting nod although offensive 
inconsistency still looms over 
the Green Knights . 

Keyes Does It Again 
Both Stout and St. Norbert 

appear very optimistic about 
the upcoming season, however, 
the Green Knights have put 
their emphasis on defense and 
the Blue Devils have come up 
with a most promising offense. 

Heading the line-up on Coach 
Howie Kolstad's defense is 
senior linebacker and co
captain Tom Deters. Backing 
up Deters in the secondary will 
be letter winners Mark 
Heimback, Mike Reed and 
Mike Canadeo . The Green 
Knight defense will be 
especially tough since they will 
be on home ground. 

The Blue Devils taking the 
field against St. Norbert will be 
led offensively by quarterback 
Steve Fedie and defensively by 
Rick Henneberry as they have 
been in the final stages of 
polishing and preperations. Junior gymnast, Margaret 

Keyes from Belemont, Wis. 
was honored with the Irene 
Erdlitz Recognition Award, a 
repeat of last year, for her 
outstanding physical skills in 
gymnastics, overall fitness, 
enthusiasm and leadership. 

The Irene Erdlitz award is 
awarded each Spring to the 
most outstanding woman 
scholar-athlete. All par
ticipants in the Women's In
tercollegiate Athletic program 

·are eligible. Each coach 

selects her most outstanding 
individual from each sport she 
coaches. The final selection is 
made on the basis of first 
semester's grade point. This 
year. there were three runner 
ups to Keyes, as women's track 
was not represented. Swimmer 
Martha Heimann, volleyball 
star, Connie Braeger and lady 
cager Tobby Bodeen were the 
other candidates. 

In order to perpetuate Miss 
Erdlitz's memory and to 
recognize the importance of 
physical education, this award 

The Blue Devils have to be 
especially on their guard 
Saturday because they will be 
playing in the heart of 
Packerland. St. Norberts 
College, just a stone's throw 

was established in her honor in 
1966. 

Keyes, who was awarded the 
honor for the second con
secutive year, truly deserves 
the award as she displayed the 
attitude and physical skills that • 
this award represents. 

SIMPLY GREAT 

PORTRAITURE 

WITH SERVICE 

TO MATCH · ... 

NATURAL 

COLOR AND 

BLACK AND 

WHITE .... 

St. Norbert's offense was 
hampered last year with in
consistent performances by 
their quarterbacks Doug 

This game, as in all season 
openers, will be a crucial one 
for Stout. It will serve as a 
spring board into conference 
actions for the Blue Devils as 
they play host to River Falls 
the following week. 

Key Largo Fruit 
Flavored Wine 

$1.49 112 Gal. 

4 NEW Flavored 
Bourbons 

$3.75 a Fifth 

OLD STYLE 
( No Return Bottles) 

6 Pac 95c 
Case $310 

L-Mart Liquor 
Ph. 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9: 00-9: 00 
Sunday 12:00-5:00 

Dining - Dancing - Cocktails 

l1sT laaNTIEI 
JCT. 1.9 ... 12 . ,40 • ELK MOUND. WIS 5.t7J9 

NOON LUNCHEONSDAILY11:30-2P.M. 
( Except Saturday) 

Facilities for Wedding, Banquets & Parties 
Phone 879-5506 

Now Appearing 
thru September 9 

''THE THIRD ALARUM'' 
f RIDA Y SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLE FISH FRY 

All You 
Can Eat 

SUNDAY SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLE DINNER 

3 Selections 
of Meats 

• 



Ah, So! Karate! 
This question has arisen 

many times in the past week 
with answer always being yes! 
Yes, you can take Karate for 
credit. However you will have 
to go through the Independent 
Study Office located on third 
floor Bowman Hall. If you are a 
freshman, this may be an ideal 
way to get some of your 
physical education credits out 
of the way. If you are an upper 
classman this may be an ideal 
way to stay in shape or get in 
shape. 

Another question frequently 
asked by people interested in 
Karate is, what will I learn? By 
importance: 
a) Basic offensive and 
defensive fighting techniques. 
That is about seven or eight 
different kicks, seven or eight 
punches, and various blocks, 
etc. 
b) Basic Korean terms. This is 
done because all promotion 
exams are given in the Korean 
language. 
c) Forms are learned. They 
are called Heins in Korean and 
Kalas in Japanese. 
d) Basic one-st~p fighting 
techniques. 
e) Breaking techniques. This 
will include bricks and boards. 

The last question usually 
asked has to do with c,0st. How 
much will it cost? Maximum 
cost for a new member with a 
new uniform will cost $40 for 
his or her first semester. 
Minimum cost for a new 
member will be $25 a semester. 
This is assuming he or she gets 

a used uniform. After the first 
semester new members will be 
considered old members and 
cost will drop to $20 a semester. 
These costs do not include belt 
promotion exams. Most 
promotion exams cost $15. 
However students will not have 
to take a promotion test. 

How does this cost compare 
to other places across the 
country? Low. If you were 
going to take Korean Karate 
lessons in the Twin Cities, New 
York, or Chicago, your cost 
would be about $20 a month for 
instruction, $20 to $30 for a 
uniform and about $15 to $25 a 
promotion exam. If you were to 
take lessons in Eau Claire you 
would pay about $100 a 
semester if you were a 
beginner. This would not take 
into consideration private 
instruction which-runs about $6 
an hour. 

In summary, yes there is a 
cost but a minimum cost. 

If you would like to take 
lessons or have some further 
questions please stop in the 
Dance Room in the P. E. 
Building any Monday or Wed
nesday night at 7 p.m. for 
beginners and 8 p.m. for upper 
belts. 

Instructors will be Stephen 
Gebert and Gary Guptill . Both 
individuals have been taking a 
training course since May 
under Mr. Hyon, a seventh 
Degree Black Belt. Stephen 
Gebert is a four degree purple 
belt and Gary Guptill is a six 
degree Green Belt. 

Cross Country means distance running .(I' to r) 
Barney Klecker, Bill Lemsky, Rick Burdick. 

Cross Country Team 
Shapes Up 

Over the river and through 
the woods and across endless 
miles of hot pavement the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout 
cross-country team goes. 
These 13 men will run 
anywhere from 5 to 20 miles 
every night during practice. 

Why would a person go out 
for such a sport? Don't these 
men feel pain; or is it that theJ 
enjoy the thrill of winning a 
gruelling five mile race . in 
temperatures that range from 
80 degrees at the start of the 
season to 30 degrees when the 
season ends on November 11? 
Whatever their reasons are -
these men must keep running if 
they are to realize their 
primary goal, which is to win 
the conference championship 
on November 4 at Stevens 
Point. 

Four returning lettermen 
will try to help Stout reach 
their goal this year. Barney 
Klecker, the captain of this 
year's team, holds the school 
record for the five mile set in 
1970, with a time of 26:36. Bill 
Lemsky was the top runner for 
Stout last year in the con
ference meet. He finished 12th 
out of 79 runners. Bob Sand
strom and Mark Gillings make 
up the remaining nucleus of 
returning lettermen. 

Also on the team this year 
are Rich Burdick, Gerhart 
Sasman, Grant Zielenski, Mike 
Alson, Wayne Banaszak, Ron 
Anderson, Steve Koehler, Fred 
Kuhn and Andy Staudt. 

Stout's first cross-country 
meet is Saturday, at La Crosse. 
The firsl home meet is Sep
tember 30. 

ER RO RITE™ AT YOUR 
BOOKSTORE 

,., 
,•:, z,<;' 

Peterson Brothers 
Capture Olympic Medals 

The wrestling Peterson 
brothers of Comstock, Wis., 
gave the United States two 
medals, a gold and a silver, in 
freestyle competition in the 
Olympic Games August 31. 

Ben, 22, a former Iowa State 
athlete, won the gold medal in 
the 198 pound division and 
John, 24, formerly of 
University of Wisconsin-Stout, 
took a silver in the 181 pound 
class as runnerup to Levan 
Tediashvili of Russia. 

Peterson were the only sur
vivors, but since the Russian 
had previously beaten John, he 
won the the gold medal. 

Tell of Beliefs 
Both brothers are graduates 

of Cumberland High School, 
John in 1966 and Ben in 1968. 
They have wrestled com
petitively for eight years. Bert 
is a former National Collegiate 
Athletic Association champoin 
and John was a titleholder in 
the Wisconsin State University 
Conference three times. 

Ben's gold medal was the 
seventh won by the United 
States. 

John Peterson 

Ben won his gold medal by 
pinning Roussi Petrov of 
Bulgaria in two minutes 41 
seconds in the semifinal. In 
another semifinal, Ennadi 
Strakhov of the Soviet Union 
won a decision over Karoly 
Bajko of Hungary. Since they 
wrestled to a draw earlier, Ben 
Peterson and Strakhov, will not 
meet again. In the 181 pound 
class, T~diashvili and John 

"Our religion gives us 
confidence," said John. The 
Petersons are members of the 
Evangelical Free Church. 
They said they came to Munich 
not only to win medals but to 
tell athletes of their beliefs. 
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7:00 

7:30 

8:00 

8:30 
19:00 

9:30 

10:00 

10:30 

11:00 

']1 :30 

12:00 

12:30 

1:00 

WYSS RADIO 
DAILY 89.5 FM 

EVENTS SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAYTHURSDAYFRIDAY
0

SATURDAY 

MENOMONIE HIGH SCHOOL ON THE AIR 

A 
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UNTIL 1:00 UNTIL 2:00 

The Cellar Lounge 
· At the Holiday Manor Motel 

The quiet and enjoyable 

place to meet or bring a friend. 

Featuring 

Double Martinis, Manhattans, 

Gimlets and Old Fashions 
For only 

90c 
From 5:00-7:00 Nightly 

9 
t 
h 

D 
0 
0 
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Another fall semester has 
begun and hoards of eager 
students have once again 
descended l!POn Stout to begin 
their academic and extra
curricular rituals. - This fall 
also marks the second year of 
Concerned·s operation as a 
fully funded community 
project in cooperation with the 
U.S. Office of Education. 
Rec a use of widespread 
misunderstanding of exactly 
what Concerned is all about, 
this week's colum and a couple 
of future columns will be 
rlevoted to explaining in 
greater detail some of Con
ccrned·s activities. Concerned 
is presently reorganizing its 
"hotline" and should be ready 
to provide crisis counseling 
and referrals very shortly. The 
"hotline" is staffed primarily 
by volunteer UW-Stout 
students. Beginning ·mid
Sept ember the full time staff 
will also· be involved in the 
facilitation of a multi-media 
Drug Education Seminar 
(421-650) being offered on 
campus through Stout's Office 
of Continuing Education as 
well as a cooperative effort 
with the Menomonie school 
district. More on these 
programs later. 
a student board of directors, 
however , the entire Concerned 
organization is run in con
sultation with our Citizens 

THE TAP 

Advisory Board comprised of 
Menomonie teachers, 
housewifes, high school 
students, clergymen and 
professionals as well as Stout 
faculty and administration. 
The chairman of the Advisory 
Board is Rev. Alfred 
Langhough of Our Saviors 
Luthern Church and the vice-

, chairman is Dr. David Mc
Naughton of the University 
Counseling Center. Con
cerned's faculty advisor is Dr. 
Evelyn Rimel of the Depart
ment of Counseling and per
sonnel Services. 

In implementing its 
programs, Concerned relies 
heavily on mutual cooperation 
throughout Stout and the 
Menomonie Community. A 
good example of this 
cooperation is the relationship 
Concerned enjoys with the 
University Counseling Center. 
The University Counseling 
Center functions as our 
primary referral resource, 
assists us with hotline training 
and teacher workshops and 
perhaps most importantly, 
lends much appreciated 
support and encouragement. 
This then is really what Con
cerned is all about; it's people 
helping people in the hope that 
ultimately we all benefit by an 
attitude of mutual caring and 
concern. 

Where the Good times 
ore! 

Now serving beer and liquor 

On and Off Sales 

Don't Be Caught 

Out of Style! 
Turtle Necks Skinny Ribs 

Denim Shirts 
Sweaters in all styles 

Jeans by the Guys 

St. Clair-Billehus 
326 Main St. 

Dress up your Pad?? 
Browse at 

BORGIE'S CARD, GIFT 
& MOD SHOP 

214 Main St. 

New • Bedspreads 
bright colors $700 & $900 

Posters 

Mobiles 

Fish Net 

Paper Lamp Shades 

Incense Beer Mugs 

Candles all shapes and 
sizes, including "Strobe," etc. etc. etc. 

Ministry Offers 

Day Care 

Stout parents are you 
bewildered, frustrated in 
finding an appropriate sub
stil!_lte for your child? Why 
not consider the Campus 
Ministry Parent Coop non 
profit organization as a 
solution to your problems? 

The Day Care Program 
offers enrichment in 
·educational and cultural ex
periences. A certified teacher, 
assistant aide and practicum 
students · from Stouts Child 
Study Center will assist in 
teaching your child language, 
social and emotional 
development, visual per
ception and motor activities. 

The general hours are from 
7:30 to 4:30 at the phenomenal 
rate of $10.00 per week. This 
includes both breakfast and 
lunch. Special arrangements 
can be made for your child in 

· the part time educational 
program. 

Contact Pat Berg at 235-4021. 

Free Flicks 
Each film will be shown on Sunday evenings with two 

showings of each feature. Once the auditorium is full, students 
will be asked to wait until the second showing before being 
allowed admittance. Please keep in mind the following schedule: 
September IO Duck Soup (Marx Brothers) 6:30&8:00p.m. 
September17 Taking Off 6:30&8:30p.m. 
September24 Monte Walsh 6:30&8:45p.m. 
Octoberl LeMans 6:30&8 :45p.m. 
Octobers Lavender Hill Mob 6:30&8:15p.m. 
October'l5 Mississippi 7:30to 10:00p.m. 

Chumps at Oxford ( One show only) 
October 21-22 Big Jake 6:30 & 8:45 p.m. 
October29 TombofLigeia 7:00tolO:OOp.m. 

(One show only) 
Horror of Dracula 

Novembers TheReivers 6:30&8:45p.m. 
November19 Andromeda Strain 6:00&8:45p.m. 

FREE FLICKS FUNKY FILM FESTIVAL 
December 4- December 9 

Monday- TheBestofLaurel&Hardy 7:00to10:30p.m. 
Tuesday- TerrorTrips 7:00to10:30p.m. 
Wednesday- Coffee House Film Fest (In the Pawn) 7 :00 to 10:30 
p.m. -
Thursday- Color Cartoon Festival 7: 00 to 10: 30 p.m. 
Friday- Monkey Business (Marx Brothers) 7:00to 10:30p.m. 
Saturday- Ma & Pa Kettle in the Ozarks 7:00 to 10:30 p.m. 

Ma & Pa Kettle in Waikiki 
December17 Beguiled 6:30&8:45p.m. 

All films will be shown in Harvey Hall Auditorium on the 
evenings listed above. 

Better, or Bitter, cancel from the Scroll 

Of Universe one luckless Human Soul,; 

Hoarser with Anguish as the Ages roll.· 

Concerned Inc. 

Needs Your Help to Help 

Concerned needs people to understand and give of themselves. Con
cerned has offered hotline crisis counseling for over a year and a half 
in Menomonie. We have handled many types of crisis calls. To continue 
this service volunteers are needed. If you want to be involved come join 
us.OurfirstmeetingwiHbeWED.,SEPT.6at7:00in Room 111 and 112 
of the Commons. We need you! 

CONCERNED INC. 
OFFICE; 235-0082 
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Robert S. Swanson Named Chancellor 
For more than 30 years Stout 

has been an important part of 
Robert Swanson's life. Friday, 
he was named the university's 
chancellor, the sixth man to 
head the institution in its 79-
year history. 

The University of Wisconsin 
Board of Regents appointed the 
school's Graduate College dean 
to succeed William J . 
Micheels, who stepped down in 
April for reasons of health. 

"In the ninth grade I was 
asked to write a career paper 
on what I intended to do in 
life," Swanson, age 47, said in 
an interview following the 
appointment. "I said I was 
going to Stout and become an 
industrial arts teacher. After 
writing the paper, I sent for 
Stout's course catalog-and I 
never changed my mind." 

Swanson received his 
Bachelor's and Master's 
degrees from Stout in 1949 and 
1950, and his Doctorate from 
the University of Minnesota in 
1955. He has been on the staff 
since his undergraduate days. 

A native of Superior, 
Swanson's first visit to the 
Stout campus was in 1937 with 
his late father, Hugo, an in
d us trial arts teacher and 
supervisor of industrial arts for 
Superior schools. His mother, 
Ruth, taught home economics 
at the junior high level. 

In 1942, he returned to enroll 
in the university's industrial 
arts program. His education 
was interrupted almost im
}Tlediately. 

"On Dec. 7, the first an
niversary of the war, I enlisted 
in the army with 55 other 
students. We were called to 
active duty in June of 1943." 

Swanson, who was awarded 
the Bronze Star, served as a 
staff sergeant in an anti-tank 
company. 

In 1946, he received his 
discharge and returned to 
Stout. With a reputation as an 
outstanding student, Verne 
Fryklund, then president of the 
university, quickly seized 
Swanson to bolster a slim in
structional staff. Swanson 
taught in his junior and senior 
year and received a half-time 
appointment to the faculty 
when he entered graduate 
school. 

"Halftime," Swanson 
recalls, "meant teaching 20 
contract hours of drafting and 
woodworking a week." 
Swanson was asked to teach 
another two-credit course 
following the death of a staff 
member. He was elected 
president of the student 
association in his senior year. 

In 1948, he married Margaret 
Pennington. She received her 
degree in dietetics from Stout 
that year. Although both were 
natives of Superior, they did 
not know each other there. 

Continued on Page 4 

Letter to Students 
September 12, 1972 

To the Students of Stout: 
With my first opportunity to greet the student body as your 

Chancellor , may I convey some of the feeling of anticipation that 
comes with a new school year, and especially to me in this new 
role . 

A major factor in my seeking the chancellorship of UW-Stout is 
its students. This is not an idle statement; it is based on aquain
lance with you and your predecessors over a period of thirty 
years. The accomplishments of Stout students while on camous, 
and later as alumni in their lives and careers, has made it 
easy for our faculty and administration to look good. 

I hope to get to know more of you who are here now, but I also 
realize the difficulty in doing so. My knowledge of you and your 
accomplishments will often be gained through those with whom 
you work more closely-faculty, staff and administration. But I 
am not willing to forego completely the pleasure of personal 
discussions with as many of you as possible. 

Your elected student organization, the Stout Student 
Association, is a good one with a long history of participation and 
contribution . It is my plan to call upon your officers and senators 
for information, reaction, and ideas on appropriate issues. For 
this kind of help to be effective requires that you make use of your 
representatives. Continued on Page 3 

"Do· I Thin.le 
I Can Do It?" 

The flow of comments among 
the gathering of faculty, ad
ministrators , students and 
townspeople at the reception 
for Chancellor Swanson 
Monday afternoon was 
prevalently optimistic. 

"The new chancellor is going 
to be a very fair person,'' 
remarked Joanne Carrinni, a 
student member of the Search 
and Screen Committee which 
helped nominate Swanson for 
the position. 

"He's the kind of person the 
students will be proud to say is 
their chancellor,'' Joanne 
continued. She also com
mented on her interviews with 
Swanson this past summer . "I 
found that he takes time to 
listen to the students." 

Many more faculty members 
than students attended the 
reception. A few had once had 
Dr. Swanson as a student, or , 
as one of their instructors in 
the past. 

A touch of apprehension 
pervaded the scene, though, as 
a member of the Social Science 
dept. spoke of his and other 
faculty members' feelings on 
Dr. Swanson's appointment, "I 
just think we missed an im
portant opportunity by not 
putting someone from the 
outside into the office . I guess 
I'm just a little bit disap
pointed; but, we'll just have to 
wait and see how the man 
meets the decisions he has to 
make. '' 

In a brief visit Tuesday with 
two Stoutonia staff members, 
Chancellor Swanson reflected 
that becoming Chancellor was 
"a natural extension for me, 
from student, to graduate 
assistant, to faculty member, 
to the graduate school direc
tor ," in his career here at 
Stout. 

He remarked that his first 
thoughts after learning of his 
nomination were "do I think I 
can do it-do I want to try _to do 
it?;; 

As to his views on Stout's 
objectives Chancellor Swanson 
feels that "Stout has always 
been the epitome in our field of 
study", and felt that it should 
continue as a home-economics 
industrial-technology school a; · 
opposed to a liberal arts school. 
"We do not need any more 
liberal arts colleges in 
Wisconsin," he declared. 

How have the first few days 
as chancellor been? According 
to the chancellor ''no major 
surprises" since he has been 
involved with Stout for over 30 
years he needed only orien
tation on the specifics. 

Does Dr. Swanson have any 
immediate plans for grand 
scale changes? When asked he 
said, "not yet, Stout has a good 
staff." 

\ 
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The STOUTONIA is a little more than just a newspaper, it is 
an educational experience. It is written to inform, enlighten, and 
to give its staff members experience that conforms to good 
journalistic principles and practice. 1018E 
Editorial . • • Dorm Refrigerator Policy Rapped 

In this week's issue of the Stoutonia we asked for 
the students and the faculty's opinion of breaking the 
70 year tradition to rename the Stoutonia. 

There were two reasons for the poll, one, that we 
are actually considering the change, and the other is 
we really wondered how many would respond . ,We 
wanted your opinion about"the change because it's 
your paper. "For the Students," remember? 

We received four answers from the coupon 
printed in the paper . There were three 'no' votes and 
one 'yes' vote with the suggestion of calling the 
newspaper "Stout's Bull Sheet." 

But that's not really the problem at hand. 
Doesn't anyone have any opinions on anything? 

To the Editor: 
How disappointed I was, and 

sad, to have read that U.W. -
Stout has stooped so low as to 
place refrigerators in the dorm 
rooms. I can't figure out why 
the authorities agreed on such 
a move. Is it to get our young 
men and women on your side, 
so you won't be thought of as 
"squares"? Are you afraid of 
saying no? It isn't only college 
peoples' fault that most of 
them drink. Parents and of-

ficials are pushing it on to 
them, saying, "Here you are. 
Now you can have beer in your 
little crowded room, so when 
you are tired, or under 
pressure from a lot of studying 
you can dull your mind with a 
few cans of beer." One may as 
well shove some drugs into a 
little cabinet, too, for them, in 
case they are under stress. It 
would really get them "out of 
it." 

What hurts me is that these 

young men and women will be 
highly ridiculed in the papers, 
for drinking or reckless 
driving. I have come to know 
many college folks and they, 
for the majority, are the most 
polite, willing to help, people. 
Why ruin or tempt them with 
beer at their fingertips? They 
are too nice to destroy. Must it 
be like this? Why not try to 
alleviate a problem rather than 
encourage it? 

Arline Hofland 
Rt. 1, Menomonie 

For the past three weeks we have not received one 
"letter to the editor," exc~pt for a letter we in
directly received from a woman in Menomonie who 
is not even a student or faculty member! 

'72 ·Homecoming Changed, Updated 
What must we do to get a rise out of you? Last 

week we made a complaint against SSA that went 
unanswered. They didn't even complain! Aren't you 
concerned about anything? What about the ,yearbook 
dispencing fiasco, or increased parking fees (we pay 
more than any other college in the University of 
Wisconsin system for parking), or registration, or 
world happenings, or, or, or? Are you pleased pbout 
something? Do you havl= an opinion? Here we are 
providing you a free speaker's podium to voice 
yourself with no strings attached, and nothing, not a 
word. 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 

The format of Homecoming 
'72 will differ from past years. 
Tradition is being broken, in 
order to make homecoming 
rele,vant to students. 

The construction of floats has 
been given much consideration 
this year. Safety regulations 
have been set, and, if desired, 
floats can be built in the large 
shed at the Dunn County 
fai.rgrounds. The building , 

City Police Issue New Regulations 
The ordinance to prohibit 9.01 (C) (4) Dur ing the .on all other sti:eets of the 

and regulate all night parking monthe of Nov., Dec. , Jan., C1~y of Menomome, . between 
on the streets of the City of Feb. , and March between the said hours ~ng. durmg. said 
Menomonie during the Months hours of 2 a.m. and 7a.m. months, parkmg on one.side ?f 
of Nov., Dec., Jan., Feb. , and there shall be no parking on the street .only 1s permitted _m 
March: either side of the following the follow1:ig manner to Wit: 

WHEREAS: all night streets· the entire length of on Odd-Numbered Calen~ar 
parking during the months Broad;ay, all of Main Street, Days of the month_ parkmg 
above mentioned seriously Ninth street to Eleventh Ave., cars, motor _vehicles or 
interferes with snow plowing Eleventh Ave. from Ninth St. to vehicles of any kmd only on the 
and removal, it is necessary to Thirteenth St., Crescent St. side of the streets where Odd-
regulate night parking during from Broadway to Main, Numbered houses ar.e located 
said months to obtain greater Wilson Ave. from Second St. to 1s permitted and parkmg on the 
efficiency for snow plowing Ninth St., and Second St. w. side of the _even numbered 
and snow removal on all from First Ave. to Main St. w. houses 1s proh1b1ted and on the 
streets of the city. Even-Numbered Calendar 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
A letter to the editor will be accepted by the editor from any 

source as long as the contents concern the students at Stout or 
would be of interest to them. 

The STOUTONIA requires that all letters be signed. No 
names will be withheld. 

Agreement with editor as to content is not a criterion for its 
publication. However, the letter must not be libel, as determined 
by the editor, in any way. It is the policy of the STOUTONIA to 
exercise good taste and respect rights of privacy. 

Letters should be submitted to the STOUTONIA office or 
Union mailbox. 
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Days of the month parking 
cars , motor vehicles , or 
vehicles of any kind shall be 
permitted on the streets where 
houses bear the Even
Numbers, and parking on the 
side of the street where the 
Odd-Numbered houses are 
located is prohibited. 

Sub-Section · (2) of Section 
9.03 : No Parking of any vehicle 
on any street or City Parking 
lots for longer than 24 hours 
additional parking time con-
sidered storage, therefore 
unlawful. 
The Law Requires: 

1. Rules of the road for motor 
vehicles also apply to bicycles. 

2. Bicycles must be licensed. 
(a) register at the police 

department-fee is $1.00. 
3. Riders must be upon or 

astride a permanently at
tached bicycle seat. 

4. At least one hand must be 
upon the handlebar at all 
times. 

5. No towing of a bicycle by a 
motor vehicle. 

6. Use the far right side of the 
road. 

7. Single file on any road. 
8. No riding on downtown 

business district sidewalks. 
9. Hand signals required 

when in traffic. 
10. Headlight and reflector 

required when in traffic. 
11 . Safe and effective brakes 

mandatory . 
12. Violator's can be fined, 

from $2.00 to $20.00 plus costs. 
The Police Department will 
enforce these rules. 

For Further information, 
contact the Menomonie Police 
Department. 

which can accommodate a 
maximum of 12 floats, will be 
available on a first come, first 
serve basis. For more in
formation and float ap
plications contact the UAA 
office before Sept. 18. Trophies 
will be awarded to the groups 
constructing the winning 
floats. 

Another change which 
personifies the theme of this 
year's homecoming, 
"Something New, Something 
Different", is the election of 
homecoming queen. There will 
be no convocation this year 
leaving the responsibility of 
campaigning entirely up to the 
individual group sponsoring a 
queen candidate. The queen 
will be elected totally by 
student vote but it has not yet 
been decided when the queen 
will be crowned. 

The four-day homecoming 
week will be highlighted by a 
concert rather than the 
previous formal dance. 
Featured at the concert 
scheduled to be held in the 
Fieldhouse at 8 p.m. on Oct. 7 
will be the Nitty Gritty Dirt 
Band. Some of the . hi ts 
recorded by this group include 
Prodigal's Return, Jambalaya 
( on the Bayou), Slim Carter, 
Santa Rosa , Rave On and Mr . 
Bo Jangles . They are 
scheduled to release a new 
single this week and an album 
near the first of the month. 
Cost of the concert will be $2 
per person. 

Kick-off Day for 
homecoming week has been set 
for Oct. 5. Activities scheduled 
for that day include a "Meet 
the Team ·coffee", at which 
time the film from 

homecoming '70 when Stout 
played Stevens Point will be 
shown. An Open House will be 
held · by the International 
Relations Club, and there will 
be entertainment in the Pawn. 

Thursday has been 
designated Competition Day 
sponsored by Alfresco and 
IRHC. Activities scheduled 
include Pawn entertainment, 
Free Flicks, and Toni 
Carabillo, a Women's Lib 
speaker, sponsored by 
Speakers Forum. 

Organization Day has been 
slated for Friday, inviting all 
groups to present the behinds 
scene activities of their 
organiza tion. Another event in 
the planning stages is a Flea 
Market. All interested persons 
are invited to an organizational 
meeting at 8 p.m., Sept. 14, in 
the Snack Bar. The evening 
will begin with a Pep Rally and 
conclude with a street dance. 
Rise and Shine, a seven-piece 
brass group from the Cities will 
provide entertainment. They 
are known for doing Cream, 
Beatles, and other well known 
groups and are scheduled to 
release a record soon. 

Saturday, the big day, will 
begin with the continuation of 
the Organization Fair. Noon 
will mark the start of the 
parade , which has been 
rerouted to avoid the fiascos of 
the past two years. The star
ti'ng point will be the 
fairgrounds from ·which it will 
procede down Main Street to 
7th Street, down Wilson to 3rd, 
and from there to Nelson Field, 
where the football game 
against Stevens Point has been 
scheduled for 1 :30. The evening 
concert will conclude 
homecoming activities . 

SSA Al lots $1500 to Homecoming 
The new director of United 

Council, A delis Hilliker, gave 
his first report to the Student 
Senate this week. 

United Council is composed 
of Eau Claire, River Falls, 
Green Bay, Superior and Stout. 
Together they discuss what's 
happening in student life and 
government on other cam
puses. 

News from the council was 
composed basically of plans for 
what the different universities 
will work toward this academic 
year. Eau Claire would like to 
have a state wide faculty 
evaluation. Green Bay is 
talking about a "write your 
own major" program where 
the student will choose his own 
classes for his program and 
have it okayed by four different 
people in authority. Stout's 
project is securing credit 
transfer to and from vocational 
schools. 

The time-consuming matter 

of homecoming reached the 
ears of senators when Anne 
Sheeks of UAA asked for a 
$1500 alotment. Bob Massey 
violently opposed the giving of 
money to UAA saying the 
entire idea behing the alotment 
was "unconstitutional". 
Reasoning behind Massey's 
outburst was that the UAA 
formed to coordinate student 
activities not to sponsor them. 
Through other Associations 
such as Porn Porn, and Free 
Flicks are sponsoring 
homecoming activities it was 
stated that since no one student 
would take on the respon
sibility of forming a committee 
called "Homecoming" and 
come before the senate to ask 
for a money alotment, student 
interest must be low . 
Discussion ended abruptly 
when on of the senators got 
tired of the argument. He 
called for a roll call vote and 
the $1500 was passed 15 to 4. 



Student Loan Crisis 
Has Happy Ending 

by Ellen Schwab 

All 27 campuses of the 
University of Wisconsin 
system are arranging to defer 
a portion of fee payments for 
students whose loans have 
been delayed, said president 
John C. Weaver in a letter to 
James A. Jung, executive 
secretary of the state Higher 
Educational Aids Board. 

Jung requested such 
deferrals because processing 
of U.S. guaranteed student 
loans by banks and other 
private lending agencies must 
wait rulings and in
terpretations by the U.S. Office 
of Education. 

Wisconsin participates in 
several educational loan 
programs, one of which is the 
Guaranteed Student Loan 
Program (GSL). Under this 
program, any student, 
regardless of family income, 
could apply to a local bank or 
other lending institution for 
such a loan. The interest rate 
on the GSL is 7 percent. 
However, if a student's family 
had a gross income of under 
$15,000, the federal govern
ment pays the bank interest 
while the student is in school. 

On June 21 of this year the 
U.S. congress passed a series 
of higher education amend
ments which included revisions 
in the GSL program. The most 
important revision concerned 

the use of a "needs" test in 
determining WHETHER 
OR NOT A STUDENT IS 
ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A 
GUARANTEED STUDENT 
LOAN. Under the new 
regulation, a student applying 
for such a loan must prove to 
the financial aids officer at his 
institution that he is in need of 
the money from such a loan. 
The need criteria established 
by the federal government 
takes into account only the cost 
of tuition fees and room and 
board. Books, supplies, and 
miscellaneous items do not 
count as eligible necessities . 

Once a student has applied 
for a guaranteed student loan, 
the financial aid office will 
determine his need for the 
money. After this information 
has been related to the lender, 
he will decide on an amount to 
lend to the student. If the 
student can justify to the 
lender that he needs more 
money than the financial aids 
office stated, the lender may 
provide the student with the 
additional amount requested. 

If a student cannot show that 
he needs the money, the lender 
may still choose to provide the 
student with the amount 
requested, but there is great 
doubt that a lender will want to 
make such unsubsidized loans. 

"Having learned of this 
problem through earlier in
formal contacts ... some of our 

campuses already have taken 
steps that will avoid hardship 
for the students involved," 
Weaver said. "By copy of this 
letter to the chancellors, I am 
asking them to effect deferrals 
of that portion of the charges 
which would have been 
covered by loans for those 
students whose application 
processing will be delayed by 
the federal situation (you) 
described." 

Weaver also sent copies of 
the letter to Wisconsin's 
congressional delegation 
saying that he believed the 
entire .matter to be "an un
fortunate and unnecessary 
hardship on our students and 
that our elected represen
tatives ought to be aware of the 
restrictive nature of initial 
interpretations at the federal 
level." 

A happy ending can be put on 
this story for President Nixon 
has signed emergency 
legislation which says in effect 
that the rules governing the 
Guaranteed Student Loan 
Program before July 1 are 
again in effect until March 1, 
1973. . 

Any loans made between 
July and August 18, when in
terim regulations applied, will 
be honored. However, students 
who received loans during that 
period may consult their 
lenders if they feel that an 
additional amount is necessary 
to meet educational costs. · 

Future Alternatives: A Look Ahead . 
by Debbie Wiedrich 

"A reasonable man adapts 
himself to the world. An 
unreasonable man attempt& to 
adapt the world to himself. 
Therefore all progress depends 
on the unreasonable man." 

These words by Bernard 
Shaw are most applicable to a 
new course, Future Alter
natives, now in the planning 
stage for second semester here 
at Stout. 

According to Dr. Wesley 
Face, vice-chancellor of 
student affairs, Future 
Alternatives will concern itself 
with the basic premise that we 
are capable of controlling our 
destiny. By making ourselves 
aware of what is going on in the 
present, we can reasonable 
project what will occur -in the 
future and with this 
preparation we can inhibit or 
enhance the chance of these 
occurances. 

The new course will attempt 
to project the future on such 
topics as new towns, genetics 
and population, .energy, 
education and government to 
politics. It will also include 
reading books by futurists. 
Future shock and Greening of 
America are included on the 
list. 

Future Alternatives is only . 
the first step, according to Dr. 
Lee Smalley. The project will 
not be complete until all 
curriculum in all courses of 
study are future oriented. 

Smalley firmly believes that 
all educators must become 
futurists as it is their job to 
prepare students for the future 
environment and society. 

Face commented that if 
people are not prepared, there 

Dr. Wesley Face 

will be a premature arrival of 
the future which no one will be 
able to cope with adequately. 

In Future Alternatives it is 
no longer sufficient for a 
student to just understand the 
past. The student must learn to 
make history functional and 
then use it as a tool for the 
future. 

Approximately 350 other 
schools in the United States are 
beginning to make studies on 

· projection in the future. 
A pre-course study was done 

at Stout using a technique 
known as the Delphi Method. A 
number of faculty members, 
while in isolation, were asked 
questions concerning the 
plausibility of certain events in 
the future. Each member was 
then told how the rest of the 
group had reacted to the 
question. The participants 
were allowed to change their 
answer if they so desired. After 
several opportunities to change 
an answer, consensus often 
occurs. 

The questions were con
cerned with topics such as 
technology, biology, sociology, 
psychology and ecology . 

Some of the questions in the 
various ca tagories include: 

Will satellites, microwave, 
lazers, etc. , be used for instant 
world communication thus 
allowing personal choices in 
regional, national or in
ternational decisions? 

Will the need for sleep be 
reduced and-or- eliminated? 

Will women and men be 
treated equally in all oc
cupational fields? 

Will the concept of in
telligence be thrown out? 

Will the earth's environment 
be completely planned and 
balanced thus creating com
plete climate control in all 
regions of the earth? 

Each member of the group 
was asked when he thought the 
event would occur, how 
plausible it seemed, its impact 
on society and whether, the 
individual would enhance or 
inhibit its occurance. 

Certain information can be 
used to make relatively ac
curate predictions about the 
future such as checking data 
and following trends and 
patterns. 

Dr. Face believes that 
although we do not know 
exactly what the future holds, 
we will be able to cope if we 
develop courses dealing with 
what futurists are saying and 
focus all courses forward into 
the future instead of back
wards into history. 

Future Alternatives is a 
beginning at Stout. 
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Tantalize Your Taste Buds 
The catering classes of the Hotel and Restaurant 

Management Department are once again preparing delectable 
gourmet dinners for Stout's campus. Beginning the week of Sept. 
18, meals will be served at the Amon House promptly at 5:45 p.m., 
Monday through Thursday, and at 4:45 and 6:00 p.m. on Friday. 

On Wednesday, Sept. 20, the Amon House invites you and a 
friend to a gourmet dinner entitled, "From the Deep Blue Sea to 
Menomonie," featuring: 

Appetizer: Tomatoes stuffed with tuna salad 
Soup: Manhattan Clam Chowder 
Salad: Tossed Green Salad 

or 
Tangy Florida Salad 
Entree: Lobster and Shrimp Newburgh 

or 
Meat Loaf with Fresh Mushroom Sauce 
Vegetables: Fresh Asparagus Spears with Hollandaise Sauce 

and 
Sautled Carrots Vishy 
Bread: Hot Snail Dinner Rolls 
Dessert: Cake Flam be 

or 
Flaming Cherry Jubilee 

Call 232-2335 for reservations. 

Letter Continued 
Much has been written and ss1id about the changes that have 

taken place in college life over the past decade. Gone are many of 
the restrictions on students' personal lives. Gone are some of the 
more routine academic requirements. This freedom is regarded 
with mixed feelings, even by students. As always, freedom 
requires increased self direction. Hopefully, students today feel a 
need to examine the validity of ideas as a means of establishing 
the basis for those they come to accept and live by. 

One of Stout's emphases has always been its attention to the 
application of knowledge and skill. Our definitions are 
operational ; what we mean is to be seen in what we do. Let each of 
you ask of each experience : "Where can this apply? What does 
this serve to explain?' '. 

UW-Stout exists to serve the state largely through the com
petencies it aids you to develop. To be successful, this must be a 
cooperative venture. I solicit your thoughtful participation. 

THE TAP 

Sincerely, 
Robert S. Swanson 

Chancellor 

Where the Good times 
are! 

Now serving beer and liquor 

On and Off Sales 

Chicle en 
Shade 
North Broadway Next to Red Owl 

. For Quick Service Call 235~9591 
PICNIC NEEDS 

Pts. orQts. POTATOSALAD 
Pts. or Qts. HOMEMADE BEANS 

Pts. or Qts. COLE SLAW 
Pts.-.4~ Qts.-.90 
Also SHRIMP and FISH 

" CARRY OUTS 
BREAKFAST AND NOON LUNCHES 

Ed & Andy Say- "Boy It's Good" r---------------------I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

V·ALUABLE COUPON 
CHICKEN SHACK SPECIALS 
16 PIECES; 3 lbs., 12 ozs. 
12 PIECES; 2 lbs., 13 ozs. 
8 PIECES; 1 lb., 14 ozs. 
6 PIECES; 1 lb., 6 ozs. 

Plus Tax 

$3.99 
$2.99 
$1.99 
$1.49 

Large Order FRIES J5c 

I BRING COUPON WITH YOU S 

----------------------
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Dr. Swanson Biography Continued 
From a part-time instructor, 

Swanson moved up the 
educational ladder. He served 
as chairman of the Department 
of Wood Technics. assistant 
dean and then was named dean 
of the School of Applied Science 
and Technology, director of the 
summer session, and, from 
1966, dean of the Graduate 
College. 

Under his leadership, the 
Graduate College tripled its 
enrollment and doubled the 
number of degree programs 
offered. One of his goals for the 
college-a doctorate in In
dustrial Education- was not 
reached , although steady 
progress has been made. The 
university now offers an 
Education Specialist degree in 
Industrial Education (one year 
beyond the masters)

1 
but 

Swanson feels that to assume 
its full leadership role in the 
field, it must offer the doc
torate. It also offers the 
Education Specialist degree in 
Guidance and Counseling. 

Stout's undergraduate 
programs 1n the . Industrrai
Technical and Home 
Economics fields are among 
the largest in the world. A 
majority of the schools 5,000 
students are in those 
programs. 

A recognized leader in his 
field, Swanson is a past 
president of the American 
Industrial Arts Association. He 
was named "man of the year" 
of the American Council of 
Industrial Arts Teacher 
Educators in 1967 and made an 
"honorary member" of the 
National Association of 
Teacher Educators in 1970. . 

In 1959, he was selected one 
of "five outstanding young men 
in Wisconsin" by the Junior 
Chamber of Commerce. He is 
an examiner-consultant for 
the North Central Association. 
He is the author of a textbook 
on plastics technology and 
numerous articles on 
technology and education. He 
has served as a consultant to 
industry and educational in
stitutions. 

Swanson's reputation as a 

teacher is unequalled on the 
campus. "He has the ability to 
organize and present material 
.in a clear and concise fashion,' ' 
:me colleague remarked. "He 
also has the : ability to im
plement innovative ap
proaches. Many people can 
talk about innovative ap
proaches, but can't implement 
them ." 

Swanson has enjoyed a 
strong relationship with 
students. "He will go that extra 
mile in helping a student," 
according to Wesley L. Face, 
assistant chancellor for 
Academic Affairs. " If it takes 4 
to 7 p.m. to resolve a problem 
for a student, he will work 
through his supper hour to do 
it. 

• "His schedule is determined 
by the demands of the job. He 
is a very unselfish man-any 
time left he feels must be spent 
with his family. He will find 
time for his family even though 
he has none left for himself." 

Swanson and Face have 
worked closely on . many 
university projects. "There's a 
certain calmness about Bob; 
he never loses his cool. He has 
the ability to see many of the 
subtleties, problems or op
portunities of a situation that 
others might overlook." 

Micheels said that Swanson 
"engenders confidences with 
everyone he works-both 
because of his intellectual 
abilities and his willingness to 
listen." 

Swanson is a many-sided 
individual. He feels a strong 
committment to the com
munity. He served as chair
man of the Menomonie School 
Board for ten years including 
two years as its president. He 
was the first chairman of the 
Board of Control of 
Cooperative Service Agency 
(CESA) No. 5. He has been 
active in scouting since his 
boyhood, receiving the Silver 
Beaver in 1961 for his con
tributions. 

Swanson and his wife live in 
a home that he built. He still 
maintains his journeyman 

Pizza Villa Special 
Every day 12 :30 - 8 :00 

15c Tap Beer 
Mixed Drinks 

Monday Girls Night Out Special 
Sloe Screws-Joe 

Tuesday Guys Night Out Special 
Tequila 30c 

Wednesday Pub Night 
Between 8: 00 & 10: 00 

All the Beer You Can Drink fo r 75c 

~---------------------, I I 

: Pizza Villa Special : 
I I 

: Coupon : 
I I 
I This coupon and $1.14 entitles you to any I 
I small one ingredient pizza . I 
I I 
I (On Premises Only) I 

-----------------------· Kitchen Open Daily 4:00- 2:00 a .m. 
Sat. & Sun. -1 :00- 2:00 a.m. 

Delivery Service Daily 5:00- 1 :00 a .m. 

M. Jam·es Bensen Named 
"Outstanding Educator of America" 
For the second consecutive 

year , Dr. M. James Bensen has 
been named Outstanding 
Educator of America for 1972. 
He was one of five instructors 
from Stout awarded this title 
this year. The director of the 
industrial arts education 
program and industrial 
teacher education was sur
prised, to say the least, 
because he didn't even know he 
had been nominated for the 
award. Colleagues write the 
letters of nomination. 

A native of Minnesota , 
Bensen did his undergraduate 
work at Bemidji State College. 
He attended Stout for his 
graduate work, and has been 
working on his Ph.D. at Penn 
State. 

Dr. Bensen is.married, and is 
the father of five children. 
Menomonie has been their 
home for the past six years 
while he has taught at Stout. 

carpenter card. He worked at 
that trade while going through 
high school and college. The 
couple has four children, 
Ronald, 22, Steven, 20, Marcia, 
17, and Curtis, 7. 

The Stout Alumni 
Association said it was ex
tremely pleased with Swan
son's selection. The 
association's national 
president, Richard Seitz, Flint, 
Mich., said: "We have the 

When asked his philosophy of 
teaching', he said he has no 
philosophy, as such. He is a 
'people-oriented' person; he 
believes in getting know his 
students on an individualized 
basis. This seems to work the 
best. 

highe.st respect for his 
professional and personal 
qualifications. We are par
ticularily pleased that the 
Board of Regents picked a 
Stout graduate for the job. It 
confirms our conviction that 
the specialized curriculum at 
Stout produces graduates 
uniquely qualified for 
leadership in their chosen field. 
He can count on our support in 
this new assignment." 

Prevent Passiveness 
"With the growth of our campus and effects of merger it is 

important that Student-Faculty Committees function to m~intain 
the autonomy of this school; if not. chances are we could m fact 
become a puppet of larger educatfonal institutions (Madison)." 

This quote given by Ralph Isenberg gives a poignant vi~w of 
what could happen in the future if student involvement continues 
to lag. 

There are 20 student-faculty committees which serve as a 
backbone to campus activities. Included on the list are Alumni 
Relations, Learning Resources, Parking , Recreation, Security, 
·md Commencement, among others. 

Students interested preventing a muffling of student voice are 
irged to contact SSA office on the lower level of the Student 
:::enter. 

The recipient of the 
Distinguished Teaching Award 
two years ago, he is also the 
president of the Wisconsin 
Education Association. As a 
family man, Bensen also works 
with the Little League and Boy 
Scouts. He also gives time to 
teaching Sunday School at Our 
Saviors Lutheran Church. 

When not doing any of the 
previously mentioned ac
tivities , Bensen puts on 
workshops dealing with in
di vidualizi,ng instruction in 
surrounding Wisconsin and 
Minnesota schools. This 
summer, while his family 
camped and enjoyed their 
vacation in Canada, Bensen 
was working with people from 
all over Canada in in
structional development 
programs at one . of the 
universities in Winnepeg. This 
program was sponsored by the 
Province of Manitoba . 

The Outstanding Educator 
Award comes in the form of a 
certificate. His picture and 
biographical information are 
to be printed in "Who's Who of 
American Educators". 

Congratulations to Dr . 
Bensen, and keep up the good 
work. 

(This article is the first in a 
series ·recognizing the 5 Stout 
professors named Outstanding 
Educator 's of America for 
1972. ) 

SIMPLY GREAT 

PORTRAITURE . 
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WHITE .... 
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Have You Heard .. . 

Track & Field Membership in the IEC is 
There will be a meeting for 

all old and new track can
didates Sept. 19, at 7: 30 in room 
217 of the Fieldhouse. The UW
Stout co-championship track 
team is looking for men to help 
establish a winning desire 
again this year . If you cannot 
attend this meeting, call Coach 
Karnish at Ext. 2203 or Mark 
Burwell at 235-0080, for ad
ditional information. 

Gamma Sigs 
The Gamma Sigma Sigma 

National Service Sorority is 
sponsoring an open meeting for 
all girls interested in finding 
out what Gamma Sig 
Sisterhood is all about. The 
meeting is on Sept. 14 at 7: 15 
p.m. in the East Ballroom of 
the Student Center. Our theme 
for these open meetings is 
"Happiness is Helping". These 
meetings are intended to show 
what we represent. 

Please come if you are in
terested. 

Ind. Ed. Club 
The Industrial Education 

Club will meet Sept. 19, 7 p.m. 
room 111-112 Commons. A 
special election will be held for 
two officers and preparations 
for the 19 annual Industrial 
Education Conference will be 
discussed. 

always open to interested 
students. Meetings are held on 
first and third Tuesdays of the 
month. 
Vets For Peace 

All vets who are: !)disen
chanted with the carnage that 
still goes on in S.E. Asia and 
the irrational justification for 
the continuation of bombing 
and raping countries that are 
built upon corrupt dic
tatorships, 2) disgusted with 
the fact that the G.I. Bill has 
increased only 7 percent while 
the cost of education has in
creased by 350 percent since W 
W II, 3) concerned about an 
unemployment rate higher 
among vets than the national 
average, come forward now. 
Call Dennis at 235-9540 or Gary 
at 235-7108. 

Baseba II Needs Course 
Anyone who plans to go out 

for baseball th~ spring must 
take the "Defensive Driver 
Training Course" that is being 
offered at Stout. You will not by 
allowed to drive a state vehicle 
unless you have taken this 
course. 

Sign up for the course in the 
personnel office, Harvey Hall, 
room 13 or call extension 2151. 
Classes will run four days, 
Monday through Thursday, 

Miss 
ime~ica 

Shoes 
Hubba' Hubba' 

Step up in our rocker-bottom clog 
and start makin' whoopee. A bold, new look 

that out-platforms the rest. 
For fashion independents who 

want the shape of tomorrow today. 

meeting one hour per day. 
Classes will be offered at 
different times, so check the 
time that will fit into your 
schedule. Classes will be held 
in room 126 of the Com
munications building. This is 
very important, so sign up as 
soon as possible. 
Intl. Students 
There will be an in

ternational student orientation 
gathering in the West Central 
Ballroom of the Student Center 
on Sept. 14 at 7:30 p.m. Don 
Asegard, director of ad
missions, and Nabil Saad will 
be there for all interested in
ternational students who want 
to participate in this session. 
From 7: 30 to 8: 00 there will be 
a social gathering and from 
8: 00 on there will be informal 
sessions. Ideas and suggestions 
are welcome. All questions will 
be _answered as well as 
possible. 

Baseba II Try Outs 
Because of a new conference 

rules, we will be allowed to 
hold a short fall baseball 
tryout . Any freshmen or 
transfer students who are 
interested in playing varsity 
baseball next year should 
report to the Wakanda 
Baseball field at 4:30 p.m. on 
Sept. 11. Bring your own glove 
and spikes. If you are unable to 
attend because of class con
flicts or any other reason, 

JoeJ Gaertner 
& 

Linn Eppen 
Proudly Announce 
Their Engagement 

Village 
Pedaler 

114 East Elm 
(In the Alley) 

River Falls 

Bicycle Sales 

and Service 

European Makes 

in Style 

For Information 

Phone 425-9126 
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please contact Coach Terry 
Petrie at Ext. 2106. Any varsity 
players who have not yet . 
contacted Coach Petrie, please 
do so as soon as possible. 

Bloodmobile 
The Red Cross Bloodmobile 

will make three stops in Dunn 
County during September. 

On Sept. 18, the bloodmobile 
will be at the Colfax 
Elementary School Gym from 
3:00 to 6:30 p:m. 

Boyceville donors may give 
from 3:00 to 6:30 p.m. at the 
Boyceville Elementary School 
gym on Sept. 19. 

The bloodmobile will be in 
Menomonie for three days at 
UW-Stout's Student Union. On 
Sept. 20 and 21, interested 
persons may donate from 1:30 
to 7:00 p.m., and on Sept. 22, 
from 9:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
Alfresco 

The canoe season is in full 
swing with Alfresco. We are 
going on a day canoe trip down 
the Hay River Saturday, Sept. 
16. The cost will be $3.50. Sign
ups will be Friday afternoon in 
the Snack Bar. The "Ely trip is 
planned for Sept. 22-24. Sign
ups for this trip will be in the 
Snack Bar from 7-9 p.m. until 
Sept. 19. Anyone interested can 
get more information in the 
Snack Bar from 7-9 p.m. today 
through next Sept. 19. 

Next meeting is Sept. 26. 
New members are always 
welcome. 
Scuba Club 

A 30-hour N.A.U.I. Cer
tification Scuba Course will 
again be offered to registered 
Stout students. The course will 
be held on Wednesday night!, 

"from 7 p.m: to 10 p.m. for ten 
weeks. Those students who are 
interested report to room 217B 
on Sept.20th at 7 p.m. for more 
details. The fee for the course 
will be $30. 

Cross Country 
Men's intramural cross 

country meet will be held 
Wednesday, Sept. 20, at 
Wakanda Park near the 
campground area. 

Entries close at 6 p.m. Race 
starts at 6:10 p.m. 

Florida Trip 
Anyone interested in going 

on a diving trip to the Florida 
Keys over semester break 
report to room 217B on Sept. 20 
at 7 p.m. A slide presentation 
on last year's diving trip will be 
given. 

Education Majors 
The state representative 

from Madison will be here 7 
p.m. Monday night in the Red 
Cedar room come and get 
involved with SSEA - Stout 
Student Education Association. 
See you there! 

Footba II Challenge 
The Math Club will be 

challenging the faculty to a 
football game on Saturday, 
Sept. 23, 10 a.m. at Wakanda. 
Everyone is invited. 

Sig Ep Rush 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 

Fraternity will hold an Open 
Rush for all interested male 
students. This party will be 
held Monday, Sept. 18, at 8 p.m. 
in the back room of the Loading 
Zone. Come drink some beer 
with us and meet the Sig. Eps. 

Epsilon Pi Tau 
A business meeting will be 

held Wednesday, Sept. 20, at 
· ·6:30 p--:m. · in the President's 

room of the Student Center. 
This year's programs will be 
determined . Old and new 
members are encouraged to 
attend. 

,r- - - - - - - - • COUPON• - - - - - - - - -1 
I good for I 

: $1 OFF .JEANS and CASUAL: 
I S~C~• 
I SeptemberlS-16 Friday&Saturday I 
I I 
I ( Limit one per customer) I 

: St. Clair-Billehus : 
I I 
I 326 Main St. . I 

··----------------------~ 

ERRORITE™ AT YOUR 
BOOKSTORE 

o9nt ot . jight R~d' s Shoe Store 
220 Main St. 

rlb·~:; .. ;·~ ... lr~el 
I at PICNIC POINT Rt'J>RT I 
: features : 
• • i PRIME BW AU JUS $3tn f 
: pius : 

: Complete Menu and Salad Bar : 
• • : e f ISH f RY ON fRIDA Y : 
• • 
: CLOSED MONDAYS Ph. 962-3870 : 
• e 
: North on Hy. 25 to" D" - Right 4 Miles : 

: ·························~···· PO • •oooaeeacc••••• · 

September 14 
Thursday 

September 15-16 
Friday & Saturday 

Rusty Tumblin 

Canadian 
Boogie men 

Open to parties Sunday thru Wednesday 
NO RENTA CHARGE 



Student Center Beehive of Campus Activity 
by Debbie Wiedrich 

A hurried student wolfing 
down a hamburger between 
classes, student senate 
meeting, folk song sung soft 
and low. These are a few sides 
of the many faceted Student 
Center. 

Stout's Student Center 
provides a wide variety of 
activities and materials for the 
student body and is home base 
for several university groups. 

Located on the main level of 
the Center is the Snack Bar, 
Fireside Lounge, West 
Ballroom Lounge and In
formation Desk. 

The Snack Bar, open from 
6: 30-11: 30 weekdays, 9: 30-11: 30 
Saturdays and 3: 30-11: 30 
Sunday, provides a centrally 
located meeting ground where 
a group of friends can lunch, or 
teacher and student can 
continue a discussion from 
class over a cup of coffee, or, 
an evening study session can 
be held over a glass of beer. 

The political information 
desk and ride board are also 
located in the Snack Bar. The 
political information desk 
provides material on all the 
National and local candidates. 
Students looking for a ride 
home or for riders to take along 
can post notices on the ride 
board. 

The Fireside Lounge is 
located in a heavily trafficed 
area where students can be 
found sprawled out on a couch, 
or reading the newspaper and 
smoking a cigarette or possible 
in a heated discussion. 

If less turmoil and quieter 
atmosphere is desired, the 
West Ballroom Lounge fulfills 
these needs . There a student 
can quickly skim a chapter for 
a class the next hour in a 
surrounding that is more 
comfortable than the library. 

Any questions a student may 
have about things concerning 
on campus or Menomonie 
affairs can be brought to the 
information desk. If an answer 
can not be found, the student is 
referred to someone who can 
provide the information. The 
university lost and found is also 
located at the desk. 

In addition, the information 
desk offers a variety of 
materials for student use . With 
a Stout ID and $1 deposit, a 
chess, checkers or dominoes 
game may be checked out. 
Office equipment such as 
paper punches and scissors are 
also available. 

Stationed at the two main 
entrances of the Center is a 
bulletin board that lists the 
activities scheduled for each 
day. 

The lower level of the 
Student Center houses the 
Tower,_ Stoutonia and UAA 
offices, bookstore, bowling 
alleys, pool tables, rentable 
equipment desk, Black Culture 
Room, Pawn, TV room and off 
campus mailboxes. 

Offices for the Tower and the 
University newspaper, the 
Stoutonia, are located in two 
neighboring offices. Any 
questions or materials a 
student may wish to submit 
may be brought in. 

The UAA office, center for 
the student activities 
organization may be found to 
the left of the stairs located at 
the South-west corner of the 
Union. A copy machine is 
available there for student use. 

The student bookstore, open 
from 8: 30-4: 45 weekdays, 
provides a variety of school 
supplies, book and 
miscellaneous articles. Apecial 
orders may be made for 
fraternity and sorority pins 
and class rings. 

The bowling alley-pool table 
facilities, offer a chance to 
engage in these activities at a 
reasonable price during the 
hours of 1: 00-10: 30 daily. Use of 
the pool tables for an hour costs 
$1. One line of bowling is $.40 
and if the student doesn't have 
a pair of bowling shoes, a 
charge of $.15 is made for shoe 
rental. 

Outdoor activity equipment 
may also be rented from the 
desk. Bicycles may be rented 
for $.40 an hour or $2 a day. 
Canoes are available for a day 
or weekend at $4 and $6.50 
respectively. Two and four 
man tents can be rented on a 
daily, weekend or weekly 
basis . 

There is also quite an array 
of miscellaneous camping 
equipment available: back 
packs, carcarries, 50 quart 
coolers, hatchets, large a~d 
small inner tubes, lanterns, hfe 
preservers, rain parkas and 
ponchos, nylon sleeping bags, 
one and two burner stoves and 
water bags. 

The Black Culture Room 
offering a small library of 
references material, is 
primarily used as a lounge and 
meeting place for the students. 
A graduate student works 
there as a consultant on Black 
problems. 

Stout's coffeehouse, The 
Pawn, open daily and almost 
every night, offers live en-

tertainment regularly and 
serves refreshments such as 
soft drinks, ice cream cones 
and several coffee concoctions. 
Entertainment is scheduled 
almost every weekend and 
performers from the cof
feehouse circuit appear eight 
times during the year . 

The TV room can be another 
drop-in point for a weary 
student in between classes. 

Mailboxes are provided for 
inter-campus mail for students 
living in off-campus housing. 
Each student is assigned a 
certain box for the deposit of 
his mail. 

The Student Center is 
developing additional 
programs catering to special 

- -· 

student interests. A hunting 
clinic, already scheduled for 
this fall, will include a game 
warden speaking on hunting 
tips and techniques, safety and 
gutting deer. 

There are several meeting 
rooms, such as the President's 
and Madison Rooms, in the 
Center which may be reserved 
upon request . Food Service will 
cater for students parties and 
banquets held in one of the 
Union rooms for a relatively 
low cost per person. 

The Student Center is a 
diverse facility where students 
can meet, study, gain in
formation, eat and have fun. 
One could almost live there. 
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Like to Tali? ci.uHW ••• 
Mobll• Home l bA, ,_ 
bedroom, p&nly fwnlshed: .et 
up In court near StouJ, 
av1\lable Nov. Call 235-(1316. Join Forensic, · .... SALE-

Today, u never before,lhe , 

:~~~=ir: 
careen In a workt where 
communicallCl'I ll becoming 
incrusl .. "oral" . 

SI.out 's c1x·urrk ular forfflSic 
activi ties pr,l\ide 11.udents with 
opportunities to apply ' thei r 
know~e and U:iU.. belore 
coll ege and community 
audience. . Through thue 
activities, lhey can evaluate 
their developing abilitls in n 
silualion ot her than 
classrooms. 

It is the p\ll"l)OM' of the 
Forens ic Associat ion to 
provide studenl5 w1lh expawre 
to int ra and inter-collegia te 
forensicactivilies and lo inslill 
rn pa rticipants II desltt for 
bro.idenrng their educa tional 
horitons. increasing thei r 
social confidence and poise. 
and to grasp a 1 other leader, 
ship qualities 

The a !;SOCilll ion 1s spon~d 
by the sludent body, through 
$:I . U you are interelited. 11 

::~~~l~~i~i:1~ 
Ceda r Room o/. the Student 
Union. 

GROUP HArRIOfS 
Cher A,ol Ranch 

Ph . 2lS.S294 

or lJS,2424 

ATTENTION 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
Ther e will be an 

organiutlonal mttllng of 
the Stou t P hot lign pbie 
Aooc.la tlon. MondayNIKbt, 
Sept. 11 In Ro"·man lb ll 
Ji m. II .& . Every0111e wbo 11 
lnlerHINl In bf,comlng a 
member . lh lii lt lhe mttling 
you 1hou ld a ll end . 
Da r k r oo m e , pe r le nt e 
lwlpful . 

The Den 
" For atmos phe r e 

wi th a touch 

of e leg a nce." 

Open enrv day a t l :OO 

VW Tiro - Four new Strfft FOR RENT-
nra. Two1 Snow ntt.. Har· 
mony Guitar. can ~77M.. 

gor• 

................... 
! STORE i • • : Albums Tapestries : 

• • + Spreads + • • : Papers Pipes : 

• • + Open till 6:00 ·p.m. + • • + Sl4 e,oadway • + 
: (Ac ross from thelittleStee r l : ................... 

Dress up your Pad?? 
Browse at 

BORG.E'S c110, Gin 
I MDD SHDP 

2U Ma ln St . 

New • Bedspreads 
bd ght colocs $70/0 & $4}0/0 

Pos ters 

Mobiles 

Incense 

Fish Net 

Pape r Lamp SNldes 

Beer Mugs 

Cand~s n11 shapes and 
si zes , lncludln<i "S trobe," e tc . e tc . e tc . 

PINE' POINT presents 
September 15 
Fr iday · FOX 
September 16 D C Mud Band 
Saturday \. • • 

Wednesday is "Golden Reconl""Nite 
8:00 - 10: 00 FREE BEER 

1 would Ilk~ the na~e of the Stoutonla changed 

Yes .. :: .... . . No .... . • •.• . 

Suggestion for new name : · · t .. · .. · ·: .. .. ·' · 

Seniors!! 
The schedul e of Career 

Pla nning 1nd P la ce ment 
Se.rvices mttt.lngs for seniors 
graduating in Dec .• 1972 or 
May and Aug., 1973 appean 
below. Mtttinga oonc:em 1upl 
and proceOJra for pursuing 
employment after graduation 

Senion will hue the op
"portunily to n il abou t 
rsumes, u mpie empklyment 
let.ten. htervlewlng on a nd off 
campus. credential fi les and 
may other placement JerYics 
available . Mee ting, are 
sc heduled to 1111 ap· 
Sepld 1berU.lffl 

1:30 p.m . Manetl~-Diatributlve Ed.-Modultn UM 
Seple.mber 11. 1'7Z . 

;;:::::~b)~~~~ °!.~BusineA Adm.• 
Harvey Hall Auditorium 

Mu~:..t~!r~~d:a..'1~~~8:.i~~ 
Student Center. 

1:30 p.m. lnchatrial TechnokJcy • Haney Hall Audi torium 
1:30 p.m . Hc:de F.conomict • Buslnesa, FuhkJn Mer· 

chand.lsh•, Cothlng-Texliie.Dsl&n · ~ Centra l Ballroom • 
Sludmt a.-
Septem• 1t. 1m 

1:30 a .m . Vocational Rehlbill t.a tlCl'I · 8-man Hall a 
7:00 p.m. lndultrial Educalion (S.Chelar's • nd ~ 'a l 

Americln lndi..tey - West Central Dallroom -Studenl C..Oter 
7:00 p.m. Hotel and Reltauranl Mana.meat , Food 'entce 

Adm . • Room 109 • The Commons 
1:30 p.m. Technkal EO.aitlon, Vocational EducatWL 

!Bachelor·, and Mast.er '1J • West Cenlr'al Ballroom . Srudent 
Cent.er -
Stpl~mHf' ?t , 117? 

4:30 p.m. Art · Ar1 Educalioo~ Ray Ha1120li 
Stptembffzs. 1,rz 

4:30 p m Early 0,ll<b)od F.4K'aUon • Old Ollld Study Omter 

Anshus Jewelers 
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Dav11·1 lalctt album fGr 
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"'OIJ ld be a helter ward. I am 
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Pure Magic 
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ADVUIORS: 7 = :n~ ~ 

All tranda 1tudmta U'f: 
bdrc aa!&nrd to 111n111y 16-
vwn. wtlhln the no:t Wttt 
e.ch transfer atudmt ahau'4t 
know the name of bi& lor her) 
........ If c..: do ........ 

~1:~q,:e~the 
ATTEH'nON HOME EC. ED. 
M.UORI: 
~ are RW:ral openinp 

during ~ond quuter in · 
" Espale:nllal LHrnlrig In 
Home F.eommtcl 241-101 ." If 
you ire inten:1ted , plu1e 
eontact Miu S.Ddra Gill , at 
"'1. 2212. 

UNDECIDED I N HOM.I:: 
ECONOMICS! 

Dr. Anita WUloa ii the 
qreer conaultant for the 
School ol .Home Ecaoomks. 
lier office Is In lhe DtH'I 
office ol Home Ecoaomics in 
Hanry Hall. u you aft uo
deddtd about )'OW' dlpllt 
pn:,«ram wltHn lhe School al 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS& SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES& SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHO E REPAIRING 

ll 1Ma .. 8L 

.PRE-ENC IN'EERINC 
STU0£Hn: 
. 'Mr. Richard HOIGn.ln, from 
lhe Unifff'lity of WIICGnlU'l 
School o1 E:nctnemrw. will be 
on aimpu1 Friday, Sept 2t to 
mut with a ll lnteruted 
1tudent1. For further In· 
formaliQfl , contact Richard 
Lowry , Dlredor of Ad· 
milaiana. 

SAf'ET Y WORKS H OP 
SCHEDULED : 

Thi!rc will be a Sa fel y 
Woruhop on Sept. 2115 from I 
a.m. I• 2 p.m. in the Student 
&llroom. 

COMMt.mNC VR£81lMEN 
ANO TRANSFERS: 

Be looking for com· 
munica1.ion Iron\ carolyn 
0.mhart and Bill~ in 
themail. lfyoudonoc recetta 
letter from them )QI may 
contact thll'm at the PASS a,. 
n ee In the Admlnl1tratlon 
Bulldirw. Eld. 1415. 

Pink Chablis Wine 
Sfc Fifth 
Save«>c 

. aril4i• .. MXln .. pomlble lo 
begin the procem ol •ttma &ti 
your papen and AICGl"dl ln 

'""'· lffl.lffl PA.11 ITAPF : 
Mr. Donte,- ....... PASBOfflce . 
Mn..JudyJotir.onPASSOffice 
Karfflfh.-.de . ........... APII 
Mari;eCGK}ffl .......... A.I'll 
BobS.nicatnJm. ......... CKTO 
Out Wortman ........ aero 
~ Hoffmud ......... CXTO 
Sue'""1 ....... .. ,re 
KaySlwnln """"'" ., ,re 
John KdJeher .•.. F\emillc 

~~·.:.:.:.·.:.:.:.rE 
Greg £lkwom1h . " ..... HXllC 

· Julles.rs,.,t .......... HKIIC 
...,......._ __ , _, , __ HJOIC 
.llmGr81r' •. 81.di:Oilt..Ceoi.er 
Cldlf8rown ...••. Blad:QdL 

' """"' Bill~ ... Comm. Stud.-
PASSOff. 

Clrolyn e.rmart ...... Coma 
Slad...PAQIOft'. 

NabUSUd ... • .• ~ -Jua l:ltmdleTy . P ABB Offiar: 

Hamm'sBeer 
12 hcSl.71 

Schlitz Malt liquor 
6 Pac 89( ea.. $325 

Register for 

10Y2 hp, Mini ... To Be Given Away 

l-Mart liquor 
Ph. llS.Jffl 

Mon. · Sat. 9:00.9: 00 
Sunday 11: 00.S· OO 
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A feeling has been welling up inside of me for a long time. I.t's 
one of discomfort; something that should not be. I feel that I must 
defend a universal concept about sports . 

Man's life consists of setting up goals and then striving to 
reach these goals. Sport is analogous to life. Goals are set in the 
mind of the person who is participating in the sport. The essence 
of sport is to attain these goals . 

The problem is that not everyone looks at sport in such a 
philosophical manner. People, who are not involved in sport, see 
it in a different light. If they've had a bad-experience with sport or 
someone involved with sport, they may nave developed an 
aversion to it. Then they can't accept sport on any terms. This 
aversion to sports comes to the surface everyday. For instance, 
there is the SSA Senator who says, "We really stuck it to the 
athletic department. They wanted $80,000 BUT THEY ONLY GOT 
$68,000 ... " There is, also, the irate editor who screams about the 
waste in buJ'l.ng a universal gym because she never uses it. 

Ray Barlow would throw up his hands and tear out his hair 
crying, "Why can't people look at sport philosophically?" That is 
what I propose to do. 

I believe that the philosophy behind sport is that of setting 
goals and then striving to attain them. The benefits may in some 
cases be material but the real motivation in sport is the 
gratification that one feels when he acheives the goal that he has 
set. 

This feeling, of setting up and attaining goals is developed in 
us from the day that we are old enough to understand the concept 
of .rewards. A father says, "Throw the ball here." The child 
throws the ball and receives praise. He then feels gratified. 

This continues through childhood until he becomes 
acquainted with organized sports. Then the gratification is 
winning. 

Organized sports represent a small change in philosophy. In 
organized sports, the individual suppresses his own goals and 
replaces them with the team goal. Later individual sports are 
again feasable and you return to setting up goals for yourself. 
Running and keeping in shape through weightlifting (by using a 
universal gym) are individual sports where one can receive 
gratification and at the same time develop his body. 

But sport is no bed of roses. Professional sports upholds the 
philosophy of striving to attain goals but the gratification is 
materialistic rather than intrinsic. In some cases sport has 
become "shady" and the observer cries out against the bad things 
in sport. 

A last problem is that the philosophy of sport often is obscured 
by the egos of those who particip.ate in them. On the other hand, 
the philosophy may be obscured by nationalism, as in the XX 
Olympiad, or for other social institutions or philosophys that may 
be brought into the picture. 

To intelligent people this ceases to be a problem. They can 
recognize the nationalism or the egos and understand that the 
philosophy of sport is to attain goals. 

Less fortunate people let the true philosophy be obscured by 
their emotional response to some of the bad things that they see in 
sport. They let their feeling of distaste for people involved in sport 
build up after several bad associations.Then they can say "What 
use is a universal gym?" Only jocks use it." This is not true and 
they are generalizing that all people who use the gym are bad. 
These people let their emotions rule their minds. Instead they 
should use their minds to rule their emotions and to ask the 
question, are all people involved in sport bad (answer - no) and 
what is the philosophy of sport? 

If the people who criticize sport would sit down and think 
about it, they would find that sport is as relevant as any other 
activity in this world. It's as relevant as student government and 
women's lib. It's as relevant as reading a book or getting an 
education. It's as ·relevant as anything else that gives a person 
gratification. Gratification is gratification no matter what it is 
and it is "right" as long as people aren't hurt in attaining it. We're 
talking about philosophy and the philosophy of sport is the same 
as the philosophy of life. Sport is part of life. If life is good, sport is 
good. Life is good, therefore sport is good. I rest my case. 

Don't forget . . . 
SSA Endorsed Student Health 

and Accident Insurance Plan Is 
Available to All Students. 

---------------------------
Enrollment coupon for 1972-73 year must be · 

completed by September 30, 1972. 

---------------------------

Bob Jeatran 
Minton - Jeatran Associates 

409 Wilson Ave. Phone 235-0581 
Menomonie, Wis. 

Devils Brace for River Falls 
From here on in Stout will be 

playing for keeps as they start 
play for the conference title 
and River Falls is step number 
one. 

Despite winning only five 
games in their last 27 outings, 
the Falcons, as all neigh
bor hood rivals, have been 
tough on the Blue Devils over 
the last four years. Although 
Stout hasn't lost to River Falls 
in those years, they have not 
won by much. The scores have · 
been, dating back to 1968, 6-3, 
25-20, 15-6, and 8-0, for a win
ning margin of 6 points. 

However, Coach Mike 
Farley's rebuilding program at 
River Falls has traveled a 
long, tedious course, and now 
Falcons are confident that they 
are heading in the right 
direction. The Falcons shared 
seventh place last fall, but 
showed occasional offensive 
punch which Farley would like 
to exploit this year. Defen
sively, though, River Falls left 
much to be desired and this 
appears to be the big project 
for 1972. 

The Falcons finished seventh 
in total defense a year ago, 
yielding 297 yards a game. 

They were dead last in rushing 
defense, being slugged for 193 
yards each game. 

Among the returning Let
termen are quarterback John 
Page, a junior with some solid 
exoerience. and running back 
Doug Vezina, the conferenci?s 
third ranked rusher last fall 
with 492 yards. Also back are 
center Jim Bodnar, a 6-3, 220-
pounder, and Daryl Herrick, 
one of the most versatile 
performers in the conference 
who is proficient · at defensive 
hack or as a wide receiver. 

With the Falcons 6-2 record, 
the defensive shortcomings 
carried most of the blame. 
Farley expects a climb to the 
first division if his team 
"develops consistency on of
fense and improves defen
sively." Two transfers - Mark 
Lechner, a quarterback from 
Mesabi Junior College, and 
halfback Charles Greer from 
Morgan State - could speed 
the rebuilding job. 

The biggest victory last fall 
was the upset of Whitewater. 
Blue Devils beware, here is a 
team to watch. 

Peterson to Be Honored 
At Homecoming Game 

"I guess I'm just a wrestling 
bum" are words Stan Pierce 
recalls; words of an astounding 
athlete few people knew. An 
astounding person in any ac
tivity, if unknown, , seems 
unreal. However, you know 
John Peterson, you know he 
was real and astonishing. 

Being in a sport not usually 
attractive to spectators, John 
wasn't glamorized, but then 
John didn't go out of his way to 
let people know of his talent. 

"It was halfway through the° 
semester before I know John 
was involved in wrestling," 
Lou Moegenburg, an instructor 
of John's here at Stout had 
said. "He was quiet, but 
always resourceful in helping a 
buddy." 

The "model" athlete was a 
term Pierce used to describe 
John. Strict and perfect as the 
term might sound, it seems to 
be true. John served as an 
example for his friends and 
teammates. "A good example 
is the best advice,'' is the motto 
John appears to live by, 
although he never preached 
what he thought. More than 
likely he lived what he believed 
and persons who know him said 

it showed. He believed in 
wrestling and tllat's what his 
friends ,and coaches saw him 
live. 

"The stamina of John was 
fantastic," Pierce had com
mented. "I remember his 
senior year when he had torn 
knee ligaments and took the 
conference title, going on to 
take fifth at Nationals. He was 
a master at controlling his 
weight and a beautiful man 
dedicated to himself and the 
wrestler he is." 

Quiet and humble were two 
adjactives frequently used by 
friends to describe John. Quiet, 
but yet, the first one to help 
when he was asked. 

John Peterson, Stout 
graduate, is now a world 
renowned Olympic medal 
winner. John will be honored at 
Stout during halftime of the 
homecoming game. 

He has shared his talent with 
the world and become famous, 
but he will still do what he loves 
and that's being involved with 
wrestling. He . will continue 
setting an example for other 
athletes as he coaches Madison 
West and South Wrestling 
team. 

Stout Second 
In CC Triangle 

Through the park and past 
the bear cages, Stout's Cross 
Country Team ran its first 
meet of the season last week at 
La Crosse. La Crosse won the 
meet with 19 points followed by 
Stout and Eau Claire. La 
Crosse also won the individual 
honors with Jim Drew setting 
the evening pace of 25:35.5, 
followed by La Crosse's Don 
Clark. 

The only runner for Stout to 
place in the top five was 
Barney Klecker who finished 
fourth in the time of 27: 00. Only 
14 seconds behind Barney was 
Bill Lensky who finished in 
sixth place with the time of 
27.14. Bill would have been 
higher up in the standing but he 
was tripped by another runner 
causing loss of valuable time. 

Also running under 30 
minutes was Gehort Sasman 
(28.14) and Rich Burdick 
(28.29) . Ron Anderson, Mike 
Olson, ·Fred Kuhn, Wayne 
Banozak and Andy Stewart 
also competed in the meet. 

In a cross country meet, the 
one with lowest scores win. The 
first place winner gets one 
point; the second place winner 
gets two points. The first five 
runners are the ones that count 
towards team points. A school 
must have five good runners in 
order to win a meet. If they 
have four runners who finish in 
the top five and their fifth man 
finishes in 30th place, they will 
most likely not win the meet. 

This week Stout vs . Eau 
Claire for an Invitational Meet 
which starts at 11 a .m. 
Saturday morning at the Eau 
Claire Country Club. 

Barney Klecker 
Stout's Top Harrier 

* * MEET MARKET * * 
Grand Opening 

September 18 
Monday 

FREE BEER 6:00-9:00 
Cheese and crackers to be served 

- PRE-GAME WARM UP -
Saturday Morning Special 

Happy Hour 10:00-12:00 a.m. 
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Three Blue Mistakes 
Three Green TDs 

Costly Blue Devil turnovers 
doomed U.W.-Stout as they 
dropped their season opener to 
St. Norbert College by a score 
of 20-0 in a non-conference 
game played in West De Pere 
Saturday . 

Stout's first mistake came 
early in the second period when 
the Blue Devils, on fourth down 
at their own 27 yard line, 
snapped the ball over Tom 
Speidel 's head. Speidel 
recovered the ball but disap
peared under a pile of Green 
and White jerseys at the seven 
yard line. 

Two plays later fullback 
Gary Birr scooted over the left 
guard from four yards out to 
give the Green Knights an easy 
seven point lead with 14: 15 
remaining in the period. 

After downing a St. Norbert 
punt at the Stout ten yard line, 
Steve Fedie and company 
started the uphill fight. The 
Blue Devils moved to the 
Green Knight 46 on a Fedie to 
John Debee pass. However , on 
the next play the Blue Devils 
coughed up the football. 

St. Norbert again struck like 
lightning when in four plays 
quarterback Greg Gamalski 
sprinted out to his right and hit 
receiver Tom Von Rueden 40 
yards down field for their 
second touchdown at the 6:06 
mark of the third period. 

The Green Knights scored 
their final six points when 
halfback Gary Hilbirt crashed 
over the right side of his line 
from two yards out with 11 :44 
left in the game. It was the 
second play after they had 
recovered a ·Blue Devil fumble 
at the Stout seven yard iine . 

The Blue Devils spent the 
rest of the time trying to play 
catch up foo tball. 

Despi te the score, Stout 
owned the first half with 45 
offensive plays to St. Norbert's 
32 plays and held the edge in 
rushing yardage 55 to 50, with 
Ron Berg gaining 41 of the 
yards. Unfortunately for the 
Blue Devils, Berg left the game 
early in the second quarter 
with an elbow separation. 

Freshmen Dan Luer and 
Rick Steckbauer tried to take 
up where Berg had left off but 
responded with only 13 yards 
between them for the 
remainder of the game. 

The fast St. Norbert pass 
rush kept Fedie from setting up 
his passing game. The senior 
quarterback managed only six 
completions in 16 attempts for 
72 yards. The Green Knights 
got to Fedie only once but they 
forced him from the pocket on 
several occasions. In all Fedie · 
ran with the ball ten times for 
16 yards. 

Fedie's leading target was 
halfback John Osmanski, who 
caught two passes for 27 yards. 
Osmanski also picked up 39 
yards on the ground in 11 
carries. 

Overall the Blue Devils 
picked up nine first downs, six 
by rush and three by pass. St. 
Norbert rolled up 13 first 
downs, 10 by running and three 
by pass. 

St. Norbert totalled 254 of
fensive yards, 193 by run, 169 
by pass. Stout's offense ac
counted for 163 yards, 91 with 
the rush , and 72 via air . 

• 

.. <•,4.· 

Students going to the game Saturday 
use the two entrances facing the 

Fieldhouse on 3rd St. 
Do not use the entrance used last year . 

:';1; 

Good~ flavo 
:.:.: ......... ·.,--'''''"fflVH."·.> 

The Blue Devils had the edge 
in ball control by running off 72 
offensive plays to St. Norbert's 
60 plays. However, the Green 
Knights' punting held Stout in 
check throughout the game. PABST BREWING COMPANY• Milwaukee, Wis. , Peoria Heights, Ill., Newark, N. J ., Los Ange les, Cal., Pabst, Ga. 
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Thursday, September 14, 1972 

by Robert Buran 
"Hello, this is Concerned, 

may I help you?" 
"Well I don't know, how 

concerned are you?" 
"Concerned enough to listen 

to you. You sound a little 
gone." 

"Well yeah ... see my girl .. 
. well ahm ... she thinks she is 
pregnant and well .. . it's got 
me pretty uptight." 

"You're feeling pretty 
crappy about getting her in this 
mess huh?" 

"Well not exactlY. ... see my 
roommate done it . . . and well I 
sure didn't expect that!" 

"You didn't think your buddy 
roommate would mess with 
your girl?" 

"Jumping goldfish! I didn't 
think he would mess with any 
girl ... see my roommate is a 
little gay and so like I never 
worried too much about them 
being together ." 

"Sounds like he had a gay 
time alright." 

"Well yeah ... see my girl is 
one of those save-the-world 
types, a real missionary . . , . 
and so like she decides she s 
going to convert this guy . . . 
and well ... looks like she did .. 
. and man I'm pretty shook." 

"Shook?" 
''Yeah . . . see like now 

everybody is blaming me. My 
girl blames me for not getting 
jealous before it happened, my 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descrip t ive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order cata log of 2,300 
qua Ii ty research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and ~andling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a loca l sa lesman" 
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roommate blames me 'cause 
he says he got some disease 
from her, my roommate's 
boyfriends blame me 'cause 
he's not interested in them 
anymore and I've been taking 
LSD 'cause I blame myself." 

"I would say you have a 
problem." 

"Almost too much for a farm 
boy from Elk Mound to handle . 
. . What are we ever going to 
tell our mother?" 

"Our mother?" 
"Oh, yeah, I forgot to tell you · 

my girl is also my half sister .. 
. see ... well we always had a 
close family ... you know my 
step-dad always liked my girl . 
.. that is my half sister ... and 
I suppose he is going to take it 
pretty hard." 

"Your step-dad is going to 
fell jealous about girl-half
sister going to bed with your 
roommate?" 

"Yeah, see my step-dad was 
pretty hungup on my room
mate." 

"I see." 
This and many other types of 

hotline calls are typical of the 
kinds of problems Concerned 
deals with in providing crisis 
counseling and referrals in the 
Menomonie area . No problem 
is too small or too big for 
Concerned to try to handle. We 
should have our hotline in high 
gear by next week and the 
number is 235-9079. Our 
apologies to all the farm boys 
from Elk Mound. · 

Hungry? 
fr\es 

'l'lC. 
Harn burgers 

22c 

Little Steer 
Open Daily 

11 :30 a.m. -1:00 a.m. 
Weekends 

11 :30 a.m. -1 :30 a.m. 
On Broadway 

Across From Store 

MENOMONIE 
PHARMACY 

400 Main 
Street 

Bring your 

to our 

Phone 
235-3461 

BODY 
SHOP 

We'll fix you up 
and up and up .. . 

Body Shop 
614 Main St. 

M.O.M.S. Provide Escape 
Registration is now open for 

the fall session of M.O.M.S., 
the popular morning out for 
mothers that is now in its 
second year. A special in
vitation is extended to student 
wives who would like to get out 
of the four walls for a couple 
hours each week for some adult 
conversation, the chance to get 
to know others well, and listen 
to some new ideas. 

M.O.M.S. will get underway 
Tuesday, Oct. 3 at 9 a.m. in the 
lounge of Our Savior's 
Lutheran Church, Menomonie. 
Although the church has 
donated its facilities, the 
program itself is sponsored by 
the Center for Women's 

Alternatives and is totally non
denominational. It is open to all 
mothers of the Menomonie 
area. Nursery care will be 
provided. 

M.O.M.S. meets ten 
Tuesdays from 9 to 11 a.m. and 
considers such things as im
proving communication within 
a marriage, with children, with 
others; practical ways of 
dealing with tension and 
depression, ways to make 
home more "you" and less a 
carbon copy, children's con
cerns, theatre games, and 
ways to put more fun into life. 
Not just another "club", 
M.O.M.S., through its staff and 
guests, help participants get to 

know others very well and get 
to know themselves better, too. 

Staffing M.O.M.S. are Lee 
Morical, CWA director and 
counselor; Lorna Gauthier, 
program facilitator; Sherry 
Tanki, graduate student in 
guidance who will serve as 
program assistant, and a child 
care staff. 

Cost of M.O.M.S. is $1 per 
meeting ($10) with a reduced 
fee of $.50 per meeting ($5) for 
student wives. This includes all 
program materials, child care 
and coffee, and is payable in 
full upon registration. To 
register, phone 235-2128 week
days from 10 a .m. to 4 p.m. 

Amon House Offers Gourmet Feasts 
Menomonie area residents 

will have the opportunity to 
feast on gourmet cooking while 
Hotel and Restaurant 
Management students here at 
UW-Stout gain practical ex
perience under a new program 
scheduled to begin this fall. 

Starting Sept. 19, special 
gourmet suppers will be served 
at Stout's Amon House 
restaurant-laboratory, five 
nights a week. The students 
serving the meals are enrolled 
in a catering class at the 
university as part of their Hotel 
and Restaurant Management 
major . 

Ron Usiewicz, instructor of 
the course, said meals will be 
served at 5:45 p.m., Monday 
through Friday at the 
restaurant-laboratory, which 

is located at the corner of Fifth 
Street and Ninth Avenue, 
across from the new Home 
Economics building. Reser
vations will be necessary. To 
make reservations call 232-2325 
between 2:30 and 7:30 p.m. 

The meals carry a $2.25 
donation which covers ap
petizers , soup, salad, the en
tree of the evening, vegetables, 
desert and .beverage. Contract 
meals, served Monday through 
Thursday at 4:45 p.m. are also 
available for families . 

"This is a strictly practical 
application Usiewicz said, 
explaining that students will 
draw up their own menus for 
the meals, devise recipes, 
outline cost and do purchasing. 

The students will assume 

different positions in the 
restaurant operation on a 
rotating basis, working as 
chefs, waiters, managers, 
hosts and other restaurant 
employees . They will be 
graded daily on performance 
in the course, which has no 
formal testing. 

Usiewicz emphasized that 
the restaurant-laboratory was 
not intended to compete with 
local restaurants and that the 
requested donation for the 
meals was intended only to 
cover expenses. 

He promised that a wide 
variety of gourmet foods will 
be served during the year, 
including French, Russian and 
Italian cuisine. A differ.ent 
menu will be available each 
evening. 

STILL GOT TIME! 
To Join Concerned Inc. 

1st Training Session-7 p.m., Wed., Sept. 20, Rm. 111, Commons 

Concerned is 
still looking for 

hotline 

volunteers. 
Concerned means 

fun, new friends and 
the satisfaction of 

d~ing somethingJor 
·somebody. 

Come! 

CONCERNED INC. 
535 Broadway (new office) 

Office 235-0082 
Hotline 235-9079 

-
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Tenure and retention: 
A competent, popular young 

instructor will be told his 
services are no longer required 
this year and no reason will be 
given. An incompetent, un
popular instructor will be given 
tenure and there will be no 
justification for that. Thses are 
safe predictions because in the 
past four years these have been 
unfortunate occurences. 

Without exception, every 
year Stout students become 
angered by apparent lack of 
reason behind such 
movements. Unfortunately we 
students have consistently 
chosen to take action after the 
fact. 

Last academic year a task 
force was created and in
structed to create a solution to 
the problems of hiring, 
retention, non-retention, and 
tenure. Their report Follows. 

Introduction 
These suggested guidelines 

should be implemented jointly 
by the divisions, schools and 
departments of the university. 
It is recommended that the 
procedures and regulations to 
be devised by the divisions, 
schools, and departments be 
published for the information 
of the total university. 

Guidelines Regarding Hiring 
The faculty of each division, 

school, and department shall 
devise and implement a 
procedure for hiring of new 
staff members . This procedure 
should include the following 
features: 

1. The faculty shall help 
determine abilities, interests 
and qualifications applicants 
should have. 

2. The faculty shall help 
determine the procedures used 

Thursday, September 21, 1972 

Students feel '.unwanted' downtown; 
but businessmen say they're trying 

Have you ever felt that your 
jeans, t-shirt , or student 
demeanor earn you a cold
shoulder· from local 
businessmen'? This seems to be 
one of the foremost complaints 
from out-of-town students. 

To get to the heart of the 
matter several owners and 
managers of local businesses 
were interviewed . The 
businessmen, realizing that 
one-third of Menomonie's 
population is students, seem to 
be making an honest attempt to 
promote student-Menomonie 
relationships despite many 
hinderances. 

Stan Coffin of Skogmo' s 
clothing store offers low prices 
and a friendly smile to the 
jeans generation, but is an
nually robb~d of about $10,000 
- nearly three times the 
average of such a store. He 
says this can be attributed to 
all age groups, however . 

Several store owners make a 
point to hire college students. 
According to Jim Bliss of K. . 
Bliss Men's Shop, one former 
employee is now on the Stout 

faculty. Bliss is an often-seen 
lecturer on the Stout campus, 
and his contributions have 
added to the success of many 
campus style shows. 

"The Bottom Drawer" is one 
example of a cooperative effort 
between Stout and one of 
Menomonie's businesses. It is 
located in the basement of K. 
Bliss Men's Shop, and is 
operated by the department of 
Apparel , Textiles and Design. 

'fhis cooperation seems to be 
a two-way street, though . 
Students' misusing their first 
charge accounts has led to 
cancellation of some of the 
accounts - a problem for both 
the student and the 
businessmen. Bad checks seem 
to be less of a problem with 
Stout students than might be 
anticipated ; local checks seem 
to be bouncing a lot more ac
cording to most of the 
businessmen. In spite of this , 
the cautious check-cashing 
policy of at least one local 
business seems to be aimed 
principally at Stout students 
(see photo). 

How do the students feel 
about it? Some comments 
centered on high prices and 
small selection of goods , but 
the principal complaint was 
that typical feeling of not being 
wanted . Slow service and 
discourteous clerks were often 
mentioned. Store owners and 
managers are often unaware of 
such treatment of students. 
According to one businessman, 
such behavior would result of 
dismissal of the clerk - IF 
THE MANAGER KNEW 
ABOUT IT. 

According to Mrs. Borgstadt 
of Borgie's Gift Shop, " If the 
Stout students are as nice to 
other businessmen as they are 
to us, I don't see how they (the 
businessmen) could have any 
complaints." 

Here's the action line . Clip 
out this article if you have 
complaints about service in a 
Menomonie business establish
ment, and show it to the 
manager. You just might 
accomplish something. 

guidelines challenged by SSA 
in search for suitable ap
plicants. While the dean and-or 
chairman is normally expected 
to negotiate with applicants, 
any staff member should feel 
free · to suggest possible ap
plicants. 

3. The division, school, or 
cl::!partmental procedure shall 
specify the manner in which 
the faculty shall be involved in 
the selection process. 

Guidelines Regarding 
Retention and Non-Retention 

The faculty of each division, 
school, or department shall 
devise and implement a 
procedure for evaluation of the 
work of a probationary staff 
member in order to help him 
maximize his contribution to 
the work of the department. 

1. This evaluation procedure 
should be carried out 
frequently enough that the 

probationary staff member has 
several opportunities to know 
and profit from the feelings of 
his colleagues during the 
probationary period. 

2. A climate of mutual help 
among staff members should 
be developed such that if the 
faculty reaches the conclusion 
that the best interests of the 
department will be served by 
not retaining the probationary 
staff member, the 
probationary staff member 
should normally be expected to 
previously have been aware 
that his work has been 
deficient in the eyes of his 
colleagues. 

At the present time, Section 3 
is not permitted by the policy of 
the Board of Regents. 
However, we recommend this 
procedure if the board policy is 
altered: 

3. If the climate of mutual 
help mentioned in the previous 
sections · exists in a division, 
school, and-or department, 
then in cases of non-retention 
the probationary staff member 
should be aware of the reasons 
for his non-retention. However, 
if this awareness does not 
exist, the institution will 
reiterate those reasons if 
requested by the probationary 
staff member. 

Guidelines Regarding 
Tenure 

The faculty of each division, 
school, and-or department 
shall devise and implement a 
procedure for recommending 
whether a probationary staff 
member should be granted 
tenure at the termination of the 
probationary period . These 

Continued on Page 16 



The STOUTONIA is a little more than just a newspaper, it is 
an educational experience. It is written to inform, enlighten, and 
to give its staff members experience that conforms to good 

~- journalistic principles and practice . ..... ,ow. 
Editorial 

Do students have to be 'bugged'? 
• • • 

Thank you, you humble .7 percent here on 
campus who responded to our poll on changing the 
name of the paper. As you can see, we decided not to. 
The thirty-four students who responded NO helped 
us decide, along with a little bit of nostalgia caused 
by a look at the paper back in the early 1900's. 

But actually the most pressing question it seems 
now, is, could this be a startling revelation of what 
we can expect in future "votes"? 

With the national election being only a mere six 
weeks away, we feel something must be said. Will 
less than one percent of our student ·body be pressed 
enough to vote then? 

• 

In a world where we are very rarely asked or 
allowed to give our opinions on anything of real 
importance in our lives, the right to vote, or even 
respond to a STOUTON IA questionnaire, should be 
regarded as something precious. 

Dear Editor, 
You know it gets rather 

disgusting when the students 
have to be "bugged" to get 
involved. My main point in 
mind is Homecoming. 

This years Homecoming 
proves to be different if the 
students help to make it dif
ferent. A new program of 
activities is being set up and 
this program is for the 
students. Included in these 
activities is a big name con
cert. I have heard so many 
people gripe that they have to 
"pay for it." Why isn't is free? 
It's not free because there's no 
money for it. True, each 
student pays for activities but 
there seems to be no way to 
provide this kind of en
tertainment unless a minimal 
fee is charged. This could 
possibly be changed, but it's up 
to the students to change it. So 
we have to change. 

Concert groups are not cheap 
in price and yet everyone on 
Stout's campus develops a 
sense of apathy if they're 
charged for something. 

Student chokes on food 
volunteers as food rep 
To the Edi tor, 

In last week's issue of the 
Stoutonia you made comments 
regarding student apathy, 
asking if anyone has any 
opinions on anything. I am a 
second semester freshman and 
a transfer student from UWM 
in Milwaukee, and I am 
shocked at the sub-standard 

food service. I get irritated 
every single time I go over to 
Tainter to eat, as I am con
tinually confronted with cold 
food, especially vegetables, 
dry meat, limp lettuce, runny 
cottage cheese and jello, etc., 
etc .. 

To make the problems even 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
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Union mailbox. 
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worse, they are too often 
running out of food, milk, and 
clean silver. One night I went 
to dinner where they were 
supposedly serving spaghetti 
and liver. I got there a half 
hour after dinner had started 
and found that they had run out 
of spaghetti and the liver was 
cold. Now, there was a meal 
that we had paid for and look 
what we got for our money! 
What about all the kids who 
hate liver? As for myself I 
don't mind liver, but I don't 
like it cold! Another example is 
the first Sunday I was here. I 
went to breakfast for the 
first and last time. They were 
cooking exactly four eggs at a . 
time, and after standing in line 
for a good twenty minutes, alot 
of kids couldn't wait any longer 
and left; again without eating a 
meal that was paid for. 

I have volunteered to be the 
Food Service Representative 
for my dorm, Wigen Hall, and 
hope to bring up complaints 
and suggestions before the 
right people; in the effort to get 
some changes made. I don't 
know how successful I'll be in 
my attempt, but when I see 
kids being so obviously 
"RIPPED OFF", I just can't 
sit silent and do nothing about 
it. I have placed suggestion 
boxes on each floor of the dorm 
and some of the complaints I 
have received really hit home. 
For example, one reads, "The 
food is so bad we can't stand to 
sit and look at it for very long, 
so why was our money spent on 
new tables and chairs?? 
Wouldn't it be better to use the 
money for a few good meals?" 
Others said, "With the 
facilities in the Tainter kitchen 
and the help available, hot, 
appetizing and nutritional 
meals should be able to be 
served.", and "If the food 
service is going to remain as 
poor as it is now, I strongly feel 
that it should not be man
ditory; instead we should have 
the choice as to whether or not 
we want a meal ticket!!" 

it proved to be a most en
joyable time. For those who 
didn't, it provided something 
for them to "gripe" about. For 
the individuals sponsoring this 
concert it meant financial set 
backs, for they did lose money. 
And yet these individuals paid 
for the loss, with no "gripes" 
but just a feeling of pity for the 
students. It was an opportunity 
for the students to really get 
this program going and they 
blew it. 

I guess what I'm trying to 
say is this: I'm asking each 
and every individual, that 
makes up this so-called 
campus community, to make 
this concert on Oct. 7 a success. 
If this one goes over it means 
an even greater possibility of 
having groups on Stout's 
campus. True, Nitty Gritty 
Dirt Band may not be as 
popular as others, but they do 
have the style and ability to 
draw a crowd. If this concert 
"bombs" you may as well 
forget about any kind of a 

concert program on this 
campus. We won't be able to do 

A couple of years ago we had 
on our campus the Association 
in concert. For those who went 
this unless the need is there. If 
the concert "bombs" then it 
will seem that there isn't a 
need to have any program. 

It's disgusting, as I said in 
the beginning, th11t somebody 
has to beg to get participation. 
But if that's what it takes then 
it has to be done. 

I really think it's "pathetic", 
w.hen people will drive from 50 
to 200 miles and pay $4-6 a seat 
just for a concert, and are not 
willing to even pay $2 to see one 
here . 

Somebody, anybody 
challenge me. Prove that I'm 
wrong, but the only way you 
can do this is by making the 
Homecoming Concert a suc
cess and not a flop. It's up to 
you both as a student and an 
individual. 

Larry Schneck 

'Dorm life is no picnic' 
To the Edi tor : 

When I transferred here this 
year from Oshkosh, I figured 
that Stout wouldn't be as 
liberal. But, I found that a 
smaller school has its ad
vantages. It's not everywhere 
that the faculty goes out of 
t~eir way to help the students, 
like they've helped me here. 
And those of you who haven't 
been exposed to the apathy of 
some of the larger schools 
ought to consider yourselves 
fortunate . 

However, the purpose of this 
letter isn 't to praise the 
facul ty, but to comment on last 
week's letter to the editor. I 
almost puked when I read that 
letter. Its author seems to be a 
little narrow-minded, if she 
thinks that anybody with a 
refrigerator is going to dash 
out to the store to get beer to fill 

Reserved area 
is· questioned 

Dear Editor: 
It is nice to have a new 

athletic facility such as Nelson 
Field, but why are certain 
sections of bleachers at choice 
positions along the side lines 
designated as reserved? We 
are assessed $20.00 for our 
student activity fees and this 
should also entitle us to a 
reserved seat. I didn't get my 
ticket in the mail, did you? I 
think the next game should be 
given back to the students and 
let them decide where they 
want to sit. 

Mark Stieglitz 

It seems funny to me that a 
school which is renowned for 
its home-economics and hotel
restuarant majors, should be 
so lacking in its food service. 

Why don't they practice what 
they teach??? · 

Sincerely, 
Robin Lee Dennison 

327 Wigen Hall 

it with, so that they can "dull" 
their minds every night. 

My roommate and I have a 
refrigerator, but there are 
other things besides beer that 
we keep in it. The tone of her 
letter implies that college 
students, in general , are a 
bunch of beer freaks, who have 
uncontrollable drinking habits. 

What angers me most is how 
she criticizes the campus of
ficials for allowing it. Dorm life 
isn't any picnic. The officials 
are considerate enough to give 
us some of the conveniences of 
home. 

I hate writing letters of this 
nature, because I've found my 
first three weeks at U.W.-Stout 
very enjoyable. I'm looking 
forward to spending my 
remaining semesters here. 

Ernie Weber 
128 North Hall 

'Loused up 

syntax a\lvOrd' 
Dear Editor: 

We would like to suggest that 
the author of the following 
sentence be given the OY 
WEH! Award for the week's 
finest example of loused up 
syn tax. 

"All vets who are: 1) 
disenchanted with the carnage 
that still goes on in S.E. Asia 
and the irrational justification 
for the continuation of bombing 
and raping countries that are 
built upon corrupt dic
tatorships, etc." 

Are these lads really so much 
against bombing ''corrupt 
dictatorships?" 

We haven't quoted the rest of 
the package, which is just as 
illogical (and awkward) . 

We don't like overkill either. 
Sincerely yours, 

Amicus Curiae+ 
+Raymond A. McCoy (who 
would prefer to remain an 
anonymous ''friend of the 
court." 

-
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'placement figures misleading' 
Owen honored as "outstanding educator" 

Dear Stoutonia, 
Recently I have received a 

letter . from acting Chancellor 
Iverson concerning the amount 
of graduates being placed in 
their fields after graduation 
from Stout. I have the feeling, 
after being a graduate, that 
these percentages are either 
false or misleading. The truth 
is that of the so-called 85 
percent of graduates placed, 
many are forced to work in 
areas which have nothing to do 
with their major. I would also 
add that many of the other 
graduates are underemployed 
and making as much of a living 
as a high school drop out can 
earn cleaning toilets. 

After having very little 
success with the Placement 
Department (although they are 
very friendly), I was in the 
situation where I began to look 
for employment in an industry 
(packaging) which I was told
"there would be no problem in 
finding employment." 

I do not want people to get 
the impression thafl am bitter 
toward Stout or its educational 
integrity but I would have 
appreciated a keener insite 
into the exact conditions the 
business world is faced with 
and an honest appraisal of the 
situation. 

I have been almost a year in 
looking for a position and have 
had few industries interested in 
a graduate of Packaging at this 
time. Construction work isn't a 
bad job but when a graduate is 
faced with loans to pay back it 
can become somewhat of a 
burden. 

Michael Masterson 
Louisville, Colorado 

Graduate of December, 1971 

Another of Stout's faculty, 
Dr. William Owen, has been 
selected as an "Outstanding 
Educator of 1972". When asked 
if he knew about being 
nominated for the award, 
Owen stated that he was 
surprised. He told about filling 
out a form in the spring, and 
then forgetting about it. The 
chemistry professor was 
flabbergasted , to say the least, 
when he . read about winning 
this award in the newspaper, 
and to this day, he's still not 
sure which of his colleagues 
nominated him. 

Dr . Owen was born in 
Kansas, and like most 
"preacher's kids", traveled 
around a lot. His family finally 
set their roots in Colorado, and 
from his teen years on, he was 
educated in Colorado schools, 
Owen received his B.S. in 
chemistry from Colorado State 
in Greely, with a heavy in
dustrial background. 

With this industrial 
background, Owen chose to 
work for the Gates Rubber 

Company as a chemist in 
Denver. While there, the avid 
music lover, was his church 
organist for seven years. in 
fact, he loves music so mu~h 
his wife suggested that he start 
the "Gates Rubber Band." 

After working in industry for 
awhile, Owen realized he 
wanted to do more for people. 
He believes that the total of 
man 's reasoning power should 
be used to meet the challenge 
of the universe , and that 
education is the natural path to 
follow. In education, people 
can acquire the skills , 
knowledge, and tools to meet 

Th' dnti-perspirant 
really works nh' 
thing is, when th' 
spra~ DID drf:I, 1

1 was 1111mobilized. 
1 couldn't MOVE! 

That was 21 day~ 
ago r ~o here I've 
been in n1y bed, 
leaning on m!:J 
e\bow ... FOl2. 
T!-\t2EE WEE.Kg r 

I'll tell you one 
tning, i.P this st.uCP 
e\/er weai-s oPP, 
thet"e're. two guys 
who'd bett,e"' 
look outr. .. 

... The idiot who sold me that 
deodol'ant .. . and the s.o,b. 
that's been selling tickets 
to tne public 8c displaying 
111e as"1l-lE PETl21FIED MAN11 r 

Nixon urges participation 
Declaring that students 

"have a legitimate interest in 
sharing in the process of school 
governance," President Nixon 
has proclaimed Sept. 26 as 
"National Student Government 
Day." He also stated in the 
proclamation: "I urge all 
educational institutions, 
academic, vocational, and 
nonacademic, to join in ap-

propriate activities , to 
highlight, to revitalize , and to 
encourage wider participation 
in, their particular forms of 
student government. I also 
urge all students to acquaint 
themselves fully with the 
activities and programs of 
their student government, and 
to take a full and constructive 
part in that government." 

••••••••••••••••••• 
i STORE ! 
•+ New Albums Tapestries : 

Spreads 
: Papers Pipes : 
+ 524 Broadway Open till 6:00 + 
··················~ Dining - Dancing - Cocktails 

lasT l10NTIEB 
JCT 1-94 . I 'l -40 • ELK MOUND. WIS 54739 

NOON LUNCHEONS DAILY 11 :30- 2 P .M. 
( Except Saturday) 

Facilities for Wedding, Banquets & Parties 
Phone 879-5506 

Now Appearing thru Sept. 24 
DONNIE LOEW and STONEYBROOK 

Coming September 26 - October 8 

The Generators 

f RIDA Y SPECIAL 
FAMILY ST YL E FISH FRY 

All You 
Can Eat 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ff 

SUNDAY SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLE DINNER 

J 5e lections 
of Meats 

Food service adopts 
Do hunger pains overwhelm 

you throughout your 7: 30 
class? Don't fret. The Food 
Service had you in mind. Meals 
are now served continuously 
throughout the day at the 
Commons and Tainter. Break
fast is from 6:30 to 8:30, 
followed by a continental 
breakfast till 10 a.m. Lunch is 
from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m . The 
afternoon snack runs until 4 
p.m. when dinner is served. 

The continental breakfast 
and late afternoon lunch, new 
features this year , are 
especially designed for those 

THE TAP 
HAPPY HOUR 
6: 00 - 8: 00 Dai I y 

Taps 15c 

who have classes through the 
regular scheduled meals. 
These students are now able to 
grab a light snack before 
running off to their next class. 

Students seem generally 
happy with the new hours. The 
original 5: 30 evening weekend 
meal deadline did pose a 
problem for some on Sunday 
night. Now that the schedule 
has been extended more 
students will be able to eat. 
However, those coming later 
than 6 p.m. will be forced to eat 
elsewhere. 

Assorted Drinks 30c 

Now serving beer and liquor 
On and Off Sales 

on 

All Cosmetics 
with this coupon at. 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 

this challenge. 
Owen began his new career 

at a high school teaching math, 
sceince, and music . While 
teaching full time, hE:; also 
managed to earn his Masters 
from the University of Denver, 
and his Ph. D. from the 
University of Northern 
Colorado; all of this was done 
in nine year's time. A National 
Science Grant allowed him to 
take an academic year at the 
University of Colorado, and to 
complete his education. 

Dr. Owen came to Stout in 
1961 , when there were few 
buildings and the number of 
students totaled 1,300. The 
chemistry department at that 
time consisted of two lecture 
rooms and two labs. Owen is 
proud of the new chemistry 
facilities , and he should be , for 
he has played an integral part 
in its growth. 

Owen's real interest i1:, 
curriculum - the design of 
rrew courses, and the revision 
of existing ones. When he first 
came to Stout. he was a little 
Continued on Page IO 

Recycle . 
this paper 

new hours 
The Food Service has 

suggested the possibility of 
having the heavier meal at 
noontime. When questioned 
about this , a male sophomore 
had this to say, "I think it 's a 
good idea to have the heavier 
meal when students are more 
active in noon and early af
ternoon." This reinforced the 
idea that some did not like the 
full feeling in the evening. 

There were also those who 
want the schedule to remain 
unchanged. A reason for 
leaving it as it is was that made 
by one freshman. She misses 
lunch and if the big meal was 
served at noon she would 
completely miss it. Also the 
heavier meal in the evening 
provides time for students to 
socialize with one another. A 
heavy evening meal prevented 
another from getting as hungry 
in the evening. 

The brunch has brought 
about various comments . Most 
students liked the idea of only 
two meals on the weekends. 
There were many diversifying 
opinions· on the food served. 
While some got up early to 
study and do other thmgs on 
the weekends, those who slept 
late felt they too were ready for 
a heavier meal. Students at
tending church on Sunday 
disliked coming back to a 
breakfast type meal. 

While some families may 
have their heavier meal in the 
evening, others have their 
heaviest meal at noon. What 
one prefers depends upon the 
habits one has developed and 
what one has become ac
customed to . The Food Service 
must be given credit for trying 
to adapt its schedule to the 
many diverse needs and 
preferences of the student it 
serves. 
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New position formed to protect 
women's rights on campus 

"Nitty Gritty • 
IS back" 

Homecoming plans 
finally completed 

The rough draft of 

Have you ever had thoughts 
that as a woman you're not 
treated equal? Perhaps you 
think no one in the ad
ministration cares about the 
role you're playing. That no 
longer need be the case. A new 
position was created by former 
acting Chancellor Iverson for 
regulating opportunities for 
women. 

Dr. Jane Rosenthal, coor
dinator and supervisor for the 
Affirmative Action for woman 
stated that "we need to be 
preparing women for jobs in 
decision making." She believes 
some industries are willing to 
place more responsibility such 
as management on the woman. 
This will bring about a 
dramatic change in the life of 
the family. What will be the 
result when the wife receives a 
higher salary than her 
husband? American culture 
has always placed the man as 
the leader. 

In continuing her philosophy 
of involving women in the 
administrative world, Dr . 
Rosenthal is attempting to 
make her office at 328 Ad
ministration Building more 
than the usual, masculine
furnished office. She remarked 
that she has added two colorful 
Parsons tables and plants in 
attempt that it might become 
"authentic and reflect the taste 
of a woman without the look of 
frills." 

A husband and eighteen year 
old son led Dr. Rosenthal to 
feel that "women are men's 
greatest enemy ." Further 

explaination brought about this 
comment: 'Women are willing 
to let men take bruises and 
some women like to be 
protected. Women must learn 
to take this, too." 

Some responsibilities of the 
new coordinator and super
visor for the Affirmative Ac
ti on for woman include 
assisting in the shaping of 
policies- of particular concern 
for women, and articulating 
the needs of women and also 
serving as liaison with other 
university units which have 
responsibilities for salary, 
award, admission, recruitment 
and promotion procedures. 

Working with future teachers 
as Director of Graduates in 
Home Economics Education, 
Dr. Rosenthal is concerned 
about. the role and com
petancies of the teacher and 
home member . She has been 
invited to take part as a par
ticipant in a conference en
titled Redesigning Teacher 
Education, sponsored by the 
Associated Organization for 
Teacher Education . Dr. 
Rosenthal is also engaged in 
other activities both on a 
statewide and national level. 
Currently she is President of 
the Wisconsin Home 
Economics Association. 

The woman is becoming 
more involved in roles outside 
the home. She is willing to take 
on the responsibility that 
comes with a managing 
position. As with all new ideas, 
each must start slowly and will 
gain as it receives acceptance. 

They emerged from 
California, the home of hard
rock, and · became The Ni tty 
Gritty Dirt Band, a group of 
hilariously eccentric and 
highly gifted musicians. These 
five young men manage to 
combine their music and stage 
show with both virtuosity and 
humor in a way that is very 
entertaining. 

Picture, if you can, five 
characters loping onto a stage 
dressed in an outrageous set of 
costumes, ranging from a silk 
top hat to fringe, to early 
Canadian Mounty. Once in 
front of the audience, they 
proceed to play (in both senses 
of the word) through a 
repertoire of songs that range 
from the traditional "Foggy 
Mountain Breakdown" through 
jug-band music to con
temporary rock. Along the 
way, there are jokes as well as 
the switching of instruments to 
make you stop every once in 
awhile and count the band 
members to make sure it is 
only five. 

The whole routine is 
climaxed by an exquisitely 
funny parody of rock as it was 
played in the greasy "50's" . 
For this number the entire 
band changes costumes, ·clicks 
back their hair with an overkill 
amount of brilliantine, and for 
the first and only time, turns 
the amps on to "loud" and 
"echo". They then proceed to 
play the music with a suitable 
amount of anguished writhing 
and tortured moans. This 
routine has kept their 
audiences laughing for close to 
two years, starting well before 
the current rock and roll 
revival. 

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band 
will make their second ap
pearance in the state of Wis. on 
Oct. 7th at Johnson Fieldhouse 
on the University of Wisconsin
Stout campus. Showtime will 
be at8 p.m. and doors will open 
one hour before the concert. 
General admission is $2.00 per 
person. Tickets will be on sale 
in the Student Center Snack 
Bar from now until the concert 
date. Everyone is invited to 
attend this fabulous concert. 

. 
.: , ,.;." 11n~•-·'·;. 

homecoming '72 is becoming 
finalized as completed plans 
fall into place. 

At the Thursday afternoon 
homecoming meeting Sharon 
Oltholdf was named chairman 
of the homecoming committee. 
Mrs. Oltholdf presented the 
purpose and budget of the 
committee as SSA's Tuesday 
evening meeting. The budget, 
not previously passed due to 
doubtful student support of 
homecoming, was .accepted 
that evening. 

Applications for Queen 
Candidates were extended to 
Monday noon. A total of eight 
nominations have been filed. 
The nominees and their 
sponsors are: Jane Zimbric, 
Delta Zeta Sorority; Mary 
Walters, Sigma Pi Fraternity; 
Trudy Nodgaard, Alpha Phi 
Sorority; Pat Bertnick, Vet's 
Club; Bette Johnson, Alpha Sig 
Sorority; Kathy Jorgenson, 
South Hall; and Allll Hawley 
sponsored by on and off
campus friends. 

Tickets to the Nitty Gritty 
Dirt Band Concert are on sale 
Mon-Fri 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the 
Badger Room of the Student 
Center. The ticket fee is $2.00 
per person. 

The Cellar lounge 
11

Try something different" 

Coty' s Your Face 
2 in 1 Tube 

Foundation and 
Cover up 

Pure Magic 

Super Blusher 
and 

Eye Cology 
by 
· Max Factor 

Available at 

Lee's Drug 

THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND '-f..., 
'"'ilfa·"· . . ,, ... 

Free replacement film given with each 
photo-finishing order where there is a 
minimum of 8 good pictures. 20 percent 
?ff on the photo-finishing price is given 
1f the Free Film is not desired. 

with this coupon at 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 
Coupon good thru Sept. 29, 1972 
Limit one coupon per customer 

• •,; !~S}!1! i.'1~'! :!~l~I~ 

' . 

Tues. - Barbequed Ribs 
. Wed. - Barbequed Ribs or Beef Stroganoff 
Thurs. - Beef Stroganoff or Spaghetti & Meatballs 
Fri. - Fish Fry 

Logg In' Specialty - Prime Rib 
$1.95 
$3.95 

Above Specials in Addition to a Complete Menu & Salad Bar 
Available for Dinner Parties - Receptions 

Open5:00p.m. 

Hy. 25 North to" D" - Right 4 Miles 
Closed Monday Ph. 962-3870 

·······················~···························1 
November 7 you will have the rare opportunity to vote on whether 
or not a war should end •• ~ but first you have to register to vote. 

You must be registered by October 25. See the City Clerk, 3rd floor, Dunn County Courthouse, 
between 9:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday thru Friday. 

It takes 30 seconds . . . . . . . . It will mean four better years. 
Authorized and paid for by U. W. -Stout Young Dems, Daniel Wokosin, Treas. 

-
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A youn~ view of Washington 
by Ron Hendren 

Parties, 
Polls 

and 

Predictions 

Of all the politic.!al absurdities which have emerged from the 
camps of both major political parties in this Presidential election 
year, one which must surely rank near the top is the Republican's 
goal, proclaimed at Miami Beach, of winning the youth vote . 

No other block of potential voters garnered so much attention 
from the President and his advisors at Miami as "those of you 
who will be voting for the first time this November ." That's the 
way Mr. Nixon put it, followed by his fervent hope that those in the 
18 to 24 age bracket could later say that "your first vote was your 
best." 

If being best means being Republican - and it seems 
reasonable to conclude that is what the President had in mind - it 
just isn't likely to happen, even if American involvement in the 
Indochina war is concluded before the election. And that is the one 
issue which if resolved in time, might swing a significant number 
of youth votes to the Republican column. 

The fact is, according to every major poll , that the prepon
derance of those registering as Democrats. A Newsweek poll 
conducted by George Gallup several weeks ago indicated that 48 
percent of new voters would sign on as Democrats while only 22 
percent would go Republican. That estimate is now proving 
conservative. 

But party labels don't mean much among most young voters, 
and the factors deciding where the youth vote will go this year will 
likely be issues and personalities. True, those young people 
gathered in Miami Beach to support President Nixon seem 
Republican enough. From their ivy leagu3 suits and villager 
dresses to their enthusiastic, always-on-cue huzzas, they indeed 

. presented a spectacle of which their Republican grandparents 
and Republican great-grandparents could justifiably be proud. 
But studies show that young people who vote :1.y their 
parents do are oddities or collectors' items, depe on your 
perspective. In any event, they are rare. 

And the President was certainly within his prerogatives to 
suggest that his toe-every-line cheering section represented "the 
best of American youth." But he is way off base indeed if his 
campaign for re-election intends to stem, even in part, from the 
fantasy that the sons and daughters of the upper-middle-class who 
serenaded him in Miami are representative of the 25 million 
eligible new voters this year. 

In the last week of a recent five-week voter registration drive 
in the President's own home ground-southern California - 12,664 
new voters were registered. Of these, more than 9,000 were in the 
18-to-22 age bracket. All but five registered as Democrats. Now, 
Mr. Nixon has consistently experienced certain troubles in his 
home state, and California has not by any means proven an index 
of the nation's pulse. But five new Republicans out of 9,000 new 
voters should be c.rnse for at least a minimum of concern and re
evaluation at the Committee for the Re-election of the President. 

At the same time, by no means is the 1972 youth vote in 
Senator McGovern's pocket. Much both about him and his 
positions on key issues remains cloudy to date. Moreover, 
registration is one thing and voting is another. Polls and census 
studies indicate that while some 65 percent of the newly- · 
enfranchised 25 million will register before November, only 42 
percent are likely to take the trouble to vote. 

Although voting should be high among students, this group 
represents only about seven million of the new crop of voters . 
Biggest by far are the nearly 14 million wage-earning young 
people, and these pose the pollster's trickiest question. No one 
knows how many of the "non-students," as the voter registration 
people term them (a thoughtlessly demeaning phrase no one in 
his right mind would have approved), will actually make it to the 
polls. 

For my money, I believe that a high percentage of youths who 
take the trouble to register will vote, and that they will for the 
most part vote Democratic. Part of this conclusion is based on the 
impressive goals consistently being met by the various voter 
registration drives, efforts which are likely to be equally effective 
come November and the drive to get out the vote. Moreover, the 
issues and personalities of 1972 are as clear-cut and meaningful as 
they have been since 1964. The sharp divisions they reflect, I 
believe, will overcome the cynicism about all politicians which 
has rightly been called the only common thread among young 
people. 

And the youth vote will be important.Youth specialist Steven 
V. Roberts of the New York Times has predicted that if half of the 
25 million vote in November, and two-thirds of these vote 
Democratic, President Nixon could lose eight states he carried in 
1968, among them California, Illinois, New Jersey, and Ohio. 
Should that happen, he will likely lose the election. 

A far-fetched speculation at this stage of the game, to be sure, 
but hardly more far-fetched than the Disneyland fantasy which 
masqueraded in the guise of the convention in Miami. If the 
Republicans persist in campaigning from the wonderland stage 
they have set, the President's hope about the first vote being the 
best could prove to be the hardest words any politician in recent 
times has been force!l to eat. 

Ron Hendren 

Biography 

Noted political columnist, 
Ron Hendren, whose , articles 
will be appearing regularly in 
The Stoutonia, is at 27 one of 
the country's youngest syn
dicated columnists. He is one of 
the few whose background 
includes government as well as 
newspaper experience. 

A well-known figure around 
the nation's capital, he has . 
served as legislative assistant 
to two United States senators 
- B. Everett Jordan of North 
Carolina and former Senator 
Stephen M. Young of Ohio. 

Hendren's incisive reporting 
has received acclaim across 
the country; and his column, A 
YOUNG VIEW OF 
WASHINGTON, now appears 
in newspapers and magazines 
in 32 states and Canada. 

Hendren gained his early 
newspaper experience on a 
North Carolina weekly, THE 
PILOT. He was named that 
state's outstanding young 
leader of 1963. 

He attended the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
where he was a Whitaker 
Scholar and graduated among 
the top ten percent of jour
nalism and political science 
majors. 

Hendren attended law school 
at George Washington 
University in Washington, 
D.C., and in 1969 was named 
chairman of the President's 
Youth Advisory Council to the 
Selective Service System, D.C. 
headquarters . 
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Sounds of our times 
by Tom Burke 

Title: Meaty Beaty Big and 
Bouncy 
Artist: The Who 

Label: Decca 
Peter Townshend, John 

E'ntwistle, Keith Moon, and 
Roger Daltry at one time 
belonged to a musical group 
known as The Detours, and as 
most music addicts know, are 
now simply The Who. Things 
may have changed, but 
Townshend still smashes his 
guitar and Daltry still treats 
his mike like a yo-yo. To see 
The Who live, you may come 
away with three thoughts, 
"Man, they sure are loud, 
violent, and destructive." Then 
by the time you recall their 
beautiful rock opera "tommy", 
you are so confused you don't 
know what to think. 

"Meaty Beaty Big and 
Bouncy" is an album which the 
true Who farfs will enjoy. Songs 
like "Substitute," "I'm A 
Boy", and '·'Anyway, Anyhow, 
Anywhere" which could never 
be purchased before in the 
U.S., are included in this 
album. The Who classics like 
"I Can't Explain ," "My 
Generation", which is the 
original studio version, and "I 
Can See For Miles", are also 
comprised in their latest Decca 
album. 

Personally, I don't par
ticularly care for The Who on 
disc . The only way to listen to 
them is when you can see this 
group alive. On wax they come 
across too milk, weak, and 
thin, which is far from what 
they are really like. 
Title: A Possible Projection of 
the Future 
Artist: Al Kooper 
Label: Columbia 

Al Kooper, a man · I have 
admired for years, has come 
up with" another winner. After 
doing albums with BST, Stills 
and Bloomfield and Shuggie 
Otis, Kooper settles down to a 
near solo album (Kooper plays 
no less than 12 instruments on 
his latest album.) 

In the first 'cut, "A Possible 
Projection of the Future", 
Kooper rants, "I started out 
with the Blues Project, spent 
some time with Blood, Sweat 
and Tears .. . and if you see an 
old movie you might hear me in 
the background." In other 
words Kooper is no over-night 
sensation. His songs go back a 
few years - 'This Diamond 
Ring", a nice piece of bubble 
gum by Gary Lewis, was 
coined by no other than Al 
Kooper. 

_------1 
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:t Thou,h+ 'l Would h~+e w,~ SeLf 1-h: 5 
Ma ... ~i11' ,bu+I dor,t.J: ho.+e 'jou ~" 

Ted's Pizza Palace 
1st Anniversary 

September 25-26 

Small Pizza -
Large Pizza 

FREE COFFEE 
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A bit of nostalgia • • • 
Poll results taken from' our poll , asking student Opinion 

about a ,::hang·eof name for\ The Stoutonla, indicate that the majo,;lty of. 
the students that responded do not want a c~nge. Keeping this In 

~~:~~~1~~:~a:~~~~~,~~";,~ ~~~~7er~~~:~9:~;;,~ 
The publlcatlon wlll now be known as Stoutonla ·and the logo Is a 

:eproductlon of the t>i"lglnal . .. ~ 

----- - -------------------
October .3. 1917 Vol. IV. No CJ 

Miss Kugel Talks . 
On Food Conservation 

The t! mc h a:,. come when all 
mu~t :o-:l\' ~ . ThP ,,:arr in>t C'Mtln
trics, e!-pecially Fran<' l". are 
brreatl~· in net>d uf foodstuff~. 
We shoultl save on · ~11 s taple 
food s. so that the surplus may 
he sen t tn the allies. 

Miss KuRel SURll•<lt'd fi\'e 
way~ · in wbtth we can aid 
in this work . E\'ery J)t>~on 
shou ld ha\'e a knowledR• of 
food va lues. She ad\'anced the 
~ugJ(e.s tion. that the Manual 
Training men P<.' litinn the far 
ulty of the Home Economi<"S 

i~e(o~E>~i~,t~~~-~h
8
e~~n

5 ~hi.! 
subject. · 
~ " Ad~pt the ROspel of the 

· clean pltlfP, " remarked Miss 
Kugel. Foodsserved at hotels 
are often was t(d. Some per
sons es timated. that on¥- thirrl 
, ,( the food served at hotels 
was wasted, thru lack of care 
in order ing. To reme,ly this 
one should order only the 
amount he ran eat. 

''Su~ar t~,·cn to a grp,ater 
~mount than the French ralion 
,~ a human necessity." Jf our 
people will reduce one-third 
the,r _purchases o( f' UKJ\r, by 
h·R1'en11'\g the consumption of 
r.aridy and ~1.,1gar for cereals. 
ti!n~an Rav\! the French situa-

We have alr•ad y realized the 
factthat wheat and mf-at must 
j)so be COf!~Pr\'1•,J. (Most p1·011le 
< ,n not hclieH! tl11t the SUJ.Cl,Ct•S:.i. 
t1~ins mad e hy ~tr. lfriuv.- r and 
h,14 i:1,mnii ssi,in refe r directly 
to the111 . In .. rder (o feel thRt . 
w~ are ·really taking a part in 
~I! J!TC'al ni,,,·emC'nt. Miss 

UJ.Ct:I asked. that a~I uhsc r \'c 
',me whealless and one ment 
ess day r•n \\' N•k. 

In the int..-res t u{ thc ·Frnnrh 
r,~~1pl,, w,i ,night t" do at least 
~lu, mur~. W<! may have pur., 

,ehnserl It hr. rt r hnnils. w, .. may 

ha\'e knit sweatl•rs. wt• may 
ha\'t' s 11 b$cri1,ecl ln th<· lh•d 
( ' ros::s C'\r Library fund . liut 
th.-:-e arc not ~umci€'nt. Y.'e 
mu~t r<in ::~rve the stnple foot ls. . 
Stout Girls Make 

Preserves For Soldiers 
Tl11I sultlif'r buyia ..... ill ("t' rla in l)' ..ay 

lhnt tht! !: 111u l Kirl :c ran ruuk 'A' ht>n 
thf')' al'l tht• liitc \·am•I)' uf pn•M'r, . ..,, 
ma,h• th,• la,-t twu wef'k" 11~· l ht> 
:--111,humun• Cooking l'lall!I under th,· 
direction nf Mi~ Vunn. ,.h ... Ahipml•nt 1,rc11art:'d iA a11 f11l 
lu-v11: .:iipplf' 11aUCl': ;,; 11uarL11,; .:1i11ple 
hullf'r, i~ c1uar1t1: applf' jelly, t73 
gl:111,-t'J1: gr11i-• jf'IIJ, ~o KIHae•: dri1..-d 
:i11JJl1..•:o1, :1,,uari.1; Jrllfll' juirf', ~; ho t-
11 ..... 

Thf' fruit wu t·cntributt"d hy the 
form,·r11, the 1fll,11"t'J1 nnd ,-uaar IJy 
1h,• vwmt•n or Menumunif'. Ml1111 
~brl ;:c Svtt 'A' all ,·hairman or tht' 
rurnmilh't• for the, c:ollectiun or 1."ie 
maU'rial!I, H~r c:ummitt~l' ·carried 
out tht' 1,lan under the dirf'c liun uf 
the. Wnmt!,,. K <.:ummiltu uf thf' 
Counc;il n f l>t.-fU!lt'. 

Happenings Tn 
The Mill Class · 

Mr. J an~~ Ju clt'c led rt'1 1t.1rter for 
the :,;tnutunin by the rnill clAH». We 
hK\'l' re~e i\•e,d the followinK thi, week 

Mr. Snh·t'ly hu 1,t·t•n wurkinK 1.n 
"urne 'A·indow <"n11i115t:11, n therwiMt" he 
ho11 not hun liu i& y. The r e11L of lht' 
rh,1111 hn,·c.• ht.-<'n making loutter muld" 
f.,r tl ll' ll11me F.c:nnumir11 n~part- · 
ml' nl. The l111y11 wnrk unu1ually horcl 
u t thi11 .. . wonder why! 

\' h,i l 1,ur 11hop wlwne\'n you tind 
l im1• , Yi~ may not lH.- lh ere. hut the 
1no.c·him•,c lltt' ulw•y• the1"1' . 

.\11,s lta kn ha11 l,ct• n. ut.liKe1l , un 
:11·,·011nl 11f lu,r ,·y1•1 ,in,l uf " g1•nnul 
p?p·kal 1,r,:ak,luwn, tu lt-rnpurn r ily 
1,(1\· p up all hn 1·lnMm•K. lier phyl!.i • 
ra ,1 h a 11 1,ril,·t1 •1I 11 thn•c Wt't•k 't1 <'t1m
JolH 1• r: ·s~. ~'l!t! M(•huol r,:i,crd.11 .MitV4 
ll11k1•r !I 1111:l11llly tu t'untinui• U'u.,·h-

1111~ 111,11 hol " ' " Mh,: will n•lurn Moun . 

Price One Cent 

Gaveleers Hold 
Lively ~tin& 

Thi· thinl mcf'linl( uf the Ganlnn 
"'"" ht·lct Wt',j.nc.•!'l d:iy e\'f'nlng. Tht 
nwetinc ,.,i.A railed to orde,r liy Viti 
l'rf'11ident Fiuaifflmunt whn pfuc:ttd· 
~I with thf.' l1u11inl'H.' He then turnN 
lhl' mttt in1 o,·er tu Mr. M~ hl,, 
,·hir~an of thf' JlArliamtntary com· · 
mith't'. Arter lhi11, the mffting.wu 
turned over tu Mr. Trafford , chair, 
inan or the litt"rary c:ommittff. Mr. 
Tr•ff'ord had a ,·uy lnlt'rHlior pro, 
grnm. 

&nd MemtC; :. . . 
I Hold Meetin& 

Al the bind mtttin1 held Thundly, 
two offic:eu v.•ere~lttted; llr. Valen· 
tine. Stt. -Treas. and Clarence B« 
Librarian~ At the mNW11 it wai 
IIUKKHLe-d that it WU not neceu&rJ 
tu ~lec t 'the other ortten . Thur1dl7 
ni.cht WH ,elected for praclicf'. 

Boy Hikers Club 
Organir.es For .l\e Year 

r:.»t Friday all those intere11t.ed in 
hikina rf'Mpondrd tu a call by leader, 
Mr. ,Jnnkt•, tu i 1ri:nhi1.f'. The fo1lu l'•· 
tnK nfficrra were elecled: 
,1.1': tiagnon .. \, . . . .... .. . Preaidenl 
l>•n.Blide . . .... . .. . . . Vice Preaidt> nt 
Wm. f'iahtr ., . . Stcretary-TrrHurer 

The flr11t hike wu.made Saturday 

lu Ct<dar io'all._ They did n~t "Ste 
1lnrr FaJ11 ' ' beca'uH the water wu 
Luu lpw. It .,.,811 Mui,ealNI on the 
hih that Fithtr tako more 1lt'Oll1 
with ''hi1 lady'' to 1hurltn hl11lride. 

1':n ~y onf' Hf'rne,d to enjnJ lhe eata 
11 n1l. "liutc juke " waLer. Here'• 
~1u111n,c that tho»e who .ta~ have 
1ntttntlun1 of hre1lcin1t all former rf'· 
' '!1rd11 In hlkln1. · 

A Lynwood Kiri from thl• west. 
h11d n tcra:i!Jltt .driam one nliht rucent· 
ly . 11 w111 IO rtalh,tlc lhat in an lm-
11,ciunrv fit1lk encounter, flhe hll the 
wall nnd idc.inne<t tw-r knucklf'M, 6e· 
Wlln• l111yi,,! 
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IRHC discussis new · proposals 
An hour klnl contlmnlal qn Sept~m, 21, Ind It, 1101:t1 

::~
11
~: ~= ~°': .. ~. ::ncnon :m:: 

PJMlbillty by Paul Ga.de of for three days. In o,dtt to 
t'ood Service at the JRHC tllmlMte 1klw llnea, more staff 
mretlrc Monday nl&,bt. 11 bd.111 pUt on dwtna thole 

It ,,..., pointed out by Mr, lhrM daya. However lluclents 
(;«ode thal "Hlllll Ure Con- were reminded that · thOM 
tmental doel not mun one havl~coklaormedlutlonwUI 
un·t come bldt for the-Liter be un11ble to donate blocxl at 
brunch." When he wH thb time. 

· quu tloned concern Int Looking 1he1d to ch \1 
~mok u"@ in the £ofnl'iil:lns,he--- S.lurday, a United Realdenc:e 
1tated 1tudfflll m,,y 1m<*e Hall Asaoclallon Conlettn0e 

:]~:~!:~~~~~~ ~n:.t" ~i~i~ld .t" ~he •. 1:'.~~ 
u:we t..ehtnanv, coordinator meetliw will focua on an ex• 

of the bloodmobile drive change of residfflCe hall \deu, 
mrnh oned lhal the blood· ~poled by delegates from 
mobile would be In M'1'°"'°"le private ind 111 1e colleges 

tJ\roulhCIUl Wlacamln. 
A tntnlna Nl&ion an Oct. 1 ~isc:~:r pr::.e:~oa'! 

anendl• the aeulon will be 
leamna and become Involved 
w\lh poup; teetw!.lques and 

li!J~m c~1:i, ~ -~~ . 
afflttn lhould contact IRHC if 
lntereated. -.... 

The presldmtial dection ol 
'IRHG ii comln1·up next week. 

Nmnlnitlon papen m1.11t be 
• nled by candldatH by Monday, 

:~be25Sep~ ~I election 

Child center hol_ds work'Shop Do 
A workshop dealgned ·10 

mjlmnl par1iciP1nls with the 
~•losophy and methodl ol 
Jran Piaget , a French 
?>YChologist •,dlO hu .. nllde
cumdcrable conlributlons 10 
tarl)' childhood education, will 
lot' held Saturday, Sept. :,o, at 
l'W-Stoul. 

Sponsored by the Child and 
Fam ily Study Center at Stout. 
tht 11,,oruhop will ccmllt al 
l'Xplanallons and demon
~trahonsor Pia1et'1 eduatlonal 
m1.-1hoch that are now used In 
the education of the young. 

) In Doris Sponffller, 
(,1<'\1 hy m~mb« in the Early 
nul dhood Department at 

Oakland University , 
RochNter , Atleh. , wi ll conduct 
tM: wwuhop. She hu worud 
ext.mslvely In the field ol early 
chUdhood education. 

The worbhop wlll"be divided 
inlo two u11\on1 with 
enrol lment llmiled to 60 par
lklpants In each. A mornlna 
seulon will be conducted Crom 
9 to 11 :30 and an afternoon 
RSSion from I :30 to 4. Both ... 
1e11ions will be hdd in the 
Stout Commons, room lll-112. 

Further ln(ormatlon on 
1 

regi1tra tlon can be obtained by 
callir.i or writing the Ollld and 
Family Study Center a t Stout. 

You 
Really 

Care 

Vote 
Stout State Vets Club 

We Need You! 
Faculty-Student Committees 0 

: : : ~u:p~s R~~~psm-ent ~:~~~~f 0:esources 

.. Campus Safety Committee ... lnkamurals 

.. Car eer Plannlng & Placement ... New Student Advisement 

.. Closed Circuit Televlson ... Student Publicatlons Board 

.. Curr iculum Committee .. Student Services 
. Admissions & Credits .. . . Health Committee 

.. Commencement . .. Security Committee 
Flnancla l Aids . ... Parking Committee 
Institutional Studies .. Speaker Review 
International Stu, ents Advisory 

Stout Student Association Standing Committees 
. Award$ Committee 
Committee on Committee 
Election Committee 
F\nance Comml(lee 
Public Relations Committee 

.... Constitution Com.~tt.,e 

Special Service 
.. Sargeant at Arms ( University Student Senate) 
. Parllamentarlan (University Student Senate) 

.. United Council (State Student Government ~soclatlonl 

... Education 

. . . Finance 
. L99l1latlve & Research Attain 

.... City Council Representative 

.... CARE .commission 

To get Involved, simply dteckoff your Interests and· 
retum this fOl'lll10 tht SSA office, which Is next to 
the Pawn. -

Na·me: 

--"-------'-'----
Phorie: 

'\ The f~ture ,of Sfouf can be In your hands I 

Thursday, September 21, 1'72 

Ourlnt the 1971 -72 ';ear 
approximately 2MS studenla 
~ved nnandal aid for a 
IOlal ol SZ.SI0,512 u lndlcaled 
In the -..mmary below. Thia la 
about M percent al the student 
body enrolled o.ui~'g 1171· 
12 achoo I year. ·rigurea 
.do not Include 1udenta 

::!71~. G. ~;,Y~:::1t·; 
benef\la, an4 ' vocallonal 
rehabilitation _>.enelill. 1'h«1! 
are alao a numbtr of ~tudalta 
rect\vin& acholaBhips from 
organiratlons frQm ·'their 
hometown or other agendel 
which are givm diredly to the 
students. 

are~~l~en.:::i!~~~ 
the nnancil l aid office and 
awarded to financially needy 
atudents accordir• to st.ale and 
fedenl re,aulatlorw .. 

The Stout Foundation ~~=:s:a:~~~ 
posed or students, faculty and, 
adminlatraton, They fflgh,ed 
such(actcnasnel'd(usi.l.ed 

by the atuder\ll, ai.iementa In 
the application. facuhy en
donement,, ande point 
avffll&eaand~oleXlra · 
curricular as wdl as curricular 
Involvement In their 
dellberatlona. Supporting 
exhibits were also con&ldered. 

MitcellaMGU& Sqw,larahlps 
Include thole rrom ouWde 
qanlutioris th.It a.end the 
check 10 the school to be 
disbursed to the 1tudenta. 

Slout ·receives a Gene~al 
Molor1 &holar1hlp every 
other year, for an lncomlni 
frtshman 11ttdch Is renewable 
each year as Ion& u the 
student me-eta lhe criteri a 
establiahed by General Moton. 
The ._11.adent must mlll'llain a 

· high scholutlc average ;ind 
Intend to pursue a carter in 
ind_U$lr)'. 

Any 11udmt wishing furthff 
Inform a t ion about financial 
aids, pluae s lop by the 
financial Aids Office on fint 
floor of the Admlnlltratlon 
Build ire. ... 

+ o.8t-4Nls Arnoul\l 

I. U.S. Ewcatlonal()pportunityGrant . . ..3U $ 201.920 
2 Na1ional Direct Student Loan '1XI 431.175 
3. federal won-Study .. . . . .. . . m 331.611 
4 WilalnSin lllgher Education Grant . S39 139.Z3$ 
:;. W'tsconsln Honor Scholar5hlp Z9 13.ISO 
6 Wisconsin Stale Student Loan 482 265.SIS 
; Non·re!identTuil ion Wai\"ef 99 82,404 
8 ForeiJtnStudent Sdiolarship 6:i 70.W 
g \lt1KOMin Native Amer. Schol. Cine. BIAI . a 13,'164 
10 GuarantttdStudffltl.oanlBankl.oanl 6:'17 621.293 
11 Gt'f\era lMl.lloraScholaBhip 3 3.(ISII 
12 SI out Foondation Scholarships 40 :i,000 
13. MiscrllanfflUsScholarshipg . H 31 .%30 
H Shor! Tenn Emergmcy Loans 248 :ZS,171 
15 SlatcPayroll MO 267,0ZI 

S.2.SI0.562 
TOCal 

+ The totnl of this c-olumn excttds the number of :uudrnts 
recei,,n1 aid t2:&46 l hecaw.e somesludents are on more tha n one 

program . 

Don't Forget .•. 
SSA Endor sed Student Health and Accident 
Insurance Plan Is Avallable to All Students. 

Enrollment coupon for 1972-73 year must be 
comple ted by September 30, 1972. 

BOll JEATRAN 
Minton . Je.i tr• n Associates 

409 ~II son Ave. Phone 23.S-0581 · 

Dressing up your Pad?? 
Browse at 

BOIGIE'S ~::0 ~:, 
2'4Maln St. 

New • Bedspreads 5.,- & 5900 
bright colors 

Posten Fish Net 

MobUts Paper Ump SMdes 

Incense Bffr Muts 
C,nc:Uesall shapes and 

sizes, lncludllVI "Strobe," etc. etc. etc. _ 



Roger and Wendy, on the coffee house circuit, play music that ranges 
from contemporary folk to rock. Appearing Oct. 23-28, they accompany 
themselves with bass, autoharp and keyboard. They perform Dylan, 
Beatles, Neil Diamond as well as original work. 

Gerry Grossman, previously well 
received here at Stout, has terrific 
stage presence. Performing a 
mixture of blues, rock 'n roll, rock, 
and folk, Grossman plays his own 
diverse brand of music. His easy 
conversation and humor enables 
him to develop a rapport with his 
audience. 

Pawn 

Candles flicker in the 
darkness, figures are 
silhouetted and the audience is 
magnetized. All eyes are fixed 
on the performer on stage. A 
show is in progress at the Pawn 
.coffeehouse. 

The Pawn, located on the 
lower level of the Student 
Center, is beginning its fifth 
year of presenting en· 
tertainment to the Stout 
community. 

The coffeehouse, with 8:15 
and 9:30 shows, provides a 
chance for students to see local 
and professional coffeehouse 
circuit performers at no cost of 
admission. Showcase, the 
student talent competition, is 
held twice a year. 

Some of the performers 
booked for this year arc Paul 
Runholm and Chuck Wagner 
VI, Michal Hasek, Quick and 
Alfano, the Jug Band, Gerry 
Grossman, Patti Miller, and 
Roger and Wendy. 

Showcase, scheduled for Oct. 
11 & 12, will soon be having 
auditions. Anyone that has 
previously performed in the 
Pawn will not be eligible. If a 
student has tried out in Pawn 
competition before, the 
membership of the act must be 
different. 

Three cash prizes of twenty
fi ve, fifteen and five dollars are 
offered. The first prize winner 
will also win an engagement at 
the Pawn and an appearance at 
the National Coffeehouse 
Entertainers' Competition in 
Eau Claire, where there will be 
a chance to meet agents for 
bookings. 

The Pawn is situated in the 
old Student Center Snack Bar. 
The Snack Bar relocated on the 
main level of the Center 
leaving a room empty save a 
TV. 

The Pawn offers a variety of food to the students 
daily. The menu runs the gamut from doughnuts and 
ice cream to pizza. 



Presents 

idea of a coffeehouse 
considered for a year. In 
of 1968, the Pawn become 
ality presenting Shipley 
Brewer (now Brewer and 
ley) as the first en
·ners. 

ent volunteers had torn 
the old Snack Bar equip
t and put a stage up for the 

ers. Offering a rather 
de atmosphere for opening 
t. 
e Pawn, now financed by 
, was originally covered 
the now defunct Union 

ard funds. 
ission was charged for 

first two years, but was 
continued because student 
tronage was not as high as 

cted. 
The Pawn, used during the 
y as a sort of mini Snack 
, is open from 8: 30-3: 30 and 

7:00-10:00 if no show is 
eduled. Students often find 
t it is not as crowded or 

isy as upstairs. 
'lbe menu offers a variety of 

. Beverages such as coffee, 
· , tea, hot chocolate, and 

drinks are served. Donuts, 
·es, and bakery goods 

available. Different flavors 
ice cream are featured each 

. Several unusual coffee 
es are served when the 

feehouse is open. 
e Pawn Committee is in 
of help. Any student in

sted in volunteering as a 
less or emcee should 
tact Pat at 235-0929 or 
lie at 232-2247. 

ith the help of students 
leering their time and 

ergy, the Pawn has 
eloped into a lot more than 
empty room it ·was five 

ago. It has become one of 
most highly frequented 

ces on campus. 

A quiet, pleasant atmosphere is offered by the Pawn 
to students and faculty. Studying or informal 
meetings go on without the noise which pervades the 
Snack Bar area upstairs. 

Michal Hasek, appearing Nov. 13-18, performs a broad scope of music 
which is difficult to categorize. His music, mostly self-composed, 
ranges from folk to rock to blues. Hasek also plays some Dylan and 
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young. 

Alfano and Quick with their jug 
band are a plea'sant change from 
the usual coffeehouse music. They 
perform a country-clap and swing
along type of act that encourages 
audience participation. To further 
include the audience, kazzoos, 
washboards and jugs are given to 
the crowd to play. 



. , 

\ · . 
A search for new. talent ' 

__ ._ 
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Is no-fault a threat? The Pawn . II. aetldna new AJ)pllullon, 1houlit be 
clipped out ol. TM s-.t.la., 
They m\.lal be retW"Md to ,,.. 

_........, ...... _ 
dlcl-.on.- ..... ....... 
:::.':-::=· ... ~ I 1~~:e i::-eii~1n:f1~u~ 

poalllve li1h1 . No-f1ul1 In· 
1urance would mean tha t no 
determln.alion of blame would 
be made in , n auto 1cctdfnl , 
and-. ~raon would ieflt 
damages from his own. rather 
than the other parly's in, 
surance company. In theory, it 
does ha,-.: advantages ... OYer a 
II.ability system. bul it creates 
new problems. 

lnanq>er1letter to 'motori.sts 
fr om I.he American Trl1l 
Lawyers Aslocialion, the other 
side of no-fault is uplained· 
'' \lilly h N .. f.'IUII A Threlll!" 

1. 11 re.moves IOciety's vii.a.I 
dislinctl<m, betWffn the 1n-
nacen1 1norMiegligmt1 careful 
driYer and the guilty 
fnegligenU r«ltless driYer. 
2. It wipes WI arbilr2rily the 
bask I.gal CGneqll ol fault -
" that the person who c11usei; 
injUl')· to anothtt must fairl y 
and adequate:ly compensat• 
lhevk _tlmforlhatU1jury." 
l 11 creates a ntw typeol lllx 
- "Ykli ms· tax" - by 
reduciflttheinllOCffl l victim's 
full benefits to pay the guilty 
dri,"er's damagt':!I. 
4. ll destroys the constitutional 
and lundamenial right to tnal 
by jury for full payment of all 
damages owed the non
negligcnt dm·er 
5 It s horlwhange.s union 
laborus 11nd while-cotl11r 
v.·orhn. . ywth and pmsjoners, 
bluwllli~ and the W'lffll · 
ployed. by remOYlflt their right 

• to be p:iid for loss of earning 
ca pacity and by cannibalizing 
their print, non-automobile 
benefits 
6 It re,~n(p the prr:5efll 
system of ratu~ "Rood" and 
" b.ld" risks - penalizi~ ,,,ith 
higher rates lhr pnnlrnl , Wfl/, 
salariffl famil)· man - and 
rewardmg10·11hlo....·er rates lhe 
unemployN:I s1udent or 
tttnaJi(trmthrt.... o.5('a terC'ar 

("O!>b Willlnfrdit'An"•·hf'rf' 
•·rom?S tol51>Prfll'nl • 

At least 12 milhon more 
claims will he addNl<laun.s 
that today are 001 paid 10 

F'OIISA1.1-;_ 
lffS •·nrd 1'11un t r) Srdan 
\\a ,:oi1. f>oo.l.·l·r )h.>er!flK 11nd 
brakes .-..:tt,ds tran!lm1ssmn 
,..,-ark ('all?l,\.U7JJ 

f;1r1 ·~ lllh - U5ed 26" Call ,,,_..., 

Village 
' Pedaler 

11 4 East Elm 
ClothPAll.,y1 

River Falls 

Bicycle Soles 

ond Service 

European Mak11 

. 1.l"Style 

For Information 

Phne 425-9126 

1tivcninsi111le-car 1ccklenta 
or lo d rh-e·~ 11 lault - sharply 
boOlting medi(al cue COits. 
IOI! w1ge1 ind car repair 
claiml' 41ong with Insurance 
1dmin1straliY• u~nses 
Thu• ntra e,.~nses will 
<'aUM' insurance premlwns to 

"" . 
ugal nightmarish la,..mg, 

in no.fau111a .... , rost,n utra 
1,gal lri<'lion . ~ou nllus 
lawsuiu. court <'Onges rion, 
aggrava ted Injury claims, 
set tlement ~ys - all in· 

"' t:nasmg p:,51 f1c10n 
Artlficlal a nd a rbitrary 

" threshokl " limilationsonl01t 
11,.ages or m'1tical bi lls p,11v, lhe 
way for sleep cost Increases 
through fraOO bonani.u. 

The ln~I in)Jred Yictim 
1.s barred 1.gally from suing the 
gui lty drivu for human suf
ftt"ing losses i.ailess medical 
bills and wages exctt'd anti 
arbitrary and arlifici1 I 
th reshold. Therefore. lhe 
tempullon is grea l"'lo innate 
medica l bi lls •nd lo&t .... ·ages by 
delibera1e malinArring or 
" \•aca tloning" on the job. 

Som, pl.ans force you 10 
purchase other insurance 
policies, al addi!lonal cml, to 
"QI.I.al the sam, coverage you 
ha\·· today under the presfflt 
faull system. These policies 
1nclude those for out.<lf-stat.e 
acciderits ; colhsion, fire. theft 
and comptdlenslye co~rage, 
absoluie liabillty for com
merc11l vehicles : special 
C'Ollenge for dea th cases; and 
special insurance for rttclYel')' 
of human losaes, mental 
angU1Sh and other paid and 
suffenng " 

~no-rault 1,-urance bill 
hH been d,clared un
con.\litutiooal in IIHoois. It has 
so far . been successfully 
defeated m Wisconsin. 

~~~~lt~.1~:n~:ni: ':; 
~!~n~ ~~~r:erf.:u1': 
The ahowcase is open to an7cne 
lrom the Unlverally com · 
munlty ...,ilhi111 ID display tu 
orhtrJalenl 

The ~·case will be ~
peli live in that the fi~I lhtte 
places...,•illrec:eivecashprizes. 

Any grouj, or indlv ldu11\ 

:r:r:s!i~r!uy :r~s:~ei~ 
The Pawn Is lnillglbte, lor the 
s~owcue tu nleu 1roup 
meml,rnhip has changed since 
that time > TIW!group11ze...,ill 
~ limilt'd from one to six 
m=b<n 

Each act .... ; 11 consist or 11 25 
mu.,te ~ • ...,ilh S minutes 
allowfflforse1upolft1uip. 
mcnl. 

NAM E 

ADDRESS &j 'HONE 

::-;:t;r'ra~i=l~~
:;ifr~~ =~.:=e"!! ::! ~~2~ t~ ~ ~ 
::~es':: ta~fv'es wlllwl~rebe 
nollried on Wednesday evfning 
as 10 !he lime ol appe1r11nce In 
the showcase. 

Croup; will be Jud&ed on the 
bas!, or varidy~ginaJlty, 

~;d ~ia;~w~11!e~wj~= 
faculty. corrttf'louse officlaJs 
from Eau Claire, and a Stout 
Sludenl. 

Any ques1ion1 that remain 
una,~wered a t this time, may 
be directed IO a lher Charlie 
Bl'ady at Ex'\. 2247 or Pat 
Capelle al %.U-0929 

n 'PEOF •:NTERTr\lNMENT YOU WILL DO t lf smging, 

wh3t lype., - folk. bluea. roctl 

NUMBER OF PEOPLE I N GROUP 

EQUIPMENT NEEDED !piano. milt es. stools > 

Ila.,., you f'Ver performed bd'Ol"e nn audience before., • 
If so.where' 

O.i1dl.1ne for &howca~ apphcalions IS noon. f'nday , · 
Oct. 6. This form must be turrn"1 in at The Pawn. The fir.st 
l:Zappl1utions wi ll complete ~istralion for the showcase 
Nameswill ~ dra .... TI from • hat lO decide whllt mght and 
time )°O\I will ai>pe.i r , Rep-esen1111ioru will be notified by 
Oct IOHtothenightandlimeof1ppearance • 

START PHACTlctNG ' ' t • • t ! 

aJao bNa lutrmN111al In 
develophaa • ne.<Nd'it 
prep.,alory ~ le ,,_....,_ 

Remd.ly, a MW aPlftliC)I to 
lHchln1 chemlltrJ=•" 
devrelopedbJ,Dr.O... two 
cl hit. collelpm, ..... 

~=-;.,=,,c: 
haa 'realltect in two lecture 

~=~*'~.:.= 
aix WMka ol the aem..ae,, tht' 
1tudent ha1 two option, o1 
loakl,. at the 8')1)1kationl ol 
wha l he hu learned in 1-b. 
Thil ii ohly.,. U~meat th111 
rar, but student reipome hu 
been Y«'J ravot"lble:-

Dr. Owm and his wile art 
presently completlnc their 
" drum home" out.Ide of 
Menomonie.. B«.lme ot I.his, 
he has hid to clriail hll par
ticipation In ~ Luddif1lton 
Guard Band. Girl~ hu 
also been introduced Into 
Owen·, life by hit )"DUl'llnl 
daughter. who ii a frnbman u 
Mfflomonie High. His o&dest 
daughter is m.rrl«I an:t now 
li\'H in Michigan, and his .son. 
11;hr) attended Stout for thrft 
years, is now at Mai<hon 
majoting In eh;ctrlcal 
mginttri,.. 

Watchina Stout grow uwt 
mature hu bttn lhrillina for 
Dr. Owen. He'a uen 
enr ollment quadruple and 
bulldlrgs rile wt ot nothint. 
lie hu ~ a chanat In 
s1ud,nt'1 allitudel -
bch:moral standardl are leu 
formal. Through all thll, o.nn 
:Hill believes atudenla are 
delumlned · to get an . 
ffi!J9"tion . and he Is deter-.._ 

;:enc;:;, ~r.,°:=.:, He e11joyl 

Football Fan!! 
wow, 

WORTH 25% OFF 
on 

All School Supplies 
with this coupon at 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 

' 
\ot lte111 

New 
Duplex 

in the 

Country 
(2 Mites from L·Marl) 

Available November hi 

r-or lnfof mation c~u 
235-5640 .. , 
235-9745 

We 're now open Sundays 

for those great games 

2 Color TVs 
Cocktail Hour Monday . Friday 

5 JO 6 : JO 

• Grand Opening Coming Soon• 

Body Shop 
614Mai n S t . 

Monte Walsh 
is what the Weit 

wuall aboul 

/. 



~ ..................................... ~ .......... ~ 
Have You Heard .. . 

Fee payments 

The second and third in
stallments for the partial 
payment plan for fees, room 
and board are due according to 
the following: 

Fall Semester 1972-73 year 
Second Installment - Due 

Date - Oct. 1 
Third Installment Due 

Date - Nov. 1 

Project friendship 

IMPORTANT intitial 
meeting for the OLD members 
of Project Friendship in the 
Student Center near the ride 
board at 6:30 p.m. on Wed
nesday, Sept. 27. Please be 
there to help plan the year's 
events and find out more in
formation about the coming 
year. 

I. E. exhibit 

This is an invitation to all 
students to look at teaching 
tools, techniques, teaching 
aids, and things used by in
dustry. This exhibit is being 
done by the Industrial 
EducatiQn Conference Exhibits 
on Thursday, Oct. 5, from 1 to 5 
p.m. in Room 111 in the Science 
and Technology Building. You 
could learn something! 

Senior pictures 
Seniors may have their 

picture taken in Menomonie or 
in your home town but they 
must be returned to the 
TOWER office by Nov. 3, 1972. 

More information will be 
available as soon as off
campus mailboxes are 
assigned. If you have any 
questions contact the TOWER 
office. Ext. 2118. 

Towers 

If you have not picked up 
your Tower please come to the 
Tower office in the Student 
Center as soon as possible. 

Fly!! 

The Red Cedar Flyers Inc. of 
Menomonie, Wis . are soliciting 
new members. We offer you 
economical access to air
planes, whether it be for the 
convenience of previously 
licensed pilots or beginning 
students. For more in
formation call : 235-9545. 

Vet's thank you 

The members of the 
Veteran's Club wish to express 
their thanks to the girls of HK
MC for their help in making our 
recent party a success! 

Ex-cons present drama 

"The Cage," an emotionally 
explosive 90-minute drama, 
will be performed in Harvey 
Hall auditorium on Wed
nesday, Sept. 27, at 8 p.m. 

The play is written and 
performed by a group of four 
ex-convicts from San Quentin 
and is a devastating statement 
on a man's first days of prison 
life. The four performers are 
being brought to the Stout 
campus by the Performing 
Artists Series . They will be 
meeting with various 
psychology, sociology, and 
speech classes on the day of the 
performance. 

Student activity cards will be 
required on the day of the 
performance. 

SINK A 'SUB' TODAY 

SUBWAY 
Home of the Submarine Sandwich 

Next to The Den 

e SAVE ON YOUR NEXT "MEAL 

ON A BUN." 

e BRING IN. THE COUPON BELOW 

AND TAKE ADVANTAGE 

OF OUR FALL SPECIAL. 

e 7 VARIETIE_S OF SUBMARINE 
SANDWICHES TO CHOOSE 

FROM. 

---------------------~ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SUBWAY 
Next to The Den 

20c OFF on any MAXI sub 
1 oc OFF on any MINI sub 

Coupon Expires Sept. 27 
One Coupon Per Sandwich 

----------------------

Soap 

Soap Accounting Students -
309-206 and 309-207: The first 
exam must be taken by the end 
of the 5th week. If this is not 
done you must drop the course 
immediately. DO NOT wait 
until the ·end of the semester. 

ZPG 

The Menomonie chapter of 
Zero Population Growth will 
present a program on Methods 
of Birth Control on Sept. 29. 
The speaker will be Dr. Hugh 
L. Davis, from the Division of 
Clinical Oncology at the 
University Hospital in 
Madison. The program ·will 
begin at 7 p.m. in the Student 
Center Ballroom. Everyone is 
invited to attend. 

Women voters 

Law Enforcement will be the 
topic at the League of Women 
Voters of Dunn County general 
meeting Sept. 27 at 8:00 at the 
Congregational Church, 420 
Wilson Ave. 

Dunn County Sheriff Daryl 
"Corky" Spagnoletti, 
Menomonie Police Chief 
VernQn Green, District At
torney Phillip Steans, and 
Sargent John Briggs of the 
State Highway Patrol will 
participate in a moderated 
discussion led by Mrs. Gary 
Carlson. Each participant will 
address himself to the areas of 
personnel, accountability, 
bond, and departmental 
guidelines before the 
discussion is opened to 
questions from the floor. 

The local league study is part 
of a state-wide two year study 
on Administration of Justice, 
limited to the area of the adult 
criminal offender; prompt and 
equal treatment under the law 
from apprehension to sen
tencing. Members have been 
studying and discussing law 
enforcement in Dunn County. 
They also have been observing 
in the courts in order to better 
understand courtroom 
procedure. 

The public is cordially in
vited to attend this meeting. 

Safety workshop 

UW-Stout's Safety Studies 
area will host a regional 
workshop for high school 
driver education instructors on 
Tuesday, Sept. 26. 

About 75 persons are ex
pected to attend the offering 

which is one of a series of 
workshops sponsored by the 
Department of Public In
struction. 

The purpose of the meeting is 
to acquaint instructors with 
recent developments in the 
field of driver education. 

Registration takes place 
between 8 and 9 a.m . in the 
Student Union Ballroom, and 
the workshop ends at 2 p.m. 
that afternoon. 

Info. desk 

An information desk has 
been set up in the Robert L. 
Pierce Library to assist 
students . The ~ information 
desk, located on the second 
floor to the left of the steps, will 
be operated by trained 
students during the hours 8: 30 
a.m. - 4:30p.m. and 6:30 p.m. -
9:30 p.m. The library staff also 
reminds students of the 
existing Reference Room 
where assistance is avsilable 
for those students utilizing the 
reference materials. 

Buildings future 

Mr. Paul Axelsen, university 
planning director will address 
the Student Senate concerning 
Stout's future plans in building 
and grounds on Tuesday, Sept. 
26 at 7 p.m. in the East 
Ballroom of the Student 
Center. Anyone interested is 
invited to attend. 

Pawn 

This weekend Sept. 22 and 23, 
The Pawn will present Paul 
Runholm and Charlie Wagner 
VI. There will be two shows 
nightly, 8:15 and 9:30: IT'S 
FREE! SEE YOU THERE. 

A.I.D.D. 

The AIDD (American In
stitute for Drafting and 
Design) will hold an 
organizational meeting at 7: 30 
p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 26 in Room 
254 of the Tech Wing. Future 
plans will be discussed. New 
members are welcome. 

E.Y.C. 

The Menomonie Association 
for the Education of Young 
Children will hold a meeting 
Sept. 25 in the East Ballroom at 
7:00 p.m. The speaker, Karen 
Peterson, will share music 
activities and information 
about young children . All 
people interested in young 
children are welcome. 

Women's tennis 

The Women's Intramural 
program will be sponsoring a 
singles tennis tournament 
starting during the week of 
Sept. 25. The tournament, for 
women students who live on 
and off campus, will be single 
elimination and participants 
will arrange their own playing 
time. 

Entry forms, which may be 
picked up outside Room 213 of 
the Fieldhouse or from your 
RA, should be returned to the 
folder outside Room 213 by 4 
p.m. Sept. 26. Once the number 
of participants has been 
determined, you will be 
notified who you are to play. 
Additional information may be 
obtained from Janet Van Dyke 
at 235-9145 or Bonne Schan
sberg at 235-3081. 

S.A.M. 

The Society for Ad
vancement of Management 
will be holding its second 
meeting on Monday, Sept. 25, 
in the Blue Devil Room (in the 
Student Center). This meeting 
is important as officers will be 
elected. There will also be 
membership sign-ups for 
business students as well as 
students in majors that are 
related to business or anyone 
who is interested in gaining 
knowledge about businesses. 

The guest speaker is from 
the public relations office of the 
UniRoyal Corporation, from 
Eau Claire. He will speak on 
what his company looks for 
when a prospective employee 
applies for a job with them. 
This topic is a follow-up of our 
last meeting's speaker, Mr. 
Ken Erickson of the Placement 
Office . 

The meeting will start at 6: 30 
p.m. and the scheduled 
speaker will speak at ap
proximately 7: 15 p.m. Plan to 
be there. 

HELP WANTED-

Stout Typographical Society 
needs competent typists for 
copysetting. Call Jim Evans at 
2388 after 3:30. 

Menomonie 
Country Club 

Announces 

Special Student 
·fall Membership 

$1500 
( Good thru October) 

* MEET MARKET* 
Pre-game Warm-up 

SATUR-DAY MORNING SPECIAL 
Happy Hour 10 :00 - 1 :00 

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL 
Sloe Screws 

& 
Screwdrivers 

FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR 
3:00 - 5:00 
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Engery and industry 
Climbing into a sailboat and 

cruising around the lake may 
seem like a source of 

1ecreation to most people, but 
to a group of students at UW
Stout it's part of their course 
work. 

The students are enrolled in 
a course "Energy and In
dustry." In conjunction with 
their course work, they are 
learning that wind may be one 
of the key sources of energy in 
the future. "We are running out 
of fossil fuel (oil, coal, gas)," 
expl_ained Craig Froke, in
structor in the course. "But the 

wind is still a relatively un
tapped resource. 

Froke believes that before 
students can devise theoretical 
uses for wind as a source of 
energy, they must develop an 
appreciation for it. To ac
complish this he has been 
taking students out in a non
motorized sailboat which he 
owns. "You're not really aware 
what the wind is until you rely 
on it 100 percent," he said. 
"We're using the boat to 
develop an understanding 
about what's involved in using 
the wind as energy." 

He noted that students study 
the speed of wind and its effect 
on the boat and then do papers 
describing their experiences 
and noting how this can apply 
to industrial use of the wind. 
For example, windmills might 
be made to operate a generator 
to produce electricity and store 
it for future use. 

Participation in the project is 
voluntary and for extra credit, 
but Froke says that about 250 
students are involved. "If this 
works out, we plan to make it a 
regular part of the course next 
semester," he said. 

Manning the sails are L. Jim Collier ( left) and Craig Froke, instructors 
for Stout's Department of Energy and Transportation, and Ron 
Janowski, a freshman from Milwaukee majoring in industrial 
education. 

KODACOLOR 126' 
DEVELOPED 

AND ENLARGED 
FOR KODAK INSTAMATIC · CAMERAS 

Return this ad 
with film and 
remittance or 
write for FREE 
film mailers. 
TRIAL OFFER 
one per family 

12 EXP ... 12!! 
$2.29 

kOOACOl.ot 126 
ONt.y 

ELECTRIC STUDIOS 
P. 0. Box 688 T; 

_EAU Cl.AIRE. WIS. 54701. 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order cata log of 2,300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and ~andling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 

Pizza Villa Special 
Every day 1_2:30 - 8:00 

So a th VA POPEYE l,y s JS e ... lucl Sagenclorl 

WMAT 00 YOU 111\EAIII 
we CAN'T GET MASUUED 
UN1"\\. 'IOU FINISH YOUR 
GI BILL EDUC/\TION? 
°™E""' OOE5NT9AVS0! 

19th I.E. conference scheduled 
Some 800 teachers and school 

administrators from Wisconsin 
and its neighboring states are 
expected to attend UW-Stout's 
19th annual Industrial 
Education Conference, 

. scheduled for Friday, Oct. 6, at 
the university. • 

The purpose of the con
ference is to provide in-service 
education for industrial 
education personnel in grade 
schools, high schools and 
vocational schools. 

Participants may choose 
from more than 50 presen
tations which will be made at 
five sessions scheduled bet
ween 9 a.m. and 3:55 p.m. The 
presentations will cover a wide 
variety of topics which relate 
to the field of vocational 
education. 

A noon luncheon the day of 
the conference will feature W. 

GROUP HAYRIDES 
Cher Ami Ranch 

Ph. 235-5294 

or 235-2424 

Hungry? 
fr,es Harn burg 

1.1.c. 22c ers 

Little Steer 
A cure 

for those munchies 
Open Daily 

11:30 a .m. -1:00 a.m. 
Weekends 

11 :30 a.m. - 1 :30 a.m. 
524 Broadway 

7 New 
Flavored Brandy 

$2.99 Fifth 

R. Miller, professor of in
d us trial education at the 
University of Missouri, 
Columbia, who will speak on 
"Career Education Im
plication for Industrial 
Education.'' 

Conference participants are 
also being encouraged to bring 
their junior and senior high 
school students and about 200 
are expected. Plans are being 
made to provide them with 
special programs which will 
expose them to Stout and the 
fields of industrial education 
and industrial technology. 

Wives of those attending the 
conferences may participate in 
a special ladies program being 
prepared by various depart
ments in the School of Home 
Economics. In addition, a large 
group of publishers, suppliers, 
and manufacturers will exhibit 
current educational materials 
and equipment. 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

1·31 Main St. 235-7615 

Case of Old Style 
Quarts $3.99 

Returnables 
Save$2.00 

Schlitz Malt Liquor 
39c 6 Pac 

$325 Case 

L-Mart Liquor 
Ph. 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9: 00-9: 00 
Sunday 12: 00-5 : 00 

Tap Beer 15c 
Mixed Drinks 30c 

The BIG ''3'' SHOWCASES of Eau Claire 

Monday Girls Night Out Special 
Sloe Screws 30c 

Tuesday Guys Night Out Special 
Tequila 30c 

Wednesday Pub _Night 
Between 8: 00 & 10: 00 

All the Beer You Can Drink for 75c 

r---------------------~ I 

Pizza Villa Special 
I 

I I 
I I 
I 

Coupon I 
I I 
I I 
I 

This entitles to 20 percent 
I 

I coupon you I 
I discount on any size pizza on premises or I 
I delivery. I 
I I 

-----------------------· Kitchen Open Daily 4:00- 2:00 a.m. 
Sat. & Sun. -1 :00- 2:00 a.m. 

Delivery Service Daily 5:00-1 :00 a.m. 

HOLLYWOOD • STARDUSK • CINEMA I 
Now Showing 

SIEVE , 
MCQUEEN 

·auNIOR 
BONNER" 

[PGj ~ COLOR 
Evenings 7: 00-9: 00 

Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 

- COMING SOON -

The Candidate 

The Graduate 
Box Office 6: 45 
Movie at 7:30 

ratedR 

He'sX rated 
and animated! 

Evenings 7:00-9:00 
Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 

No one under 18 admitted 

- COMING SOON -
Everything You 
Always Wanted to 
Know About Sex 
But Were Afraid to 
Ask. 



Ben and John make their triumphal return .to 
Comstock, Wis. 

John smiles as he describes his Olympic accomplishments. 

Sten Pierce remembers conference champ John. 

Teammates Dale Evans (c) and Hector Cruz (r) 
admire John's silver medal. 

'Our own'· John 

Peterson honored 
John Wi Ilia ms, head 
photographer at Stout, 
captured the excitement 
of John Peterson's 
homecoming celebration 
in Comstock. 

John Peterson gives a victory smile. 

I 

\ 
Gov. Lucey joins John (I) and Ben Cc) under the 
Olympic symbol. 
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IN THE CORNERS Football: money, pride or fun 

After last week's philosophical rap "In the Corners," I 
decided to lay off the heavy stuff for awhile. 

Guess Who 
Dave Kopydlowski is battling probability in the foot-ball 

prediction business. Dave predicts who he thinks will win in each 
of the Wisconsin Conference team's games each week. To see how 
probability would do in predicting winners, yours truly flips a coin 
to determine who will come out on top. 

The first week of the season Dave hit on a .500 average with 
four right and four wrong. Probability scored only .250 with two 
right and six wrong guesses . 

Las wee\{ Dave was right on two out of five (.400) by 
predicting wins by Platteville and Oshkosh. Probability lost all 
five times. 

River Falls 28 - Stout O 
La Crosse 9 - Whitewater 3 
Platteville 51 - Stevens Point 0 
Augsberg (Minn.) 20 - Eau Claire 0 
Oshkosh 20 - Superior 18 

Nice People 
Bill Burns, the athletic director asked us "to commend 

students for their good conduct at last week's game" and he hopes 
it keeps up throughout the season. 

Nicer People 
There are several p~ople who are donating their time and 

talents to the sports pages. They are Dave Kopydlowski, Andy 
Harrison, Todd Schmidt, and Trice Smith. 

by Todd Schmidt 

Nowadays it seems ap
propriate to question many of 
the established concepts and 
accepted norms of society. 
Times are continually 
changing, as shown by hap
penings in the sports world. 

Joe Kapp, a former National 
Football League quarterback 
held out for a reported $600,000 
contract two years ago. He is 
presently running a bar 
somewhere in Canada, but in 
today's pro football war, guys 
like Joe Kapp seem to be the 
rule, not the exception. Joe 
Namath, another NFL quar
terback, just signed a nice, 
neat pact calling for some 
$250,000 over a one year period. 
John Brodie, who plays with 
San Francisco's pro team, 
currently draws over $150,000 
per year. 

It appears that a big reason 
for the presence of the Joe 
Namath and .JoM Brodie on a 
football field is financial in 
origin. A big bank account and 
a nice new car are things that 
most "common people" would 

Sept. 21st 
thru 

Sept. 23rd 

~elp us celebrate our First An
niversary in Eau Claire. Come · 

d . . 1n 
an 101n the fun. 

1----------------------1 I I -
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not pass up. If you think that 
doing a shaving cream com
mercial would be fun, a pro 
football player would give you 
the inside track on a job. 

If someone were to pay me 
$100,000 a year to play football, 
there is no doubt in my mind 
about what I'd do. There is an 
incentive there that is almost 
too lucrative to pass up. But 
what about the hundreds and 
thousands of football players 
across the United States who 
do not reap large monetary 
gains from playing the game? 
They must "get paid" in other 
ways, and it is this concept that 
I'd like -to enlarge upon now. 
- Talking to different football 
players myself, I found several 
interesting motives for playing 
the game. Most agreed there is 
a good deal of personal pride 
involved with football. They 
enjoy pitting themselves 
against other human beings in 
a game of mental and physical 
strategy. Several expressed a 
great desire to win, and others 
said that they're out there 
"just for the fun of it," Of 

• 1n 
a 

I I 
1 

Name .. . . . ... ... ... . ..... . . . .. · · ····· ··· ·· · 
1 

I I 
I I 
I Address ... . ....... . . ........ . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · I 

I I 

Register to win a 26" 3-
speed AMF Bike. Just bring 
in or mail entry blank. Not 
necessary to be present to 
win. Contest ends Saturday, 
Sept. 23rd. Winner will be 
notified by mail. 

ike 
l -Mart 

opping Center 
Menomonie 

I I 
I Phone No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
I I 
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course, all players enjoy the 
recognition and admiration 
that most "football heroes" 
receive from the maniacal and 
occasionally rabid fans. 

But what about the average 
guy, who get nary a cent for his 
labors? Players sacrifice time, 
effort, sometimes grades in 
some tragic cases their lives 
for football. It is amazing that 
young men can go out and 
knock heads day after day in 
search of pride and respect. 

I was looking through the 
local gazette the other day and 
I happened to notice some of 
the Friday night football 
scores. "Weston 53, Seneca O," 
"Onalaska 61, Bangor 6" 
"Spring Valley 50, Pepin O", 
"Owen-Withee 35, Cadott O" , It 
was certainly no joy to play for 
Seneca or Pepin or Cadott that 
night. If you played for Bangor, 
at least you could say that the 
team scored. 

I really began to wonder 
what was in the game for the 
members of the losing teams. 
It's certainly not the money 
simply because it is illegal to 
pay a high school athlete for his 
participation in school 
athletics. It couldn't be the 
pride because what thrill would 
there be in getting beat 53 to 0, 
or even 50 to O? 

There has to be some in
tangible, unseen psychological 
force acting on these boys to 
make them play football. They 
must enjoy being on a team, 

• and in my opinion need and 
seek out interactions through 
football with their peers. 
Psychology is a strange thing, 
says Freud, simply because it 
is impossible to see exactly 
what is going on inside another 
person's head (expecially a 
football player's). 

Football is a great sport, and 
an exciting one at that. Even if 
your favorite team doesn't win, 
you should still appreciate the 
sacrifices and mere presence 
of the players on the field. 
Even though guys like Joe 
Namath make exorbitant sums 
of money for their efforts, it is 
still refreshing to see the 
determination of men to win. 
Down through the ages man 
has been an unrelating specie. 
It is great to see good old 
fashioned sacrifice in our 
pasteurized and homogenized 
world. Whether the teams of 
your choice win or lose is not 
important nowadays; it's how 
and why they play the game. 

George 
McGOVERN 
for 
PRESIDENT 
buttons, 
posters, 
and 
bumper 
stickers 
are 
available 
free 
in 
the 
U.W.-Stout 
Student 
Union 

Authorized and paid for by U. w. 
Stoul Young Dems, Daniel Wokosin, 
Treas. 



Stout's Dan Luer breaks loose, closely pursued 

by Dale Stephenson of River Falls. Photo by Neal S. Krones 

Falcon's wishbone makes offense lucky 
River Falls' new wishbone 

offense proved to be too much 
for Stout last Ssiturday as the 
Falcons ran the Blue Devils to 
a 28-0 defeat at Nelson Field. 

The principle bl!hind the 
wishbone is for the quar
terback to run a triple optton 
play with the use of three 
runningbacks instead of the 
conventional two. 

Mike Lechnir, the Falcon 
field general, ran it to per
fection as his team rolled 403 
yards, all on the ground. 
Although Lechnir himself 
rushed for only six yards, 
fullback Curt Ford picked up 
114 yards in seven tries, and 
the third running back Jim 
Lohman ran 12 times for 61 
yards . 

Offensively the Falcons did 
most of their damage in the 
first two periods as the Blue 
Devil defense adjusted to the 
wishbone. In the second half 
the Falcons gained 99 yards . 

The Blue Devil offense kept 
pace with River Falls in the 
first half but it was definitely 
overshadowed by the Falcon 
performance. 

The Falcons were virtually 
grounded as they failed to 
complete a pass against the 
Blue Devils defensive secon
dary led by Eric Bloohm and 
Steve Olbert. River Falls, 
however, ran the wishbone 
with such devastating results, 
they had little reason to pass. 

River Falls tacked up their 
first points with 1: 03 remaining 
in the first period on a four 
yard run by Lechnir around 
left end. Jeff Voss kicked the 
first of his four extra points. 
The touchdown climaxed a 73 
yard drive in 11 plays following 
a Blue Devil punt. 

On the ensuing kickoff the 
hustlin' Blue and White were 
quick to re taliate. Behind Steve 
Fedie, they moved the ball 69 
yards with 11 plays only to 
have the drive stall at the 
Falcon one yard line. 

On the second play following 
an exchange of punts, River 
Falls again scored. Vezina shot 

through the middle of the line 
and raced 66 yards into the end 
zone practically untouched 
with 4:35 remaining in the half. 

The Blue Devils mistakes 
really took their toll in the 
second half, when the Falcons 
turned a pair of Stout turnovers 
into touchdowns. 

Three plays after receiving 
the kickoff, Fedie threw an 
interception at his own 44 yard 
line. Two and a half minutes 
later Vezina streaked into the 
end zone from 32 yards out for 
his second score to give the 
Falcons a 21-0 lead. 

Early in the final period the 
Blue Devils were again on the 
march. Following a wide field 
goal attempt Stout took over a t 
their own 20 and drove 70 yards 
before fumbling the ball back 
to River Falls at the 10 yard 
line . 

Mid-way in the fourth 
quarter Stout fumbled again, 
this time at the Blue Devil 43 . 
River Falls capitalized on the 
turnover with their final touch
down of the afternoon, a two 
yard run by halfback Charles 
Greer with 3: 50 left in the 
contest. 

Dan Luer appeared to be the 
Blue Devils sole bright spot as 

"WANTED: A colle ge 
student to man an industrial 
exhibit booth displaying 
published material for a few 
hours on Thursday, Oct. 5, 
1972 and possibly Friday, 
Oct. 6th at Stout. 

Easy work good 
money . Supervise booth and 
hand out brochures. 

Contact EDU-PAC of 
Minnesota , P.O. Box 27101, 
Mpls., Minn. 55427 or call 
612-546-4832 between 4-5 
p.m. weekdays." 

PLAN AHEADlll 

25% OFF 
on 

All Gifts & Candles 
with this coupon at 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 

he rushed for 96 yards in 17 
carries. Luer, a freshman from 
Colfax, has been filling in as 
fullback for the injured Ron 
Berg. The rest of the Blue Devil 
rushing game contributed only 
17 yards as they totalled 113 
yards on the ground. 

John Osmanski gained 27 
yards in seven tries but Fedie 
was thrown for 40 yards in 
losses trying to pass. 

Fedie despite playing with a 
bad knee and broken finger on 
his throwing hand completed 
nine passes in 20 attempts for 
85 yards. 

Larry Couey came on in 
relief late in the game and 
pitched the ball seven times, 
completing three. 

Fred Morrey caught three 
passes for 30 yards to lead the 
receiving corp. 

The Blue Devils held the 
edge in first downs, 14 to 9. 
Eight first downs came on the 
ground, two by air and four on 
penalties. Needless to say, the 
Falcons gained all their first 
downs on the ground. 

The Blue Devils offense 
totalled 197 yards to the 
Falcons 403. The Blue Devils 
ran off 74 offensive plays while 
River Falls ran 62. 

Losers tustle 
Next in line for the hustlin' 

Blue Devils are the mighty 
Whitewater Warhawks who as 
predicted in most preseason 
polls have been making the 
headlines. Ironically, they, like 
Stout, have yet to break into 
the win column. 

After losing to Northern 
Michigan and La Crosse, . the 
Warhawks set their sights on 
the Blue Devils, who have 
already lost to St. Norbert and 
River Falls, for their first win. 

The Blue Devils will have 
their hands full as the last time 
they defeated the Warhawks' 
was in 1965 when Stout won the 
conference title. Since then 
Whitewater has won six 
straight, averaging 27 points, 
while Stout has managed only 
12 points. 

Coach Forrest Perkin's club 
this year had all the 
ingredients to succeed this fall, 
including a burning desire to 
wipe out last fall's bitter 
disappointment which followed 
the suspension of linebacker 
Lon Kolstad. 

However, Kolstad, although 
competing in only his fourth 
year of football, was found to 
be enrolled in his 11th college 
semester. This made him 
automatically ineligible ac
and NCAA rules. Whitewater 
was forced to forfeit games 
which it had won from La 
Crosse, Stout, Platteville, 
Superior, and Stevens Point. 

All conference offensive end 
Mike Dressler, defensive back 
Mike Yankunas, and defensive 
tackle Mike Lederer also are 
gone, but a wealth of material 
returns. Heading this list are 
four all-conference starts -
end Greg Badger and tackle 
Jim Walters from the defense, 
and guard Al Theis and half
back Bill Roper from the of
fense . 

Also returning are quar
terback Mike Gorecki, who 
completed almost 63 percent of 
his passes last season; fresh
man fullback Kerry Larsen ( 6-
3, 230), who shared conference 
scoring honors last fall with ·54 

points; and kicking specialist 
Mike Capodarco, who booted 24 
extra points and five field goals 
for 39 points in 1971. 

Gorecki, however, is tem
porarily sidelined with an 
injury. With 36 lettermen 
returning, including 17 of 22 
starters, the feeling persists in 
Whitewater this could be the 
best team in the school's 
history. The defensive unit, 
which led the NAIA in stopping 
the run (allowing only 26 yards 
a game), returns almost intact. 

River Falls 
swamps Stout 
in C.C. meet 

UW-River Falls took five of 
the first six places to easily win 
a Triangular Cross Country 
Meet over the UW-Stout and 
UW-Eau Clafre at the Eau 
Claire Country Club course last 
Saturday. 

River Falls won the meet 
with a point total of 18, followed 
by Stout with 53, and Eau 
Claire with 61 points. Also 
competing but not counting in 
the score was the River Falls B 
team which took fourth with 99 
points. 

Dan Osuldsen of River Falls 
won the meet in the record 
breaking time of 26: 31. The old 
record was held by Rosa of 
Parkside. Second place went to 
Gary Summer of River Falls in 
the time of 27:14. 

The only runner able to place 
in the top six ; other than a 
River Falls ' runner was Stout's 
Bill Lemsky, with a third place 
finish in the time of 27.29, 
which is equivalent to running 
five miles at a 5:46 pace. 

Finishing second for Stout 
and in eighth place was Barney 
Klecker with a time of 27: 55. 
Rounding out the top five 
runners for Stout were Gehart 
Sasman (13th) with 28:37, Bob 
Sandstrom (14th) with 28:50, 
and Rich Burdick (15th) with 
29:01. 

SIMPLY GREAT 
PORTRAITURE 

WITH SERVICE 

TO MATCH . .. 
NATURAL 

COLOR AND 
BLACK AN D 
WHITE .... 



Metronome 
Thursday, Sept. 21 
10 a.m. -4 p.m. Tickets for Homecoming Concert sold in the 
Snackbar. 
1 p.m. - 6:45 p.m. Blood Bank (Ballroom) 
4:30 p.m. Homecoming Committee Meeting (International 
Room) . 

Friday, Sept. 22 
10 a.m. -4 p.m. Homecoming tickets sold in Snackbar 
1 p.m. - 6:45 p.m. Blood Bank (Ballroom) 
8:15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Pawn Entertainment-Paul Runholm 
and Charlie Wagner IV 

Saturday, Sept. 23 
9 a.m. United Residence Hall Assoc. Conference begins 
(Ballroom) 
6:30 p.m. Contempory Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 
8:15p.m. &9:30p.m. Pawn as shown above 

Sunday, Sept. 24 
11: 30 a .m. Lutheran Ministry Service ( Our Savior's 
Lutheran Church) 

Contemporary Guitar Mass <St. Joseph's Church) 
6:30 p.m. first showing of Monte Walsh <H.H. Aud.) 
8:30p.m. second showing of Monte Walsh <H.H. Aud.) 

Monday, Sept. 25 
6 p .m. Home Economics in Business Club Meeting (Badger 
Room) 
5: 30 p.m. Inter Residence Hall Council <IHRC) (Ballroom) 
6:30 p.m. Society for Advancement of Management (SAM) 
(Blue Devil Room of the Student Center) 
7 J).m. United Activities Assoc. (UAA) (Ballroom) 
7 p.m. Menomonie Association for Education of Young 
Children <M .A.E.Y.C.) (East Ballroom) 
8 p .m. marriage Seminar .. <Ministry) 

Tuesday, Sept. 26 
8a .m_. - 2 p.m. U.W_. -Stout Safety Studies regional workshop 
for high school dnver education instructors. 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Tickets on sale in Snackbar for 
Homecoming Concert 
7 p.m. SSIT <Stout Society Industrial Technology) in 
Badger Room of the Student Center 
7 p.m. Stout Student Association <SSA) (Ballroom) 
7:30 p.m. American Institute for Drafting and Design 
( AIDDl Organizational meeting <Room 254 of Tech Wing) 
8 p.m . League of Women Voters topic of discussion will be 
Law Enforcement (Congregational Church) 

Wednesday, Sept. 27 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Tickets on sale in Snackbar for 
Homecoming Concert 
8 p.m. "The Cage" will be performed <H.H. Aud.) 

Thursday, Sept. 28 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Tickets on sale in Snackbar for 

SSA Continued from 
Pagel 

procedures should be con
sistent with the regulations 
adopted by the Board of 
Regents in the near future. 

Additional Recommendation 
The creation of a climate of 

mutual self help must 
necessarily include the tenured 
faculty. Therefore, this 
committe recommends that 
the Assistant Chancellors 
Council initiate a study of the 
feasibility of developing a 
system for the evaluation of the 
tenurse faculty. 

End of Report 
It is unfortunate that the task 

force overlooked student in
volvement in its recom
mendation. The responsibility 
for this oversight is shared 
with the Student Association. 

It was hoped that the Senate 
would adopt a resolution 
requesting student in
volvement with equal par
ticipation in those committees 
which establish hiring 
procedure, retention, non
retention and tenure, but, plans 
were changed. 

Tom Cropp, President of 
SSA, asked the senate to 
postpone consideration of the 
motion until next week. No 
provision establishing the 
method by which students 
would be appointed to these 
committees was provided for 
by the motion. It is Cropp's 
belief that these students 
should be appointed by the 
Student Senate to insure 
representation of the students 
at-large. For this reason the 
Senate agreed to postpone their 
decision for one week. 

If students wish to be in
volved in developing 
procedures they should phone 
the SSA office 2351, Ralph 
Isenberg 1435, or Bob Massey 
235-0288. 

!"fomecoming Concert. r•-----------------------1.., 
Go gourmet! 
The catering classes of the 

Hotel and Restaurant 
Management Department 
starts its second week of dinner 
prepara lion on Sept. 25. The 
gourmet meals are served at 
the Amon House at 5:45 p.m. 
Monday thru Thursday with 
two meals served on Friday at 
4:45 and 6:00 p.m. 

On Wednesday, Sept. 27, a 
tantalizing menu is being of
fered. The theme is "The 
Melting Pot." The dinner will 
feature: 

Appetizer: Peppy Tomato 
Juice 

Soup: Creme Vichyssoise 
Salad : Parissienne Tossed 

Salad - Radish Slaw 
Vegetables: Braised Celery 

and Carrots - Green Beans 
Vinaigrette 

En tree: Canton Skillet Beef 
- Cheese Haddock, Swiss Style 

Bread : Brioche (a yeast 
bread) 

Dessert: Browie A La Mode 
- Supreme of Fresh Fruit 

For reservations call 234-2335 
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by Jean K. Henneberry 
FRESHMEN HOME EC. ED. 
MAJORS: 

Dr. Rickner is encouraging 
all freshmen Home Ee. Ed. 
majors who are enrolled in 
Experiential Learning for 
Home Economics second 
quarter to also enroll in 242-241 
Clinical Experience in the 
Community. This is a 1 credit 
course which is also offered 
second quarter. The time for 
this course is arranged around 
the students existing class 
schedule. It may be added just 
prior to the beginning of second 
quarter. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
GENERAL: 

Any student who is not a 
senior (or older) and is still in 
Home Economics General can 
graduate in the program but is 
encouraged to choose and 
enroll in some other program. 
Thses persons should contact 
Anita Wilson as soon as 
possible. 
INTERESTED IN 
ENGINEERING? : 

Dr. Richard Hosman, 
Assistant to the Dean of the 
College of Engineering at the 
Madison campus, will be 
visiting Stout from 10:00 am. 
until 1:30 pm. on Friday, Sept. 
29. The purpose _of Dr. 
Hosman's visit is to talk with 
any of our students who are 
interested in transferring to 
the college of Engineering at 
Madison. Dr. Hosman will be 
available in Room 117 of the 
Administration Building . 

Any students or faculty who 
are interested in talking with 
him, should contact Mrs. Betty 
Feia in the Admissions Office 
or at ext. 1486 to make an 
appointment. 
TUTORING SERVICES: 

Tutors are available in the 
Mathematics Department and 
also the Chemistry Depart-

MENS 
SUIT & 
SPORT 
COAT 
SALE 

20% OFF on 

ment. Schedules are in- the 
process of being arranged. 
More information will be given 
in this article as soon as the 
PASS Office receives the in
formation. 

GRADUATING THIS YEAR?: 
All perspective graduates 

ought to be having someone in 
the registration office going 
over their papers to be sure 
that all records are accurate 
and complete. Also, students 
should be obtaining help from 
placement services with job 
hunting. The best time to find a 
job is from January to March, 
so this process should be un
derway. 
ORGANIZATION PAR
TICIPATION: 

There are a variety of 
student organizations on 
campus for the different 
majors in the school of Home 
Economics. All students are 
encouraged to Join the 
organization that is most 
closely associated with your 
degree program. Student in
volvement, field trips, and 
speakers are on the agendas of 
most of the groups. The list 
that the PASS Office from the 
school of Home Economics 
includes: Fashion Forum 
(Pres.-Bonnie Lenzner), Food 
Service Executive Assoc. (Bob 
Mullen), Home Econ. in 
Business (Sue Strey), Hotel 
Sales Management Assoc. 
(Judy Botsford), Menomonie 
Assoc. for the Educ. of Young 
_Children (Jean Hennebery), 
Nutrition and Food Assoc. 
(Nancy Bojar), Phi Upsilon 
Omicron (Peggy Winkelman), 
Stout Student Home Econ. 
Assoc. (Sue Schneider). 

GOT A QUESTION? : 
Any student who has a 

question or a problem con-
- cerning their degree program 

is encouraged to stop in at the 
PASS Office on the second floor 
of the Adm. Bldg. or call ext. 
1465 - or see or call your PASS 
Advisor. 

Regularly Priced Suits & Sport Coats 

Menomonie Since 1856 Wis. 54751 



SSA recommends .student involvement 

in tenure, retention procedures 
Chancellor Swanson made an 

appearance at the SSA meeting 
Tuesday night and spoke of 
hopes to "establish a working 
relationship" with senators. 
Swanson said he's been run
ning into a lot of "enthusiastic" 
students and wants to en
courage input from them. 

Predicted enrollment of 5,350 
students was approximately 
100 short this year stated the 
Chancellor. Swanson expects 
Stout will have to return some 
funds received from the state 
to the Board of Regents due to 
the student shortage, but 
forsees no fee increases for 
students this year. It is "likely 
that there might be a tuition 
increase next year" said the 
Chancellor, but it shouldn't 
amount to more than $25-30 for 
undergraduates. 

Another guest speaker was 

the president of the faculty 
senate, Gerald Donley. Donley 
spoke of a commission to follow 
up task forces to report on 
progress to the faculty senate. 
This has been neglected in the 
past. We would "like to im
prove liason between senates" 
(student and faculty) but it is 
believed that "the student 
senate and faculty senate 
should work on their own - not 
join forces." 

· Tenure and retention 
guidelines printed in the Sept. 
21 issue of the Stoutonia were 
passed unanimously by the 
senate. Point Number four was 
an addition to the following: 

"Be it therefore resolved 
that the Stout Student 
Association ask Chancellor 
Swanson to consider the 
following recommendations in 

conjunction with the Assistant 
Chancellors Council task force 
report on hiring retention, non
retention and tenure: 
1. That students be included 
with equal participation on 
whatever units are responsible 
for developing hiring, reten
tion~ non-retention and tenure 
procedures. 
2. That it be required that the 
procedures to be developed 
concerning hiring, retention, 
non-retention and tenure in
clude procedures for obtaining 
and evaluating student input. 
3. That the Chancellor give 
consideration· of this report 
high priority. 
4. That students who wish to 
serve on these units be 
screened by the Committee on 
Committees and their ap
pointment be approved by the 
SSA. 

Swanson begins hall 
rap sessions at Wigen 

by Jody Conley 
More than 70 students 

gathered in the relaxed at
mosphere of the carpeted 
lounge of Wigen Hall Tuesday 
evening to listen and question 
Chancellor Swanson. 

The Chancellor's social visits 
come as a new idea to Stout. 
Students, ·thus far, have 
reacted positively. So Dr. 
Swanson plans to visit AFM 
and North Hall at 7:30 p.m. 
Oct. 2, Fleming and JTC at 8: 30 
p.m. that same night, South 
Hall and CKTO at 7:30 p.m. 
and HKMC and CKTO at 8:30 
p.m. on Oct. 9. 

'Pie evening began with Dr. 
Swanson relating a few facts 
about Wigen Hall and sort of 
throwing the ball to the 
students after his comments. 
The students jumped right in, 
took hold, and led the evening. 

The first topic concerned 
complaints on the food service. 
The administration must have 
sensed this would be covered 
because Helmuth Albrecht was 
right there to answer questions 
and complaints. 

The second topic was in
troduced by a student ob
viously disgusted with the 
registration procedure. Dr. 
Swanson replied with an an-

swer similiar to the article 
written previously in the 
Stoutonia. 

Dr. · Swanson switched the 
tables when he asked if some of 
the things done to dorm living 
had helped establish a more 
homey atmosphere. The 
students agreed that painting 
rooms, allowing refrigerators, 
permitting beer in dorms, and 
the visitation policy were in
deed nice changes. 

A few other topics were 
brought up during the course of 
the evening. Most important of 
all, the students who par
ticipated seem to feel closer to 
the new Chancellor. They now 
know him as a person, not just 
a person holding power. 

The president of Wigen Hall, 
Mark Carlson, seemed very 
pleased with Dr. Swanson's 
visit. He said, "I found tonight 
to be very interesting. It 
brought out a lot of points we're 
interested in and I feel closer 
and much better towards 
Chancellor Swanson. I'd like a 
chance to get to know him 
better." 

Later, over refreshments, 
Dr. Swanson mixed with the 
students and several rap 
sessions took place. 
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Nixon shares in blame 

Columnist claims· McGovern transformed since nomination 

by Barb Riley 
With his left hand on his hip 

and his right hand in turn · 
waving and pointing at the 
audience, Pulitzer prize
winning columnist Jack An
derson opened the first of UW
Eau Claire's Forums Sept. 20. 

Only two-thirds of the seats 
were filled in the large · arena 

that was packed for Senator 
Wayne Morse of Oregon last 
year. 

Anderson opened his ninety 
minute presentation with the 
wry remark that it felt good to 
be speaking "in front of. a 
microphone you can see." 

The rest of Anderson's talk 
touched only lightly on in
cidents he has made famous in 
his column such as the ITT 
investigations and the 
Eagleton Affair. 

Referring to the 
predominantly college-age 
audience as the "stockholders 
in this democracy" Anderson 

talked of the presidential 
choices in the coming elec
tions. Anderson· described 
Nixon and McGovern both as 
having two conflicting faces, a 
political face and a personal 
face. 

McGovern was described 
reverently by Anderson as 
"passionate, kindly, and 
thoughtful, before he ran for 
the Democratic nomination." 
Since changing from 
"McGovern the person," to 
"McGovern the politician" 
Anderson believes he's lost 
many of these qualities. 

Nixon, whom Anderson 
quipped, released "Spiro The 
Terrible" on us, was also 
compared as a person and 
politician. He described Nixon 
"the person" as being private, 
holed up in a turtle shell, and 
very easily hurt. But Nixon the 
politician, as Anderson put it, 
is very orderly: "He even has a 
day set aside to think, Wed
nesday, his thinking day." 

Anderson, a great 
storyteller, seemed more 
engrossed in entertaining his 
audience with stories than 
enlightening them on govern
ment scandals during his 
lecture. But when he got on the 
subject of public servants his 
temper rose and he more than 
once pounded or shook his fist 
as he snarled, "The servants 
are feeling more and more like 
our masters. They've become 
Frankinstein' monsters." 

Thus with this fresh in mind 
Anderson turned to freedom of 
the press and said its duty is 
"to be the watchdog." 

Anderson's Sources Questioned 
by student 

Asked during the question 
and answer period was where 
his sources came from for the 
multitude of inside information 
he gathers. 

Answering defensively, 
Anderson said "They (other 
reporters) go to the high and 

mighty. They go to the people 
in power. I operate on the 
assumption there is nothing 
I'm not supposed to know. I go 
to sources whose first loyalty is 
to us, (they have) no obligation 
but to the people in our coun
try." 

''Then I go to the Kissingers 
and Agnews," he continued, 
"with the information and ask 
for comments." Anderson 
concluded, "Eventually they 
talk." 

Describing his staff of 
seven's work as a "blasting 
operation", Anderson said 
their main objective is to "get 
the facts out." 

Eagleton Expose Defended 

Asked by a member of the 
audience if a suit had been 
brought against hi.m for the 
Eagleton expose, Anderson 
countered with the startling 
remark, "What we wrote was 
true." Explaining further, 

Anderson said the press in
terpreted him wrong . He 
claims he had talked to three 
witnesses who had traced the 
photostate - but he did not know 
whether they ( photos tats) 
were correct. 

Thus Anderson defenJed his 
column on Eagleton saying it 
was worded wrong, and he was 
taking the blame because it 
was misrepresenting the facts. 

Anderson ended his com
ments on the Eagleton affair 
with an ana logy about 
mistakes: "Doctors can bury 
theirs, governments can 
classify theirs , but when I 
make a mistake you' ll hear 
about it' " 

Anderson, a protege' of the 
late Drew Pearson who first 
wrote the syndicated column, 
"Washington Merry Go
Round", has covered govern
mental activities in the capital 
since 1969. 



The STOUTONIA is a little more than just a newspaper, it is 
an educational experience. It is written to inform, enlighten, and 
lo give its staff members experience that conforms to good 
journalistic principles and practice. 

Editorial • • • 

On Tuesday night, SSA approved the guidelines 
on tenure and retention set up by a special task 
force. They did add several recommendations to it 
though, asking for student involvement in this area . 
(please see article on page one) 

Every year ari incident regarding an in
structor's tenure or retention has brought the 
students up in arms. The empathy they show for the 
man or woman in question is tremendous, but their 
efforts usually have no effect on the final decision. 

The student input asked for by the senate is not 
defined in their recommendations, though many 
methods for this student participation come to mind. 

I 

One idea was that the student senate should 
appoint students to the faculty committees . 
Questions arise though: would the students be there 
for voice or for vote, or both? How many? Should 
they have had the person in question as an instructor 
to be able to give input on his retention? 

Should course-teacher evaluations be issued at 
the end of each semester and used to measure 
student opinion? 

Should the number of telephone calls to the 
department head measure student disposition? 

Chancellor Swanson can consider a 11 of these 
ideas as alternatives for obtaining student input. But 
we feel it should be made clear: students, though 
maybe deserving a voice in faculty hiring and firing, 
must not be allowed to over run the committees or 
blackball unfortunate instructors. 

In this same light, many in the administration 
express the feeling that students who are only 
planning to be here for three or four years should not 
be allowed to determine the "bread and butter" 
existance of a teacher. 

Student involvement, without domination, is the 
key. 

We ask for serious consideration of this issue 
before any rash decisions or demands are made -
because, for once, we have the time. 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
A letter _to the editor will be accepted by the editor from any 

source as long as the contents concern the students at Stout or 
would be of interest tQ them. 

The STOUTONIA requires that all letters be signed. No 
names will be withheld. 

Agreement with editor as to content is not a criterion for its 
tmblication. However, the letter must not be libel, as determined 
by the editor, in any way. It is the policy of the STOUTONIA to 
exercise good taste and respect rights of privacy. 

Letters should be submitted to the STOUTONIA office or 
Union mailbox. 
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Concerned defends column 

In the September 14 issue of 
the Stoutonia you carried a 
column written by me under 
the From Concerned heading 
which was supposed to be a 
spoof on a concerned hotline 
call. I have since had con
siderable feedback on this 
column and the . comments 
have ranged from cut and 

-hilarious (some students) to 
unprofessional and adominable 
taste (some faculty). Of 
course, my purpose in writing 
such a column was to create 
something typical and 
readable; it was not to offend 
the sensibilities of anyone in 
the Stout community. Although 
I am personally unapologetic 
for my sense of humor, I do feel 
badly that some individuals 
might have interpreted this 
column as indicating that 
Concerned, Inc . . laughs at 
peoples' problems or does not 
take its work seriously. This is 
not the case. 

This fall Concerned is 
working with a t0tal mem
bership approaching one 
hundred people and this is a 
larger organization than we 
have ever had previously. 

Training such a large number 
of eager student volunteers in 
the fundamentals of listening, 
crisis counseling, intervention, 
and referral making is no 
small task . Among the things 
we emphasize repeatedly to 
our volunteers is the im
portance of confidentiality, 
that is the caller's right to 
privacy . Discussion by 
volunteers sitting around the 
Student Center, of particularly 
" juicy" hotline calls is 
specifically prohibited. 
Another thing we emphasize is 
the caller's right to personal 
ilignity. No matter what a 
person's problem may be or 
how messed up they may 
sound, they still have a right to 
our honest consideration and 
concern. My dark humor 
notwithstaniling, our staff is no 
less dedicated to assuring that 
our services meet the highest 
standards of professional 
ethics. 

Sincerely, 
Robert Buran 
Staff 
Concerned, Inc . 

Football support 
Dear Editor: 

As a transfer student from 
N.C.T.I. in Wausau, I am very 
enthused over the Collegian 
Sports program. Sports are 
very limited at N.C.T.I. due to 
the fact that it has limited 
funds for activities of this 
nature . 

After two football games as a 
spectator , I am disappointed 
(to say the least) in the moral 
support of the student body. I 
have followed up the games by 
bringing the subject up in 
conversation to detect the 
general response. 

There are some comical 
remarks such as: "I don't 
think the Blue Devils will have 
a berth on the Rose Bowl." 
However , this light humor is 
still demoralizing for the team 
and the spectator's general 
attitude and contributes a 
negative connotation to the 
support of the team. 

The cheerleaders and Bue 
Devils are doing a fine job and 
my hat is off to them -
Congratulations. Your un-

selfish contribution of your 
time and talent is appreciated 
by at least one fellow student. 

I have a great deal of respect 
and admiration for the football 
team and coaching staff . 
Remembering that it is very 
easy to be a good winner, it 
brings out the best in people to 
lose and maintain face. I 
believe an appropriate cliche 
at this time is "When the going 
gets tough, the tough get 
going ." I am very confident 
that the "Blue Devils" are 
tough. Thank you all for your 
contributions . 

For the complacent, un
sophisticated, narrow-minded 
students that can only belittle 
the team,· I wish to quote 
another cliche, "Any fool can 
criticize, condemn and com
plain and most do." 

Moral of Story : There is only 
one thing worse than to think 
your team can do no wrong and 
that is to think they can do no 
right. 

Mike Handrick 

Swanson encourages drive 

To the Students, 
It gives me pleasure to bring 

to your attention the op
portunity to participate as 
members of our community 
through the United Fund Drive 
of Dunn County. 

The goal for all of us at Stout 
is $11,410; simple arithmetic 
shows what a small sum is 
required from each student to 
enable the United Fund to 
carry out its program in the 
county. 

Three volunteer leaders will 
organize the campaign. They 
are Dave Lehman for the 
students, Miss Judy Spain for 
the classified staff, and Dr. 
Larry Wright for the faculty. 
Their volunteer staff will be 
seeking pledges and gifts from 
all of us on the campus. 

It is my hope that each of us 
will find it possible to respond 
appropriately to this call for 
community support. 

Chancellor Swanson 

Syntax not 

important 

Dear Editor, 

Though, as "Red-neck Ray" 
has pointed out, the syntax of 
the Vets for Peace article was 
poor, the message of the article 
was quite clear. 

Death , whether brought 
about by ground troops or 
bombers, must stop in Vietnam 
and other S. E. Asian lands. To 
try and justify killing by any 
means that further economic 
exploitation on moral grounds 
is rancid. 

Richard Nixon has unleashed 
a devestation unparalleled in 
human history. Nearly 
400 ,000,000 million tons of 
bombs (many more tons than 
even President Johnson 
dropped) have been poured 
onto Vietnamese soil. 

When we as Americans 
become educated to the facts 
about our military in
volvements in this world, we 
can in conscience support only 0 

one course of action. We must, 
with what dignity we have 
remaining, come home to 
America and dust the cobwebs 
off the principles and ideals 
that founded this once great 
country. 

Tom Wiltzius 

SSA points 

out mistake 

To the editor of S.S.A. : 

Your article concerning 
S.S.A . 's participation in 
allocating money to 
Homecoming was incorrect. 
The article , titled 
"Homecoming Plans Finally 
Completed", reported that SSA 
ilid not pass Homecoming'_s 
budget because of "doubtful 
student support of 
homecoming" 1 Not so. What 
really happened was that the 
organizers of Homecoming did 
not follow proper procedures in 
obtaining this allocation, as 
pointed out in the SSA con
stitution. Homecoming af
terward represented their 
budget, following procedure, 
and consequently was 
allocated $1200 at the next 
Senate meeting. "Doubtful 
student support" was not the 
reason that Homecoming had 
to represent their budget. 

It seems to me that a 
newspaper that recently 
complained about a lack of 
student involvement in SSA 
should at least be involved 
enough to accurately report 
what happens during and 
between senate meetings. 

Bruce Metzger 
UPFA - SSA 



Quit preaching apathy 
To the editor: 

I fail to see why changing the 
name of the Stoutonia should 
be as big or as emotional an 
issue as the editor appears to 
think it should be. It is not the 
name of the paper that counts. 
What does count is the 
significance and quality of 
what the paper prints. I am 
happy to observe that the 
content of this week's issue is a 
vast improvement over 
previous issues this fall. The 
Stoutonia is the only channel of 
communication on the Stout 
campus capable of reaching a 
large proportion of the students 
and faculty. Therefore, the 
Stoutonia is in the best position 

by far to stimulate interest and 
action in the members of the 
Stout community by printing 
issues, information, and ideas. 
However, carping on the theme 
of "apathy" and making 
general statements about how 
something should be about 
"getting involved" will never 
accomplish anything. People 
get involved in definite, · 
specific activities that interest 
and affect them. If the paper 
prints concrete suggestions 
(from whatever sources) 
dealing with matters that have 
a real meaning for readers, 
people will begin to get in
volved. 

Jeff DeBruin 

Attention seniors! 
by Jody Conley 

You've spent four years of 
the "best years of your life" 
working, studying hard, and 
expanding your mind (one way 
or the other) within the field of 
your interest. However, what 
good is all that time and effort 
spent if once graduated you 
can't make that expanded 
mind of yours pay off. You'll 
need to eat and a shelter to stay 
under, and as much as we hate 
to admit it, that takes that 
"green stuff." 

To get the "bread" needed 
you'll have to get a job, and the 
people who can help you do that 
are right here on campus. 
You'll find the Career Planning 
and Placement Center located 
in the Administration Building, 
room 215. 

If you were unable to attend 
the first meetings, you can still 
register and get all the in-

formation needed. Simply go 
up and talk to any of the per
sonnel in the Career Planning 
and Placement Center. 

For non-education majors on 
campus recruiting will go into 
full swing the middle of Oc
tober. Education graduates 
who will be living off-campus 
third and fourth quarters 
should be certain to register 
now, as that is the time when 
your active placement contacts 
will be available in the form of 
on campus recruiting. Also, 
listed vacancies will be posted 
for the 1972-73 school year. 

Unless you're Johnny 
Rockefeller III or the class 
valedictorian, you're probably 
going to need some help getting 
a job. Remember, the job 
market is tight and time is 
short, so register now and save 
time and effort. 

SUBWAY 

Next to the Den 

Dining - Dancing - Cocktails 

lasT laoNTIER 
JCT l-9A - 1 '} . 40 • ELK MOUND. WIS 54739 

NOON LUNCHEONS DAILY 11: 30 - 2 P .M. 
( Except Saturday) 

Facilities for Wedding, Banquets & Parties 
Phone 879-5506 

TEEN ANGEL & CHEVY 111 
Appearing Sunday, Oct. I Tickets are available in 

Student Union 
also GENERATORS 

Appearing Tttrough Oct. 8 

f Rf DAY SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLE FISH FRY 

All You 
Can Eat 

$275 

SUNDAY SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLE DINNER 

3 Selections 
of Meats 

Thursday, September 28, 1972 

A youn~ view of Washington 

At the same time that 
Congress is moving to enact 
revenue sharing legislation 
that will provide $5.5 billion to 
help alleviate the financial 
bankruptcy which is choking 
our cities and states, nearly 
twice that amount in money 
already appropriated is being 
held in reserve by the Office of 
Management and Budget. 

Much of this $10-plus billion 
is (or was) destined to aid 
cities and states in regional 
development projects, urban 
mass transit, water and sewer 
grants, rural electrification 
development, and the like. 

Now, as a result of the im-. 
pounding, critical needs such 
as water and sewage treatment 
are not being adequately met, 
and with each passing day of 
delay the costs for providing 
these necessary services go up 
along with price of everything 
else. 

The surprising thing is that 
Congress has never acted to 
prevent impounding, a power 
which has been misused by 
Presidents - Republicans and 
Democrats alike - since World 
War II. As recently as Sept. 8, 
Senator Hubert H. Humphrey 

THE TAP 
HAPPY HOUR 
6:00 - 8:00 Daily 

Taps 15c 

by Ron Hendren 

The 
$10 ·billi .on 

treasure 

chest 

m.-Minn), himself a former 
Presidential candidate, in
troduced legislation requiring 
detailed reports on all im
pounded funds. His modest 
proposal was rejected, ap
parently on the somewhat 
defeatist reasoning that the 
House wouldn't go along with it 
anyway, so why bother and 
possible jeapardize revenue 
sharing in the process. 

Such an attitude will hardly 
discourage the 0MB from 
continuing and even stepping 
up its impounding activities. 

Amoung the funds currently 
being held captive are: 

-$300 million for urban mass 
transit, 

-$122 million for airport and 
airway facilities, 

-$105 million for model 
cities, 

-$40 million for Appalachian 
regional development, 

-$550 million for water and 
sewer grants, 

-$107 million for rural 
electrification,. 

-$21 million for educational 
support to the National Science 
Foundation. 

Assorted Drinks 30c 

Now serving beer and liquor 
On and Off Sales 

Fanny Farmer Candy Bars 
12 

for 39c Borgie' s 
Regular $1.80 214 Main St. 

I've Moved 
Across from The Commons on Broadway 

George Hoffman 
Your C.I.P. 
Representative 
at Stout. 

1109 S. Broadway 
235-7791 
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These funds were scooped up 
by the Treasury without so 
much as a by-your-leave from 
Congress. It was done without 
notification and without 
publication in what Humphrey 
called "a type of line-item veto 
on congressional ap
propriations." 

Thus the will of Congress is 
thwarted and its authority-in 
this case the responsibility to 
appropriate public funds -is 
further eroded. The pendulum 
of power, already heavily 
weighed in favor of the 
executive, swings even further 
in that direction, and Congress 
comes off as a loser unwilling 
to live up to its Constitutional 
obligations. 

But the real losers are those 
residents of cities and towns 
who continue to suffer from 
lack of adequate water and 
sewer · facilities, delapidated 
housing, critical power 
shortages, and substandard 
schools. Both the President and 
Congress must share 
responsibility for this situation 
- the former for using the 
people's money to build an 
executive treasure chest, and 
the latter for letting him get 
away with it. 

Lack of 
participation 

Due to the lack of 
nominations filed, the election 
of IRHC president has been 
postpones till a later date. As of 
this time, no new deadline has 
been set for nomination papers 
to be in nor has a date been set 
for the election. Until a new 
president is elected, Janet 
Derber will continue as acting 
president. 

A report was given about the 
United Residence Hall 
Association (URHA) meeting 
held at Stout last Saturday. 
General problems of the other 
University of Wisconsin school 
systems were discussed. For 
instance, parking was $36 a 
year in one school while $1.50 at · 
another . The next URHA 
Conference will be held at 
Oshkosh on Oct. 13. 

The general opinion of IRHC 
representatives on hiring, 
retention arid nonretention of 
teachers was that students 
should have an equal voice in 
this process. Those present at 
the meeting directed the 
senators to support Bob 
Massey's proposal USSA 441, 
concerning this issue. 
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by Jean K. Henneberry 

HEY, FRESHMEN: 
Have you been contacted by 

your PASS Advisor yet? If not, 
get in touch with them to find 
out the importance of using the 
program guide sheets in 
planning your future semesters 
at Stout. An advisor will also 
explain the value of signing a 
designation of major card. 
INTERESTED IN 
ENGINEERING?: 

Dr. Richard Hosman, 
Assistant to the Dean of the 
College of Engineering at the 
Madison campus, will be 
visiting Stout from 10 a.m . until 
1:30 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 29. 
The purpose of Dr. Hosman's 
visit is to talk with any students 
who are interested in tran
sferring to the college of 
Engineering at Madison. Dr. 
Hosmanwill be available in 
room 117 of the Administration 
Building. 
;; Any students or faculty who 
are interested in tal)dng with 
him should contact Mrs. Betty 
Feia in the Adm. Office or at 
ext. 1486 to make an ap
pointment. 
FRESHMEN HOME EC. ED. 
MAJORS: 

Dr. Rickner, program 
director for Home Ee. Ed., is 
encouraging all freshmen 
Home Ee. Ed. majors who are 
enrolled in Experiential 
Learning for Home Economics 
second quarter to also enroll in 
242-241, Clinical Experience in 
the Community. This is a 1 
credit course which is also 
offered second quarter. The 
time for this course is arranged 
around the students existing 
class schedule. It may be 
added just prior to the 
beginning of second quarter. 

' t 

0 
ll 

SOAP ACCOUNTING 
STUDENTS: 

All students enrolled in 309-
207, SOAP Accounting, must 
take the first exam by the end 
of the 5th week of the course. If 
this is not done the student 
must drop the course im
mediately . DO NOT wait until 
the end of the semester! 

PLANNING 
GRADUATION: 

FOR 

All students planning to 
graduate in Dec., 1972, May, 
1973, or Aug., 1973, should 
request the registrar's office to 
go over their papers to be sure 
that all records are accurate 
and complete. Students should 
also make an appointment with 
the placement office for their 
services with job hunting. This 
process should be underway 
soon, as the job-market is tight 
in some areas. 

TUTORING SERVICES: 
Tutors are now available in 

the mathematics department 
and also in the chemistry 
department. Schedules have 
been set up in both depart
ments on a staggered basis, so 
any interested students may 
obtain the tutoring hours by 
calling the department offices. 
DATES TO REMEMBER: 

Oct. 23 - Beginning of 
Second Quarter. 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descript ive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order cata log of 2,300 
quali ty research pape rs. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and ~andling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a loca l sa lesman" 
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Auction pays for promo tour 
~ 

by Ellen Schwab 

An Action Auction was 
sponsored by the Hotel Sales 
Management Association 
(HSMA) last Wednesday. The 
purpose of this non-profit 
activity was to raise money to 
send "hotelies" to the Rad
dison Hotel in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota for promotional 
work . Students will circulate in 
the Minneapolis community 
doing public relations work for 
the Raddison, and in turn, 
receive invaluable experience. 
The master plan is to make a 
training film at the Raddison 
for hotel people. The Raddison 
has already given its consent 
and Stout's audio-visual 
department will supply 
fees; however, this project is 
still in the planning stages. It 
may not be possible to im
plement it until the end of the 
year. 

Various paraphenalia 
were donated to the 
auction by Menomonie and 
Eau Claire businesses. 
"People were just fantastic," 
said Bob Safford, one of the 
auctioneers . Judging from the 
array of goodies being auc
tioned off (ice buckets , liquor, 
watches, oil, and $70 worth of 
gift certificates), it appeared 
that area businesses were 
interested in this venture. All 
in all "the auction was a 
tremendous success," said 
Judy Botsford. 

Use Our 
FREE 

Want Ads 
Forms in the 

Stoutonia Office 

ON dl9ys 

Jim Day auctions off tickets to Teen 
Angel at the "Action Auction ." -
Photo by Graff 

Pine Point 
- Wednesday Night -

Golden· Record Night 
Free Beer 8:00 - 10:00 p.m. 

Go-Go Girls 
Every Friday-Saturday-Sunday 

9: 00 - 2: 00 a. m. 

l..,'l<e M-e.s e f-AA1 

The Hotline is for: :r 0.. rq.// 

C~Nctr1ved
11 

Exam-Time uglys, 

relationship problems, 

medical referrals, 

bluesy blues, general 

information and good 

conversation. 

Hotline 235-9079 
Hotline 235-9079 

Hotline 235-9079 
Hotline 235-9079 

Hotline 235-9079 
Hotline 235-9079 

CONCERNED INC. 
535 Broadway 
Office 235-0082 



Bloodmobile visit successful 
by Evy Wojkiewicz 

If you were one of the many 
that gave blood at the third 
quarterly visit by the Blood
mobile you did a good deed. 
Donors came in all shapes and 
sizes as the program was open 
to the community as well as 
students. The Bloodmobile, 
hosted by Alpha Phi Omega 
and Gamma Sigma Sigma 
Greek service organizations on 
campus , was held over all 
three days for the first time. 

The Ballroom was the home 
of the Bloodmobile last Wed
nesday, Thursday and Friday 
during the stay of the St. Paul 
Regional Blood Program. 

Although participation was 
not as great as anticipated the 
bloodmobile was termed a 
success. During the three-day 
stay, three hundred and four 
pints of blood were collected. 
Eighty-nine percent of the 
three hundred and sixty-one 
possible donors were students. 

A Red Cross worker gave 
this comment on student 
participation in the bl odd 
program, "I think it is won
derful the way young people 
support this program." 

The donor is not forgotten 
after he gives blood. If he ever 
needs blood for a transfusion 
and lives in a county with a 
Red Cross program, or is a 
member of a county program 
he can receive it for only the 
cost of administering it. 

Did you fear being turned 
away? Deferments are given . 
for reasons ra,nging from colds 

to cancer; however, even if 
people are deferred, they are 
added to the list of possible 
donars. In most cases, these 
persons are urged to come the 
next time the Bloodmobile is in 
the area, or when the waiting 
period for the reason they were 
deferred has expired. 

Were you among the crowd 
afraid to try? The "pain" of 
donating blood is slight com
pared to the joy of giving. Just 
think , you could be saving 
someone's life. How would you 
feel if a friend turned his back 
on you? 

The next Bloodmobile visit is 
set for December 13, 14, and 15. 
Mark your calendar and make 
it a point to get there. Wear the 
band-aid with pride! 

Steve McOueen 
takes you for a drive in the country. 

The country is France. The drive is at 200 MPHI 

} .. ·,~ ,(/· ... 
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STEVE McQUEEN 
"LE MANS" 

A CINEMA CENTER FILMS PRESENTATION 
Written by HARRY KLEINER · Music by MICHEL LEGRAND 

Executive Producer ROBERT E. RELYEA Produced by JACK N. REDDISH 
Directed by LEE H. KAT ZIN A SOLAR PRODUCTION PANAVISION"1Color by DE LUXE0 

A NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES RELEASE ~ ~ 

Oc.t-obex (, Su.v-, d~y 
(,; 30 O.l'\J. ~'. )0 f'· ""'" 
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Lynn Rose 

Be yourself in a 

layered look, 

wear it with 

pants or a shirt. 

Stop and 
through our 
selection. 

browse 
large 

Open Mon. - Fri. 9- 9 

Sat. 9-6 
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Stout has fewest 

visitation hours 
UW-Stout welcomed the 

United Residence Hall 
Association (URHA) in to its 
midst last Saturday morn to 
discuss various issues. URHA 
is comprised of represen
tatives from all state 
universities resident hall 
councils. 

According to the 
questionaire instigated by 
Platteville for September 1972, 
Stout's number of visitation 
hours totals 45.5 over a 7 day 
week. Next in line was 
Lacrosse with 46 hours over a 
seven day period. From there 
we jump to 49 hours over 5 days 
at Pia teville; 55 hours for 5 
days at Stevens Point; 78 hours 
over 6 days at River Falls; 
Milwaukee and Eau Claire 
with 88 hours over 7 days; 
Whitewater with 90 hours for 7 
days is at the top of the list. 

La Crosse, Milwaukee , 
Whitewater, and River Falls 
have . abolished "s ign in" 
procedures, and Stevens Point 
has handed out keys for all 
outside doors to dorm 
residents. 

Parking fees have gone up all 
over the state - most doubled 
and tripled. The reason given 
for this raise was that the 
Board of Regents took 
"parking lots" out of their 
budget this year. Apparently 
Regents had to cut back money 
somewhere. It was interesting 
to note, however, that Plat
teville students pay only $1.50 a 
year for parking privileges. 

As for alcohol consumption, 
Stout, Milwaukee and La 
Crosse are the only universities 
with beer allowed in rooms. 
Apparently, there is a low that 
says only alcohol of 5 percent 
or less is allowed on state 
property. Milwaukee, 
however, claims hard liquor is 
served in their Student Union, 
which is on university 
property. This discrepancy has 
not yet been resolved. 

••••••••••••••••••• 
i STORE i 
: New Albums Tapestries +• 

Spreads 
: Papers Pipes : 
+ 524 Broadway Open till 6:00 + 
··················~ 

* MEET MARKET * 
Friday Double Bubble 

Happy Hour 3-5 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••eeeeeeeeeAeeeeeeeeeeeeee&e, 

SUNDAY SPECIAL 

Packer Backer 
25c 



Contemporary homecoming 
Homecoming agenda announced 

Homecoming "72" is less 
than a week away. Plans have 
been fina lized; the schedules of 
events published. 

Tuesday evening marks the 
start of the important autumn 
week as the homecoming 
queen candidates will be in
troduced in the Queen 's 
Cari van . 

"Kickoff Day" is officially 
set for Wednesday. This is your 
chance to meet informally with 
the queen candidates plus 
Stout's Blue Devil. There will 
be an added attraction with the 
showing of the Stout-Stevens 
Point Homecoming game of 
1970. 

Thursday is Competition Day 
sponsored by Alfresco and 
I.R.H.C. (See the calendar for 
activities and times.) , Also 
voting for homecoming queen 

Pat Ber tnick 

will be held on Thursday. The 
queen will be elec ted solely by 
student vote. Be sure you vote. 

Organizational Day is 
scheduled fo r _F riday. The 
purpose of the Organizational 
fa ir is to acquaint students and 
returning a lumni with op
portunities to get involved. 
This means educationally as 
well as socially. Chancellor 
Swanson will crown the 
Homecoming Queen that 
evening . 

Saturday, the big day , has a 
variety of activities planned. A 
comprehensive listing of 
events will be announced next 
week. · 

The parade route , half-time 
schedule, and events planned 
by various groups will be 
published in a more com
prehensive listing next week. 

Pat Bertnick, sponsored by 
the Vet's Club, is a senior in 
Fashion Merchandising . The 
daughter of Michael and Rose 
Bertnick , of Menomonee Falls , 
Wisconsin, Pat decided to be a 
candidate for homecoming 
queen because, "It would be 
fun. " She went on to say it was· 
a way to get involved in 
homecoming. 

Describing homecoming Pat 
said , " it is a time when school 
spirit brings everyone together 
- the alumni and students . In a 
further discussion on the 
format for homecoming this 
year Pat said, "I hope they 
don't lose homecoming, but 
keep it special." 

Pat, who works at The 
£ashion Twig, believes the role 
of today's women is changing. 
She stated, "A college girl is 
not willing to settle down and 
have kids right away." She 
continued, "A career will help 
a couple financially. Not all 
responsibility should rest on 
the husband 's shoulders." 

Among the factors in
fluencing her decision to come 
to Stout was it's reputation as a 
small, friendly campus. Pat 
considers college an in
termediate step in finding 
which way a person is going. 
She feels that one grows by 
meeting other people. 

HOMECOMING '72 crown will be presented to this 
year's homecoming queen Friday ey.ening by 
Chancellor Swanson . Photo by Liska 

Bette Johnson 
Bette Johnson, sponsored by 

the Alpha Sigll).a sorority, is 
using the slogan "The Winning 
Way" in her campaign. A 
senior in Home Economics 
Education, Bette's parents are 
Loren and Vernal Johnson of 
Superior. Bette feels being a 
homecoming · queen candidate 
is "a definite honor, a way of 
meeting new people and 
growing up." 

Looking back on her years at 
Stout, Bette said she could 
have gotten involved more, 
although her goals have ex
panded. At first she was 
content working toward her 
B.S., now she would someday 
like to get her masters. 

Bette's comment on the 
format of homecoming this 
year , was "Too bad there 
couldn ' t be a queen con
vocation. The kids got what 
they deserve." "Kids judge on 
appearance, but they should 
also have personality and 
talents to base decision on. 
However , she feels that 
homecoming is fun because the 
"whole campus is working 
together - much like a family 
reunion.'' 

Bette hopes of someday 
being a home ec . teacher or 
working in the field of meeting 
people and getting involved. 
Her main reason for coming to 
Stout was to meet more people. 

Kathy J orgenson 
Kathy J orgenson . decided to 

run for homecoming queen 
because she remembered the 
fun she had working on another 
t ainpaign several years ago. 
She also made the decision 
hoping to meet more people. 
Kathy , a major in Clothing and 
Textiles and Design, is spon
sored by South Hall. A "69" 
graduate of Derhan High 
School in St. Paul , she is the 
daughter of Wayne and 
Pollyann Jorgenson. 

In describing homecoming 
Kathy called it a "traditional 
affair." She went on to say, 
'.' This year is more con
temporary. People are more 
interested. It's a time for 
people to get to know people." 

Although her mother is an 
alumnus of Stout Kathy chose 
to further her education here 
mainly because of her major, 
the reputation of the school , 
and the distance from home. 
Stout is a family affair since 
her sister, Julie is also a 
student here. 

Kathy was asked what her 
goals were when she came to 
Stout and if she has achieved 
them. She answered, "I came 
with the idea to become a dress 
designer . The goal has 
developed but not changed." 
She hopes to acheive her goals 
by getting to know people. 
"Experience means a lot. 
There is more to school than 
what you learn -in a book." 



akes the scene 
Metronome 

THURSDAY, SEPT. 28 
10 a.m. -4 p.m. Tickets for homecoming concert sold in snackbar. 

FRIDAY, SEPT. 29 
10 a .m. - 4 p.m. Homecoming tickets sold in snack bar. 
8: 15 p.m. Pawn entertainment - Jim Roche and Mike Jerling. 
9:30 p.m. Pawn entertainment 

SATURDAY, SEPT. 30 
9 - 11 :30 a.m. Morning session of Piaget workshop sponsored by 

Child and Family Study Center of U.W.-Stout (Room 111-112 of 
the Commons). 

1 :30-4 p.in . Afternoon session of Piaget workshop. 
6:30 p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church). 
8:15 & 9:30 p.m . Pawn entertainment. 

SUNDAY, OCT. I 
11:30 a.m . Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church). 
11: 45 a .m. Lutheran Ministry ( Our Savior's Church). 
6:30 & 8:45p.m. Free Flicks-LeMans (H.H. Aud .). 
7 p.m. Student Steering Committee of the United Ministry to 

Higher Education held at 620 Wilson Avenue. All students in
vited. 

Trudy Nodgaard 
Trudy Nodgaard, sponsored 

by the Alpha Phi sorority, is 
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs . 
Glen Nodgaard of Wisconsin 
Rapids. A Home Economics 
Education major, nominated 
by her sorority said when 
asked why she chose to run as a 
candidate for homecoming 
queen, "It's an honor to be 
chosen by a group of close 
friends." 

Homecoming means much 
more to Trudy this year as kids 
close to her are coming _ back. 
In referring to the format of 
homecoming this year Trudy 
said, "It's good. There is more 
opportunity for people to get 
involved." 

Trudy based her decision to 
come to Stout mainly on the 
excellent Home Economics 
Department, and also because, 
it was a small, friendly school. 

She feels beauty pageants 
fail to bring out the true per
sonality of girls. She went on to 
say, ''A person can be beautiful 
from the inside." 

Trudy also felt today's 
women should be diverse in 
their endeavors to pursue what 
she wants to achieve. To ac
complish this one should 
pursue many interests and get 
involved in things. 

Trudy's goals are to teach 
home economics and travel. 
She has partially fulfilled this 
goal by traveling to, and 
working in, Switzerland a 
summer ago. 

Mary Waters 
Mary Waters, a senior 

majoring in home economics 
education, is being sponsored 
by the Sigma Pi fraternity. Her 
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Ray 
Waters of Alma Center, Wis. 
Mary was totally surprised 
when asked to run for 
homecoming queen by the Sig 
Pi's. She accepted the 
challenge mainly to see if she 
could live through it. Of course 
it's the dream of every girl to 
be chosen homecoming queen. 

Mary associates 
homecoming with tradition and 
getting together with old 
friends. Mary agreed with new 
concept of student vote 
because as she put it, "Con
vocation was fun for the people 
not in it. Girl's did get it 
because of personality." 

Mary came to Stout because 
"I wanted to get away from 
home and make my own 
decisions. Stout is a friendly 
campus ." Her goal was to find 
out who she was. Mary feels 
she has accomplished this goal 
by taking a positive view of 
life. 

When asked to comment on 
today's woman's role in the 
family, Mary said, "Heaven 
forbid if she stays there." 
Mary, who grew up with three 
brothers, thinks she is as tough 
as they are. When it is time 
came for her to begin to wear 
dresses she thought she was 
being given something. Mary 
also said housework should be 
simple, although "People were 
built to take care of them
selves." 

MONDAY, OCT. 2 
10 a. m. - 4 p.m. Homecoming tickets sold in Snackbar 
5:30 p.m. Inter-Residence Hall Council (Ballroom) 
7:00 p.m. University Activities Association (Ballroom ) 

TUESDAY, OCT 3 
10 a.m. -4 p.m. Homecoming tickets sold in snackbar 
6 - 8 p.m. Homecoming Queen's Caravan 
7 p.m . Industrial Education meeting (Commons) 

WEDNESDAY, OCT 4, "KICKOFF DAY FOR HOMECOMING" 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Homecoming tickets sold in snackbar 
11 a.m. -1 p.m. Queen's -Team Tea (Ballroom) 
Morning - Fashion Forum Style Show (Fireside Lounge) 
All day - International Relations "Open House" (International 

Room) 
THURSDAY, OCT 5, "COMPETITION DAY'" 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Voting for Homecoming Queen (Commons, JTC, 

and Student Center). Activity, card must be presented. 
12: 30- 2: 30 p.m. Car Packing Contest (2nd Street) - Car Packing 

Contest (South campus) - Tire Changing Contest (South 
campus) . 

3:30 p.m. Speaker : Toni Caribillo (Ballroom) 
2:30 - 4 p.m. Pie Eating Contest (Snackbar) 
4 p.m. Egg Eating Contest (Snackbar) 
6:30 and 8:45 "Bullit" (.bring a pillow) (East and West Ballroom) 
7 - 10 p.m. Pawn entertainme.nt featuring Patti Mueller and 

Dandelion Wine 

Jane Zimbric 
Jane Zimbric, representing 

the Delta Zeta sorority, ac
cepted the nomination because 
it would help publicize sorority. 
A senior majoring in home 
economics education, Jane is 
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Zimbric of Waterloo, 
Wisconsin. 

Jane described homecoming 
as "a time when everyone 
comes back to see what's been 
happening on the campus since 
they left. It brings the campus 
together." When questioned on 
what she thought of the format 
of this year's homecoming she 
said, "I think it is a lot better 
than before. More people are 
getting involved." 

Jane chose to attend Stout 
because it was the best school 
for home economics within the 
state. Her main goal in college 
was to become independent 
and achieve something on her 
own. 

In talking of women's rights 
Jane expressed her opinion as, 
"In general I believe if a 
woman is happy in what she is 
doing, she is accomplishing her 
goal." Jane's comment on 
beauty pagents, was "One 
can't judge on looks; a person 
should judge on personality." 
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Siedlecki named activities chief-
by Jody Conley 

The new program and ac
tivities coordinator, Bill 
Siedlecki, had a fresh outlook 
regarding his job . "Name 
anything that would be of in
terest to a student and you can 
build something around it," 
Bill said during a recent in
terview . Technically, his job is 
to develop and - or promote 
programs of cultural, social 
and educational nature for 
Stout students_ 

Bill Siedlicki's main 
responsibility is to assist 
associated organizations on 
campus to develop and 
promote programs, whether 
they be for educational or 
entertainment purposes. 
However , Bill will help any 
interested person to develop 
new ideas for programs. 

Bill has access to in
formation on rock groups, 
films, speakers, displays, and 
even the person to contact for 
information on a Tupperware 
party. More important, 
however, is that he has some 
excellent ideas for activities 
for the 1972-73 school year . 

One idea is to sponsor mini
courses at the Student Center 
that will be free and open to 
anyone_ These courses could be 
concerned with such matters 
as sporting equipment, a 
hunter's clinic , candlemaking, 
leather crafts, income-tax 
clinic, understanding ' in
surance, and so forth . 

Jeffery, who is really a 
"groovy kid", and a puppy 
named Josie. His first year at 
Stout, 1969-70, Bill was 
assistant head resident at HK
MC. His second year he held 
the job of head resident of 
South Hall, and his third year, 
he was head resident of Wigen 
Hall. 

Now, as before, he's working 
close to the students. When 
asked why he chose to be 
prog~am and activities 

coordinator this year, he 
replied, "I showed interest in 
this particular job because I'd 
like to stay reasonably close to 
students." 

If any student or faculty 
member has any ideas on 
implementing an activity, it 
would be advisable for him to 
go to Bill to help get the 
program off the ground once 
it's developed. His office is 
located across from the in
formation desk in the Student 
Center. 

Another original idea being 
considered is "Celebrating a 
Weird Day a Month." This 
could be any day in the month 
and it would be celebrated in 
the Student Center on the 
selected date. An example 
could be something such as 
"National Green Apple Day" . 

OPEN TRAIL RIDE 

Bill, age twenty-four, is a 
graduate of Eau Claire with a 
major in psychology and social 
work . He is currently working 
on his graduate degree in 
Guidance and Counseling at 
Stout. He and his wife, Susan, 
have a 41/2 month old boy, 

October 1, Sunday 
Horses for Rent 
Family Hayride 
Food and Refreshments on Grounds 

Cher Ami Ranch 
(South to Irvington & Follow Signs) 

* Grand Opening * 
Under new management 

September 30, Saturday 
and 4: 30 - 6: 00 

October 1, Sunday 
6: 30 - 8: 00 

free Beer & Whopittomee Punch 
(as long as it lasts) 

Body Shop 

400 Main 
StrHt 

614 Main St. 

Phone 
235-3461 

The 'dirties' dilemma 
by Nancy Swick 

What is the secret to a clean wash? I am at my wit's end with 
dingy bras and blouses. After four years of living amongst Stout's 
community I've found my white's are whiteless and my brights 
are brightless. 

Tonight I broke down and pushed my way into the hair curler 
world of the laundromat and filled three weeks of dirties into six 
washers - I tried my week's choice of detergent. As I looked, my 
styrofoam cup of detergent seemed very full, yet when I poured it 
over my dark's it didn't appear very much. A moment of 
ecological patriotism stopped me from putting in more ~ yet I 
worried . At the start of my rinse cycle I threw in two cupfulls 
(manufacturer's recommend one) of my fabric softener that 
promises to "whiten and soften, " crossed my fingers , and shut the 
lid of the washer . At the end of "spin" I pulled out my six 
machines full and combined them to fill four dryers. Eighty cents 
later I opened the doors to the dryers expecting - ta-da_ -
tabitha-twitchit-danvers - bright clean wash, only to fmd 
yellowed gas-smelly washingables . 

Where oh where did I go wrong? In my four years in Home 
Economics not once have I ever been told the formula for the 
perfect wash. Whatever is the brand of detergent that will really 
work? Right now I'm trying to iron the wrinkles out of my per
mapress; and my dry clean-onlys are so revolting they can b~ 
adopted by a dwarf. Is there an answer? Oh please tell me how . 

ERRORITE™ AT YOUR 
BOOKSTORE 

~3dySeiko 
Baguette 
$792Q 

We invite your charge 
account 

Anshus 
JEWELERS 

85039M 

The Tower deadline 

has been set. Your 

appointment must 
be made now for 
your order to meet 
it. 

Great Portraiture 
with service to 
match. Natural 

color and black and 

white. 
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i Have You Heard... i 
z. P. G. Meditation 

The Menomonie Chapter of 
Zero Population Growth will 
present a program on Methods 
of Birth Control of Friday, 
Sept. 29. Our Speaker will be 
Dr. Hugh L. Davis, from the 
Division of Clinical Oncology at 
the University Hospitals in 
Madison, WI. The program will 
begin at 7 p.m . in the Stout 
Student Center Ballroom. 
Everyone is invited t.o attend .. 

Field Hockey 
All those interested in trying 

out for this year's hockey team 
are asked to meet in Room 
217 A of the fieldhouse on 
Tuesday, Oct. 3 at 4 p.m. 

~ quuxm\ 
SPRAY-ON 
POWDER 

The intimate cosmetic. 
Uniquely formulated 
soft powder spray for 
the external vaginal 
area . 

Protects against odor ... 
keeps you nicer. 

Students International 
Meditation Society holds 
weekly meetings for all 
members on Sundays at 7: 30 
p.m. in the International room 
of the Student Center. All 
members welcome. 

Epsilon Pi Tau 

There will be a regular 
business meeting on Wed
nesday, Oct. 4, at 6:30 p.m. in 
the President's Room of the 
Student Union. Schedules for 
the Fall Conference and 
Homecoming Activities will be 
set up. Remember, I.E. 
Meeting 7 p.m. Oct. 3 in the 
Commons. 

5PRAv-ol'I 
POWDER 

Menomonie Pharmacy ff~ 1., ,:~~yc;11~( 

400 Main St. Ph. 235-3461 

Tower Photos 
Group photos for the 1973 

Tower will be taken Tuesday 
and Wednesday of October 17, 
18, 24, 25. Please notify the 
Tower by Oct. 6· if you want 
your group to have its photo in 
this years book. The charge for 
11z page will be $15. All 
organizations funded by SSA 
will not be charged, · because 
money has already been 
alocated by the SSA for the 
picture. However 
organizations not by the SSA 
will be charged the $15. 

There will be no informal 
shots on the same page as the 
group shot, but you will have 
the opportunity to have 
something of this nature in 
another section of the book. If 
your organization is holding 
some kind of an event that you 
think might be of interest and 
you would like in the Tower, 
write up the suggestion, and 
get it to the Tower mail box in 
the basement of the Union 
&bout two weeks before the 
event and they will try to have 
a photographer cover it. 

Ministry 

The Student Steering 
Committee of the United 
Ministry to Higher Education 
announces that a COFFEE 
HOUR will be held on Sunday, 
October 1, at 620 Wilson 
Avenue. Rap Sessions kick-off 
at 7 p.m. The event is open 
to all university students. 
Refreshments will be served. 

Interested in 
ski racing 

Students interested in Stout's 
Recreational Ski Racing Team 
please contact Tony Fazio 235-
0288. 
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A. A. C. Text Sa le 

The Antique Auto Club will 
be holding meetings in the 
International Room of the 
Student Center at 7 p .m. 
Tuesday nights. Any people, 

.. guys and girls, who have an 
interest in Vintage Ten are 
welcome to the meetings. You 
need not own an old car to 
become a member. 

The club engages in several 
activities such as picnics, swap 
meets, and restoration of the 
club track. The club track this 
year is a 1934 Chevrolet pa"nel. 
The job of restoration and 
parts hunts will begin after the 
first few meetings. 

If you are interested in old 
cars, and would like to meet 
other people of similar in
terests, the Antique Auto Club 
is the group to join. For more 
information, call Jerry F . at 
2406. 
Voe. Rehab 

The next meeting of the 
Vocational Rehab. Club will be 
October 3, at 8:30 p.m. in the 
Red Cedar Room of the student 
union. All students are 
welcome to attend. 

I. E. Club 

The IEC will hold an im
portant meeting on Tuesday, 
Oct. 3, at 7 p.m. in room 111-112 
Commons. 

All members and non
members are urgently 
requested to attend this 
training session for the Fall 
Industrial Ed. Conference -
High School Program. We are 
depending on YOU. 

Oct. 16-20, Monday - Friday 
15 percent - 25 percent 

discount on most texts . 
Textbook service 
Complete details will be 

announced prior to sale. 

Soccer 

Stout's Soccer Club evened 
their record at 1-1 by beating 
the Eau Claire Soccer Club 3 
goals to 2 last Saturday. A 
week earlier Stout lost to 
Platteville five goals to 2. This 
Saturday the Stout Soccer Club 
will host St. Mary's College of 
Winona at 2 p.m. on the Nelson 
Field practice ground. 

Sigma ,Pi Invites 

The Men of Sigma Pi invite 
all men interested in joining 
their organization during the 
1972-73 term to feel free to visit 
them at their house and beach 
anytime especially during 
Homecoming week. · 

Recycle 
this paper 

U .S. Marine Corps Officer 
Selection Team 

announces a campus visit to interview interested men and women who 

would like to examine the career job 

opportunities and responsibil ities of 

becoming MARINE 2nd Lieutenants 

2-6 October 1972 

The Marine Officer Selection Officer will be 

available from 9 :30 a .m. to 3:30 p.m. 

in the Student Center. 

STUDENT CENTER 
Absolutely no obligation 

For advance interviews or more information, 
call 725-2177 collect in Minneapolis. 
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by Rick Bruhn 
One Period's Enough 

I finally made an appearance 
at a Stout football game. It just 
happened to be in the second 
per iod when Whitewater's 
Warhawks ripped through us 
for 28 points. Stout's play was 
inept. There may have been 
many reasons, such as in-

. juries, inexperience and rotten 
p11o:1ctice weather, but I think 
tha't the Bluedevils might 
conce.ntrate on some of the 
fundamentals in practice next 
week . 

Pole Beats Probability 
Dave Kopydlowski was three 

for five last week predicting 
victories by River Falls, La 
Crosse and St. Norbert. 
Probability only got two out of 
five right but it predicted 

, Stout's downfall to Whitewater 
~ along with the victory by River 

Falls. 
Last week's results: 

Whitewater 56, Stout 0 

Oshkosh 15, Platteville o 
River Falls 14, Eau Claire 8 
La Crosse 20, Superior 7 
St. Norbert 19, Stevens Point 3 

HzOPolo 
The University of Minnesota 

water polo - club pounded 
Stout's club Tuesday at Stout's 
pool. The University of Min
nesota used their experience 
and ball handling to score lots 
and lots of goals. Stout scored 
only a few times. 

This weekend Stout's club 
will be playing in a tournament 
at the UW - Madison. Their 
opponents will be the UW -
Madison and the University of 
Kentucky. 

Nicer People (Cont.) 
Last week I mentioned the 

makes of the people who write 
the stories for the sports pages. 
I forgot to mention Dave John 
who does the layout for the 
sports pages. 

The Cellar Lounge 

"Try something different" 

SHAWN 

Stout's soccer ... 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS&SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PL! ES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

1'31 Main St. 235-7615 

SUGGESTS · •.• 

Gifts that fit the 

student budget! 

MIRRORS ... 
Round or oval shapes. Bright enameled frames 

in red, green, and yellow. 

in Eau Claire 

• 

Menomonie 
Country Club 

Announces 

Special Student 
fall Membership 

$1500 
( Good thru October) 

Hungry? 
f(\eS Ha~~~rgers 

1.1.c. 

little Steer 
A cure 

for those munchies 
Open Daily 

11 :30 a.m. -1 :00 a.m. 
Weekends 

Photo by Neal Skrenes 11 :30 a.m. -1 :30 a.m. 
524 Broadway 

FEATURING 
Tues. - Barbequed Ribs 
Wed. - Barbequed Ribs or Beef Stroganoff 
Thurs . - Beef Stroganoff or Spaghetti & Meatballs 
Fri. - Fish Fry $1. 95 

Logg In' Specialty - Prime Rib $3.95 
Above Specials in Addition to a Complete Menu & Salad Bar 

Available for Dinner Parties - Receptions 
Open5:00p.m. 

Hy. 25 North to" D" - Right 4 Miles 
Closed Monday Ph. 962-3870 ., ..... ~ ............................................ . 

The Bridge 
Department has earrings, 
and ropes in new fall 
styles. . . .0 A great 

/' selection j ~ to choose 

GOLD HOOP 
DESIGN 

EARRINGS 

( ! from! 

ij ~ ORNATE 

'i ~ FILIGREE t CHOKERS 
i Wear with 

t · your 
i 1) personality! 
! j 

9 [j from 
~ I} 

ii 1\ $ 250 

' 't from... 11 ; 
• , I} 

c---",y}) :? A°' t 
~),il- ., \ . ;~ . 

" 

BRIGHT BEADED 
COIN PURSE 



Have I got II facility for you 
by Todd Schmidt 

Even though college level 
studies are hard work, most 
students here at Stout find 
enough leisure time· to keep 
them happy. Athletics provide 
a popular alternative to 
studying all the time, and are a 
great way to use up some of 
that "abundant" leisure time. 
Students that study hard like to 
make the most of their time 
off; the best way for the ad
ministration to help 
athletically inclined students 
make the most of it is to 
provide more than adequate 
athletic facilities. I submit to 
you readers that the athletic 
facilities for most varsity 
sports are great. If you are an 
average sports nut like me, 
facilities may leave a bit to be 
desired. 

First of all let's consider 
football facilities, a logical 
choice seeing as though we are 
in the middle of the season. 

I had a very pleasant talk 
with football coach Stan Pierce 
the other day, an interesting 
man who has some provocative 
things to say about the football 
layout here . 

Pierce feels that we have an 
excellent game field, 
especially after the recent 
remodeling was done. He 
believes that Stout has the best 
gridiron in the conference, 
although he did express some 
disappointment over the 
seating arrangements. He 
thought that the seating could 
have been expanded more, and 
showed disappointment 
because they were not en
closed. 

The practice field was a 
touchy subject, considering the 
amount of cuts and bruises 
incurred by aspiring Blue 
Devils as a result of it. Glass, 
stones, coat hanger, you name 
it, Stout's practice field 
probably has it. Pierce thinks 
that the practice fields are 
adequate spacewise, but that's 
about it. 

He even pointed out that the 
main practice area doesn't 
drain right after a rain, 
because it is too low and en
circled by the track (which is a 
pretty good facility in it's own 
right). The soccer team has the 
same drainage problem 
because, coincidentally, they 
both use the same field . Pierce 
has even written letters to the 
board office complaining of the 
problem. The novice football 
freak participating in the in
tramural program plays on a 
better field at Wakanc;la Park, 
in this writer's opinion. 

Much of the game of football 
is not played on the field, but in 
the locker room. Coach Pierce 
says that the locker space 
there is about half of what it 
should be. "The medical 
facilities for the players are 
exceptionally good though," he 
said . This is probably a 
necessity, considering the 
number of injuries that players 
have incurred on the practice 
field alone. 

Pierce described the weight 
training room as "totally 
inadequate", pointing out that 
a "good facility" would 
measure 50' X 60' . Stout's 
weight room is approximately 
12' X 25'. You can imagine how 

much equipment you could put 
in that extra 38' X 35'. 

A facility that Stout can 
· really be proud of, however , is 

the beautiful swimming pool 
located in the PE building. The 
swimming program and water 
polo activity is available to 
anyone, according to swim 
coach Robert Smith . There are 
excellent intramural swim
ming activities , especially for 
the girls. Smith also pointee 
out that the pool is open to 
anyone 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. most 
week nights, and at least 6 
hours every weekend . When 
you swim there, appreciate it, 
because he thinks it is the best 
pool in the conference. Smith 
did say that deck space and 
bleachers are only average in 
size, but mentioned that 
maintenance of the pool is 
excellent . It is one of the 
cleanest pools he has ever 
seen. 

If you like to play tennis, 
you're in luck also. There are 
twelve great, lighted, outdoor 
courts and two fine indoor 
courts to choose from . The 
varsity tennis program may 
only be average, according to 
Coach Smith, but the in
tramural program is excellent 
for both girls and boys . 

I did not get a chance to chat 
with basketball Coach Mintz, 
baseball Coach Petrie, or 
wrestling mentor Cruz, but in 
my slightly biased opinion, all 
three sport facilities are more 
than adequate for varsity 
athletics. There are practice 
basketball courts near the 
Commons and in the gym, of 
course, and you can work on 

ANTED 
ALIVE 

? 
• 

PRESIDENT 
FOR 

I.R.H.C. 
Inter Residents Hall Council 

QUALIFICATIONS 
Sophomore 
Must live in the residence halls 
Must be in good academic standing (2.0) 
H~ve interest in improving residence hall living 

DUTIES 
Awareness of residents' desires 
Insure proper function of committees 
Be spokesman for the council 

Petitions are available at the I.R.H.C. office in the Commons 

for further information please contact I.R.H.C. office, ext. 2131 
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wrestling or baseball just 
about anywhere. 

The. gymnastics room is 
occupied quite often by the 
cheerleaders , who use it as a 
practice area. There are . 
gymnastics people . there 
working out on some of the best 
gym equipment available , 
although gymnastics coach 
John Zuerlein pointed out that 
the better equipment is not 
available for intramurals. 

Mr. Zuerlein is also co
ordinator for the Men's In
tramural Program, which 
includes such things as foot
ball , swimming , volleyball, 
basketball, wrestling, track 
and field, a canoe race, tennis, 
golf, archery , cross country, 
and badmiton . Many of these 
activities are run on the same 
facilities as some varsity 
sports, so you can imagine the 
conflicts that arise. Especially 
when you consider the 
women's side of the coin, 
because they have a big in
tramural schedule also. It was 
pointed out to me that when 
there is a conflict between a 
varsity sport and an in
tramural one for a particular 
facility, the intramural ac
tivity invariably loses out. 

The place this happens the 
most, according to Zuerlein, is 
in the gym. · The gym is 
beautiful for basketball and 
volleyball, but, says Zuerlein, 
"It's slightly overworked." He 
said, and I quote, "Our gym is 
the most used athletic facility 
in the conference." It is 
probably open more hours than 
any other gym in the state. 

Mr. Burns, athletic director 
here at Stout, agreed with 
Coach Pierce and Coach 
Zuerlein. He also believes we 
need a better arrangement for 
intramural athletics, 
especially during the winter 
months. All three mentioned a 
possible addition to the PE 

Pink Chablis Wine 
$2.40 Ga I. 

building lurking in the 
background. The proposed 
expansion would call for more 
office space, locker room 
space, and TWO intramural 
gyms. Mr. Burns went so far as 
to suggest that three or four 
handball courts would be nice, 
but also pointed out that the 
cost would probably be 
prohibitive. One thing that may 
improve the winter problem of 
confusion a little is the 
possibility of moving the 
hockey activity indoor to the 
fairgrounds. 

There are other various 
activities available to students, 
such as bowling or billiards at 
the Student Center, or water 
skiing and swimming at 
"crystal -clear" Lake 
Menomin. There is an ex
cellent, moderately-use golf 
course located about a mile 
from North campus. Broom
ball , ice skating , and plenty of 
snow shoveling are popular 
once winter comes. 

Although some of the athletic 
facilities around Stout are 
inadequate 'lnd possibly 
overworked, on the whole I 
think we are very fortunate. 
Why? Probably because, 
whatever your bag is 
" athletically", you will 
probably find it somewhere at 
Stout. 

S th YA BROOM-HILDA 
0 says e ••• by Ruue ll N\ym 

t,ROOM· HII-OA , 
J: WENT "O A 

I/A OFFICE Rl&HT 
IFTER I WAS 
D1SlH~6eD AND 
THE.y TOLD ME 

OFAL~ THE 
8EIIE~IT~ THERE 

/IRE fOR 
\ VETERlu.J<;/ 

'----- ,.r 
~''(~ 
~-"'' ?;q·"l l..(-:) 

w,~pi,11~~ 
IJ1r~;1i~ , 

- ~.£__~ . ~')~JJ_ 

l WONDER 
IF THfe'i HAVE 
AN1 EXfRA 
~ETERA~FOR 
MJ 8E .. EFIT 1 

Fur informaliun . cnnLatl the nt'arnl VA orfict' (ched, 
yuur phune book) or wrilt' Vtlt'rom.s Adminislralion . 
2J2X . >110 Vermonl Avt' .. NW . W;uhi~gton, O.C 20420 

Hamms Returnable Bottles 
2 Cases - $6.50 

Schlitz's 
$189 12 pac cans 

Register in Our Mini Bike Contest!! 

L-Mart Liquor 
Ph. 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat . 9: 00-9: 00 
Sunday 12: 00-5 : 00 

Don't Forget . •.• 

SSA Endorsed Student Health 

and Accident Insurance Is 

Available to All Students. 

------------------------Enrollment coupon for 1972-73 year 

must be completed by September 30, 1972. 

·-----------------------· 
BOB JEATRAN 

Minton - Jeatran Associates 
409 Wilson Ave. Phone 235-0581 

Menomonie 
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Keglers strike out 
Can the Blue Devils sting Yellow Jackets 

by Jeff Roozen 
The University of Wisconsin

Stout bowling team returned 
from its first meet in Superior 
with a fair showing of 1 win, 3 . 
losses. The Bluedevils picked 
up a total of 24 pts. while 
dropping 36 pts. to their op
ponents. 

Determining the scoring: 
one point for each bowler that 
defeats his oppenent, and three 
points for each game that the 
team wins . Then there is one 
point for the team that collects 
the most points in the two game 
series. 

The Bluedevils, who won the 
state championship last year, 
only had one bad meet all year 
and that was at Superior. The 
keglers this year seemed to do 
better even with three rookies 
traveling with the two veterans 
of last year. The new members 
this year are Ross Hetfeld, Bob 
Koranda, and Dave Rattle. The 
returning veterans are Dave 
Drew and Jeff Roozen. 

Dave Drew lead the way for 
the Bluedevil Keglers with a 
total of 1249 pins for seven 
games and average 178. He 
collected 5 · of his possible 7 
points to lead the team in most 
points gained. Dave's highest 
game was 201. Bob Koranda 
also had a 178 average. He 
collected:::'714. pins in 4 games 
and grabbed 3 of the four 
points. Bob's highest game also 
was 201. 

Jeff Roozen, one of the 

Classified Ads 
FOR SALE-

Must Sell! New rust · suede 
midi-length winter coat. Never 
worn. No flaws. Originally 
$130. Now $100. Call 235-4170. 

1968 Chevelle Super Sport 396, 4 
speed, AM-FM Stero, 50,000 
miles . Call 235-7772 after 5:30 
p.m. 
LOST-
One pair of gold wire-rimmed 
glasses in the Meat Market. 
Call 235-3677. 

KODACOLOR 126 
DEVELOPED 

AND ENLARGED 
FOR KODAK INSTAMATIC · CAMERAS 

Return this ad 
with film and 
remittance or 
write for FREE 
film mailers. 
TRIAL OFFER 
one per family 

.... ' ,:~! 
· $2.29 

ICOO"COl.<>t 126 
ONI.Y 

ELECTRIC STUDIOS 
P. 0. Box 688 T: 

_EAU Cl.AIR E. WIS. 5470 I 

COMING 
SOON •• "Rexall 

2 FOR MFR'S 
LIST PRICE OF 1 
PLUS A PENNY 

returning veterans, bagged 
1395 pins for 8 games and 
averaged 174; Jeff only 
collected 2 of his 8 points and 
had a high game of 207. 

The only freshman on the 
team Ross Hetfeld bowled 
really great for his first meet. 
Ross bowled 4 of his 7 games 
over 184 but always seemed to 
fall a little short of beating his 
opponent. Ross averaged 174 
with 1221 pins in 7 games. Ross' 
highest game was 193. 

The lowest member 
(average wise) was Dave (The 
Rat) Rattle. Dave collected 4 
or 6 pts. but only averaged a 
166 for 6 games. He bottled up 
994 pins in his first showing as a 
Bluedevil Kegler. 

Stout only won one match, 
that was against River Falls. 
Jeff Roozen and Dave Drew 
carried the team through by 
collecting the only man-on
man points. Ross Hetfeld led 
the Keglers with a two game 
series of 375. 

Final matches and points at 
Superior: 
1. U.W.-LaCrosse 12, Stout 3 
2. U.W.-Platteville 11, Stout 4 
3. Stout 11, U.W.-River Falls 4 
4. U.W.-Milwaukee 9, Stout 6 

Won 1-Lost3 
Today the Stout Bluedevils 

are down at Platteville trying 
to get back on the winning 
track to make it 2 years in a 
row for the State Cham
pionship. Good luck Keglers! 

FOUND-

One pair glasses on street next 
to Frykland Hall, Prescription, 
with Black Wire Frames, 
straight bows. Inquire at 
Student Information Desk. 

One ladies watch, in Commons, 
Owner please identify, Call 
Rita, Ext. 2355. 

SERVICES OFFERED-

Will do typing. The best time is 
on weekends. I am here most 
weekends. Mary D. Room 301 
Mac., ext. 1254. 

The hustlin' Blue Devils will 
be travelling to Superior 
tomorrow in hopes of picking 
up their first victory of the 
season against the winless 
Yellowjackets. 

The Yellowjackets have 
undergone a coaching change 
since last season. The new 
coach is Ed Bender, who is 
stepping up from La Salle-Peru 
High School in Illinois. He is 
faced with the task of plugging 
up holes on the squad left by 
the graduation of 13 starters 
and balancing out a pass 
conscious offense left behind 
by the old mentor, Monte 
Charles. 

Charles shocked the con
ference last year when his 
Yellowjackets piled up six wins 
against two losses to capture 
third place. Charles developed 
Steve Russ into the loops' most 
productive passer with an 
average of 173 yards a game. 
Russ also finishes as the 
leagues' total offense leader. 
Unfortunately for Binder, Russ 
was among the thirteen 
graduates. 

Some formidable talent does 
remain, however, including 
record breaking, all con
ference split end Jerry Uchytil. 
Last season, as a freshman 
Uchytil caught 43 passes for 829 
yards and three touchdowns. 
Also back is talented defensive 
back Greg Amys and defensive 
tackle George LaValley. 

Coach Bender has introduced 
a philosophy emphasizing 
defense and a running game. 
HELP WANTED-
Looking for an exciting job on 
campus this year? Freda 
Wright, director of the Home 
School Coordinator Program, 
needs a student qualified for 
work-study to assist her with 
typing and clerical duties. The 
student may work a maximum 
of 15 hours per week. Call 232-
2231 or stop in at 125 Harvey 
Hall. 
Program coordinator for day 
care center for children 2 to 6 
years, Mon. through Fri., 8 
a.m. to 12 noon. Course in child 
development - psychology and 
2 years of college preferred. 
Call 235-2886. 

Pizza Villa Special 
Every day 12 :30 - 8 :00 

Tap Beer 15c 
Mixed Drinks 30c 

Monday Girls Night Out Special 
Sloe Screws 30c 

Tuesday Guys Night Out Special 
Tequila 30c 

Wednesday Pub Night 
Between 8: 00 & 10: 00 

All the Beer You Can Drink for 75c 

r---------------------~ I 

Pizza Villa Special 
I 

I I 
I I 
I Coupon I 
I I 
I I 
I 

This coupon entitles to 20 percent 
I 

I you I 
I discount on any size pizza on premises or I 
I delivery. I 
I Good thru September 29 I 

~----------------------· Kitchen Open Daily 4:00- 2:00 a.m. 
Sat. & Sun. -1 :00- 2:00 a.m. 

Delivery Service Daily 5:00-1 :00 a .m. 

However, as expected, the new 
philosophy is taking some time 
to gel since it features a 
doubled winged-T and pro set, 
instead of the shotgun used last 
year . 

The Blue Devils and Superior 
share the conference seller 
with identical 0-3 overall 
records. The Yellowjackets, 
needless to say, have come a 
little closer to winning than the 
Blue Devils have. 

The Yellowjackets have lost 
to the U.M.-Duluth 12-0, 
Oshkosh 20-18 and La Crosse 
20-7, while the Blue Devils lost 
to St. Norbert 20-0, River Falls 
28-0 and Whitewater 56-0. 

Stout's last win over Superior 
was at Nelson Field three 
years ago when the Blue Devil 
came through 14-7. Since then 
it has been Yellowjackets, 32-20 
and 10-7. 

The Blue Devils have done 
some position switching to beef 
up those spots raked thin by 
injuries. Fred Morrey, the 6-3, 
225 tight end and team's 
leading pass catcher will be 
moved to tackle . Bill Kyle will 
move out to a wide receiv.er 
due to the broken foot suffered 
by flanker John Debee in 
Saturday's game . Tim Gjovik 
will move back to offense to 
take up the other wide end spot. 
And Joe Springer will move on 
to tight end. 

The Blue Devils feel this is 
the week to oreak into the win 
column and to stay there for 
awhile. They feel, contrary to 
the standing evidence, they 
have the offense in which to 
score despite the injuries to 
key personnel. 

Harriers show strength 
The Blue Devil Cross

Country team again showed 
much strength as they paced 
their way through one of the 
classiest meets in the country, 
the Norseman Invitational at 
Luther College. 

The field was headed by 
three of the top teams in the 
N.A.I .A. last season and two of 
the top N.C.A.A. teams of a 
year ago. Outstanding in
dividuals in the meet included 
All-American Jim Drews of La 
Crosse and Mike Cassaday of 
Loras, who took the top two 
places respectively with Drews 
setting a new course record. 
Bill Lemsky of Stout trailed the 
two all-Americans for two 
miles before pulling up lame 
with a tendonitas problem 
which he has been fighting for 
a couple weeks. 

Finishing a strong 23rd place 
in a field of well over a hundred 
runners was Barney Klecker 
who one again snapped another 
school record from the books 
running a tremendous four 
mile in 22: 11. He broke the old 
record held by Hector Cruz by 

almost a minute. 
Another Blue Devil who no 

one has heard much about yet 
is Gerhart Sasman, who also 
bettered the old record and 
keeps improving with every 
meet. Sasman who ran a well 
paced race finished second for 
the Blue Devils with an · ex
cellent 21: 58 clocking. 

Rick Burdick the Grandpa of 
the team finished third for the 
Devils followed by Stout's mile 
record holder Bob Sandstrom. 

Coach Stallsmith com
mented on the teams per
formance as being very good. 
The team has a few wrinkles to 
iron out but should be in good 
shape by conference. Many of 
the team's members are 
running two-a-day workouts, 
which Stallsmith believes is an 
important contributing factor 
to the stronger showings this 
year over previous seasons. 

The Devils next meet will be 
at Wakanda Park Saturday 
Sept. 30, at 11 a.m. All are 
invited to come out and watch 
the Devils take on UW-Eau 
Claire and UW-Platteville. 

STUDENT SPECIAL 
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MOTOROLA GIVES YOU ... 
• 4 SPEED AUTOMATIC 

RECORD CHANGER 
Put a slack of your lavonle records 
on . .. then sit back and enjoy 
beautiful sounds L1ghtwe1ght tubular 
tone arm contributes to precise 
tracking. Diamond LP Stylus Lever 
Controls Dusi cover included. 

e AM /FM-STEREO RADIO 
The component rece iver brings you 
entertainment on AM. and lhe exerting 
sounds ol FM ·Slereo Radio . One SJ/." 
speaker m each sealed speaker 
enclosure bring you excellent sound 
reproduction 

\ 

Pl.US The Roll Cart is included at NO EXTRA CHARGE! 

Gambles 
Wayne & Jim Ltd. 

436 Main St., Menomonie Ph. 235-2560 
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Stout may lose 
26 V2 staff positions WVSS feels Senate wrath 

Tuesday night the Student 
Senate diverted their attention 
to the rumored "profanity" on 
WYSS. The issue came about 
with rumors that students 
objected to the playing of 
excerpts from Cheech and 
Chong albums. In defense of 
the radio station, a WYSS 
representative stated the 
students have requested these 
excerpts from Cheech and 
Chong on Tuesday and 
Thursday nights . These two 
nights are designated for 
students and have not been 
censored up to the present 
time. 

If students have a gripe, the 
radio station must know. In 
order for any action to be taken 
you must be able to tell the 
exact time, date, and wording 
of the upsetting profanity. 
WYSS announcers work on a 
volunteer basis, and there is a 
shortage of workers. If 
someone is canned the radio 
station may be off the air for a 
period of time. 

Stout could lose 26112 staff 
positions because of Gov. 
Patrick J. Lucey's mandate 
that the University system 
trim it's budget by 7.5 percent 
during the next biennium. 

Eau Claire could lose 30112 
faculty positions and UW-River 
Falls could lose 11, officials in 
Madison said Monday. 

The proposed cuts were . 
made by Central Ad
ministration following a study 
and approved Sept. 22 by the 
Board of Regents. The Regents 
forwarded the proposal to the 
Department of Administration 
and the governor, who is ex
pected to approve the measure 
and send it to the legislature. 

Thirteen and one-half faculty 
positions at Stout would be cut 
during the first year of the 
biennium, according to UW 
officials. We have about 360 
faculty members and 250 civil 
service workers. Enrollment is 
5,250. 

Chancellor Robert Swanson 
said Monday, "The official 
policy of the board is that cuts 
will be prograrnatic, not an 
across the board type of 
thing." 

Cuts would result in fewer 
options for students in some 
courses; increased class sizes; 
and fewer sections in multiple 
section courses, Swanson said. 

The proposed cuts are part of 
a system-wide proposal aimed 
at corning up with $21.5 million 
in savings during the next 
biennium. As many as 815 staff 
positions in the entire system 
could be cut. About 530 of the 
cuts would be academic and 

the rest would be classified, the 
UW said. 

Eau Claire picture 
Eau Claire Chancellor 

Richard E. Hibbard said the 
30112 figure was new to him, but 
that it sounded realistic. "We 
do expect we'll have to cut 
some," he said, "but right now 
it's very tentative." 

We won't know where we 
stand, said Hibbard, until the 
budget is passed. 

Gene Arnn, ·a system 
associate vice president, said 
about 90 percent of the staff 
cuts throughout the system 
would have to be made during 
the first of the 1973-75 bien
nium. 

Such short notice puts the 
universities in somewhat of a 
bind because some staff 
positions require as much as 
one year notice of termination, 
Hibbard said. 

As..a result, he said, we have 
been thinking about where 
possible cuts could be made. 
"We'd be silly not to plan what 
we would do if this were to 
happen" he added, "but we 
haven't singled out any par
ticular positions." 

Assuming that the budget 
will be passed by summer, 
there wouldn't be time enough, 
in most . cases, to terminate 
staff positions before the fall 
term . 

To meet the deadline, said 
Hibbard, some may have to be 
given earlier notice o( tentative 
terminations. 

Unconfirmed Reports 
There . are unconfirmed 

Don't 
Forget 

To 

Vote 

reports that some faculty 
members have already 
received tentative notice that 
their jobs may be terminated. 

Most likely to face cuts are 
faculty appointed to temporary 
one-year positions and faculty 
who are non-tenured. "It's too 
elaborate a task to dismiss a 
tenured person," said Hibbard. 

But it's not black and white, 
Hibbard explained, because 
productivity will be the key 
factor. Productivity is based in 
large part on enrollment. 

Thus, a department which 
may have all tenured faculty 
could face cuts if its produc
tivity is declining . ·while 
an.other department which 
may have all new faculty could 
be safe from cuts if its 
productivity is increasing. 

Hibbard noted that there are 
number of vacant faculty 
positions which could be cut in 
place of filled positions. Vacant 
positions, he explained, are 
those which could not be filled 
because no one could be found 
to fill them. He also said that 
the university has maintained 
some vacant positions to 
handle fluctuations in 
enrollments. 

There is a possibility the 
vacant positions, together with 
the one-year appointments, 
will be enough to fill necessary 
cuts, Hibbard said. 

Cuts could include 21112 
academic positions and nine 
civil service positions. There 
are currently 540 faculty 
positions at Eau Claire, in
cluding those vacant. 

Senators suggested that the 
radio station select the image it 
wishes to project over the air 
and remain with it. Ap
parently, the concern is mainly 
over the impression Stout is 
relaying to the community. 

WYSS reported announcers 
are directly responsible for 
anything they play or say while 
on the air. It was also reported 
that staff members have heard 
no direct complaints - only 
rumors. 

Another issue discussed by 
the Senate included the report 
that security men are trying to 
cover student parking lots 
more thoroughly, and 
frequently. Security police are 
asking students to report 
anything they see which might 
be out of the ordinary. 

Students were encouraged at 
this meeting to attend the Oct. 
10 meeting of the Student 
Senate in the Student Center 
Ballroom at 7 p.rn. to hear 
Dean Axelson speak on the 
future development of the Stout 
campus. 

HOMECOMING 

'72' 

Standing < L-R) Bette Johnson ( Alpha Sigma Alpha), Pat Bertnick < Vets Club) 
Sitting (L-R) Jane Zimbric (Delta Zeta), Kathy Jorgenson (South Hall), Mary 

Waters (Sigma Pi>, Trudy Nodgaard (Alpha Phi) · Photo by Liska 
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The STOUTONIA is a little more than just a newspaper, it is 
an educational experience. It is written to inform, enlighten, and 
to give its staff members experience that conforms .to good 
journalistic principles and practice. 

Editorial . • • 
Obscenity on WVSS is the case at hand this week 

with SSA as they reacted to rumors of student 
dissent by asking the radio station to clean up the 
air. 

Certainly WVSS should attempt to 
professionalize their program formats and observe 
common levels of decency, which we believe they 
reasonably do. 

Those who are complaining about so-called 
obscenity on the air refer to several cuts from a 
comedy-satire album by Cheech and Chong. In one 
of the often played cuts, two dogs are having a 
conversation which later involves sexual actions 
with a female dog. No real profanity is used. Neither 
is the scene painted one of anything but the common 
antics of the dog next door. For students who con 
sider themselves mature enough to accept sex 
seminars, birth control and plays such as The Cage, 
we find it hard to believe this humor is totally 
revolting. 

Actually this situation has brought up two 
separate questions. 

First of all, does SSA have the right to threaten 
WVSS and ask them to toe the mark? It is true the 
senate allocates the funds to student organizations 
such as this, but does that give them censoring 
power over each one? We c!on't think so. WVSS, as 
well as SSA, is directly responsible to the students . 

The minor question is that of obscenity on the 
radio. Is WVSS contributing to the moral downfall of 
the students? Some students .describe as obscene the 
screaming and yelling that goes on during at least 
one d.j.'s program. So what is obscene, and by 
whose standards should it be measured? 

· The answer to the first question, that of SSA's 
apparent domination, will take us a while to answer. 
It's up to the student body as to who dictates their 
campus activities. 

The second question, that of obscenity, can be 
answered easier. Student reaction is being polled by 
WVSS, and those who have an opinion can let it be 
known. 

Otherwise, simply exercise your freedom of 
choice. 

Turn WVSS off. 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
A letter to the editor will be accepted from any source as long 

as the contents concern the students at Stout or would be of in
terest to them. 

The STOUTONIA requires that all letters fie signed. But 
names will be withheld upon permission of editor. 

Agreement with editor as to content is not a criterion for its 
publication. However the letter must not be libelous as deter
mined by the editor. It is the policy of the STOUTONIA to exercise 
good taste and respect rights of privacy. 

Letters should be submitted to the STOUTONIA office or 
Union mailbox. 

SIWltBJm 
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"Only He can forgive and forget" 

Dear Editor: 
I am one who found the Sept. 

14 Concerned article very 
distasteful. No matter what the 
purpose of the article was, the 
subject - sexual immorality -
can in no way be dealt with in a 
humerous manner. 

The supposedly "typical" 
problems presented are 
merely the results of the 
greatest problem known to 
man - namely, SIN. And not 
until we can individually admit 
to the fact of Romans 3: 23 -
"for all have sinned and come 
short of the glory of God," can 

we begin to deal with these 
problems and the guilt that 
results. The Bible further tells 
us that "the wages of sin is 
death." 

I 'Clo not believe that there are 
no problems too big for Con
cerned to deal with. Man 
cannot remove his own sin and 
guilt - only Jesus Christ can. 

Why is society turning to 
alcohol, drugs, sexuality, and 
even suicide? Why the emp
tiness and searching? 
Somewhere there must be a 
meaning to life - something 
worth-while committing your 
life to . 

Students protest screaming 

Dear Editor: 
We've noticed that WVSS has 

changed its format this year, 
unfortunately we are still 
forced to listen to the one or 
two announcers who insist 
upon screaming their 
frustrations over the air. Why 
is this necessary? 

We realize that the WVSS 

staff will probably suggest that 
we come down and try and do a 
better job. We would except 
that we can't scream that loud. 

Excedrin Headache No . 5 
Alice Graper 
Carol Koehler 
Maggie Weismueller 
Judy Haugh 
Kathy Burns 

Children's art class offered 
Art and drama classes for 

Menomonie area youngsters 
will begin this fall on Saturday, 
Oct. 7. 

Sponsored by the Art Center 
Gallery at UW-Stout, the 
classes will include ten 
Saturday sessions, to be held 
each weekend except 
Thanksgiving weekend. 

The art classes will be taught 
this year by Mrs. Christine 
Percy, a painter and instructor 
from London, England. Her 
pro jects will include 3-D 
construction, collage 
assembly, group en
vironmental work, dyeing and 
printing, as well as painting 
and drawing. 

Drama classes will be taught 
by Mrs. Marion Lang, who will 
make use of physical 
movement, singing, 

--

storytelling, pantomime, and 
improvisation as means of 
teaching techniques of acting 
and dramatic production. 

A $10 fee will cover the entire 
ten-week session, and includes 
materials and costumes. 
Scholarships are also 
available . The classes will 
meet according to the following 
schedule: 

Art classes for children ages 
7-10, 9 to 10 a.m .; ages 4-6, 10 to 
11 a.m.; and ages 11-15, 11 a.m. 
to noon. Art classes will meet 
in Room 211 of Harvey Hall. 

Drama classes will meet in 
Room 411 of Harvey Hall. 
Children ages 4-6, 9 to 10 a.m.; 
ages7-10, lOto 11:15 a.m.; and 
ages 11-15, 1 to 2:30 p.m. 

For additional information 
or registration forms, please 
call 232-1428 or 235-5686. 

The most exciting news in 
the world awaits those who are 
searching for a full and 
meaningful life - Jesus Christ 
loved us so much that he died 
for our sins and guilt. Only He 
can forgive and forget our sins 
- the very root of all our 
problems. 

He has a plan for each 
dividually receive him as 
savior and Lord; only then can 
we know and experience His 
love, forgiveness, and plan for 
our lives. 

Carol Bergstrom 

Weaver plans 
campus visits 

President John C. Weaver 
has scheduled business trips to 
all 13 universities in the 
University of Wisconsin 
system before the end of the 
year. 

He will be accompanied by a 
few members of his staff on 
each trip and he will also visit 
nine of the 14 two-year centers. 
He plans to visit the other 
centers next spring. His 
schedule this fall also includes 
sessions with UW Extension 
leaders. 

"I want to become familiar 
with all the institutions and to 
talk with the chancellors, their 
principal administrators and 
faculty representatives on 
their own campuses," Weaver 
said. 

"I see the trips out of 
Madison as a way to improve 
communications between the 
central administration and the 
many segments of the state
wide system created by 
merger of the former 
University of Wisconsin and 
the former Wisconsin State 
Universities System. With the 
system spread from Superior 
to Marinette to Racine
Kenosha to Platteville, the 
boundaries of the camp11s truly 
are, as President Van Hise 
envisioned, the boundaries of 
the state." 

Weaver will be here on Oct. 
17 to tal'k to Chancellor 
Swanson, administrators, 
members of the faculty, and 
five representatives from the 
student_ body. 

........ -
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Regent Lavine to visit Stout 
by Jody Conley 

Regent John M. Lavine will 
be on Stout's campus Tuesday, 
Oct. 10 to talk with students 
and faculty. He will be in
formally visiting from 1-3 p.m. 
in the West Ballroom of the 
Student Center. 

Lavine makes it a point to 
visit campuses in the 
university system each year. 
He does this on his own time for 
personal as well as official 
reasons. He enjoys talking with 
students about their interests, 
problems, and ideas. Ac-· 
cording to Lavine, "You can't 
see and understand certain 
problems unless you're with 
the people who live with 
them ." These visits allow him 
to meet people so when he has 
decisions to make, he un
derstands, he's been there. 
Also, he is able to see the ef
fects or results of changes that 
have been made at Stout's 
campus in the past couple of 
years . 

Last year when Lavine 
visited our campus, he was 
able to spend time in the 
Student Center, the dorms, the 
bars, and on the campus itself. 

Lavine, the publisher of 
three newspapers and a 
professional magician , was 

gor• 

appointed a member of the 
Board of Regents in March of 
1971. When asked if publishing 
is his business and serving on 
the Board of Regents his 
hobby, he replied, "Basically, 
yes , but most of the time. it's 
the other way around." 

Well...er ... at least 

LOOK AT TI-IATr'fl.105E 
TWO ICID5 A12E MAKING 
LOVE r.. 12.IG~T OUT IN 

T"'E OPENrf 

!,O W~AT, 
gou horny 
old voyeur r 

Ju,;t what were 
'IOU doing at 
me12 age'? 

I was discreetr 
What Tl4E<.'l'~E doing 
is just down right 
degener.ste r 
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IRHC proposes sensitivity sessions 

by Marcia Finn 
The Inter-Residence Hall 

Council Meetings may no 
longer meet at the usual time 
or place. At the 5:30 IRHC 
meeting Monday night, the 
motion was carried that the 
chairman look into the 
possibility of changing either 
one of these. Due to the fact 
that the East Ballroom must be 
cleared for the UAA meeting at 
7 p.m., representatives felt 
there wasn't enough time for 
discussion of unexpected 
questions. 

Future items to be in
vestigated by the Food Service 
Committee include toothpicks 
available at meals, posted 
menus, a meal point system 
and music while eating. 

Other details mentioned 
were that those on diets needed 
to have a signed paper from 
their doctor . Fondue or taco 
parties are offered to each 
floor by the Food Service on the 
basis of one party per 
semester. Small groups of 
fifteen or twenty may also go 
on picnics and have a sack 
lunch prepared. The only 
requirement is that this 

request be turned in three days 
ahead with the food numbers of 
those going listed. 

Signed petitions for IRHC 
president are due in the IRHC 
office Monday, Oct. 9. The 
primary election will be that 
Friday, Oct. 13 which the 
general election will be held 
Wednesday, Oct. 18. 

The United Residence Hall 
Council, composed of schools 
throughout the Wisconsin area, 
has no budget. The executive 
officers, two of which are from 
Stout must therefore support 
URHA .and its monthly con
ferences. A motion of $121.50 
was allocated by IRHC to 
URHA for the use of mailing, 
letterheads, and phone calls. 

New business included the 
possibility of beginning a group 
and sensitivity session at the 
beginning of second semester 
for all new freshman. Stevens 
Point has such a program and 
finds it very useful in orien
tating and helping students 
adjust from high school to 
college life. This type of 
program is also helpful in 
cutting back apathy among 
freshmen. 

<Jou used to do the 
same thing, only 
worse, and' secret!~, 
hiding !,IOUr guilt-

I i.lATE 
this 

generation! 

There may be a 
generation gap ... 

but there's 
NEVER been a 

degeneration gapr 
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Academic standing 
can prove shocking 

by Jody Conley 
There she was: a pretty girl, 

aged 21, planning on teaching 
when she graduated in May. 
All through college she had 
coasted along, doing the bare 
minimum of work, paying no 
real attention to her overall 
gradepoint average , until one 
day. It was a- beautiful sunny, 
brisk wintery day. She walked 
along towards Harvey Hall 
where she had an appointment 
at 9:30 with her advisor to talk 
over a few items before she 
went out to student teach 
second semester. During the 
talk, her advisor pulled her file 
and with a solemn face told her 
that she wouldn't be able to 
graduate in May. Her reaction 
was shock and her reply was a 
meek, "What do you mean I 
can't graduate'?" 

The above was just one 
example of what happens to a 
certain percentage of 
education majors every single 
year. Good academic standing 
is defined as a grade point of 
2.0 or above, and, if you have 
good academic standing, you 
will not receive a probation 
notice. However, not enough 
students realize that education 
majors need a 2.25 grade point 
average to be elibible for 
graduation and trying to raise 
a 2.0 to a 2.25 in one semester is 
nearly impossible. 

riddet1 so-called 
conscience! An!::lway, 

they're 
;\'\ honest! 

For non-education majors a 
2.0 is needed to graduate. If you 
have higher than a 1.8 your 
sophomore year but less than a 
2.0 you will not be notified. So, 
you go into your junior year, 
and even trying to raise a 1.8 to 
a 2.0 is very difficult. Be 
aware! Don't let "what do you 
mean I can't graduate'?" 
happen to you! 

Meet 

Gec,rge Hoffman 
CI P Representative 

At UW-Stout 

1109 S. Broadway 
23S-7791 

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
• 11 0 U 1 1 0 N • 1 f I A 1 

Dining - Dancing - Cocktails 

l1sT laaNTIEB~ 
JCT 1-94 . 17. 40 • ELK MOUND, W IS 54739 

NOON LUNCHEONS DAILY 11: 30 - 2 P .M. 
( E xcept Saturday) 

Facilities for Wedding, Banquets & Parties 

Phone 879-5506 
Appearing Thru October 8 

GENERATORS 
Coming October 10-lS SPECTRUM 
Informal Fashion Show 

Ever y 2nd and 4th Friday of the month. 

FRIDAY SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLE FISH FRY 

All You 
Can Eat 

I 

SUNDAY SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLE DINNER 

3 Selections 
of Meats 
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A young view of Washington 

by Ron Hendren 
"Dear Senator," the letter 

began. "What are we going to 
do about pornagraphy? It has 
even crept into my favorite 
television programs, and I'm 
embarrassed. Please, Senator, 
tell me what I can do about 
pornography on TV." 

The Senator's eyes flashed 
mischievously as he directed 
one of the shortest 
congressional responses on 
record: "Dear Madam: Turn it 
off. Sincerely, Stephen M. 
Young, USS.'' 

Until his retirement in 1970, 
Setphen Young (D-Ohio) was 
known throughout the Senate 
and indeed around the world 
for his cryptic responses to 
constituents who wrote what he 
considered stupid letters. 

During his career Young, 
like other representatives of 
populous states, received 
thousands of pieces of mail 
each week. As a result, stupid 
letters were not hard to come 
by, and Young's collection of 
replies is now considered 
classic. (One of his favorites 
was "Dear Sir: Some idiot is 
going around putting your 
signature on insulting letters, 
and I am advising you so that 
you can take steps to protect 
your good name.") 

But Senator Young's 
reputation notwithstanding, 
constituent mail is taken 
seriously by most members of 
Congress, and during a 
national political campaign is a 
good time as any to let your 
officials know your views. 

There are a few simple do's 
and don't 's which will make 
your letters, telegrams and 
phone calls more effective. 

First, letters. They should be 
short and to the point, always 

on one page and generally 
covering no more than one 
subject. do expect a reply 
signed by your representative 
but don't be surprised if he 
personally never sees either 
your letter or his reply. 
Remember, .legislators 
(Senators especially) receive 
hundreds and in some cases 
even thousands of pieces of 
mail each day. To answer each 
one personally would be an 
impossible task. It should be 
enough for you to know that 
most legislators view their 
mail as an important 
barometer of public opinion. 
As, a result, they pay attention 
to it and your letter makes its 
mark along with all the others. 

Telegrams are often even 
more effective. For one thing, 
their _cost forces you to be 
concise and for · another the 
Senator will realize you felt 
strongly enough to make an 
investment larger than the 
price of a stamp. 

You should know that there 
are special rates for telegrams 
to the President, to 
Congressmen, to Senators or to 
other important government 
officials. While a regular 15-
word telegram message would 
cost $5.45, you can wire your 
representative in Washington a 
message of equal length for 
$1.25 ($1.00 for telegrams to 
your state government of
ficials). Check with your local 
Western Union office to ask for 
the special rates. 

Telephone calls are ac
ceptable, but it's better to put 
your views in writing. If you do 
telephone, don't expect to 
speak to the Congressman or 
Sena tor himself. Ask for one of 
his legislative assistants and 
above all be succinct. 
Remember, it's costing you 
money on both ends: for the 
phone call in the first place 
plus taxes to help pay that 
assistant's salary. (While some 
efforts have been made to 
provide for toll free phone calls 
to the President and members 
of the Congress, don't bet on it 
happening soon. The costs for 
staff to handle the increased 
load would be astronomical.) 

But no matter the medium 
you choose, communicate. It's 
worth the trouble because your 
voice will be heard. And that is 
the essence of representative 
government. 

THE TAP 
HAPPY HOUR 
6:00 - 8:00 Daily 

Taps 15c 
Assorted Drinks 30c 

Now serving beer and liquor 
On and Off Sales 

NEW - Boone's Farm 
Wild Mountairr·Grape Wine 

87c Fifth 

Ham m's Beer · 
$1.78 12 pak cans 

Schlitz Malt Liquor 
· 39c 6Pak 

$325 Case 

We carry a full line of party supplies. 

L-Mart Liquor 
Ph. 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9: 00-9: 00 
Sunday 12: 00-5: 00 

Enjoying an evening of fondue are (clockwise, lower left): Karen Holzinger, Debbie 
Wheeler, Heidi Godsell, and Margy Brown. 

Fondue parties relieve tastebuds 
Students who spend time in 

college cafeteria lines awaiting 
their portions of meat loaf or 
hot dish may be a bit envious of 
us UW-Stout students who can 
now use their meal tickets to 
have fondue parties, complete 
with all the fixings. 

Under a program in its 
second year, groups of 25 to 35 
students who hold food service 
contract tickets can arrange 
for fondue parties, with the 
food service providing all the 
necessary supplies including 
beef, salad vegetables, pep
pers, dessert, oil and fondue 
pots . The cost of the service is 
absorbed in the price of the 
meal ticket. 

Paul Goede, food service 
director here, said that more 
than 1,800 students were served 
through the program last year. 
This year- fondue parties are 
taking place nearly every 
weekday evening in private 
rooms adjacent to the 
university's two main 
cafeterias. The _parties have 

become so popular · that each 
student is now limited to about 
two per year. 

Goede said that usually 
floors in residence halls 
arrange for parties or floors in 
men's and women's halls may 

·arrange get-togethers. The 
parties are most popular 
among the women. 

He noted that the parties are 
a means of giving the food 
service a "personal touch." At 
Stout, the food service is 
operated by the university on a 
self-sustaining basis, rather 
than through private con
tractor. Noting that the service 
has a "captive audience" from 
students in residence halls 
Goede said, "We want to show 
the students we're really in
terested in making their stay at 
Stout as pleasant as possible." 
He is a frequent visitor to the 
parties where he talks to 
students about ideas for im
proving food service. "I 
believe it is important that we 
build better relations with 
students," he said. 

The Tower deadline 
has been set. Your 
appointment must 
be made now if 
your order is to 
meet it. 
Great Portraiture 

with service to 
match. Natural 
color and black and 
white. 



Child study center 
offers intellectual, 

• 

social development 
The Child and Family Study 

Center located at Stout opened 
the 1972-73 academic year with 
over 110 children enrolled in 
their nine programs. 

Among the programs being 
,1ffered at the Center include: 
an infant program, a toddler 
program, programs for two, 
three, and four year olds, a 
program with children of 
mixed ages, a family co
operative, and an after school 
program for children six 
through 12 years of age. 

The Center endeavers to 
provide a comprehensive 
program for the children by 
placing an emphasis on social, 
emotional, physical, as well as, 
intellectual development. 
Goals and objectives of the 
program include: fostering 
language development, 
enhancing the child's self
concept, developing skills in 
problem-solving, improving 
motor co-ordination, and 
facilitating concept formation . 
Through its activities in art, 
music , block building, outdoor 
play, field trips, cooking ex
periences, reading, science, 
and mathematics in the daily 
program, the Center is able to 
achieve these goals and ob
jectives. 

This fall a teacher in the 
parent cooperative, Mary 
Leidy, is implementing the 
Tucson Early Education 
Model. This model, developed 
by Marie Hughes at the 

- University of Arizona is used in 
18 follow-through programs in 
various parts of the United 

L 

States and has been a plan 
variation model in Head Start. 
The model has four goals of 
equal importance . These 
goals are: ( 1) Language base
emphasis upon both spoken 
and written language, (2) 
Intellectual base-concern with 
thinking processes, (3) 
Motivational base-providing a 
stimulating atmosphere for 
learning, and (4) Societal Arts 
and Skills-math, reading, 
writing plus social skills such 
as working and planning with 
others. 

At the beginning and the end 
of the school day the children 
are brought together as one 
group. In the large group plans 
for the day are discussed. The 
rest of the day is spent in small 
groups working in various 
interest centers. The teachers' 
primary roles are to establish a 
warm, stimulating en
vironment and to be a model 
for the children. 

The Child and Family Study 
Center enriches the Stout 
community by offering 
students exposure to young 
classrooms through courses 
offered at Stout, by offering 
parents a free morning or 
afternoon, and by offering the 
young children an environment 
conducive to learning. 

Parents who are interested 
in enrolling their child or ob
taining more information 
about the center may call Judy 
Herr, the director, 232-1352, .or 
write to The Child and Family 
Study Center, University of 
Wisconsin-Stout, - Menomonie, 
Wi. 54751. 
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Ralph Austin describes his lewd play to Mrs. Baker. 

''Butterflies Are Free'' 

Director Terry Markovich appraises dress rehearsal. 

.. 
The University Theater will 

open the new · season with 
L~onard Gershe's highly 
successful comedy, "But
terflies Are Free" in the 
Harvey Hall Auditorium at 8 
p.m. Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday on Oct. 12, 13, and 14. 

The play is the story of a 
blind boy's effort to become a 
professional folk singer and 
live independently in a New 
York apartment. But his at
tempts to establish his 
manhood and individ.uality are 
hindered by a mother-hen 
mother and helped along by a 
wacky actress who would 
assist his growing up in a 
number of ways. 

The play was recently made 
into a movie with Goldie Hawn 
playing the kookie actress and 
Edward Albert as the blind · 
singer. The movie has been 
called the "Love Story of 1972" 
and a "hilarious movie." 

"Butterflies Are Free", 
inspired by but not based on the 
life of a blind young lawyer, 
open at the Famous Booth 
Theater in New York City 
during · October of 1969 and 
closed this last July. Directing 
the Stout production will be 
Terry Markovich. Markovich 
commented that there have 
been few good comedies the 
past few years but this play 
"has a little life to it" . 

Markovich feels the play is 
both entertaining and timely 
for student audiences. With 
many students away from 
home for the first time! 

breaking ties with home and 
parents at times can be 
frustrating. Many would 
probably agree that parents 
want to keep making decisions 
for students, especially if they 
hold the purse strings. "But
terflies Are Free" is a light
weight but enjoyable play for 
people who are going through 
this breaking away. 

The idea for the play came 
from a true incident in 1968 

· when Harold Krents, a blind 
law student at Harvard 
received notice that his draft 
status was changed from 
student deferment t.o 1-A. No 
amount of explanation could 
make the Scarsdale, N.Y. draft 
board change its mind. 

The UPI story created a stir 
around the world, particularly 
a quote from the board's clerk 
to a reporter: "I don't care if 
he 's blind or not, he'll take his 
physical." 

After hearing Krents on a 
radio interview, Gershe, a 
Hollywood writer, got the idea 
of writing a comedy about an 
independent blind boy. The 
draft board incident, which is 
not in the play, would have 
been quickly forgotten7 But 
Gershe felt here was a blind 
boy who tackled life head-on, 
without apology or excuse. 

Keir Dullea played the lead 
in the original Broadway cast. 
Ed Foy of Arlington Heights, 
Ill. will have the role of Don 
Baker in the university 
production. Blythe Danner had 



"I'm never going to learn these lines!" 

opens theater season 
the role of Jull Tanner on 
Broadway. Mira Smith of 
Racine, has the role of the girl 
next door here. Maggie Garey 
of Oconomowoc, has the role of 
Baker's mother and Ray 
McCoy of Menomonie will play 
the role~ Ralph Austin, the off 
Broadway play director. 
Eileen Heckart and Michael 
Glaser had these roles in the 
Broadway production. 

Assisting Markovich with 
directing is Sherry Slade and 
Smoke McCoy is doing the 
stage managing. The stage set 
was designed by instructor 
Noel Falkofske, and Bill 
Sandberry supervised 
technical construction. Robert 
Schaeffer is in charge of 
lighting. Joyce Angoli is Head 
of Props and Costumes and 
Kris Harris is chairman of 
make-up. Ticket distribution is 
being handled by Elsa Althen. 
Mary Perry designed the 
posters and Barbara Maier is 
in charge of set painting. 
Participating in set con
struction are members of 
Theater Workshop class 391-130 
and 131. 

The Quarter Square Little 
Theatre plans kicking off the 
school year with two one-act 
plays by Euge_ne Ionesco 
scheduled sometime in mid 
October. The first one-act play 
is titled "Leader" and is a put 
on of how the news media 
views our national leaders. 

The second one-act play is 
titled "The Future Is In Eggs." 
The two main characters are a 

newlywed couple who just want 
· to be left alone. But the couple 
is bombarded with relatives 
who say, in the tradition of 
grandfather, that the human 
race must go on and how about 
getting on with it and have 
some babies. Well, the babies 
come, straight from the 
chicken hatchery and the olav 
ends with the expectent Daddy 
sitting on eggs hatching babies. 

It is also possible that there 
will be some short "readings" 
presented in the Quarter 
Square, which just might be 
renamed this year to the U 
Weird Theatre, if "Leader" 
and "The Future Is In Egg~" 
are any indication. 

The Speech Department 
would like to remind students 
that everyone is welcome to try 
out for any of the coming 
productions this year, ex
perience is not a prerequisite. 
Those students who tried out 
for "Butterflies Are Free" and 

· were not selected are reminded 
to stop into the Speech 
Department in the basement of 
Harvey Hall and sign up for 
either of the two remaining 
major productions or is you 
prefer the Quarter Square. 

Tickets go on sale for 
"Butterflies Are Free" this 
coming Monday in the Student 
Center. Activity cards are 
required to pick up reserved 
seats for one of three per
formances, Oct. 12, 13, and 14. 

Smell is one thing the blind can appreciate, as Jill holds the 
flowers for Don. 

Jill Tanner, played by Mira Smith, pours out her heart to blind Don Baker, portrayed by 
Ed Foy. 
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Dr. Wright named 
'outstanding educator' 

Study skills 
saves day 

by Andrea Runnalls 
... And in struts Joe Cool, 

ready for the first big exam of 
the year. Joe sits eyeing the 
chicks while the others shake 
in their seats. (Little do they 
suspect that Joe's been 
cramming all night.) Are you 
Joe.. Cool in an examining 
.. situation? No? Well ... This is 
where Study Skills Lab steps in 
to save the day. 

by Colleen Thorp 
Dr. Lawrence Wright, 

professor of ·industrial 
education and director of in-

us trial teacher graduate 
program, is another one to be 
amed as · an "Outstanding 
ducator of America for 1972". 
e received notice of the 
ward when his minister 
reeted and congratulated him 
ne Sunday Morning. Dr. 
right was a bit embarrassed 

s he really didn't know what 
e was being congratulated 
or, and when he did find out, 
e wasn't too sure what the 
ward meant. 
Guidelines for selection of 

he "Outstanding Educator of 
972" include an educator's 
lents in the classroom, his 

ontributions to research, 
dministrative abilities, civic 
ervice, and professional 
ecognition. 
The .,director of the graduate 
ajor ~n industrial education 
orks : together with in-

tructional departments, and 
!so teaches part of his trime. 
r. Wright believes that a 
rofessor makes his own work, 
nd does that which he sees 
ime to do. 

As for his philosophy of 
ucation, he believes com
unication is the big key 
cause learning takes place 

n an individualized bases. 
ow the student interprets 
hat the educator is saying 
etermines what he learns. 
A native of Fall River, 
isconsin, Wright attended the 
en Stout Institute, beginning 

n 1941. World War II in
errupted his education and 
ecause of his technical 
ckground, Wright attended 
wrence College under the 

uspices of the Navy. As an 
fficer, he taught navigation at 

training base in Solomon, 
aryland. He taught for half a 

ear, and for the duration of his 
our of duty Wright was 
tationed with a landing ship 
nk unit. He learned after the 
ar that his unit had been 
estined for the invasion of 
a pan. 
Returning to Stout in 1946, 
right finished his education, 

arning a bachelor's and 
aster's degree. While here, 

e was a graduate assistant. 
right's doctoral work was 

ompleted at 
Returning to Stout in 1946, 
right finished his education, 

arhing a bachelor's and 
aster's degree. While here, 

Photo by Swick 

he was a graduate assistant. 
Wright's doctoral work was 
completed at the University of 
Missouri at Columbia. 

For the next 18 years, Dr. 
Wright taught drafting and 
graduate courses in industrial 
arts at the University of 
Northern Iowa at Cedar Falls. 
Five years ago, he and ·his 
family returned to Menomonie 
and to Stout. He was then in the 
_process of completing his book, 
"Drafting Technical 
Communication", which has 
since been completed, and is 
being used as a classroom text 
in various parts of the country. 

Dr. Wright's family consists 
of his wife and two daughters. 
Backy graduated from Stout in 
1971, and is furthering her 
education at Madison. Sandy is 
a junior at Madison, majoring 
in elementary education. 

Besides his school work, Dr. 
Wright is the program 
chairman of the Menomonie 
Rotary Club. Being chairman 
of the education committee of 
Our Savior's Lutheran Church 
Council and the treasurer of 
the American Council on In
dus trial Arts Teacher 
Education, also occupies a 
great deal of his time. A part of 
Dr. Wright's time is also given 
to being a committee member 

· of a group trying to develop a 
curriculum guide on Industrial 
Industrial Education for 
Wisconsin. This guide would be 
used primarily for teachers in 
secondary schools. 

Do you ever find yourself 
becoming stage-struck at the 
sight of a test? Or maybe just 
not being able to comprehend 
what you hear in class? Every 
year at the beginning of each 
new semester the University 
Counseling Center set up a 
Study Skills Lab to help 
students overcome problems 
dealing with reading com
prehension, study motivation; 
examinations, listening skills, 
speech motivation, and time 
budgeting. 

Study skills vary greatly 
among in-coming freshmen
perhaps because of the "Open-
door" policy at Stout. The 
student body at Stout no longer 
consists of only the elite, well-
prepared students, making the 
Study Skills Lab even more 
important. Does it work? A 
resounding "yes" according to 
those involved. 

The Study Skills Labs 
themselves consist of groups of 
about eight students. Each 
student diagnoses his in
dividual study needs, and then 
the group members share their 
ideas and problems, making 
the program quite in
dividualized. 

Do you see yourself in this 
scene? You can sign up for the 
study lab at the Counseling 
Center reception desk in the 
basement of Harvey Hall 
anytime up to Oct. 13. The labs 
will meet for the first time 
during the following week of 
Oct. 16. Exact meeting times 
will be arranged during free 
hours of s~udents in the groups. 
Further information can be 
obtained by calling the 
Counseling Center at Ext. 1211: 

St. Clair-Billehus says 

Go Blue Devils! 
And a Special Welcome Back 

to Alumni 
345 Main St. Menomonie, Wisconsin 

* MEET MARKET * 
Friday Double Bubble 

Happy Hour 3-5 

Extra Pre-Game Warmup 
Saturday Morning Happy Hour 9-12 

Boone's Farm Wine To Stay 
Or Go 

SUN DA y SPECIAL Packer Backer 
25c 

Stout invades Newcastle 
by Jody Conley 

. Once upon a "Tyne", 
mneteen students from U. W. 
Stout ventured over to England 
to visit and attend school in a 
world of Yorkshire pudding, 
Oxtail soup, English toffee, and 
diminuitive refrigerators and 
automobiles. During the week 
of September 25, our nineteen 
began classes at the 
Polytechnic, in Newcastle upon 
Tyne, a town that is com
paratively the same size as St. 
Paul and Minneapolis com
bined. 

The female members of the 
group are staying at the YWCA 
while the male members are 
comfortably settled in guest 
houses, both of which are 
walking distance from the 
school. Word has been received 
that the trip over was suc
cessful and the nineteen are 
familiarizing themselves with 
their new and strange en
"vironment. 

During their stay, our for
tunate friends will participate 
in sports activities, take a five 
day jaunt to London, be 
presented to Lord Mayor of 
Newcastle, attend several 
community events, and par
take in the annual banquet at 
one of the many local castles. 
This annual banquet is the 
highlight of the social season in 
Newcastle and inhabitants of 
that town wait years to be 
invited to it. Last year, 
amongst medieval mead 
served in pewter cups, Judith 
Kervin and Jim Conzelman, 
two of our six students at
tending the Polytechnic, were 
appointed barron and 
barronness of that special 

event. 
Two years ago, Dr. Face and 

Mr. Vanosdale of Stout, took a 
trip over to England in search 
of a school with a program 
which closely parallels Stout's 
programs. They were directed 
to Newcastle by the U. S. 
<;ounsulate in London. A year 
later, six students from Stout 
participated in the program. 
There was also a faculty ex
change of Dr. Ben Rudden 
from the physics department 
at Newcastle with Dr. Steve 
Fossom from the physics 
d~partment at Stout. This year, 
mneteen students went. Next 
year, who knows? 

Our students have interests • 
ranging from art, business 
industrial education and 
technology, psychology, to 
hotel and restaurant 
management. They will 

· receive transferable credit for 
every class they partake in and 
their whole trip is within a 
hundred dollar range of Stouts 
tuition and room and board 
fees. The students academic 
and cultural interests are 
bound to broaden and this will 
be an invaluable experience for 
them. 

The Stoutonia will, from time 
to time, be publishing letters 
and news information from 
Newcastle. The students, when 
they return second semester 

-will be attending forums with 
Gary Cogley and recruiting of 
students will begin for next 
year. Any student who is in
terested in attending school at 
the Poly should contact Gary 
Cogley on the second floor of 
the administration building. 

~ W(() dat (,()tJfi tt;fc!M ... 
aiJ'b f!)M/7f6@6,;@n (P/,(/ff~J?dl!$ff" 

Reminisce 
By Orange Blossom 

The pattern of this ring dates to 
the Middle Ages where it was known 
as "the ceremonial ring. " 
The symbols used then are as appropriate 
today as they were in the year 1320. 

@ Joined Hearts: 
two mortal souls in love. 

~ Clasped Hands: 
togetherness for a lifetime. 

~ Scriptures: 
wisdom of the ages fur guidance. 

~ Horn of Plenty: 
fulfillment and happiness. 

® Orange Blossoms: 
symbols of the dream yo u share. 
Reminisce. A ring as eternal as time. 
As young as your dream . 

We invite your inquiry 

Anshus Jewelers 



"New York," an old timer at WVSS, as he introduces the 

next record. 

Marty Gierke, on the high school program, controlling hlS souno. 

Just one of four walls in the record library at WVSS. 
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Campus radio gives students 
. . 

cha"nce for responsibility as it . 
entertains college comm~nity 

by Debbie Wiedrick 

The last few seconds of 
Wichita Lineman are heard in 
the darkness. The D.J. then 
begins reporting the news. The 
hands on the clock show 7:00. 
The alarm goes off . A muffled 
growl is emitted from beneath 
the covers and a hand creeps 
out to turn off the buzzing. A 
rumpled figure tumbles out of 
bed. 

WYSS at 89.5 FM, is the 
station that Stout students tune 
their clock-radios to while 
repeating this ritual five times 
a week. 

WYSS is owned by the Board 
of Regents and UW-Stout. It is 
operated by the members of 
the Stout community who are 
assisted by some Menomonie 
high school students. 

"We are a community · 
working toward a goal," stated 
Ace Mathews, radio co
ordinator for WYSS. 

That goal is two fold: to 
provide UW-Stout with the best 
quality programming possible 
and to give the university 
members an opportunity to 
show creativity, responsibility 
and ability to work with others. 

A speech lab, with radio 
equipment installed in 1965 in 
the basement of the old 
elementary school (now the 
Communications Building), 
was the humble beginning of 
WYSS. 

In May of 1969, Mathews was 
hired to organize the transition 
from a speech lab to a radio 
station. Broadcasting began 
that fall semester. 

WYSS, on the air ap
proximately 56 hours a week, 
offers a variety of en
tertainment and services that 
ranges from the usual rock 
music to news and editorials to 
original drama or poetry 
written by Stout students . 

Music programs, the 
station's major entertainment, 
include one type of music from 
a specific category such as 
Oldies from 1955-1969, Top 40, 
New Releases, Folk and 
Pregressive Rock. There is, 
however, a variety show. 

News and informative 
programs are also scheduled. 
The Tonight and Tomorrow 
shows are three minute 
programs giving news on the 
UW-Stout campus and in 
Menomonie. WYSS news 
concerns itself with news on a 
local and state basis. Requests 
for rides and riders by students 
are covered by the Ride Board 
Program. Headlines and 
weather from UPI is also 
aired. 

"Take Five," a newly 
developed program this year, 
offers original student-faculty 
material, including drama, 
poetry, essays, editorials, 
satire, commentary and in
terviews. 

Two new series are also 
being aired. "Murphy Wins 
Again'', a history of WYSS and 

Photos by Steve Swick 

"Happiness News", a satire 
based on the philosophy that 
even when a problem is rec
tified, its solution won't be 
completely without bugs, are 
student written and produced. 

The "Call In" program, a 
specific interest program is 
periodically scheduled. A brief 
presentation is made and 
listeners call in to ask 
questions or make com
mentary. 

WYSS has an orientation and 
training program to teach 
interested students the basics 
and techniques of radio 
programming. Simulated 
operations are used to acquaint 
students with broadcasting and 
to reduce fear or nervousness. 
Training averages 11 hours. It 
may be less if the student has 
had past experience. 

After training is completed, 
an evaluation is made of the 

1 
student's ability. There is no 
such thing as failure. A student 
may, however, be asked to 
repeat some material to refine ·r 
certain techniques or reinforce 
some knowledge. 

WYSS is run on a democratic 
basis. Student opinions and 
ideas count. Staff meetings are 
held and ideas and suggestions 
are hashed out. Several student 
co-ordinators make it a point to 
try to keep things running 
smoothly. 

"This is one place on cam
pus," added Mathews, "where 
you can learn responsibility 
and how working with others 
will really be." 

Jim Nelson ready to read a release for the 7:00 news. 



Charles Yost and Larry Sedgwick at Eau Claire Airport. 

John Anderson, assistant director at Waukesha County Technical Institute. 

David Nanes, newscaster -of WOKY radio from Milwaukee. 

Special services enrolls 10,000 

Stout flys 
by Jody Conley 

Did you know that Stout 
enrolls over 15,000 persons per -
year in credit and non-credit 
a ctivities ? Considering that 
Stout has less than 5,000 
students enrolled in courses on 
this campus, that is quite a 
phenomenal number. 
However, we never see 10,000 
of these people. How is this 
possible? Stout has a program 
called their Extended Services 
Program where people from 
here fly as far as Milwaukee 
and commute as close as Eau 
Claire to teach certain courses 
to faculty members, students, 
and management of other 
schools. 

The office of Extended 
Services Program works 
closely with the Wisconsin 
Depar.tment of Public In
struction and the Wisconsin 
Board of Vocational, 
Technical, and Adult 
Education in both the iden
tification of educational needs 
and the implementation of 
programs designed to meet 
these needs. 

Saturday, Oct. 10, three 
members of Stout's faculty 
flew to Oshkosh, Sheboygan, 
and Waukesha respectively to 
teach courses at three 
vocational schools. The 
chartered plane was boarded 
at Eau Claire Airport at 7:so
a.m. and arrived at Oshkosh an 
hour and fifteen minutes later. 
There, Mr. Charles Yost, from 
the department of materials 
and processes at Stout, 
departed to teach foundations 
of American Industry at 
Oshkosh Technical Institute. 
About 20 .minutes after that, 
landing in Sheboygan, Mr. 
Lorry Sedgwich, from the 
Psychology Department at 
Stout, departed to instruct a · 
course in teaching strategies at 
Sheboygan Technical Institute. 
Off again and landing in 
Waukesha, the journey there 
came to an end. 

While at Waukesha County 
Technical Institute, Mr. 
Richard Anderson was in
formally interviewed. An
derson is assistant director for 
instructional services there 
and he expoundec;l on Stout by 
sayin~, '.'Waukesha is very 
selective m who we let come in 

and teach in our Extended 
Services Program and un
doubtedly, Stout has a unique 
faculty and is indeed a unique 
school." He went on to further 
explain the exclusive screening 
process Waukesha uses. Every 
member of each course taught 
~t W~ukesha is personally 
mterv1ewed to try and find out 
exactly how much he or she 
learned and profited from the 
instructor . If positive com
ments are received, the in
structor is invited back. On the 
other hand, if negative com
ments are received, a point is 
made never to invite that same 
instructor back. As a matter of 
record, Waukesha put off one 
of their courses until second 
semester especially because 
they couldn't get the instructor 
they wanted from Stout first 
semester. Even though the 
person enrolled in the course 
receives credit from Stout and 
not Waukesha, the screening 
process for instructors is 
important because Waukesha 
has accepted the challenge to 
assist employees and 
management to be technically 
and academically competent 
and professional. Their 
program is primarily geared to 
their faculty. Thus, Anderson 
says, "While we hire people 
with less than a Baccalaureate 
degree, we require that they 
acquire one. This is where 
Stout's extended education 
courses come invaluable to 
us .,, 

According to Anderson, 
Waukesha was the first school 
to start the extended program 
with Stout. Mr. Gerald Donley 
teaches a Public Relations 
course there to 23 people. Last 
Saturday, Mr. John Enger, 
Stout's assistant director of 
public relations, stood in for 
Donley. Before Enger came to 
Stout, he was the assistant 
news director of Channel 13 
from Eau Claire. Therefore he 
knows, firsthand, what mass 
media has to do with public 
relations and since this is what 
this one class session was 
about, Enger had no trouble at 
all relating all he knew to his 
class. 

The class was composed of 
various types of people. Some 
were former students of Stout, 
a few were graduates of Stout, 

Photos 
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s statewide 
rest were Waukesha 
members or em

However, they all had 
in common. They 

, one way or another , 
ed with public 
s. Most of them , 
, are going to be 
with public relations 
Therefore, they all 
intently and had in
relevant questions to 

ughout the day. Enger 
the class off with an 

g lecture. Usually 
, as a rule, are not too 
, but this one definitely 
nger moved with his 
and gestured at ap
te moments. He used 
es and surveys taken 
-to public relations 

The class eagerly took 
nd participated in the 
ion. The class was held 
aukesha's attractive 
·stration Building, in a 

, brightly lit room on 
ond floor. There were no 
s with direct access to 

e, but glass planes in
opaque walls. During a 

· ute coffee break, one of 
dents said that the class 

was most interesting 
gave a certain 

veness to the course. 
ended the class with a 

ary on public relations in 
n to mass media and by 

.g something for everyone 
about. "Good stories 

themselves. It 's a matter 
ommunicating them. 
what public relations is 
ut. " 

id Hanes, newscaster of. 
radio in Milwaukee, 

uest speaker for part of 
lecture. His boisterous 
and fast moving actions 
e class alert. Naturally, 

oliliquey dealt with how 
hy radio stations accept 

eject news from public 
ons people. One of his 
was, "We deal with the 

f the crop'; the 'cream 
crop', nothing else. If I 
make the news in

sting , I've wasted 
one's time, including my 
' During lunch he said 
ome people will compare 
Paul Harvey and he got 

ehe is by eating, drinking, 
Jeeping news. 
m is a new school with a 

s 

new curriculum. The school 
has officially been in use since 
last Jan. It took nearly five 
years to develop the 
curriculum. The curriculum 
revision includes learning 
packages, lab assistant, in
dividualized instruction, open 
laboratory, open entry, open 
exit, etc. These are all 
meaningless terms without the 
one ingredient necessary for 
learning . . . student self
motivation. Many vocational 
schools now are being geared 
toward this one concept or 
"ingredient" . The campus and 
building of WCTI was designed 
to cause changes in the role of 
the student and changes in the 
attitude of the student toward 

-education . For instance, the 
open entry , open exit, pertains 
to the concept of not being 
closed in one classroom. Many 
classes and small discussion 
groups are held in the same 
room. There can be as many as 
six or seven sessions held at 
one time in the same room. The 
room is carpeted so as to cut 
down on noise and sessions are 
separated by dividers not 
reaching all the way around or 
all the way up to the ceiling. 
Another concept is the in
dividualized instruction. This 
is where students study on 
their own, in separate carrolls; 
included are video tapes and 
earphones. These carrolls are 
also in the same big room. The 
campus is small but beautiful. 
Trees surround the area and a 
fountain sits in the middle. 
Every building has it's name 
on it in letters big enough to 
read. 

Stout's continuing education 
courses are strictly non-profit. 
The various schools pay in
structors nothing to come in 
and teach courses. The salary 
these instructors receive from 
Stout is minimaL These in
structors use their time and 
expend their effort to go out 
and teach these courses so as to 
help others further or broadeq 
their education or knowledge 
and experience. 

As a result of the efforts of · 
Stout's members, thousands of 
Wisconsin residents are getting 
a chance to broaden their 
education and professional 
interests. 

John Enger conducting public relations course 
at Waukesha County Technical Institute. 

Self-instruction carrolls at Waukesha County Technical Institute. 

Campus at Waukesha County Technical Institute. 

Charles Yost departing plane at Eau Claire airport after flight. 
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i Have You Heard... i 
payment deadline volleyball 

Mr. Wing, of financial aids in 
the Administration Building 
say - Friday, Oct. 6 is 
deadline for Sept. installment 
payments. 

The next installment billing 
will go out Oct. 13 and be due 
Nov. 1. Why pay it? If you 
don't , a late fine will be 
charged. 

help wvss 

WVSS is your friend here on 
campus. We are trying to do 
our best , but we have heard 
rumors that people are not 
happy with us. We ask you to 
please convey all of your 
comments, good or bad, to us. 
We are willing to listen if you 
let us . You can come down and 
talk to us , call us at 232-2332, or 
write a note to me. Just let us 
know the comment, the time 
you hearp it, and the date. Help 
us to help you. Thanks. 

Virginia Schertz 
Managemnent Coordinator 

married students 

On Monday, Oct. 16 at 8:00 
p.m. there will be an informal 
rap session. This session is 
being implemented to give 
married students a chance to 
aire their opinions, gripes, etc., 
on various topics of interest. 
Also , this session will give the 
couples a chance to in
termingle, hopefully leading to 
new social relationships. Many 
couples are new to campus and 
want to meet other married 
couples but somehow don't 
succeed with just everyday 
happenings. So if for no other 
reason, come to the meeting, 
Oct. 16, and make some new 
friends. The meeting will be 
held in the West-Central 
Ballroom, Student Center. 

Also at this session, the 
proposal of forming a Stout 
married student organization 
will be looked into. 

If you can't attend the 
session and are interested in 
the aforementioned activities, 
contact Chuck Bishop, your 
married student S.S.A. senator 
at 235-2503 or drop in the S.S.A. 
office any time and leave a 
note i·n his box. 

alfresco 

Oct. 10: Our regular meeting 
will be held at :he Punchbowl. 
We will -leave Harvey Hall 
Circle at 7 p.m. - we need 
drivers. Hot cider and mar
shmallows provided. 

Oct. 13,14,15: Sparta to Elroy 
Back Pack, 36 mile back pack 
along beautiful trails. Cost of 
$8.00 - sign-ups in the Snack
bar on Oct. 9-12 from 7 to 9 p.m. 

Volleyball is starting, so girls 
get your teams together. Si_gn 
up sheets and more In

formation will be posted next 
week. 

Intramural volleyball is 
offered for all women students 
on or off campus and will begin 
Oct. 24. Games will be held 
each Tuesday ·with four league 
time periods to choose from: 
7:15, 8:00, 8:45, and 9:30 (only 
if needed). Each team will play 
a match a week - a match 
consisting of three ten minute 
games. A tournament will be 
held the last week . Start 
planning now to leave Tuesday 
nights open for volleyball. 

s.a.m. 

What led up to the 
devaluation of the dollar? How 
does the U.S.'s balance of 
payments stack up? C~me to 
the meeting of the Society of 
Advancement of Management 
(S.A.M.) and find out. 

S.A.M. has scheduled Mr. 
Walter Fritz of the Federal 
Reserve Bank in Minneapolis 
as the guest speaker for their 
Oct. 9 meeting. He will answer 
the two questions stated above 
as well as others you may wish 
to ask during the last fifteen 
minutes of his presentation. 

The meeting will commence 
at 6:30 p.m. on Monday, Oct. 9. 
All S.A.M.'s meetings are held 
in the Blue Devil Room in the 
basement of the Student 
Center. Anyone who is in
terested may attend. New 
membership is welcomed at 
any time. 

parents postponed 

Due to uncontrollable cir
cumstances Parents Weekend 
has been postponed until the 
weekend of March 23-25. More 
details will be available at a 
later date. 

sex seminar 

"Sexual Decisions" is the 
theme of the three upcoming 
talks to be given in the 
Fieldhouse Oct. 11, 18, and 25. 
Dr. Lowell Mays from the 
Department of Human 
Medicine, U.W .-Medical 
School , will speak on "Making 
Sexual Decisions - Why the 
Dilemma?" Wednesday, Oct. 
11 at 8 p.m. Afterwards, he'll 
be available in several 
residence halls for follow-up 
discussions . This three-evening 
public forum is sponsored by 
the University Speaker's 
Forum, Housing, the Ministry, 
and the Center for Women's 
Alternatives . 

a.h.e.a. 

The Stout chapter of the 
American Home Economics 
Association announces that it 's 
district convention will be held 
Saturday, Oct. 21 at Eau 
Claire. Mr. Raymond Corrales, 
a Stout instructor, will speak 
on Communication in 
Marriage. Cost for members 
will be $3 (the price of the 
dinner) and $5 for non
members (the cost of 
registration and dinner) . To 
register contact Heidi 
Goessling at Ext. 1476, Room 
204 in Curran Hall. 

coffee house 

A place to rap and informally 
get-together is available to the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout 
community on each Sunday 
evening at 7 p.m. Coffee Hours 
will take place in the Trinity 
House at 620 Wilson Ave. 
Refreshments will be served. 
An invitation is extended to 
everyone at Stout. This activity 
is provided through the United 
Ministries of Higher Education 
at UW-Stout. 

dem. dinner 

The "Democratic Can
didates Dinner" is to be held 
Wednesday, Oct. 18, at 7:15 
p.m. in the UW-Stout Student 
Center Ballroom. 

Arrangements are being 
made to schedule a prominent 
guest speaker . Among the 
candidates attending will be 
Walt Thoresen, candidate for 
Congress and Representative 
Alvin Baldus, candidate for re
election to the Assembly. Mrs. 
Gladys Waller, candidate for 
Dunn County Treasurer, will 
also attend. 

Tickets are reasonably 
priced at $5.00 each . They are 
available in Menomonie from 
Representative Alvin Baldus, 
Mrs. Ralph Allen, Jerome 
Browne, Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
Peterson, Mary Richards, 
Steve Snyder, Jim Sperstad, 
Gladys Waller and Tom 
Wiltzius. 

Menomonie 
Country Club 

Announces 

Special Student 
Fall Membership 

$1500 
( Good thru October) 

Oct. 20-21: St. Croix Falls 
Hiking Trip, see great bluffs 
and trails - Cost of $6.00. Sign
ups in Snackbar on Oct. 15-19 at 
7 to 9 p.m . ERRORITE™ AT YOUR 

BOOKSTORE 

KODACOLOR 126 
DEVELOPED 

. AND ENLARGED 
FOR KODAK !NSTAMATIC · CAMERAS 

Return this ad 
with film and 
remittance or 
wr ite for FREE 
fi lm mailers. 
TR IAL OFFER 
one per family 

f ?:! 
· $2.29 

kOOACOl.ot 126 
ONLY 

ELECTRIC STUDIOS 
P. 0. Box 688 T' 

_EAU CJ.AIRE. WIS. 5470 I. 

The C--ellar Lounge 
···rry something different" 

teachers! 

If you are interested in 
substitute teaching , call 
Robert E . Dahlke, extension 
2331. This includes all can
didates in the education majors 
who have completed their 
student teaching 
requirements, seniors and 
graduate students. 

E PT breakfast 

Attention all past and 
present members of EPT. 
Again this year we will have 
our annual breakfast at the 
WIEA Convention in 
Milwaukee. The breakfast will 
be held at the Red Carpet Inn, 
in the Summit Room. Time of 
the event will be 7 a .m. Friday, 
Nov. 3. The cost will be $2.50 
(tax and tip included) per 
person. Get together with your 
buddies and come join us for a 
very good time. Reservations 
may be made by Oct. 30 by 
sending a check to : 

Ralph Onarheim 
Milwaukee Public Schools 
P. 0. Drawer lOK 
Milwaukee, Wis. 53201 
Phone: 475-8141 

girl scouts 

The Campus Gold Girl Scout 
. Organization on the Stout 
Campus is looking for two 
interested advisors to par
ticipate in the group's ac
tivities . According to our 
charter, one of these advisors 
must be on the faculty staff of 
UW-Stout. The other advisor 
can be anyone in the 
Menomonie community who 
has a knowledge of Girl 
Scouting, or who merely has an 
interest in the program and 
would like to learn more 
through our group's activities. 

Our only requirement is that 
he or she attend as many 
meetings and activities as 
possible. 

Our meetings are held bi
monthly, and are temporarily 
located in South Hall 
basement, Room 41, on 
Wednesday evenings at 6:30. 

If you are interested please 
call Terry Wilson at Ext. 2245, 
or perhaps drop in on one of our 
meetings. Men as well as 
women are encouraged to 
partic'ipate in our organization. 

zone party 

Friday, Oct. 6 the men of 2-D 
are sponsoring a homecoming 
party. The fun all starts at 3 
p.m. and will last for ten hours. 
It's all happening at the 
Loading Zone, so don't miss it! 
See you there ! ! ! 

P.S. For those of you who are 
men, there is a chugging 
contest. 

archery 

The Women's Intramural 
program will be sponsoring 
archery on Oct. 10 at 6 p.m. The 
competition, which will be held 
on Nelson Field , weather 
permitting, is provided for any 
women students living on or off 
campus . To participate, you 
must provide your own arrows. 

Entry forms can be picked 
up from your RA's or from 
Room 213 of the fieldhouse. The 
forms should be returned to the 
fieldhouse Room 213 by 4 p.m., 
Oct.6. Additional information 
may be obtained from Bonne 
Schansberg at 235-3081 or Janet 
Van Dyke at 235-9145. 

Classified Ads 

FOR SALE-

1966 LaManns Convertable 326 
VS 3 speed. Good condition. 
Must sell $700 or best offer. Call 
235-0365. 

Must Sell! New rust suede 
midi-length winter coat. Never 
worn. No flaws. Originally 
$130. Now $100. Call 235-4170. 

1968 Chevelle Super Sport 396, 4 
speed, AM-FM Stero, 50,000 
miles. Call 235-7772 after 5:30, 
p.m . 

SERVICES OFFERED-

Will do typing. The best time is 
on weekends. I am here most 
weekends. Mary D. Room 301 
Mac ., ext. 1254. 

Any style haircut, guys or 
girls. Call Farhang Rohani at 
Ext. 2677 any time after 7 p.m. 
for an appointment. 

•.............• , ................................... . 
• • • • • • • • 

· Welcome Baclc Alumni 
and 

Good Luck Blue Devils!. 
from • • Van Is Appliance & Gift Store ; 

438 Main St. • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SUBWAY 

Next to the Den 

] 
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Nixon, McGovern compared on key issues 
From the FCNL 

The Friends Committee on 
National Legislation has 
analyzed the records of the 
Presidential candidates for the 
information of our readers. 
The article attempts a 
dispassionate comparison of 
some of the views and actions 
of President Nixon and Senator 
McGovern . 

possible, is on actions rather 
than words , and the more 
recent the better. With regard 
to Pres. Nixon, we have con
centrated on · the specific 
policies, concrete legislative 
proposals, and vetoes during 
his Presidential term ; with 
regard to Sen. McGovern we 
have looked primarily to his 
voting record and bills spon
sored. Less emphasis is placed 
on Presidential messages and 
addresses, Senatorial 
speeches, and party platforms. 
Even this approach is 
sometimes insufficient, for 

proposals may be made or bills 
introduced as a gesture without 
the followup effort which is 
essential to enactment. 

judgments. 
Obviously brevity has 

made it necessary to delete 
relevant material. We en
courage readers to do their 
own further research on issues 
of special interest to them. For 
more information we suggest 
you consult Congressional 
Quarterly or the Congressional 
Record in your public library. 
Dates of votes and other events 
are given where feasible to 
help find details quickly. 

Friends Committee On 
Nation!11 Lei?:islation 

Washington Newsletter 
Because of space In the upcoming weeks 

before the Presidential elec
tion, the Stoutonia will continue 
to present these comparisions 
of issues prepared by the 
FCNL. Issues to be covered 
are : Military Spending, Arms 
Control - Disarmament, China, 
International Development, 
United Nations, Jobs , Welfare, 
Taxation, Poverty and Civil 
Rights, and The Draft. 

In recent years, political 
rhetoric has debased the 
original meaning of a number 
of words and concepts. Hence 
the emphasis here, wherever 

limitations, differences rather 
than similiarities are stressed. 
Necessarily retrospective, this 
review cannot take into ac
count all the proposals likely to 
emerge during the September -
November campaign . The 
voter needs to evaluate this 
autumn's campaign proposals, 
but the actions and record of 
the candidates are also in
dispensable · in making 

Richard M. Nixon 
Age: 59. Home: San Clemente, Calif. Religion: Quaker. 

Education: A. B. Whittier College, 1934; LLB. Duke University, 
1937. Military Service: Navy, World War II, as aviation ground 
officer. Offices: House of Representatives, 1947-1950; U.S. Senate, 
1950-1952; Vice President, 1953-1961; President, 1969-. Family: 
Wife, Patricia; two children. 

Career Highlights: 
The Nixon Presidency is probably most notable for his 

dramatic and well publicized trips to Peking and Moscow. The 
potential for improved U.S. relations with the People's Republic 
of China may be the most significant contribution of his term. 

On another front, and equally unexpected, was his reversal in 
economic philosophy. Faced with a continuing inflationary spiral, 
he abandoned his long-standing position against "bureaucratic 
controls" and implemented a system of government wage and 
price controls. 

Other notable events during the Nixon administration include 
Strategic Arms agreements with the Soviet Union and his unusual 
opportunity to fill four vacancies on the Supreme Court. His ap
pointments have significantly changed the complexion of the 
Court and will affect its decisions for years to come. 

The Indochina War 
In 1968 Nixon alluded to a secret pian for ending the conflict in 

Indochina. In Hampton, N.H., March 5, 1968, ne promised: "If in 
November this war is not over, after all of this power has been at 
their (the Johnson Administration's) disposal, then I say that the 
American people will be justified to elect new leadership. And I 
pledge to you the new leadership will end the war and win the 
peace in the Pacific." 

Nearly four years in office have revealed a two-track 
negotiating-while-fighting approach: 

On the Negotiating track, the Administration's political aim 
has been to reach a settlement which would not "abandon" the 
repressive South Vietnamese government of Pres. Nguyen van 
Thieu. The Nixon Administration and the Thieu government have 
refused to negotiate for some sort of coalition government in 
Saigon. North Vietnam and the Provisional Revolutionary 
Government in South Vietnam have insisted on that as a next 
step. Hence the war goes on. . 

Nixon in contacts with China and the Soviet Union has 
reportedly attempted to convince the leaders of these countries to 
use their influence with North Vietnam to change its political 
demands. 

On the military track: 
-U.S. military forces in South Vietnam have been reduced from 
543,000 in Jan . 1969 to 46,500 by July 20, 1972. 
-U.S. airpower has been augmented in the area around South 
Vietnam and refined with new automated methods. There are 
now 46,000 men at U.S. air bases in Thailand, 42,000 men aboard 
7th Fleet carriers and other ships offshore Vietnam, 900 attack 
planes including 200 B-52's. Sensors, laser-guided and anti
personnel bombs and weather modification have been used . • 
-Between 1969 and mid-1972, 3,632,722 tons of bombs have been 
dropped on Indochina. This is more than were dropped during the 
Johnson years, and more than during World War II and the 
Korean war combined. 
-Vietnamization, whereby South Vietnamese troops, police and 
other forced replace U.S. ground forces, has been adopted. 
-Extreme military pressure is not being applied to North 
Vietnam including the mining of harbors and the stepped up 
bombing of targets which now include economic as well as 
military facilities. 

During Nixon's term in office: 
-20,162 U.S. military personnel have been killed and 110,436 have 
been wounded. 
-U.S. prisoners of war have increased from an estimated 448 in 
December 1968 to 520 in July 1972. Those missing in action have 
risen from 779 in Dec. 1968 to 1,133 in July 1972. 
- The war has widened into Cambodia and Laos. 
-South Vietnamese army deaths continue at more than 20,000 a 
year . 
-Civilian casualities in South Vietnam are estimated at 525,000 
from 1969 through May 1972. 
-More than 2 million have been made homeless in Cambodia 
since March 1970. Up to one million South Vietnamese have been 
uprooted by the war this year. 

Amnesty 
Nixon has said that after the Vietnam war is over the U.S. 

prisoners are returned, "I for one would be very liberal with 
regard to amnesty . .. . It would have to be on the basis of their . .. 
. paying the price that anyone should pay for violating the law." 
(1-2-72) 

George McGovern 
Ag~: 50. Home: Mitchell, S.D. Religion : Methodist. 

~ducation: B.A. pako_ta Wesleyan University, 1945; M.A. Ph.D. 
Northwestern U~1vers1ty, 1949, 1953; Military Service: Army Air 
Cor:ps bomber pilot, World War II; Distinguished Flying Cross. 
Offices: House of Representatives, 1957-1961; U.S. Senate since 
1963. Family: Wife, Eleanor. five children. 

Career Highlights 

Senator McGovern is best known for his long-standing op
position to the Indochina War. He was one of the first to sponsor 
anti-war legislation in the Senate. He has made the war and u.S. · 
military policy a central issue in his campaign. 

In 1961, President Kennedy appointed him the first director of 
the Food for Peace program, where he served until elected to the 
Senate in 1962. As a senator, he continued his efforts by serving as 
chairman of the Select Committee on Nutrition and Human 
Needs, whose work has helped arouse public awareness that 
hunger is a domestic as well as an international problem. 

In the wake of the 1968 Chicago Democratic Convention, 
McGovern served as chairman of the Democratic Committee on 
Party Structure and Delegate Selection, which recommended 
significant reforms. 

The Indochina War 

McGovern's first critical Senate speech against the war was 
made Sept. 24, 1963. Although he voted for the 1964 Gulf of Tonkin 
resolution, and against its repeal in 1966, he later called his 
support of the resolution a mistake. In 1968 he and Sen. Proxmire 
co-sponsored an amendment to eliminate funds to increase B-52 
raids (defeated 10-79 on 6-26). After the "honeymoon" period 
following Nixon's inauguration, he was the senator to direct at
tention to war issues again and urge the President to end the war. 
The McGovern - Hatfield "end-the-war" amendments were 
defeated 39-55 (9-1-70) and 42-55 (6-16-71). 

McGovern's peace proposal includes the immediate cessation 
of bombing on Inauguration Day and the withdraw! .of troops from 
Indochina within 90 days of Inauguration, ending the U.S. in
volvement there and bringing the POW's home . He also said he 
would keep a small number of troops in Thailand until the PO W's 
are released. The Democratic Platform also states: "After the 
end ot the U.S. direct combat participation, military aid to the 
Saigon Government, and elsewhere in Indochina, will be ter
minated." 

In Sept. of 1971 he traveled to Paris and Saigon, conducted 
over 100 interviews, and returned convinced that if the U.S. would 
"set-the-date" under the formula of his McGovern - Hatfield 
proposal U.S. involvement in the conflict would end and all PO W's 
could be returned by the time withdraw! was completed. 

Amnesty 

After the war has ended and U.S. prisoners are returned, 
McGovern would grant a general amnesty to draft evaders (those 
who went into hiding, left the country, or served prison terms). He 
believes cases of deserters from military service should be 
considered on an individual basis to determine the basis of the 
action and whether it was related to the war . 

/ 
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Cage stirs emotion 

over present prison system 

by Julie Zapp 
"You're not being punished, 

we're helping you ... " states 
the present correctional 
system of the United States. 
Stout students and f\C~ty were 
able to see the opposite of this 
statement portrayed on stage. 

The Barbedwire Theatre 
group stoppe_d at Stout Sept. 22, 
during their tour of the United 
States. The troup of ex-convicts 
on parole consisted of Paul 
Hornbrook, Don Ross, Walter 
Carroll and Jonathon Rosen. 

They presented the play 
"The Cage". Originally en
titled "La Cage" it was cast in 
France: The original name was 
due to pressures from the 
warden to avoid focusing at
tention on San Quentin, the 
native locale. 

Homosexuality, imbalances 
in the justice system and poor 
prison conditions were stressed 
in the play's wandering plot. 

A lonely spotlight shown on a 
solitary, filthy, toilet placed in 
the center of the stage. This 
was meant to be a represen-

tation of meager prison con
ditions, a state still in evidence 
today. 

Tension rose as the audience 
became aware of the 
prevelance of homosexuality 
present. Two male inmates 
making love in the first scene 
introduced the homosexuality 
which continued throughout 
the play. 

The actors showed the 
justice system as a farce 
through the presentation at a 
mock trial. In the mock trial, 
the actors placed a fellow in
mate on trial for murder, the 
crime for which he was con
victed. 

After a stirring performance 
the actors remained for 
questions and open discussion. 
The ex-convicts stated the 
purpose of presenting "The 
Cage" is twofold. First, the 
play gives jobs to ex-cons; 
second, the play makes people 
aware . of the poor prison 
conditions existing _today. 
"Cells represent life; cages 
represent death." 



Come together 
This past Friday several 

students sat in the Pawn, 
drinking many cups of coffee, 
and discussed a wide range of 
problems and ideas. The 
session was continuous from 
9:30 in the morning until 1:30 
that afternoon. Students, who 
came and went as they pleased 
or as classes dictated, com
mented on the different topics 
being discussed or added their 
own ideas. 

Subjects aired dealt with 
publishing in the Stoutonia the 
money distributed by the 
S.S.A. (around $220.000 each 
year), to a campus wide, 
student-initiated, course 
evaluation. Also discussed was 
a lounge with canteen facilities 
in the Science and Technology 
wing and the subject of open 
labs for wood and plastics 
courses. These were just a few 
of the ideas that were tossed 
around. 

The important aspect of this 
"get together" was that many 
of these people had not met 
before but they all had 
something in common. They 
were all students who felt a 
need or desire to do something 
to express themselves. 

Hopefully, these meetings 
will continue and some of these 
ideas can, with all of our effort, 
be implemented. If you have a 
strong feeling about 
something, or would just like to 

- argue, come on down to the 
Pawn on Friday morning and 
assert yourself. 

Co-op care 

The parents of the University 
of Wisconsin - Stout have 
organized a Campus Ministry 
Parent Coop Child Care Center 
to reduce .financial costs while 
attending classes and working. 

The Child Care Center is a 
non-profit organization, but 
offers these children the 
necessary educational and 
cultural experiences which 
otherwise could not be 
provided. Menomonie's Head 
Start Program has been af
filiated with the Child Care 
Program, which is located in 
the basement of the Shire at 621 
East Wilson A venue. 

The cost of running the 
center has made it impossible 
to purchase many needed 
items for the children. We the 
parents, therefore, feel that 
you, the community, would like 
to share in our . endeavor to 
make this program a success . 

We are merely asking that 
the residents of the community 
take a few moments to rum
mage through their homes. 
Any unused or discarded items 
such as high chairs, cribs, 
playpens, strollers, tricycles, 
infant swings, balls, rattles, 
books, rugs, shelves and the 
like would be greatly ap
precia ted. Call 235-4021 for 
more information or stop by 
the center and look over our 
facilities. Hauling of items will 
be provided when needed. 

Get into the 

Homecoming Spirit! 
. . _ Join your friends at 

The Body Shop 
614 Main Street 

Now Showing 

as Albert T. Hopfnagel. 
Hospital Admin,strator. in 

'Where Does 
It Hurt?' 

o,,,, where 1ou laug4 : ./ 

Also Starring , , 

Jo Ann Pflug 
Evenings 7:00-9:00 

Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 
RATED <R) 

COMING SOON 
11The Graduate11 

CIN MA I 

Thursday, October S, 1972 

A search for new talent 
The Pawn is seeking new 

student talent from the 
University' community by 
sponsoring a Coffeehouse 
Showcase on Oct. 11 and 12. 
The showcase is open to anyone 
from the University com
munity wishing to display his 
or her talent. 

The showcase will be com
petitive in that the first three 
places will receive cash prizes. 

Any group or individual 
having appea~ed 
professionally or on stage in 
The Pawn is ineligible, for the 
showcase (unless group 
membership has changed since 
that time). The group size will 
be limited from one to six 
members. 

Each act will consist of a 25 
minute set, with 5 minutes 
allowed for set up of equip
ment. 

Applications should be 
clipped out of The Stoutonia. 
They must be returned to The 
Pawn by noon, on Oct. 9. The 
first 12 applications will 
complete registration and will 
qualify to appear on stage on 
the 11 and 12. Names will be 
drawn from a hat to decide 
when the acts will appear. 
Representatives will be 
notified on Wednesday evening 
as to the time of appearance in 
the showcase. 

Groups will be judged on the 
basis of variety, originality, 
and quality of the act. Judges 
for the showcase will be Stout 
faculty, Coffeehouse officials 
from Eau Claire, and a Stout 
student. 

Any questions that remain 
unanswered at this time, may 
be directed to either Charlie 
Brady at Ext. 2247 or Pat 
Capelle at 235-0929. 

NAME .. . ... . ....... . . . . .. .. .. .......................... . 
ADDRESS & PHONE ................ ... . . .... . ... . . .. ... . 

TYPE OF ENTERTAINMENT YOU WILL DO . (If singfog, 
what type? -folk, blues, rock) ............................ . 

NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN GROUP ................... . .. . 
EQUIPMENT NEEDED (piano, mikes, stools) ... . .... . .. . 

Have you ever performed before an audience before? ..... . 
If so, where? ......... . . .. .. . . . . .. . ..... ..... . .. . .. .. .. .. . 

Deadline for showcase applications is noon, Monday, 
Oct. 9. This form must be turned in at The Pawn. The first 

· 12 applications will complete registration for the showcase. 
Names will be drawn from a hat to decide what night and 
time you will appear. Representations will be notified by 
Oct. 10 as to the night and time of appearance. 

START PRACTICING!!!!!!! 

Hungryt 
f r\eS Harn burg 

'}.'le. 22c ers 

Little Steer 
A cure 

for those munchies 
Open Daily 

11:30 a.m. -1 :00 a.m. 
Weekends 

11:30 a.m. -1 :30 a.m. 
524 Broadway 

Run Your Own Business ... 
Choose Your Own Hours. 

Arel Distributing is 
looking for a campus 
representative for U.W. -
Stout campus. There will 
only be one chosen. This 
position will give you an 
opportunity to make an 
above average income on 
below average hours. 

You will be able to offer 
over 140 Brand name lines 
of audio products to your 
fellow students. By offering 

· lines such as Altec , B.S.R., 
Sherwood, Fisher, Harman 
Kardon, Sony and several 
others, you will soon be 
known as the "guy to see" 
when it comes to buying a 
stereo system. Call or write 
Mr. Maurice Joffe at 612-
721-2880. 

We at K. Bl iss M en's 
Shop, sincerely wish 
for you a Happy 
Homecoming. To our 
Alumni Friends and 
Parents, may we 
greet you and serve 
your clothing needs. 

Fashion with Good Toste 

from 

Opposite Stout Tower 

~============================, 
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Sounds of 
our times 

by Tom Burke 
Title: "Rock of Ages" 

Artists : The Band 
Label: Capital 

If you hear anyone talking 
about Big Pink, Hawks, 
Dylan's Band or the Crackers, 
they are referring to The Band. 
The Band consists of Rick 
Danko, Levon Helm, Garth 
Hudson, Richard Manuel, the 
Robbie Robertson. Even 
though The Band has been 
around since 1959, very few 
people knew they existed until 
1965 when they backed up Bob 
Dylan at the Hollywood Bowl. 

Since 1965 The Band has 
released five albums, all of 
which aren't cluttered up 
complicated B.S . Previous 
albums were very religious in 
mood. "The Weight", "To 
Kingdom Come", "Caledonca 
Mission", and "I Shall Be 
Released", all are songs which -
refer to the Bible. 

After The Bank backed up 
Dylan rumors were spread 
about Dylan showing up for 
every concert they gave there 
on. The combination of Dylan 
now appearing, plus the fact 
that when The Band plays they 
aren't very vocal with the 
audiences, caused a lot of 
hassle for The Band. When I 
saw The Band in Madison the 
local groupies were displeased 
with the concert. I asked them 
why they weren't happy. It 
seems that the young ladies 
weren't allowed back stage. 

Horns have been added to 
The Band's newest release 
from Capital. Some may prefer 
the horn section, but for my 
money all the brass doesn't add 
very much. Despite the brass 
section, "Rock of Ages" is a 
classic. All sixteen tunes are 
excellent, but for those of you 
who haven't heard The Band, 
the following cuts are 
recommended: ''Stage 
Fright", "The Night They 
Drove Old Dixie Down", 
"Across -The Great Divide", 
"Chest Fever" (which sounds 
far superior on a previous 
album), "Unfaithful Servant," 
and my favorite "Rag Mamma, 
Rag." 

Twenty-four photos in "Rock 
of Ages" will give you a pic
torial essay of The Band. Mr. 
Dylan even appears in one 
picture. Some may believe 
with the great abundance of 
pictures that The ~and is 
presently on an ego trip. The 
snobs who believe this have 
gone too far. Part of the reason 
for the pictures must fall on the 
record company themselves. 
Like it or not music is big 
business and I am willing to bet 
that the company had a big say 
in the appearance of the record 
jacket. · 

For other works by The 
Band, check out Bob Dylan's 
newer releases . The majority 
of his albums credit members 
of The Band as supporting 
musicians. 

"Rock of Ages" wa i: 
recorded at The Academy of 
Music, New York, on the 
Eclipse of the New Year 1971-
72. · bf all the groups ap
pearing in concert, there are 
maybe ten I would pay money 
to see, The Band is one of them, 
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IN THE CORNERS 
by Rick Bruhn 

Games People Play 
Everybody plays games. You play the education game 

Monday through Friday at Stout. People who aren't playing the 
education game get to play the work game and the fit-into-society 
game. 

Nearly every human activity can be seen as a game with 
winners, losers, rules and areas where the game takes place. 
Sports are highly visible and structuralized game!:). Everyday 
games are not as easily perceived. 

There are a lot of games that are being played at Stout. In the 
following weeks "In the Corners" will be focusing in on them with 
play-by-play descriptions of the playing area, rules and players. 
Next week: Government games. 

Pole3 for 5 
Dave Kopydlowski beat probability again last week. Dave 

had a .600 average while probability hit only two out of five. For 
this week our pretentious predictors pick Platteville over Eau 
Claire, Whitewater over Superior and La Crosse over Northern 
State. The Pole also picks Stout over Stevens Point and River 
Falls over Oshkosh while probability predicts the opposite. Here 
are last week's scores: 
Superior 28 - Stout 0 
La Crosse 31 - Stevens Point 6 
Whitewater 28 - Platteville 0 
Oshkosh 15 - Eau Claire 0 
Baldwin - Wallace 49 - River Falls 0 

Water Polo 
The Stout Water Polo Club took it on the nose again last week. 

The UW - Madison club clubbed us 13-6. Friday afternoon Stout 
goes to La Crosse to meet La Crosse and Northern Illinois (and 
Oktoberfest!). Monday we invade the U of Minn. for another 
bruising battle. Although we've lost all our games, at least we 've 
scored. 

Can They Score? 

1972 University of Wisconsin-Stout football team 

Is the spirit of homecoming, or going 
For football players, 

coaches, and fans alike the 
homecoming football game is a 
very special occasion. There is 
a topic concerning this oc
casion that makes for in
teresting speculation. Just 
what does homecoming mean 
to different people? 

The most logical place to 
start answering this question is 
with the football pla:vers, 

because without them there 
would be no game and without 
a game ... no homecoming 
festivities. This single contest 
means more to the team than 
any other encounter. The team 
knows that the crowd will be 
bigger for this game than any 
other and that the alumni are 
returning to see them cap off 
the big weekend with a win. 
The homecoming game also 
gives the boys a chance to be 
recognized for their efforts. 

standpoint, what does 
homecoming mean to you?" 

Pierce: "Homecoming is a 
time when everybody is in
volved with the university, 
both alumni and students, can 
get involved together and in
teract. The central purpose, of 
course, is the football game, 
but all the rallies, contests, 
etc., are a real asset to the 
school and must continue." 

Reporter: "What does 
homecoming mean to you from 
a coach's standpoint?" 

Pierce: "Homecoming 
definitely gives the coaches a 
method of motivating the 
players . We feel it 

HARR.Y'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Soccer club boots St. Mary's 

This year, by the way, 
Stout's chances of winning the 
big game are very good! The 
opposition, Stevens Point, has 
been disappointing to many of 
its fans this season. Coach Sten 
Pierce of our own hustlin' Blue 
Devils noted in an interview 
last week that Stevens Point 
has had their football problems 
in recent years . He said that 
both Stout and Stevens Point 
are improving their respective 
football programs but feels 
that Stout is definitely ahead in 
the rebuilding race. Pierce 
came right out and said it, 
"Stout has better manpower 
than Stevens Point." This 
alone should give the Blue 
Devils plenty of incentive come 
Saturday. 

Pierce: ''Homecoming 
definitely gives the coaches a 
method of motivating the 
players. We feel it is important 
to win this ballgame. The 
tradition behind homecoming 
helps us get everybody to play 
a little over their heads. It 
gives the coaches added in
centive to prepare well for the 
game, and to get the boys to hit 
and hustle." Mr. Pierce felt 
that if Stout gets a few breaks 
this game, we can win. 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

131 Main St. 235-7615 

Students, 
you're among 
friends when 

by A. Browne 
The Stout Soccer Squad 

made it's record two and one 
with a 3-2 win over St. Mary's 
College of Winona at Nelson 
Field last Saturday. 

St. Mary's was the first to 
score when they capitalized on 
a Stout defense blunder. Un
daunted by this early setback, 
the Stout squad came back to 
level the score in 25 minutes . 
The interval was taken with the 
score 2-1 in favor of Stout. 

The resumption saw some 
enterprising soccer, with the 
St. Mary's squad continuing to 
dominate the mid-field ex
changes . Their efforts were 
fruitful as they leveled the 

you're insured with 
Lutheran Brotherhood. 
If yo u're betwee n t he ages of 16 and 
25, Lutheran Brotherhood ca n g ive 
you the protection you need at low 
rates you ca n afford rig ht now. If you 
qual ify, yo u can have a $1 0 ,000 life 
insurance plan for as litt le as $40 a 
year. Ask me about it. 

J. A. (JAKE) BOSTROM 
District Representative 

1516 Wi lson Aven ue 
Menom on ie, Wiscons in 54751 

Phone : 235-9170 

Lutheran Brotherhood 
Fraternal insurance /<>r Lutherans 

The conversation with Mr. 
Pierce brought out some other 
very interesting sidelights 
concerning homecoming. 

score midway in the session. 
Within five minutes of St. 
Mary's success, the Stout 
squad got the winning goal . 
Outstanding performances 
were turned in by N. Khan , Pat 
Fusi, Baltimore, Mike 
"Whitey" Gullickson, Dave 

, Dedier, and Ted "Scratch" Reporter: "From a personal 
Lewis. ••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • 

: ALBUMS 8-TRACKS : 
t SPREADS TAPESTRIES t 
. t PIPES & PAPERS INCENSE t 

• 524 Broadway Open Till 5:00 • 

•••••••••••••••••• 
·&································,~:~···:····~·· 
~~~ \_; y 
~ '1:31 \k1} - S'f1 

• . SUPPER CLUB 
NOW FEATURING SUNDAY LUNCH 

12 Noon Until 9:00 p.m. 
CHOICE 

Roa st Prime Rib of Beef $
2
,s Broiled New York Strip 

on French Bread with on French Bread with 
Cole Slaw and Au Jus Cole Slaw and Au Jus 

COMPLETE MENU ALSO AVAILABLE 
. . . . Friday - Fish _Fry .... 

Tues.-Sat. - Diningroom & Bar Open at 5:00 p.m. 

- PLANNING AP ARTY? -
Closed Monday 962-3870 

From 1-94 North on 25 to "D" - Right 4 Miles 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Coach Pierce had a few 
comments concerning the 
meaning of homecoming. In 
repsect to college students and 
alumni, Pierce thinks that 
homecoming may be losing 
some meaning. 

Pierce thinks that society 
has taught students and alumni 
·to be more individualistic. Of 
course some people are not 
football fans, so homecoming 
won't mean much to them 
anyway. 

If you are a football en
thusiast, however, memories 
of homecomings past and 
present certainly occupy a 
pleasant niche in your mind. 
Even if you are a student who 
likes football but also likes to 
get drunk before the game, 
then come and cheer for the 
Blue Devils, go ahead and do it. 
There are many great things 
about homecoming that are 
worth remembering and this is 
one of them . 

Excitement reigns supreme 
during most every 
homecoming week, and our 
homecoming week is no ex
ception. But please try to 
appreciate what is going on, 
because the players will be out 
there knocking heads and 
representing you to the best of 
their ability. 

Bowling schedule 
Q_ctober 13-14 ....... River falls -
October 20-21 ........ La Crosse 
November3-4 .. . . .. .. Oshkosh 
November 10-11 .......... Stout 
December 1-2 ........ Madison 
December 8-9 .. . Stevens Point 



Monte to 
the rescue 

The Homecoming opponent 
for Stout will be the mystery 
Pointers! 

Because of the coaching 
switch ·made last week, the 
question is, what will the 
Pointers look like this week. 

Monte Charles assumed head 
football coaching respon
sibilities last Monday at the 
UW-Stevens Point with a hint 
that he'd like to have the job on 
a permanent basis. 

The former Platteville and 
Superior grid coach was hired 
to fill out the season after Pat 
O'Halloran resigned last week 
with a 4-29-1 record during 
three and one half years . 

Charles, 39 years old, said he 
has confidence in himself and 
the team at Stevens Point to 
make immediate im
provements. "We're going to 
win ball games," he noted. 

He painted a bright picture 
for the future of football in 
Stevens Point, citing school 
size, location and climate as 
key factors . "I think the 
coaching job here is a good one. 

Charles met some squad 
members Sunday and said he 

was impressed with their 
"seriousness' and the fact they 
have "a good understanding." 

The native of Vicksburg, 
Mich., has a professional 
record of turning around losing 
clubs. He took over the head 
coaching post at Platteville in 
1966 after its team had noted 11 
losing years. At the end of his 
second season there, his 
charges had logged a 5-4 
record. In 1968 the Pioneers 
finished 8-1-0 with a conference 
co-championship and Charles 
was named coach of the year in 
the conference and runnerup 
for such a title in NAIA District 
14. 

Continued on Page 18 

·Halftime's entertainment trio 
by Trice Smith 

There's nothing finer to lead 
a band then a staunch drum 
major and two talented 
twirling majorettes. It seems 
Stout has acquired a fine trio 
and if you haven't seen them at 
a home game this fall, you're 
sure to get a glance of them 
homecoming weekend. 
Whether in the parade or at the 
game you'll find them putting 
on what John Maulding, the 
drum major, says is a pretty 
good show. 

Maulding, who is serving as 
the band's new student mentor , 
appears to be quite qualified 
with an impressive musical 
background. Waiting a year 
before coming to school, the 
5'11" freshman had the op
portunity to work on his 
musical talents at home. 

Once considering a career in 
music, John was very much 
involved in his high school 
band, playing trombone. He 
also, at this time, was st~dying 
and taking lessons from the 
famous Frank Cristafolli of the 
Chicago Symphony. 

After high school graduation 
John studied music theory and 
history at Northwestern 
University. He also played in 
the Northwestern Symphony 
for three seasons. 

Coming to the decision that 
vocational education was a 
stronger pull for a career , John 
came to Stout. Although being 
involved in music, John has 

JOHN MAULDING 
Photo by Oles 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 

never been a drum major until 
coming to Stout. Stout's new 
student mentor is putting forth 
extra time to ensure his 
coordination and leadership 
qualities which John says are 
required to be the proficient 
drum major he wants to be. 

Although drum majors and 
majorettes don't necessarily 
work together they are 
associated with one another -
so follows the story of the Blue 
Devils talented twirling 
majorette duo: sophomore 
Cindi Bogi and freshman 
Kathy Jandourek. 

Twirling fire is quite a feat; a 
feat Cindi and Kathy will be 
attempting at half time this 
Saturday. "Neither Kathy or I 
have ever twirled fire but I'm 
certain we will be able to and 
not only for Homecoming but 
also for future basketball 
games," Cindi said. "We've 
both twirled double and flag 
batons, so with the 12 hours of 
practice we hope to put in 
homecoming week, we should 
put on a good fire baton 
display." 

5'7" Cindi, a member of 
concert band, has acquired her 
twirling talents by self
instruction, having never had a 
lesson. 

"Being a parade fan when I 
was little is what motivated me 
to buy my first $.79 aluminum 
baton," Cindi said recalling 
her first desire to be able to 
twirl. 

Brown-eyed, brunette Kathy 
Jandourek, a resident of 
Menasha, is Cindi's new 
twirling partner as Gindi is the 
only returning twirler from 
last year. Kathy, an Early 
Childhood Education major, 
has somewhat of a structured 
background in twirling as she 
has had six years of twirling 
and dancing lessons, and has 
participated in several com
petitions. 

"I had somewhat of a goal I'd 
set up to acquire with my 
twirling abilities, that was to 
win 100 trophys. Just before I 
came to school this fall, I won 
my 100th trophy." 

While in the process of 
acquiring over forty medals, 
Kathy also found time to teach 
baton in the studio where she 
had taken lessons. 

"Two members on a corps 
sounqs a little unreal , but it has 
it's advantages and disad
vantages," Kathy saio. She 
added, "Having two members 
to the corps makes it easy for 
coordinating routines, but as 
far as formations go, we're 
pretty lost, especially since I'm 
used to a corps no smaller than 
16 twirlers ." · 

Wearing their traditional 
Blue Devil blue and white 
outfits, the majorettes should 
be putting on a pretty snappy 
routine which will be done to a 
band performance featuring 
the brass section . 

Good Lucic Blue Devils! 
Welcome Back Alumni 

Borgie's 
Card, Gift & Mod Shop 

214 Main St. 

UW-EC 1972 Homecoming 
Presents 

DOC SEVERINSEN AND HIS 

NOW GENERATION BRASS 

FEATURING TODAY'S CHILDREN 

Friday, Oct. 13 ~ 6:30 & 9:30 p.m. 
University Arena 

Tickets_ $4. 75, 4.25 & 3. 75 at University Ticket Office, Lee's 
Tobak m Downtown Eau Claire or Musicland in London 
Mall. 

Sponsored by the UW-EC Social Commission. 
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Varsity wrestler becomes coach 
by Todd Schmidt 

Hector Cruz, a former UW
Stout wrestler and Wisconsin 
University champion, has been 
appointed head wrestling 
coach at Stout. He is replacing 
Sten Pierce, who will now 
concentrate on his full-time 
responsibilities with the 
football program. 

Hector received his 
bachelor's degree in 
psychology from Stout last 
year, and at the present time is 
enrolled in the Guidance and 
Counseling graduate program 
here. To compliment his 
coaching job, Hector toils in 
the psychology department as 
an instructor. He feels that 
having his position in the 
psych. department helped him 
land the wrestling job. 

Developing a philosophy 
toward coaching isn't the 
easiest job in the world for 
anyone. Although Hector is 
relatively inexperienced as a 
coach, he has expressed great 
optimism about the upcoming 
season. 

Hector feels that team 
members have shown some 
fine motivation, which helped 

to create team unity . If he can 
develop a sense of unity on the 
team, it will make his coaching 
job this season much easier. 

Top prospect for the team, 
which opens the wrestling 
season on Nov . 1, appears to be 
Dale Evans, a tough senior in 
the 142 pound division. Evans 
finished fourth in the NAIA 
tournament last year, and 
participated in Olympic 
tryouts this summer. He can 
possibly be Stout's first 
national chnmpion. 

Other leading candidates for 
the team are Steve Hennings, a 
126 pound junior, junior college 
transfers Dennis Becker and 
Vic Mallit, returning letterman 
Greg Ellsworth, and Arlin 
Hansen, a former state 
champion in the 158 pound 
class . 

Hector claims that 
recruitment is his most im
portant job in rebuilding the 
squad. "I think numbers really 
hurt us, we just didn't have the 
depth and that hurt morale," 
he said. He is especially 
anxious to recruite wrestlers in 
the heavyweight, 167, and 191 
pound divisions. 

CINDI BOGI AND KATHY JANDOUREK 
Photo by Ules 

. Pizza Villa Special 
Every day 12:30 - 8:00 

Tap Beer 15c 
Mixed Drinks 30c 

Sunday Special 
Packer Backer 2Sc 

Monday Girls Night Out Special 
Sloe Screws 30c 

Tuesday Guys Night Out Special 
Tequila 30c 

-Wednesday Night 
8:00-11:00 

All the beer you can drink for $1.00 

''Plan a party at the Pub'' 
Use Our Pizza Villa Delivery Service 

(COUPONS ARE STILL GOOD) 

Kitchen Open Daily 4:00- 2:00 a.m. 
Sat. & Sun. -1 :00- 2:00 a.m. 

Delivery Service Daily 5:00- I :00 a.m. 
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Platteville tops Stout runners 
The University of Wisconsin

Stout Cross Country team 
opened it's 1972 conference 
season with a home meet last 
Saturday against Platteville 
and Eau Claire. 

The meet was a triangular 
dual meet which found the UW
Platteville beating the UW-Eau 
Claire by the score of 18 to 41. 
Platteville also beat Stout 23 to 
36. The UW-Stout team 
squeaked by Eau Claire by one 
point (28-29). 

The winner of the meet was 
Pat Timm of Platteville who 
ran the course in 26:23 . He was 
only seven seconds off the 
course record of 26: 16 held by 
Schmepf of Whatewater. 
Taking second place was 
Barney Klecker. Barney, who 
is starting to run at top per
form;mce, wizzes around the 
course in the time of 26: 39. This 
is by far the best performance 
for Barney this year. 

Taking second for Stout and 
in fifth place was Bill 
(Hawkerine) Lemsky who, 
even though he hadn't 
produced all week due to an 
injury he suffered down at 
Iowa Invitational last week, 
still ran a respectable time of 
27:09. 

The third man over the finish 
line for Stout was Gehart 
Sasman with a time of 27:41. 
Gehart again improved over 
last week and the coach ex
pects him to be one of the top 
runners in the conference 
withing the next year or so. 

Finishing fourth for Stout 
was Rick Burdick in the time of 
28: 37. The fifth runner to cross 
the line for Stout was Bob 

(booby) Sandstrom. 
Not to go unmentioned is the 

performance of Andy (Oscoy) 
Stoudt and Fred Kuhn. Both 
Andy and Fred improved on 
their previous times. Andy 
knocked almost three minutes 
off his previous best time. If 
both keep improving at this 
pace they will be right up on 
the top. 

Next week Stout will be at 
River Falls for an Invitational 
Meet. Coach Stallsmith figures 
that River Falls will be the 
team to beat. The meet will be 
run in seven flights with the 
best time still deciding the 
winner. 

The top runners to look for 
next week will be Bill L~msky 
and Barney Klecker from Stout 
and Summers from River 
Falls. This should be an ex
cellent meet giving each 
member of our team an op
portunity to run against people 
of the same caliber. 

As these harriers keep 
running they have one thing on 
their mind and that is the 
conference meet in four weeks. 

~ecycle 
this paper 

Monte Cont. from P. 17 

During two seasons in 
Superior, he· took over a team 
that had won five games in six 
previous years and produced a 
11-5 record during his tenure 
from 1970 to 1971. The 
Yellowjackets tied for second 
place during his first year 
there and held second alone 
last fall. 

Charles may hold same kind 
of a record as a head coach in 
three of the nine-member 
schools in the Wisconsin State 
University Conference . At 
least, he regards his past ex
perience in the WSUC as im
portant in taking over 
responsibilities with the 
Pointers . 

Charles indicated that 
recruiting is one of his key 
concerns and that he'll not be 
putting the local ball club 
through an immediate crash 
course on his own ideas of 
playing. 

But there undoubtedly will be 
some changes in style. "I can 
only coach -based on things I 
know" Charles remarked. 

Aiding offensive units in 
football is known to be one of 
his best strengths in coaching. 
It is also known to currently be 
the weak area of Pointer 
football . So . .. will the Poin
ters look like the Pointers of 
1972 or will they look like the 
Yellowjackets of 1971??? 

Use Our 

FREE 
Want Ads 

Bostwicks 
Save on 

Junior Sportswear 
15 % OFF Regular Price 

Entire Stock 

Anniversary savings on Junior 
Sportswear, Sweaters, shrinks, 
pants, smocks, everything is now a 
big 15 percent off re~ular price. 

Women's Coats 

15 % OFF Regular Price 

of entire stock of women's fashion 
coats. Boucles, shetlands, plushes 
and tweeds in boot toppers, pant 
and car coats, ski jackets. Many 
exciting colors. 8-18, 5-15, 14112-241/2. 

Blue Devils bombed again 
The hustlin' Blue Devils 

again failed to break into the 
win column as they took it on 
the chin from the Superior 
Yellowjackets 28-0 in a game 
played in Superior Saturday 
night. 

The Blue Devils slugged it 
out with the Yellowjackets for 
a scoreless tie in the first 
period. 

Stout then went into it's 
second period slumber which 
enabled the Yellowjackets to 
score three touchdowns in the 
last part of the quarter. Blue 
Devil opponents up to date 
have scored nine touchdowns 
in the second quarter alone. 

The Yellowjackets first score 
came with nine minutes left in 
the half when Billy Smith 
hauled in a 25 yard pass from 
John Torzewski. The 
Yellowjackets were again on 
the board when Vince Pat
terozzi crossed the goal at the 
5:09 mark. Just two minutes 
later Jim Peterson scored on a 
22 yard run to give Superior a 
21 point halftime lead: 

Early in the third period 
Superior scored their final 
points on a 38 yard Torzewski 
to Jerry Uchytil pass . Fresh
man Max Roth kicked all the 
extra points. 

The Blue Devil defense then 
settled down and the offense 
began to roll but it was too late, 
the Yellowjacket defense was 
not about to be budged. 

Superior clearly held the 
edge in offense as they picked 
up 17 first downs and gained 
345 yards, 187 of them rushing. 

Torzewski passed 16 times 
completing nine for 158 yards. 
His prime receiver was all 
conference selection Uchytil 
with four catches for 86 yards. 

Stout managed ten first 
downs and 137 total yards . The 
running, paced by John 
Osmanski's 33 yards and Dan 
Luer's 30, managed a net total 
of 55 yards. 

Quarterback Steve Fedie, 
still hampered by injuries, had 
a tough day at the helm. He 
threw 25 times completing ten 
for only 42 yards and one in
terception. 

Larry Couey came in on 
relief late in the game and 
started to move the Blue 
Devils. He threw seven times 
and completed three for 40 
yards . 

The fullback, Luer, led in 
receptions with five for 20 
yards. Joe Springer, a con
verted wide receiver playing 
the tight spot, caught four 
passes for 40 yards. Osmanski 
_caught three passes for 16 
yards. 

The Blue Devils JV's lost 
their. game to Eau Claire 'Z-6 
Monday afternoon. Eau Claire 
scored in the third period when 
they picked off a pass and ran 
it all the way back. 

The Blue Devils retaliated in 
the final quarter with a ten 
yard run by Mike Haberli, 
however, the point after at
tempt failed . 

Bad luck plagued the young 
Blue Devils as they had two 
touchdowns called back. 

Men's Flare 
Double Knit Slacks 

$1299 
Double knit polyester flares in solid 
and fancy patterns. Popular ivy 
model in all new Fall colors. 
Washable. Waist sizes 30 to 40. 

Reg. $38 

Men's Air Force Parkas 
Air force style, quilt lined with full 
snorkel. Heavy duty zipper. Nylon 
shell 36-46. 

SALE $2999 
PRICED 



2 fOR 1 MfR'S l\Sl 
PRICE Of 

' p\us a pennY . 

BONUS BUY! ' 

ONE SIZE 
ALL NUDE 

PANTYHOSE 
In 6 flattering 
shades. Mfr's 
List Price- $1.59 

59c 

BONUS BUY! 

--- REXALL 

HAND LOTION 
Try this super-softener! 

31/2 Oz. 

21c 

-
BONUS BUY! . 

REXALL 

REXALL 

•••••• ASPIRIN .. ·. 

Fast pain relief! 5 gr. -
100's. 
Mfr's List Price - 81 ¢ 

2 for 82c 
REXALL REDI-SPRAY 

DRY ANTI-PERSPIRANT 
DEODORANT 

... 
f coNrici tENs ! 

SOLUTIONS 
2 oz. Wetting or I 

.. 4 oz. Soaking •••• 
·•· ·~ _ Mfr's List Price f ••. ~~'.~ \t~~r $1.81 2 for ... . 
.... --~ ~:~- $1.82 ... . 

BRIGHTENER TOOTHPASTE 
Mfr's List Price 
-$1.13 6314 Oz. 2 for $1.14 

BONUS BUY! 

REXALL 

ULTRA CARE 
LOTION 

• • 
Softens & 
soothes extra
dry skin! 
Pint. Mfr's 
List Price 
-$1.49 

INTRODUCTORY 

SPECIAL 88C' 

BONUS BUY! 

--..1 REXALL 
NEW AWAKENING 

LEMON 
SHAMPOO 
Try it- you'll like the fresh 
lemon fragrance! 

31/2 Oz. 23c 
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REXALL 

SHAMPOO 7 Oz. 
Emerald Brite or Brite Conditioning 

~t~~ List Price- 2 for $1.03 
SHAVING CREAM 11 Oz. 
Lavender or Redi-Shave 

rt~1 List Price- 2 fOf $1.14 

NAIL POLISH REMOVER 
4 Oz. 

~;·s List Price - 2 f Or 58c 

FAST HOME PERMANENT 
5 types 

~t~~ List Price - 2 for $1.97 
:d:if51iq }r CARA NOME 

I r;;;;=;; t CLEANSING CREAM 
,··"'\,t""'"' For Dry Skin 3114 Oz. 

,1ea~""l. "''m ~\~ List Price - 2 f Or $1.56 
FAST DANDRUFF 

TREATMENT SHAMPOO a oz. 
rt;1 List Price- 2 for $1.34 

CARA NOME 
ANTI-PERSPIRANT & DEODORANT 
1 Oz. 

~ tt••••••••t·•••·•·•t ri~~~ List Price- 2 for_ $2.08 

400 Main St. 
Corner 

Main 

& 

4th St. 

MENOMONIE 
PHARMACY 

FREE 
Prescription 

Delivery 

24 Hour 
Service SALE ENDS OCTOBER 14, 1972 
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by Jean K. Henneberry 

by Jean Henneberry 
SENIOR PLACEMENT 
MEETI GS: 

All meetings for senior and 
graduate placement services 
have been held. If there is 
anyone who hasn't gotten the 
information that was given to 
the students at those meetings, 
he should stop at the career 
planning and placement office 
on the second floor of the 
Administration Building. 
UNDECIDED ABOUT A 
MAJOR?: 

For any student who is not 
sure about which major to be 
enrolled in, the following ac
tions should be considered; 

1. Participate in interest 
tests offered by the Counseling 
Center. 

2. Visit Dr. Anita Wilson 
(316 Harvey Hall) if interested 
in some area of Home 
Economics and Dr. Phil Ruehl 
(115 Tech Wing) if interested in 
some area of Industrial Arts. 

3. Talk to PASS Advisors or 
other students who are in 
degree programs which may 
be of interest. 

4. Attend seminars in Field 
Experience. Check with PASS 
Advisors for seminar schedule. 
TRANSFER FACULTY 
ADVISORS: 

All transfer students should 
know the name of their faculty 
advisors by this time. If there 
are any students who have not 
been contacted as to who their 
advisor is, call the appropriate 
office listed below: 

School of Ind. & Tech. - Ext. 
2326 - 115 Tech Wing. 

School of Home Econ. - Ext. 
1465 - PASS Office - Adm. 
Bldg. 

School of Lib. Stud. - Ext 146 
- PASS Office - Adm. Bldg. 

School of Educ. - Ext. 2231 
- 125 Harvey Hall. 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND 
FAMILY LIFE: 

Any student enrolled in the 
Child Dev. and Family Life 
degree program should see Dr. 
Jan Keil, in the Child and 
Family Study Center. The 
major has undergone revision, 
so a student should get a new 
program guide sheet from Dr. 
Keil to be sure that the correct 
sequence is being followed. 
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS: 

All students who are 
declared psychology majors 
since June, 1972, should 
complete the following four 
steps to enter the Psychology 
program: 

1. Declare yourself a 
Psychology major in the PASS 
Office. 

2. Complete a Written 
Entrace Interview Form. 
(Copies available in Psych. 
Dept., Harvey Hall, and at 
Seminar I.) 

3. Complete an oral in
terview with the program 
director or his secretary after 
turning in the Written En
trance Interview. 

4. Begin attending 
Psychology Seminar I. 
ENROLLMENT ANALYSIS: 

Total enrollment at this time 
is approximately the same as 
the enrollment for Semester I, 
1971 - 1972. It is now 5245. While 
freshmen and sophomore 
enrollment has slightly 
decreased, the graduate and 
transfer count has increased in 
the last year. Freshmen non
resident percentage has in
creased from 18.8 percent to 
20.7 percent, but sophomore 
through graduate level non-
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resident students has 
decreased. 

The following majors have 
experienced an increased 
enrollment count in the last two 
years: General Business Adm., 
Vocational Rehabilitation, 
Dietetics, Early Childhood 
Educ., and Child Dev. and 
Family Life. 

Reports show that the 
average credit load for un
dergraduate students has 
increased in the last two years 
at Stout. 
FOREIGN STUDENT 
ENROLLMENT: 

Foreign student enrollment 
has grown from 66 in the fall of 
1970 to 109 in the fall of 1972. Of 
those students 83 are un
dergrads. Thirty-three 
countries are represented this 
year, with Trinidad-Tobago 
have the largest number (16). 
Hong Kong and the Republic of 
China both follow with an 
enrollment count of 11 students 
from each country. 
COUNSELORS IN JTC: 

Several counselors from the 
University Counseling Center 
will be in JTC Hall on Oct. 10, 
at 7 p.m. to explain the im
portance of the counseling 
services to the average Stout 
Student. All are welcome to 
attend this session. 
DATES TO REMEMBER: 

Oct. 6 last date to drop first 
quarter classes 

Oct. 23 beginning of second 
quarter classes 

Oct. 27 last date to add 
second quarter classes 

Dec. 1 last date to drop 
semester and second quarter 
classes 

1972-1973 PASS STAFF: 
Mr. Donley .. . ... . PASS Office 
Mrs. Judy Johnson PASS Office 
Karen Runde . . ... ... ... . AFM 
Marge Goedjen .... . . .... AFM 
Bob Sandstrom ......... CKTO 
Clark Workman ...... .. CKTO 
Jean Hovelsrud ......... CKTO 
Sue Strey ...... .. ... ... ... JTC 
Kay Shainin ... . ...... .. .. JTC 
John Kelleher ..... ... Fleming 
Jan Mackey . . ..... ... .. Wigen 
Mickey Sampson ... . ... Wigen 
Ron Hessel .. . ........... North 
Greg Ellsworth .. .. .... HKMC 
Julie Sargent .......... HKMC 

Homecoming's last 
minute changes 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
The Homecoming Com

mittee has been hard at work 
plotting and planning to make 
this the best homecoming yet. 
In doing this, they have found 
several last minute changes 
necessary so, listen up. 

The pep rally scheduled for 
Friday evening in the Com
mons mall is still set. However, 
at 7:30 there will be a 
snakedance up to the Union for 
the coronation of the 
Homecoming Queen of '72. The 
coronation, which is to be held 
in the snack bar, will precede 
the dance set for the same 
locale. 

Saturday, the long awaited 
day, will usher in the 
homecoming finale -at noon 
amid the noise of marching 
bands and floats of all sorts. 
The parade route has been 
changed this year in hopes of 
avoiding the hassles of 
previous years. By-passing the 
bars, the parade will begin at 
the fairgrounds, proceed down 
Main until 7th, down 7th until 
Wilson, continue down Wilson 
until 3rd Street. The parade 
will end at Nelson Field. 

If you have been planning to 
make the football game a 
B.Y.O.B. party, forget it. 
Security guards will be 
stationed at all gates. No 
packages, as well as wineskins, 
will be permitted. All packages 
left at the gate will be locked up 
and a receipt given. 

Have you been planning to 
have a few drinks over the 
weekend? Word of warning, be 
careful. Bar owners have been 
deputized. If you walk out of a 
bar carrying an opened 
alcoholic beverage, you will be 
subject to arrest. 

The wrap-up of Homecoming 
1972 will be the Nitty Gritty 
Dirt Band concert to be held at 
the Fieldhouse. Doors will open 
at 7 p.m. and tickets will be 
sold at the door beginning at 
6:30 p.m. No cameras or tape 
recorders will be allowed at the 
concert unless cleared through 
the Homecoming Committee. 

STUDENT SPECIAL 

e 4 SPEED AUTOMATIC 
RECORD CHANGER 

e AM/FM-STEREO RADIO 

Pu,t a stack of your lavorile r.ecords 
on ... then s1t back and en1oy 
beaut1f.ul sounds L1ghtwe1ght lubular 
lone arm contr1bu1es to precise 
tracking. Diamond LP Slylus Lever 
Controls Oust cover mcluded. 

The componenl receiver brings you 
enterlammer11 on AM. and the exc1hng 
sounds ol FM-Stereo Radio. One SlJ. " 
speaker m each sea led speaker 
enclosure bring you excellent sound 
reproduction 

PLUS The Roll Cart is included at NO EXTRA CHARGE! 

Gambles 
Wayne & Jim Ltd. 

436 Main St., Menomonie Ph. 235-2560 

Metronome 
Thursday, Oct. 5 - "Competition Day" 

9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Vote for Homecoming Queen (Commons, Tainter, 
Student Center) 

3:30 p.m. Speaker: Toni Caribillo -(Ballroom) 
4 p.m. Egg Eating Contest (Snack Bar) 
6:30&8:45p.m. "Bullit" (East&WestBallroom) 
7 p.m. - 10 p.m. Pawn Entertainment (Patti Miller 'n' Dandelion 

Wine) 

Friday, Oct. 6 - "Organizational Day" 
9 a.m. - noon Vote for Homecoming Queen (Commons, Tainter, 

Student Center) 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Organizational Fair (East & E. Central Ballroom) 
2 p.m. Fashion Forum Fashion Show (Mabel Tainter Theatre) 
All day Alumni Registration (Fireside Lounge) 
2 p.m. -3 p.m. Epsilon Pi Tau Coffee Hour (Presidents Room) 
6:30 - 7:30 p.m. Pep Rally (Commons Area) 
7:30 - 8 p.m. Queen Coronation (Snackbar) 
8 p.m. -11:30 p.m. Dance- "Rise and Shine" (Snackbar) 
7 p.m. - 11 p.m. Pawn Entertainment (Patti Miller 'n' Dandelion 

Wine) -
8p.m. Sig Tau Alumni Party (1184th Avenue West) 
9p.m. Sig Pi Alumni Party (Sig Pi House) 
5 p .m. - 8 p.m. Alumni Get-Together (Menomonie Fish & Game 

Club) 

Saturday, Oct. 7 - "Homecoming" 
Noon - 1:30 p.m. Homecoming parade 
1:30 p.m. Homecoming Game Stout vs. Stevens Point (Nelson 

Field) 
8 p.m. "Nitty Gritty Dirt Band Concert" (Fieldhouse) 
5 p.m. - Midnight Alumni Reunion Banquet (Menomonie Armory) 
8:30 a.m. Sig Tau Alumni Breakfast (1184th Avenue West) 
8 a.m. Sig Phi Epsilon Breakfast (The Tap) 
10 a.m. Sig Pi Alumni Breakfast (Sig Pi House) 
9:30 a.m. Phi Sig Stockholders Meeting (50012th Avenue W.) 
10:30 - noon Alpha Omicron Pi Alum-mum Brunch (1818 6th St.) 
7:30 a.m . F.O.B. Alumni Breakfast (Bolo Inn) 
10 a.m. DZ Brunch (Room 111-112 Commons) 
9-10:30 a.m. Tri-Sig Breakfast (South Commons Dining Area) 
10:30 a.m. Alpha Sig Alumni Breakfast (Tainter Tea Room) 
9-11:30 a.m. Gamma Sig Brunch (International Room) 
10 - 11:30 a.m. Alpha Psi Omega Alumni Coffee (Harvey Hall 

Aud.) 
After Game APO Picnic (Riverside Park) 
After Game Alumni - Faculty Coffee Hour (Fieldhouse) 
6:30p·.m. Sig Tau Dinner Party (Black Steer, Eau Claire) 
7:30 p.m. Phi Sig Dinner Party (Last Frontier) 
8 p.m. Sig Pi Dinner and Dance (Last Frontier) 
6:30 p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

Sunday, Oct. 8 
11:30 a.m. Lutheran Ministry Service (Our Savior's Lutheran 

Church) 
Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

6: 30 p.m. Free Flicks - Lavender Hill Mob (Harvey Hall Aud.) 
Monday, Oct. 9 
6:30 p.m. Society of Advancement of Management (S.A.M.) 

meeting . Guest speaker will be Mr. Walter Fritz of Federal 
Reserve Bank in Minneapolis (Bluedevil Rm.) 

Tuesday, Oct. l°'b 
7 p.m. William P. Schultz, guest speaker at Stout Society of In

dustrial Technology (SSIT) meeting (Badger Room) 
7 p.m. Alfresco meeting at Punchbowl. Rides will leave from 

Harvey Hall Circle. 

Wednesday, Oct. 11 
8 p.m. Forum "Making Sexual Decision" 

Dr. Lowell Mays U. W. Medical School will speak on "Making_ 
Sexual Decisions - Why the Dilemma?" 

MEN, WOMEN 
Ever give the Ministr_y a thought? 

You like to get involved wi_th people! 

You like the excitement of vocational 
freedom! 

You like to struggle with real issues such 
as: Life, Death, Happiness, Hurt! 

You like to think you have something to 
give to people through the church! 

Why not talk with a representative of 
The Lutheran Theological Seminary, 

Columbus, Ohio. 

Sunday, October 8 at 1 p.m. at Our Savior's 

Lutheran Church, 910 Ninth St. 
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Regents approve three 
of Stout's proiect proposals 

Friday, Oct. 6, the members 
of the Board of Regents met in 
Madison to determine which 
projects proposed by 
Wisconsin University Systems 
for 1973-75 biennium should be 
passed and properly funded. Of 
the thirty-four projects which 
were' proposed and accepted; 
three a re Stout's . · 

Holding 11th place in priority 
is the remodeling of Harvey 
Ha ll. Shor tly ,· the Home 
Economics Department will be 
moving to the new Home 
Economics Building and the 
English and Social Science 
Departments will be relocated 
in Harvey Hall . Currently, 
these departments are located 
in two temporary structures; 
the Modulux, which is a pre
fabricated building Stout is 
leasing , and Ray Hall, the 
second oldest building on the 
campus . Upon completion of 
the remodeling projects, the 
Modulux will be vacated and 
removed from the campus. 
Ray Hall will be demolished. 

Fourteenth on the priority 
list is a request · for a new 
Vocational-Rehabilitation 
Building. This program was 
started at Stout in 1967 and the 
program is currently being 
conducted in three seperate 
structures : Eichelberger Hall , 
Hovlid Hall , and the Bauer 
Building . Not one of these 
buildings is adequate for the 
needs of this program. All 
three buildings have severe 

architectural barriers which 
grossly interfere with the 
operation of a department 
which serves physically 
handicapped persons as it 
prepares teachers and workers 
for the field of Vocational 
Rehabilitation. Eichelberger 
Hall is inadequate in spacing 
and mechanical support 
systems while counseling 
privacy is impossible in the 
Bauer Building . 

The last proposal from Stout 
students ranks 28th in priority. 
It is a request for an addition to 
the library to be used as a 
learning center. Our library 
has already completely in
tegrated its cataloging system 
to include both print and non
print educational materials . To 
complete the total integration 
plan, the stacks and storage 
areas within the center should 
accomodate both print and 
non-print media. 

These proposed plans , 
consisting of seven million of 
the $98 million budget , have 
now passed the highest level in 
the University system, the 
Board of Regents. They have 
yet to go through all legislative 
bodies in Wisconsin. Hopefully, 
we will definitely receive 
funding for remodeling of 
Harvey Hall and a- new 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
Center. However, the library 
addition may have to wait until 
the next biennium. 

11 Asphalt iungle'' added, 
parking still priority 

Long range development 
plans for Stout were dis~ussed 
by special guest, Mr. Axelson, 
at S.S.A. Tuesday evening. 
Students will be happy to hear 
the mall between the Commons 
and residence halls will be 
replaced by a reinforced 
sidewalk which will double as 
an emergency access. 
Bulletinboards are to be placed 
in the mall for the students' 
convenience. 

The area behind the Modulux 
is the only place on campus 
where private homes still 
stand. This land will eventually 
be purchased. 

Stout leases the Modulux 
yearly and plans to do away 
with it. As soon as the new 
Home Economics building is 
done and Harvey Hall is freed, 
renovation of second and third 
floors Harvey will begin. When 
this is completed, classes now 
held in the Modulux will be 
moved in. 

Red pine trees obtained from 
Eau Claire are already being 
planted strategically around 
campus for beautification. 

More trees and shrubs will be 
planted in spring 1973. 

Parking facilities will 
gradually move to the 
perimeter of the campus. By 
the installment of the new 
"asphalt jungle" as students 
call it, across from the library, 
"we have added 400-500 
parking spaces," chimed in 
Jim Nowaskey, Director of 
General Services, who was 
present at the meeting. About 
20 parking lot lights have been 
ordered and will be divided 
evenly among lots. 

Other business discussed by 
Cropp was a get together-rap 
session for off-<:ampus students 
on housing problems. Tuesday, 
Oct. 24 has been set aside for 
the rap. Time and place will be 
announced in the STOUTONIA. 

STOUTONIA is starting a 
"reaction line" through which 
students can ask questions. of 
the student senate or faculty. 
Just send letters, questions, or 
problems to the STOUTONIA 
and they will be published with 
a reply. 

Thursday, October 12, 1972 

WVSS dismisses d.i., 
guidelines violated are cited 
The student community has 

been quite upset these past few 
days over the dismissal of 
"Flash" Gorton, d. j. of the 9th 
Dimension series on WVSS. 
Rumor has it that this was due 
to one single incident this past 
Thursday night, but actually, it 
has been a build up of in
fractions over this semester. 

The FCC (Feder.11 Com
munications Commission ) 
regulations state that there is 
to be no editorialization on the 
radio by any of the announcers . 
A station cannot express an 
opinion over the air . A d.j . 
represents the station and 
therefore cannot view an 
opinion as this is editorializing. 
If a d.j . wants to air an opinion 
he can write an editorial to be 
aired in a special segment 
alloted to this . By a d.j. 's 
merely expressing a view at a 
chance moment the person, or 
whatever attacked has not no 
way to answer to defend 
himself or stand. 

This is what happened to 
Flash . He editorialized one too 
many times when he should 
have kept his opinions to 

himself. He also did not stick to 
his prepared format . To 
protect WVSS from further 
chances of a law suit for libel, 
the advisory committee at 
WVSS decided to suspend 
Flash for the remaining of this 
quarter . First quarter ends in 
two weeks, therefore, Flash 
would be eligible to return 
then. However, he will be off
campus teaching next quarter . 
There is a possibility that he 
will be able to be reinstated at 
WVSS second semester. 

The WVSS bulletin for the 
station workers reported 
Flash's apology and agreeing 
"that his editorializing was not 
necessary". 

Also in the bulletin were the 
ten guidelines for the d.j.'s 
responsibility while on the air. 
According to the coordinator 
there are three guidelines that 
Flash violated, more than 
once: 

" 4. To follow format while 
you are on your shift. Any 
exceptions should be cleared 
with Ace, Virginia, or the new 
program coordinator. 

5. To come on duty in a 
physical condition to operate. 
For many people sickness, 
alcohol, and drugs , make it 
impossible for them to be ef
ficient. It's better to sign off 
then to opei;ate if you are not in 
control of yourself. 

7. As program host, you do 
not represent yourself , but the 
UW-Stout-WVSS as a com
munity on the air. 
EDITORIALS, about things 
you don 't like are restricted to 
specific programs (News and 
Take 5 currently). Derogatory 
comments about orgainzations 
or activities are not your right 
as program host. They are 
your right on an editorial 
program with a disclaimer and 
WVSS then has the obligation 
to offer equal time to contrary 
opinions." 
· The station image, station 

funds , speech·department, and 
renewal of license are all in
volved and affected by in
fractions . The WVSS staff is 
trying to develop new 
guidelines for community and 
program hosts through a board 
of four students and four 
faculty members . 

Chancellor Swanson crowned Trudy Nodgaard, Alpha Phi can
didate, as the 1972 Homecoming Queen Friday night. 



i1tc STOUTONIA II • lktlc .ere &Ja .. ,-. • .....,.,..., k ia 
• N••l._.. uptrietttt, 11 la wrtc• .. W••• •Upin. 11N 
to &In tu ,1a1f memkn uperi<Mee &Jaal C'NI .. , to .... 
jNruJIIU~ priaclplts and pnctltt. 

· 1 Editorial .. 
Beat fhe housing rap! 

Off.campus housing is a problem for every 
campus. Student crleS of disgust and dismay over 
the llving conditions have always appalled the 
university communlt.v, though bringing few results . 

0, October 24 an Informal rap session lor those 
wishing to air grievances or colil'lments 9n their off . 
campus housing Is going lo be held. There will be 
several administrative people in attendance. mostly 
as resource people for the students lo ca ll on. 

The Idea for such a meeting came abou t after 
uw. Eau Claire success fully held a series of studen t. 
faculfy .landlord meetings last spring. At the first 
meeting students met. let off seam, and formed a 
committee to delve deeper In to the problems. Al 
subsequent meetings ci ly-count.y officials and 
landlords had thei r say. bringing all sides Into the 
picture. 

What we hope to galn from capllallzlng on Eau 
Claire's experlen'te is be tter cooperation between 
the university and approved off -campu s housing 
people. 

Students hopefully can construcllvely work 
towards bettering th ei r living quarters in 
cooperat ion with landlords and city officials . 

Many off -campus dwellers have expressed fear 
al speaking ou t about the conditions they've en
countered, in case II ls held against them. but we feel 
it is hurling themse lves and those who will even. 
tually li ve off-campus to not stand up. There might 
not be li ving conditions existing as th ey are today II 
someone before them had had the courage to 
pro"tes l . 

We hope students will meet this cha llenge and 
band together, for collectlvely you can have a strong 
voice in shaping! better enviornmen l to live in . 
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WYSS: topic of c9ntroversy-
Duir Editor! 

. ll wHreportedonthefront · 
page or the su,utonla, Oct . s 
!hat !he SSA diKussed tht 
rumored .. profani1y" on 
WVS.S. Accordirtg lo~ar
hcle, 

"Clhel Sen.,1ors suggnted 
th.it the'rndlostntionselect the 
image It .-.·Jshc, to prnjed over 
the air 11nd ttmnln wi th it. 
Appartntly. lhe eoncttl1 is 
m:unly m•er the imprn:,ion 
Slout is relaying 10 the com· 
munily " 

I don't bl'l1l'\'l'1lis the right 
ol WVSS 10 "select thc image" 

ol Stout It wl\htl to relay to the 
community. Any au.empl to 
relay "ant" image ol Sloul to 
lhc eommunllY and "ttmaln 
with ii" .-.1lUkt only be a 
dishonest auempl lo project an 
unrealiltJc lma,e ol Stout. 

::~~1d:Cn:,~:~=~ 
for an mllre student body1 II la 
di fferences In tastes and life 
stylesth.D1givesusvarietyand 
interesl. 

Let lhe community see that 
we ore open and mature 
enough 10 acc:q>l all opinions 
and 1aste11. • 

Janice CUinane 

,Eulogy for Flash 
• To the editor : 

The door has closed on 
Bl'yond The 9th Door. flash 
Gorton. the founding falhtt ol 
RRPI f Re11 lly Ripped 
Prod.Jcl lons: loc ) hH becn 
takcn olf the ai r at WVSS. 
Flash made a mistake, the 
same one he has made in the 
past. You can:1 editorialize on 
110 educatioolll rndio station. 
ll tdid. One time too many. 

('001munlntlonlJrl'aluk>111n 
Atthehe11rtof1hcproblemis 

a failurc to communicate 
S0mt0ne hears about 
somrthmg thal happens. He 
tells somi:one else who makes 
his own mind up about what 
"''as originally said The Ian 
person makes a statcmmt 
about the original happening 
:and finds that what he 1s saying 
,s really "'™II.· That 's .-.•hat 
happened to Flash 

SSAa tlat lu W\'SS! 
Ct'nSllr'Shlp isnl"'·aysnn the 

mlrda d the people wortlng In. 
the fltld ol rommlSllallorm. 
They are a fni ld ol prior cen
sorship. Prior cenaonhlp 
means thal a penon or group 
th.at has l)O',l,'Cf over• com
municatlons organizallon •can 
ttll th.at organization what they 
can or cannot do. There 11 • · 
fear of SSA because they hold 
the puru strings from hence 
the inoney Oov.'1 to keep WVSS 
on the alr. Once• year WVSS 
and a ll ofl the other 
organizationt on campus have 
to ple.d lo the "Gods ol 
Money" In •the form ol Tom 
Cropp, Bruce Meu,&er. Bob 
Massey. el al. for monry 10 
open te in the following )'tar. 

And IO a fear rises. Whiit if 
they don'! llke us'! Maybe lhty 
.-.·00·1 give us our money. When 
s~·eral SSA senators felt ol
fcn dt'd at 10meof the malerial 
ail"t'd on W\'SS, 11nd deddt'd to 
1a llt aboul it at lhtir SSA 
I uni. on pa~r, 

Dear Editor, . \. 

.. t~=~u:;~:,J~ 
The lul cGuple ol yean 1 have 
been llslfflnl lo WLS and 
KAA V became our own aaUon 
"''¥ 1trlctly "Medklcni F'rtod''.. 

Now thlt ,WVSS plays such 
· matfflllsasON1eCtrandO,orig 
a nd Frank Z.pp• Hor 
examplel l. I nnc1 It highly 
enjoyable ahd nnany war, 
thwtile to l is ten lo. . 
f'or !hole who are . morally 
offended. lhtft's . , .... )'I the 
state station u:011~1 .. 

Slncertly, 
MaryLorer-. 

Alleged ~ otesters 

deny letter 
Dear Edit.or: 

tit~e:· ~=!,! ~1:.'i 
Sc:re.mir•f:, wh.lch concerned 
WVSS, appe.ted on the 
editorial paae. nve girls 11t'ff'e 
1osay, lhe very leut, lhoeud 
to 1.ee !hat lhdr names, 
howevtt cutely arnoged, had 
been 1lgned to It. Thil we would 
like to prote1t! 

Nont of us have any COin· 
. plaints aboul the station or Ila 

staff and w.·e really apprttiat( 
and enjoy Its existence on 
campus. 

o:~.:t~":~~~ 
111'ho wf'Olt lhe letter- and lhe 

:nn°'lul,.,namll'II ~lthout our 

Allcellaugh 
CaniGniper 

Maggie Koehler 
Judy Weismueller • 

Kathy Bums 

Student's plea for Nixon 
To the editor 

As is po111tcd wt by tht' 
Democrats recf!ntly. in 1968 
rre,. :dent Nixon made the 
statemcnt, "ThOR' who have 
had a chanceforfour years and 
rould not produce peace &hould 
001 be given another chance " 
It c?"les quickly to may at
lent1on !hat Gtorgt McGovern 
and his fallhful companion' 
Sargtnl Shrivcr, have nothing 
else 10 offer (o the c.impaign 
than hot ai r . A1 the cl eel Ion 
~onl~al)pt'al'll more and 
mort ev ident to me lhat 

--=~i'k,!!!G::eer1'!t.r!:!J: 

•'hit he ii 1alkln1 about. Can't 
he offer any vlev,·1 thlt he 
doesn't have to take b.clt a· 
rouple ol da)'l laltr bttaUlt' o( 

latk ol 11.1pport. or H he ealll 

~:s:,e3~e:~~;i~::~ 
Nixon was confronted with the 
fact thal President Joh'*K! 
hu 1ent ovcr all OUf military 
llrmgth to Vlrtnam, and It was 
},~ to him to brins UI home 
"President Nixon hu ~ 

l"Vcrythi~ in hi1 po.-.·er ~ 
hrini,t pc:1ee 10 Vlttnnm without 
aacrlflelng the South V1el
nameae In lhe proceu. lie has 
hroURhthome~.OOOmen 
reduced CHU&ltiea hy 9$ 
perct"nt .. . and cul •pending by 
1wo,thlrd1. Al th\1 11 wnu,n. 
1trongs1eps are being taken to 
get the enemy to cc.aw, Ila 
aggrcuion and makc peace." 
But can you rtally blalT'e the 
North Yictnamese! Sure lhe 
Ri.ul,n1andthcO!lnese. 1heir 
cloae11 •Illes, alona with the 
re1t ol the countrte1 of lhc 
world have pleaded with them 

~Jt:i~a'i':. ~~~ ~foo~ 
)'OU knew tt.t there WU IOmt 
chanc:e thtl the 1tron1est 
nation could elK'I sw:h • weak 
man, lhl,t they lthe North 
VletnamaeJ t'O!Jld make U1 
look like KU'ed rabbH1 by 
havlrw to come c:nwl .;J bet: 
for mef't")' Don't you people ot 

Am~~ hattll::'°: t::* ~ 
i:.:;:: . .. _"'"""'·"~ obvlOla that Gearae llcGoYttn 
won'1ae1UlwtclY!flblam the 

.-.•a)· he claimed he would 
before the convention. And 
lhen as aoon as he h.ad thll 
aewedupheallofa audden Aid 

. ~~i1~~:~m~ta~ 
ships In lhe aru just 11'1 cue. 
This to me 11 a man who baa lO 
lry and lie to get whit he 
w.anui. only to have all hC. Ila 
go back on him, 1nd Ihm t.o 
have to lie 10 pl out ol them 
again. He la just tunnlfll ll'IODe 
,vlclC1J1clttle. a clrdet.hltll 

fni~I~ ~:~per and delper 

II Senator Mc0oY1m,-D1 
bellenble! At the tut CCUll 
that WUUken Sen. Mc0ownt 
had to to lhnrulh 1b: er N'¥lll 
men before he CIOllld ftDd 
IOmfOl'lt who would run wtUt 
tim. l\la Ideas are c:oDl&aJll.b' 

=:~r:;~'1:1~yc1a:= 
group that wani. the o,po11111 
~ I.change hla mind jmt u. · 

President Nixon beDev• II 
c:utUns only ~ out tJI dill: 
rleftnae budaet 50 ., IO 
<'•L • ,-let 



Ms. Carabillo asks recognition 
of "women's perso~hood" 
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Newcastle experience: 
an open letter 

"It all began in the garden of 
Eden with Adam and Lilith" 
began Toni Carabillo, vice 
president for public relations of 
Now (the National 
Organization for Women). Ms. 
Carabillo spoke to a large 
crowded room of attentive 
young people Wednesday, Oct. 
4, as part of homecoming 
activities. 

If you are wondering how 
Lilith got into the garden 
before Eve, Ms . Carabillo has 
the answer. According to Ms. 
Carabillo the sexes were 
created simultaneously in the 
"image of God" which makes 
them equal. This "Adam's rib" 
business has got fo go. Ap
parently Lilith wouldn't put up 
with Adam's superiority 
complex so she flew away. Eve 
replaced Lilith and pulled a 
dirty trick on Adam by giving 
him "the apple." When Adam 
took a bite of that apple he 
performed the first act of 
chivalry. 

On unequal salaries and 
compensations, she says: "The 
compensation for women is 
supposed to be chivalry. But if 
having someone light your 
cigarette, hold your coat, or 
open doors for you, costs you on 
the average $3,000 a year out of 
your salary, is it really a good 
buy?" Her major concern, 
though , is more tha:n "equal 
pay for equal work." It's for 
self-liberation. And she adds 
that "the bra-burning , 
cosmetic-dumping, con
siousness-raising aspect of the 
movement had a deeper 
meaning than most people 
want to recognize." 

All women are asking for 
today can be summed upon one 
word "Personhood," the 
unalienable right to be. The 
process of socialization of 
young children imprisons them 
in their sex role. "Boys do, 
girls just are" said Carabillo. 
Boys are told to act like men -
be active , independent, strong 
and competitive. Male children 
are even better fed, probably 
because they eat so much more 
than girls , but that can be 
attributed to the fact that boys 
are more active than girls. 
Nevertheless, it is a fact that 

gor'f I'mtaki11gaPoll, 
sir. Would" gou tell 

me what you 
Yes"? considertobeour 

count:Yy~ GREATEST 
. T~l2.EAT?? 

twice as many girls suffer from 
malnutrition to this day. 

"Girls are not expected to 
make anything of themselves 
just get married and live 
happily ever after. Too bad it 
doesn't work that way," said 
Carabillo. Although little girls 
believe that being a wife and a 
mommy are ideal states, many 
women end up with a big 
surprise when they enter the 
state of marriage. Often there 
are two marriages in every 
union, "his" and "hers." 
Sometimes 'his' version and 
'her' version just do not 
coincide. She finds out his work 
usually comes first. His work 
provides him with intellectual 
development. She gets the kids 
and the house to clean - plus 
taking care of the hero of the 
home without destroying his 
ego by letting him know she is 
taking care of him. This is 
where the old saying "Women 
love men but men love work" 
comes in. 

We must realize that being a 
wife doesn't always last a 
lifetime. "Perhaps we should 
redesign marriage and 
motherhood" said Ms. 
Carabillo - instead of making 
these full-time jobs, let them be 
secondary. Women can be 
productive members of 
society. Encourage females to 
have a career. Woman need not 
loose her femaleness by 
becoming educated. She would 

For instance: 
fl.IE WAl2? .. POLLUTION? .. 
~CIA.L ONl2EST?.. BUSING?.. 
DRUG ABUSE? .. TA")(.ES? ... 
POI/ER.T<,> ?_ WOMEN'S 
LIB? .. CIIINA.? ... 12.USSIA? .. 
JANE FONDA? ... 
OR, "OTI-IER'~ 

''Other'.' .. 
and 

"Other'r 
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enrich the life of her husband 
and children. The sharing of 
minds is important in 
marriage. No real evidence 
has been shown that proves 
working mothers are 
damaging to offspring. "It is 
the quality not the quantity of 
time spent with a child by both 
parents that counts." 

Have you ever wandered 
why the female is so concerned 
about her looks? Often a 
woman's body is the only thing 
she has . Women spend $48 
million a year on eye makeup 
alone. She is told the hair she 
was born with is the wrong 
color, and a wig will cover up 
the mistake completely . 
What's a woman to do when she 
finds out "the beauty is a 
beast?" 

Ms . Carabillo warns that "so 
long as women are left to be the 
subordinate, submissive class, 
the basic fabric of this society . 
.. will not change. Might well 
continue to make right; power, 
not truth, will prevail. The 
resort to violence will always 
by an option, and often, the 
first choice." 

She calls all the civil rights 
movements of the past decade 
the Second American 
Revolution and says that its 
goal is ''to change the rhetoric 
of the first American 
Revolution . .. into day-to-day 
reality NOW." 

TWO''OTl-lEl2.~"?r 
Ver!:j well,sir .. . 
Would you 
please list 
the country~ 
top threats'? 

~ 

"Other"#l : 
That George 
McGovern 
might be 
elected 

President. 

Dear Stout, 

All 19 students have arrived safely in England for the U.W.
Stout exchange to the Newcastle Polytechnic in Newcastle upon 
Tyne. The students, juniors and seniors, are now enrolled in 
courses either relating to their major or courses that will fulflll 
the requirements for graduation. The students represent many of 
the different majors, including hotel and restaurant 
management, industrial education, home economics education, 
and art education. 

During the summer season the Newcastle area is a tourist 
center for many Scots and Southern Englishmen. Americ:1n 
tourists are drawn more to London. As a result the "Georgies" 
have had little exposure to Americans. We have found them to be 
very helpful, polite and courteous race . Their pace seems to be 
much slower than ours and they seem to enjoy life to the fullest. In 
England, as in many other parts of Europe, tradition plays a large 
part in the everyday life pattern. Though long hair is very 
popular, liberal ideas more outspoken th!in in the past, English 
tradition is deep rooted in every "limey." Thus, our adjustment to 
their customs and traditions will be just as much of a learning 
experience as if we had spent that same time in a classroom. 

As the English system differs greatly from ours, we have 
found the registering of classes difficult. However, the faculty and 
staff of the Polytechnic have been very helpful in aecomodating 
our needs . Some of the department heads have set up new blocks 
of classes and private seminars in order to increase our work load 
to a minimum 16 credits. They realize the difference in our 
educational systems and have done everything possible to help fill 
this gap. 

Dr. Geoffrey Brownlee, the Public Relations Officer at the 
Polytechnic, has planned different events for us for this semester. 
Included in our plans are a five-day trip to London, a three-day 
visit to Edinburgh, a tour of the Scottish breweries, a visit to York 
- in Yorkshire County - and other tours and visits relating 
England to our individual majors. On our arrival we met the Lord 
Mayor of Newcastle and were given a tour of the new six million 
dollar Civic Center, a truly impressive sight. 

Yes, we are missing many of the events, classes, and good 
times that make Stout the best campus in the University system, 
yet hopefully the things we will learn in this foreign exchange will 
be passed on when we return with Stout as a whole benefiting the 
most. 

Michael Schwantes 

IRHC propose students 
store bikes in dorm rooms 

Representatives at the Inter 
Resident Hall Council (IRHC) 
meeting Monday night were 
reminded that the presidential 
election is next Wednesday, 
Oct. 18. The presidental can
didates are William Kane and 
Russel Birkholz. Voting will be 
held at the Commons and 
Tainter, 9 a .m. to 4 p.m. 
Students are reminded to take 
their yellow activity card when 
voting. 

''0therN#2: 
That 12icliard 
Nixon might 
be elected 
President. 

A petition containing the 
right to store bicycles in in
dividual rooms and in a 
common storage area within 
the dorms was introduced and 
will be presented to the 
Housing Staff later this week. 
Attached to this petition was 
the idea that each dorm would 
have some leeway as to the 
amount of fine charged at the 
first offense and each one 
thereafter. The revenue from 
these fines would go into each 
dorm treasury. 

A budget of $9,218 was 
proposed for the IRHC budget. 
In order that IRHC 
representatives might have 
more time to consider this 
proposal, it was decided that 
the voting wouldn't take place 
until the next meeting. 

A student from Eau Claire 
wishes to come in to take 
pictures for individual floors, 

- _- II _, 
~alGG~H . 

· but the general consensus was 
that if someone from Stout is 
interested, they should be 
given the first chance. The 
matter will be voted on at the 
next meeting. 

Residence Hall 

People 

Don't forget To 

Vote for IRHC 
President 

SUPPER CLUB 
NOW FEATURING SUNDAY LUNCH 

12 Noon Until 9:00 p.m. 
CHOICE 

Roast Prime Rib of Beef $
2

tS Broiled New York Strip 
on French Bread with on French Bread with 
Cole Slaw and Au Jus Cole Slaw and Au Jus 

COMPLETE MENU ALSO AVAILABLE 
.... Friday - Fish Fry .... 

Tues.-Sat. - Diningroom & Bar Open at 5 :00 p.m. 
- PLANNING AP ARTY? -

Closed..M.on_dc!.Y 962-3870 
From 1-94 North on 25 to "D" - Right 4 Miles 

Wed., Oct. 18, 1972 

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at 
Tainter or Commons 
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Sounds of 
our times 

by Tom Bunke 
A situation involving one of 

Stout's d.j.'s has been brought 
to my attention which the 
entire student body should be 
aware of. It seems Flash's 
radio program is under fire by 
our n_oble Student Senate. 

I do have the right to 
editorialize, so here goes . 
Flash aired several requested 
cuts off a certain humorous 
L.P. The Student Senate voiced 
their prudish opinion that d.j . 's 
shouldn't play obscene 
material. l.Jpon reading the 
Student Senate's coll)ment, 
Flash voiced his opinion 
regarding the Senate's little 
ditty. As a result, Thursday 
nights no longer will include 
Flash's program. Comments 
by the WVSS Advisory Council 
concerning the mental and 
physical condition of Flash 
have absolutely no bearing on 
his ability to put out one of the 
finer college radio programs 
I've heard. 

The Senate wants d.j .'s to 
have guidelines. What 
guidelines are necessary'? If 
the listener doesn't care for his 
program, simply turn to 
another station. 

Stout students if you don't 
want the Senate to be looking 
over our d.j.'s back; write in, 
call in, drop in, but by all 
means come to the aid of 
Flash. Stout -needs Flash and 
Flash needs your help. 

I talked with Flash about this 
matter and this is what he had 
to say, "I understand there has 
been some controversy over 
my remarks about the Stout 
Student Senate. Last Thursday 
night I was legally wrong in 
editorializing over the air and 
knew I would be suspended 
because of it . The thing I was 
trying to do was bring this 
thing out in the open. The Stout 
Student Senate requests that 
WVSS bring forth guidelines as 
to what kind of material the 
d.j.'s should play, Maybe what 
I am really talking about is : 
Should the Stout Student 
Senate be able to tell the 
organizations which it funds, in 
which direction they should 
head'?" 

If by any chance a Senate 
member is reading this, I am 
sure you '11 enjoy this nice clean 
record review. As I remember 
Jose Feliciano doesn't get too 
crude on wax. 
Title: "Memphis Menu" 
Artist: Jose Feliciano 
Label: RCA 

Jose Feliciano's 21st album 
for RCA is more or less a copy 
of his previous 20. Feliciano's 
soul-less voice is average, his 
guitar work ho-hum, and with 
the exception of one tune, his 
songs are bland and boring. 
The one exceptional song is 
"Lay Lady Lay" (remember 
Dy)an'?) and even this song 
could use some work. 

'.'Feliciano!" a earlier 
album, is the only album I own 
by.Jose and if his latest work is 
any example of what is in store 
f01~ us, the only album worth 
spending money on. 

True, I didn't have much to 
say about Jose, I had alot to 
say about the injustice of the 
Student Senate, but also, there 
is something worth mentioning 
- Stephen Stills and Manassas 
are coming to Madison on Oct. 
26. 

The Stoutonia - 4 •. ~ .... ,, 
\ \ 

Chancellor Swanson saves 
money by living 'at home' 

The new chancellor of UW
Stout has turned down an 
opportunity to reside in a state
owned historical home that has 
been occupied by all his 
predecessors. 

The residence was pur
chased by the University's 
founder, James H. Stout, 
around the turn of the century 
and has been the home of every 
man who has headed the 79-
year-old institution. 

Robert Swanson, appointed 
chancellor at Stout Sept. 8, said 
he will continue to live in the 
small house in Menomonie 
which he built himself. 

The 14-room, state-owned 
residence had been provided to 
previous university heads rent
free, as a fringe benefit, along 
with services such as gar
dening, cleaning, heat and 
lights. Swanson's decision not 
to use the residence will mean 
a loss of services to him valued 
by the university officials at 
several thousand dollars . 

He said he and wife made the 
decision not to move because 
they wanted to remain near 
friends in their neighborhood. 
They also felt this would enable 
them to entertain students and 
faculty in a more informal 
setting. 

"We are in a neighborhood 
with a group of people we like 
very well," he stated. "We 
have felt that we have been 
members of the community as 
private citizens for a long 

time; and in this new role, we 
would still like to remain that 
particular stature." 

Regarding the loss of ser
vice, Swanson said, "In a time 
of a little tighter financial 
concern for the university, we 
felt we could probably make a 
better educational use of the 
building rather than using it as 
a chancellor's home." 

The exact future of the 
building is not certain, but he 
said it will probably be used for 
"some kind of educational 
purpose." 

The men who headed Stout 
were originally given use of the 
residence because facilities to 
entertain on campus were 
limited, he noted. Today, 
however, there are a number of 
places where larger formal 
gatherings can take place. 

His present home can be 
used for a less formal setting to 
entertain students, faculty and 
townspeople, he said. "The 
more informal setting is going 
to be a way of bringing 
students and faculty together." 

The historical home was 
built by a Menomonie lumber 
barron, Col. George La Pointe, 
in the late 1800's and purchased 
by Stout in 1908. It was oc
cupied that year by Lorenzo 
Dow Harvey, the first man to 
head the institution. At that 
time Stout was a private school 
and when the property was 
turned over to the state in 1911, 
the residence was included. 

Dining - Dancing - Cocktails 

JCT 1-94 - 12 - 40 • ELK MOUND. WIS 54 739 

NOON LUNCHEONS DAILY 11 :30- 2 P .M. 
( Except Saturday) 

Facilities for Wedding, Banquets & Parties 

Phone 879-5506 

Appearing October J 5, Sunday 

Tickets available 
Advance $1.75 

in student union 
Door $2.00 

Appearing tltru October 15 . 

SOUND SPECTRUM 
INFORMAL FASHION SHOW 
Every 2nd and 4th Friday of the month 

This week features the Boston Store, 
Sears & Roebuck and Cerrias Ski wear 

$10.00 Gift Certificate will be given. 



Leaky roofs, 

sagging porches, 

rodents and other 

fun things 

bothering you? 

Do you have a 

gripe about your 

off-campus 

housing? 

Come and air 

your feelings at 

an open meeting 

on Oct. 24 at 

8 p.m. in the 

East Ballroom. 

Concerned 

faculty and 

administration 

will be there, 

we want to help! 

Sponsored by 

Stout Student 

Association and 

the Stoutonia. 

If it's ·that bad-

tell us! 

McGovern, Nixon compared on 
military spending, arms control 
Nixon Military Spending 

Military spending has gone up during the Nixon Ad
ministration: the last Johnson Defense Dept. request for FY 1969 
was $80.4 billion ; for FY 1973 Nixon initially asked $83.5 billion. 
Following escalation of hostilities in the spring of this year, he 
revised his request upward to $86 billion. 

This $5 billion increase, plus the so-called Vietnam "peace 
dividend" have been absorbed largely by increased personnel 
costs, inflation and cost overruns. Department of Defense 
projections for the future suggest further increases for new 
weapons systems like Trident, a huge submarine mounted with 24 
intercontinental missile launchers , equipped with MIRV's 
<multiple independently targeted reentry vehicles). 

Secretary of Defense Laird has indicated that in future years 
the military budget would be kept near 7 percent of the gross 
national product. Based on increase in GNP in recent years this 
would mean approximately a $5 to $6 billion increase each year in 
military spending. The Administration has not explained how 
defense needs relate to GNP. 

The Nixon Administration's nuclear policy has been clarified 
by the SALT treaty and agreements : a rough nuclear parity has 
been accepted with the USSR. The arms race is to become a race 
for quality not quantity . The U.S. hopes to maintain technological 
superiority and to continue to produce nuclear weapons allowed 
under the treaty and agreements and those excluded from 
limitations, such as nuclear bombers, aircraft carriers, MIRV's 
for submarines and ICBM's. 

The "Nixon doctrine" stresses arming other countries to fight 
their own battles with U.S. weapons. Foreign military assistance 
has gone up during his Administration . Total U.S. foreign military 
assistance is now approximately $6 billion a year, more than half 
of which is for South Vietnam, Cambodia. and Laos. 

Arms Control-Disarmament 
The SALT treaty and agreement signed in Moscow by the 

President May 26, prohibits nationwide deployment of anti
ballistic missiles; it permits two ABM systems, one around the 
capital, the other to protect one intercontinental ballistic missile 
launching area. A separate agreement and protocol would limit 
for up to five years deployment of strategic offensive missile 
launchers on land and in submarines. 

At Moscow on May 29 Nixon also signed certain "Basic 
Principles" which included this statement: "The U.S.A. and the 
U .S.S.R. regard as the ultimate objective of their efforts the 
achievement of general and complete disarmament and the 
establishment of an errective system of international security in 
accordance with the purposed and principles of the U .N." 

Other international agreements signed during Nixon's Ad
ministration include : a treaty to prohibit placing nuclear 
weapons on the ocean floor beyond a 12-mile zone (2-11-71) and a 
convention to prohibit development , production, and stockpiling 
of biological weapons and toxins (4-10-72). 

China 
Nixon's visit to Peking has been followed by increasing 

political and cultural contacts and trade explorations, but not 
formal diplomatic relations. 

The Administration supported U.N. seating of the P.R.C. in 
1971. This shift in policy was coupled with efforts to retain a seat 
in the U.N. for the Republic of China. The U.S. position was 
rejected by the majority in the U.N. 

Taiwan - In the joint Feb. 27 communique from Peking the 
U.S. position is states: "The United States acknowledges that all 
Chinese on either side of the Taiwan Strait maintain ther-e is but 
one China and that Taiwan is a part of China. The U.S. govern
ment does not challenge that position. It reaffirms its interest in a 
peaceful settlement of the Taiwan question by the Chinese 
themselves. With this prospect in mind, it affirms the ultimate 
objective of the withdrawal of all U.S. forces and military in
stallations from Taiwan. In the meantime, it will progressively 
reduce its forces and military installations on Taiwan as the 
tension in the area diminished." 

Nixon proposes $113 million in military assistance to Taiwan 
in the 1973 fiscal year, an $8 million increase over its FY 1972 
program. 

Cure the Hungriesl 

McGovern - Military Spending 
Reducing military spending is one of McGovern's highest 

priorities. He has consistently voted to abolish or reduce spendiflg 
from ABM and to reduce spending on specific weapons systems 
such as the C5A and B-1 planes and the main battle tank. He hlls 
voted for amendments to limit or end the use of herbicides in 
Vietnam. 

He has never voted against the entire Department of Defense 
appropriations bill, but voted or paired against final passage "of 
the military procurement bill in 1969, 1970, and 1971. 

In 1971 he attempted to have the Administration submit an 
alternative military budget for FY 1973 of $60 billion with 
recommendations for conversion planning. His amendment was 
defeated 26 to 58 (9-23971). 

In his proposed budget, he would reduce military spending by 
$33 billion over the next three years to $54.8 billion by fiscal year 
1975. Work would be halted on the B-1 bomber and Trident. The 41 
Polaris-Poseidon submarine-missile force would be maintained, 
but plans to upgrade the system would be discontinued. Further 
development of the Safeguard ABM system would be stopped, 
with research only continued. Uniformed military personnel 
would be reduced from 2.3 to 1.7 million, and civilian Department 
of Defense personnel from one million to 761,000. U.S. troops in 
Europe would be reduced from 300,000 to 130,000. All U.S. troops 
and air force personnel would be withdrawn, from Vietnam, 
Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, and South Korea. 

Arms Control-Disarmament 

McGovern has supported various arms control measures, 
including the 1963 nuclear weapons ban, the nonproliferation 
treaty , the Seabed Treaty, and the ABM treaty. He also 
cosponsored a Senate Resolution (No. 273) calling on the Ad
ministration to negotiate a comprehensive ban on all further 
nuclear weapons tests. He is more ready than Nixon to cut back 
U.S. arms spending without waiting for negotiated agreements on 
every point, as shown by his votes to delete all ABM funds, cut 
military spending, and decrease U.S. troops in Europe. 

China 

McGovern was an early advocate of a revised China policy. In 
a major Senate speech May 3, 1966, he advocated a series of 
changes including an end to U.S. opposition to ·the admission of 
China to the U.N. and increased trade in non-strategic goods. 

On March 24, 1971, McGovern sponsored S. Res. 82. 82 urging 
U.S. support of a U .N. resolution acknowledging the P .R.C. as the 
sole representative of China in the U.N., negofiations toward the 
establishment of diplomatic relations between the U.S. and the 
P.R.C. and recognition of "the People's Republic as the sole 
legitimate government of China, leaving the future status of 
Taiwan to a peaceful resolution by the people on both sides of the 

. Taiwan Straits." 

We all know you've been 
thinking about it .. . 

So why not do it! 
Even for just one. 

The Body Shop 
614 Mc:1in St. 

Discover the World on Your 

SEMESTER AT SEA 
Sails each September & February 

Combine accredited study with 
educational stops in Africa, Aus
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000 
students from 450 campuses have 
already experienced this interna
tional program. A wide range of 
fi nancial aid is avai lab le. Write 
now for free catalog: 

Truck on down to the SUBWAY WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666 
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r H~~e You Heard~·· 
sexual decisions dro/~n cuiv ure 

''Se:a:ua l Otti1ion1 -
P1ychosomatic Con 
aider1tiOAS'.:.. l1 the subj«: t d 
the secood or three talks 
sponsored by the Miniltry, 

~:::
1?,n5r~erJmr!"for . 

Wom en's Altern~tivts . Dr 
Cyril S\·oboda, developmental 
~ychologist , and his wife, 
Judy Steinke S\'Obad.l, resideit 
head , both m UW-Ma dison, will 
addr ess 1hc cam pu s and 
rommuni1y 1n the F'ieldhouse 
~lll WNincsd:iy, Ocl. II 111 I 
p.m A5 Dr Mays 111·as this ,..,,k, they'll be avai lablt' 
af terwa rd s 1n several 
res1drol't' h;ills for follow ,up 
diS<'USSIOn 

federal service exa m 

Notice - Sen iors and 
Graduate Students - Are you 
111u!re1tcdln1 good job'! 

The FNkral Sttvice En, 
tr.rncc Ex.11mination ... ,ll be 
givtn II the Eau Cla.i~ Poet 
Otriceon()(:1 211111 :JOa .m . To 
obtain an announcement 
bo'*let. pkasecallthf!toll-frtt 
ce lcphonc number. 800-2'42· 
9191 

lk11111mrc wilb Novtmbff. 
1he exam 111,•ilJ be gj\·tn C\U)' 
SttOnd Saturday pl the monlh 
11 lhfo Eau Clai~ location. A.1 
1nprn<1rusyean.thcrewillbc 
no cum gl\·en in Ottotmbcr 

If you have any QUeltiorw 
regarding this examination. 
plcHC COOlllCI the Milwauktt 
Arn Office at the above toll 
ffff t~ numbcr 

Ann<1.1ndrc drop-In s«vioc 
at Menomonie D1y Care 
Center rrom 7 1.m.-5:30 p.m., 
Monday Urough Friday, for 
children two to nve ·ycan old. 
Just call in at m-201t . lhtn 
drop In. Thrtt licensed 
teachers provide an 
educational tnylronmtnl. 

TIie COit ii 75 cents per hour 
for the fint child, and::9(1 emu 
for each addi l lonil child . 
Ht'gular service Is also 
aoil.able 

nutrition .,,d foods 
Thto Nutri tion and Foods 

Associalionwill havt' anopcn 
mtttlf1J for 111 students in
tenstftl m the Nutrition and 
fo'oods Field. Oct. 16, a t 7 p.m. 
in the Pn!aidcnts Room ol the 
Student Centtt 

1o_wer help 

Anyqne inltt't'sted m helping 
-.•1th lht Tower th is yrar come 
10 a gt'nrral mttlin1 on 
Monday, Oct. 16 ~ 1!1 p.m. and 
5ft' ho-.• you c.in get inV()h-ed 
No p1'vious t'lperlence 

""""" 
hay ride 

~wiUbeah.iyridt'Ocl. 
14 with auanintttd fun and 
friends . Mret at llaniey Hall 
circle al 7:J!i p.m. The CUi i ls 
Si 50 per person. Rt'frnhmcntJ 
will be served. lnttt Varsity 
O,ristian Fellowship wt'lcomes 
,11 

You like lee denim 

bell bottoms 

-you'll love Britches 

great new 

prices on them! 
Lee's 10 oz . button-thru-fly denim 
be lls . 4-patch pockets, 10-rise , w ide 
bell-bottoms . Waists 16--ll . 

$597 

Lee's rugged 14 01. western denim 
bells . Front scoop pockets, back 
patch pockets. Waists 16-JI. 

There's ( een a price revolutlon al 
Britches - Check ii out and see! 

ll.1Tc'11V 
L-Mart Shopping Center 

volleyball 

ol Octw2:m":n~ t~n~~ 
Volleyb&II. GamH will' be 
played T'uHdly nl&hlt, wtlh 

~eage~~:.o~::~:. 
and t :30 hinly if needed). Each 
tNllm wtll play a match con
lil lln& ol 1hree tffl bilnute 
pmn I nlghL A toum1m&it 
willbt'~thelastweck 
bt'lwttn lht' top teuns of uch 
Jrague. Volleyball ii open to all 
""'OITil!n atUdt'nts on or off 
c.ampwi. Atendollarforft'it fte 
is bt'irc collttted •pin tlil 
yur . This fee will be returned 
when the gamn_.are over, 
provided your t.cam tlas for· 
fdtttl no 1amn. 
Entry blanks and ruin a re 
available from tht' RA'1 or 
rutskle ol Room 213 of the 
Fieldhouae. Enry forms ~ould 
be rrturned to Room 21.1 by 
Ocl. 16. A captain"& mteting 
-..;11 be held Oct.~111 In Room 217 
at &;30 p.m. The c•rtaln ol 
e.ach lt',lm should attend. 

If you have any qucsUoR!I 
call ponnr Shansbt'rg, m-JOBI 
or Ja~ Van Dykt' a t m-914.!i. 

i.e. club 
The nei:1 ~ula r mmirc ol 

the Industrial Ed. Oub will 
begin with a group picture·on 
Tuesday, Oct. 17 at 6:30 p.m. 
911rt and ties ire corwidettd 
appropiale drest Following 
the group picture the club will 
adjourn to Pint Point tor beer 
and snub. ProspectiVt' 
mt'fflben are invited. Tim.e 
and place for pictures will be 
post~. Membersbilef'eatedin 
"Ire lO the WIEA conventiori 
tn Milwaukee , Nov. 2 and 3. 
please sign up 111 the clapper 
box. · 

fflA(taSII 

Tht' Stout Ch•ptt.r of 
MANASA. • medal hwtll 

:Jri!:°u. °'o:.:::r'-.~ 
mtttltC an Nond,;y , 0d. II at 
I p.m. In ~ lntema.UonaJ 
Room d the Studmt Cmtar. =r: r!:i!.f:'.~': 

-'"film on Ment•I Hullh. 

Rt'treahmenta will be ·1· MA.NASA hH he ld e 
reputation of I.he t 
oraanbaUOf'I In the atate. Join 
\8 for • vohlntecr txJ)t'ricnC'e 
that ycu wtm't roraet. 

bake Hie 

Bakes.ale - Tuesday, Od . 17 
begiMir"C at 7:30 •.m. in the 
Stude.)1 Center Snadtbar. S.ie 
las ts " I ii all tht' 1oodits are 
gont' . ,. Sponsored by 
Menomonie chapler of . ZPG. 

i.e. majors 

All industrial education 
students who ire plannl,_ to 
complete lht'ir atudt'nl 
ieaching recp.1iremen1 cktring 
the lttOnd quarter ol this 
school yt'ar and a re ••I 
presently t'nrolled In 
OJrrlC'\.tlum Oevt'IOpment this 
quarter must atop In Room 41S, 
Harvey Hall . and lign up for 
the requl·red-ln -at'rvice 
mce:tirc. All iB'armaliOf'I on 
this meeting may be obtained 
al this timt'. You must sign up 
before Oct 11. 

\ 
bolll<-11 
n... 'trill be • Wameo·a 

Vanity Buketbl.U team 
meett,w at IP 1h11 old team 
mm11b.rl '11and1J, Od. U at 

;;:'J:.;. .. ~~~ 
toaUmd. A IDNlUIII fer riew 
membll'I will : be bad on 

· ;i:=:1m~~ A-::::: 
sOYlet Mmlnar 

. The aMUal SorW.Seminar b 
ac;heduled for April I-Ap-11 2:1 . ~.~-~--
UNOQ and will lnaludl \'Ults to 
Lel1in1nd, T•Uln, Kiev 
Odell, and lloecow. The CClli 
ol lhe tour la tmo."ll )9tl are 
Interested, SH Mr. Balley In 
MX ... 

· gamm'a slg's . 

G1m ma Sl1m• Si1m1 , 
national lff't'lce sorority, 

=i;t~r:--~~: 
claa. Tbe new memben are: 
Eiml Buck, Penny Dunc.In. 
Gall Gt.rike, Nancy "Ludy. 
Mary Jo Melts, Mary Jane 
Pampek, and Jcm1 Bellrul. So 
far lhe&irkart:dokc• line job 
organiJ.in&: their Nl'Ykt Ind ......, ..... Inc._. ,,. 
pl,ed&e ptriod ii a time fir 
rewardln1 frlendthlp1 and 
experlmca. We wilh the lirla 
the be.t of Judi: with I.Mir 

~!':u.':t°"~oolt ~or.ran! to 

texts.le 

DilcotrltS.le 
ofRt'nt&lTe:xll 

""""""'""'¥--~~~• 
Oct. 16-20 

Hot.-S : 
l :JOa.m. -1:JOp.m . 

Kffl2"~::.:1;t~ 
MUM.hllveta:twllb)"OU. 
All uteiat:Mh and ftnal. 

Ill quu1iu textl 

latQuart.erTata 
Due, 

Friday, Oct. IO, 4:.,p.m. 
Sllatel'lne 

forucbta:l ...... , 
Mon ·F'rl. from l :lllto4p.m 

Claa11fled Ada 
rnn SAU'-

F•r Se~: 11186 Dart ffll +door 
:m cu. in. • .ooo actual mllel 
C. 11 m-07'73, 

"" A .. rrkH Ra•Wer. Fl.Lr 
rondilion Call Mal)' 0 . 
:JOI , Ext. 1254. 

WA.'\'TED-

l'hiM11tnphn Wu ... : Fir 
photoaniphl• HKMC. Winter 
Carnival Candidate. Conlad 
Julie BacOI\ a l 213&. 

St-:RVICF.JI OFFE~ 

:i'~~-''<tm8:t' ~wr; 
~~t~~II~~ ~ Mc· 

I.JlST AND fo'OUN~ 

l'ontact l,e,nsea Feu .. by 7th 
St and l?th. Av!!. on SUnd,ay, 
Call 235-'Z13J er m-11111. Illy 
he you"' 

~~l
1
ch~ :~m!n~r ~: 

rrwanl. Call Kevlnat2:IMINI. 

I.Jal - Light IOede coet w-belt 
nnd t 11>-out tining, aiza 40, Loll 
S.aturda r 4 p.m,, near 
~~ klund Heward, Dan m-



· fl.sh eu_lD9Y contln~ 
medlfll. wvss felt u. need Lo . ,met tbnnNtnl.. 

~uoridation again an issue 
on election day 

It 11 a relief IO know U.t . '1F."1W•Jklewla. 
there ll no prior OIMllrlblp at For lht fourth Ume since 
Stout • yet. Al. the fJled SSA 111&1, t1Ktion dly la bri•ffll 
meetla1 where WVSS WH wllh_,. ii • referendum on 
dlKUUed, WYSS ... rtuoridaticwi ol the city'• waler 

• <lie~ not 11Uadred. nub q,p,ly. I.Mt pre1mtecMn lffl, 
heard abtu the ~ lhe'teftteodum lo.a by a mere 
from le\ler&I people wbo Md 12.5 votn Althouah a 
ifferject.ed lhtlr own op;aionl rtltttlkl.ununbertfmed, the 

:.!':a~: .. °i~ ~=~~:'!tu 
~~~=~~ ·~St~ui~~ 
Id the world know abow them • an the only communities In 

~I 1~~0IIOci.CM~ :!\:•l~O~l~~z:~= 
tdilONlize on an o.b:aUor\ll nuortd.luqi' their city·~ .'Ple!r 

:1!~,:-;~.:..i~me~ 1~ ~ Is a•tnce mineral 
oppo&tic view. Now Pluh. bl which nilta natunlly In 
gone. Ynyln1 a mounts In all 

TllilAuF.U. drlnllln1 water. The ad· 
Flub wH Immediately ~tolthecontmtolitlna 

~O~ =: ~ =::::~• watn IUPPIY II 

Matlhf'wa Ntd he had fflOUlll Childre n are the main 
11,ilnc!Ul!I Lo l».dr him up. benilactcn ol nwridatioft. The 
fluh had scr:en,d up for the tuttiHI, odorLeu, cokrteu 
last time. 'nlft'e were other additive can prevent up to 15 
r$sonalorFlaab'1~ percent of upttted tooth 
The ?ffl rea.n is became he decay in children when med 

::: ~u!:-:1'!1::!;! =la~~:~~::~ 
radio. BHldn, ''be la lhe raot ' brndit by having far lal tooth ~ad~\:i:: .. P=l:u r!ct ~ r:;~. ·~~~pi:f.o t:~: 
saprpt. So let, blame 11 on IIC!ulla maintain 1tron.a bona 
someone who likes lo do ttUnp and protect them 1gainsl 
tha t other peq,&e doni ~ - common bone daeue. 

"one rJ lhe ~ preva1en1 · 
dileunrlm1n,wu~.by ~ 
a lllm 1-7 marcln. Water mlud 
with • fluoride compound 
tqln Oa-ring from hbo111n 
f1uceuimFeb.2S,tM1. 

In July ol ill50, II a f'tl\llar 
monthly meetln& of the 
Wilcon,in Stile Board of 
Uulth lhe poJlcy of 
fluoridation ol plmik WIie' 

~;::.t:,~~~ 
~:~~~ 
~

uoridedelk:ient 
water les to maintain 1 

tionof 1.9 to 1.5 parta 
permillimforthec:on1rol ol 
drnltl cavities wtRte such a 
program mttt1" Ind malnl.l.ina 
the 1l&nd.ard U:l by the 
Wi1con1ln State lk>lrd of 
Health." 

fl~'S!~~r!.~ 
interst ol their toimafolk, 
reduclrc an nenge. ol. lwo
thtrda the dent. I cavttles ol 
children for • a.I- of 1p
proi:lmately ten cent, per 
ptrlOn per year. · 

lndMduala and grwi-, have 
Opposed fluoridat ion • on 
religiou1 ground,. other-1 
because large 1mount1 of 
fluorides IN! pollonoul.. Still 
others object becallle lhey 
believe nuoridl tion vlolal.tl 
their civil ri&,h ll. Some people In! llcohoiks, 

some people are wtrlohollcl 
and some people lite to get 
high. Who'1 t.o uy wt.ch of lhe 
three la wone1 

- ~we.Ma.met 

1be fluoridltion movement And yet, fluoridation II ac-

Flash wu wronc and hit 
admill ll lie hit been •~ 
solvf'dolhlssinbySt.Me1nd 
ht w\U be hick on the 1U' when 

>': ~ =k~mb :,~ 
problem: The people II WYSS 

~~1mi:'en.~~:; 
heldl cut olf •Ytnl, " it'• not 
my f1ult,lt 'li notmy f1ul1, lt'1 
)'OU" f1ult. 11'1 Y'O'S° faulL" 

. E,·eryone is 10 caught up In 
their own little hr.Id 1rtp thlll 
they don't think about lhe rest 
ol the pftlple wortdnc at the 

:1i:t-! t!i."7'~ha~v: 
hstenina to their blbb&e. 

Everyone at the tt1llon does 
thhll• lh.11 upset someone in 
tht llatmln& audien«. ll'1 Jml 
that the people II the rflC!lo 

~

Im are ao dd'ft\Uve about 
ticbm lhlt they ow:rretct. 

ovenucted to SSA uld 
thllt lt.lrUd the vl1klus cycle 
tha t eats up everylhl• thlll 
pts In Its w1y. Flash w• the 
1ppttiur . 

Rlct-

bepn In the early 1'30'1 "1th cept«I u &ale •nd effecllve by 
lhe won: ol Dr. H. Ttencley, national and lnlern1tlon1I 
dran ol lhe U. S. PubUc Heallh health orpniutlons. Among 
Service. Along with hl1 these are : American Denial 
auodates he conducted . A.uodaUon, American Heart 
researdl In areu where the Allodatlon, American Lti)on, 
waler n.ll~lly contained• American M e dic a l 
frutJonolonepartolfluoridt Auocialion , American 
~ 10 elaht PIIU for rvery one PhlrmK\ouUcal Aaociation, 
million parts ol wit•. Ametlcaa Public Health 

The concept ol 1ddln1 ~Uoa, American Society 
IOdlum fludrlde 10 drl,.in& ol Df;1'1li1try for child ren. 
wate.r H • dental dec,ay Canadian [)ml.I.I Auodatlon. 
pn!\"tnllliW: wu conceived by Canadian Mediell AMOC!alion. 
the la te Dr. Frederick s. Ca nadian Public Health 
McO.y. The Colando Sprinp Allodation, Comm lmlori on 

~~l~=nf::~Y~~ ~~c t=i~~:= · 
mo1:Ued teeth i.o be rem.1rbbly Reann:h Co.me!!, U.S. J1mlor 
rreerrom tooth decay. Mo1:t!1n& O\&.mbet- ol Commertt, ~nd 
is due to too much fluoride In lht U.S. Publk Health Service 
the natunl content ol fluori de 
In • Qltr supply. Under 
controlled nuortduion no 10o1:h 
,r.trina Ott\11'1 . 

• • ~&.&n louted on Llie 
Mlchlaan mldw1y bel•••n 
GlffTI Bay and MUwa~f'I ""' 
the firs! dty In W'lloCOrW.n and 
lht third in the nallm to 
Ouoridate ita water supply. 

The ordln1nce which 
mlocked the door IHcba to 
lhe rtduction ol tooth decay. 

HllP WANTED 

WE NEED 

REPORTERS 
Come to the Stoutonia 

today! 

llyOeltbl«W~h 
Amkill I barra&e of 8C• 

CUJationt directed 1 1 I "~f. 
cen1ered, unconcerned '' 
genrntlon Al.Inda Alpha Phi 
Omep Servkt F'rllttnlly, . 

Alpha Phi Omega , now In Ila 
twenty-third year, 11 baled on 
three Jrindpala : 1eadenhip, 
friendship and,aervice. In line 
wit.h the1t 1t1ndard1, the 
fntwnlly ttrvN the SI.out and 
Menomonie CU'nmwitid with 
thei r own pn,jectl 1(1d IUP
pm-ll seven I worthy caU1e1. 

1be orpnlallon can Ince 
111 birth to the SI.out Rover 
()Tw. a grwp ol llaienll 
inlfft!lled In promoting boy 
1COUtlfll 1nd lr-ainlng mffliben 
for future lude.r&blp. The 
Rover- ON functioned with 

~he =v:~"::~J'"! 
c:u'll lnuallan ol IC'DUti!C 1c
tivities while in 11tendance at 
tht.Sloutlnltl tlAe." 

In 1949 tht group was ln
ckKtl!d into AlP\I Phi Omega 
N11ional ~ F'naqnity, 
Eta Kappe Olapter. 

Some" Alpha pti\ J:}me&as'1 
nationa ll y known members 
Include Astronaut James 
Lovell. who carried hla IUpha 

S Omega ltl'Vice pin wilh 
to the moon; Willard 

I tu, U.S. Secreta ry of 
Labor ; Ind Mike Glll'ffll , • 
Hriaman Trophy Winner lor 
the Kansai City Chiefs. 

1be fra trrnily olfffl Ill ' 
m~ben the opportunity to 
develop th eir leadcr1h lp 
abilities through nusierou, 
pro)ttts run dlling the year. 

Some of lhe El• Kappa 
Chapter activltiu in'tlude 
work ine for re1istntlon, 
lahmng at grad1.11tion, and 
collecting for muscular 
dystrophy and the United 
Fund. Th(,irproject olpl1cirt1 
cl~arettr butt c1na In 11ariOU1 
strategic locations dales back 
IWfflty· thrtt yean Alph1 Phi 
Omega lw landKaped the 
grO\l'lds '1...-rowidi,. Bowmtn 
Hall , and 1ponU:ra thr 
collttlion of muc:h ,nrrdrd 
blood from Stout donon 1be 
proce,eds from ita 'UBIY Man on 
camp.a Daner' i1 uMd for the 
11udrnt lolln flm and a '50.00 

=~f~~ .. ~~z:~ 
br awardrd an " Ullleat of 
UaJy " statue. which• may be 
ktptfor1yrar. 

Through theU: ac:tlv\ tiu 
Alpha Phi Omep pn,vuies an 
opportun ity to aervr the 
community In • wlf-11li.afyina. 
t'rljoyablrman~r 

Reaction Line! 

Write uo and 

"e'U help with 

que11tions and 

probl~we 

have resource 

people to get the 

an11wera! 

Write to Stoutoni 

Box 64-

·and we'll React!· 

Letter on nixon con 't. 
maintain the milil.l.ry force, IO 
guarani.ff America·, secwity. 

On 1hr other hand Smlltlr 
McGovern wanla IO CUI the 
military tiua&et by 40 pm:fflt. 
cuttin&Ult'Navy lnhll! and the 
Air Force In more than half 
and lhUI cutUnc us down to a 
levrl ol l«Ond dul powtr' . 

Qmidrr the slatemffll by 
Senator llelD')' J1ck10n ! Dem .• 
WMhlngtont: "McGovern ha 
bffome the apotnman of some 
ol the mo1t dangrroua and 
destructive current, in 
American polillcs. Some call 
the McGovern Doctrine the 
new populism. I call It the new 
n:tmnilm." 

1be cholee to me Stffl\l 

=rlhrn11~~:1:1ar!'!: 
lhtn I am 11JR that there W11J1d 
not be much doubt in their 
mindl. Prtsident Nb:on has 
done IO....-many thlnp tbal are 
JrOvina extl'ffllely t.Jpll» to 
our natim. Why chll\afl IO 
.-neone who will obvklully 
Wftlken it conald«libly, Ind 

::!,l~:.~=e~=~ 
i, r:lectl!d PrHklent Nhi:on·, 
historic trlpa 10 ~ and 
MOKOw will have jUII been 
WUled lime. The R1.mf.ln1 tnd 
Oilnrw have alrwdy ttat.ed 
l?lat they <'lmol M!t ho&dinc 
r.lU wtlh Sen. McGovern. Tbe: 
finl t ime INII lhe RuMian 
ctiplomala ire • 10 come io--. 
America 11 being held olf. The 
RU&1ian1 have madr ii very 
clear that If Prnldfttt Nixon 
dot:an ' t win they will not come. 

Don ' t ruin 11( Pruldent 
Nii:on has fouaht for. To me It 

-ti the clnrttt choice IO be 
made In my life. 

O.leAdomal e EIIGI-==:• ~ 
ERRORITE'" :~~:~~o .. 

Claulfied Ads must be no longer than three fines and rHubmltted eactl 
wNk. Wt reserve the right to rejed •ny 1ds due to llmlt.d •lloc1ted 
space. All ads must be 1t the Stoutonl1 Office by J p.m. on the Frldlly 
precedin9 publication. 

* Meet Market * ,,,..,~ .... 
HAPPY+IOUR 3 . 5 

l'N-Glmt w- u, 
SATURDAY MORNING HAPPY HOUR lQ -12 

PACKER BACKER.25c 

PtelH UH this form : 

1-Namt .................. - ......................... - .. -······-·······---· Dile._, ___ .. _____ .. 

Addrll&.----·-···-····---·--···------···---··-·-····---· Phone. .... _______ _ _ 
:I-Type ol M 

-··'or Sall ..... ..Employment Wanted ._ ... Travel .. ..:..Wanted 
1 _ .5erTlce, Offered ...... Lost IDd Found ..... .PenonaJ. 

~~~ ~d~r::.~e~ :i:u.;:: c::~o~-::a:m,-:; 
put ol • Uno u • lull line. ·• 

I I I I I I 11 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 I I I I I l.u..L..L 
I I Ill 1111 1 II 11111 

I I I I I I I I 1...LlJ.J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ! I 
,...._ .. bolq otl_ to_ll _ .,._... 
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IN THE CORNERS 
Blue Devils rise from the grave 

Football 
It's nice to see Stout on top in a football game, especially when 

it's Homecoming. There were a number of fine plays that I saw. 
Steve Fedie is an excellent passer. He hits his man fast and with 
pinpoint accuracy. Rick Henneberry was fun to watch. I had just 
finished col!lmenting about the wav he seemed to watch the play 
to around him on sweeps. The next two plays he rushed in to sock 
the quarterback for about six or e1gnt yards of losses. I like to be 
proven wrong. (Coach Pierce named Henneberry player-of-the
week.) 

Losing four games in a row without scoring had to have an 
effect on the football team. Last week's victory wiped out that 
loser stigma. It's time to continue the winning streak. Beat Eau 
Claire! 

What a Genius 
Dave Kopydlowski predicted all the winners last week. 

Probability broke above the 500 mark for the first time ever with a 
3 to 5 count. Next week the Pole and the Coin Flip predict La 
Crosse over Platteville, Whitewater over St. Norbert, Oshkosh 
over Stevens Point a_nd River Falls over Superior. Ever the op
tom1st, the Pole predicts Stout over Eau Claire while Probability 
picks the Blugolds. 

Last Week's Results: 
Stout 24 - Stevens Point 15 

Oshkosh 25 - River Falls 8 
Platteville 6 - Eau Claire 3 
Whitewater 51 - Superior 7 
La Crosse 27 - Northern State O 

Injuries 
Steve Fedie and Ron Berg are back in action for the football 

squad and playing at full speed. Steve Zeis John Debee and Tim 
Jovick are out for the season, however Z~is has a knee injury, 
Debee a broken foot, and Jovick a broken hand. 

The swim team received a jolt last Saturday when Rick 
Klabechek was hit by a car and suffered a broken leg and multiple 
head cuts. He was one of the leaders of last year's team and coach 
Smith was expecting a lot of help from him this year. Rick hopes 
to get back in the water in December. 

Water Polo 
We won! The Stout Water Polo Club avenged last year's loss 

to La Crosse with a resounding victory last Friday. Mike Vari De 
Bogart and Rudy Will combine·for 11 goals while Mike Molitar 
added two. Greg Messerschmitt and Rick Klabechek also scored. · 

Monday Stout's club drove to Minneapolis to play the U of M 
club. For the second time this year Minnesota's experience 
proved too much for Stout. · 

Cheerleading squad selected 
by Trice Smith 

The highly spirited blue devil 
cheerleading squad is fired up 
with new uniforms, new squad 
members and recharged en
thusiasm, while they continue 
to yell for Bluedevil victories. 

men Val Harvey, Cindy Strang, 
and Nancy DeJong. Newly · 
selected sophomores were Curt · 
Laug, Dave Maur, Debbie . 
Grisius, and Dave Satterfield. · 
These new members joined .. 
veteran members, seniors; 
Kathy Dyer, Sandy Hansen, 
and Brian Bennet. Juniors are 
Dick Sommers and captain 
Jerry Bari plus sophomore, 
Kathy Krajewske. 

The squads fourteenth · 
member, who's name is . not 
announced is the mysterious ' 
blue devil. Brian Bennet, last 
years devil left his position to 
cheer with the squad. His 
successor is hiding his identity. 

The hustlin' Blue Devils With the ball back in 
made homecoming a little posession of Stout, Steve Fedie 
brighter by breaking into the engineered a well balance 
win column with a 24-15 victory drive that picked up four first 
over Stevens Point. downs. The drive was climaxed 

Enroute to their victory, at the ~~rd period's 7:59 with 
Coach Pierce unveiled three Haberh s score on a two yard . 
n~w scoring weapons which run. Hen_ne,berry k~cked the 
will become very familiar over Blue Devils 18th pomt. 
the next few seasons. Stevens Point, on the ensuing 
Sophomores Jeff Staszak and kickoff, came storming back 
Tom Glinski and freshman Bob by driving 72 yards on just 
Haberle each scored their first three pass plays to the Stout 
touchdowns in Blue Devil five. On the next play however, 
uniforms. the Blue Devil defense rose to 

Staszak's score came on a the occasion and snuffed out 
picture perfect 74 yard punt the threat by forcing the 
return with just 31 · seconds Pointers to fumble at the one 
remaining in the first period. yard line. 
The TD, although the extra Stout was unable to move 
point failed, wiped . otit a 7-3 and punted the ball out to the 42 
Pointer lead , · yard line. The Pointers again 

The Pointers scored when stormed back and this time 
Joe Le Fleur caught a 26 yard succeeded to score on a Shafer 
pass from Dan Shafer . eight to Bill Hamilton pass of 17 
minutes into the game. Two yards. The Pointers closed the 
plays earlier Sout's Rick gap to a field goal margin with 
Henneberry booted a 24 yard a two point conversion. 
field goal . . . However, Stout iced the cake 

The only score. in· the second three plays after the Point 
quarter . was set up by·. a Ron kick-off when Glinski turned a 
Berg quick kick which caught routine pass play into a 77 yard 
the Pointers by total surprise scoring play. Glinski hauled in 
and set them back at their ten the pass from Fedie at the 35 

. yard line. Passing on second yard line and eluded his 
down from the shotgun for- defender and out ran the 
mation, the snap from center Pointer secondary to the end 
sailed over the . quarterback zone to secure the 24-15 win. 
and out of the end zone; Stevens Point did not 

The safety gave Stout an 11-7 threaten in the final six 
lead at half time: minutes of the game. 

The pointers took the second Despite the score, the team 
half kickoff and made it to mid- statistics told a different and 
field before the Blue Devil's . much closer story. Stout held 
defense toughened up. the edge in first downs nine to 

eight. 

Stout outgained Stevens 
Point in total yards 254 to 227 
with the Blue Devils' gain of 80 
on the ground and 174 through 
the air. Stevens, Point, with 
their backs carrying the ball a 
total of 12 times, picked up only 
22 on the ground and 205 in the 
air. 

The big difference was ball 
control where the hustlin' Blue 
ran off 80 plays while the 
Pointers ran 60. 

Another key factor was that 
Stevens Point failed to convert 
a first down from a third down 
situation. The Blue Devils did it 
six times. 

Senior fullback Ron Berg 
was back in the line up for the 
first time since his elbow in
jury received in the season 
opener. He's responded with 63 
yards in 21 tries. 

Fedie spent the entire day at 
the helm and completed 11 of 23 
passes for 174 yards despite 
having several dropped. 

His favorite target, was 
Glinski who caught six passes 
for 134 yards and the one T.D. 

Henneberry and Roger Berg 
were the Blue Devils defensive 
standouts. Henneberry made 
ten tackles, three of which 
sacked the Pointers quar
terback for 24 yards in losses. 
Berg made nine tackles, three 
of them behind the line of 
scrimmage. Freshman safety 
Jack Voight intercepted a 
Pointer pass. 

Having just completed fall 
tryouts, the squad is selected. 
The students attempting 
positions on the squad went 
through strenuous tryouts 
where they had to show to the 
judges: three football mentors, 
a basketball coach, and a pom
pom squad captain, that they 
had poise, were able to smile, 
had good eye contact and 
coordination plus a good 
general appearance. The 
contendors exhibited their 
talents by doing two cheers, six 
mounts, three jumps, three 
gymnastic stunts and a 
required hand spring. The new 
members selected were fresh-

The squad is appearing this · 
fall in new uniforms . . The 
female squad members have · 
blue and white plaid pleated 
skirts with U-neck sweaters·. 

, : &~ _Haberli on his way to pay dirt from two yards out. 
· ·. Haberh 1s a freshman from Gibralter. 

Cont. on page 12 

FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY . 
24 Hour Service · Phone 235-3461 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 

Beware ••• 0·0·0-o-O·O-o-o-o 
Halloween is coming 

• Party necessities • Candles 
e Cards e Black net 

BORGIE'S CARD, GIFT 
& MOD SHOP 

214 Main St. 

The Cellar lounge 
"Try something different" 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 

KODACOLOR 126 
DEVELOPED 

AND ENLARGED 
FOR KODAK IN STAMATIC · CAMERAS 

Return this ad 
with film and 
remittance or 
write for FREE 
film mailers. 
TRIAL OFFER 
one per family 

._. 1:!! 
ICOO $2.29 

ACOl.ot 126 
ONt.y 

ELECTRIC STUDIOS 
P. 0. Box 688 T 

EAU Cl.AIRE. Wts. 5470 I 
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Players of the week 

Tom Glinski 

Wrestler John Peterson, a UW - Stout graduate and a silver medal winner at the 1972 
Olympic games in Munich, accepted congratulations from Stout's Chancellor Robert 
Swanson following the presentation of a recognition award. The Stout Alumni 
Association presented the plaque for Peterson's "outstanding achievement" in this 
year's games. The presentation was made at the halftime of the Homecoming game. 

The Blue Devils look as 
though they have solved their 
split end problem. Tom Glinski 
of Green Bay is the fourth man 
the Blue Devils have started at 
that position this year and he'll 
probably stay out there for 
awhile. 

The shifting 5-10, 170 pound 
pass receiver hauled in six 
passes for 134 yards and one 
touchdown. The score came on 
a 77 yarder from Steve Fedie. Rooters lose to Superior 

Superior Soccer Club handed 
out a 4-2 beating to the Stout 
Soccer club at Superior last 
Saturday. 

The Superior boys proved 
themselves superior to their 
Stout counterparts in all 
departments. They were faster 
to the ball , were positioning 
themselves better, and were 
more accurate in their passing. 

Superior went into the lead in 
the 16th minute. In the 35th 
minute they went further 
ahead. The interval was taken 
with the score 2-0. 

The resumption saw 
Superior going further ahead 
on a defense blunder. Stout, 
however, fought back and got 
two quick goals within five 
minutes. The game then 
became a tense one with the 
Stout boys fighting for the 
equalizer. With ten minutes left 
in the game Superior put the 
issue beyond doubt with a final 
goal. The final whistle found 
the Stout boys making an all 
out drive to even the scores. 

The Stout Squad, with a 2 and 
2 record, will be away at Eau 
Claire on Saturday. 

THE TAP 
HAPPY HOUR 
6:00 - 8:00 Daily 

Taps 15c 
Assorted Drinks 

Now serving beer and liquor 
On and Off Sales 

HOLLYWOOD 

NOW SHOWING! 
They Haven't Built The 
Coffin That Can Hold Him! 

Rated 
(PG> 

Evening 7-9 Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 

CINEMA I 

HELD OVER I 
2NDWEEK e 

Evening 7-9 
Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 

Attention 
Coach Pierce commended 

Glinski, who was making his 
first start as a Blue Devil, for 
his fine job in splitting the 
Pointer zone type defense with 

Attention all students: take 
advantage of the open 
recreation program in the 
wrestling room. The mats will 
be open from 3:30-7 p.m., 
Monday thru Friday. This 
program is for everyone who 
.cares to wrestle or just work 
out.The program will run until 
Nov. 1. 

· his precision pattern run. 

Rick Henneberry 

NEW - Boone's Farm 
Wild Mountain Grape Wine 

87c Fifth 

Rick Henneberry was named 
the Blue Devils defensive 
player of the week for his 
outstanding defensive per
formance. From his middle 
linebacker position "Hack" 
nailed the Pointer quaterback 
three times for 24 yards in · 
losses. He proved to be a 
constant menace to the 
Pointers throughout the entire 
game as he was credited with 
tern tackles. 

Henneberry also proved 
valuable to the Blue Devils 
offensive as he booted a 24 yard 
field goal along with an extra 
point. 

Whiskey 
Brandy 

Gin 
$10for3 Fifths 

Red, White & Blue 
$169 12 Pac 

We carry a full line of party supplies. 

L-Mart Liquor 
Ph. 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9: 00-9 : 00 
Sunday 12: 00-5· 00 

Lee's Drug Store 
Announces 

WINNERS 
U.W.-Stout Registration Drawings 

JULIA TRADER 
416 B. Wigen Hall 

Ph. 232-2266 
I.D. No. 483-68-5065 

DONNA ELLIOTT 
308 A. Hansen Hall 
1.D. No. 387-62-2531 

ROLAND MORITA 
123 Fleming Hall 

Ph. 232-2396 
I.D. No. 575-62-2786 

TOM SCOTT 
313 North Hall 

Ph. 232-2247 
I.D. No. 389-56-0538 
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Eau Claire 
Blugolds 
at the bottom 
of the heap 
The Eau Claire Blugolds 

occupying the conference 
cellar have only scored eleven 
points against three Wisconsin 
opponents. But when Stout 
travels to Eau Claire to play 
football all the record books 
are thrown out because 
anything can happen. Just to 
add a little spice , it is Eau 
Claire's homecoming. 

The Blugolds have had a · 
very frustrating campaign 
especially since they have been 
going without the services of 
All Conference quarterback 
Tom Bauer. 

Last year Bauer was the 
leader in conference scoring 
with 54 points, second in 
rushing with 504 yards, and 
sixth in passing for 628 yards 
and four more touchdowns in 
leading Eau Claire to a 4-4 
record. 
This season Bauer played the 
season's opener against 
Macalester (-Minn .) and the 
Blugolds won 39-7 but it was 
their only win. The second 
game was a 20-0 loss for Eau 
Claire as they were bumped off 
by Augsburg, Minn. 

Eau Claire opened up con
ference play against River 
Falls only to be knocked off 14-8 
in the closing seconds . Their 
second conference outing also 
proved fruitless as they were 
shutout by the conference 
leaders Oshkosh, 15-0. 
Last week against Platteville, 
another conference power 
house , the Blugolds received 
probably their most heart
breaking loss of the season. 
The Pioneers came out on top 
6-3 and lucky for them the 
score is decided by points and 
not team performance. 

The Blugolds penetrated the 
Pioneer 20 yard line six times 
and walked away with only 
three points. Eau Claire has 
turned to a pass-oriented at
tack which against the 
Pioneers picked up 22 first first 
downs and at 

The Blugolds penetrated the · 
Pioneer 20 yard line six times 
and walked away with only 
three points. Eau Claire has 
turned to a pass-oriented at
tack which against the 
Pioneers picked up 22 first 
downs and a total of 386 yards. 
Eau Claire ran off a whopping 
96 plays but turned over the 
ball six times. 

Stout is now 1-3 in conference 
play and have been outscored 
127 to 24. Although the Blugolds 
have scored only 11 points their 
defense has yielded only 35 
points . 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

1'31 Main St. 235-7615 
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Metronome 
Thursday, Oct. 12 

6:30 p.m. Women's Varsity Basketball Meeting (Old members) 
(Room 127, Fieldhouse) 

Friday, Oct. 13 

8:15p.m. &9:30p.m. Pawn (Progressive Art Ensemble) 

Saturday, Oct. 14 

6:30 p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 
8: 15p.m. & 9:30p.m. Pawn (Progressive Art Ensemble) · 

Sunday, Oct. 15 
11:30 a .m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

Lutheran Ministry Service (Our Savior's Lutheran Church) 
7:30p.m. -10 p.m. Free Flicks- One show only 

"Mississippi and Chumps at Oxford'' 
7 p.m . Nutrition and Foods Association (President's Room) 
7 p.m . VAA (Ballroom) 
8 p.m. MAN ASA (International Room) 

Tuesday, Oct. 17 

7 p.m. SSA <Ballroom) 

Wednesday, Oct. 18 

9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Vote for IRHC President (Tainter and Commons) 
8 p.m. "Sexual Decisions - Psychosomatic Considerations" 

<Fieldhouse) 
9 p.m. Eucumenical Vespers (Ministry) 

Thursday, Oct. 19 

6:30 p.m. Women's Varsity Basketball Team meeting - New 
members (Fieldhouse - room 127) 

The Pawn 
schedule 

Oct. 13-14: Progressive Art 
Ensemble 

Oct. 20-21: Chuck Groene 
Oct. 23-28: Roger and Wendy 
Nov. 10-11: Gerry Qrossman 
Nov. 13-18: Michael Hasek 
Nove. 30: Neil Christian 
Dec. 1-2: Dave Ray 
Dec. 6: Films 
Dec. 11-16: Circuit En

tertainment 

The Pawn 
This year the Pawn com

mittee is trying to provide a 
variety of talent in the Cof
feehouse . This weekend we are 
presenting the Progressive Art 
Ensemble, a jazz group 
composed of four Eau Claire 
students. Jazz is an expressive 
form of music that we don't 
often get to hear on Stout's 
campus. 

We also hope to be bringing 
in country, blue-grass, folk, 
classical, blues, the oldies of 
Gerry Grossman , and old 
ballads all mixed with a bit of 
humor. 

Hope to see you here! 

Recycle 
this paper 

Sophomores challen·ge housing rule 
Six sophomores at UW

Stevens Point are challenging 
the housihg rule that states 
that students under 21, or less 
than junior status, must live in 
campus residence halls. 

"The number one reason 
we're fighting this is that they 
told us that we could live off 
campus ," maintained Paul 
Peckham. Peckham and six 
other students are living in off
campus approved housing and 
would like to stay at their 
present address . The 
University Housing Office is 
demanding that, because of 
their sophomore standing, they 
move into dormitories. 

The six sophomores are 
transfer students who allege 
that they were informed by a 
secretary in Housing that 
sophomores could live off
campus and were handed a list 
of approved housing. The 
Housing Office denies that any 
information concerning 
sophomores in off-campus 
housing was given out last 
spring. The Housing Office, in 
the process of going through 
their records in search of 
students living in conflict of the -
univer sity housing poli cy, 
found and notified them of this. 

The current Housing 
regulations require that all 
freshman and sophomore 
students live in university 
housing. This is a uniform 
requirement waived normally 
only in cases of married 
students, students over 21 
years of age or veterans of 
military service:-It·was waived 
last year because UW-SP could 

not house the overflow of 
students and allowed the 
students to live in off-campus 
approved housing. Even so the 
University managed to provide 
housing for 250 more students 
over their capacity. 

The capacity of dormitory 
housing at UW-SP is 3,693 men 
and women. As of Sept. 10 the 
population numbered 3,704 
residents . Surplus students 
reside in lounges until 
vacancies in regular rooms 
appear due to students drop
ping out. Because of the larger 
space and movable furniture, 
many students remain in the 
lounges through-out the year. 
On Sept. 10, the number of 
vacancies in men's dormitories 
numbered 12 although several 
lounges were occupied. 

Student Foundation lawyer, 
Mary Lou Robinson, said that 
about 25 students have come to 
her with problerris similiar to 
Paul's. He and his roommates, 
because of their violation of the 
university housing policy and 
their unwillingness to move 
into the residence halls, were 
automatica lly pl aced on 
disciplinary probation for the 
remainder of the academic 
year . Because they had paid a 
semester's rent and collec
tively had stocked the freezer 
with staples, they will not be 
required to move into the 
dormitories until second 
semester. They are currently 
awaiting the formation of the 
Student-Faculty Board to 
appeal this decision. 

One of the six, Dayton Bruha 
felt, "The idea is that for 15 

weeks we have to move into the 
dorm and then we're allowed to 
go on our own. This means 
moving every four months, and 
no one in the Housing Office 
would personally do that ." 

Another, Bill · Klang 
declared, "We'll stick to our 
guns as far as we can go. If we 
fail, personally I'll go to 
another university. " 

Collectively they expressed 
an unwillingness to be 
seperated and spread 
throughout the dormi tories . 
Except for Paul, all went to the 
same school last year. Paul 
lived in a dormitory in Plat
teville. 

Along with reasons such as 
larger rooms, more privacy, 
quieter· environment and 
choice at mealtime, Rick 
Fairbrother expressed, "The 
main reason for living off
campus is financial." 

In several cases, students 
have dropped below the 12 
credit fulltime status or 
resorted to commuting to get 
around the dormitory 
residency requirement. 

To one of the students, Randy 
Hinricks, it is obvious the 
university does not have room 
for all the sophomores living 
off-campus and he pointed out, 
"What would the University do 
if we all moved in?" 

Although not affected 
directly because of his junior 
status, Marcus Imhof is 
threatened with the possibility 
of losing his roommates and 
sighed, "It will be very lonely 
and boring around here." 

,:-·-> 
J'~~ 

by Jean K. Henneberry 

SPOTLIGHT ON ADVISORS: 
Many students ask questions 

regarding degree programs, 
specializations, concetrations, 
emphasis blocks and, in 
general, course selection 
leading to a degree. 

Most of you have heard the 
title, Program Director, but 

· have you thought about the 
variety of ways that you might 
use these faculty people on 
campus. Each program 
director is a specialist in a 
particular four-year program. 
Their prime responsibility is to 
constantly sample the work 
field and then see to it that 
students in their degree 
program will be receiving a 
sequence of courses, including 
both electives and required, 
that will place them in a 
favorable position in the job 
market. 

The program director is also 
in a position to authorize 
course substitutions or other 
alterations in the established 
requirements for a particular 
major. 

Any student who feels that he 
or she could find value in 
meeting with a program 
director notice the directory 
listed below. You will find each 
of them most cooperative and 
extremely knowledgeable in 
their particular area. 
SECOND SEMESTER 
REGISTRATION: 

Early registration for second 
semester has been set for Nov. 
27 , is, and 30 (Monday -
Wednes·day). All students 
should contact their faculty or 
PASS Advisors and start 
working on which courses will 
be needed next semester. 
DECEMBER GRADUATES: 

Any student who intends to 
graduate this Dec. should 
check tlie bulletin board in the 
main lobby of the Ad
ministration Building to see if 
his or ber name is on the 
graduating list. If it does not 
appear on the list, the 
regis"trar 's office should be 
contacted. 

PICK UP YOUR 
NEWSLETTER: 

The PASS Office puts out a 
newsletter each month, which 
repeats many notices of in
terests to the students and has 
brief reminders of importance. 
The PASS NEWSLE,TTER 
may be picked up at the In
formation Desk in the Union 
and at the Main Desk of each 
Resident Hall . Be sure to pick 
your copy up soon. 

1972-1973 PA:SS STAFF: 
Mr. Donley . . . .... PASS Office 
Mrs. Judy Johnson PASS Office 
Karen Runde .... .. .... . . AFM 
Marge Goedjen .... . . . ... AFM 
Bob Sandstrom . ... . ... . CKTO 
Clark Workman . . . .. . .. CKTO 
Jean Hovelsrud ... : . .... CKTO 
Sue Strey ........ .. .... . . . JTC 
Kay Shainin . ... ... . .. .... JTC 
John Kelleher ...... . . Fleming 
Jan Mackey ..... . . . . . .. Wigen 
Mickey Sampson· .. ... . . Wigen 
Ron Hessel. ....... . . . ... North 
Greg Ellsworth . . .. . . . . HKMC 
Julie Sargent ... .. .. .. . HKMC 
Joyce Emmrich. ~: . ... . HKMC 
Jim Greer .. Black Cult. Center 
Cathy Brown . . . . . . Black Cult. 

Center 
Bill Pendleton . . . Comm. Stud.

PASS Off. 
Carolyn Barnhart . . . .. . Comm. 

Stud.-PASS Off. 
Nabil Saad .. . . .. International 

Students 
Jean Henneberry . PASS Office 

Cont. from page IO 

The male members have 
altered their uniforms by 
packing their white slacks 
away and replacing them with 
blue jeans. 

The devil " spirit squad" 
hopes to have a pre-game show 
coordinated with the 
assistance of Coach Mintz for 
basketball season. This would 
involve an exhibition of game 
drills and cheers. The pre
game show is still in the 
planning , but it is something 
the squad hopes will develop. It 
is one idea the cheerleaders 
are promoting to help promote 
school spirit. Have you got that 
spirit? 

Pizza Villa Special 
Every day 12:30 - 8:00 

Tap Beer 15c 
Mixed Drinks 30c 

Sunday Special 
Packer Backer 25c 

Monday Girls Night Out Special 
Sloe Screws 30c 

Tuesday Guys Night Out Special 
Tequila 30c 

Wednesday Night 
8: 00 - 11: 00 

All the beer you can drink for $1.00 

''Plan a party at the Pub'' 
Use Our Pizza Villa De livery Service 

Pizza Villa coupons will be void 
after October 15. 

Kitchen Open Daily 4:00- 2:00 a.m. 
Sat. & Sun. -1:00- 2:00 a.m. 

Delivery Service Daily 5:00-1:00a.m. 



-

Weaver • • on . student concerns 
by Barb Riley 

UW system president John 
Weaver spent a day on campus 
last Tuesday, as part of j:lis 
whirlwind visit to all state 
universities. · 

Weaver talked with Chan
cellor Swanson and various 
administrative heads after 
which he held an hour session 
with ten representatives of the 
students and faculty . 

Commenting on the student's 
role in UW system affairs, 
Weaver rejected a proposal by 
Tom Cropp, SSA president, 
that he create an advisory 
board of students. 

"Ifeel that to a larger extent 
than is true with the faculty, 
student affairs are pretty much 
a campus matter, in which I 
don't feel the central ad
ministration should get too 
deeply involved. Matters of 
great interest to students such 

as housing, activities, are · 
matters that ought to be dealt · 
with at a campus level." 

Weaver explained his 
reasoning against an advisory 
board by reflecting on his 
experiences with such a group 
in the Missouri University 
system. 

"The students found it hard 
to produce much conversation 
that related to the whole 
system. They really were more 
interested in what the 
problems were back here at 
my own campus." 

"I don't want to intrude in 
student life," stressed Weaver. 
But he added, "The Board of 
Regents are going to demand 
that they have some basic 
voice in minimum regulations 
as to housing,. visitation, etc." 

"Student voice should be 
heard through the chancellor" 

Weaver spent most of his 

SSA laments over 
'once a week senators' 
Tom Cropp, president of SSA, 
is becoming increasingly 
concerned with 'once a week 
senators." "I am at a loss as to 
how to motivate people 
anymore", said Cropp. Dean 
Wood also questioned the kind 
of representation students are 
getting from senators . Wood 
also asked the senators how 
they are taking care of their 
representations. 

1 
Apparently only a few 

senators are trying to carry the 
load of responsibility. Other 
senators are too "apathetic" to 
care about, according to Bob 
Massey, senator-at-large. 

New senators say they "don't 
really know what's going on 
because nobody told them and 
they haven't the time to look up 
information on their own . B,on 
Jenson's resignation was not 
accepted because the only 
reason he was resigning was 

that he was to be ousted for 
lack of attendance anyway. 
Good-bye Ron. 

Special recognition and 
thanks is being sent out to the 
League of Women Voters from 
the Student Senate this week. 
Not only did these women 
register 300 students Monday, 
but to date have taken care of 
1,800 students. In fact , Stout 
has the most students 
registered to vote in the state. 
Thank you notes will be sent 
out to women and an award 
will be presented to the 
League. 

The League of Women Voters 
is looking after the student's 
interest in other ways. League 
members have been over
seeing court cases involving 
students to make sure 
"justice" is dealt, not 
"prejudice." 

discussion time g1vmg his 
thoughts on the role of faculty 
in an advisory sense. 

"Each campus faculty 
operates in it's own arena," 
Weaver commented, "And I 
don't want to make a con
venient route around the 
chancellor." Weaver 
challenged the faculty to be the 
initiators of a mechanism for 
regular communication. 

Weaver also stressed that he 
felt the strength of the 
University system lay in its 
diversity. 

"The biggest mistake you at 
Stout could make is to try and 
become a general university." 

Weaver applauded Stout for 
keeping it's autonomy amidst 
the largeness of the UW 
system, and said he felt the 70's 
will bring a new decade of 
service to the state for the 
university system. 

Changes 
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• 1n 

cause new 

city ordinances 

atmosphere 

by Andrea Runnals 

Recently all sorts of little 
rumors about changes in the 
laws governing Menomonie's 
local Pleasure Palaces 
( commonly referred to as the 
bars) have found their way to 
the Stoutonia. Students are 
asking about bar occupancy 
limits- will there come a time 
when a guy won't be able to 
accompany his girl into a bar 
for lack of room'? What about 
dancing'? And the ever-present 
question: What about I.D. 
checks'? To find their answers, 
the Stoutonia queried city . 
manager George Langmack. 

Langmack reported three 
changes in city ordinances, two 
resulting from recom
mendations to the city council 
in early Sept. and one made 
eaTlier . The Sept. recom
mendations dealt with bar 
occupancy limits, the problem 
of drinks being removed from 
bar premises , and the 
possibility of deputizing in
dividuals to check patrons at 
the door. The question of 
dancing in the bars was 
decided earlier. 

Removal of drinks 
The city council adopted an 

amendment to the tavern
license law making removal of 
open beverage containers from 
bars illegal. Putting this 
responsibility in the hands of 
the owner (by means of door 
checks) makes the law more 
workable . In other com
munities, similiar ordinances 
have greatly decreased street 
litter. 
Deputizing Tavern Employees 

Another new ordinance 
provides for the deputization of 
certain employees of the bar, 
essentially making them 
policemen. They would enforce 
occupancy limits, the open 
container ordinance, check 
I.D.'s and would have the 
option of arresting violators. 

Dancing 
In a referendum last year, 

Menomonie voters resounded a 
long-standing prohibition of 
dancing in the local bars. For a 
$100 annual cabaret license, 
bar owners may now allow 
dancing by customers- not 
entertainers- in areas dearly 
sepera ted from the bar. 

Occupancy Limits 
No change was made in the 

ordinance dealing with oc
cupancy limits. When it was 
discovered that state fire and 
health codes did not cover 
occupancy limits , the city 
council considered developing 
a new local ordinance. In such 
an ordinance the net usable 
space of the bar, and a square
foot per person ratio would be 
determined. The occupancy 
limit would be figured 
mathematically from the 
result, and posted by the fire 
department. 

Occupancy limits would not 
op.ly aid in the safety of bars , 
but would reduce the litter 
problem and would make I.D . 
checks easier. 

More interesting than minor 
changes in the tavern or
dinances proved to be the city 
manager himself . George 
Langmack speaks studentese 
fluently; he proved to be open 
and honest- an refreshingly 
willing to speak his mind. 



Opinion . • • 
THUMBS DOWN . . .... . . 

. . . . To the Asphalt jungle. The student mall will never be a reality 
because the parking lot is sitting on the proposed site. 

.... To the construction worker's that cut down the trees around 
the New Home Economics building last Saturday. (Are we paying 
time and a half now too?) They said the trees would die someday. 
It appears that a big wall and nice big slabs of concrete are 
replacing the trees. 

.... To the KLB's for profiteering on our names and phone 
numbers this year. The selling pl'ice of the student directory will 
be 50 cents a copy. The Registrar's office used to handle it, but 
they don't care if there's one or not, since they have all the in
formation they need anyway. 

. ... To the SSA for cutting Symphonic Singers budget by over 50 
percent for this year. It seems the SSA felt that the Singers were 
more needed around the home front, so there will be no concert 
tours this year. The farthest they can afford to go is Eau Claire. 

. . . . To the 1973-75 budget. It looks as though any hope for the 
footbridge on north campus is dead. In the latest project 
proposal's for the Wisconsin University systems biennium no 
mention of it was made. In an attempt to start a rally for this 
bridge, it was realized to forget it, since it's an illegal crosswalk 
anyway - it crosses a major highway and is not on a corner. Four 
steps were proposed however to aleviate chances of students 
getting run over: 

I. Put up special street lights, the one's that are now there 
do not brighten things up enough. 

2. Paint the cross walk a brighter yellow. 
3. Encourage Menomonie police to enforce the speed limit 

set in that area. 
4. Initiate an elementary - school - type safety patrol with 

the kid with his stripes and little hand stop sign. 
In short, students will have to continue to outrun the cars 

when trying to make it to their meals and.back. 

But it is encouraging to know that 3 projects have been ap
proved. The remodeling of Hai;-vey Hall, the new Vocational -
Rehabilitation building, and of course the most important (and 
t•xpensive - $3.1 million) of them all, the addition on the Library 
for a Learning Center. After all, the Library was remodeled·and · 
had new additions a long time ago (way back in 1970) and there 
certainly is a need for more. I remember hea-ring though, we 
might lose 26 instructors because of -a tighter budget. Maybe we 
can go te the library ana leM:lt ·oarselves when there aren't 
enough i11Structors to go ar~ · next year. 

THUMBSUP ..... . 

. .. . To the '7i' Ho~econiing Committee fer the. refreshing. new 
llomecomiilg this year. e\ien though they came out .financially 
behind ... It made the dateless wonders feel a little bit better this 
year. Still wondering how the commlttee arranged for ttie f~U 
team's win, maybe Sten Pi:erce should flild out. 

.... To Dr. Swans:on's baselllfflt chats and the question - all$wer 
show .He has .done a good job acquainting himself to the· students. 

... . To the excellent job done by Terry Markovich and cast for the 
1>r!'ductfon of Bu~.erflies are Free. 

. . . . To i.nst:ructor Warren Wade who continues -to ·teach (without 
pay) Political Science to the seven students who still wanted the 
course after the department decided to can it because the 
t•11rollment was less than ten. 

.... To the SSA for organizing the grievances meetings for off
ea mpus living problems. It's time to act! 
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Priority for auto mechanics: where? 
Dear Editor, 

With reference to your ar
ticle concerning proposals and 
priorities , let me put this 
question to you, the board of 
regents and student senate: 
Where does the Auto 
Mechanics Department stand 
as far as priorities for fund 
allocation? . 

For the last five years, ope 
bearded teacher has been 

trying to get a bill approved 
which would enlarge the staff 
and facilities of the Auto 

. Mechanics department. You 
mention that these different 
departments are moving into 
new facilities. Don't you think 
that the Auto Mechanics 
Department deserved better 
facilities than it has now? This 
department is understaffed 
and underfacilitated for the 
demand for auto mechanics. In 

WVSS retaliation 
Dear Editor: Commenting on Mr. Bruhn's 

As one of the more active editorial, I will agree that we 
persons at WVSS, it was very may have used Flash as a 
interesting to see the reactions scapegoat, but where do you 
to the controversy we have begin to crackdown? Also I 
found ourselves in the past few agree with the statement that 
weeks. I would like at this time many people at WVSS are too 
to react to some of the things caught up in their own head 
which were said about WVSS in .: · trip t0 see what is going on. 
editorials and articles in last ~WI we are a functioning, 
week's Stoutonia. . .ahve organization with entirely 

First of all Mr. Burke had a ., t<o!unteer help. No one gets 
few events o.ut of order . About . · .paid. No one gets school credit 
21h to 3 weeks .- ago represen- .. for . work d_one. We are 
tatives of SSA spoke to . our :.·· presently trymg to operate 

. manage_rrten.t ab?ut · .obscenity ·; ... : µnqer tfYStem ":'here we have 
on_the air i-ncludin_g the playjng 1 · . ~? bo_ss~s, ,pres1d~nts, or of-
of humorous al~ums inelupJng. f\C~f~, JUS~ coordinator_s who 

. one by Cheech and Chqng, · _se~ t1Jat things. are done, a~d 
Then on Oct.. !FFlas)t P,@yei;i . :pe?p!e-. a_ye a:va1lable _for daily 
cuts from Cheecfi ';in~ :"~g; .. ,JQP'-~ra~t, ton ·. Adm It t e d I y, 
which were out of_ for.rn.~4:- ~~f· / ~Y.~f:$~-ng m~y not operate as 
:by request on . a sfµft. ·-:na.t ··,:;-.!~\>?~·r ~--we would like 
designed to take reque.stsc; :./;.:t1nd,.ep}h1s system, ~ut we feel 
beside editorializing iil~~Hy. · ('., . .tht~·tt::-:tS, a good test tn learni_ng 
. Mr. Buike ~~0 criticized " -J?":~0,t} -~ncl _cooperate with 
Wvs·S's··· Advt's · · c . ··i· &:·· ·•. · · ~tlirer,s ,which 1s what college . · ory OUl'IC1 · ,or · ·, .. 1,'i·· • · 

.. stating . that rnerrtaA. . ·intf . /1r.ft•1{f':':a1;eall ?b9ut. B)' doing 
· physical condlfton would .:ad~ :···~JiJ~jfil~re tcymg to serve the 
. versely affect the . ability .· to .. ~IJ'!P.!lr .and ~ommumty . by 
handle one's self 00 the aii- - . P:tQV:ldi~~ ~us1c, uews . and 

_ . , · · ~· · · , 1bform,at10r-1-1n a style which I 
. _0ur dec1~1oll. W~·als9 m;ade :aqmiL does- not' approach 
With cpncern._for fhe.tteatme~t -. _profes'~onal radio. . 
.of our. eqtnpment. Certain · .··ic. ·t· i.: . · th· . i h b. · k .. , · · .... _,i ,,...._ . iiere 1s some mg you 
peop e ave een . novv,n to ._ ·.adoh't lik b t wvss 
·make cigarette burns 'in the .··· ... · ·· ,· .. ea ou . or even 

. carpet, in a buildrng where if yo1,1 ·hke_ somethi!Ig_, the only 
smoking is not allowed . and try . way .we will know is if you tell 
to operate the board with their us ab?ut it. Please f~el free to 
feet, (that's what hands were let us know your feelmgs, drop 
made for), while basically usa note, call_us, _come d~w~ to 
"wrecked" Also re o d the Commumcat10ns Bwldmg 

. · ' c r to see us 
handling tends to become · 

Marvin Eggert, 
Traffic Coordinator 

WVSSRadio 

rather atrocious when a person 
is not straight. 

Are pandas the secret plan? 
To the editor : 

Unless Nixon has a "secret 
plan" for two Panda. bears, I 
can't see the "so many things" 
that he has done that are 
proving "extremely helpful" to 
our nation. 

The only reason Nixon was 
elected was because he said he 
had a "secret plan" to end the 
war. The war still goes on. The 
bombing is at an equivalent of 
two Hiroshimas every month. 
Is this what the American 
people are suppose to be proud 
of? No, it certainly isn't. 
American voters take pride in 
electing a man who does what 
he says he is going to do, in four 
years! Proud Americans also 
realize that we were defeated 
from the start of the Viet Nam 
war . 

Editor's note: 

As if this wasn't enough to 
cause Nixon to lose the elec
tion, he still has the Watergate 
incident, high unemployment, 
the rise in crime, the ITT af
fair, fair treatment of Viet 
Nam vets, six million more 
people on welfare, higher taxes 
for individuals and lower 
corporation taxes and the 
corrupt Russian wheat deal to 
answer for. Apparently Nixon 
feels all these things are ac
ceptable to . the American 
people because he doesn't feel 
that he has to campaign. 

There is no.doubt in my mind 
that George McGovern will 
beat Nixon on Nov. 7 and bring 
our country home to human 
needs and public integrity. 

Jim King 

There were several other letters received commenting on Mr. 
Adomat's letter 1 but because of repitition and lack of space, the 
Stoutoma has prmted these two as a representative view. . . 

the Industrial Arts field , there 
is more demand for power 
technology teachers than there 
is for any other field. Yet, the 
Auto Mechanics Department's 
facilities are the smallest in the 
Industrial Arts field. I think it 
is about time for these people 
responsible for the allocation of 
money to wake up and take a 
good look at which department 
really needs funds to improve 
and expand their facilities . 

Fred Olsen 

Rebuttal 
In answering Mr. Adomat's 

article pleaing for students 
supporting the re-election of 
President Nixon, I feel that he 
did not tell the whole truth nor 
does he completely answer his 
own questions. 

In the quote by Mr. Nixon, 
"Those who have had a chance 
for four years and could not 
produce peace should not be 
given another chance", I don't 
feel . that Mr. Adomat told 
~xactly why Mr. Nixon .should 
be given another chance since 
he. aef:i.nitely has not ended the 
Vietn.ain war. The excuse 
given as to why Mr. Nixon has 
noLencied the war was honor to 
<:OU~trY and communism and 
it;;,thre/1~ to bu~anity. Both of 

··tnes.~:reasbns by Mr. Adomat 
lli[~ ::ni;>n~existen t pr,esen tly 
beeallS_e y;e are supporting a 
coFtupt Vi~tnamese . govern
:men,t wtiich incidently borders 
cm · the -dictatorial. bur honor 
has ~n grayed by the conduct 
.of tb~U. S:-military serving in 
Vietnam . . As for the so called 
communist threat in Southeast 
Asia, I don't believe that the 
world wide threat of com
muhisrn . can . be stopped by a 
war. in a country with a 
primitive population. 

George McGovern believes 
that the Vietnam war is a 
corrupt money-making skeem 
by the rich at the expense of 
our young men's lives and our 
precious resources . George 
McGovern also believes that he 
can end the war AND bring 
home all the prisoners of war 
within 90 days after his 
inauguration. 

As for the question in vice 
presidential choices , George 
McGovern had a difficult time 
because the position is un
popular with politicians. If I 
recall correctly, Mr. Nixon 
also had a difficult time 
picking his mate in 1968. 

I see nothing wrong with 
changing ideas such as George 
McGovern has done, as the 
president is a human being and 
also he must change with the 
times thus being flexible. 
However, as for George 
McGovern changing views in 
front of different groups, I feel 
that's unfounded and perhaps 
Mr. Nixon is guilty of that 
charge. 

Evidently Mr. Adomat has 
never served in any military 
service or he would know about 
the waste in the servjce. 
Eliminating this waste is how 
Senator McGovern intends to 
cut our defense budget, not by 
cutting our defense. Senator 
Proxmire has already exposed 
many cases of this outlandish 

Continued on Page 3 · 



Does food service 
have student in mind? 

To the editor: 
After tonight's meal, I 

couldn't help but remember an 
article in the Sept. 21 Stoutonia 
which contained the statement, 
"The food service had you in 
mind ." This is my fourth year 
of eating at Tainter so I con
sider myself an expert. When I 
heard of the "seconds" policy 
this year, I could hardly 
believe myself. Anybody that 
goes back for "seconds" has 
found that he only gets 
"seconds" on selected items. 
That's really not so bad, but the 
original serving is half the size 
of last years. I know the Food 
Service has me in mind as I get 
breakfast twice on Sunday 
mornings . I always wanted two 
breakfasts. What happened to 
the half-way decent Sunday 
dinner we used to get. I know 
that have me in mind as I wait 
in line for more food to be 
cooked, silverware to be 
washed, or the milk dispensers 
to be filled. They're really 
thinking of me when they don't 
let me eat at the Union because 
of classes. If the Food Service 
was thinking of me, they 
wouldn't play that lousy 
country-western music whi<::h 
makes me sick even before I 
eat. The Food Service isn't 
thinking of me, but the "Gut 
Bomb" and the Villa because 
that's where everyone ends up. 
All that new furniture is nice, 
but if that is all the increase in 
the fees went to, something is 
wrong. The food quality has 
gone down in the last three 
years. Is this proof that the 
food service has us , the 
students, in mind? 

Warren W. Nilsson 

Continued from Page 2 

spending by the military, 
illustrating that there is much 
waste in the military. 

True, Mr. Nixon fought for 
many things and among them, 
a Nixon controlled Supreme 
court, a price-wage freeze 
commision that has not con
trolled interest or rent thus 
failing at its own goal, spent 

UAA asks for student's voice 

The University Activities 
Assembly wants to know what 
kind of activities the student 
body would like to see on their 
campus. These activities 
should be for the enjoyment of 
the entire student community. 
If you are not satisfied with 
what is happening - voice 
your opinion and let the U.A.A. 
know what or who you would 
like to see on campus. 

Please fill out this coupon 
and deposit it in the boxes 
located at the information desk 
in the Student Center, or in the 
box located outside the U.A.A. 
office opposite the Pawn. 

Those of you that attended 
the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band 
concert, did you: 

.. .. Dislike it . 

.... Like it. 

. , . . Really like it. 

Would you like to see more 
BIG NAME entertainment on 
this campus?. 
Would you like to see the en
tertainment on : 

. Weekday nights 

... Friday ntg~ts 

. Sa turdaj)irights .. ,·;~.: 

. Sa turda;-¥1: 
Sunday a#ernoons 

What gro~, speakers, or 
personalitie~,W-~uld You want 
to '\): 
see 
? . . . . . . . . . . ; :>) ': ... . ..... . ... . 

Depending,g on the en
tertainment,i\',would you be 
willing to paf admission of: 

. .. $1-$2 

... $2-$3 

.... $4 or more: 

Petitions Are Available 
l l l l l 

Anyone who wishes to run for University 
Activities Assembly ( U.A.A.) petitions are 
available at the Stout Student Associiltion office 
in the basement of the Student Un·ion. 

Positions to be filled are _ the ·· Assembly 
Chairman, Treasurer, and nine (9)- At-Large 
Members. 

Any interested student in good standing 
may apply. 
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Metronome 
OCT. 20 FRIDAY 

3:30p.m. Ms. Kathy Sojourner will speak on, " Is the War Winding 
Down?" 

8:15p .m. &9:30p.m. Pawn entertainment-Chuck Groene 

OCT. 21 SATURDAY 

6:30 p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 
8:15 p.m. and9:30'p.rn .. Pawn entertainment-C~uck Groene 
6:30 p.m. and8:45 p.m. Free Flicks showing of.''Big Jake" 

OCT. 22 SUNDAY 

11:30 a .m. Lutheran Ministry Service (Our Savior's Lutheran 
Church}, Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

6:30 p.m. & 8:45 p.m. Free Flicks showing of "Big Jake" 

OCT. 23 MONDAY 

9:30 a.m. University Speaker's Forum meeting (Secor.1 floor 
lounge of Modulux) 

12:30 p .. m . Walter Thorsen, Dem. for Congress and Senator 
Gaylord Nelson will speak (Ballroom) 

6:30 p.m. Society for Advancement of Management meeting 
(Blue Devil Room) 

7 p.m. - 8 p.m. Karate Club offers Beginning Karate Classes 
<Fieldhouse) 

7 p.m. UAA Meeting 
7:30 p.m. SSIT Meeting (Badger Room) 
8 p.m. "Winter Soldier Investigation" film, 

University Speaker's For:um (Ballroom) 

OCT. 24 TUESDAY 

7:30 p.m. MANASA organizational meeting 

OCT. 25 WEDNESDAY 

sponsored by 

6: 30 p.m. Fine Arts Association Meeting (Room 205 of Ray Hall) 
8 p.m. "Sexual Decisions-A Vision of Life" (Fieldhouse). 

PASS searches for solutions 
. ' 

money overseas instead of 
spending it at home to create 
more jobs, clean the en
vironment, etc. Yes, Mr. Nixon 
has done many things and it 
takes people like George 
McGovern to undo the wrongs 
that corrupt governments like 
Mr. Nixon's has done. Vote 
George McGovern Nov. 7. 

Daniel L. Wokosin 

to Q,ge old problems 
by J«id_y Conley 

For years; : administrators, 
faculty, and>: students have 
searched foi'°-·the best means 
with which U'forient and advise 
new freshmen\ A solution was 
devised and i~ being developed 
presently erl- campus . The 
program is appropriately 
called PASS (Peer Advisement 
for Stout Students) . 

The need for a PASS 
program arose when new 
students faced a series of 
frustrating events as they 
came to 'register for their 
semester courses. Even though 
registration plans were made 
carefully , first year schedules 
established and faculty ad-

visors were assigned, fresh- . 
men still had many problems 
facing them. 

They didn't konw who or 
where to go for assistance or 
how to follow registration 
procedures. In addition they 
were bewildered, scared, and 
more than likely, confused. 
They needed someone 
knowledgeable, trustworthy, 
and available. This need can be 
summed up in one word -
communication. Freshman 
need someone to communicate 
with. 

The basic premise therefore, 
of the PASS program was: to 
find a means whereby per
tinent information is provided 

to the new student, a source 
that is readily accessible to the 
student, something that he can 
trust, and an outlet through 
which he can express his 
problems and have the 
problems heard by those who 
might make some changes. 

The solution proved to be 
upperclassmen - peers, along 
with Mr. Gerald Donley, 
coordinator of new student 
advisement. 

Dining - Dancing - Cocktails 

Upperclassmen have been 
through registration 
procedures at least once and 
understand the difficulties 
associated with registration. 
They know how frustrating it is 
to work out a schedule of 
classes, alone. They've had 
experience and are able to 
describe classes to students. 
Along with their personal 
knowledge, each PASS advisor 
is equipped with a PASS book. 
These books contain numerous 
items including such things as 
outlines of the programs of
fered at Stout, lists of courses, 
instructors, deans, advisors 
and placement information. 

las, laaNTIEI 
JCT 1-94 - 12 - 40 • ELK MOUND, WIS 54739 

Don't Wait Around-
NOON LUNCHEONS DML Y 11 :30- 2 P .M. 

(Except Saturday) 
PASS advisors live in the hall 

to which they are assigned so 
that they are readily available. 
Most of them are juniors or 
seniors; however, a few 
sophomores have been added 
to the staff. A total of two or 
three advisors are assigned to 
each residence hall. Depending 
on the size of the particular 
hall, they may work either out 
of their own rooms or out of a 
room assigned to them in the 
dorm. PASS advisors receive a 
salary that is equivalent to 
$1.00 per working hour. They 
are estimated to work about 50 
hours per month, but they 
always put in at least double 
that time. 

I 

Use This Coupon TODAY 

----------------------SUBWAY 
Next to The Den 

20c OFF on any MAXI sub 
10c OFF on any MINI sub 

Coupon Expires Oct. 25, 1972 

One Coupon Per Sandwich 

• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Closed Mondays 

Facilities for Wedding, Banquets & Parties 
Phone 879-5506 

Appearing Thru October 29 

Di-Marti nos 
Informal fashion show the 2nd and 4th 

Fridays of the month. 

FRIDAY SPECIAL SUNDAY SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLE FISH FRY 

AIIYOU 
can Eat 

$275 
FAMILY STYLE DINNER 

3 Selections 
of Meats 

Contiuued on Page 5 
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COURSE SCHEDULES -FOR 
SECOND SEMESTER: 

Sounds of our times Many fans and critics have 
called Simon and Garfunkel too 
commercial, as if their songs 
came from a "college year
book". What many people fail 
to realize is that without Simon 
and Garfunkel, many now
popular artists would never 
have had the chance to become 

c---- 1/7~ 
by Jean K. Henneberry 

SPOTLIGHT ON CHRISTMAS 
MINI-SESSION: 

Any student with a particular 
class need or desire, can help 
the departments decide which 
courses will be offered during 
the mini-session over 
Christmas break. Course needs 
should be given to the depart
ment chairmen before 
November 1, so that plans can 
be finalized and schedules can 
be made up. 

Costs for mini-session 
classes will -be the same for 
residents and non-residents 
this year. Undergraduate fees 
will be $19 per credit, and 
graduate Jees will be $25 per 
credit. The only other costs to 
the student may be a lab fee for 
the courses that require lab 
work. · 

The mini-session schedule 
offering will be available on 
Monday, Nov. 20. This deadline 
date gives the student time to 
adapt his schedule for second 
semester, should a course be 
offered during Christmas mini
session. 

SECOND SEMESTER 
PREPARATIONS: 

Early registration for second 
semester.has been set for Nov. 
27, 28, and 29. All students 
should contact their PASS 
Advisors or Faculty Advisors 
prior to this registration. 
Advisors are able to help 
students decide which courses 
must be taken in order to fulfill 
particular degree program 
requirements. Careful plan
ning of courses can help 
students to graduate according 
to their original plans \\-ithout 
unnecessary delays. 

Second semester class 
schedules will be available 
during the week of November 
20. Be sure to get your copy. 

END OF FIRST QUARTER 
CHECKLIST: 

Have you got so many things 
to get done before the second 
quarter begins that you can't 
seem to remember them all? 
Here's a reminder: 

Have you returned all of your 
first quarter texts? Did you 
pick up your second quarter 
books yet? If you · plan to 
graduate in Dec ., did ~u check 
the graduating list in the lobby 
of the Administration Building 
for your name? Are you falling 
behind or having problems in 
your semester classes? Why 
don't you check with the in-

1 structor for help? 

Use Our 

FREE 

Want Ads 

gor• ... And what a 
WEENIE l20A9T 
_ to celebrate. f 
the conq_uest. 

by Tom, Burke 

Title - Simon and;Garfunkel's 
Great Hits ·•' · 
Artist - Simon ai;d;~Garfunkel 
Label - Columbia\; 

·;\\i 
The scene is 195:7) }nd you are 

watching Amei::teian Band
stand. Out jumP:s,:- two flat
topped high schqtjlers. Dick 
Clark yells, "and f#.at was Tom 
and Jerry singing{tpeir smash 
hit 'Hey Schoolgirl'.'/ ' Fourteen 
years later the sa~~ two, only 
now known as t:~mon and 
Garfunkel, receiy~ numerous 
awards for "Bdtl_ge Over 
Troubled Water' ";~l , year later 
the duo splits. '.'/? 

One thing abouf;the two is 
apparent - for (neir type of 
music, no one toti9h.es them or 
even comes closei\-1:>aul Simon, 
the lyricist, wd~ all their 
music with a vetf ioccasional 
co-authored s0Ji1t by Gar
funkel. Art Gaf;Junkel, the 
voice, is perfeci{ for Simon's 
tunes. Now come\ tbe question · 
- is it the voice'.'·or the words 
that sell so many'./ r~cords? It 
would be unfait/ ~P. pick bet
ween the two. : '"-' 

Enough abo.J { the in
dividuals. How <about their 
works. All 14 ¢~ on their 

}JJ 
·-:?z! 

I'll commemorate::· Not bad 
the event b!:I ,\ artwork ... 
~inting it on · :, :. but a bit 
th' cave wall!' ·:_::'- :.. 9n,tf:,e,, 

i'<c pr1m1t1ve 
.:,.~ e~le. 

High school students take part in I.E. conference 
Again this year the Stout Fall 

Industrial Education Con
ference proved to be an out
standing success. Teachers 
and administrators from 
throughout Wisconsin and 
several nearby states 
assembled at Stout for a day of 
educational programs and 
professional experiences. It 
was also a day for renewing old 
acquaintances and for making 
new ones. 

Along with the va'rious 
programs for teachers and 
administrators there was also 
a program for the high school 
students who accompanied 
some of the teachers. The high 
school phase of the Conference 
was the responsibility of the 
Stout Industrial Education 
Club. Over 100 students from 
various high schools attended 
the Conference and took part in 
the various activities. 

The day began with a 
welcome to Stout by the Dean 
of the School of Applied Science 
and Technologym, Dr. Herbert 
Anderson. Following Dean 
Anderson, Dr. Raymond Keil 
and Dr. James Bensen ad
dressed the group concerning 
"The Industrial Technology 
Program" and "The Industrial 
Arts Program" respectively. 
The remainder of the morning 
was devoted to a general tour 
of the campus and the various 
labs. 

Following lunch, the students 
were allowed to choose a 
technical demonstration in one 
of 12 areas which they would 
like to attend. The demon
strations were given by various 
instructors with the help of 
Stout students . The day was 
concluded with a question and 

answer period ;* the Com-
mons. -/;. 

The Industri~fr Education 
Club wishes iii_: thank the 
members of Epiiilon Pi Tau 
and the American Industry 
Club whose helprtiade the high 
school phase of µ.ie Fall Con
ference the succ~ss that it was. 

I .:., . 

Come to the 

Nixon for President 

RALLY 
Monday, Oct. 23-8 p.m. 

HOTEL MARION 

SPEAKER: Congressman Vernon Thomson 

FREE BEER WHILE IT LASTS 

< Authorized and paid for by the Wisconsin Young Voters for 
the President U.W.-Stouf, Dave Masterjohn, Chairman, 356 
Tustison .) 

latest Columbia release can be 
heard on previous albums, but 
it is convenient to have them on 
one album. "Mrs. Robinson," 
"The Sounds of Silence," "I'm 
a Rock," and "Scarborough 
Fair-Canticle," all were sound
track cuts from the movie, 
"The Graduate". "America", 
a tune which today is still 
prevalent, tells of two people 
searching for the true 
America. "Bookends", shows 
us that growing old doesn't 
hold much for the future . A 
very sad song. Other songs, 
such as "For Emily, Whenever 
I May Find Her," "The 
Boxer", "The 59th Street 
Bridge Song", "Kathy's Song", 
and "El Condor Pasa", were 
never really big hits, but 
beautiful songs just the same. 

To date, Simon has cut a solo 
disc which isn't a big seller, 
and Garfunkel has appeared in 
several movies. 

At a recent McGovern fund 
raising concert, Simon and 
Garfunkel appeared together. 
Since the concert, both the 
artists are working on solo 
albums. Solo albums are one 
thing, but this reviewer co~ld 
really see a single album w~th 
the two together once agam._ 

A millio11 ~rs 
Crom now,wnat 
do ~OU think 
arcnaeologist6 
will makeo'1 
this? 

so famous. · 

Classified Ads 

FOR SALE-
Small, Furnished Mobil Home 
set up on local lot. Call 235-0680 

Claricon AM-FM Receiver, 8-
track recorder, 30 wats-rms
channel, 12" Utah speakers. 
Call Tom Ext. 2186, 456 North. 

FOR RENT-

For Rent - 2 car garage. $15 a 
month per stall. Call after 6 
p.m. at Ext. 235-0998. 

Room for Rent, Food Included 
- $165 a semester. Call 235-
3706. 
WANTED-

Employment Wanted - Can do 
hauling and yard work. Have 2 
pick-up trucks and many 
hands. Call 235-3280, ask for 
Denny or leave message. 

Photographers Needed: to 
photograph HKMC Winter 
Carnival Queen Candidate. 
Contact Julie Bacon at 2135. 

'-low 
come'? 

Big Jake ... A legend oF a man. 
A man who Fought his way through hell 
to save a grandson he had never seen I 

John Wayne~ Richard Boone 

"BigJakci' 
A CINEMA GNTER ALMS PRE~NTATK)N 

<X>*"'!I Patrick Wayne • Christopher Mitchum 
Bobby Vinton • Bruce Cabot • Glenn Corbett ·John Doucette 

.rdMaureen O'Hara .. M'\RlHA 
W...b, HARl1Y JUUMI FINK.rd RM FINK-Pai.ad b,MICHAEL WAYNE 

~ b,GEORGE SHERMAN · M..: b, ELMER IERNSTEIN · TECHNICODR"PANA\l1SIOl'li
A BAT.JAC PRODUCTION · A NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES RELEASE ~~~-

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 221 1972 
HARVEY HALL AUDITORIUM 

6:JO & 8:45 
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Pass helps students 
Each PASS advisor can 

contact Donley at anytime for 
assistance. In this way, each 
new student relays his or her 
feelings, questions or problems 
to their PASS advisor, who in 
turn, offers his or her 
assistance personally, through 
his or her experience, the PASS 
BOOK, OR Donley . If Donley 
can't help, he finds someone 
who can. 

Donley works closely with 
his PASS staff. His assistance 
is required daily. He meets 
with his staff every Friday to 
distribute new information, 
talk over problems, answer 
questions, and informally visit. 
The topics often revolve 
around courses, students 

complaints about poor in
structors, questionable ad
ministrative policies, and gripe 
sessions from advisors who 
have their own problems. 

These meetings serve as 
sounding boards for students. 
Advisors relate bad, as well as, 
good feelings from students to 
Donley . He, in turn, explains to 
his staff reasons for certain 
policies. Donley also has close 
working contact with deans, 
faculty, advisors, and 
department ·chairmen. When a 
problem concerning ~rtain 
courses or instructors arises 
Donley goes directly to the 
source of the problem to · 
resolve it if possible. 

PASS is essentially a 

* Meet Market * 
f riday Double Bubble 

HAPPY HOUR 3- 5 

Pre-Game Warm Up 
SATURDAY MORNING HAPPY HOUR 10-12 

Sunday Special 
PACKER BACKER 25c 

HELD OVER! 
3rd BIG WEEK! 

Weekdays 7 & 9 
Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 

Rated R 

WOODY ALLEN'S 
"Everything you always 

wanted to know about sex -x
·X· BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK" 
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Voter registration: 
one last chance 

Photo by Robertson 

cooperative of the advisement 
program. There are two 
students who handle com
muting students and several 
who work with transfer 
students. It has been found that 

. transfer students have almost 
as many difficulties as new 
freshmen do. Therefore, in the 
future, an effort is being made 
by PASS, TO WORK MORE 
CLOSELY WITH TRANSFER 
STUDENTS . . 

Two black students, Jim 
G;reer (Dud) 'and Cathy Brown, 
ori the PASS staff, work closely 
with Black American students 
out of the Black Culture · 
Center. 

Approximately 300 students 
registered to vote Monday 
during the campus voter 
registration drive led by the 
League of Women Voters of 
Dunn County . Sandra Koenig, 
one of five student volunteers 
who worked with the league 
stated "Everything went 
smoothly and was very suc
cessful." 
.. It is believed that although 
the drive touched many 
students, Monday may have 
been a day when many did n_ot 
get ·a chance . to reg:i?,ter. 
Another campus .drive may be 
h~ld if enough volunteers can 
be found to conduct the drive. 

City Clerk, Vada · Husby, 
suggests that those students 
not yet registered in 
Menomonie who would like to 

Dorm 
JTC 
Fleming 
Wigen 
North 

South 

AFM 
CKTO 
HKMC 

Fair Oaks 

Ward 

2 

3 

5 

6 

vote here, go to the City Clerk's 
office between the hours of 7 
p.m. - 9 p.m. or 9 during the 
hours 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily 
until Oct. 25, the deadline. 

The student is reminded that 
he is qualified to vote if: 

1. He is a citizen of the United 
.States . 

2. He is at least 13· years of 
age, or will be 18 on election 
day. 

3. He has been a resident of 
the state and voting district for 
10 days. · 

4. He is registered. 
On election day, Nov. 2 the 

student will _proceed · to his 
voting place according to the 
ward he lives in.Voting opens 
at 9 a.m. and continues until 8 
p.m. Wards are outlined as 
follows: 

Voting Place 

Fire Station 

UW-Stout Fieldhouse -

East School 

. Rural Electric between 
Cresent and 9th · 

PASS is not only a unique 
organization but seems to be a 
successful answer to an age old 
problem. 

If you . have any questions 
about voting call the City Clerk 
at 235-2313. 

Return this ad 
with him and 
remittance or 
write for FREE 
film mailers. 
TRIAL OFFER 
one per fami ly 

Photo by Skrenes 

"Butterflies Are Free" final curtain 

1:w~~~ 
Now Showing!! 

Now you can see"The Graduate' 
again or for the first time. 

JOSEPH ·E. LEVINE 

M'ii<:'E' NICHOLS- LAWRENCE TURMAN """'UCTION 

ACADEMY 
AWARD 

WINNER 
BEST 

DIRECTOR 
MIKE 

NICHOLS 
1967 

THE GRADUATE TECHNICOLOR. PANAv1s1gN· 
111 An Avco EmbaHy Rel•aH..tlflfaa 

ANNE BANCROFT "'" DUSTIN HOFFMAN · KATHARINE ROSS 
.. . . RATED 

Evenings 7: 00 - 9: 00 
Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 (PG) 

- ADMISSION _ All Ages Admitted 
Adults $1 .50 - Students ( including university students) $1.25 

"Butterflies a re Free" , a 
recent Broadway hit, now , can 
be termed a Stout success, as 
well. 

Directed by Terry 
Markovich with the se t 
designed by Noel Falkofske 
the play presented a challenge 
for the cast. Mira Smith, 
portraying Jill Tanner and 
Maggie Gary, acting as Mrs . 
Baker, had no previous acting 
experience. Ed Foy, alias Don 
Baker, and S. McCoy, playing 
Ralph Austin also did a superb 
job before the packed house. 

The seeming meek audience 
left the theatre surprised , 
perhaps shocked, with the 
openness of the cast. The play's 
humor and sensitivity will nol 
be easily forgotten. 

Recycle 

this paper 



Camping, boating, swimming, canoeing waters have been made possible for 
thousands of western Wisconsin people because of Congressman Thomson's 
tight for the environment in Congress. Where dams were recommended at Spring 
Valley and La Farge for flood control, retardation of soil erosion, and recrttation, 
Congressman Thomson stepped in and secured the necessary structure. 

Authorized & Paid for by People for Congressman Thomson 

Alan Cole, La Crosse, Wisconsin-Treasurer 

ECOLOGY, 

the Power 
Company said, 

is a dirty word. 

But Vernon Thomson said, 
"Baloney" and, the Namekagon 
was saved to become one of 
America's great wild and scenic 
rivers. 

The Lower St. Croix River should soon be added to the Wild and Scenic Rivers 
System through Congressman's Thomson's leadership. This time he did not have 
to fight private, vested interests. Instead, he fought a faceless bureaucracy. Even 
though the Department of the Interior opposed the Lower St. Croix's inclusion, 
Congressman Thomson worked out the agreement that will protect the river. 

In the ' 50 ' s, they called it 
" esthetics " when someone talked of 
preserving the natural setting of our 
rivers and streams. You were some 
sort of a queer - like the guy with 
the butterfly net~ when you argued 
that the rivers beauty was entitled to 
the same consideration as economic 
gain. 

But that was Attorney General Ver
non Thomson 's argument when the 
power company wanted to dam the 
Namekagon . It was an unfashionable 
cause in those days. Ask your own 
parents. Beauty and recreation 
before profit and economic gain? 
Nonsense, said the vested interests. 

Vernon Thomson won then. Today, 
after serving as Governor ·of Wis
consin, Congressm2n for 12 years, 

his vision and political muscle are still 
winning battles in Congress for the 
people and their land, their air and 
their water. 

Frankly , though , he wasn't all that 
unselfish in saving the Namekagon. 

You see, he'd fished trout there 
since he was a kid. Still does, too! 

Yes - it began years ago - with 
the Namekagon . But more impor
tantly, Congressman Thomson ' s 
unwavering persistence continues -
not only with the Lower St. Croix, but 
with his active opposition to the 12-
foot Mississippi River Channel. and 
his backing of the new National Fish 
Control Laboratory at UW-La Crosse. 

-



Nixon, McGovern issues compared: 
iobs, poverty and civil rights, the draft 

Nixon 
When Nixon assumed office, unemployment was 3.5 per cent 

of the labor force. It was more than 6 per cent for several months 
and stood at 5.5 per cent in July, 1972. In mid-1972, 1,155,000 per
sons had been unemployed more than 15 weeks; the figure was 
347,000 in early 1969. 

To combat unemployment the Administration has relied 
largely on growth on the private score, deficit spending, tax in
centives to encourage business expansion and, since Aug . 1971, 
wage and price controls. 

In Dec. 1970 and June 1971 Nixon vetoed two Congressional 
bills for manpower training, public service employment and 
accelerated public works, saying "WP A-type jobs are not the 
answer" and terming them a "costly and time-consuming method 
of putting unemployed persons to work." 

On July 12, 1971, however, he did sign a bill for a $2.2 billion 
program for 150,000 emergency jobs at the state and local level in 
schools, hospitals, parks, police and fire departments and social 
agencies in high unemployment areas. The Administration had 
originally opposed this legislation but accepted it after vetoing the 
two earlier bills on public service employment. 

POVERTY AND CIVIL RIGHTS 
Upon taking office Nixon applied the "Philadelphia Plan" 

designed to increase minority employment on federal con
struction project. 

In actions particularly related to the South, he sought "strict 
constructionists" to fill Supreme Court vacancies and called for 
the revision of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 which would have 
removed many safe-guards protecting newly enfranchised 
Negroes in the South. Congress did not approve these revisions. 

Nixon recommended a 2-year extension of the Office of 
Economic Opportunity in 1971, but when Congress added a $2.1 
billion comprehensive child development program he vetoed the 
bill, saying it demonstrated "fiscal irresponsibility, ad
ministrative unworkability, and family weakening implication." 

BUSING 
Nixon said Alig. 3, 1971, "I have consistently opposed the 

busing of our nation's school children to achieve a racial balance . 
.. " On March 24, 1972, he proposed a moratorium on all new 
busing orders by federal courts, and a $2.5 billion program to 
improve education of children from poor families, plus per
manent restraints on busing for desegregation. 

THE DRAFT 
On taking office Nixon appointed the Gates Commission to 

consider an all-volunteer army. It recommended ending the draft 
one year after significant pay increases were approved. 

These ·1wo Know What 
It's All About 
/ 

Join The Industrial Education Club 
NOWI 

Meeting Every 1st & 3rd Tuesday 
Commons 111-112 

By The FCNL 

In 1971, Nixon asked Congress for a two-year extension of the 
induction authority and a large pay increase, especially for first
term servicemen. Congress gave him the two-year extendion and 
a~ even larger pay increase than requested. During this term the 
size of the armed forces has been reduced from 3.5 million to 2.3 
million persons. 

Nixon favors the goal of "zero draft calls," but it is unclear 
whether he would let the Presidential induction authority expire 
July 1, 1973, or ask for its extension to be available to him on a 
standby basis. 

Nixon has opposed compulsory nation service. His message to 
Congress of March 24, 1971, stressed volunteer service. 

McGovern 

JOBS 
In his acceptance speech, McGovern assigned highest 

domestic priority to a job guarantee for all who are able to work 
- generated from a "reinvigorated private sector" and jobs 
either stimulated or provided by the federal government itself. He 
has proposed a $10 billion investment in job-creating enterprise, 
primarily in housing, transportation, environmental protection, 
and public service employment. He also proposes greatly ex
panded funding for basic research on civilian needs, more 
research for the benefit of the private sector, and special em
phasis on independent. inventors and small research-based 
companies (Senate speech, 4-20-72). 

McGovern estimates that shifting the $32 billion cut in 
military spending to civilian purposes would replace all jobs lost 
in the military services and defense industries and create an 
additional 1.5 million civilian jobs. More net jobs would be created 
with the same money because "military spending is among the 
least efficient method of creating and maintaining employment." 
Income maintenence would be provided to individuals in a 
transition period. 

He opposed the Lockhead government loan guarantee ap
proved by the Senate 49-48 (8-2-71). 

POVERTY AND CIVIL RIGHTS 
In 1970 McGovern supported extension of the Voting Rights 

Act for 5 years . He opposed the Sennis amendment which would 
have applied federal guidelines equally North and South but 
which was viewed generally as weakening desegregation in 
Southern schools (amendment adopted 56-36, 2-18-70). He voted 
for the Ribicoff amendment in 1971 authorizing an additional $1 
billion for FY and in 1974 and-1975 for desegregation aid and 
providing federal assistance for elimination of minority group 
isolation in all metropolitan area public schools (amendment 
defeated 35-51, 4-21). The Administration opposed the Ribicoff 
amendment. 

He led successful Senate fights in 1969 and 1970 to expand the 
food stamp program by authorizing free food stamps for families 
with monthly incomes under $60 and expanding available funds 
(9-24-69, 7-8-70). 

In 1969 he voted against the Dominich amendment cutting 
Office of Economic Opportunity programs (10-14); against the 
Murphy amendment giving state governors veto power over OEO 
legal services projects (10.14), and against closing 59 Job Corps 
Centers (5-13) . 

In 1972 McGovern voted against the Dominich amendment 
which would have substituted federal court hearings for cease
a nd-desis t powers concerning employment discrimination 
(rejected 41-43, 1-24) . 

The Senator also voted against an Administration-supported 
Taft substitute to the Minimum Wage Increase Bill, which would 
have reduced the minimum to $2 and limited its coverage 
(rejected 46-47, 7-20). 

BUSING 
McGovern voted against the Dole amendment which would 

have barred federal courts from ordering busing of school 
children on the basis of race, color, religion, or national origin. 
The Dole amendment was rejected 47-48 (3-1-72). He stated, "I 
believe that school busing and redistricting, as ordered by the 
federal courts, are among the prices we are paying for a century 
of segregation in our housing patterns. For more than a 
generation black children were bused to avoid integrating 
schools." 

THE DRAFT 
McGovern was one of 16 senators who voted June 24, 1971, 

against final passage of the Military Selective Service Act. He 
voted for Sen. Hatfield's amendments to terminate the 
President's induction authority July 1, 1971 (defeated 23-67, 6-4-
71), and Dec. 31, 1972 (defeated 25-64, 8-1-72). In 1971 he was one of 
six Senate cosponsors of S. J. Res. 20 which would have ter
minated the entire Selective Service system as of Dec. 31, 1971. 
The 1972 Democratic Platform states, "We urge abolition of the 
draft." 

McGovern has opposed a system of compulsory national 
service. Since 1969, however, he has been a principal co-sponsor 
with Sen. Hatfield of a bill to expand opportunities for voluntary 
service, currently S. 1777, the National Youth Service Act. · 
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JHave Yo~ Heard~.: .· ~ 
Chuck Groene ' war over? 
1bb weekend Oct. 20 and 2t , - " lstheW.rWlndi~ Down'!" 

lhe Pa111-n wi.O pttlfflt Cluck 1s1tie' lilleofK1thySc1jowntt's 
Cirome ror two lhows nighlly. spttdl tobe 1h·(n 11 3:XI p.m. 

~~~~sr,::; ~':!;,: :1au~ri·o~h:·s::d~ 
welcome aurutlon at the Cenlti'. Wtll.qualifled~.q,ealc 
Pawn ' Upl]Cl.. numeroua ~ - · en this 111bjec1, Ms. Sojoumff 
e11slana. Ust yea,r n6l only did is the Coordinator of 1he 
Oluck win Stwt'a ShoWCaae, National • Peace Action 
he wt'nt en. to win at,Steverm Coalition and haa been 

"- Polit 11 the N1li(N.I En- organWng antl·wlr teacMns, 
, 1er11lnmm1 Confennce. This rallies 1nd other a1JOL1.ed 

Wffllend win be Chucb""debut 11ctlvltin since 1964. Her 
lhia ,:eu II lhe r'awn and 1ptteh Is sponsored by the 
speak lnl for• e\leryone Vietnam Veterans against the 
auc,dated v.ilh the Pa111·n, war fVVAWI here on cam~ 

_yr're &i.d he's Wdt. and the UniVcinity· Sptaker·s 
Contlnulnl the Pawn 'a forum. 

traiil!onofpro,.•ldl•thefinest 
drcull group ft'ltertalnment 
available. the Pown will 
prelffll fot ywr mjoyfflfflt 
ROBer 1nd Wmdy on Oct. 23 
tlv"w&h Ckt. Zl. Wilh one 
album. ·· t:uphor1·• on the 
maritd , R{l&er and Wendy are 
curre~tl)' composinl and 
~rtlinl for I mO\ie sound 
track. which they hope wlll be 
oul In lhll near fu ture Their 
style la one of playing familiar 
;ind original m11erial ol a 
gir,nerally .l"Onttmporary \~In. 
raa,Jrc from folk ball1cb to 
roclr. 1111111, As usu1l tbt,.. will 
be two performances each 
to,·enl'* at I : lS and 1:30 p.m. 
lt 'i 'hie! 

tine .arts 
lnlerHled in field crlpa, 

guesl l pttakcn . lrnellng 
~•h1hiflons, cit ) b..•autification 
am.I ~ 1a1 hn111)l•1ur11t5" Tht
t'lnt' ~rls AsS1..-1ahon 111·111 ix• 
m('('t i~ on Wt<dnnday mjth!JI 
1n Ila~· llall. room 216 at & :tO 
p 111 :mll wrkmnt'!i an yon(' and 
1•\'er:,:no,• ,,.ho1~ mh•~ l t'd 1n 
or 1n_~p1rtd h~ lh l' hnt'f' lhin~ 
mhlt! 

llnported French Red 
Dinner Wine 
2 FifthsSl.00 

Walter Thorsen 

W1lter Thorwn. Dtmoc:ratl<: 
e1ndidate for Congress: 1nd 
Senatnr Gaylord Nelson 
c~ ·ationalist, pollutioi;i 
fi1h1er, foundet" of Earth OJiy, 
amq many other tblnp) v.·ill 
speak on MondJly, Otl 23 at 
12::,0 p.m. in the Sludeftl 
Cimter Ballroom. Topics in
clude Thors,n 's <:andlda<:y. 
and McGcwem lor Prtsldenl. 
These prominent men are 
brought to yCIUA)' the Young • 
Dermx:rats on <:ampus and the 
Univffllly Speaker's fonan . 

microw.ive ovens 
Alice Kempm ol UW-Stout 

111i ll sprak on Micro,,.•ave O\.'tns 
and Exttn!lion work 11 1M Oct. 
23 mcclin1 of the Home 
t):onomics in Business Oub. 
Tlw meet\~ ,,..ill be held in the 
Madi100 ronm at 6pm 

INH may hr p,.11d a t ttus 
!114.'t'ti~. 

Oon"t forget IOSIW)•Upon lht• 
11t:1H hulletinbo.1rd10 Han'!!)' 
1!11U lnr t h<' rit'kl tn11 lo t:.au 
C'la1 n• ••• ( k l '!i Stnp. v.dl 
1111.'kxk- l'n.'!l ln, Armor mt'al. 
:t11d ;>;SI' 

Whiskey 
Vodka 

Gin 
J Quarls 511 .S0 

Old Style 
11 Pac $189 · 

We carry a full line of party supplies. 

l-Mart liquor 
Ph. 2lS-39JS 

Mon. Sa t. 9: 00.9 : 00 
.Sunday 12:00-5· ()0 \ 

organ utions 

The Stout Student 
A.Nodltlcn la acttptJ,c ap
pllutlona for renewlnl 

:,:.'~~ l~or or:: ;:1! . 
oraanlulkln LO hokl rneellnp 
and rranchlle for a<:tlviUes 
IN'O.l&t\ UAA, It rlnl ffl\.111 
have submilled • completed 
rtMW1l rorm available tn lhe • 
Senate Office. • 

If yCIUr or1anlntlon la 
J:!annlna , oo meella1 1nd 

ple~~~i:::.1:~ 
taken care of. It ls the 
r.eaponslbllity of uch 
organb.1Lion to complete this 
renewal form. 

new parking 
The SttUrity Office la now 

accepting written memos for 

=;.~:;{!~~'!!"~ 
:~~~~m~t~r, •. 1~nd~r:e1 
YI.lions are on a first come -

• lint ae~ bull. The 1o1 will 
bopefullybeoprnbyNov. 1iind 
the parttlna fee Is S5 per mon1h. 
The lot 'la oprn to anyone 
nttdlll • plKe to park. 

hawall trip 
Students 1nd f1 culty of 

Stout!!!!! Are you Interested 
fn a nine-day IOW' t.o Hawidl 
durin1 OUiatmu brulc'? U ao. 
contact Bill · Sledltckl. 
Program and Acllv\11ea 
Coordinator. 11 Esl. Z227, or 

· visit him in the Mtll'IClrial 
Student Cent tr, 

job recruit 
The missing word la ln-

1,n·ll"lll'S, gang. The PlacemMI 
Office Is JookllJJ for )'Ollr 
\.\:1rm, lh·c seniot·l )'IJC! bods 10 
rt-turn Yot¥' papers and ln
ltJVlew nn <:DJ111)'8. Uke. we 
rnn help ) 'OU , hut "' " l'K.'td to 
~t'I! yrur haJJ11_y. smllinJ: nu:es 
up hen' to do In do r;,, 

~t'\' «J ra l 1tnod compame,s ' 
:-1ttn-up sl11.~ls;i.n•po11~ If 
)OU don't h;l\'t" tilt' St'Ullle-bult 
nn prn<:rduN.'5 uon·1 be arraid 
toask'h)·ourlocal, friendl y. 
nt'ighbnrhood placement olfi<:c ..non.,. ~ 

manasa 
Tht' Stoul chapter nf 

MANASA, 11 menial health 
1.1 rjl;aniu111on of t'Dmpus, 15 
hold111t,t 11 ,; organli.at \onal 
1111<t•l1 '1(un Tut"sd :1)'.0c:t U at 
1' :11 rm 111 tl"II' lntemntional 
llnom of tht• Studt.'fll l't'flll'I' 
TIWn! v.•111 be a l(Ul':il lt.'t'lurcr 
from lht• n-.1onril Dl1'n ' omd a 
him on mt•n1 a} hl'li lth 
lhirt'llhT\lt"tll !I will hr llt'rn'tl 
MANAS,\ hus h1•ld the• 
n•putallon of th1• bell t 
oq ~11 nbn11on In the• 5'Ulle Join 
11!1 fnr :1 votunll'l!T(',rpcrifflC't' 
that )'OU won'I forxct 

. soldier 'tllck , 
·:w lntu Soldier la~ 

\'t'SllpllOQ" ii I.be name ol the 
mm 10 be shown .a I p.m. 
Monday, Ocl ZS ht the S.udent 
Ctnltt Ballroom. 'nle film ls a 

::::r:~ ~~=r!°'~ ~:: 
~i'!~S..~1:1':~!:1.. w;::; 
MlhHWlee. will be Olfhand IO 
elaborate on War crlmea. 
1oldierln1 and vtt•ran1. 

, ~~:=-~lrktr'I. Forum: 
sexUAI decisions 

~:~e~~on~b~: • 
the nnal· talk ln the three
evmirw; public forum lpOtt
aored by Tl,e Mlnl11ry, 

~!~1:i.tya.;rac:eer~:":r 
Women '• AlternatlYea~ Dr. 
Thomas El ten from St. M•ry'1 

=er~s
10 1:"°:;,,~:· ::1J 

community In the F1ellhlule 
Wednesday, QcL 25 at I p.m. 
Just as the speakers before 
h,m. Dr. Etten wlll be 
availabl e a fterwards In 
\'lrioui~ halls for 
follow.up disicUSllon. 

FREE PRESCRIPTION· DELIVERY 
24 Hour S1nlc1 P~oao 235-3461 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 

Ifft tfit Cold 
with 

Cotton-Flannel 

WORK SHIRTS 
l"AIIMalda Sltf'Jl : Sniall-X l.arge 

St. Clair-Billehus ' 
3'5Maln s . .. 

THE TAP 
HAPPY HOUR 

,.,. •;; . . ... Dolly 

A11ort1d Drlakl 30' 

Now 11nln1 boor Hd Hq.~or 
Oa ••' Off Sal11 

e; 

' 

1972-73 
STU DINT 

DIIICTOIIIS 
Wl!I Arrlu Wltlll1 
n, Nut Wook. 

They wll l be sold In the 
Student Center. end 
the Residence hells. 



A MAMMOTH . a.wANa SALE MAIIMG WAY· FOR THE 
OPENING OF A BRAND NEW SOUND IDEA STORE-PRICES 

. SWHEDI · 
SPEAKERS 

UST SAU 
Ampe,c Mod.t 710 Delux 2.way $69.95 ::== Fisher 103 2-way system 99.95 SH.SO 
Fisher 104 l-way system 109,95 71.00 
AR . AR 3A 250.00 '"·" AR. 2AX 128.00 "·" Orbit IV 139.95 

.., __ ---Orbit I 29.95 ::::: 

RECORD ·cHANGERS 
BSR 310X 
Flshttr 302' PE 
Dual cs. 16 

LIST 
80.00 

99.95 
125.00 

HEADPHONES 
Koss Pro 4 AA 
Orbit 1200 

LIST 
60.,0 
39.95 

, AUTO STEREO 
i1n 

Ampex AC~-1 69.95 

IAU CUIII 

SAU 
49.fS ..... ..... 

SALE 
3t.'5 
17.t5 

SALE 
u.oo 

AT STEREO PAK =DLONDON 
. EAU CLAIIE 

AND SOON TO APPEAi IN m PLAa •• . • 

RECEIVERS 
UST 

' Fisher 201 219.95 ' 
Fisher JOl l.f9.95 
Fisher 401 '99.95 · 
Fllher 39C). T 3'9.95 
Fisher 450-T 399.00 
Ampex AJR . 100 2'9.95 
JVC VR -SS11 60 Watt AM-FM 229.95 

RECORDING TAPE 
l - Memorex C-90 

J M Reel to ~ttl 203 l/• -1900 
3M Reel to Reel 150 11,. . 1900 

un 
12.15 

6.85 
s.ss 

RECORDERS 
· Ampex Cassette Micro 2-i 

Ampex Cassette Micro 32 
Ampex Cassette Miao 9 

LIST 
99.95 

129.95 

i9 .95 

COMPACTS 
Fisher 3565 

un 
399.95 

SAU 

'"·" 21t.tt ...... 
t75.N 
Hf.,S ,,,,,, 
17t.H 

SAU -, ... .... 
'·" 

SALE 

"·'° 79.95 ,._ .. 

SAU 
315.00 

ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING 
BUT EVERYTHING MUST GOI 
LOTS OF OTHER EQUIPMENT 

GET STORE QUOTES! 

. ~- ... \ .. ~-........... ' ........ ...... ... ;. .. . 
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IN THE CORRNERS 
Probability 5 for 5 ! 

The coin flip finally did it. Probability predicted all five of the 
victories by Wisconsin conference teams last week. The Pole was 
four for five, mis~ing a perfect week by his pick of Stout. over Eau 
Claire. For the season the Pole leads with 17 .correct choices out of 
25 while Probability has only hit on 12 out of 25. This week 
Probability predicts Platteville over River Falls, Superior over 
Eau· Claire Whitewater over Stevens Point, Oshkosh over St. 
Norbert a~d Stout over La Crosse! The Pole didn't make any 
picks this week. Here are last week's scores: 

Eau Claire 17 -Stout 0 
La Crosse 14 -Platteville 13 
River Falls 15 - Superior 12 

Oshkosh 20 - Stevens Point 17 
Whitewater 30 -St. Norbert 2 

Water Polo 
The Stout Water Polo Team was one of the Stout teams that 

suffered at the hands of Eau Claire last weekend. Eau Claire's 
club used the deep end to good advantage to tip in several quick 
goals. Stout was unable to score the catch up goals. The final 
score was Eau Claire 10 - Stout 8. 

Games - Maybe 
Several weeks ago I said that I was going to write about the 

"games people play" around Stout. I figured that because t~ey 
were games, they fit in the sports section. However, there 1~ a 
consensus on the staff that "In the Corners" should deal with 
sports (exciting stuff like football, basketball, and wat~rpolo). 
Beware! In that boiling cauldron of my sweetly profane m~nd, I'm 
conjuring up some interesting games that may make their ~e~ut 
<look out Milton Bradley) in "In the Corners" and have surpnsmg 
comparisons to true life situations at Stout. 

Blugolds choke Blue Devils 
The hustlin' Blue Devils Stout got their offense 

offense sputtered, choked and together and threatened late in 
fumbled its way to defeat as the game by driving to the Eau 
the Eau Claire Blugolds won Claire 10, but the offense again 
their homecoming game 17-0 at stalled as it did much of the 
Carson Park, Saturday. game. 

The Blue Devil defense The Stout offense picked a 
turned in a sparkling per- total of 96 yards. The rushing 
formance as they held the game was at a standstill as 
Blugolds offense to only three they netted a minus nine yards. 
points in the first three Much of it was lost while Fedie 
quarters of play. However, was dumped attempting to 
when Stout turned the ball over pass. John Osmanski gained 21 
to Eau Claire twice deep in yards and Ron Berg added 15 
Stout territory late in the game yards: Fedie passed for 105 
it was too much for the defense yards as he hit on nine of 29 
to handle. passes. 

After the Blugolds recovered Tom Glinski was again the 
a Ron Berg fumble at the Stout leading receiver as he hauled 
34 they needed just six plays in five passes for 58 yards. 
before Ed Petkovsek broke The Blugolds picked up 15 
over the goal from the two yard first downs, 12 by rushing, 
line with 13 minutes left in the compared to Stout's 11 first 
game. downs. 

The touchdown was The Blugolds had little 
vigorously protested by the reason to pass as they rushed 
Stout coaching staff as for 210 of their total 275 yards. 
Petkovsek crossed the goaline The top Eau Claire ground 
without the ball because of a gainer was Petkovsek as he 
fumble. One of the three of- ran for 82 yards in 24 tries. 
ficials presiding ruled 
Petkovsek crossed the goal The Blue Devil junior varsity 
before fumbling and the score brought a 13-8 victory home 
stood lO-O. from River Falls Monday 

night. On the first play after the 
ensuing kickoff, Steve Fedie Sophomore Jeff Staszak was 
faded back to pass only to be up to his old tricks as he 
smothered and· forced to returned a punt 60 yards for a 
fumble by the Blugolds at the TD in the first quarter . 
Stout 27 yard line. Freshman Dan Luer scored 

Just two minutes later the from 12 yards out mid-way in 
Blugolds scored their final the fourth quarter for the final 
seven points as Dusty Hoffman six points. 
passed to Steve Woletz from 16 The Falcons scored with a 
yards out. minute to play when a Blue 

amGIH• 
SUPPER CLUB 

NOW FEATURING SUNDAY LUNCH 
12 Noon Until 9:00 p.m. 

CHOICE 
koast Prime Rib of Beef $

2
tS Broiled New York Strip 

00~~~~~ 00~~~~~ 
Cole Slaw and Au Jus Cole Slaw and Au Jus 

COMPLETE MENU ALSO AVAILABLE 
. . . . Friday - Fish Fry .... 

Tues.-Sat. -Diningroom & Bar Open at 5:00 p.m. 
- PLANNING AP ARTY? -

Closed Monday 962-3870 
From 1-94 North on 25 to "D" - Right 4 Miles 

Players of the week Men's intra murals 
What's going on? . 

Eric Bloobm 

Eric Bloohm, the 5-10, 180 
pound senior defensive half
back, was named the Blue 
Devil defensive player of the 
week for his note-worthy 
performance against Eau 
Claire. · 

"Quick" made six tackles, 
six assists and broke up 
several passes intended for 
Blugold receivers. 

Bloohm 's experience has 
paid off game after game, not 
only in touchdowns prevented 
but also steadying a defensive 
secondary filled with freshmen 
and secondary. 

Ron Berg 

Ron Berg was named the 
Blue Devil's offensive player of 
the week for his performance 
in Stout's 17-0 loss to Eau 
Claire. 

Although Berg gained only 15 
yards in eleven carries Coach 
Sten Pierce cited the 5-10, 190 
pound fullback for his steady 
work in the Blue Devil's of
fensive backfield. 

"Bergie" is considered one 
of Stout's best blockers 
whether clearing out holes or 
pass blocking and his efforts 
were appreciated against Eau 
Claire. 

Devil defender leaped to in
tercept a pass. The pass , 
however, skidded off his hands 
into the Falcon's who then 
raced for the score. 

The Stout defense then held 
on for the win. 

by Todd Schmidt 
Boredom is a bothersome 

commodity nowadays. Too 
often a male college student 
can get caught up in the ad
versi ty of college life, Studying: 
too much, doing nothing at all, 
or more than likely drinking 
too mueh. 

Men'·s intramurals provide a 
pleasant alternative t-0 the 
laziness or bookworm ten
dencies of students. It gives 
men a chance to get out and do 
something besides study, loaf, 
or drink. 

Formally, this is the outlined 
purpose.of men's intramurals: 

1. To provide enjoyable 
recreational experiences for 
male students. 

2. To develop habits of 
participation which will carry 
over into everyday living. 

3. To promote wholesome 
social relationships through 
group and individual activity. 

4. To. promote a respect for 
sportsmanship and the prin
cipals of fair play. 

5. To develop physical fit
ness, strength, endurance, 
power, agility, and flexibility. 

In my opinion, the main 
purpose of men's intramurals 
is have fun. 

John Zuerlein, Intramural 
Activities Coordinator, has set 
up a tentative schedule for the 
men's intramural 1972-73 
season as follows: 

Canoe Race - September 
Tenilis - September 
Gold - September 
Flag Football - September 
Archery (Target Field) -
September _ 
Cross Country - October 
Swimming - October 
Volleyball - November 
Basketball - January 
Wrestling - March 
Badminton - March 
Track and Field - May 
The canoe race and cross 

country activities have been 
officially completed. For those 
of you who don't know it, all 
sports points are alloted to the 
top finishers of each particular 
event. These points are added 
at the end of the year to see 
who gets the All Sports Trophy, 
a nice little addition to any 
dorm's trophy case. 

So fat this year, Hotel Hovlid 
seems to have an edge in all 
sports points, but to give you a 
true picture winners of the 
separate events should be 
listed. 

In the canoe race, the points 
were allotted this way: 
Milnes Won .... ... ...... . ... 72 
2nd Fleming ....... . .... . . .. 57 

ERRORITE™ :l,~~~~ORE 

•••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • ALBUMS • 

: SPREADS TAPESTRIES : 
• PIPES & PAPERS INCENSE • 
+ 524 Broadway Open Till 5: 00 + 
•••••••••••••••••• 

KLB .... . ......... . . . . ... . . .42 
Hotel Hovlid .. .. . .. .. .. . .... 36 
SigEp ........... . . .. .. . . . .. 21 

In· Cross Country, here are 
the big winners-:-
D. Regents .. . ............ .. 69 
3rd Chinnock ..... . . . ..... . . 45 
2nd Wigen . . .. . .. .. . ... .. . . .42 
HotelHovlid ............. ·- .36 
2nd Fleming .. . ............ . 30 
FOB .... .. . .. . ... .. . ........ 3 

Flag football is probably one 
of the most popular intramural 
activities. The regular season 
play has just been concluded, 
with the standings stacking up 
this way! 
Red League W L Tie 
Hotel Hovlid ..... . 7 1 
J Boys .. .......... 7 1 
3rd Chinnock . . . . . 7 1 
Milnes Won . . .. . .. 4 3 
D. Regents . ...... 4 4 
Animals ........ . . 4 4 
3rd Milnes . . . . . . . . 1 7 1 
4th Tustison . . . . . . 1 7 1 
Madsen Marauder-
s ...... .. .. ..... .. 1 7 
Blue League W L 
Blue Flame .... , ... 7 1 
2nd Wigen . . . . . . . . . 5 3 
North2ndE .. .......... 5 3 
Beaver Lodge. . . . . . . . . . 4 4 
Rejects . . .. ......... 4 4 
Vets Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 5 
Fry cans Chickens. . . . . . 3 5 
Creamers . . . . . 3 5 
2nd Milnes . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 6 
Frat League W L 
KLB Green . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 0 
SigEp .............. . .. 4 2 
FOB ... ..... . .... . .. . .. 3 3 
TKE . ............. . . . . . 3 3 
Phi Sig ..... . ....... . . . 3 3 
Sig Tau . . ......... . . .. . 2 4 
Sig Phi ..... ... . .. ..... O 6 

There is a current tour
nament underway between the 
flag football leagues to 
determine a championship 
team. After the tourney all 
sports points will be alloted to 
each team. 

After the tournament, co-ed 
basketball, and volleyball will 
be starting. The first games 
will begin Oct. 23. The 
deadlines for sign-up was Oct. 
17. 

You may ask what has 
happened to the other fall 
activities on the schedule. 
Well, tennis has been moved 
into the spring, and the others 
have been postponed due to the 
length of the football season. 
Inclement weather plagues the 
league, as the season ran 
almost two weeks longer than 
anticipated. What will happen 
to these postponed activities? 
Good question, I say. But for 
me, I just can't see playing golf 
or tennis during December 
with snowshoes on. 

Whether you ski, 
snowmobile 
just walk 
to class, 
be perky 
and warm 
in our 
ski jackets by 
- White Stag . . 
- Weather Tamer 
- and Erika 

Open 9:00-9:00 Mon.-Fri. 
9:00-6:00 Sat. 



River Falls harriers 
dominate triangular 

The University of Wisconsin -
Stout cross country team 
traveled to Whitewater last 
weekend to take part in an 
invitational meet with River 
Falls and Whitewater. The 
distance was five miles and the 
temperature was at 60 degrees 
with wind gusty at 10-15 miles 
per hour. 

The meet was a triangular 
dual meet. This means the 
runners all run together but 
individual team scores are 
figured up and then compared 
against the other team's score. 

Last weeks results showed 
River Falls beating 
Whitewater 16-47, Whitewater 
beating Stout 25-33 and River 
Falls beating Stout 18-44. 

Osuidsen and Summers of 
River Falls finished at the 
same time of 26.43 breaking the 
course record of 27: 52.5. In 
fact , there were nine runners 
who broke the old record. 

Stout's best runner this year, 
Barney Klecker, finished third 
in the time of 27.03. Barney, 
who is practicing twice a day, 
can testify that just a little 
extra effort can really pay off. 

Finishing second for Stout, 
and in ninth place, was Garach 
Sasman. Sasman once again 
improved and with each meet 
is becoming a top contender. 
Rich Burick who finished third 
for Stout and in fifteenth place 
with a time of 28.34. Also 
competing for Stout were 

What does a ·diamond ting 
mean t6-:··you? 

Above all, a diamond ring means love. 
And that's what Anshus keeps in mind every 
time they create one. They know you want it 

to be beautiful. Because your 
diamond ring symbolizes the beauty and 

permanence of your love. 
Come in and see Anshus' many expressions 

of love. We'll help you select the ring 
that best expresses yours. 

We Invite Your Inquiry. 

Anshus Jewelers 

Beware ••• 0-0-0 -0-0-0 -0-0-0 

Halloween is coming 
• Party necessities • Candles 

• Cards • Black net 

BORGIE'S CARD, GIFT 
& MOD SHOP 

214 Main St. 

Celebrate the Quarter's END 
Try our New House Specials 

The Sensuous "Naval Nipper" 
and 

A Mind Blower "The Body Breaker" 
at 

The Body Shop 614
;:_ain 

Sandstrom, Olson, Kuhn, and 
Stavelt. 

Next week Stout will have 
their hands full when they go 
against UW-La Crosse and UW
Oshkosh at Oshkosh. The top 
runners will be Jim Drew and 
Dan Clark of La Crosse and 
Stout's Barney Klecker, 
Garach Sasman and Bill 
Lem sky, if he is healthy. 

Woman's 
B-Ball 

He says there's more of you 
to cuddle'? (a hint maybe'?) 
You say you'd like to exercise'? 
Broomhall isn't your game'? 
You're still looking for ex
citement, travel, adventure'? 
(Yes, you can have your cake 
and eat it too') 

Join Women's Varsity 
Basketball! 

There will be an 
organizational meeting of all 
women who are thinking about 
joining the team on Thursday, 
Oct. 19 at 6:30p.m . in Room 217 
of the Fieldhouse. If you are 
interested but are unable to 
attend the meeting, contact 
Miss Zampach at 232-1162 or 
Room 215 of the Fieldhouse. 

Previous basketball team 
experience is not needed 1 

Come out and discover what 
your abilities <Basketball 
Abilities, that is) are' 

(If you're not a joiner, how 
about being a spectator-fan of 
ours? We're intercollegiate, 
too, so our victories are yours 
as well') 

Woman .. 
swimmers 
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The_ 1ady Jankers hay_e . Th · · -. · · , · ·. tw· <. , and he bowled "t~t against 
started their season with three · Stoui¥::;.f!:'.!;~ ~;~S;~;d Milwaukee's ace ,!Qey Cer_arc . 
fii'ie she.Wings, After acquiring from ·rt$ till.to. ·Jn_-eet hekl: at That was the only[;»eint Stouf i'" 
Rew - members and retaining River- : Fa:ils- ~itl] . il" _ :very collected as they cfu.\f>ped a 14;:f:_-

, .threi:; farpi_er swimmers: the . disappo'int_i.n_ u sh_ ow_ ,ln_·g· :>·T_·_·_he decision to the UW'?t'Milwaukee . ·• · 
· Dynamic Duo of Martha Bh,ie IJivils Itegler-s .won· only Panthers. ,,_,-,i • . 

Heiriraim and Marcy Sirotkin · h , .. h··1 " ' , · · · f · Second in av&'l!e>_' __ ges wa_ s · .·.· . . one mate ·."" . 1 e ~ropputg • ~ur '<'io.'.'I' 
plus backstrok& Ann Reese; . to their i?,ppori-1.mt:;. TJ.'t~ bowlers Stout's outstan<l!l'ig rookie -:. , 

· the team is looking very stnmg · . . coilected 31 ~fotfwh.H~ giving freshman Ross 1*i:#eld with -a -
a11d ready to have a · winning . · up 44 _points to _their_-0,ppo·nents. 170 average. Ross)itgged 1,18.Q •- .: 

· season. - · "j th · pins for seven ;:games and · 

Three womenh arehuntle~eta
1
te~ .. sh:i-ng~~::

0t a .°:a~~: !i :~:: Ncoelxietctwedas on
0
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standouts as t ey . aven -OS damentaJ".ecr9r. Too : many :aa 
in their first three splash-ins. bowler{)ni$sE;\d easy . spar~s averaged 168 forj~n garnes. 
Team · captain . Martha d · · · ..; · b 1 ·ct Dave collected 1;682_ pins. · 
Hel. ma"'" stands undefeated in an . no c;ine: oh t,ie t_eam . : owe - ,, 

"-" consistently:··The only time the . Final matches aeil points at 
the 50 and 100 yard breast Stout Keglers -were together _ River Falls: . 
stroke. While teammate Marcy was in the first match when i . Stout 14, UW-Stevens Point 
Sirotkin shows flawless Stout took a l4sl decision from 1 
execution in the 50 and 100 yard Stevens p 01·nt. In that match, 

k T l t th 2. UW-River Falls 9, Stout 6 
breast stro e. o comp e e e Dave Drew and Jeff Roozen 
lossless trio of "Ms." is Margie were high with two game series 3. UW-Milwaukee 14, Stout 1 
Brown, competing in the 50 of 393 and 374 respectively. 4. UW-Superior 12, Stout 3 
yard butterfly. Leading the .way for the Stout 5. UW-Oshkosh 8, Stout 7 

The three "Ms." along with bowlers was Jeff Roozen . Jeff Today the Keglers are in La 
Ann Reese have an undefeated collected 1,588 pins for nine Crosse. On Nov. 10 and 11 the 
200 yard medley relay team, games and averaged 197. Jeff Keglers will be down at the 
totaling valuable points for the was also the leading point Student Center lanes so come 
team. With the height of the getter with six points while on down and support your team 
season yet to come, mentor only losing three points to his and meet all the bowlers from 
Rita McKinley is optimistic as opponents. Jeff's high was 225 all the universities. ] 
she's working with a highly 
talented group of women who j 
have started the season out Nette· rs need teamwork with the right splash. 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

1"31 Main St. 235-7615 

Stout's Woman's Varsity 
Volleyball team opened its 
season Sept. 30 with a double to 
loss to Whitewater. 

This past weekend Superior, 
Carthage and Stevens Point 
came to Stout for a triangular 
meet: All three teams beat 
Stout. 

"There is a lot of potential 
and individual skill on the 
team, but we are having 
trouble molding it into a 
team," according to Coach 
Christine iampach. 
''Skill wise, this is the best best 
team Stout has ever had, and 
as soon as we can put it 
together as a team, we will be 
almost unbeatable." 

The team has been cursed 
with many sprains, pulled 

muscles and injuries. 
Currently Donna Lee is out for 
four weeks with a fractured 
middle finger. 

This weekend the team 
travels to play Oshkosh and 
Fond du Lac. 

The team consists of: Cathy 
Biese, Connie Braeger, Mary 
Cave, Margaret Goedjen, 
Mary Beth Hanselman, Diane 
Kapusta, Sharon Kroes-Co
captain, Donna Lee, Karen 
McBurney, Maney McMillian, 
Maney Nebelung, Linda . 
Olthafer, Char Raddatz, Lois 
Reed, Sue Rudd, Bonnie 
Schansberg, Diane Sievert, 
Pam Servais-Co-captain, Ann 
Schroyer, Marti Verkiulen
Captain, and Mary Wilson. 
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Don't Throw Away 
Your Chance 
To Vote 

·,;. 

Mostfpoliticians would be happier if you 
didr{(vote. Disappoint them! Don't let 
compiex ABSENTEE voting procedures 
keep/you from voting. Here's how to 
do it/ 

If your voting address is not your school 
addr¢ss, an absentee ballot form has to 
be r~quested from your home County 
Board of Elections or your County or 
Town Clerk. In order to vote for Presi
dent; . your appl ication must be received 
by October 31. The deadline is earli!3r for 
local;elections in many states. 

5 StEPS 

1. Tear out the form below and fill it out. 

2. Have the form notarized. Ask school 
offiCials for help with notarization. 

3. Mail this form to your county or town 
Clerk or your County Board of Elections. 

4. When you receive the absentee ballot 

application and / or th~ · ballot itself, fill 
them out immediately. Have them nota
rized.-
5. Mail them immediately to the office 
that sent them. 

IF YOU ARE REGISTERED TO VOTE AT 
YOUR SCHOOL ADDRESS, GO TO 
YOUR ASSIGNED POLLING PLACE ON 
NOVEMBER 7, AND VOTE! 

If you need assistance, contact your local 
McGovern, Nixon or other campaign 
headquarters or the Student National 
Education Association, 1201 16th St., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Tel: 202-
833-5527. 

THE STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION HAS SUPPLIED THIS 
INFORMATION BECAUSE THEY WANT 
YOU TO REMEMBER THAT IF YOU 
DON'T VOTE-YOU DON'T COUNT! 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
October , 1972 

Dear Sir: 
My duties as a student require me to be absent from my resi-

dence in ______________________ _ 
_ _______________ (county, town, a~dress) 
continuously through election day. 

Pursuant to the 1970 Voting Rights Amendment (Public Law 
91 ~285) please send an absentee ballot, and/ or application 
therefor, to me at my school address: 

(Print Name) (Signature) 

(NOTARY PUBLIC AND SEAL) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TO VOTE BY MAIL IN THE NOVEMBER ELECTIONS, OR APPROPRIATE ELEC-
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, TEAR OUT TIONS OFFICIAL. 
AND MAIL THE ABOVE FORM TO YOUR THE FEDERAL DEADLINE 
HOME . COUNTY CLERK, BOARD OF IS OCTOBER 31. ..:0J::3'.:t.:, 5 

ABSEN-TEE 
BALLOTING 

For the average persori. who 
votes in the town where he is 
registered, casting a ballot is 
as easy as walking down the 
street, submitting a name to an 
election official, entering the 
boting booth and flicking the 
appropriate lever. But for the 
person who is registered in his 
home town and living 
somewhere else, voting means 
applying for and receiving an 
absentee ballot. 

Voting absentee is a com
plicated, almost dizzying 
procedure. It is also risky. The 
confusion of · deadlines, ap
plication forms, special 
signatures and rigid directions 
may even result in a discarded 
ballot. 

Sometimes absentee voting 
is a necessity. Certainly, if a 
student prefers voting from his 
home address - perhaps, his 
sympathies lie with a certain 
candidate running in his home 
town or he simply feels closer 
ties with the politics at home -
he will choose to register there. 
For freshmen and transfer 
students, the choice may not 
exist. Students might arrive on 
campus too late to meet the 
thirty day residency 
requirement. 

For the student who must 
vote absentee, there are many 
procedures that must be 
followed. They all revolve 
around one important factor: 
Time. 

In many cases, it will take as 
many as three letter exchanges 
between a student and his local 
clerk to finally secure a ballot. 
It could take as long as three or 
four weeks simply to receive 
an application so the absentee 
voter must be extremely aware 
of deadlines. 

In initially requesting ,m 
absentee ballot from the town, 
county or city clerk, the voter 
should include his name, home 
address, the address where the 
ballot should be sent and the 
reason for necessitating an 
absentee ballot. 

Deadlines, in either case, are 
crucial. The dates vary con
siderably from state to state so 
a check with the local clerk of 
the League of Women Voters is 

a necessity. 
Following directions. to the 

letter may also make the 
difference between having a 
vote counted or discarded. Non 
compliance with directions is a 
valid reason for a discounted 
ballot. Again, procedures 
differ from state to state. In 
some cases it will be necessary 
to have the signature of a 
notary public before the ballot 
can be considered valid. 
Notaries are found in most 
banks, the court house or the 
county clerk's office. 

In sending in a ballot, there is 
always a deadline to meet. It's 
best to send the ballot -out 
immediately, for frequently 
the ballot must be received by 
a specified date, and even, 
hour. Votes have been lost 
because a ballot was received 
an hour after the determined 
deadline. 

The red tape involved in 
voting absentee can be 
discouraging. Not only must 
the voter remember to vote, he 
must also remember 
deadlines, directions and 
special requirements. Most 
important, he must not forget 
to apply for his ballot. 

Have you applied for yours? 
Absentee voting regulations 

in selected states: 
Wisconsin: You must apply 

in person by 5p.m. Nov. 6, or in 
writing by Nov. 3. You have 
until the close of polls to get 
your absentee ballot in. 

Minnesota: You must apply 
either in person, or by writing, 
by Nov. 6. Ballots must be 
received by Nov. 7. 

Illinois: Students from 
lliinois may mly a_bsentee vote 
for the President and Vice
President by law, and ap
plication dates are Nov. 2 in 
person and Noy. 4 by mail. 

Iowa: You must apply by 
Nov. 6, with the ballot received 
by Nov. 7. 

New York: Absentee forms 
must be applied for by Oct. 31 
and received by noon on Nov. 6 
to be counted. 

For information on state 
regulations, -contact the 
Stoutonia. 
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Books and Comic Books 
Concerned volunteers are working with 

people at Dunn County Hospital and Nursing 
Homes in the Menomonie area. We need books 
for lonely, isolated people, books lots of books, 
good condition, readable, for all ages. Books 
are valuable to everyone especially for people 
who don't have them. -

Bring your read, unread, good condition 
abandoned books to the- Concerned Off ice 
across from the Marion Hotel. Concerned 
volunteers are giving of themselves to 
distribute these books. Get them to us! 

Hotline 235-9079 Hotline 235-9079 
Hotline 235-9079 Hotline 235-9079 

CONCERNED lNC. 
535 Broadway 

235-0082 

-· 

--
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Forum speaker Nelson describes 
McGovern as 'conservative' 

"Conservative in every sense 
of the word", began Senator 
Gaylord Nelson as he 
presented a unique description 
of George McGovern Monday 
afternoon at a speaker's 
forum presentation. He ex
plained his use of ''con
servative" in his description, 
an adjective rarely attributed 
to George McGovern, by 
continuing, "He believes in 
conserving what is best by 
changing what is wrong." As 
the rally went on it became 
increasingl y apparent that 
Senator Nelson really came to 
talk about George McGovern. 

"A lot of myths have been 

Senator Gaylord Nelson 

· spread about McGovern," 
began Nelson to the large 
audience which accumulated 
while the Senator, Thoreson , Al 
Baldus, a candidate for state 
assembly, and Gladys Waller, 
county treasurer candidate, 
had lunch in the next room. 
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Housing reps explain 
complaint procedure 

by Debbie Wiedrich 
Tuesday night a concerned 

group of students and two 
representatives . from 
University Housing (Joe 
Brown and "Pookie" Albrecht) 
met in the President's Room 
for an open discussion on the 
problems of off-campus 
housing. 

Fifteen students cited 
specific problems. Questions 
were raised about the legality 
of rent increases during the 
price freeze period. Students · 
aired gripes about unheated 
rooms, a lack of ventilation in 
bathrooms, bats, and landlord 
reluctance to follow through on 
their promises. 
Joe Brown suggested a route 
that students should follow if 
they are dissatisfied with some 
aspect of their housing. He 
stressed that the first place a 
student should go with his 
complaints is his landlord. 
Problems can often be solved 
by simple, honest discussion. 

If talking to the landlord is 
fruitless, bring the gripe to Joe 
Brown, whose office is located 
in Room 19, North Hall. If he is 
unable to help, he can direct his 
student to the right channel. 

Often this channel will be the 
Menomonie City Inspector. 
When a possible violation is 
brought to his attention, an 
inspector will be sent out to the 
building. 

An alternative brought up in 
the discussion was the use of 
threats. Very often the thre·at 
of legal action or bringing in 
the City Inspector will spur a 
reluctant landlord into action. 

The Housing Advisory 
Committee, comprised of three 
students, three faculty 
members, three ad-

Debbie Traska and Dave Liska ponder suggestions offered 
to them at Tuesday night's rap session. 

"McGovern wouldn't have 
been voted Senator for the ten 
years if he didn't know what he 
was doing," Nelson declared. 
He continued, "President 
Kennedy wouldn't have ap
pointed McGovern the first 
,director of Food for Peace if he 
didn't have ability." 

"As for all the talk about 
McGovern changing his mind 
about his welfare proposal," 
Nelson pointed out that, "It 
appears President Nixon has 
also changed his mind, but that 
was never publicized ." Both 
McGovern's and Nixon's bill 
were identical in principle. The 
difference lies in the allotment 
of money guaranteed annually 
for the family of four. 

Nelson went on to explain 
McGovern's suggestion of 
revising our tax structure. 
Nelson asked, "Is that so 
radical considering that in 1960 
Jean Paul Getty was hauling in 

$3-4 billion a year and paying 
$20,000 income tax?" He ad
ded, "By the way, nothing has 
changed since 1960." 

Nelson questioned why the 
President refused to disclose 
the sources of his funds when 
he has $10-15 million unac
counted for. "This is GM 
money and Chrysler money" , 
stressed Senator Nelson . He 
charged, "The pay-off money 
is to hold back deadlines for 
safety features on cars." 
Nelson believes "mining, oil, 
and pharmaceutical com
panies'' were also in on the act. 

On Vietnam Nelson 
described our involvement as 
"a mistaken enterprize from 
the beginning." He pointed out 
that Nixon has continued to 
support our involvement. He 
continued, "In 1964-67 Nixon 
wanted to escalate. He said we 
had to stop Red China; not one 
Chinese soldier has showed up 
yet." 
continued on page 6 
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Rats, bats, and cockroaches 
infest several students' pads 

by Debbie Wiedrich 
Many students look eagerly 

to the time that they can move 
off-campus . Some are com
pletely satisfied with the type 
of housing secured. Many are 
disappointed and angered. 

The Menomonie housing and 
fire codes provide standards 
that must be met for a house or 
apartment to be determined 
habitable. Many students find 
the housing available to them 
lacking in some of these basic 
standards. 

The code states that all 
exterior properties should be 
kept clean and free of garbage. 
A student cited a violation of 
this code at her house. 

"Around our apartment, we 
had an insufficient amount of 
garbage cans with no covers. 
Seven people using three 
garbage cans with one weekly 
pick-up is a little ridiculous." 
Debbie continued, "So we had 
to put bags of garbage on the 
ground, just so we didn't have 
it getting ripe in the apart
ment. As a result, we had a few 
rats frequenting the area. The 
landlord put rat traps out to 
catch them. As I was walking 

up the stairs to my apartment, 
which is near the garbage 
cans, I found one of the rats in 
the trap with his head nearly 
decapitated. Quite ap
petizing!" 

The house should be free of 
insects and vermin. Some 
tenants find that as the 
weather gets colder the in
vasion of bugs indoors in
creases. 

One student commented 
that, "My bedroom has spiders 
and the kitchen has flies, which 
is unpleasant enough, but when 
I found cockroaches in the 
kitchen and bathroom, I felt 
the situation had gone too far." 

All windows should be filled 
with glass that has no cracks or 
holes. All rooms, including the 
bathroom, must be heated. 

"I can',.t complain too much 
about the house on the whole, 
but my bedroom is definitely 
below housing standards," 
commented Renee, who just 
moved off-campus this 
semester. "The room is an 
added-on porch that has 
windows on two sides, without 
storm windows. The bedroom 
door leads outside and there's 
only a screen door and a glass 
door . There is no heat in this 
room because it is a porch and 
we are not allowed to have a 
spacie heater, because the 
landlord claims it's a fire 
hazard. Some nights it's so 
cold, I wake up from a dead 
sleep shivering. Nobody should 
have to sleep in that type of 
room ." 

According to code standards 
plumbing must be free from 
obstructions, leaks and 
defects. All sinks, lavatories, 
bathtubs and showers must 
have hot and cold water. ministrators, three local 

government officials and three 
townspeople, is a mediator 
between these groups and is 
another alternative. 

Continued on Page 5. 
Joe Brown (far right> housing official, explains complaint procedure to off-campus students. 

"We can never count on 
having water pressure at our 
house," remarked one student, 
"If the bathtub faucet is 
continued on page 5 
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The STOUTONIA is a little more than just a newspaper, it is 

an educational experience. It is written to inform, enlighten, and 
to give its staff members experience that conforms to good 
journalistic principles and practice. 

Editorial • • • 

We're taking it seriously, Governor ... 
"I don't believe that they really expect me to 

take this all that seriously," said Governor Patrick 
Lucey of the $119 million capital improvements 
budget request made by the Board of Regents. 

And of the 1.2 billion dollar operating budget, he 
quipped, " ... I find it hard to justify a 25 percent 
increase ... when the university institution has no 
proportionate increase in its workload." 

Lucey feels the budgets do not correspond with 
enrollment levels, and he even went so far as to 
suggest that it may be wise to close part of the 
community-based UW center-system. 

When speaking here last week, Lucey told 
students we'd have to use existing facilities and 
resources better. 

All of these measures to save money are being 
conducted under Lucey's own order to realize 
"productivity gains." But our system sees these 
gains as money cuts- they want us to produce more 
with existing resources, but spend less money doing 
it. 

We feel quality education will suffer with these 
cuts; a university system cannot go to efficiency 
experts or be expected to run cost analyses as a 
canning company would. Dollars cannot be traded in 
for faculty positions in that way either. 

In a press 'release Lucey commented like a strict 
father, "This (the budget requests) is one place 
where the spirit of the merger has been seriously 
violated." While it is true that the merger of the UW 
and old WSU system was in hopes of creating 
economic efficiency, we don't think that it is 
realistic to expect this accomplished in one year's 
time. What exactly are we violating? Is the fine we 
pay one of giving up quality education? 

The myriad of implications and ramifications 
this budget is bringing up are all going to have ' an 
effect on the future of higher education in Wisconsin. 

We point out the danger of putting efficiency and 
quality on the same level in terms of dollars. It can 
only result in high costs to our education. 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
A letter to the editor will be accepted from any source as long 

as the contents concern the students at Stout or would be of in
terest to them. 

The STOUTONIA requires that all letters be signed. But 
names will be withheld upon permission of editor. 

Agreement with editor as to content is not a criterion for its 
publication. However the letter must not be libelous as deter
mined by the editor. It is the policy of the STOUTONIA to exercise 
good taste and respect rights of privacy. 

Letters should be submitted to the STOUTONIA office or 
Union mailbox. 
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Student questions Thomson's ad 
To the Edi tor: 

Vernon Thomson's recent 
campaign claims about his 
record as an environmentalist 
reveal his contempt for the 
intelligence of the voters of 
Stout. 

A reading of Thomson's 
record in Congress shows that 
he has been a genuine enemy of 
the ecology movement, to the 
extent that he has been named 
on of the Dirty Dozen 
Congressmen by the En
vironmental Action Com
mittee. This negative 
evaluation was seconded by 
such div~rse droups as 
Americans for Democratic 
Action, Field and Stream 
magazine, and Ralph Nader's 
recent study of Congress. 

Walt Thoreson, Thomson's 
challenger, has genuine 
credentials as an en-
vironmenta list , including 
leadership roles in the Stop 
Sanguine Committee and the 
Committee to Save Lake 
Superior. 

Thomson, who voted for the 
SST and for an amendment to 
weaken the recently passed 
Water Quality Act, is trying to 
hoodwink the student voters 
with false claims and deceptive 
exploitation of the popular 
ecology issue. He over
estimates the gullibility of 
Stout students if he thinks they 
will believe his advertisements 
rather than examining the 
record. 

Mary Richards 

Thomson's 'baloney' campaign 
Dear Editor: 

No one would blame you for 
printing Vern Thomson's full
page ad telling us what a great 
conservationist he is; you 
probably needed the money. 
However, won't you please also 
print the following quote from 
the League of Conservation 
Voters, 324 C Street S.E., 
Washington, D.C. 20003? 

''Thomson has the second 
worst environmental voting 
record in the entire Wisconsin 
delegation. He votes for stream 
channelization, against 
pesticide regulations, and 
against clean-up deadlines for 
water pollution ... Thomson is 
firmly allied with agribusiness 

interests at the expense of the 
small farmer, the en
vironment , and the con
sumer ." 

Walt Thoreson, Thomson's 
opponent, is praised by the 
same League statement as a 
''strong environmentalist." 

Responsible voters should 
also compare the Presidential 
incumbent's attractive pro
environment T.V. plug with the 
record in office of that gen
tleman. To borrow a word from 
Thomson's ad, it seems that 
the "baloney" is being sliced 
fairly thickly in this campaign. 

· Very truly yours, 
Floyd A. Hummel 
Math Department 

The man who promised peace 

has let loose devastation 
To the students : 

I would ask students writing 
letters of this sort (Students 
Plea for Nixon - Oct. 12) to look 
a little deeper thar;t their 
television sets for their in
formation. I would suggest 
taking a long hard look at what · 
Richard Nixon is doing to 
America; doing so one would 
discover that the author of 
"Student's Plea for Nixon" is a 
person who "doesn't know one 
iota about what he is talking 
about." 

"Those who have a chance 
for four years and could not' 
produce peace should not be 
given another chance" was 
spoken by Richard Nixon and 
let's look at what he has done to 
promote peace. 

The man who promised me 
peace has, since writing those 
words, let loose devastion 
from the sky and sea un
paralled in human his~ory, 
400,000,000 tons of bombs an 
average of 1 ton of bombs per 
minute, 520,000 civilians
DEAD, more than 1,000,000 
innocents - WOUNDED and 
10,000,000 people made 
refugees . Under Nixon more 
Indochinese people have been 
made targets of firepower and 
bombardment than any other 
time in our 25 year history of 
American involvement. The 
Nixon Administration from 
1969 to 1971 dropped more 
bombs on Indochina 3.1 million 
that the Johnson ad
ministration did in it's last 3 
years - 2.8 million. Under 
Nixon the bombing of Cam
bodia - which was a few strikes 
per year under Johnson, has 

become constant. Laos is the 
"most heavily bombed country 
in history" in the estimate of 
the Washington Twenty million 
craters have been left on the 
landscape of Indochina, ac
cording to a study for the 
American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 
Craters from B-52 strikes are 
approximately 45 feet wide and 
30 feet deep; there are nearly 
three million of these craters 
today. 

As Nixon withdraws ground 
troops the Air Force and Navy 
grow tremendously, although 
the withdraw! is billed as a 
"peace step". We have not 
come one step closer to peace, 
instead we've only changed our 
method of killing. Nixon feels 
he can passify the American 
people by trai:isferring his 
method of murder. 

Richard Nixon is respon
sible, in less than three years of 
killing, wounding and making 
refugees out of four million 
people in a war he claims to be 
winding down. 

Let us also look at what we 
are fighting to preserve - the 
government of Nguyen Van 
Thieu, that Richard Nixon so 
deligently supports. Since 
becoming President of South 
Viet Nam, Thieu has created a 
nation of mistrust and terror. 

For instance, South Viet 
Narrls most recent Presidential 
Election, Thieu ran and was re
elected while threatening all 
possible opponents and forcing 
them out of the race. This 
dictatorship is protected by an 
American funded police force . 
South Viet Nams police force 

continued on page 7 

Dem's praise 

food service 
Dear Editor: 

The UW-Stout Food Service 
has been criticized recently in 
the Stoutonia for its poor food 
and poor service. The Dunn 
County Democratic Party 
would like to report an opposite 
experience with the food 
service. Wednesday, Oct. 18 
the Democratic Party held a 
fund-raising dinner in the Stout 
Student Center Ballroom which 
was serviced by the Stout Food 
Service. The party was ex
tremely pleased with both the 
food served and the waiters 
and waitresses who served it. 
The food was delicious and 
served hot; the waiters and 
waitresses were efficient and 
pleasant. The Democratic 
party would like to thank the 
food service for helping to 
make the dinner a success. 

Sincerely, 
Cece Wiltzius 
Secretary, 
Dunn County 
Democratic Party 

Nixon's changes 

in priorities 

To the editor: 
"There is a demand among 

youth for a so-called reor
dering of national priorities. A 
close look shows that the 
President has changed the 
order of priori ties: More 
money, 45 percent in fiscal 
1973, is being applied to human 
needs ; military spending, for a 
long time more than half of all 
federal expenditures, this year 
stands at 32 percent of the 
national budget. (In 1968 it was 
32 percent for domestic and 45 
percent for defense spending.) 
And this has been done without 
weakening our national 
defense posture. 

The .President's eight-point 
private proposal, like the peace 
offer announced in Oct. 1970, 
was hailed by the free world 
and has the approval of every 
nation involved in the war, 
save one-North Vietnam. Both 
offers remain on the table. 

To withdraw in a way that 
lays the foundation for a 
lasting peace in the Pacific and 
the world; to leave the South 

Vietnamese with a reasonable 
chance of working out their 
own destiny; to keep faith with 
the many Americans who have 
given their lives, those in 
prison camps and - or missing 
in action - these remain the 
President's goals in Vietnam. 

Throughout most of the 
1960's, McGovern voted for our 
active and continued par
ticipation in the war in Viet
nam. The senator's attitude 
toward warfare in general does 
not quite ring with consistency. 

He has stated that to prevent 
future Vietnams "We ought to 
avoid unilateral interventions" 
and should never go to war 
again without a Declaration 
from Congress. But in a 
broadcast from New York City, 
when asked if he would commit 
American troops to save Israel 
from invasion, he answered "if 
that were necessary to save 
Israel, I would without 
question." The only question 
that I have is what is the dif
ference between Vietnam and 
Israel. 

continued on page 6 
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Things are changing 
men: move over! 

by Trice Smith 
Move over fellows, we're moving in, into your athletic locker 

rooms. Call the carpenters, divide the locker room, get hold of the 
plumbers, for new wash and shower facilities. 

This all sounds drastic, but not so threatening to Stout 
athletes as we presently have a developing women's athletic 
program, however, things may prove to be more "drastic" as 
athletic competition becomes coeducational. 

. It has alwa_ys been the rule that men compete for trophys, 
pn~es, and achievements, while women compete for men. Men 
stnve for worldly fame, acceptance and status, women strive for 
husbands. 

Things are changing. Now both men and women are being 
measured against today's standards of excellence and 
established ratings of performance. This is not necessarily the 
result of Women's Lib, but rather because of women making 
moves to establish their own individuality. Females are com
peting in area in which they have never dared before. Females 
are qualifying for numerous. types of sports previously considered 
"for . males only." They battle equally with the opposite sex as 
tenms players, stunt pilots, jockeys, bowlers, golfers, track 
hurdlers, and even race care drivers. 

Females are starting to perform like their opposite sex 
rath~r than conforming to the role of the perfect female who i~ 
dommated by the male ego. The idea that every woman athlete is 
a roller derby gal is diminishing. · 

The females competing in the Olympics are as much women 
a~ athle~es for they don't forget their cosmetics. In the winners 
circle with the world looking on, any athlete, male or female, 
wants to look her best. 

In competition where females compete against their own sex 
they are as dedicated and successful as males. In the winte; 
Olympics the lady skaters and skiers won seven medals three of 
which were gold. ' 

Ye~, thing~ are changing men, and don't be surprised if you~ 
lady fnends will tackle next, for rumor has it that an all female 
pro fo~tball league is being established in several big U.S. cities. 
There 1s also a hockey league in Boston where the female players 
are sent to the penalty box not for holding Bobby Orr but one 
another. Some Eastern state colleges now have competing female 
crew teams and I've also heard it's possible to have court 
d~cisions that will permit females on male teams in college and 
high school non-contact sport competition. 

~ith all t~is progres~ being made, and your still not upset. 
~ell Just wait guys, thmgs are changing when your athletic 
d1~ector orders equipment for his thirty new team members ... 
thirty helmets . . . thirty jerseys . . . twenty-six athletic supporters 
and four padded bras. 

You 
chose her 
carefully. 

Now choose her diamond 
that way. 

We invite your inquiry. 

Anshus Jewelers 

Candidates 
visit SSA 

Al Baldus, candidate for his 
fourth two-year term as 
assemblyman, said he would 
like to work with the student 
senate this year because he 
values student input . Local 
candidates appeared before 
the senate Tuesday night in an 
effort to gain campus ex
posure . 

Robert Smith, l9oking for
ward to his second four-year 
term as clerk of circuit court 
stopped in to say "Hi." Smith 
asked that students pay traffic 
citations within five days after 
received to save the city 
considerable money. 

The clerk of court is in 
charge os small claims 
alimony payments, trust fun~ 
and jury selection. 

Candidate for county 
treasurer, Gladys Waller gave 
what Ralph Isenberg described 
a very "refreshing" speech. He 
continued to describe Ms. 
Waller as an individual who 
"wants to become a public 
servant and is not interested in 
the pay involved, in fact she 
doesn't even know for sure 
what the salary is." Seven 
years of bookkeeping training 
among other managing jobs 
qualify her for the position she 
desires. 

Another guest, Howard 
Kruse, candidate for county 
surveyor began by introducing 
surveying as the "second 
oldest profession of mankind." 
Kruse didn't want to discuss 
the "oldest profession" in 
mixed company." 

Other matters of business 
included the acceptance of 
Ron Johnsor.'s resignation as 
off-campus senator and the 
appointment of Jeff Dodge in · 
his place; and a report that 
U.A.A. wants to develop new 
activities for students. Ac
cording to a poll taken \ast 
week , students want big name 
entertainment and are willing · 
to pay $2-3 for it. 

About five years ago a large 
illuminated "S" was torn from 
the Stout tower. Senator Addis 
Hilaker tried to allocate $150 to 
replace that "S" Tuesday 
night. It would be about four 
feet high and could be seen 
from the inter-state highway. 
But, since Hilaker had no 
definite costs information, and 
the senate was not sure 
students would want it. 

· Complete Line . 
of 

Bobby Brooks 

Tops 
and 
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Governor Patrick Lucey (left), appeared on campus Oct. 18 
at a Democratic dinner honoring State Rep. Al Baldus. 

Lucy suggests careful use 
of resources at Stout 
Governor Patrick Lucey made 
a brief visit to Stout's campus 
last Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 
18 . His main purpose for 
coming here was to speak for 
Al Baldus at the 
Young Democrats dinner; 
however, he stopped at the 
Commons glassroom for a 
question and answer session. 

One subject brought up was 
the budget · recommendations 
and how the legislature is going 
to accept them. Lucey em
phasized that the main 
problem here was the fact that 
the growth rates of colleges in 
the UW system are at zero, and 
the state can't afford ex
pansion to mistakes of 
prospected growth as was done 
in the past. Past years the 
growth would fill the slack in 
dorms, classes, etc. He 
suggested that we would have 
to use the loaded resources we 
now have more carefully than 
the past ten years. There is 
also a "tremendous pressure 
for other public needs by 
taxpayers" and that will be 
competing with higher 
education for money. 

One student asked about 
Lucey's opinion on post-age 
majority affects . Lucey felt 
that "problems acticipated 
have not been realized"-with 
the exception of St. Croix 

coun_ty's problems (minors 
cross the state line-get drunk
start Tights-fill the ·jails) . He 
said that the January 
legislature will be reexamining 
the state statures on this 
subject to see if there are any 
problems left. 

When questioned about the 
Vietnam war, Lucey replied, 
"Why don't they just end it?" 
He further stated that the 
American involvment is im
moral and does not have 
anything to do with the 
American people. He went on 
to say that bombing (two tons 
per minute) was not going to 
release prisoners. 

As for the presidential 
election, Lucey commented, "I 
think McGovern will carry 
Wisconsin." He feels, though, 
that things will have to change 
drastically nationwide, for 
McGovern to win. 

YOU ARE INVITED 
to a Fellowship Dinner 
at The Trinity House 

620 Wilson Ave. 
October 29, 1972 

6:30p.m. 
Must respond 

to 
Elaine McMunn 

Box 1454 
Stout Off-Campus 

or 
403 Wilson A venue 

or 
Call 235-1786 

Between 5-7 p.m. 
before October 27, 

Friday noon 
University Student 

Steering Committee 
United Ministries 

of Higher Education 

Wide-Wide Flares 
KODACOLOR 126 

DEVELOPED 
AND ENLARGED 

In Plaids and Solids 

Bostwicks 
Open 9:00-9:00 Thursday and Friday 

FOR KODA!\ INS TAMA TIC · CAMERAS , 
Return this ad 
with fi lm and· 
remittance or 
write for FREE 
film mailers. 
TRIAL OFFER 
one per family 

f j 
ICOOA $2.29 

COl.ot 126 
ONt.y 

ELECTRIC STUDIOS 
P. 0 . Box 688 T 

EAli Cl.AIRE. WIS. 5470 I 
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A young view of Washington 

Pollution: 
Like its principle spokesman 

in the Senate, Edmund S. 
Muskie <D-Me.), the drive to 
conquer pollution has ex
perienced a meteoric rise to 
oblivion. 

It was predictable enough: 
All the symptoms were there, 
from over-exposure in the 
press · to well-inform~d zealots 
who brought more emotion 
than facts to their arguments. 
As a result, the headlines and 
hearings are all but over and 
many of the pollution problems 
remain virtually untouched. 

The increasing difficulty we 
are experiencing in disposing 
of solid wastes provides the 
most evident example that 
pollution has not subsided 
along with the headlines. 

Americans now discard over 
250 million tons of trash an
nually, better than 2,000 pounds 
for every citizen, and the 
amount is expected to double 
by 1980. 

by Ron Hendren 

Both of these approaches are 
technologically feasible today. 
Indeed, recycling has been 
going on for better than 50 
years, and in fact nearly half of 
our country's supply of copper 
is recovered from scrap. 
Likewise, 30 percent of all 
aluminum, 20 percent of all 
paper and 18 percent of all 
zinc. 

However, because it is not 
always economically desirable 
to recycle, government en
couragement will likely be 
needed before this approach 
can provide a significant 
contribution to reducing the 
trash mountain. As for high
intensity burning, that too is 
expensive. 

The first prerequisite, of 
course, is increased public 
awareness, not through 
emotion-packed charges and 
counter-charges but through a 
continued patient and reasoned 
presentation of the facts. As 
Mark Twain wrote, "Habit is 
habit, and not to be flung out of 
the window by any man, but 
coaxed down-stairs a step at a 
time." 

Our habit of being careless 
with trash has had decades in 
which to become firmly en
trenched . It will have to be 
coaxed. That may be harder 
and less dramatic than 
headline splashing, and cer
tainly it's not nearly so much 
fun. But it is the only effective 
way to accomplish a job which 
must be done. 

Garlan Cooper, 'outstanding educator' 
in marketing and advertising 

Another instructor at Stout 
has been chosen as a recipient 
of the "Outstanding Educator 
of America for 1972. " Tbe 
recipient is Garlan W. Cooper, 
instructor of business ad
ministration. He was totally 
surprised upon his notification 
as he had no idea of the 
existance of such an award, 
much less his nomination for it. 
All in all, Cooper is quite 
pleased and honored. 

Cooper came to Stout three 
years ago and since then has 
been concentrating his in-
structional efforts in 
marketing, marketing 
research, and advertising . 
How he came to Stout is rather 
an unusual story. 

Upon finishing his un
dergraduate and graduate 
work at Indiana State 
University , Cooper entered 
industry. Indiana became his 
home while he worked as a 
programmer for a life in-

surance company. Two and 
one-half years in industry was 
enough for Cooper. He then 
focused his attention on his real 
love - teaching. 

He began shopping around 
for positions, and his masters 
committee chairman heard of 
a possible opening at Stout. 
That position was in fact held 
by a fraternity brother of 
Cooper's . After a period of 
waiting he was informed that 
the position was his if he still 
was interested. 

Cooper is a firm believer in 
working in industry or business 
before entering the teaching 
field. His philosophy of 
teaching is, in actuality, just an 
extension of his own personal 
philosophy. He believes in 
taking a job seriously, but not 
in taking the self too seriously. 

While teaching at Stout 
Cooper found students are 
more career orientated at 
Stout, and therefore more 
interested in the courses they 
are taking. One idea that he 
tries to get across to his 
students should think about all 
aspects of a certain problem; 
in fact, Cooper is suspicious of 
any simple solution to a 
problem. 

It took about a year for 
Cooper to orientate himself to 
Menomonie after living in 
Indianapolis . In order to attend 
any concerts or get gourmet 
food, he finds it takes careful 
planning. as Menomonie is not 
equipped for this way of life . 
Cooper feels that Menomonie 
came with his teaching job, 
and that he has to take ad-

vantage of what the city has to 
offer. 

Garlan Cooper is here at 
Stout because of his interest in 
marketing aod his background 
in industry . He feels that he has 
the best of two possible worlds. 

'Who's who' 

recipients named 

Tuesday evening at the 
Senate meeting the recipients 
of Who's Who in American 
Universities and Colleges was 
released. The following 
students are the recipients 
from Stout: 

Carolyn Barnhart, Jules 
Butcher, Patricia Capelle, 
Joanne Carini , Marilyn Drew, 
Kenneth Finke , Margaret 
Foote, Eloise Goeke, Jean 
Henneberry, Addis Hilliker , 
Ronald Johnson, Mary Ann 
Kleman , Timothy Kruse , 
Barbara McGinnis, Carol 
Nowak, Byron Olson, Mary 
Kay· Olson, Mary Prickett, 
Robert Runkel, Kay Schneider, 
Michael Schneider, Sonjia 
Sherman, Connie Stepan, 
Kathleen Strauss, Barbara 
Uebele, Richard Valiga, 
Charles Willihnganz, Margaret 
Winkelman , and Kathryn Zutz. 

These students will be 
honored at a banquet this 
spring. 

Use Our 
FREE 

Want Ads Our methods of coping with 
this manmade mountain 
continue to be astonishingly 
insufficient. Nearly seven 
months ago I reported that 94 
percent of our nation's open 
dumping systems were 
inadequate . Unfortunately, 
that figure is still accurate 
today. Moreoever, three
fourths of our municipal in
cinerators are not only 
inadequate, they are among 
the worst air pollution of
fenders. 

Dining - Dancing - Cocktails 

In some urban areas the 
problem is already critical. In 
New York City, for example, 
trash disposal (when you can 
get it at all) costs twice what it 
does in most other parts of the 
country . And in the next two 
years the nation's largest city 
will have used up all its 
available land fill space. What 
then? Today's technology 
dictates additional, expensive 
processing plants , and that will 
raise disposal costs further. 

Faced with 250 million tons of 
trash, you would think we 
might take a hard look at such 
items as disposable cans and 
bottles . Mother Earth needs 
roughly 100 years to decom
pose completely the average 
can. As for throw-away bottles, 
they become permanent fix
tures, forever embedded in a 
thousand forgotten land fills at 
best, or obstructing roadways 
and stream beds at worst. 

And yet, only one state-
Oregon-has taken steps to 
discourage throw-away con
tainers, and the federal 
government has barely. begun 
to study the subject seriously. 

Recycling, not only of bottles 
but of virtually all our trash, 
may be one answer. In New 
York City alone it is estimated 
that $34 million worth of scrap 
could be retrieved from the 
municipal waste flow each 
year. 

Another possibility is bur
ning trash at heats so intense 
that virtually no pollution 
results, and then utilizing the 
resulting energy to produce, 
for example , electricity . 

JCT 1-94-12-40 • ELK MOUND, WIS 54739 

NOON LUNCHEONS DAILY 11 :30- 2 P.M. 
( Except Saturday - Closed Mondays) 

Facilities for Wedding, Banquets & Parties 

Appearing October 29, Sunday 
Back by Popular Demand 

TRUC 
Sounds from '30's, 40's, SO's 

For Information Cal I 879-5506 

Appearing thru October 28 

DI-MARTI NOS 
INFORMAL FASHION SHOW 
Every 2nd and 4th Friday of the month 

This week features Arnies Ski Shop 
and Sears & Roebuck. 

A Gift Certificate will be given. 
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Nixon, McGovern compared on welfare, 
taxation and the Supreme Court 

NIXON 

Welfare 

Early in his Administration, Nixon proposed a Family 
Assistance Program under which the federal government would 
provide a minimum payment to eligible categories. These would 
include families (but not single persons or childless couples) and 
the working poor. The President's c.urrent proposal calls for a 
federal payment of $2400 a year for a family of four. This 
represents less money than 90 percent of current recipients 
receive in cash and food stamp benefits. States are not required to 
supplement the federal payment. 

The House passed bills substantially embodying the 
President's program in 1970 and 1971, but conflicting views bet
ween key Senators and the Administration, which does not want to 
change its proposal significantly, indicate no final action will be 
taken this year. 

Taxation 

When Nixon assumed office in 1969, Congress was in the 
throes of considering comprehensive changes in the tax laws. The. 
new Administration was required to respond to Congressionally 
initiated proposals rather than setting forth its own program. 
McGovern supported final passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 
while Nixon opposed it. Readers are directed to Congressional 
Quarterly for 1969 or other sources for details of this complex 
situation. 

In 1971 the Administration submitted its own recom
mendations for changes in the tax laws, aimed primarily at 
stimulating the economy. It proposed a cut in taxes of $27 .3 billion 
over a three year period, allocated thus: 

individual tax cut. ............. .. ....... $ 2.2 billion 
business tax cut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.1 billion 
auto excise tax cut. 5.0 billion 

Before final passage, Congress increased the individual tax cuts 
substantially and decreased business tax cuts. 

Anticipating additional tax legislation next year, the Nixon 
administration has . floated the idea of a "value-added tax," 
basically a federal sales tax. If Nixon is re-elected, this could 
become a major legislative proposal. McGovern opposes the 
value-added tax. 

Supreme Court 

Nixon's appointees reflect his attempt to find "men who 
shared my legal philosophy of strict construction of the con-
stitution." 

He nominated six persons to fill four vacancies which opened 
during his first term. The Senate rejected two of his appointees , 
Haynsworth (45-55 11-21-69) and Carswell (45-51, 4-8-70) and 
approved four othe~s, Warren Burger as Chief Justice (74-3, 6-9-
69) and Blackman (94-0, 5-12-70). Powell (89-1, 12-7-71), and 
Rehnquist (68-26, 12-10-71) . 

(All four Nixon appointees dissented in the 5-4 decision to 
abolish the death penalty under certain circumstances). 

* Meet Market * 
f riday Double Bubble 

HAPPY HOUR 3 - 5 

Pre-Game Warm Up 
SATURDAY MORNING HAPPY HOUR 10 - 12 

Sunday Special 
PACKER BACKER 25c 

By the Friends Committee on National Legislation: 

McGOVERN 

Welfare 

McGovern's major contribution to the debate has been the 
linking of the poverty-welfare issue to tax reform. He originally 
proposed a minimum income grant of $1000 for each person. On 
Aug. 29 he proposed a three-part system of "National Income 
Insurance:" 1 - a job guarantee for all people able and willing to 
work, 2 - expanded Social Security to include all aged, blind and 
disabled at a monthly payment of at least $150, 3 - an annual 
minimum of approximately $400 in cash and in food stamps for a 
family of four with no other income who are able to work. He 
proposed a study of a system of tax credits and tax reductions to 
supplement the meager incomes of the working poor. 

In 1971 , McGovern at the request of the National Welfare 
Rights Organization also introduced their proposals for welfare 
reform. He indicated he does not support this bill, but believes its 
provisions should be examined and debated. 

Taxation 

In the Senate, McGovern voted to reduce the Administration's 
recommended accelerated tax write-offs on business assets (11-
20-71); he favored limiting to $70,000 per company per year the 
Administration-supported investment tax credit, thus favoring 
small and medium sized businesses (11-13-71); he voted against 
an Administration proposal allowing U.S. firms to set up special 
corporations to defer taxes on half of their incomes from export 
sales 01-20-71). 

McGovern unsuccessfully proposed an excess war profits tax 
in 1969 as an alternative to the surtax on personal income to pay 
for the war. 

Before N. Y. Security Analysts on Aug. 29, he proposed to: 
l - Phase out federal tax preferences or "loopholes" for 

( a) capital gains , while permitting extended averaging (money 
made by money should be taxed at the same rate as money made 
by men) , 
(b) owners of oil , gas, and other natural resources claiming _ 
depletion allowances , 
( c) real estate investment tax shelters , 
( dl farming losses of those who are not really farmers, and 
(e) excess investment interest. States and municipalities would 
be given the option to issue tax free bonds or taxable bonds with a 
50 percent federal subsidy of interest costs. 

2 - Phase in an effective maximum tax rate of 48 percent on 
earned and unearned income rather than the current theoretical 
maximum of 70 percent. 

3 - On corporate taxes, repeal the 1971 accelerated 
depreciation allowance, revise the investment tax credit, and 
remove special tax advantages for foreign subsidiaries of U.S. 
corporations. (In 1966 corporation tax revenues were 22.3 percent 
of total federal revenues; in 1973 they are expected to be 16.1 . 
percent. Individual income taxes have risen in that same period 
from 41.9 percent to 42.5 percent of all federal revenues . Social 
security receipts have risen from 9.2 percent of federal income in 

· 1966 to 28.8 percent in 1973). 
McGovern proposes to relieve the local property tax burden 

by having the federal government assume about one-third of the 
cost of primary and sec;ondary education. 

Supreme Court 

McGovern voted to confirm Burger, Blackman, and Powell, 
and against confirmation of Haynsworth, Carswell , and 
Rehnquist. 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order cata log of 2,300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and ~andling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 

Housing meeting 
continued from page I 

We · Have Musk 

Students who find that their 
landlords are not keeping up 
their end of the contract may 
often have a valid, legal reason 
to break their contract. If a 
landlord , for example, fails to 
adequately heat a house or 
apartment, the specifications 
of the lease are possibly not 
being met. A student in this 
situation could seek legal 
advice to determine the 
possibility of getting out of the 
contract. 

In general, it appeared that 
.students preferred the con
ditions that they were 
presently living rather than 
breaking contracts and moving 
elsewhere or returning to the 
residence halls. 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 
400 Main St. Phone 235-3461 

The Stoutonia - 5 

Two political debates 
scheduled Tuesday 

Two political debates have 
been scheduled on the UW -
Stout campus for Oct. 31. 

Democratic Assemblyman 
Al Baldus will debate his 
Republican opponent, William 
Pritchard, at 1:30 p.m., in the 
Student Center Ballroom. 

At 8 p.m. that evening, the 
Ballroom will be the site for 
stand-ins who will take the 
sides of Democratic and 
Republican presidential 
candidates. The stand-in for 
McGovern is Frank Nikolay, 
former Wisconsin Assem
blyman and present chairman 
of the Wisconsin Committee to 
elect McGovern . The 
Republican representative is 
yet unnamed. 

off-campus 
continued from page 1 

running, you can't get water 
anywhere else in the house. We 
have to wait 15 minutes in 
between flushes of the toilet 
and that can get to be a pain 
when four people are all trying 
to get to an 8:30 class." 

There must be seventy 
square feet of area in a 
bedroom for one occupant. 
There must be fifty square feet 
per occupant if more than one 
person is sleeping in the same 
room. 

One student commented that 
the landlord insisted that three 
girls share the one bedroom 
apartment that she had 
previously lived in because the 
bottom bunk had a trundle bed 
that pulled out from un
derneath it. 

The code also specifies that 
each room must have two 
separate remote electrical 
outlets and the kitchen must 
have three. 

Renee also said that her 
unheated bedroom has no 
electrical outlets that work and 
must therefore have a long 
string of extension cords. 
Why the drive to go off-campus 

Despite some of these rather 
unpleasant and sometimes 
unhealthy conditions, students 
are still willing to move. 

Getting away from Food 
Service meals seems to be one 
large factor. Students felt that 
it was worth it to cook their 
own meals. "The food is so 
much better and cheaper," 
Debbit explained. 

Desire for quiet and more 
privacy also seemed to be a 
motivating factor. 

··1<·resnmen year was like 
one big pajama party," 
comment,ed one student. "By 
sophomore year, you rapidly 
tire of it." 

More room and a home-like 
atmosphere is an attraction to 
students. A chance to learn the 
responsibility of paying bills 
and making meals interested 
some students. 

"I enjoy the freedom to come 
and go as I please and see 
people at any time I like 
without concern for RA's and 
head residents," stated one 
student. 
· The market for off-campus 
housing is super-saturated. 
The demand for housing far 
exceeds the availability. 
Students fearing eviction are 
reluctant to nag a landlord who 
well knows he can easily rent to 
other · students. Several 
students asked that their 
names not be printed because 
they were afraid of reprisal. 

If students find their con
ditions intolerable, they should 
be willing to take chances to 
make improvements. Angry 
words shouted at roommates 
are useless. 
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Nixon's changes 
continued from page 2 

In Senator McGovern's 
economic platform he has no 
work requirements for the 
millions he proposed to put on 
his 4000 stipend, he has ignored 
any provisions for the working 
poor. He seems to think these 
people should be helped, but 
hasn't figured out how! 

If the Senator had spent 
more time in the Senate in the 
last two years, he would have 
noticed the President's welfare 
reform plan, which includes 
both work requirements and 
provisions for the working 
poor- and has been. 
languishing in the Democrat 
Congress. 

On Sept. 9, 1972 George 
McGovern said, quote; "Any 
young person who supports the 
President is too confused to 
know which end is up." 

It is noteworthy that this 
statement was made in 
response to a question con
cerning the 61-36 percent lead 
Gallup says the President has 
over .McGovern in the 18-30 
group. In other words, 
McGovern is saying two-thirds 
of America's young people 
simply don't have the in
telligence and judgement to 
select the best candidate. A 
rather enlightening com
mentary on McGovern's views 
on young people! 

Well, I think that it's time 
that we make McGovern's 
statement on young people an 
issue. The President is quite 
prepared to accept the 
judgment of America's young 
people, a judgement he helped 
to make possible by the 18 year 
old vote. Senator McGovern 
evidently is not. 

In 1968, President Nixon was 
the "different" candidate. He 
offered no snap answers to the 
deep and disturbing questions 
of youth. He made no attempt 
to co-opt young people. He 
defined the issues. He frankly 
discussed both the op
portunities and the risks. 

As President he went to work 
on the problems - not because 
it would win points with youth 
but because it was right of 
America . 

There was no miracle. He 
didn 't promise one. 

But the record shows that the 
oppressive draft was refor
med, the Vietnam war was well 
on it's way to phase out, 
tern pers were cooling down 
and young America was 
becoming more meaningfully 
involved in the full life of the 
nation. 

All of the questions aren 't 
answered. They never will be. 
What is important is that they 
are being worked on - that 
action has taken place in the 
fields of greatest concern to 
America's 40 million youth 
between 14 and 24, ifthere were 
no questions left to ask, it 
would be meaningless to be 

-young. 
McGovern vowed to make 

the central iss ue one of 
credability and candor. But 
that issue has been taken away· 
from him. For if there is one 
problem that has plagued 
Senator McGovern throughout 
this campaign, it is a 
creditability problem. 

This can all be summed up 
with a quote from Vice
president Spiro Agnew, "The 
hallmark of McGovern's 
campaign has been in
consistency, and inconsistency 
so repetitive that I think we can 
safely say that the only con
sistent thing about Senator 
McGovern is his in
consistency.'' 

Vote Nixon on Nov. 7. 
DaleAdomat 

The Stoutonia - 6 art show racine loan {'"" ................................................... ~ 
Have You Heard .. . 

An exhibition of art objects 
owned by Menomonie area 
residents opened at Stout's Art 
Center Gallery on Tuesday. 
Entitled "The Last Picture 
Show," the exhibition will run 
for several weeks, until the 
gallery moves to Stout's new 
Applied Arts Center. 

The American Association of 
University Women of Racine, 
Wisconsin have a loan fund 
available to women students. 

senior pictures 
Seniors, please try to have 

your pictures in to the TOWER 
office by Nov. 3. If you have 
any questions come to the 
office or call Ext. 2118. 

baseball 

There will be an important 
baseball meeting on Oct. 30 at 4 
p.m. in Room 217A of the 
Fieldhouse. We will order our 
bats for the coming season at 
that time. Be sure to attend. If 
you have any questions contact 
Coach Petrie at Ext . 2106. 

Senator Nelson 
continued from page 1 

Nelson compared McGovern 
and Nixon on Vietnam stating, 
"McGovern wants to cut the 
defense budget and get out of 
Vietnam. President Nixon has 
just asked the Senate for $11 
million to build four new 
submarines." Nelson asked 
why more; and explained we 
already have enough nuclear 
warheads to kill everybody in 
the world seven times. 

Two important questions 
came from the audience to 
Senator Nelson. 

The first question: POW's 
are supposed to be released 
when troops are called back. 
What if they aren't released? 
Nelson answered, "This can't 
happen. Historically this has 
never happened!" 

The second question : Why 
was Eagleton dropped? Why 
wasn't he investigated before 
hand? 

''Eagleton has an excellent 
record over the years and was 
supported by many, " ex
plained Nelson. He concluded, 
' 'McGovern and.Eagleton both 
felt that the entire issue of the 
election would end up being . 
confined to the mental health of 
Tom Eagleton so Eagleton 
dropped the nomination." 

Walt Thoreson also spoke out 
at the rally in response to an ad 
in the Oct. 19 Stoutonia ex
pounding Vernon Thomson's 
qualifications for 
Congressman. 

"Thomson not only has a 
weak record on ecology," said 
Thoreson, '"but is more wrong 
than right on his ecology ideas 
according to F ield and Stream 
magazine." 

Although Thomson claims 
his a ttendance in Congress is 
good, he has missed 50 percent 
of his Foreign Affairs meetings 
and has, in fact, been absent at 
the last two Congressional 
meetings. 

Thoreson went on to say 
· "Thomson has introduced very 
little legislation in Congress ." 
Thomson is , claimed Thoreson, 
against health care projects 
and guaranteed annual income 
which he, Thoreson , supports. 
Thomson also supports the war 
in Vietnam. 

Thoreson feels government 
has a responsibility to its 
people. He firmly believes he 
can better represent you in 
Congress than Thomson is 
doing now. 

Standing behind Thoreson all 
the way was Senator Gaylord 
Nelson. 

Nelson concluded by men
tioning the "Save the St. Croix 
River'' bill Mr . Thomson would 
like t_o take credit for. Ap
parently Thomson 's name isn't 
even on the bill . 

golden hearts 

There will be a Sigma Phi 
Epsilon "Girls of the Golden 
Hearts" rush party on 
Tuesday , Oct. 31, in the Red 
Cedar Room at 7:30 p.m. It will 
be informal. All girls welcome. 

alfresco 

Alfresco has some long 
awaited news for all the ski 
enthusiasts, pro and amatuer 
alike , in and around 
Menomonie. 

The annual "Ski Tea and 
Style Show" will be held on 
Thursday night, Nov. 2 at 8 
p.m. in the West and West
Central Ballroom of the 
Student Center. Be sure and 
make a note on your caiendar 
of events so that you won't miss 
it. 

Various Mid-Western ski 
areas, nationally known ski 
equipment companies, along 
with the National Ski Patrol 
will either have a booth set up 
or have brochures available. 

Supplimenting the Thursday 
night show will be the Alfresco 
"Swap Shop" to be · held on 
Wednesday and Thursday , 
Nov. 1 and 2 in the East and 
East-Central Ballroom. 

This is a great opportunity to 
buy, trade or sell ski, ski 
equipment, back-packing 
equipment or maybe even a 
spare canoe. The only limit is 
your resourcefulness. Alfresco 
is asking for a 10 percent 
donation from all "Swap Shop" 
transactions to defray costs 
and subsidize forth coming 
club events. 

Contributors will be Mr. and 
Mrs. David Barnard, Father 
Charles Blecha, Michael 
Frame, Mr. and Mrs. Louis 
Klitzke, Mr. and Mrs. William 
Micheels, Mr. and Mrs. John 
Russell, Mr . and Mrs. James · 
Solberg, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd 
Whydotski, Freda Wright, Dr. 
and Mrs . Louis D. Mersch, Mr. 
and Mrs. Todd Boppel, Mr. and 
Mrs. John Perri , J ohn Butke, 
Mr. and Mrs. J oe Hannibal, 
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Schulman, 
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Price, Robb 
Wilson, Mr . and Mrs. J. An
thony Samenfink, and Mr. and 
Mrs. John Lavine, Chippewa 
Falls. 

amon house 

Tired of the same old blah 
food? Come to Amon House for 
Hawaiian Luau on Oct. 30. The 
dinner starts promptly at 5:45 
p.m. The · Amon House is 
located at the corner of Fifth 
St. and Ninth Ave. (across 
from the new Home Ee. 
Building). 

The Maili Inn (Amon House) 
will be serving Coconut Chip 
Appetizer, Turtle Soup Con
somme, Tossed Lettuce Salad 
or Pineapple Cabbage Salad, 
Baked Pork Chop with Chutney 
Sauce or Orange Chicken for 
entrees, Sweet Bread, Curried 
Rice and Brocolli , and dessert 
is Chocolate Rum Cake with 
Cherry Sauce, or Haupia, a 
coconut milk pudding . 
Donation is $2.25. Call for 
reservations at 232-2335. 

To qualify, a student must 
be: 

1. A resident of Racine 
County. 

2. A second, third, or fourth 
year student or graduate 
student. 

The amount of the loan may 
not exceed $500 in one year or a 
maximum indebtedness of 
$1000. The interest on the loan 
is waived for the first year 
after leaving school. The 
second year the rate of interest 
is two percent, and it is in
creased to four percent per 
annum thereafter until the loan 
is paid. 

Application blanks may be 
obtained by contacting: Mrs. 
Marvin Dickel , Chairman , 
College Loans Committee, 3521 
Ast ot Street, Racine, 
Wisconsin 53406. 

drink \for McGovern 

McGovern - Shriver Beer 
Bust will be held from 7-1 p.m. 
Thursday , Nov. 2 in the 
basement of the Loading Zone. 
The cost is $1 and that buys all 
the beer you can drink. Drink 
for McGovern. 

i. E. club 

A special meeting will be 
held Tuesday, Oct. 31, at 7 p.m. 
in Room 111-112 of the Com
mons for all Industrial 
Education Club members who 
are going to the WIEA Con
vention in Milwaukee on Nov. 
2-3. Final plans will be made at 
this time. 

''WE ARE ENDING THE DRAFT . • • 

passed the Higher Education Act, are providing more college loans 
and grants for Wisconsin students ... reordered priorities so that 
finally we are spending more on human resources than on defense. 
Our next goal must be to provide more jobs without the war and 
inflation we were left with by the Johnson Administration." 

Congressman Vernon Thomson 



Poor turnout to 

Pawn talent contest 

Teresa Jackson 
Winner of Pawn Contest 

"Poor turnout" is the way to 
describe the Pawn talent 
competition this fall as only 
three people entered the 
contest.. The results: Teresa 
Jackson of Ethan and Jackson 
won the first prize of $25; Gail 
Daw, second place, $15; and 
Joan King, third place, $5. 

The winner, Teresa Jackson, 
goes on to play at the Regional 
Convention of the National 
Coffeehouse Circuit in Eau 
Claire, Nov. 5. 

Teresa Jackson's music at 
the contest included Carol 
King's selections as well as 
some original songs. She plays 
piano, sings, and includes 
comedy in her act. " It wasn't 
too bad, $25 for doing four 
songs" were Teresa's com
ments. She also added that 
Ethan and Jackson were 
looking for someone ex
perienced in arranging. 

SPOT LIGHT ON TERM 
PAPER PURCHASES 

It has been brought to our 
attention that the purchase of 
term papers would result in 
rather severe disciplinary 
action. Dr . Wesley Face, 
Assistant Chancellor for 
Academic Affairs, has pointed 
out that that the Student 
Handbook suggests dishonesty 
of any sort is considered a 
serious offense, so therefore, 
academic dishonesty such as 
cheating on examinations or 

. class work and plagiarism, as . 
well as offenses such as 
thievery will result in 
disciplinary action. As to the 
precise procedures that would 
be followed in such a case, 
refer to page 48 of the Student 
Handbook which deals with the 
guidelines for student 
disciplinary procedures. 

Also of interest to any 
student who has ideas of 
purchasing term papers, is the 
fact that the sale of term 
papers and examination an-

. swers has been banned by the 
state of Wisconsin just 
recently. 

The Wisconsin Agriculture 
Department declared it con

. sistuted an unfair trade 
· practice. It forbids the ad
vertising of term papers for 
use as a student's original work 
and the advertising or selling 
of papers which can be sub
mitted by a student as his own. 
This order also bans the selling 
or preparing of materials 
known to be used by students to 
fulfill academic requirements. 
MINI-SESSION NEEDS 

Students are reminded that 
department chairmen are in 
need of student suggestions for 
Christmas mini -session 
courses offerings. Contact the 
department chairmen with 
needed course suggestions as 
soon as possible. 
DECEMBER GRADUATES 

The graduation list is now 
posted on the main floor 
bulletin board in the Ad
ministration Building . Any 
student who intends to 
graduate in December should 
be sure his name appears on 
this list. The registrar's office 
must be notified of any 
changes. 
DOUBLING UP? 

If a student plans to graduate 
with a dual major degree, or a 
double major, it is important to 
work with the program 
directors from both degree 
program areas . 
HOME ECONOMICS IN 
BUSINESS MAJORS 

The flexibility common to the 
new Clothing, Textiles and 
Design, and Home Economics 
in Business programs allows 
the possibility of doing a dual 
major with Education, Hotel 
and Restaurant Management, 
or Dietetics. Those who are 
interested in diversifying, 
contact Dr. Kenneth Heintz. 
FASHION MERCHANDISING 
AND CLOTHING, TEXTILES 
& DESIGN POSSIBILITIES 

Fashion Merchandising and 
Clothing, Testiles and Design 
majors consider picking up 13 
credits in the appropriate 
vocational-technical courses. 
There may be a future for you 
in teaching at the Vocational
Technical level. 

Also, explore the possibilities 
of a semester in Newcastle, 
England. Contact Dr. Kenneth 
Heintz if interested. 

A 'reminder' from the 
Menomonie Police Dept. 

T . All users of City Streets follows: Paragra~h (C) of Sub- ODD-NUMBERED 

d
o.A R f c·ty Or section (4) of Section 9.01 of the CALENDAR DAYS of the 

an venues e . i - f G 1 o di for h k. t dinances of 1959 Code o. enefra Mr nanc~s . mo~t par mh~ 
1 

carfs, mko_ odr 

To: All users of City Streets 
and Avenues, Ref. City Or
dinances of 1959 

The Ordinance to prohibit 
and regulate all night parking 
on streets of the City of 
Menomonie during the months 
of Nov., Dec. , Jan. , Feb., and 
March. · 

Whereas: all night parking 
during the months above 
mentioned seriously interferes 
with snow plowing and 
removal, it is necessary to 
regula te night parking during 
said months to obtain ef
ficiency for snow plowing and 
snow removal on all streets of 
the city. 

NOW THEREFORE, the 
Common Council of the City of 
Menomonie do ordain as 

the City o enomorue is vehicles or ve ices o any m 
hereby amended to read as only on the side of the streets 
follows: . where ODD-NUMBERED 

9.01 (C) (4) During the houses are located is permitted 
months of Nov., Dec. , Jan., and parking on the side of the 
Feb. and March between the even numbered houses is 

· hour~ of 2 a.m. and 7 a.m. there prohibited and on the EVEN-
shall be no parking on either NUMBERED CALEND~R 
side of the following streets : DAYS of the month parkmg 
the entire length of Broadway, cars , motor vehicles , or 
all of Main Street, Ninth street vehicles of any kind shall be 
to Eleventh Ave., Eleventh permitted on the streets where 
Ave. from Ninth St. to Thir- the houses bear the even-
teenth St. , Crescent St. from numbers , and parking on the 
Broadway to Main, Wilson side of the street where the 
Ave., Ave . from second St. to odd-numbered houses a re 
Ninth St., and Second St. W. located is prohibited. 
from Firs t Ave. to Main St. W. Sub-section (2) of Section 

On all other streets of the 9.03 : No parking of any vehicle 
City of Menomonie, between on any street or City Parking 
said hours and during said lots for longer than 24 hours 
months, parking on one side of ( add itional parking time 
the street only permitted in the considered storage, therefore 

, following manner to Wit: on unlawful). 

aaGIM• 
SUPPER CLUB 

NOW FEATURING SUNDAY LUNCH 
12 Noon Until 9:09 p.m. 

CHOICE , 
Roast Prime Rib of Beef $

2
tS · Broiled New York Strip 

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ 
Cole Slaw and Au Jus Cole Slaw and Au Jus 

COMPLETE MENU ALSO AVAILABLE 
. · ... Friday- Fish Fry ... . 

Tues.-Sat. - Diningroom & Bar Open at 5: 00 p.m. 
·-PLANNINGAPARTY?-

Closed Monday 962-3870 
From 1-94 North on 25 to "D" - Right 4 Miles 

Thursday, October 26, 1972 

DATES TO REMEMBER: 

Nov. 22 Thanksgiving vac
tion begins 1:20 p.m. 

Nov. 27-29 Second Semester 
Registration 

Dec. 1 Last day to drop 
semester classes 

Film Society 
strives for the best 
in foreign flicks 

This year the Stout Film 
Society has strived to put 
together a group of the best in 
foreign films . The Film Society 
dedicates itself to bring you the 
finest of recent and past 
foreign films. Many of this 
year's films are considered 
classics and collectively have 
won almost every major film 
award in the world . 

This month we are presen
ting Jean Renoir's "Rules Of 
The Game'' which was both in 
style and in theme absolutely 
tbe film of the moment. The 
moment was France right 
before W.W.11 and the theme 
was French decadence among 
the rich. This film is often 
considered Renoir's greatest 

· film . "Rules of the Game" will 
be shown at 6 :30 and 8 :30 p.m . 
Friday, Oct. 27, and Saturday, 
Oct. 28. 

Stout Film Society 
1972-73 Program 

Nov . 17-18 Shadows of 
· Forgotten Ancestors (Russian) 

Dec. 15-16 No Exit (Argen
tinian) 

Jan. 26-27 The Bicycle Thief 
(Italian) 

Feb. 23-24 The Red and the 
White <Hungarian) 

Mar. 23-24 The Magician 
<Swedish) 

Apr. 20-21 Forbidden Games 
(French) 

Mey 11-12 · Cinema of the 
Absurd II (International) 

Starting with "Shadows of 
Forgotten Ancestors" in Nov., 
each film will be shown two 
consecutive times; 6:30 and 
8:30 p.m . on each of the dates 
shown above. All of these films 
will be shown in Room 321 of 
the new Applied Arts Building. 
Tell your freaky film friends 
about our program. 

N ATI V E 
FILM . ... . . 

AMERI CAN 

Native American Awareness 
presents a film depicting how 
life in the United States today 
has been influenced by Na tive 
Americans - economically, 
sociologically, philosophically 
and cul turally. 

The film will be shown in the 
East Central Ballroom of the 
Memorial Student Center on 
Tuesday, Nov. 7, at 7:30 p.m. 
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Man who promised 
continued fro·m page 2 

was 16,000 in 1960 reached 
97 ,000 in 1971 and 120,000 in 1972 
as U.S. troop withdrawls 
proceeded. Thieu currently has 
100 ooo so called Poli ti cal 
pri~oners locked in Saigon 
jails. Thieu's theory is that you 
either agree with the govern
ment or the goyernment locks 
you up. 

In September of 1972 Thieu 
closed down 14 newspapers and 
15 periodicals because they 
were judged harmful to 
national interest. He left only 
one opposition newspaper 
which is afraid of being closed 
down if they step out of line. I 
ask you is this worth dying for? 
Because Richard Nixon 
believes in it? 

Let's also look at Richard 
Nixon on Military spending. In 
1969, Ernest Fitzgerald, a cost 
controller for the Air Force 
disclosed there would be a 2 
million dollar waste on the C-
5%. Know what Richard Nixon 
did to some one who was 
watching your tax dollars. He 
fired him. 

Last year, on top of almost $7 
billion dollars wasted due to 
management and shoddy 
procirement procedure 
practices the Pentagon 
spenders blew $11.2 billion; 
they're producing less and 
spending more because of 
excessive cost. As noted in the 
Oct. 12 issue of the Stoutonia 
the last Johnson Defense Dept. 
requested for fiscal year 1969 
was $80.4 billion , for fiscal year 
1973 Nixon initially asked for 
$83 .5 billion, following 
escalation of hostilities in the 
spring of the year he revised 
his request upward to $86.0 
billion. The military takes 
almost 60 cents out of every tax 
dollar. 

Richard Nixon is leading 
America down the path of 
death , destruction and ex
tinction. The policies of George 
McGovern will give America 
the direction it needs to once 
again become a great nation. 

I would like to ask last weeks 
author and you as students to 
look beneath the veil of honesty 
and see the ugly face of 
corruption and murder of 
Richard Nixon and his ad
ministration. 

Look Hard America 
Co-ordinator ; Students 
For McGovern 
Robert W. Hendricks 

Winter 
commencement 

Sat. Dec. 16 

10 a.m. fieldhouse 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SER VICE 

Chippewa 
BOOT S & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & D IN GO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

-EXPERT 
SHOE REP AIRING 

1'31 Main St. 235-7615 
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IN THE CORNERS 

by Rick Bruhn 

Sunday evening I was looking through Sports Illustrated COct. 
23, 1972) and read an article entitled, "Jeepers, Peepers is in 
charge now" by Gwilym S. Brown. The article was about Jack 
Scott, (author of 'Athletics for Athletes' and 'The Athletic 
Revolution') who was recently named as the athletic director at 
Oberlin College. I recommend the article to everyone. 

As I read the article I started to think about some con
frontation, in my experiences in sport that are similar to those 
that Jack Scott has come to grips with. Scott calls it "the 
dehumanization of sport." It raises one simple question. Which is 
more important , to Win at all costs or to meet the needs of the 
athlete') 

This past summer I was the water polo coach at a swimming 
pool in Madison. It was a tremendous experience and one that 
opened my eyes to the problem of coaching . The greatest problem 
I faced was setting up a philosophy of coaching that would meet 
the needs of my team. I had rejected the hard core, authoritation 
approach as unfeasable. Instead I threw the burden of respon
sibility onto ten adolescents which at times seemed to be as un
feasable. What I had done was to reject the authoritarian mode of 
coaching to take the role as a sort of guide and facilitator (which I 
found to be harder). 

Psychologist say that the guide and facilitator mode is better, 
at least it has been found to be a healthier path toward the mental 
development of athletes . That is what I am interested in. I am not 
a Lombardi. Winning isn't everything. Being a healthy, well
adjusted indiv idual is. You can win and be well-adjusted but you 
can also lose and be well-adjusted. 

I've had a sports background which includes lots of losing. 
This helped me develop an attitude that sport is based on gaining 
pleasure from the act of sport and the development of mind and 
body. Winning is nice but it is not the reason for sport. As Jack 
Scott has pointed out, when winning is the ultimate goal of sport, 
the door is open to things like payoffs, drug abuse, and coaches 
who only care about winning. 

A new coach stands trembling at the fork in the road and must 
choose between the way that says "win at all costs" and the way 
that says "the athlete is more important." I pick the latter. That's 
why reading about Jack Scott was so inspiring. He has done the 
same. His program at Oberlin emphasizes the needs of the athlete 
,ind everyone in the college community . Sport becom.es a·vehicle 
for developing well-adjusted human beings, not just winners. 

While I was reading, my thoughts turned to a coach at Stout 
that I have had the pleasure of knowing. One afternoon, as I 
sauntered into his office, he was sitting at his desk bemoaning the 
state of sport. Here is a man whose life is dedicated to developing 
winners , not just winning teams. Winning comes through "setting 
a goal and working your butt off to get it. " As I sat there a feeling 
prevailed that he and I were alone. We were two idealists fighting 
against the cruel world of reality, against people who are in sport 
lo win for their university, their coach, their paycheck, mom or 
dad , for inflated egos, but not for themselves. "Don't they know 
that they aren't in there playing for me? They're in there for 
themselves ," he sighed. I could only nod my head. "you only get 
out of something what you put into it," he continued:Were these 
the thoughts of a great guru of sport? No, we were sharing 
thoughts that have bee)} thought by man for centuries. But 
somehow , after centuries of people choosing the fork in the road 
that led to "winning at all costs" those thoughts were obscured. 
Now only a few idealists see sports as a means of helping the 
athlete grow into a better person. 

Why? Why should idealists be the only ones who look at sport 
,is a means of developing the self'I You shouldn 't have to ,be an 
;dealist to want to help athletes become better persons. 

There is a happy ending to the article about Jack Scott. 
Idealists like Jack Scott are being heard. Scott has been given a 
chance to put his ideas to work at Oberlin College. Oberlin has the 
first athletic department to stand at the fork in the road and 
choose the way that says "the athlete is more important." I pray 
for the sake of sport that they won't be the last. 

Pole and Probability Both Bomb 
Both the Pole and probability picked two winners out of the 

five games played by Wisconsin conference football teams. Next 
week's predictions show Stout over Winona, Platteville over 
Superior and La Crosse over Oshkosh. The Pole picks Whitewater 
over Eau Claire and Ri\ler Falls over Stevens Point. Probability 
will go with Eau Claire and Stevens Point. 

The La Crosse Indians 
showed the hustlin Blue Devils 
why they are the defending 
conference champions as the 
homecoming Indians won 37-6 
on a rain-soaked field Satur
day . 

Enroute to their conference 
win the Indians' defense 
shined. They kept the Blue 
Devil offense in poor field 
position and forced them into 
turning over the ball eight 
times. 

The Indian's defense set up 
their first score when they · 
nailed Stout punter Tom 
Speidel short of the first down 
marker as he tried to run from 
punt formation mid-way 
through the first period. 

Taking over the ball at the 
Stout 29 yard line, La Crosse 
needed only four plays before 
Joe Wagner hit his tight end 
Bill Kirschbaum in the end 
zone from 17 yards out. 

La Crosse scored the next 
time they got their hands on the 
ball. Just two plays following a 
Stout punt Wagner struck 
again, this time from 28 yards 
and to his split end, Dave 
Saeger. After fumbling his first 
extra point attempt, Bill 
Heideman kicked this one 
through to make the score 13-0. 

The La Crosse defense 
helped to set up the third In
dians' score. With the Blue 
Devils in punt formation a bad 
pass from the center sailed the 
ball over Speidel who 
recovered the ball at the Stout 
17 yard line. 

The Blue Devils held their 
ground and La Crosse had to 
settle for a 28 yard field goal by 
Heideman. 

The Blue Devil offense began 
to show signs of life but a Steve 
Fedie fumble gave the ball to 
La Crosse at the Stout 30. 

On the next play Wagner 
passed to Dave Jaeger for the 
final score of the half. 
Heideman kicked the extra 
point to make the score 23-0. 

For the first part of the third 
period both offenses moved the 
ball but the muddy turf 
prevented any serious threat. 

Stout's only points were set 
up by a Rick Henneberry in
terception which he returned 40 
yards to the La Crosse 5. Two 
plays later Fedie hit his 
halfback John Osmanski with 
an eight yard pass. The con
version attempt failed. 

The Indians came up with a 
pair of touchdowns in the final 
quarter to ice the victory. 

Exciting action in the Intramural Flag Football championship 
game. 

NOW OPEN 
THE 

GOLDEN HANGER 
MEN'S FASHIONS 

Phone 235-2511 

LTD. 

FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY 

THE TAP 
HAPPY HOUR 
6:00 - 8:00 Daily 

Taps 15c 
Assorted Drinks 30c 

Now serving beer and liquor 
On and Off Sales 

24 Hour Service Phone 235-3461 

MENOMONIE 'PHARMACY 

SEMESTER AT SEA 
Sails each September & February 

Combine accredited study with 
educational stops in Africa, Aus
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000 
students from 450 campuses have 
already experienced this interna
tional program. A wide range of 
financial aid is available. Write 
now for free catalog : 

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666 

Fedie had one of his better 
days throwing as he took to the 
air 31 times and completed 17 
for 158 yards. However, the 
Indians intercepted four of his 
passes. 

Ron Berg, the senior 
fullback, caught six passes for 
36 yards and rushed for 19 
yards in 13 tries to lead the 
Blue Devils meager ground 
attack which netted a total of 24 
yards .. 

Osmanski added 14 yards in 
nine carries and caught a pair 
of passes for 27 yards and a 
touchdown. Bill Kyle caught 
three passes for 36 yards. 

Stout's total offense gained 
182 yards and ten first downs. 
The Indians rolled up 246 
yards, 157 through the air and 
13 first downs. 

Both teams had problems 
hanging on to the ball in the 
rain. In addition to Stout losing 
the ball eight times, La Crosse 
lost it six times on fumbles . 

Last Week's Results 
La Crosse 35 -Stout 6 

Eau Claire 17 - Superior 13 
Platteville 27 - River Falls 6 

Whitewater 35 -Stevens Point 15 
St. Norbert 7 - Oshkosh 6 

220 Water 835-1781 
Across from WSU-E.C. 

Now Thru Tues. 
CHARLIE CHAPLIN 

w ri 11en.d,recled and prod uced 
oy criories cnop1,n G 
Now thru Tues. 7-9 p.m. 

.50-$1.25 Plus L & H 

SPECIAL MOVIE TICKET 
BOOKS FOR STUDENTS 

6.25 VALUE FOR 3.50 
-ONLY .70 PER MOVIE
GOOD MON. THRU THUR. 

Fri., Oct. 27-Sat., Oct. 28 
Halloween Twin Bill 

Olde Tyme Flicks 

Abbott & Costello 
& Boris Karloff in 

"Abbott & Coste I lo 
Meet 

Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde" 
Plus 

Bowery Boys in 
"Mr. Hex" 

11: 15 p.m. Each Nite $1.25 

Nov. l - "Woodstock" 
Nov.8-

"French Connection" 

Nov. 12 - Frank Zappa -
Ringo Starr -
"200 Motels" 

Soon - The Beatles in 
"Yellow Submarine" 

Special Twin Bill 
"Soul to Soul" 

"Gimme Shelter" · 
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The whole team is •.. Wow 
E. ; 
• • "' -' \ ( " . . . ~ 

~ 

1972 Women's Swim Team 

"The whole team is fired up 
and winning and it really feels 
great," is what team captain 

. Martha Heimann had to say 
about this year's women's 
swim team. "It's great to work 
when your winning, but when 
your whole team is .. . WOW!" 

The petite brown eyed 
brunette, a resident of 
Charendon Hills took second at 
State last year for Stout in 50 
yard freestyle and a third in 100 
yard individual medley. With 
the enthusiasm she has now 
and the willingness to practice, 
it is understandable that Coach 
Rita McKinley is so optimistic 
not only about "Murf" but the 
whole team as to the possible 
out come for this season. 

The swimming season has 
been shortened this year Murf 
said, "because after 

Bottom R_o~: (l. tor.) Robin Sa~ders, ~arcy Sirotkin, Martha Heimann, Myke McArdle, 
Mary _Phllhps. Top Row: ~arllyn Gr1ebnow, Margy Brown, Coach McKinley, Patti 
Matos1c, Ann Reese, and Diane Kraus. 

Women's 
volleyball 

Women swimmers humiliate opponents 
The Women's Varsity 

Volleyball team traveled to 
victory Saturday as they 
defeated Fond du Lac 15-11, 15-
9, and 15-11. Despite the 
cheering of Stout 's Cross 
Country team Friday night, the 
team fell to Oshkosh 15-3 in the 
first game and 16-14 in the 
second. 

From the first relay to the 
last event, Stout's Women's 
Varsity swim team led in a five 
team meet against UW
Madison, UW-Milwaukee, UW
Stevens Point, and UW-River 
Falls. 

The Medley Relay team of 
Ann Reese , · Marcy Sirotkin, 
Margy Brown and Mary 
Phillips started out Stout's 
winning form with a first place 
finish six seconds in front of the 
other teams. In the 200 yard 
freestyle Stout's only entry, 
Robin Sanders, placed second. 
The 100 yard individual Medley 
brought in a second place finish 
from Martha Heimann. 

Continuing her unbeaten 
record Marcy Sirtokin finished 
first in the 50 yard breaststroke 
with Diane Kraus close behind 
in third place. The closest race 
of the meet came in the 50 yard 
freestyle when Martha 
Heimann tied for first place 
with a Stevens Point swimmer. 

Margy Brown set a new 
school record in the 100 yard 

Now you can see 
'111e Graduate" again 
or for the first time. 

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER 
BEST DIRECTOR-MIKE NICHOLS 

.__ ___ 1967 ___ __. 

Anne Bancroft 
Dustin Hoffman 

Katharine Ross in 

TH_E GRADUATE 
Evenings 7-9 

Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 

butterfly. The backstroke race 
was dominated by Stout 
swimmers. Finishing in the top 
six places in the 100 yard 
backstroke were Ann Reese
first place, Robin Sanders
second and Myk McArdle in 
fourth place . 

Continuing her contribution 
on first places, Marcy Sirotkin 
finished her usual first place 
with the nearest competitor 
seven seconds behind. Diane 
Kraus finished third in that 
event. The 100 yard freestyle 
was won by Martha Heimann. 

In a 1-2 finish, backstrokers 
Ann Reese and Myk McArdle 
helped mount more points on 
the scoreboard for Stout. 
Margy Brown retained her 
undefeated title in the 50 yard 
butterfly when she finished 
first and established another 
school record. Marcy Sirotkin 

- added her fourth place points 
to that event. 
· In the last individual event 

distance swimmer Robin 
Sanders placed third in the 400 

All Seats 1.75 
Evenings 7 & 9 

Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 

yard freestyle. To top off the 
fine performance of the 
women, the freestyle relay' ' 
team of Martha Heimann, 
Mary Phillips, Ann Reese and 
Margy Brown took the final 
event of the meet. The final 
score of the meet showed Stout 
with 126 points, 53 points ahead 
of the next team, Madison. 
After Madison were Stevens 
Point, Milwaukee, and then 
River Falls. 

The meet was an excellent 
showing by the women. Coach 
Rita McKinley feels that if the 
girls continue to swim the way 
they have been, Nov . 11 State 
Meet may well end up with 
Stout in the Lead. The next 
meet will be Saturday at 
Oshkosh at 11:30 a.m . 

Classified Ads 
FOR SALE: 

Pioneer Speakers - a set of 
two book shelf size Pioneer 
Speakers call 232-2485 ask for 
Greg. 

Small, Furnished Mobil Home 
set up on _local lot. Call 235-0680 

Pair of snowtires, Atlas 
Weatherguard tubeless, E78-
14. Replacement for 7.35-14. 
Cheap. Used one winter. Call 
235-0998. 

VW snow tires - Like new 
used one winter . Call 235-7766 
evenings . 

VW tires - Four regular tires , 
used one month with 
warranty. Call 235-7766 
evenings . 

Mary Cave played one of her 
best games, serving six 
straight points against Fond du 
Lac. Setter Connie Braeger 
and spiker Pam Servais, co
captain, teamed up to score 
many points for Stout. 

Added to the injured list is 
Karen McBurney who frac
tured her index finger during 
practice last week. 

This weekend, Northland, St. 
Catherine's and Hamline 
Colleges travel to Stout for a 
triangular meet. 

Schrieber Clarinet $30 or best 
offer. Excellent condition. 
Must sell. Call 235-3280. 

Transcription table, several 
good running cars. Call 235-
0773. 

1967 IO by 60 Mobile Home, in 
good condition, very cozy. Call 
643-3796 after 5 p.m. 

1966 Dodge Dart 4-door. Good 
condition. Call 235-1773. 

SERVICES OFFERED-

Any style haircut, guys or gals . 
Call Farhang Rohami at Ex. 
2477 anytime after 7 p.m. for an 
appointment. 

EMPLOYMENT WANTED-

Can do baby-sitting, house 
cleaning. etc. Anytime on 
weekends. Call 232-2476 and 
ask for Sue I. 

Go to The Body Shop 
for Noon lunch! 

Serving Hot Homemade 

-Sandwiches and Soup 
11 :30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 

The Body Shop 
614 Main St. 

Thanksgiving weekend , 
everyone's too full and out of 
shape to swim. Therefore. the 
season will terminate before 
vacation with the state meet in 
La Crosse. 

"If there's any lady divers 
hiding out in Stout's campus let 
yourself known," Martha said, 
because " you can be added to 
the team backbone, as that's 
what the team lacks, bacause 
we haven't got one. That's 
what has hurt the final out
come of a few meets." 

Even if you 're not that diver, 
why don't you go to a women's 
·?wim meet anyway, if not for 
Murf, the coach , the team, or 
women's sports in general , go 
for yourself, you may enjoy it. 

Women 
gymnasts 
to host 
regional 

A depleted women's gym
nastics team will host the 
regional women's gymnastics 
meet Saturday, Nov. 11. at 9 
a.m. in the Nelson Fieldhouse. 
Only three of the seven gym
nasts are returning from last 
year's competition. 

This year the team has won 
one triple meet against 
Superior and La Crosse but lost 
in four other meets. There are 
only two meets r emaining 
before the regional meet. 

Margaret Keyes is Stout's 
best competitor, performing at 
the advanced level in meets . 
She has been in the state meet 
for the last two years. 

Hauling and yard work - we 
have two trucks and many 
hands. Call 235-3280 and ask for 
Denny or leave message or 
reason. 

LOST-

The common sense of hundreds 
of apathetic veterans attending 
Stout. If found call 235-9540 
Ask for Denny, 235-7108, ask fo~ 
Gary, or 235-4139, Ask for Tom. 
Time is running out. 

Frosting Handbook. a pocket 
folder and notes in Snackbar or 
Frykhmd Hall on Wednesday, 
Oct. 11. Please return if found. 
Call 235-9153. 

FOUND-

A lady 's wris t watch was found 
between North an d AFM . 
Please call J ules at 1485 for 
information. 
WANTED-
Faculty : We need an advisor 1 

Come to the P a nhellenic 
meeting on Wed. at 6: 30 in the 
Blue Devil Room. 

PERSONALS--

J . Bucky Dailey send your 
address to Greg and Mad Dog 
c-o Dr. Brownlee 
Newcastle Upon Tyne 
Polytechnic 
Ellison Building 
Ellison Place 
Newcastle Upon Tyne 
NEI 8ST, England 
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Recruiting: the I ifeblood of athletics 
by- Todd Schmidt 

Ask any layman what 
recruiting is and his reply will 
probably be related to military 
service. "The Navy, Army, 
and Marine Recruiters are out 
to get you'" But if the person 
you ask happens to be a top
notch athlete or a college 
coach, his answer to your 
question will be entirely dif
ferent. He'll consider 
recruiting players an im
portant part of college 
athletics. 

Recruiting athletes is much 
more competitive than 
recruiting bodies for the Army, 
Navy , or Marines . If you can 
imagine 1,000 countries all in 
competition for the same foot 
soldiers, you can see one of the 
big problems in recruiting 
athletes. While the American 
·'draftbail" only has has to 
worry about one "school" that 
recruits him, the American 
high school athlete (if he is a 
very good prospect) may get 
offers from hundreds of 
colleges. 

Athletic recruiting can be a 
big problem for coaches 
especially at the small college 
level. Recruiting athletes is a 
very competitive business, 
with many different schools 
chasing after the good 
prospects. One disadvantage 
that a coach from a small 
college like Stout has when 
recruiting is that of finances . 

Big schools like Wisconsin, 
Notre Dame, Nebraska, UCLA, 
etc., have a good thing that 
lures fine athletes away from 
the small college ranks - the 
financial aid tender . This 
means the school simply 
waives all or part of an 
athlete's school expenses if he 
comes to their school and goes 
out for a certain sport. This 
practice is illegal for a small 
college like Stout, and puts us 
at a great disadvantage when 
searching for "blue-chip" 
athletes. In an interview with 
head basketball Coach Dwain 
Mintz, several other problems 
of recruiting players were 
brought into focus. 

1,000 Colleges Compete 

Coach Mintz explained that 
he has to compete with over 
1,000 colleges for the top-notch 
players. He says that over four 
hundred new colleges have 
been established in the last two 
years, and that the first sport 
they installed was basketball. 
This is the most profitable 
sport, says Mintz, and 
probably one of the cheapest to 
keep going . 

With all these schools around 
to compete with , basketball 
recruiting becomes a real 
challenge for a coach. It 
becomes even more difficult 
when the school is unable to 
provide much in the area of 
financial aid . Many schools do 
provide rooms for their 
athletes and set up jobs for 
them to· earn their- room and 
board. This practice is ac
ceptable at Stout. Coaches go 
out into the community and try 
to set up work for their 
athletes. Mintz lamented, 
however, that there are no 
rooming facilities just for 
athletes here at Stout, and that 
few jobs both around school or 
in the community are available 
for them . Why, then , would a 
good basketball player end up 
at Stout? 

One reason is the fine win
ning tradition Coach Mintz has 
established here, something 
that is alluring to any athlete. 
He is a fine coach; one that 
cares . about his players. He 
tries to impress upon them the 
importance of coming to a 
school with good academic 
standing, such as Stout. 

Mintz's first objective in 
recruiting is to contact as 
many potential players as 
possible. If an athlete shows 
any interest at all, _ Mintz 
follows up on him. Before he 
tries to sell Stout 
academically, and mentions its 
fine placement record that is 
internationally known; he 
points out the superior salary 
ratio graduates of Stout 
receive compared to other 
schools. He also claims he has 
ten times more requests than 
can be filled for basketball 
coaches. Mintz supplements 
this by saying, "Even the 
managers get coaching jobs." 

Too Little Recruiting Money 

When asked to compare 
Stout's recruiting program to 
other U. W. schools, Mintz said, 
"I guess I've never compared 
them . It might be different if 
we have a bad year." 

Another person with a 
definite interest in recruiting is 
Sten Pierce, head football 
coach. He has some definite 
ideas about recruiting football 
players, which we explored in 
an interview last week. 

Reporter: "What is your 
philosophy toward 
recruiting?" 

Pierce: "Here at Stout we 
are forced to go one way 
because of the situation (being 
unable to give much financial 
aid to athletes. We 
trv to contact as many kids as 

possible , through many con
nections and contacts in many 
conferences. We try to develop 
good ballplayers from a crop of 
about 150 bids out of which 30 or 
so may blossom into good, solid 
players." 

Pierce pointed out, however, 
that it is important to instill a 
warm feeling between coach, 
parents, and prospects. He, 
like Mintz, tries to impress 
upon the boys the importance 
of a good education, and at
tempts to show the athlete's 
family that he cares 1 

The next question asked 
Pierce dealt with improving 
Stout's football recruiting 
program. It was a simple 
inquiry; How can your 
recruiting program be im
proved? 

The improvement Pierce 
stressed most in importance 
was the need for financial 
tenders such as the big schools 
have, to even up the recruiting 
race considerably. Other 
important things that need to 
be improved are the financial 
and emotional backing by 
students and administration. 

Pierce feels that he needs 
more funds for recruiting 
purposes. The "blue-chippers" 
are not going to simply walk in 
the door as a rule so Pierce 
must go out to see them. This 
takes money, a commodity 
that has been scarce in Pier
ce's recruiting budget in recent 
years. 

Another important need for a 
good recruiting program is 
alumni, athlete and student 
encouragement toward the 
potential athletes. Pierce says 
some irony in this, as he 
pointed out that the Stout 
Student Association contains 
many sports fans. Like most 
sports fans, they enjoy coming 
out on a Saturday afternoon to 
watch impressive athletes 
perform. Even so, they are 
unwilling to increase the 
already meager recruiting 
budget to get more impressive 
athletes here! 

Needs a Strong Coaching Staff 

Pierce also feels that a 
strong, experienced coaching 
staff would help improve the 
recruiting program. He has 
three new faces on his staff this 
season along with assistant 
Coach Karnish, which proves to 
be a problem . One thing 
potential prospects worry 
about is the coaching staff; just 
how good it really is. Pierce 

ERRORITE™ AT YOUR 
BOOKSTORE 

Open Sun.-Wed. 11 :30-1 :00 
Fri. & Sat. till I: 30 

Make Money 
Part Time 

• Outgoing person 
female preferred : 

• No Investment 

• For appointment 
call 235-9614 

We Have 
HALLOWEEN PARTY NECESSITIES 
• Candles • Black Netting 
Everything to make your party a success 

Also just arrived 
Hanging Ashtrays, New Paper Lamp Shades 

BORGIE'S CARD, GIFT 
& MOD SHOP 

214 Main St . 

claims that it is hard to tell the 
boys how good the staff is, 
when he himself isn't sure. 

This is not to discredit this 
year's coaching staff in any 
shape or form . Pierce even 
complimented his coaches for 
their hard work and 
dedication. Several of them are 
graduate students though, and 
will most likely be gone after 
this season. He expressed the 
need for another experienced, 
better-paid, veteran coach on 
his staff. I almost dropped my 
notes when Pierce told me 
their salaries. These hard 
working graduate coaches, 
who often put in over 25 hours a 
week, are paid a meager $250 a 
season. 

When asked to evaluate the 
recruiting program, Pierce 
was very candid. He says that 
Stout's program is way below 
the level of some, especially 
Whitewater's. He pointed out 
that they have a "Department 
of Intercollegiate Athletics," 
with one full-time football 
recruiter. He says that it is 
very tough to compete with 
programs like this, claiming 
Stout's recruiting outlook must 
be "re-evaluated" at the end of 
the season. 

Loaded with Recruits 

Still another coach had some 
opinions about recruiting. 
Although new wrestling 
mentor Hector Cruz hasn't had 
too much .time to recruit 
wrestlers, he still has some 
interesting theories about 
recruiting. 

When asked where he plans 
to recruit wrestlers, Cruz 
mentioned the junior college 
ranks are a goo\! place to look. 
Hector plans to attend several 
junior college tournaments in 
search of prospects. 

Of course high schools are 
loaded with wrestlers, the best 
of whom attend state and 
national tournaments. Hector 
would like to make the state 
meet in Madison this year to 
recruit some of the top 
wrestlers for Stout's team. 

He plans to tie in wrestling 
recruiting with Spanish
American relations, as he tries 
to get scholastically . eligible 
Spanish-Americans to attend 
Stout. Hector feels close to the 
faculty at Boys Tech in 
Milwaukee, a school that has 
always turned out fine athletes. 
He stressed the importance of 
knowing as many coaches as 
possible, because this will 

widen the scope of his 
recruiting program. 

Hector expressed optimism 
about his recruiting program. 
He thinks he, will be able to 
devote more than ample time 
to this job. He feels that the 
financial backing for his 
recruiting activities is 
adequate. He also had the 
opportunity to work with many 
freshmen this summer at 
orientation, recruiting a few 
wrestlers this way. 

All is not rosy when it comes 
to recruiting in most sports and 
wrestling is no exception. The 
big school athletic tenders 
definitely hurt the small school 
recruiting programs. Hector 
also thinks that emotional . 
support by students is im
portant to the wrestling 
program; something that could 
be improved upon . Hector also 
mentioned that he was 
unaware of the coaching job 
until quite late. This curtailed 
his recruiting time con
siderably. 

The amount of recruiting· 
time a coach puts in has a 
definite effect on the success of 
any athletic program. Of 
course, a winning tradition and 
having a good academic 
program will help a coaches 
"sales pitch" to any athlete. 
There are other intangibles 
involved such as "how far does 
the athlete want to be from 
home" or "does your school 
offer the major he is interested 
in"; but basically there is one 
reason why a good athlete will 
attend one school over 
another; he has been recruited 
successfully . 

Reaction Line! 

Write us and 

we '11 help with 

questions and 

problems-we 

have resource 

people to get the 

answers! 

Write to Stoutonia 

Box 64-

and we'll React! 

Been drinking a · lot of beer? 
Feeling out of sight, 

Drop by the "LITTLE STEER," 
and make it a fulfilling night. 

The Cellar Lounge 
11Try something different'' 
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Up Up and Away 
by Jody Conley 

Action begins at St. Cloud 
Minesota , Friday and Satur
day, October 27 and 28. The 
"Flying Blue Devils", three 
Stout students, will be com
peting against selected 
Universities in four main flying 
events at their regional meet. 

The team consists of team 
captain Steve Weber, Matt 
Rybarczyk, and Jim White. 
These students have funded 
their own way through this 
project and practice diligently 
every chance they get. Their 
faculty advisor is Mt. Charles 
Yost, from the department of 
materials and processing at 
Stout. Yost has obtained his 
commercial pilots license and 
is a member of one of the local 
flying clubs , the Red Cedar 
Flyers . 

Stout offers two courses in 
flying ; Aerospace Education 
and Private Pilots Ground 
Study. A third course , In
troduction to Flight, had to be 
cancelled because of 
inadequate and unsafe 
facilities at Menomonie's 
''Skyport''. 

When ever the opportunity 
presents itself, the Flying Blue 
Devils drive to Boyceville and 
Minneapolis to service their 
planes and continue on to Red 
Wing , Minn . . to practice their 
maneuvers. 

The events at the St. Cloud 
regional meet are designed for 
the average private student 
pilot. The competition includes 

a power-on precision landing, 
power-off precision landing, 
bomb dropping where a sack of 
flour is dropped by each 
contestant on a designated 
target, and a navigation event 
that consists of precise 
calculation within a 150 mile 
radius. 

Team captain Steve Webber , 
a junior from Hastings Minn., 
and a major in Industrial 
Education, has had his com
mercial pilot's license since 
1970. During the summers, he 
charters out his four passenger 
plane which he keeps in 
Minneapolis. 

Matt Rybarczyk is from 
Hawkins, Wis. and also an 
Industrial Ed. major. He has 
had his private pilot license 
since 1968 and was an air 
traffic controller in the army. 
He has a two passenger plane 
that he houses in Boyceville. 

Jim White is from 
Menomonie, and is well 
qualified for his private pilots 
license. 

Since there are only three 
members on the Stout team, 
and four events at the up
coming meet, each man will be 
competing in more than one 
event, which is highly unusual. 

If they show superior skills 
during this meet, they'll go on 
to compete in the 1973 National 
Intercollegiate Flying 
Association "Tournament of 
Champions" at Southern 
Illinois Airport, in Carbondale, 
Ill. 

Swim-a-thon planned 
Students , teachers and ad

ministrators are staging a 17-
hour Swim Marathon at UW
Stoutfrom 8 a.m . to 1 p.m. Nov. 
18. 

The Swim-a-than is being 
conducted to raise money for 
Stout's swimming teain's 
annual trip to Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla. , during the Christmas 
vacation to attend the National 
Swim Forum. 

Part of the money will also 
go to support the International 
Swimming Hall of Fame at 
Fort Lauderdale and a travel 
fund to send champion 
swimmers abroad for Olympic 
training experience. 

Swim-a-thons, being 
organized throughout the 
country, consist of hundreds of 
swimmers swimming as far as 

· they can with friends, 
relatives, merchants and other 
civic-minded citizens, putting 
up anywhere from a penny to 
$50 per 25 yard pool length that 
the participant swims. 

Each swimmer will swim 200 
laps or two hours, which ever 
comes first, according to 
Robert Smith, Stout's head 
swimming coach. Stout's 
Chancellor Robert S. Swanson 
has agreed to swim laps, Smith 
said. Smith, himself, will swim 
200 laps. 
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Hotel Hovlid and the Three C Riders battle for the Intramural Flag Football Cham
pionship. The champs ... the Three C Riders. 

Players of 
the week 

The co-captains of the 
University of Wisconsin - Stout 
were honored by being named 
Blue Devil players of the week. 

Quarterback Steve Fedie 
was praised by Coach Sten 
Pierce for his success in 
throwing against the Indians 
defensive secondary under 
adverse field conditions. 

Fedie completed 17 of 31 
passes for 158 yards against an 
aerial defense which allowed a 
game average of 38 percent 
completions and only 54 yards. 
defense, conference leaders in 
interception, picked off four of 
Fedie's passes. 

For the second time in three 
weeks Rick Henneberry, 
Stout's fine strongside 
linebacker was named 
defensive player of the week. 

"Huck" nailed La Crosse 
ball carriers 18 times, 12 of 
which were unassisted and two 
for losses of ten yards . 

Henneberry also picked off a 
pass and returned it 40 yards to 
the La Crosse five yard line to 
set up the Blue Devils only 
touchdown of the afternoon. 

After six games Henneberry 
· leads his teammates in solo 

tackles with 46 and in assist 
with 37. It was the second game 
in a row that "Huck" has come 
up with 12 unassisted tackles. 

looters 
head 
St. Mary's 

by A. Browne 
The Stout Soccer Club 

slammed home two quick goals 
within the final fifteen minutes 
of play to defeat St. Mary's 
College 2-0 at Winona last 
Saturday. 

The game was played on a 
fast and slippery field. The 
Stout Squad took the offensive 
the first session, but a poor 
finish prevented them from 
taking the lead. They were 
faster to the ball and more 
constructive than their rivals 
throughout this session with 
the defense outstanding. 

The interval was taken with 
the scoreboard blank. 

The resumption brought 
more interesting soccer with 
the exchange fairly even. With 
about 12 minutes to go to the 
end of the game, Stout was 
awarded a penalty when one of 
the St. Mary's defenders 
handled the ball in the area. 
The spot kick was converted to 
send the Stout Squad into the 
lead. Within five minutes of 
this successful play, Stout 
moved further ahead with a 
header from a corner kick . 

Stout now has a 4-2 record. 
The squad will journey to 
Stevens Point on Saturday for 
another engagement. 

Hallowine Brew 
79c a fifth 

$1.89 112 ga I. 

Bowling 
The University ot w1sconsm

Stout bowling team came back 
victorious from their fourth 
meet held at La Crosse. The 
Stout Keglers found the pocket 
and took three matches while 
dropping two close tough 
matches to River Falls and 
Platteville, 11-4 and 9-6 
respectively. 

Dave Rattle led the Stout 
bowlers against first place La 
Crosse with a two game series 
of 383. Dale Batzer and Ross 
Hetfeld had 364 and 363 two 
game series as the Keglers 
beat the Indians 10-5. 

In other matches Stout 
defeated River Falls 9-6 with 
Ross Hetfeld having a 355 two 
game series . Dave Rattle 
·again led the Blue Devils 
against Stevens Point with a 
379 series as the Stout bowlers 
won that match by a 9-6 score. 

Tomorrow the Stout bowlers 
are in Oshkosh trying to keep 
the winning streak alive. In two 
weeks the Blue Devils will be at 
home on Nov. 10-11 . 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
ALL TOPICS 

Write or call for your up.to -date maiJ 
order catalog of thousands of out 
standing research papers. 

Enclose $1.00 for 
Postage and Handling. 

WE ALSO DO 
CUSTOM -MADE RESEARCH 

CHAMPION RESEARCH, INC . 
636 BEACON ST ., SUITE 605 

BOSTON, MASS . 02116 
( 617) 536-9700 

Wf: need a local agent 

Chianti 
$1.69 1/2 ga I. 

Pfeiffers Beer 
$159 12Pac 

We carry a full line of party supplies. 

l-Mart liquor 
Ph. 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9:00-9:00 
Sunday 12: 00-5: 00 
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Canoe? She Can! 
by Gina Gravi 

Last spring as I slowly 
lowered myself over the edge 
of the cliff and saw the wall of 
rock, I knew I had to go down. 
The fact that this hurdle, like 
so many others, would soon be 
overcome was a comforting 
thought in an uncomfortable 
situation. Little did I know then 
that I'd willingly accept the 
same challenge again - just 
for the fun of it. 

Outdoor skills is one of these 
little known gems we have on 
campus . It's a one-half credit 
phy. ed. class that's quite out of 
the ordinary. The students 
responses are also out of the 
ordinary. The students who 
said, "It's a fantastic class, one 
of the best I've had," was 
echoed over and over again by 
other students. 

The man responsible for this 
class and two others, canoeing 
and orienteering, is John 
Zuerlein , better known as 
"Coach" to his students. It is 
true that he is a gymnastics 
coach, but he's quite a coach in 
his classes too. That's the role 
he eagerly chooses for himself 
and he does it well. He has said 
he likes to teach as he coaches, 
"constantly challenging my 
students and pushing them to 
tax themselves." 

Many rewards can be reaped 
from a class like Outdoor 
Skills. One of the greatest is 
personal satisfaction. 
Satisfaction isn't one of those 
things that come from doing 
something that's that's easy or 
requires Ii ttle effort. You'll 
agree that the endeavor you 
put little into doesn't compare 
with the task you have to really 
put your heart and soul into. So 
it is with this course. 

"Each spring and fall 
quarter," Coach says, "I 
always try to attempt at least 
one main activity, like the 
night hike this quarter. So it's 
unique." But what our class did 
is basically what goes on. 

One week we learned how to 
make fires in the rain and cook 
such delicacies as bannock 
(fried bread), and fruit stew. 
The ice went out just in time for 
us to canoe one week, other
wise Coach threatened to break 
it up with canoe paddles. 

Another week we found 
pennies (or lost them) with our 
compasses. Our climbing 
expedition was one of the most 
exciting activities. Rapelling is 
a mountain climbing technique 
for going down steep rock using 
ropes. It is exciting and after 
donning two pairs of jeans, two 
shirts and a sweatshirt to avoid 
rope burns, you don't exactly 
feel as agile as Tarzan. But 
soon you are down and 
everybody's beaming. Then 
looking up it's hard to believe 
you came down that' 

The big event is the canoe 
trip down the Red Cedar River. 
It takes two days. You canoe 25 
miles the second day. The first 
day is reserved for other ac
tivities such as crossing the 
river in light exciting ways, 
building waterproof shelters 
and hiking . You're challenged 
and coached and pleased and 
surprised at what you can do. 

Some may argue that this 
isn't much of a phy. ed. class, 
but it's as physically taxing as 
any of the other classes and 
makes one specific point; 
being in shape can be an ad
venture. 

I never expected last spring 
to go down that cliff again. But 
when I went out to watch this 
quarter's class go through the 
exercise, I felt at ease wat
ching from above. When Coach 
Zuerlein asked if I'd like to go 
down, I accepted the challenge 
again. When I got to the bottom 
I realized something . After 
taking this· class a student 
gains confidence in himself, so 
that when he encounters the 
same obstacles or any obstacle 
he'll be able to meet it with 
ease. 

Health center offers 
the g:amut of services 

The University Health 
Center provides medical and 
nursing services from 8 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m., Monday through 
Friday during the academic 
year. These services includes 
diagnostic tests, x-rays, and 
treatment of minor injuries 
and all illnesses. Allergy in
jections, counseling and 
referral in matters of health, 
together with limited 
medications and testing for 
veneral diseases, and 
pregnancy are also provided. 
Physicals for practice 
teaching, varsity and in
tramural sports as well as pre
marital physicals are also a 
part of the Health Center of
ferings. 

The center adheres to the 
principle of strict confidence in 
all matters brought to them . 
Students are elibible for these 
services, free of charge, upon 
payment of student health fee 
which is $8 per semester. 

The facility has grown from 
the level of administering first 
aid to one optimistically in the 
direction toward providing 
total comprehensive health . 
care. 

A doctor is in residence at the · 
Health Center from 9 a .m. to 1 

p.m., Monday through Friday 
during the academic year. 
Satellite services are provided 
at the Red Cedar Clinic 
through University nurse 
referrals from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
for problems which require 
medical attention. 

CROSS-COUNTRY SKI 
C'LINIC . ... .... . 

Interested???????? 
It's cheaper than downhill 

and just as much fun . .. 
Learn from the Norwegian 

Olympic Cross-Country Ski 
Team Coach. 

Monday, October 30th 
7:30-9:30 p.m. 
East and West 

Central Ballroom 
Memorial Student Center 

U.W. -Stout 
Sponsored by: The Student 

Center, Stout Athletic 
Department and Continental 
Sports - Menomonie. 
FREE FREE 

Demonstrations 8 Display 
Films 

FREE FREE 

Sounds of 
our times 

by Tom Burke 
Title - "Real Live John 

Sebastian" 
Artist - John Sebastian 
Label - Reprise 
John Sebastian, the son of a 

great musician, founder, 
writer, and lead singer of the 
defunct Lovin' Spoonful has 
released a good-time album of 
his road shows in California. 

Sebastian began by playing 
harmonica for such people as 
Eric Anderson, Judy Collins, 
and the Mugwumps (early 
Mamas and Papas). When 
Sebastian founded the Lovin' 
Spoonfuls it was the biggest 
thing San Francisco had going. 
England had the Beatles, but 
America, · especially Frisco, 
had the Spoonful. 

The split up of the Lovin' 
Spoonful way back in 1967 
caused a lot of hassles for the 
group, especially Steve Boone 
and Zal Yanovsky. It seemst 
the two were busted for drugs 
and rather than serve their 
time , Boone and Yanosky 
fingered their sources. In 
Frisco, the Spoonful albums 
were used for doormats and the 
following they once had, 
disappeared. 

Since the break-up Sebastian 
has been anything but 
stagnant. He has jammed with 
countless groups, released 
several albums, appeared at 
Woodstock, and Big Sur con
certs, and travelled across the 
country with wife Catherine 
and buddy Paul Harris, of
fering audiences his brand of 
country, jug-band and folk, 
with a bit of rock. Sebastian 
has also helped Cass Elliot on 
her first solo release and has 
written several songs for a 
broadway musical. 

Of the 16 songs on 
Sebastian's latest Reprise 
release, nine are Sebastian 
originals. Spoonful hits such as 
"Younger Girl," "Did You 
Ever Have To Make Up Your 
Mind," "My Gal," "Younger 
Generation," and "Darlin' Be 
Home Soon," are presented 
with the same magic that they 
were years ago. Sebastian's 
flair for country music is 
evident in the Ledbetter and 
Lomox tune, "Good Night 
Irene," Jimmie Rogers song, 
"Waiting For A Train,'' and 
the Stampfel and Duren song, 
"Mobile Line." Sebastian, the 
man that he is, doesn't forget 
the rock and rollers. "In The 
Still of The Night," and "Blue 
Suede Shoes" are offered by 
requests . 

The liner notes perhaps best 
reflect John Sebastian's 
thoughts about "Real Live 
John Sebastian," "This record 
is a selection of our first four 
nights playing together live. 
We skipped songs that we've 
played better. We skipped 
songs that needed work. This is 
the best of those good times 
with more to come." 

AMATEUR 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 

If you have any photos 
on campus life or 
activities, and would 
like them published -
bring them down to 
the Stoutonia 
basement of the 
Student Center. 

Metronome 
Oct. 26 Thursday 

8: 15-& 9:30 p.m. Pawn Entertainment: Roger and Wendy 
9-12 a.m. "The Last Picture Show" (Art Center Gallery) 
1- 5 p.m. "The Last Picture Show" (Art Center Gallery) 

Oct. 27 Friday 
9 - 12 a.m. & 1 - 5 p.m. "Last Picture Show" (Art Center Gallery) 
8:15 &9:30p.m. Pawn Entertainment: Roger and Wendy 

Oct. 28 Saturday 

1- 5 p.m. ''The Last Picture Show'' (Art Center Gallery) 
6:30 p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 
8: 15 & 9:30 p.m. Pawn Entertainment: Roger and Wendy 

Oct. 29 Sunday 
11 :30 a.m. Lutheran Student Service (Our Savior's Lutheran 

Church) 
1- 5 p.m. "The Last Picture Show" (Art Center Gallery) 
7 -10 p.m. Free Flicks "Tomb of Ligeia" (HH - one show) 

Oct. 30. Monday 
All Day: Candy Grab Sponsored by. Nutrition and Foods 

Association (Student Center) 
9-12 a.m. & 1 - 5 p.m. "Last Picture Show" (Art Center Gallery) 
4 p.m. Baseball Meeting (Fieldhouse, Room 217A) 
5:30 p.m. IRHC Meeting (Ballroom) 
7 p.m. University Activities Association Meeting (Ballroom) 
7 p.m. Menomonie Association for the Education of Young 

Children (Speaker will be Jerry Davis) President's Room 
7:30 p.m. Bingo Party for All Married Students <Badger and Red 

Cedar Rooms) 
8 p.m. Marriage Seminar (Ministry) 

Oct. 31 Tuesday 

All Day: Candy Grab Sponsored by the Nutrition and Foods . 
Association (Student Center) 

9 - 12 a.m. & 1 - 5 p.m. "Last Picture Show" (Art Center Gallery) 
1 :30 p.m. Democratic Assemblyman - Al Baldus debates 

Republican opponent William Pritchard 
7 p.m. SSA Meeting <Ballroom) 
8 p.m. Democrat - Republican Presidential candidate issue 

debate (Ballroom) 

November 1 Wednesday 

All Day: Alfresc_o sponsored swap shop (Ballroom) 
9 - 12 a.m. & 1 - 5 p.m. "Last Picture Show" (Art Center Gallery) 
7:30 p.m. Newman Senate Meeting (Ministry) 
9 p.m. Eucumenical Vespers (Ministry) 

November 2 Thursday 
All Day: Alfresco sponsored swap shop (Ballroom) 
9- 12 a.m. & 1 - 5 p.m. "Last Picture Show" (Art Center Gallery) 
7 -1 p.m. McGovern-Shriver Beer Bust (Loading Zone) 
8 p.m. Ski and Tea Style Show presented by Alfresco (Ballroi,tn) 

Sink A Sub Today 
( Next to Den) 

What's A Sub? 
- Rich Tangy Salad Dressing 
-Crisp Fresh Lettuce 
-Choice of Four Delicious Meats 
-Big Juicy Red California Tomatoes 
- Pasturized American Processed Cheese 
-All Heaped on a Fresh Sesame Bun in the Famous 

SUBWAY Style. 
-Pickles and Onions Optional for Those Who DARE! 

Free with Every Sandwich-A Smile 
Stop in for Tricks & Treats Tues. Night 
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Regents to investigate lack 

of interest • 1n student senates 
An investigation questioning 

the representation provided by 
the student governments of 
UW-system campuses, has 
been recommended by John J. 
Dixon, member of the Board of 
Regents. 

The request, which came at 
the Oct. 6 Regent's meeting, 
was made because of low voter 
turnout for senate elections 
and an "overall lack of interest 
in student government by 
students," according to Dixon. 

"I want this study made in 
hopes that somehow we can 
make student leadership more 
representative," Dixon said. 
"When you have a student 
government on a campus 
elected through only a very · 
small percentage of the 
students, I have to question the 
groups authenticity when they 
come to us and say they 
represent the feelings of the 
whole university." 

Separate studies on the 
situation are now being made 
by a Board of Regents com
mittee and the United Council 
<UC). The two groups will meet 
sometime next month to 
compare findings and consider 
possible solutions to the 
problem. 

"I am not sure yet as to what 
kind of solution we might try, if 
it is decided there is a need for 
such a change," Dixon said. 
"We believe first of all this is 
something the students 
themselves should consider 
and take the initiative in. 
Student governments are not in 
any danger from the board. We 
have too many important 
things to worry about without 
sticking our noses into student 
senates ." 

Dixon pointed out, however, 
that if solutions were suggested 
by the regents, and ignored by 
the student governments, he 
and other regents would 
"strongly urge recon
sideration ." 

"If we see where some im
provements can definitely be 
made, we could possibly take 
some type of suggestive ac
tion ," Dixon said. He would not 
elaborate on action that could 
be taken. 

Dixon said the proposed 
restructuring of the UW
Oshkosh student government 
into an all-university govern
ment including students, 
faculty, and administration 
"appeared to have some 
merits." 

Party representatives debate 
presidential candidates qualifications 

by Ellen Schwab 
University Speaker's Forum 

presented a debate detween 
Ray Hanslick (Rep . l and 
Frank Nikolay (Dem.) on the 

. question of who should be 
elected president. Each guest 
was given 20 minutes to ex
press his views. 

Mr. Hanslick: 
Hanslick believes Nixon will 

make "a better President" 
because he has effectively 
managed government so far, 
and reflects the mood of the 
country. 

Nixon has the intuitive sense 
of what is in the average 
American's mind. "People are 
growing increasingly tired of 
hearing what is wrong with our 
country," said Hanslick. 
Americans are looking for 
nostalgia. 

. President Nixon may lack 
charisma, but he has done a 
fairly effective job in 
managing government. He is 
"trying to bring about a quick 
sense of stability." 

Hanslick said he was 
"concerned" when McGovern 
was nominated. Although 
McGovern has a lot of loyal 
supporters, and Hanslick 
"admires his social con
sciousness' he is disillusioned 
now. After the Eagleton affair 
and the poor management of 
McGovern's campaign ex
pecially when Senator 
McGovern stated that if he 
loses he can not in clear con
science urge people to rally 
behind President Nixon. 

Mr. Nikolay: 
'' American people are not in 

a mood for listening to 
problems and the President 
has composed his campaign 
around this fact." Problems 
are not going to go away by 
pretending they aren't there. 
American people may be 
cynical but not disinterested," 
stated Niko lay. 

One issue has been almost 
totally ignored by the press, 
that is morality in government. 
There is a question of etbics in 
our present government. Take 
for example the Watergate 
Affair. American people are 
going to demand that "one who 
works for the public must 
abstain from all wrong-doing." 

Inconsistancy has been 
charged throughout 
McGovern's campaign. 
Senator Eagleton voluntarily 
withdrew because he realized 
his health would become a 
major campaign issue. 

We will not have a general of 
peace under Nixon. McGovern 
can present tough leadership. 

A question asked by one man 
of the approximately 150 
member audience was directed 
to both candidates concerning 
corruption in government: 

Is it a coincidence that 
Jimmy Hoffa was released 
from jail and subsequently the 
Teamsters decided to back 
Nixon? 
Answer: 
Hanslick: Yes, he was a model 
prisoner. This is just politics. 
Nikolay: It's a little more than 
a coincidence. 

"Although I would have to 
look at this proposal closer to 
say for sure, my first im
pression would be that this 
could be considered as an 
alternative to the present 
system" he said. 

Tom Cropp, President of SSA 
commented that "Dixon ought 
to compliment himself on his 
brilliant observation (namely) 
that they have many more 
important things to worry 
about." Cropp went on to say, 
"I would strongly suggest then 
that he take heed from Central 
Administrator Weaver's 
statements and stay out of 
student affairs." 

"We don't want, nor do we 
need students who 'demon
strate ability and leadership' 
who are caught between their 
educational goals and effective 
student representation." 
commented Cropp. 

"Presently Stout has a 
student government that is 
open to faculty, administration 
and anyone on the staff who is 
interested enough to become 
involved," Cropp said, "Most 
of them don't - why?" 

Continued on page 5 
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To dorm 
or not 
to dorm 

by Debbie Wiedrich 
Most .Stout students spend 

their freshman and sophomore 
years living in the university 
residence halls. At the end of 
these two years, the students 
are given the choice of con
tinuing to live in a dorm or 
moving off-campus . 

Some students claim that 
they could hardly wait to make 
the big move, yet others state 
that they are perfectly happy 
living in the dorms, as it fulfills 
their requirements for a place 
to live. · 

Having their meals prepared 
for them and close proximity to 
university facilities are two 
commonly mentioned reasons 
for living in the dorms . 

"I didn't want to hassle with 
transportation problems or 
meal preparations," stated 
Chuck Hall, a senior. He 
commented that off-campus 
housing was often not within 
walking distance to the campus 
and he didn't want to have to 
drive in every morning. 

"I feel that the co-ed ex
perience of living in South Hall 
has greatly broadened friend
ships and contacts with 
people," said Connie Braeger, 
a junior stating another 
prevalent idea connected with 
dorm living. 

Many students enjoy having 
the dorm community right 
there with it's numbers and 
diversity of students. 

Jody Conley likes living in 
the dorm because, "I don't 
have to prepare my meals, or 
clean more than one room and 
when friends are needed, 
they're readily available." 

She also cited the more 
livable conditions in the dorm 
as an added incentive to 
remain on-campus. 

"With the new privileges of 
painting your room, rental of 
refrigerators and reorganizing 
bolted down furniture, I feel 
that the typical dorn room is 
more livable." 

Students that wanted to live 
off-campus, but were unable to 
for one reason or another, can 
also be found in the residence 
halls. 

"Of the girls that were going 
to live together, one was going/ 
to graduate in Dec. and we 
would have had difficulty 
replacing her," explained 
Waunie Walker, "So it seemed 
easier to stay in the dorm" 

Bad food and limitations on 
personal freedom appear to be 
two big reasons for the move 
from the dorm. 

"The food reeks and no 
privacy!" Dave Beldkin stated 
emphatic ally. 

Some students disliked 
having RA's and felt un
comfortable with them on the 
floor. 

"I couldn't stand being 
bossed around," complained 
Bob Roloff, a student living off
campus. "You didn't have your 
complete freedom." 

Continued on page 11 



The good,.. bad and ugly.:_ 

THUMBS UP : 

... . to the recommendalio,; to have 8111 Bune fill 
thiposltion .is dlrec-tor of the psychology depart- · 
ment hi the undergrad program. 

.. .. to Concerned 's visits lo old people. 

.... to the 2,000 students who registered in this ye, (•s 
voter's drive . Stout has the highest per capita 
registered in the state-not even cciuntfng those who 
registered on their own and the students voting In 
their hom e towns. 1 

.. .. to Trice Smith for the new women's sports page 
in the Stoutonia . Up Women's Lib! 

THUMBS DOWN : 

.... to thi continuous rise and fall of heating plant 
hill, why not just l~t the dirl lie? 

.. . . to the physical ~ucalibn building. If you're not 
-. a competing athlete, If you 're not in a P. E. class, and 

if you're not an instructor - good luck trying to 
partake in any gym activity without getting pushed 
around. 

... . to Voe.. Rehab. for their plans to tear down 
Eichelberger Hall after they get their new building. 

.... to the SSA for cctnslderlng spending 5300 so we 
can have an illuminated "S" on the tower. " So It can 
be seen for mites ." Good grief! 
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Merg~r· merits lost .in budge_t 
·struggles, student ·fee.Isl . 
To ti., tdilor.: ' ~ . 
~t';"° ~In •r:::t~I~~ 
un!Yersity 1y1tem1 H ottered 
b)'theUniYersltyofWilconlln 
s )"Slem adm[nlstration and it'• 
backers appeared 10 be that: 

~~=~:s~1)1lb~ ·~~1:u~: 
dupJicatlon of admlnl1tratiYe 
function,: C2) qu11\1y or 
education 11,uild be Improved 
and transfer btt.11,-e,en Khool• .. 
be made easier- by lmproYing 
and making more unirorm lhe 
cmttnl of ffl.ll"HI ottered al 
tht \"Briw• campuses. 

Co!!ts have NOTbeftl cut by 
th t merger. In1tt1d, tht 
un\vers ily 1y11em ad· 
mhistrationhurequesttda20 

, percent incnase In tht budgtl. 
•The 1,KhJtlnlstraUYt 11ructurt 
at tht top has balooned. A 
subsequent study of university 
si ructu re rinancH, com: 
missimed by !he RoYentor, 

showed that the ' budaet 
N!!QutSlS shoukl and could bt 
cut. In llghl of that report and 

--~i:r1J:r~~~mt!.dl::'s~ . 
th'e tovernor; ordertd th t 
S)'tlltm admlnlstraUon to cut 
cost.s. In de!enseolthespirltol • 
th11 order, the unlvtnlty 
lldministra llm has lhrtatened 
to, cul d.auroom lratrucl«I 
instead or exceulve ad· 
mi!Utrative •pendlrc. 

How dots cutlina the num· 
ben or i~1ru:ton lmproYt 1M 
quality of educa tion? The 
neceuar y retul! 11 la raet 
du~ .. and rewer ltd.lom. 
.SChea.Ulna i• already a major 
P"obl.tm for many • ludenta at 
Stoul And dall8 taraer than 
a certain. llmlltd sli.e are 
commonly believed to reduce 
teaching tffKtlveneu In many 
subjects. The numbl!r of ln
stnictors 10 becut lmm~attlY 

Thomson 's odvertisemen·t defended 

Dear Editor : 
Lasl week two leuen w.-e 

prinfed In 1hr. Sio.toDb con
demning the advertisement 

:'haJhe of~~~ : 
Cotlgr euman Vernon W. - · The cootnll ~lwef:n the 
adYtrtilement and the lelten 
II unazifW. 1be •dverttltfflfflt 
pnaentlnt Con1re11man 
Tbom1on•1 environmental 
ttJtOni la fWed with Ip«: fiCI , 
for example, p1KIQI the lower 
St. P,,la River Into the Wild 
and Scenic RiYers Sytt.em , ::wiou:.rna~r~r~ 
Control Laboratory at the 
Unlvtr-sUy of W!acontln· 
LaCraue, etc. Jil.eanwhllt, the 
letters contained &fflff'AUli• 
and lmumdoa. Even when 

· 1ptdfks wa-e u.aed, they were 
not always correct. For 

=:~J::.,~~~m~ 
four limn, not hJ favor of It as 
one of the ittten chal"Kfi 

Tht •dYerllsemtnl w11 
positive b)' outlining tome ol 
lht ConartHma n'• ,c. 
compllshmtnta. nte.letttn are 
neaallve , , 1,~ml Mr. 
Thomson without &IYlng 
reason, to tu h11 • ....... 

f"l.naUy, the lttttsl; ti lt I 
little known Wuhlncton bued · 
group u authority on 11tam· 

~ .. ~~'::-::1~ 
doien " . Yet Conare11man 
Thomson rtttiYed the "OJI· 
1tandln&ServlceAward" ol the 
Wi.cantln Auodadon ol tht 
Soil and Water Co!'Mrvadon 
Dlstrictt, a •'dl·known, weU· 
respeettd 8J"oup. 

Make a comparilon - Yem 
Thomson hu been apec\fic, 
positiYt, and commtndtd by a 
rtapt"cl t d o,ganlia t.lon : tht 
opposltt has been genenl, 
ncptlte, and cllfd a aroup 
v,·i1h liltJe credibility. 

Slnctttly. 
DaYe MHltrJohn 

Vote "Yes" 
on fluoride 
lkar t:«htor 

On NoY 7 you have 11n np, 
porlumty ID hclp the ywlh (J( 
Ml'nomon\t and )'Ollnelf 

Thi• IIIIUI' 11 nuorld.llllon and 
lh..,., 1i I referendum 1ha1 
n,:,l'd,; your "yea" Yote MXI 

""""'' Vw hue poulbly hNrd 
Ya riou, rumors eoncernln1 
nuoridt. 1Uch11itwlllt.ill)"(U 
fish or turn your lffth brown. 
\ 'w may have alao beard tMI 
fluorine can cause cancer, 
diuase. monaolllm, t'ftU'Cllla, 
kidney darnqt, a..S other 
H1orted physiul aUmnt,1. 
And of coune lhal •ll Ume 
faYDrite " f1uoride will •Id lhe 
Qwnmunllt plot 10 ovtftome 
our ecunty." 

Maybe you•d ht, 10 hrllr 
1om" lrue fa l' II about 
flu orlda llon What 11 11 , 
rtuorldatlan la 1tw ad).atment 
of the amount• of noonn. 
whleh exlsl n•tunilly In al l 
i:iinki(W W&lff t"1ooridrs can 
prevent up 10 e p«emt ol 
expeettd tooth dttay In 
chlJcren-that'I 2a.itof every3 
cavlllttfor 11ft. l-1uoridt1are 
IHteleu . odor ltH, and 
colorleu. The avenge yearly 
cost la atnn 10 ttnt1 per ........ 
( n:,. be S:~t~ J:k u;:! 
~~~; n=. and vote 

AGroupol 
Conttrned Studenta 

:=1,~u:a::r.~! 
=~:::'.a:':..~ 
bulldln1• wUhout 1ood In· • 
suu~ In ldeqWlt, man. 
be,-'! 

After a ,year ynder the 
untvtnlty meraer, nq pta,. 

. have been . pro~ed ror 

=:!''!~~== :er1=:;:;=.-= 
allowirw tbat a )'YI' ls too lhcrt 
for develot,ment and Im· 
=ma\taUon ol IUCb an am· 

notJ=~m~-: .::! 
been torthcomln1 ror con· 
sldtntlonl.endlto11t11fllllhat 
U.eni was little •or nothing 
1upportln& lhe original 
araument for the mqtr. . 

JtlfreiDtBruin 

Forfeit roo~ 
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AlanR. Wetiblr 
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Student defends Nixon 
one last time 
To the editor: 

Today's youth are the most 
informed, articulate, and 
active this nation has ever 
known. They may not always 
voice the same beliefs. But 
they are developing an alliance 
of principles and goals-an 
alliance committed to a 
cleaner environment, a more 
responsive government and a 
realistic approach for the 
United States in world affairs. 

The enforcement of criminal 
law is mainly a state and local 
effort, so President Nixon has 
increased Federal financial 
assistance to state and local 
authorities by . more than 200 
percent during his first three 
years - and this year has 
proposed a further increase of 
$800 million, bringing the total 
to $2.3 billion. 

Senator McGovern says that 
he will pull out of Vietnam now 
and worry about getting our 
P.O.W.'s back later. He trusts 
the Communists to release our 
men. But if they don't, Senator 
McGovern would go to Hanoi -
and, to use his word, "beg" for 
their release. 

President Nixon 'says we'll 
leave Vietnam when our 
prisoners are freed-not before. 
He said on national TV on May 
8, 1972 "all American prisoners 
of war must be returned ... 
Once prisoners of war are 
released and once the in
tern a ti on a 11 y supervised 
ceasefire has begun we will 
stop all acts of force 
throughout Indochina ." 

While Senator McGovern has 
said that he will make massive 
defense budget cuts, President 
Nixon said in August: "I will 
never gamble with the safety of 
the American people under the 
false banner of economy. 

Lasting peace is built on 
strength. Economy always, but 
weakness never." 

George McGovern would 
meat-axe the defense budget. 
But even Hubert Humphrey, 
fears that strategy. Humphrey 
said in May, "Senator 
McGovern is proposing a 40 
percent cut in our defense 
forces, cutting the Navy in 
half, and the Air Force by more 
than half - without any 
similar disarmament 
agreement from the Russians. 
It shocks me. No reasonable 
President would think of 
cutting our defenses back to 
the level of a second class 
power." 

Winding down the Vietnam 
War by President Nixon has 
brought 2.7 million servicemen 
and many others into the 
civilian job market. At the 
same time demands for jobs by 
teenagers and women have 
risen sharply. Despite that, 
employment this year reached 
a total of 81.7 million persons -
an increase of over 3 million 
new jobs in a years time. The 
unemployment rate of 5.5 
percent is the lowest in several 
years. 

Wages and salaries in the 
first quarter of this year 
showed the largest quarterly 
gain in ten years, rising at an 
annual rate of 5.7 percent. It is 
the fifth consecutive quarter in 
which wages rose faster than 
prices. During 1971 hourly 
earnings rose 21 cents and 
weekly wages $8.78. 

President Nixon promised 
strong and just law en
forcement when he cam
paigned in 1968. He has kept the 
promise, while retaining the 
ess'ential state and local 
P.ontrol over crime-fighting 

Continued on page 11 
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Administration attacked for 

"lack of responsiveness!' 
To the editor: 

Lack of responsiveness to 
student needs on the part of 
administration personnel at 
Stout seems to be a serious 
problem in areas more basic 
than extra-curricular ac
tivities. 

To cite just one current 
example: some time ago I 
made a request for a credit 
evaluation to the proper person 
at the Administration building. 
As a senior approaching 
graduation, this request is both 
a right and a necessity. In four 
weeks since I made that 
request, I have gone to the 
appropriate office over twenty 
times, at all hours of the day, 

and have not been able to 
contact that person again. 

If personnel with jobs that 
require contact between 
themselves and students are so 
busy that they are almost 
never in their offices, there 
should be a workable alter
native method for conducting 
student business with out 
personal contact. 

In this case and various 
others I have encountered, I 
know of no good alternative to 
personal contact. The result is 
a tremendous waste of time 
and energy on the part of 
students, and, of course , 
frustration . 

Jeff DeBruin 

Nixon's 'secret plan.' unveiled 

Dear Sir, 
At long last we have learned 

what Nixon's secret plan for 
Vietnam was. The plan was to 
spill the life's blood of 20,000 
more Americans to help keep 
the corrupt Chairman Thieu in 
power so that one week before 
the election he could sign a 
peace agreement which 
abandons Thieu; the plan was 
to spend another $63 billion to 
bring an unprecedented reign 
of death and terror upon North 
and South Vietnam civilians so 
that on Oct. 31, he could show 
us what a great peace lover he 
is: how worthy he is of re
election. 

The cynicism Nixon has for 
the American people is in
credible. There is nothing in 
the present peace terms which 
could not have been agreed 
upon in 1969. Nixon has wanted 
all along to "win" in Vietnam, 

not to end our involvement in 
this immoral war . As early as 
1954, Nixon, as vice-president, 
urged that U.S. troops be sent 
to Vietnam to aid the faltering 
French. Now we learn of a 
"peace" agreement to be 
signed one week before the 
elections. How convenient for 
Mr. Nixon. A week is not 
enough time to learn if peace 
will actually be achieved. But 
it is long enough to give the 
impression there will be peace. 
And there is political mileage 
to be made with that. It takes 
our attention off of the con
stantly mounting evidence of 
direct White House connections 
in the Watergate break-in, off 
of the many reasons we have 
for voting Nixon out of the 
White House on Nov. 7. 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert Tilidetzke 
Math Department. 

Student committee assists 
• • • • 1n m1nor1ty programming 

With the leadership of Dr. 
Richard Anderson, coordinator 
of minority and educationally 
disadvantaged supportive 
programming, minority 
programming at Stout is being 
integrated into regular 
university structure as much 
as possible. This is being done 
through Anderson, students 
from minority groups, and 
faculty assistants representing 
each group. 

This article is a general 
introduction to minority 
programming at Stout. 

The concept that lies behind 
the minority program is the 
belief that all Stout students, 
minority and non-minority, 
should succeed. The Univer
sity; faculty, and students 
would all like to see this one 
goal accomplished by helping 
people become more sensitive 
to the needs and feelings of 
others, and by identifying 
actions and procedures so that 
the school can insure proper 
reflection on ethnic differences 
in curriculum. 

The committee of students 
from minority groups and 

faculty liason positions have 
served as a catalyst to get the 
action going. The committee 
will be meeting with student 
services personnel in about two 
weeks to air their views and 
thoughts on what is happening 
on campus. Some minority 
students will be meeting with 
the Food Services Nutrition 
Dept. to talk about minority 
students standings, values, 
actions, behaviors, and dif
ferences as 'they relate to the 
teaching of Food Service and 
Nutrition classes. Also, the 
committee will meet with 
members from the English 
departrp.ent this session and 
will probably zero in on 
specific classes, in relation to 
cultural differences, and 
sensitivity needs of minority 
groups . 

The above are just a few 
steps on the ladder to better 
understanding and relations 
with minority gro-qps on this 
campus . If these'' activities 
progress well and prove to be 
successful, hopefully other 
departments in this university 
will be contacted. 
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UAA elective 
offices open 

The date set for the election 
of officers and assemblyman at 
large for the University Ac
tivities Assembly is November 
20. 

All students of the University 
wishing to file nominations 
should contact SSA by Nov. 8. 
The UAA is the branch of 
student government which is 
the source of all university 
activities. Responsibilities of 
the activities division of the 
SSA include: to co-ordinate an 
all university calendar, to 
approve and calendar all 
franchises in accordance with 
a policy approved by the 
legislative division for ap
proval, and to pr·esent 
recommendation concerning 
organizations applying for 
membership on the UAA to the 
legislative division. 

Membership of the UAA 
consists of a chairman, a 
treasurer, a recorder, an ob-
mudsman, the vice-president 
for student affairs of the· SSA, 
two advisors, nine at large 
assemblymen and one 
assemblyman representing 
each associated organization, 

The first step in becoming a 
nominee for the position of 
assembly chairman, treasurer, 
and the nine at-large members 
is to have a petition signed by 
one hundred members of 
university community. It must 
be submitted no later than 
seven days before the election 
to the chairman of the election 
committee of the Legislative 
Division. 

These persons are then 
elected by a plurality of votes 
cast by members of the 
university community at the 
election held during the second 
full week in November. 

The positions filled are ef
fective December 1, for the 
length of one year . 

Graduate college 

dean sough1 

Nominations and ap-
plications are now being ac
cepted for the position of dean 
of the Graduate College at UW
Stout, according to Wes Face, 
the university's assistant 
chancellor for Academic Af
fairs. 

The vacancy was created 
when the former dean, Robert 
S. Swanson, was appointed 
chancellor of the University. 

The search for a new dean is 
being conducted by a Search 
and Screen Committee. Robert 
Wurtz, a program director in 
the Graduate College, is the 
committee chairman. 

Other faculty members on 
the committee are: Harold 
Halfin, John Stevenson, Dave 
Barnard and Carol Dobrunz. 
Student members on the 
committee are: Tom Shafer 
and Phil Zuke. 
Wurtz said nominations should 
be made early in November 
with supporting information to 
be supplied by late December. 

Students are encouraged to 
submit nominations. An an
nouncement of the vacancy is 
being sent to the chief officer of 
all campus student 
organizations. 
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A young view of Washington 

In one way - re-elected or 
not and like or not - Richard 
Nixon will surely be remem
bered as one of the most ef
fective Presidents since 
Roosevelt. 

In four years he has ( 1 l 
apparently come very close to 
achieving peace of his sort in 
the Vietnam conflict which has 
plagued this country for twelve 
years; (2) thawed relations 
with Red China, America's 
bitterest and most feared 
enemy for the last quarter of a 
century; (3) at the same time 
eased tensions with Russia, 
whose leaders aren't even 
speaking with the Chinese, and 
who, along with the Chinese, 
have been directly aiding the 
North Vietnamese. 

Those three ac-
complishments in themselves 
mark Nixon as a man of con
siderable talent, a diplomat to 
be reckoned with in the affairs 
of the world. 

On the other hand, Nixon has 
proved astonishingly inept 
hereat home. He has cloistered 
himself in the White House, 
surrounded by one of the most 
brazen and high-handed 
collection of knuckleheads , 
klutzes and even crooks to be 
assembled at one time in the 
White House in this century. 
And what is equally 
remarkable, he refuses to rid 
himself of the bums, even when 
faced with irrefutable evidence 
of their disservice to him and to 
the democratic process. 

Less fortunate still, the 
President's poor judgement 
about personal advisors ex
tends as well to his choices for 
judges and cabinet members, 
for he has: 

-appointed a Chief Justice 
of the Supreme Court who 
apparently tries to tell the 
Speaker of the House of 
Representatives what laws 
should and should not be 
passed. 

by Ron Hendren 

Richard Nixon: 

The men 

behind 

the man 

-appointed a Secretary of 
Agriculture who within months 
after his confirmation 
prepetrated the Great Grain 
Robbery of all time, and 
exhibited his scorn for the 
small farmers whose interests 
he is supposed to represent. 

-appointed a Secretary of 
Commerce, now his campaign 

. finance chairman, who collects 
millions of dollars from un
disclosed sources, funnels 
thousands through obscure 
Mexican bank accounts and 
defunct corporations, supports 
a spy operation from a small 
fortune stashed in his office 
safe, and has the unmitigated 
gall to maintain that the whole 
affair is completely proper. 

The mind boggles. 
Washington hasn't witnessed 
anything like it since Ulysses S. 
Grant floundered in the near 
total corruption of his staff and 
friends 100 years ago. But the 
country re-elected Grant, and 
Nixon, with a 25 point lead, 
seems headed toward his four 
more years as well. 

If so, we can only hope he will 
have the good sense to clean 
house after the victory 
celebration is over, and find 
some advisors who will help 
him devote serious, innovative 
attention to the problems here 
at home which have gone 
begging for the last decade. 

But it's a hollow hope, not 
voiced with much assuredness , 
for the only people who seem to 
have Mr. Nixon's ear are those 
who ought to be kicked out on 
theirs . 

Use Our 
FREE 

Want Ads 

Schmidt takes honors in debate 

The Forensic and Debate 
Association travelled to St. 
Thomas Un-iversity last week 
where Todd Schmidt captured 
a second place for Stout. 

Twenty schools were on hand 
as St. Thomas, located in the 
Twin Cities, sponsored its first 
contest in the Twin Cities 
Debate league. 

Schmidt reached the finals in 
the oratory event with the topic 
of "Love and Education". 
Other participants included 
Chris Ott, Peggy Schalis, Dave 
Baumen, Sue Nass, Cheryl 
Sanstad; Nan Duescher, 
Debbie Houde, and Chris 
Hubbard. 

Coach Howard Heise has 
seen the squad more than 
double this year , and hopes for 
a successful season .. It will be 
highlighted by the National 
Tournament in Omaha, 
Nebraska, and when Stout 
plays host for its annual 
tournament Dec. 3. 

The squad will also be 
preparing for tournaments in 
Mankato, Souix Falls, South 
Dakota, and Bradley 
University in Peoria, Illinois in 
the weeks ahead. 

Metronome 
Saturday, Nov. 4 

G:30 p.m . Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

Sunday, Nov. 5 

11 :30 a.m. Lutheran Student Service (Our Savior's Lutheran 
Church) Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

(i::\O and 8:45 p.m. Free Flicks Showing of The Reivers (H.H. 
Aud.) 

Monday, Nov. 6 

5::\0 p.m. IRHC <Ballroom) 

7 p.m. UAA <Ballroom) - -

8 p.m. Marriage Seminar (Ministry) 

Tuesday, Nov. 7 ELECTION DAY 

7 a .m. - 8 p.m. Presidential Election (District Poll) 

(i::\O p.m. Student Construction Association (President's Room) 

7 p.m. SSA <Ballroom) - SSIT (Badger Room) - Inter-Varsity 
Meeting (Central Ballroom) - Industrial Education Club 
Meeting (Rm. 111 of Commons) 

7:30 p.m. Film on Native American Awareness (East Central · 
Ballroom) 

8:30 p.m. Stout Rehabilitation Association 

We_clnesday, Nov. 8 
7 p.m. A.I.D.D. (Room 154 of Technology Building) 

G:30 p.m. Home Economics Meeting. Mr. Robert Clark will speak 
on toy manufacturing. (H.H. Audit.) 

!) p.m. Ecummenical Vespers (Ministry) 

Dimensions '73' 
schedules exciting format 

Dimensions "73" provides an 
opportunity to see the 
professional and educational 
aspects of apparel , textiles and 
related fields in action. This 
day-long program is being held 
on Nov. 9, and is open to 
faculty, students and any other 
interested persons. Excuses 
from classes will be issued so 
that student's may feel free to 
attend Dimensions. 

Registration will begin at 8 
a.m. in the Student Center and 
will last for one hour. At 9 a.m. 
those attending will be 
welcomed in Harvey Hall 
Auditorium, and at ·9:15 the 
program will commence with 
"Dimensions in Textiles ." 

Graham M. Richardson of 
the E. I. DuPont de Nemours 
and Company will discuss the 
important effects of 
flamability legislation on the 
industry , and the related 
research being done . He will 
also discuss this topic from the 
consumers point of view. 

"Dimensions in Industry" 
features Robert Rawlings, an 
account executive of Levi 
Strauss, and. Co. from Min
neapolis. He will be discussing 
the various merchandising 
methods by the national and 
international makers of jeans. 
He will also talk about the 
history of blue jeans . Of in
terest to career-minded 
women, will be his talk about 
the opportunities in Levi 
Strauss and Co. 

The site for "Dimensions in 
Crafts" is the glass lounge in 
the Commons. Demonstrations 
will be given by Kathy Dyer, 
who will be spinning, Bonnie 
Lenznerwill will demonstrate 
rug creation , while Patty 
Vanderhoy will show how to 
make macrame. There will 
also be a student weaver. Also 
to be featured is a small exhibit 
of students' work in weaving, 
rug-hooking, printing, and 
macrame. 

Sounds of 
• our times 

by Tom Burke 
CONCERT REVIEW 
STEPHEN STILLS AND 
MANASSAS 

The crowd waited im
patiently for the lights to dim. 
Suddenly the glaring lights 
were extinguished, matches 
flared, and the five man band 
took their places. Hours later 
the four of us - Reid, Greg, 
Doreen, and I were driving 
away from the concert with Qne 
conclusion - the concert was 
mellow. I had missed Stephen 
Stills and Manassas twice in 
California and once in Chicago 
and I vowed I wouldn't repeat 
my mistakes. 

Stills, although the leader of 
the group, never up-stages the 
rest of Manassas. Chris 
Hillman bassist for the Byrds, 
Dall-as Taylor former drum
mer of C.S.N&Y, Al Perkins un 
pedal steel guitar, Joe Lala on 
a variety of percussion in
struments, and Paul Harris on 
keyboard, provided Stills with 
a fantastic accompaniment. 

Stills and Manassas's two 
hour concert proved to much of 
the public that five talented 
musicians can get together, 
remain loose, and yet turn out 
music ranging from country to 
blues. 

Most of the songs can be 
heard on previous albums, but 
a live performance always 
brings out a groups true 
talents . "So You Wanna Be A 
Rock And Roll Star", a song 
done earlier by the Byrds gave 
Chris Hillman a chance to 
prove that the Byrds gave birth 
to someone besides David 
Crosby (not that I don 't like 
Crosby) . "Love The One 
You're With", "Anyway", 
"Fallen Eagle" , and Hillman's 
"You 're Still On My Mind" 
were excellent. Most groups 
usually produce one, maybe 
two super live tunes. Stills and 
Manassas were an exception. 
"49 Bye Byes" and the Buffalo 
Springfield classic "For What 
It's Worth", ended with Stills 
super advice, "Vote 
Democratic." "Johnny's 
Garden" was done beautifully. 
A song which I really enjoyed 
on disc, "Both Of Us", was not 
as impressive live; but 
"Changing Partners" , a song 
which I didn't care for on 
record, brought perhaps the 
loudest cheer from the 
audience. The concert was 
over. Everyone knew the en
core was planned but who 
reallv cares. After several 

Continued on page 13 
/ 

At 10:30, "Dimensions in 
Fashion" will feature Sanford 
Josephson of New York, Editor 
of the "Daily News Record ." 
The newspaper is dedicated to 
men 's fashion, and can best be 
explained as the counterpart of 
"Women's Wear Daily." Mr. 
Josephson will discuss the 
present and future trends in 
men's fashions, and what these 
trends wit! mean LO ttre 
manufacturer, retailer, and 
consumer. 

Dining - Dancing - Cocktails . 

The luncheon will take place 
in the Ballroom of the Student 
center and begin at 11: 45. After 
the luncheon, Dorthey Collins, 
of Edina, Minnesota, will 
present "Dimensions in 
Design." Her "Home Show in 
Interior Design" will feature 
four models wearing clothes 
designed to display various 
colors, textures, anc:i designs 
appropriate for the interiors. 
Each fashion will represent a 
''walking roomful of 
decoration ideas." 

lasT laoNTIER 
JCT 1.94. I 2. 40 • ElK MOUND, W IS 54739 

NOON LUNCHEONS DAILY 11 :30- 2 P .M. 
( Except Saturday) 

Closed Mondays 
Facilities for Wedding, Banquets & Parties 

Phone 879-5506 

Now Appearing thru Nov. 5 

DONNIE LOEW and STONEYBROOK 
Back by Popular Demand-Nov. 7-19 

The Generators 
Informal style show every 2nd & 4th Friday of the month. 

FRIDAY SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLE FISH FRY 

All You 
Can Eat 

SUNDAY SPECIAL ' 
FAMILY STYLE DINNER 

3 Selections 
of Meats 

- ; 
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Continued from page 1 Baldus and Pritchard hold pre-election debate 
"We have taken the initiative 

to develop an effective student 
government but we have not 
and probably will not like the 
initiative to buy or create voter 
participation. That decision 
rests with the individual. Could 
it be that higher educational 
institutions don't really 
develop individual at all, in 
anything? I don't think that 
question can be answered in 
reference to government alone, 
but it seems like a good in
dication," were Cropp's final 
comments. 

"I don't think anything will 
come of it" Addis Hillacker, 
United Council Director, 
commented. "We'll be wat
ching to see how it turns out." 

Rod Nilsestuen, United 
Council president, who attends 
UW-Eau Claire, gave his views 
of the study. 

"This is nothing to get upset 
about," he said. "There is 
nothing they (regents) can 
do ." 

Nilsestuen said a suggestion 
to give students a bigger role in 
the decision making process 
will be made at the next 

gorf' There's nothing 
more exciting than 
a Presidential 
Election!" Think 
oP it: l,OOO's oP 

campaign workers ... 
=----~ '\ 

meeting with Dixon. 
"We'll be shooting to change 

the role of student government, 
which is now only advisory, 
and not unlike the student 
councils found in high schools, 
into a policy-making 
organization," he said. 

Nilsestuen said he was 
skeptical about the prospects 
of an all-university, 
unicameral type government, 
because "it could limit student 
power ." 

Recycle 

this paper 

... millions~ dollars SP,ent r 
Now the campaign's +'inallu 
ovei, r The Big Day comes'?' 
The two canaidat:es sweat 
out the votin_q tall!:! L I 
wonder who'lrwin ... . ? 

/ 

by Ellen Schwab 
Tuesday afternoon, 

assemblyman candidates 
Baldus and Pritchard par
ticipated in a pre-election 
debate held in the Student 
Center Ballroom. The event 
was sponsored by Melrose's 
government class with the 
intent that students and the 
community gain insight into 
issues before the Nov . 7 
election. 

Each candidate was given 30 
minutes to express his opinions 
and gain student support 
before answering questions. 

Candidate Pritchard ad
dressed the group first. 

Qualifications 
Owns and operates a dairy 

farm. Secretary of Board of 
Trustees-Dunn County. Held 
the office of city treasurer. 

On taxes 
Eliminate personal property 

tax . Against freezing property 
tax. Rely more fully on income 
tax. Supports veteran's 
programs. _Against sales tax on 

I know 
who'll 
win. 

And so 
what?r 

!d'mean ~ou 
c.3n predict th' 
winner ... and 
aren't even 
excited'? 

prescriptions and other 
necessities. 

Other issues 
Welcomes 18 year old bill. 

Against Lucey's prison reform 
bill. Clean up Menomonie's · 
sewers. Supports a closer in
spection of bills. Against 
corporate farming. Supports 
no-fault insurance. 

Pritchard also stated, "I am 
not a true politician," in the 
sense that he often sees the 
good in people before the bad. 

He also called for the 
beginning of a veterinary 
school in Wisconsin because 
"Cows are under more 
stress!" these days. 

Baldus then stepped up the 
answer questions and state his 
qualifications . 

Qualifications 
Served 6 years in legislature. 

Chairman of State Affairs 
Committee. Member of the 
Building Commission. 
Chairman subcommission 
Higher Education. Member of 
the Bond Board. 

So who 'll 
we get, 
Gort?.r 

As always, 
we'll get 
another 
damned · 
Politician r 

On Taxes 
Against Tax Freeze. Sup

ports tax redistribution. 
Supports dollar reduction. 

Other Issues 
Supports corporate farming . 

Supports no-fault insurance 
(taking into consideration the 
mistakes made by other 
states.) Supports 
strengthening vocational 
school systems. 

Baldus informed the 
audience that the repairing of 
Menomonie's sewer system is 
underway right now . 

A student questioned Baldus 
as to what will ahppen to two 
year colleges such as Rice 
Lake and Barron County. 
Baldus responded, "Although 
the state financed these 
buildings, it is hoped that the 
communities that are in will 
take an interest in the colleges 
for vocational training and 
help to subsidize them. As for 
credit transferes between two
year colleges and Wisconsin 
universities, students should 
have relatively small problems 
if they wtay with their same 
major when transferring." 

Classified Ads 
LOST AND FOUND-

Lost a yellow Child Develop
ment I folder . If you find it, 
please contact Denise in Room 
332 at Ext. 2403. 

Lost a yellow portable um
brella. Left in 305 Bowman 
Hall. If found call 232-1395 and 
ask for Sue Gohs. 

If YOU ARE STILL UNDECIDED ••• 

Remember Richard Nixon doubled the welfare rolls while 

putting nearly 3 million people out of work in 4 

yrs. 

George McGovern wants to cut back those 

welfare rolls by creating jobs for the nearly 6 

million people who are still seeking jobs today. 

Remember in just the last week Richard Nixon has vetoed 

11 major bills dealing with Health Care, 

Medical Assistance & Educational Aids, while 

demanding more and more for a war he says is 

over. 

George McGovern places the needs of the 

people before the demands of war. 

Remember that Richard Nixon is the man that the 

saboteurs of the Watergate Affair, the 

collaborators of the Russian Wheat Deals, and 

the Board of Directors of ITT are trying to re

elect. 

"George McGovern is the most 
1

honest man in 

the U.S. Senate. "-Robert Kennedy. George 

McGovern advocates only those policies he is 

willing to discuss openly, and openly discusses 

all those policies he advocates. 

••• NOW DECIDE. 

VOTE GEORGE McGOVERN NOVEMBER 7th. 
Auth. & paid for by Wis. McGovern for Pres. Committee, UW-Stout, T. Wiltzius, 
Chairman. 
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·PASS. 
peer advisement · for Siout st~d~ttis \ 

~ 

Second Semester Registra,ion 
Nov. 27, 28, 29 - class ca rds to be pulled (this Is 

actual registration - not a pre-seledlon). ·Students 
should be sure lo contact thei r advisors so they know 
a t the llme of registration which courses they wil l 
need lo take . 

MinJ-Session 
Schedules for Mini.sess ion w l11 be out by Nov. 20, 

1n order to a llow students time to coordinate classes 
with second semester ones . Tentative registration 
d~te has been set for lhe week of Dec. 11 . 

. Class Schedules 
Class schedules wlJI be out Monday, Nov. 20. 

This gives the student a chance to revise his 
programs accord ing towhlC:h dasses will be offered. 

Studellts will receive their permlts to register ti 
this ti me. The time of lnd lvldua l registration Is 
depeodent on the (ct.1 mmula tlve) number of credits 
as of August, 1972 (first . nmester doesn' t count!) 

( 

' 

Final Registration and Fees-. 

Watch for Newsletter 
The PASS Newslet-ter will be out the week ~, 

Nov. ll. More detailed Jnlormation~ IU be given al 
r..eglstralloh: mini.session. schedules , tees , etc .• plus 
other points of Interest and concern to Stout 
students. 

Dates 
Ndv. 20 - Mini -session and 2nd semester 

schedules availab le. 
Nov. 22 - Thanksgiving vacation begins. 
Nov. 27. 28, 24l - Second semester reQ ls·tratlon. 
Week of O&c. 11 _. Mini session registration. 
Dec. 1 - Last day to drop semester and second 

quarte r classes . , 

' 
-. 

.-

-,' 1· ,, 
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I Have You Heard... i 
senior pictures amon house 

Seniors : If you have had your 
picture taken out of town, 
please come to the TOWER 
office and pick up a sheet of 
specifications for your home 
town photographer. 

inter-varsity 
Ever Wonder about serving 

God as a missionary'? Inter
Varsity Christian Fellowship 
will present Dr. Hilton, a 
Nigerian missionary as their 
guest speaker at their chapter 
meeting. He will share his 
experiences on Nov. 21 at 7 
p.m . in the Central Ballroom. 
Hope to see you there . 

towers 
Students returning from 

student teaching come down to 
the Tower office and pick up 
your 1972 Tower. 

a.i.d.d. 
There will be an A.I.D .D. 

meeting on Wednesday, Nov. 8 
at 7 p.m. in Room 254 of the 
Technology Building. 
Following the meeting a 
presentation on Computer 
Graphics will be presented by 
Gerald Upward . 

film at U. of Minn. 
"Reefer Maduiss", a 

hilarious 1930's film about the 
dangers of marijuana, will be 
shown in the Bell Museum of 
Natural History at the 
University of Minnesota on 
Nov . 8-9 at 7:30 p.m . Tickets 
are $1.25 at the door. 

For change of pace this 
Friday, eat at the Amon House. 
This week we are featuring the 
International House, with 
dishes from Italy , France, 
Spain and Mexico. 

For reservations call 232-
2466. 

construction meeting 
There will be a Student 

Construction Association 
meeting at 6:30 p.m., Tuesday, 
Nov. 7 in the President's Room 
of the Student Center. All 
students in building con
struction are urged to attend. 

retiab club 
There will be a meeting of 

the Stout Rehabilitation 
Association Tuesday, Nov. 7 at 
8:30 p.m. in the Red Cedar 
Room of the Student Center. 

industry and tech. 
rap session 

On Nov. 15 at 7 p.m. in 
Rooms 239 and 152 ·of the 
Science and Technology 
Building, Dean Anderson and 
Dean Ruehl will be available to 
informally discuss any 
problems or questions of 
concern to students who are 
majors in or taking courses 
from the School of Industry and 
Technology. Topics under 
discussion will be: quality of 
instruction, methods of 
teaching, faculty-student 
relationship, how to com
municate concerns, open 
laboratories, grading and other 
suggested topics . 

no quorum 

SSA may have had pumpkins 
but they didn't have people 
Tuesday night. No quorum was 
reached. Happy 'Halloween. 

industria I ed. 
Teaching in foreign countries 

is the topic for the Industrial 
Ed. Club's meeting on 
Tuesday, Nov. 7 at 7 p.m. in 
room 111 of the Commons. 
Foreign students will speak on 
what it's like to teach In
dustrial Arts in their countries. 
Later , Mr. Dahlke, Director of 
Career Planning and 
Placement will give in
formation on how to get 
teaching jobs overseas. Also, 
final plans for the St. Cloud 
Conference will be made. 
School Shop Magazines have 
arrived and can be picked up 
from Dr . Wiehe's office. 
Students interested in joining 
the Industrial Education Club 
are invited. 

s.s.i. t. 
If you are interested in 

joining a technical and 
professional group which may 
be beneficial to your major, 
come to Stout Society of In
dustrial Technology (S.S.I.T.) 
Tuesday, Nov. 7 at 7 p.m. in the 
Student Center Badger Room. 

intra-mural archery r y 
A target archery tournament 

will be held on Wednesday, 
Nov . 15 in the Fieldhouse 
starting at 8:30 p.m. The gym 
will be open at 7:30 p .m. for 
practice shots. Entries will be 
taken for the meet between the 
hours of 7:30 p.m.-8 :30 p.m . 

All questions or inquiries 
should be directed to Mr . John 
Zuerlein, Intramural Activities 
Director. 

A "Rumor" on Campus Corrected 
Congressman Vernon Thomson voted in favor of a Constitutional Amendment granting 

18 year olds the right to vote in all elections. 

Congressman Thomson voted against a bill granting 18 year olds the right to vote in 
Federal elections only. 

The question was - did you want to vote in all elections or Federal elections only? Of 
course, you wanted to vote in all elections. Congressman Thomson thought so, too. 

Thursday, November 2, 1972 

home ec. club 

Mr. Robert H. Clark, Chief 
Enginner for the Structo Toy 
Manufacturers of Freeport, 
Illinois, will speak at 6:30 p.m. 
at the Nov. 8 meeting of the 
Stout Home Economics 
Association on the value of 
educational toys and the 
research and development that 
goes into toys. His speech will 
be followed by the meeting and 
the showing of a film from the 
toy manufacturers association. 
All members and Early 
Childhood Education Majors 
are invited. 

election party 
Pre-election Party 

at the Zone 
November6 

featuring 
Pine Point's Gary 

and his Golden Oldies 
8 p.m . to 12 p.m. 

Guys $1.00 
Gals 75c 

Beer is Free! 

Classified Ads 
FOR SALE-

Pioneer Speakers - a set of 
two book shelf size Pioneer 
Speakers call 232-2485 ask for 
Greg. 

The Stoutonia - 7 

1965 Ford Stationwagon, good 
body , power s leering and 
brakes . Needs transmission 
work. Call 235-0733. 

Girl's 5-speed Schwinn Bicycle. 
26" - green. Excellent con
dition. Call Chris in 310 at Ext. 
2347. 

1966 Dodge Dart 4-door , good 
condition . Call 235-0773. 

Small, Furnished Mobil Home 
set up on local lot. Call 235-0680. 

Good home needed for 4, like 
new VW tires. Low cost - if you 
qualify . Call 235-7766 evenings. 

WANTED-

Need Christmas Presents? A 
personal portrait means much. 
Call 235-9363 for more in
formation and ask for Dave. 

2 Girls to Rent Townhouse 
Apartment. Second semester. 
We're willing to bargain. Call 
Cyndi or Sue at 235-3087. 

2 Roommates to live in a house 
with 3 other girls for second 
semester. May have private 
bedrooms. $42-month. If in
terested call 235-4170 after 6: 30 
p.m . ( 1314 8th SU 

Where to vote! 
Dorm 
JTC 
Fleming 
Wigen 
North 

South 

AFM 
CKTO 
HKMC 

Fair Oaks 

Ward 

2 

3 

5 

6 

Voting Place 

Fire Station 

UW-Stout Fieldhouse 

East School 

Rural Electric between 
Cresent and 9th 

If you have any questions 
about voting call the City Clerk 
at 235-2313. 

• ••••••••••••••••• Congratulations 
Barb Burgess and Greg Bedsted 

on your engagement 

THE TAP 
HAPPY HOUR 
6:00 - 8:00 Daily 

Taps 15c 
Assorted Drinks 30c 

, Now serving beer and liquor 
On and Off Sales 

I i 

aaG H 
·suPPER CLUB 

NOW FEATURING SUNDAY LUNCH 
12 Noon Until 9:00 p.m. 

CHOICE t 
R::;r~:~~;~;::~::r $295 B::~~::c~wB:::! !~~;; t 

Cole Slaw and Au Jus Cole Slaw and Au Jus t 
COMPLETE MENU ALSO AVAILABLE i 

.... Friday - Fish Fry .... 
Tues.-Sat. - Diningroom & Bar Open at 5: 00 p.m. 

-PLANNING A PARTY? -
Closed Monday 962:3870 

From 1-94 North on 25 to "D" - Right 4 Miles 

', . 
.. 



FALL 
Fall is the time when cannings 
done ... cooler the eye of the noonday 
sun ... bright is the leaf on every tree 
... gone is the sound of the honeybee. 

Passing through Autumn ••• 



LEAVES 
SUN kissed leaves of every color .. . 
shading trees that gave them birth .. . 

-one by one, fall in the Autumn .. . 
feeding hungry, waiting earth. 

Feed the earth that feeds the forest 
.. . which in Spring is green again .. . 
Living proof of resurrection ... that 
to die is not in vain. 

poems by Martin Buxbaum 

-

tos by Ed Graff 
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TIME FOR A HOUSE-CLEANING JOB IN OUR CONGRESS? 
If you agree with the recent RALPH NADER REPORT that we need a 
more effective Congress, there is something you can do right now -
right here - in our Third Congressional District. 

WE HAVE ONE Of THE WORST UNDERACHIEVERS IN THE ENTIRE CONGRESS. 

A MAN WHO •.• 
l. Consistently votes against labor. In a recent rating with labor's own 

political group (COPE), he was given a zero rating - that means on 
key labor issues selected BY labor he did not vote right ONCE. 

2. Again and again votes against the interest of farmers. A leading 
farm group rated him recently as having voted·wrong more than 50 
percent of the time ( Farmers Union). 

3. Has a record on the environmental issue so poor that a ~ading group 
of conservationists labeled him as one of the "Dirty Dozen." 

4. Has voted against Education again and again. A recent rating by the 
National Education Association ( 1968-70) showed him to have voted 
wrong on Education 7 out of 8 times. 

A MAN WHO IN OTHER WORDS HAS BEEN A NEGATIVE FORCE IN AMERICAN POLITICS. 

INSTEAD-WE CAN SEND WALT THORESEN 10· CONGRESS. 

A MAN WHO .•. 
1. Is strong on labor issues. 

2. Believes strongly in the preservation of the family farm. 

3. Is already a recognized fighter for a clean environment. 

4. Has over 20 years of educational experience ·as a university faculty 
member (UW-La Crosse and UW-Eau Claire). 

A MAN WHO IN OTHER WORDS Will FIGHT FOR AN ABUNDANT, DECENT LIFE FOR All AMERICANS. 

A man who will help Senator Nelson fight against pollution of our en
vironment. 

A man who will help Senator Proxmire in the fight against wasteful military 
spending. 

ON JUNE 17, 1970, YOUR CONGRESSMAN VOTED AGAINST YOU-BY VOTING AGAINST 
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING 18-YEAR-OLDS TO VOTE IN ALL ELECTIONS (HR Resolution 

914, Roll Call Vote No. 176). 

YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO NEXT TUESDAY! 
LET'S START THE HOUSE-CLEANING JOB~RIGHT NOW-RIGHT HERE. 
SEND WALT THORESEN TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES! 

Authorized and Paid for by Students for Thoresen, Chris Ness, Chairwoman, 422 W. 
Grant Ave., Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 



Defends Nixon 
Continued from page 3 
that meets the proo1em where 
it exists . 

In 1968, major crime in this 
country increased 17 percent. 
In 1970 that rate of increase 
was cut to 10 percent, and in 
1971 it went down to six per
cent. Most importantly, serious 
crime actually decreased in 53 
of the 156 cities with a 
population over 100,000. In
dictments against organized 
crime in 1971 were triple the 
number in 1968, with special 
strike forces against organized 
crime working in 17 cities. The 
number of civil disorders with 
attendent violence has been cut 
in half since 1968, and deaths 
attributed to civil disorders are 
down 88 percent. 

dropping hints to reporters that 
Eagleton would be replaced -
a performance disasterously at 
odds with McGovern's pledge 
that he would never be the sort 
of politician who "says one 
thing to the press in public and 
something else in private." 

to France to get a runnmg 
mate before turning to a black 
brother here at home." -
Alban Niles, a black Democrat 
for Nixon, speaking at a 
Republican dinner in Los 
Angeles. 

''Now here in the Bible, not 
even in Revolution, is it written 
that black people have to vote 
Democratic. McGovern went 

Check your own positions; 
see if you don't agree with the 
initiatives of President Nixon. 

"I've changed my positions 
on fewer fundamental issues 
than any other person I know of 
who's ever run for the 
Presidency.' ' George 
McGovern . If this is the truth 
than McGovern apparently 
doesn't know too many if any of 
them . George McGovern has 
changed his mind so many 
times that I can't even count 
them on all of my fingers as 
well as my toes. This is 
especially true in the Eagleton 
affair . McGovern let the 
debate run on for days, first 
pledging "1 ,000 percent" 
support for Eagleton, then 

To dorm or 
not to dorm 
continued from page 1 

A home atmosphere where 
friends can come and go 
without visitation restrictions 
are attractive qualities of off
campus living. 

"I moved off-campus to have 
more freedom. and a home 
atmosphere," stated Debbie 
Traska, a junior experiencing 
off-campus living for the first 
time this semester. 

A chance to learn to cope 
with responsibility is another 
reason students look forward to 
off-campus living. 

"I consider the respon
sibilities tha! go along with 
living off-campus to be one of 
the most valuable learning 
experiences that I am able to 
obtain at Stout," claimed Dave 
Liska. "Not to be forgotten are 
the important 'possibilities' 
that I would be able to have in a 
house that could seldom be had 
in the dorm ." 

1. While winding down the Vietnam War, 
reducing ground strength from 540,000 
to 30,000, President Nixon has refused to 
abandon our prisoners of war, disown 
our. allies, or show any weakness of 
purpose which might lead to future 
wars. 

2. The President's trip to China, his later 
trip to Moscow, and the signing of the 
arms limitation treaty, are historic 
steps on the road to peace. 

3. By helping to create millions of new 
jobs and by keeping the rate of inflation 
below the percentage of wage gains the 
President is working to achieve real 
prosperity. 

4. Under President Nixon the rate of 
increase in the crime rate in major 
cities has gone down and civil disorders 
and violence have subsided. 

5. The President's concept of federal aid 
to education directed toward 
achievement of quality education while 
maintaining local community control is 
a proper one. 

6. President Nixon's proposals for 
revenue sharing with state and local 
government and for reorganization of 
the federal bureaucracy would 
strengthen government at all levels. 

7. President Nixon's proposed national 
health insurance program, at a 
reasonable cost and preserving 
freedom of choice for medical care, 
responds to the country's real needs in 
this area. · 

8. The President has provided leader
ship in preserving the environment by 
stronger enforcement of existing laws, 
better organization of federal anti
pollution activities, and commitment of 
new resources to the battle. 

9. The vote for young people, setting a 
federal example in the area of equal 
opportunity. for women, increased 
support for civil rights enforcement, 
increased assistance for older 
Americans, all have helped move · 
America closer to being a more open 
and free society under President Nixon. 

TOTAL 

Agree Disagree 

No type of housing can be 
considered the best. Nor is 
each type tailor-made to fit 
each student's needs. The pros 
and cons of each must be 
weighed by the student. 

PRESIDENT NIXON NOW MORE THAN 
EVER 

'GLADYS WALLER 
Feels you should know why she is qualified to 
be your 

DUNN COUNn TREASURER 
- Sears Credit Manager - 3 years. 

- Airline Customer Service - 8 years. 

-Bookkeeper - 10 years 
Presently employed full time as such. 

-Married - one child. 

A VOTE -for GLADYS WALLER will give 
you an experienced, responsible 

TREASURER. 

DaleAdomat 

Auth. & pd. for by the Waller for Treasurer Committee, John Quilling Sec .-Treas., 
Menomonie, Wis. ' 
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Miss Mary Ann Kleman (right), daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Elmer Kleman, 2600 North Viola St., Appleton, was recently 
presented the "Outstanding Home Economics Student Award" at 
UW-Stout. The award comes through the Stokely Van Camp 
Company to honor outstanding home economics students. 
Presenting a silver trivet signifying the award is Nancy Bojar, 
president of the Nutrition and Foods Association at Stout. 

Miss Kleman is a senior majoring in dietetics at Stout. 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
ALL TOPICS 

Write or ca ll for your up-to-date mai l 
order cata log of thousands of out
standing r esearch papers . 

Enclose $1.00 for 
Postage and Handling. 

WE ALSO DO 
CUSTOM-MA D E R E S E ARCH 

CHAMPION RESEARCH, INC. 
636 BE ACON ST., SUITE 605 

BOSTON, MASS. 02 11 6 
(617) 536-9700 

We need a loca l age:nt 

Chianti 
$1.691/2 gal. 

KODACOLOR 126 
DEVELOPED 

AND ENLARGED 
FOR KODAK INSTAMATIC · CAMERAS 

Return this ad 
with film and 
remittance or 
wr ,te for FREE 
him mailers. 
TRIAL OFFER 
one p& fam ily 

,:~ 
1e $2.29 

00ACOc.ot 126 
ONI.Y 

ELECTRIC STUDIOS 
P. 0 . Box 688 T 

EAU Cl.AIRE. Wts. '54701 

Jim Beam 
$4.95 quart 

Schlitz 
$1.89 12 pac 

2cases $700 
< Returnable Bottles) 

We carry a full line of party supplies. 

-L-Mart Liquor 
Ph. 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9:00-9:00 
Sunday 12: 00-5: 00 
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IN THE CORNERS 
by Rick Bruhn 

POOPY PASSES PROBLEM TOP ACK 
What a drag! The Packers lost.to the Vikings. Nothing hurts a 

Packer Backer more than to see his (or her) beloved Green Bay 
lose to the yucky Minnesota Vikings. Just when they were doing 
so well, Green Bay's quarterback, Scott Hunter - Bart Starr 
threw four interceptions, two for Minnesota touchdowns. My 
heart sank. In the first half, the Green Bay front four was eating 
up the Minnesota ground game but misfortune struck in the 
second half alla Fran Tarkenton and the Viking receiving corps. 
And a few errant passes. Ah, well, there is solace in the fact that 
the Packers are still a whole game ahead of the Vikings. 

HIRE A NEW PREDICTOR 
Dave (The Pole) Kopydlowski predicted three out of five 

winners in last week's Wisconsin Conference football action. 
Probability blew it and only managed to predict one victor. The 
biggest surprises were the victories of Winona over our own 
Blue Devils and Oshkosh's upset of La Crosse. Guess who plays 
Oshkosh this week? You guessed it - Stout. Good luck! For 
next week the Pole has predicted victories by Stout over 
Oshkosh , Superior over Stevens Point, Whitewater over River 
Falls, La Crosse over Eau Claire and Platteville over the 
University of Illinois - Chicago and Stevens Point; and victories 
by Oshkosh and Whitewater. 

3 C Riders, Men's Flag Football Champs. Front Row (l. tor.): 

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS 
Winona 19 -Stout 17 

Whitewater 27-Eau Claire 7 
River Falls 23 -Stevens Point O 

Pia tteville 16 - Superior 0 
Oshkosh 24 - La Crosse 14 

Mel Nelson, Dave Brewer, John Copeland, Dave Hanson. Row 
Two: Tom Eller, Bob Buckley, Gary Rankin, Dave Wentland. 
Third Row: Sam Slota, Ralph Emrich, Jim Ludeman, Gary Hahn, 
Mike Landsberg, Lindey Sagami, Glen Brown, and Dave 
Newman. 

Flag football championship 

decided in defensive battle 

by Todd Schmidt 

Foosball Tournament 
Doubles 

The long, weather-plagued 
intramural football season was 
brought to a close Wednesday, 
Oct. 18 with the championship 
game, won by the 3C Riders 2-
0. Hotel Hovlid, the runners up 
and the boys from 3rd Chin
nock both entered the title 
contest with identical 9-1 
records. The game proved to 
be a close one, as cold and 
windy weather hampered play 
throughout the contest. 

The 3C Riders mounted a fine 
second half drive, but Hovlid's 
defense stiffened and forced 
them to give up the ball on the 
second play. After the goal line 
stand, 3c's defense did some 
stiffening of it's own, as Jinx 
Jenkins caught Hovlid's 
quarterback in the end zone for 
a safety. The contest continued 
scoreless the rest of the way so 
the safety provided the margin 
of victory for 3rd Chinnock. It 
also culminated a fine football 
season for the Riders. 

Sunday, Nov. 4, 7 p.m. 
1st & 2nd Place Cash Prizes 

at the 

Pizza . Villa 
The game was scoreless at 

the halfway point, as both 
teams cracked the opponents 
20 yard line once but failed to 
score. 

What Have They Done For You Lately? 
Would you believe ... 

• Ending the draft, June 30, 1973 

. • More loans and grants for 
Wisconsin students through the 
Higher Education Act. 

• Withdrawal of all ground combat 
forces from Vietnam; withdraw al 
of over 90% of troops; 
reduced casualties by over 99%. 

• Reordering national priorities 
so finally U.S. is spending 
more on human resources 
than on the military. 

• Eleven completed Watershed 
Projects stopping pollution 
of Western Wisconsin streams. 

• Preservation of Lower St. Croix 
as Wild and Scenic River. 

• The 1972 Arms Limitation Treaty, 
the first real move toward 
containing the nuclear arms race. 

• Opening the door to 
Pek ing and Moscow. 

RE-ELECT CONGRESSMAN THOMSON 
PRESIDENT NIXON 

Authorized & Paid for by People lor Congressma n Thomson Alan Cole. La Crosse. Wisconsin -Treasurer 

The 3C men outscored op
ponents by a 168-13 margin on 
the year. Bob Buckley, Brad 
Bartell, and John Copeland 
scored . all but twelve of the 
team's points. Fine blocking 
was an important ingredient in 
the team's success, with Red 
Rarkin, Dave Brewer and 
Muggo Brown supplying most 
of the punch. Offensively the 
team was solid, and the 
defense spoke for itself. 
Defensively Ralph Enrmerick, 
Janx Jankins, Mel Nelson, 
Tommy Eller, Dave Neumann, 
Mike Landsburg, Dave Han
son, Dave Wentland, Lyndsey 
Segami, and Jim Nidiman put 
the clamps on opponents. All in 
all, a fine season for the 3C 
Riders. 

Starts Friday! 

Evenings 5:00-7 :00 
Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 

Plus Special Sneak Preview Friday & 
Saturday at 9 :00 Only 

Friday 9:00 Only 
"AND SOON THE DARKNESS" 

Sat. 9:00 Only 
"MARJ OE" 

Both Movies Rated (PG) 

Blue Devils 
brace for 
Oshkosh 

The Blue Devil defense 
against the rush has yielded a 
league low average of 194 
yards per game. The Blue 
Devils can expect Oshkosh to 
try and run to their seventh • 
straight conference win this 
year. 

The Blue Devils will be 
without the services of Steve 

. Fedie who reinjured his 
throwing hand against Winona. 

The quarterbacking chores 
will rest on the shoulders of 
junior signal caller Larry 
Couey of Cadott. 

Couey has seen limited ac
tion this year playing only 
when Fedie hasn't because of 
injuries . The lack of playing 
time leaves Couey rusty. 

Couey has shown he can lead, 
and has shown definite bright 
spots against Whitewater and 
Superior. 

The hustlin' Blue Devils 
could use a week off. Instead 
they get the Oshkosh Titans , a 
team that has surprised most 
people and now holds down 
undisputed first place in the 
conference with a 6-0 record. 

Last Saturday was the 
showdown between La Crosse 
and the homecoming Titans 
before a record crowd of 
almost 10,000 people. Oshkosh 
took it 24-14. 

Two names the Blue Devils 
will likely hear too much of will 
be Tim Vander Velden and Dan 
Feldt. Together the two Titan 
running backs ran for 231 
yards, 149 and 82 yards 
respectively against a tough 
Indian defense which yielded 
an average of only 43 yards a 
game on the ground. 

The Oshkosh Titans used the 
triple option most of the time. 
It is similiar to the one River 
Falls used to gain 403 yards 
earlier this year against the 
Blue Devils. 

What could be better than 
knocking down the conference 
leaders for Mom and Dad on 
Parents Day at Nelson Field 
Saturday. 

FOR RENT 
Immediate Occupancy 

2BEDROOM 
APARTMENT 

University Village 

Call 235-3440 

HELD OVER! 
2nd SMASH WEEK! 

~x~•• 
All Seats $1.75 
Evenings 7 & 9 

Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 
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The Blue Devils put it all 

together Saturday at Winona 
but it still wasn't enough as the 
Warriors tipped Stout 19-17 
with just 36 seconds left in the 
game. 

The Stout offense came to life 
and rolled up a season high of 
408 total yards. The rushing 
attack which had averaged a 
meager 44 yards a game ripped 
through the Warriors for 265 
yards behing the fine running 
of John Osmanski and team. 

and goal situation from the 
one. 

On the next play Dan Thiell 
crashed the goal line. Mike 
Polihna kicked the extra point. 

The Blue Devil's scored 
midway through the second 
period when Fedie hit Bill Kyle 
on a 41 yard pass play. Rick 
Henneberry kicked the extra 
point for a 7-0 half time edge. 

Harriers are 
blackhorses for 
conf ere nee meet 

Winona's ground attack 
accounted for 111 of their total 
245 yards. 

Winona took to the air 47 
times and completed 11 for 137 
yards. Larry Couey completed 
one against the Blue Devils but 
managed only 15 completions 
for 134 yards. 

Steve Fedie put the ball up 27 
times and completed 11 for 137 
yards. Larry Couey completed 
one pass in three attempts for 
six yards. 

The Blue Devils held the 
edge in first downs 18-17, 
however, Stout's brilliant of
fensive showing was wiped out 
in the last three minutes of the 
game as the Warriors put on a 
more impressive show. 

With the Warriors down 17-12 
Stout was forced to punt from 
near mid-field . The Warriors 
poured down on Tom Spiedel to 
block his punt and recover the 
ball at the Stout 40 yard line. 

On fourth down with ten 
yards to go the Warriors 
gambled and won by com
pleting a pass for the first down 
inside the Blue Devil 20 . 

On the next series of downs 
the Blue Devils were called for 
pass interference in the end 
zone which gave Winona a first 

Stout got on the score board 
early in the second half as 
Fedie rolled out around the 
right end from two yards out. 
Henneberry again converted. 

It was then Winona's turn to 
score. Twice within three 
minutes Warrior quarterback 
John Eickholt threw nine yard 
touchdown passes. The first, 
with 4: 50 remaining in the third 
period, was to Tim Makan. The 
second was to Dan Samp with 
2 : 30 left. After both scores the 
Warriors tried running for two 
point conversions but failed. 
Early in the fourth period 
Henneberry provided Stout 
with a little breathing room 
with a 35 yard field goal, 
making the score 17-12. 

Sounds 
Continued from page 4 

minutes Stills walked out and 
the crowd went crazy . "Find 
The Cost Of Freedom",. from 
the "Four Way Street" album 
was a super ending. Originally 
Crosby, Nash, and Young 
joined Stills for this number. 
Instead, Perkins, Taylor, Lala, 
Harris, and Hillman regrouped 
with Stills for the final number . 
The concert was now truely 
over . People went away 
smiling and satisfied, like after 
a Thanksgiving dinner . 

* Meet Market * 
Friday Double Bubble 

HAPPY HOUR 3 - 5 

Pre-Game Warm Up 
SATURDAY MORNING · HAPPY HOUR 10-12 

Sunday Special 
PACKER BACKER 25c 

COMING UP 

Jock & Jersey Night 

The Blue Devil Cross 
Country team, led by coach 
Doug Stallsmith, put on some 
final touches as they com
pletely dominated Stevens 
Point and Superior in the meet 
held last Saturday at Wakanda 
Park. 

Leading the Hurriers once 
again was the Blue Devil 
captain, Barney Klecker, who 
finished second overall. Had he 

, not tripped with 300 yards to go 
in the race he would have given 
the Pointers top runner a good 
run for his money. The winner 
was Don Trezbiatowski of 
Stevens Point, fourth in last 
year's conference meet. 

Finishing second for Stout 
was Bill Lem sky, who along 
with Klecker appears to be a 
strong contender for the top 
spot in this year's conference 
meet. 

Also contributing excellent 
performance's were Sasman, 
Sandstrom, and Burdick, who 
have all improved incredibly 

I 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

. 1'31 Main St. 235-7615 

the last few weeks. Burdick 
who was plagued with a minor 
hip injury withstood much pain 
to produce a high finish for 
Stout's fifth man in the scoring. 

The two pushers, Fred Kuhn 
and Mike Olson both looked 
very promising and managed 
to out-kick Superiors fifth man, 
to make the Blue Devil win 
even more impressive. 

The Blue Devils go into the 
conference meet with probably 
the most improved team in 
District 14 this year. They still 
remain a dark horse for the 
championship behind La 
Crosse and River Falls, but the 
Blue Devil one, two, three, 
four , five punch of Kelcker, 
Lem sky, Sasman, Burdick, 
and Sandstrom may do a lot 
better than most predict. They 
all have a lot of speed plus 
experience which could be a 
big factor in this year's con
ference meet which is being 
held on Stevens Point's pan
cake course. 

Bill Lemsky 

Double Bubble 
Monday· Friday 

5: 30 - 6: 30 

Martinis, Manhattans, Gimlets 

Old Fashions $1 °0 

Taps 20~ Mixed Drinks 
Try Our Homemade Sandwiches 

The Body Shop 

Hip or Square, There's a Ring for Every Bride 
By ELINOR AMES 

NOT EVERY engaged girl dreams of 
being a barefoot bride or having a wed
ding ceremony in a cornfield. But she 
still wants to plan the wedding, to try to make 
it definitely hers. 

The expression "do your own thing" is a 
bit dated, but the modern bride still embraces 
the idea of pleasing herself and her fiance 
- regardless of tradition or formality. 

This doesn't mean she fusses any less about 
the wedding. Nor does it mean that she wants 
to discard all formality. She selects or adapts 
what suits her and her life style. That is why 
there is still a demand for traditional bridal 
gowns as well as the contemporary ones. 

That's why there is still a demand for 
engraved third-person wedding invitations -
even though the invitation may be to a dawn 
service in a field. Incongruous? Of course -
and it may be that the bride really likes 
engraved formal invitations or it may be that 
she just wants to be "different." 

The desire to be different is what influ
ences some of the brides who want old
fashioned plain gold wedding rings. These 
are always in good taste but not exciting. 

On the other hand, the trend toward 
macrame wedding bands is understandable. 
With the revival of hand crafts, macrame 
(tying knots in string cord, jute, straw and 
hard-twisted yarns) is now extremely popu-

lar. Interlacing gold in the same manner 
results in unusual and beautiful designs . And 
unusual and beautiful designs in everything 
are what today's youth is looking for. 

Equally popular with today's young bride 
is the diamond wedding band of either gold 
or platinum. As is true of almost all styles 
of currently popular wedding rings, these are 
available in white as well as yellow gold. 

Another interesting trend to note is the 
increasing popularity of the wider band in 
styles for both men and women. 

The unusual ceremonies, the weird at
tire and odd rings exchanged by a few 
couples get attention. But, without fanfare , 
without headlines, the average bride plans 
a fairly traditional wedding, wants a fairly 
traditional bridal dress and wedding ring. 

Whether her choice is an antique gold, 
a diamond and platinum or a macrame wed
ding r ing, she strives for a beautiful wedding 
and the ring of her dreams. 

Selections for the times. 

Ansltus Jewelers Rings on her fingers are all macrame in antique, 
yellow or white gold by ArtCarved. These 
are available unadorned or studded with diamonds . 
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Swimmers 
bow to 
Oshkosh 

Aided by a new diver and two 
new pool records, Stout's 
Women's Swim team came in 
second in a triangular meet at 
Oshkosh. Oshkosh finished first 
while UW-M was a distant 
third. 

In her first diving per
formance of the season, fresh
man Marylin Grieb took first 
place. It was Stout's first 
diving entry of the year. 
Continuing their outstanding 
swimming records were Marcy 
Sirotkin and Margy Brown. 
Marcy set a new pool record in 
the 100 yard breaststroke and 
Margy set a new record in the 
100 yard butterfly. 

Marcy Sirotkin remained 
unbeaten when she placed first 
in the 50 yard breaststroke. 
Diane Kraus finished second in 
that same event. In the last 
freestyle event Martha 
Heimann ·finished second and 
teammate Mary Phillips in 
fourth place. 

Backstrokers Ann Reese, 
Robin Sanders and Myk 
McArdle added 13 points to the 
scoreboard. Ann finished third 
and second in the 100 and 50 
yard events respectively. 
Robin Sanders was entered in 
the 100 backstroke and placed 
second. 

The Medley Relay with 
Marth Heimann, Marcy Sir
tokin, Ann Reese and Margy 
Brown came in second behind 
the powerful Oshkosh team. In 
the 200 yard freestyle relay the 
team of Martha Heimann, Ann 
Reese, Margy Brown and Mary 
Phillips finished second. 

The final score of the meet 
showed Oshkosh in the lead 
with 83 points and Stout trailing 
with 73. Milwaukee was left 
behind with only 28. 

Winter 
commencement 

10 a.m. fieldhouse 

Sat. Dec. 16 . 
"' • 
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The Callahan Clods, Women's Intramural Softball Champions 
(above) defeated 1st Hanson to capture the championship by a 
score of 8-3. From left to right Row I: Vikki Kneebone, Kris Arn
s ten, Marcia Prellwitz. Row 2: Barb Peterson, Kathy Troupe, Sue 
Crawford, Melody Moldenhauer, Pat Westerlund, and Captain 
Linda Siebenshuh. 

Women's intramurals 
The Women's Intramural 

Program is well underway, 
having completed the softball 
program and now moving into 
the volleyball season. 

Callahan took the blue ribbon 
for softball and it is un
predictable as to who will 
capture the volleyball title. 

A total of 24 teams are in
volved in the program. Each 
team plays in one of four time 
leagues - 7:15, 8:00, 8:45, or 
9:30, on Tuesday evenings. A 
team plays three ten minute 
games or three fifteen point 
games, which ever comes first. 

The two teams in each time 
league with the most wins will 
advance to the tournament 
Dec. 12. 

The standings after one night 
of play on Oct. 24 are: 
7: 15 League W 
1st Froggatt . 2 1 
Special K 1 2 
4th West Smackers. . . . . 1 2 

· 1972 Women's Swim Team 

All Nighters ... . .. . . .. . 2 1 
3rd Hansen . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 0 
Puritans ........ ... ... . 0 3 
8:00 League W L 
4th Mac Machine. . . . . . . 1 2 
Tailors Tacks . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 
Zoo ........... .... . .... 2 1 
Wall Bangers . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 
Hansen Honkers . . . . . . . 0 3 
Nibishes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 o 

8:15League W L 
O.T.R.'s ... . .... .. .. . . . 1 2 
Comical Cottage . . . . . . . 2 1 
Picketts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 
1st Curran . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 
2nd Curran . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 
U.B.S .................. 2 1 
9:30 League W L 
Krunchettes . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 
Squirrilly Squad . . . . . . . 1 2 
3rdK ..... . .. . .... . .... 2 1 
1st Intercourts . . . . . . . . . 1 2 
U.K.B. Babies ......... 2 1 
Faculty . . . . .. ... ....... 1 2 

Bottom R~~: 0. tor.) Robin Sanders, Marcy Sirotkin, Martha Heimann, Myke McArdle, 
Mary _Phillips. Top Row: Marilyn Griebnow, Margy Brown, Coach McKinley, Patti 
Matos1c, Ann Reese, and Diane Kraus. 

Volleyball 
The Women's Varsity 

Volleyball team is "getting it 
together," according to coach 
Chris Zampack. This past 
weekend , St. Catherine 's, 
Hamline, and Northland 
Colleges came to Stout. The 
team did a good job, although 
they did feel the absence of co
captain Pam Servais. 

Friday night against Nor
thland, the lady netter$ won the 
first game 15-11. In the second 
and third games, the team 
encountered bad luck as 
Northland defeated them to 
take the match. 

St. Catherine's defeated 
Hamline in the first match on 
Saturday morning . In the 
second match, Hamline fell to 
Stout 15-5 and 15-5. Our ladies 
then fell to St. Catherine's in a 
close third match, 15-10 and 15-
12. 

For the final match of the 
meet, "St. Kate's" challenged 
Stout. We took the first game 
15-7, but "St. Kate's" came 
back in the second to win. The 
last game was a close battle. 
The serve went back and forth 
until Connie Braeger got the 
serve with Stout down 12-13. 

Continued on page 15 

AReiver 
• 1sa 
rascal 

Steve 
McQueen 
is the 
head 
Reiver. 

r 

Steve McQueen 
• 1n 

"The Reivers'' 

From The Pulitzer Prize-Winning 
Novel by WiUiam Faulkner 

Oshkosh 
• nips 

gymnasts 
On Saturday, Oct. 28 the 

Stout Women's Varsity 
Gymnastics team traveled to 
Oshkosh for its second away 

· meet of the season. Stout fell to 
Oshkosh by the score of 63.85 to 
70.60. 
Individual event scores con
tinued to show improvement by 
all members of the team as 
they participated in their sixth 
meet. Mary Johnson, a fresh
man from Menomonie, was 
Stout's only event winner with 
first places in beginning 
vaulting and beginning all 
around. Johnson and 
sophomore Gail Barfuss 
finished second and third in 
beginning unevens. 
, Freshman Mary Ingwell and 

sophomore May Hanneman 
placed second on balance beam 
and floor exercise respec
tively. Margaret Keyes, a 
senior from Belmont, finished 
a close second in advanced 
level floor exercise. 

The team will travel to 
Platteville Friday, Nov. 3 for 
the last of their seasonal 
meets. This meet will be 
followed by the regional meet 
hosted at Johnson Fieldhouse, 
Nov. 11. At the regionals meet, 
women will be qualifying for 
the state meet, to be held Dec. 9 
at Oshkosh. 

c<Hitamng 

Sharon Farrell, Will Geer; Michael Constantine. 
Rupert" Crosse, Mitch Vogel 

S.UNDAY, NOVEMBER $, 1972 
HA..."9.VEY HALL AUDITORiill-1 

6~30 & 8:45 
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Matt Rybarczyk practicing spot landing in his Cessna 120 
aircraft. 

Sky pilots soar to 
fantastic heights 

by Jody Conley 
Stout was well represented at 

the 1972 National In-
te rc ollegia te Flying · 
Association Regional Com
petition at St. Cloud, Min
nesota, Oct. 27 and 28. 

Stout's team went to the 
meet with spirits soaring, even 
though this was the first meet 
the men attended. Matt 
Rybarczyk, a sophomore at 
Stout from Hawkins, 
Wisconsin, returned home with 
one of the four first place 
trophies . Rybarczyk competed 
in the most involved phase of 
meet, a precision navigation 
event. He flew his Cessna 120 
aircraft, that he rebuilt, and 
operated his machine with the 
manipulative finesse typical of 
the Stout tradition. 

Commercial pilot Steve 
Webber, serving as team 
captain, is from Hastings, 
Minnesota and is a junior at 
Stout. · Webber processed all 
registration materials, 
arranged for accomodations, 
supervised the training 
sessions, and flew his Cessna 
180 aircraft skillfully. 

Charles Yost, a U.S. COM
MERCIAL PILOT, Canadian 
commercial pilot, Instrument, 
Pilot, and Certified ' Flight 
Instructor, acted as faculty 
advisor to the team. 

Stout's team competed 
against St. Cloud College, the 
University of Minnesota, 
Bemidji State College, St. John 
University, Mankato State 
College, Kenosha Vocational-

Technical School, Marquette 
University, the University of 
Michigan, the University of 
Wisconsin -Madison, and 
Northwestern University. 

The fellows deserve a special 
word of congratulations as they 
were totally self-supporting in 
their preparation and par
ticipation in the meet. 

AMATEUR 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 

If you have any photos 
on campus life or 

' activities, and would 
like them published -
bring them down to 
the Stoutonia 
basement of the 
Student Center. 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descript ive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order cata log of 2,300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 

HEY STUDENTS avoid the last minute! 

Come in and do your Christmas 
shopping by lay by. 

Also get y,our Thanksgiving cards and 
party goods at 

BORGIE'S CARD, GIFT 
& MOD SHOP 

214 Main St. 

Players of the week 

John Osmanski was named 
offensive player of the week for 
his best effort yet as a Blue 
Devil. The fleet footed halfback 
carried the ball 18 times for 86 
yards and caught two passes 
for an additional 24 yards. 

Osmanski is a junior and 
occasionally handles Stout's 
punting chores expecially on 
the effective "quick-kick" 
play . 

"Oz" is a definite triple 
threat and a welcome asset to 
Stout's offense. 

Rick Henneberry, the Blue 
Devils outstanding strong side 
linebacker was named 
defensive player of the week 
for the third time in four 
weeks. 

Henneberry made eleven 
unassisted tackles and eight 
assisted tackles. He caused one 
fumble which was recovered 
by Jim Hittman, and brode up 
one pass. 

Pierce cited "Huck" for his 
exceptional defensive per
formances week after week. 

The 6-0, 205 pound product of 
Muskego also booted two extra 
points and a 35 yard field goal 
against Winona. 

Football all-sports points 

Red League 
'Hotel Hovlid . . ... . ... . ... 157.5 
Animals .. ... .. . .. . .... . . 157 .5 
3C Riders ..... . .... . ... .. 140.0 
'J Boys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.0 
:Milnes Won ....... . ...... 22.5 
D Regents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.0 
3M ............... .... ... 7.5 
Tustison . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 7 .5 

Blue League 
Blue Flame . . . .. ... . ..... 107.5 
2nd Wigen ........ .. ... . .. 62.5 
North 2nd E. ..... . .... . . . 32.5 
Beaver Lodge .... . ....... 27.5 

Rejects .. ................ 27.5 
Vets Club . . . . . . . . 15.0 
Frycans Chickens . . . . . . . . 15.0 
Creamers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.0 
2nd Milnes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.0 

Frat League 
KLB Green .... . . .. . .. ... 107 .5 
SigEp .............. .. ... 65.0 
FOB ... ........ . . .... . ... 25.0 
TKE .. ..... . ......... .. .. 25.0 
Phi Sig ....... .. .. ... .. ... 25.0 
Sig Tau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.0 

ERRORITE™ :it~~~ORE 

loading Zone 
Rock 
Band 

Friday, November 3 

-·-NAME THE BAND CONTEST 
$1000 Cash Award 

Stop in and fill out an entry blank 

FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY 
· 24 Hour Service Phone 235-3461 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 

Gymnasts 
Continued from page 14 
She served two points to put 
Stout ahead 14-13. St. 
Catherine's then took over and 
scored the points to take the 
game and match 16-14. 

''The team is trying not to 
play a game of hit and hope, 
team player Nancy Nebelung 
said. "Too often we play the 
other teams game, instead of 
our bump, set and spike game. 
Volleyball is an individually 
skilled game, that is team 
coordinated," she continued, 
"We have the individual skill, 
we just have to practice to 
refine it where we can react to 
the movements of the other 
five players." 

The women's volleyball team 
should have a small advantage 
as the regionals will take place 
at home. However, their home 
record doesn't necessarily 
show it with only two wins . 

The team is psychinp 
themselves up as they want ;,, 
win for themselves. So often m 
their close games they've 
heard, "It was your game, you 
out-played them, but you gave 
it away." Nancy Nebelung said 
she doesn't like to hear this and 
continued each woman that 
plays is a winner, a winner 

· because she's enjoying what 
she's doing ." 

Stout's women's varsity 
.volleyball team may not be a 
blue ribbon winning team with 
their 2-10 record. Individually 
they are winners, they're 
enjoying what they're doing. 

· Next year if they can take off 
with what they've got this year, 
maybe they'll be winners in 
both respects. 

Tuesday, the team traveled 
to UW-River Falls . This 
weekend the women will travel 
to play UW-Platteville and UW
Madison. 
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DON'T BE MISLED BY GLIB POLITICAL PROPAGANDA! 
DON'T LET VERNON THOMSON TALK YOU INTO BELIEVING HE IS A FIGHTER 
FOR A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT. 

THE FACT IS THAT CONSERVATIONISTS CONSIDER HIM TO BE ONE OF THE VERY 
WORST CONGRESSMEN ON THIS VERY IMPORTANT ISSUE. 

l. The LEAGUE OF CONSERVATION VOTERS gave him a 26 per
cent rating on voting right on the environment. That is the second 
lowest in the entire Wisconsin delegation. 

2. "Field and Stream" magazine rated Thomson's record as 
"inadequate" and "more often wrong than right." 

3. The ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION group named him one of the 
"DIRTY DOZEN" for 1972. 

WHAT IS THE "DIRTY DOZEN"? 
Let the· Conservationists themselves give you their definition: 

"In 1970, Environmental Action originated the Dirty Dozen concept when it became clear 
that certain legislators were working conscientiously and effectively to block most or.all 
pieces of legislation which would help clean up, save or preserve the environment." 

(Environmental Action, June 24, 1972, p. 13). -

BARING CABELL CHAMBERLAIN · DELANEY DEVINE 

Mr. Thomson is trying to make you believe that the environmentalist 
group which labeled him one of the "Dirty Dozen" is nothing but a 
bunch of political hatchetmen bent on chasing Republicans out of of
fice. Nothing can be further from the truth! As a matter of fact, almost 
half of the "Dirty Dozen" named this year are Democrats. 

WHAT ABOUT THE Bill TO PRESERVE THE LOWER ST. (:ROIX RIVER? 
WASN'T VERNON THOMSON ONE Of THE PRINCIPAL FIGHTERS FOR THIS BILL-AS HE CLAIMS? 

Sorry - Not So. This is the work of Senators Nelson and Mondale. It is 
their bill - it bears their name in its title - Vernon Thomson merely 
copied Nelson's bill and his introduction of it in the House is like a 
belated footnote - made in an election year for obvious political 
reasons. 

STATES SENATOR NELSON: 
"I have fought for the preservation of the St. Croix River since 1965. 
Where was Vernon Thomson all these years? The fight for the St. Croix 
was made by Senator Mondale and myself - not by Vernon Thomson." 

. LET THE VERDICT OF NEUTRAL AND CONCERNED CITIZENS' WHO HAVE ORGANIZED FOR 
THE PURPOSE ·oF PROMOTING CONSERVATION OF OUR RESOURCES BECOME 

THE VOTERS' VERDICT: 
OUT WITH THE "DIRTY DOZEN" -

TO KEEP AMERICAN CLEAN, WE NEED A HOUSE-CLEANING! 

SEND WALT THORESEN TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES-A 
PROVEN FIGHTER FOR A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT! 

Authorized and Paid for by Students for Thoresen, Chris Ness, Chairwoman, 422 W. 
Grant Ave. , Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 



Chancellors recommend 99 hour visitation; 
Regents bar Oshkosh legal aid plan 

A Board of Regents meeting 
last week resulted in new 
recommended visitation 
guidelines, a new search and 
screen process and post
ponement of action on a legal 
aid plan proposed by U.W.
Oshkosh. 
Visitation Recommendations 
The Council of Chancellors 

has recommended visitation 
guidelines -of . 9.9.. hours 
maximum to the Board of 
Regents. Their recom
mendation includes visitation 
from noon until 1 a.m. week
days and 10 a.m. - 3 a.m. 
weekends. Individual cam
puses will set their own hours 
within or totaling the 
guidelines. The regents are 
expected to act in this proposal 

at their December meeting. 
Sea'rch and Screen 

A slight change in the search 
and screen procedures for 
filling empty administration 
offices was adopted. It allows 
the slate of candidates 
presented to the president to be 
reviewed by a subcommittee of 
the Board of Regents, thus 
giving them some input in the 
selection. 

Regents bar legal aid 
The Regents action con

cerning Oshkosh barred the 
use of about $8,000 in 
segregated student fees which 
had been allocated at that 
campus for use in retention of 
an attorney to provide legal 
assistance to students there. 

Chancellor Roger Guiles of 
Oshkosh supported the plan as 
did a majority of U.W. Oshkosh 
students, but system President 
John Weaver opposed it, 
saying that student segregated 
fees should be restudied, and 
specifically disapproved of the 
legal aid plan Oshkosh 
presented. 

Segregated fees support 
special programs, such as 
health services and student 
newspapers, not covered by 
state funds. Weaver termed 
Oshkosh's plan "unfair 
taxation" of all Oshkosh 
students to provide legal aid to 
only those students who want 
it. 

This statement seems 

contradictary to the fact that 
even the health service isn't 
used by all students though is 
paid for by all. 

. Regent Milton Meshek led 
the opposition to the Oshkosh 
plan, saying that special 
student fees are hiked every 
time an administrator gets an 
idea which he cannot fund with 
tax money. He warned that a 
lid should be placed on the fees 
before students are destroyed 
with the high costs. 

By tabling the plan the 
Regents prevented the U.W.
Oshkosh from defending the 
legal aid plan through the 
Wisconsin Civil - Liberties 
Union. 

Vol. 62 - No. 11 Thursday, 
November 9, 1972 

Student voting impact varied 

Atmosphere of polls 'relaxed,' 

students optimistic about turn out 
The atmosphere was easy 

and relaxed, with a fireman 
leaning casually against a fire 
truck, as the voters of the 
second ward came to cast their 
votes at the firest.ation. 

The firestation , whose ward 
j ncluded Nortti , JTC, Fleming 
and Wigen Halls , had a steady 
flow of voters all day. By 2:30 
p.m. they had passed the 500 
mark. 

Arriving alone, in pairs and 
with their friends, students, 
often for the first time, cast 
their votes behind red, white 
and blue curtains and then 
deposited their ballots in met~l 
cylinders. 

The issues voted upon were 
the presidential and local 
elections and the fluoride 
referendum. 

The students who did vote 
were generally optimistic 
about the student turnout. 

"I think with the controversy 
going on about Nixon having it 
in the bag, a lot of kids decided 

* i\\~;~ {fS 

L""- J i'\ "~ C""' 

Menomonie City 
First Ward 

Second Ward 

Third Ward 

Fourth Ward 

Fifth Ward 

Sixth Ward 

7t,f4 /5 

to go out and try to change it," 
commented Pamela Becker, as 
she left the polls. 

If was also pointed out that 
although some students 
weren't registered in 
Menomonie, they were voting 
on absentee ballots. 

"I think a lot of kids are 
voting on absentee ballots ," 
stated Karen Koer, "But I was 
surprised that many out of 
state people are voting in 
Menomonie." 

Joe Hannibal had taken a 
poll among the students in one 
of his classes and found that, 
"Most seem to be voting ab
sentee ballot." He added that 
those students gave a five to 
four margin to Nixon. 

A question often asked on 
Tuesday at tables in the 
Student Center Union, in 
hallways, in between classes 
and in the dorms was, "Are you 
going to vote?" It is hoped the 
answer was yes·. 

President 

McGovern Nixon ·r 
Schriver Agnew · 

43~ S'L/" 
L/1&· 3 fh 
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Stout students made up 
approximately a third of the 
total city vote. The turnout was 
estimated at 81 percent of the 
registered voters . 

In the second, third, and fifth 
wards, where the majority of 
students vote, McGovern and 
Thoreson were overwhelming 
favorites. Neither went on to 
win their prospective offices. 
Incumbent Al Baldus , 
Democrat , Assembly District 
69 , and Gladys Waller, can
didate for county treasurer , 
won decided victories in their 
races. Mrs. Waller came from 
behind and won by a margin of 
2000 votes . 

McGovern carried only one 
ward in the city, the second, 
where students from JTC. 
Fleming, Wigen and Nonu 
Halls voted. 

Flourida tion Wins 
. Student support decidedly 

provided flouridation it's first 
win in three tries at the polls, 
with the student wards (2,3,5) 
turning in an almost 4-1 
decision. 

For stories 011 the 
flouridation and legislative 
races, see page 8. 

Cong ressiona I 

Schmitz Thoresen Thomson 1. 
Anderson 
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Angela Davis will speak Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. in the Field 
House sponsored by University Speakers Forum. Please 
see story on pag-e 3. 

Assembly Treasurer 

Baldus ~ Pritchard 1f: Waller Ninas 
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The STOUTONIA is a little more than just a newspaper, it is 
an educational experience. It is written to inform, enlighten, and 
to give its staff members experience that conforms to good 
journalistic principles and practice. 

Editorial . • • · 
U. W.-Oshkosh's fight for their legal aid plan has 

come to a standstill this week with the Board of 
Regents tabling of their request. (See article on page 
one please.} The students and the chancellor of 
Oshkosh, Roger Guiles, all back the proposal to use 
$8,000 of their segregated fees to retain a lawyer to 
provide legal assistance to the campus community. 

UW-system President John C. Weaver opposes 
the action though, terming the plan "unfair 
taxation" of a II Oshkosh students while providing 
leg a I aid to only those students who want it. 

We. need to take a look at our segregated fees, 
Weaver and the regents say. So we did just that. 
Segregated fees at Stout tota I $64 a semester. Of that 
amount $25 is termed activities fee, $8 is allocated 
for the health fee, $21 goes in support of the student 
center, and our text book rent a I fee is $10. 

The Stout Student Association receives around 
$220,000 yearly to allocate to the organizations under 
it's jurisdiction. This is most of the $25 activity- fee 
we pay. 

We back up to Weaver's claim·that using part of 
these fees to finance a lawyer is "unfair taxation." It 
is then unfair taxation to take $8 from Joe last 
semester because he never had to use the hea Ith 
center; he also never participated in any activities, 
and hated to sit around in the student center. Is Joe 
unfairly taxed? We don't believe he is. 

Just as we as citizens pay taxes which build a 
highway in the state we may never travel on, or 
finance a school we may never have any children to 
attend, we as students pay to provide university 
services which we have the choice to take advantage 
of. This semester Joe may need an employment 
physica I or contact a virus, and the hea Ith center 
will be there. 

We back UW-Oshkosh's plan for l~gal aid, and 
feel the money will not be spent unwisely. A large 
amount of student fee money ends up unspent each 
year it seems and this plan is a strong alternative to 
stagnant slush funds. 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
A letter to the editor will be accepted from any source as long 

as the contents concern the students at Stout or would be of in
terest to them. 

The STOUTONIA requires that all letters be signed. But 
names will be withheld upon permission of editor. 

Agreement with editor as to content is not a criterion for its 
publication. However the letter must not be libelous as deter
mined by the editor. It is the policy of the STOUTONIA to exercise 
good taste and respect rights of privacy. 

Letters should be submitted to the STOUTONIA office or 
Union mailbox. 

S1Wlt3Jm 
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Reaction Line 
Why is there no mail box in the Student Center? What must be 

done to have one put in? · 
Reaction line contacted Mr. Elmer Bressler, Postmaster of 

the Menomonie Postal Service, with this question . Mr. Bressler 
pointed out several courses of action . 

To have a mail box placed in the Student Center, a mail box 
from another location would have to be removed. This presents a 
problem because of the existing locations of mail boxes. 

Another solution would be the creation of a postal sub-station. 
This station would provide all the regular services of the main 
post office. <UW-Eau Claire has one) It would be bought for a 
nominal fee of $1.00 or so. A condition for operating such a station 
is that the payroll must be paid by the school. Operation of this 
sub-station would provide several new work study or state payroll 
jobs for students. It would also prQbably require a full-time 
employee who would oversee the operations and have knowledge 
of federal regulations. 

Reaction line would like to ask all students who are interested 
in the possibility of a postal sub-station to fill out the following 
form and place it in the box at the information desk. Our request 
will be evaluated by the postmaster in terms of the number of 
students responding!! 

. . . ... Yes , a mailbox in the Student Center is needed. 

. . Yes, I support a postal substation. 

... No, I do not support a postal sub-station. 

WVSS training system proposed 

A new student training 
system for radio announcers 
and station engineers has been 
proposed by Bill Dow and 
"Ace" of the WYSS staff. 

The A-C-E system proposes a 
grouping of student candidates 
into three workable 
categories; A-ir personalities, 
C-ombination engineer and air 
personalities, and E-ngineers. 

Under the program, air 
. personalities would be 
qualified to take morning shifts 
and the last two evenings shifts 
where no major problems 
come up. 

Major areas to be covered in 
the instructions to air per
sonalities will include dealing 
with the WYSS community, 
how logs work, record han-

dling, consoles, tape playback, 
variety, simulations, voice 
evaluation, using the mike -
courtesy, and sign-on and off 
procedures. 

The person who is interested 
only in engineering will func
tion as a recorder, for TT and 
C, record, edit, produce, and do 
promos and remote and studio 
programs. 

Engineers will be required to 
learn the following: how to deal 
with the WYSS · community, 
record handling, consoles, tape 
recording, mike set-up, tape 
editting , how to handle the 
phone on the air when recor
ding, and in and out signals. 

Combination persons will 
learn everything required of 
both air personalities and 
engineers. 

·.·•:::=---· 

CORRECTION 
In the "Thumbs Down" 

article last week it was 
stated that Eichleburger 
Hall was being planned to 
be torn down. Our in
formation came from a 
supposedly ''reliable 
source;" however, 
E1chleburger Hall will not 
be torn down. There are 
plans to restore it as a 
Historical Landmark after 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
moves into their new 
building. 

Local artists 

feature work 

The Art Center Gallery is 
presently featuring THE LAST 
PICTURE SHOW, an exhibit 
displaying a wide variety of art 
including paintings and pieces 
of art from collections owned 
.by individuals in the 
Menomonie area . The types of 
art displayed range from 
photography and etching to oil 
painting and lithography. This 
diverse collection is intended to 
appeal to it's visitors varied art 
interest. 

THE LAST PICTURE SHOW 
will be the last display at the 
Art Gallery's present location. 
Mary Ellen Frame and her 
successor, Nancy Nogulich, the 
new curator at the Gallery, 
hope to have moved into the 
new Applied Arts building 
before the beginning of the 
second semester of the 1972-73 
academic year. 

The first exhibit planned for 
the new Applied Arts Building 
will be a display of the works of 
Angelo Savelli. Nancy 
Nogulich also revealed the 
Gallery's plans for two faculty 
shows and the tentative 
planning of a film festival in 
the spring. 

Though the Art Center 
Gallery is of great value for the 
art students here at UW-Stout, 
the displays may also interest 
other students and area 
citizens. Everyone is invited! 
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A young view of Washington ' 

Year after year for nearly a 
quarter of a century now, the 
United States Senate has 
avoided even voting on 
ratification of the United 
Nations Genocide Convention, 
the 1948 treaty which provides 
for the prevention and punish
ment of the international crime 
of genocide. 

Although the United States 
pushed hard for the original 
resolution adopted 
unanimously by the · United 
Nations General Assembly and 
now ratified by 75 countries, we 
are also the most prominent 
U.N. member which has failed 
to approve this declaration of 
basic human justice. 

The treaty was first sent to 
the Senate-by President Harry 
S. Truman on June 16, 1949; it 
has been languishing . in the 
Foreign Relations Committee 
for 24 years, held up prin
cipally because the American 
Bar Association has until now 
refused to support it. 

But a recent A.B .A. Journal 
article by former Supreme 
Court Justice Arthur Goldberg 
and Columbia University law 
professor Richard Gardner 
strongly attacked the 
organization's long-standing 
opposition to the treaty. That 
article, coupled with renewed 
support for ratification from 
the President and the efforts of 
a bi-partisan group of in-

by Ron Hendren 

U.S. may 

finally ratify 

ge·nocide treaty 

fluential senators (led by 
Javits, Proxmire, Church and 
Scott), has raised cautious 
hopes that the matter might be 
brought to a vote this year. 

Not until the end of World 
War II did the international 
community discover the full 
measure of depravity which 
ruled the mind of Hitler and the 
actions of his Nazi regime. 
When allied troops marched 
into Germany and the world 
could no longer ignore the 
Nazis' methodical attempt to 
{lestroy an entire people, 
support for a genocide pact for 
the first time solidified within 
the international community. 

Although there has never 
before or since been a crime so 
heinous in nature and so im
comprehensible in dimensions 
as the slaughter of the Jews, 
nevertheless recent events in 
Bangladesh and Uganda show 
that genocide remains an in
ternational problem of serious 
dimensions. And for the United 
States to continue ignoring its 
responsibility to join the 
civilized world in ratifying the 
genocide treaty raises 
questions both here and abroad 
about our committment to 
human justice at its most 
primary level. 

These doubts, which have 
lingered now for nearly 25 
years, should not be permitted 
to continue any longer. 

How to beat the 
snowman blues 

The recreational resource 
center is a new addition to the 
game room provided for by the 
Student Activities Office. 

The purpose of this center is 
to inform students about the 
outdoor activities available to 
them in the Wisconsin area. 
The center consists of a wide 
variety of booklets and pam
phlets covering the many areas 
of outdoor recreation. 

Among the information 
available are: maps of the Eau 
Claire lakes, Hayward 
festivities, campground 
directions, travel guides for 
Wisconsin Indian Head 
Country, ski packets con
taining maps, snow trails, ski 

lodges, price quotes and other 
valuable information for ski 
buffs, county maps of all the 
snowmobiling trails in 
Wisconsin, and canoe trails in 
Northern Wisconsin. 

The resource center until 
now mainly gave information 
for summer activities, but with 
the growing trend towards 
more recreation, the activities 
office has attempted to cover 
all winter activities in which 
student's might be interested. 

The pamphlets are displayed 
at the entrance of the game 
room, in the basement of the 
Student Center. The booklets 
may be checked out at the desk 
in the game room. 

••• GRAND OPENING ••• 
The Golden Hanger 

MEN'S FASHION CLOTHES 

November 9, 10, 11 
Storewide 
Specials 

10-Speed Racing 
To Be Given Away 

305 Main St. - Menomonie, Wisc. 

Bike 
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Benefits increased .for 
'nam era vets' 

Vietnam era veterans 
received a raise in benefits last 
week when President Nixon 
signed into law a bill 
authorizing $2.5 billion to be 
paid over the next five years. 

"Another important facet of 
the new bill allows each 
month's payment to be 
reflected in that month's 
check," according to Tracy 
Alton, a Veterans Benefits 
Counselor in Milwaukee. 

This means that eventually, 
when all the records are 
cleared up, vets will not have to 
attend class before getting paid 
for it. For instance, the 
payment for December should 
come by Dec. 10. 

The bill, which is retroactive 
to Sept. 1, raised monthly GI 
Bill payments for a single 
veteran from $175 to $220; for 
married veterans from $205 to 
$261. Veterans with more than 
two dependents will garner an 
additional $18 for each 
dependent. 

"No further action is 
necessary by the veteran or the 
school," said Alton. He hoped 
the increased payments would 
be reflected on or before the 
November checks . 

The bill also authorized $25 
million a year over the next 
seven years in VA grants to 
help build eight new medical 
schools. The schools will be 

financed mostly by state 
governments, but will use VA 
land and hospital facilities. 

Grants to expand state 
medical schools and aid to 
college education courses in 
the health services field will 
take a $50 million cut out of the 
bill. 

The legislation expanded 
eligibility for the job ap-

. prentice training and 
c_orrespondence courses. 
Widows and children of men 
who die of service connecteo 
causes, and wives and children 
of men who are 100 percent 
disabled are eligible for the 
training program. · 

Women vets will be able to 
claim their husbands and 
children as dependents on the 
same basis as husbands 
claiming dependents. Before, 
the husband and children had 
to be actually dependent on the 
female veterans. 

Revolutionary Davis to speak on repression in t~e U.S. 
In these times, when the fight 

to uphold one's humanity is a 
revolutionary act, the false 
difference between "per
sonality" and "politics" can no 
longer be maintained. It is in 
this light that we must un
derstand the life of Angela 
Davis, for, as she said, the 
struggle of a true revolutionary 
is "to merge-the·personal with 
the political where they are no 
longer sepera te." In the 
profoundest of ways, it is only 
when "you don't see your life, 
your individual life, as being so 
important," that it begins to 
become important, politically, 

for others in the common fight 
for freedom. "I have given my 
life for the struggle," Davis 
declared, "My life belongs to 
the struggle," 

And so we stand in Angela's 
words, "At the crossroads on 
the path of liberation." Some 
would have us believe that 
Davis's political activities 
stem from a misguided or 
purely intellectual curiosity. 
But Angela's involvement in 
the struggle grew out of the 
deep roots cast in the blood 
stained earth of her Southern 
childhood, her experience of 
alienation as a token Black in 
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NOON LUNCHEONS DAILY 11:30-2P.M. 
( Except Saturday) 

Closed Mondays 
Facilities for Wedding, Banquets & Parties 

Phone 879-5506 

Back by Popular Demand 

November 7 -19 

The Generators 
· Informal style show every 2nd & 4th Friday of the inonth. 

f Rf DAY SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLE FISH FRY 

All You 
Can Eat 

SUNDAY SPECIAL 
FAMILY STYLE DINNER 

3 Selections 
of Meats 

an all-white university, the 
small, everyday indignities of 
being a Black woman in racist 
America; they are the result of 
her constant and continual 
resistance to injustice and 
inequality; her search for 
solutions to our problems of 
racism, exploitation, 
repression; her refusal to be 
silenced in that search by force 
or intimidation. 

Yes, Davis is coming. She is 
being sponsored by Speaker's 
Forum and will be speaking 
Tuesday evening, Nov. 14, at 8 
p.m. in the fieldhouse. The 
topic of her talk will be 
repression in the United States . 
Angela has also just completed 
visits to Russia, East Ger
m any, Bulgaria, 
Czechoslavokia, Cuba, Chile, 
and North Vietnam. She will 
draw on the experiences of her 
travels in her analysis of the 
U.S. government's domestic 
activities . 

Do plan on keeping the 
evening of Nov. 14 open. You 
are assured of an interesting, 
enlightening, and informative 
experience. 

Paula Farb 

awarded Alpha 

Phi scholarship 

On Thursday evening Nov. 2 
Paula Farb was awarded a 
scholarship given annually by 
the Alpha Phi Sorority. 

Paula Farb is from Clinton, 
Wisconsin and a junior in 
Vocational Rehabilitation and 
Early Childhood Education. 
She is the secretary of Inter
Varsity Christian Fellowship 
and a member of the 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
Club. 

Paula became interested in 
her field because she has a 
brother with cerebral palsey. 
She has done much volunteer 
work with the mentally 
retarded. 

After graduation, paula 
hopes to teach mentally 
retarded children. 

Paula was selected for this 
honor because of her high 
scholarship and contributions 
fo the community and school. 

Use Our 
FREE 

Want Ads 
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Visitation Oshkosh Eau Claire La Crosse Milwaukee Plattevi I le River Falls Stout Whitewater .Stevens .Poirtt 

Do you have upper class halls9 YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO NO 

-Do you have the same visitation poiicy for fresh-
YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YJ:S men as for upperclass men? 

Do you follow the same policy for multiple room 
facilities (suites, apartments) as for one-room NONE NONE NONE 
accomodations? 

YES YES YES NONE. NONE 1,-oNE 

When was your current policy enacted? 1971 1972 1970 1971 1972 1972 19,2 1972 

Indicate the maximum number of visitation hours 
currently in effect, 154 88 46 84 4g 78 43Yi 87 60 

I 

Is weekday afternoon visitation (except Friday N·o YES ' NO YES NO NO YES 
and weekends) permitted? YES NO 

INDIVIDUAL INDIVIDUAL 

Do you have a different policy in men's halls YES NO NO !-I A T.T, HALL 
than in women's halls? NO NO NO NO 

POLICIES POLICIES 

Are female guests requ!red to sign in at the NO men's hall they are visiting? YES NO NO YES NO YES NO YES 

Are male guests required to sign in at the women's YES YfS NO NO YES NO YES VARIES YES 
hall they are visiting? 

Must female guests be escorted to the rooms by 
the male resident student? (not coed) NO YES· YES YES YES NO YES NO YES 

Must male guests be escorted to the rooms by 
tli.e female resident student? (not coed) YES YES YES YES YES NO YES VARIES YES 

Must the room doors remain open or .ajar when 
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 

guests of the opposite sex are present in the NO 
room? 

Who or what group was responsible for formulat-
ing the visitation policy? SA SFA SA SA SA SA SA - students and administration SA SA SA 
SFA - students, faculty and administration 

How is the policy supervised? 
H - honor system S,RA s S,H,RA S,H,RA 
RA - staff supervision H,RA H,RA s H,S s 
S - student supervision 

Who or what group is responsible for dealing -
with violators? 
R - residence hall governing or judicial body R,H R H R R R,D R D,R,H R 
D - Dean's office 
H - residence hall administrative staff 

Who was responsible for formulation of suggest-
NO STUDENT VISITATION DEAN OF 

R R STUDENT R ed restrictions for violators? RESTRICTIONS COMMITTEE COMMITTEE R COMMITTEE STUDENTS. 

Are women's residence hall doors locked at YES YES YES NO YES YES specified hours? YES YES YES 
.. 

Please note the type(s) of restrictions placed 
on students who violate established policy of ' 

visitation, l,E,V I - individual penalty, such as campusing or I IV V l,E,V l,E,V V,I 
social probation 
E - expulsion from hall or denial of housing 
V - visitation ban for the floor or hall 

How are women admitted after the building or NIGHT- NIGHT 
area is locked? RECEPTIONIST 

NOT LOCKED KEYS KEYS RECEPT ION IST KEYS 

Who has the right to change policy on your 
campus? 
S - students ·s,A S,A A s S,i\ 1SA S,A s S,A 
F - faculty 
A - administration -

Alcohol 
Do you have alcoholic beverages in the res!- END OF THISI 
de nee halls? SEMESTER NO YES YES NO NO YES NO NO 

• If not, by when do you expect alcohol to be per-
mitted legally? 

The following questions relate to current policy 
or proposed policy: YES .YES 

a) Is alcohol consumption confined to spec!-
. YES YES NO YES YES YES 

fie areas? 

b) What additional regulations 
NOT YET LOClAL NOT VF.T 

are enforced? & STATE NONE (e ,g. amount, ban on glass, etc.) FORMULATED· STATUTES NONE FORMULATED NONE NONE 

c) Who has the power to suspend consumption? C 
DIRECTOR 

OF HOUSING C C C 
. 

d) What social restriGtlons are involved on NOT YET NOT YET NOT.YE'l' HAI,L COUNCIL INDIVIDUAL 
those breaking the rules? FORMULATED" NONE FORMU.LATED, APPLIES. 

J-BOARD 
NO BEER FORMULATED BASIS -

' 

Meal Plans 
ls the meal plan mandatory? YES YES FROOH & SOPH NO NO FROOH & SOPH YES YES YES 

What meal plans are offered and what Is the 
15 15 15 

. cost of each? (9-14-20), (10-20), etc, 21 15 21 20 20 19 20 

Do you have continuous serving? NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO NO 
11:!EAT . 

YES Are ti,ere limitations on any meals'.' AT SUPPER . YES NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Does a private . firm or the ; •_:i\'ersity handle 
your : .XJ<l service? p p p p u u P • private p p p 
U - university '. -
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Sounds of 
Gerry Grossman's back 

. . 

our times 
Title: 

Gerry Grossman, without a doubt the most exciting per
former in the Pawn's history, will be here this weekend, Friday, 
Nov. 10 in the Pawn, and Saturday, Nov. 11 in the Union Snack Bar 
for a special mini-concert. 

Featured at thf Earl of Old Town, The Barbarosa, Mother 's r
The Gap , Smile, and many other Chicago clubs, Gerry also 
performs on college campuses where the response is electric. 
Outside of Chicago, Gerry has performed at various locations 
across the country, and received standing ovations at most of 
them. 

Gerry 's composing is both personal, and in some instances, 
concerned with social shortcomings and reflections on the human 
condition. He is best known, however, to perform an impromptu 
medley of just about any song written in the past twenty years. 
His control of the show, audience, and music, along with his own 
writing make Gerry Grossman a "must see" performer. 

To see Gerry perform is to enjoy an exciting, warm, and 
unique experience. 

"Johnny Rivers L. A. Reggae" 
Artist: Johnny Rivers 
Label: United Artists 

by Tom Burke 
The days of the clean-cut 

-Whiskey A-Go-Go Johnny 
Rivers are gone. People will 
have to accept the beard and 
falling waves of hair, which is 
not unlike any number of rock 
and rollers. 

Rivers changed his com
mercial routine with his 
"Changes" L.P. Now we have 
"L.A. Reggae", a selection of 
songs written by such people as 
Paul Simon, J. J . Cale, Van 
Morrison, Chuck Berry, and of 
course J.R. himself. 

Sidemen on Rivers' latest 
L.P. for United Artists include: 

and Michal Hasek 
Jim Gordon on drums, Joe 
Osborn playing bass, Larry 
Knetchel on piano, and Jim 
Webb ( of MacArthur Park 
fame) on organ and piano. 

-Survey-
The survey on page 4 was 

compiled by the UW
Oshkosh at a recent con
ference of residence hall 
governments of the various 
state universities. 

Presented here is an 
abridged version of an in
depth questionaire which 
dealt with many facts of 
residence hall life. Besides 
the three issues presented 
here the survey included 
questions on telephones, 
judicial boards, financing of 
hall government, 
refrigerators in dorms and 
the painting of dorm rooms. 

·~~B c---- Ill~ 
by Jean K. Henneberry 

HOME ECONOMIC 
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 

TO STOUT STUDENTS 
Dr. Anita Wilson, career 

consultant for the School of 
Home Economics will be in 
J.T.C. Hall at 7:30 p.m. 
Monday, Nov. 13, to give a 
broad view of the Home Ee . 
programs and to answer 
questions about any of the 
Home Economics majors. 

Several Program Directors 
will also be available on 
Tuesday, Nov. 14, at 7:30 p.m., 

Premiering Monday, Nov. 13, and appearing through 
Saturday, Nov. 18, The Pawn will present Michal Hasek for two 
shows nightly at 8:15 and 9:30 p.m. 

Michal was born in post-war central Europe. His family 
settled in Canada in the early 1950's after Michal had received his 
primary education in the schools of three different continents. 
After graduating from Toronto High School, Michal moved to 
London , Ontario to attend the University of Western Ontario. 

Michal's music, mostly self-penned, is difficult to categorize 
due to the broadness of its score. His writing varies from old time 
rock 'n roll through city blues, to some delta blues. There is a 
definite European touch to many of his melodies - though his 
crisp, authoritative guitar work is definitely North American, 
occasionally reminiscent of some English blues-men. 

He has played the folk houses of Totonto, Montreal, London, 
Kingston, Detroit and Chicago,. In addition to clubs and coffee 
houses, Michal recently appeared on the First Edition's television 
show, "Rollin on the River ." 

For an experience you will not soon forget, come to The Pawn 
and see the fantastic Michal Hasek. Remember that's two shows 
nightly, 8: 15 and 9: 30 p.m., Nov. 13-18. It's free. 

to help with course selection 
and answer questions about 
their majors. All students are 
welcome to attend these 
sessions. 

RAP WITH THE DEANS: 
Dean Anderson and Dean 

Ruehl will be available to in
formally discuss any problems 
or questions of concern to 
students who are majors in the 
School of Industry and 
Technology or are taking 
course work from the School of 
Industry and Technology . This 
meeting will be on Wed., Nov. 
15 at 7 p.m. in the Technology 
Wing, Room 239. 

REGISTRATION FOR 
GRADUATE STUDENTS: 
All graduate students will be 

scheduled to register for 

second semester classes early 
on the 27th of November. 

DATES TO REMEMBER: 
Nov. 20: Pick up second 

semester registration booklets 
- Pick up permits to register -
Mini-session listings available. 

Nov. 27 , 28, 29: Second 
semester registration. 

Dec. 1: Deadline to drop 2nd 
quarter and 1st semester 
classes. 

Dec. 4: Print-out of student's 
2nd semester courses 
available in lobby of Adm. 
Bldg. 

Dec. 21: Last day of first 
semester classes. 

Dec . 16: December 
graduation. 

Jan. 10-11: Final registration 
- pay fees. 

Although this disc doesn't 
impress me very much, there 
are two cuts which should be 
given air-play . "Come Home 
America", could be a tune 
written for McGovern. Rivers', 
"Use The Power," has a 
simple message. You've been 
waiting to vote, now that you 
have the power - VOTE. 

Now _ that I have 
acknowledged the two wor
thwhile cuts, it's only fair that 
you hear what I don't like about 
the L.P. Rivers has proven that 
he can write some exceptional 
songs. "Poor Side Of Town", 
"Going Back To Big Sur", and 
"Carpet Man", are three tunes 
I enjoyed. The point is this: 
currently he records songs 
written by other artists. Rivers 
can write good songs, and I 
hope he isn't taking the easy 
way out by recording only 
works of other artists. Point 
two: the sidemen that Rivers 
employs are merely studio
musicians. Studio-musicians 
usually stay just that, with the 
exception of oldies Glen 
Campbell, Roy Orbison and the 
like. 

Although I have never seen 
Rivers' group live, I hope the 
concert musicians are dif
ferent from those he records 
with. The music from "L.A. 
Reggae" is pretty dull, and a 
live performance could be 
pretty much of a drag. 
However, I did see Rivers as a 
solo artist. I was very im
pressed. He handles wooden 
music very well . When he sang 
his own tunes, he seemed to be 
enjoying himself more, thus, 
the audience was happy. 

PINE POINT 
Jan. 12: Second semester 

classes begin . 
I wouldn't recomment 

rushing out to buy "L .A. 
Reggae". Instead, pick-up on 
"Realization", an earlier L.P. 
of River~ considered by many 
critics as one of his finest 
works . 

Wednesday Night 
FREE BEER 8:00-10:00 

Plus 

GOLDEN RECORDS •...................................................... ~ 
: Free Shuttle Bus Service Wed. : 
: Leaves Commons at 8: 00, 8: 30, 9: 00 - Return at 1: 00 : 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Every f riday Night 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

Tuesday, .Thursday, Saturday and Sunday 
The Dance Hall Is Available for Your Parties. 

&'®~~ _)> SUPPERCLUB 

on Upper Tainter Lake, Colfax, Wis. 962-3870 

•THANKSGIVING DAY MENU• 
(Serving 12 noon to9:00p.m.) 
ROAST YOUNG TOM TURKEY 

with ch&Stnut dressing and giblet gravy 

ROAST LEG OF LAMB 
with savory sauce, and mint jelly 

ROAST PRIME RIB OF BEEF 
au.jus 

BAKED SUGAR CURED HAM 
with pineapple and champagne sauce 

- All Above Dinners Include Salad Bar -
PLEASE MAKE North on 25 to "D" 

RESERVATIONS Right 4 r11iles 
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Beginning to ski? Here's a tip 

So you want to start skiing do 
you? You've seen all the T. V. 
specials on skiing, watched the 
Olympics, attended three ski 
shows, and have had a sub
scription to a ski magazine for 
two years. You think you're all 
set. Right? Wrong. There are a 
few more minor details that the 
novice skier, who doesn't want 
to appear as a novice, should 
know. And, as a skier who has 
gone through these trials and 
tribulations, I feel it is my duty 
to warn you about what to 
expect. 

The first thing you should do 
as a beginner is not gape at the 
size of the ski hills. Statements 
such as, "Boy, is that a big 
mountain 1" or, "That's some 
hill 1 '' mark the beginner as a 
beginner. · 

Once you get over the fact 
that those hills are damn high, 
you are ready to start with 
skiing preliminaries. The 
obvious place to begin is where 
all skiers start, at the ticket 
line. When you are standing in 
the ticket line there are 
numerous ways to prevent 
people from noticing you as a 
beginner . The first thing to do 
is complain about the length of 
the ticket lines and the price of 
the tickets ; how the lines keep 
getting longer and longer each 
year, and the prices higher and 
higher . When you reach the 
front of the ticket line grasp the 
tab of your coat zipper . or , if 
you have one, a hole in your 
coat so that the lift ticket will 
have a place to be stapled to 
your coat. With this part of 

By Larry Bossong 

your jacket held up so the 
people who hand out the lift 
tickets can staple the tickets on 
quickly, you simply hold up the 
other hand with the ample 
amount of money required to 
purchase a ticket. The entire 
procedure takes about fifteen 
seconds. 

After the lift ticket has been 
purchased, you will more than 
likely need something to ski 
With;-such as skis, boots, and 
poles. You can obtain these 
handy items from the ski rental . 
shop. In the rental shop there 
will probably be long waiting 
lines for the ski equipment. 

There is no fast way to get 
through waiting lines. The only 
thing to do is suffer through the 
slow lines. The main disad
vantage to rental equipment is 
that it's marked; and so are 
you - as a beginner. However, 
there is a way to get around 
having the markings noticed. 
When you stop skiing to take a 
break, place your skis far back 
in- the ski racks as possible. 
Before you head into the ski 
chalet pack as much snow as 
you can on the outside of your 
boots. This will give the ap
pearance that you are a hot 
shot skier . Now when you get 

:\lfr~sco spo~so_red a two-day ski and style 
sho,\ last week m the Ballroom of the Student 
C't>n_ter. Ski buffs attending were treated to a 
,·anet:v of demonstrations, several pictured 
ht•n·. 

Photos by Jim Maguire 

Scott Holmer, from Sasko Sports and Industry, discusses the 
stability of Kneissle skis. 

into the chalet place your boots 
far back under your chair and 
lay your ski poles alongside of 
your chair. Not only will people 
think that your poles are to 
good to leave outside but, will 
get the impression that you 
must be a good skier because of 
the puddle of water around 
your boots. (From the snow 
you packed on your boots, 
remember?) 

Now you are ready for the 
last step before you actually 
start skiing. This is getting an 
instruction class. Un
fortunately at this point most 
beginners usually cop-out 
because at this time there is no 
way to hide your inability. 
Either you're afraid of being 
made a fool of by the ski in
structor, or else you've listened 
to some friend bragging about 
what a great skier he is and 
how he never took a lesson in 
his life. Well don't be afraid. 
The ski instructors are 
professionals who know are 
doing what they want, that is 
teaching people to ski , 
correctly . All you have to do is 
walk up to an instructor and 
arrange for a lesson. The 
advantage to taking a lesson is 
that it teaches the beginner 
skier not only the correct way 
to ski, but gives the beginner 
the confidence to keep on 
skiing. 

When all the pre-skiing 
preparation has been com
pleted you will be ready to start 

- skiing . Even though at first 
your skiing might look sloppy, 
at least off the hill no one will 
say "Hey , beginner. " 

John_ Gardner and Jill Trzcinski examine the quality of ski boots 
on display. 

Joyce Czaykowski models the latest in ski fashion. 



Fraternity members move 
artifacts for historical society 

Greeted oy a dark, misty, 
and cool morning and faced 
with a difficult job, three 
members of the Epsilon Pi Tau 
fraternity of UW-Stout did not 
falter in making their con
tribution toward a needed 
comm unity project. For 
several years the Dunn County 
Historical Society has had their 
accumulation of property and 
artifacts stored in the shooting 
gallery of the Dunn County 
Jail, a not too desirable harbor 
in many ways as none could be 
worked on, cleaned, ac
cessioned or exhibited. Ven
tilation at this stage was only a 
word. These volunteers came 
to move all of the gathered 
materials to the new location at 
the Pine Lumber Museum at 
Downsville, Wisconsin. 

After backing the large van 
to the north entrance they were 

soon wrestling the varied 
heavy and colorful materials to 
be loaded as Paul Maier and 
George O'Brien cleaned and 
checked boxes, standards, 
books, etc. Joined by Stan 
Borm, Don Flick and Fred 
Kunz they were soon ready 
with the first load with Charles 
Willihnganz as their driver. 
Lifting, tugging and carrying 
materials into the new location 
was trying labor but the 
fraternity brothers, Charles 
Willihnganz, Ken Finke and 
Robert Hartig stayed with the 
job. 

Arriving at the jail for the 
second load they found that 
Mrs. Agnes Kyle and Mrs. 
Herman Larson, officers of the 
society, had prepared a meal of 
fried chicken, toast, french 
fries, pickles, cranberry sauce, 
doughnuts, coffee and milk 

with no limit on seconds, for 
the hungry laborers. This 

. helped compensate for their 
labors, but one of the young 
men was heard to mention, 

. "And they expect us to work 
· after all this! " 

Four van loads and a full day 
. of hard work earned the thanks 

of the directors of the society. 
. We thank you for the worthy 

contribution to community 
effort. We greatly appreciate 
what you have done in helping 
to record and exhibit local 
history. As a reward it has 
been decided to award each of 
you shares in the "Empire in 
Pine Lumber Museum", and 
will be recorded in the list of 
contributors. 

George O'Brien 
Dunn County 
Historical Society 

~ ............................... ~ ........... ~ ..... ~ 
Have You Heard .. . 

vet's club message 

CITIZENS! 
Saturday, Nov . 11 is 

Veteran's Day. Let us pause at 
11 a.m. to honor those who gave 
their lives for our freedom . married students 

The outcome of the Oct. 30 
meeting for married students 
was the reorganization of the 
Stout Married Student 
Organization with election of 
president, Don Buchholz, and 
vice-president Tom Kohl. The 
standing constitution is being 
revised by Jeff De Bruin . A 
vote was taken and no dues will 
be collected. 

Planned coming events in
clude a hayride, Nov. 11 at 7 
p.m ., BYO party afterwards 
and bring your own chili. 
Directions on how to get to the 
starting point of the hayride 
are posted on the bulletin board 
outside the Pawn in the Student 
Center , or pick up a map from 
Box Number 1304, in the 
basement of the Student 
Center. 

If you are married and sit
ting at home on week-ends, get 
into our organization. There's 
no obligation. We're just 
having fun and trying to liven 
up those dull Menomonie week
ends. See you there! 

nutrition & foods 
The Nutrition and Foods 

Association will meet Nov. 13, 
at 7 p.m . in the East Central 
Ballroom. The topic of writing 
skills will be discussed. 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local sale~man" 

FOR RENT 
Immediate Occupancy 

2BEDROOM 
APARTMENT 

University Village 

Call 235-3440 

polka fest 
Menomonie's first Annual 

Polka Festival will feature one 
of Wisconsin's top polka bands 
- Dick Rogers and his or
chestra, who can be seen 
Sundays on WEAU T.V. 

The fun and dancing will 
begin at 8 p.m. and run until 1 
a .m. on Friday, Nov . 17, at the 
Menomonie National Guard 
Building, two blocks west on 
County Trunk Doff Highway 25 
South. Plenty of beer and brats 
will be served. 

Advance tickets may be 
purchased from local mer
chants or at the door for $2. 

track meeting 
An organizational track 

meeting will be set for next 
week. Check the fieldhouse for 
meeting notices at the 
beginning of the week. The 
meeting will include the setting 
up of training schedules. 
Everyone is welcome. Let's all 
be there so we can develop 
another championship squad 
again this year. 

art show 
A one-man art show by Jones 

Gilbert, a UW-Stout student 
from Trinidad, will open 
Monday, Nov. 13 in the Glass 
Lounge of the University 
Commons on Broadway. 

Gilbert is a senior majoring 
in art education, studying at 
Stout under a scholarship from 
his government. 

The public is invited to a 
formal opening at 7:30 p.m . the 
first day of the showing. 

Stout Vet's Club 

ed. for young ; 
Menomonie Association for 

the Education of Young 
Children will be holding a 
meeting Nov. 20 in the 
President's Room of the 
Student Center at 'J p .m. The 
topic will be public and private 
adoption agencies. All people 
interested are welcome. 

tke rush 
TKE Rush Party Nov. 14 at 

our house, 804 9th Avenue. Call 
235-3706 for rides or meet in the 
Fireside Lounge of the Student 
Center at 8 p.m. Free Beer. 

vet day 
Saturday, Nov. 11 is 

Veterans Day. Students are 
encouraged to pause at 11 a .m. 
in rememberance of veterans 
who gave their lives for our 
country. Ceremonies are 
scheduled for 11 a.m. at the 
flagpole adjacent to the Post 
Office on Main Street. 

keystones 
An evening of Gospel music 

is coming to Menomonie. 
The Keystones, a group of 

young Gospel singers, will be 
appearing Tuesday, Nov. 14, at 
8 p.m. at the Menomonie High 
School Auditorium. 

Their program of songs 
ranges from hymns to con
temporary Gospel music . 

Admission will be $1.50. 

* Meet Market * 
f riday Doubh:J Bubble 

HAPPY HOUR 3- 5 

Saturday Morning 
HAPPY HOUR 10-12 

Sunday Special 
PACKER BACKER 25c 
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gymnastics meet 
The Wisconsin Women's 

Intercollegiate Athletic Con
ference will hold a regional 
Gymnastics Meet at UW-Stout 
on Saturday, Nov. 11 . 

The meet, scheduled to begin 
at 10 a.m. includes 
representatives from UW-Eau 
Claire, UW-River Falls, UW
La Crosse, UW-Superior, and 
UW-Stevens Point, as well as 
Stout. 

The top five contenders at 
each level of competition in the 
scheduled events will qualify 
for the state meet later this 
year . 

seniors 
If you have not had your 

Tower picture taken please do 
so immediately! 

We must have the pictures 
from the photographer by Dec. 
1 which means you have to . 
have returned the proofs to 
them now. · 

The pictures must be made 
to a specific size. If you have 
had your picture taken at Glen 
Mar or John Russell's studios 
you don't have to worry. If you 
had them taken by someone 
else please be sure that your 
photographer is aware of our 
specifications or we will be 
forced to reject your picture. 

ski assoc. 
At the Wisconsin In

tercollegiate Ski Association's 
(WISA) Fall meeting held in 
La Crosse Nov. 4, the executive 
board elections were held. Two 
Stout students were elected to 
the board. Tony Fazio was 
elected President and 
Treasurer and Joan 
Klusmeyer was appointed 
Secretary. Both are members 
of Alfresco's executive board. 

Tony Fazio is the director 
and coach of the newly 
organized Stout Ski Team 
sponsored by Alfresco. A full 
schedule of races with the 

. other twenty members in WISA 
· (the Wisconsin chapter of the 
Midwest Collegiate Ski 
Association - MCSA) is being 
planned. The next meeting for 
those jnterested in being on the 
ski team will be Monday, Nov. 
13 at 7 p.m. in the President's 
Room. For more information 
contact Tony Fazio at 235-0288. 

Classified Ads 
FOR SALE: 

. A pair of snowtires, Atlas 
Weathergard , F78 - 14 
replacement 7 .35-14, tubeless, 4 
ply, selling for cheap-used one 
winter. Call 235-0998. In good 
condition. 

Bass guitar amp. bottom. Very 
good shape, two 15" JBL 
Lancing speakers. Must sell , 
Ext. 2477, ask for Larry. 

Retire for the winter. Four 
XLNT VW tires for sale. Call 
235-7766 evenings. 

WANTED: 

A Used Flute. Call Durand 672-
8824 or leave message _jn- -
campus box 278. 

LOST: 

Thursday, 11-2-72, contact 
lenses in a blue case. Commons 
coat area. Please call Patti 
Ext. 2284. 

SERVICES OFFERED: 

Will do typing, get your papers 
in before the rush. Call now 
Mary D., Room 301 Mac. Ext. 
1254. 

Secretary will do typing of any 
length papers. Contact me 
from 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. at 2:i2-
t:\04 at Admin. Bldg., Room 114 

<Jr after 5 p.m. at 2:!5-1!137. Ask 
for Brenda. 

HELP WANTED: 

Babvs~tter, two afternoons a 
week. near East school. Must 
provide· own transportation. 
Call 235-3816. 

soap 
Freshmen will now be ac

cepted in the Business Ad
ministration Program. Second 
semester freshmen will be 
allowed to take an accounting 
course. It is a good idea for 
students to get their accounting 
in early because some of the 
other business courses (re : 
Principles of Business 
Management) have accounting 
as one of it 's pre-requisites. 

Students may be interested 
to know that SOAP accounting 
is allowing credit for assign
ments worked and completed. 
Approximately 12 per cent will 
be added to -your score for 
assignments worked outside of 
class. Approximately 24 per 
cent will be added to your score 
for assignments worked in 
class. For further details see 
R. F. Behling, Dept. of 
Business Administration . 

ATTENTION 
STUDENTS!! 

SPECIAL 

Paperback 
Book Sale 
10% OFF 

Our Wide Selection 
< Limit 4 to a customer) 

At 

Ben Franklin 
Downtown and L-Mart Stores 
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'Financial troubles' blues 
heard by SSA Tuesday 

by Ellen Schwab 
Important news for students 

which he admits has "no 
concrete evidence ," was 
reported to the Senate by 
Senator John Graf, finance 
committee member of the 
United Council. 

It is rumored that segregated 
fees. that amount of money 
controlled by the senate which 
is left over after all 
organizations have received 
allocations for the year, (used 
for student benefits such as 
free admission to activities and 
legal aid for students) may be 
cut back soon by regents. Graf 
says that in the case of these 
fees being cut, the senate 
should start looking for 
alternate funding. When senate 
segregated fees get cut, in
volvement with students 
becomes limited. 

What can SSA do to stop this 
awful mishap? asked senators. 
Graf assured senators that by 
the first of the year United 
Council plans to have some 
clear-cut steps drawn up. 
Meanwhile students are 
strongly urged to write to their 
home-town legislators and let 
them know of the concern over 
this matter. 

'' genuinely concerned 
students" recruit new students 
for next year. Chancellor 
Swanson has -provided funds 
for special work in this area. 
Prior to Christmas break 
student volunteers will be 
asked to do recruiting in their 
former high schools. If you are 
interested in recruiting, 
contact Mr. Kell or Dr. An
derson. Both men will be in
vited to speak at next week's 
senate meeting. 

Another statement made by 
Graf was that keeping state 
universities running may mean 
high tuition fees, but if it is an 
alternative to no education for 
many people, increased fees 
may be worthwhile . 

An issue of interest to dorm 
residents was the Chancellor's 
recommendation to the Board 
of Regents that 90 hourf' 
visitation be observed in 
dormitories. This means 
visitation hours would be 1:i 
noon to 1 a.m. weekdays, and 
10 a.m . to 3 a.m. on weekends. 

Another rumor told of was 
those "men" behind closed 
cioors who are considering 
closing down one or more four
vear state universities to save 
·money. Apparently at the last 
United Council meeting River 
Falls and Platteville were 
laughingly crossed off the state 
university list first. Supposedly 
a few two-year colleges will 
also be done away with, such as 
Medford. 

Additional wives tales in
cluded talk of a budget which 
would affect Stout through a 
freeze on tenure. It is predicted 
that Stout will reach an , 
education peak in 1976, and · 
that by 1980 tenured faculty 
will have no one to teach. As 
the story goes, faculty can hope 
for no more than three years of 
tenure. Departments which do 
not have completely tenured 
faculty now will probably feel 
the purse strings tighten first. 

Cropp's temper flared once 
more as he threatened to fill 

· the gaps in the senate table 
with people who would do their 
job. Cropp said that he would 
like to "stop beating his head 
against a brick wall" to get 
input from · senators. Com
mittees must function before 
executives can, and executives 
before the senate as a whole, he 
said. 

Termed prophets of doom by 
Dean Wood, the Dean tried to 
explain that if you don't have 
enough students at a university 
you don't get funds from the 
state. Wood suggests that 

Assembly 

Continued from page l 

Democrat Alvin Baldus, 111 12th St., city, 
won his fourth trip to Madison yesterday. 

He defeated William M. Pritchard, Rt. 5, Eau 
Claire, 10,359 to 7,625, for the 69th District 
Assembly seat. 

Baldus received solid support in Dunn · 
County, piling up a 7,353 to 4,530 advantage. He . 
received about 60 percent of the votes cast in 
the county. 

Baldus won in 31 of the 34 county precincts in 
the district. Pritchard carried the townships of 
Sherman and Stanton and the village of Knapp. 

Baldus received 3,632 votes in the townships, 
815 in the villages, and 2,906 in the city. Prit- · 
chard's total were 2,254 in the townships, 539 in 
the villages, and 1,737 in the city. 

Although county voters supported Democrat 
Walter Thoresen, voters in the Third 
Congressional District took a different ap- , 
proach and returned Republican Vernon W. 
Thomson to office. 

With 99 percent of the vote counted, Thomson 
had 110,231 votes compared to 90,195 for 
Thoresen. 

Thoresen received 6,210 votes in the county 
against 5,660 for Thomson. Thoresen collected 
3,015 votes in the townships, 720 in the villages 
and 2,475 in the city. Totals for Thomson were 
2,810 in the townships, 714 in the villages, and 
2,136 in the city. 

County voters supported the team of Nixon
Agnew over McGovern-Shriver and Schmitz
Anderson. 

President Nixon received 6,659 votes in the 
county, compared to 5,682 for McGovern and 
192 for Schmitz. 

The president was supported by voters in 23 
precincts; all city wards except the Second 
supported Nixon. 

President Nixon received 3,164 votes in the 
townships, 809 in the villages, and 2,686 in the 
city. McGovern's totals were 2,842 in the 
townships, 653 in the villages, and 2,187 in the 
city. 

Reports this morning said that State Senator 
Robert P . Knowles was re-elected. He received 
40 votes in the Village of Downing compared to 
32 for Democrat Norman E. Anderson. 

Fluoridation wins 
"It was a long time a-coming'" 
This was the reaction of one person as he 

viewed the results of the vote on fluoridation 
here. 

After rejecting the issue in 1954 and 1970, city 
voters did an about-face and rendered over
whelming support yesterday. 

The vote was 3,461 to 1,456. 
Overall, 70 percent of the voters favored 

fluoridation. The vote by wards was: 
Yes No 

~nt... m m 
Second . . . . . . . . . . 684 130 
Third. . .... . . ..... .486 155 
Fourth ..... . . .. . .. . .. . . 398 287 
Fifth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 713 185 
Sixth. 557 325 

Total .. .3461 1456 

Fluoridation was favored by 22 percent of the 
voters in 1954 and 46 percent in 1970. 

It might be pointed out that the referendum 
was only advisory to the council and the final 
decision rests with that governing body. Based. 
on the endorsement provided by city voters, . 
however, it appears that the council can move 
in only one direction. 

There are 6,044 registered voters in the city . 
and the vote total for fluoridation indicates that 
approximately 81 percent of the city voters 
participated in yesterday's election. 

The number of registered voters by wards is: 
First, 1,221; Second, 1,074; Third, 826; Fourth, 
857; Fifth, 1,087; and Sixth, 979. 

Spacing around no. l 
Driving south from Menomonie to Durand the other day, I 

crossed a memory dear enough to my childhood (is it over?) that I 
spent the next hour just looking at it reverently. 

I first encountered Caddie Woodlawn when my fourth grade 
teacher read both Carol Brink's semi-biographical books to our 
class. The teacher told us one time that, if we made any noise 
while she was reading, she wouldn't finish the book. I haven't 
since witnessed such a universal effort to obey a rule in any group 
of thirty people, old or young. 

I personally was so enamored with the study of the red-haired 
frontier girl that I took the trouble to take the book out of the 
-library. There was no photograph of Caddie, but there was an old 
engraved print of her telling the Indians that the white settlers 
were preparing to massacre them. Though the print was too hazy 
to distinguish the young girl's features, I fancied her very 
beautiful, in body and mind. So beautiful, in fact, that from the 
fourth until the end of fifth grade, each time I said my evening 
prayers, silently to avoid embarrassment, I asked God to save 
Gaddie in heaven until I got there, so I could marry her! 

While it is hard to fathom that two award winning books pf 
frontier history and children's adventures could have been 
written there, it is equally hard to believe that Caddie's young 
sister, Mary, lies buried in an unmarked grave somewhere near 
the historical park. 

For anyone attending Stout, from near or far away, the old 
house and marker are an excellent opportunity to find history 
near at hand, and the books, Magical Melons and Caddie 
Woodlawn are in the library. They are printed momentos of an 
age almost as exciting as our own. 

by the Onlooker 

Home equipment class learns 

secret of brighter wash 
A basketful of visual proof · 

substantiated the statements 
concerning laundering mad~, 
by Mrs. Beverly Haig, 
educational representative of 
Speed Queen, Inc. to the Home 
Equipment classes at UW
Stout on Friday, Oct. 27. 

Members of the class and 
their instructor, Dorothy 
Clure, learned the results of 
research Mrs. Haig and co
workers at Ripon, Wisconsin 
have conducted on different 
kinds of fabrics in conjunction 
with Speed Queen washers, 
contrasting results with use of 
phosphate and non-phosphate 
detergents, different water 
temperatures, different speed 
of agitation of both washer and 
drier, and varying times of 
washer and drier operation. 

Mrs. Haig addressed 
members of the Management 

of Family Resources taught by 
Miss Clure. Titling her ad
dress, "The Manufacturers · 
Responsibility to the Con
sumer" the Speed Queen Home 
Economist discussed the 
product control , importance of 
instructional manuals, 
meaning and value of 
guarantees, and procedures for 
the consumer to follow when it 
is necessary to register a 
complaint about merchandise. 

Mrs. Haig alerted the 
students to the fact that often 
the real problem lies not in 
failure of the manufacturers to 
meet their responsibilities to 
consumers but in failure of the 
middlemen to fulfill their 
obligations of product 
knowledge, product 
representation and as a 
communication link between 
consumer and manufacturer. 

Scholarships offered 
. 
1n 

pub I ic adm in rstration area 
Students interested in a 

career in public administration 
in the national, state or local 
government are offered an 
opportunity to apply for a 
fellowship to study at two 
different universities. Can
didates must be American 
citizens who have completed or 
who will complete a bachelor's 
degree with any recognized 
major by June of 1973. Each 
fellowship for single persons 
has a total value of $4,600. The 
stipend is $3,300 and the 
remainder of the grant consists 
of the remission of fees and 
tuition at the three cooperating 
universities. Each fellowship 
for married fellows has a total 
·value of $5,000. The stipend is 
$3,700 and the remainder of the 
grant consists of the remission 
of fees and tuition at the three 
cooperating universities. 

Beginning in June, fellows 
will serve a ten-week in
ternship either with a 
Department of the State 

Government in Alabama, 
Kentucky, or Tennesse or with 
a federal agency in the south 
such as the TVA . During the 
1973-74 academic year, they 
will take graduate courses in 
public administration at the 
University of Kentucky and 
either the University of 
Alabama or the University of 
Tennessee. 

Completion of the twelve 
month training period entitles 
fellows to a certificate in public 
administration. They can be 
awarded a master's degree at 
one of the two universities 
attended upon passing a final 
comprehensive examination. 

For informatio'.1 and ap
plica tions, students should 
write to Coleman B. Ransone, 
Educational Director, 
Southern Regional Training 
Program in Public Ad
ministration, Drawer I, 
University, Alabama 35486. 
The deadline for submitting 
applications is March 1, 1973. 



flNTHE'CORNERf 
by Rick Bruhn 

Three Way Tie For Football Championship Predicted 
Last weekend was pretty satisfying for me as a football fan. 

Not only did the Pack win, but the Badgers won their homecoming 
game with a safety of all things! Unfortunately Stout was unable 
to overturn the conference leader, Oshkosh, last weekend. 

This weekend is the final and most important weekend in the 
Wisconsin Conference. Oshkosh, now touting a seven win-zero loss 
record defends against Whitewater in the game that will decide 
wheth~r the Wisconsin Conference will have one undisputed 
leader - Oshkosh - or three co-champions - Oshkosh, 
Whitewater, and La Crosse. Whitewater and La Crosse each have 
six and one records. 

I predict that the conference will end up in a three way. tie. I'll 
go with Whitewater because they are the league leaders m_ total 
offense and total defense and because some of the Oshkosh vic
tories have been squeakers. Whitewater has a tendency to maul 
their opponents. I also feel that La Crosse will dump River Falls. 
As a result all three of the teams should end up with identical 7 . 
win -1 loss records and a three way tie for the championship. 

I also predict victories by Platteville over Stout, and Eau 
Claire over Stevens Point. Superior has finished its conference 
game and plays St. Thomas. I'll go with St. Tho~as. M)'. predicted 
finish for the conference shows a three way lie for first as ex
plained above. Fourth place shou_ld go_ to P~att~ville (5-3) and 
River Falls in fifth (4-4). Eau Claire will be m sixth place (3-5) 
and there will be a three way tie for seventh between Superior, 
Stout and Stevens Point with 1-7 records. 

Probability and Pole Tie 
Probability and the Pole each ·predicted three winners in last 

week's action. Both predictors pick Whitewater over Oshkosh and 
Eau Claire over Stevens Point. The Pole predicts La Crosse over 
River Falls Stout over Platteville and St. Thomas over Superior. 
Probabilit/will go with River Falls, Platteville and Superior. 

Last Week's Results: 
Osl}kosh 37 - Stout 10 

La Crosse 21- Eau Claire 0 
Whitewater 28- River Falls 0 
Stevens Point 31- Superior 23 

Platteville 31- University Ill.-Chicago 6 

Weekend Sports Calendar 
This weekend you will have a chance t~ ~ate~ three _in

teresting sports. There will be an eight team ehmmalion bowling 
tournament Saturday morning at 9 a .m. in the Student Center. 
Teams competing are Stout, Superior, Stevens Point, River Falls, 
Oshkosh, Milwaukee, La Crosse and Platteville. Also at 9 a.m. 
will be the regional meet for Women's Gymnastics held at the 
Fieldhouse. Friday evening at 7 p .m., the Women's Volleyball 
Team will host St. Therese and UW-Waukesha. Other sports 
action includes football with the Blue Devils traveling to Plat
teville and the cross country team entering district competition 
at Eail Claire. The women's swim team will be at the state meet in 
La Crosse. 

3rd Chinnock splashes to 

fM swim meet victory 
by Todd Schmidt 

The Intramural swimming 
meet held two weeks ago 
proveo to be a huge success as 
evidenced by the active par
ticipation. Third Chinnock took 
the six team meet with a total 
of 93 points. Hotel Hovlid was a 
distant second with 451/2 points, 
followed by 2nd Wigen with 37, 
TKE with 35, the Creamers 
from Fleming 27, and Third 
Chinnock No. 2 with 14. There , 
must be an over abundance of 
swimmers on Third Chinnock. 

Individual results: 
200 Yard Medley Relay Time 
1st- 3rd Chinnock No. 1 . . 1: 57.2 
2nd-Hote1Hovlid . . .2:04.6 
200 Yard Freestyle Time 
1st - T. Connor, 
Hotel Hovlid ... 
2nd - Rich Blade, 3 C 
Rvders No. 1 . ... 
50Yard Freestyle 
1st- Scharze, Creamers 

.. 2:12.5 

.. 2:24.0 
Time 
. :25.3 

2nd - G. Thompson, 
Hotel Hovlid .... .... .... : 25.6 
100 Individual Medley Time 
1st-Mickey Eaton, TKE .1:06.6 
2nd - L. Scherzer, 
3 C Ryders . . .1:07.2 
Diving 
1st - Steve Swick, 3 C Ryders 
50 Yard Fly Time 
1st - J. Luettgen, 
Creamers . . . . . . . . : 26.5 
2nd-T. Iesetts, 3 C Ryders :30.0 
100 Yard Freestyle Time 
lst-T. Connor, Hotel 
Hovlid . . ..... . .. .... ... .. :55.0 
2nd - J. Mullenix, 
3CRyders. . .. . :55.7 
50 Yard Backstroke Time 
1st - R. Blade, 3 C Ryders . : 30.3 
2nd - J. Luettke, Creamers: 30.4 
50 Yard Breastroke Time 
1st- M. Eaton, TKE .... .. : 31.0 
2nd- P. Wisnewski, 3 C 
Ryders . . . . . . . .. . :31.9 
200 Yard Freestyle Relay Time 
1st- 3 C Ryders .. . .. . .. . . 1 :53.1 
2nd - 2nd Wigen ... . ... ... 2:02.5 
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Titans roll over Stout gridders 
by Dave Kopydlowski 

The Oshkosh Titans football 
team walked onto Nelson Field 
as the undefeated conference 
leader and three hours later 
walked off the same at the 
expense of the hustlin' Blue 
Devils 37-10. 

Coach Sten Pierce's deter
mined Blue Devils gave the 
Titans a fierce battle before the 
visitors blew the game wide 
open with quick touchdowns in 
the last minutes of the first 
half. 

The Titans scored the first 
time they had the ball when 
they marched 62 yards in 
eleven plays to have halfback 
Tim VanderVelden plunged 
over from a yard out. Titan 
kicker Dick Wadie kicked the 
first of five straight extra 
points at the 7:27 mark. 

Stout marched right back 
and moved to a first down 
inside the Oshkosh ten yard 
line. They were, however, 
denied the tying touchdown 
and had to settle for three 
points off of Rick Henneberry's 
toe from the 23 yard line. 

Seven minutes later into the 
second quarter Wadie hit on 28 
yard fieldgoal to put the Titans 
up 10-3. 

All hell then broke loose to 
spell the Blue Devil's doom as 
Vander Velen broke a half 
dozen tackles and scored on a 
16 yard run at the 1: 12 mark. 

Seconds later the Blue Devils 
fumbled the ball away at their 
own 19 yard line. It only took 
the Titans three plays before 
Vander Valen crashed into the 
Stout end zone on a three yard 
run . 

Oshkosh Titans Mark Ristau (45) and Tom Rammer (72) make 
better doors than windows for Stout's quarterback Steve Fedie 
( 10). 

The Titans confidently went 
to the halftime dressing room, 
ahead 24-3. 

Oshkosh scored once in the 
third and once in the fourth 
period to complete the Titan 

scoring. Both scores were on 
one yard runs following long, 
established drives. Dan Feldt 
scored climaxing a 66 hard 
drive and John Koronkiewicz, 
after a 72 yard march. 

Stout's only consolation of a 
dismal afternoon was fresh
man safety, Jack Voight's, 

THE TAP 
HAPPY HOUR 
6:00 - 8:00 Daily 

Taps 15c 
Assorted Drinks 

· Now serving beer and liquor 
On and Off Sales 

FALL SPECIAL 
on 

Flannel Shirts 
Reg. $4.49 ea. 

2F~~ $8.00 
Bostw·1ck's OpenThur.&Fri. 

9:00- 9:00 

spectacular 85 yard punt 
return for- a touchdown with 
1: 50 remaining in the game. 
Henneberry added the extra 
point. 

Oshkosh clearly held the 
edge in statistics as they rolled 
up 24 first downs to Stout's 14 
first downs. 

The Titans did most 
everything on the ground. They 
got 18 first downs and 333 yards 
by rushing . . Vander Velen 
rushed for 129 yards in 25 at
tempts and Feldt added 101 
more yards . 

Stout's rushing coun-
terattack managed only 90 
yards. Most of that came from 
the effects of Ron Berg and 
Dan Luer who respectively 
gained 45 and 46 yards . · 

Both teams had limited 
success in throwing the football 
because of the slick turf as they 
both completed only six passes. 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
ALL TOPICS 

Wri te or call for your up-to-date mail 
order catalog of thousands of out
sta nding research papers . 

Enclose $1.00 for 
Postage and Handling. 

WE ALSO DO 
CUSTOM.MA DE RESEARCH 

CHAMPION RESEARCH, INC . 
636 BEACON ST., SUITE 605 

BOSTON, MASS . 02116 
( 617) S36-9700 

We need a local agent 

KODACOLOR 126 
DEVELOPED 

· AND ENLARGED 
FOR KODAK INSTAMATIC · CAMERAS 

FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY 
Return this ad 
with film and 
rem11tance or 
write for FREE 
him mailers. 
TRIAL OFFER 
one per family 

,,,.·, ,:~ 
24 Hour Service Phone 235-3461 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 
ICOO . $2.29 

AC0t.0tt 126 ONt,y 

ELECTRIC STUDIOS 
P. 0. Box 688 T 

EAU Cl.AIRE. Wrs. 5470 I 
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1972 University of Wisconsin - Stout Cross Country Team. First Row O. to r.); Mike 
Olson, Bill Lemsky, Fred Kuhn, and Gerhart Sasman. Back Row: Barney Klecker, Rick 
Burdick, Andy Staudt, Bob Sandstrom. · 

Harriers 
disappointing 
in conference 
meet 

The harriers didn't fair as 
well at conference as was 
expected and the end result 
was a sixth place finish. 
Turning in the top place was 
Barney Klecker, who finished 
13th place over a field of what 
was quoted as being the 
toughest cross country field .in 
W.S.U . history. Although 
Klecker finished in 13th place, 
he was only seconds away from 
La Crosse's All-American Jim 
Drews, who finished first with 
the fastest time ever in a 
conference meet. Finishing 
only a half minute behind 
Klecker were Garhart Sasman 
and Bill Lemsky, who both 
showed excellent times. 

Stallsmith stated later he 
wa~ very pleased with some of 
the performances and the team 
certainly looked better than 
last Saturday. Their biggest 
problem seems to be depth. 
Unlike a few of the other 
schools , Stout lacks the depth 
needed for a large meet. If one 
of the top runners had a bad 
day, the team suffered badly. 

"We look for a better day this 
Saturday," Bob Sandstrom 
stated, "We'll be running 
closer to home and this always 
makes a team perform bet
ter ." Bill Lemsky, the con
ference six-mile champ of last 
spring indicated that this was a 
do-or-die day, in that only the 
top 25 qualifiers progress to the 
National Meet in Liberty 
Missouri, Nov. 18. 

As it looks now, Stout could 
possibly advance as many as 
five runners, but it would take 
superb performances by all. 
Klecker, this year's captain, 
~oncluded that some of the 
team members have been 
looking forward to this meet 
since early last summer, and 
he expects top performance in 
the do-or-die meet. 

Hungry? 
~-~'e"' Hamburgers . 
~ '\,'\,(; 22c · 

Little Steer 
A cure 

for those munchies 
Open Daily 

11 ::10 a.m.-1 :00 a.m. 
Weekends 

11 :30 a.m.-1 :30 a.m. 
524 Broadway 

flash Cadillac 
& The Continental Kids 

Appearing 

Friday, November 17 

8: 00 p.m . . 

Karges Gym 
UW-River Falls · 

Adm. $2.00 

NOTICE! 
The WPS Blue Shield Health Insurance I.D. 
Cards are completed for a II insured students 

Please stop at the office at your convenience 

BOB JEATRAN 
MINTON-JEATRAN ASSOCIATES 

409 Wilson Ave. 
2JS-OS81 

Foosball Tournament 
Doubles 

Sunday, Nov. 12, 7 p.m. 
1st & 2nd Place Cash Prizes 

at the 

Pizza Villa 

Denim flare Jeans 
(lOOunce) 

Reg. $S.S0 

SALE PRICE\$4.44 

Bostwick's Open Thur. & Fri. 
9:00- 9:00 

Netters good but lose 3 
On Tuesday, Oct. 31, 

"spooks" weren't out to get the 
womens Varsity Volleyball 
team, but River Falls was. 
River Falls left Stouts' lady 
netters winless. The team 
traveled to River Falls for the 
evening and ended up with two 
losses for the "A" squad by 
scores of 15-4 and 15-1. The "B" 
squad proved a little more 
successful with a win of 15-10, 
lat-er they dropped two games 
15-10 and 15-11 to lose the 
match. 

"Trying again" was the 
calling card of the team as they 
traveled to Platteville Friday. 
Try to win they did, as they 
showed team stamina, but 
consequently lost as Platteville 
out played them . It was the 
"A" squad with 15-7 and 15-6 
games. While the "B" squad 
posted a 15-7 and 15-4 loss. 

Playing Madison on 
Saturday wasn't much more 
pleasant as far as wins went . . . 
none were obtained by the 
team. Two loss decisions were 
the out-come for the ·"A" 
squad, a 15-7 and 15-4. 

"The teams record may 
seem lousy," Chris Zampach, 

the volleyball mentor said, 
"but the enthusiam and games 
have been fantastic . The team 
is playing with far more ex
cellence then their four win 

· record indicates. It's 
remarkable there are twenty
two women out for the sport 
this late in the season." 

The volleyball that Stout's 
women play isn't backyard 
recreational volleyball. It's a 
rough, hard hitting game . . 
Stout's Varsity Volleyball team 
proves this with their injury 
list. It's a long list of pain: two 
broken fingers, a broken and 
sprained ankle plus two 
sprained thumbs. Wisconsin 
womens intercollegiate 
volleyball competition is 
played to the rules of Olympic 
volleyball and is played in the 
same competetive manner. It's 
hard and forceful, but fun. 

The lady bluedevils have a 
dual meet left to their seasonal 
schedule. It will be Nov. 10, 
here at home, in a triangle 
meet· between St. Therese and 
U.W. Waukesha. Stout will host 
the State Regionals on Nov. 18 
at 9 a.m . 

BAG A PAIR OF BAGGIES 

For a limited time only, bring in any old pair of 
jeans and receive a 

$2° 0 trade-in allowance ·on any pair 

of Baggies or Elephant Bells 

1Tc:1'¥ 
L-Mart Shopping Center 
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Stout hosts regional 
gymnastics meet 

On Nov. li Stout will host the 
Regional A WWIAC, Women's 
Gymnastic Meet at the 
Johnson Fieldhouse. Par
ticipating schools will be Eau 
Claire, La Crosse, River Falls, 
Stout and Superior. 

The women will compete in 
four areas: floor exercise, 
balance beam, uneven paralled 
bars and side horse vaulting. 

The floor exercise event is 
performed to the music of a 
single instrument and had a 
time limit of one minute to one 
minute 30 seconds. It uses 
acrobatic elements, dance 
movements and gymnastics 
combinations and is confined to 
a matted area approximately 
40 feet x 40 feet. 

The balance beam is almost 4 
inches wide and is about four 
feet high and 16 feet in length. 
The time span of the foutine is 
limited to 1:20 to 1:45 min. The 
exercise includes balances, 
turns, jumps, leaps, running 
steps and acrobatics. These 
movements should cover the 
entire length of the beam. 

The uneven paralled bars use 
a high bar 7'6" high and the low 
bar 4'11" high. A routine 
consists of a mount, 10-12 
stunts and a dismount. The 
routine should be continuous, 
dynamic and rhythmic 
changes of grip, bar to bar 
changes, changes in directitn 
and variety in movements . 

The vaulting horse is about 
3'7" high. Vaults are classified 
as one of three types: 
horizontal, vertical and 
twisting. The hands must touch 
the horse and both the pre-

Women's IM 

flight and after flight are 
considered when scoring the 
vault. 

Routines are performed on 
this equipment at three levels 
depending on the difficulty: 
beginning, intermediate and 
advanced levels. The routines 
can be compulsory or optional. 
In a compulsory routine each 
contestant perform's the same 
routine, which is pre
designated by the sponsoring 
group . These routines are 
judged on correctness of the 
foutine, and form and style of 
the gymnast. Optional routines 
require each contestant to 
compose and perform a routine 
of their own. These routines 
are judged on the content of the 
composition as well as the form 
and style of the gymnast. 

Competition at the regional 
meet will be in all of the four 
areas of competition. Com
pulsory routines will be per
formed at the beginning, in
termediate, and advanced 
levels and optional routines at 
the intermediate and advanced 
levels. The top five places in 
each of the areas will advance 
to the state competition at 
Oshkosh, Dec. 9. 

Competition will be the 
greatest between the areas two 
largest teams, Eau Claire and 
La Crosse. La Crosse is the 
defending Region A champion. 
Stout finished third last year 
and qualified four individuals 
in seven entries. 

If you haven't anything 
planned for Nov. 11 stop by the 
field house. It may be the most 
exciting part of your weekend. 

Volleyball 
Standings 

WO ME N's I.M. VOLLEY 
BALL STANDINGS 
J : 15 League w L 8:45 League w 
Third Hanson "6 0 United Black Sisters .. .. 5 
1st Froggat .... "5 1 Picketts .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . 4 
All-Nighters . ". 5 1 Comical Cottage . .... .. . 3 
Special-K . . . . . .. 1 5 2nd Curran .. .... .... ... 3 
4th West Smackers. .1 5 O.T.R.'s ..... 2 
Puritans. .. .0 6 1st Curran .. .... 1 

8:00League w L 9:30 League w 
Nibishes ... .. 6 0 Krunchettes . . .. 4 
Tailor's Tacks "4 2 First Intercourts. .. 4 
4th Mac Machine ... .. .... 3 3 UKUBabies ...... .. . ... 4 
Zoo .. .. ..... 3 3 3rd Kranzusch . . . "3 
Wallbangers ...... .. .... 1 5 Squirrelly Squad ........ 2 
Hansen's Honkers ..... 1 · 5 Faculty . . .. ............ 1 

CORRECTION RIBBON 

ER RO RITE™ 

NOW SHOWING 

ASEffiRATE 
PEACE 

IN COLOR 

best-seller From the(; 
that really knew 

a generation 
(PG> 

UW Students, $1.25 
Evenings 7 & 9 

Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 

AT YOUR 
BOOKSTORE 

beautiful 
girls,. . a bright 
summer day, ... 
trappe-d in a 
te-rrifying web of 
shock and 

PAMELA 
FRANKLIN 

MICHELE 
DOTRICE 

L 
1 
2 
3 
3 
4 
5 

L 
2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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The 1972 Women's Gymnastic Team: Front row (l. tor): Mary Beth Igwell, Mary Hin
derman. Middle row (l tor): Mary Johnson, Debbie Posselet. Back row <I to r>: Gail 
Barfuss Margaret Keyes, Dorothy Bernardi. 

Women swimmers aim for state title 
by Trice Smith 

Friday evening will find 
Stout's Women's Swim Team 
at La Crosse competing in the 
state preliminary meet . 
Hopefully they will be 
exhibiting the winning talent 
that they have shown 
throughout the season. 
Saturday evening those women 
that came in spots one through 
six in the previous evening 
events will compete for state 
titles . 

Coach Rita McKinley feels 
Stout will be well represented 
Saturday. She commented on 
Stout's ability, "we have the 
talent to be one of the top three 
teams in the state. It seems 
unlikely with any cir
cumstances we'd do less than 
fourth ." 

The state swimming meet is 
held differently than other 
Women's Collegiate State 
tournaments. There are no 
regionals held but rather a 
preliminary meet. The prelims 
offer the same events as the 
finals and the purpose is to 
eliminate numbers of swim
mers. 

The events to be held, all of 
which Stout has representation 
in, are: butterfly 50 and 100 
yards, free style 50 and 100 
yards, and 200 and 400 yards, 
breaststroke 50 and 100 yards, 
backstroke 50 and 100 yards, 
individual medley 100 yards, 
medley and free style relays, 
plus diving competition. 

Each women swimmer may 
compete in four events in state 

HARRY'S 
'SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PL! ES 

EXPERT 
SHOE R.EPAIRING 

1'31 Main St. 235-7615 

meets, while competition is 
limited to three events during 
the season. 

"We have an advantage over 
Oshkosh," Martha Heimann 
said. She continued, "Although 
Oshkosh has eight top swim
mers as a team, they . will 
acquire a few consolation 
points," consolation points are 
teampoints received by 
swimmers placing seventh 
through· twelfth, but not 
qualifying for finals. "U.W. 
Madison" Murf continued, 
"will have an advantage over 
us as they have twenty-six 
team members to gain team 
points. Madison is currently 
State champs, and there will be 
competition for everyone." 

McKinley sees things op-
' timistically as she hopes to see 
the lady swimmers finishing in 
the top six of all 50 and 100 yard 
events. "Marcy Sirotkin, who 
stood undefeated throughout 
the season in 50 and 100 yard 
breaststroke, has possibilities 
of being state champ in both 
events," McKinley com
mented. Margie Brown, who 
shows a flawless seasonal 
record in 50 and 100 yard 
butterfly will try not to be out 
done as McKinley expects her 
to finish high. Murf will be 
swimming, with possibilities of 
being slowed down due to an 
operation this past week . 
Optimistically Murf said, "I 
don't think it will hurt me or 
the team any as I'll swim like I 
always have." 

Bali Hai 
$1.89112 Gal. 

Practices have been tapering 
off this week as the team has 
been swimming harder and 
less distance. They're working 
at becoming a State champ 
team Saturday. 

JV's beat 
Eau Claire 

Monday the Stout Junior 
Varsity football team knocked 
off the Eau Claire J.V.'s 6-3 in a 
game played at Eau Claire. 

The Blugolds drew first blood 
with a field goal in the second 
quarter. 

Stout, under the direction of 
Larry Couey, marched back in 

. the third period and scored on a 
Couey to John Negbed pass . 
The pass converted a fourth 
down situation at the Eau 
Claire two yard line. 

The young Blue Devils 
finished out their season with a 
2-2 record following last week's 
14-0 loss to La Crosse. 

HELP! 
Sports Reporters 

Needed 

Inquire at 

Stouten ia office 

Sloe Gin 
$3.85 Qt. 

Budweiser 
95c 6 Pac 

$3J5 Case 

We carry a full line of party supplies. 

L-Mart Liquor 
Ph. 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9: 00-9: 00 
Sunday 12: 00-5: 00 
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To the international student: 
A Christma~ gift is waiting! 

GIFT IS WAITING!! 

It is not too early to start 
thinking seriously about your 
Christmas vacation. The . 
earlier you make your plans 
and the more you think 
seriously, the more relaxation, 
benefit and experience you can 
obtain from your vacation. 

Christmas International · 
House 1972 welcomes you. This 
program is sponsored by 50 
different churches in 50 dif
ferent towns in 20 states who 
participate in this program. 

Christmas International 
House will be held December 
16-Jan. 1. All international 
students (non-U.S. citizens) of 

Orienteering sends 

students back· to nature 
by Gina Grave 

If you still had some phy. ed. 
credits to gather this fall, while 
paging through the catolog, 
you may have noticed a 
strange looking class called 
Orienteering. If you didn't ask 
what it was or find out the hard 
way by enrolling anyway, now 
is the time to find out. Orien
teering is already gaining 
popular·ity and is quite well 
known in Canada. It's inex
pensive to take-up. All you 
need is a pair of jeans, a long 
sleeved shirt and some 
sneakers. You might want a 
compass too, but they're even 
provided in a competition. OK, 
so what's Orienteering, what 
do you do?? 

Well, it's a cross country 
race using topographic maps 
and compasses to find a series 
of check points called controls. 
At each there. is a flag and a 
stamp with which to stamp 
~·our control card. The best 
time wins. Sound easy? ... 
think about it. It requires 
physical capabilities as well as 
mental shrewdness. The best 
route is rarely straight and 
many ti.mes several routes 
111ust be quickly considered 
and the one best suited to the 
runner, chosen . One route may 
involve a hill, another a longer 
distance but flatter terrain, 
c1nct another a surer wasy to the 
control but even a longer 
distance. The situations are 
infinite and so are the 
challanges. 

The Orienteering class here 
at Stout was developed by John 
Zuerlein. Lasr quarter was the 
first time it was offered but it 
will continue being offered 
Spring and Fall quarter. 

Mostly it consists of map 
reading and compass activities 
out in the bush. Coach Zuerlein 
has a philosophy about this 
course. He feels that it's an 

Lady's 

Panty Hose 
2 for 

individual activity and it 
requires you to depend on 
yourself and have control over 
your mind and your body. For 
this reason one of the activities 
of the course is a solo over
night. It has little to do with 
orienteering techniques, but is 
a great way to gain the "in 
touch with yourself" feelings 
he believes are important. 

Each student is taken to a 
point and dropped off with 
what gear he can carry, but no 
tent ( a sheet of plastic or a tarp 
will suffice) and no food. They 
are given directions to a 
·campsite and an envelope 
containing handy things like 
printouts on shelter and fires 
and assorted reading matter 
"to consider while alone in the 
woods." Twenty-four or in 
some cases forty-eight hours 
later at a new point, they are 
picked up and taken home. 
Strange things go through your 
mind alone in the woods with 
an empty stomach that first 
night. It's an experience to 
remember and could be a cure 
we all should consider for 
times when life gets us down. 

The first group that went out 
returned with lots of com
ments. Some had gathered 
field corn to cook and chew on, 
one made clover tea and none 
of them were real hungry, but 
they couldn't wait until dinner. 
One comment was that · time 
went by slowly, but seemed to 
have gone by so fast looking 
back. Someone else said they 
hadn 't slept well and couldn't 
understand why. 

The course is a tough one 
physically but a rewarding one 
too. There are improvements 
to be made as in any new 
course, but if it sounds in
teresting maybe we'll see you 
next Spring or even at an 
ori en teeri ng competition 
somewhere. 

any age in college or graduate 
school are welcome regardless 
of race, nationality, or 
religious background. All 
activities are optional. One 
may take part in all or none of 
the many programs provided. 

Room and board is free to the 
international student; 
however, the student must pay 
his own transportation costs to 
the community sponsoring the 
program. During the time 
spent in the community, 
transportation to and from 
various activities will be 
provided. A clue on how to cut 
down transportation costs is to 
arrange a ride with some other 
students or to plan the trip with 
others and share the expense of 
one car. 

This program provides a 
fantastic opportunity for those 
who enjoy meeting people and 
sharing experiences. It is also 
a great opportunity to learn 
about America and Americans 
and to speak about your 
country and your people. You 
will find the community to be 
one which is very hospitable 
and eager to learn about you 
and your experiences. If you 
plan to attend, we hope that 
you take time to introduce the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout 
as well as yourself and your 
country. 

For more information read 
the International Student 
Bulletin Board in the basement 
of the Student Center opposite 
the mail boxes, or you may 
come to the Foreign Student 
Coordinator's Office in the 
Administration Building to 
obtain an application. The 
deadline for mailing your 
application is Nov. 27. 

Plan a vacation and have a 
good experience. 

Nabil Saad 

Metronome 
Thursday, Nov. 9 

Friday, Nov. 10 

8: 15 and 9:30 p.m. Pawn Entertainment: Gerry Grossman. 

7 p.m. Women's Volleyball (Stout, St. Therese-Winona, and UW
Waukesha 

Saturday, Nov. 11 Veteran's Day 

9 a.m. Bowling Match - An eight team elimination by Wisconsin 
State Universities (Recreation Room) 

10 a.m. Regional Gymnastics Meet 

l l a.m. Veteran's Day ceremonies (Flagpole adjacent to the Post 
Office on Main Street) 

6::rn p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

7 p.m. Hayride for married Students (Directions on how to get 
there are posted on the bulletin board outside the Pawn in the 
Student Center) 

8: 15 and 9:30· p.m. Pawn Entertainment: Gerry Grossman 

Sunday, Nov. 12 

11 :30 a.m. Lutheran Student Service · (Our Saviour's Lutheran 
Church) <Contemporary Guitar Mass - St. Joseph's Church) 

Monday, Nov. 13 

5::lO p.m. IRHC <Ballroom) 

7 p.m. UAA <Ballroom) 

7 p.m. Nutrition and Foods Assoc. Meeting (East Central 
Ballroom) 

7 p.m. Alfresco Meeting for those interested in joining the ski 
team (President's Room) 

7::Jo p.m. Formal opening of one man art show by Jones Gilbert 
( Glass Lounge - Commons) 

:1::lO- 5:30 p.m. Verna Ludwigson will speak on Microwave Ovens 
<Rm. 307 H.H.) 

Tuesday, Nov. 14 

7 p.m. SSA 

8p.m. Angela Davis spo~sored by Speaker's Forum (Fieldhouse) 

Wednesday, Nov. 15 

7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Lighting seminar sponsored by Northern States 
Power Co. and Sylvania hosted by Home Ee. in Business Club 
<Ballroom) 

!I p.m. Ecummencial Vespers 

at 
Recycle 

this paper 

The new paved parking lot opened it's stalls this week with the airy look. For the 236 
stalls reserved for students and faculty, only a few permits have been sold. Cost is $4 a 
month and the yearly fees must be paid in advance. To students walking back and forth 
from south campus across it, its truly an "asphalt jungle." 

Bostwick's 

. We Have Music 
(For men also) 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 
C 

400 Ma in s,t . . Phone 235-3461 

HEY STUDENTS avoid the last minute! 
Come in and do your Christmas 

shopping by lay by. 

Also get your Thanksgiving cards and 
party goods at 

B0RGIE15 CARD, GIFT 
& MOD SHOP 

214 Main St. 

-
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Davis interview 
to be aired Friday 

A taped interview with 
Angela Davis will be broadcast 
this Friday night on WVSS at 8. 

During this interview Davis 
will talk of the same areas that 
she did in her Tuesday night 
speech here. The areas that 
will . ~e covered are; Angela 
Davis reasons for coming to 
Stout, her feelings of Nixon's 
re-election, racism, repression 
an_d oppression, political 
pnsoners, communism. and 
violence. <see story on page 5) 

Of violence Davis said, "I 
know one of the things they 
tried to use against me at my 
trial was that because I was a 
communist I should advocate 
violence. 

When asked why people 
aren't demonstrating anymore 
she said that many 
organization forms have 
deteriorated, but she feels 
there is a high level of con
sciousness on campuses. "We 
have to bring back those 
demonstrations," she com
mented. 

Davis later discussed the 
prison situation. She said that, 
"prisons in this country is the 
other example of the corrupt
ness of this country." 

She commented during the 
interview that a school like 
Stout was an important place 
to visit_ because generally 
people involved in radical 
politics ifnored small areas. 
This stop in Menomonie is part 
of her tow- of college towns to 
develop support for the 
national movement 
organization for political 
prisoners. She added that the 
re-election of Nixon reconfirms 
the need for this movement. 

She ended the interview by 
saying, "the major questiOI 
facing the American peopie 
today is racism ." She added 
that the capitalistic system has 
been the opressor. 

Angela Davis speaks in a jamed fteldhouse Tuesday night. 
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SSA hears 
enrollment report 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
Special reports at Tuesday 

evening's SSA meeting in
cluded projected enrollment 
figures by Dr. Richard An
derson, Dean of Admissions 
and Records and a report on 
recruitment by Charles Kell, 
Assistant Director of Ad
missions. 

The focus of the reports 
centered on the effect the 
lowered enrollment has· the 
budget. It was learned that 
Stout's total budget loss was 
set at $196,000 ; part of which 
was to be paid back by Nov. 15, 
with the rest being cut from 
next year's budget. 

One of the main points 
stressed by Anderson was that 
the dollar support in the budget 
system is based upon full-time 
equivalency enrollment. Full
time equivalency is the 
number of undergraduate 
students carrying 15 or more 
credits or graduate students 
carrying 12 or more credits. 

In fw-ther statements con
cerning our present enrollment 
Anderson revealed that head 
count used in most reports 
includes all students enrolled 
at Stout. -

Anderson said the head count 
enrollment at Stout was 5,245. 

& money woes 
Whereas there are 5,301 full
time equivalency students and 
the current on-campus 
enrollment (not including those 
students associated with ex
tension programs) is 4,994. 

In showing the con-
tradictions between the 
divisions Anderson compared 
this year's enrollment to last 
year's· and gave account that 
while full -time equivalency 
was down by 83 students, the 
head count figure is up 14 
students. This is because, 
although 14 more students are 
enrolled, students are carrying 
fewer credits. He went on to 
say that Stout was one of four 
state schools witli an increase 
in the head count figure. He 
could not recall any schools 
having an increase in full-time 
equivalency students. 

Analyzing how the budget 
cuts would affect students, 
Anderson noted there would 
probably be cuts in student 
services saying tha.t each 
position is cw-rently being 
evaluated and considered for 
low productivity. 

Attention focused on in
creasing the student 
enrollment as Kell approached 
the senate, telling them of his 
recruitment techniques. 

Kell stated the main duties of 
his office to be visiting high 
schools in Wisconsin, Min
nesota and northern lliinois; 
offering tow-s of the campus to 
possible students, handling 
program information requests, 
working with student teachers 
and setting up booths at con
ferences which draw possible 
future students. He went on to 
say that they were cw-rently 
working with the Vets and 
minority students to increase 
their enrollment. 

Another concern of SSA was 
that of the Black Awareness 
Budget. Defeated last week, 
the purpose and history of 
Black Awareness was 
presented in more detail this 
week. The additional budget 
allocation of $2,200 was passed 
by a vote of 15 yes, 5 no and 1 
abstention. 

Also passed was the budget 
and name change for Fine 
Arts, formerly Creative Arts. 
The recommended $1 ,810 
budget was approved by a roll
call vote of 17 to 3 with 3 ab
stentions. 

Other business included the 
appointment of Joyce Seefeldt 
as senator at large and Joyce 
Albrecht to the Search and 
Screen Committee for dean of 
the graduate committee. 

Haas uses option, 
returns to Eau Claire 

reprinted from the Eau Claire Spectator 

Dr. Leonard Haas, executive 
vice president of the UW 
System, feceived approval 
Friday to return in April as 
UW-EC chancellor. 

Haas' request to use his 
option to return to his Eau 
Claire post was approved by 
system president John Weaver 
and the UW Board of Regents. 

The board also named Dr. 
John Morris, UW-EC interim 
vice chancellor for academic 
affairs, as interim chancellor 
until Haas returns and 
authorized Weaver to appoint a 
search and screen committee 
to seek candidates to succeed 
Haas as executive vice 
president of the UW system. 

The appointment dates will 
enable Haas to remain in 
Madison until Donald K. Smith, 
recently appointed vice 
president for academic affairs, 
begins his duties in Cehtral 
Administration on a full time 
basis. 

Haas explained that Dr . 
Richard Hibbard's death 
changed the timetable and 
resulted in the need for his 
d~cision at this time. 

In a letter to Weaver, Haas 
said that the decision to return 
to Eau Claire was difficult to 
make, but he had to base his 
decision on "where my 
greatest service can be given 
to the UW system and at the 

same time provide · the 
professional satisfactions for 
me." 

In a statement to the regents, 
Weaver said he could not have 
had a finer human being or 
colleague to work beside. "I 

. can understand so very well, 
however, the longing he feels to 
return to the academic life of 
the campus," Weaver said. "I 
honor the compelling sense of 
loyalty he feels for the 
University in Eau Claire, an 
institution which he has served 
with great distinction over 
inany years." 

Haas was president of the 
former WSU-EC for 12 years · 
until Oct. 7, 1971 when he was 
granted a leave of absence and 
appointed executive director of 
the WSU System. After the 
merger of the former UW and 
WSU systems on Oct. 11, 1971, 
.Haas was appointed executive 
vice president of the new 
system. 

Haas' leave and appointment 
included the provision that he 
could retw-n to his Eau Claire 
position no later than July 1, 
1973. Hibbard was then named 
interim president at UW-EC, a 
position he held until his death 
Oct. 17, 1972. 

Until Haas returns April 1, 
Morris will hold two positions 
- of interim chancellor and 
vice president for academic 
affairs. 

Continued on page 7 



editorially speaking • • • 
THUMBS DOWN 

.... to the vandals who have torn up, and ripped off 
articles and magazines from the library. You hit an 
all time high this month. Thank you for making 
research for a term paper impossible. 

Tuesday's encounter with both Angela Davis and the Black 
Awareness budget have brought two contrasting incidents to 
light. These incidents also bring up several questions. 

We feel we must ask what the Speaker's Forum's objective is 
in bringing speakers such as Angela Davis to the campus. It is 
difficult to see the students wishes reflected in the . Forum's 
selections . 

. . · .. To the other vandals that ripped off the stall 
numbers in the asphalt jungle. Certainly is a wor
thwhile thing to steal. 

In a totally different vein, the Black Awareness group did an 
about-face and is going to open their Black Culture room as a 
learning center for all students. The only question here is whether 
we can all participate without ill-effects ·rrom an incident that 
happened Tuesday. . . .. to the regents for putting a freeze on the beer in 

dorms policy. We don't lose ours right now, but it has 
put a stop on other campuses to adopt the policy for 
the meantime. The regents say thi~ freeze is to give 
the Educational Committee time to survey the 
issure and make a new recommendation . 

That incident occurred when Angela Davis met with students 
in the Black Culture room. At that time all white students, and 
press, were politely asked to leave. Someh(!w the incident made 
the six p.m. news. Angela, during her speech, skimmed lightly 
over the incident saying "the press has attempted to distort what 
had been a prearranged part of the schedule." 

.... to the disorg~nized mess of a bookstore. Good 
luck in trying to find anything down there when you 
need it. 

The schedule, as we have it in front of us, reads "talk with 
students in Black Culture room." We find the two statements 
incongruous, as the schedule makes no reference as to which 
"students" were to be in on the informal session. 

THUMBS UP 

... . to the UAA for deciding to publish a bi-weekly 
calendar, opposed to the yearly calendar we get at 
registration that never has anything on it anyway. 

It should be noted that Carl Safford, president of the Black 
Awareness group, apologized for the incident at the SSA meeting 
Tuesday night. Apparently the Davis incident did not reflect the 
wishes of the Black students involved. 

The contrasting situation involves the Black Awareness 
budget. It was discussed all day Tuesday, first, in a financial 
committee meeting and later at the senate. .... to the football team for rallying to the course 

and stomping Piatteville, 14-9. Our Blue Devils can 
never be said to lack spirit even though it can be said 
of the fans. 

The budget was passed that night, and we aplaud the fact that 
it was. Their budget of $2200 is to be used in the following 
manner: $250 for travel; $1850 for two speakers, a black band, and 
magazine and newspapers; and $100 for printing and promotion of 
these events . .... to the new hall painting policy. To beat the drab 

of dorm hallways, students can now not only paint 
their rooms, but the halls too. 

Carl Safford stated the reasoning behind the budget request in 
this way, "the only way a Black student can get involved at Stout 
is to become an active member of the University .... we want to 
open the Black Culture room for all, have it a research center for 
all students." Safford continued, "We want students to get rid of 
their fears of coming into the Black Culture room." 

Applications are now 
!wing taken for the position 
of Editor in Chief for the 
Stoutonia for second 
semester. Submit written 
qualifications to Catherine 
Cleary c-o UAA office 
deadline is Nov. 28. 

We applaud the Black Awareness Organization for their step 
to create an open atmosphere in the Black Culture room 

Again we must question Angela Davis' effect on the 
University community, and not look over the incident she caused 
which only put us one step backwards, a direction in which we can 
ill-afford to go. 

'.Reverse racism' charge denied by student Administration reacts 
to student's gripe 

It never ceases to amaze me 
as to how far people will go to 
air their opinions, whether they 
are rationally thought out ones 
or irrational ones offered under 
the ptetex of being rational 
Case in point is the en
counterment that Angela Davis 
experienced at the Field House 
tonight. 

There was a hassle about the 
fact that some white students 
tried to attend a meeting that 
was scheduled to be held only 
for the Black students on 
campus. This meeting was 
listed on the agenda, which was 
available for anyone concerned 
with meeting with her. During 
thetimeslotof2:00p.m. to3:00 
p.m. she was to meet with the 
Black Awareness group and 
have an informal rap session 
with them. 

If someone thought that they 
had enough of an interest in her 

to warrant meeting with her 
prior to her speech at the Field 
House, all they had to do was to 
take the time to inquire as to 
her availability and make 
arrangements from there. 
Evidently this was not done. 

First and foremost, Angela 
Davis is a Black woman. This 
identity is one of the prime 
_motiyating factors in her life. 
That may sound like an un
derstatement, but was meant 
in all seriousness. For this 
reason I can see why she 
wanted to meet with the.Black 
students by themselves prior to 
meeting with anyone else on 
campus. Justifiably, her main 
interest is racism. Equally 
justifiable is her concern with 
the manifestations of racism as 
applied to any campus that she 
enters. With this in mind, I 
don't think that it is too very 
hard to see why she would want 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
A letter to the editor will be accepted from any source as long 

as the contents concern the students at Stout or would be of in
terest to them. 

The STOUTONIA requires that all letters be signed. But 
names will be withheld upon permission of editor. 

Agreement with editor as to content is not a criterion ·for its 
publication. However the letter must not be libelous as deter
mined by the editor. It is the policy of the STOUTONIA to exercise 
good taste a11d respect .rights of privacy. 

Letters should be submitted to the STOUTONIA office or 
Union mailbox. 
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to meet only with Black 
students prior to meeting with 
anyone else on campus. 

To the Editor: 
Two weeks ago the Stoutonia 

printed a letter of mine dealing 
with some difficulties in get
ting a senior credit evaluation. 
Since then the administration 
at a high level has shown 
genuine concern about this 
student problem . 

The Dean of Admissions and 
Records contacted me and 
made an appointment for me to 
see him. I received a courteous 
hearing on the matter, and my 
immediate problem was 
quickly resolved. I got the 
impression that the dean is 

Cont. on page 3 

In my own mind I see this 
incident as reflecting a great 
deal of concern over the fact 
that something unknown, (thus 
construed to be threatening in 
some way, shape or form,) was 
taking place. Was some person 
or group afraid that they would 
be maligned and not be able to 
defend themselves? I don't 
know, but I surely would at 
least not go through the effort 
that was exerted to bring this 
whole minor affair to the 
forefront. 

Student questions 
money allocations There are many other 

thoughts concerning this whole 
fiasco that are going through 
my mind at this time, but I 
have neither the time nor 
ability to voice them at this 
time. I hope that this hastely 
written note will suffice for the 
time being. I hope to get my 
thoughts together in the next 
few days and reflect on them in 
next weeks edition of the 
STOUTONIA. 

Dear Editor, 
It is my belief that the 

students of Stout were fooled 
by Miss Davis as to why she 
chose this institution to speak 
at. To my knowledge she was 
invited by Speakers Forum to 
visit Stout for which she 
requested two thousand 
dollars, speakers fees, plus 
transportation, lodging, etc. 
for herself and entourage. 

Organization is not making an 
equally boring contribution to 
the Stout community by 
bringing Bobby Seales to this 
campus at an equally exor
bitant cost of three thousand 
dollars. 

If Miss Davis has made any 
contribution to the Black 
movement in this country, in 
my opinion, she did not do so 
here tonight. Thank you 

Pat O'Connor I also hope Black Awareness Greg Bedsted 
SSA Senator 
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Cont. from page I 

sincerely concerned about 
ways to improve the services to 
students that come under his 
control. I would like to thank 
him for his consideration and 
help. 

I urge other students to try to 
bring their school-related 
problems to the attention of the 
people who are in a position to 
do something about them . 
Don't just gripe in private. A 
person in a responsible position 
has to be aware that a problem 
exists before he can take steps 
to solve it. 

Most of the school-student 
problems I have heard about 
are common to a number of 
students. You might help a lot 
of other people as· well as 
yourself by pressing for a 
"good" solution to your ' 
problem, instead of letting 
yourself be put-off by the first 
person you talk to about it. 

Thursday, November 16, 1972 The Stoutonia - J 

~r===-/-_~~ \IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST 
/ . - ~ / by Ralph Nader 

· )), the new campus activism 
I 

students a means of restricting 
the PIRG should it prove 
unresponsive and ineffective: 

Fortunately, the first PIRG's 
have been so successful that in 
Minnesota, where the best 
figures are available, refunds 
total less than five percent of 
the . money collected . 
Moreover, as word of the 
success of the first group 
spread, new PIRG's were 
organized. All follow the same 
basic formula, but each is 
independent and concentrates 
on issues within its immediate 
area. 

The most widespread student 
problem seems to be no t . 

knowing who is the "right" l~~;;~:l;:;;::;11saii~~~~~--~wii,~J 
person to see about some other 

Student activism has come a 
long way from that day in 
February, 1960 when four 
Bible-carrying black students 
sat down at a lunch counter in 
North Carolina and refused to 
move until served. They and 
the thousands of white and 
black civil rights workers who 
followed their example 
ushered in a decade of campus 
social concern about issues 
such as peace, ecology, and 
women's rights. This surge of 
activism affected colleges and 
universities themselves. At 
numerous campuses dress 
l'ocles ancl parental rules have 
been abandoned ; courses are 
more diversified; and, in many 
schools, students have won a 
voice in policy matters. 

Despite some successes, 
student activities are plagued 
by recurring problems. 
Student's lives suffer from 
gaping discontinuities: Ac
tivities follow the academic 
cycle. Campus-led voter 
registration drives, tutorial 
programs for the poor, and 
environmental projects· are 
interrupted by exam ination 
periods and too often ended by 
summer vacations. Who ever 
heard of a July peace 
demonstration? 

In Vermont, for example, 
students and staff have 
published exposes on the ski 
industry , Blue Cross health 
insurance and are in the 
process of creating a statewide 
lobby. The Western 
Massachusetts PIRG has sued 
a large utility. In Minnesota 
MPIRG took action on more 
than 60 projects during its first 
year of operation. The Missouri 
MPIRG drafted a new con
sumer code to protect poor 
people in St. Louis. The 
fledgling New Jersey PIRG, 
with only two staff members , 
lee! a fight against a tran
sportation bond issue which 
ignored mass transit needs . In 
each case student researchers 
gathered data and prepared 
reports , and when necessary, 
the professional staff drafted 
new legislation or filed suits . In 
some states, within a few 
months of their establishment, 
PIRG ' s became important 
representatives of citizen in
terests. 

problem. The right person, of 
course, is the one who can offer 
you the best solution. Use the 
Stoutonia or whatever other 
means you may have available 
to try to find out who to see 
about a problem that affects 
the Stout community. 
Somebody else may have the 
answer you need. 

Jeff De Bruin 

S.O.A.P. at 

Stout stinks 
To the Editor: 

SOAP is a term used by 
Stout's Business Ad
ministration . department . 
SOAP means Student's Own 
Apptitude Pace. The program 
is used in Accounting classes 
where the students can come to 
class yet little on the m
structor's part to teach is done. 
You can ask questions , only to 
be referred to a certain 
chapter, or told to memorize 
some rules. The instructor is 
too lazy to teach, and so lazy as 
to not even answer student's 
questions when they have 
problems, but to refer them 
somewhere else. Accounting is 
difficult with an instructor 
teaching you, with SOAP you 
are lost. 

As for the popularity of this 
program the students do not 
really want it. This has been 
proven every semester at 
registration. The accounting 
classes taught by an instructor 
are closed almost-immediately 
after opening and even the 
night classes are closed before 
SOAP is taken. 

Students are required in 
some majors to take ac
counting to graduate, so they 
are then stuck taking SOAP 
accounting, only to find 
themselves filling out a drop 
card some time later to get out. 
The students that do complete 
the course learn very little 
about accounting from it . 
Except how to cheat to pass the 
ridiculous tests which you keep 
taking until you pass. But how 
much accounting is really 
learned? Just enough to pass 
the tests? 

So why should a course exist, 
where little is learned, the 
instructor doesn 't care, and the 
students don't even want? And 
students end up taking the 
course only to learn and have 
the experience of filling out a 
drop card. 

Name withheld upon 
request to editor 

New IRHC president 
concerned with Stout 
visitation pol icy 

For the past few weeks, a 
new figure has been leading the 
weekly IRHC meetings held on 
Monday nights in the East 
Ballroom. William Kane was 
recently elected president of 
IRHC by the students living in 
the dorms. 

When interviewed Kane felt 
an issue of great interest to 
students at the present time is 
the visitation policy. He recalls 
first learning about IRHC last 
year due to their successful 
initiation of this policy. 

The Food Service is another 
issue that Kane feels students 
are concerned with . He .hopes 
students will give feedback to 
their representatives so that 
those · aspects which are 
dissatisfactory might be acted 
upon. Student objection to 
having only a 10:30 brunch 
resulted in the Food Service 
opening up at 9: 30 for an hour 
Continental. At the 10:30 
brunch there are now two lines, 
one line serves breakfast and 
the other features lunch goods. 
Another result of student 
feedback is that students are 
also given a chance to dish up 
their own vegetables at the 
salad bar. 

Issues of lesser importance 
he feels include the constitution 
and bicycle storage. Kane feels 
that since many students own 
bicycles they will support this 
policy that would allow a 
common storage area in each 
dorm. Guidelines for dealing 
with violators of this policy 
were outlined at a previous 

meeting. 

Referring to the constitution 
Kane said, "It needs only a few 
minor changes and it should be 
passed. " As of now, the con
s titution voted on by the 
students resulted with 1,729 
yes, 301 no, and 84 abstained. 
Next it must be passed by IRH
C and Senate. 

Kane decided to run for the . 
presidency after hearing about 
the vacancy at a CKTO hall 
meeting. As a representative 
from first Tustison , he has an 
idea that there might be at 
least ten others running. As it 
turned out, there was only one 
other candidate. 

Qualifications needed to run 
for the presidency are that one 
must be a sophomore, live in 
residence halls, be in good 
academic standing (2 .0), and 
have an interest in improving 
residence hall living. 

The duties of an IRHC 
president include being a 
spokesman for the council 
awareness of resident 's 
desires, and insuring the 
proper functioning of com
mittees . He is also expected to 
attend meetings and con
ferences such as URHA, an 
organization concerned with 
the residence halls on the 
Wisconsin campuses. 

Many students know nothing 
or very little about IRHC. Kane 
hopes more issues can · be 
passed so that students will 
realize that IRHC exists and 
some relevant changes are 
being initiated. 

&@~~ 
SUPPERCLUB 

on Upper Tainter Lake, Colfax, Wis. 962-3870 

•THANKSGIVING DAY MENU• 
(Serving 12 noon to9:00 p.m.) 
ROAST YOUNG TOM TURKEY 

with chestnut dressing and giblet gravy 

ROAST LEG OF LAMB 
with savory sauce and mint jelly 

ROAST PRIME RIB OF BEEF 
au-jus 

BAKED SUGAR CURED HAM 
with pineapple and champagne sauce 

- All Above Dinners Include Salad Bar -
PLEASE MAKE North on 25 to "D" 

RESERVATIONS Right 4 Miles 

In addition to lack of con
tinuity , lack of know-how 
hampers student efforts . This 
is especially true when they 
attempt to deal with complex 
issues such as industrial 
contamination of the en
vironment, employment 
discrimination on the basis of 
race and sex, inequities on the 
tax laws or defective consumer 
products . Such problems are 
not readily solved by symbolic 
demonstrations, marclies or 
sit-ins. Scientific , legal, 
engineering, or medical ex
pertise is needed to discover 
the extent of the problem and 
to bring it to a solution. 

In 1970-71 students in Oregon 
and Minnesota developed a 
way to provide continuity and 
expert knowledge to their 
efforts and to enhance their 
educational experiences. The 
vehicle was a student-funded 
Public Interest Research 
Group <PIRG l. The theory 
behind the PIRG was un
complicated. Students in 
schools throughout each state 
hired their own full-time staff 
of lav·vers, scientists, and 
other . <1dvocates . These 
professionals provided con
tinuity and focus to student 
efforts . In turn, through class 
work and staff supervised 
projects, students learned the 
techniques of public interest 
research . Each participated 
school elected student direc
tors who set policy for the 
group. The money to pay for 
salaries and expenses came 
from student activity fees. 
However, students who formed 
PIRG's insisted that the PIRG 
activities, and -second, to give 

When the PIRG concept first 
was proposed on campus, 
skeptics wondered whether 
students would . support the 
program or whether regents or 
boards of trustees would grant 
their approval. Both questions 
repeatedly have been an
swered yes. Others feared that 
professionals wouldn' t work 
for students, but most PIRG's 
have had their pick of qualified 
applicants. Some people 
worried that PIRG's were not 
legal or would endanger 
universities' tax status. 
However, favorable opinions 
by state attorneys general and 
approval of tax-exempt status 
by the Internal Revenue 
Service eliminated these 
concerns . Today in state 
schools such as the Univ. of · 
Minn., Oregon State, the Univ. 
of Mass. , and Rutgers and in 
private schools such as St. 
Louis Univ., Syracuse, Rice 
and Williams, students and 
PIRG professionals are 
'working on projects designed 
to make government 
responsive, preserve the en
vironment , protect the con- . 
sumer, and guarantee equal 
opportunity to all. 

For more information 
concerning PIRG's, write to 
Citizen Action Group, 2000 P 
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20036. 

We wish you all a 

Happy Thanksgiving 
BORG I E'S 

214 Main St. 

CARD, GIFT 
& MOD SHOP 
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Solicit for 
Stout 

Here's your chance to inform 
your own hometown high 
schools about this interesting, 
unique, professionally oriented 
university that you're at
tending. It will only cost you 
one day out of your entire 
Christmas vacation to visit 
your old high school and ins 
terest students in choosing 
Stout for their · higher 
education. 

The admissions office is 
sponsoring a program where 
students currently enrolled 
here can volunteer to visit 
hometown high school students 
who may be interested in 
coming to Stout. You could do 
this on your own, if you're 
interested in recruiting new 
students, but Stout will hold ain 
organizational meeting prior to 
Christmas vacation to 
distribute materials and give 
out necessary information. 

Students wishing to volun
teer should contact the high 
school relations office at ex
tension 1304 or Room 114 of the 
Administration Building . 

Non-residents are especially 
needed as out of state schools 
are generally not included in 
the high school visitation 
program. All students, 
however, are welcome to 
volunteer. 

Introducing 

macPame 
wedding rings 

ArtCorved went bock many years 
to bring you the newest look in 
wedding rings. Mocrome, the art of 
creative knotting. Reborn as the 
fashion of today 's generation. 
Select your matching Macrame 
wedding rings from our complete 
ArtCarved collection. 

Anshus 
Jewelers 

Relaxation 
and 

Concentration 
are just two of the. 
states of mind our • 
Pink Sound Syn-
thesizer can help you ! 
attain. Send for a free 
brochure. 

Micro Tel 
Communications · 

1 

1140 Broadway 
Fargo, N, D. 58102 
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Chancellor 

invites imput 
This is to invite you to a 

session to provide in
formation, ask for you 
ideas , and present a 
challenge regarding current 
and future developments at 
Stout. 

Budget reductions, 
enrollment shortfall , 
productivity increases, 
tenure policies, merger, 
conditional contracts, bare
bones budgets - all of you 

· have heard and read these 
terms recently . Because the 
problem involves all of us , I 
am scheduling a three-part 
meeting on Nov. 20, and 
inviting you to participate. 

Gilbert Jooes with some of his work. Showing in The Commons 

glass lounge this week. 

6: 30 - 7: 15 - Explanation 
of the 1973-75 UW budget 
procedure and its probable 
effects on Stout. In
formation on the details of 
the Stout budget proposal. 
( Harvey Hall Aud.) International student presents one-man art show 

7:20 - 8:40 - "Brain 
Storming" sessions of ideas 
for better use of Stout's 
resources ( Classrooms in 
Harvey & Fryklund) 

Have you seen the one-man 
exhibit in the Glass Lounge of 
the Commons? The credit can 
be given to Jones Gilbert, a 
foreign student from Trinidad, 
West Indies. 

In Viewing Gilbert's 
exhibition, I found it to be in
teresting and rather 
fascinating. His collection 
included many colorful 
creations, some of which may 

gorl' 
So I'm the 
First Man 8c 
this is the 
Garden~ 

Edenr? 

be purchased. :Some ot me 
articles included in the show 
have already been purchased, 
and were loaned for display. 

Though Gilbert works with a 
variety of art materials, he 
enjoys handling water colors. 
This is obvious in his one-man 
exhibition. Scenes concerning 
the Menomonie area, and 
Gilbert's homeland constitute 

· a primary part of his ex
traordinary show here on 
campus. 

Gilbert, who is a Senior here 

STUDENT DIRECTORIES 
In anticjpation of the arrival of the student directories 

this week, we would like to explain why the situation with 
them is different this year. 

Last spring, the registrar's office received notice that 
their publisher could no longer produce a directory for 
Stout. Since no funds have ever been allocated for a 
directory, the administration decided to give the job to a 
student organization. Stout was the last state university to 
give the job to an outside group. With the approval of the 
student senate, the registrar's office first asked Stout's 
service organizations and Vet's club if they wanted the job. 
They dicl not. A memo was then sent to all of the other 
organizations on campus, informing them of the op
portunity and asking them to submit a proposal if they were 
interested. Although several groups inquired about the job, 
our's was the only one to follow through with a complete 
proposal, hence, we received permission to put out this 
year's directory. 

Those campus organizations that sell their directories 
charge from fifty cents to a dollar apiece. We are asking 
fifty cents for ours. They will be available. in the student 
union, the Commons, and in the resident halls. 

KAPPA LAMBDA BETA 

at Stout, is majoring in Art 
Education. In the past, he has 
played a significant role in the 
organizing of Annual 
Children's Art Shows at local 
and international levels. 

His work has been displayed 
at the Commonwealth Festival 
of Arts in the United Kingdom, 
and the Trinidad Pavilion at 
expo '67 in Montreal, Canada. 
Surinam, Guyana, and Brazil 
are a few of the many areas 
where Gilbert's abilities have 
been displayed. 

This is odd!... 
There's ,some 
Wl'iting on 

the wall!" 

8:45 - 9:00 - Challenge -
"How to increase our future 
base budgets" <Harvey Hall 
Aud .) 

Robert S. Swanson 
Chancellor 

NOTICE I 
The WPS Blue Shield Health 

Insurance I.D. Cards are completed 

for all insured students 

Please stop at the office at your convenience 

BOB JEATRAN 
MINTON-JEATRAN ASSOCIATES 

409 Wilson Ave .. 

23S-OS81 

FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY 
24 Hour Service Phone 235-3461 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 
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A day with Angela Davis 
by Debbie Weidrich 

Anticipation hung heavily in 
the air. Restlessness rippeled 
across the audience as they 
waited for Angela Davis to 
make her appearance. 

The moment finally came. 
As she walked to the podium 
people moved to the edges of 
their seats, craning their necks 
to catch a glimpse of the 
nationally reknowned speaker. 

The audience sat in rapt 
attention as Ms. Davis began . 
Hopes and expecations were 
high. 

She plunged into her talk 
with an evaluation of Nixon 
and his accomplishments or 
lack of accomplishments . ("He 
said that the war was winding 
down. Are you aware of the 
escalation that took place 
during the time he was talking 
about winding down the 
war?") 

Ms. Davis then began a 
discussion of capitalists and 
their influence on the nation's 
economy and people . She 
supported her statements with 
a long string of government 
statistics and their breakdown. 

It was at this point that some 
of the audience's attention 
began to wain . Feet were 
shuffled and people re-adjust,ed 

their positions on the 
bleachers. 

It was the beginning of a low
keyed evening that came as a 
surprise to a number of 
students . Many expected a 
volatile, explosive type of talk. 

One student complained, "I 
was expecting something 
really big and it turned out to 
be nothing." 

Some felt that her speech 
was primarily composed of 
rhetoric that they had heard 
and read many times before. 

"I see her more as a 
crusader for the black cause, 
rather than the Communist 
cause . She didn't bring up 
anything new." stated a 
student leaving the field house. 

Another student who was 
sorely disappointed and 
completely disgusted with Ms. 
Davis stated , i was totally 
bored. She contradicted her 
own statements. She wasn't 
worth the money." 

One student explained that, 
although her speech was not 
congruous with his precon
ceived idea of it, he was very 
impressed. " It wasn't what I 
expected. . It was very 
lowkeyed. She's working for 
something beautiful. She's 

found a way to do it by ap
pealing to reason. She kind of 
reflects the mood of the protest 
movement right now ." 

Some students knew very 
little about Angela Davis and 
found that the talk was in
formative. 

"I thought it interesting. I 
didn ' t know anything about her 
before ," commented one 
student. 

One student who appeared to 
have been engrossed in Ms. 
Davis' speech commented 
later that he felt that she had 
been useful in enlightening the 
conservative students in the 
audience. 

Another found that she had 
something of value to say to all 
of the audience regardless of 
their color. "I'm from St. Cloud 
and I'm impressed with her 
coming to Stout very much. 
She's a figurehead. I think its . 
wonderful for her to come here 
to relate to black students as 
well as white students. 

Within the audience Tuesday 
night there was a variety of 
opinions. It is not important 
that all did not join in har
moneous agreement. What is 
important is that Ms. Davis' 
speech made people think. 
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A young view of Washington "Jim Kweskin 
& The Jug Band's 
· Greatest Hits" 

If there is one area in the 
country wh.ere President 
Nixon's coattails appear to 
have been long on the surface, 
it is this southern state which 
elected a Republican governor 
for the first time since 
Reconstruction and a 
Republican U.S. Senator for 
the first time in 72 years. 

The President carried North 
Carolina by a better than two
to-one margin, pretty much as . 
expected even though the state 
is considered as progressive as 
any in the South. (Perhaps best 
known among its recent 
leaders is former Governor 
Terry Sanford, himself a 
candidate for the Democratic 
nomination for President this 
year. Now president of Duke 
University, he was the first 
southern governor to come out 
for John F . Kennedy in 1960, 
and was nationally acclaimed 
for his contributions to 
progressive education in the 
state in the early 1960's.) 

This year, however, North 
Carolina elected conservative 
television commentator Jesse 
Helms to the Senate. A man 
who is so far to the right he 
thinks President Nixon is a 
liberal, Helms nonetheless, 
turned prodigal son and em

.'braced the President 
religiously in the closing weeks 
of the campaign, a move which 
many say was the prime cause 
of Democratic candidate Nick 
Galifianakis' defeat. ("If 
you're going to vote for ' 
President Nixon, it makes 
sense to send Jesse .Helms to 
the Senate," his ads 
proclaimed.) 

But even here, the 
President's pulling power was 
not what it appears to be at 
first glance. In the May 
Democratic primary, 
Galifianakis, a young 
congressman, defeated 
Senator B. Everett Jordan, 
who had held the seat for 
nearly fifteen years and is one 
of North Carolina's best loved 
political figures in recent 
history. A progressive (earlier 
this year Jordan voted for the 
end-the-war amendments and 
opposed the Lockheed loan, 
something few southern . 
senators dared dream of 
doing), Jordan gave 
Galifianakis no issues other 
than his age - he is 75 - and the 

HARRY'S. 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO' S 

SADDLES & SUP- .· 
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHO E RE P AIRI NG 

1'3.1 Majn St ._ 235-7615 

by Ron Hendren 

The southern 

strategy: is it 

really working? 

fact that -he had undergone 
cancer surgery about the time 
the campaign was gearing up. 
. Neither issue was valid. The 

Senator's strength, physical 
and mental, was and is 
remarkable, and his operation · 
was an unqualified success. 
Nonetheless, Galifianakis ran 
on the age-health issue and 
many North Carolina voters 
became convinced that Jordan 
was a sick man. Thus 
Galifianakis won the 
nomination, but alienated 
many Democrats in the 
process by his tactics. And 
even though Jordan 
magnanimously supported his 
former opponent, financially 
and otherwise, it wan't enough. 
Too many voters just didn't 
bother to split their tickets and 
give Galifianakis the "penance 
vote" he had counted on. 

Now, many observers are 
convinced that Jordan would 
have beaten the Republican 
candidate even though the 
state went so heavily for Nixon. 
Some even think Jordan might 
have carried in the Democratic 
candidate for governor, who 
instead went down to defeat 
along with Galifianakis, 
something which has not 
happened in this heavily 
Democratic state for a cen
tury. 

Thus the President's pulling 
power, while it undoubtedly 
played · an important role in 
North Carolina, was quite 
likely not the deciding factor. 
The state is Democratic at 
heart and is likely to stay that 
way, the President's Southern 
Strategy notwithstanding . 

And North Carolina, 
traditionally a leader in the 
South, is likely to resume that 
role four years hence by 
electing a Democratic 
governor. As for Jesse Helms, 
the man who thinks Nixon is a 
liberal, he is likely to be one of 
those rare . southern 
phenomena in politics - a one
term Senator. 

Artists: 
Jim Kweskin and 

the Jug Band 
Label: 

Vanguard 
About a month ago a friend 

asked me if I wanted to hear a 
little jug band music. Being the 
open-minded person that I am, 
I agreed. When he handed me 
the record jacket all I could say 
was, "Jim Kweskin's greatest 
hits, who is Kweskin?" He · 
laughed and told me to settle 
back for some good-time 
music. About 30 minutes later I 
couldn't handle the music so I 
left. Greg didn't let me forget 
Kweskin, because he played 
the album night after night 
until I became interested 
enough to do a little research 
on Kweskin. 

The Kweskin band began 
way back in 1963 in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts . Depending on 
· the concert, the band consists 
of any number from four to 11 

Study in 
Africa '73-75 

Menomonie getting you 
down? 

Consider studying a year in 
African university for the price 
of Stout: The University of 
Wisconsin-Oshkosh offers 
students in all disciplines a 
year of study abroad from 
September to June in English 
speaking universities in Sierra 
Leone, Ghana, Nigeria and 
Ethiopia. This opportunity 
should be especially appealing 
to Art and Psychology majors , 
You must be a sophomore or 
junior now with a 3.00 or better 
GPA. The cost is about $2350 
traveling included. What will 
you spend this year, total? 

Interested? Come to the 
President's Room of the 
Student Center, Nov. 21 at 7 
p.m. to talk to students from 
Oshkosh who studied last year 
in Africa. They will show slides 
and answer your questions. 

If you are venture-some 
enough to put Western 
civilization aside for nine 
months of living in a different 
culture; you may like this. If 
you can work 30 to 32 semester 
hours of transfer credit into 
your program, this may be for 
you. If you take to the par
ti ci pant-observer sort of 
learning experiences, this is 
for you. If you want a cross
cultural dimension to your 
education, try this. Ap
plications will be availableat 
the presentation Nov. 21 or 
from Lou Klitzke, FH 330 now. 

ATTENTION 
STUDENTS!! 

SPECIAL 

Paperback 
Book Sale 
10% OFF 

Our Wide Selection 
(Limit 4 to a customer) 

At 

Ben Franklin 
Downtown and L-Mart Stora.s 

Sounds of . . . 

our times, 
by Tom Burke 

· members. From the reading 
that I did, the musicians in
clude: Jim Kweskin (guitar, 
vocals), Greg Muldaur (wash 
board, guitar, kazoo, and 
vocals), Richard Green (fid
dle), Maria d'Amato (kazoo, 
tambourine, and guitar), and 
Fritz Richmond (jug, wash 
board, bass). 

Way back when Dr. West's 
Medicine Show released "The 
Eggplant That Ate Chicago'\, 
it looked as though Jug Band 
music may become a big 
seller. Unfortunately it wasn't. 
Jug Band music just didn't 
have the selling appeal that 
rock, soul, or blues have. 

As one might expect, Jug 
Band music is extremely in
formal. All it takes are several 
people who can play any . in
strument from a washboard to 
a comb. While blues and most 
rock music are structured, Jug 
Band music literally lets it all 
hang out. Just because jug 
band music may not be ex
tremely structured is no reason 

' to believe that the musicians 

aren't talented. The opposite is 
true. The basic instruments 
are present, such as a piano or 
guitar. Of course not just 
anyone can make a washboard 
or jug sound musically 
coherent. My hat is off to the 
person who can pick up a wash
board bass and with the other 
implements produce a sound 
that, if nothing else, leaves the 
listener smiling. 

Vanguard has provided the 
listener with a double album 
treat. From Kweskin's album, 
two cuts caught my attention 
more than any others. "Beddle 
Um Bum", tells of a woman 
who is available, "if you ain't 
had none." "That's When I'll 
Come Back To You," makes it 
apparent that it will be a while 
before he does come back. 

I'll admit I haven't written 
much about the content of the 
album. My main reason for 
reviewing Kweskin's album is 
to let you know that it exists. 
Jug band music exists for the 
people who care to hear 
something besides blues or 
high-powered rock. Even 
though jug band music may 
never have a universal appeal, 
when the time comes to spin 
some tunes, and for the listener 
to really get loose, people like 
Jim Kweskin and The Jug 
Band will always be on hand. 

Free flicks presents: 

funky film fest 
Dec. 4 through Dec. 9 

Continuous showing of films will be as follows: 

Monday - "The Best of Laurel and Hardy" - 7-10 p.m. -
H.H.A. 

Tuesday - "Spook Spectacular & Terror Trip" - 7-10 p:m. -
H.H.A. 

Wednesday - "Shorts" from the Comedy Era - 7-10 p.m. -
Pawn 

· Thursday - Color Cartoon Festival - 7-10 p.m. - H.H.A. 

Friday - "Monkey Business with the Marx Bros. - 7-10 p.m. -
H.H.A. 

Saturday - "Ma & Pa Kettle in the Ozarks" - "Ma & Pa 
Kettle at Waikiki" - 7-10 p.m. - H.H.A. 

Admission is free to all films listed above. Films will start 
promptly at the designated time. Doors will open 30 minutes 
before showtime. 

Remember: Dec. 4-9, one full week of films. 

·corner him 

with Four 
Corners 

Open 
Mon.-Fri. 
Till 9:00 

-



University Theatre presents 
absurdest one-act by Ionesco 

University Theatre is in the 
process of rehearsing two very 
strange one-act plays by' ab
surdist playwright Eugene 
Ionesco. The plays will be 
presented in the Quarter 
Square Theatre in the 
basement of Harvey Hall, Dec. 
1 and 2. 

Not really mystery-thrillers, 
the two one-acts, "The 
Leader" and "The Future Is In 
Eggs ," should provide a 
shocking and unforgettable 
theatrical grab bag of visual 
and sound effects. 

Continued from page 1 

" I, and everyone else, will 
just have to work a little 
harder," Morris said. "With 
help from Dr. (Larry) Schnack 
a nd others throughout the 
univ ersity , everything will 
work out." 

The University won 't make 
a ny other adminis trative 
changes before Apr. 1, Morris 
said . 

Director Terry Markovich 
has chosen to emphasize 
certain slices of American life 
(political campaigning in "The 
Leader" and domestic life 
styles in "Eggs") . "We may 
even sell apple pie during in
termission," says the director . 
!'Our object is an entertaining, 
peculiar, and refreshing view 
of two familiar segments of 
American living." 

Free tickets are available 
Monday through Friday , 9:30 
a.m . to 3:30 p.m. Nov. 27 - Dec. 
1 in the Snackbar. 

"It wouldn't be any easier to 
hire anyone," he said, 
"because by the time he would 
become familiar with the job, 
Dr. Haas would be back." 

When I:Iaas returns , Morris 
will act as interim vice
chancellor for academic af
fairs until July 1, the interim 
deadline. Then someone will be 
permanently appointed to the 
position. 

The picture 
runs 130 minutes! ... 

The story 
covers 96 of the most critical hours 

. ' h" t ' ,n man s ,s ory ... . 

The suspense 
will last through your lifetime! 

A ROBERT WISE PRODUCTION 

From the Best St!ler ;,~ 

MICHAEL CRICHTON 

~NDROt.EDA STRAIN 
ARTHUR Hill· DAVID WAYNE · JAMES OlSON · KATE REID 

Produc11on Designed by Screenplay by From the Novel by Directed by 

BORIS LEVEN . NELSON GI DOING . MICHAEL CRICHTON . ROBERT WISE 
Soundtrack Album Music by , NOTE• #0 ONE WILL 8£ SEA TED 

e,CI"'""' oo ICOpp Reco,ds GIL MELLE ' DURING THE LAST 10 MINUTES. 

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE · TECHNICOLOR' PANAVISION" ~ ''t.!!:,•.~==.0 

<ll:]l> 

SUNDAY , NOVEMBER 19, 1972 
HARVEY HALL AUDITORIUM 
6:00 PM and 8:45 PM 
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C9ming up ... 
Robert Rimer to tell of alternative life styles 

Robert Rimmer , who is 54, a 
New Englander, a 
businessman with his own 
printing company, a husband, 
and the father of two grown 
sons, is also one of the most 
talked-about writers of our 
time. His books, The Rebellion 
of Tale Marratt (about a 
bigamous marriage), The 
Harrad Experiment (which 
goes one step beyond coed 
dorms to coed roommates), 
and Proposition 31 ( on cor
porate or group marriages), 
have sold more than five 
million copies. 

Bob Rimmer is going to be at 
Stout, right after Thanksgiving 
vacation, to talk about alter
native lifestyles. He will speak 
in Harvey Hall auditorium , 
Tuesday , Nov. 28 at 8 p.m. 

As Robert Potette wrote of 
him in the January, 1972 issue 
of Psychology Today : Rimmer 
has been "possessed by the 
belief that life without love is 
not life; that most of the 
standard structures for human 
relationships are tragic 
failures, especially the nuclear 
family; and that if man is ever 
to learn to love, he must take 
new directions." These new 
directions affect the most 
sensitive areas of our lives : our 
sexuality, our feelings, our 
marriages, and our families. 

In the PT interview with 
Poteete and Elizabeth Hall, 
Rimmer expressed some of the 
revolutionary ideas which have 
made him famous. At the crux 
of these is the belief that "there 
should not be any one alter
native lifestyle ... , but many. 
Pluralism is the salvation of 
society .' ' Perhaps about 
everything, he believes that 
social structure is a necessity, 
"not only so individuals can 
realize themselves fully 
witho.ut guilt feelings, but also 
for the preservation of the 
family." 

Although many have at
tacked him for trying to un
dermine the family structure, 
he said in the interview that 
this is the farthest thing from 
his mind, and that, in fact , he 
believes our society could not 
exist without a strong family 
structure. He said that the 
trouble with most homes in this 
country today is "that they are 
not families; they are simply 
households, most of them 
sustained by three or four 
people, including parents and 
children. No man is an island 
meant to live alone, and these 
nuclear households are little 
better than islands." 

Of communes as an alter
native to the nuclear family, he 
said, "communes like Oz, 
which lasted for a few months 

in Pennsylvania, or Hog Farm 
in New Mexico, or any of the 
other hippie communes based 
largely on 'doing your own 
thing ,' are simply passing 
phenomena. They are shan
tytowns held together tem0 

porarily by a love-everybody 
philosophy spouted by people 
who are frightened by the 
dynamic interresponsibility of 
love." 

Rimmer believes that, 
"Youth is not the time for 
marriage. Youth is the time to 
find out about yourself in 
relationships to other people, 
other human beings." 

Referring to human com
munication, he said, "There 
are many people in all walks of 
life and in all age groups who: 
are daring to search for an~ 
swers to living , by the simple 
proces.s of involving them
selves in deeper , interpersonal, 
defenseless living. To do this is 
much more of a commitment 
than the simple sharing of a 
penis and a vagina!" 

Robert Rimmer's ideas are 
perhaps the most controversial 
and revolutionary of our time. 
His books - particularly 
Proposition 31 - have affected 
thousands of lives, and hun
dreds of people have written 
him of their experiments in 
group marriage. As Poteete 
wrote, "He is a man in whom 
hour and idea are met." 

------NATIONAL FOCUS-----

Voters register decisions on 
issues as well as candidates 

by Debbie Wiedrich 
In addition to deciding 

between candidates on Nov. 7, 
voters in many areas were 
faced with the task of deter
mining the fate of state and 
local referendums and 
propositions. 

A $1.2 billion environmental 
bond issue, whose funds are to 
be used mainly for the clean-up 
of New York's air and water 
supply, was successfully 
passed by a great majority of 
_yoters who heavily favored it. 

A $6 million, New Jersey 
transportation issue was 
defeated. It's opposition, the 
Sierra Club, thoroughly con
vinced voters that it called for 

too much money for the 
building of roads and not 
enough for mass tran
sportation. 

Coloradans voted 3 to 2 
to terminate the funding of the 
Winter Olympic games, after 
Governor John Love had won a 
bid from the International 
Olympic Committee to bring 
the 1976 Winter Olympics to 
Denver. Although the main 
concern was cost, there was an 
underlying fear that the games 
might stimulate growth in 
areas already too rapidly 
expanding. 

Californian voters were 
faced with a staggeri,1g 22 
seperate propositions . Of 
those, four issues appeared to 
be outstanding in comparison. 

All Campus Party 
Thurs., Nov. 16th 

8: 30 p.m. 
Music by 

TOUCH STONE 
$1.00 for A ll You Can Drink 

At The 

LOADING ZONE 

Vacation with a BAGG IE on 

250 Pair Baggies Sale 

- Assorted Colors - Name Brands 

Regular Price Per Pair 

Golden Hanger Ltd. 
305 - M ain St . 

Proposition 17 was an effort 
to reverse the Supreme Court 
ruling abolishing the death 
penalty . Although it passed 
with more than a two to one 
margin, federal law prohibits 
the reinstatement of it. 

Proposition 19, which was to 
have removed the criminal 
penalty for cultivation, 
processing and transport of 
marijuana by those over 
eighteen, was badly defeated. 

A proposition, concerned 
with coastal zoning was 
strongly favored by voters. 
This measure will call for the 
creation of a state and six 
regional · commisioners, who 
will take charge of the 
preservation of California's 
coastal areas . 

A proposition leaving the 
determination of obscenity to 
local communities , was 
soundly defeated two to one. 
Rackers felt it would be a step 
toward the control of hard core 
pornography. The opposition 
believed it would lead to 
unlimited censorship. 

Some of the informa tion in 
this article was taken from 
Time magazine. 

KODACOLOR 126 
DEVELOPED 

AND ENLARGED 
FOR KODAK INSTAMATIC · CAMERAS 

Return this ad 
with film and 
remittance or 
wri te for FREE 
t1lm mailers. 
TRIAL OFFER 
one per fam ily 

J'.~i 
1e $2.29 

0DACOI.Ot 126 
ONLY 

ELECTRIC STUDIOS 
P. 0. Box 688 T 

EAlJ Cl.AIRE. WIS. 54701 
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The great Ii 

Pages removed from magazines are an irritation to students and 
library personnel alike. 

Empty spaces on the rack indicate magazines that have been 
stolen - often the first day they are put out. 

Once again the John-Pierce 
Library got ripped off. Last 
Wednesday, Nov. 8, a student 
was apprehended with over 50 
colorful pictures torn from a 
series of Natural History 
magazines . The only difference 
this time was that the culprit 
got caught. 

Oddly enough it was a fellow 
student who reported the theft 
on his way out of the library 
and sent an unlucky co-ed to 
her doom. 

A hearing was held Nov. 10 
as prescribed by the Theft and 
Mutilation Committee to 
Setermine what should be done 
with the student. Members of 
the committee who drew up 
procedural steps to be used in 
dealing with individuals when 
theft, mutilation or damage to 
University property is in 
question are: Dr . Faris , Mr. 
Jax, Mr. Oas, Mr . Nowasky, 
Mr. Johnson, Tom 'Cropp, and 
Dean Wood. 

Present at the hearing were 
the complaintant, a member of 
the security staff, a 
representative from the Dean 
of Student's office, and the 
accused individual. The 
student being admittedly guilty 
of the theft said pictures were 
to be used for a resource file in 
Creative· Activities Class. 

Disciplinary probation 
through the third quarter was 
levied on the student, meaning, 
no elected student office can be 
held which in any way connects 
Stout - even in a sorority or 
fraternity . All damages and 
replacement of some 50 
magazines in a series which 
the pictures were removed 
from must be paid for in full by 
the guilty. Student's parents 
are informed by mail of what 
has transpired. 

by Elli 
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begged for magazines to be put 
back in the stacks because of 
the wear and tear on 
periodicals due to weather and 
misuse. No money for a paging 
service is available at the 
moment so there goes that 
idea. 

It is hoped that in four to five 
years when the library 
receives ·it's new addition, TV 
surveillance will be provided 
for the stacks. But until that 
time it is the students and 
faculty members who must 
help themselves by saving 
resources. If a student sees 
anything unusual he should let 
someone in authority know 
immediately because in a long 
run he will only be hurting 
himself it he lets it go. Also if 
you run into a magazine, book, 
encyclopedia or other resource 
materials missing pages, tell 
the librarian. With the amount 
of material in the library those 
missing pages could be 
overlooked for five years 
before they were replaced. 

Ten years ago a student at 
Stout walked off with a couple 
pages from a magazine. His 
conscience bothered him so 
badly he sent a check for $100 
to the Pierce Library "in an 
attempt to right a wrong" he 
had done. "Sorry I possessed 
weak values at that time" the 
alumnus wrote." The money 
was used to replace missing 
articles and pictures in that 
student's major . 

"Every time an instructor 
. asks for pictures the library 
gets hit" said one of the 
librarians. She said she ac
tually shuddered when she 
hears such assignments were 
made. 

01 1,1t ~Pfcn:..s 

tASEOF CARE 

textile sample book. 

Joe Jax shows an empty magazine file. 

• , ., f 

Student being checked under the new thorough search plan. 
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by Evy Wojkiewicz . 

The Ministry: A Dream and 
Suddenly a Reality. 

The entire concept of the 
Ministry was conceived during 
the first meeting between Fr. 
William Jablonski, a former 
campus chaplain and Pastor 
Don Wisner. 

Previously, the Lutheran 
Ministry was located above the 
First National Bank. Upon 
seeing the existing conditions 
and realizing the space 
available at the Catholic 
Newman Center, Fr. Jablonski 
invited Pastor Don Wisner to 
move in. 

The total purpose of the 
Ministry is well defined by a 
wall hanging in the living 
room. It reads: Friendship 
doubles our joy and divides our 
grief. This, combined with the 
relaxed atmosphere give the 
feeling of warmth and love, or 
in other words, the knowing 
that someone cares. 

Acting as administratoi of 
the Ministry is Fr. James 
Eron; a graduate of Holy Cross 
Seminary in La Crosse. He did 
his theology study at the 
Catholic University of America 
in Washington. D.C. Joining 
him last May was Fr. James 
Logan. In addition to being an 
associate pastor with the 
Newman Community, Father 
Logan is Pastor at St. Lukes in 
Boyceville and Associate 
Pastor at St . Joseph's in I 
Menomonie. 

Another segment of The 
Ministry concerns work done 
hv Pastor Don Wisner in the 
area of Lutheran Campus 
Ministry. His main job is the 
area of Lutheran Student 
service. This student "parish" 
has as it's governing head the 
Directing Committee. It was 
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Ministry reaches out 
the Lutheran students on Although the Center for system fro1!1. which to make 
campus that began the Day Women was not formally sei:cual dec1s1ons. Based on 
Care Center in co-operation named until fall of 1971, Ms. ne1~h~r pr? or con of ~exual 
with Head Start this fall. A Morical joined the staff in the dec1s1ons_, 1t showed all sides of 
capacity for 28 full-time fall of 1969 and at the same the conflict. 
st~dents, the center offers time began working toward a Also, currently being held on 
ch~ld care Monday throu~h Master's in guidance. She has a Monday evenings at 8 p.m. is a 
Fnday for $1~ a week. Held m B.A. in journalism from the marriage seminar . It will 
the Menomome Youth Center, University of Colorado and present various aspects to 
the Lutheran students are worked in public relations consider before marriage. 
responsible for the money and several years. Located at 108 Third St., the 
organization . Perhaps the Center for Ministry has been the home of 

Wisner's interest centers on Women's Alternatives is the Calhalic and Lulb«an 
family relations, and he known better throughout the 
teaches a course called nation and the state for its 
Marriage and the Family at programs than it is in 
Stout. He is also involved in the Menomonie. 
Clergy Counsultation Service "Mornings Out" for Mothers, 
for Problem Pregnancies, an (M.O.M.S.) expanded to Eau 
agency working with unwed Claire and Boyceville this 
mothers. year . It provides a chance to 

A graduate of the Lutheran meet other mothers. The series 
Theological seminary in of ten meetings offer speakers 
Columbus, Ohio, Pastor Wisner as well as resource people. 
resides in Menomonie with his Topics include "How to Make 
wife, Jan and their two Your Home . More 'You' and 
children. Less a Carbon Copy"; how to 

The main duties of the communicate better with 
clergymen include .marriage husbands and with other 
plans, counseling, friendly women, just to name a few. 
advice and liturgies. Except in Other events sponsored are 
cases involving specific speakers' human alternatives 

ministries as well as the Center 
for Women's alternatives for 
four years. During these years, 
things have expanded rather 
than changed. 

The pooling of resources has 
resulted in a friendly at
mosphere at the Ministry, so 
the next time you're down in 
the dumps or feeling lonely, 
walk over to the Ministry -
you'll find a friend, or two or 
three .... 

religion problems, it doesn't seminars on legal, medical, 
matter which person is spoken employment and life style 
to. It is a matter of personal alternatives; and publication 
choice. Although they will talk of a monthly newsletter 

One of the many services rendered by the Mhdstry ls tut bl the 
area of guidance. Father James Eron is shown here ce•melblg a 
student. 

to anyone when they are "Happening." ---
1 

_ 

available, it is wise to make an Mary Juckem, the full-time -
appointment when planning to secretary, can schedule ap-
stop. pointments. The Ministry's 

Probably the largest addition telephone number is 235-2128. 
has been that of the Center for Although it is difficult to plan 
Women's Alternatives under Ecuemenical services due to 
the direction of Ms . Lee similiar time schedules, Fr. 
Morical. The center offers Eron stated, "We are trying to 
counseling resources to women do as much as we can 
of west central Wisconsin. This Ecuemenically." 
includes help for the h · · 
homebound or "tired mother", In a joint effort t e Mm1stry 
marriage counseling, legal and sponsored a sexual decisions 
medical alternatives and forum. The last of the three 
referrals, vocational testing, part series was held Nov. 1. 
and planning for re-entry into a This forum was aimed at 
job or higher education. helping people form a value 

SlOUT FILM SOCIETY PRESENI~ The Ministry, located at 108 Third Avenue West, extends a 
wt'lcome to all students without regard to religious affiliation. 

Photos By: Joyce Reit 

SERGEI PARAJANOV'S 

Shadows 
of For otten 
Ances ors (Wild Horses of Fire) 
Unl ike almost any other film 
released by the U.S.S .R., 
WILD HORSES OF FIRE is one 
of those rare films which is 
visually so rich that the ex
perience of seeing it has more 
in common with listening to 
a fine piece of music than 
with watching the average 
movie. The fantastically rich 
material has been given a 
cinematic treatment that ap
pears to have been influ
enced by the experimental 
film movement, by modern 
cinema-verite camera tech
niques, by the new wave, and 
by the subtle use of composi
tion and color in the Japanese 
cinema. 

NOV. 17 & 18 

library room I 01 

Former VISTA and Peace Corps 
volunteers to explain new '73 programs 

Once again PEACE CORPS 
and VISTA are looking toward 
UW-Stout for potential 
volunteers with skills in in
dustrial arts, home economics 
and related fields. 

Mattie Miles and Pete 
Stubben ; former volunteers, 
will be in the Student Center 
Nov. 16 and 17. They are ex
cited about the new programs 
planned for 1973 and would like 
to share their first-hand ex
periences as volunteers in 
order to help potential 
volunteers more fully un
derstand the volunteer op
portunities. 

Seniors considering PEACE 
CORPS or VISTA service 
should realize that it takes at 
least three months to process 
the applications. 

Brian Schaffer, journeyman 
mason and former volunteer in 

Ecuador, will be available in 
the placement office for per
sonal interviews the entire 
three days. Arrangements with 
the placement office can be 
made. 
Directing your energies and 
skills toward the growth of 
other people, either here in the 
U.S. or overseas, can be a very 
exciting experience. And at the 
~ime time; you are answering 
their requests for real help. 
· All traveling , living, and 
health expenses of volunteers 
are paid while they serve 
others. There are requests for 
people with skills in practically 
every field from the generalist 
to the most specialized. 

Area residents unable to get 
to the campus becausee of 
working hours can arrange for 
an evening appointment by 
calling 232-2331. 

-----------·coUPON-----------, 

Worth $2 OFF 
ANY VAPORIZER 

Fight Those Dreary Colds! 

At The 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 
400 Ma in St. Phone 235-3461 ---------------------------~ 



Thanksgiving isn't the only 
excuse for a feast 

by Gina Grave 
Hey, a feast! We can fix the 

turkey and we'll ask everybody 
to bring something . Somebody 
can bring potatoes, somebody 
else home-made bread, a 
couple people can bring pies 
and a couple can bring wine. So 
my room-mates and I decided 
to celebrate Thanksgiving in 
our own way, before going our 
seperate ways for the holidays. 
For some of us it would be the 
only celebration, (deer hunting 
in Wisconsin falls on the same 
day) for others of us it would be 
a chance to gather with friends 
before going home to our 
families, some won't be going 
anywhere and others will be 
going somewhere but wishing 
they weren't. 

No matter how you feel about 
Thanksgiving or how you are 
planning to spend it, here are 
some ideas on how to 
remember it for what it is, a 
harvest festival. 

A feast adapts well to the 
apartment dweller, especially 
since one has to cook anyway 
and thoughts of leftovers to last 
a couple days are welcome 
indeed! Dorm people, 
however, can do just as well 
with a little ingenuity. 
Basically the same general 
preparations are necessary. 

First of all you must plan the 
time and place and number of 
people that can feasibly take 
part. This will depend on 1) the 
size of your oven, 2) the size of 
your apartment ( or the 
number of chairs you can fit 
into the . room in the dorm 
basement), and 3) the number 
of friends you have. 

The next step to plan is the 
menu, based again on the 

. people involved. Have the 
traditional turkey and stuffing 
or if the favorite is chow mein 
and fortune cookeis, why not? 
Plan carefully so each person 
brings something, even supply 
the recipes if you want, and if 
you get stuck, remember this is 
"Cookie Tech." and the library 
is prepared for such 
emergencies. Good 
organization, not luck, 
(although it may help) will 
mean success or failure. 

The hosts should supply the 
main course, prepared on the 
premises, but the side dishes 
can in many cases be pre- or 
partially cooked to lighten the 
load on the stove. 

For those in the dorm, it's 
hard to do things from scratch 
without a cup of sugar and a 

pinch of this and that spice on 
hand. But everything comes in 
packages these days, from 
stuffing to pie kits and frozen 
bread dough (which isn't bad! 
Try making it into little loaves 
or buns). 

The day of the event (this 
weekend might be best or if 
you'll be around Thursday, all 
the better) get the turkey in the 
oven and then place the kitchen 
table, end table and desk all 
together (they're more in
teresting if they're different 
heights) with a basket of fruit 
in the middle and some candles 
if you want. If you don't have 
any tables, spread newspaper 
on the floor in a nice rectangle 
with pillows at each place and 
serve from a buffet. Have your 
guests bring plate and cup if 
your cupboard isn't equipped 
for company and have them 
bring their own serving dishes 
too. 

When everyone arrives let 
them finish any last minute 
touches to their contribution 
(like heating it up) then sit 
down to enjoy the best meal 
ever and the people that made 
it possible. 

When all that remains are 
the dirty dishes and the lef
tovers for tomorrow's meal, 
and the need to move around 
makes washing dishes feasible, 
put on some hot coffee and be 
thankful to be able to have had 
a Thanksgiving feast. 

Attention students 
Stout's second annual 

:\lini-Session will be held 
during the semester break 
from Jan 2 through Jan. 11. 
~lore than thirty courses 
will be offered during the 
two week period. Many are 
scheduled for evening 
hours. 

Courses on the graduate 
and undergraduate levels 
are being offered by the 
Schools of Education, Home 
Economics, Liberal Studies 
and Industry and 
Technology . A complete 
listing of all courses will be 
published in the Nov. 30 
Pdition of the Stoutonia. 
Plan now. Registration will 
h<' Dec. 4, 5 and ·6 in the 
Student Center and Com
mons. 

II' you need information 
prior to the Nov. 30 date, 
contact the Office of Con
tinuing Education, second 
floor. Administration 
building. 

•••••••••••••••••• t foosball Tournament t 
t Doubles + • • t Sunday, Nov. 19, · 7 p.m. t 
+ 1st & 2nd Place Cash Prizes + 
t at the Pizza Villa t. 
•••••••••••••••••• 

Why wait?? 
Do it NOW!! 

Stop in and see 
our complete selection of 

· HOLi DAY GIFTS 
VAN'S/ Gift & Appliance Store 

438Main St. 
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Registration Schedule 

Monday, Nov. 20: Lobby of 
Administration Building . 
Second semester class 
schedules and mini -session 
course listings available. Pick
up permit-to-register. Times to 
register are according to total 
number of credits as of Aug. 23, 
1972. 

Monday, Nov. 27: Student 
Center Ballroom. Registration 
for students with 70 or more 
credits . Permit-to-register 
indicates exact time. 

Tuesday, Nov . 28: 
Registration for students with 
30-69 credits. 

Wednesday, Nov. 29: 
Registration for students with 
less than 30 credits. 

Monday, Dec. 4: Printout of 
student's second semester 
classes available in Ad
ministration Building Lobby. 
advisors 

All students should contact 
their PASS Advisor or faculty 
advisor prior to the 
registration next week. Ad
visors are able to help students 
decide which courses must be 
taken in order to fulfill par
ticular degree program 

~!!Jl' c---- 717711' 
by Jean K. Henneberry 

requirements. Careful plan
ning of courses can help 

. students to graduate according 
to their original plans without 
unnecessary delays. 
Watch for Newsletter 

The PASS Newsletter will be 
out on Friday, Nov. 17 which 
contains information on 
registration, schedules, 
payment of fees, new courses 
for second semester plus other 
points of interest and concern 
for Stout students. 
Pre-Professional Students 

The PASS Office is prepared 
to assist students who are at 
Stout for one or two years and 
are planning to transfer to 
some other school. If you would 
like assistance in planning 
your program, please call Ext: 
1465 for an appointment. 

Mr. Donley has established a 
contact person on a number of 
campuses around the State 
who has been identified to work 

Savi I le to present program on 

Australian job opportunities 
by Jody Conely 

Geoffrey Saville will be on 
campus, Tuesday evening at 7 
p.m. on Nov. 21, in the East 
Central Ballroom of the 
Student Center, to present a 
program concerning 
Australia's job opportunities. 

Saville, a graduate student at 
UW-Stout, has been a teacher, 
coordinator, and lecturer in 
Sydney, Australia. He is in
terested in the encouragement 
of an understanding of the 
continent of Australia and the 
opportunities there. His 
presentation will include a 

with transfer students who 
come from Stout. 

To Potential Students in 
Psychology Second Semester 

The Department of 
Psychology and Education will 
be offering a variety of formats 
for students enrolled in 
General Psychology for the 
second semester. To help 
students in making their choice 
of a class that will best suit 
their needs and abilities the 
department has published a 
brochure, "A Choice to Make", 
which describes the 15 alter
natives available to students. 
All potential General 
Psychology students should 
obtain a copy of the brochure 
and read it carefully before 
they make their choice. Copies 
of the brochure will be 
available from all PASS Ad
visors and in the Psychology 
and Education Office, first 
floor of Harvey Hall, beginning 
Monday, Nov. 20. All students 

,who enroll in General 
Psychology for the second 
semester will be expected to 
have read the brochure before 
they enroll in the class. 

film-slide kaleidoscope of life 
in Australia. This continent is 
lately more commonly known 
as the "Land Down Under" 
because of its recent 
discoveries of vast deposits of 
oil and minerals that have 
tremendously helped swell 
Australia's Industry. 

Those of you who still relate 
Australia's life style to the 
pioneering that stopped in the 
U.S. with the winning of the 
West should attend this in
formative interesting program 
to see what Saville is offering 
and find out what Australia 
might have in store for you. 

Students offered opportunity of summer job in Finland 
Wisconsin young men and 

women between the ages of 16 
and 25 again have an op
portunity to spend the summer 
of 1973 with a family in Finland 
according to the Wisconsin 
Institute of Scandinavian 
Culture. 

Qualified students have three 
types of families to choose 
from and each student receives 
an allowance depending upon 
how much work he or she puts 
in. 

In Group I, the student is 
responsible for mainly 
language instruction; such as, 
correcting mistakes in 
pronunciation and grammar, 
giving conversational practice 
and helping as a member of the 

family with light household 
duties such as setting tables, 
washing dishes, etc. The 
payment in this group is 20 
finmarks per week. (One dollar 
is about 4.20 finmarks .) 

In Group II, besides the 
general language instruction 
and household help, duties 
include child care and helping 
with the garden . Time required 
is about four hours per day. 
Payment is 30 finmarks per 
week, 

Boys between the ages of 17-
25 are preferred for the third 
group which typically is with a 
farm family, helping with 
haying, milking, gardening, 
fruit-picking, or looking aft~r 
the livestock. A five-day week 

with six hours per day is ex
pected. Payment is 40 fin
marks per week. 

In all cases students are 
treated as members of the 
family and not as employees. 
Great stress is placed upon 
correct use of English and the 
ability to mix with other 
people. 

Students who are interested 
in the program (1, 2 or 3 
months) should send a large, 
stamped, reply envelope to 
WISC, The Wisconsin Institute 
of Scandipavian Culture, Post 
Office Box 522, Eau Claire, 
Wisconsin 54701 for application 
forms and detailed in
formation. 

e< 
~\)(g 

· Been drinking a lot of beer? 
v,.a.'(f', ,.,.c. Feeling out of sight, 

NEW HOURS! 
Weekly 4:00-12:30 

Sat . & Sun. Open at 12:00 Noon 
For Your Convenience, 

Fri. & Sat. -Open Till 1 :30 a.m . 

Drop by the "LITTLE STEER," 
and make it a ful,filling night. 

69th Assembly District Voters 
Thank you for your support at the polls 

'\Jovember 7. 

Sincerely 

Representative Alvin Baldus 

Authorized and paid for by the Re-Elect Baldus Committee, Jim Sperstad, 
, Secretary, 1103 . 2nd Street, West, Menomonie. ,, 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your .descript ive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog_of 2,JOO 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNUMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 
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Dimensions 
'73 

by Colleen Thorp 
Greeted by an enthusiastic 

audience, Dimensions '73, a 
program sponsored by the 
Apparel, Textiles and Design 
Department, was well received 
on Stout's campus. This day
long affair was held to present 
the various aspects of different 
materials , and how they are 
utilized in the fashion world. It 
was evident that all age groups 
were well represented as 
students from various high · 
schools, college students, and 
the community participated in 
the program. 

Harvey Hall Auditorium was 
filled to capacity with an · 
audience which was composed 
mainly of girls, who really 
didn't know quite what to 
expect. Equipped with 
notebooks and pens, many of 
the girls came prepared to take 
unlimited notes on what was 
being said. 

The auditorium grew silent 
as the first speaker was in
troduced . Graham M. 
Richardson , of E. I. Dupont de 
Nemours and Company was 
invited to speak on recent 
developments in research 
dealing with the flammability 
of fabrics. The middle-aged, 
grv.y-haired gentleman 
discussed some of the tests his 
company is doing with various 
fabrics , and presented some of 
the results which are quite 
startling. While he spoke , 
slides were shown of some of 
the results of the ignition tests. 
Different fabrics were set 
afire, and rates of combustion 
were recorded by the scientist. 

He stated all faLrics will 
burn. but there is a large dif
ference between them in their 
ability to conduct heat. He 
added that these tests are still 
in the early stages, and so far , 
have only been conducted on 
fabrics which have no finishes. 

Richardson seemed to be 
more at ease with the audience 
once his prepared speech was 
finished. When asked if any 
companies are selling clothing 
with a flame retardent on 
them, he smiled and said that 
he only knew of five, and J .C . . 
Penneys was one of those. 
Someone from the audience 
asked him if it was true that 
phosphates helped in keeping a 
flame retardent finish on the 
fabric . He laughed and said· it 
was true, but you have to 
choose between the lesser of 
two evils - green algae in our 
water or a fire retardent finish. 

After a short break, Sanford 
Josephson was introduced to 
the audience, and interest 
seemed to rekindle as he 
stepped to the rostrum. The 
thirtyish, slightly bald man if 
the editor of Daily News 
Record, a sort of man's version 
of Women's Wear Daily. The 
newspaper is published five 
days a week, and is sold by 
subscription only . It is · a 
business newspaper intended 
to keep menswear manufac
turers and retailers up-to-date 
on what's "in". A large portion 
of the newspaper is dedicated 
to fashion reporting . Josephson · 
feels they have to be first with 
what's new in menswear 
reporting, but that it can't be so 
far out or so kooky that it will 

not be accepted. 
Josephson became quite 

enthused when he began 
speaking about the 'fashion 
revolution' in menswear which 
began about five years ago 
with the invasion of the Car
naby Street look . He com
mented that the youth rebellion 
had also played an important 
role in freeing men of some of 
the dress restrictions of the 
past. Continuing he added, 
"The look now is far from the 
blue sui~, and wing-tip shoe 
syndrome.'' 

Unisex is out according to 
Josephson, and "dressed up 
sportswear" is in . There is less 
emphasis on business wear, 
instead fashion emphasis is 
being placed on casual wear. 

He then discussed a new 
fashion iterp that has recently 
been introduced to the public, 
the unconstructed jacket. 
Contrary to the highly tailored 
jacket of many years, these 
jackets are unlines, and have 
no shoulder pads in them. 

Menswear retailers are 
faced with problems with the 
introduction of the un
constructed look because the 
jacket can't be.....- sold with 
tailored suits. Retailers have to 
go along with what the public 
Wants . He co~cluded, "No one 
can operate with blinders on·in 
the menswear business." 

Dimensions in Design 
featured Dorothy Collins of 
Dorothy Collins Interiors of 
Edina, Minnesota. Mrs. 
Collins, who labels herself a 
frustrated dress designer, 
narrated while four outfits, 
made of the various materials 
and textures used in her in
terior design studio were 
modeled. 

Six designers are employed 
by Mrs. Collins, who assist her 
with problems in decorating 
homes. According to the slim, 
well-dressed woman, the 
designer has to sell her or his 
ideas to the customer. 

While waiting for a model to 
appear on stage, Mrs. Collins 
gave some very worthwhile 
decorating tips to the audience. 
She suggested if you plan on 
using a print in any room to use 
it only if you can repeat that 
print in three areas of that 
room. About davenports, she 
said, "the smaller the sofa, the 
more versatile the room." 

Also , one of the biggest 
mistakes people made when 
decorating their homes was 
that they were afraid to hang 
pictures . A few eyebrows were 
raised in the audience by that 
statement, but Dorothy went 
on to say that pictures should 
be placed at sitting eye level, 
not standing eye level as most 
people believe is correct. 

· The dresses modeled were 
made of crushed linen velvet, 
leather-like fabrics, and 
·variations of heavy cottons. 
One long dress was made out of 

. a flower print, and the model 
carried a piece of carpeting 
which matched the fabric. The 
audience was informed that 
any fabric print can· be sent to 
New York, and it can be copied 
in carpeting. The only 
:lrawback to this is the $40 to 
$50 price per square yard. 

An important part of any 

decorating scheme is car
peting. Another interesting 
fact brought up by Mrs. Collins 
is that shag carpets will -outlast 
:1 pile carpet. This is due to the 
[act that the fibers in shag rugs 
ffen't tufted together, and thaf -
when we walk, we can walk on 
any of the four sides. 

Robert Rawlings, an Account 
Executive with Levi Strauss 
and Co. was the last speaker of . 
the day. Mr. Rawlings with a 
southern twang in his voice 
was quite enthusiastic about 
his company and their 
products. Remember the adds 
on television about how the 
first pair of Levi's were made? 
The story was true and he 
related the story .to the 
audience. 

The 20-year old Levi Strauss 
came to California from 
Germany in 1850. With him, he 
took heavy canvas dud, which 
he really didn't know what to 
do with. When he reached 
California, Levi met a miner 
who said he should have 
brought pants. The canvas dud 
fabric was taken to a tailor and 
made into pants for the miner. 
The pants were so strong and 
durable, the miner went 
around praising "those pounds 
of Levi's." That's how the 
name Levi's began. 

Strauss went into a a 
business partnership with four 
brothers. From then on, the 
company has grown and 
grown. The first big change in 
Levi's came when heavy
weight denim took the place of 
canvas dud. A blue indigo dye 
was used in the pants; hence 
the name "blue jeans." 

Rawlings then told a 
humerous story about the 
copper rivets, which are a 
trademark of Levi's. Alkali Ide 
was a miner, who when drunk, 
would complain about his pants 
pockets not holding up under 
the strain of mining tools. 
Strauss decided to play a little 
joke on Alkali by having the 
pocket corners riveted shut. 
When Alkali came back to 
town, everyone expected him 
to go to the bars and get 
riproaring drunk and complain 
about his pockets, as usual. 
Instead, he went to the tailor 
and praised him. Levi Strauss 
then-bought the idea and had it 
patented. 

Levi died in 1902, and the 
business was passed on to his 
nephews . Since then, Levi 
Strauss & Co. has grown to be a 
$450 million business annually. 

The day ended with 
Dimensions in Crafts which 
was held in the Glass Lounge of 
the Commons. Displays were 
shown of the various projects 
by students in macrame, rug 
hooking, and weaving. A great 
deal of interest seemed to be 
created by the student 
demonstrations of spinning, 
weaving, and rug hooking . The 
displays were very colorful and 
were well received. 

By the end of the day 
everyone was exhausted, but 
went away from Dimensions 
'73 with a renewed interest in 
the fashion and textile field. A 
great deal of work went into 
this program, and Miss Linda 
Risley and Dr. Metcalf should 
be congratulated on the suc
cess of it. 

Dr. Ken Heintz deftly spins thread on the spinning wheel. 

Jackie Schultz demonstrat.ed weaving to curious onlookers. 

The Dorothy Collins Interior fashion show highlighted the afternoon. 
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It seems that whenever I make a prediction it turns out 
wrong. Whitewater lost leaving Oshkosh with an undefeat~d 
record and in sole possession of the Wisconsin Conference football 
title . Stout ended their season on a winning note beating Plat
teville the fourth place team in the conference. A third surprise 
was Steven's Point's romp over Eau Claire. Their new coach 
Monte Charles is doing wonders and their junior quarterback 
Mark Olejniczak has passed for over 300 yards in the last two 
weeks. Stevens Point may surprise a lot of people next year. 

What about the Stout Blue Devils? They were pegged to win 
half of their games this season. Their final record was two wins 
and eight losses. Twelve veterans failed to report this year and 
after the first few games many of the first string players were 
hampered with injuries. A more important reason fo~ the poor 
showing was expressed by one of the players. In the first game 
against St. Norbert, the Devils fumbled away several chances ~o 
score. Then and there the feeling grew over the team that this 
season was going to be a bad one, like the previous seasons. 

The rest of the season was a struggle to dumb out of this 
frame of mind. They did finally against Platteville. They laid 
down all of their cards and beat a team which had performed 
better than Stout all season. 

Performance in any sport depends on the psychological state 
of the contestants. A "psyched-up" team can beat a far superior 
team; it's an unwritten rule of sports. Stout's football team should 
be good all of the time and they will be if the coaches and players 
feel like winners. 

Final Conference Standings 

Oshkosh ...... ... ...... . .. . . . .. . . 
La Crosse .... . . .. .. .. . .... .. . 
Whitewater . .......... .. . . 
River Falls ........ . ... ... .. . ... . 
Platteville. . .. . ...... ... .... . 
Stout ..... . .. .. . ... ...... ... . . . . . 
Stevens Point. . .. . .... ..... . 
Eau Claire .. ... ... . ............ . 
Superior. . .. . . . .. ... .. .. . . 

Pole and Probability Bomb 
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Dave Kopydlowski predict three of last week's victories by 
Wisconsin Conference football teams. Probability missed on all 
five. Here are last week's results: 

Stout 14 - Platteville 8 
La Crosse 17- River Falls 14 
Oshkosh 10- Whitewater 7 

Stevens Point 40 -Eau Claire 13 
St. Thomas 48 - Superiar 13 

Mary Johnson performs on the uneven bars at the women's 
gymnastics regionals. 

Thanksgiving Party 
at the 

LOADING ZONE 
Music By 

The Superman 
5 Piece Band 

Tuesday, Nov. 21 
$1.00 All You Can Drink 

7-lOp.m. 
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Blue Devils sell the farm 
A new look at the defense 

enabled Stout to escape the 
conference cellar and knock off 
the Pioneers 14-8 in Platteville 
Saturday. 

Earlier in the week Coach 
Sten Pierce decided to switch 
from their standard 5-2 
defense, which had been belted 
for 29 points a game this year, 
to a pro-style 4-3 defense. 

The Pioneers in the past have 
particularly liked Stout's 5-2 as 
they have scored 181 points 
against it the last three times 
the teams have met. In those 
three wins by Platteville, they 
did most of the scoring by pass 
and the pro 4-3 is designed to 
prevent the pass. 

The 4-3 worked well for the 
Blue Devils as Pia tteville 
completed only five of 21 
passes for 63 yards. The Stout 
secondary came up with four 
interceptions. 

Pia tteville managed only 
first downs by passing, but did 
gain 15 first downs and 226 
yards on the ground. 

Players of 
the week 

In playing the last game of 
his collegiate career, Steve 
Fedie was named the Blue 
Devils offensive player of the 
week. 

"Feeder" hit on eight of 14 
passes for 86 yards and two 
touchdowns with zero in
terceptions. 

The 5-9, 175 pound Mondovi 
product also turned out to be 
Stout's leading rusher with 78 
net yards in 14 carries. Fedie 
actually rushed for better than 
100 yards but he was dumped 
trying to pass several times 
which subtracted from his 
rushing total. 

In three years at the Blue 
Devil helm Fedie, during 
conference play, has com
pleted 46 percent of 534 for 18 
touchdowns and better than 
2500 yards. 

Stout's offense netted 247 
total yards and 12 first downs. 
The Blue Devils rushed for 161 
yards and passed for 86 more. 

Senior quarterback Steve 
Fedie ran for 78 yards and 
senior fullback Ron Berg 
rushed for 53 yards to pace the 
Blue Devils ground attack. 

Fedie passed 14 times and 
completed eight for 86 for a 
pair of touchdowns. He suf
fered no interceptions. 

Berg was his leading 
receiver as' he caught four 
passes for 47 yards and one TD. 
The second touchdown pass 
was thrown to John Osmanski. 

The Blue Devils took the 
opening kick-off at their own 20 
yard line and marched right in 
for the score by ·a 19 yard Fedie 
to Berg pass play with 11: 28 
still remaining on the clock. 

Fedie set up the score by 
running 61 yards to the Pioneer 
13 yard line. Dan Luer scored 
seconds later from the nine, 
but it was called back because 

Steve Fedie will be missed 
come next season. 

Coach Sten Pierce named for 
his final defensive player of the 
week, Jim Hittman, Mike 
Wettstein, Roger Berg, Ron 
Compopiano, Jeff Annis, Rick 
Henneberry, Steve Olbert, Don 
Tauchen, Steve Zais, Eric 

. Bloohm, and Jack Voigt - the 
entire Blue Devil defense. 

The reason for his choice was 
. simple, they "played together 
as one" in stopping the 
powerful Pioneers. 

Pierce however did single 
out an individual for his ex
ceptional performance - Jack 
Voigt, freshman safety from 
Kiel, Wisconsin. 

The 6-1, 175 pound athlete 
pulled in two key interceptions 
last Saturday to kill Pioneer 
scoring opportunities. 

Voigt has five interceptions 
on the season to lead the Blue 
Devils. He also owns the 
conferences longest punt 
return this year - 85 yards for 
a TD against Oshkosh. 

of a penalty. 

The Pioneers stormed right 
back only to be stopped 14 
yards short of the goal line by 
the Blue Devils. 

Midway in the second period 
the Blue Devils picked off a 
pass at the Pioneer 45 yard line 
and returned it to the 27 to set 
up their second touchdown -
Fedie's five yard pass to 
Osmanski. Rick Henneberry 
kicked both extra points . 

The Pioneers scored early in 
the second half on a Bud 
Nystrom to Bob Walgenback 
pass of 17 yards . Paul Hintgen 
ran for the two point con
version. 

The Blue Devil defense then 
held the Pioneers in check until 
the game ended by in
tercepting three more passes 
and recovering a fumble. 

The Blue Devils ended the 
season with a 2-6 conference 
record while the Pioneers 
finished with 4-4. 

steveFNlie 

... -
Jack Voigt 

PRE
TURKEY DAY 

SALE 
at the SUBWAY 

( Next to the Den) 

Home of the Submarine Sandwich 

1---------------------, 
:·PRE-TURKEY DAY SPECIAL: 

I I 20c OFF on MAXI TURKEY : 
I 10c OFF on MINI TURKEY ! 
I 
I Coupon Expires Tuesday, Nov. 21, 1972 ·----------------![[;]I' We will be closed for Thanksgivin:r 

from Wednesday thru Saturday 
OPEN SUNDAY AS USU A L 

5: 00 - 12: 30 

- L 
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Wisconsin State Swimming Champs: (left) Margy Brown and 
1 right> Marcy Sirotkin. 

McKinley's magnificent 
aquatants gave an excellent 
exhibition of talent at the 
Women's State Swimming 
Meet, held at La Crosse last 
weekend. The bus carried 
home a fourth place state 
team, two state champions and 
nine broken school records . 
"Not too bad for a small twelve 
membered team", Coach 
McKinley commented. 

Among the fine perforers 
was Marcy Sirotkin who 
captured two state cham
pionships. Her unbeaten 
season continued as she placed 
a decisive first place in both 
the 50 and 100 yard backstroke 
events. Margy Brown, the new 
state champion in the 50 yard 
butterfly, also holds a new 
state record in the event with a 
time of 30.2. Margy also placed 
third in the 100 yard butterfly. 

In the freestyle events 

Keyes qualifies for state 
Senior Margaret Keyes was 

Stout's only qualifier this past 
weekend to go on to the 
WWSAC State gymnastics 
meet. The petite gymnast from 
Belmont qualified in all four 
events in which she was en
tered. Margaret will be given 
the chance on Dec . 9 to gain 
state titles on the advanced 
level in these events. In 
previous years she has come 
home with honors in the in
termediate and beginning 
ievels, possibly this year at the 
advanced. 

"As far a floor exercise, 
Margaret should do well", 

Lady netters win· one, lose one 

The Women's Varsity 
Volleyball team completed 
their season schedule Friday 
t>vening with a win over 
Waukesha and a down fall to 
St. Theresa. 

The lady netters pounced on 
l!W-Waukesha with scores of 
15-7 twice, to win the match. 
They attempted to over take St. 
Theresa with their improving 
skills. only to be out done by 
scores of 15-0 and 15-3. 

Waukesha was left on the 
bottom being outplayed by both 
Stout and St. Theresa. Stout sat 

in the middle while St. Theresa 
was on top of this final season 
meet. 

"The team has been playing . 
excellent volleyball and each 
individual is looking better and 
better," Zampach said. "The 
team should have a good 
chance to place for a position in 
the state meet, with the 
regionals this Saturday . All the 
members are moving and 
covering the entire court. They 
are playing a hard hitting 
game of winning volleyball." 

, 1a,·y C' ;., (19) sets up teammate Diane Kapusta (11) in 
Women's volleyball. Stout hosts the regional competition 
Sa tu rday at 9 a.m. 

Coach Kay Carter said. "With 
a little help and work on her 
full back spring, she has the 
tallent to be a winner. The 
balance beam is a tricky thing, 
if you have one bad fall, it can 
hurt you", she continued. "A 
person with a less skilled 
routine can win over a more 
highly skilled routine with a 
fall. With Margaret competing 
in balance· beam, compulsory 
and optionals, plus floor 
exercise and vaulting, Stout 
will be well represented at the 
advanced level." 

Although Margaret was the 
only state qualifier and a 
strong part of the backbone of 
Carter's team, there are other 
dedicated women gymnasts 
who also represented Stout last 
Saturday with fine per
formances. The team is young 
and most talent is at the 
beginning levels. "By next 
years season, all the members 
will have possibly improved 
one level. The team won't be as 
young next year," Carter 
commented. 

At the beginning level 
balance beam, Mary Johnson, 
Mary Ingwell, Mary Han
nerman and Dorthy Bernardie 
took the 7, 8, 9, and 12 positions 
respectively . In the event of 
floor exercise Mary Han
nerman, Mary Johnson, and 
Dorthy Bernardie held the 11, 
12, and 13 spots. Again at the 
beginning level only in the 
event of unevens . Gail Barfuss 
-.;h,1rerl ;1 ~- followed by Mary 
Johnson in 10 and Debbie 
Posselt in 12. In the final 
beginning event, vaulting, 
Stout was represented in the 7 
and 10 spots by Mary Johnson 
and Debbie Posselt respec
tively. 

Carter . had two Stout 
Representatives at the in
termediate level. Gail Barfuss 
possessed the number eight 
spot on the balance beam and 
Mary Ingwell captured the 
ninth position on floor exercise. 

"It will be a year older 
'young' team next year," 
commented Carter, "plus all 
the hidden talent that's 
walking about campus that I 
can capture, or that will freely 
come to be on the team." 

Martha Heimann finished 
fourth in both the 50 and 100 
yard events. In the backstroke 
events Stout placed two girls in 
the top twelve. Ann Reese 
placed fifth in the 100 yard 
event and third in the 50 yard 
race. Teammate Myk McArdle 
backed Ann up with an 
eleventh place finish in both 
the 50 and 100. Stout's entry in 
the 400 yard freestyle was Patti 
Matosic, who finished in a 
strong twelfth spot. Diane 
Kraus was the only other Stout 
swimmer to finish in the top 
twelve. In the 100 yard 
breaststroke event Diane 
placed tenth. 

Robin Sanders who had 
qualified for all her events in 
the prelims Friday evening 
was scratched for the final 
competition Saturday because 
of illness. However , Robin did 
compete in the freestyle relay. 

Along with Ann, Martha, and 
Mary Phillips, Robin helped 
the relay obtain a fourth place 
finish. The Medley Relay with 
Martha, Ann, Margy and 
Marcy finished third. 

"Larger teams like La 
Crosse and Madison had the 
advantage with as many as 
five entries in any one event", 
McKinley said. "We did well 
entering competition in twelve 
of a possible fourteen events 
and scoring · in eleven", she 
continued. 

The season is over for the 
team with the exception of 
state champs, Marcy and 
Margy. The two of them will be 
representing Stout and the 
State of Wisconsin as they will 
compete in the Midwest 
Regional Swimming Meet. 
This meet will be held early 
next semester in Decalb, 
Illinois. 

by Trice Smith 
Sport programs for men have grown and grown , while women's 

sport programs have been stiffled. It appears to me, the 
reasoning being that young ladies might perspire lightly on a 
warm day, but they would never sweat and endure the hard 
realities of competition. 

Well, things are changing everywhere, and that includes 
Menomonie, Wisconsin. Female athletes have been recognized in 
the past and it is my hopes through this column and the Women 's 
sports pages, they will continue to get recognition, for the high 
caliber of talent displayed. 

Below is printed a summary of women's Varsity Volleyball 
competition . Coach Chris Zampach sent it to me to clear up some 
of my misconceptions concerning the "recreational backyard 
volleyball", that the team doesn't play. It is a .hard hitting, en
during competitive sport. 

"Bump, set, spike . . . this is volleyball. Would you believe there 
are 20 dedicated women on campus who are trying to learn to play 
a relatively new competitive sport? The sport is volleyball, which 
is not new in itself. It was invented and has been played in the U.S. 
since 1895. However, the way the Women's Varsity Volleyball 
team is learning to play the game is new to them and to most 
people in Wisconsin." 

"If you have had a chance to see volleyball played in the 
Olympics, you might have some idea of what the Stout women are 
learning to play. Volleyball is a game of control. It requires a 

· player to receive a ball that is traveling sometimes 60 mph." 
"The players must keep it under control and set it up, returning 

it to the opposing team with equal speed. It sounds simple enough 
in theory but in practice it requires women to dive on the floor, 
climb on top of teammates or block a ball rolling on the floor and 
opposing spikers. Strength is necessary to drive a ball, plus 
agility to nimbly set a ball for play." 

"Volleyball is a thinking game, where the player has to learn to 
comprehend and be able to execute offense and defense for
mations. Knowing and understanding the strengths and 
weaknesses of the opponents is gained throughout plays. One's 
mind never stops. It's exciting." 

If you would like to know more about volleyball or -are just in
terested in seeing an exciting game, truck on down to the 
Fieldhouse Saturday, at 9 a.m. If you do make it down, it may 
prove to be one of your best and most exciting weekends in 
Menomonie. 

Women's IM Standings 

Women's Intramural 8:45 League w L 

VoUeyball standings after UBS .. ............ . . 8 1 

three nights of play: Picketts . 6 3 

7: 15 League w L 2nd Curran 4 5 

1st Froggat . . . 8 1 O.T.R. .. .... . . ... 3 6 .... .. ... 
Third Hansen 8 1 Comical Cottage 3 6 

All-Nighters . 5 4 lstCurran. 3 6 

Special-K . . 3 6 8:00 League w L 
4th West Smackers. 2 7 Nibishes ... 8 1 
Puritans. 1 8 
8:00 League w L !):30 League w L 
Nibishes. 8 1 First Intercourts. 6 3 
Zoo. ..... .. ... 6 3 UKUBabes . . .. . 6 3 
Tailor's Tacks 5 4 Krunchettes 5 4 
4th Mac Machine. 4 5 3rd Kranzusch 4 5 
Wallbangers . 3 6 Faculty .... . .... 4 5 
Hansen's Honkers . . . 1 8 Squirrelly Squad . 2 7 
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Bowlers 
• • 1mpress1ve 
at home 

by Jeff Roozen 
The University of Wisconsin- · 

Stout Bowling Team led by Bob 
Koranda and Dave Rattle took 
four matches away from its 
opponents while only dropping 
one match by only one point. 
The Stout Keglers utilized 
every bowler on the team to 
bag their four matches which 
were held at the Student Center 
Lanes. 

Bob Koranda came off the 
bench in the fourth game and 
rolled a meet high of 237. Bob 
ended up with four games over 
200 as his games were 237, 221, 
206, and 202. He totaled 1395 
pins for an , average of 199. 
Dave Rattle continued to bust 
up the pins and carry many 
hits for strikes as he collected 
1515 for 8 games and an 
average of 190. Bob collected 5 
of his 7 points and Dave 
collected 5 of his possible 8 
points. 

Following with averages 180 
were Jeff Roozen and Ross 
Hetfeld. Jeff started out slow 
on Friday but on Saturday he 
found the mark and his games 
were 208, 203, 201, and 198. He 
collected 2 points while loosing 
4 by a total of 6 pins . Jeff 
collected 1061 pins in 6 games 
while Ross Hetfeld collected 
1062 pins in six games also. 
Ross bowled inconsistently for 
several games and when he 
finally found the mark he 
really buried his opponent. 
Ross also got 2 points while 
dropping 4 points. 

Competing in his first meet 
since the last meet at Stevens ; 
Point last year was Rich 
Pasyak. Rich brought along his 
talent as well as his bowling 
ball and really helped the 
Keglers win their games. 
Rich's average was 177 while 
collecting 708 pins in four 
games. Rich also stole three 
points while only dropping one 
point to his opponents. 

Other Keglers that bowled 
were Dave Drew who averaged 
167 and Rich Johnson who 
averaged 159 in 2 games. Larry 
DeRev only bowled one game 
which was 134. 

The Keglers won 42 points 
and dropped 33 points. The 
matches that they won were 
only decided by 1 point except 
for one match in which · they 
clobbered Stevens Point 11-4. 

ADD FINAL MATCHES AND 

Final Matches and 
Points at Stout 

Stout 8 - Platteville 7 
Stout 11 - Stevens Point 4 
Stout 8 - Milwaukee 7 
River Falls 8 - Stout 7 
Stout 8 - Superior 7 

Totals 
Stout 42 Opponents 33 

Stout Keglers would like to 
thank all the fans that came 
down to help root the bowlers 
on. The Blue Devils will be in 
Milwaukee on Dec. 1 and 2 and 
hope to continue their winning 
streak. 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
ALL TOPICS 

, Write or ca ll for your up-lo-date mail 
order catalog of thousands of out
standing research papers. 

Enclose $1.00 for 
1, Postage and Handling. 

WE A LSO DO 
CU STOM-MADER ES EAR CH 

CHAMPION RESEARCH, INC. 
636 BEACON ST., SUITE 605 

BOSTON, MASS. 02116 ' 
( 617) 536-9700 

We need a local agent 
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No fee payment, no registration! RESIDENT STUDENT FEES 
Undergraduate 

1 credit per semester . . . . .. . . $ 16.75 
2 credits per semester . 38.50 

by Jody Conley 
Registration time is drawing 

near and the business office 
would like to inform students of 
the procedures concerning fee 
payments. 

Students are reminded that 
registration begins Nov. 27, 28, 
and 29. Students not registering 
then will register Jan. 10 and 
11. 

The Financial Aids Office is 
making every effort to make 
financial aid checks available 
by Jan. 8, since fee payments 
may be paid Jan. 8 and 9 at the 
cashiers window, and Jan. 10 
and 11 at the Field House. The 
Business Office will follow up 
on students with deliquent 
accounts in terms of 
registering on Nov. 27, 28, and 
29. In other words, they're 
going to make every effort to 
see that you won't be permitted 
to register until your late fees 
are paid. Students will not 

receive pre-billings on January 
payments. 

The fee payment process in 
the Field House in January will 
be much the same as it always 
has been . There will be 
essentially three kinds of lines. 
The first lines will be the ex
press payment lines for 
students paying their exact 
amount of fees in the form of a 
check, or cash requiring no 
change. The second line is for· 
students reauiring change less 
than $25, which will be paid 
to the student in terms of cash. 
The third line will be for 
students requiring change of 
more than $25, which will be 
paid to the student in terms of a 
check. 

Do not make your fee 
payments by mail. Make them 
in person. The Business Office 
is making an appeal to 
students, especially those 
within a, 50 mile radius of Stout, 
to make their payments at the 

MANASA: fighting for mental health 

MANASA, a national mental 
health organization, has once 
again reorganized locally on 
the UW-Stout campus under 
the direction of Dr. Evelyn 
Rimel. 

The purpose of the 
organization is to promote the 
mental health of students and 
community members, dealing 
with both the young and old. 

The· organization meets 
every Tuesday night, and has 
planned individual and group 
activities for the clients at 
Hovlid Hall. For example, this 
past Monday MANASA 

.THE TAP 
HAPPY HOUR 
. 6:00 - 8:00 Daily 

Taps 15c 

sponsored a spaghetti supper 
for the clients, followed by a 
western film. Individual ac
tivities often included a night 
out at the Pawn or rap 
sessions. Speakers in such 
fields as criminology, 
sociology, psychology, special 
education, and medicine
dealing with drugs, alcoholism, 
and mental health are being 
scheduled. Also planned are 
tours of · prisons, day care 
centers and mental in
stitutions. A fondue Christmas 
Party will be held Dec. 19 for 
the clients of Hovlid Hall. 

Assorted Drinks 30c 

Now serving beer and liquor 
On and Off Sales 

cashiers -window Jan. 8 and 9. 
Other students should pay at 
the Field House Jan 10 and 11. 
Fees must be paid by 5 p.m. 
Jan. _ 11, in partial or in full. 
This is the deadline, and if the 
deadline is not met, the 
student's registration will be 
cancelled and he or she will 
have to reregister, and will be 
assessed a $10 late registration 
fee. 

Two charts that are of great 
value to the student follow this 
article. Table I lists student 
fees and instructs students on 
how to calculate installment 
payments. Table II is a list of 
laboratory fees for the 1972-73 
school year. It should be noted 
that this is a list of the known 
laboratory expenses at this 
time. However, students may 
be involved in courses in 
various areas that require field 
trips; such notices will be 
announced at the first class 
meeting. 

The symbol of MANASA was 
well chosen-the mental health 
bell. It symbolizes the fight 
against mental illness. There is 
a real bell behind the symbol 
which was cast from the chains 
and shackles once used to 
restrain mental patients. 
These words are inscribed on 
the bell: 

Cast from shackles which 
bound them, this bell shall ring 
out hope ·for the mentally ill 
and victory over mental 
illness. 

3 credits per semester 60.25 
4 credits per semester 82.00 
5 credits per semester . . .. 104.75 
6credits per semester . 127.50 
7 credits per semester . .. 150.25 
8 credits per-semester . . .. 173.00 
9 credits per semester . . .. 195.75 

10 credits per semester ... 218.50 
11 credits per semester ... 241.25 
12 credits or more . . ..... .. .. .... . 264.00 

Graduate 
1 credit per semester ... . ........ $ 26.75 
2 credits per sem ester . . 56.50 
3 credits per semester . 86.25 
4 credits per semester 116.00 
5 credits per semester . .. . 161.75 
6 credits per semester . . . . 195.50 
7 credits per semester . . ... ... 229. 95 
B credits per semester ......... . ... 263.00 
9 credits or more . . .... 294.00 

NON-RESIDENT STUDENT FEES 
Undergraduate 

l credit per semester . .. ... $ 64.50 
2 cred its per semester .. .. .. 134.00 

3 credits per semester .... . ... .. . 203.50 
4 credits per semester . . 273.00 
5 credits per semester .... 343.50 
6 credits per semester 414.00 
7 credits per semester . . 484.50 
8 credits per semester . . ... 555.00 
9 credits per semester . .. 625.50 

10 credits per semester . . .. 696.00 
11 credits per semester . . 766.50 
12 credits or more .. . 836.50 

Graduate 
· 1 credit per semester . 

2 credits per semester . 
3 credits per: semester . 
4 credits per semester . 
5 credits per semester 
6 cred its per semester 
7 credits per semester . 
8 credits per semester .. 
9 credits or more 

ROOM & BOARD FEES 
Double Room 

..... $ 110.00 
223.00 
336.00 
449.00 
518 :00 
695 .0Q 
812.00 
929.00 

.. 1041.50 

Undergraduate 
$470.36 - 14 meal plan 

Graduate 
$493.24-19 meal plan 

Single Room 
Undergraduate 

$545 .36 - 14 mea l plan 
Graduate 

$568.24 - 19 meal plan 
THE 40 PERCENT FEE PAYMENT may 
be calcu lated by the fo l lowing formula: 

' FEES 
+ Room -Bd . 

TOTAL 
X40 Percent 

40 Per cent of Fees 
+ LAB FEE 

INSTALLMENT PAYMENT AMOUNT 

* M~et Market * 
f riday Double Bubble 

HAPPY HOUR 3- 5 

I Sunday Special 
, PACKER BACKER 25c 

Have a Happy 
Thanlcsgiving ! ! 

Bostwicks Open 
Thurs. & Fri. till 9: 00 

Order now for a Christmas 
delivery. 

Anshus Jewelers 

MEN'S 
SPORTCOATS 

Reg. $45 - $SO - $SS 

To 

Tailored in the popular 
double knit polyester 
with flap pockets, 2-
button center vent and 
wide lapel. Sizes 38-46, 
regulars & long. 
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Metronome 
November 16, Thursday 

8: 15 & 9 :30 p.m. Pawn features Michael Hasek 

November 17, Friday 
8: 15 & 9:30 p.m. Pawn features Michael Hasek 

X.p.m. - l a.m. Polka Festival sponsored by the Tekes featuring 
Dick Rogers and his Orchestra (Menomonie Armory) 

x p.m. Flash Cadillac and the Continental Kids (Karges Gym, 
ll .W. River Falls) 

November 18, Saturday 

!I a.m. Regional competition Women's Volleyball (Fieldhouse) 

fi::IO p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

X: 15 & 9::10 p.m. Pawn features Michael Hasek 

November 19, Sunday 

11 ::10 a.m. Lutheran Student Service (Our Savior's Lutheran 
Church) 

Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

Ii p.m. & 8:45 p.m. Free Flicks showing of Andromeda Strain 
<11.H. Aud.) 

'< · ll p.m. Dr. Evelyn Rimel will speak on person-to-person 
relationships <Trinity House, 620 Wilson Avenue) 

November 20, Monday 

i ::IO p.m. IRHC meeting <Ballroom) 

7 p.111. UAA meeting (Ballroom) 

7 p.m. Menomonie Association Education Young Children 
1 President's Room) 

November 21, Tuesday 

·; p.m. SSA meeting <Ballroom) 

·; 11.m. Industrial Education Club meeting (Room 111 Commons) 

7: :IO p.m. Third quarter Home Economics Student Teachers 
1111·1·ting < Madison Room) 

November 22, Wednesday 

I ::IO p.m. Thanksgiving Vacation Begin( 

. i 11.m. Dorms close for the Holiday 

November 27, Monday 

:;::IO 11.m. IRIIC meeting <Ballroom) 
7 p.m. UAA MEETING <Ballroom) 

November 28, Tuesday 

7 p.m. SSA meeting (BaUroom) 

x 11. m. Robert Rimmer speaks on Alternatives to Life Styles 
s110nsored by Speakers Forum (H.H. Auditorium) 

TEKE's sponsor pi:>lka festival 

TIH· nwn of Tau Kappa 
l·'p~ il1111 Fraternity, who 
lwnught you last spting's Bush 
l',.i~h. are nut to show you a 
[!1111d time at their first annual 
l'olk,1 Festival. 

npPn to all, the Festival is set 
!or Friday Pvening, Nov . 17, R 
1u11 . 1 a .m . at the 
Ml·1rnmoni e Armor y , two 
hloC'ks west on Country Trunk 
l l off Highway 25. The Polka 
J<'pstival will be comparable to 
;1 Bush Bash for campus and 
community folk of all ages . 

King Solomon Wine 

Music makers for the gala 
Pvent will be Dick Rogers and 
his orchestra from Pulaski, 
Wis. One of Wisconsin's top 
polka recording bands, the 
group is known for television 
appearances in the four state 
area of Minnesota , Michigan, 
Wisconsin and Illinois as well 
as tours throughout the area 
;111rl the United States . 

Tickei s for the occasion can 
lw purchased for $2.00 from 
local merchants or at the door 
!hat Pwning. 

Grape, Cherry & Blackberry 
Starting Mon. 
COLD DUCK 

$1.59 Quart 1 
99c Qt. 

Pabst 
$380 Case Cans 

99c 6 Pac 

We carry a full line of party supplies. 

L-.Mart Liquor 
Ph. 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9: 00-9: 00 
Sunday 12: 00-5 : 00 

.~ ........ -~ ............... ...,... ............. ~ 
Have You Heard .. . 

i.e. club 
The Industrial Ed Club will 

meet Tuesday Nov. 21 at 7 p.m. 
in Room 111 , Commons . The 
following will be discussed : 
Curriculum Committee, WIEA 
Board IVi:em her, Program 
Chairman , Off-Campus 
Visitation , Christmas party, 
Policy Bulletin , Training 
Program, Course and course 
and instructor Evaluation , 
Registration , AVA National 
Convention and the Fall 
Conference. All regular 
me mbers and interested 
students are invited to attend. 

robert rim mer 
Robert Rimmer, author of 

Thr llarrad Experiment and 
Proposition :11, among others, 
will talk about coed room
mat es, group marriage, 
structured adultery and other 
revolutionary- ideas on sex, 
love, human relationships, 
marriage and the family on 
Ttwsday, Nov. 28 at R p.m. in 
I larvev Hall Auditorium . He'll 
I)(., brought to you through the 
(' nterprising efforts of the 
l lniversity Speaker's Forum as 
\I as Angela Davis who ap
peared on campus Nov . 14. 

last chance 
Seniors please remember 

you must have your picture 
taken this week or it will be too 
late to be in the Tower. 
Pictures must meet our 
specifications or they will be 
rejected. 
Specifications : black and white 
glossy, 2 1/1" X 3 1/.1"; the head 
size must be 1 112 " from top of 
hP::irl In f'hin 

assoc. for young 
Menomonie Association for 

the Education of Young 
Children will be holding a 
meeting Nov. 20 in the 
President's Room at 7 p.m. The 
topic will be public and private 
adoption agencies. All people 
interested are welcome. 

relationships 

All interested students are 
invited to the Trinity House at 
620 Wilson A venue to listen to 
Dr. Rimel speak on person-to
person relationships . Her 
presentation is on Nov. 19 from 
8-9 p.m. Refreshments will be 
served by the U.M.H .E. 
Student Fellowship Group. 

student teachers 
There will be a meeting 

Tuesday nite at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Madison Room of the Student 
Center for all third quarter 
student teachers in Home 
Economics. For more in
formation, be there. 

free towers 

If anyone would like Towers 
from previous years feel free to 
come to the Tower office and 
ask for one. 

u.w.-r.f. dance 
Flash Cadillac and the 

Continental Kids will be ap
pearing in the Karges Gym at 
the University of Wisconsin
River Falls, Nov. 17 at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are available at the 
Program Directors Office. 

STUDENTS. 

Classified Ads 

wanted 

Typewriter needed will buy or 
rent. Call Pat at 235-3070. 

Two girls for townhouse. $35.00 
plus utilities. Can move in 
anytime. Call 235-7025. 

Need a dishwasher and ex
perienced waitresses a t 
Loggin' Supper Club. Phone 
962-3870. Night hours on 
weekends. 

Young married couple looking 
for place to rent in Menomonie. 
Call 665-2435 anytime. 

for sale 

1964 Pontiac Bonneville 
Limousine. Best offer over 
$500. Phone 962-3870. 

Stereo equipment - Dual 1218 
turntable W-M91E cartridge 
and base w-dustcover; $130. 
Teac 2220 cassette deck, 2 
months old; $140. Call Peter, 
Ext. 2186. 

Bass.Guitar amp. bottom. Very 
good shape, two 15" JBL 
Lancing speakers. Must sell, 
Ext. 2477, ask for Larry. 

'67 Ford Custom 500. 4 door V-8, 
air. Good condition. Phone 235-
5893. 

for rent 

A one bedroom furnished 
apartment. Students 
preferred. Call 235-7928. 

employment wanted 

Band now booking for parties 
and ski resorts. "Touchstone" 
rock and blues. Call Bob 
Kramm or Ken Crane at 235-
9917. 

• • 
15% OFF for YOU on 
· everything at SHALOM 

GRAND PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE NOW 
WE HAVE:· 

Handcrafted candles 

Fragrant candles 

Candle making kits 

Wax, molds, wick, 
scents, etc. 

Wine making supplies 

Wine making kits 

Brewing supplies 

Decoupage supplies & 
prints 

Weaving & macrame 
yarns 

Macrame kits 

Batik . kits 

Beads & bells 

Assorted craft kits (112 
price) 

Books 

Posters 

Incense sticks 

Scentual oils 

Incense lamps 

and 
the MOTHER EARTH 

NEWS 

Painting equipment 

Acrylic paint & mediums 

Oil paint & mediums 

Water color 

Tempera 

Finger paints 

Crayons 

Paint sets: beg., int., 
adv . 

Canvas & stretchers 
Brushes 

Assorted papers 

Mat board 

Poster board 

Portfolios 

Charcoal 

Pastels 

Drawing pencils 

Spray paints 

Pen & ink 

Linoleum blocks 

Printing inks 

Silk screen supplies 

Ceramic supplies 

Jewelers tools 

Casting wax 

Drafting supplies 

Stencils 

Pressure sensitive 
lettering 

X -acto supplies 

Push pins 

Frames 

Creative gift wrap 

11

A gift created is a gift remembered" 

SHALOM ART SHOP 
915 L-Mart Mall 235-9371 



Governor appoints woman regent 
Governor Patrick Lucey has 

named River Falls attorney 
Nancy Barkla to the Univesity 
Board of Regents. 

She will replace Eugene 
Murphy (La Crosse), who 
unexpectantly resigned last 
week from the board after 
serving for 21 years on the old 
Wisconsin State University 
board and later on the merged 
system board. 

William Proxmire ( Dem. 
Wis.) from 1957 to 1964 and as 
an assistant to United States 
Postmaster General John 
Gronouski in 1964. 

Her husband, Paul, is the 
assistant director of the 
Department of Education of 
the American Federation of 
State, County, and Municipal 
Employees in Minneapolis, 
Minn. They have three 
children. 

woman named to the current 
board. The other two, Mrs. 
Howard Sandin (Ashland) and 
Mrs. Robert Williams (Stevens 
Point), were both appointed by 
Knowles. Seven more regent 
terms will terminate by the end 
of Lucey's term in January, 
1975. These and his previous six 
appointments will give Lucey 
an appointed majority of 
thirteen on the twenty-member 
board. Regents are named to 
seven-year terms. 

In his letter of resignation to 
the governor, Murphy, an 
executive with the Gateway 
Transportation Co., cited his 
reasons for quitting the board 
as the greater role he will be 
playing in that company's 
efforts to expand into the 
southern region of the country, 
and the pressures of traveling 
from one climate to the other 
throughout the year. He plans 
to soon take up_ residence in 
Florida . 

In a statement issued from 
the Executive office on Friday, 
Lucey said of Barkla, "I am 
confidant that her experience 
and her vision will serve her 
well during the critical 
deliberations which the board 
must face in the coming 
years." 

Half million dollar cut 
c·ould mean 35 iobs 

Mrs. Barkla, a graduate of 
Marquette and the University 
of Wisconsin Law School, has 
practiced law in River Falls 
since 1967. Previously, she 
served on the staff of Sen. 

The Governor also praised 
Murphy, an appointee of for
mer Republican Gov. Warren 
Knowles. "He established 
himself as a devoted advocate 
of excellence in our higher 
education system," read the 
statement. 

Mrs. Barkla is Lucey's sixth 
appointment, and the third 

Chancellor Swanson told 
staff members at an all
university meeting last 
Monday night that the 
university faced a one-half 
million dollar cut in next year's 
budget. He said that Stout must 
continue to put its emphasis on 
good education in the face of 
budget cuts and not on just 
saving jobs, although every 
effort will be made to do that. 

the short and long range effects 
would be examined before any 
budget cuts were made. Cuts 
could mean a reduction in 35.5 
faculty positions, although he 
emphasized that budget cuts 
were being discussed in terms 
of dollars and not actual 
positions. 

He challenged those present 
to suggest ways to reduce next 
year's budget by one-half 
million dollars; to list services 
that must be maintained even 
in the face of budget cuts; and 
to suggest methods that could 
be used to generate the base 
budget. 

Swanson commented that the 
university's resources could 
not be reduced in such a way 
that the faculty could not do its 
job. 

The Chancellor also said that 
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Ad Hoc works on · uniform credit transfer 
by Debbie Wiednich 

Re com menda lions for 
identical credit transfer 
policies on all UW-system 
campuses have been made by 
an Ad Hoc committee on un-: 
dergraduate transfer policy. 

· "We like transfer students 
here at Stout ," commented 
Donald Osegard, director of 
admissions and a member of 
the Ad Hoc committee. He 
added that approximately one
fifth of Stout's population is 
made up of transfer students . 

Recent trends indicated that 
the UW system a.ccepts 
roughly 10,000 undergraduate 
transfers per year. 

Included in these proposals 
are recommendations for the 
minimum general admission 

requirements for transfer 
students, the provision of in
formation on credits accepted 
and credits yet be earned, the 
provision of current and ac
curate information on program 
changes and requirements, 
and a uniform policy for the 
transfer of course credit in 
which passing grades are 
earned. 

Under the uniform ad
missions policy, transfer 
students who have earned a 
"C" average at the school they 
previously attended will be 
admissible. Students with less 
than a "C" average at their 
previous institution will be 
accepted if they would be 
eligible as continuing freshmen 
at the university they wish to 

attend. Those who do not 
qualify under the two above 
mentioned requirements may 
appeal through the appropriate 
director of admissions .at the 
new university. 

Transferring students shall 
be given, to the largest extent 
possible, a summary of credits 
remaining for graduation at 
the new institution. Students 
must be aware that they may 
need to earn a greater number 
of total credits than they would 
have had to earn of the school 
previously attended to meet 
the requirements unique to 
their new institution. 

Each admissions office in the 
UW system is responsible for 
keeping their personnel who 
work with transfer students 

Payroll to go biweekly 
The University of Wisconsin 

has sent a directive to all 
campuses giving each school 
the option of staying with the 
current monthly paycheck plan 
for work study and state 
payroll students, or converting 
to a biweekly paycheck plan. 
UW-Stevens Point and UW
River Falls have already made 
their choice-they will go 
biweekly as of December. UW
Green Bay, UW-Parkside, UW
Madison and UW-Milwaukee 
have been required to go 
biweekly. UW-Platteville will 
stay with monthly checks. 

Where does this leave Stout? 
According to Lois Von Berg, 
Director of Financial Aids, 
UW-Stout is planning to go 

biweekly with the rest of the 
crowd . "I can't guarantee 
when" said Von Berg, " but 
we think it would be more 
beneficial for the students." 

In January, Stout is getting a 
new computer so we may have 
to wait until then to change 
over systems. Right now it 
takes two days to clear the 
payroll each month and Stout 
cannot afford to spend that 
much time. It is hoped that the 
new "bigger and better" 
computer will rectify that 
problem. 

Meanwhile, Financial Aids is 
trying to come up with job 
classification pay levels . Each 
level would have its own pay 
scales and would provide for 

periodic raises for the 
students. The system will be 
started before next fall, but 
before any definite plans are 
made, Financial Aids would 
like to get student and faculty 
input on the matter. 

Another matter which has 
come up is the Affirmative 
Action Bill which calls for no 
discrimination among 
women and minority groups. 
This means all paychecks for 
the many varied duties on 
campus-and that includes 
faculty1 must be justified and 
accounted for to the state 
government. 

informed of changes in 
program requirements on their 
campuses . The appropriate 
office on each campus will 
prepare a statement of course 
equivalents for another 
campus when traffic between 
the two institutions shows it a 
necessity. The UW-system 
academic vice-president's 
office will monitor progress of 

this effort to provide needed 
informatian to transfer 
students. 

Another proposal recom
mends the transfer of course 
credit in which passing grades 
are earned. This would allow 
the transfer of "D" grades, 
which. under the present 
policy. is not permitted. 

Cont. on page :1 

"Take it or leave it, 7: 30 is the only time left . . . " Comments 
like this were common this week during preregistration. 



Independent status could 
kill student newspapers 

It is the concensus of many students that the Regents move in 
strange ways , mostly by not ·informing anyone of new policies in 
the making until they are a confirmed decided declaration. 
Therefore, we feel it necessary to inform all the students of the 
latest consideration of the Regents that was instigated by Regent 
John Lavine of Chippewa Falls. This consideration, in relation to 
the question of segregated fees, is to sever the funds of all 
university system campus newspapers . 

What this boils down to is there would no longer be a Stoutonia, 
there would no longer be school newspapers, and there would no 
longer be a medium of free speech on campus for the students. 

If the Stoutonia were made to go independent, it would be forced 
to close down due to financial collapse. For instance, the weekly 
printing cost is approximately $550 to publish 5500 copies of a 12 
page paper . And that doesn't ipclude the cost of typing paper, 
phones, light, desks, typewriters etc. 

Since we do not have dark room facilities we must go through 
ITS for photographs which costs approximately $67 per week. 

Our advertising revenue per week is approximately $250. It 
costs the student $2.93 per semester out of activity fees for the 
paper. It costs us $4.08 per student per semester to provide this 
paper. It must also be noted that the faculty does not have to pay 
this $2.93 fee, yet receives this paper free of charge. The outcome 
is $9,828 per semester for printing and photos with only a $4,000 ad 
revenue. This causes a net deficit of $5,828 per semester which is 
taken care of by the activity fee funding. 

If the paper were to go independent, the deficit would increase 
as we would not be guaranteed subscribers plus, the cost of rental 
of office, and purchasing of equipment, as well as cost of utilities. 

We feel that a campus paper such as the Stoutonia provides a 
service to the campus community by informing, entertaining, and 
providing a place for students to air their views. 

A campus paper also provides field experience for liberal arts 
schools for their journalism majors in the same light as our child 
study center provides for the early childhood majors at Stout. 

We are sure Regent Lavine has good reason for this move, yet 
we must question its practicality and the probable repercussions 
of such a move. 

Vandalism is on the rise 
It appears that the vandals are spreading into 

the Student Center. Last week, before Thanksgiving 
break, someone "obviously and intentionally, and 
for no reason" performed internal surgery on the 
baby grand piano in the ballroom. This .vandal 
amused him or herself by twisting the chords 
through the top of the piano and bending them, 
causing them to become a lovely tangled mess. 
According to Bob Johnson, Director of Student 
Center, the cost of repair has not been assessed yet. 
He termed the. act as "malicious vandalism." 
lronicalJy, the piano had just been tuned a week and 
a half before, which is a costly process itself. 

But dear vandals, that is not the only thing you 
attack. Johnson -reported that furniture, especially 
chairs are stolen continually. He also commented 
that "the washrooms take a beating" too. Vandals 
have ripped the soap containers off walls as well as 
the toilet paper holders. Now who would want a 
broken toilet paper roll holder? 

Windows and the glass doors are under fire also. 
It cost us (we the students-the building is owned 
and op.erated by us) almost $800 last year to replace 
broken and kicked in windows. 

In all - why does this stupid senseless van
dalism continue? We agree with Bob Johnson and 
his remark, "I'd hate to see it where we'll have to 
hire security guards to watch people come in." 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
A letter to the editor will be accepted from any source as long 

as the contents concern the students at Stout or would be of in
terest to them. 

The ~TOUT~NIA requires that all letters he signed. But 
names will be withheld upon permission of editor. 

Agreement with editor as to content is not a criterion for its 
publication. However the letter must not be libelous as deter
mined by the editor. It is the policy of the STOUTONIA to exercise 
good taste and respect rights of privacy. 

Letters should be submitted to the STOUTONIA office or 
Union mailbox. 
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Guys pampered, women abused 
Dear Editor: · 

Right now I am very ticked 
off. The reason: Unfair 
registration practices. 

Last Monday afternoon, I 
learned that the men's hockey, 
basketball, and swimming 
teams would be registering 
early. I went to the women's 
basketball coach and asked her 
if we could also register early. 
She told me she knew nothing 
about it, but she would find out. 

and not the advantage of early 
registration-like the other 
team sports. (By the way, we 
practice at 7 in the morning 
because we don't like 11 at 
night. Why so early or so late? 
Because that's the only time 
we can get the facility .) We're 
all equal, right? Or are we? 

homes. We have to leave over 
half the team home for road 
trips because we can't afford to 
take them. 

I think this issue needs to be 
looked into next time the SSA 
budgets our activity fees . 

Nancy Nebelung 

Why did all the men's 
coaches know and the women's 
didn't? 

While I'm on the subject of 
discrimination of women's 
sports, I might just as well say 
something about allocating of 
funds. 

Well, she found out alright. 
The woman were going to get 
rooked again. Every one of the 
men's sports registered early. 
Woman's sports didn't. 

We have the double burden of 
getting needed classes and 
keeping practice hours free, 

The men's basketball team 
flys to Utah and Montana for a 
game. The woman's volleyball 
team can't afford to stay in a 
hotel while on a weekend game 
in Platteville. The men's swim 
team eats at the Bolo after a 
game. The women eat in the 
kitchen of one of the member's 

Cynic 'cheers' 
speakers forum 

Dear Editor : 
Three cheers for that terrific 

group of Stout Students who 
make up the Speakers Forum. 
William Kuntsler and Angela 
Davis are truly stupendous 
selections. If this elite group of 
students is confined to its 
present quagmire I have a few 
suggested guest speakers in 
mind : Gus Hall, Jane Fonda, 
and Henry David Dubin. 

I'm confident that the 
students that were thrilled by 
William Kuntsler and Angela 
Davis will simply be awed by 
any one of the four listed 
above. Pity, I have a weak 
stomach and won't be able to 
attend. 

L. T. Melby 
Student 

Class schedules: 
where were they? 
To the editor : 

I do not understand why the 
class schedules were not 
released until last week 
Monday . I feel this put un
necessary pressure on seniors 
and their advisors. 

On Monday the seniors 
received the class schedules 
and would register the 
following Monday . This 
allowed only 31/2 school days to 
straighten out class conflicts if 
they existed and receive the 
approval of their advisors for 
program changes . I don't think 
the Registrar's office had the 
student's best interest in mind 
when they published these 
books so late and hope they use 
more consideration next 
semester. 

Allen Noll 

Red Cross deserves thanks 
Dear Editor: 

I want to thank the Dunn 
County Chapter of the 
American Red Cross for their 
marvelous response when four 
Stout University students 
needed help following a fire 
Nov. 4 that destroyed their 
lower flat in the 1500 block of 
North Broadway. The help 
given by the Red Cross aided 
these young men immensely in 
"picking up the pieces." 

There is nothing more 
damaging than fire. In
dividuals suffer mental 
anguish, as well as personal 
loss. The Red Cross help keep 
the mental anguish, I am 
certain, to a minimum. The 
Chapter's action may have 
meant the difference in these 
students staying at Stout or 
discontinuing their education. 

T he ST OU TONIA is requ ired by the 
Board of Regents WSU resolution 3629 to 
state that it is a state-control led 
university publication and under the 
jurisdiction of the president of the 
University . Publishing costs are financed 
from "university services fee" and ad 
vertising payments . 

Edited by the students at U .W. -Stout 
weekly during the regu lar school year. 

Third class postage paid 
at Menomonie, Wiscons in 

Postmaster: Send form 3579 to 
THE STOUTON IA, 

211 Wi lson Ave., 
Menomonie, Wisconsin 54751 

Red Cross workers, 
Margaret Kent and Robert 
Kirk, deserve a special thanks 
for the immediate concern they 
displayed and actions they took 
when informed of the tragedy. 
Although the Red Cross 
provided emergency 
assistance, the students- Jim 
Sallis, Calvin Glover, Marcus 
Hayes, and Earl Trice, still 
need help. They lost most of 
their personal possessions in 
the fire. 

The Campus Ministry, 108 
Third Avenue West, is con
ducting a fund drive to replace 
the losses. Anyone wishing to 
help can mail a donation to the 
Ministry. The Ministry will 
dispense funds as needed. Any 
help is deeply appreciated. 

Sincerely, 
Charles Buelow 
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u··RHA pl:ans to lobby 
rt/HOP'ILM~DT 

for 22 hr. · daily visitation IJeit.41 ...... pDac. t 

Conlh1UDU& lbowinl ol llbnl will be .. follows: 
Mondly-TQ e.torLaunl 6 Hai:d,. 7 610 p.11'1., H.K.A. 
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~ other adult . 'lberd«n~ we (URHAI fttl 
1he Board ol Regrnll should grant lbeM' ri&hu 
10 the 1tudr.nu in ordeT to allow the ff,1 o:
~ of lndivklual ~osophln witliln the 
framework ol the law," 

i,1::W~',:~·~~':'°~~:~ . 
are in Oppo&ilioo to the wishes and dell!"$ ol • 

~n::~r.fLU::~~~~~:~ . 
their own living envlronmenl, the fru1tral\oo 
and dlscouragement that Kt:ms 10 be present 
5hould be aUevilited." 

URIIA, aklrc with kJcal branches~ Resident 
llall Federation&, will be conduct.Ing survey, 
and petitions on c:ampulel to gain "supporting 
evidence" to be pruentftl to the Board ol 
Regents. 

Abo di~~ at the URIIA mffllng v.·ttt 
iiropou)s c~\ng alcohol in donnalorie1. 
Donna Smllh, SIOl.!I, prestntecf a rough draft ol 
the rationales or why aJCGhol lhould be allowed 
on state property. 

Smith ukl. "More students will 1tay In 
dormi and moi-eatldenll will move Into donns. 
Donni are a t,qslnesa which hu to compete 
wi th off-c:ampos housing." 

The rationales also Included a home-like 
111m<IJJ)hert: wllhln dorms, ~ actldenl 
rate or tni11din& and the Age of Majority blll. 

Lett.en wUI be stJI( to all members of the 
EOJcaUon committee. a branch ol the Board" 
ltegmts, which will include the proposals on 
alcohol as supported by URHA. 

j 

Rod Nilleltuen; preliderlt of Urdled Co.Inell, 
lrionnaDJ Mllhued the URHA c1Xn'tlltkln concem.nc ''formalized mdhodt·cl i.stlO the 
Rfl;mtl." 

St~~ =~ntl~:t}~cam:: 
~tin& 1tudenll' 1mnst1; bdon the 
Board k Re(mta and lldmlniltralal"I. 

Nllaeatum uid, '"Studentl' inp.it with the 
ft.elenll and the Central Body · had hem 
tnlltlonally poor'.'" . . 

vt~~:.~~~='·=1~ 
because II hun't Men regutartud and became 
the channel ' hal!l ' t beet rully established lo 
rtcOgmulnp.it." 

Nil.Mstuen ffllphuii.ed the need for com· 
· munication belwe,en United Council and 

URHA. lie abotlndicaled United Counc:11'1 
1lff(Jft of a joint effOl'"t in lobbyln& ror %Z houn: 
of visitation. 
• URHA alJO discUsled lhe sales la.Jr. on food . 
Mike Sclwaeider, presldml ol URHA, said Iha.I 
lhre-e institutions are exempt frun aa~ tax mi 
food Tho6e are sanitariums, hoapltals and day 
care«nlen:. 

Sdneidft' u.id . ''The rl!'uon for this is lhat 
, thlse Institutions have no alternative where 

therpeoplceat . URHA W13Uldliketoknow~y 
residmlS are oot included in thi1 cat~ory. ll 
coei, each tt1ident S20 per semester for u.ln 
ta1'' ' 

URHA voted to back the eucutive board in 
thei r acllMI to have the sales tax remo\'ed. 

Conduding the convmtlon, Schneider said. 
"United. Comcil and URHA mutt work 
iotether as a unifted rronL URHA 11 goln& In 

' the rig.hi direction , maybe a litUe bit too fut . 
We're a yourc orgimlution - jmt IO we don't 
fly IO high that we &el &tlol down." 

''URHA hu 1tood and believed In the last lwo · 
yeal'II that we don ' t have nh.ie•forming rights 
now. Glvei.machal'IC'l!ln Dre.,·· said Schneidl!r. 

The De<:. C1)nWntlon ol URIIA will be In 
Milwauktt. At that convention. URHA will be 
klbbyin, a t the Board of Regmta' meetlna for 
their propou1 ront.ffll~ ~ visitation for 
all campuses In the UW ay1t.em. r , 

V 

/ , 

H.H.A. . . 
WedneMay - '"Shor1a" Jrom the Comedy En, 7 6 10 p.m., 

Pawo. 
1'1lffday-Col«CartoonFestival, 1, 1op.m., H.H.A . 
Friday-ronkey Businell with the Van Orm., 7 6 10 p.m., 

H.H.A. 
S.turday Ma and Pa Kettle In the Oiarti - MIi and Pa 

Kd:=~~· f:! ~ :i-,":ii!·~:~ above. Films will atart 
=r,,!t~t desipted lime. Doon ~U ~ It m.lnule! before 

Remember: Dec. 41 . I , one full wt"* or fllma. 

~ttery numbers 1-9$ 
are eHgible for draft 
1971 Mill lary Selective SeTvki 
Act. inductions for 1tudenlS 

~ :: ,t:-~rm'::e~IY t~ lhe 

The Selective Service hJ" 
a lso r t'in terpr l!'led the 
ac-ademlc y«'ar 10 deny in
duction pos1ponemen11 to 
Augus1 graduales. TIM! Lenn 
"11e..dttnic ycar· t previously 
meant the 12·month pttlod 
followi111thebt'giMingofthe 
student's coun:e.ol study. 

Now an aeademlc: year will 
end in June for a student 
beginning his eourw of 1tudy in 
August. a ninc·month period 
ins lead ol 12. However, a 12· 
month period i1 still COl1Sider'C'd 
1he academic year if a person 
bl!gins his cours«' of study in 
January. 

The efff"CI of lhis wi ll be ft'II 
by thole gradlalf' 1tudl!'nl1 who 
111't'felorttrintheirdt'greein 
Augus1. If thei r numbl!r is 
reached in the Jouery. they ,.,m . 

Sopho more, through 
l(rllduate studenll having no 

~;:i1
etr~r~·'!':. 1t•Yth~ 

lO(tcry numbers r•nge from I 
to 9$. Undt'r the, rules of lhe 
he inducted bdort: they receive' 
1h1'1r dl'grtt:1 In August . 

~ tud~ntl without deferr· 

::r~"tf~ll~~= ~~(II'":: 
will recdvl!' a degree in Aupl 
are •dvised 10 consult Ed Gold. 
<ran colltSl!:lor. on procedural 
rffl!edles a11all11ble. 

s,J~~1!1~~9;3(= rnri~ 
111·m be nrdered to pre-\pduciion 
exa minations during the 
coming month if thcir lottery 
numhen are I through .7S. 

All men in Cass l ·Y on Dec. 
10. 1911 . born in l~I or before. 
shouldbeplac:fltlnClasa l•Hor 
~-f '. All men with lott.ery 
numl>en 196orunderwhow«e 
born in 19!\0 or before and who 
,.·ere in Oau l ·A, \ ·AO or 1-0 
noOK-. ltofdthertfflor 1971 
should be in C1ua l ·H cl«(lnd 
PSG I a t lhil .lime. 1lle ume 
tw:ilds true ror all men with 
lottery m.nben 12$ or ~ 
OOrn in l~I orbdore. 

l'ef"lll'IIII in lhese BJ'ffl4* who/ 
li;n'<' rttl'ived induclkln ordffs 
'<Muld er.itacl Gold. phone 
'l lMl, tnchfockfor~ln lht'ir 
1 .. iorirypla(."('fflenl . 

conlialll!df"°'91 pagtl 

Thenumberofcreditsthat ~ 
1he 1raf1llfrr univen:lly llrill 
ae«pt is determined by thrtt 
crilt,fia. nie first ls the degree 
oflednkalitynf lhecourwlht' 
jludf'nt is in : second. lhe 
minimum requi rem enl s 
ne.>dl!d' to gnduale frun tht' 
ntw lSlivp"Sily i and finally . 
how the P'eV?Dully earned 
crNlita apply to lhc 
requittfflf'fll ol the ma)or al 
the new school, 

NOONWNCHEONSDA.ILYll:••tP.M, 
CARD. GIFT & Moo· SHOP 

f,' , ,r \ ' 111tr l'tlritlmuK1rioppln" 
USt: OIIR IX'l' ·BY Pl.AS 

SHOP 

Each dtpartment receiving 
1rarmftt credita will determine 
if thtte is a com,-rable courv 
in their curriculum. If there 
lsn' t theCredill will be comted 
1oward graduation but not 
IOWllrd a ma):)r or mi!'('I' nekl. 

t ...... _..,. 

~MeallaiJ• ,, 
FedUUHierW ............... hrUN .--APPEARING DEC. 3 

DONNIE tEOWond STONEY BROOKE 

COMING DECEMBER ~17 
MERLE LEMON0"4 THE LEMON-AIDES 

l.,... .. lhsllllit .... ~1*164UIFri.efcK~•..tll. 
............ l,yl.)'UR-.el....,_... 

TUES. SPECIAL WED. SPECIAL 

.,.biW .. w •wl.rctku1 • alfll ls ccunpl«'~· 

CHRISTMAS 
C'ank. l\unU. Pa.rty GOINlj and Gift 
w ... ppinK, 

VISIT 
TtwMtllllSII-,, ,, 

o,e. en.ry ...... uc:• S.taruy .... 
i!NaJ IZ.S uUl Orial.._ 
caRA r .. Uw 1-a et a.nrt.., ltir ,.rtks. 

··we rnLat be conc.'fflwd with 
the sl udeni.-." empbasiud 
Oeeprd. Ile added !hat It is 

::~,Tu:!:f=i:~ 
the UW 1y1tem th.lit these 
l'K'l)fflfflfflt$om WIN made. 

'"'4! pa,uinl of these 
propoeab, mean the .. ,a, ol :r=~~-= w\duft the uw system. . 
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Musical · A ·merical-
'Bal lads of by-gone days' 

On Thursday, Nov. 30 the 
Pawn will present Neil 
Christian for two shows, 8:15 
and 9:30. 

Sensing the mood of this 
audience, Chris weaves a web 
of musical Americana. Sub
jects range from ethnic and 
regional favorites to prison, 
railroad, war, mining and 
protest songs. 

Chris is a natural performer 
well-versed in the knowledge of 
folklore and experienced in it 's 
sharing. He understands that 

the people possess a music 
heritage that can be related to 
their own lives in the every day 
world. Chris never schedules a 
program of selections for a 
performance; the audience 
does that for him in its reac
tions to the first few songs he 
sings. 

Not cmly are the songs and 
stories distinctive, but Chris 
accompanies himself on a harp 
guitar, an oddly-shaped in
strument that is a relic from 
the turn of the century. The 

Metronome 
November 30, Thursday 

i p.m. Political workshop on the population commission's report 
sponsored by ZPG 

December 1, F r iday 
Deadline to drop 2nd Quarter and 1st Semester classes 

7 a .m. Women's Basketba ll meeting for girls inter ested in joining 
. the team <Fieldhouse) 

7:30 - 9 p.m. " The Leader " and "The Future Is In Eggs" 
presented by the University Theatre in the Quarter Square 
Theatre (Basement of Harvey Hall) 

December 2, Saturday 
1 - 3 p.m. Open house at the Family Learning Cooperative (1018 

8th Street) 

6:30 p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

7:30 p.m. Married Student's 50's Dance (The Ministry) 

instrument's appearnace is 
fascinating to behold; 
however, the full richness of 
it's tones and the subtle har
monic strums which smooth 
and mellow the chords are 
hard to fully appreciate. 

If you need a respite from the 
noise and nerve wracking 
sounds emitted by thousand
watt amplifiers which blare 
their endless disjointed 
phrases, then come to the 
Pawn Thursday, Nov. 30. Pull 
up a chair and listen to Chris 
and his rare harp guitar. 

Dave Ray : 'Si'rigs the Blues' 
This weekend Dec. 1 and 2 

Dave Ray will give two shows 
nightly 8:15 and 9:30 in the 
Pawn. 

Dave has been singing blues 
for almost 15 years. One of the 
first white blues artists to be 
recognized as a major talent in 
the idiom, his career so far has 
included six albums for 
Electra Records . Appearances 
at both Fillmores, both the 
Newport and Philadelphia folk 
festivals, and night clubs too 
numerous to mention. 

Dave's show is blues, in the 
classic sense. His mastery of 
both the six and, especially, the 
12 string guitars is comparable 
to that of a Leo Kottke or Doc. 
Watson. His presence and 
presentation are uniquely his 
own. 

If you are interested in a 
show that is a little out of the 
ordinary-if you are tired of 
folk singers singing warmed
over John Denver and Gordon 
Lightfoot, come and listen to 
Dave Ray sing the blues. 

i:30 - 9 p.m. "The Leader" and "The Future Is In Eggs" 
presented by University Theatre in the Quarter Square 
Theatre (Basement of Harvey Hall) 

During any registration, patience is a virtue. 

December 3, Sunday 
11 a.m. -l:30p.m. and4:30-7p.m. Spaghetti Dinner sponsored by 

the Delta Zeta Sorority (St. Joseph's Church Basement) 

11 :30 a.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) and 
Lutheran Student Service (Our Savior's Lutheran) 

5:30 p.m. Pre-Christmas celebration and dinner at the Trinity 
House (620 Wilson Avenue) 

7 :30 p.m. "Songs of Christmas," annual US-Stout Christmas 
Concert (Fieldhouse) 

December 4, Monday 
Print-out of student programs for 2nd Semester available in lobby 

of Administration Bldg. 

Beginning today and through December 30 the Art Gallery will 
show a collection of contemporary prints from thf U of Min
nesota. 

7 a.m. Women's Basketball meeting for girls interested in joining 
the team (Fieldhouse) 

5:30 p.m. IRHC meeting (Ballroom) 

7 p.m. UAA meeting (Ballroom) 

7 & 10 p.m. Funky Film Fest's showing of "Best of Laurel and 
Hardy <H.H. Aud.) 

December S, Tuesday 
1 :30 p.m. Lecture on Transcendental Meditation (Judicial room 

of Student Center) 

6:30 p.m. Student Construction Association (President's Room) 

6:30 p.m. Antique Auto Club Meeting (International Room) 

7 p.m. SSA meeting (Ballroom) 

7 p.m. Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship Meeting (Central 
Ballroom) 

7 & 10 p.m. Funky Film Fest's showing of "Spook Spectacular and 
Terror Trip" (H.H. Aud.) 

ecember 6, Wednesday 
, p.m. -1 a .m. "1972 Winter Snow Fest" sponsored by Stout's Ski 

Team (The Tap) 

7 & 10 p.m. Funky Film Fest's showing of 'Shorts' from the 
Comedy Era (Pawn) 



r 

'Mad' one-acts presented 
at Quarter Square 

Photos by Ed Graff 

The atmosphere promises to 
be carnival and bazaar as the 
University Theatre presents 
two short plays by the ab
surdis t playwright Eugene 
Ionesco this Friday and 
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and 9 
p.m. in the experimental 1/4 

Square Theatre in the 
basement of Harvey Hall . 

In America, our politics is at 
times disgracefully foolish and 
our preoccupation with 
producing material goods often 

Flag-waving cast of absurdist one acts: from the front, 
Mira Smith, Jim Radatz, Linda Stole, Toni Whelihan, 

Bill Bundy, portraying a radio announcer, as he literally 
whips the crowd into a frenzy. 

I 
Jim Radatz playing his challenging rnle as a 

·receased. grar_dfather. 
Rita Michelin, Dave Bailey, Ethan 1',fardacker, and Bill Bundy. 

makes us appear mad. The 
evening, entitled, "Two Mad 
One-Acts" by director 
Terrence Markovich, satirizes 
those aspects of American life. 

Prior to the performances in 
the American tradition apple 
pie and hot dogs will be sold by 
Alpha Psi drama fraternity, 
and Laurel · and Hardy and 
Heckle-Jeckle 8 mm films will 
be shown. Also faculty poetry 
concerning America will be 
displayed. 

"The Ladder" and "The . 
Future Is In Eggs" may be one! 
of the most unusual theatrics} 
experiences to hit the Stout 
stage in a long while. Both 
plays are provocative artd the 
style of presentation 
elaborate lighting and 
mechanical and sound effects -
add to a generally "no holds 
barred" atmosphere. 

Tickets are free in the 
Student Center through Friday 
afternoon or maybe picked up 
prior to performances. 

The plays are being directed by veteran Terry Markovich, 
who is in a daze here over the performance of his actors. 
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Foreign studies credits offered by UW system 
We are publishing a list of 

foreign studies programs 
available during the winter 
interim, next summer and the 
1973-74 school year for all 
students in the UW system. 

Participating students must 
enroll in the university spon
soring the program. The credits 
will transfer to any university in 
the system. 
All costs given are ap

proximates. 
A study tour of the Soviet 

Union from April 6 to 23 will be 
sponsored jointly with other UW 
institutions. Cost is $600. 

The winter interpn programs, 
their estimated costs and 
sponsoring universities are: 

La Crosse 
Christmas in Hawaii, Dec. 27 

to Jan. 10. No credits can be 
earned. Cost is $237. Program 
directors are Dr. Seymour Sob
mer and Dr. Harry Wray. 

Milwaukee 
Winter session at Tel Aviv 

University. Israel society, ar
chaeology and Biblical history 
will be studied. Dec. 20 to Jan. 
21. Cost is $850. Address for more 
information is UW-Milwaukee 
Israeli Winter Session, In
ternational Relations Major, 
Bolton 668, UW-Milwaukee. 

Oshkosh 
Archaeological tour of Great 

Britain, in London, Salisbury, 
Bath, Brest, Bordeaux and 
Paris. Dec. 26 to Jan. 5. Cost is 
$470. Director is Dr. Stephen F. 
Bedwell, department of 
sociology and anthropology. 

Behind the scenes of · British 
Government, in London, Oxford, 
and Windsor, Dec. 31 to Jan. 10. 
Cost is undetermined, Director 
is Dr. Martin Gruberg, depart
ment of political science. 

Contemporary British theatre 
tour. Dec. 27 to Jan. 9. Cost is 
undetermined. Director is Dr. 
James Hawes. 

European seminar in special 
education, studying European 
methods of dealing with men
tally retarded, emotionally 
disturbed and persons with 
learning disabilities, in England, 
France and Holland. Dec. 27 to 
Jan. 11. Cost is $399. Directors 
are Dr. George Stockton and Dr. 
Thomas Kempf. 

Law Enforcement in Great 
Britain, studying in London, 
Manchester and Liverpool. Dec. 
27 to Jan. 9. Cost is $434 tor 
undergraduates, $466 for 
graduate students. Director is 
Dr. Safwat Sauryal, political 
science department. 

Scandinavian design and craft 
tour, studying design in fur
niture making, fabrics, 
ceramics and art metal Dec. 27 
to Jan. 11. Director is Dr. 
William Leffin. Cost is un
determined. 

Stevens Point 
International Environment 

Seminar, studying soil and land 
uses in Puerto Rico. Dec. 26 to 
J'lll. 15. Cost is $300. Director is 
Milo Harpstead. Contact Dr. 
Pauline Isaacson, also. 

Popular arts in London and 
Paris, studying entertainment 
and promotional forms of mass 
communication. Dec. 26 to Jan. 
15. Costis$510.75. Director is Dr. 
Roger Bullis. 

Whitewater 
Field Studies of English 

Libraries in London and Bir
minghan;. Dec. 21 to Jan. 10. 
Cost is $600. Directors are Dr. W . . 
C. Blankenship and Mrs. Anne 
Sarinnia. 

Programs available over the 
spring interim are: 

La Crosse 
Field study in primary 

education and movement ex
ploration in Great Britain in 
public schools in Great Britain 
and University of London in 
May. Cost is $750. Directors are 
Burton Altman and Lane 
Goodwin. 

Principles and practices of 
reading in the British infant 
School, in England during May. 
Undergraduate cost is $630, 
graduate, $648. Director is 
Raymond L. Kimble. 

Oshkosh 
Eastern European Seminar 

tour in East Germany, Poland, 
Czechoslovakia and Hungary. , 
May 17 to June 8. Cost $726. 1 

Director is Dr. Donald E. 
Bruyere. 

Whitewater 
Ecology of the East African 

Biome in national parks of 
Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. 
June 11 to July 2. Cost is $1,742. 
Director is Reginald G. Nash, 
biology department. 

Available 1973 summer 
sessions are: 

Eau Claire 
Spanish and social science 

studies at Monterrey Institute of 
Technology and Higher Studies, 
Monterrey, Mexico. July 1 to 

Aug. 10. Cost is $485. Inquiries 
should be made to Jamison. 

La Crosse 
Study in Japan at the Sophia 

University in Kyoto and Tokyo. 
July 1 to Aug. 26. Cost is $1,377. 
Director is Harold J. Wray, 
Asian history. 

Study of South American 
geography in Brazil, Argentina, 
Chile, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador 
and Colombia, with optional 
side-trip to Galapagos Islands. 
Cost is $1,998, plus $345 for side- i 
trip to Galapagos Islands. 

1 

Director is Margaret S. Chew, 
geography department. 

River Falls 
Archaeological dig in Israel , 

from June 10 to Aug. 15. Cost is 
$872. Director is Dr. Stephen · 
Feinstein, history department. 

Comparative education course 
and supervised overseas 
fieldwork in British Islands and
or Ireland. March 1 to Aug. 3 ( 30-
hour course in Comparative 
Education at River Falls, and 3-
week counterpart experience 
overseas). Cost is $700. Director 
is Dr. Ross Korsgaard. 

Kibbutz program in Israel 
June 7 to Aug. 15. Cost is $875. 
Director is Dr. Stephen Fein
stein. 

Stevens Point 
International environmental 

studies in Germany. June 2 to 
Aug. 2. This includes four weeks 
on Stevens Point campus and 
four weeks at Hornberg Castle, 
Black Forest, Germany. Cost is 
$620. Director is Dr. Pauline 
Isaacson. 

Study of British culture and 
civilization. June 12 to Aug. 12. 

SPELLBINDER 

LOVELY GIFT! 

A SLIGHT 
BREEZE OR 
TOUCH SET 
WIRES TO 
SWAYING 

A CHARMING SIGHT 

INTRIGUE ING 
SO DAINTY! 

SO PRETTY! 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 
400 Main St . Phone 235-3461 

GRAND OPENING SPECIALS 
NEXT WEEKI 

Select Group of Speakers 
Buy One Get Another for $1 OO 

See Us Soon 

210 Water Street, Eau Claire Open Nites Till 9 

Cost $700. Director is Irene 
Gray. Contact Dr. Pauline 
Isaacson. 

Study of geography and urban 
growth in Goiania, Brazil. June 
15 to Aug. 15. Cost is un
determined. Director is Prof. 
Marshall Parry. Contact Dr. 
P2.uline Isaacson. 

Whitewater 
Study of Chaucer, renaissance . 

drama and modern poetry at 
Darwin College, University of 
Kent, Canterbury, England. 
July 1 to 30. Cost is $665. Director 
is Robert G. Lewis, assistant 
professor of English. 

Semester and total school year 
programs are: 

Jointly sponsored by the UW
Platteville, River Falls, 
Superior, Whitewater an~ La 
Crosse is a liberal arts study 
center in Copenhagen. Se.p
tember, 1973 to June 1974. Cost is 

$2,000. Contact Dr. Edward 
Jamison. 

Oshkosh 
Study abroad program in 

Ethiopia, Sierra Leone, Ghana 
and Nigeria. Spetember, 1973, to 
June 1974. $2,350. Director is Dr. 
Lee Newcomer, international 
studies department, Clow 
Faculty 427. 

Study at the University of 
Caen, France. January to June, 
1974. Cost is $1,586. Contact Dr. 
Druette, foreign languages 
department. 

River Falls 
Elementary-secondary 

student teaching abroad in 
England, Ireland, Scotland and 
Wales. Sept. 1, 1973, to June 1, 
1974. Cost is $700. Director is Dr. 
Ross Korsgaard. 

Exchange of elementary and 
secondary education students 
between Ed~ Hill College of 
Education in Lancashire, 
England, and Uw-River Falls, 
1973 to 1974. Cost is $1,800. 
Directors are Dr. Ross Kor
sgaard and Dr. Rowland Kirk. 

Foreign study in Paris and 
· various European countries, 
depending on area of in
dependent research. Aug. 20 to 
Nov. 30, 1973. Cost is $1,200. 
Director is Dr. Robert B. Bailey 
m, sociology dpeartment. 

Stevens Point 
General study and travel in 

Munich and other German 
areas, as well as Paris and 
Germanic section of Northern 
Italy. First semesters only. Cost 
is $1,350. Director is Dr. Pauline 
Isaacson. 

General study and related 
travel in England and travel on 
the continent. Both first and 
second semesters. Director is 
Dr. Pauline Isaacson. 

General liberal arts study in 
Japan, Thailand, Hong Kong and 
Taipai. A cultural and Zen 
Buddhist center will be center of 
study. January through July, 
1973. Cost is $1,650. Director is 
Dr. Pauline Isaacson. 

Study of music in the Suziki 
Talent Education Research 
Institution in Matsumoto, Japan. 
September, , 1973 to Sept., 1974. 
Cost is undetermined. Contact 
Dr. Pauline Isaacson. 

Stout 
Study at Newcastle-Upon- . 

Tyne Polytechnic, Newcastle, 
England. First semester 1973 to 
1974. Cost is $1,075. Director is 
John Van O~dale, director qf 
extension. Call ext. 2448. 

STOP IN 
and see our complete line of 

CHRISTMAS GIFTS! 

VAN'S 

FOR YOUR MAN 

Gift & Appliance Store 
438 Main St. 

Roman Brio 

BR·ACING 
AFTERSHAVE 

SPECIAL PRICE $1'' 
MENOMONIE PHARMACY 

400 Main St. Phone 235-3461 

-

-.... 
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Have You Heard .. . 

r.a. 's concert 

Applications for those in
terested in · Resident Advisor 
positions are now available at 
the Housing Office, Commons 
Office, and JTC main desk 
from Dec. 4 to Dec. 21. These 
openings are for the 1973 
summer session as well as for 
lhe 1973-74 school year. 

Applicants need to have a 
.,iradepoint of 2.5 or above, at 
least a junior status or 21 years 
;,f age, knowledge of residence 
hall living, genuine interest in 
\\'Orking with both students and 
,;taff, sensitivity to others and a 
willingness to accept 
responsibility . 

Candidate papers are due in 
by Dec. 21 at 4:30 p.m. at the 
Commons office. 

ski team 

The newly formed Stout Ski 
Team is proud to announce 
probably the best news in the 
paper this week. All 
professional and amateur 
juicers (beer drinkers) are 
invited to display their ex
pertise next Wednesday 
evening at The Tap, located on 
Crescent Street near the Fire 
Station. 

Sixteen ounce drafts, not the 
usual 10 ounce rip-off, will be 
selling for . only 25 cents. In 
order that everyone can get in 
shape for the 9:30 chugging 
contest, (complete with 
trophies), the draft beer will go 
on sale at 4 p.m . 
Make a mark on your calendar 
and get in shape for the Stout 
Ski Team's "1972 Winter Snow 
Fest" at the Tap on Wed
nesday, Dec. 6, from 4 p.m. 
until 1 a.m. All proceeds will go 
towards financing Stout's Ski 
Team in various Midwestern 
ski competition meets . See 
y'all there. 

const. assos. 

Wanted: Students in building 
construction. We need your 
help in the Student Con
struction Association . In
terested'? Attend the next 
meeting Dec. 5 at 6:30 P·n:1· i_n 
!he President's room . This 1s 
an opportunity not to be 
missed. 

meditate 

The final course of the year 
on Transcendental Meditation 
will be offered by the Students 
International Medjtation 
Society next week. In
lroductory lectures will be 
given in the Judicial Room of 
I he Student Center at 1: 30 on 
Tuesday, Dec. 5 and at 8 p.m. 
on Thursday, Dec. 5. Both 
iect ures are free and open to 
1he general public. 

HELD OVER I 
2nd Big Week • 

The Nation Wide Bestseller 
About The 

Cops-By A 
Cop! 

Stacy 
· Keach 

in 

'The New Centurions' 
RATED Evenings 7:00-9:00 

<R) Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 

"Songs of Christmas" will be 
the theme of this year's annual 
UW-Stout Christmas concert, 
scheduled for Sunday, Dec. 3 at 
7:30 p.m. in the University 
Fieldhouse. 

Featuring performances by 
Stout's Symphonic Singers and 
Band, the presentation is open 
to the public free of charge. 

The two musical groups will 
present a variety of music 
related to Christmas during the 
program, which will culminate 
with a Christmas carol sing-a
long. 

The 70-member Band ·is 
directed by Lynn Pritchard; 
Richard Vine heads the 65 
member Symphonic Singers. 

fellowship 

The next Inter-Varsity 
Christian Fellowship chapter 
meeting on Dec. 5, will have as 
a topic - Dealing with the 
Devil. Come and find out ways 
to overcome the Devil and find 
real peace in your life. The 
meeting will be held in the 
Central Ballroom. 

Inter-Varsity Christian 
Fellowship will be holding a 
workshop on Evangelism on 
Friday, Dec. 8, from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. and Saturday, Dec. 9, 
from 9 a.m. to 12 a.m. Come 
and learn more about ef
fectively sharing the love of 
Christ with your friends. 

auto club 

The Stout Antique Auto Club 
is holding a very important 
business meeting Tuesday, 
Dec. 5 at 6:30 p.m. in the In
ternational Room. Among the 
topics to be discussed will be 
recruiting of new members, 
and reorganization of the of
ficers. All membei:s should 
attend and any students with 
any automotive interests are 
invited to attend also! 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

131 Main St. 235-7615 

All Seats $1. 75 
RATED (X) Evenings 7 & 9 

Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 

soap 

Beginning next semesler 
Soap accounting 206 and 207 
will give the students a choice 
between Pass-Fail or regular 
grading practices. Also, there 
will be implemented an in
centive plan whereby the 
student can earn points toward 
his or her grade through 
working assignments. See R. 
P. Behling, Department of 
Business Administration for 
further details. 

so's dance 
Married students . . . get 

involved and have some good 
times. This Saturday, Dec. 2 at 
7:30 p.m., the Married 
Students Association is having 
a 1950's party, complete with 
costumes, "Bring your own", 
at the Campus Ministry, 108 
3rd ave. West. This· party is 
free with no strings attached, 
so come on out and join in the 
fun. Genuine sounds of the 50's, 
so dress accordingly. Prize for 
the best dressed couple. 

rodeo club 
Anyone interested in par

ticipating in a Rodeo Club at 
Stout, please contact Bill 
Siedlecki soon at extension 2227 
or stop by his office, across 
from the information desk in 
the Student Center. 

dept. of english and psyc 
Attention all students taking 

courses in the Department of 
Education and Psychology. It 
would be very helpful if 
everyone attended their 
classes in this department 
Tuesday and Wednesday, 
December 5 and 6. On these 
days, the students of 
Psychology Seminar II will be 
administering a departmental 
evaluation. The evaluation will 
be completely confidential and 
will be use4 to evaluate 
teachers. The evaluations will 
be published and will be used 
by the department as a criteria 
for determining tenure and pay 
increases for the faculty. 

SHERATON 

fie 

The public is invited to the 
open house planned at the 
Family Learning Cooperative, 
1018 8th Street Dec. 2 between 
the hours of 1-3 p.m. Peggy 
Handwick PM program 
coordinator and Barbara 
Waling AM program coor
dinator will be on hand to 
answer questions about the 
school. Chairman of 
curriculum areas will be on 
hand to demonstrate 
specialized m*rials in their 
areas. 

Parents who have children 
enrolled in the F.L.C. work 4-8 
hours per week. The strength 
of the F.L.C. is in parent 
cooperation and participation. 
All interested persons are 
invited to come to the open 
house and ask questions. 
Nancy Miller, registrar, will be 
available to register children 
for the second semester. 

st. paul orchestra 

The Saint Paul Chamber 
Orchestra, the nation's only 
resident professional chamber 
orchestra, will be appearing at 
Stout on Wednesday, Dec. 6 at 8 
p.m. in Harvey Hall 
Auditorium . 

The Chamber Orchestra's 
repertoire covers nearly 400 
years of classical music from 
Baroque composers such as 
Bach, Telemann, and Handel, 
through the classical com
positions of Haydn, Mozart, 
and Beethoven and extending 
to many of the more modern 
composers. 

Be sure to experience them. 
Validated University I.D.s are 
required. The concert is open 
to all students, faculty, and 
staff. 

reservations 

Please check organization 
mail boxes for a letter con
cerning blanket room reser
vations to be accepted in Dec. 
for second semester. 

DALI DE 

· LOST AND FOUND 

A gray stainless steel thermos 
jug. Lost in Fryklund. Please 
return if found to Wayne Giese, 
125 Hovlid. 

SERVICES 

Informal color or black and 
white portraits taken; makes a 
great Christmas present for 
friends or parents. Phone 235-
0225 after 5 p.m. 

FOR SALE 

Never been worn snow boots, 
size 81/2, black. Were $25, now 
$12. Call 235-3340. 

Give a gift with Christmas 
spirit. An original portrait or 
sketch of anything, $4.50. Call 
235-2775, 5-6 p·.m. 

Stereo equipment - Roberts 
open reel recorder, $100; 
Jensen speakers $50; Zenith 
trans-oceanic radio $125. Call 
Mike after 6 at 664-8533. 

Fender telecaster, maple neck, 
excellent condition, $250. 235-
0773. 

WANTED 

Wanted for second semester, 
one female roommate in 
townhouse apt. Call 235-9100. 

Typewriter needed. Will buy or 
rent. Call 235-4516. 

Need 2 boys to share housing 
with 4 others. Own bedroom. 
Call 235-3233. 
One guy to share a two 
bedroom townhouse with 3 
other guys. Reasonable. Call 
235-9759. 
"Touchstone," rock and blues 
band availa~le for bookings. 
Call Ken Crane or Bob Kramm 
at 235-9917. 
Campus Reps for Stereo 
Components. Great op
portunity for the right person. 
Contact, Sound of Music in Eau 
Claire at 834-9891. 

-FOR RENT 
A one bedroom furnished 
apartment. Students 
preferred. Call 235-7928. 

Huge 2 bedroom apartment. 
Expensive. Call 235-3070. 

boll Qove .. : 

TURO 

No time could be better to express your love than at Christmas. 
And an Anshus diamond ring expresses it best. 

Anshus Jewelers 



Residence halls rooms are not all unsightly 
studios any more, but livable places that are easier 
to cope with. 

. Dorm ~ooms on campus have a new look to them 
this _year smce _a regulation barring moving of the 
furniture was lifted. 

That old do 
I I · • I a,n t what 

Those beds that used 
on each side of the room 
under the windows, err 

Photos by 



l room just 
used to be" 

ttached to the floor 
w be found bunked, 
f'iii'g two dressers. 

krenes 

Many dorm rooms sport refrigerators, 
and in the male quarters, workbenches and tool 
shops are not uncommon sights. 

~ ,' 
Students have imaginatively done wonders in 
making some rooms look like modern efficiency 
apartments. 



All the open courses must be at the bottom of the list ... 

~a§ 
c----10~ 

by Jean K. Henneberry 

Mini-Session Regiskation 
Monday, Dec. 4, 5 and 6 from 

9 a .m. to 2:30 p.m. in the 
Fireside Lounge and on Dec. 6 
from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the 
Glass Lounge. 

Newcastle 
Any student interested in 

spending a semester in 
Newcastle, England should 
contact Mr. Gary Cogley for 
details. His office is located on 
the second floor of the Ad
ministration Building. Credits 
will transfer back to Stout 
towards degree programs. 

Graduation Announcements 
All graduating students may 

pick up their announcements 
on Wednesday, Dec. 6 at the 
windows in the Administration 
Building. 

Dates to Remember 
Dec. 1 - Last date to drop 

first semester and second 
quarter classes. 

Dec . 4 - Printout of 
student's second semester 
classes available in Ad
ministration Building lobby. 
Mini session registration. 

Dec. 21 - Last day of first 
semester classes. 

Jan. 8- Fees may be paid at 
cashier's window in the Ad
ministration Building. 

All fees must be paid in 
person. Do not send payment 
by mail! · 

Jan. 10-11 Final 
registration, pay fees, pick up 
packets for classes. 

Late registration fee of $10.00 
will be charged after 4:30 p.m., 
Jan . 11. 

Jan . 12 - First day of second 
semester classes. 

. FOOSBALL · TOURNAMENT 
~ . ~A Friday, Dec. 1, 3:00 p.m. 
~ Doubles 

t'.J~tii~~ Saturday, Dec. 2, 2.:00 p.m. 
Singles 

Prizes will be awarded to both 
divisions 

HAPPYHOUR THE TAP 
6:00 - 8:00 Daily 

ON SALE 
Suit Bags Only $175 

Made of Red and Black Vinyl 

Available Between 10: 00 & 4: 30 
Mon., Nov. 27 - Tue., Dec. 5 

in Student Snack Bar 

S.C.M. Enterprises, University of Wis.-Stout 
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Cropp vetoes bill to turn 
SSA into social affair 

by Evy Wojkiewez 
SSN-s Tuesday evening 

meeting began on a sour note 
as adjournment was recom
mended by Dave Lehman 
immediately after roll call. 
During the ensuing hassle and 
the waiting for the president's 
decision to hold or not to hold 
the meeting, Chuck Bishop 
walked in. Quorum was met; 
the meeting began. 

The first order of business 
was the president's report 
given by Tom Cropp. 

He announced the veto of a 
motion which would have set 
next week's meeting in an off
campus location. Although he 
agreed with the idea of an 
informal get-together he felt it 
would inconvenience many. 
The senate did not override his 
veto. 

Continuing the president's 
report, Cropp summed up a 
letter he received from Mary 
Frank, Vice-President of UW
Platteville's Student Govern
ment. The letter described the 
student coalition grievance 
committee developed on the 
campus as a result of the 
recent Black student sit-in. 

Sounds of 
our times 

by Tom Burke 

To see the Byrds 4 or 5 years 
ago would have been a festive 
occasion. Those were the days 
when people such as David 
Crosby, Chris Hillman, Mike 
Clarke, and Roger McGuinn 
played with the band. Today 
McGuinn is the only original 
Byrd, and because of this, the 
magic the Byrds once had is 
gone. 

Innovation was handled 
beautifully by the initial 
members of · the Byrds. 
Crosby's rock guitar caused 
radio stations to ban, "Eight 
Miles High". Light shows were 
first used by the Byrds in New · 
York; however, the audience 
complained that it was 
distracting. Later The Air
plane used light shows,. but the 
Byrds were the first. By 1967 
music had changed so 

Return this ad 
with film and 
remittance or 
write for FREE 
film mailers. 
TRIAL OFFER 
one per family 

ti 
$2.29 

KOOACOc,Of 126 
ONl.y 

ELECTRIC STUDIOS 
P. 0 . Box 688 T 

EAU CI.AIRE. WIS. 5470 I 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descript ive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 

General complaints by the 
students included : to reinstate 
students involved in the staged 
sit-in, to change the alcohol 
policy in the dorms, that major 
campus policies should be 
made locally rather than in 
Madison, the development of a 
Black studies program, a 
woman in an administrative 
position, a Black vice
chancellor, free ambulance 
service to the hospital, to end 
spying on Black resident ad
visors, no head residents, more 
black resident advisors, to 
construct . apartments for 
married students from vacant 
dorms, to abolish tenure and to 
raise the minimum wage. 
· In special reports given by 
Ralph Isenberg it was stated 
that only 3 of the student
faculty committees have met 
thus far. In explanation, it was 
noted that the present com
mittee structure was okayed 
about two weeks ago by the 
Chancellor. In addition, 
several committees are con
solidating. 

Isenberg commended Chuck 
Bishop for his success in 
getting activities for married 
students off to a good start. 

radically that in many ways 
the Byrds were left behind. The 
Byrds, who's fans included 
Dylan and the Beatles, reac
tion to this was simple; 
ANGER . "So You Want To Be 
A Rock And Roll Star", was the 
Byrds answer to the music 
scene changes. 

In 1968 drummer Clarke and 
David Crosby left to rejoin with 
other out-casts. Later Hillman 
left and formed the Flying 
Burrito Brothers. McGuinn by 
this time had gone country and . 
was advertising for new 
members. Bassist Jay York, 
guitarists Clarence White and 
drummer Gene Parsons joined 
McGuinn in 1969 and to date the 
group is as it stands. 

Although the album is the 
"Best of the Byrds", one must 
remember that it is the best 
since 69. "Ballad of Easy 
Rider" and "Jesus Is Just 
Alright",-are my favorite cuts, 
but this is because for some 
reason I still hear Hillman and 
Crosby in the background. 

Glenda Wesley and Ron 
Johnson were appointed 
Housing Advisory Committee 
by the senate. The committee 
is comprised of three persons 
from each of the following 
areas: students, teaching 
faculty, city government, 
landlords and administrators 
is for the first time in charge of 
getting people for the com
mittee. They will function as a 
total advisory committee on 
living conditions. Brought 
about by the Board of Regents 
their purpose is to be a working 
group connecting the com
munity and university. It is the 
first time SSA has appointed 
committee members. For
merly it was a function of IRH
C. 

The Awards Committee 
chairman reminded the senate 
that applications for the 
Medallion Award are due on 
Friday, Dec. 1. It is open to 
seniors who will graduate in 
May, August, or December of 
1973. 

The IRHC constitution was 
sent back to that constitution 
committee due to weaknesses 
in attendance structure by 
IRHC senators and advisors. 

Most critics label the Byrds 
"country", and even though I 
hate to label a group, in this 
case. I would have to agree. 
True. the majority of the 
Byrd's work's are country, but 
Poco ( another off-shot of 
several great groups) or Stills 
and Manassas offer my brand 
of country music . 

One person I've got to give 
credit to is Roger McGuinn. 
Through a II the personnel 
changes. McGuinn remained 
faithful and stuck with the 
band. l'm sorry I can 't be as 
loyal. 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
ALL TOPICS 

Write or call tor your up.to -date ma il 
order cata log of thousands of out . 
standing resea r ch papers. 

Enc lose Sl.00 for 
Postage and Hand li ng. 

WE ALSO DO 
CUSTOM MADE RESEARCH 

CHAMPION RESEARCH,. INC. 
636 BE ACON ST., SUITE 605 . 

BOSTON , MASS . 021 16 
( 617) 536-9700 

We need a local agent 

FLANNEL SHIRTS 
2 for $8 

Bostwick's 
Menomonie 

The Advent Speaker 

210 Water Street Open Nites Till 9 Eau Claire 



IN THE COR·NERS 
by Rick Bruhn 

Winter Preview 
There are three major divisions in intercollegiate sports 

competition. The fall sports are finished, and spring sports are 
several months away. Now is the time for all basketball, swim
ming, hockey, wrestling and gymnastics freaks to emerge from 
hibernation. 

Stout's teams show promise but aren't expected to be con
ference winners. Dissenssion has dropped Stout's basketball 
squad from a preseason prediction as conference contender, 

Eight blacks have decided not to stay with the team. Now 
Coach Mintz's team is missing the badly needed bench strength 
he might have had. 

The swimming team should fare well; although Eau Claire is 
a perennial favorite and they may dominate the conference again 
this year. There have been several disappointments due to ac
cidents and a few missing faces, but the 21 swimmers will be as 
strong as they were last year and may end up on top of the con
ference. 

There is no conference for the hockey team to compete in, but 
they are expected to be improved over last year's squad. They 
have a new place to play at the fairgrounds which should increase 
spectator support and give the team a better playing surface. 
There are a number of returning lettermen which should help the 
team. 

I haven't heard much about the wrestling team, but I do know 
that there are more candidates this year and they have an ex
cellent coach, Hector Cruz, and several excellent returning let
termen. They should be improved this season. 

Coach Zuerlein thinks that this year's gymnastics squad will 
be improved, but they have a long way to go if they are going to 
be . 

Pole and Probability 
Take a Vacation 

The football season is over and so are the predictions. Dave 
Kopydlowski, our football writer came up with a .600 average in 
total predictions with 24 correct picks in 40 attempts. Probability 
has a .325 average with 13 correct out of 40. 

A word of explanation may be appropriate. Probability's 
choices were made by flipping a coin. There was a list of games to 
be played and when the flip showed heads the team named first 
was picked to be the winner. If tails the other team was picked. 

Early Registration 
For Jocks? Yes! 

It seems rather typical , in the class of human behavior, for a 
particular phenomena to occur again and again. This phenomena 
is called " the blind leading the blind." It occurs at Stout every 
registra tion time and the issue at hand is whether athletes should 
be be able to register early in order to get class schedules that 
would allow themto practice and still take a full load. 'I'he general 
sentiment of people who aren't involved in sports is that they 
should wait their turn like everyone else. These people are rather 
masochistic. 

When you hear the name of Notre Dame , what do you think . 
of? Perhaps football? Try Penn State. Does it hold an association 
as being one of the best graduate schools in guidance and coun
seling? No? Football? Sure. Try UCLA. Academic? No? 
Basketball? Yes. Et cetera, et cetera . Drawing from my own 
experience, I have become aware of many institutions of higher 
learning through their participation in sports. I haven't heard of 
too many colleges through their academic reputation alone. 
Perhaps I'm strange? Well , no stranger than most people who, 
like me, hear about universities on the 6:20 sports shows every 
evening. 

What most people involved in athletic departments, but 
perhaps few students know, is that athletic programs are the most 
visible forms of advertising that are available to any university. 
At a time when universities are facing cutbacks because of 
decreasing enrollment, students are cutting their own throats by 
stiffling a thletic programs. 

To deny athletes the right to register early in order to com
plete their education, while they are competing, is, in my mind, 
tantamount to destroying our university's best source of 
publicity. With no publicity, you get no students. With no students, 
yoil get no funds. With no funds, you get no university. 

I understand the emotions that are felt by the students that 
are objecting to this practice. I have felt the same way. But that 
was before I examined the problem closely. What I see in the 
objec tors is jealousy and a lack of though t. Don't let the blind lead 
the blind. Open your eyes. Having athletes register early is an 
inconvenience, but inconvenience at registration is no in
convenience at all when there is no university. 

California Rose ', 
Burgundy & Rhine Wine 

77c Fifth 

Impor ted 
French Bordeaux 

2 F ifths $3.00 

Old Style 
6 Pac Case 

We ca rry a full line of party s upplies . 

L-Mart Liquor 
Ph. 235-3935 

Mon . - Sat . 9: 00-9: 00 
Sunday 12: 00-5 : 00 
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Henneberry receives honorable mention 
Blue Devil all conference 

hopefulls Rick Henneberry and 
Steve Novotny both wound up 
on the short end in their at
tempts to land a berth on the 
WSUC all-star football squad. 

Henneberry, a senior 
linebacker, and Novotny, the 
senior center, needed a 
minimum of four votes to make 
All-Conference. Each received 
three by opposing coaches. 

It is interesting to note that 
both Henneberry and Novotony 
played only seven of the eight 
conference games. Hen
. neberry was ill and didn't suit 
up against Whitewater, while 
Novotny played against La 
Crosse from the guard pm;ition. 
Whitewater and La Crosse 
could have very possibly 
represented the deciding votes. 

Henneberry was named co
captain and was the Blue Devil 
mainsta~ all season long. In 
the nine games he played, 
"Huck" made 149 tackles, 83 of 
them unassisted, to lead his 
teammates in all tackling 
categories. Henneberry in
tercepted one pass, recovered 
a fumble and nailed opposing 
runners six times for 35 yards 
inlm~s. · 

Henneberry led the Blue 
Devils offensively also by 

kicking six extra points and 
three field goals for 15 points. 

Henneberry won honors as 
the squad's best tackler and 
was named the Blue Devils' 
Most Valuable Player for 1972. 

Novotny's heroics are lesser 
known than those of Hen
neberry as are all heroics by 
the offensive line. However, 
Novotny was the greybeard 
and ringleader of the unsung 
heroes. 

Week after week "Vot" led 
his younger linemen, three 
rookies and one. sophomore, to 
do battle in the nameless pit. 

Novotny's 220 pounds on his 
6'3" frame blasted many holes 
and made the going somewhat 
easier . for the Blue Devil 
running backs in helping them 
bang away for 86 yards a 
game. 

Novotny earned the honor of 
being the Blue Devils' Best 
Blocker of 1972. 

Also earning Honorable 
Mention to the 1972 All
Conference team was senior 
defensive end Jim Hittman. 

"Hitto" was third on the 
squad in tackles with 57 solo 
tackles, and 35 assists for a 92 
total, just eight behind Roger 
Berg's even 100 tackles. 

Hittman comes small be 
defensive end standards being 
only 5'10" and 205 pounds. 
Hittman is an intelligent 
ballplayer and used his size to 
his advantage in sneaking up 
and sacking opposing quar
terbacks eight times for 52 
yards in losses. He also led the 
Blue Devils in fumble 
recoveries with five. 

Hittman was the steadiest 
performer the Blue Devils had 
all year. 

All three : Huck, Vot and 
Ritts will be missed come the 
1973 season. 

All-Conference Offense 
Pos.-Player, Sch. Hgt. Wgt. Class 
WR - Dick Bilda, Wh .... .. . 6·0 175 Sr. 
G-+ AI Thies, Wh . ...... . .. 6·3 195 Sr. 
QB- MikeGtrecki,Wh . .... 5·11 195 Sr. 
HB- -+ Bill Roper, Wh . ... .. 5·11 185 Jr. 
WR- + Jer ry Uchytil, Sup . . . 5·10 170 So. 
TE- Bill Hamilton, SP ..... 6·3 195 Sr. 
T - Greg Weist, Plat. . ..... 6·1 228 Sr. 
T- ·Ron Le.ichlfuss, Osh. . .6.3 230 Jr. 
G- Fred Negus, EC .. . . .... 6·1 695 Sr. 
C- ·Mark Krolikowski, Osh . . 6.1 215 Sr. 

HB- ·T. vander Velden, Osh. 6·2 210 Jr. 

All-Conference Defense 
Pos.-Player, Sch. Hgt. Wgl. Class 
E- ·+ Greg Badger, Wh.. . .6·2 190 Sr . 
E - ·Bill Coleman, LC .. .6·3 230 SQF' 
T- -+ Jim Walters, Wh . ..... 6·1 250 Jr. 
T - Toby Ackerman, Wh . . .. 6.0 230 Sr. 
G- Jim Hoefler , Osh . .. . .. . 6·2 210 Sr. 
LB- Mike Blasczvk, SP . . . . 6·1 205 Sr. 
L 8- S. K roenwelter, Osh . . . 6·0 205 So. 
LB- DanTQORK,LC. . . . 5.10 185 S 
HB-+ Byron Buelow, LC .. 6.1 195 Sr. 
HB- Daryl Herrick, RF .. .. 6.2 185 Sr. 
HB- -Charles Eberl, Osh ... s .10 180 Sr. 
l All .Conference last year . 

Mary Cave (foreground) and Connie Braeger 03) applaud a Stout point in the Women 's 
volleyball match. 

1972 Winter Snow Fes 
At THE TAP 

From 4 p.m. fO 1 G.ffl. 

on Wednesday, December 6 
Chugging Contest at 9:30 - complete with troph ies 

Sponsor ed 
By 

16 oz. drafts for 25 c 

UW-Stout Ski Team 
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Coac-lr Mintz· 
unveils 72-73 Blue Devils 

The Wisconsin State 
University basketball con
ference championship, which 
has eluded UW-Stout since 1969 
again appeared to be a 
possibility as Head Coach 
Dwain Mintz prepared his Blue 
Devils for the 1972 season. 

Mintz had ten varsity can
didates and a number of 
talented freshmen on the floor 
when the Blue Devils began 
their drills just a few weeks 
ago. 

Noted absentees from 

Eha - lle also has added 
poise; is a better passer this 
year and should double the 
number of assists (23) he had 
last season. He will add much 
to Stout's fast break. 

Lyons - He is more consistent 
this year than last year and has 
the potential of being an out
standing ball player. 

Hayes - The team's finest 
defensive ball player . He will 
play guard or forward, 
depending on where he is 
needed defensively. Although 
he spent most of last season as 
forward, he is developing 
rapidly at guard. He has an 
unstopable jump shot. 

Rozakis - An intelligent ball 
player who has strong moves 
on the inside. He can play 
either guard or forward. 

ill 

Mintz's 18-5 team from a year 
ago arc Terry Alexa, Rich 
Biancardi ,' Jack Capelle and 
Rob Heimann - all lost 
through graduation. Denzell 
Wallace, 6-3 junior forward , 
who averaged .almost ten 
points a game last season, 
decided not to report this year. 
Another talented reserve from 
last year, Scott Ferguson, 
tra nsferred, and a third, Art 
Lowe, quit. 

Although Magedanz, Eha, 
Hayes and Lyons all saw 
varsity action last year, it was 
limited , Mintz noted. "All have 
to be tested under game con
ditions ." 

Stout's basketball hopes ride on four returning stars from last year's team (l. to r. > 
Marcus Hayes, Bill Lyons, Dale Magedanz and Doug Eha. 

Alexa and Heiman were both 
all-conference selections and 
should prove to b-e the most 
difficult to replace. Alexa, the 
Blue Devils' iron man standing 
only 6-2, was a master of 
defense and rebounding as he 
led his teammates in 
rebounding and scoring from 
his forward position . Heiman 
was the backcourt standout 
and his ability as a team leader 
on and off the court was un
surpassed. 

However , the Blue Devils 
have plenty of returning talent 
in which to begin their season 
with a western swing of four 
games in five nights, beginning 
tonight will provide a strong 
test for Stout. 

Earlier in the week Mintz 
named a starting lineup for the 
western trip . It included Bill 
Lyons , 6-4 , junior, and Marcus 
Hayes, 6-2, sophomore, at the 
guards; Doug Eha, 6-4, junior, 
and Bill Rozakis, 6-2 , 
sophomore, at the forwards; 
and Dale Magedanz, 6-9, 
senior, at center. Mintz made 
these comments concerning 
the starting five: 

Magedanz He has 
developed a great deal of poise. 
He is making his moves at the 
right, but must prove himself 
under game conditions. 

Expected to help in reserve 
roles are 6-6, junior Pete 
Almberg , who Mintz considers 
"a great outside shooter," and 
Ken Obermueller, 6-0 
sophomore, who averaged 11 
points on the 1971 freshman 
squad. 

The balance of the roster for 
the western trip will include 
five freshmen. They are Gary 
Luecke, Steve Zymewski, Scott 
Dodge , Godfrey Skinner , and 
Bill Buechner. 

Luecke, the 6-7 product of La 
Crosse Central High School's 
16-4 basketball team, averaged 
almost 14 points and 11 
rebounds per contest. 

Zmyewski brings along a fine 
set of credentials from 
Mechanicville, N.Y.,- where he 
stared at Senendeho High 
School. The 6-7 , 200 pound 
forward and center averaged 
21.8 points and 20.2 rebounds a 
game during his senior year . 

Dodge, 6-7, a graduate of 
Baldwin-Woodville High School 
and helped hi_s teammates to a 
15-5 record by scoring over 16 
points and averaging 15.2 
rebounds a game. 

Skinner, a 6-5 product of E. 
C. Glass High School in Lyn
chburg, Va., is a top prospect 
He averaged 22 points along 
with almost 19 rebounds a 
game. 

Buechner, 6-6, 225 pounds, 
proves to be one of the more 
solid first year players. During 
his final year at Sturgeon Bay 
High School , B\Jechner 
averaged 14.I points and 11.9 
rebounds in leading his team to 
a 13-7 record. 

The Blue Devils will open 
against Utah State (Logan), 
move to Ogden with a game 
with Weber State Saturday, 
and then play Montana 
Un iversity (Missoula) on 
Monday and Montana State 
<Bozeman) Tuesday. 

Utah State already has two 
wins to its credit with victories 

over Colorado State and In
diana State . Weber State, 
another perennial power, is 
defending its fifth straight Big 
Sky Conference title this year . 

Montana and Montana State 
are untested this season, but 
Montana has title aspirations 
in the Big Sky conference. 

On paper , according to 
Coach Dwain Mintz , the Blue 
Devils do not appear to be title 
contenders. However, he feels 
others may have misjudged the 
Blue Devils in not backing 
them as strong title contenders 
and hopes to prove it on the 
western swing. 

12 Noon Until 9:00 p.m. 
CHOICE 

Roast Prime Rib of Beef $
2
,-S Broiled New York Strip 

on French Bread with on French Bread with 
Cole Sia w and Au J us Cole Sia w and Au J us 

COMPLETE MENU ALSO AVAILABLE 
. ... Friday- Fish Fry .. .. 

Tues.-Sat. - Diningroom & Bar Open at 5: 00 p.m. 
-PLANNINGAPARTY? -

Closed Monday 962-3870 
From 1-94 North on 25 to "D" - Right 4 Miles 
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~ 

12-HOUR' 
RELIEF ' ., " 
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10 Capsules 

88~ 
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Now with: 
GUITARS and 

MUSIC ACCESSORIES and 

The Finest 

----s-JEREO COMPONENTS 

210 Water Street, Eau Claire Open Nites Till 9 

Swi m-a-thon 
John Morrow, sophomore, 

from Milwaukee swam 200 
lengths in one hour, three 
minutes , and 22 seconds to win 
the Swim-A-Thon here at UW
Stout on Saturday, Nov. 25. 
Chancellor Robert Swanson 
swam ten lengths , and Swim 
Coach Bob Smith swam 200 
lengths in one hour , 41 minutes , 
and 30 sPconds. 

The 20 tankers covered 4,000 
lengths or 100,000 rods in 26 
hours , seven minutes, and 
seven seconds. 

Out of the ordinary . .. ah, yes. 
Diamonds accent these exciting 
new Hayward cross designs for 
that extra special gift occasion. 
12 Kt. Gold Filled . Delicate neck 
chain and gift case. 

Anshus Jewelers 

-



The 1972 Women's Volleyball Team 
Row 1: (L to R) Nancy Nebelung, Marti Verkiel~n. Nancy McMillian, Lois Reed. Row 
2: Connie Braeger , Marcy Wilson, Mary Beth Hanselman, Mary Cave, Char Raddatz, 
Bonnie Schansberg, Linda Olthafer, Ann Schroyer, Cathy Biese, Coach Zampach. Row 
3: Pam Servais, Sharon Kroes. Karen McBurney. Row 4: Margaret Goedjen, Diane 
Kapusta . 

A 
Woman's 
View 

by Trice Smith 
There seems to be a lack of 

support in the gym when 
women's sport events take 
place. With swimming, 
gymnastics and volleyball 
seasons now over I wonder if 
basketball won't bring about 
the same lack of support. 

Women's IM Standings 
Women's Intramural 
Volleyball Standings 

7:15 League W L 
1st Froggatt ... . .. . .. . . 10 2 
Third Hansen . . . 9 3 
All-Nighters . . . . 8 4 
4th West Smackers ..... 3 9 
Special K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 9 
.Puritans ............ . . . 2 10 

8:00 League W L · 
Nibishes .... . .... . . .. .. 10 2 
Tailor's Tacks . . . . . . . . . 8 4 
Zoo ...... . .......... . .. 7 5 
4th Mac Machine .. . .... 4 8 
Hansen's Honkers . .... 4 8 
Wallbangers ........ . . . 3 9 

8: 45 League W 
UBS . .. .. . . . . . ... 10 
Picketts .. .. . . . .. . . . ... 7 
2nd Curran . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
1st Curran . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
OTR's . . .. . ... . . ... .. . . 4 
Comical Cottage . . . . . . . 4 
9:30 League W L 
First Intercourts . . . . . . . 8 
UKU Babies . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Krunchettes . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
3rd Kranzusch . . . . . . . . . 6 
Faculty . . ... .. .. . .. . ... 5 
Squirrelly Squad . . . . . . . 3 

Pre-Christmas 

SALE 
Dec. 1 to Dec. 8 

Most women are in sport 
because of personal desire and 
enjoyment. These they are able 
to get out of the season, but 
there is so much more to be 
gained. The people who come 
to the game can mark up a 
good time, plus the rein
forcement of spectators on 
team members can't hurt. 

·-----------------
It seems a shame when 

people don't know how good a 
team is, because they only 
follow win-loss scores. Our 
volleyball team was good, 
although recorded as a loosing 
team. It was a successful 
season for the team members. 
It could have been more suc
cessful, however, for this team 
and for others if more than a 
handful of spectators had 
shown up. 

It is my hope that this 
basketball season can prove to 
be a change. Not only for a 
more successful women's sport 
program, but for any in
dividual taking an active in
terest in sports. 
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Netters bow t6 pressure 
Saturday, Nov . 18 found 

; Stout's women's volleyball 
, team in their season's final 
1 games of competition. Chris 

Zampach 's devoted lady 
netters dropped three games in 
a row to curtail their season 
and be eliminated from furth~r 
state tournament competition. 

Although the team was en
thusiastic and possessed talent 
they couldn't put it together to . 
win. The team's youth and 
inexperience was evident in 
their three win-14 loss season 
record. 

The regionals meet held at 
Stout included Wisconsin State 
Universities Superior , Eau 
Claire, River Falls , and Stout. 
Stout's first match was won by 
Superior in two games, 15-8 and 
15-3 . River Falls came around 
to defeat Stout again in the 
second ma tc h by scores of 15-12 
and a close 16-14. In the third 
match, the lady Blue Devils 
were again out done, as far as 
records go, posting 15-4 a nd 15-
2 totals . 

"We couldn't handle the 
pressure of regionals," Coach 
Zampach rema rked, "and 

therefore we didn't play 
consistently. What we need 
now is seasoning." 

Superior was the champion 
of the regional meet, with 3-0 
being their match totals. 
Superior's lady netters will go 
to the state meet Dec. 1 and 2 in 
Madison. Eau Claire held the 
number two spot, winning two 
matches and loosing one, while 
River Falls ranked third with . 
one win and two losses . Stout 
trailed in fourth . 

Senior Mary Cave, the only 
graduating member on the 
team .was voted most valuable 
player for the season . Mary 

: started in every game. Pam 
· Servias was chosen most in

sp ir a ti ona I player by her 
teammates , while Mary 
Wilson , a freshman from 
Dodgeville , Wis ., was con
sidered the most improved 
team member. 

The season is over and it' s all 
recorded history now. Even 
though Stout's team wasn't 

· recorded as winners, Coach 
: Zampach commented, "It was 

a good fun season , we're all 
1 w/nners ." 
I 

'fOR THAT SOMEONE SPECIAL! 
1-SWEAT E RS by 

Alps and Forum 
-JACK ETS by Pacific Trail 

$25 and up 
Menomonie's Newest 
Men's Store-

GqLDEN HANGER l TD. 
· 305 Main Street 

Phone 235-2511 '· 

THE GRAND OPENING 
SPECTACULAR IN. CONCERT: 

Bose 981 's and 

. Phase linear 400 Watt Amp 
. Thurs. & Fri., Dec. 7-8 7 p.m. - 2 a.m. 

210 Water Street, Eau Claire Open Nites Till 9 

BLANK 
CASSETTE TAPES 

·c-120 

C- l &o IN.TM<,tT L.OAOING 

TAfl'E CART .. I D QE 

120 MINUTES 
_ _L 

FREE 
HEAD CLEANER WITH EACH 

I 40~!~~MONIE PHA!!~~3!1 
! , 
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·Hair - the1 root of all evil 
by Todd Schmidt 

Take a look in a mirror at the 
earliest convenience and check 
the length of your hair . If it is 
unforgivably and inexcusably 
long, you are probably not a 
male athlete representing the 
UW-Stout. If your hair is too 
long, chances are good that 
varsity sports shun you at Stout 
until your curly locks are shorn 
to an acceptable length. 

Why, in today 's modern 
times, would anyone dictate a 
personal appearance hair 
policy? All a person has to do is 
pick up_ a magazine or turn of 
the television set to see 
thousands of_ long haired 
people, many of whom are 
college athletes or pro stars 
sporting the newest long hair 
styles. 

Some college coaches claim 
that long hair < define long) is a 
specific deterrent to athletic 
ability. Some feel that per
l'ormance is proportional to 
hair length - the longer the 
ha ir , the poorer the per
formance. This position seems 
rather shaky , however, con
sidering the success of some 
pretty " hairy " athletes. 

rrheir appearance and 
sJ ccess compounds the 
irtationality of a haircut rule. 
College athletes can see the 
incon,sistencies between what 
the coaches say and what is 
actually the case. 

Some athletes are told that if 
everyone on the team gets a 
haircut, the team discipline 
will be strengthened. They are 
told that representatives of 
their school must look 
respectable and conform by 
getting a haircut and-or shave. 
They are also told,,· that long 
hair can cause germs, lice, and 
split ends (not; to mention 
hostile fans, irate alumni, and 
lower gate receipts). Un
fortunately most of these 
arguments are absurd. 

One thing that must be un
derstood before this article 
unfolds is the position of its 
author. It may look like the 
author advocates long-haired 
athletes only, low discipline in 
athletics , and freedom of 
choice in hairstyles. In ac
tuality, the only one the author 
believes in is the last, freedom 
to choose one's own hairstyle. 

Being an ex-jock himself, the 
author is familiar with athletic 
discipline, long-haired 
athletes, and silly haircut 
rules. 

There is a lot to be said for 
athletes that like short hair. 
It's not abnormal. Some of 
your best friends are probably 
short haired people. They have 
chosen their hairstyles, and 
fortunately for them their 
hairstyles fit the conformity 
standard in some athletic 
programs. All the author ad
vocates is a basic right - a right 
to make a choice between 
hairstyles. 

Football haircuts are 
probably the most popular type 
of follical oppression 
anywhere. Here at Stout, the 
rule was: "No hair shall stick 
out of the earholes of the 
helmet. No hair shall be over 
the eyes, and none shall dangle 
out the back of the helmet. 
Moustaches, beards, and ex
treme sideburns were more or 
less taboo. " 

In practicality, it makes 
sense to keep hair out of the 
eyes, so the player can see 

what is going on. But the rest is 
ironic, because the !orig-haired : 
athlete with a helmet on is : 
actually better padded than a 
short haired athlete with the 
same helmet. He stays war
mer, too. 

The majority of players here 
seem to express various 
degrees of discontent with the 
haircut rule. Players in
terviewed disliked the present 
rule, but seem to accept it with 
little chagrin. One player said, 
"Personally, I feel that the rule 
stinks. Of course I complain, 
but I think I follow it out of 
dedication for the coach and 
the team."But what would 
make a coach employ a 
"stinky" rule? 

Another popular fantasy 
among coaches concerning 
hair is that "team discipline 
will' be strengthened if 
everyone gets a haircut." They 
seem to feel that long-haired 
athletes are poorer team 
members than short-haired 
athletes. The inconsistency 
here comes by example, from 
athletes who perform ex
ceptionally well with team
mates, even with a little extra 
foliage. Some perform in 
superior fashion to other 
athletes , short-haired, long
haired, or bald. 

Acceptance of " long hairs" 
has increased greatly in the 

last few years . Individuality, 
uniqueness, and HAIR seem to 
be in vogue. There is less 
animosity toward long-haired 
people in general nowadays, so 
why should athletes be 
discriminated against? If some 
alumni, coaches, or fans are 
prejudiced against hair, it's 
their hang up. Maybe they 
should read the constitution, 
where it grants us freedom of 
speech and expression, or 
analyze the recent court 
rulings concerning high school 
dress codes and haircuts. 
Prejudice in this area is 
inexcusable. 

Of course, long hair can be a 
problem if it is not taken care 
of properly. If lice, fleas, or 
any type of infection develop as 
· a result of unkempt hair, it can 
become rather embarrassing. 
When life is threatened by long 
hair, a good stimulus develops 
for the barber 's chair. 

The days of conformist hair 
styles and attitudes should be 
antiquated and in the past . This 
is a great period in history, 
when young and old alike are 
experimenting with freedoms 
never thought acceptable 
·before. There is no time nor 
rational explanat ion for 
agitating rules such as a 
haircut edict. Rules such as 
these should be "hair 
yesterday, gone tommorrow. " 

Has anyone checked lately to 
-;ee how large Wally Jones' 
Afro has become? Jones plays 
guard for the Milwaukee 
Bucks, Champions of the NBA 
several years ago, and sports a 
hairstyle that is unusual, at 
best. He has problems getting a 
T-shirt on over all that hair , but 
110 r;me seems to dispute his 
innate ability on the basket 
balj court. 

Proposed addition to the fieldhouse rejecJed 

There are many other "long 
hairs" in the pro ranks today: 
Derek Sanderson, Rick Martin, 
and Brad Park in hockey ; Joe 
Namath, Roman Gabriel, and 
Rocky Thompson in football; 
Tllie Nastase, Stan Smith , and 
Jim Connors in tennis ; Mark 
Spitz in swimming , and the 
Oakland Athletics in baseball. 
Hair doesn't seem to affect 
their performance any. 

Cotys 
SWEET EARTH 
FRAGRANCES 

Woods, Flower & Herb 

MUSK OIL 
$2.95 

Yardley Pot-o-Glass 

Double Dip 
$4.00Value 

$2.50 Now 

at 

Lee's Drug 

by Todd Schmidt 
This fall a committee of the 

State University System's 
Board of Regents considered a 
number of building proposals 
from various state univer
sities. The University of 
Wisconsin-Stout submitted a 
proposal for the expansion of 
its physical education 
facilities, and like most other 
state universities, Stout's 
proposal was fla ttly rejected. 

There was, and still is, one 
big difference between Stout's 
request and those of the other 
universities that submitted 
building proposals ; and it is an 

· important difference. When 
comparing the current 
physical education facilities of · 
all state universities, Stout 
definitely shows the most dire 
need for an improved 
arrangement. 

According to John Zuerlein, 
Men's Intramural Director and 
Gymnastics Coach, Stout's 
phy-ed facilities are " the most 
used and overworked athletic 
facilities in the conference." 
Football Coach Sten Pierce 
says the men's locker room 
facilities are " about half of 
what they should be" and 
labels the weight training room 
''totally inadequate". 
Cheerleaders. regularly share 
the gymnastics room with 
gymnasts and wrestlers . 
Basketball Coach Dwain Mintz 
claims that the basketball 
practice setup is hurt by the 
current set up as is baseball , 
tennis , track, and women's 

''The Smithery'' 
for · 

Custom Jewelry 

Now taking Christmas 
orders for custom iewelry 

Specializing in engagement 

rings and wedding bands 

"Each ring individually hand crafted." 
The Smithery 

R. l, Wheeler (54772) 
632-2359 Nights 

athletics. In the month or so 
that practice for these sports 
overlap, they all share the 
same facility, not to mention 
the struggle between men's 
and women 's intramurals, plus 
all the open recreation people 
who use the gym. 

'Phy-ed arrangements are 
hurt also, as many staff and 
class sport conflicts occur. It is 
not uncommon for Johnson 
Fieldhouse to be open until 12 
p.m. many nights , while most 
other state universities 
routinely shut down their 
facilities at 9 p.m. (except for 
varsity game nights or special 
activities.) 

Even though Stout's need for 
expansion is so great, the 
proposed additions to the 
Fieldhouse were denied. Ap
parently Governor Lucey cut 
the funds for expansion, 
claiming that this is a year in 
which we must "tighten our 
belts". Most of the proposals 
were denied for monetary 
reasons, amid claims that 
consideration in other areas is 
more ·important. In fact, 
Governor Lucey may veto 
some of the proposals already 
accepted by the Regent's 
committee. 

On the whole , Stout's 
proposal made more sense 
than most of those presented. 
The need for better fa.._cilities at 
Stout is much greater tn_an Eau 
Claire's, yet, the committee 
allotted $50,000 in plall{ling 
money to Eau Claire for a new 

basketball arena . Superior 
received a tentative go-ahead 
for a new physical education 
building on their campus, a 
facility that wouldn't be used 
nearly as much as a new 
facility in Menomonie would. 

Proximity makes a dif
ference in the usage of a 
facility . In Menomonie the 
dormitories are very close to 
the phy-ed building, whereas , 
in Oshkosh the campus is 
spread out over four miles . At 
Stout, the Fieldhouse is readily 
accessible to residential 
districts, also. 

Yet, for some reason Eau 
Claire received the go-ahead 
for new facility planning, as 
did Superior. Rumor has it 
(substantiated by Coach 
Mintz) that Eau Claire sub
mitted their proposal at 1 p.m. , 
and captured the committee's 
interest. Stout's proposal was 
considered about 8 p.m. that 
night, and by that time, Eau 
Claire had already pushed 
their proposal through as did 
Superior. Apparently the 
committee had to draw the line 
somewhere . 

An article published in the 
Sept. 28 issue of the Stoutonia 
alluded to possible expansion 
of the Fieldhouse. Not too 
many people know what the 
exact proposal was that Stout 
presented, however . 

The plans that , ad-
ministrators and physical 
education people worked so 
hard on shaped up like this. 

* Meet Market _ * 
f riday Double Bubble 

HAPPY HOUR 3- 5 

Sunday Special 
PACKER BACKER 25c 

End the 
Semester Right! 

They called for an additional 
gym to be constructed next to 
the present Fieldhouse. The 
gym area was to have 
measured 26,000 square feet, 
enough space for two 
basketball courts with a 
divider . It also specified 
dimensions for more men's and 
women's locker room space, 
and additional office facilities. 
There was to have been a 3200 
square foot competition of 
handball courts on the west 
wall, enough space to add four 
regulation U wall courts. The 
all-purpose concept was 
stressed, and the confusion of 
intramural, phy-ed, and 
varsity sports people in the 
same gym was pointed out. 
Unfortunately, all proposals 
that administrators and 
faculty worked so diligently on 
were rejected. 

Apparently the Regents 
Committee is rather wary of 
any hasty and exp·ensive 
blunders, such as the Mankato 
State fiasco . For those who 
haven ' t heard, Minnesota 
allotted 6 million dollars for a 
new science building at 
Mankato State a few years ago, 
a facility that was recently 
completed. During the con
struction period, however, 
enrollment at Mankato State 
dropped from 15,000 to 9,000 
students, and now many parts 
of the new building aren't being 
used. In fact, 90 members of 
the Mankato State' teaching 
staff will be fired to. make up 
for the unplanned decrease in 
enrollment. Understandably, 
the Wisconsin Board of 
Regents is now looking over 
every building proposal very 
closely. 

They didn' t look over Stout's 
proposal closely enough, 
though. The need for improved 
physical education facilities is 
imminent, yet acceptance for 
such improvements will be at 
least four years away, and 
construction would be at least 
eight years in the future . Had 
the Regents Committee studied 
their proposals thoroughly, 
they would have seen a great 
need for improved facilities at 
Stout that presently isn 't being 
met. About all we can do at 
Stout now is make do with what 
we have. 
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Swim team is in contention for conference honors 
)xygen recovery time and to 
ncrease heart size. At this 
:ime each swimmer attends at 
east nine practices per week 
md 8,000 yards per day. In 
'<'lorida the team will be 
;wimming up to four hours per 
lay. 

"Guarded optimism" is the 
attitude in the Fieldhouse 
swimming pool this winter. 
Coach Robert Smith and his 21 
member team, swimming 6,000 
to 8,000 yards .per day (240 to 
320 lengths of the pool) are 
without a doubt one of the top 
contenders for the Wisconsin 
Conference Swimming 
Championship; but an im
proved conference, the failure 
of several candidates to report, 
and a traffic accident will 
make it tough for the Blue 
Devils. 

This season, in addition to 
the annual toughs that compete 
in the Blue Devil Invitational 
(Eau Claire, Northern Illinois 
and Northern Michigan) the 
swimmers will get a taste of 
Big 10 swimming power when 
they butt heads with the 
University of Minnesota . They 
will also face the U. of M. in the 
dual meet. If they come out on 
top in these meets, they will not 
only be the best swim team in 
the conference but also in the 
north woods. 

Last year the Devils' com
piled a 14 win, two loss meet 
record with first place honors 
in the Wisconsin State 
University Conference 
(WSUC) relays and second 
place in the WSUC cham
pionships. They also took 
second in last year's Blue Devil 
Invitational, which featured a 
host of tough teams. They 
finished last season by taking 
18th place in the NAIA meet. 
To the unknowing onlooker this 
would seem to be an excellent 
effort, but will of the great 
swimmers on last vear's team 

Coach Smith had planned to be 
the tops in the conference. The 
Blue Devils hate to play second 
fiddle to Eau Claire. 

Old Weaknesses are 
New Strengths 

The reasons for the 
misfortunes of the team often 
stemmed from weaknesses in 
the breaststroke and diving 
events. The difference between 
undisputed victories in both of 
the WSUC meets and the Blue 
Devil Invitational, and their 
actual performances stemmed 
from their inability to hold off 
their challengers in those 
events . This year in the 
breaststroke and diving events 
Stout appears to be very 
strong. Guy Hruska, the ninth 
place diver in the NAIA one 
meter competition last year, 
returns and is joined by his 
younger brother Grant and 
freshman Steve Swick, from 
Madison West. Guy and Steve 
will be tough to beat in the 
conference and Grant will add 
depth. 

The breaststroke events will 
be carried by three freshmen: 
Mickey Eaton, John Carey and 
John Malkmus. Together they 
should be better thari last 
year's combination: The only 
breaststroker returning from 
last year will be Jim Ludeman, 
but he will be inelligible until 
second semester. When he 
returns, he will add strength to 
the events. Last year he was 
third in the conference in the 
200 yard breaststroke. 

Veterans Provide 
Leadership 

The tankers will get their 

leadership from last year's 
returning lettermen. Senior 
Ben Kowalski broke five 
conference records last year at 
the conference meet and took 
first place and four seconds. 
His specialty is the freestyle . 
Another senior, Mike Van De 
Bogart and sophomore Ron 
Morrow will join Ben to give 
the Devils strength in the · 
freestyle events. Van De 
Bogart missed last season and 
will be working to put his name 
back on Stout's record board. 
Coach Smith feels that Morrow 
will be a surprise to many 
people this year. 

Greg Messerschmitt, 
sophomore from Glenview, 
Illinois is the conference 
record holder in both the 100 
and 200 yard butterfly. He 
should defend his titles easily. 

Rudy Will, a junior from 
Milwaukee Boys Tech placed 
second in the conference last 
year in the 200 and 400 yard 
individual medley. 

A traffic accident sidelined 
last year's hardest worker and 
conference record holder in the 
200 yard freestyle. Rick 
Klabechek will be active for 
the trip to Florida and should 
be in shape for the big meets at 
the end of the year. 

Freshmen Add Depth 
This year's crop of ten fresh

men give Stout the depth they 
will need to win their meets. 
Besides the freshman divers · 
and breaststrokers, there are 
several new faces in the back 
stroke and freestyle events. 
Rick Bloede and Pat Baudek 
will · be Stout's backstrokers 
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this year. Coach Smith feels 
that they will make that event 
stronger than it was last year. 

Other key freshmen will be 
Addy Silverthorne from 
Milwaukee, John Mullinex 
from Skokie, Illinois and Tom 
Conner from Metor, Ohio . 
Silverthorne will swim the 
I.MM and the fly, Mullinex will 
be swimming the distance 
freestyle events and Connors 
will help in the sprints. 

Five sophomores complete 
the squad and will help out in 
the freestyle, butterfly and 
breaststroke events; Dave 
Kontz, free; Mike Molitor, 
free; Garry Novak, free; Jim 
Thomas, breaststroke; and 
Rick Winkler free and fly. 
Conference Teams Improved 
Coach Smith believes that 

Eau Claire will be the best 
team in the conference and 
that La Crosse will be another 
·contender, and conference 
competition overa]i' seems 
improved. 

Smith commented that, "If 
we get in practice we'll be a 
conference contender." At the 
moment he feels that team 
attitude is "tremendous". 

The season extends until 
March 10 and Smith has 
separated the season into two 
parts. The first part of the 
season lasts until Christmas 
and the trip to Fort Luaderdale 
and the swim forum there. He 
cal.ls this the pre-season and 
the team does long distance 
,workouts to build up en
;::lurance. The workouts are 
::lesigned specifically to reduce 

The second part of the season 
:;tarts after semester break. 
rhen swimmers work on 
tmilding up their speed even 
though the total distance swim 
will be broke into a larger 
number of repetitions or 
distances between 50 and 200 
yards . 

Recruiting Disappointing 
Although Smith does.not plan 

"to cry over spilled milk" it 
seemed to the reporter that 
there was a hint of disap
pointment over the a_thletes 
who failed to report this year. 
Five members of last year's 
squad decided not to report. 
Four are on campus this year. 
Of the 16 freshmen that Smith 

· recruited only ten reported for 
practice. Several new swim
mers are expected to join the 
squad second semester. 

Smith admitted that he 
hadn't recruited very hard 
because he had wanted to go 
with the people on last year's 
squad. 

An interesting factor on 
recruiting was illustrated in a 
discussion about recruiting. 
Most of the swimmers on 
Stout's team are from 
metropolitan and industrial 
areas. 

A large number of the 
swimmers on this year's team 
are from metropolitan areas or 
the iron range of Minnesota. 

1972-73 Swimming Schedule 

1972-73 Swimming Schedule 

Date Meet Time 
Nov. 21-51. Thomas . . . . . . . ... .7 p.m . 
Dec. 2- Minnesota Relays . . . 9 a .m . 
Dec. 9- U .W . Relays . .. . .... 1 p .m . 
Dec. 12- River Falls + . .7 p .m . 
Dec. 16- Mankato . .. .. .. .. ... 2 p.m . 
Dec . 21 - Jan. 5- Swim Forum 
Jan. 13- ·Blue Devil Invitational + ...... 9 
a .m . • Jan. 18- U . of Minn. .4 p .m . 
Jan. 26- Macalester .... 4 p .m . 

· Jan. 27- St. Cloud + .. .. .. .. . 2 p .m . 
Feb . 3-0shkosh . River Falls + ... 2 p .m . 
F eb . 10-Superior . Whitewater .... 2 p .m . 
Feb . 16- Northern Iowa .......... 1 p.m . 
Feb . 17- Plattev i lle ~ Eau Claire ... 2 p.m . 
Feb. 23- La Crosse ~ Stevens Point .2 p.m . 
March 1-3- U. W . Conference 
March 8-10- N .A.I.A. 

+ Home Games 

Tankers down St. Thomas 

The University of Wisconsin
Stout swimming team kicked 
off the 1972-73 season with a 70-
33 victory over St. Thomas 
College of St. Paul, Minnesota. 
Blue Devil swimmers came in 
first in all but three events; the 
50 and 100 yard freestyle, and 
the 400 yard free relay. 

Junior Rudy Will won the 
individual medley and the 200 
yard backstroke. Stout's other 
winners were John Mullinex in 
the 1000 yard free; Ben 
Kowalski in the 200 yard free; 
Greg Messerschmitt in the 200 
yard butterfly; Jon Morrow in 
the 500 yard free; Mickey 
Eaton in the 200 yard breast
stroke and the pair of Stout 

divers, Steve Swick and Guy 
Hruska. The Blue Devil 400 
yard medley relay consisting 
of Will , Eaton, Messerschmitt, 
and Kowalski were also vic
torious. Co-captain Mike Van 
de Bogart was touched in both 
the 50 and 100 yard freestyle 
events. He attributed the up
sets to the fact that he didn't 
swim last year. Stout did not 
have an entry in the 400 yard 

· freestyle relay. 
The swim team will face 

several tough Minnesota teams 
Saturday , Dec. 2 when they 
travel to the Minnesota Relays 
held at Hamline University in 
St. Paul. Stout finished sixth in 
this event last year. 



ON CAMPUS .. 

~MINI? SESSION-
JANuARv2 THROUGH JANUARY· 11 

UNIVERSITY ·OF WISCONSl"'9-STOUT 
OFFICE OF CONTINU,NG EDUCATION 

satOOl ol INDUSTRY & TECHNOI.OGY 
REINFORCED PLASTIC~FIBERGLASS 

2 er ., Jan. 2. 11, Daytime, /nstrudor . F . Penhern. (100-41) . 
Lab Fee S20.00. Technical Wing • 12:2. 

SMALL ENGINE SERVICE 
1 er .• Jan . 2. 11 , Daytime, Instructor · J . Coll/er. (1 10-209). 

. Technical Wing . 118 
GENERAL MOTOR MECHANICS 

2 er ., Jan 2. 11 , Evening, Instructor . J . Rinck. ( 110-210) . 
Lab Fee Sl.SO. Fryklund Hall -16 

ELECTRONICS 
2 er ., Jan. 2-11 , Daytime, lnst ructor -T. Baldwln. (110-?AO ). 
Fr yklund t:4all -210 

SIMULATION SEMINAR DRIVER ED. TEACHERS 
l er ., Ja n. 2-6, Evening, Instructor -A. Schult?. (110-41) . 
Communications Build lng-201 

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 
1 grad. er ., or .undergrad. er ., Jan. 2-11, Evening, lnstruc1or
C. Smi th. (11 0-S78) . Communl~tions Bulldlnt-205 

SPECIAL COURSE TECHNICAL RENDERING 
7grad. er., or undergrad. er .• Jan . 7. 11 , Da ytime, Instructor . 
L. '11\oeglnburg & H. Timper. (IJ0.411) . Technle•I Wlng-254 

PLASTICS I 
7 er . Jan. 7-11 , Daytime, Instructor . A. Hofer. (170..2'9) . Lab 
Fee SS.00. Technlr-11! Wino . in 

TECHNOLOGY, "ISOUftCES £NVIRONMENl 
7 er .• Jan . 7-11 , Dayt ime . lnstructor-T. Lynch . 1170-SOI) . 
Teehnleal Wlng .7>9 

SCNOOl Ill UlllM. STIIINES 
&USINESS LAW 
. 7 er., Jan . 7.11, Evening, lnstruetor-Spentild . 1309-JISJ . 
Fr yk lund .Hall .:vl'i 

INCOME 'TAX ACCOUNTING 
7 er ., Jan . 7-11. Evening, lnstructOf'.S. Johnion (309.411) . 
Fryklund Hall .308 

COPY EDITING 
7 er ., Jan. 2. 11, Daytime, Instructor-A. MIiier (326-A.25) . 
Fryklund Hall .J.38 

RECENT HISTORY OF THE U.S. 
7 er .• Jan. 7-11 , Daytime, lnslructor.T. Nlnnemen (lJl-420) . 
Fryklund Hall -33' 

SLIDE RULE 
I er .• Jan. 7-11. Da yti me. lnstructor -M. Afflnon (JJ.s-110). 
Scfena- Wlng-HM 

MUSIC APPRECIATION 
7 er . Jan. 7. 1r, Evening, lns tructor ,L. Prltcha,rd (J60.1S3 ). 
Frylklund Hall -309 . 

PERSONAL HEALTH 
1 er ., J an. 7.11 , Evenlno , In structor . T. Petrie (366-101) . 
Fr yk lund Ha ll -707A 

SENIOR LIFESAVING . 
I e r ., Jan. 7-11 , Evening, l('I trudor-A. McKinley (366--2 .. 1) . 
Fleldhous.e-Swlmmlng Pool. L•b Fee S1.50. 

FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH , , 
2 er .. Jan . 7-11 , Evening , Instructor-A. Butllo (391 -100). 
Fryktund Hall -306 • 

· PERSUASIVE SP'EAKINO 
7 er .. Jan. 2·11 , Evening, lnstrudor-H. Heise (J91 -200) . 
Fryklund Hall-306 

SQIOOl el EDUCATIOI 
CONTEMPOURY COUNSELING TECHNIQUES 
2 grad . er .• Jan . 2-11 , Evffllng, lnstructor-C. W,,,.rd , .. ,,_ 
700) . Fryklund Hall.J1J 

DRUG EDUCATION 
1 grad er., Jan. 2-11, O.ytlme, Instructor-A. Burran (41J.. 
700), Science Wlng-152 

COUNSELING WOMEN 
2 grad. er. , Jan. '2-11 , Evening, instructor-L. Morlcal (11 J.. 
700). C•mpus Ministry 

CULTURE SHOCK , INDIAN CHILDREN AND YOUTH'IN 
THE CLASSROOM . 

'lgrad. er .. 0( undergred. er., Jan. '2-11. Daytll'M, lnstructor
F . Wright. (IIJ..70I) . Harvey Hall-Jh 

EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGY 
2 er .• J•n . 2-11 , 0.ytlme, lnstructor-P. Fenton ('21 -l03). 
Fryt,tlund Hell -337 . 

CLASSROOM EYtLUATION 
~~i-~ · 2-11, 0.ytlrM, Instructor-Weekes (421 -S..1) . Har~y 

UHUILITATION PRACTICUM + 
'2 er. , Jen. 2.11 , Daytime, lnstrudOf'-l.11 (,st.JOI) . HovlJd 
~" . 

Sf ~~~~a~t ~~Tr!~=~~:tr~~~r~:. t.,,':!~~=i; 
Fryklund HalJ .J05 · 

PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
1 er ., Jan. 2. 11 , 0.ytlme, lnstructor -W. >a.en, (-419-300) . 
Harvey Hall -32S • 

SOIOO'. el HOIIE ECOIIOIIICS 
PARENTHOOO 
1 er. Jan . 7-11 , Evening , lnstr uctor-L. Saad (212-352). 
Fryklund Hall -307. 

THE SINGLE PARENT FAMILY 
~r~~iur:!:nHa~i~jiJ Evening, lnatruc tor-K. Leong (111-35-4) . 

STRUCTURAL DESIGN & WEAVING 
:.:;~~/~~/~~· Daytlme,_ lnstrudor-K. Heintz ('21U9J) . 

UQNIK RESOOIN:ES 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY 

1 er ., Jan. 7· 11 , Daytime, Instructor . 0 . Bernard (I07-711) . 
Communication Center . 21, 

PREPARATION of .\U MATERIALS 

~~;,/u~~~fl~ ~~:~r;i~,
7

~~structor · T. Ingram (407-561">. 

INFORMATION FOR MINI SESSION REGIS.TRA TION 
WHERE : Stout Umpus : Flreslct, Lounge. Student Center ; 
Glass Lounge, Com mons Bulld lnQ ..... 

WHEN : Dec. , · 9:00 a .m .. 2: JOp .m . (Fireside l ounge) 
Dec. S: 9:00a.m. · 2:JOp .m . (F ireside lounge) · 
Oec . 6 -9:00a.m .- 7:JOp.m. (Fireslde Lounge) 
7: 30 p.m . · 9:00 p.m . (G lass Loun_ge) 
( In specia l circums.ances, registration will .be accep ted in 

the Office of Continuing Education, second floor , Ad. 
minist ration Bulldlno , 732-716'. I 

CLASS SCHEDULE : 
Day classes wlll run from 8 a .m . to 2: JO p.~. Evening 

classes wlll run from 6 p.m . to 10 p .m . 

CLASS CANCELLATIONS : 
Since enrollment Is dltflcult to anticipate, classes without 

pre .enrollment of 16 students wl ll be dropped on Monday 
~ - 11th. Changes mav be made from 9 a .m. to 2: JO p.m . 1~ 
the Fireside Lounge and from 7: JO p.m1o 9 p.m . In the Glau 
lounge on Dec. 13. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION : 
Tuition Charges : S19.00 · undergraduate credit 
ru,00 · graduate credit. 
Pees are due at reg istration, and should be In the form of a 

check to Unive rsity of Wisconsin-Stout. 
Housing : Contact Housing Offi ce ('232-1121) . 
Textbooks : May be J)Ufchased or rented 
Thc.e Interested Who are 11 yeers of age but heve no high 

:=./lploma, ~•Y enroll a, undergrduet• JP«l•I 
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Senate plagued by resigning senators 
by Ellen Schwab 

Three SSA senators 
simultaneously announced 
their resignations at the 
regular meetjng Tuesday 
night. 

Phil Zuke, graduate student 
representative said he only 
accepted the position as 
senator on a temporary basis. 
He is now working with the 
graduate college searching for 
a new graduate chancellor . . 
"There's no need for me 
anymore," said Zuke. 

Next Senator Carlson 
resigned because he is 
graduating soon and no longer 
has the time to spend as a 
student repres~ntative. 

When Bob Massey chimed in 
with his resignation, which was 
not accepted due to the fact 
that President Cropp was not in 
attendance, the dam broke. 
Massey said he had a heavy 
work load, but more than that, 
he feels the senate "extremely 
lacking in professionalism." 
The senate is apathetic, 
Massey said. If "apathetic" is 
how the students feel, the 
senate is doing a great job of 
representing them. Massey 
said maybe the big hang-up in 
student government is too 
much concern over structure of 
the system. 

'' Any structure can work if 
the people in it are en-
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thusiastic," said Massey. The 
Senator said there were "quite 
a few low pulse rates in the 
senate and the student body." 
It was suggested that the 
Senate take the lead in af
fecting a little enthusiasm 
around campus. 

Senator Schaeffer suggested 
that the senate dissolve into a 
committee of the whole and 
discuss issues freely. Vice
president of Legislative Af
fairs, Isenberg, spoke first 
saying he was not happy with 
his job. He would rather be out 
interacting with students than 
in the position of authority he is 
in now. Isenberg suggested 
that senators look at their jobs 

(Continued on Page 4) 
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Home owner's insurance 'wise' purchase 
Last mohth a house burned 

down. Four students lost 
everything they owned; they 
weren't insured. Last spring 
another house burned down. 
Three students lost everything 
they owned, only one of them 
were insured. · During 
Thanksgiving break, a 
students apartment was 
broken into. Their TV and 
stereo were stolen; they 
weren't insured either. 

For off-campus students fire 
and theft are two additional 
problems aside with all the 
rest, and if they don't carry 
home owner's insurance these 
two problems can cause a lot of 
trouble. 

In checking · with two local 
insurance companies, State 
Farm and Vasey & Vasey, it 
was found that off-campus 
students can obtain Tenant 

...... ,: . ... 

Home Owner Insurance for 
. less than $30 a year. 

Henry Baier of State Farm 
reports that the majority of 
students carrying this type of 
insurance policy are married 
couples. It is advisable 
however that any students 
living off-campus should insure 
their belongings. 
also hesitates selling insurance 
to people that live with 5 or 
more people. 

In a living situation where 
roommates are not related; 
each student must obtain their 
own separate policy; they can't 
get a package deal. 

Vasey & Vasey Insurance 
has a similar policy, Form 4. It 
costs $23 a year for $4000 worth 
of tenants home owner's in
surance. They also specify that 
unrelated students must have 
separate policies. They too are 

--

selective and each deter
mination to insure is based 
separately. 

Vasey & Vasey also has a 
higher rate for trailers, $40 per 
year, for coverage this is based 
on the fact that once a trailer 
starts to burn, it is usually a 
complete loss. 

There are other local in
surance companies, all with 
similar policies and rates. It is 
wise to check and see if you are 
insured under your parent's 
insurance policy. If you're not -
takeoutoneofyourown. You'd 
be surprised how much all of 
your belongings are worth, if 
you sat down and added 
everything up. 

The State Farm policy ap
pears to be a quite generous 
one. For $29 per year a student 
is covered for personal effects 

<Continued on Page 5) 

.. ........ ... 

Hunched-shoulder weather came to Stout with the first days of December. Record cold 
temperatures coupled with heavy snow unveiled an early Menomonie winter. 

Stout student .arrested 

I 

for hiiack 'threat' 

A well dressed, curvaceous blonde carrying 
an attache case walks down the boarding ramp 
in a big city airport. She walks past a metal 
detector and is then stopped by airline per
sonnel. The detector has picked up something 
and she is asked what she carrying in the at
tache' case. She smiles and facetiously replies 
that she is toting an automatic rifle. Un
fortunately, her little joke is on herself. She has 
just committed a federal offense and is hustled 
off the plane for questioning. 

This is a common occurence because many 
people are unaware of the rigid laws made as a 
result of the frequency in airplane hijacking . 
.One can find himself in a great deal of trouble 
by jokingly saying the wrong thing to the wrong 
people at the wrong time. 

"It· could happen to anyone," commented 
Lyle Lucas, a Stout student, who found himself 
in just such an unfortunate situation. 

Lucas and two friends went to the Min
neapolis airport to see a third friend off on a 
plane to go home for Thanksgiving. 

While standing in their own group, he com
mented on the type of gun being worn by a 
federal sky marshal standing nearby. 

The marshal apparently overheard Lucas' 
comment and continued to listen in on the 
conversation. 

After the friend boarded the plane, Lucas 
turned away from the ramp and began to walk 
away. · He then said jokingly to the two 
remaining students, "Take me to Cuba!" 

The marshal who had been listening in on the 
conversation, immediately stopped him and 
informed Lucas that he had just committed a 
felony. 

The student, who thought he was on his way 
home, was taken off the plane and escorted to a 
room where he found his friends sitting with 
security officers. After being given their rights, 
they were questioned by two F. B. I. agents who 
had been called in. 

The four were informed that any utterance 
that may frighten passengers, or make them 
hesitant to ride on the plane, or that may hurt 
the airlines' business is a federal offense .. 

After being detained for four hours Lucas and 
his friends were released without any charges 
being brought against them. Had Lucas been 
taken to court, he might have faced a $5,000 fine 
or five years in jail or both. 

. Lucas said that he believed he wasn't 
prosecuted solely because no one other than 
those in his gr-oup of friends heard his comment 
by the boarding ramp. Had any of the boarding 
passengers heard him, the results may not 
have been what they were. 

"To go through something like that is an 
experience," commented Lucas. "I didn't get 
into a lot of trouble. I can almost laugh at it 
now." 

Students flying home for Christmas should 
realize that airport authorities are not amused 
by the antics of a would-be comedian. Results 
of an innocent little joke can snowball into very 
serious consequences. 



Statement of position 
Student says Stoutonia 'better than nothing' 

' 
' 

There was an editorial in last 
weeks paper that kinda sur
prised me. It seems that the 
Stoutonia is in danger of going 
out of busin,:ss because Regent 
Lavine feels that the present 
segregated fee system needs 
some re-working and probably 
sorne reductions. One place to 
cut back would be to make all 
the UW system newspapers 
independent, thus self
supporting. This would mean 
that the STOUTONIA would 
fold due to lack of funds . It 
costs 25 grand to publish the 
paper yearly and they take in 
only 6 grand from advertising. 
That leaves 19 grand that the 

paper gets from the student 
activities fee. If the fee is in
deed cut back that means no 
more STOUTONIA. 

Probably the first reaction of 
many will be to say, "So 
what!" Yah, well I don't 
always agree with some of the 
stuff that they publish either, 
but at least it's better than no 
newspaper at all. (Not much 
better, but at least a little bit.) 

Another way to look at the 
whole fiasco is to consider the 
aspect of censorship. Granted 
it . isn't direct censorship, but 
then again that wouldn't be 
tolerated by anyone. At least I 
don't think so. A blatant 

display of direct censorship 
wouldn't be too cool at all. So 
by making them independent 
would seem to be another way 
of repressing student views 
aired in the UW system 
newspapers. It almost sounds 
too convenient. 

I, for one, hope that someone 
sees the light and takes some 
action that will prevent this 
whole situation from Hap
pening. It boils down to either 
taking a stand or being plowed 
under a Regent - orientated 
suggestion that could con
ceivably become law. 

Pat O'Connor 

'Why a free and open student press?' 

It has come to our attention that the student press in the UW 
System is in danger of being dropped from state funding. The 
Board of Regents, we understand, will be meeting soon to discuss 
the "segregated fee" ·question and its merit. Such a discussion 
will necessarily bring into question the funding of student 
newspapers. If it is decided that UW newspapers do not merit 
state expense, the student press will face 'forced indep·,md~nce' 
which, in many cases, will mean 'non-existence .' 

Woman swimteam manager 
demands athletic letter 

We believe that such action, for whatever reason, would be 
detrimental, in fact, contradictory, to the nature of the Univer
sity. The University of Wisconsin has long existed as a symbol of 
free and open inquiry. Within this great institution, the student 
press has held a unique and vital position as the critical student 
voice - supported and maintained by the state. In this position, 
the student press has been able to act in the public interest 
because it is supported by, and owes its allegiance to, the public 
and to no one else. We believe that the state ought to continue its 
support of such a truly free press withfo the institution of the 
University. 

If the student press is forced into a position of independence 
through denial of state funding, the value of this critical student 
voice will be greatly diminished; completely destroyed, on some 
campuses. While it may be true that some newspapers within the 
UW System could continue to operate solely on the basis of ad
vertising revenue, the majority of them are simply not financially 
capable of taking such a step. Independence, for most of the 
smaller campus newspapers would mean certain demise. 
Because these newspapers lack a sufficiently large advertising 
market, they would be necessarily and effectively silenced by 
forced independence. 

Dear Editor: 
The 70's, which many of us 

will probably long remember 
as having had great influence 
on our being, is a decade now 
being added to the life history 
of man. In years following this 
time, retrospectively it un
doubtedly will be noted for 
having had significant ad
vances made, humanitarian as 
well as technological. In my 
opinion, it is the former to 
which the notoriety will belong 

since as we move closer to 
humanism, realizing the im
portance of increased 
brotherhood of man, we in
crease the quality of life. Many 
of us are well aware of 
legislation in the past years 
which has alleviated 
repression in degree against 
certain minority groups. The 
strides made to help a majority 
population, the American 
woman, have also been of 
importance. As an individual 

Unfair accusations 
warrant apology 
Dear Editor: 

Have you ever been accused 
of a crime when you knew you 
were innocent? This is our 
story. On Friday, December 1, 
a friend and I stopped at our 
neighborhood Don's Super 
Value Store to see a friend. 
When finding that he was not 
there, we started our way out. 
On the way, we stopped to 
check the price of hot dogs. 
Shortly after, we left the store. 
As we got into the parking lot, a 
stock boy said, Hey, you put 
something in your pocket, 
come back in the store with 
me." Immediately we knew 
what was happening. As we 
followed the stock boy back in 
the store on our way to the 
front office, it seemed as 
though every person at the 
check6ut counters stopped 
what they were doing to watch 
the criminals be charged. After 
this big scene at the front of
fice, we were ordered to the 
back office to see the manager. 

In the back office, we were 
asked where the goods were. 
Finally, after we said we had 
stolen nothing, they asked us to 
empty our pockets and open 
our coats. We did what they 
asked, and they found nothing. 
After the grilling we were 
allowed to leave. The thing that 
bothers us is, after all this, we 
never even got a simple 
apology from these people. 

We know the store has to be 
careful to protect itself against 
shoplifters, but do they have to 
be so indiscreet as to cost us all 
that personal embarrassment, 
and then not even offer an 
apology, we do11't think so. We 
have learned from high prices 
on basic food, and false 
shoplifting accusations, that 
Don's Super Value is not a good 
place to shop . When things 
such as these happen, it's time 
to start wondering about the 
people you do business with. 

Bruce Reclloff 
Doug Rudzinski 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
A letter to the editor will be accepted from any source as long 

as the contents concern the students at Stout or would be of in
terest to them. 

The STOUTONIA requires that all letters be signed. But 
names will be withheld upon permission of editor. 

Agreement with editor as to content is not a criterion for its 
publication. However the letter must not be libelous as deter
mined by the editor. It is the policy of the STOUTONIA to exercise 
good taste and respect rights of privacy. 

Letters should be submitted to the STOUTONIA office or 
Union mailbox. 

SIWitJJm 
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woman, I would like to see the 
University of Wisconsin 
System uphold certain rights of 
mine, thus showing me the full 
respect I am due. 

When as a freshman at the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout 
in 1970, incorporated with my 
educational activities was the 
select atheletic experience of 
being not only the first female 
manager of Stout's male 
swimming team, but also the 
first female manager of any 
male team in our university 
system. I held the position for 
two consecutive years at this 
school, during the time taking 
on all responsibilities any male 
would have had, other than 
those understandibly curtailed 
due to sex (handing out towels 
in the locker room). Partial 
duties of mine entailed the 
taking of splits (times) and the 
keeping of records of the 
aforementioned, both during 
daily practice sessions and at 
home and away swim meets . 
Other responsibilities had, 
involved the typing of 
newsletters and swim meet 
result bulletins, along with 
being partially responsible for 
the recruitment of swimmers. 

At the close of my first year 
of work I was told at the annual 
banquet that I would have to 
wait until the close of my 
second year of managing to get 
a letter, since managers must 
work two years before 
receiving one. At the end of the 
two year period I awaited the 
reception of an athletic letter 
and with it, the option to join 
Letterman's Club. I had not 
been paid for my work with the 
swim team and b~ all rights 
was as deserving of the letter 
and opportunities which come 
with it as any male who could 
have been in my place. 

To my deep dissatisfaction, I 
did not receive what I had 
earned. I was informed that the 
Board of Regents of WSU has a 
rule stipulating that any 
woman participating on a male 
team is not applicable for an 
athletic letter such as awarded 
Cont. on page 4 

Even those newspapers capable of publishing independent of 
state funding, would 'Certainly find the quality of their 
publications greatly diminished. And, it is at this point that the 
"myth of independence" becomes most clear. The real question 
at issure is not "independence," but, "upon whom will the student 
press be dependent?" Denied state funding, the student press will 
be forced to expend most of its energy and resources into "selling 
itself to the advertisers." It is the public interest that would suffer 
from this new orientation. 

It is our position that the University, more than any other 
public institution, ought to support the student press, within its 
framework, as a body so ordered as to truly serve the public; with 
no allegiance to private interest. 

We further submit that the maintenance of the student press 
within the University should, in no way, imply direct or indirect 
control of it by University administration. Such control can only 
be interpreted as abridgement of freedom of the press . . A 
newspaper which exists within the structure of a University 
department and is under that department's control and direction 
is in no way free. Such a newspaper is denied the opportunity to 
learn and foster the growth of a free and responsible press which 
is certainly a great tradition in the history of democratic 
idealism. 

It may be argued that the position here presented does not 
reflect the nature of the real world; that the student newspapers 
cannot be a valuable "training ground" for experience in the real 
world if they are supported by the state in the suggested manner. 
However, this argument is valid only if the University has become 
something other than a true University. It is only valid if the 
purpose of the University has become to "train" students to live 
in a world that is not what it ought to be. 

We maintain that the University has a higher and more noble 
purpose. That purpose is to serve the end of critical scholarship in 
a world that is in desparate need of new ideas. That end can only 
be served if the University strives to teach its students what is 
right with the world, what is wrong with the world and how it can 
be changed. Certainly the student press has a vital position in this 
high purpose. 

The ~ditor and staff of the STOUTONIA endorse without 
reservation this statement of position along with the other UW 
system newspapers. 

The STOUTON IA is requ ired by the 
Board of Regents WS U resolution 3629 to 
,;tate that it is a state-controlled 
universi ty publication and under the 
iurisdiction of the president of the 
University. Publi sh ing costs are financed 
from "un iversity services fee" and ad
vertising payments. 

Editor-in-Chief . .. ....... Barbara Riley 
Managing Editor .......... Nancy Swick 
Business Manager . . ...... Bud Blum 
News Editor. . . . . . . . ...... Ellen Schwab 
Feature Editor ........ Debbie Wiedrich 
Advertising Manager .... Mike Danielson 
Sports Editor ... . ....... .. . . . Rick Bruhn 
Women's Sports Editor . . .... Trice Smith 

Edited hy the students at U .W.-Stout 
weekly during the regular school yea r . 

Third class postage paid 
at Menomonie, Wisconsin 

Postmaster : Send form 3579 to 
THE STOUTONI A, 

211 Wilson Ave., 
M enomonie, W isconsin 54751 

Copy Editors .. Liz Fugate, Margie Carey 
Student Affairs Editor .. . Evy Wojkiewicz 
Layout Manager ........... Greg Bedsted 
Sports Layout .............. . . Dave John 
Graphic Artist .... . .. Dave Hartig 
Typists ........ Sharon Hoerchner, Kathy 

Hodgson 
Advisor . . . . . ....... . .. Catherine Cleary 



Madison writer questions 
possible conflict of interests 

The following is a reprint 
from the St. Paul Pioneer 
Press. It presents another 
interesting aspect to the 
La vine-instigated proposal 
that campus papers should go 
independent. 

Printing Contracts 
Rouse Ire 

by Tim Wyngaard 
Printing companies are 

quietly objecting to the han
dling of contracts for the 
printing of student newspapers 
at the University of Wisconsin 
System campuses. 

In at least two instances , it is 
being charged, bids were 
handled on the basis of local 
favoritism and not awarded to 
the low bidder, despite state 
constitutional and legal 
requirements . 

One of the cases, involving 
the Eau Claire campus paper, 
may have· involved Regent 
John Lavine of Chippewa Falls 
in a conflict of interest as well, 
it is being suggested. 

State printing officials and 
Lavine deny_ the charges. 

The state workers charge in 
turn that the bidding 
specifications submitted by 
local campuses were in
complete and vague, requiring 
changes in the proposed 
contracts after the bidding had 
started. Those changes 
resulted in the charges about 
favoritism for local printers 
and violation of the low bidding 
laws. · 

Lavine says there is no 
conflict involved in the 
creation of a dummy cor
poration by other officers of his 
Chippewa Publishing Co. The 
dummy corporation won the 
bid for the Eau Claire paper, 
then sublet the contract to 
Lavine's company. 

He explains that on the ad
vice of Atty. Gen. Robert 
Warren he put all of his 
holdings in the printing 
company into a trust account 
that guarantees he cannot 
make a profit on those interests 
while serving as a regent. 

Involved is a contract 
totaling $32,000 or more a year 
for a two-year period. 

* Meet Market * 
GIVE BLOOD ..... . 

Bloodmobile 
UofW-Stout 

Ballroom 
Tues. 12, Dec. 12:00 

to 5:45 
Wed. 13, Dec. l:OO 

to6 :45 

f riday Double Bubble 
HAPPY HOUR 3- 5 

Sunday Special 
PACKER BACKER 25c 

End the 
Semester Right! 
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Fate of the Stoutonia 
now in Regents-' hands 

by Barb Riley 
S,udent segregated fees tops the agenda for the Board of 

Regents meeting which is to be held Fri?ay in Madis?n·_ 1:hese 
fees have been undergoing close scrutmy -by the md1v1dual 
campuses and Centra l Administration <CA) in Madison. 

One of the important areas, which is likely to be discussed at 
this meeting, is the future of fee-supported campus newspapers. A 
study of these papers was recently completed by the Regents, 
with the results to be analyzed by them this weekend. 

In a letter to John Weav~r_,_JJW System president, Regent 
.John L. Lavine of Chippewa Falls, first brought up the idea of self
sufficiency for campus newspapers. 

One of La vine's printing companies (he owns three) stands.to 
lose money if the campus newspapers are forced to go _m
dependent. The Chippewa Falls firm publishes the UW-Eau Claire 
paper. The Spectator, at an estimated $32,000 a year. . .. 

La vine's reasoning is stated: " . .. with the new dehmt10ns of 
st mlent segrega led fees, with the changing rol~ of the student, and 
with the merging of two often different un1vers1ty systems, I 
wondff if there wouldn't be merit in our reviewing . .. our whole 
policy wi th regard to the student press?" 

Such a study did take place as aforementioned. 
Lavine set down seven questions he felt needed answering . 

Portions of them follow: 

"I l .. . are monies collected fot the student newspaper state 
lllonies wh ich the Regents are held accountable for, or if there is a 
separate non-profit corportation for the newspaper , can they be- -
considered independent monies? 

2) How variable is the possibility of student newspapers 
which a·re financially independent of the universities? 

3) If the answer to question number 2 is that student 
newspapers can be independent of the universities, doe~ that 
positive answer apply equally to a unit such as Milwaukee, which 
has a large advertising market place and potential circulation 
audience, and to a unit such as River Falls, which has a very tiny 
market place for advertising and very limited circulation? 

4) What is the value of a student newspaper to each university 
unit? 

5) Is the newspaper on campus to be a "student newspaper" 
which is the product of and serves only the students, and-or is it to 
he a "campus wide newspaper" which serves all of the con
stituencies ; faculty, staff, administration and stuoent, which are 
found on the campus? 

6) If we are to continue student newspapers and are to con
tinue supporting them with some university or state money, who 
is ultimately responsible for the product which results? 

7) Along with questio,1 number six of the preceding, can we 
adopt the model of a meaningful publications board :icting as the 
publisher of one of our newspapers? That is, can there be 
established on the campus a publications board consisting of a 
representative group of students, faculty , staff, and ad
ministrators? This board would draw the specifications for, in
terview, and hire the editor, and then like a publisher, would set 
broad policy for the newspaper. After the hiring and broad policy 
establishment, the editor would be free to run the newspaper, but 
would be accountable to the board for the type of paper that he or 
she puts out. (This, of course, would not mean prior censorship, 
but only after the publication censorship, along the concept of 
allowing the editor the autonomy within stated policy limits to 
publish the paper in his or her own manner.) If the editor did not 
follow the state policy of the publications board and was not 
putting out a paper which the publications board felt was 
representative and serving the community that the publications 
board was drawn from, and which did not follow the policy limits 
the publications board had set out, it would be the board's 
responsibility to fire the editor and hire someone who would 
follow these guidelines." 

Exactly how the Regents will determine the new policy 
guidelines at their meeting Friday is not known. 

Student lobbyists from nearby campuses are expected to 
present a statement of position drawn up at an editor's conference 
held in October. Most of the UW campus newspapers would go out 
of exixtence if required to go self-supporting, except possibly UW
Oshkosh, UW-Whitcwater, and UW-Milwaukee. These schoolc,, 
according to results in the survey taken, could possibly finance 
their paper through advertising revenue in their locale. 

Chateau-La-Salle Wine 
$1.49 fifth 

Budweiser 

Q.T. Premium 
Whiskey 
$3.95 fifth 

$105 
6 pac (cans) 

$395 case 

We carry a full line of pa rty supplies. 

L-Mart Liquor 
Ph. 235-3935 

M on. - Sat . 9: 00-9: 00 
Sunda y 12:00-S· OO 



POST Rf; G l 5TRA TIO N 
SUGG&n"ION :• 

Now lha.t r t'gis1r1lion ror 
,,cond ac mu ler ii over, 
1tuden11 1hould con1l dcr 
conllc ting the 1ppropri11e 
dtp11rtment chllnn1n to llnd 
out the poulblli1y Ol obt1inina 
1n ottfloadcud ror I ceruin 
da11lhltthe11udffltcouldn01 
ge t 11 ~lstntion If lht' 
departmt'nto,,ch1 lrm11n 11,·ill 
issue 11n over load card ht 11,'UI 
N\•e 1ht1tudffl t 1ignUlt'card 
and thffl kttp Iha.I card until 
d ro p,add period after 
O.ristma, vacation. From 1111 
pas l uperienCN, the PASS 
Offic-r has found the dcpirl
mmt chlinnen h•ve bttn u 
coopen1tive! u pou1ble wi th 
accomodatlhg students who 
hive not been able ta get 
daues during rtfllstntiOfl 
DROP-ADO DAYS 

There ... -m be lime ckiring the 
fil"II part of MCond aenesler to 
drop and 1dd cl1saea. nu 
r.~.m;yd~~::~ 
rinl wre.k · o f thr 1econd 
1rmr1trr · fr om Jan . 12 
through Jan. 19 

t onllnutd from !)ill' t 

aAd ditcover "why'" they ire 
no l ln\'(Jlvcd. 

Dean Wood called UlC acnatt 
" loo iuue orirnttd." " lllues 
should n<M be limiltd to 
mmings,'"hea.&ld Thl1 fa llno 
luidenhip lab wu conducted. 
Prrhapathi, is thernlOn for 
lllllty In IIUMl'II IO\"trnmenL 

Ma ury remi nded pa r 
tidpanll ln this 'np RUIOfl' 
1h11 1pathy hu I IWl)'1 been a 
Jrnblem In the .enate. The only 
thin& dilfttffll WU lhlt luUfS 
11,·ue researched and problem, 

, haahtd6'tt , but no one cares to 
.,.ukout i111MSanymore. 

The Sm.ate wi ll won tow1rd 
1eu lna aoals, Informing new 
1en1ton more lhcrou.lthly. i nd 
org111idn1 problems more 
efficiently lor I better 1hxienl 
government nex l wmestrr. 

llf.'..'i t:AllCIIMAT£1UAL'i 
ALL TOPICS 

. ...... u ... , .. ........ -... --. 
Wl!ALl,000 

( IJIIOM ..... ol! •Ul!••c .. 

(N..,..,-JO,, lltlAl(N. 00(, 
u, 11J1co•n .. 1u,,1wi 

M>tTC>o1.-n. n11, · 
iomu,i..,,.. 

S PE CtA L AN · 
NOUNCEMENT: 

Ott. 11, wi ll bi CORREC
TION DAY FOR mIDEfff 
PROGRAMS. U you qualify In 
one ol the rotlowtng cateacrles 
you may report lo the Student 
Services windt:N'I lD lhe lobby 
ol lheAdmlni1tralloo Bulldln1 
from 1 :30 a.m. to 11 :30 1.m . 
and from t p.rtl . toJ :lOp.m . on 
Monday. Dtt. II , 1972. 
1 U your prlntN! clus 
K hcdule does not correspond 
11,·1th the prognm urd yoo 
tumtd in at regist ra1ion you 
ma)' have )'OUI'" prognm ol 
claases C01Tecttd. 
? ll )·ouregisttttd foraclu.s 
11,hich has bttn cancelkd ca 
complet11 list ol these: d1san 
will I IJP"Rr IJJ nnl week'• 
utld el youmayadd1cl.u.ato 
rept.ce the one which hu been 
cancdltd. 
J lf youli&ncd1no\'1?rlm d ll,1 
• t rrgl1tnUc.i ind a new 
1«tloo ha1 bef:n •dded to the 
dau tchtdl~ 11ee the llst ol 
added MClklnl which will Ibo 
1 ppur In nul F riday's 
Stouk.9\la I you m1y add that 
cla11 1oyourpr08f1m. 

A city council report WU 
!Oven by lser,btt'J . Oty al· 
fid11i deddtd they nttd three 
more l lttmffl slnce they only 
have cr,ough toatr.d one un it to 
1 fire now. Allo, a fire 1t.tJon 
m1y be put~ on norlh Clfflpul 

to protect resident. 

UAA 'w!ns' funds 
for activity calendar 

• Pawn presents ~ •• 
Many of F'C4.W's IOnP le.ii Nexl v.wk, Dtt. u through 

the II, the P1wn will prestfll 
Fried 0,ldlffl and W1tenndon 
for two shawl nighlly 11 1: 15 

=i~ ~ ~dl r!::.~~~ 
. add t :30 p.m. 

tell.a the st.ory ol a l1therwho 
his a aon thiit he kwes very 
dea rly. Anoth« mea..1e IMC 
is " Mold Blues." This '°'\I 
rel1tes the lon llneta e:.
periffla!d by every tr1vdln1 
t0npten. In the IOnl, the 

~~!r/1:~cd!fu ~ex!~ 

The: lour members of the 
ilf'OUl'l, ·Joe Smothers, Mike 
C.olem1n, Tom Rou, and C1y 
Bud:ncr, IUlll oul the k ind ol 
mlM:k that ... ·ould lit any mood. 

him to his room. E,·en when the 

u ·, that kind of mu,k that Is 
good cotnpany to think wi th, 
but loo lfflJIUve to sleep with. 
11 '1 tht kind of musk:, too, that 
Is ea1y to11Lm~p )'Ota; feel too; 

:';lgi'~~::;1~\~:. if 
l i1

1
1~.ree~dyn!i1rn:.n ~'7. the kind tha t 11,tener 

bal1nced !ow part hannooy 
lhow, come lo I.ht P1wn ud 
hur Fried Chic ken 1nd 
W1termdon. 

to di p his hi The mU&lc 
personlfinthe. ferli1111oflhe 
mu1dans . it 11 fCnan&Uty 
ml.Ide. 

contlaw4 from page z 

lo 1n equ1lly duervln1 

~:'1~ a~hl~c =~m':! 
wouldl'Olch.alie,.elherule to 
supper! my lndlvld.i rla'lll. 
The deputment decided ll 
11,·oold be best for ill concerned' 

· to 1w1rd me with a certilk&le 
noUngmyyeal'l al!lfl"Vk:e. ,.. 
I undentandlt, certlllcatts are 
1warded to lhoae ffllnllttl 

~~.v;1~n,,.,:I: ~= 
on I u.lary bads, It ls Im-, 
pouibl• to ea m I lettt:r, I do 

:::~t~or J.:~~t~ 

t\11 bttn olfertd 10 me. In my 
opinion, It l, I mttha.nltm the 
dtpmrtment Is 1.11ln1 to pacify 
my nega tive ructlon1 
reeu!Un& from belna Indirectly 
told that di1erlmin1tlon 
1g1in1t women 11 sti ll 
P"CVl\cr,t 1nd I lhoJld &c~l 
It. 

Quickly we a re movl n1 
tow1rd the conrh .. ion al 1hi1 
seme1ter, 1pproa,chln1 the 
mid of anothtt ca lend.Ir )'tar. 
For s tudent. re-enttrin& the 
Stout convnunlty It will be a 
time ol varied v1tue for uch 
indMdual. Penonally, I~ I 
c1n rt-1ume my educlllon 

knowiNit the Board ol n.lmta 
WS U, which control• Ibis 
unlvtni ty , 11 1wakln& to 
certain changm ol the ouC.tde 
world 111 the rttlm ol women', 
rlghta Ind If II hun't by then 
1tMJllshed their lberimlnatory 
rule , will be In the proc:eM of 
dolr,a IO. While I wait t« Uu 
chanae I will hold tt.-dfu& In 
my belief thl t U .tucaUonal 
l)'llmui are-to mov• forwatd 

::Um:'=~~ 
cannot rema in n .. ted 11 
ttrialn~.ia1ea. 

Miu Panw& Ann Becur 

HRISTMAS SPECIAL 

BUSH-CORDS --~;~@ Re9UIArly S14 

Now Sale- Prlct'd ~ 

The Golden Hanger 
305 Main StrNt 

NOOS 1,UNOI.EONS DAILY 11 :)I.J P .M, ............... " 
l1-dMNd.ay• 

f'l cl lllln forWeddUlf, BIIIIIIHU Ii V.rtltt 

~ll1Ni,N 

APPEAR ING THRU DEC. 17 
MERLE LEMON •ndTHE LEMON AIDES 

lte.t"natlnr, , for Nrw Yff r '1 ,-rly are •ow khlf '-•ea. 

ln!orn1•J f"! •llloa Slrlow ttery tnd • 4tli Frt. ol 111tll ••t1i . 
fHhloM b)· Lyn nlto.eof MHomotlN 

TUES. SPECIAL: 

·~·~t:~.i;::1 
SUN. SPECIAi: 



IRHC strives 
to moj ivate 
members 

HARl(Y'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
OR~SS & SPORT 

Ac.me Cowboy 
BOOTS & 01 ... GO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REP~IR ING 

IJIMalfllk. l J».HU 

Ionesco qbsurdist plays : 
'a mindblowing experience' 

'1JRkkB,,_. 

lhe~n~=.~~=:n.~~ 
for• put deal ol the time, mlodblolrbll, Of ~:;,=··~="=;or~ 
Leider" •• llctlnc: Both plaJ: had poinrluJ 

= ·t '~·:w;·~.. ~ ~~ 
datedly 11nak!d from the ~tre and PNI 
=~·Maltoo,kh mind Rippe, in the 

.. ~,~~ ~~ ::..iar:se ~ ';.11~! 
The Klan did I aedlt.ab)e-job ln "F.cP". The 
beat airicaturs 'hre "Grandp,,", played by 
J!m RMill~ O.ve Bally as :•.tack Jacban", 
tu lover played by Unda Stoee aod " Mr. 
J1cuori" pb.y«t by Lury Laird. Tolether 
they p&.ytd the famma °' two lovtn who are 

. n:pttted lo product an hc!l r to Grandpa. 
lbffe waa much hubbub H J.:lr prtpared 

tu ml&hty tttdlon; an ucellent aotne, and 
finally .n heir is produced, then anotha-, and ...'l 
anothtr, ad nauram, UNII the incredible '-tJ 
r111iibff ol heirs 'Wff'fi roillina down a trouah 
ctirlh& the 1trobe Kffle . tntimately Jadi: ffldl 
up in a polluted earth, lht result ol tu pottncy 
and his family', concrrn to replace Gn,ndp,, . A 
majof" theme throu&twM the play lhowed lhe 

:u~:~~~~~~1= 
ffllphuis on production. 

' "Jlw: LNder" SHfflfd to confUle the 
al.ldifflC'f:. perhlpe because people aren' t 

:!!1=,io!:r. ~m~ ::e~'==~ 
lhe mra.,, and 1h11 theme al ' 'The Leader" 
wua1joltt.othemediamanipulated1udlmc.-e. 
The "Announcer", America '• emcee of 
enotiorui Ind " true fac1a" lltp1 lhe pe,aole In 

• line all the way until the nna1 IJ.ne-'C), ind ~ 
the c«1fused audience with "Lone lJve The 
l..Nld«" rln&i.,.in theireani. Jt wua del'p and 
Important rneuqr, unforti..\at.ely the 1cUna 
wu not 11.Jperb and the pJay'a meuaae d id not 
hit home. 

Jll.4@;~ @N~ 
SUPPER CLUB 

NOW FIATUIING SUNDAT LUNCH 
12 M.Hn Unttl t:00 p.m. 

CHOICE 
R:~:C':~'!:'::' SJ" ~=r~-::= 

c.&ellaw 1MAaJ• C..SlawaMAaJ• 
COMJ'LETE MENl!ALSOAVAILABLE 

.... Fr iday- Fish Fry .. . 
Tw1.-8aL-~m6Baro,:e.1tl: .. , .111 . 

-PLANNINOAPAJ\TYf-
Ciosed Monday ' 9'2-3170 

...,. .. 1-NNwtll • llte " D" -R.l&WfiMDH 

STUDENT OIREClORIES 
Arton S..lelntM 

Union, JTC, . 
and Commons 

Until the End of the Semester 

Metro~~: ..... 
N•: n. N1 ~ wW ._ a !::..:':..~ 

ptWI ....... U..U. ef~. 

:DectmNr 7, thurtday 
,, ....... ".!' ... c .... ea~rn"u ... ., 1ttaniry uau A.._, 

Dec•mNr I , FrkSly 

1:u, .• • J1!•,.• .J•1K1111.:.... Pa ... 

Dec•mNr f, Slitur"Qy 

1:Je '!:· C•W•,-vy Galtu Miu 18'. J~'• 0..,d,i 
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first shots • • • by ·el 

Roger Ross 

• 

Eric Johnston 

Gregory Brunn Ron Hessel 



1entary · photo · students 

Jeff Dodge 

Judi Struck 

It's amazing what the eye c>f a camera can 
behold, and elementary photography students from 
instructer Dan Cook's class show just that. Students 
develop, enlarge, and mount a II their own Work 
during the semester. It's grea-t practical experience 
for the 'camera bug' on campus. 

Ann Chen 

_ Michael Samplawski 
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by Rick Bruhn 

Although I've had several chances, I haven't taken a ride on 
the Northwood's newest and perhaps most dangerous new toy, the 
snowmobile. I knew that an outing on a snowmobile would be both 
exhilarating and fun but I felt that I would be committing a "sin" 
under the unwritten laws of the environment. 

The snowmobile is fun and very useful in this part of the 
country and I am a wholehearted supporter when it is used 
correctly. Unfortl!nately, I am also aware of the damage that 
snowmobiles have done and will do in the future. I thought of 
fences torn out, game run to death in the nam~ of sport ~what 
blasphemy), and snowmobiles that use the highways w1t~out 
sufficient safety features, making them a hazard to automobiles, 
and not having to pay for licenses besides. 

And I thought of the environmental problems. Noise polluti?n, 
driving both man and animal to neurotic fits and the packing 
down of the valuable snow cover, causing the destr~ction ?f both 
flora and fauna. To me the pain caused by an outmg might be 
greater than the pleasure and being the hedonist that I am, I have 
no desire to ride a snowmobile. 

Release from the Office of Alvin Baldus 
There is a ray of sanity breaking through the pall of the 

legislative attitude toward snowmobiles. Alt~ough I feel that the 
laws governing snowmobiles are not s~rmgent l:nough, . the 
government of Wisconsin seef!1S to be taking steps If.I thE: right 
direction even though there 1s the usual footdraggmg ~n the 
process. The following is a pr~ss rele~se from the office of 
Menomonie's State Representative, Alvm Baldus : 

The growth of the snowmobile industry in Wisconsin over the 
past several years has been phen?me~al, and it appears that this 
winter will see even more machmes m use. Estimates are that 
more than 200,000 vehicles will be running this winter, compared 
with 175,000 last year. 

The comprehensive snowmobile legislation approved _by the 
Legislature last session will go a long way toward 1mprovmg the 
sport and making it more enjoyable. 

One of the major aspects of the new l~w allows ~ider use of 
snowmobile aids to counties. These aids are fmanced ~Y , 
registration fees. Previously, trails had to be dev_eloped_ on pubhc 
land. This provision, of course, hurt local counties ~h1ch do not 
have a great deal of public land. The new law permits develop
ment on land leased by a county or held under' e~sement. The 
effect of this change will be to shift the trails . t?. where 
snowmobilers are. The aids can also be used for acqms1tion and 
maintenance. 

Another beneficial provision of the law is the cr~ation of a 
Snowmobile Recreational Council. Rather than loading up the 
new law with a large number of do's and don't's,. the legislature 
wisely created the council which will make_ ~tud1es and recom
mendations regarding all facets of snowmobilmg. I was happy to 
note that the governor, who appoints the 15 council ~eml>E;rs, 
chose individuals representing all interests, mcludmg 
snowmobilers. 

I am sure you are aware of the new registration fees under the 
law. Although the registration fee is now $9 for a three-year 
period, the snowmobilers will directly benefit from the dues 
through aids returned to counties. However, a county does not 
automatically receive aids, but must apply for them. I am hope,ful 
local counties move quickly to receive some of the $2.2 milhon 
available. 

The passage of this law and the . "Yorkings of the ne_w 
Snowmobile Council has proven that all citizens can cooperate m 
improving the sport and eliminating the problems caus~d by a 
few over-zealous enthusiasts. I . think we all reahze the 
recreational benefits of this industry and what it has meant to the 
economy of the northern parts of the state. In order t? accof!1plish 
the responsible use of snowmobiles, we must p~ov1dl: trails for 
them to run on so they are not misused. By domg this, we can 
assure that sn~w will continue to enjoy their sport without ad
versely affecting others. 
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FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT 
~ 
~ 

Friday, Dec. 8, 3:00 p.m. 
Doubles 

Saturday, Dec. 9, 2 : 00 p.m . 
Singles & Doubles 

be awarded to both 

AP 

Western teams send Devils packing 
The Western swing for the 

hustlin' Blue Devils has not 
been an easy one as they have 
dropped three games, 71-60 to 
the University of Montana, 84-
58 by Weber State, and to Utah 
State 88-70. 

In their most recent game, 
against the Montana Grizzlies, 
the Blue Devils settled down 
and played good team 
basketball, ·unlike the free 
lance style of their two opening 
losses. 

However, it was ·not ·enough 
against the Grizzlies as Stout 
was in constant foul trouble 
especially during the closing 
minutes of play. 

The Blue Devils were 
whistled 32 times for fouls 
against only 16 Grizzly . fouls. 
Coach Dwain Mintz received a 
technical foul for voicing his 
opinion concerning the foul 
situation. 

The free throw line beat the 
Blue Devils as they made eight 
of 11 free throws while the 
Grizzlies hit on 27 out of 35 free 
throws. 

The Blue Devils jumped off 
to a 16-8 lead mid-way in the 
first and had a 26-21 edge at the 
mid-point. 

The Grizzlies finally went 
ahead of Stout at 58-56 with just 
three minutes to go. From then 
on, the game belonged to 
Montana. 

Against the Wildcats from 
Weber State, in the Blue 
Devil's second game, the Wild 
Cats won 84-58 by coming out 
running and gunning to crack 
the game open to a 45-25 first 
half, lead. 

Cold shooting spelled Stout's 
doom as the Blue Devils hung 
close until the final six minutes 
of the first half when the 
Aggies ran off to a 49-31 lead at 
intermission. 

The Blue Devils, relying 
heavily on freshmen during the 
road trips, could never get the 
offense running properly. 
Stout's traditionally strong 
defense has been far off form. 

Doug Eha, 6-4 junior for
ward, has been the Blue Devils' 

most consistent ballplayer. In 
the three games Eha scored 51 
points and 28 rebounds. 

Bill Lyons has scored 40 
points, Marcus Hayes scored 34 
points and freshman Godfrey 
Skinner 21 points and 16 
rebounds. 

Men's volleyball reaches peak 
by Todd Schmidt 

The Men's Intramural 
Volleyball season is about.. to 
reach its climax with an all 
league tournament, to begin 
Monday, Dec. 1. Four teams 
from each league will par
ticipate in the tourney, with an 
individual champion to be 
determined. There are three 
nights of games left to play, so 
the standings published below 
can change, and the teams 
listed in the first four places 
are not necessarily the ones ' 
that will complete in the 
tourney. These are the team 
standings. in the men's league 
as of Dec. 4. 
Frat League W L 
Phi Sig .. .. .. ... .- . . . . .. 7 O 
KLB White . .. .. .. . . . . . 7 0 
Sig EP Purple .. .. .. .. . 6 1 
Sig EP Gold .. . .. .. .. .. 5 2 
TKEGray .. .. ......... 4 3 
FOB Black .. .. .. .. . .. . 3 3 
Chi Lambda II .. .. .. . . . 3 3 
KLB Green .. .. .. .. .. . . 3 3 
Chi Lambda I .. . .. . . .. . 2 4 
FOB White .. .. . .. .. .. . 1 5 
TKERed .. .. .... .... .. 1 5 
KLBFUGAR .... . . .. .. 1 6 

sTKEBlue ....... . .... . . 0 7 

/' 

Red League W 
Third Milnes . . . . . . .. . . . 5 
Milnes I . . ... ...... .. .. 5 
3CRyders III. . . . . . . . . . . 5 
DA House (Hovlid) . . . . . 5 
Hotel Hovlid . . . . ... . . . . 4 
Dirty Dozen (Flem. II) . 4 
The House . . .. . ..... . . . 3 
First Fleming . . . . . . . . . 3 
3C Ryders I . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
3CRyders II . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Wigen Fifth (2 Wigen) . . 2 
Second Wigen 2 . . . . . . . . 1 
Fourth Fleming . . . . . . . . 1 
Second Wigen I . . . . . . . . O 

Blue League W 
Beaver Lodge I . . . . . . . . 6 
JBoys I . . . .. . ... . .. . .. 6 
Second E-Lite ..... .. .. . 4 
D Regents I .. .. ..... . .. 4 
Second Chinnock . . . . . . . 4 
Creamers (Fleming) . . . 4 
D Regents II . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Rejects I ..... . . . .... . . 3 
Vets.Club ... .. . . . . . ... . 2 
Fourth T. Nads ........ 2 
Second Milnes . . . . . . . . . 2 
Rejects II .. .. .. . .. .. . . . 1 
JBoys II . . . ....... .. ... 1 
Beaver Lodge II . . . .. . . O 

L 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 

L 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
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: OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK For quick service : 
: Sun. - Thur. 4 p.m. to 2 a.m. Call 235-0606 : 
• Fri. and Sat. 4 p.m. to 3 a.m. or 235-0600 • 
: 145 Main : 
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Pucksters prepare for season opener 
by Todd.Schmidt 

New head Coach Tom Slupe 
has been putting his hockey 
hopefuls through a rigorous 
training program in 
preparation for their regular 
season opener, at home on Dec. 
8. The 1972-73 version of the 
hockey record book will have a 
new twist, as the Blue Devil 
pucksters move indoors to the 
Fairgrounds Arena. Largely 
because of experience, good 
conditioning, and the greatly 
improved facility, this year's 
squad looks to improve upon 
last year's 9-11 won-lost record. 

Leading the experienced 
crew of thirteen lettermen that 
return are Glenn LaChappelle 
and Bob Patnaude, both 
seniors. Lachappelle, last 
year's most valuable player, 
scored 19 goals and collected 15 
assists for a fine 34 point 
season. Patnaude, also a fine 
all-around player, connected 
on 17 goals and chipped in 14 
assists for a fine 31 point effort 
on the year. 

Chuck C erber 

Six more senior lettermen 
return to help form the nucleus 
of this year's team. Co-captain 
Churck Mortel leads the crew, 
which also includes Terry 
Watkins, Lynn Streeter, Tom 
McNamara, Bob Schultz, and 
Paul Bourguignon. All are 
tough hockey players, the kind 
that Coach Slupe hopes will 
lead the team to victory. 

Junior co-captain Chuck 
Gerber heads the remaining 
lettermen. Gerber, a hustling 
defenseman, will be an im
portant cog in the Blue Devil 
defense this season. Denny 
Carter, another junior, along 
with sophomores Tom Herold, 
Doug Hubbard, and Joe 
Petrozates complete the list of 
returning lettermen, The most 
important ingredient this 
squad has is experience, which 
they have in every position 
except one. 

Glenn LaChappelle 

Goaltender seems to be the 
team's biggest question mark 
with four freshman hopeful~ 
trying for the spot. Bill Perry, 
George Moldenhauer, Kevin 
James and Gordon Flanders 
are in hot competition for the 
starting position, but in the era 
of freshmen becoming instant 
varsity stars, concern isn't too 
great at the moment. 

The remainder of the squad 
consists of Wayne Toellner, 
Dave Dill, Francis LaCha~ 
pelle, Rich Bugalski, Andrew 
Kage, and Brett Huske. All are 
freshmen except for 
sophomore Toellner. There is a 
great deal of talent in this 
crew, talent which Coach Slupe 
hopes to utilize to the utmost 
this season. Hall Dalibor will 
serve the squad as manager. 

The team has been holding 
workouts three or four nights 
per week in a Twin Cities 
Arena, in addition to their 
rigorous exercise schedule. 
They scrimmaged St. Mary's 
of Winona Nov. 19, coming out 
on the short end of a 6-2 score. 
Coach Slupe called the 
scrimmage a "good workout" 
and claims he is "very pleased 
.with the progress our team is 
making." The Blue Devils 
outplayed St. Mary's for the 
first 40 minutes, but were 
overtaken and defeated largely 
because of what Slupe called 
"overworked ice time." The 
Devils will scrimmage St. 
Mary's again Dec. 1, and will 
stress conditioning at the 
workout. They still need to 
build up their endurance before 
the home opener Dec. 8 against 
Macaleaster College. 

New hockey mentor Tom 
Slupe seems well qualified to 
lead the squad to a good record 
this season. Many fans will 
remember Slupe, who was 
entrenched in the goal for Stout 
from 1967-71. He was a four
year hockey letterman, win-

_ENTERTAINMENT 
At The 

~.&~ 
Friday & Saturday 
Dec. 8-9 

LARRY HEAGLE 
Coming Wed., Dec. 13 

PROGRESSIVE ART ENSEMBL 
For Your Listening 

Pleasure 

ning the most valuable player 
and best hustle awards for his 
fine senior campaign. Slupe, 
who hails from Austin, Minn., 
learned a great deal about 
coaching from last year's 
mentor John McNamara, 
whom he served as an 
assistant. Slupe also played 
hockey with the semi-pro 
Waterloo Warhawks after the 
college schedule ended last 
year. In addition to his 
coaching duties Slupe is 
working on his M. A. and 
serving as administrator for 
the new indoor Fairgrounds 
hockey arena. A busy man, 
Slupe appears confident of 
improving on last year's 
record this season. 

One additional hi-lite of the 
season will be a clinic with the 
Minnesota North Stars, 
scheduled here Saturday, Jan. 
27. 

Hockey is a fast moving 
game, something that will be 
shown by the 1972-73 squad. 
Facilities are improved one
thousand percent over last 
year, as the team moves in
doors to the arena. Fans are 
important to any athletic team, 
and this year's hockey team is 
certainly no exception. With 
the talent, facilities, and 
quality of competition that will 
be displayed, Blue Devil 
hockey looms as an exciting 
attraction of the winter sports 
season. 

Bob Patnaude 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your. descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 

KODACOLOR 126 
DEVELOPED 

AND ENLARGED 
FOR KODAK INSTAMATIC · CAMERAS 

Return this ad 
with film and 
remittance or 
write tor FREE 
tilm mailers. 
TRIAL OFFER 
one per family 

~. ,:!! 
k $2.29 

OOACOl.ot I 26 
0Nt.Y 

ELECTRIC STUDIOS 
P. 0. Box 688 T 

EAu CI.AIRE. Wis. '5470 I 
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University of Wisconsin-Stout 
1972 · 1973 

Hockey Schedule 
Fri., Dec. 8-Macalester College, Here, 

7 :30 p.m. 
Tues., Dec. 12-Ham line Univ., Here, 

7:30 p.m. 
Sat., Dec. 16--Lakewood State, Here, 7:30 

p.m. 
Sat., Jan. 13- 51. Olaf College, Northfield, 

Minn., 3 p.m . 
Fri ., Jan. 19-Mankato State. Mankato, 

Minn .• 3:30 p.m. . 
Tues ., Jan. 23-51. Cloud State, St. Cloud, 

Minn., 7:30 p.m. 
Thurs., Jan. 25-U .W.-River Falls, Here, 

7:30 p.m. 
Sat., Jan. 27-Mankato State, Mankato. 

Minn., 1 p.m. 
Mon .• Jan. 29-Macalester College, St. 

Paul, Minn., 3:30 p.m. 
Tues ., Jan. 30-St. Olaf College, Here, 

7:30 p.m . 
Mon., Feb. 5-Hamline Univ., St. Paul, 

Minn., 7:30 p.m . 
Wed., Feb. 7-Mankato State, Here, 8:30 

p.m. 
Sat., Feb. 10-Mankato State, Here, 8:30 

p.m. 
Wed .• Feb. 14--U.W.-River Falls, River 

Falls, Wis., 7 p.m. 
Sat. , Feb. 17-U.W.-Stevens Point, Here, 

2 p.m. 
Sun., Feb. 18-U.W.-Stevens Point, Here, 

2 p.m . . 
Tues ., Feb. 20-St . Cloud State, Here, 7:30 

p.m. 
Fri., Feb. 23-U .W.-Superior, Superior, 

7:30 p.m. 
Sat .• Feb. 24-U.W.-Superior, Superior, 

7:30 p.m. 

All home games will be played at the new 
arena in the Dunn County Recreation 
Park. < Fairgrounds) 

,..;,.:,,. 

Stout's hockey team faces off against Macalester at the Dunn 
.county Fairgrounds Friday at 7 p.m. 

_Recycle 
this paper 
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Beauty to boot 

From Air Step 

REED'S 
SHOE STORE 

320 Main St. 
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Gymnastics outlook hopeful 
by Todd Schmidt 

Fourteen men reported for 
, µening day gymnastics drills 
1his year. reports Head Coach 
lolm Zuerlein. Since then, one 

111 an dropped from the squad 
due to medical reasons. Curt 
Lang was the unfortunate 
;::ymnaf:t to be injured, but the 
remainder of the squad has 
lieen hard at work. Most of the 
athletes had their total routine 
mastered by the time of their 
first scheduled parctice. 

A routine intrasquad meet 
was held Nov . 17, with basic 
moves being emphasized. "Our 
team score, figuring the top 
three in each event, was 127.2 ; 
not very good, says Zuerlein. 
"We must be in the 130's and 
140's if we expect to be in the 
top three teams in the con
ference ." 

Looking at the individual 
events, the squad shapes up 
this way, according to Coach 
Zuerlein: 
Free Pxercise - "We were 
fairly stable in this event. Not 
al l men have the moves yet, 
but things are moving well. I'm 
confident that all men will be in 
the high B's" Men to watch in 
this event include Jim Jackson, 
Brian Walker , Tim Kruse, and 
(;Jenn Pepsick. 
Side Horse - Men to watch here 
.i re : Larry Bossung, Todd 
Downing , and Steve Jackson. 
Two other gymnasts may help 
in the side horse event. Says 
r·oach Zuerlein, "Jim Jackson 
;i nd Glenn Pepsick are 
basically beginners on the 

horse. It will just take time for 
them to develop proper 
techniques in this event." 

Still Rings - "We didn't do as 
well on the rings as I thought 
we would." says Zuerlein . 
''Tim Kruse and Greg Datillo 
were both in the 9's, but un
necessary mistakes which 
involved bending arms and 
body at the wrong time hurt." 
Other aspirants in the still -
rings are Joe Russo, Bruce 
Pettit and Glenn Pepsick, _when 
he gets back into shape. 
Long Horse - The squad is 
hurting in this event. Right 
now, Coach Zuerlein states that 
Brian Walker is the only one 
coming -close to a competitive 
I eve. · 

Parallel Bars - The squad is 
making good progress with the 
parellel bars. John Mueller 
seems to be the top prospect, 
with Bruce Pettit continuaJly 
improving in execution. Tim 
Kruse and Joe Russo both need 
to master a number of moves . 

Horizontal Bars - The only two 
performers who can execute 
all the moves in the routine are 
John Mueller and Jim Jackson. 
Joe Russo is improving and is 
expected to be ready by 
Christmas. 

Tim Kruse and John Mueller 
serve as co-captains for this 
year's team . Kruse , a senior, 
placed first in the conference 
last year on the rings, while 
junior Mueller finished fourth 
in the conference on the 
paraJJel bars. Kruse placed 

sixth in his event at the 
National Meet last year, while 
Mueller finished twelfth . 

Other strong performers 
include Bruce Pettit, Greg 
Dattilo and Tod Downing. 
Pettit, a junior, finished fourth 
in the parallel bars in the 
conference meet last year 
while Dattilo placed fourth and 
seventh in the conference and 
national meets last year as a 
freshman . Downing looked 
good as a freshman last year, 
but was hobbled by illness and 
was forced to miss the con
ference and national meets. 

Steve Jackson, Dan Meyer, 
and Larry Bossung should be 
valuable assets to the team, 
along with freshmen prospects 
Joe Russo, Jim Jackson, Glenn 
Pepsick, Brian Walker, and 
Tony Gruber. 

This crew should achieve a 
better .season than last year, 
accordmg to Coach Zuerlein. 
To summarize this season's 
outlook, Zuerlein said, "As far 
as individual standouts go, it's 
hard to say. Jim Jackson and 
Glenn Pepsick have good style 
in free exercise. The Todd 
Downing - Larry Bossung 
combination on the side horse 
will be hard to beat, as will 
Dattilo and Kruse on the rings. 
Jim Jackson and John Mueller 
both have nice moves on the 
horizontal bar with Joe Russo 
close behind . . 

In the conference, La Crosse 
and Oshkosh will be the 
toughest. Platteville and 
Whitewater will be improved. 

Up, up and away with Tim Kruse, star senior gymnast for the 
Blue Devils. 

Toughest non-conference 
competition will come from 
Western Illinois and Mankato 
State." Coach Zuerlein will be 
assisted by Larry Pfeiffer this 
season. 

The Stout gymnasts will play 
host to St. Cloud State from 
Minnesota and the U.W. -
Parkside from Kenosha in a 
meet this Friday, Dec. 8, 
starting at 7: 30 p.m. in the 
Fieldhouse. It should be a close 

contest as indicated by Coach 
Zuerlein . "St. Cloud," Zuerlein 
commented, "Has some injury 
problems, but is usually a 
strong team. We always have a 

. close meet with them." 
"The U.W. - Parkside is not 

going·to be a pushover either," 
says Zuerlein. "They wiJI be 
stronger than last year. We 
beat them twice in close meets 
last year; it could be close 
again." 

Take your 
Christmas break 
at Audio King 
and save. 

Buy this new Quad Sound 
system for less than 
$100 a channel 
Audio King presents a superb 

4-cha~nnel package for only 
$399.90 - you save $182.05 

Buy this Sony Stereo package for 
only $299.00 and save $106.95. 
See this outstanding value from Audio 
King ... a deluxe $405.95 stereo 
package for only $299.00. It features a 
Sony 6036 FM STEREO/FM-AM 
receiver - usually responsive and 
highly sensitive, a BSR HcDonald 31 OX 
4-speed stereo changer, complete 
with Shu re magnetic cartridge and 
diamond stylus, and the famous Audio 
Kraft AK-66 2-way, speaker system. 

Hot Christmas Break Specials .. . 
while they last! 50% OFF! 
Headphone Special List Sa le 

Sha rp 78 $19 .95 $ 9.98 
Sharp 108 39.95 19.98 
David Clark 200 29.00 14.50 
David Clark 250 34.00 17.00 

3M Tape Barga ins . . . would you believe: 
Scotch 150-18 for $23.88 (case of 12) SAVE 64% ! 
Scotch 203-18 for $35.88 (case of 12) SAVE 57% ! 

We can set you up with your 
own recording studio - at an 
affordable price! 
Come in and get a 
demonstration of the fabulous 
T ASCAM model 10 ... a solid 
state mixing console. 
Professional specs! 
From $1890.00. 

TEAC 3340 4-Channel Simul-Sync. 
Stereo Tape Deck with overdub. 

harmon/kardon 50* 
multichannel receiver 

With the new 3340, you may record 
fully synchronized program material on 
each track of a four track tape. 
Designed for use by performers and for 
the production of special effects. 
Features include three motor quality, 
dual bias switch, Hyperbolic heads, BSR McDonald 310X 4-speed 
unique four channel monitor, 2/ 4 stereo changer 
channel mode switch . And much, 
much more. $849.50 

ONE MORE THING! BRING THIS AD 
WITH YOU AND WE'LL GIVE YOU A SET 
OF STEREO HEADPHONES FREE WITH 

ANY COMPONENT SYSTEM PURCHASE! 

7010 France Ave. So. I 920-4272 Minneapolis, Minn,. 



Swim team prepares 
for conference meet 

by Rick Bruhn 
A powerful Stout swim team 

took fourth place in the Min
nesota relays at Hamline 
University last Saturday. The 
victors of the meet, and the 
bitter rivals of the Blue Devils, 
were the Eau Claire Blugolds. 
Stout faces Eau Claire and the 
rest of the Wisconsin Con
ference teams Saturday in the 
conference relays meet in 
Superior . Eau Claire, winners 
of the Minnesota Relays last 
week with a score of 65 points, 
will be the favorites. Stout is 
favored to come in second. The 
Blue Devils scored 32 points in 
Minnesota. Next Tuesday the 
swim team will hold their 
opening home meet in the 
fieldhouse at 7 p.m. and are 
expected to swamp their neigh
bor, River Falls. 

At Minnesota, the Blue 
Devils scored a second place on 
a judge's decision, two thirds, 
five fourths and a sixth place. 
Coach Bob Smith cited several 
swimmers for excellent times. 
Greg Messerschmitt did a 
:55.4-100 yard butterfly, Rudy 
Will turned in a :58.1 in a 100 

· yard individual medley, Ben 
Kowalski did a :49.5-100 yard 
freestyle, Gary Novak turned 
in a 1:57.1-200 yard freestyle 
and Mike Vande Bogart did a 
50 free in :23.l. Smith was 
especially pleased with N11ckey 
Eaton, a freshman who turned 
in 1 :06.4 and 1:06.5-100 yard 
breaststroke times . 

All Campus 

A 
Woman's 
View 

by Trice Smith 
I talked with two of the 

women's athletic coaches, 
Chris Zampach and Rita 
McKinley. As I talked to them, 
I found although they share an 

· office, they don't share the 
same idea on women traveling 
and competing in sport. 

It seems if you go out for a 
sport under the coaching of 
Zampach, you will have a full 
schedule of competition, (the 
maximum allowed by the 
conference). If you're in a 
sport which McKinley coaches 
you'll have less competitive 
meetings, but you will . have 
comfortable traveling con
ditions . 

Zampach said, "Competition 
is what the team wants, they're 
out for sport. We sleep in 
sleeping bags in teammates 
homes. This way when we 
travel we allow funds for other 
games. The women that go out, 
seem to be oct for personal 
desire, she added, they want 
game time." 
t Coach McKinley has a dif
ferent twist. She allocates her 
funds on fewer meets, but more 
enjoyable weekend conditions. 
Her idea is that each meet 

BOOZE BASH 
Music by 

TOUCHSTONE 
Tuesday, Dec. 12 

8: 30 - 12: 30 

FREE BEER 
8: 00 - 9: 00 

MIXED DRINKS 
25c All Night 

Pizza Villa soc 
Admission 

BORGIE'S 
CARD, GIFT & MOD SHOP 

For Your Christmas Shop pin~ 
USE OUR LAY-BY PLAN 

SHOP 
wlule ow· selection of gifts is complete. 

CHRISTMAS 
Cards, Books, Party Goods and Gift 
Wra1>ping. 

VISIT 
The Mod Shop .. . 

Open every night, except Saturday, and 
Sunday 12-5 until Christmas. 

should be enjoyable, that in
cludes traveling and sleeping 
facilities. Her teams travel by 
bus and stays in motels . 

When a choice has to be 
made between the two 
possibilities . . . more com
petition or less competition 
with more favorable con
ditions, I don't know where I 
stand. It seems to me a choice 
shouldn't have to be made. 

Sport may or may not be 
your thing, but to the women 
who go out for sport it is part of 
theirs. Perhaps the decision 
won't have to be made in the 
future . The Women's Athletic 
Department may possibly have 
both competition and enjoyable 
accomodations. 

1972-73 
Gymnastics 

Schedule 

Stout's Gymnastics 
Schedule 

Dec . 8- St . Cloud and U.W.- Parkside, 
Home, 7:30 p.m . 

Jan . 17- -SI . Olaf, Northfield, 7:30 p.m . 
Jan. 20-High School Invitational. Home, 

All Day 
Jan. 26--U. of North Oak. and Mankato · 

State, Home, 7:30 p.m. 
Jan. 27-U.W.-Madison, Ma~on, 1 :30 

p.m. 
Feb. 3-Western Ill. Univ.,-Macomb, 2:30 

p.m. 
Feb . 10-U.W.-Superior and U.W. 

Whitewater, Superior, 1:30 p.m . 
Feb. 17-U.W.-Platteville and U.W. -Eau 

Claire, Platteville, l :30 p.m. 
Feb. 23-U.W.-La Crosse and U.W. -

Stevens Point, La Crosse, 7 p.m. 
Mar. 3-U .W.-Oshkosh, Home, l :30 p.m . 
Mar. 9-Bemidji, Home, 7 p.m. 
Mar. 15-16- WSU Championships, Stout 
Mar. 21 -24-NAIA Championships, La 

Crosse 
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Hlue Devil wrestler's Steve Hennings and Dale Evans go at it in 
preparation for their home opener on Dec. 16. 

The Body Shop 
Presents: DOUBLE BUBBLE 

Mon.-Fri.-5: 30-6: 30 

Taps 20c - Mixed Drinks 40c 

TASTEE NOON LUNCHEONS 

NOW I Ice Cream Drinks 

Gary's Sportsmen Shop 
420 Main Menomonie, Wis. 

BINDINGS SKIS 
LOOK 
GEZE 

Downhill Cross-country 
NORTHLAND 

KNEISSL 

Duofold TURTLENECKS 

Beconta WARMUPS 

Samco JACKETS 

Mohawk GLOVES 

Barrecrafters CARRIERS 

We mount bindings 
Hot Wax Machine 

p & M 

RAICHLE 

NORDICA 

All Types 

SKI HATS 

We talce trade-ins 

KNEISSl PACKAGE 
Bindings 

$15995 
Skis Poles 

NORTHLAND PACKAGE 
Skis Poles Bindings Nordica Boots 

$8995 
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There are some openings left 
in the Soviet Seminar. 

Dates: April 4-April 23 • 
Cost: $575.00 
Travel in Russia: The tour 

will include visits to the 
following Russian cities: 
Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, 
Odessa, and Tallin. 

Contact: Mrs. Bailey, 
Modulux Room 209. Extension 
2287 by Dec. 15. 

texbooks now 

· Textbook Service would like 
to remind and urge students to 
return any texts no longer 
needed or used NOW. This will 
alleviate the end of semester 
rush. We are open Monday 
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. 
until 4 p.m. 

Thank you for your 
cooperation. 

bloodmobile 
The Red Cross Bloodmobile 

will make four stops in Dunn 
County . during December. 

The bloodmobile will be in · 
Menomonie for three days. On 
Monday, Dec. 11, it will be at 
Peace Lutheran Church from 1 
p.m. to 6:45 p.m. On Tuesday, 
Dec. 12, interested persons 
may donate at UW-Stout's 
Student Center from 12 noon to 
6 p.m.; and on Wednesday, 
Dec. 13, also at UW-Stout's 
Student Center from 1 p.m. to 

WANT ADS 
RIDE WANTED: 

/To Southern California at 
: Christmas. Call Phil at Ext. 

1385. 

FOR RENT: 

Double and single rooms for 
girls in modern house. All 
privileges. Call 235-0773. 

Rooms near campus. For men, · 
reasonable. Call Dave at 235-
9951. 
FOR SALE: 

Suits and sportcoats, size 42, 
expensive when new. Used 
once or twice. Stereo, good · 
shape, new stylers: See Duane 
at 616112 Broadway, Apt. 9. 

Koflach Ski boots. Size 6% 
women's. $10.00, call Sandy 
235-0960. 

Bass guitar AMP, Bottom, V. 
Good shape, two 15 inch JBL 
Lancing speakers. Must sell, 
Ext. 2477, Larry. 

1965 Mercury Wagon. All 
Power, Cheap. 235-0773. 

Barecraft Ski Rack that holds 
up to six pair. Phone 232-1343. 
Ask for Wayne or leave 
message. 

1965 Mustang Convertable 
Very good body and top, 6 cyl., 
9000 on rebuild, 3 on floor, 
buckets, black int., snow tires. 
Asking $575. Ph. 235-9352. 
WANTED: ' 

A ride for 2 to and from Florida 
for Christmas vacation. Call 
Debbie at 235-3886. 
Need a place to live, 1 or 2 
persons, for 4th quarter. Call 
Sandy 235-0960. 

1 Male to share apartment with 
2 others. Private room. Call 
235-9184. 

One guy to share a two
bedroom townhouse with 3 

f other guys. Reasonable. Call 
235-9759. 
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Attention all persons in
terested in Graphic Arts! 
International Printing and 
Publishing Week is coming 
January 14-20. To celebrate, 
the Stout Typographical · 
Society is sponsoring a Graphic 
Arts Banquet on Thursday, 
Jan. 18. 

The banquet will be held in 
the Central Ballroom · of the 
Student Center from 6 p.m. to 
10 p.m. Two guest speakers 
from Eastman Kodak will give 
a presentation about your 
future in Graphic Arts. An open 
discussion will follow. 

All area printers and those 
interested in Graphic Arts are 
invited to sttend. Tickets will 
be available at the door for 
$3.50 per person. 

w.v.s.s. seniors 

Senior's be sure to hand in 
your senior information form 
before you go home for 
Christmas vacation. This in
formation will be used in the 
1973 Tower for December, May 
and August graduates. Be sure 
to complete the entire form. 

Off campus seniors should 
check their off-campus 
mailboxes in the lower hall of 
the Student Center for their 
forms or pick one up in the 
Tower office. Please return the 
forms by Dec. 21. 

fashion forum 

Fashion Forum will meet 
jointly with AHEA, Dec. 13 at 6 
n.m. in Harvev Hall 
Auditorium. Lanor Laundrv. 
Clothing and Textile specialist 
from Madison will be the guest 
speaker. 

porn porn squad 

Girls, do you have lots of 
energy and spirit - then try 
out for the Stout Porn Porn 
squad. Practices will be held 
Dec. 11, 12, and 13 from 6 p.m. 
to 7 p.m. in the Dance Studio of 
the Field House. Try-outs will 
be Dec. 14 at the same time. If 
you're interested, come to the 
first practice Monday, Vee. u 
at 6 p.m. and find out what it's 
all about! 

international students 

All international students 
leaving the country for 
Christmas vacation must have 
their request in for the form 1-
20 by Dec. 15, 1972. For in
formation contact Mrs. 
Heather Giertz, room 114, 
Administration Building. 
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'Don's' employee apologizes 
for store's disciplinary tactics 

Dear Editor: 
I would like to respond to the 

letter written by Bruce Redloff 
and Doug Rudzinski, which 
appeared in the Dec. 7, 1972 
issue of the Stoutonia. As an 
employee of Don's Super Valu 
and also a student here at 
Stout, I would like to apologize 
for the bad treatment which 
they received from a stockboy 
who accused them of 
shoplifting, a crime of which 
they weren't guilty. Although I 
was not at work at the time of 
their "apprehension", I 
apologize to them because they 
stated that "Don's is not a good 
place to shop", and "that when 
things such as this happen, it's 
time to start wondering about 
the people you do business 
with." - which includes me. I 
cannot make any excuses for 
what happened, and I am in 
sympathy with you. However, 
there are ii- few things that the 
public does not realize - such 
as how much merchandise 
actually gets stolen and how 
many bad checks we receive. 
Unfortunately, we do not have 

x-ray eyes that would enable us 
to tell whether someone has 
stolen something or not; we are 
only human, and humans do 
make mistakes. Believe me, 
the hardest thing for a clerk to 
do is to accuse someone of 
shoplifting; and it hurts even 
more if we are wrong - not 
because we couldn't catch 
them, but because we're sorry 
we embarrassed them, and 
ourselves as well. The actions 
of one employee should not be 
reflected upon the whole store. 
Before you pass judgment on 
Don's just from this one in
cident, stop and think. Don't 
you thing that it looked awfully 
suspicious to the stockboy 
when two guys came in, looked 
at some merchandise, and then 
left without buying anything? 
Very few people come into 
grocery stores just to look. 

Being open 24 hours is for the 
public's convenience, which 
includes you, and also 
produces a few more problems 
for us . But this isn't the only 
convenience we provide - we 

do not charge for cashing 
student's checks, nor do we 
require any special sheck 
ca~hing card. Therefore, being 
more liberal in this respect 
also gets us more bad checks. 
Just try to get a check cashed 
for more than $5 or $10 over the 
amount of purchase at any of 
the other stores or bars around 
her, and chances are that you'll 
be turned down - except at 
Don's. I also believe that the 
majority of people employed at 
Don's are great, and I know 
from past experiences that it is 
one of the friendliest places to 
shop at in Menomonie. This is 
not a plug for Don's and no one 
knows that I'm writing this. 
It's just that I feel very 
strongly about this, and again, 
I'm sorry for the ordeal you 
had to go through because of 
one unthinking person. But you 
shouldn't attack Don's just 
because of this one person. I 
am sure that the management 
will discipline him after 
reading your letter. 

Thank you for your time, 
space and permitting me to 
share my viewpoint with you. 

Name withheld upon request 

Swim. cap r-,le should •' 
'I ' 

include all or· none 
Dear Editor: 

Sunday evening while 
swimming, we noted some 
other swimmers were without 
their swim caps as per the 
rules for public swimming. 
This rule hinges on the length 
of the hair of the swimmer, 
however, these two swimmers 
had longer hair than either of 
us. We thought that since they 
were sans cap we would 
remeve ours because we enjoy 
swimming bareheaded also. 
However, the lifeguard came 
over to us and informed us we 
would have to put our caps 
back on. We asked how it was 
that these other swimmers 
(obvious friends of the 
lifeguard) didn't have to don 
swim caps. The lifeguard in
formed us that they were on the 
swimming or diving teams and 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR POLICY 

he had made an exemption 
because their caps always fall 
off and that if we wanted 
varification of this to call 
Coach Smith. We did not make 
that call. We have seen on 
other occasions swimmers 
which are evidently team 
members (not just swim or 
diving teams) who swim with 
out the cap. 

It is our feelings that if the 
coaches want to exempt the 
cap rule for teams during 
private practice or recreation 
sessions, fine, but these people 
should .obey the rules just as 
the rest of us apparently must. 
We don't like the cap any more 
than anyone else, but we will 
wear it if everyone has to. 

Jim Wardman 
Richard Hepp 

A letter to the editor will be accepted from any source as long 
as the contents concern the students at Stout or would be of in
terest to them. 

The STOUTONIA requires that all letters be signed. But 
names will be withheld upon permission of editor. 

Opinion ... 
Universities should 

produce qualified grads 
A reprint from the St. Paul Pioneer Press, Oct. 15, 1972. 

by Jenkin Lloyd Jones 

A few weeks ago the honorary scholastic society, Phi Beta 
Kappa, announced that it is considering additional criteria 
besides grades to determine which college students deserve the 
coveted golden keys. 

The reason is simple. Grades in some of our most prestigious 
colleges can no longer be trusted to give an approximation of the 
energy expended and the comprehension achieved. Some of the 
swinging young professors are giving everybody A. 

Why? Well, because the establishment if phony and ripe for 
collapse. When you louse up its standards you confuse it and 
hasten its demise. Besides, leveling is "in." What right does the 
kid who was born quick have to an easier path than the kid who 
was born slow? And besides, too, you have to compensate for 
social deprivation. 

So, as one student at the University of Wisconsin told the New 
York Times last spring: 

"No question about it. I never go to school any more, and I 
still get wonderful grades. There's a common consensus here that 
it's a lot easier to get good grades." 

Overall grade averages on the Madison campus went from 2.5 
in 1965-66 to 2.8 in 1970-71. At Northwestern in the 1967 year the 
grade average was 2.7. Last year it was 3.0. A year ago two-thirds 
of Harvard's seniors were graduated "with honors." 

One thing this may cure is the influx of foreign students who, 
like all students, are educated at a financial loss to the colleges. 
Foreign students have come to America because American 
degrees have been respected. When we get enough counterfeits 
the value of American diplomas will cheapen in the eyes of the 
world and the incentive to travel hither will vanish. 

While grades have been going up the scores on objective tests 
have been going down. In five years verbal aptitude grades in 
standard college entrance exams dropped from 471 to 454. 

One junior faculty member at the University of Michigan told 
of a Spanish-American student who really tried but who couldn't 
seem to get it. Said the professor: 

"He wanted to go to law school, and I knew a lot about his 
background and the kind ~f trouble he'd be in if he didn't stick 
with his.education. SQ I gave him.a B." 

But suppose this same consideration is extended through law 
school. Suppose the state bar exam is mercifully tilted. What 
happens to his future clients, possibly other poor Chicanos, who 
might really need a good lawyer? 

Has a university that participates in a fraud any more right to 
expect admiration and support than a manufacturer who sells a 
shoddy product? Yet here is a strange contradition. Ralph Nader 
is widely hailed by students and faculty alike for demanding that 
industry answer strictly for the quality of'its output. Should there 
be recalls of poorly turned-out graduates, too? 

However, much objective grading is in disfavor among many 
students and young professors, the distaste is selective. A campus 
would lynch a football coach who sent a one-legged halfback into 
the big game on the theory that, considering he has one leg, he's a 
great halfback. 

Who would volunteer fo undergo brain surgery at the hands of 
a surgeon who received his license out of sympathy? Who wants to 
fly in an airplane designed by an engineer who was qualified only 
because he tried hard? 

True, grades are not whole measure of a man or woman. 
Many a straight-A grinds under an honest grading system turn 
out to have shallow minds, and many a skin-through late-bloomer 
winds up loaded with honorary degrees. Grades are only one 
measure, just as clocking a 100-yard dash star in 9.2 is only one of 
his measures as a man. 

But the 9.2 may get the runner a job in pro football over the 
rookie who can only do the 100 in 12. And a fake Phi Beta Kappa 
produced by smirking faculty members who are trying to wreck 
the grading system may be favored by a prospective employer 
over the straight-B from an honest college. This is dirty. 

The situation, of course, will resolve itself one way or another. 
The fraud could become universal, in which case American 
professions and institutions will diminish their services, endanger 
their patients and disappoint their clients under a rising tide of 
accredited imcompetents. 

Or enough wise American educators will recognize that 
academic dishonesty will eventually be discovered just like a 
sawdust breakfast food. And we may have a whole new set of 
prestigious coll.eges and universities. 

Agreement with editor as to content is-not a criterion for its 
publication. However the letter must not be libelous as deter
mined by the editor. It is the policy of the STOUTONIA to exercise 
good taste and respect rights of privacy. 

Letters should be submitted to the STOUTONIA office or · 
Union mailbox. 
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Segregated fees studied 

Regent expands campus 
• newspaper autonomy issue 

The segregated fee issue is at 
a standstill right now while 
information is being collected 
on all goods and services 
provided by that fee. The 
background of the fee study, 
especially those monies 
provided student newspapers, 
was explained by Regent John 
L. Lavine of Chippewa Falls. 

There were basically three 
factors that influenced the 
investigation of student 
newspapers going in
dependent, according to 
Lavine. The rising level of 
segregated fees was one such 
factor; the Regents and 
President Weaver feel they 
need to limit the fee, with 
newspaper independance being 
only one of many ways this 
could be accomplished. 

"A survey will take place on 
everything that has to do with , 
segregated fees," Lavine 
explained. "If you stacked up 
all of the items, most of them 
· are lower priority than the 
newspapers." 

Such a survey has taken 
place on the financial stutus of 
campus papers,' with the 
results .currently being 
analyzed. 

Another factor involved was 
an incident Qn the Stevens 
Point campus last spring, 
where Chancellor Lee Dreyfus 
felt the student newspaper 
wasn't representing the total 
university community and an 
attempt was made to budget a 
new campus paper. 

Along with the Stevens Point 
incident came many questions 
which influenced the decision 
for an investigation of student 
papers. An important question 
ased was that if a campus 
publication receives university 
funds, is it then a publication of 
the students, or, of the ad
ministration? 

In trying to answer this 
question Lavine stated that he 
felt "any student editor would 
prefer to be independent 
because of the problems they 
run into. I would prefer myself 
to run a paper as free from 
administrative control (thus 
censorship) as possible." 

Lavine further explained 
that · he realized the Regents 
could not make a blanket 
proposal on newspaper in
dependance for all campuses, 
adding that any attempt to do 
so would simply be a "thinly . 

veiled guise to kill the paper." 
Lavine stressed the intensity 

of his feelings saying "If the 
university sys tern killed 
student newspapers I know a 
large number of people who 
would rake the university over 
the coals. They would do it 
selfishly, but seriously, 
because they understand a 
community is always better for 
criticism." 

The segregated fee issue, 
which envelops the newspaper 
independance problem, is not 
expected to come up before the 
Regents for a few months. 
Meanwhile, the merger 
legislation is being prepared 
for presentation to the state 
legislature. Included is a 
clause that says "students 
should have primary 
responsibility" for decisions 
made concerning how their 
money is spent. 

If passed, this clause would 
grant campus autonomy on the 
subject of newspaper in
dependance, as well as all 
segregated fee items, allowing 
papers who could exist by 
being financially independant 
able to do so. -

St~uf stude-nt . prese:Rts v·isitation 

guidelines to Board s,Qf Regents 
"Ii. 
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SSA proclaims student 

'class participation week' 
by Evy Wojkiewicz 

The highlight of Tuesday 
evenings SSA meeting was the 
proclamation of student class 
participation week for Dec. 18-
21. 

The proposal by John Graf 
was born after the an-

1. The University system 
spends too much money on 
capital expenditures. 
2. They opposed the 
requirement to force students 
on financial aid to Jive in 
dorms. 

nouncement that the current 3. They felt that the regents 
semester will end at 5:20 p.m. should set maximum 
on Dec. 21. Discussion centered guidelines for visitation, with 
on a faculty senate idea to have final say being left to each 

· the last week of the semester campus. 
named 'test week'. This Notes of interest in SSA news 
suggestion comes from are varied and many. The 
previous experience that there Awards . Committee is 
are low attendance records for cttrrently reviewing medallion 
the last few days of the forms entered. The revised 
semester. SSA constitution and the new 

Sharing the spotlight with franchise policy of UAA were 
student class participation distributed. They must sit on 
week was the recognized the house for two weeks before 
resignation of three senators. being voted upon . 
Three other resignations have Also, the new Leadership 
not yet been accepted of Connie course being offered was 
Hartlaub, vice president of described as ''grand and 
student affairs; Chris Heub- glorious", by Tom Cropp. After 
ner, sargent at arms; and Bob Monday evening's rebuttal by 
Massey, at-large senator. UAA the concept of the 
Resignations frorr.. Greg leadership program being 
Bedsted, Ralph Isenberg and extended to more students was 
John Graf's resignations were strengthened. 
accepted. The reasons for 
leaving ranged from tran- Talk developed on the 
sferring to getting a job in parking issue. Attention was 
another city, to a heavy class called to the fact that the 
load, and conflicting interests construction of the i,\pplied 
(with R.A. position). Arts and Fine Arts buildings 

To illustrate that student has brought the streets in this 
interest in SSA is not area under campus control.. 
diminishing two. new senators This means cars parking from 
were approved: Al Stoeffes will 4th to 5th street and 10th to ~;;?th 
represent off-campus students avenue west must have a. uw0

·: ·' 

and Dave Pederson, .at-large. Stqut parking.: permit If not, 
the owner will be fined. It was 

A report was . given on the added that fine revenue is used 
week end student government for . th e maintenance -i:,nd 
convention held in Platteyille: · ~ 

A request Jot' · c9mplete
campus indepemh\rice in .. · 
setting · v.isit~~ton hours in ~
residence haIJs was made by 
the visitation committee of the 
United Residence HaHs of.. the · 
UW system at a meeting with 
the Wisconsin · Board of 
Regents' Education Com
mittee. 

"Th~re a~{ mature students 
' OR every -eampUS''- who are 

:·capable of handling a variety · 
of. visitation · hours, up to · 22 
hours," said Shafer. 

· SolJ}e of the 1mportailt opinions · - ,.upkeep of thE;: parkiqg 'tQts. 

visitation hours should be . arisi~gfr(2_m the meeting were: /. .,• -··:;>, __ ;'_"'::.,, 
-decided on by the students on' . -~--.;;. ____________ ... _. ---------, .. _,,•, --~"'-!!~-, .,. 

UW systems president, John 
C. \¥eaver countered, saying 
that a broad set of guidelines 
should be established by the 
regents.and each campus work 

Thomas Shafer, chairman of 
the student committee, ·stated 
'that he believed setting hours 
was essentially a campus 
matter. 

,,... •·within- those Timi ts . , 
.Sttafer raiseg, objection~ to 

. - the-suggested limits. Students, 
at the age of 18, are now legal 
adults and he believed that 

Petitions Are Available 
l l - l l l 
Anyone who wishes to run for the Executive 

Board of the Stout Student Association (S.S.A.) 
may pick up petitfons at the S.S.A. Office, lower 
level of the Student Union. 

Positions to be filled are President, Vice 
Pres. for Legislative Affairs, Vice Pres. for 
Student Affairs, Vice Pres: for . Financial Af
fairs and Executive Secretary. 

Any interested student in . good standing 
may apply. 

. FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT 
~ 

~ Friday, Dec. 15, 3:00 p.m. 
Doubles 

Saturday, Dec. 16, 2:00 p.m. 
Singles & Doubles 

Prizes will be awarded to both 
divisions 

HAPPYHOUR THE 
6:00 - 8:00 Daily TAP 

each campus in conjunction· 
with the campus ad
ministration. 

Student affairs should 
normally be left up to each 
campus, Weaver agreed. But, 
he said, in this case, some 
broad limitations are needed; 
Students at campuses .wi_th 
greater restrictions will 
otherwise be constantly· 
pointing to those with more 
liberal rules as examples. 

"I think you put the cam
puses in a weak position by 
having no minimum," said 
Weaver. 

The Council of Chancellors 
had recommended several 
weeks ago that visitation hours 
be set with restrictions from 1 
a .m. to noon Monday through 
Friday and 3 a.m. to 10 a.m. 
Saturday and Stunday. 

After lengthy debate, the 
Education committee decided 

fo send the matter without 
recommendation to the full 
Board of Regents for con
sideration. 

Action on a recommendation 
by Regent John M. Lavine, 

- which called for changes in 
charges fot,,.auditing.;courses, . 

:__ was p,elayed by the commit-tee. 
· _,.. (..a-vine has suggested that 

those over 65 be allowed to 
audit at no cost and others be · 
charged only half of the 
regular fees while auditing 
courses. As it stands now, · 
anyone auditing a course in the 
UW system is required to pay 
the full cost. 

The Education Committee 
also approved continuing the 
pact between Wisconsin and 
Minnesota, permitting a 
limited number of students to 
attend school across the 
stateline without paying out of 
state tuition. 

. _.·:-

,r .. # .'-.... ~-·· 

commencement 

· Sat. Dec. 16 

Christmas 
Gift 

by 

e Coty 

Sets 

• Max Factor 

• Yardley 

• Prince 
Matchavelli 

at 

Lee's Drug 

' 
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Weaver appoints 

black assistant 
J onph W. Wll ay. JI , a 

fC'denl civ1\rightsolficial.has 
httn oantc'd aal111nt to 1he 
president ol the Univenlty ol 

· ¥.1S<'Onsln System for rquAI 
M11plO)·r."1tnt opportuni ties for 
nunorltll" 1H 

llt-t-UN"enll)· i1chtdolOe.ld 
,v.ordiruition. higher t!duca tion 
di,·1srnn.inthcolricr forc\vil 
rights m the ~ mtt1t ol 
ll•alt h. t:duca tlon . a nd 
Wtlfarc C IIEW I 1n W11dll,.1on. 

llltpoi,111one1e.t upbythe 
\ IW lk>ard of Regcnl11f1e. r an 
6 1tnd«tstOOyor UW S)•slffll 
ptilki"' and pr011r1m1 for 
n11nont le.s to carry out the. 
1••hcy tha t •11,e Unh·fni ly of 
\' .K'OOSin Sy1te.m shall pursue 
11:, ac:1\\'t amrm11ion 1ction 
,~·•)flram m the rttntitmtnt 
arkte.mplo)Wl!nt of f11cul1 yand 
~ta rf:' and ··adopC a n a f
fi rmali.-ii actidn program .. ·ith 
theobjr-ct ive of usurins equa l 
npporlunity in 111 aspects ol 

:;: n~n'..,it ::rm.~ 
~latf' slalUIH 

w~~-. a~fn~~ml i r::;~ 
1he r c-com mend•t1on of 
l'TH!dcnt J ohn C. Weiivcr .whq. 
~a1d Wiley '4'"1S "amf\irably 
fi 11 td forth11 lley r1We." 

··1n 1111 ye.an or federal 
lt-adcrsh1p in a ffir mat ive. 
xllon 10 insun! f1irneu In the 
ffllployment of minorit ies. he 
has develope.d deep • p· 

• prcnallon for the problfflls 
Iha ! u n\venll iH face in 
reversing )'Hn ol cmploymtt1f 
habill. a nd I broad k:nowledee 
nl the .... y thew in.stilutions 

are 10MnG such problems," 
Prt'Sidenl Weave!' said. 

Wiley ha1 served In hi1 
prt'S!!1t federal position 1ince 
Jam.l.llry. 197 1 lie had been 
sen ior ctmtrac t complla nce 
1~1ahst in 1he same oil ier 
si nCt> ,\prll l i61, 11nd 
pre.\llously, from NOY . IW. 
a«"Ved U conlr«I c::ompU~ 
advisor In the U.S. Drpartme.nl 

" La"" A 1tr1 du.a te of t~is ll 
Univtt11ly. Nallhville, Tenn .• 
he cntet'rd the Army In 1954 
and 5"f"\'ed in Germany. lie 
'4"31 a social worker in the 
Connect icut St1 te We lfare 
nc,partmer11 from 1957 1.019(,0 
"hen he bcgAn bis recte:r.al 
carN- r wi th the Interna l 
llf'Vcnue Service in whic:h he 
h(ld seven l po1itiona until he 

, moved 10 complla nce 
mat111gemm t. fi ~t .. ·ith the 
~rtmtt1t ot L.ab«, then 
,., thllEW. 

Wiley WI ii IIHU(l\e hi, 
Universi t y of Wisconsin 
System pmi1ion J an. 1. 1m . 

ll r will ,1,ork direc:: tly under 
PrHidt:nl Weaver and. with 
thec:hancellon and their equal · 
employment o«tc::en, develop 
and coordinate a Hlrm11\ve 
KIH)n progra m, rormlnorilies 
th roughout the 1yslem. lie will 
rcprtsffll , the system in ill 
rcla lloruhips wi lh d ale and 
fedffal authori lia in the equal 
opportunltls areu. 

President W&\"er u.ld he 
n:pected Wlley.l.O help dcvdop 
elf ective grievance procedure, 
for personnel NCnpb,lnu and 
help rtienrit minority ptt:"SOmcl 
(oralllevelsinthes)'lt.em . 

Future trends seen 
in hew Stout course 
\\e~I {',:•n1ra l W11con11 n 
ff'!lldf'flll WI il ha\•e .:In OJ>' 
1urtum1ytolooklnl0the future 
.,ml perhaps f'OOll! up w1th 
..,,m1•'4 ays1 orhange 1t lhrough 
:,,J)N'1al «11.1rR~ngoff,:red 
!lunnit tht- rom111M stmHl.tt 
ht·rt:alSlOUI 

t;n 11llr d "future Alte r • 
1i:1hH$'' .. 1ht:- 1·ourse -.111 deal 
,,..,h ,uu,us methods of 
11n-dic11n11 1he lu1u rr Students 
-., 11 rum1ne how t hese 
,h:inl(Hwi1tafft!c:ltheirlives 
,md '411111 atlJuslme,i~ will 
t~1,l' lohemadttonlfftfuturt' 
hlr :ool ) !'-3 

· Tot• ~tudcnt·, hfetime " 
11n1..,..r1an1 In .h,m and lhat 
h fN1mt• l'1trnd1 Imm lhe 
prt"!,,1-rU tu a nd bloyond 1hr year 
1.00:1:' l'1pl111 11w:d Lte Smalley. 
11rnft:UOr of lnduit rlal teacher 
1-d\lC'at1un and one ol them· 
, ,rul'lnn lor l ht roursc 
··nwrefnrt lhe studcnt 1hould 
he lt""art of !he al1.t, rnat1vn 
the luture c::.an hoid for tum, 
hnlh in life and In .. ·ork.'' 

Sm, lley "',II teach the course 
a long with Ray Bario .. ·. 
au,stantprofe.uor for English 
and phi1050phy 

Sma ll ry noled lha t the 
C'OUl'IC111illdea\ '4"i lh nume«ius 
aspects of the future . Among 
lh11111s 1tud1rd will be gcnetla 
and popula tion . muriage and 
1hc- family . go~m ment and 
poh t1es . rduu lion , com
mumc.a11on1. and rne:rgy ind 
matenals Sludmts will use 
severa l 1rchnlqurs to predicl 
alld analyu fut ure cha'*t 
~ may Include rrs.earch 
papen4class d1sc::uuion, group 
........ 11 . re9din(I or oullidc clua 
KliVIIICII In addition, experts 
from var10U1 fields wi ll be 
t,rou1,U1t 10 class to diteuta 
1w-fflkled chanKN for ' their 
p.1 r11eul11r are111 n( know~!!. 

T}}t th ret"-ttedi l courx \1 
11,·11il1ble for a r aduate a nd 

::d:::i,:1~=:~1? ....':t: 

Graduation Party 
Saturday, Dec. 16, 1972 

8: 30-12: JO 

Music by TOUCHSTONE 

PINE POINT 
Admlss16n 75c 

\: . . . . . -
Drastic student loan rev1.s1ons 
to be i,mplemented in ··•73 

111e n,-nci.11 Aldi. ornce 
h11 rettived word from the 
Higher Edue1tlon1l Aid• 
Board that M 10 the un-
ctt1.alnty of developmtt1ll , • 
v.-dl H dwlgs, In ~ulalions 
ln the guaranteed bll}ll lol:n 

· i nd the Wbconlln state IOln 
allff March 1. 1m , studfflll 
... ho plan lO a pply ror dther ot 
lheu loans (or s ec:ond 
Rmesler fflust complele 111 
noqulred paper,i; orlt prior lO 
february 15. Fol lowing is a 
diges t ot the new rule. 1nd 
rrason1 !Of' del a y1 in 
proce11in1. · 
Gun.11tttd Dull IAan 

n ,e omCe-ot F.cD:11iori is 

~""mul:.u~:e rur:soc:• 1.:! 
l'fftt t on March 1, 1m. Simply 
s11ted. 1hHe rule. wUI ttqUlrt: 
I . All 1 tude n t1 s ttlclng & 
1ubsidlud guannlftd ttucknt 
lolnaft er M1rch 1, 1m1 wtll 
hi ve to u ndergo a needs 
dctet'minalion. 
!: The financial 11d otrice will 
be r espons ible for rec::om· , 
mmding a lo1n 1moont 10 the 
lendtr . 
J. Pina rx:111 nttd UI pruumed 
for al l 11udtnt1 who 1dj91W 
family liM:ome It ICU U.u 
ttUN. A need a nalrsis a nd 
fi nancial aid olfic::e: recom
menda llon wil l s till be 
rrqul ttd, however. The lenda 
must give serious , con
sidtrat lon to the financia l aid 
ol'fic::e:'1 recommendation, bu1 
the lendtt • ·ill dettrmlM the 
1mOW1! of the loaa and the 
11udent •Ill r~l,-e the la
lffUlbtMflll . 

Awards presented ta 

facu lty and alumn i 

Thrte awa rds we r e 
prucn led to Universl 1y of 
WiKffll1n-S1ou1 fa culty 1nd 
alumni a f the WPGA Con
vention at Lake ~ne\•a . Nov. 2 
and 3 

Dr. Fla lph lvcnon, AM11lant 
Chanc::e: llor for Student Ser· 
\'1Ct1 r eceived the WPGA 
Out11anding Cont r ibu tion 
Award. Or lvf'l"50n Is .. -el l 
kn<Nm for 1he ' msliga 11on and 
dt,"C\opmcnt ol the AMual 
Stout Guidl nce Cmfc.rtn~ 
Since Ill lncqllloo in 19$1, the 
l'on ferencc his grown lo 
brcoo1e one of lhe largest 
ting le day 1tu lda n~ con• 
f~nces In the na llon. a1. 
1rac tln1 2.500 p.a r! lc::i pants. 

The Ou~tandlng Le.adentup 

:~~:':0151:u t~~: 
M A. 11162 Guidance Consultant 
ai 1hr Wiscoosln Departmcnl 
of Public IMlnK'l ion Tlus 
marks the second coniccuHve 
)'f'lr that the award hu ~n 
l)l"elttlt rd 10 a SI.out UIOriatrd 
1ndlvi<kl.al In 1'71 lh UI .awa rd 
wu recd~ed by Dr. J ohn 
Sl.evtnllOII. Dun ol the School 
ot~1ionat SlOOt. 

The um Out.s ta nding t:m. 
ployme nt Counaelor Award 
was presenled to L1 Ver n 
Wocdfonl. M.A. IN!I. who II 

r::n~r.1:e ~ e°' o1t ,t 
WIK001in Slit( Employmenl 
Service. 

TIM Univrnlty C«n munily 
a1 Stout la proud of ,.the 
recognit ion 1ccorded lhCH 

' indlv ldua \1 ror their out · 
111nding profuslonJ I con
lributlona. 

0 
Recycle 

. this paper 

SIIERS? r 
Look u\.e An 

Ol ympic Champ! 

Le.an, poitc .J balance 
a1hnme! WilhaSlc\slc.lU 

before )'OU try the hilla. 

WtltfFOltftD,ulp, lae .• 
13 11 Co11gren . Saginaw, 
\11rlt ., (81fl. 

~ - • 
ToAIII And 
Congra tul ations 

. Gradua tes 

·BOIGIE'S 'CA~D. 61" 
mMolnSt . ~ MOD SHOP . 

* Meet Market. * 
fridcrt Double lubllle 

HAPPY HOUR J . 5 

Sllnday Special 
PACKER BACKER 25c: 

~~/ 
SEE YOU NEXT SEMESTER ,, . . 
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. \ .. -, , 
A. young v(ew of Washington 

An entire gem1rallon or 
A111crlcan1 has g rown up 
dur\n~ an era when this 

~ ,~,untf)' was particip;tirc In 1 

,ur \'i"ocdas unfortuna1e 111 
ht•st 11ndv.•ronga1 won1.,While 
1hl• 1oog.1erm 1rr~t1 al that 
.. aron 1hr future of the natfon 
1t'"1ain1obcKtn.onesoberina 
mnt"lusion can be drawn : It 
,nuld l'Uil)' happen again 
unless Conareu moves to 

u e r t 111 Con1ti tu1iona l 
·rsponsibl lity to pttVenl tht 
.. a ging of wa r wllhou1 
t 'MJtrestionalappro\•al. • 

11.e nigJllm:r.tt ol Vietnam 
h,11 bttn W\ique in our hillory. 
It Is the Jongn;t w:r, r in v,·hich 
\Ill' ~ve r-rtlcipat.ed. II WIS 
11:1irri far from nur shore. 
and for !he gru1es1 pu1 . In 
spi1e of our nation•! co~ 
M:ience. f'ormostAmen<"ans11 
l'IU a TV war, a mamoch, 
SUIT!'lll!Stic lrffl)' m&~'ff 
.. aged nightly on tht 'l'n 
n'd ock nel'l'S Excqit ror ~ 
... 1111 fought, and thrir famille 
a11dfricndl, 11wa1busineuu 
usual (or . the nation And 
wslnna. as lllual. was aood 

Morto\'l'f . j~I as it is im· 
1JlSS1ble 10 find a convincing 
nuse for Vietnam. It \1 dU· 
firul11opinp:,intabcgmni,tgof 
t~ ,..ar and it will be rqually 
dl fficult 1a pinpoint an tnd. We 
eat¢ mto thf' quagmire In 
moch the fashion that"''«'- are 
lt('Umg but - undtt a blanlttt 
II mi!ipen."f'Plion v,hen few 
" '<'re awar(' .and ~ring a 

~':~'~:·e~'~a!:'~ 

~ ..... ~. 
Viet Nam : 

it could 

happen again 

· wu no Pf'llrl Harbor. no D
Oay, and there will be no 
famous memorials. ijke ( ¥1'0 
Jima . « lhe Alamo, or bal · 
tJnklp museums lo remind us 
- fer moal ol 111, "'·e wanl to 
forget. un ro r1una1ely . 
rorgettina ahould be ttlall\i! ly 

ea~::~:~:o1e:~1 
v,e have bttn promlstd finally 
comes, tMre wi ll be llttJe 
chanae here. a t home to 
di1tfrculah it ft9m the d«ade 
al war we will have ended. The 
problem with tha t b thal 
lfSIOOS are addom leamNI 
rrom mlatalttt which att not • 
accompanied by ucrifk-e. And 
If Vlelnam was a mlatue ol lht 
magni1ude most Amerklins 
1nm lo be'lleVe. It \.-al 
nonethelt11 not a ml1lalte 

:::~i:t:ti' ,te:.;~ 
oor cillzms. ·'Whal v,·e oblaln 
100 dle.1p." ThomH P aine 
"'·roie. ·' "'·e estttm too lightly ; 
,1 11 de.1me1ionly that givt!I 
rv~thi~i!Sva luc." 

Allhough there v,i ll liltely be 
l!lt le public:: prHSure lo do IO, 
new limlta t lon1 should be 
ploeed upon 1he E.eculive.'1 
p(ll'l'ff 10 ...... ge v,•ar In the ab, 
sence al Congreuional ap
proval. U not. the mistake of 
Vietna m ca n be repeated . 
When the new Congress con
'~nes in January, the Foreign 
Relatiora Commlttea ol the 
HOUie ol RtpfeKnLltives and 
the Sena te ouahl M'riously 10 
considtt ~islath1! muns of 
once again nurt\na thei r 
Constitutional respomibillty. 

Two one·-act plays 
to appear here 
this weekend 

With lhl' perlormance of 
" Tht Man" and .. The 

i!~:;,~-~~~~·~ 
Terry Marltovlch '1 play 
11roducl lon class v.•111 have 
11irtttcd a to tal of 61 acts thl1 
..i•n1esttt Hoth f"o·cninit, will 
include t,..,.o performances ol 
,•;n ·hplay. oneal 7•JOpm and 
1heotllff ai.'lp.m 

Krls llarr ls, directnrof "Tlwo 
\ Ian". has combined htt O\ln 
w11qlk' 1alen1 ·••Ith tha t ul 
Smnke '-lcCoy, writttand 1111 
,, the play Kris dnc:ribNI lht 
1< lory as, "Man'a paulon for 
IHJ lh malerlal and llvlna 
thm1t1." In the ca\'t . where he 
"'H born. man loved and 
lauahed. cried and kllled for 
theflrstllme 

Alttt the. ~rormaoce ol 
'"The Man", lbc same audiena: 
will be ltd up the 1~ of 
progreu by lhe ··Angel ot 
Man's Di1eovery" Into lbc 
1«:hnkal v,·ortd of the boob 
lube. 

Ttlevi1lon city U.S.A. wtll 
come to Ille. before your very 
q •es u director nm Boody 
brinp U)lf'ther the unbealable 
hun111r r,f ·•n,e ~ 
llnneymoanen" of J ackie 

Ross to tour Bangladesh in 
hotel and restaurant facilities . 

'nm Rou. dlr!ICtcr of hotel 
and restaurant management 11 
uw.s1ou1, will leave 
Mtt1ornonle on Dec. 26 for a 
lhrtt-week consultlrc tour ol 
Bangladeah. 

Rou wlll tou r hotel1. 
re1laurant1 and lourbtry 
facilities In the C11Ur1try and 
will ua m lne educa llona l 
facilllles tha t relalf: to theae 

Recycle 
this paper 

-UH Our 
- Want Ada 

AMATIUI 
PHOTOGIAPHIIS 

If you have arfy photos 
on ca m pus lif t!' or 
ac tivities, and would 
11ke them publlshed -
bring them down to 

~~em~~t"'0~~~ the 
Student Center. 

artu, . 
• The trip la sponsored by the 
Bangl.adelh. govemme,it and 
the Purbanl l n lerna tlonal 
HOW In Incca . One al Roll' 
s1udenll, A.1i1ur Rahman, 11 
lhe son ol the hotel's owner. 

Rou wlll make rl'COffl · 
mendatlOf'II to the Bangladesh 
"'overnment and the hotel 
followlrc lhe tour . 

Super.-Sam's 
We Wish You A Merry Clui,,_, 

Again - W"lfh ~ 

OLD . FASHION DAY 
Super Special Prices 

Hamburgers 
Cheeseburgers 

15c 

French Fries 
Cokes .- -1oc. 

Shakes ..... 20c 
Cones coneon1v1- 5c 

Satur~ay, Dec. 16 
From bpenlng Untl~ Closing 

TRY OUR NEW HEALTH DRINK 

\ 

• 
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School of Home ·Economics shows advancement 
by Colleen Thorpe 

During the past year, 
students and faculty who are 
associated with the School of 
Home Economics have been 
involved with various projects. 

One of the proudest moments 
for many took place last fall '71 
during the ground-breaking 
ceremony for the new home 
economics building. Since that 
time, this building has gone up 
rapidly, and hopefully will be 
ready for occupancy at the 
beginning of the 1973-74 school 
year. According to Dean An
thony Samenfink, the building 
has an "early Frank Lloydish" 
look about it, and is "the most 
creative building on Stout's 
campus." 

Various programs and 
exhibitions put on by the dif
ferent departments have been 
well-received by everyone. 
Over 500 persons attended 
"Dimensions '73" held on 
February 3. Sponsored by the 
apparel, textiles and design 
department this speaker's 
conference featured out
standing personalities in the 
areas of fashion, design, - in
dustry, and consumerism. 

"Fashion and Fiber Forms", 
a display of works by students 
in the Department of Apparel, 
Textiles and Design was held 
May 2-6 at the Art Center 
gallery. Highlighting the 
display at the formal opening 

was a style show featuring 
garments designed and con
structed by students. The 
models used a "vignette" form 
of display, in which the 
spectators, rather than the 
models moved. Also shown 
were wall hangings, pillows, 
rugs and other textile items 
created in the various classes. 

A Piaget workshop was held 
by the Child and Family Study 
Center on Saturday, Sep
tember 30. Mrs. Judy Herr, 
director, reported that 138 
persons attended the sessions 
which were conducted by Doris 
Sponseller, a faculty member 
in the early childhood 
education department at 
Oakland University in 
Rochester, Michigan. 

"Dimensions '73" was held 
on November 9, with over 700 
persons attending. Among the 
speakers were Graham 
Richardson of Dupont, Sanford 
Josephson, Editor of "Daily 
News Record," and Robert 
Rawlings of Levi Strauss and 
Co. "Dimensions in Design" 
featured a show by Dorothy 
Collins Interiors, Inc. of Edina, 
Minnesota which included live 
models displaying the newest 
trends in home furnishings. 

The hotel and restaurant 
department was also quite 
busy. The Haute Cuisine 
dinner, held April 22, was 

declared a tremendous suc
cess. An internationally ac
claimed food editor of the 
Chicago Tribune commented, 
"If there is such a thing as 
perfection, the students of the 
haute cuisine class has at
tained it this evening." 

Gourmet dining is provided 
for Stout each weekday at the 
Amon House . Sixty-five 
students who are enrolled in 
the catering classes of the hotel 
and restaurant management 
program plan, prepare, and 
serve eight course dinners for 
the public on a reservation 
basis. Ron Usiewicz is the 
instructor for the course. 

Fashion merchandising II 
classes manage and work in 
the Bottom Drawer, · a small 
boutique in the basement of K. 
Bliss's men's store. Items sold 
in the store are usually hand
crafted by students. 

Scholastically, students in 
the school of home economics 
are doing very well. During the 
spring semester, 296 students 
were named to the dean's list. 
Scholastics are important, but 
students are involved in other 
ways also. 

For the third year in a row, 
Donna Lee Jenson qualified for 
the state "Make It Yourself 
With Wool" contest. Miss 
Jenson is a junior majoring in 
home economics ed,ucation. 
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Debbie Rodencal, a junior in 
fashion merchandising has 
been named as the Vogue -
Butterick fashion represen, 
tative on Stout's campus. 
There are 52 student 
representatives on various 
college campuses throughout 
the United States, and their job 
is to disseminate information 
on new fashion trends. 

Lonnee Anderson, a May '72° 
graduate in home economics 
education had an interesting 
summer job serving as a model 
for advertisements for the 
:Jackson Hole Ski Resort at 
Teton Village, Wyoming. 
Lonnee is currently teaching at 
West Bend, Wisconsin. 

Susan Nass represented 
Wisconsin in the Miss U.S.A. 
pageant in Puerto Rico, May 9-
21. The clothing and textiles 
major hails from Stillwater, 
Minnesota. 

Members of the faculty have 
not been idle either. Donna 
Albrecht, Rita Mahon, Erma 
Jackle and Carol Siewert are 
collaborating on a textiles lab 
manual which will be published 
and ready for distribution in 
January, 1973. The Houghton -
Mifflin Co. is p4j:>lishing the 
book. 

Roman Corrales of the 
human development, family 
living and community 
educational services depart
ment presented a paper en-

. titled "Normative Patterns of 
Marital Power in Mexico and 
the U.S." at an annual meeting 
of the National Council of 
Family Relations in Portland, 
Oregon on Nov. 1-4. 

Helen Van Zante spoke at 
Cornell University at a recent 
meeting of "Decision Makers 
in Industry" on the teaching of 
the microwave oven course at 
Stout. She is also currently 

working on a book about tne 
microwave oven. Ms . Van 
Zante has also been listed in 
the 1972-73 issue of the National 
Register of Prominent 
Americans and International 
Notables. 

At the recent meeting of the 
Wisconsin Early Childhood 
Teacher Educators in 
Milwaukee, Dr. Janice Keil 
was named chairman and Judy 
Herr, secretary of the 
organization for the coming 
year. 

Dr: Lorraine Dahlke was 
elected to the executive council 
of the North Central 
Association of College and 
University Teachers of Foods 
and Nutrition, and Dr. Mary 
Ann Townsend was elected to 
serve on the nominating 
committee of the same 
organization. 

Not many persons know of 
the heavy involvement of 
students in the total planning 
processes for the school. The 
Dean's Student Advisory 
Committee has developed a 
methodology for evaluating the 
various degree programs . 
Students and faculty are 
selected by their peers to serve 
on this committee. This can be 
seen as a positive action 
process to enhance the 
relationship between the 
faculty and students. Every 
department chairman and 
each program has a student 
advisory group. 

The world of Home 
Economics is not a stagnant 
place where the student just 
records his professor's words. 
The world of Home Economics 
at Stout is an exciting one, 
where something is always 
happening. The past year has 
shown just this. 

DO IT! 
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Write to: Sociology Department 
UW- Extension 
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Madison, ·w1 53706 
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1971-72 sees U Systems merger 
Quality, autonomy, tenure questioned 

Bills proposing the merger of , 
the two State University . 
Systems have been introduced 
)9 every legislation session 

,,_. A ' 1>ince 1893. With Governor 
Lucey's promptings, merger 
was finally passed in the fall~ 
1971, and the year of 1972 .has 
shown the .results of this new 
system, 

Lucey's proposal called for 
"consideration of consolidation 
of higher education systems" 
and "a single Board of Regents 
with a small staff and separate 
·university presidents for all 
institutions wbo would report 
directly to the board," 

The formal proposal was 
preceded one day by a bill 
introduced in the senate to 
consolidate the Board of 
Regents of the two State 
University systems. The bill · 
originated out of the Senate 
Education Committee ap- ' 
pointed by former Governor 
Knowles to consider the 
merger idea. In his actual 
proposal before a joint session 
of the legislature, Lucey 
suggested the following sub
stantive changes: 

Elimination from executive 
budget the Coordinating 
Committee of Higher 
Education and the central 
admiriistrative costs of the 
State Universities and the 
University of Wisconsin. 

That broad public policy for 
higher education be for
mulated by a single board of 
regents of 16 members to be 
composed of six members from 
the present University of 
Wisconsin Board, four from the 
state universities board, and 
the State Superintendent of 
Public Instruction as an 
ex officio regent. Further, the 
Governor requested legislative 
authority to appoint in ad
dition, four citizen members, 
plus the chairman of the State 
Board of Vocational Technical 
and Adult Education as ex
officio member. 

Dr. John Weaver, President 
of the University of Wisconsin, 
would report to the new Board 
of Reg.ents and would have 
pcocutive responsibility for all 
13 degree-granting campuses 
plus the two year campuses 
and out-reach runctions of ·both 
present systems. He would 
have a free hand in building a 
new central administration 
responsible to him; he would 
be expected to submit a new 
budget for central ad
ministration, through the office 
of the Governor, to the Joint 
Committee oo Finance. 

The reorganization would 
mean that all graduates would 
receive a degree · from the 
University of Wisconsin, Each 
campus would be headed by a 
chancellor who would be 
charged by the Regents to 
carry out the mission of his 
particular institution. 

At each campus, an eleven 
member campus council would 
be created. The council, 
headed by the Chancellor, 
.would consist of citizen, 
student and faculty members 
and would have advisory and 
consultive functions. 

The merger gained support 
from the WSU Board of 
Regents at their March 
meeting in Madison. The Board 
authorized the WSU executive 
director, Eugene McPhee, to 
ask Lucey to form a committee 
composed of regents, ad
ministrators, faculty members 
and students from each system 
to work on the problems 
inherent in such a merger. 

In McPhee's statement 
before the Board, he spoke in 
favor of the merger, stating 
"that we can no longer afford 
to support an archaic 
organization of higher 
education which is a product of 
historic accident and ignores 
the converging social issues 
and missions of the two 
systems that have been 
developing over recent 

decades. 
He also advocated the for

mation of the committee to 
investigate the proposal . He 
said, "I don't think tha.t you 
can with a stroke of ttie pen, 
bring both system.:, together 
and say, well, we have a new 
institution." 

Ques.tions raised were 
concerned with the caliber of 
students attending the 
universities, the tenure and 
faculty salary variations 
between the systems and the 
possible loss -0f autonomy for 
the individual schools. 

In November of 1971 the 
IJ)erger became a reality, and 
the Universities were all 
renamed to University of 
Wisconsin- (name of city 
school is located). Only Stout, 
due to founder Senator Stout's 
request of many years ago 
remained the same, causing 
much confusion to many non
Stoutites. 

Weaver had opposed the 
merger of the two systems 

· almost from the beginning, but 
immediately accepted the 
appointment and pledged to 
"do my very best to justify 
your confidence and serve the 
cause of bringing this new 
system into effective being." 
He added, "The autonomy of 

· our individual campuses and 
units must be recognized for 
internal operations. The voice 
of actmm1strat1ve heads, 
faculty and students must be 
given thoughtful heed." 

The new statute, Chapter 100, 
is to replace old statutes 36 and 
37 which refer to the old 
systems, is still being written. 
One of the big issues involved is 
the question of tenure. "You 
have destroyed the tenure 
system here", was the warning 
Marshall Wick, a professor at 
UW-Eau Claire and a member 
of the Association of Wisconsin 
State University Faculties, had 
for the Merger Implementation 
study Committee this past 
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November 9 after it had ap
proved the first portions of a 
draft of proposed legislation 
concerning merger of the UW 
system. 

This committee, chaired by 
Regent James Solberg 
(Menomonie) had met at the 
State Capitol to begin 
deliberations on a draft of this 
proposed new Chapter 
covering the University 
System. · The draft was 
prepared py an Ad Hoc 
Committee headed by Regent 
Frank Pelisek <Milwaukee). 

The major · controversy 
centered around a proposal by 
Joseph Nusbaum, Secretary of 
the Administration and a 
member of the committee, to 
change section 36.15(3), con
cerning tenure rules. His 
proposal suggested that the 
Board of Regents and the 
faculties develop rules for 
regular review of tenure api 
pointments, a condition that 
has never before existed. The 
debate boiled down to a battle 
between the two faculty 
representatives, and the two 

student representatives. 
Prof. Clara Pr.enimnan of 

UW-Madison argued that 
faculty members already go 
through a review process every 

. year when they apply for 
raises. 

"Salaries are very much tied 
to performance. Faculty with 
tenure just don't get paid if 
they don't do anything," she 
said. 

Faculty menibers were also 
concern~ci · with maintaining 
their academic freedom . 
Michael Besel, UW-Milwaukee 
professor and chairman of the 
F.aculty Council told the 
committee, "A regular review 
will mean no academic 
freedom. Tenure protects this. 
If we're going to have review, 
we .may as weH not have 
tenure." 

Wick maintained that "there 
./ is more screening in giving 

· faculty tenure than it1 almost 
any other walk of life. Students 
take part-student eva1uations 
are a major factor in deter
mining tenure," he said. 

Stout gets $200,000 grGJnt 

to foster Indian enterprise 
Enterprise systems for ten 

Wisconsin Indian reservations 
will be aided through a $200,000 
federal grant awarded to UW
Stout. 

Funded through the Man
power Development Training 
Act (MDTA), the grant will 
provide consultants for 
reservations belonging to the 
Great Lakes Inter-Tribal 
Council. The consultants will 
assist members of the Indian 
community in improving the 
operation of existing business 
and industry on the reservation 
and possibly establishing new 
businesses. 

Herbert Anderson, dean of 
the School of Industry and 
Technology at Stout, said the 
university will provide most of 
the technical assistants who 
will work with Indian coun
terparts on the reservations to 
develop independent, Indian
owned and operated en
terprises. 

Anderson explained that past 
attempts to establish in
dividual industries on various 
reservations have been limited 
in their success because they 
failed to establish total 
economic systems. Dollars 
earned at these industries left 
the reservation to outside 

establishments as Indians 
purchased goods and services 
not available on the reser
vation. 

Anderson noted that under 
the project a pilot enterprise 
will be initiated at a reser
vation site selected by the 
Council. University and outside 
technical assistants will then 
work on its development. 
"Experience gained by the 
Council and the university in 
the operation of this pilot en
terprise will provide the basis 
for developing a network of 
enterprises on each of the 
reservations represented by 
the Council," Anderson stated. 
He added that an effort will be 
made to interrelate the various 
enterprises to help provide a 
market for goods and to check 
the . dollar outflow from the 
reservations. 

A director, associate director 
and economic development 
planner for the project are 
expected to be named shortly. 
In the interim, the project is 
being headed by Eugene Flug, 
director of the Center for the 
Improvement of Learning and 
Instruction at Stout. Flug 
emphasized that "Indian self
determination" will be 
stressed throughout the period. 
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Age of maiority bill revisited 
by Ellen Schwab 

" Probably never in the 
history of Wisconsin 
legislature have so many 
members voted eagerly on 
something a bout which they 
knew so little," wrote John 
Wyngaard of the Eau Claire 
Leader Feb. 14. 

Wy ngaard continued , 
" Governor Pat Lucey had 
repP.a tedly said that he favors 
the idea of defining an adult as 
a person who has attained the 
age of 18 years , rather than the 
traditional benchmark of 21 as 
a rule consistent with voting 
age . ,. If Lucey's staff 
examines this issue closely, it 
will no doubt become apparent 
that reasons for apprehension 
are not unfounded. But on Apr. 
15, the Age of Majority Bill was 
signed and hours later 18-20 -
year-olds were enjoying the 
priviledges of being "adults." 

It was predicted that 11 
million new voters would be out ! 
for the elections in November. 
Robert Weiner, national youth 
registration co-ordinator for 
the Young Democrats office 
estimated that approximately 
three million 18-20 - year-olds 
had registered as Democrats 
as of February. When the 
presidential election was still . 
ten months off , political 
analyists had predicted that 
young people would not 
register in large numbers. 
When election day came 
around, Menomonie had 
students casting their voted in 
the presidential election Nov. 
7. 

Perhaps the greatest con
cern in the public mind was 
shown on the question of beer 
bars. On the home front, 
Menomonie, a poll of city 
bartenders was taken. 

In Stoutonia's March 3 issue 
an entire center spread was 
done on opinions of bar owners 
in town . The Tap expected 
business to slack off until the 
following fall semester but felt 
that by then the novelty of hard 
liquor would wear off and 
students would come back to 
prices more their style. Rollie 
Peterson. owner of the Tap 
said, "I am for drinking and 
voting. I am against it (the bill) 
because the state will lose out 

on $13.9 million in out-of-state 
tuition and people in the 
reformatory will be set free." 

According to Regent James 
Solberg, Menomonie a student . 
who came to Stout in Sep
tember, enrolled and intended 
to stay here for four years and 
leave would no_t be eligible for 
resident tuition. 

It was predicted Feb. 18, by 
UW Sociology professor 
Marshall B. Clina'rd that 
today's prisons would change 
drastically when aggressive 
strong 18-20 year old law 
breakers were jailed. The 
socioligist was "delighted that 
officials had to release young 
offenders connected as 
juveniles who - (were) held 
until age 21." "It is illegal in 
the first place," he said. "The 
young offender has little 
protection from having to do 
longer time than adult of
fenders .. . " 

Smitty Crusen, owner of the 
Villa, said he was totally in 
accord with the new bill and 
didn't expect his business to be 
affected at all. Assistant 
manager of the Loading Zone 
expected the same clientel to 
keep showing up no matter 
what. 

Fred Close, "Body Shop" 
owner, stated that he "sold one 
place to get rid of this. If they 
(18-20 year-olds) get the right 
to vote, they should have the 
right to drink." 

Owner of the Silver Dollar, 
Merlin Langer, said the bill 
wouldn't affect business . "I 
don't really care for it, I figure 
18 year old bars have to make a 
go of it too. I say it's fair if they 
don't get liquor licenses." 

University officials in 
Madison sent out a list of 
predictions Feb. 18, concerning 
the impact of the new "18-year
old adulthood measure." 

-Campus regulations 
governing young people's 
actions will remain fairly 
much the same. (True to date.) 

Adulthood for students under 
21 will not alter the right of the 
university to make regulations 
governing their actions. (True 
to date.) Paul Ginsburgh, UW 

dean of students, noted that 
although 18-year-olds already 
can drink beer legally, the 
university has long standing 
regulations forbidding beer in 
the dorms. It is noted here that 
to date UW-Milwaukee, UW
Stout, and UW-La Crosse have 
won the priviledge of having 
beer in their dormitory rooms. 
UW-Whitewater will be joining 
the ranks as of Jan. 5, 1973. 

Madison vice-chancellor . 
Irving Shain stated on Feb. 18, 
1972 that granting 18-year-olds 
adult status might remove 
some of the social pressures 
forcing young people into 
college . He explained that 
some students wait for 
adulthood by going to college. 
Shain believed young. people 
might begin " making it on 
their own as adults" for a 
couple years before deciding to 
go to college. 

Professor Marshall B. 
Clinard predicted the age of 
majority bill would "help 
bridge the generation gap". He 
said it "might also serve to 
prevent crime by younger 
people." 

Continued from page 8 

"All decisions will be made by 
the Indian community," Flug 
stated. "The advisors will 
provide the input and the In
dians will make the decisions.'' 
He added that the grant, which 
has a one-year duration, will 
hopefully be the first step in a 
five-year plan for develop
ments on Indian reservations. 

Flug noted that the grant 
money will be used primarily 
to provide experts in various 
aspects of business and in
dustry, who will act as the 
consultants. Funds for the 
actual operation of the 
businesses will come from a 
variety of sources including the 
private sector, the Federal 
Small Business Ad
ministration, the Economic 
Development Authority and 
other areas . 

Numerous revisions in 
policy make dorm more 

conducive to student life 
Rooms emerged as colorful 

as a flower box and as patriotic 
as "old glory" herself. Lending 
themselves to additional 
versi tili ty, previously 
stationary furniture was un
bolted and creativity came 
forth. Bunk beds, double beds, 
and L-shaped arrangements 
are among those displayed in 
student rooms. Tailored to fit a 
student's lifestyle, it is not 
uncommon for a room to have 
a work bench or sewing 
essentials in a handy order. 

A touch of home and apart
ment living was added when 
beer and refrigerators were 
permitted in the dorm. Now 
perishable munchies can be 
stored year round without 
worry of the window refrig's 
temperature taking a sudden 
rise. 

New food service hours allow 
students a quick food stop at 
anytime between 6 a.m. and 6 
p.m. (with weekends slightly 
changed). 

A surprise for the old ten
nan ts of the dorms this August 
was the new Centrex phone 
system, which allows off
campus phone calls to be 
placed directly to the number 
called rather than through an 
operator. It added more ''out 
lines" and thus saves on a few 
quick temper tantrums. 

The converting of South Hall 
on trial basis into a residence 
for upperclassmen only was 
initiated this year. It was 
developed with the idea that 
the upperclassmen require 
fewer restrictions than fresh
men. The abundance of people 
who applied to get in indicates 
a sign of success. 

Change is not an overnight 
thing. It represents a lot of 
work as it's not easy to resolve 
age old principles. Taking note 
of the numerous revisions 
which occurred during the past 
year and considering the time 
they consumed . .. what will 
the next year bring? 

Who will my roommate be? 
What will he or she be like? 
Will we get along? How will my 
classes be? Will I make it or 
break it in college? 

Think back to freshr.rnn 
year, no matter if it was four 
months ago or four years ago, 
as a normal new student your 
mind probably ' traveled a 
similar path. 

A freshman or transfer 
student 's first glimpse of 
college life is the dorm . Over 
the past few years the pattern 
of dorm life has been modified; 
with the most drastic revisions 
coming during the past year. 

It almost seems that the 
instigator to the parade of 
change came in fall of '71 when 
freshmen girls were no longer 
required to have hours. 
Previously they were required 
to be in before midnight. To 
enforce this rule, room checks 
w.ere made and girls were 
required to check in and out of 
the dorm for weekends. 

Last February is difficult to 
forget. The visitation policy 
and the hassles it ensued. 
Flaws were ironed out by 
omitting them from the 
policy's written script. 

The chief instance that 
comes to mind is that of locked 
doors. It was felt that stating 
doors could be locked would be 
to encourage the locking of 
doors. The faculty review 
committee decided this should 
be a student decision. 

Another amendment added 
by the faculty committee was 
that no-sign in be allowed after 
midnight on Friday or 
Saturday evenings when 
visitation is extended to 2 a.m. 
This idea was promoted to stop 
an overflow of sign-ins after 
the bars closed. 

No longer are rooms drab 
university green, beige, and 
blue . Paint brushes were 
purchased last spring wher. 
Housing announced a change ol 
policy and allowed students to 
paint their rooms, corridors 
and lol!flges. 

Yea_r of changes 
heralds new chancellor An open letter from Newcastle -

The fall semester of 1972 
brought with it a major change 
in the administration at UW
Stout. The appointment of Dr. 
Robert S. Swanson to the 
position of UW-Stout chan
cellor meant not only the 
beginning of a new school year 
with a new administrator, but 
possibly the beginning of a new 
Stout. 

With the retirement of 
Chancellor William J. Mich eels 
on March 13 ( exactly 10 years 
to the day that he became 
president of Stout State 
College) , Dr. Ralph G. Iverson 
became acting chancellor. An 
eleven member Search and 
Screen Committee, headed by 
Dr. Nelva Runnals, was 
organized to find a new 
chancellor. 

The t:ommittee evaluated 
folders of information which 
contained letters of 
nomination, the application 
form, letters of recomendation 
and supporting information. 
Interviewing was completed by 
June 30. 

With the number of can
didates narrowed down-to·five , 

the Search and Screen Com
mittee passed their 
recomendations to Dr. Weaver , 
president of the UW systems, 
and the Board of Regents . 

On September 8, it was an
nounced that Dr. Robert 
Swanson, dean of Stout's 
Graduate College, was to be 
the next chancellor. 

Since his appointment, 
Swanson has shown himself to 
be a very student oriented 
administrator. Less than three 
weeks after he became 
chancellor, he began a series of 
visits to each residence hall for 
rap sessions with students. 
Studen( reaction has proved to 
be positive. 

Dr. Wesley Face, assistant 
chancellor for Academic Af
fairs, has said of him, "If it 
takes 4 to 7 p.m. to resolve a 
problem for a student, he will 
work through his supper hour 
to do it." 

Dr. Micheels has said · that 
Swanson ''engenders con
fidences with everyone he 
works-both because of his 
intellectual abilities and his 
willingness to listen." 

We are now entering our last 
month of school at Newcastle 
Polytechnic. Though we've had 
a wonderful time so far, tim 
has gone quite fast and we all 
are looking forward to second 
semester at Stout. 

All the students participating 
in the exchange have proved to 
be quite independent. Good use 
has been made of every 
weekend. Many of our trips and 
escapades took us to many 
areas of Great Britain, in
cluding Northern Wales, the 
Lake District, midlands , and 
such cities as London, York, 
Chester, Oxford, St. Andrews, 
and Cambridge. One weekend 
was spent in Inverness , 
Scotland, site of the legendary 
Loch Ness monster . That 
weekend was probably one of 
the most interesting. 

Ten of us hitch-hiked from 
Newcastle to this northwestern 
town for the annual "Gaelic 
Mod. " There we observed 
thousands of Scotsmen singing 
their Gaelic songs and dancing 
their Scottish jigs in every 
street and pub. Dressed in their 
kilts. MR driri~ipg tbeir very • 

potent Scotch it proved to be 
quite a sight. Being from Stout, 
we still felt we could have 
given them a few good lessons 
in drinking. During that 
weekend we did not once catch 
a glimpse of the Loch Ness 
monster , but, then again, we 
did see Mary Paula Fasbender 
in her curlers and that was 
frightening enough. 

Another weekend was spent 
in York, 80 miles south of 
Newcastle. There we toured 
one of the most famous racing 
stables in England. They train 
horses from all over the world, 
including a $20,000 beauty from 
the States. We had lunch at a 
nearby pub and from there 
went to the 500-year old York 
Minister. Outside this huge, 
magnificent cathedral, ex
cavations were being con
ducted. We were able to peek 
under the canvas and there we 
observed skeletons, bones and 
artifacts from the period of the 
Roman occupation of England. 

We have just returned home 
from a 9-day trip to London ; 15 
of the 19 students participated 
in- this ti:ip sp\m!)or,ed by the. 

Polytechnic. Most of us had 
never been to London so, of 
course, it proved to be very 
interesting . We took in many of 
the popular sites including 
Buckingham Palace, Tower of 
London, Big Ben, St. Paul's 
Cathedral, Westminster Ab
bey, Houses of Parliament, etc. 
We were given a tour of the 
American Embassy by one of 
the officials there. 

The night life proved to be 
quite spectacular. We had 
hundreds of places we wanted 
to see O famous restaurants, 
plays, operas and ballets - all 
were worth attending yet, 
because of the time factor 
involved we just weren't able 
to take in everything. 

Some of us attended the 
London production of 'Hair' 
while some of the other more 
promiscuous went to 'Oh, 
Calcutta .' Englebert Hum
perdinck and the Osmonns 
were giving concerts, y t 
nobody in our group seem j 
interested. Even if they hac I 

Continued on Page 13 
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Student committee formed 
for early child. & H._E. maiors 

Members of the Early 
Childhood Education and 
Home Economics Education 
majors through joint efforts 
formed a Student Advisory 
Committee. Its functions are 
to: 

Assist the department in 
evaluation of tenured and non
tenured faculty for the purpose 
of retention, promotion, tenure 
and salary increases . . 

2. To assist the department in 
the evaluation of proposed and 
existing courses. 

3. To assist the department in 
interviewing and selecting new 
faculty of the department. 

4. To hear student grievances 
in regard to the instructional . 
program of the department. 

5. To provide a com
munication link between 

students enrolled in 212 or 242 
courses and faculty members 
of the department. 

6. To assist the faculty in 
understanding student needs 
and characteristics. 

The student advisory 
committee meets every first 
and third Wednesday of each 
month at Bev Schmalzreid's 
home. Usually the first hour is 
for rpembers of the committee . 
only. From 7:30 to 8:30 the 
meeting will be open to all 
students and faculty. The 
committee is composed of not 
more than 12 students selected 
by the department chairman of 
both majors. Please come if 
you feel you can offer some 
constructive criticism or 
commendation of your . 
programs. 

Front Row (L. to R.): Cindy Vaughn, Jean Henneberry, 
Paula Medzis, Dick Wenk, Carla Hoffman, and Heidi 
Goessling. Second Row: Mike Egan, Susan Sletterdahl 
Rita Wojitak, Charlene Lemker, Judy Stapleman, Su~ 
Reese, Tori Sandin, and Linda Capra. 

National sig ep' s 
evaluate frat system 

A study of the values and 
attitudes of fraternity and non
fraternity members in college 
communities is being spon
sored by Sigma Phi Epsilon, 
national social fraternity, and 
being conducted by (the Wright 
Institute of Berkley, Califor-
nia. 1 -

At a time when all in
s ti tu ti ons are undergoing 
challenges as to their 
relevance to the modern world, 
Sigma Phi Epsilon is taking the 
lead in determining what 
changes ought to be made to 
make the fraternity system 
more responsive to the values, 
attitudes, and needs of today's 
college men. The study is 
directed not only toward 
defining feelings and opinions 
but toward an active program 
of change. 

Dr. Nevitt Sanford, scientific 
director of the Wright Institute 
of Berkeley, and Donald M. 
Johnson, executive director of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, are 
cooperating on the project. Dr. 
Sanford, former Professor of 
Psychology at U.C. Berkeley 
and Stanford and author of The 
American College, Self and 
Society, and The Authoritarian 
Personality, will supervise the 
study. Dr. Sanford is a member 
of the University of Richmond 
Sig Ep chapter and his father 
and several brothers were 

members o( the fraternity as 
well. The project staff will be 
under the immediate direction 
of Dr. Jeanne Knutson of the 
Wright Institute. 

Also participating in the 
study will be W. Stewart 
Minton, assistant dean of 
students at Indiana University, 
a Sig Ep from Miami 
University (Ohio) and im
mediate past chairman of the 
fraternity's Leadership, 
Education and Developmental 
Committee. 

During the first phase of the 
contract on the attitudinal 
survey, fraternity members 
will be surveyed to determine 
their views of their fraternity 
in terms of its goals, activities, 
organization and leadership, 
and their opinions on ways in 
which the fraternity might 
change to meet current values 
and needs. 

A second phase of the con
tract, dependent on further 
funding, will concentrate on 
the views and opinions of high 
school seniors and non
fraternity undergraduates 
toward the fraternity system. 
These data, evaluated in the 
light of the results of the first 
phase of the contract, will 
provide a basis for 
reassessment and planned 
reorganization, Johnson 
pointed out . 

Pawn presents • 
Tl\e Stoutonia-12 

• • 

Fried Chicken and Watermelon presently appearing at the Pawn. Shows run through 
Dec. 16, two shows nightly at8:15 and 9:30 p.m. 

Special Gifts for the Young Man 

Free 
Gift 
Wrapping 

If you're l.ooking for just the right gift for your 
young man - Britches is the place to stop. 
Britches has a great select-ion of clothing for the 
young man - sport coats, knit slacks, jeans, 
sport shirts, sweaters, belts - at prices you can 
afford. 

L -Mart Shopping Center 

Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9 
Sundays 12 to 5 



j Sounds of our times I 
by Tom Burke 

Title: '"'Joe Cocker" 
Artist: 

Joe Cocker, 
featuring the 

Chris Stainton Band 
and the 

Sanctified Band 
Label: A&M 

Many people have tried 
singing ~eatle tunes, but 
perhaps the only artist to do the 
Beatles justice, was Joe 
Cocker's version in 1968 of 
"With A Little Help From My 
Friends." 

Most people weren't.aware of 
Cocker until they saw Wood
stock. After Woodstock, Cocker 
grouped with Leon Russell and 
friends forming Mad Dogs and 
Englishmen. Cocker even
tually got exhausted from the 
tour and retired from per
forming for awhile. The 
average performer may not 
have tired, but Cocker puts so 
much of himself into his throat 
that sometimes you would 
expect him to turn inside out. 
He twitched and contorted on 
the stage like an epileptic and 
poured forth with boundless 
seemingly endless energy. ' 

Some people put down 
Cocker for trY,ing to up-stage 
Leon Russell. Unfair! Cocker's 
performance only brings out 

the best in Russell. True, 
Russell has been in the rear too 
long, 1mt -Jl90ple are finally 
beginning to realize what a 
musical genius Russell is. By 
the same token, if it hadn't 
been for Russell's tunes 
Cocker would have had a much 
harder time reaching the 
acceptance he has. 

On to Cocker's latest A & M 
release. Of the nine songs, five 
are Cocker-Stainton works. 
Ailman Brothers' fans may or 
may not enjoy Cocker's version 
of. Greg Allman's "Midnight 
Rider". "High Time We 
Went", done earlier by Cocker, 
comes across weak, but ac
ceptable. The only current 
chart cut on the disc is 
"Woman To Woman". Th~ 
majority of the tunes were 
taped live, which usually adds 
a nice touch. Horns and the 

' Sanctified Sister round out the 
album in the .usual Cocker 
tradition. 

ff the readers care to see 
where Cocker's head is at 
muscially, his latest release 
should fill the bill. I have never 
really been a Cocker fan. I 
enjoyed Mad Dogs and 
Englishmen, but perhaps 
Cocker could use a little help 
from his friends, and get in 
touch with Leon Russell .... 

Continued from Page 9 

do not believe they would have 
admitted it. 

This coming week is the 
mediaeval banquet. Because of 
the number of students par
ticipating in the exchange we 
were forced to go in two groups 
on two different nights . 
However, that certainly will 
not diminish the great time 
that we had anticipated. The 
feast . will take place in a 
pearby castle with servants 
dressed in ft'ledieval-style 
dress, serving food, heaped on 
platt~. Table manners that 
night are unheard of and hands 
will take the place of forks and 
knives. 

We have had so many en
joyable experiences and met ,so 
many wonderful pe:!ll)le that 
verbal or written eScplanation 
is impossible. According to the 
Stoutonia .applications are now 
being taken for next years ex 
exchange. Even though you 
may be only slightly intrigued 
by the idea of attending a 
university abroad, I can only 
suggest you apply now and 
within the next few months 
give it serious consideration. 

Mike Schwastes 

Use Our -z:1:r 
----=..,..-;--

1 FREE . .L 

.... ..,d § flant Ads 

PINE POINT Washes Everyone 
Happy Holidays! 

We will IJe open the entire school year 

Every Wednesday Night 
FREE BEER 8-10 

-· GOLDEN RECORDS 

FREE RIDES Pick up 8:00-8:45 at Commons 
Return at 12:45 ------------------------------------------

Music by 

Friday Night, Dec. 15 
ROADIIUE ------------------------------------------
Saturday Night, Dec. 16 

CAMPUS PARTY 
Music by TOUCHSTONE 

FREE RIDES 
Pick up time 8-9-10 p.m. from Commons and 
across from Consolidated at North End. Return 
at 1: oo. 

ADMISSION 75¢ 
-----------------------------------------· 

Music by 

Friday, Dec. 22 
FAIRCHILD 

. . - ~ ... -· •'-

/l!iii&Jal5 

c----10~ 
by Jean K. Henneberry 

ff you qualify in one of the 
following categories you may 
report to the Student Services 
windows in the lobby of the 

,Administration Building from 
8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 
from 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. on 
Monday, Dec. 18, 1972: 

1. If your printed 'Class 
schedule does not correspond 
to the program card you turned 
in at registration, you may 
have ymrr program of classes 
corrected. 

2. If you were registered for 
a class which has been can
celled you may add a class to 
replace the one which ·has been 
cancelled. (See list of cancelled 
classes below.) 

3. ff you signed an overload 
list at registration and a new 
section has been added to the 
class schedule you may add 
that class to your program. 
(See list of added classes 
below.) 

NOTE: Students whose 
names do not appear on the 
overload list from registration 
may add these courses on Jan. 
11, 1973. 

CANCELLED COURSES: 
110-101-02 Energy in Ind. 
110-271-01 Safe Prin Prac 
110-271-04 Safe Prin Prac 
110-582-01 Ind Safety Pro 
130-180-03 Hos Liv in F P 
130-341 -01 Graph Com Proc 
214-117-04 Cloth & Behavior 
214-140-08 Textiles 
214-140-09 Text iles 
3g4-101-10 Fund of Des 
3 9-318-04 Business Law 
242-623-01 Ed Consumer Hmky 

· 320-215-07 Prin of Ee 11 
391-100-16 Fund of Speech 
391-100-24 Fund of Speech 
391-100-26 Fund of Speech 
391-100-28 Fund of Speech 
407-636-01 Fun Mo Pie Prd 
407-732-01 Plan Media Fae 
407-759-01 Sem Ed Med Res 
459-400-02 Rehab Seminar 
479-552-03 Adol Psy 
479-561-04 Abnormal Psy 

THIRD QUARTER CLASSES 
110-341 -01 Inst & Control 
170-570-01 Bid Const 111 
368-128-26 Water Games 
FOURTH QUARTER CLASSES 
110-243-01 Semi Cond Elect 
368-128-60 Water Games 
ADDEO CLASSES 
J-07-504-04 Elem Photo 
107 -605-02 Adv Photo 
110-345-01 Network Analysis 
110-140-05 Graphic Arts 
110-376-03 Adm Or Ed 
245-240-03 Intro to Tourism 
245-240-04 Intro to Tourism 
245-240-05 IRtro to Tourism 
308-551 -01 Adv Comp Ethol 
309-206-06 Prin Acct 
309-207-04 Prin Acct II 
311-115-71 lnorg Chem (Lab) 
311-115-72 lnorg Chem (Lab) 
320-480-01 Pr Inter Tr 
391-200-05 Ess of Pub Sp 
391-204-02 Tech Gr Ldrsh 
391-206-02 Disc & Debate 
391-512-04 Sp SK for Ed 
421-940-01 Curr Des 8. Inst 
500-500-01 Futur~ Alter 

THIRD QUARTER CLASSES 

12-15-T 
12-15-W 
7-MWF 
5-tr-MW 
9-MWF 

2-TT 
fr-TT 
2-MF 

ARR-
1-MWF 

12-13-WT 
6-8-T 
6-&-T 

8-MTT 
5-TT 
B·-TT 
7-TT 

&-MW 
ARR- ·· 
. 12-14_:__W 

12-13-M 

150-570-01 Const Est 7-8-MWF 
212-535-04 Sem Self Grth 2-3-MW 
FOURTH ~UARTER CLASSES 
150-670-01 Const Mft 7-8-MWF 
190-408-07 Student Teach I.E . - ARR-
MORE SEMESTER CLASSES 
214-266-07 Apparel Const 
214-266-07 Apparel Const 
245-501-02 Fd Serv Adm 

308-306-04 Gen Micro 
338-220-03 Hist of Amer 
469-602-03 Coop 0cc .Ed 

tr-TF 
5-tr-TT 
11-13-T 
12-13-T 
a,5-TT 
8-9-TT 

FINAL REGISTRATION: 
Final registration will occur 

on Wednesday, Jan. 10, and 
Thursday, Jan. 11, in the Field 
House. Fees will be collected 
Financial Aid check~ 
distributed, and registration 
packets picked up. Check the 
Registration Booklet for fur
ther details. Classes begin on 
Friday, Jan. 12, 1973. 
DROP-ADD PERIOD: 

Thursday, Jan. 11, from 2 
p.m. to 4 p.m. in the east end of 
the Field House a drop-add 
period will be held. 

IRHC lectured on leadership 

by Marcia Finn 

A leadership presentation, 
"Man~gement by Objectives", 
was given by Bob Massey at 
the IRHC's Monday evening 
meeting. The main idea ex
pressed was that once primary 
goals are set, each member's 
duties. will be more clearly 

· established so as to assist him 
in reaching a deadline. Massey 
also went on to say that a newly 
de_veloped course called Ap
plied Student Leadership 
would be offered second 
semester. This course 500-100 
which will be taught' by Bob 
Massey and Tom Schaeffer is 
open to all University of 
Wisconsin-Stout students. This 
two credit course will be 

dealing with the use of in
terpersonal and nonverbal 
communication in leadership, 
and will involve acquaintance 
with the principles through 
actual practice in class . 
However, he added that 
students should take note that 
this course can only be added 
during the add and drop 
session. 

The last session of the 
meeting was mainly taken up 
with several items in the 
constitution and, the man
datory attendance for advisers 
and senators. Discussion was 
then tabled concerning these 
two items and will be discussed 
at a later date . 

J 
,,·' 1 
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Debaters compete 

with vigor 

Stout's Debate and Forensics 
squad recently competed in the 
annual Bradley University 
Tournament in Peoria, Illinois. 
Fifty-seven schools were in 
competition as the tournament 
began; proving to be one of the 
Midwest's largest tour
naments. The tournament 
included all types of events 
from Varsity Cross
Examination Debate to an 
event of listening. 

regent review 

There will be an open 
meeting in the West Central 
Ballroom on Friday, Dec. 15 at 
1:30 p.m. to review actions of 
the Dec. 8 Board of Regents 
meeting. 

All faculty and staff are 
invited; please do not dismiss 
classes to attend, however . 

vets 

If you plan to attend the Mini 
Session, you may be eligible to 
receive reimbursement of cost 
of fees and textbooks under the 
Wisconsin Part-Time Study 
Grant. To be eligible, veterans 
must have been a resident of 
Wisconsin at time of entry into 
military service or a resident 
for 10 years immediately 
preseding date of application, 
and in either case, a resident of 
the state at time of application 
with a minimum of 90 days of 
service during one of the war
time periods, with discharge or 
separation under honorable 
conditions. If you meet the 
above qualifications, you can 
receive both G.I. Bill and the 
Wisconsin Par-Time Study 
Grant for Mini Session. 

IMPORTANT: Applications 
must be received by the 
Department of Veterans Af
fairs prior to completion of 
course for which reim
bursement is to be made. 
Applications may be obtained 
from Roy Cropp, County 
Veterans Service Officer, Dunn 
County Court House, 800 Wilson 
Avenue, Menomonie. 

WANT ADS 
FOR SALE: 

Shure M91E cartridges-.: brand 
new, $20.00. Other cartridges 
available. Peter, Ext.. 2186, 
North Hall, Room 448. 

Water bed. Never been used. 10 
year guarantee, upholstered 
frame and liner. Call Phil 
Virlee atExt. 2366. Room 333 in 
North Hall. 

Girls do you have swimming 
next semester? Save now and 
buy a used tank suit, cheap. 
Call Mary P. at Ext. 2347. 

Reiker Ski Boots, 5 buckles, 
size 10 for $25. Al 232-1205. 

1966 VW Squareback, engine 
just rebuilt. Al at 232-1205. 

FOR RENT: 

Your own bedroom in house 
with four others. Country 
location, but close to school. 
Cheaper than the dorms. 235-
0288, ask for Chris. 

WANTED: 

1 or 2 girls for second semester 
at Townhouse Apts. Call 235-
7025 for information. · 

Willing to get into a car pool 
next semester between Stout 
and Eau Claire. Interested, 
ca 11 Bill at 834-1822. 

$5.00 reward to find a physics 
book No. 402. Call 235-5185. 

"Touchstone," rock and blues 
band available for bookings . 
Call Ken Crane or Bob Kramm 
at 235-9917 . 

inter-varsity 

The Inter-Varsity Christian 
Fellowship will be Christmas 
Carolling with the Eau Claire 
Chapter in Eau Claire on 
Saturday, Dec. 16. We will 
meet at Harvey Hall circle at 
5:30 p.m. for rides to Eau 
Claire. Everyone is welcome 
for a time of fellowship and 
praising the Lord! 

pawn hours 

The Pawn will be the only 
Student Center facility open 
during Mini Session. 

Jan. 2-5-Pawn will be open 
from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

Jan. 2, Tues.- 2:30-3:30 p.m. 
Free rolls during coffee hour in 
the Pawn. 

Jan. 4, Thurs.- 2:30 p.m. 
Film shown in the Pawn. 

Mark Burwell, topped the 
field in his discussion event, 
bringing home a first place 
trophy for Stout as well as a 
Superior Rating Award. 

Sue Nass, competing intwo 
events won Excellent Awards 
in her Oral Interpretation, and 
listening events. 

thank you, north ha 11 
Jan. 8 and 9-Pawn will open 

from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Jan. 8, Mon-2:30p.m.-3:30 -

.m. Ice Cream Special in the 
Pawn. 

Chancellor Robert S. Swanson became a member of the 
Red Cross' "five-gallon club" Monday on a visit to the 
Bloodmobile at Peace Lutheran Church. 

For the past several years, 
North Hall has spent a con
siderable amount of time and 
money to decorate the hall 
during the Christmas season. 
This year, however, North Hall 
Association and the residents 
of North Hall have decided that 
the true spirit and meaning of 
Christmas can be extended 
further, to both the campus and 
the community by a donation to 
charity of the money normally 
spent on decorations. We will 
still have some trees and 
lights, but we feel that the 
spirit of Christmas will be 
more in the minds of our 
residents if the money is given 
to needy children and families 
of Dunn County . 

Jan. 9, Tues.- 2:30p.m. Film 
shown in the Pawn. 

Jan. 10-11- Pawn will be 
closed. The Snack Bar and 
other Student Center facilities 
will be open from 8 a.m. to 10 
p.m. 

Regular Student Center 
hours for second semester will 
begin Friday, Jan. 12. 

2nd semester texts 

You must pick up your books 
immediately after leaving the 
fieldhouse . Use West entrance 
of the Robert Pierce Library. 
ID's, fee receipt, and textbook 
card are required. 

Note: Self service-we can 
accomodate 400 students per 
hour, while at window service
we can accomodate 45 students 
per hour only. 

Wed., Jan. 10:-8 a.m.-7 p.m. 
Self service basis. 

Thursday, Jan. 11-8 a .m.-7 
p.m. Self service basis. 

Friday, Jan. 12-8 a.m.-7 
p.m. Book changes and ad
ditions only. 

Sat., Jan. 13- 8 a.m.-12 Noon. 
Self service basis. 

Mon.-Fri., Jan. 8 a .m.-2 p.m. 
Book changes and additions 
only. 2 p.m.-5 .p.m. Regular 
book pick-up. 

christmas party 

The Liaison Committee 
invites students, classified 
staff, classroom raculty, and 
administrative faculty to a 
"Multi-Cultural Christmas 
Party" from 2 p.m.-4 p.m., 
Monday, Dec . . 18 in the West 
Ballroom area. This will be an 
opportunity to meet informally 
with minority individuals who 
have various ethnic 
backgrounds. Come and visit 
for a few minutes. 

i.e. teachers 

All Industrial Education 
students who are planning to 
complete their student 
teaching requirement during 
the third quarter of this school 
year and are not pre 

All Industrial Education 
students who are planning to 
complete their student 
teaching requirement during 
the third quarter of this school 
year and are not presently 
enrolled in Curriculum 
Development this quarter must 
stop in Room 415, Harvey Hall, 
and sign up for the required in
service meeting to be held on 
Dec. 19. All information on this 
meeting may be obtained at 
this time. You must sign up 
before Dec. 18. 

VISTA VOLUNTEERS 
WEST CAP 

Regarding new project openings (starting 
Feb. '73) the new VISTA citizens service corp 
project is in the process of selecting two ap
plicants from the West Central Wisconsin area 
to serve as VISTA volunteers for a minimum of 
l year in the counties of Pierce and Polk. 

Only applicants interested in doing com 
munity organization (group work) with a low 
income community are encouraged to apply. 

The applicants selected will be reimbursed 
for all travel expenses. Application deadline is 
Dec. 19, 1972. 

Call or drop in WEST CAP-VISTA for 
complete details. 

Phone 265-4271 

525 2nd St., Glenwood City, Wis. 54013 

photo show 

The color photography class, 
under the direction of Robert 
Ward will present Color-72 on 
Dec. 18 from 9 a.m to 3:30 p.m. 
in the Pawn. The show will 
consist of slides taken by the 
students enrolled in color 
photography. 

financia I aid 

Financial aid application for 
summer 1973 and the 1973-74 
academic year are available at 
the financial aid office in the 
Administration Building. A 
new University of Wisconsin 
System application is being 
utilized for next year, so please 
read all instructions carefully. 
Deadline for submitting the 
application is Feb. 15. 
proposals for summer session 
will be mailed to your campus 
address after April 15. 
Proposals for the 1973-74 
academic year will be 
available to be picked up the 
week of May 7. 

Merry Christmas from the 
residents of North Hall. 

1st Semester Texts 
Due: Thursday, 
Dec. 21 by 6 p.m. 

Each late text 
has $1 fine. 

Hours for final week: 
Monday - Thursday 

from 8:30 a.m. to6 p.m. 

~~~ 
8 p.m. on December 17 

Our Savior's Lutheran Church 

Vocal Choirs, Reading Choirs, Singing, Eucharist 

Advertising Night 

at~e VILLA 
STOP in and have a pitcher, 

and take your favorite beer 

advertisement with you. 

Pizza Villa 



Sports in '72 
1972 was a year of changes for the University 

of Wisconsin-Stout. The age of majority bill and 
the merger had profound effects on the 
university. Sport at the UW-Stout has changed 
too, but the changes seem small in comparison. 
Teams and individual players change from 
year to year. Sometimes the teams are con
ference champions and sometimes they are 
knocking on the cellar door. More often than 
not, they are somewhere in the middle. The 
participants change too. Athletes have a four 
year life in college. After their fourth year they 
leave, sometimes with a letter, a picture or two 
to remind them of their glories, but often it is 
just a fond memory of time spent in happy 
communion with their teammates. 

What happened in 1972? The football team got 
a new football stadium. All of the teams had a 
new name (UW-Stout). The track team won 
their first championship. The intramurals 
program expanded to reach the total student 
body. The awareness of women's sports has 
started to creap into the university's con
sciousness (ever so slowly). The hockey and 
wrestling teams have new coaches who had 
been team participants the previous year. 

Some of the teams did well and some of the 
teams did miserably. Generally 1972 was a 
mediocre year recordwise. But the gains and 
real values of a season in sport can only be 
measured by the participans themselves. They 
were successfull because they gave of them
selves and that was reward enough. 

,\ 
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Hockey? Or Is it the Friday Night Fights? 

Last Friday I went to Stout's hockey game along with Todd 
Schmitt, the new Sports Editor for the Stoutonia next semester, 
and saw the Blue Devils bludgeon Macalester 8-5. Due to my 
studies in psychology I also saw a strange evolution of respon
sibility in the game. 

Hockey is a violent game. There are elbows, sticks, checks 
into the boards, hard rubber pucks and often a fight or two. At the 
end of the first period I felt that there might also be serious injury 
if the game followed the course it had taken for the first 20 
minutes . An unwritten rule in hockey is that when someone hits 
you, you hit back to 1) protect yourself from further attacks and 
2) to prevent your opponent from becoµi.ing physically and 
psychologically dominant. 

It seemed, like the teams came out fighting. There were lots 
of elbow shots, illegal checks ~nd stick swinging and ?f course, 
some blood. The unfortunate thmg was that much of this went on 
under the referees' noses. They let the game get out of hand. I was 
sincerely afraid, at the end of the first period, that the game 
would end in a blood bath. 

As the second period of play got underway, both teams tried 
to skate rather than fight. However, after only several minutes of 
play, a couple of Stout players got in a fight with the Macalester 
bench. After about ten minutes of confusion, in which it became 
obvious that the referees were totally incompetent, play was 
resumed. Then a beautiful thing happened. 

The players on both teams decided to take the responsibility 
of refereeing the game onto themselves . Hockey players are 
generally as violent as the referees will allow. Good referees keep 
the game under tight control. It was obvious to both teams that 
there was no control at all. It seemed to me that they were faced · 
with a choice; continue the way they were going or take the 
responsibility for refereeing the game upon themselves. To my 
relief they accepted the responsibility for controlling the game 
and it was played without further mishaps. For a few moments 
the true essence of sport, responsibility for your own actions, had 
descended upon Stout's hockey team. 

Glen Lachapelle (11) administers first aid to bleeding teammate 
Tom McNamara. 

Devils 
overpower 
conference 
foes 

Whatever hampered Stout's 
basketball team on their 
Western tour wasn't evident in 
the Blue Devils first two 
conference games as they 
overpowered Superior 101-63 
Monday night and a tough 
Oshkosh team Saturday night, 
74-62. 

The hosting Yellowjackets of 
Superior hung close to Stout in 
a sluggish first half battle. 
Marcus Hayes got the Blue 
Devils on the right road with a 
basket to put his teammates up 
12-10 with 13 minutes before 
intermission. 

From that point on the game 
was all Blue with a· blazing 
attack which opened the game 
to 52-30 at halftime. 

The racing Blue Devils open 
the gap to 41 points, their 
widest, at 94-53 before easing 
up the last six minute with 
reserves. 

Superior made 10 of their last 
14 points on free throws off the 
young Blue Devils . It was 
Godfrey Skinner.' s shot at the 
buzzer that put Stout over the 
century mark. 

Sophomore Bill Rozakis and 
Skinner, a freshman, lead all 
scorers with 22 and 21 points 
respectively. Rozakis hit for 10 
field goals and two free throws. 
Skinner scored nine field goals 
and three free throws, most of 
which came in the second half 
after replacing Doug Eha . 

Eha left the game late in the 
first half with a back injury. He 
scored 14 points. 

. -- - ---- ----,..~--~--J111 ffOLLYWOOD · TERM PAPERS 
Sehd for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order cata log of 2,300 
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to 
cover postage and handling. 

WE ALSO WRITE 
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS. 

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc. 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 
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Now Showing! 
''REEFER 
MADNESS" 

Daily :,:00, 7:00, 9:00 
Sunday 1-3-5-7-9 
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Now Showing! 
Big Double Academy 

Award Winning Program 
Jenn ifer O' Ne-ill in 

"Summer of 42" ( R) 
- Plus-

Jane Fonda in "Klute" ( R) 

Summer of 42 7 :00 
Klute at 9,oo 

Students 
Sl.25 
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:\nd the press goes on ... Dale Magedanz and Bill Rozakis appl) 
the Blue Devil pressure. 

Three other Blue Devils 
ended up scoring in double 
figures with Hayes' 13 points, 
Dale Magedanz's 12, an(.i Bill 
Lyons ~ith 10 points. 

The Yellowjackets put 13 
players in the scoring column, 
but none reached the double 
figures . Three players wound 
up with eight points. 

The conference opener 
versus the Titans proved to be 
more of a scramble. Oshkosh 
and Stout tightly dueled 
throughout the first half with 

the Blue Devils working to a 
slim 33-32 lead at halftime. 

Five minutes after in
termission Titan John 
DeYoung scored five straight 
points to break a tie and drop 
the Blue Devils down by 42-37. 

The Titans held the edge for 
ten minutes before Stout's 
Hayes went to work. Starting 
with a 15 foot jumper to put the 
Blue Devils back on top at 56-
55. 

Following a basket by Eha, 
Hayes chipped in three more 
straight buckets to vault the 
Blue Devils into 68-56 lead. 

Stout held off a mild up rising 
by Oshkosh to secure the game. 
Hayes led all scorers by hitting 
12 field goals in 14 tries for 24 
points and Eha had 14 points. 

The Blue Devils outshot 
Oshkosh by 53 percent of the 
field goal attempts for Stout as 
to 37 percent for the Titans to 
ice the game. 

KODACOLOR 12j, 
DEVELOPED 

AND ENLARGED 
FOR KODAK INSTAMATIC · CAMERAS 

Return this ad 
with film and 
remittance or 
write tor FREE 
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one per tam ii y 
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$2.29 
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Stout's pucksters score one of their eight goals against Macalester. Scots goalie Dana 
Dybvig is caught lying down on the job. · 

. ' 
' . 

Blue Devil pucksters up Macalester 
by Todd Schmidt 

Tom Slupe, new head coach 
for the Blue Devil hockey 
team, predicted that the 1972-73 
season would be an "im
provement" over last year's 
so-so nine wins, 11 losses, one 
tie campaign. If last Friday's 
home opener is a good in
dication, Coach Slupe may 
have underestimated his 
current team's capabilities. 

The Blue Devils skaters 
made mincemeat out of 
Macalester's Scotsmen in the 
new fairgrounds arena Friday 
evening, defeating them by a 
score of 8-5. Glenn La Chappelle 
and Terry Watkins lead the 
Devil's scoring onslaught with 
a combined total of seven 
points . La Chappelle, last 
year's leading scorer, picked 
up a "hat-trick" (t.hree goals) 
plus one assist, while Watkins 

collected two goals and an 
assist in the contact filled 

. contest. 
First period action was wild 

and woolly, with eight goals 
being poured into the nets. 
Macalester drew first blood 
with a goal by Bob Doyle at the 
2: 35 mark of the opening 
period. La Chappelle tied the 
score less than a minute later, 
with an assist from Watkins. 
Macalester went ahead 2-1 on a 
goal by Fred Brown, before 
Stout exploded. 

The Blue Devils collected 
four goals in less than four 
minutes. Bob Patnaude started 
the parade scoring on an 
unassisted breakaway at the 11 
minute mark. Terry Watkins 
went to work 30 seconds later 
as he put the Devils ahead to 
stay, with an assist from La 
Crappelle. Watkins scored 

_ again at the 11:51 mark with 

Dill assisting. Probably out of 
frustration on Macalester's 
part an altercation developed. 
Sternal, from the Scots, 
received a ten minute 
misconduct penalty as a result. 
With Sternal sitting in the 
penalty box watching, Joe 
Petrozates scored the Devils' 
fifth goal on assists from · 
Patnaude and Herold. Fred 
Brown retaliated a minute 
later, making the score 5-3 
Stout. That's how it stood at the 
intermission. 

The Blue Devils put extreme 
pressure on Macalester's 
goalie Dana Dybvig, who 
kicked out 19 shots in the first 
period. The Devils did a great 
job of forechecking (keeping 
the puck in the Scot's end of the 
rink), which was conducive to 
an offensive onslaught by· 
Stout. 

The second period was more 
of a rough, defensive battle, 
with many penalties being 
called and another fight 
erupting. The brawl occurred 
at about the five minute mark 
of the period, and as a result 
four players were assessed 
penalties. Eleven different 
penalties were called in the 
period, which was a rough and 
tough example of defensive 
hockey. Glenn La Chappelle 
scored the only goal of the 
period on a good pass by Chuck 
Gerger to make it Stout 6 -
Macalester 3. 

Apparently attitudes bet
ween the periods turned from 
the defensive to the offensive 
once more. Each team scored 
twice in the final stanza 
keeping the margin of victory 
at three goals for the Devils. La 
Chappelle scored on a 
breakaway at the 1: 15 mark. 
Stan Doyle connected for the 

8 • •••••••••••••••••• e.... .. . . . .. Scots five minutes later to 
• - narrow Stout's lead to 7-4. 

• weat TED'S PIZZA PALACE : f~t;~;\~0ffe~~~b~~~~~~ 
•
• .,Wish you O e tended) shortly thereafter as 

he hammered through a shot 

• '?#-•-1~ /}}/. ___ .... ~----.,. ___ _/ ~L.L.-1~ 'IA ___ ,?~.-- • following a fine pass by 
,,~ ~ ~ d, ~ rt,er,fl, ~ • • . defenseman Denny Carter. 
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_ • Stan Doyle made the score a bit 
--1 i:;:- · _-:::::, i- · , - - . more respectable, scoring at 

· i- 1 - - t / 1 
-' - - , - --, • 

1 
/- !'--- ~ • the 13: 11 mark of the third 

'~C 
- I -·l 

• 

-•. period for Macalester. The 
- • damage was already done to 

Scots, however, and our Blue 
- • Devils simply held them off 
: , • until the final horn sounded. 

• 
Freshman Gordon Flanders 

went all the way as. goalie ·for 
.: • the Blue Devils. He saved 17 
! • shots, mostly in the first 
·• period. The key to success for 

Stout was good teamplay, 
~- sharp coaching, and a 

• 
blistering, forechecking style 
of offensive play. Macalester .::.e seemed disorganized and fla,t 

• at times, whereas Stout ap-1. peared hungry for victory; 
much to Coach Slupe's credit, f. the team,'s hunger and the fans 

. ..• great desire for a win was 
appeased this night. 

;:. Upcoming hockey "ice-::e capades". 
• Tues., Dec. 12 - Hamline, Here, 
• 7:30 p.m. 

• 
Sat., Dec. 16 - Halewood St., 

• . 25 . Varieties of Pizza Freshly Preparecr~ Here, 
7

:
3o p.m. 

• • _ When You Order • . .-------------· 
: OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK For quick service : 
: Sun. - Thur. 4 p,m. to 2 a.m. Call 235_0606 • 
•.·· Fri. and Sat. 4 :" l--.q· UOr ·r. or 235-0600 : . • / r I 235-39~ 

1 
_____ _. • 

••••••••··- Sunday 12:00-5:00 _ , •••••••• • 

Gymnasts 

capture 

second 

The Blue Devil gymnasts, 
coached by John Zuerlein and 
Larry Pfeiffer, claimed second 
place in a dual meet held in 
Johnson Fieldhouse last 
Friday evening. A strong St. 
Cloud team captured the meet 
with a total team score of 
135.05. Stout placed second, 
turning in a 117.95 performance 
while the UW-Parkside 
brought up the rear with a 
104.80 total. 

On the whole, Coach Zuerlein 
was pleased with his team's 
performance. He claims the 
team is really banding together 
to show a level of poise and 
determination not achieved in 
the past. He pointed to the 
injury situation and lack of 
depth as a major deterrent to 
the squad's overall success, 
however, but says the return of 
injured ahd ineligible per
sonnel will help greatly. 
. Individually, Coach Zuerlein 
made these observations of his 
personnel: 

Tim Kruse: "Did an ex
cellent job on the rings. A little 
shaky in handstands, but 
generally very solid. Lacks 
confidence on parallel bars and 
vaulting, tending to hold back a 
little in both events. 

John Mueller: "Two very 
nicely executed routines. Form 
is better on "P" bars than on 
Hi-bar. John has an excellent 
attitude." 

Greg Dattilo: "Executed a 
very fine ring routine; must 
improve his leg form and 
strengthen moves. Greg is 
working harder this year." 

Bruce Pettit: "Very smooth 
on the rings. Parallel bar work 
is much improved over last 
year, but problems still exist. A 
very fine attitude." 

Todd Downing : "Started 
very slow on the side horse but 
finished strong . Needs ad
ditional moves to score in the 
S's. Todd seems to be more a 
part of the team this year." 

Steve Jackson: "Had a tough 
night. Fraternity pledging 
activities may have been part 
of the cause. Works hard." 

Glenn Pepsick: "Has a rough 
job for a freshman. Glenn tried 
hard putting all he has into his 
routines. Time will develop his 
all-around talents. He is 
capable of scoring 7's in free 
exercise, rings, and parallel 
bars. Excellent team man." 

Brian Walker: "Probably 
the coolest, most methodic 
performer on the team. Only 
minor problems in free 
exercise and vaulting 
techniques. Brian is starting to 
move." 

Dan Meyer and Tony Gruber 
did not compete in the meet, 
while Jim Jackson and Joe 
Russo worked out in exhibition . . 

Stout hi-lites of the meet 
were as follows: a 7.7 rating by 
Brian Walker in free exercise, 
a 7,5 by Todd Downing on the 
side horse, an 8.6 turned in 
Greg Dattilo and an 8.55 by 
Tim Kruse in the still rings, 
7.85 by Brian Walker, Tim 
Kruse's 7.4 and a rating of 7.1 
by Todd Downing in the long 
horse, Bruce Pettit's 7.55 in 
the parallel bars, and 
Mueller's 7.9 horizontal bar: 
performance. 



Final standings • women's IM 

A Woman's View 
by Trice Smith 

If you didn't know there was 
a women's athletic conference 
in the state of Wisconsin, I hope 
when you've finished reading 
this you not only are aware of 
such a conference but know a 
Ii ttle bit a bout it. 

Since January 1971, the 
women's athletic programs in 
Wisc()nsin have come a long w 

Since January 1971, the 
women's athletic programs in 
Wisconsin have come a long 
way. From simple· scrimmage 
competition, women are now 

involved in an organized 
athletic program. Any private 
or state university in Wisconsin 
is eligible to participate in the 
WWIAS, Wisconsin Women 
Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association. Presently four
teen schools are involved, La 
Crosse, Whitewater , Plat
teville, Eau Claire, Oshkosh, 
Carroll, Carthage, Madison, 
Milwaukee, Parkside, River 
Falls, Stevens Point, Superior 
and Stout. 

Stout takes part in five of the 
events that are allowed in the 
conference; volleybap, 

Stout women 
are official 

swimming, basketball, 
gymnastics, and track and 
field. Possibly if Stout had 
interest or was athletically 
seasoned with P .E. majors we 
could have representation in 
events such as badminton, 
cross-country, fencing, field 
hockey, golf, softabll, syn
chronized swim and tennis . 
The possibility is there if in
terest were ever to arise. It 
possibly may arise because 
women athletes are beginning 
to speak out about how they 
feel. A Stout women's fencing 
team-it would be a first! 

VOLLEYBALL 

Final Standings - Women's 
IM: 
7:15 W L 
lstFrogatt+ .. .. .. .... 13 2 
Third Hansen+ ... . .. .. 11 4 
All-Nighters .. . . . .... . . 9 6 
4th West Smackers . . . . . 5 10 
Special K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 10 
Puritans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 13 

8:00 W L 
Nibishes+ . . . ... ... .... 12 3 
Zoo+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 10 5 
Tailor's Tacks ... . .... . 8 7 
Wallbangers ... . . . . . .. . 6 9 
4th Mac Machine. . . . . . . 5 10 
Hansen's Honkers .. . .. 4 11 

8:45 W L 
UBS+ .. .. ...... , ....... 13 2 
Picketts+ ... . .. .. . ... . 10 5 
2nd Curran . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 7 
1st Curran . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 9 
OTR'S .. .. .. .. . ..... ... 4 11 
Comical Cottage . . . . . . . 4 11 

December 9 found seven 
Stout women in River Falls, 
attempting to pass tests to 
become volleyball officials. 

Four women eame home 
with qualified ratings. Bonnie 
Schansberg, a junior from 
Blair, Wisconsin, acquired a 
state rating. What this par- · 
ticular rating means is that 
Bonnie can officiate any 
volleybaJl games in the state of , 
Wisconsin. The fee which is 
usually paid to an official of 
this rating is $1.00 per match. 
There is one rating higher than 
state, which is national. Being 
rated national allows you to 
officiate games-throqghout tbe 

IhmOO lfilu@ ~ll°Ilcfil 
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states. " . · 
Linda· Horowitz, .;ilso a 

· junioj-,, acguired an ·apprentice ,.
rating which _is._one rung bel.!)W . · 
staJe;· The · intramural rating,_ 
one ranking , lower than ap
prentice was captured by Sue 
Downing of Omaha imd Mary 
Ellen McArdle, a. junior from 
La Crosse. 

This is a first for Stout as 
women from Stout haven't ever 
attempted to become. officials. 
Each person attempting for an 
officialqualifieaffon must take 

.. ,,a written . and practical test. 
Each is rated by four national 
officials from River Falls and 
St. Cloud State College. 

Swimmers ,second· 
in conference relays ·· 

The UW-Stout swimming 
team trailed Eau Claire from 
the first event untii the last in 
the conference relays fast 
weekend in Superior. Stout was 

· consistent throughout the 
meet, taking second place in 
every event except for the 300 
yard fly relay an!f the 300 yard 
back relay wlfere they took 
thirds. Eau Claire won every 
event except for the 300 yard 
back relay where they were 
disqualified. The final point 
standings at the end of the 
meet showed Eau Claire with 
126, Stout with 96, La Crosse 
with 76 and the rest of the 
conference strung out behind. 

Who Cares? 

HUNGER RUINS THE. LIVES OF MORE PEOPLE, 
K:!ST OF THEM CHILDREN, THAN ALL OF THE 
FLOODS, EARTHQUAKES AND TERRIBLE WARS 
ON THIS EARTH PUT TOGETHE,R! .-·· 
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·For · ChristD1&s, 
helpCAB:E 

·_res·o·ue 
JDilli:ons of 
these kids 

~ CARE'S RESULTS WITH YOUR MONEY ARE ~ 
~ FANTASTIC - LAST YEAR, FOR EXAMPLE ~ 
~ CARE MADE EACH $10. YOU GAVE WORTH ~ 
~ $73.20 IN FOOD, SCHOOLING, SAFE ~ 
~ DRINKING WATER, AND EMERGENCY AID. ~ 

(Make checks payable to CARE, Inc.) 

(1R:i~ffll I~• 
125 E. Wells St.. Milwaukee. Wis. 53202 

9:30 w 
First Intercourts+ . . ... 11 
UKU Babies+ ..... . . . . 8 
Krunchettes . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Faculty .. . ... . . .. .. .. .. 7 
3rd Kranzusch . . . . . . . . . 6 
Squirrelly Squad . . . . . . . 6 

L 
4 
7 
8 
8 
9 
9 

+ The two top teams in each 
time league advance to the 
tournament to be held Dec. 12. 
All teams in the tournament 
begin play at 7:15 p.m. Games 
will be played to 15 points or for 
eight minutes. A win must be 
by two points. The team 
winning two out of three games 
in the match advances to the 
next round. 

Coach Robert Smith picked 
out several excellent per
formances by individual Blue 
Devils. He was particularly 
pleased with the times of two 
freshmen. John Mullinex 
swam a 5:18.5 in the 500 yard 
free style and a 1 :58.9 in the 200 
yard free style. Pete 
Wisnewski swam a 1 :08.4 leg in 

·the 300 yard breaststroke 
relay . 

City ___________ state _____ Zip #---
::>IH M• WK.......->tk Wk -IC 

Tell me more about the 24-million children CARE helps feed •••• [ ] 
Send me something about CARE's y~ar-around gift idea••••••••••[ J 
Tell us what a club or organMru~;: 'ca';:ds~ ·etc~O help •••••••••••• [ J 
Send me a 5-minute speech I - ~~ ••••••••••••••[ J 
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Front Row: (L to R) Greg Ellsworth, Dale Evans, Steve Hennings, Rick Erickson, Al 
Enger, Al Brown. Second Row: Manager Rod Schultz, Kim Woelffer, Ken Malachek, 
Frank Fryer, Dave Wentland, Tim Schultz, Coach Hector Cruz. 

Grapplers set to open home season 
by Todd Schmidt 

Largely due to the success of 
our Blue Devil wrestlers in the 
Superior and St. Cloud In
vitations, Head Invitationals, 
Head Coach Hector Cruz has 
taken an extremely optimistic 
approach toward the upcoming 
season. Stout's grapplers have 
looked impressive the last few 
weeks , and are currently 
eyeing-a A:11cm1e~mateh against -
Bemidji Saturday, Dec. 16. · 

An eight team meet held in 
Superior on Dec. 2 provided 
good competition for the Blue 
Devils. Coach Cruz pointed out 
that Stout did not take a full 
squad to the meet, but still 
placed sixth. Dale Evans took a 
first, Steve Hennings and Rick 
Erickson each earned thrid 
place awards, and Frank 
Fryer finished fourth, making 
Cruz more than happy with the 
individual performances of the 
wrestlers he took along. 

The Blue Devils ran into even 
stiffer competition the 
following weekend at the St. 
Cloud Invitational. The caliber 
of wrestling there was very 
high, as 16 teams participated 
in the meet. Highlight of the 
tournament was our own Dale 
Evans, who claimed first place 
in his division, plut the tour
nament's most valuable 
wrestler award. Other Stout 
grapplers ran into very tough 
opponents, but Rick Erickson 
was singled out by Cruz as 
putting forth outstanding ef
fort. 

Listed below are sizeups of 
each wrestler on the Stout 
squad for the 1972-73 season, as 
indicated by Coach Cruz: 

Dale Evans, a senior from 
Windsor, Wisconsin anchors 
this year's team. Evans is a 
three-time letter winner and 
three-time WSUC champion. 
Evans finished fourth in the 
NAIA tournament last year, 
and participated in Olympic -
tryouts this summer. He ap
pears to be the leading con
tender for the WSUC and NAIA 
championships at 142 pounds. 

Steve Hennings is another 
· tough wrestler, a junior from 

Milwaukee. He is a two-time 
WSUC place winner in con
ference meets and has looked 
strong in his first several 
matches this season. 

Greg Ellsworth, a junior and 
St. Paul native, is a returning 
letter winner along with Evans 
and Hennings. He is a strong 
wrestler and will help a great 
deal in balancing the squad. 

Dave Wentland, another 
returning letterman, looks 
tough wrestling at 158 pounds. 
He is a junior from Muskego, 
Wis., who will impress many 
people this season. 

Frank Fryer, a junior from 
Menomonie Falls, Wis. is very 
quick on his feet. He will be 
contending for the WSUC 
crow~ this year at the 167 
pound level. 

New Fun Wines From Spain 
Chum pa $1.59 fifth 

Aristocrat Brandy 
2 qts. $9.25 

Old Style or Blatz 
12pac $189 

~~- . 
. ~~fea,i 

l-Mart liquor 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9:00-9:00 Sunday 12:00-5:00 

The remainder of the current 
varsity squad consists of fresh
men, and intimidating ones at 
that. Ken Malachek leads the 
crew, starting at the 
heavyweight position. 
Malachek was third in the 
Wisconsin State high school 
wrestling tournament last year 
and will be a strong contender 
in the conference this season. 

Kim Woelffer, another 
talented grappler, weighs in at 
190 pounds. Kim hails from 
Lake Geneva, Wis., and has 
looked tough thus far in the 
season. 

Rick Erickson, another 
Menomonie Falls prospect, is 
starting at 118 pounds. He is 
quick on his feet, and is a good 
takedown man with a lot of 
potential. 

Ending up the varsity crew is 
All Brown, wrestling at the 150 
pound level. Brown hails from 
Milwaukee, and has promise to 
be a very good wrestler. 

Coach Cruz feels that these 
men have shown fine 
motivation, which helps to 
build team unity. If he can 
develop a sense of unity on the 
team, his job will become 
much easier. 

Other good prospects for the 
team include Al Enger, Tim 
Schultz, and Don Stevenson. 
All are good competitors, but 

- have been troubled by var..i.ous 
injuries and ailments. When 
they g~t into shape, Coach Cruz 
will have four more highly 
motivated wrestlers that may 
press other grapplers for spots 
on the varsity squad. 

The first opponent at home 
will be Bemidji, here for a 
match on Dec. 16, beginning at 
1 p.m. Spectators who enjoy 
exciting wrestling action are 
welcome to attend . Com
petition will be tough and the 
wrestling will be of cham
pionship caliber. Hope to see 
yo~ there . 

~--
Tim Schultz 

Dale Evans 

Dave Wentland 

Steve Hemings 

Rick Erickson 

I r 

Fr;-., k Fryer 



Metronome 
Dec. 15 - Friday 

8:15 and 9:30 p.m. Fried Chicken and Watermelon featured at The 
Pawn 

Dec. 16 - Saturday 

10 a.m. Graduation (Fieldhouse) - Open House at The Ministry 

1 p.m. Wrestling - Stout vs. Bemidji State 

6:30 p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's) 

7:30 p.m. Hockey - Stout vs. Lakewood State 

8:15 and 9:30 p.m. Fried Chicken and Watermelon featured at The 
Pawn 

Dec. 17 - Sunday 

11:30 a.m. Lutheran Student Services (Our Savior's Lutheran 
Church) 

5 p.m. Gold Mass (St. Joseph's) Reminder: Bring canned or non
perishable food wrapped in gold paper. 

6:30 and 8:45 p.m. Free Flick - "Beguiled" starring Cliff East
wood 

Dec. 18 - Monday 
1:30 - 2:2Q p.m. Symphonic Singers in Snackbar, immediately 

following this Santa Claus will be in the Fireside Lounge. 

5:30 p.m. IRHC Meeting (Ballroom) 

gor• DON'T~ITME! 
There were 110 

OICAY, BUSTER.! 60Clc:S 011 the 
WJ.IAT'llE ~ireplace, so l 

Y'DOIN' Wini tried to ;i11d 
tNJ SOCk6 'ff some arou11d 

~~~ your caver 

'6A~r Are11't ~OU 
th' same nut I 
caught ~ST 
~ear. .. at Just 
aboutUt' 

same time'?! 

6 p.m. Epsilon Pi Tau winter banquet will take place in the Last 
Frontier Supper Club. Chancellor Swanson will speak on the 
topic "Reflections." 

7 p.m. UAA (Ballroom) 

Dec. 19 - Tuesday 
7 p.m. SSA Meeting 

Dec. 21 .- Thursday 

5:20 p.m. Classes end for first semester 

Jan. 8 - Monday 

Fees may be paid at cashier's window in Administration Building. 
ALL FEES ARE TO BE PAID IN PERSON. DO NOT SEND 
PAYMENT BY MAIL! 

Jan. 10 and 11 

Final registration, pay fees, pick up packets for classes. A LATE 
REGISTRATION FEE OF $10.00 WILL BE CHARGED AF-
TER 4:30 p.m., JAN. 11, 1973. . 

Jan. 12 - Friday 

First day of second semester classes. 

What~ th' 
charge, 
Gort~ 

As well as I can 
~igure, oWicer, 
he's a chronic 
SOCK FREAK r 

"" 

Holidays are a time for tha"lcs and giving ••• 
So we would like to thank you all and wish you all a 

and a 

II •• 
From The Snack Bar 

Presidents Room 

awn 
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*In the news~ 

Do you mind waiting half an hour while registrar assistants take their coffee breaks? 
Students victimized the same old way as per usual semester beginnings . they claimed. 

Tech lounge to open Thursday, 
Success marred by 'red tape' 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
Tom Cropp, president of 

SSA, described the fight to 
obtain the new student-faculty 
lounge area, (Room 144) in the 
science wing of the Science and 
Technology building due to 
open Thursday as "bureau
cratic red tape. " 

The red tape is a mere 
mockery of words . It should be 
noted how the "lounge" is 
equipped. 

In a sneak preview and in
terview with a maintainance 
man this reporter noted con
ditions that will not contribute 
to a comfortable, relaxing 
atmosphere. 

·the walls are bare and the 
only toucn ot color within the 
room are windows papered for 
privacy by Dr. Runnals and 
crepe paper streamers left 
behind by a department 
sponsored event. It is furnished 
with odds and ends belonging 
to the chemistry, biology, and 
math departments. The floor is 
tile. And there is no ventilation 
within the room except for the 
grilled lower portions of the 
door. A sink-stove-refrigerator 
unit installed in the room when 
it was.a faculty lounge could be 
chaotic. if used by too , many 
per sons · in the cramped 
quarters . 

Anothe r potential trouble 
spot is the amperage the room 

can hold. The part of the room 
containing the stove
refrigera tor -sink unit was 
designed to carry 20 amps. 
Here, a slight problem has 
developed. The coffee, hot 
chocolate. and chicken soup 
machine, which coincidentally 
leaks water , draws a 
maximum of 26 amps. The pop 
machine, connected to the 
same circuit draws six amps. 
This may just add up to a few 
b~ok~n circuits, should they 
kick m. at the same time. 

In the portion of the room 
containing the tables there are 
three outlets, designed to hold 
30 amps total. The faculty used 
three large coffee pots in this 
room, and in doing so, broke 
the circuits. 

A light in the room should 
be fixed . A switch is not 
working properly and , ac
cording to rriaintainance men 
this causes the fluorescent 
tubes to burn out quickly. 

Aithough Cropp worked on 
this lounge, a political promise, 
for almost a year it still has not 
been decided if smoking should 
be allowed. If it is, ashtrays 
and appropriate wastebaskets 
will have to be provided; at 
present the only wastebasket is 
plastic and there are no 
ashtrays. 

There is a bright side to all 
this , the clock keeps good time. 

It's Been 

84 
Days 

since Henry Kissinger said 
"Peace is at hand" in 
Vietnam and only "details" 
remain to be worked out. 

"Those who have had 
a chance i:>r four years 

andaxdd not~ peace 
mddnotbe. 
another~ 

Peace talks progress 
• 

Pr_esident Nixon h~s ordered a halt to the bombing, shelling 
and mmmg of North Vietnam earlier this week 'in response to the 
progress in the Paris Peace Talks . Henry Kissinger returned to 
the ll.S. to confer with President Nixon about the cease fire 
agreement that seems to be in the making. Nixon has dispached 
General Alexander Haig to Sa igon to confer with South Vietnam 
President Nguyen Van Thieu and to get Thieu's approval for the 
cease fire agreement. North Vietnam officials in Paris would not 
go beyond the statement that "progress has been made. " 

* Warm weather will ease fuel crisis 

The recent fuel oil crisis has been eased momentarily by the 
warm weather earlier this week. Among states which have 
reported severe fuel shortages are Minnesota and Colorado. In 
both states, individual cities have been faced with power shor
tages and have been forced to curtail school ;l('tivitif's . 11 " :1s 
reported that the Twin Cities Airport may have to close down and 
schools in Minnesota have been turning down heat and in some 
cases, closing . 

The crisis is also hitting Wisconsin. Reports given to a state 
Senate comrnittee earlier this week indicated that fuel supply will 
depend on the weather. If another cold spell hits the state, a 
shortage may occur. Governor Patrick Lucey had recommended 
that all state agencies turn down their heat to 68 degrees. 

-tc 
Five plea guilty in Watergate trial 

Five of the seven defendents in the Watergate Trial have 
pleaded guilty while the other two defendents insist that they are 
innocent in early week developments in Washington. The seven 
defendants. whn are accused of spying on the Democratic 
National Headquarters during last year 's Presidential campaign. 
have been implicated with the committee to re-elect the 
President. It is felt that the five defendants who entered a guilty 
plea did so to avoid possible ernbarassment to the White House. 
They have stated that their motives were purely patriotic. 

Finals· week not new 

says Chancellor Swanson 

~y Ellen Schwab 
According to Chancellor 

Swanson, a final exam week 
has not been instituted at Stout. 
Major concern has arisen over 
the lack of learning that takes 
place in the last week before 
the end of the semester. 
Although some instructors give 
final or comprehensive exams 
now, the scheduled class often 
does not <include enough time 
for students to take such 
exams. 

"About eight or nine years 
ago, Stout had a finals week," 
said the Chancellor. When 
former President Micheels was 
appointed, he proposed an end 
to finals week. It was Micheels 
opinion that these exams did 
not do much to benefit 
students. Chancellor Swanson 
agrees somewhat with 
Micheel's idea, but Swanson 
adds , "We cannot allow 
students to leave with scat
tered bits of knowledge." 

A solution to this problem of 
concluding the semester will be 
investigated by the faculty 
senate . Gerald Donley, 
President of the faculty senate 

explained, "A final test week is 
not the intent for tieing up loose 
ends." The senate would like to 
see a block of time allocated to 
each instructor not for the 
purpose of testing-but as a 
benefit to students. 

Each faculty member was 
required to submit a report on 
what happened the last week of 
1 lw first se1nest er Io I hp 
Chancellor to allow ad
ministrators to determine if 
students are receiving their 
moneys worth. The faculty 
senate is waiting to receive 
these reports to find out 
exactly what was done for the 
students. 

Faculty members realize 
that exams may not be the 
answer they are looking for; 
what is needed is a final 
learning activity. . 

Pickney Hall , Committee 
Chairman of Student . Com
mittees for the faculty senate 
will be charged with the 
responsibility of studying the 
problem and getting student 
input. On Jan. 18 the faculty 
senate will meet to debate the 
subject. 



. :,i-,. 

Editorial 
four ... more ... years .. ? 

Saturday afternoon President Nixon will raise his right hand 
and take oath of office for a second term as this nation's chief 
executive. But his feet will be firmly planted in the mud of the 
Watergate scandal. 

The inaugural ceremony will mark the sordid finale to one of 
the sleaziest presidential election campaigns in the nation's 
history. 

To be sure, the proud high school bands will be playing, the 
military marching units will file down Pennsylvania Avenue with 
colors snapping and heads high. But in truth, there has never been 
an inauguration so besmirched with charge~ of wrongdoing as 
this one. 

Cynics claim that the American people are not shocked by the 
revelations - by the charges of espionage and sabotage of the 
campaigns of Sen. McGovern and other Democratic hopefuls 

Last September at the height of the enveloping scandal, 
McGovern asked, "Who ordered this act of political espionage? 
Who paid for it . . . Who received the memoranda of the taped 
telephone conversations?" 

These are questions that remain unanswered as the country 
_ prepares for next Saturday's ceremonies. 

Then there was the renewal of the bombing of Indochina over 
the holidays after we were promised "peace is at hand." 

And then there's former vice president Humphrey's un
precedented action in producing a 60 second television spot asking 
the country to unite around Nixon's second inauguration. 

In a Washington Post Report, Humphrey is quoted as 
llleading with the people in the TV spot to "unite in the '73 
inaugural. As John F. Kennedy said 'an inauguaration in not a 
victory of a party by a celebration of freedom'." Humphrey 
reportedly concluded by asking all Americans to "join . . . in the 
reaffirmation of America's ideals and promise" as reflected in 
the inauguration. 

Heaven help us, if Humphrey is right and the inauguration 
truly reflects this nation's "ideals and promise." 

Well Humphrey can "unite" behind Mr. Nixon, but we call 
upon the nation to let the president know in unmistakable 
language that we will not unite behind a man who unleashes 
terror bombing on innocent non-combatants in a war that all 
decent humanity deplores. 

{>~c~· • 

.Nixon'~ -holiday messqge 
by-Oary w·ick 

Once more we have. to 11djust_ ourse~ves fro~_ a _ f_ew _weeks of 
('hristmas and New Year celebration to a new semester of school 
studies. Unfortunately,-tbe Vietnamese have to adjust to a life of 
h••mb shelters. terror and reconstruction from a two week 
< 'hrisi~rns greeting from the U.S. Air Forces. In our _name, 
l'rPsident Nixon authorized the heaviest bombings ever to be 
1·a1-ried out against a single nation on North Vietnam. This was 
'.\ixon's way of asking Hanoi for further "peace negotiations ." 

Daily. B-52's, along with other U.S. fighter-bombers, · 
saturated North Vietnam with bomb tonnage that surpasses the 
;imount dropped on Hamburg, Dresden, · Coventry and London. 
·rhese raids. consisted mostly of 8-52 bombing formations that 
drstroyed an area of one mile wide and one and a half miles long 
c·ach flying mission. Such missions were carried out twenty-four 
h11urs a day even in poor visibility weather. This indiscriminate 

. hnmbing destroyed civilian sites such as Bach Mai Hospital, 
l,hom Thien shopping district, Thai Nguyen and foriegn em
hassies . l l.S. officials denied civilian casualties and Sec. of 
lkfense Laird ordered a news blackout concerning military 
adivities in SEA. Nonetheless, thousands of civ~lian casualties 
from U.S. bombing have been witnessed by foriegn news 
eorrespondents. During these raids, about sixty-four U.S. 
erewmen have been reported captured or missing. This con-• 
tradicts President Nixon's argument that continued U.S. in
,·11lvement in SEA is for the safety of U.S. personnel .and POWs 
1 hat are there. 

President Nixon's holiday rampage has caused the lives of 
many Vietnamese people and American men. By his terror 
tactics , he has further disgraced the American people in the eyes 
nf the world. American credibility of peaceful intentions has been 
shattered. We have lost all respect, faith and trust from other 
nations. If this is just a small sample of what to expect from the 
'.\ixon Administration in this new year, then we shouldn't look 
forward to a conclusion of the war or our own internal problems 
for <1uite awhile. 
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Blue Devils affected by altitude? 
Dear Editor: 

1· would like for this in
formation to be entered in your 
newspaper if at all possible. It 
has to do with the Basketball 
team and their tour here 
during the first days of 
December. 

The day before the game I 
was to see <Weber State vs . 
Stout Dec. 2). I heard the an
nouncer on the radio say, 
"Tommorrow Weber state 
plays against University of 
Wisconsin-Stout. I guess 
they're from Menomonie and I 
understand that they are 
ranked very high in the 

N.I.A.A. I will see- you at the 
game - should be. exciting." 

After my seeing the game I 
thought that now it could be 
stated that if Stout was top 
ranked in central states 
competition then the western 
teams must be fantastic . 

After seeing the Bluedevils 
play I felt that I had seen a 
team of stuck up individuals 
and whether choked up or 
affected by altitude (the later I 
doubt) they looked like hell! ! ! 

When I left Stout, the 
ballplayers had a style and not 
a stuck up one. Why the 
change? Just because you play 

In The Corners I 
. by Rick Bruhn 

"SORRY SPORTS FANS" 

Alas and alack, my stay as sports editor has been ended. But 
what interesting possibilities have opened unto i:ne. Now I am no 
longer limited to writing about sports (although 1t may have been 
better that way.) " In The Corners" will contain sundry 
viewpoints on the total Stout "scene." 

' 'B'' 
Do you thrill to the sight of a bald head pe~i~g over a de~k? 

l)o you .shiver· with delight to a squealcy :vo1c~ and shifty 
eyebrows? Do you feel ·frustrated when ·somebody switches the 
channel before you catch the entire forecast? Do you sched~e 
your day around 6:15 p.m. and 10:15 p.m.? Then you are an m-

-eurable Barry ZeVan <The Weatherman) freak. - like me. I even 
wrote a fan letter and got a letter in return from "B". Oh ecstacy ! 
Channel 5 has the best weather program in the northwoods. 

_, Signed, I. Zinksoe II. 
"What's Cheaper -$10 or $50?" 

Picking up books at registration brings to mind a question 
that may be put before the students soon. Should we or should we -
not have to buy our own books? One source at the textbook service 
says that a large number o! faculty are. in fav9r of haying the 
students buy their own . I thmk that rentmg our books 1s better 
than buying them. 

I realize that it is extremely difficult under the present 
system for teachers to change their texts every time they bump 
into another one that they feel is better. In many cases the text
book service is reluctant to change books every year. They are at 
a Joss for what to do with the old texts. And that's one reason why I 
like the rental system. When an instructor decides _to change his 
texts the textbook service is left holding the bag, mstead of the 
stud~nts. How would you like to buy a $10 book for a course and be 
unable to sell it back to the bookstore when the instructor decides 
that he doesn't like it any more. That's $10 of your money. I hope 
vou like the book. 
· Another point is that it is incredibly cheaper to rent a book 
than to buy one. For $10 and a short wait you can get books for a 
full semester. At Madison or any other campus where you have to 
buy books, it will cost you around $75 per semester to buy books 
and you will be able to sell them back to a bookstore for about $30 
to $40 dollars - if you are lucky . And lines are longer too. . 

· There are more reasons , I suppose, but pure economics 
speaks loud enough for me. I had to buy books for five seme&~ers 
at Madison and believe me, it's better to rent than to buy. I might 
add this last point as food for thought. Why is the Ui:iiver~ity Book 
Store in Madison the first store to get stoned durmg nots? An
swer : Because the students are tired of being ripped off. Buying 
hooks is a rip-off. 

ball and made~the team doesn't 
mean that you should screw 
around during games. 

I' must admit that the 
referee's were on Webers side 
for most of the game but they 
were not for 25 or 29 points. 
Stout got their tails cleaned 
and they looked as if they could 
care less. 

I was a proud Stout student, 
but when I saw the attitudes 
and actions of the players I 
decided to change my mind 
about the proud bit. 

Honestly , 
Paul Gavin 
Box 657 
Hill A.F .B. Utah 84406 • 

"Yelling 
will get 

them hot'' 
Dear Editor, 

I am writing this in disgust of 
the school spirit here at the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout. 
We've got one of the best if not 
the best basketball team in the 
WSUC, yet who cares? At the 
recent home game with 
Oshkosh, the fieldhouse had 
empty seats. To top this off the 
people in these seats only sat 
there and . . ~dn't yell, they 
didn't -ev.en follow the 
cheerleaders, even when they 
yell. The guys on the team are 
out there for us not for their 
health or because they have 
too. They need backing both 
physical and vocal, just think 
they may go to Kansas City this 
year. At the game in Stevens 
Point on Dec. 16, only 11 of us 
-hardy Bluedevil fans were 
there. This doesn't include the 
cheerleaders and player.s. We 
yelled, but what can 11 do 
against 1000 and more Poin
ters. At least those 1000 people 
yelled more in a losing effort 
than the people who attend 
Stout's home games, win or 
lose. 

I attended UW-Eau Claire 
before coming here and at least 
at Eau Claire there was some 
enthusiasm. The team never 
had to wonder if the student 
body was behind it. Over there 
nobody stopped yelling , 
because we knew it helped the 
team. Eau Claire even had 
more people attending games 
than the team they were 
playing, on the opposing teams 
home floor. As their coach, Ken 
Anderson has said, "we've won 
many ball games because of 
the fans ." The yelling can pick 
a team up and help them get 
hot. 

How about Bluedevils, do we 
have a basketball team who's 
on top in the conference with 
fans behind them or not? 

Bill Rowe 
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SSA 
Strikes 
Out 

500-100: new leaders for Stout A young view of Washington 

by Ellen Schwab 
Stout Student · Senate did a 

limited amount of work 
Tuesday night. The problem 
stemmed from lack of quorum . 

Just before the winter 
holiday break, the Curriculum 
Committee considered a 
proposal to offer a two-credit 
leadership course. After a 
sometimes stormy hour-long 
debate, which centered around 
the-issue of credit, the proposal 
passed. 

The course provides 
leadership lab experiences for 
those interested in heading up 
clubs or hopefully becoming 
involved in university 
governance. The course will 
have a seminar format in
cluding many group ex
periences which will provide 
for practice in developing 
leadership skills. 

Bob Massey and Tom Shafer, 
who teach the course, hope it 

can fill the student leadership 
void that has been growing 
here. Massey explains; "There 
are so many things that can be 
straightened out here, and in 
the System as a whole if only 
we had some effective student 
leaders . I've seen some im
pressive accomplishments 
made by students, such as the 
defeat of R.O.T.C., and now it 
looks as if students will be 
successful in drastically 
reforming the Board of 
Regents visitation policies." 

The course is offered on 
Monday and Wednesday 
evenings. There are still 
openings, so it is possible to 
add the leadership course by 
contacting Bob Massey or Tom 
Shafer in the S.S.A. Office. 

H · Richard Nixon doesn't 
achieve'his "peace with honor" 
in Vietnam sometime in 
January, he may well have had 
his last chance to do things his 
way, because Congress, at long 
last, is really fed up. 

by Ron Hendren 

· An end to a 

two-bit war 

slim hope that the President 
and Dr. Kissinger wer:e indeed 
close, as they have said on 
many occasions, to achieving 
peace. 

Of the few topics discussed, 
the up-coming elections in the 
senate received the most at
tention. No petitions have been 
received for open positions yet, 
and the due date is Jan. 24. All 
candidates must submit a 
petition (which can be obtained 
at the SSA office) bearing the 
signatures of one hundred 
members of the Stout Student 
Association declaring his or 
her candidacy to SSA. 

All Candidates must be in 
good standing with the 
University. 

17 visiting hours daily 
for dorms approved 

The end of 1972 marked this 
nation's thirteenth year at war 
in Southeast Asia, years of 
countless broken promises 
leading to an ever-deepening 
sense of anguish at the futility 
of it all. 

No longer. This is a two-bir 
war run by two-bit politicians, 
and President Nixon's recent 
electoral sweep not
withstanding, Congress siJilply 
must cut off approriations for 
Vietnam if the struggle per
sists even one day beyond 
January 31. After all, Mr_ 
Nixon's 49-state mandate came 
virtually on the eve of the 
administration's firm pledge 
that "peace is at hand" ar.d 
that only a few minor details 
remained to be resolved. 

Another matter that received 
interest was a new 
organization starting on 
Campus - Campus Gold, 
described as a Girl Scout type 
of organization. 

Maybe the senators will show 
up next week. Talk about 
Student Aoathv! 

The UW Board of Regents on 
Friday extablished a policy 
allowing opposite sex dor
mitory room visits up to 17 
hours per day. 

Under the policy, which was 
adopted on a 10-6 vote after 
three 8-8. tie votes, opposite sex 
visits must end by 2 a.m. 

* Meet Market * 
We welcome you back 

Friday Double Bubble 
HAPPY HOUR 3 - 5 

Sunday Speci.al · 
25c 

Start the Semester Right 

The ArtCarved way 
to say, you belong 
to each other. 

From the magic moment of your wedding and forever 
more these exquisitely etched antique golden 
bands say at a glance - you belong to each other. 

Anshus · Jewelers 

The new policy will go into 
effect immediately and remain 
in effect until June, 1976. 

Dormitory visitation rules 
have been a source of con

. troversy among Regents for 
'months, and Friday's 
discussion elicited some strong 
feelings. 

"I would have been ab
solutely horrified if some of 
these rules were in effect when 
my daughter was away at 
school," Board President Roy 
Kopp said of a unanimous 
recommendation by the UW 
system chancellors. 

The chancellors' proposal, 
accepted by a regent com
mittee, would have permitted 
opposite sex visits up to 18 
hours a day. 

Kopp cited letters from 
parents of UW students op
posing liberal dormitory 
visitation hours. 

Regent John Dixon voiced 
opposition to "ever-ii:icreasing 
opportunity for what is 
somewhat laughingly called 
social intercourse." 

Regent Walter Renk, 
commenting on alternative 
weekly time limits, observed, 
" If they can ' t do it in 99 hours 
they certainly can ' t do it in 
126." 

Under the policy approved 
Friday students will par-

Now, even men of the 
President's own party, 
Senators like William Saxbe 
CR-Ohio), are questioning the 
Chief Executive's sanity at 
resuming the bombing of North 
Vietnam, killing hundreds, 
perhaps thousands, of innocent 
civilians, wrecking homes, 
farms and hospitals, even 
endangering some of our own 
prisoners of war in the heart of 
Hanoi - all without a single 
briefing for any member of 
Congress and all without a 
single military objective . 

I, for one, will no longer give 
the President the benefit of any 
doubt in judging his Vietnam 
policies . For years, while 
steadfastly opposing the basis 
of our involvement in In
dochina, I have nonetheless, 
argued my position calmly and 
with reason , holding on to the 

ticipate in development of 
individual hall rules , subject to 
the approval of the campus 
chancellor. 

In other action , the board 
gave Wisconsin residents over 
65 the right to audit UW 
courses free of charge 
provided they receive the in
structor 's permission. 

The plan, originally proposed 
by Regent John Lavine, was 
cleared earlier in an attorney 
general's opinion requested by 
the board. 

Almost bv the time ballots 
were counted those hopes were 
smashed with the an
nouncement that peace was not 
so near after all and with the 
resumption of the most brufal;-
intensive bombing attacks in 
the history of man. All of this 
came about without a word 
from the President, and one of 
two conclusions must be 
drawn: either he and Dr. 
Kissinger are monumentally 
inept or they are guilty of gross 
fraud against the American 
people and the entire world. 

No matter which conclusion 
you choose, the course for 
Congress is the same: cut off 
the funds and end the killinE!. 
That course, which Congress 
has repeatedly rejected, may 
now be possible. Senate 
Majority Leader Mike Man
sfield m-Montana l says he 
thinks an end-the-war 
resolution is likely to be in
troduced early in the session. 
and that he feels it has a better
than-ever chance passing. 

At this point . we had all 
better hope so: That better
than-ever chance is beginning 
tc look like our only chance. 

Are YOU a concerned and responsible adult? 

Are you interested in student government affairs? 

Do you realize the power a good student governing 

body can have in deciding your future? · 

The time is now to consider one of the following positions as a 
member of the Stout Student Association: 

a) President 

b) Vice-President for Legislative Affairs 

c) Vice-President for Student Affairs 

d) Vice~President for Financial Affairs 

e) Executive Secretary 

Inquire at the SSA office, lower level of the student center, for 
petitions and information. 

Petitions are due at 4:30 p.m. Monday, Jan. 24. 

Elections will be held Thursday, Feb. 7, 1973. 
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winter play set 

Entertainment ... Tryouts for Ferenc Molnar's 
LILIOM, the winter play by 
University Theatre, will be 
held by appointment on 
January 22 to 25. Sign up on the 
Speech bulletin board in 
Harvey Hall for appointment 
times. · 

LILIOM is a legend. a love 
story, a tale of a man hurting 
those he loves. Liliom has been 
running a carousel, flirting 
with the girls who run after 
him. Then, late one night, he 
meets Julie and their unusual 
love story begins. 

There are 25 characters in 

Storey and Burke's "good old country feeling" appearing at the 
Pawn this weekend. 

, the play with many good 
character roles for both men 
and women. Tumblers , 
jugglers, and dancers are also 
required. Tryouts are open to 

. all university students and 
previous acting experience is 
not required. Students wishing 
to work on technical crews 
should also sign up on the 
Speech bulletin board. 

Pawn presents: 

Home country 

pickin' & playin' 
Imagine what would happen 

if two singers of vastly dif
ferent styles · got together . 
Suppose one singer's voice was 
just dripping with that "good 
old country feeling" while the · 
other's voice was a straight 
and mellow ballad voice. Add 
to this some down home 
country picking and playing 
against a folk style guitar with 
a blues influence. Imagine all 
this and you have a Storey and 
Burke a unique and 
sophisticated entity. Their 
divergent voice styles blend 
like milk and honey, and their 
guitar styles compliment each 
other. 

Storey and Burke place 
heavy emphasis on their 
original material, but not to the 
exclusion of the really great 
contemporary folk music of 
today. Occasi0nally you'll hear 
a song you've heard before, but 
chances are good that you've 
never heard the song per
formed ~n such a unique 
manner. 

Come and listen to them for 
yourself. Storey and Burke 
have been and will continue to 
play for two shows nightly-8, 9, 
and 10 p.m . in THE PAWN 
through Saturday, Jan . 20th. 
It's Free 1 

Ancient 
theatre art 
to be presented 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
A unique @oncept of 

theatriGal performance will be 
presented at Stout with a 
"Meet the Mimes" program 
sponsored by the Performing 
Arts Center under a grant 
given by the Wisconsin Arts 
Council. 

Mime, the lost art of por
traying a character by body 
movement dates back to 20 
B.C. Research told that the 
white makeup is regarded as a -
mask and the eyebrows are 
drawn high on the forehead to 
make the performer appear as 
a simpleton. 

Silence will be the golden key 
to entertainment next Wed
nesda.Y at8 p.m. in Harvey Rall 
auditorium . 

Metronome 
THURSDAY, JAN. 18 
A ll -Day I.E.E.E . Gadget Sale (snack bar) 
All-Day Sig Phi - Wisconsin Calendar Sale ( snack bar) 
9-4 p .m. Phi Sig Snowmobile Race Ticket Sale ( snack bar) 
6-9 p.m. Phi Sig Snowmobile Race Ticket Sale (snack bar) 
1-5 p.m . Faculty Ari Exhibition (Ari Center) 
4 p.m. Swim Meet : University of Minnesota, St . Paul. 
6 p.m . Banquet Sponsored by Stout Typographical Society ( East Ballroom) 
6: 15 p .m. Cope Meeting ( Commons 110) 
S: 15 p.m . Circuit Entertainment C Pawn) 
9:30 p.m. Circuit Entertainment { Pawn) 

FRIDAY, JAN . 19 
All-Day I.E.E .E . Gadget Sale (snack bar) 
All-Day Sig Phi. Wisconsin Calendar Sale ( snack bar) 
9-4 p .m. Phi Sig Snowmobile Race Ticket Sale ( snack bar) 
6-9 p.m. Phi Sig Snowmobile Race Ticket Sale ( snack bar) 
1-5 p .m . Faculty Ari Exhibition ( Ari Center) 
11 :30 a.m. Champman College, Orange, California presents Semester at Sea ( Blue 

Devil Room of Student Center) 
1 p.m. Semester al Sea ( Blue Devil Room of Student Center) 
3:30 p.m. Hockey: Mankato Slate, Mankato, Minnesota. 
8:00, 9:00 & 10:00 p.m . Storey & Burke ( Pawn) 
SATURDAY, JAN . 20 
9:30-12 Noon Morning Session of Ari Workshop Hosted by Child and Family Study 

Center ( 111-112 Commons) 
1-4 p.m . Faculty Ari Exhibition (Ari Center) 
1 p.m .. 3:30 p.m . Afternoon session of art workshop ( 111 -112 Commons) 
1 p.m . High School Gymnastics Invitational ( Fieldhouse) 
6:30 p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (SI. Joseph's Church) 
s p.m., 9 p.m. & 10 p.m . Storey & Burke ( Pawn) 

SUNDAY, JAN . 21 
11 :JO a.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass ( SI. Joseph's Church) 
. .. Lutheran Student Worship ( Our Savior's Lutheran Church) 
1 p.m .. 5 p.m. Sigma Pi Lillie Sister Rush Toboggan Party (Twin Springs) 
1 p.m .. 4 p.m . Faculty Ari Exhibition 
6 p.m. & 8 :45 p.m . Free Flicks showing of "The Great Race" ( H.H. Aud.) 
MONDAY, JAN . 22 • 
9 a.m. -12 noon & 1 p.m .. 5 p .m. Faculty Ari E xhibition (Ari Center) 
7 :JO - 9 p.m. All Social Sorority Rush ( Commons) 

TUESDAY, JAN . 23 
• a.m . . 12 noon & 1 p .m .. 5 p.m . Faculty Ari Exhibition ( Ari Center) 
7: 15 p.m . The Best of Laurel and Hardy al the Pawn 
7:30. 9 p.m. All Social Sorority Rush (Commons) 

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 24 
• a.m. -12 noon & 1 p.m .. S p.m . Faculty Ari Exhibition (Ari Center) 
7: 15 p. m. The Best of Laurel and Hardy allhe Pawn ' 
B p.m . Theatrical Performance of the Mime, Wisconsin Mime Co. Concert Sponsored by 

Performing Arts Association (H.H . Aud.) 
s p .m . Whiz Kids Performance ( Student Center Snack Bar) 
THURSDAY, JAN. 25 
9 a.m. -12 noon & 1 p.m .. 5 p.m. Faculty Ari Exhibition ( Ari Center) 
7: 15 p.m . The Best of Laurel and Hardy allhe Pawn 

DY 
SINGS THE 
BLUES CR) 

Daily - 7:00 & 9:40 
Sunday - 1 :00 - 3:40, 

6:20 - 9:00 

FIARFIRA 
STREISAND 

Sounds of our times 
by Tom Burke 

Title: 
"A Good Feelin' to Know" 

Artist: Poco 
Label: Epic 

Paco's latest release for Epic 
reflects a new.feeling, "A Good 
Feelin". Originally the five 
man band was based in L.A. 
The group's latest album 
comes to us from the new home 
of many artists - Denver and 
the ·mountain city of Boulder. 

If any group sounds like the 
old Buffalo Springfield, Poco 
must be "it". As a matter of 
fact Richie Furay, a less 
known Springfield shines 
perhaps the brightest. The old 
good time feeling of "Sweet 
Lovin" "And Settlin Down" 
and th~ title song, "A Good 
Feelin", makes one wonder if 
Stills and Young aren't ghost 
artists. As hard as it is for this 
critic to admit, Paco's version 
of Still's, "Go and Say Good
bye", is done superbly. 

Paco's writing ability has 
definitely progressed with the 
addition of Paul Cotton. "Ride 
the Country", "Keeper of the 
Fire", and "Early Times", 
three new tunes by Cotton, add 
a new dimension to the Poco 

. sound. Timothy B. Schmit, 
although not a new member of 
Pnco. has finaf!y proven 
himself with two beautiful 
cuts. 

While I was in Madison over 
the holidays, two of Schmit's 

tunes, "I Can See Everything" 
and "Restrain", kept running 
through my head. When I 
returned to Menomonie I 
played "Restrain" countless 
times. As odd as it may seem, 
the song reminded me of four 
more years of Tricky Dickie -
"Can't you see that there's no 
one to blame and I got that 
feeling that we're playin the 
same old game, you better get 
on the run 'cause you know U:s 
no fun restrain vourself' ', 
chants Schmit. I gl!ess that's . 
about all that can be said about 
the upcoming four years. 

"A Good Feelin To Know", 
from Poco will surely be on my 
top LP list for the new year. 
Menomonie's only true disc 
shop, "The Store", must have 
the record available. If not, 
Eau Claire is only 25 miles 
away. 

1973 will bring some good 
sounds. Country artists, rock 
stars, bluesmen, and even the 
teeny world of Donny Osmond 
will provide a bit of music for 
everyone. It doesn't matter 
which brand of music you 
enjoy, just get into some form 
of music. 

It's only fitting that I begin 
the new year with a quote from 
a man in the music world many 
admired and followed - Bill 
Graham, "I wish for you all 
which I seek for myself -
peace, good health and a joy in 
life." Peace and Cheers. 

The_ Body Shop 
with DOUBLE BUBBLE s:3o - 6:30 

also Homemade Hot Sandwiches 
and Soup 11: 30 - 2: oo daily 

ICE CREAM DRINKS 

Tom & Jerrys and also Hot Drinks 

- Wonda Hole , N.Y. Doily News 

,. ROSS HUNTER P•UOUl'.IION 

AIRPORT 
BURT LANCASTER• DEAN MARTIN 

JEAN SEBERG , JACQUELINE BISSET 
GEORGE KENNEDY • HELEN HAYES 

YAN IEFUN • MAUREEN STAPLETON 
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR" • Produced in 7DMM TOOO,AO" 

HARVEY HALL AUDITORIUM 
February 4, 1973 

6:00 & 8:30 

THE TAP 
-SPECIALS-

2 for l on Foosball, Pool & Jukebox 

Gin & Lime Yodka Drinks 30c <I
2
-6 Daily> 

Wine: Apple & Rhine 25c 

-SUNDAY SPECIALS-
, . Happy Hour All Day and Night 

' ~ Game ~pecial All Day 

Sig Ep Doubles Foosball 

T~urney, Friday 4:00 

Happy Hour Daily 6-8 



. 

'Whiz Kids' to appear 

in snackbar Tuesday 
The Whiz - Kids, two 

musicians from Ann Arbor 
travel with an excess of 
equipment a,nd create some 
very nice music. It would be 
difficult to find a better rock 
duo than the Whiz Kids, ap
pearing in the Student Center 
Snackbar, Jan. 23 at 8 p.m. (no 
admission charge.) . 

Pat McCaffrey on organ, sax 
and electric piano and Ken 
Michalik on drums put 
together a sound that keeps one 
checking the stage to be sure 
they haven't added two more 
people. 

The Whizzers are 
· professional, well-rehearsed 

musicians. Several of their 
selections are originals and 
one, "Take," will soon be 
released as a single by 
Motown . Performing "Take" 
live gives Ken a chance to solo 
on drums. 

There is a lot of variety in 
their music. They do a great 
range of .1,r1aterial from a funky 
"Watermelon Man" to a 
restrained, beautiful "Scar
borough Fair" to a rocking 
demonic "Sympathy for th~ 
Devil." 

Wherever the Whiz · Kids 
play, they do an excellent job 
as they place a high value on 
musicianship. Pat graduated 
from University of Michigan~s 
Music School and Ken got his 
degree in music from Eastern. 

Their tight arrangements 
and performance, their in
strum~~ tal virtuousity and 
versatihty, and a unique sound 
system set up that displays 
their talents to the greatest 
effect, create a sound that most 
four and five piece groups 
would envy. 

COMPARE THESE SAMPLE MONTHLY 
RATES AND PROTECTION TO YOUR 

. PRESENT POLICY 
$to 

000 
, Ne~ limit on the cost of a semi-

The Cost For A p 1•. \ 11nvale room! o icy 
No limit on miscellaneous 

Single Male $6.80 hospital expenses! 
No limit on the customary and 

Man & Wife, Age usual cost of surgical 
24 and One Child $24.30 11peralions! 

. . . ' l'l:o limit on intensive care or 
Man & Wife, Age I special care facilities! 
:l4 and Two Children I ~30.00 

CARL RETZLOFF . 
or 

JACK DAVIS 
AMERICAN FAMILY 207 Pine Avenue 
AUTO HOME HEAi.TH LIFE ® Menomonie, Wisconsin 54751 

Phone 235-2366 

. iNSURANCE 
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I Have You Heard... i 
m.o.m.s. registration Registration consists of filing 

M.O.M.S. registration is now your "top _sheet" in our office. 
sea semester 

open for the winter series. To If you did no_t at_tend any 
register or get further in-- p!acement f!leetmgs m th_e fall, 

C~apman College, Orange, 
Cahfornia presents "Your 
Semester At Sea", a 30 minute 
movie showing continuously 
Friday, Jan. 19 at 11:30 a.m.-i 
p.m. in the Blue Devil room. 
This World Campus Afloat can 
make the world your 
laboratory with a ship as your 
classroom. There are full 
credit courses and scholar
ships and financial aids 
available. 

formation phone 235-2128 d ·1 p ease stop m and talk with us. 
from 

10 
t~ 

4 
ai Y ~~----~ember of the office staff 

· 1s w1llmg to help you complete 
israel summer the· forms. You are also en

couraged to register if you are 
going to graduate school 
military or you already have ~ 
job. That way you can use our 
office, free of charge, to get 
that second or third job. 

UW-River Falls is offering 
two summer programs in 
Israel , 1973. One is a 6 week 
Kibbutz work program , 
coupled with educational 
seminars and a two week tour 
of the country, with optional · 
tour to Jordan. Price is $870 
including all air tran-
sportation, tours hotels 
tuition for 9 credits .' For mor~ 
information, write : Dr. S. 
Fe!nste_in, History Dept., 
Umvers1ty of Wisconsin, River 
Falls 54022. 

The second program is an 
archeology dig at Tel Beer
sheva, in the Negev desert in 
conjunction with Tel A~iv 
University. Cost of $870 in
cludes items above well as 
two week orientation course in 
Biblical archeology, and three 
weeks at dig site. Dates are 
June 7-August 15 . 

stop the rumor! 
There_ is a misconseption 

concermng registration with 
Career Planning and 
Placement Services which has 
been brought to our attention 
and we wish to clarify it. 

Registration is Free free and 
painless.~ .. You . ca11- r.egister 
anytime during the calendar 
year prior to your graduation. 
The only time a fee of $25 is 
involved is if you do not 
register prior to your 
graduation and then wish to 
use our services once you are 
an ·alumni. 

There is no "late filing fee" 
in placement as long as you are 
still a student. 

We encourage you to stop in 
or call if you have any 
questions . Those May and 
August 1973 graduates who 
have not already done so 
should be completing their 
placement files . 

. art workshop 
An art workshop will be 

hosted by the Child and Family 
Study Center on Saturday, Jan. 
20. Robert Paul, an art con
sultant from the Minnesota 
State Department of 
Education, will conduct the 
workshop. 

Two sessions will be held 
with participation limited to 50 
in each. The morning session 
will be conducted from 9: 30 
a .m.-12 noon, and the afternoon 
session from 1 p.m.-3:30 p.m. 
Both sessions will be held in 
Rooms 111-112 of the Com
mons. 

Applications for registration 
may be acquired by writing to 
the Director of the Child and 
Family Student . Center or 
calling 232-1352. 

carny contest 
If you are interested in 

winning $5.00, simply think of 
an original theme for 1973 
Winter Carnival, Feb. 25 thru 
March 4. 

Fill out the form below and 
drop it in the box at the in
formation desk in the union by 
Thursday, Feb. 25. 
'fame : 

i\ddress: 

Phone Number: 

Theme: 

If any questions contact: Ken 
Finke, 490 Chinnock, Ext. 1243 
or Mary Kay Olson, 107 Keith, 
Ext. 1297. 

faculty art . 
The first of two faculty art 

exhibitions opened Jan . 16, at 8 
p._m ., in the Art Center Gallery, 
Fifth and Broadway. 

The show will run ti! Feb. 9 . 
A second show will open Feb. 
13 and close March 9. 

St. Clair-Billehus Clothing Co. 

SALE 
Al I Flare Jeans & Slacks 

ENTIRE STOCK Y2 PRICE 
Dress and Sport Shirts 

Also Turtle Necks 

ENTIRE STOCK 20% OFF 

SPECIAL 

Red White & Blue 
12 Pack $159 

Imported Sangria Wine 
3 Fifths $4 

JUST ARRIVED Cold Duck or 
Tyrolia Wine Champagne 

Fifths & 112 Ga I. . $1.69 a Fifth 

l -Mart liquor 235~3935 

Mon. -Sat. 9:00-9:00 Sunday 12:00-5: 00 
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Time Out 
Devils win tourney, lose to Winona 

by Todd Schmidt 

Welcome back to school. sports fans! The staff and I sincerely 
hope that 1!)73 will bring all the love and joy possible to everyone. 
The new year will be a great one if we try to make it that way. 

Changes Made 
Some changes were made around here during the Christmas 

hreak. The "Time Out" column, and two additions to the staff, 
.lerry Goldsworthy and John Reetz, are evidence of these 
d1anges. Along with the regulars Dave Kopydlowski, Rick Bruhn, 
and Nancy Nebelung. we hope to make this the best year ever 
sports wise. 

Scuttlebutt 
Two basketball stars were reportedly seen in one of the local 

pubs last weekend, having themselves a nip or two. I hope this 
helps improve the quality of Blue Devil basketball. Did you have 
one for Coach Mintz? 

Congratulations to the Hockey team, who ran their record to 
:'.-1-1 with a victory over Sl. Olaf. Leading scorers for the team are 
( aenn La Chappelle, 12 pts., Bob Patnaude, 8 pts., and Terry 
Watkins, 5 pts. 

Stout's hustlin' Blue Devils 
managed to hold their own 
despite having the varsity 
ranks raked thin because of 
sickness and ineligibility. The 
Blue De.vils lost last week to 
the Winona Warriors 68-67 in 
overtime to even their season 
mark at 6-6. 

Coach Dwain Mintz took his 
squad of just eight men, half of 
which were freshmen, into the 
Red Cedar Classic tournament 
to successfully defend their 
third straight Red Cedar title 
by defeating Franklin College 
of Indiana 66-63. 

Doug Eha paced the Blue 
Devils with a game high 18 
points and 11 rebounds. Also 
hitting in double figures for the 
Big Blue were Ken Ober
m ueller 14 points, Dale 
Magedanz 13 and Steve 
Zmyewski 12. 

Franklin held the -edge at 
halftime, 34-29. Moorhead 
State of Minnesota easily 
disposed-of St. Mary's 73-56 to 
win the consolation match. 

In the first round of the 
tournament, Franklin clubbed 
Morehead 84-68 and the Blue 
Devils slipped past Min
nesota's St. Mary 69-66. 

Bill Lyons this time led the 
scoring with 22 points . Eha 
with 11 rebounds and 
Magedanz with 10 put Stout in 
control of the boards. They also 
added 16 and 10 points 
respectively. 

The Red Cedar Classics 
leading rebounders were 
Moorehead's Paul Hanson and 
Dan Retherford with 39 points 
each 

The tourney's leading 
rebounders were Magedanz 
with 25 and Eha with 22. 

Named to the Alt Tour
nament team were Stout's 
Doug Eha and Bill . Lyons, 
Mooreheads' Paul Hanson and 
Dan Fell and Dan Helm of 
Franklin. 

Helm was named the 
Tournaments Most Valuable 
Player . 

Agaipst the visiting .Winona 
· club, the Blue Devils ran into 
foul trouble and finished the 
final six minutes of the first 
half running with four fresh
men and one sophomore. The 
Warriors led by one point. 

The Blue Devils and 
Warriors dueled evenly 
throughout the second half to 
have the score read 62-62 at the 
end of regulation time. 

The hockey team also made points with the fans over 
racation, as they installed heaters in the Fairgrounds Ice Palace. 
With the addition of several new players and the heaters, Coach 
Slupe hopes to warm things up for opponents the rest of the year. 

Football 
There will be a Stout Letterman's club meeting Monday, Jan. Stout sponsors high school gymnast meet 

I:! in room 217 of the Fieldhouse . .. Football prospects unite! 
There will be a meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 23 at 8:00 p.m. in room 
.'.Ii of the Fieldhouse. This meeting is open to all prospects, ac
t·ording lo Coach Pierce. 

Odds 'n Ends 
Congrats are in order for slim and trim Margaret Keyes, who 

n·presented Stout at the state gymnastics meet in December. 
\liss Keyes. who was chosen for the third year as most valuable 
t•am member; finished ninth overan in state competition. 

Wrestling action: Stout grapplers competed at four meets in 
·he last month. Steve Hennings arid Dale Evans appear to be 
~lalwarts for the Blue Devil team. Hennings won three matches 
:rnd Evans took four contests. The squad has been hurt by forfeits 
111 several weight classes. problems that Coach Cruz hopes can be 
1•liminaled. Nt>w men will enable the squad to compete in its 
t•nlirety in a dual match with Oshkosh and River Falls at River 
Falls on .Jan. 20. 

fOR SALE 
New and Used ICE SKA TES 

$1 so and up 

Call Ward Cook at 235-3857 or 
Come to 2508 S. Broadway 

Open Everyday & Most Evenings 

by John Reetz 

Saturday, Jan. 20, Stout's 
Gymnastics Department will 
be sponsoring their Fourth 
annual High School Gym
nastics Invitational at Johnson 
Fieldhouse, with preliminaries 
beginning at 12:30 p.m . and 
final competition starting at 7 
p.m. 

This invitational draws top 
high school teams from both 
Wisconsin and Minnesota . 
Teams entered in this years 
meet are as follows: 

Wisconsin - Green Bay 
Preble, Milwaukee 
Homestead, Milwaukee ·Bay 
View, Milwaukee Madison; 

WANT ADS 
for sale 

Student Directories: Anyone 
wishing to purchase a 1973 
Student-Faculty Directory 
may call 235-7601. 

For Sale: Leica C-3 with 50mm 
f-2 lens, 135mm lens and 35m f-

INTRODUCING 

(;====~=i===A=W===IN=N::-IN-::G=C=O=M=B=IN=A=T=IO==N:::::::=:-'J 

THE AGENT 

When this man 
contacts you 

to tel I you about the 
living benefits of our 
college plan, you'll 

recognize him as 

Bob Plank 

THE PLAN 

g THE 

COLLEGE 
INSURA~~A~ 

THE COMPANY 

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

Hoffman Agency 
:\cross from the Commons 

on Broadway 

Minnesota - White Bear 
Lake, Kennedy lHigh School 
(Bloomington), Cooper High 
School (New Hope), Rob
binsdale High School. 

Past contests have seen 
White Bear Lake walk away 
with top honors every year the 
meet has been held, with 
strong contention shown by 
Cooper High. The best any 
Wisconsin school could do was 
a second place finish by Green 
Bay Preble back in 1970. 
Minnesota schools have been 
by far the dominant force in the 
past but reliable sources see a 
possible turn-around this year. 

· 3.5 lens . Call Peggy at ext. 2467. 

For Sale: Ricoh tis 401 35mm 
SLR Black Body, through the 
lens spot and average 
metering, eye and waist level 
viewfinders, 55mm fl.4 lens, 
U.V., orange, green, and 80A 
filters included. Less than two 
years old,. $160.00. John Graf -
South Hall 210 phone 232-2384. 

For Sale: Tires, 2 D70-14 white 
walls. 3000 miles . Call Bob 235-
0288. 

ride-riders wanted 

Ride Wanted to 1-94 exit at 
Hudson, Wis., Fridays after 
IO: 30 . Also back to Stout 
Sunday evening or Monday 
morning. Call Joe Merchek at 
Ext. 1404. 

Riders Wanted to a'nd from 
Eau Claire, week-days only. · 
Will leave at 8:00 a.m. and 
Return at 4:00 p.m . $1.00 for 
r_Qund trip, CHEAP! For more 
information call: 235-5195, 
Khan, Yusuf or Tushar. 

If you have nothing planned 
for this Saturday night, attend 
the meet and view some top
notch area gymnasts in action .. 
Admission is free. 

All awards are made at Stout 
by Coach Zuerlien and the 
Stout Gymnastics Team. This 
saves $400 of student funds so 
you can't say they aren't trying 
to cut costs! 

for rent 

For Rent: Modern .3 bedroom 
house, single stall garage, 
Paradise Road. $155 per 
month, electricity included . 
Call Ed Meyers, 235-0504. 
Avail. by 15. 

wanted 

Wanted: Part time secretary 
to work in the football office. 
Must have work study con
tract. Call 232-2203 for ap
pointment. 

lost 
Lost : Female cat, 8 months 
old , dark with tan patch under 
chin. Reward. Call 235-2320. 

personals 
Please pray for the safe return 
of those American citizens who 
will petition President Nixon 
for peace at his second 
inaugural in Washington, D.C. 
Jan. 20, 1973. 

seniors, note 

Seniors and graduate 
students if you have not 
completed your credits 
questionnaire for the 1972-73 
TOWER, please do so before 
Wed., Jan . 24, and return to the 
TOWER office. 

25% OFF 

SUN GLASSES 
By 

POLAROID 

FOSTER GRANT 

Menomonie Pharmacy 
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Gophers capture title 
by Rick Bruhn points for a third place. Stout 

took fourth with 152.5 points, 
followed by Ham line, 
Macalester, La Crosse and 
River Falls in that order. 

Pucksters sporadic in recent action 
The University of Min

nesota's Gophers took first or 
second places in all but two 
events at the Blue Devil 
Swimming and Diving In
vitational and left host team 
Stout a distant fourth. The Blue 
Devils will be traveling to 
Minneapolis to tangle with the 
Gophers tonight and aren't 
expected to upset their hosts. 

Minnesota amassed 474 
points on their way to victory. 
Second place Northern lliinois 
gathered 288 points while state 
conference defending champs, 
Eau Claire, piled up 193.5 

The Blue Devils, who had 
been considered contenders for 
first place in the state con
ference this year, were hurt by 
the loss of two swimmers and 
two divers . This made a dif
ference at the Blue Devil In
vitational and will make a 
difference for the rest of the 
season.--Now· they are con
sidered contenders for second 
place in the University of 
Wisconsin Conference. 

Coed volleyball begins 

by Nancy Nebelung 
Coed volleyball, sponsored 

by the Woman's Intramural 
program, will begin Tuesday, 
Jan . 30. There will be three 
Tuesday evening time leagues, 
7:15 p.m ., 8 p.m. and 8:45 p.m. 
The two top teams from each 
league will advance to the 
tournament to be held March 
13. 

Entry forms and rules are 
available from RA's or may be 
picked up outside room 213 of 
the Fieldhouse. Teams may 

hav_e 12 members, and three 
girls must play at all times 
during the game. Forms must 
be returned to room 213 by 
Wednesday, Jan. 24. 

There will be a captain's 
meeting held Monday, Jan. 29 , 
in room 217 of the Fieldhouse at 
6:30 p.m. A forfeit fee of $10 
must be paid at the business 
windows of the Administration 
building prior to this, and the 
receipt turned in at the cap
tain's meeting. 

January 

CLEARANCE SALE 
WOMEN'S SNOW BOOTS 

WOMEN'S DRESS SHOES . 

by Heel Hugger 

Hush P~ppy 

V2PRICE 

V2PR1a 

ENTIRE ST.OCK OF FALl SHOES 

FOR WOMEN 

$192 • $769 

MEN'S SHO_ES ON SALE 

$769 • $1051 

Graven & Wilcox Shoes 

The Big Blue hockey team 
has shown definite variety 
lately as they picked up a win, 

. loss, and tie in their last three 
games. Hamline ' s Pipers 
defeated Stout Dec. 12 by a 
score of 7-5; four days later the 
Blue managed a 4-4 tie with 
Lakewood State, and last 
Saturday Stout won over St. 
Olaf of Minnesota by a score of 
7-5. 

For the sake of space-saving, 
let's just analyze the St. Olaf 
game, and say that the Big 
Blue ended the 1972 leg of their 
season with a 1-1-1 chart. 

Stout began the new year in 
style as they pasted St. Olaf's 

squad by a score of 7-5. Glenn 
Lachappelle was once again 
the star for Stout with a four
point performance, coming on 
the strength of three goals and 
one assist. Rob Patnaude 
chipped in with two goals, and 
Chuck Gerber and newcomer 
Jeff Burgett pitched in one 
apiece to sew up the victory. 

George Moldenhauer picked 
up the victory in goal, saving 23 
shots. John Sanders for St. Olaf 
managed 32 saves, but the 
offensive onslaught by the Big 
Blue was too much for him to 
handle. Scoring by periods was 
fairly even, as the score stoed 
2-2 after one stanza, 5-3, Stout 

KLB white cops tourney 
by John Reetz 

The men's ·Intramural 
Volleyball League came to a 
close for another year, shortly 
before Christmas vacation 
with the annual year-ending 
play-off. KLB White emerged 
as champions for the 1972 
season with the Phi Sigs taking 
second. Final sports points for 
the year are as follows: 

ICE SKATES 
We Trade Skates 

and 

.. Sharpen Skates 

Gambles 

1. KLB White 
2. PhiSig 
3. J Boys 
4. Dirty Dozen 
5. Da House ... 
5. Sig Ep Purple 
5. First Fleming 
5. 3-C Ryders . . 
9. 3M . . 
9. The House . 
9. Milnes Won 
9. Hotel Hovlid ... 

13. Sig Ep Gold 
13. Beaver Lodge 
13. D Regents . 
13. Second Elite . 

All Sports 
Points 

. . . 240 
.225 
.210 

.. 195 

. .157.5 
. .. 157.5 

.157.5 

.157 .5 
97.5 
97.5 
97.5 
97.5 
37.5 
37.5 
37.5 
37.5 

~~ ERtt:EM.Mt~·-!!$ 
CORRECTION IIHON 

. ERRORITE™ :~:~ORE 

NOTICE! 
Thl! WPS Blue Shield Health IMurance 1.0. 
Cards are completed for all insured students 

Please stop at the office at your convenience 

BOB JEATRAN 
MINTON-JEATRAN ASSOCIATES 

409 Wilson Ave. 
23S-OS81 

Lutheran Student Worship 
SUNDAYS, 11 :30 a.m. 

Our Savior's Lutheran Church 
910 9th Street 

Sponsored by: Lutheran Student Congregation 

after two periods of play, and 
of course, 7-5 Blue Devils at the 
final buzzer. Penalties played a 
big part in this game, as Stout 
was whistled for a total of 38 
minutes and St. Olaf 26 
minutes . Both teams were 
bound to play a little sloppy 
after the Christmas break, so 
no one was too surprised. 

Next hockey action for the 
Big Blue is Tuesday, Jan. 23 at 
St. Cloud, followed by their 
annual home battle with River 
Falls at the Dunn County Ice 
Arena on Thursday, Jan. 25. 
Hope to see you there. 

Women 
Begin 
Season 

by Patsy Waller 
"The 1972-73 women's 

basketball team has the 
potential to be the best team 
Stout has ever had, " boasts 
their coach, Chris Zampach. 
She continued to say that if the 
team continues the .hard work 
tlrey should win the majority of 
their fifteen scheduled games 
this season, and the teams they 
don't beat will at least recieve 

· a good scare from the Stout 
girls. 

The thirteen member team 
includes five ., returning 
play~rs . Th·e· t-eturning 
members are: Mary Cave, 
Carole Lund <Red) , Linda 
Othafer, Jan Werblow and 
Mary Ellen McArdle <MJk). 
There are eight new 'members, 
they"3re: Beth Bodeen, Penny _, ... i 
Duncan, Cindy Fisher, Pat 
Stanek, Nancy ·Nebelung , 
Patsy Waller, Pat Mundt, and 

' 
, w -~1 

I Lou Tiffany. 
At present, the team is 

working very l,arrl on basic · 
funda Ill ent a Is. 'Phe coach 

·stressed that this will be 
Stout's first year to have both a 
strong team and a strong 
bench . New members, as 
Coach Zampach says, "need a 
little seasoning" but they are 
working hard and are steadily 
advancing. 

Due to facility conflicts, the 
team still practices at 7 a .m.' 
faithfully. But even with these 
conditions, attendance is a 
must and the team members 
realize this. 

Coach Zampach encourages 
people to come watch the 
games and support the team. A 
partial schedule for the season 
is as follows : · 

Jan. 26, UW-Platteville 
there, 7 p.m. ; Jan. 27, UW~ 
Madison, there, 10 a .m. and 
Jan. 31, UW-River Falls there 

. 6:30 p.m . ' ' 

REGAL NOTES 
UNDERSTAND PLAYS, 
NOVELS AND POEMS 

FASTER WITH OUR NOTES 't 
We're new and we're the biggeSt! 

.Thousands of topics reviewed tor 
quicker understanding. Our subjects 
include not only English, b_ut An-

. , lhropology , Art, Black Sfudies, 
· Ecology , Economics, Education, 

History, Law, Music, Philosophy, 
Political Science, Psychology, 
Religion, Science, Sociology and 

I Urban Problems. Send $2 tor your 
: atalog of topics available. 

REGAL NOTES 
3160 "0" Street, N.W. 

Washington, D. c. 20007 
Telephone: 202-333-0201 

i 
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J 
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Concern Is Showing That You Care 

,,,,·,' . ' ' 

IF you want to become involved helping people ....• you might be interested in 

helping us. Concerned Inc. involves its volunteers in maintaining a "hotline" 

answering service, making visitations to local hospitals and nursing homes, 

participating in personal growth groups and many other activities. If you think 

you might be interested, come to our organizational meeting Monday, Jan. 22 
. . 

at 7 :30 p.m. in Room 111, 112 of the Commons. Hope to see you. 

CONCERNED INC. 
Off ice 235-0082 

Hotline 235-9079 

-
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THE WAR IS OVER! 
Tuesday evening was a night 

of joy and relief. The Viet Nam 
War was over. The President of 
the United States of America 
and the President of the 
Republic of South Viet · Nam 
brought tidings of - peace to 
their nations simultaneously 
Tuesday evening. Richard M. 
Nixon announced the signing of 
a peace agreement over 
national television. 

The address was titled 
simply "The Status of Viet 
Nam Peace Negotiations." 
Nixon's address lasted IO 
minutes, and the test was as 
follows. 

The U.S. has concluded an 
agreement that will "bring 
peace with honor." 

The aggrement was signed at 
12:30 p.m. Paris time, Jan. 23. 
Henry Kissenger signed the 
agreement as the represen
tative of the United States and 
Le Doc Tho signed for North 
Viet Nam. The cease fire will 
start at 7 p.m. Washington 
time, Saturday, Jan. 'l:l, '1973. 

The United States will with
draw all forces in 60 days and 
all POW's will be released in 60 
days. 

National focus I 
LBJ dies of heart attack 

The last living, former president of the United States died 
Monday in Texas enroute to Brooke Army Medical Center. 
Lyndon Baines Johnson suffered a heart attack in his home and 
was pronounced dead on arrival at Brooke Medical Center. 
Johnson was the nation's 36th president. 

South Vietnam fighting bloody 

The fighting in South Viet Nam early this week was the 
bloodiest in six months. Both the South Vietnamese and the North 
Vietnamese were trying to acquire as much territory as possible 
before the cease fire took effect. There was heavy bombing from 
U.S. B-52's. Large cities in Viet Nam were alert to possible North 
Vietnamese attempts to grab territory before the cease fire. 

Abortion decision up to woman and doctor 

The Supreme Court gave women and their physicians 
freedom of choice for abortions for the first three months of their 
pregnancy. The state may not bar abortions during the first 
trimester. After the first three months, the state, if it chooses, 
may regulate abortion procedures. In approximately the last 
three months of the pregnancy the state, if it chooses, may 
regulate or even prohibit abortions. 

Foreman grabs heavyweight boxing title 

Former Olympic champion, George Foreman floored 
defending champion Joe Frazier six times before winning on a 
TKO one minute and thirty-five seconds into the second round. 

Cleaver ill in Algeria 

Eldridge Cleaver is seriously ill in an undisclosed hospital in 
Algeria. Cleaver's whereabouts are hidden for security reasons. 
The Black Panther leader is said to have serious intestinal 
troubles. 

The Republic of South Viet 
Nam will be given the right to 
determine her own fate. 

This statement satisfies all of 
our allies and the government 
of South Viet Nam. 

After outlining the genera1 
provisions of the agreement, 
Nixon addressed the different 
parties involved in the 
agreement. and the people of 
the United States. "Ending the 
war is only the first step 
toward peace . . . we shall do 
everything that the agreement 
requires of us." 

To the people of South Viet 
Nam. he said that they had won 
the right to determine their 
future. They had the strength 
lo do it. The United States will 
always be their friends. 

To North Viet Nam he said, 
"Let us build a peace of 
reconciliation." The United 
States will make a major effort 
to do this. 

To the other major powers he 
said. "Now is the time for 
mutual strength so that the 
peace may last." 

To the United States people 
Nixon said, "Their insistence 
on a peace with honor has 
made that peace with honor 
possible." The President was 
not able to make any 
statements previously because 
he did not want to jeopardize 
the progress of the talks. 

Nixon felt the nation should 
be proud of the two and a half · 
million who served. And proud 
of those who "sacrificed and 
gave their lives so that the 
people of Viet Nam could live 
in peace." 

Nixon commented on the 
strength of the wives of the 
POW's and noted that their 
plight was coming to an end. 

As a eulogy to Lyndon Baines 
Johnson he defended Johnson's 
concern for peace. He told how 
in their last meeting, Johnson 
had supported his quest for 
peace. 

In closing, President Nixon 
said that we are "resolving 
together lo make the peace we 
have achieved to be a lasting 
peace." 

Thursday, January 25, 1973 
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Students stand in 
what seems lo be 
a never ending 
line in 

the University 
Bookstore last 
week while waiting 
to pick up supplies. 

Faculty cuts are explained 
Those involved still secret 

by Rick Bruhn 

Decreasing enrollments and 
Governor Lucey's 1973-74 
budget will force. up to 27 
faculty cuts. Chancell~r Robert 
Swanson and Assistant
Chancellor Wesley Face are 
withholding the names of un
rehired faculty and will con
tinue to do so. They em-

. phasized that they have not 
made any decision on who will 
be released and will not do so 
until the legal deadline of 
March 1. Neither Swanson nor 
Face would disclose the 
number of faculty cuts per 
department. 

Final cuts will be based on 
the credit loads of each 
department. The last deadline 
for faculty who have taught one 
year is March 1. At that time 
all cuts will be final. 

The Chancellor may still 
withhold the names of those 
released because he feels that 
rlisclosure would be adding 

"insult to injury." It would also 
give them the opportunity to 
resign instead of being fired. 
Chancellor Swanson felt that it 
would be "of benefit to the 
faculty to wait until the last 
legal instant." Faculty with 
three years of experience 
cannot be cut this year because 
they have lo have a year's 
warning before they can be 
released. 

The primary reason for 
faculty cuts stems from a drop 
in enrollment this year and an 
expected drop next year. Stout 
was funded for 5,508 full-time 
equivalent students <FTE) and 
fell 207 short of that figure. 
Stout was assessed $196,500 for 
the shortage and must return 
approximately half that 
amount to the state. Eighty-one 
thousand dollars have already 
been budgeted lo cover this 
shortfall. 

Another problem exists 
because the predicted FTE 
enrollment is 5,154 for next 
year. This drop will amount lo 

a $102,000 assessment. An 
additional $250,000 reduction 
will be felt because of the 
Governor's "Productivity 
Increase." Lucey has stated 
that the universities will have 
lo show a 211~ increase in 
productivity or $250,000 in 
Stout's case. 

These· reductions mean a 
drop of 35.5 positions. There 
are 363. 7 faculty posi lions 
budgeted for 1972-73. Of these, 
14.3 positions will be cut due to 
lhii, year's enrollment drop; 7 .6 
cuts are due lo the predicted 
shortfall and n.6 cuts are due 
lo the productivity cut. 
However, eight budgeted 
positions went unfilled _this 
year, thus Stout will cut only 
27.5 faculty positions. 

Swanson felt the total cul 
won't reach 27. Relief may 
come from faculty retiring. He 
also mentioned the possibility 
of moving some of the faculty 
off the university payroll and 
onto the federal payroll, 
through federal projects. 
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The anti-intercourse law 

Wen, Then'•"° fool II Ike en okl fool , an aphorism 
borne out every time tht ..,rned mtmbln of the 
Unlnn.lty &o.rd of Rttentl. dlscun ffie "problem" 
of ca-.d1.te1tlon1t vl1l11tton. 

The Nini 1ot together 1.-st week ind pa&Jal • 

~~~tr;!':-;. :~1~W:1~=:"to r:.':t1!rf,,t: 
hOun up to I mu:l•vm of •LMVn • day, 1ubltct to 
,.. whlrw of tht campu1 chancellor. 

The sUOltd Ms come up ... n, times at Rf9"1t 
1"1Mttlng1 In recent Y'Nn, aad Hell tlnM student 
ob....vffl ,,.. mov.l h ctwck• at tall f.PK'flc" of 
ffM wrlnkr.d old men who dominate tt. boud 
umestly deblN"I flM n•mber of vlsltaNOft houn 
which rplght ~ c.onddtred prot>ff. Such dtb.ltt 11 
rffldrtred even more ludicrous by tht recent change 

./' In stati tew whlch ,makes most dormitory resldeflfl 
iei•I adults. 

But thet doesn' t phase the likes of Regent 
president W. Roy Kopp, whospfflds much of his lime 
fighting I vigorous rurguud ectlon 1g1lnsl the 
encroachment of the twentttth centyry. 

"I would have been absolutely horrlflfl'd If some 
of these rules were In effect when my daughter was 
away at sc hool," Kopp u ld. 

Much of the debate on Ille policy centered 
around the question of "security,'' but evet'ybody 
knows th11t the rea l problem is "permislveneu" 
(spe ll th11 t s -e-x) . Or as the Oshkosh Advance-Tlt11n 
expl11l ns, " ... although 'security' (as fer as the 
Reoents are concerned) means that If those nuty 
little buts un be pulled al part from each other by 
two o' clock in the morning , thin they won't have a 
chance to DO IT. In 1hl1 ln1tene1, though, '1ecurlty ' 
hu often been dtflned In other p,irts of 11'11 workl u 
the Pill, the condom, the diaphragm, and the IUD." 

The real foke Is. that these men actualty Him to 
believe that thetr solemn pronQunctments. MV!J 
s.ome 1lgnlflc.ant effect upon the way students lln 
their soclal llv11. Gentlemen of the Regents, divest 
younelf of such llh.rslons. WhUe Y9U' vlsltlffon rvJes 
may at tlmn be an lnconvenlenc.e, e•tn • nulunce, 
mtn and women wlll contln• to'" Heh ottwer wtMn 
and where they wish to. 

1 , ~ ·-lr6nlc use 
of fuel noJed 

Otar EditM : 
Kttplng the curvnt rue1 

ahott.p cri.n In mind. I • m 
pie~ 1h11 the 11,11unl 1as 
ftreJHac. In the Union la bring 
WC'daofreqwntly. Wh•l better 
w1ytollhowwec1resolittll!' 
abaut our rapidly dl!'pletln& 

';~u~: ::":l!'esn!~~:,'~=; 
not llop the rud ahorU111: . bot 
1tleut11won'tm1gnlfyi t 

"mc:aeurdlclt 

IRHC offers 
thanks lo frat 

To the Edl&.or : 
The TRHC Acllvities Couidl 

would like lo u:tcnd Ill thanks 
to the mm ol Sigma Tau 
Gamma Pr1ll!'r'Tlily for the 
aulitance they provided 11 the 

~:hll. ~ ra;:e~ ~J r,.~li~rcc~~~ 
call for hdp w11 Immediate 11 
and ... -1thcx11 relft"'llion. WI!' 
1ppra:l1te thrir willlngneu Ir, 
Rive up their own plan, lO 
mab I Sl:oul ac llvily 1uc
ceu r111. Thll kind of 
sdfleuntu ~cs publk 
rf'C'OgJIIUon. 

IRHC AcliYlliHCO\N:il 

I..EffER TO TIIE EDITOR POLICY 
Aleucrtotlwfllltar..UIN1tttptd ll"OalUJ-ttulosi1 

II ~ c•IHta c.ct.no 0.. 1hadaill II Stoat • r .,.Wk el \n. 
leF'tll t.alkm. 

nc s toVTONIA ~·" lilal 10 &eu.tn 11111 ...,.... B• 
u .. es wlU .. wttWmll .... p,ttlllW• DI Ntc.. 

A&rffme.t •U tllor u 11 COM&t 11 ..c. 1 atten. ror It.I 
,.Wk:IU. . ..._ ..... tile lll:t1ff •••t Ml N U.i.. 11 ,.r, 
•Ult4.., iN NUor. II lt"Llle ,olky el Ult: srotrn>NIA W ulf'dw 
.... lalll --4 rtllpe:d r1IMt ltf prh-1cy. 

u.x'::Wu.u:.-" 11,e ""•IUeil ti U.1 ffOUTONIA elflc:e or 

The StoutONa - 2 

o1 u. re.tured speuen. Both 
have l<inC anll•WU' NICGr'dl Ind 
pn,ved to lht public that 
Nlmn'• war pol~ tlatw--

~~"'.':"- j<altho 

Backstage 
by GaryWldi 
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A young view of Washington 

by Ron Hendren 

by Ron Hendren 

The 
Peterson 

Principle 

The Stoutonia - 3 

Firemen fight 

the blaze 
discovered by a 
Stout student 
last Saturday 
night in the 
:\1arion Hotel. 

Among the casualities in the 
President's much ballyhooed 
cabinet and staff.shuffle, Peter 
G. Peterson, deposed as 
Secretary of Commerce, 
stands out as particularly 
significant. 

Peterson summed up the 
administration's attitude at a 
recent party in his honor . He 
said facetiously that he had not 
only failed the verbal part of 
his loyalty test, but wasn't able 
to pass the physical either. His 
calves were too fat and . he 
couldn't click his heels. 

Stout student discovers Marion fire 

Rumors have been hopping 
about for months· that Peter
son's friendship with left-of
center Republicans (like his 
old friend Senator Charles 
Percy of Illinois). and liberal 
newspaper people like Tom 
Braden, had cast him distinctly 
out of favor with the ad
ministration. 

Peterson, interviewed in his 
home recently by Washington 
Post reporter Sally Quinn, 
seemed as much amused as 
distrubed by his ouster. In 
referring to his friendships 
with members of the press, 
however, the soon-to-be ex
Secretary sounded a note of 
mild alarm about the ad
ministration's attitude toward 
a free press. " ... I was in the 
Soviet Union recently and I 
have seen first hand that only 
what the government wants 
printed is printed," he said. "I 
find the concept of a free and 
critical press, while un
doubtedly irritating at times, 
absolutely indispensable. If 
there are those who have 
criticized me because I have 
open relations with the press I 
would not conclude that I am 
wrong." 

Apparently, however, the 
only man who really counts in 
such matters, President Nixon, 
did conclude Peterson was 
wrong, and the decision to 

· replace him at Commerce is 
only one of a series of distur
bing clues about what the 
White House attitude toward 
the press will be during the 
President's second term. 

Already the administration 
has pronounced its conviction 
lha t television and radio 
licenses should not be issued to 
local stations which broadcast 
unobjective news programs 
< even if those programs are 
network oriented). As to what 
is objective versus what is 
"plugola", the inference is 
clear that the government 
might have a hand in deciding. 

On the judicial side, the 
Washington bureau chief of the 
Los Angeles Times recently 
became the latest victim of the 
"protection of sources" 
struggle, jailed because his 
newspaper refused to turn over 
privileged tapes of an in
terview with one of the 
Watergate ·defendants. As one 
of the Times' reporters put it, 
"I don't think it's any bell 
ringing day for the First 
Amendment." Obviously if 
such an attitude prevails many 
true stories about government 
corruption in high places, 
involving Democrats and 
Republicans alike, will never 
be printed because those who 
know the facts will be afraid to 
come forth. 

Al about 11 p .m. last 
Saturday evening, one of 

downtown Menomonie's older 

Regents slash $24.5 

million from 
The University of Wisconsin 

Regents Tuesday reduced by 
$24.5 million a previously 
approved 1973-75 building 
budget of $119.1 million. 

Earlier, Gov. Lucey had 
asserted that he could not take 
seriously the original building 
budget, which called for a new 
facility at each of the UW 
system's 13 major campuses. 

Lucey accused University 
officials of "pork barreling". 

UW Vice-President Donald 
Percy on Tuesday reiterated 
President John Weaver's 
statement that the reduced 
budget request was based on 
revised enrollment projec
tions. 

Those projections now show 
that 1976 enrollment in the UW 
system will be about 8 percent 
below earlier estimates. 

Approving all cuts recom
mended by the central UW 
administration, the Regents' 
Physical Planning and 
Development Committee 
ended up with a total request of 
$94.7 million for building 
projects. 

Some $70.3 million of that 
total, if approved by the State 
Legislature, will come from 
state funds, with $56.5 million 
for major projects and $13.8 
million for minor projects. 

A $32 million Center for 
Health Sciences on the 
Madison campus is the largest 
project on the list. 

U.W. budget 
About half the cost of the 

project's to be paid by the 
state, with the federal 
government supplying the 
remainder. Among the 
deferred requests was the $3 
million library addition here at 
Stout. 

Requests surviving include: 
River Falls, $4.8 million, 
reduced by $1.5 million; Eau 
Claire, $1.43 million, no 
change; La Crosse, $531,000 
representing a reduction of 
$600,000; Oshkosh, $955,500, for 
a reduction of $1.4 million. At 
Parkside, no requests remain. 

The following requests also 
remained: Green Bay, $4.83 
million; Platteville, $954,100; 
Stevens Point, . $4.13 million; 
(reduced $700,000); Stout, $3.51 
milJion; Whitewater, $709,400; 
(reduced $1.3 million). 

Superior's request also was · 
completely eliminated. 

In the current biennium, the 
State Legislative approved $78 
million of the $112 million UW 
building budget request. 

Regent Ody Fish, chairman 
of the building committee, had 
said of the October requests, 
"We're not saying that $97 
million worth of buildings are 
going to be built, or even should 
be built. But we are saying we 
thought they were justified." 

The State Building Com
mission will begin review of the 
UW building requests at 9 a.m. 
on Jan. 22. 

•••••••••••••••••• i ~,ef'' STORE "dbors i 
i End of the Month Sale i 
• (StartsJan.25) • 

+ Incense, Oils and Tapestries + + 11) Free Bells for the Ladies 1:, + 
• C'(:ll)s(:l Across from the Gut Bomb ~,~~ • 

•••••••••••••••••• 
FREE FLICKS 

Presents 

It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad, World 

Harvey Hall Auditorium 

Sunday, Jan. 28 6: 00 & 8: 30 

structures. the Marion Hotel. said that is is inspected 
caught on fire . According to the regularly by the fire inspector, 
fire department. the cause of but he didn't know the age of 
the fire was an electrical the Marion, itself. The hotel 
malfunction in the attic of the contains 48 rooms, and has 
building. The fire was about 20 permanent residents; 
discovered by a Stout student more importantly, to the Stout 
who had a room near where the students, the Marion houses 
blaze began. It was determined two - one, located in the 
later that the blaze had been basement of the building. 
burning for nearly an hour When the fire first broke out, 
before it was discovered and · there was some speculation 
reported lo the fire depart- that the cause of the blaze may 
men!. 

Actual fire damage was have been arson . That theory 
contained between the ceiling was squelched when the cause 
and roof area along the west was discovered to be the 
side of the Marion. According wiring. 
lo Art Gilberts, one of the Gilberts and Michael Beldon 
owners of the structure, no fire own the building. and recently 
damage was done lo the first or have been trying to sell it for a 
second floors, though there was reported $100,000. So far, no 
some smoke and water one has been interested in the 
damage lo JO rooms near the structure. 
origin of the fire . He has no Gilberts wants to especially 
idea as to the amount of dollar commend the fire department 
damage done to the Marion. on their "herculean job" in 

When queried as to the age putting the fire out. 
and safety of the Marion1, ihiiell!. 

A full color f ilm that lets you travel with 
a "secret" courier, worship with Russian 

"underground" believers and share 
their joy of receiving Bibles. See life in 
Russia today - meet its people. 

MOTION PICTURE YOU'LL NEVER FORGET ! 

JANUARY 26 at 1:30 

At Harvey Hall 

,,.:. ,, , 
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"1 ~ die in freak . 
Winter accident~~ 

This headline could have 
been I rffllitf for lhe Stout 

~~m ,i:s1:.y ~~ 
head swim coach, the swim· 

· men had bttn to I meet a t lhe 
University of Mlnnuota 
esrller in lhe day, and ti.d 
dined 11 lhe Colchmart- Inn 
M.lr Baldwin before cm · 
tarti,.on lhelasl l'8 ol thrir 
I rip. 
~bullefl therestauranl 

late In the t"Venln,. While 
cruisi,. a.lore, eo.cti Smith 
rnu«d three fill.ft' atop an 
m ff·plSS. who drqpped an ice 
1ceball from a height ol cbie to 
20 feet. Smith's fin t ruction 

Eivollment 
decrease affects 
faculty retention 

250 fe.,,,·er 11udent.1 wiU be 
11tttnd11115'outthlJt,ffllcslff 
Enrollment dropped from smo 
sludtnlS fin1t semester. lo 
a pproximately 4617 this 

w• one ol surprile.. but be 
~I lhe keball would Juat 
hit lhe hood and 1batllr. 
Someth!nl Iha.Used all rl&bt, • 
blJl it WU the windlhldd of lM. 
bu1. f'urtunalt ly , for the 
swimmenlnthefr'Cmt1ml,lhe 
windah1dd con,iated ol uftt)' 
glau, which broke wilh few 
sha111 edan, 

Speculat.e ror the mommt. 
thouah. wh11 m11ht have 
Nli>l)Hled had lhe lceblU hll a 
few feet to the left on the 
driver's lide! Could lhls have 
resulted In fata l acddenl! To 
compound the aensdeansa. 
thf'tt other very almllar ac
cidmta rq,ortedly ocand the 
same eVffllng. 

New visitation 

policy requires 

guidelines 

semester . Thi, drop wu In an intttvirw Tuescby 
~ "about a,'f!rag,• afternoon, pi.nc:dlor Swanson 
by Registrar Glen Sdluknccht discussed the vl,ltallon 

The re w111. however. a RUidellnes Sd up by lhe Doud 
considerable drop In ol ~ml.I lhll month. 
enroll ment when compared ~ a:ukklina state tha t 
,..'llh the 1971 ·72 lffllCSlff. The tlch ~ivf'f'lify musl have no 
enrollment of the put IWO morelhan l7hoursofvtsitallon 
Sffllftten ii aboul 200 les11 ptt day , and a vislta llon 
l'Oflli,.red with each ol lhe dudl\ne of % a .m . Each 
,emesten enrollme nt \Hf univeni ly mual also provide 
year. 5ffllrity 6.lring these holrs, 

Heause enrollmenl a ffect, and a ~ralf' dorm with no 
s late Sundin.& of faculty vis itation and non-co-
posi tlons l,;5-JO lludctlta ptt educational livilll, for minon. 
1cachtt1 , llu could be one ol Each chancellor must decide 
1he may o:planations for the upon lhe visitation houn for 
dlsrillsul of some faculty their indlvlo.111 unlvenltin, 
membffs r though. The Oiancellor stated 

Drop rn rnrollm tnl a lso , that he wi ll be very libly lo 
hroURht up the qUHlion of h.111e his dttisions upon the 
uncel\ed KCl ions of c.lau.es rceommendatio~of l RIICand 

:!:':!~11:i. =~aec~O: ~~~:~o :;~;r:e•:Y ~=~ 
have bttn added. Schukn«ht Aug~l. 
said that the number ol cart-
r c lled accllons wu not 
unusuallyhigh,anditlc pra iltd 
the (acuity ror adjusting so 111·~1 
lo the SIOOfflta ' nttds 

United Council ignores 
reiital rebate issue 

by l'IIO'CeMClf' 
The Umt,:J Cbuncll , al IM'lr 

mr,llng ,n r.,1dl10n 11 ~1 
S..1unb:y ttn no ac1ion on a 
renta l r eb11e referendum 
1wopostd for the April 11ener1I 
l'l l!(: l1ons Thi' referendum 
11,ould ha,·, urgt'd W1scon11n 
l111.maktt1 lopasa a b1ll ...,hirh 
11o riuldrer11ure 1tate landlor!M 
•n , hart' Mnellt 1 gainf'd 
1hrougha prllpOIINI 10 perC:"11 
rt<foclion In slate propttt y 
IUt'I JnthbraSf'tht properly 
l:u rel ief affordt'CI landlords 
,.. ould ha\•e to lM" pa.ued nn to 
tenants 1n the form of rent 
r'l'durhons 

Outgoing S.SA Preldmt Tom 
Cr upp. who allended the 
Counr ,I mceling , explain('(! 
Lhat there"''" three rea..lOl'S 
lor the Council's Inaction. He 
cited lhat Pha1t II rent con-
1ro1, have bten rtmO¥td undff 
lhe new Phue Ill J)f'Oiram 

This artlon neg11ed legal 
ivoundll (or the rdffmdum 
!«ally. Cropp ,111ed that he 
believed the Qrdlna'ncc 
presenl ly before lhc 
MM1orn11rut'cltyrouncil 11.·ould 
ht' "hard mough on local 

~~:~~a::· ;~ .. Th:~:· si:~ 
Council feared " a lou ol 
rredlbUlty If they railed" lo 
flHI the tdttffldum In enoogh 
rommunil1t1 to t"Onvlnce 11&1.e 
lr l(i1lllnt1 lo take the 
rf'(11.1t1tffl 11ct ion. Ht added 
1h11 tht' .. landlord lobby" a t 
1heS1a1t' Capitol l1very active 
11 nd .,,,·ould appo5t any e rroria m 
ronlrol rfflt at the state lt'Vd. 

Mr. C'nlpp exprcued the' 
hope that Govn-nor Lucty 
... ould urge l1ndlor d1 to 
11.abliu rent in ficw of lhe 
rclld a fforded them by a 10 
perCfflt property tax~ 
lion. 

SSA in violation 
of its own 

constitution 

HELP WANTED 

WE NEED 

REPORTERS 
Come to the Stoutonla 

today! 

THE TAP 
2 f1r I H FM .... , P .. I, 

1M J, ..... 12'00 - 6:00 
Dally and 
All of Sun. 

HAPPJ HOUI 
6 • 8 DIiiy and All Inv Sun . 

WE'RE TAIING 25% (Md •«•) 
Off. OF LOTS OF GREAT fAll FASHIONS! 

SPECIAL GROU P JEANS EN.TIRE STOCK 

PRINT 
'SPORT 

Sizes SWEATERS 
16 lo 38 

SHIRTS 25% 25" 
Reg . S8 to 110 ,. · OFF 

39! 
to OFF 

210, 700 50% so"· 

1r11:w.r·. 
L-Mart Shopping c:.nter 

\ 



Li~e entertainment was provided opening night, Jan. 17, by Alfono and Quick, both on 
~~- . 

Stout faculty exhibits art work 
by Kathy Bieniasz 

Stout Art faculty opened 
their fourth biennial exhibition 
Jan. 16 at 8 p.m. in the Art 
Center with nine faculty 
members displaying their 
work. 

Media ranges from oils and 
water colors, to two computer 
generated designs done by 
Orazio Fumagalli. Todd 
Boppel creates an interesting, 
metallic effect with oil and 
bronze powder on tar felt. He 
has three such works on 
display. 

Gerald Hanna is displaying 
three complex media studies 
done mainly with plaster of 
paris coated over wood and 
fabric, and casted into forms. 
A variety of stoneware by John 
Perri includes a tea pot and 
four large jars done in various 
textures and glazes. 

Three oil n;:1int.ine:s done by 
Sherman Iverson illustrates in 
startlin~ colors, blown up 

versions of onions, grapes, 
pomegranates, and smoked 
fish. William Zimmerman has 
three detailed, life-like water 
colors of natural scenes in the 
display .. 

Two works, intaglios, which 
is a type of engraving, are 
included by ·Rob Price. Dion 
Manriquez is displaying his 
"arch Frame Series," a series 
of faces done on ink with paper. 

Barbara Becker has a 
fascinating display of sterling . 
silver and cast gold pieces, 
including four rings, two liquor 
cups, and an intricate "bomb 
box." 

Hours the center is open are 
from 9 a.m. to noon , and from 1 
p.m. to 5 p.m . weekdays . Sat. 
and Sun. doors are open from 1 
p.m. to 4 p.m. 

A second exhibit opens Feb. 
13 until March 9 which includes 
a different group of in
structors. 

The Stoutonla - 5 

Ceramics instructor, John Perri, is responsible for the variety of 
stoneware on display. Included are the bowl and teapot in the 
foregrowid and an assortment of jars behind. 

An unusual combination of rock and plastic, done by Assistant Art Professor Richard 
Trieber, adds atmosphere to the exhibit. 
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Art & drama classes offered 

to area young people 
UW.stour, Sahrday art 1nd 

dram. pro&ram '°" YOW11 
l)Nlple 11 now enrollln1 
11udenl1 for the q>rinc lffm . 

SponMnd by 'Staut'1 Art 
Center Gallff}, the daues an 
~,,. offtrtd lo younc people. 
aaes 4-11. In the UNI of '" 
and drama. ATI daue1 Lluih• 
by Ouiallne Percy, a '!b.ill/11 
inuructor from London. 
~land, w\U wort In a wick 

~:~:~.m~ia-.~~~ 
completed varloua prejects 

:1:~.1:~, 11!:~·;,:,.~~~·d .,,,,....,.,..1,y. 
The dnmatlca du1«, 

\SIMI" the dlr«Uon ol Marioa 
Lire, Menomonit-. will wod: 
with techniques of Im· 
pnwb.lUon, charKt«tutkM. 
and . p,ntomlme . l.111. 
~ . lllUdm.a lo theN 
du.es pnse,tlNf ' 'Tbe 

Grutat Show on Earth," a 
col.1ectlon ol ortalNI Ofte.ac:1 
pantomimes, apace dr1m11 
and lmprovlNd IU.tdl-. 

Nwnel"OWI area Yo.mt S*P&e 
hoe putkipated In thna 

~~~·c:~helll~~: 
Pl"OIJ'lffl, ettabllahed lo htJp 
)'OW!lltenlnrlffdol ftnanc.liJ 
akl. , 

The (Ol.l ol each worbbop la 
SIOp« C:NJd . f'amlly n1tea are 
n ail.Ible for I.hole famlllell 
mrolJin& In more than thtte ............ 

Tht proaram la ICbeduled lo 
rawne lftltruction oo Feb. i, 
and will meet for 10 Saturdays 
lhrough April 1 

Furthtt inf1X"m11lon con · 
ce rnina 1ehol1nhlp1 and 
reclatnlion can be oblllned 
rrom Nucy Notullch, Art 
c.ier cu.rat.or, ti,, caUlnc m
,m. 

I 

~" andm7cholce, "TtU 
nte SIJllet' I'm Sarry' ' • The 
mo.t rnealln1 rac t •boul 
Mart7 ii his dd,ermln,,tion lO 
ftMD'1 rru.llt It Cooper ii no 
kwllffcontmtwlthotherar
tllta~~.IUmudctothe 

=-iohlaht-=.~~ 
ail, ' 'V\ew From Wani Three 
CA Kl.n!.U o, Vcu nmcl" 

·=.:=-~-~~~: 
my -.. and pocmt uid 
a&criel;UlmyhM.rt-all lneed 
1lju&ttUUlltstu1tha:il'm 
l')m\8 lear tbu lown a~ -
all I want· la a minute ct JO'S" 
time.'' 1n other warm he'• air-e • 
ht can mue ·1t, I'm are be 

:~:~:: ifr:e~ ~:~ ...... 
Alt« liatenln& to ll&rty'1 

album I placed t call ld 
Ca!Htnlit lO coccntu&ate Mm 
on tu nrst album. 1 mmt 
tdndt I waa ,rondertlc bow ht 
would come kTC9 O\'el' the 

=~=~m~~ 
puiionab1e. M&n7 artlltt act 
moblilb and Jet )'1111 tDOIJ Chai lhey ....... __ 

more lmpo11&nL We talked 

~~la~~~ 
to dllCUlt Menomonie, tu 
home, wile and chlldren, and 
my ltvorlte ci ty of San 

""""""· Marty Cooper hu tlWt)'I 
wanted t.o perform tu awn 
w«b. lie hu been gl:vm lhe 
opportunl.t,yt.oabowuawhathe 
can do. We owe It t.o oundvm 
t.o llatffl. Marty Cooper - "A 
Mlrai\e Of Your 1tme" from 
MGM . 

Free Flicks schedule 
Jan. il-ll'1 a Mad, Mad. 

Mad, llad World, I I l :U . 
Feb. 4-Alrport, I• 1:30. 
Feb.11-TheB.a'* Dk:k,1:JO 

• t :JO ind lnterntllonal 
liolm, .. 

Feb. It-The Gl'Ulhopper, 
1::111• 1:15. 

Feb. S--Pr1me CU1, l :JO • 
1:15. 

M&rch 4-Uttie e11111n. 1 • 
1:4.S. 

lurch I I-The o.l and lhe 

P'uuyctl, 1:,0 I 1:30. 04d )'GU !mow lhl?:-doy 
March 11-Cactm F10Wtr, you ....,.te ala ol 

l :IO I l :JO. ..rti.p whktl a lA the 

l ::.ftl,~The Babymallu, ~ ~~~ u:-d~~ 
Apn] lt-P'l.ly Mllty ffM' We, Unit:.! Stttel aenn-ate 500 · •=:.~ ~My Fair Ltdy, S • :~ i;;::i;:•u:f J:r~ 

1:15. p:Mmdlot,olldwuiaeach ~ 
May IS-The Wrec.ki.nl er.. co.ta the Amman lupe.yer 
May 1~'11le Wr~llln1 tH bWkln. 

Crew, 5 6 I •l)d MUl"dwen 1'0W' b6Woa powNi1 ol W&8le 
Row, 7. are prG<luced by pltttlc 

NOTE: All f•tur. .,. on ~ alot». 
SWJd8y evienlfWl In HARVEY ~ear we tis- t wa7 

~~~o~e~~= ::._.:~.rr.m 
'- inlennltaion. Dmble Featurm How cld all thla bqipm? Ow 

hlive fl.Reen min~• i.tweea forefathers ume lo ' thl• 
fmtuNL oouac,y wttb UW. men thu 

\ 

Court system topi 
League general. 



· Pawn presents: Jerling and Roche 

Mike Jerling and Jim Roche 
play personable, original 
music that is intermingled with 
songs from contemporary 
people such as Willis Alan 
Ransy, Randy Newman, and 
Jackson Browne. 

Depending on the audience 
· atmosphere, Mike and Jim's 
song selections vary. If the 
audience emit$ a feeling of 
energy and enthusiasm, as in 
various clubs, they enjoy the 
particil)ation of their listeners 

MENT 

tion 
~ by 

re 

ernaUonal honorary 
is represented on 

r apter. 

zation formed to in
of population growth · 

and encourage clapping along 
with kazoo playing and signing 
to familiar songs the audience . 
may know . However, the 
original music they play is of a 
more sensitive . nature that 

· deals with a variety of subjects 
faring from personal ex
perience to dream fantasies. 

Mike and Jim each play six
string acoustic guitar, 
dulcimer, recorder and kazoo. 
Michael . also plays five-string 
banjo and harp. The influences 

the return 
Have you ever wondered 

about the end of the earth? 
Theologians feel that it may be 

· coming sooner than you think. 
"The Return," a film based on 
Hal Lindsey's book The Late 
Great Planet Earth, will be 
shown in the West Central 
Ballroom Saturday, Jan. 'J:l at 
7:45 p.m. The cost is 50 cents. 

of Jerling and Roche are as 
varied as their song titles and 
instrument selection. 

Both of ,these performers 
,have an uncanny ability to 
draw the emotions of the 
audience into their per
formance as well as to expose 
their sensitive nature within 
their music. 

Jerling and Roche will be 
appearing at the PAWN this 
weekend Jan. 26 and 'El at 8:15 
and 9:30 p.m. 

Metronome 
THURSDAY,JANUARY2S 
5:30 -11 p.m. Alfresco Night Skiing. Afton Alps (H.H. Circle) 
7:15p.m. Free Flicks: "The Best of Laurel & Hardy" (Pawn> 

FRIDAY, JANUARY 26 
. ~:00 p.m. Swim Meet: Macalester, (St. Paul) 

6: 30 & 8: 30 p.m. Stout Film Society: "The Bicycle Thief" c A.A. Room 321) 
8: 15 & 9:30 p.m. Pawn Presents: Roche& Jerllng 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 27 
7 <! .• m . · 9 p.m. Alfresco: Day Ski Trip at Hardscrabble ( H.H. Circle) 
1 p.m. Hockey: Mankato :;tate !Mankato> 
2 p.m . Swim Team : St. Cloud !Fieldhouse> 
6:30 p.m. Contemparary Guitar Mass !St. Joseph's Church) 

Stout Film Society: "The Bicycle Thief" CA.A. Room 321) 
7:~:a'1'Ji-:,::~~-Varsity Christian Fellowship: Movie . "The Return" Discussion follows 

8:00 p.m. Basketball: E. Michigan University (Fieldhouse) 

forum on environment 
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Limbo: · by Joan Silver and Linda Gottliek 

Although the war has ended Sharon Dombeck, mother of 
it is too early to foretell its full · a young son and wife of a MIA, 
impact on human lives. · was raised in a military 

In less than 60 days, when the family. With nothing but 
POW's and MIA's come home military handouts and blind 
many questions will have to be faith reinforced by her father's 
faced. military power in a search for 

How do you soothe a child 
crying because he has never . 
known his father? What do you 
tell a child asking if his father 
was a murderer? How do you 
leave your lover for your 
husband? Can a woman 
surrender her role as bread
winner, homeowner, father 
and mother to be a housewife 
again? What happens if a man 
declared dead is found alive? 
How do you explain to a child 
her father will never return? 
What do you say when asked if 
he will be. buried in Viet Nam? 
What will the women who have 
waited, living ip a shell of the 
past discover - was their 
plight in vain? 

In their novel, Limbo, Joan 
Silver and Linda Gottlieb 
explore the war as it relates to 
the women who don't know if 
they are wives or widows. 

Although centering on the 
story of 21-year old Sandy 
Lawton, Limbo tells the story 
of the shakey ground tread by 
wive~ of the military. 

The Lawton's were married 
shortly before Roy left for 
Nam. Their only life together 
was a two week honeymoon. 
Sandy spent her first thirteen 
months as the wife of a MIA 
working as a clerk at a local 
bank. 

Almost two years after Roy's 
capture Sandy decided to go 
back to school and found 
herself having an ·affair with a 
college professor. 

There is 32-year old Mary 
Kaye Buell, married for 12 
years but who lived less than 
half of them with her husband. 

. Spending over four years as the 
wife of a POW, her only con
_solation was going back to 
school to get a teaching degree. 
Although able to correspond 
with her husband she had 
nothing solid to bank upon. He 
would come home, but when? 
To the children, ranging from 
61h to 11 years of age their 
father was a figurehead, a part 
of the future. A man who aside 
from a photograph meant 
little. 

information, she fought 
desparately for reassurance 
that her husband was alive. 

Unfortunately, not every 
story ends happily ever after. 

Keeping in mind the political 
turmoil the war caused, Limbo 
is the kind of book that makes 
you want to shout, "Nixon, get 
out of the war, but in your 
haste, don't forget the MIA's 
and POW's". And, "What does 
war prove?" 

Although emotion involving, 
Limbo, was not pornographic 
like many of today's novels. It 
brought out the truth and 
fallacies of government 
policies on a civilian's level. 
Written in a style of its own, the 
198 page book, is a humanistic 
approach to the military. 

One of the points brought out 
by the book that played with 
my mind was the practice-not 
allowing wives of servicemen 
listed as POW's or MIA's to 
live on base. They are given a 
30-day notice to-move at about 
the same time as being notified 
of his listing. · 

As of Jan. 13, 1973 there were 
1,222 U.S. servicemen listed 
missing in action and 118 
missing under the non-combat 
mission category. The issue of 
what will happen to these 
people can not be un
derstressed. Not only men 
themselves have been affected 
by the war but also their 
families. 

For centuries war tias been 
looked down upon for the 
deaths it caused. The Viet Nam 
war can probably be focused 
upon as the moralistic's war. 
Limbo tells bombs are 
destroying not only lives but 
the land as well. 

Recommended to persons 
with a basic background in the 
Viet Nam war the co-authors 
main objective seems to be the 
lives of the POW's and MIA's 
rather than the outcome of the 
war. 

Nixon's announcement of the 
ending of the war may be a halt 
· to the bombs dropped in Viet 
Nam but will the affects every 
end? 

Limbo is available 
paperback; $1.25. 

in 

iople to take the garbage 
ay; it never occurred to 

ost of us to wonder where 
ey took it. 

Growth (Menomonie Chapter) 
are sponsoring a public forum 
entitled: Man and En
vironment; The Survival 
Equation. Guest speakers and 
the subjects they will present 
are : Mr. Frank Kehberg, 
Power and Fuel Consumption, 
Dr. Edward Lowry, Population 
Size and Quality of Life, Mr. 
Donald Dickman, Solid Waste 
Management, and Mr. Robert 
Tilidetzke, · Environmental 
Education in Menomonie. 

Poets Corner 
~ our world has grown more 
omplex and the demands on 

time even greater, we have 
agerly embraced each new 
, bor -saving innovation . 
ings we could throw away 
fuout cleaning, refilling or 

aking back to the source saved 
time we wanted for our 

rsonal lives. 
What are we doing with these 

nountains of garbage? 

! Find out Jan. 29, 1973, 7 p.m. 
t the Applied Arts Auditorium 
where Epsilon · Pi Tau (Theta 
Chapter) and Zero Population 

Instead of always hearing 
how bad pollution is; find out 
what is being done to prevent 
and combat it. 

· Watching (she should be) I 
Jttered an awesome cry 

As accidental close scrutiny 
revealed a blue-green but

terfly Perched on a rock, wings 
tilted vertically Casting no 
shadow to betray itself to its 
enemy As like innocence, 
purity, guiltlessness 

Of youth, casts no shadow 
upon its own soul. My 
daughter, last night, asking 
freedom to go with her lover 

Heedless of words, lack of 

knowledge or sense Proved my · 
daughters' innocence. Go .. go . 
. I told her . . marriage means 
nought 

Only damned society . . as if 
(I thought) I had caught the 
butterfly by the wings, Rubbed 
powdery dust between my 
fingertips . Sleep came very 
little, last night, as tears I 
shed, for innocence 

Destroyed by beauty en
slaved in love As the protective 
scales of beauty on butterfly 

Nings 
Destroyed, hampers flight .. 

causes death. My tears issued 
'til morning, tiredness, Loss of 
strength Only returned in _ 
warmth of midday When I 
watched 

unmarred , untouched 
Drifting, floating, butterfly 
wings Blue-green enhanced as 
absorbed by . the sun Beautiful 
butterfly wings in flight 
Reflected, in me, a young girls' 
dream. 

Grace Hewitt 
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In home eci:inomlca In a college 
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major In home economics. 
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.. Jobs in Europe 

Job Opp(WllrlillH U} Europe 
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Each Ca psule 
Contai ns, Shades 

For Only $2'5 
HARRY'S 

SHOE SER VICE 
Chippewa 

BOOTS & s11oes 
.SUPER SALE 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
pOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLI ES 

EX PEAT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

UIMai. ll. 

SO PA IR - Valuff to Sil .ff 

Men',:Casucil Shoes 

.......... :~~:.~~·s······· $1 '2 · .......... . 
OVER 100 PAI R , 

Wing Tipa - Boot, 

Sllpa Ona - Waffle Stotlf*I 

NORTHSIDE LIQUOR STOIE & BAI V2 PRICE 
wt.re ftt• Price Is .Right ·········································-····· 

WOW! 

Ball Hal Wine 
• gallons .... 

Schlitt Maft 
6 pack 90c 6 ._._. 

8TORE HOURS : M• . • 5!~ I a,m,. I • •• • 6 &a. ll • I 
p,m. 
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ICE SKATES 
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IND. ED. AND IND. TEDI. 
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CU1tad DI'. Ray Ktil . Prop-am 
Dlreder, Students in I~ 
du11tlal EduutJoa ahould 
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BORG I E'S 
CM, Gift & MJ141 Sllop 

......... lltt OH TN ltrt wit• t 

Holl•'* Valentine 
When you ure enough you give thl very best: 

If you c•re enough you tlvt tht vtt'f best : 

Spring Is just around the 

corner. St.op and 
Shop We hav 

a good selection 

or a spring 

wardrobe 
0pen9 . 9 

Mon.- Frl. 
9 -6Sat 

FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY 
. ,. "- Senlce MENOMONIE PHARMACY .... ~I 
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Time Out 
by Todd Schmidt 

Sunday afternoons are a real droll experience for almost 
anyone, except for the loyal sports' fan. There are such goodies as 
pro basketball , pro football, pro hockey, golf, and if we're really 
lucky , a roller derby game or two. As I watched last Sunday af
ternoons varied sports' action , however, diabolical thoughts ran 
through my head. Stimulus for this week's sport column: Sport 
action that I hope we never see again until the year 2000. 

I hope we never see again: 
Jim Barnett of the Golden State Warriors playing defense. 
Rick Barry of the same team agonizing over a sore ankle . 
Basketball analyst Bill Russell analyzing-a situation. 
Milwaukee Bucks coach Larry Costello's taste in sportcoats . 
Another Vitalis Commercial. 
Another "Droll Bowl" All-Star Game. 
Chester Marco! missing a field goal. 
The Green Bay Packers losing a game. 
Andy Granatelli doing another STP commercial. 
Dallas Cowboys' coach Tom Landry . cracking a smile. 
Quarterback Billy Kilmer throwing a spiral. 
UCLA losing a college basketball game. 
A Fran Tarkenton Fan Club. 
Someone stopping Kareem Jabbar's hook shot. 
Another Joe Frazier stinko exhibition. 
Another column like this one. 
An interesting parallel to this idea crossed my mind as I 

evaporated into the complicated world of prci sports. 
I came to my senses and decided to speculate further and 

change the polarity of my viewpoint and entitle the rest of my 
column-

Things I hope we see here at Stout in 1973: 
Coach Pierce with short hair. 
56 more swimming records set . 
Dale Evans with an NAIA championship trophy. 
Steve Hennings with an NAIA championship trophy. 
Glenn Lachappelle with a 45-point hockey season . 
More sportsmanlike conduct by the Blue Devil basketball 

team. 
Coach Pierce getting more money for his football program. 

Lord knows this great man certainly deserves it. 
New plans being accepted by the Regents Committee 

authorizing an Intramural Gymnasium addition here at Stout. 
Improved sports coverage by the Stoutonia (or heads will 

roll) . 
A tremendous increase in the number of hockey fans. The 

fairgrounds Ice Palace makes Big Blue hockey really great. 
A big upsurge in Women's Sports. 
More and more golfers that are teed off. 
Coach Zuerlein with his normally tremendous enthusiasm for 

his work. What a man. 
A long southern tour by the racqueteers. Tennis, anyone? 
A long southern tour by the baseball swingers. It's hard to 

pla.Y baseball in the snow, anyway. 
More controversy from yours truly. 

scuttle butt 
There will be a Lettermen's Club meeting next Monday, Jan. 

29 in room 217 of the Fieldhouse. Plans will be made for the Eau 
Cl~ire vs. Stout ushering arrangements, and a possible skating 
party will be discussed. Be there at 8: 00 p.m. 

Attention college skaters: free skating is reserved for those 
ambitious students at the Dunn County Fairgrounds Ice Arena at 
the following times: 

Monday,Jan.29 . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . ....... 8:30p.m. to10:30p.m. 
Thursday,Feb. l ....... . ... . .. .. ..... ... . 9p.m. to10:30p.m. 
Public skating is also held every evening there is not a hockey 

game there, or when late skating is not scheduled. Times for this 
are usually: 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m: 

Ski buffs unite! The sixth professional ski race .of the season, 
matching 75 top professional racers, will be held at Buck Hill Ski 
Area near Burnsville, Minnesota Feb. 2-4. Presented by the St. 
Paul Winter Carnival, Twin City McDonalds' restaurants are 
sponsoring the event and providing $20,000 in prize moner for t~e 
winners. Tickets to the three-day McDonalds Cup Pro Ski Classic 
can be obtained at Dayton's, Met Center, and Buck Hill. 

Next week: A completely biased reply to the letter .sent by 
Mr. Paul Gavin concerning Blue Devil basketball, and a look at 
the new Dunn County Ice Palace. 

25% OFF 
SUN GLASSES 

By 
POLAROID 

FOSTER GRANT 

Menomonie Pharmacy 

The Distaff Side 
In a recent interview with 

Miss Chris Zampach , Women's 
Varsity Basketball coach, she 
summed up why women are 
now becoming more involved 
in athletics by saying, "Women 
no longer are forced by 
society's norms into molds and 
little boxes. They feel free to 
enjoy being a part of a team 
and, in the process, to become 
highly skilled." She informed 
me that the number of par
ticipants in the womans ex
tramural program at Stout has 
increased over past years. This 
may, in part, be due to the fact 
that ."the girls really enjoy the 
competition," according to 
Miss Zampach. 

Although the program has 
increased, they still have some 
serious problems mostly 
stemming from the facts that 
they have very low budgets and 
inadequate facilities in which 
to practice. 

Stout women, however, are 
not the only ones suffering. At 
the University of Wisconsin
Madison, the women atheletes 
had to sell candy and Christ
mas trees to pay expenses on 
away games. They do have one 
advantage over the Stout 
women, though. Their own 

by Nancy Nebelung 

facility. Lathrop Hall. which 
was huilt in 1901. 

Woman's athletics don't 
charge admission to their 
games because of the 
philosophy of the sport. Miss 
Zampach stated, "We're here 
for the individual athlete and 
not for the audience. We're not 
putting on a show." When 
asked why we don't sell cookies 
or some such thing to raise 
mohey , Miss Zam pa ch in
formed me that it was against 
all the conference rules. She 
went on to say that women's 
sports "are not a club. We want 
to be supported the same as the 
men's sports - from SSA." 

The woman's athletics are in 
a separate conference from the 
mens the WWIAC, 
Wisconsin's Women's In
tercollegiate Athletic Con
ference. It is stated in the 
conference rules that they may 
not have a money making 
business on the side. 

The men's basketball team 
furnishes tennis shoes for their 
players. The women have to 
buy their own. In fact, the men 
even budget for extra shoe 
laces. It doesn't'seem fair that 
the men should have such 
exorbitant budgets, while the 

women have to skimp on 
everything. 

I asked Miss Zampach what 
kind of compensation the 
coaches get for coaching a 
sport. She said they may have 
a little lighter class load 
(teaching one less class) , but 
this has come about just this 
year. There is no money paid 
for the men's or women's 
coaches. Although, during the 
season, the men's coaches 
might teach one or two classes 
instead of a full load. 

Many of the women coaches, 
coach more than one sport. 
Miss Zampach, for instance, 
coaches volleyball, basketball 
and track and field. Miss 
Zampach said she spends 
between 15 and 20 hours ·per . 
week coaching, not including 
traveling time and weekend 
trips . 

It seems highly unlikely that 
a separate facility will bejbuilt 
for the womans program, 
especially because of . the 
recent cutback in state fun
ding. Therefore, the women 
basketball players will still 
have their choice of7 a.m. or 11 
p.m. for practice time. But it 
does seem that something 
could be done about the 
woman's shoestring tight 
budgets. 

Karate course offered to students 
Ever been physical(y 

assaulted? 
Ever have your purse or 

wallet snatched from you? . 
Ever have your hair pulled 

or your eye tinted black and 
blue? 

How about names? Ever 
been called a "long hair", 
"sissy" or "fatso", or have 
your girlfriend insulted? 

So you've found yourself in 
one of these situations and you 
haven't felt confident or in total 
control. 

REGAL NOTES 
UNDERSTAND PLAYS, 
NOVELS AND POEMS 

FASTER WITH OUR NOT ES 
We're new and we're the biggest! 
Thousands of topics rev iewed for 
quicker understanding. Our subiects 
include not only English, but An 
thropo logy, Ari, B lack Studies, 
Eco logy, Economics, Education, 
History, Law, Music, Philosophy, 
Political Science, Psychology, 
Religion, Science, Sociology and 
Urban Problems. Send $2 for your 
cata log of topics available. 

REGAL NOTES 
3160 "0" Street, N .W. 

Washington, D. C. 20007 
Telephone: 202-333-0201 

Well, maybe we can help 
you. We're Stout's branch of 
Tae Kwon Do Karate-Karate 
Club. We offer a course every 
semester in the art of Korean 
Karate. 

In the course you will learn: 

I. Basic offensive aI'ld -
defensive sparring techniques. 
That is seven or eight punches, 
kicks, and also various blocks. 

2. Basic Korean terms. This 
is done because all promotion 
exams are given in the Korean 
language. 

3. Forms are learned. They 
are called Hyungs in Dorean 
and Kalas in Japanese. 

4. Basic one-step sparring 
techniques. 

5. Breaking techniques. This 
will include boards and bricks. 

6. And, self-defense 
techniques. 

Better yet;you don't have to 
be a Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, or 
John Brockington to learn 
Karate. Matter of fact. karate 

Classified Ads 
for sale 

Used 21" RCA Color TV, $100. 
Kodak 414 Instamatic camera, 
$10. 26" Columbia 3-speed 
English racing bike, $25. 
MacGregor golf clubs; irons 2-
9, plus wedge, $60. Call 235-
0400, ask for Bob Lund. 

VW trailer hitch, call 232-1339 
after 5 p.m. 

is for everyone, big, small, fat, 
or tall. You too, girls! 

In recent promotion tests, 
Jihn Bickel, Paul Runholm, 
Alan Zajac, Tom Luedtke, Bob 
Suckorski, John Carey, 
Chudley Werch, and Tom 
Walsh received their gold 
be! ts. Gary Winek was 
awarded a green belt, Ed Dyer 
a purple belt, and Stephen 
Gerbert a brown belt. 

If you would like to take 
lessons, or have some further 
questions, please stop in the 
Dance Room in the P.E. 
Building any Monday or 
Wednesday night 7 to 9 p.m. 
There will be a $15 cost for 
instruction for new members 
and $10 for old members. If a 
new member signs up before 
January 29 cost will be $10 for 
instruction. If you need a 
uniform, cost is $15. 

Instructors will be Gary 
Guptill and Stephen Gebert. 
Gary-Guptill is a sixth degree 
green belt and Stephen Gebert 
is a second degree brown belt. 

D-12-20 Martan 12 String 
Guitar about 1112 years old. For 
information call Andy, 235-4197 
before 6 p.m. 

Women's lace ski boots, Size 9, 
call 235-4076. 

found 
A bracelet was found in the 1st 
floor magazine room of the 
Library , Monday, Jan . 22. 
Please identify. Phone 235 
3065, and ask for Kate. 



Stout faces off agilnst River Falls here at 7 :30 p.m. tonight. 

Big Blue blasts Mankato-State 
The Blue Devil hockey team 

spotted Mankato State a 2-1 
first period lead last Friday 
night before blasting them into 
submission by a score of 7-5. 
The victory lifted Stout's 
record to 3-1-1, and seemed to 
set the tone of Big Blue hockey. 
It was a typically high-scoring 
game, coming over a team that 
Coach Tom Slupe branded as 
possibly his toughest opponent. 
It was the first of fmrr 
scheduled meetings between 
the two teams. 

Young netminder Rod Krieg 
picked up the. victory for Stout, 
recording 39 saves. The Big 
Blue managed 35 shots against 
Mankato's goalie, twenty-two 
of them coming in the second 
period when they built up a 6-3 
lead. Mankato countered with 
two goals in the final period for 
their total of five and Stout's 
Glenn Lachappelle added an 
insurance score at 8:05 of the 
stanza. 

High-scoring Glenn 
LaChappelle tallied twice for 
Stout, as did defenseman Bob 
Patnaude. The other three 
goals were distributed among 
different players, as Joe 
Petrozates, · Tom McNamara, 
and co-captain Chuck Gerber 
got in on the scoring action. 

The next game is -Tuesday 

The next game is Tuesday 
evening, Jan. 23, when Stout 
travels to St. Cloud for an 
encounter with the Min
nesotans. The game will serve . 
as a tune-up for the 
traditionally exciting contest 
between Stout and River Falls, 
to be played at the Dunn 
County Ice Arena on Thursday, 
Jan. 25. Both games will start 
at 7;30 p.m. The remainder of 
the season schedule is as 
follows: 

Sat., Jan. 27-Mankato State, 
Mankato, Minn., 1:00. 

Mon., Jan. 29--Macalester 
College, St. Paul, Minn., 3:30. 

Sat., Feb. 3-Mesabi State, 
Virginia, Minn., 7:30. 

Sun., Feb. 4-Rainy River 
State, International Falls, 
Minn., 1:30. 

Mon ., Feb . 5-Hamline 
University, St. Paul, Minn., 
7:30. 

Wed ., Feb. 7-Mankato 
State, here, 8:30. 

Sat., Feb. IO-Mankato 
State, here, 2:00. 

Mon., Feb . 12-St. Olaf 
College, here , 7:30. 

Wed., Feb . 14-UW-River 
Falls, River Falls, Wisc., 7:00. 

Sat., Feb. 17-UW-Stevens 
Point, here, 2:00. 

Sun., Feb. 18-UW-Stevens 
Point, here, 2:00. 

Tues., Feb. 20-St. Cloud 
State, here, 7:30. 

Fri., Feb. 23-UW-Superior, 
Superior, Wisc., 7:30. 

Sat., Feb. 24-UW-Superior, 
Superior, Wisc., 7:30. 

Devils capture three straight 
by .Dave Kopydlowski 

The Blue Devils captured 
three straight basketball 
contests in the last week, 
raising their conference record 
to an astronomic 7-1, good for 

\ second place in the WSUC, The 
Platteville Pioneers lost once 
to the Blue Devils, and River 
Falls was defeated twice, 

Against the Pioneers at 
Platteville Doug Eha set a 
torrid scoring pace to lead the 
Blue Devils to a 80 - 63 victory. 

Eha hit on 12 of 18 field goal 
attempts and six of ten free 
throws for 30 points to capture 
game scoring honors . 

Despite missing the first 
eight minutes of the second 
half because of ankle sprain, 
Eba also emerged as the 
game's top rebounder with 14. 

Helping out in the Stout 
scoring department, Steve 
Zmewski and Dale Magadenz 
with 12 points each. Respec
tively they pulled down nine 
and eight rebounds.' 

Ken Obermueller scored ten 
points, while Bill Rogakis 
added seven. 

Teamwise, the Blue Devils 
shot a hot 54 per cent from the 

floor, 31 of 57 shots. The 
Pioneers could do no better 
than 37 per cent with only 25 
field goals in 67 attempts. 

Stout made 18 free throws to 
the Pioneers' 13 and held the 
edge in rebounding 44 - 33. 

River Falls 
Earlier in the week the Blue 

Devils traveled to River Falls 
to successfully down the 
Falcons, 74-66. 

Bill Lyons scored 22 points to 
top the Blue Devil scoring 
column. Also hitting in the 
double figures for Stout were 
Magedanz with 19 points and . 
Rozakis with 12. 

Although the Falcons outshot 
their guest 52 per cent to 45 per 
cent, the Blue Devils controlled 
the game by controlling the 
boards. Stout grabbed 42 
rebounds while River Falls 
hauled in 30. 

Magedanz had ten rebounds, 
Marcus Hayes and Zmewski 
had nine apiece. 

The game was whistled to a 
halt 58 times for fouls. Both the 
_Falcons and the Blue Devils 
lost 3 players though personal 
fouls . 

For the second time in seven 
days, River Falls fell to the 
wayside in the wake of Stout's 
steamroller offense. This time 
the spread was larger, as Stout 
racked up an 86-45 victory. 

Balance scoring told the 
story for Stout, led by Bill 
Lyon's 20 markers. Doug Eha 
chipped in 16 points, and Bill 
Rozakis and Dale Magedanz 
added 12 each. Marcus Hayes 
finished with 10 points as all 
five starters his in double 
figures for Stout. 

River Falls offense, which 
was stifled most of the night by 
Stout, was led by James Milton 
and Mohn Emmett, who 
managed 11 and 10 points, 
respectively. Stout shot 49 per 
cent for the floor for the 
evening compared with a 
dismal 25 per cent for the 
Falcons. 

Next action for the Blue 
Devils is at home on Jan. 27, 
when they entertain Eastern 
Michigan University in a non
conference contest. This serves 
as a tune-up for the first 
showdown with Eau Claire, 
here on Jan. 31. 

Get your tickets now 
Tickets for the UW-Stout -

Eau Claire basketball game, 
scheduled for Jan. 31, will be 
available beginning at 9 a.m. 
on Jan. 29, in the Madison 
Room of the Stout Student 
Center. 

William Burns, athletic 
director, said no one will be 
admitted to the Eau Claire 
game unless they have a 
special game ticket. Season 
Tickets, courtesy passes and 
Stout identification cards will 
not be recognized for this 
game, he said. 

Tickets are priced at $2. An 
individual may purchase . a 

maximum of two tickets. A 
free ticket will be presented to 
each student displaying an 
identification card. Students 
are limited to a maximum of 
two tickets with the presen
tation of two identification 
cards. 

The number of persons 
wanting to attend this _,game 
always exceeds Field_house 
capacity. Therefore, tickets 
will be distributed on a first 
come, first served basis . 
Tickets will be available on 
Jan. 29, 30 and 31, from 9 a.m. 
to 3 p.m., in the Madison Room. 

Grapplers forfeit consistency 
by Jerry Goldsworthy 

UW-Stout wrestlers, because 
of lack of interest in four 
weight classes of 118, 134, 191, 
and heavyweight, cost the 
team 72 points in· three mat
ches over Christmas vacation. 

On Jan. 13, Stout met 
Michigan-Tech in Michigan 
and were leading 16-15 in ex
citing matches, ·until the for
feits caught up to them. (A 
forfeit costs the team 6 points 
per weight class.) 

A superior win by Steve 
Hennings in the 134 weight 
class, a pin by 164 pound Frank 
Fryer, and a Dale Evans win 
by default in the 142 pound 
class were the only highlights 
for Stout. 

The second tough loss came 
to second rated Bemidji 
college, 38-10. 

The third loss, a disap~ 
pointment to Coach Cruz, came 
at the hands of Northland 
College, 40-12. Three weight 
classes were again forfeited. 
The only high points of this 

match were pins by · Dale 
Evans and Steve Hennings. 

In a conference double dual 
meet at River Falls, Jan. 20, 
Stout wrestlers lost to Oshkosh 
29-14, River Falls 36-19, and St. 
Cloud 38-11. In all three mat
ches, Stout again had to forfeit 
two weight classes for 12 
points, for a total of 36. Forfeits 
hurt in the 177 and 134 pound 
weight classes. Coach Cruz 
moved everyone up a weight 
division to try to compensate 
for the hurting weight classes 
with Oshkosh, but came up 
short again. 

New members that joined 
the team this semester are 

· David Buckholtz at heavy 
weight, Denny Nelson at the 
191 pound class and Dan 
Becker at 134 pounds. The new 
personnel have helped to clear 
up some of the forfeit 
problems. Coach Cruz now 
says that the squad will have to 
"shoot for personal im
provement and growth," and 
try to "shoot for the best in the 
conference." 

Tankers face St. Cloud 
by Rick Bruhn 

The Stout swimming team 
took a beating last week at 
Minnesota but they face the 
weekend with confidence. The 
Devils travel to Macalester for 
a dual meet at 4 p.m. Friday 
and return to Menomonie to 
host St. Cloud in their home 
pool Saturday at 2 p.m. Coach 
Robert Smith thinks that the 
weekend will be exciting. 
Macalester is a near match for 
the Blue Devils and the breaks 

· may decide the winner. Smith 
compares St. Cloud with River 
Falls. Hopefully, this meet will 
provide a breather after the 
beating Stout took from 
Minnesota. 

Last Thursday evening Stout 
suffered their first loss in a 
dual meet this year . "We lost to 
a very good team," com
mented Smith. The University 
of Minnesota Gophers are 
members of the tough Big Ten 
conference and are used to 
swimming against the likes of 

Klecker 
Three UW-Stout track 

aspirants qualified for the 
NAIA Indoor Track Meet, held 
in Kansas City, Missouri, Jan. 
19 and 20. Entrants in the meet 
had to match or surpass stiff 
minimum performance 
standards before they could 
participate. 

Stout sent three 'men in three 
different events . Robert 
Sandstrom ran the mile, Bill 
Lemsky, the two mile, and 
Barney Klecker, the thousand 
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Mark Spitz and Gary Hall. The 
Gophers smashed Stout 79112 to 
79 and one-third to 33 and two
thirds at Minneapolis. 
Although Ben Kowalski of
ficially won the 50 and 100 yard 
freestyle events, Minnesota 
had three exhibition entries 
that came in with faster time5 
than the Devil speedster. In the 
rest of the events the Gophers 
took first place and often added 
seconds. 

Ben Kowalski and Mickey 
Eaton were the brightest spots 
in the meet for Stout. Both 
improved their times for the 
year. The 400 yard freestyle 
relay team also showed im
provement. On the whole the 
team doesn't look like it will 
meet the goals that they set at 
the beginning of the year, as 
only a handful of swimmers 
are within reach of the NAIN 
qualifying times for this year. 
Coach Smith, however , feels 
that they will be improving. 

Clicks 
yad event. The best showing by 
Stout was "Klecker's seventh 
overall finish in his event, out 
of a field of 27 men. Coach 
Robert · Karnish was very 
pleased with Klecker's effort, 
and set lofty goals for him in 
the • meets yet to come this 
season. 

.• : Stout's indoor schedule 
begins with the Northwest 
Open, held at the University of 
Minnesota, Feb. 9 and 10. 
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Minnesota gymnasts dominate meet 
by John Reetz 

Cooper High of New Hope, 
Minnesota, coached by Floyd 
Olson squeaked by Rob
binsdale by eight-tenths of one 
point to take the 4th Annual 
High School Gymnastics Title. 
Minnesota schools once again 
dominated the meet, but this 
marked the first year White 
Bear Lake failed to capture top 
honors. 

The Minnesota schools took 3 
out of the top 4 places with 
Green Bay Preble, the top 
Wisconsin school, finishing in 
third place. Rounding out the 
second division were Kennedy
fourth, Homestead-fifth, White 
Bear Lake-sixth, James 
Madison-seventh and Bay 
View-eighth. 

A cross-section study of 
cummulative team finishes 
finds Robbinsdale with four 

first place finishes and one 
third place finish. Cooper 
collected two first place 

· finishes and three second place 
. finishes. Closer inspection of 

team totals in each event finds 
that Cooper outscored Ro~ 
binsdale by 2.7 points in the 
parallel bars. This gave Cooper 
the needed margin of victory 
as Robbinsdale outscored 
Cooper in every other event, 
preventing the tie. 

Top individual performance 
this year was demonstrated by 
Bill Niedermeyer of Green Bay 
Preble. Bill accumulated 32.45 
points while taking-a first in t~e 
horizontal bar and seconds m 
floor exercise, side horse, still 
rings, and parallel bars. 
Second and third places were 
captured by .Rick Cossette 
(27.85) and Greg Swain (27.35) 

Have You Heard 
i.e. club 

The Industrial Education 
Club will meet Tues. night Jan. 
30 at 7 p.m. A special "Get 
Back into the Swing" meeting 
will be held. All members and 
interested par.ties are invited 
lo meet at the Commons room 
111-112. Also all members and 
potential members are invited 
to a Winter Party on Saturday, 
Feb. 3 beginning at 12 noon -
tobogganing, refreshments, 
etc. - for details come to the 
meeting Jan. 30. 
voe~ rehab. 

The Voe. Rehab. Club will 
meet Jan. 30 at 8:30 p.m. in the 
Red Cedar Room. Election of 
officers will take place and if 
anyone is interested in running 
for office please contact John, 
235-7567. 

.. 

alfresco 

All Alfresco members and 
guests are invited to a New 
Year party on Saturday night, 
Jan. 27, at the Valley Vista. 
Festivities will start at 7:30 
p.m. and go until ? . It'll be a 
BYOB affair with snacks 
provided. Activities will in
clude toboganning, skating and 
some skiing. Afterwards there 
will be a dance held in the 
warming house. Be · sure to 
attend. Transportation will be 
provided with rides leaving 
from the Alfresco Club room 
which is located in the 
basement of Ray Hall. For 
those of you with cars, Valley 
Vista is located west of town on 
highway 29. Turn south off of 29 
at the Lucas Elementary 
School and then follow the sign. 

Introducing the 

of Robbinsdale. Top individual 
finisher for Cooper was Bill 
Birosh with 26.65 points. 

Coach John Zuerlein made 
an interesting observation in 
that the caliber of the gym
nastic meet this year was 
much better than those of 
previous years. However, most 
all of the teams represented 
consisted predominately of 
juniors so this should make 
next years meet even better. 

Also at this time a word of 
congratulations should be 
extended to Coach Zuerlein and 
tiis Gymnastics Squad. 
Through their hard work and 
long hours they saw to it the 
meet was run smoothly with 
everything exactly on 
schedule. This in itself makes 
for a much more enjoyable 
time for these events. 

Co-ed Volleyba II 
Remember: Coed volleyball 

begins Tuesday, Jan. 30. You · 
may pick up entry forms 
outside room 213 of the 
Fieldhouse. Captain's Meeting 
Monday, Jan. 29. 

Scuba Diving 
A 30 hour naui scuba class 

will be offered to Stout 
students. The first session will 
be held Wednesday, January 
31st at 7:00 p.m. in room 217B, 
fieldhouse. Interested students 
are asked to bring a swim suit, 
bathing cap, swim fins (if you 
have them) and the $30 
registration fee. All equipment 
except swim fins will be 
provided for the course. An 
open water check out dive is 
required for certification. A 
dive trip will be planned for · 
those students who want to go 
to Florida over Easter 
Vacation. 

SUPER SUB 
GREAT FOR GROUPS! 

FREE BAG Of CHIPS & COKE 
With every Super Sub on Mondays 

SUB• WAY NextToTheDen 
Fri. - Sat. 4 - 9 
Sun. 5- 12:30 

I.M. basketball hooped up 

by John Reetz 
With the completion of 

volleyball last semester, the 
Men's Intramural Program 
scene quickly changes to 
basketball. Forty-six teams 
are entered in this year's 
program which is divided into 
three divisions, Red League, 
Blue League, and Frat League. 

Opening rounds of com
petition began Wednesday, 
Jan. 24, with the rest of the 
teams concluding play for the 
week, tonight. Here is the 
schedule of games starting for 
Thursday, Jan. 25 - Monday, 
Jan. 29: 

Date Wesf 
(13-byeJ 

East 
Thurs. Court Court Time League 

13-14 15-16 7:00 Blue 
Jan. 25 1-2 3.4 7 :30 Frat 

5-6 7-8 8:00 Frat 
9-10 11 -12 8:30 Frat 
5.7 6-8 9 :00 Red 
2-3 1-4 9:30 Red 

9-11 10312 10:00 Red 

(15-byel 

Mon. 
14-16 13.17 7:00 Red 

Jan. 29 2-15 1-16 7 :30 Blue 
4-13 3-14 8:00 Blue 
6-11 5-12 8:30 . Blue 
8-9 7-10 9:00 Blue 
6-7 3-5 9:30 , Frat 

2-13 1-4 10:00 Frat 

RED-LEAGUE-
1. 2nd Wigen 
2. D. Regents 
3. 3M 
4. Milnes Won 
5. 3-C Ryder Hatchet Squad 
6. 3-C Ryder II 
7. 3-C Ryder I 
8. 3-C Ryder Nads 

Bahamas study 

Undergraduate field courses 
and independent study in en
vironmental studies held this 
winter on San Salvador Island 
in the Bahamas, will be open to 
students here at Stout. 

An upstate New York con- · 
sortium, the College Center of 
the Finger Lakes, 
headquartered in Corning, is 
sponsoring the studies on San 
Salvador for the second year. 
CCFL is operating its 
Bahamian campus on in
vitation of the Bahamian 
Government. 

Openings are available in 
courses to be offered in March, 
April, and May. CCFL started 
the studies in January on San 
Salvador, eastern-most of the 
Bahamian Islands, and the site 
of the 1492 Columbus landing. 

9. The House 
10. Creamers (2n Fleming) 
11. Buckh~ Bombers (2nd 
Fleming) '! 

12. Mini Creamers (2nd 
· Fleming) ·, 

13. The Trailor (hotel Hovlid) 
14. Hotel Hovlid 
15. Wigen's 5th 
16. J-Boys 
17. Beaver Lodge 

BLUE LEAGUE-
1. Vets Club 
2. 2nd F Troop 
3. Fighting 69ers 
4. The Rookies 
5. Cheapshots 
6. Bullets 
7. Has Beens 
8. The Staches 
9. Commies Raiders 
10. 1st Mad Dogs 
11. Rejects 
12. 3rd Tustison 
13. 4th 0 
14. 3rd Flem 
15. Dads 
16. 2nd Elite 

FRAT LEAGUE-
1. Phi Sigs 
2. Chi Lambda 
3. · KLB Green 
4. KLB White 
5. KLB Fubar 
6. Sig Ep Gold 
7._ Sig Ep Red 
8. Sig Ep Purple 
9. TKE Blue 
10. TKE Gray 
11. FOB White 
12. FOB Black 
13. Sig Tau 

Scheduled in March are 
three field courses: marine 
geology, prehistorical ar
chaeology, and cultural an
thropology . 

Studies will be held for six 
weeks from April to May. On 
the schedule are a field course 
in community school 
organization and child 
development , independe_nt 
study in ecology and the social 
sciences. 

According to a spokesman, 
students may enroll for one 
month , or a sequence of 
months on the 12-mile long 
island. Application forms are 
available at the CCFL 
headquarters in Corning. 

An all-encompassing fee for 
tuition, room and board, and 
instructional· costs will be $360 
for the four-week courses and 
$400 for the six-week courses. 

Pizza Villa 
WE DELIVER: 

Pizza 

'Fish 

·shrimp 

Chicken . 

Call 

235-3191 
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Stout humiliates Eau Claire, 84-59 

In the closing seconds of the game, Dale Magedanz (52) passes to 
Doug Eba (30), Stout's leading scorer in the stunning 84-59 upset 
over Eau Claire Wednesday night. 

Cropp concerned over housing ordinance 

At the regular weekly 
meeting of the SSA Tuesday 
night Tom Cropp, SSA 
President, expressed his 
concern over the proposed 
housing ordinance currently 
before the Menomonie City 
Council. As Cropp sees it, 
"Rental properties is a 
business and landlords should 
expect some sort of 
regulations". He added that he 
hoped there would be a good 

turnout at the Feb. 5 city 
council meeting. It is at· this 
meeting that the ordinance, as 
revised, will be acted upon. 

In other SSA business, Jeff 
Dodge, co-chairman of the 
election committee, said that 
he considered the article in last 
week's Stoutonia concerning 
SSA's violation of its own 
constitution to be an example 
of the newspaper's printing 
"what they want to hear rather 

Menomonie council 
eases housing codes 

At a special meeting of the 
Menomonie city council on 
Monday evening the proposed 
housing ordinance was 
modified . The landlord 
registration fee was lowered 
from $25-$50 to $5-$10. The 
stipulation which would have 
required landlords to provide 
adequate off-street parking for 
all of their tenants was drop
ped. Also the designation of 
class "A" and "B" housing 
was changed. 

According to Menomonie 
City Manager George 
Langmack the new version of 
the proposed housing or
dinance is not a "watered 
down" version of the original 
proposal. Instead Langmack 
claims that it is "an attempt to 
make initial enforcement" of 
the housing codes possible. He 
added that current procedures 
for enforcement are "cum
bersome", involving initial 
inspection, legal filings , 
testimonies and subsequent re
inspection. "This proposal will 
not ease enforcement of 

current building codes", 
Langmack continues, "but it 
will narrow down the field." 

City Councilman John J. 
(Joe) Jax stated that the basic 
aim of the proposal is to 
require annual inspections of 
rental housing in the 
Menomonie area. It is his 
expressed hope to · salvage at 
least this regulation out of the 
original proposal. Jax stated 
that there currently is no or
dinance or law that requires 
the local housing inspector to 
make annual inspections. What 
does exist, according to Jax, is 
a stipulation for initial in
spections only and not for 
annual ones. 

The next scheduled 
meeting of the Menomonie City 
Council is set for Monday 
evening, Feb. 5, 1973, at 7 p.m. 
al the Court House. The 
proposed housing ordinance, as 
modified by last Monday's 
meeting will be discussed with 
an eye towards taking final 
action on it at that time. 

than what is actually hap
pening." Dodge added that 
regulations governing the up
coming SSA elections are being 
formulated and that the 
deadline for all petitions for 
SSA executive offices has been 
extended to· Feb. 19. 

Under the heading of new 
business, Senator Tom Shafer, 
brought up for discussion a 
proposal that the SSA con
stitution be amended to include 
a clause that would offer an 
alternate method to students 
wishing to introduce legislation 
for SSA consideration. There 
was some discussion as to 
whether the proposal would 
just create more "red tape". 
Shafer stated that his reason 
for introducing this matter was 
because even though students 
can currently go through their 
senators to get a proposal on 
the floor, there might be "some 
unpopular legislation" that 
some students might want to 
have the SSA consider. 
Shafer's proposal would allow 
the students to submit 
proposals in the form of a 
petition with the signatures of 
25 per cent of the total number 
of votes cast in the last SSA 
general election. This petition 
would require the Senate to 
take action on the matter, 
whether it be popular or un
popular . 

One additional matter of 
general interest was brought 
up at the SSA meeting when 
Cropp noted that he had signed 
a franchise concerning a 
speaking engagement. The 
franchise was to allow Bobby 
Seale to speak at the 
Fieldhouse on Monday 
evening, Feb. 12, 1973. 

Stout knocked nationally 
ranked Eau Claire out of the 
lop spot in the Wisconsin 
Conference race and grabbed 
that honor themselves, when 
they shocked the Blugold's 
with an 84-59 upset in Johnson 
fieldhouse Wednesday night 
before a roof raising capacity 
crowd. Both learns played 
evenly for lhe first 11 minutes 
and then Stout started lo pull 
away with 12 straight points. 
The Blue Devils look a 44-27 
lead into the dressing room al 
halftime. 

Stout put the game out of 
reach by outscoring Eau Claire 
14-2 in the first 61 1~ minutes of 
the second half. From that 
point on, there was no doubt in 
anyone's mind that Stout was 
going to end Eau Claire's 
unbeaten conference streak at 
49 games. 

Senior Doug Eha was the 
game's leading scorer and 
rebounder, tossing in nine 
fieldgoals and five freethrows 
for 23 points and grabbing 
eleven rebounds. Teammate 
Dale Magedanz was another 
factor in Stout's dominance of 
the boards. The· Blue Devil 
center pulled in eight more 
rebounds and kept Eau Claire's 
Tom Peck and Jeff Ellinson off 
the boards. Magedanz also 
threw in fifteen points. 

With the score close at 19-18, 
only ten minutes into the game, 
Stout rolled away with 12 
straight points. Hayes hit two 
jump shots and a layup, Eha 
added a jumper and a layup on 
a steal , and Bill Lyons and 
Magedanz each added a 
basket. For the rest of the first 
half Stout scored two points for 
every Eau Claire point. 

The Devils scored 14 points 
while. the Blugolds scored two 
in the early action in the second 
half, increasing the lead lo 58-
29. Eau Claire started to pick 
up the pace but they could only 
whittle four points off of Stout's 
29 point lead. Their surge was 
ended when ·three Eau Claire 
players went out of action with 
injuries, Dave Hines with an 
injured knee, Paul Woita with a 
shoulder injury and Tom Peck 
with a gash on his chin. 

Ray Adams was the top 
scorer for Eau Claire with 16 
points. Hayes scored 14 points 
for Stout and Steve Zmyewski 
added 12. 

The impressive win boosted 
Stout's conference record to 8-1 
and left Eau Claire with a 7-1 
record and their second loss of 
the season. This loss will hurl 
Eau Claire's number three 
ranking in the nation. 

Box Score on Page IO 

Swanson on peace 
"With malice toward none. with charity for 

;ill. with firmness in the right as God gives us to 
see the right. let us strive on to finish the work 
we are in. to bind up the nation's wounds, to 
care for him who shall have borne the battle 
;ind for his widow and orphan . to do all which 
ll'ilV achieve and cherish a just and lasting 
peace among ourselves and with all nations." 

Those words were used by Abraham Lincoln 
in his second Inaugural Address in 1865 at the 
dose of another tragic and unpopular war. 

His urging "to bind up the nation's wounds" 
is especially appropriate at this time as quiet 
settles on the Vietnam battlefields. This has 
heen a divisive war. Last Saturday, a cease fire 
was begun in Vietnam. Hopefully. the silencing 
of the guns will signal the beginning of an era of 
peace throughout the world. As North and 
South put aside their weapons. let us all put 
aside our differences and pray for the speedy 
return of our soldiers and prisoners of war. 

This has been the longesl war in U.S. History. 
In 19fil. James T. Davis of Livingston. Ten
nessee, becamt> the first American casualty of 
the war. In the next 11 years, 46,000 more 
Americans died ... 1.174 of those men were 
from Wisconsin - some from Menomonie . 

From time to time this University learned of 
the death of one of its graduates or former 
students. Each death carried with it at least 
this message - · there must be a better answer 
to the world's differences. 

In respect to those who died in this conflict 
and with the hope that the future may avoid the 
need for others to die, let us especially during 
this week reflect on our individual and. 
eollective actions as they can influence the 
course of future events . 

Robert S. Swanson. 
Chancellor 
lJW-Stout 



In The Corners 
by Rick Bruhn 

Activity fund where are you? 
'It's always worth a rush or two when you s,it down and look.at 

how much money you have for the rest of the semester. As in
coming managing editor for Stout's journalistic enterprise, I was 
astounded to find that if we continue to publish newspapers of the 
same size and excellent caliber that we have so far this year, we'll 
run out of money and have to stop printing the paper in about the 
middle of March. Or in the beginning of April at the latest. 

That just about blew me out of my chair. How are we going 
to get the money we need to publish for the rest of .the year? We 
thought and thought for about two seconds and simultaneously 
shouted "To the SSA office!" But bummer of bummers, when we 
got to the SSA office we found an emaciate~ looking Tom ~opp 
moaning, "You think you have problems! I Just lost $30,000 m one 
afternoon. Sob! Sob! " 

And we sat down and joined him, sob, sob! It seems that the 
SSA's business manager had forgotten to add something here and 
subtract something there. Now they had only $3,000 left. We 
needed at least $2,000 to keep going until May. So now what do we 
do? 

Well first we looked to see whether we could make it through 
the semester with an eight page rag with 50 per cent advertising. 
Yup, but that's only ifwe can collect all of the advertising revenue 
that we are supposed to be getting. So, we gave our ad man lots of 
encouragement, decided to go to Eau Claire for advertising and 
he's trying to drum up more ads from marvelous Menomonie. We 
also cut down on the number of papers that we are printing. This 
is a warning: You can no longer use the Stoutonia for cleaning 
your shoes and starting fires. It is to be read! End of ad
monishment. 

We also decided to cut down on the number of pictures we 
ordered from I.T.S. Did you know that we are charged $5.00 an 
hour for a photographer from I.T.S. but the photographer only 
gets paid $1.60 per hour. Very interesting, but not too economical. 

There was another big drain on our resources called the "big 
giveaway." Out of the goodness of our hearts, we sent about 200 
papers through the mail to friends of the university, friends of 
friends and people who came here to interview for jobs. We also 
have been giving the paper away free to faculty. We decided that 
they would have to pay for thP. papers, because we could'?'t afford 
to give them away, but there has been no response to the idea that 
the faculty and administration pay a subscription fee. 

As the financial troubles pile like old copies of the Stoutonia 
around our heads, we look to that barren financial wasteland 
called the activities fund for our sustenance. Oh where, oh where 
can our poor money be? With our funds cut short and our worries 
grown long, oh where, oh where can it be? 
- And so our sad story continues. Will Nancy and Rick and the 
courageous, "All-American" Stoutonia gang be able to k~ep their 
heads above water? Will the SSA be able to keep their heads 
above water? Would ITS be kind enough to throw us a life 
preserver? And will Fred return with the Beatles to revitalize 
Stoutonia Land? Tune in next week for more financial moans and 
groans. 

Stoutonia supports 
housing legislation 

As noted elsewhere in this paper, there is a proposal before 
the Menomonie City Council which we feel should be of the utmost 
concern to married and single students living in off-campus rental 
housing. 

One of the facets of this proposed legislation is its 
requirement that all rental dwellings be inspected on a yearly 
basis. It is our understanding that presently the housing inspector 
is required to make only an initial inspection of rental dwellings. 
There is no requirement for annual inspections. This creates a 
problem insofar as subsequent inspections are not required by 
law. 

It is conceivable that a rented dwelling could go uninspected 
for any number of years. This <:ould be seen as a flaw which could 
allow a landlord to avoid making improvements to bring the 
dwelling or dwellings under his control up to state building code 
standards. 

As noted previously in this paper, there are many dwellings 
that exist in Menomonie that are in flagrant violation of the· 
existing building code regulations for instance, no second exit, no 
fire escapes for second floor apartmen~, bathrooms leading off of 
the kitchen, etc. 

It is.our sincere hope that students directly affected by this 
proposed ordinance will show their support at the February 5th 
meeting of the Menomonie city council. The meeting will be held 
in the council chambers and is scheduled to start at 7 p.m. 
Stoutonia supports the proposed legislation for the simple fact 
that it will require annual inspections of rented property within 
the city. We acknowledge that there is much more that can be 
done, but we also acknowledge that this proposal is at least a start 
in the proper direction. 
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With the fuel crisis, how come the bookstore is 
always BS degrees? 

Backstage 
by Gary Wick · 

Nixon administration cuts REAP 
The increasing trend of the 

Nixon administration to cut 
back American domestic 
prograr'l)s is already being f~lt 
by Wisconsin farmers. ~h1le 
financing distant fonegn 
powers, tne administration has 
terminated the Rural En
vironmental Assistance 
Program. Discontinuation of 
REAP is an unnecessary 
financial burden to the farm 
community . 

For the past 36 years, REAP 
has been successfully involved 
in pollution abatement, wildlife 
and soil conservation prac
tices. This program was ac
complished through a cost 
sharing basis between the 
federal government and the 

farmers. REAP provided 
protection of wildlife resources 
through shrul;) and tree plan
ting, fencing, food patches, and 
stream bank protection. REAP 
also helped prevent 
manure nutrients from running 
off the land with rain and 
melting snow into waterways 
such as the Eau Claire River. 

Since $3.5 million for 
Wisconsin's REAP in 1973 has 
been cancelled, these and other 
REAP activities will probably 
halt. Area farmers are willing 
to continue working with 
REAP but are unable to cover 
the cost alone. 

It 's ludicrous and tragic that 
home programs such as REAP 
have been eliminated. What is 
the administration's 

rational for maintaining a 
high ·defense budget 
(especially during peacetime) 
and at the same time ignoring 
the farmers needs? Surely, 
$225.5 million is a measly sum 
to pay for restoring the 
ecological balance of the 
nation's rural community. 

This short-sighted move of 
discontinuing REAP will 
certainly have immeasurable 
effects on the rural en
vironment only a few years 
from now. This callous 
disregard by the ad
ministration of the rural en
vironment will be ultimately 
paid for by the taxpayers in 
solving tomorrow's pollution, 
wildlife and ,conservation 
problems. 

Stealing on campus 
is vicious circle Student rips 

swim team 
To the Editor: 

It seems as though stealing 
has increased considerably on 
Stout's campus. Who are the 
culprits? One would probably 
never know but the fact 
remains that it is no longer too 
safe to leave one's books or 
other possessions anywhere on 
campus. 

Having been a victim on two 
occasions, I can definitely say 
that the "thieves" operating 
are highly selective and make 
sure that their "new" 
possessions fulfill their needs. 
The victim is left with the 
exoense of replacing the lost 
!IE.!ITL What's even worse, these 

items. may no longer be 
available. This is enough to 
make anyone extremely angry 
especially since nothing can 
really be done about it. 

I guess we all have to "hang 
on" to our books at all times 
and sit on them at meals for 
fear of them being swiped. 
Some ingenious student may 
even devise traps to break the 
criminals'arm. Let's hope that 
it doesn't reach a stage when 
the vicitm, too, is reduced to 
stealing another's to replace 
his. 
. What a vicious circle! 

Karen Arthur 

To the Editor: _ 
"17 die in freak winter ac

cident," was the· headline in 
January 25 Stoutonia but th~ 
real crime was not committed 
by the person who dr~ped the 
iceball but by the swim team. 
They ~ere only 25 minutes 
from home, but they still 
stopped at the Coachman (~t 
Baldwin) for dinner. Maybe it 
was late at night, but all 
student-funded activities have 
to make sacrifices. Coach, the 
"age of austerity" began last 
year. Fellow students, 
remember, we paid for this . 

· Warren W. Nilsson 
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Swanson explains 
budget changes 

Chancellor Swanson said in a 
speech delivered to the SSA on 
Tuesday night that budget cuts 
currently being proposed 
would change financial con
ce n tr a ti on from student 
orientated matters to material 
matters. He cited current 
proposals to establish a Stout 
based Educational Television 
Network to serve local and 
surrounding communities as 
evidence oftthis shift. He also 
noted that the current interest 
in improving educational 
facilities furthered this 
"material based" concept. 

Swanson cited a decrease 
in projected enrollment 
coupled with a "productivity 
cut" as the main reasons for 
the budget reshuffling. He 
explained that the "produc
tivity cut" is a requirement 
stating that all government 
units of the state must cut back 

No problems 
Although some ad-

ministrators were leery of/the 
legalization of beer in Stout's 
residence· halls last fall, it 
seems the presence of beer in 
the dorms has not presented 
any major difficulties apd in 
some cases, has had a pqsitive 
effect. 

"I don't think there'¢ been 
any definite change in at
mosphere," comment~d Pat 
Reid, an R.A. in South Hall . 

It was generally agreed 1hat 
dormitory floors, as ii whole, 
aren't any noisier or more 
rowdy than they have been in 

their budgets at a rate of 2.5 
per cent for each of the next 
two years. 

In a discussion with a 
member of the senate, 
Swanson noted that there was 
some concern, evidently 
among the Board of Regents, 
as to whether the current 
merger proposal being offered 
to the state legislature for 
consideration was not in effect 
giving to the student bodies at 
the different UW campuses 
responsibilities which they 
might not be able to handle. He 
noted that there might be 
unforeseen legal technicalities 
involved. 
Concerning the upcoming 
summer session, Chancellor 
Swanson said that there will be 
a 2 week pre-session offered 
along with an eight week 
summer session. He said that 
actual publication of the dates 
would be around March 15. 

with beer 
previous years. 

"I think the noise is about the 
same," stated Ruth Bahlow. 
"Whether they drink in their 
rooms or whether they go 
downtown and come home 
drunk." 

Disciplinary problems . have 
dropped in number. Violations 
are no longer given out to 
students drinking in their 
rooms. 

"It's lessened the problems 
of drinking on the floor," cited 
Nancy Nebelung. "We've had 
fewer discipline problems." 

I National focusl 
Vietnam peace uneasy 

Both sides have claimed brazen violations of the Ceasefire 
agreement in Viet Nam. Fighting has raged near the 
Demilitarized Zone, in areas north of Saigon and along strategic 
highways. 

The teams of the four nations selected to monitor the peace had 
not, as of Tuesday, been in position. Canada, Hungary, Indonesia, 
and Poland have sent units to South Viet Nam. 

The Cambodian government is also trying to set up a ceasefire 
in that nation, so far they have not received a response from the 
Communists. 

The United States is still giving air support to Laos. 

Pentagon to rely on volunteers 
A few hours after the Viet Nam ceasefire was signed in Paris, 

Defense Secretary Melvin Laird announced Saturday an im
mediate halt in the draft. This does not include doctors and 
dentists who may still be called to service. The army will now 
depend entirely on volunteers to its ranks. 

"The all volunteer era, which our commander-in-chief, 
President Nixon, has promised the American People is now upon 
us," Laird said. "Use of the draft has ended." 

Laird's order cancelled his earlier plans to order draft calls for 
5,000 men in the four months of March and June. There were no 
calls for January or February. The last inductions were on Dec. 27 
when 370 men were processed. 

Final watergate defendents found guilty 
The jury in the Watergate trial took only a short time before 

they turned in a verdict of guilty on all counts for the remaining 
defendents, James McCord and G. Gordon Liddy. Five other 
defendents had pleaded guilty. All were charged with conspiracy, 
burglary, and bugging after they were caught in the Democratic 
National Headquarters during last years national elections. 

President calls for $518.5 billion federal budget 
President Nixon gave his proposed budget for the next two 

years to Congress Monday, including a built-in $84 billion 
deficit and large cuts in agriculture funds and many of the 
programs remaimng m tormer President Lyndon Johnson's 
Great Society. The budget calls for $249.8 billion this year and 
$268.7 billion next year. 47 per cent of the budget dollar will go to 
Human Resources and 30 per cent will go to National Defense. 10 
per cent will go to Physical Resources, 7 per cent to interest and 6 
per cent to other programs. 42 per cent of the money for this 
budget will come from income taxes. 
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Party room se_t 
up in HKMC to 
eliminate noise 

According to Mrs. Shlott
man , Head Resident of HKMC. 
the dorms have' lwen noisiH 
since beer privileges were 
established. but as can he 
expected, the students aren't 
C'Omplaining. Mrs. Shlottman 
noticed more drop-outs than 
usual first semester on one 
unidentified floor which had an 
excessive number of beer 
parties, though. · 

Chancellor Swanson speaking to the SSS Tuesday night. 
In an attempt to eliminate 

some of the noise and mess 
created by floor parties. a 
party room was set up in the 
basement of HKMC. The ex
perimental facility was the 
first of its kind on campus. and 
has been well-received bv the 
students in HKMC. Already in 
operation for nearly lwu 
weeks. the party room has 
been enthus iasti ca ll v 
red('<'Orated with tables a1id 
c-l1,1irs. ;1 11;,r l;uit"t"l)V the folks 
on third l'hmnock. and was 
complC'tely repainted in nne 
night. 

HKMC's basement bar and party room has been enthusiastically 
accepted by dorm residents. 

A few rules were established 
to aid the success of this ex
periment. Individual floors are 
limitf'd in their use of the room 
to once every lwo w0eks. This 
helps lo cut ·down lhC' numlwr 
of parties. and any 
111onopolizing of the part~· 
room. Earh floor hosting a 
party must havP a C'Ommittee 
responsiblf' for clearing and 
deaning of tl1f' room by 12 
111idnight on weeknights. c1nd 2 
a.111. on WPC'kPncls. A !ii:, dPposit 
is also requirPd from t lw floor 
in thePvC'nt that therollm is rn,, 
adeciuat ely deaiwd. 

Some students find that beer 
is a social advantage or a way 
of breaking the ice. 
"I think it had gotten the kids 
in the dorm a lot closer." 
commented Donna Harris, a 
South Hall R.A. "They tend to 
get closer because they 
organize parties together." 

Todd Schmidt also believes it 
has had a positive effect on 
dormitory life. "It's brought 
the floor closer together. You 
can pop into someone's room 
and sit down and have a beer." 

Buying beer at a liquor store 
and drinking it on the floor has 
been found to be easier on 
student's small budget than the 
bars. 

"It's easier and cheaper to 
buy a six pack, drink it in your 
room and then go downtown," 
stated Shawn Tierney. 

Floor parties also seem to be 
a financial boom. A half barrel 
is purchased and cost is 
divided among those attending 
the parties. 

Often students just like to 
have the beer on hand in case 
they don't feel like fighting the 
crowds al the bars or if the 
weather is inclement. 

"I l hink it's kind of nice that 
you can sit in your room having 
a beer while studying," said 
Jody Conelly. 

Tim Hall cited that "on 
really cold days it's a lot easier 
to sit in the dorm and have a 
few beers than it is to go lo bars 
and know that . you will even
tually have to walk home in 
that cold." 

Evy Wojkiewicz simply 
stated, "It's nice lo be able to 
pull a can of beer out of your 
refrigerator.'' 

Recycle 
this .paper 

According to students. the 
presene(' of beer hasn·t 
produced any profound 
rhanges. Some believe there 
isn't anv more beer in the 
dorms n·ow than there was a 
year ago. when a student could 
be given a violation for having 
beer in their room ... Perhaps 
the only big difference is that 
the thrill of sneaking it into the 
residence halls and hiding 
from the R.A. is gone. 

Tlw Pnly ;1ppar,'j,I 
dnl\dweks so far arC' ; lw nnist: 
disturbing tlw rC'sidl'nls of :tw 
first floor. and. for sorn<'. t!i(' 
no-part~· nilin,e ror dorm 
rooms. B«•er 1s still allm,·ed ill 
rooms. IH>\ITH 'r. hut not to ;1 :1 

.. 1•xcess·· . :is d1•tpnni11Pd l>Y 
lit\ s. 

"**** HIGHEST RATING!" 
- Wonda Hofe . N.Y . Do,l y News 
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Guidance conference 
held . here Feb a 15 

Stout's twenty-second annual 
guidance conference will be 
held on February 15 at 
Menomonie high school. 

The guidance conference, the 
largest one day conference in 
the nation, has been titled 
"Education-An Experience in 
Cooperation" this year. To 
carry out this theme a number 
of speakers from varied 
outlooks on life have been 
invited including the well
known Dr. Donald 0. Clifton, 
President of Selection 
Hesearch Incorporated, who 
will speak on the dedication of 
his firm helping employers 
maximize the potentials of 
individual employers at 9:30 
a.m. in the gymnasium. 

Dr. Robert S. Swanson, 
Chancellor of UW-Stout will 
speak to those in attendance 
through his address 
"f<~ducalion is for People" at 
1:20 p.m. 

Over :no speakers are 
scheduled for three major two
hour sectional meetings 
1hrough,1ul the day. All 
meetings will be held in the 
high school. Rooms numbered 
100-199 are located on, first 
floor. and those of 200- up are 
located on second floor, A map 
showing the location of the 
rooms is included in the con
ference packet which, ac
C'Ordi·ng Io Dr. Iverson, 
C'hairman of the conference, 
will be distributed to students 
and faculty within the next two 
weeks. 

When conferees study i ne 
program, it is asked that they 
give special attention to 
meetings which are of interest 
10 them, but also to attend 
1 hose meetings which are less 
riopulated than others because 
it is our duty as hosts to make 
visitors - and that includes 
speakers, feel comfortable, 
Therefore, a mass exodus for 
lunch <which will be available 
from 10:45 a.m. -1:30 p.m. in 
hox or hot form l during the 
usual noon hour will not be 
appreciated as it will result in 
poor attendance al the 12:15 
p.m. sectional meetings. A 
number of disappointed 
speakers who deserve a good 
c1udience will be left out in the 
('Ofd. 

• 

Sectional categories are 
divided according to time and 
topic. 

Eight sections of "Ad
ministration" topics will be 
presented ?t 10:45 a.m. 

"Career education" will also 
be discussed in eight sections 
at 10:45 a.m . 

The category of "Testing, 
Guidance , and Personal 
Development" will be 
presented in 13 sectional 
meetings at 10:45 a.m. 

"Instruction Curriculum and 
Media" (10:45 a.m.) will have 
14 sectional meetings, as will 
"School, . Community, and 
Interagency Cooperation." 

These same categories will 
be presented throughout the 
day at 10:45 a.m., 12:15 p.m., 
and 2:30p.m. The speakers and 
specific topics involved will 
vary. 

It is hoped that as many 
students as possible can attend 
this major event even though 
classes have not been 
dismissed. Many of the topics 
presented at the guidance 
eonference will be applicable 
to classes being conducted at 
!hose times and may be in
vestigated hy students and 
faculty as a learning ex
perience. 

Faulty wiring 
cause of fire 

The new home economics 
building could have once again 
become a dream had Gene 
Carr, sub-contractor, not been 
laying down floor tile in the 
soon to be completed building. 

Alone in the building, Carr 
discovered a fire at 5:30 p.m. 
Monday . He quickly alerted the 
Menomonie fire department 
and the fire was quickly ex
tinguished. 

According to the Menomonie 
fire chief, James Berg, the 
fire was caused by a short in 
the temporary electrical 
wiring on the first floor of the 
building. There was no damage 
reported to the building since 
the fire was confined to the 
wiring and insulation, 

The new home economics 
building is scheduled to open in 
the fall of 1973 . 

A Winning Combination 
The Agents 

George Hoffman Bob Plank 

Office-Across from Commons 
1109 S. Bdwy 235-7791 

The Plan 

1~• 
The Company 

American General 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

A young view of Washington 
by Ron Hendren 

Obituary 

for war 

on poverty 

Even as the body of Ljri~on , which it knew would be im-
Bames Johnson lay in ~tate ·irf•:.r .possible to meet. 
th~ Austin, T~xas~,:~.ftb/~ry;.' '"i1i The existing programs ad-
which be~rs his n~f$1f:.; ·\ ; inistered by OEO will be · 
successor m ~e ~h1te_ H~ ..... , .. ,. ·vided among various federal 
mad.e clear h!s mte~~>,ons !o '. {4i,gencies, the bulk of them 
abohsh t~e Office of E~o~?n,iic :;~oing to the. Department of 
Opportunity, ,the war r~.<,i:>(+i~ t::Ffealth, Education and 
Mr. Johnson s battle agam.sl , ' · Welfare. Predictably, the 
poverty. organization's controversial 

It was ironic that the news of legal services program is not 
OEO'.s demise should come at among those proposed to be 
the time of Lyndon ~ohnson's transferred, and presumably 
death, b~t the news itself was the President will again push 
~o surprise. The organization's for the creation of a separate 
hfe has been as st.ormy as was legal services corporation, 
the Johnson Presidency. more directly under his con-

Head Start was perhaps trol. 
OEO's best known creation. A R. Sargent Shriver, the 
program to aid un- Democratic candidate for Vice 
derprivileged pre-schoolers, it President in 1972, is OEO's best 
was the mainstay which known former director. Known 
assured the agency's continued on Capitol Hill as a "super~ 
funding by Congress in the salesman", Shriver was able to 
midst of failures on other more 

wrangle funds for the agency's 
programs but failed to deliver 
the results he so eloquently 
promised. 

He is likely to join the large 
group which will no doubt 
oppose the dismantling of OEO 
when Congress considers the 
President's fiscal year 1973-74 
budget proposal scheduled to 
be pr~sented this week. The 
Administration exudes con
fidence that the President's 
proposal will carry in 
Congress: We don't intend to 
do away with OEO programs, 
they say, merely transfer 
them to the appropriate 
agencies for administration. 

What they fail to add is that 
hidden away in the cavernous 
bowels of HEW, programs 
which now operate under the 
flag of the Executive Office of 
the President will have little 
muscle of their own to use in 
fighting for survival at the 
departmental money trough. 
Thus, good programs in time 
will stand a better-than-fair 
chance of perishing along with 
the bad . 

There's a word for it. It's 
called backlash-. It's what 
happens when expectations 
consistently exceed, and by 
astonishing margins, that 
which is delivered. So it was 
with OEO. 

turbulent fronts, failures like 
the Job Corps, which created 
expections both in Congress 
and among its participants 
which the program's ad
ministrators knew it could not 
fulfill. 

NORTHSIDE. LIQUOR STORE & BAR 

Therein lies the real ca, )f 
OEO's failure and the fail · >f 
the "war on poverty" iL:,e11': 
expectations were created 
among the poor and within th~ 
American public as a whole, 
which the government had no 
intentions of fulfilling, indeed, 

Where the Price Is Right 

Bali Hai Wine 
gallons & tax 

Schlitz Malt 
· 90c &tax 6 pack 

STORE HOURS: Mon. - Sat., 9 a.m. - I a.m. & Sun. 12 - 9 
p.m. . 

THE MARINES ARE LOOKING 
FOR A FEW GOOD MEN 

TO LEAD 
THE MARINE CORPS 

Off ICER SELECTION TEAM 
will be on campus to give you information 

concerning the various officer 

programs available. 

If you desire information, 
stop by ,the 

STUDENT CENTER INFORMATION DESK AREA 
on FEBRUARY 7 -8 

They'll be available from 

9:30 - 3:30 



Pawn presents 

A search for new talent 
The Pawn is seeking new 

student talent from the 
University community by 
sponsoring a Coffeehouse 
Showcase on March 16 and 17. 
The showcase is open to anyone 
from the University com
munity wishing to display his 
or her talent. 

The showcase will be com
petitive in that the first three 
places will receive cash prizes. 

Any group or individual 
having appeared 
professionally or on stage in 
The Pawn is ineligible for the 
showcase ( unless group 
membership has changed since 
that time). The group size will 
be limited from one to six 
members. 

Each act will consist of a 25 
minute set, with five minutes 
allowed for set up of equip
ment. 

Applications. should be 
clipped out of the Stoutonia. 

They mµst be returned to the 
Pawn by noon, on Friday, Mar. 
9. The first 12 applications will 
complete registration and will 
qualify to appear on stage. 
Names will be drawn from a 
hat to decide when the acts will 
appear. Representatives will 
be notified as to the time of 
appearance in the showcase. 

Groups will be judged on the 
basis of originality, and quality 
of the act. Judges for the 
showcase will be Stout faculty, 
Coffeehouse officials from Eau 
Claire, and a Stout student. 

Any questions that remain 
unanswered at this time may 
be directed to either Charlie 
Brady at Ext. 2247 or Pat 
Capelle at 235-0929. 
Deadline for showcase ap
plications is noon, Friday, 
March 9. This form must be 
turned in at the Pawn. 

START PRACTICING!!!! 

r-----:-------------, 
I Name 

I Address & Phone 

I 
I Type of entertainment you will I do (If singing, what type?I folk, blues, rock) 

f Equipment needed (piano, I mikes, stools) 

I 
I Have you ever performed 

before an audience before? I If so, where? 

----------------~ 

FACT- The PAWN is the 
most active student run 
organization on campus. 

FACT- The PAWN provides 
student or professional en
tertainment every weekend. 

FACT- The PAWN has been 
opera ting for 5 successful 
years . 

FACT- The PAWN is a·great 
opportunity to meet. people -
students and performers. 

FACT- The PAWN offers 
excellent opportunities to gain 
experience in contracting, 
bookkeeping ; advertising. 
sound systems, hostessing , and 
intertaining. 

FACT- Active participation 
in the PAWN will give you the 
opportunity to travel lo other 
schools. 

FACT- The PAWN needs 
your help to survive. 

FACT- The PAWN com
mittee meets every Tuesday 
night at 6:30 p.m. in the PAWN 
unless there is entertainment. 

FACT- For more information 
call: Charlie Brady, 232-2247 or 
Pat Capelle, 235-0929. 

'73 Pawn 
schedule 
Jan. 26-27: Roche & .Jerling 
Feb. 2-3: Rube Fischer 
Feb. 9-10: Chuck Groene & 

.Jim Ash 
Feb. 12-17: Paul Carney 
Feb. 23-24 : ? 

March 2-3: .Jug Band 
March 9-10: ? 

March 16-17 : Showcase 
Student Talent Competition 

March 19-24: Roger. Wendy 
& S;irn' 

l\farch :!(Vil: ? 

April 6-7 : ? 

April 27-28: 1.Prry 
Crossm;in' 

April :rn-M;iy ;;: ( 'ircuit 
l<'. nt erta in men t 

l\fav 11-12: ? 

This Week 
This weekend, Feb. 2 and 3, 

The PAWN proudly presents 
Rube Fischer for two shows 
nightly, 8:15p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 

A graduate of the Art 
Department and a known artist 
in the field of music and 
ceramics, Rube has been a 
resident of the Stout com
munity for the better part of six 
years . His career as ~' 
musician started at Stout as a 
member of the Tongue Band in 
the forming years of the group. 
It was here that his exceptional 

talent and showmanship 
became evident and has since 
progressed up the ladder to 
perfection. 

For the past 3 years besides 
his close association with the 
Tongue, Rube has been in
volved in his own music which 
a~counts for 90 percent of his 
performing works. 

This weekend will be his first 
live performance in over a 
year. Come and investigate a 
year of new music; harmonica, 
guitar and voice. 
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Sounds of our times 
by Tom Burke 

Title: "Naked Songs" 
Artist: Al Kooper 
Label: Columbia 

Kooper-'s latest LP for 
Columbia introduces the 
talents of John Prine. Prine's 
"Sam Stone" tells of a veteran 
returning home with " .. a little 
shrapnel in his knee." All is n-0t 
as bleak as it could be, because 
·' . . the morphine eased ~he 
pain." Or did it? And the 
chorus chants, " .. there's a hole 
in daddy's arm where all the 
money goes .. " . Credit should 
be given to artists like Kooper 
and Kristofferson for letting us 
know of the talents of relatively 
unknown writers like Prine. 

The remaining eight cuts are 
Kooper's, with the exception of 
Sam Cooke's "Touch The Hem 
Of His Garment''. 

For some unknown reason 
the side of the disc which 
usually contains all the goodies 
is.side one. With the exception 
of "Naked Songs" though all 
the best cuts are on side two 
which includes Prine's "Sam 
Stone" , Kooper' s "Peacock 
Lady " , "Where Were You 
When I Needed You", 
"Unrequitted", and Cooke's 
"Touch The Hem Of His 
Garment''. 

The many musical paths 
which Kooper follows never 
ceases to amaze me. Originally 

the singer and organist with 
the Blues Project, and later, 
Blood, Sweat and Tears, 
Kooper has jammed with 
Stephen Stills , Mike Bloom
field. Mimi Henedrix, and 
Moby Grape. Just where 
Kooper is ultimately headed no 
one can· say. 
Other current releases: 
Title: "-Stoneground Words" 
,\rtist: Melanie 
Label: Neighborhood Records 

"St_onegroqnd Words" in
cludes 10 new released from 
the lady who once gave us 
"Lay Down". Melanie's latest 
release includes "Tog et her 
Alone", "Here I Am" and 8 
other current works . 

Tille: "Stardancer" 
Artist: Tom Rapp 
Label: Blue Tumb 

Tom Rapp ' s latest disc 
employs the talents of Charlie 
McCoy on harmonica. "Pearls 
Refore Swine," "Marshal ," 
and "The Baptist" are 
featured on "Stardancer". 
Perhaps the most remarkable 
feature of Rapp's LP is the 
front cover painting of 
"Descent Of The Rebels" by 
Peter Breughel The Elder. I 
am still trying to determine if 
the painting suits · the music. 

Title: "Sleepy Hallow" 
Artist : Sleepy Hallow 
Label: Family Productions 

After listening to "Sleepy 
Hallow " I had only one 
thought , "ls Richard Billay 
really John Lennon?" They 
certainly sound like one in the 
same. All eight tunes were 
composed by lead vocalist 
Richard Billay. 

Title : "Special Someone" 
,\rtist: Bo Donaldson and the 
llcywoods 
Label: Family Productions 

Bo Donaldson and The 
Heywoods have backed up the 
Osmonds when the young lads 
toured the country. This should 
inform the readers where the 
Heywoods are at musically. 

Black liberation week 
The Black Awareness Feb . . 12-Speaker Bobby 

Seale at Johnson Field House 
at 8 p.m . 

Organization will sponsor 
several programs during 
National Black Liber.ation 
Week which will be open to all 
students, faculty member, and 
the citizens of Menomonie free 
of charge. 

Feb . 13- This dav is 
dedicated to the Black woman. 
Discussion or rap session will 
be held in the West Central 
Ballroom at 7:30 p.m. Heading 
the discussion and rap session 
is the vice president of B.0.A., 
Rosie Goldman. 

Schedule of Black Liberation 
Week 

Crystal 
Impressions 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
"Crystal Impressions," the 

theme of this year's Winter 
Carnival will be shaped in. the 
snow and engraved on the 
hearts and memories of co-eds. 

Set for the weekend of 
February 26-March 3, a diverse 
selection of fun-filled sports 
will be offered to the students. 
Three-legged races, cross 
country skiing , and broom ball 
are among the games slated. 
Rambunctious students with 
energy lo spare, will be 

building ice carvings about 
campus due to be judged 
Sunday, Feb. 25 at 2 p.m. Total 
points won from the ice car
vings and games will be 
totalled to determine the 
Grand Champion. 

The queens convoc'ation will 
be held on Monday, Feb. 26 at 8 
p.m. Each candidate will be 
performing individually. 

Voting scheduled for 
Thursday, March I , will be 
held jointly with the election of 
officers for SSA. 

Feh . 14- lnternational 
Students will talk and show 
slides of the mother land Africa 
at 7 ::io p.m. in the West Central 
Rallroom. 

Feb. 16-At 2:30 p.m . a Soul 
Fashion Show will be held in 
the Union Snack Bar. Also at 8 

making1 
course ol 
students 
classroo1 
pottery a 
touches, 
Diane Si 

p.m. in Harvey Hall .there will 
be a black talent show. 

Feb. !~.-This day is 
dedicated to the Black man. A 
rap session will be held at 7: 30 
p.m. in the West Central 
Ballroom. 

Feb. 17-A Black band, The 
Weapons of Peace, will play in 
the Student Union• Snackbar 
from 8-12 p.m. 

Book 
Book in Review: 

.Jonathan Livingston Seagull 
By : ·Richard Bach 
Photography by: 
Russel Munson 

Soar to a high level of un
derstanding and find yourself 
while reading Richard Bach's 
.Jonathan Livingston Seagull. 

An awe inspiring story, JLS 
depicts how hiller life can be 
for an individualist. In limes 
when life seems too heavy to 
earry .Jonathan LivingS"ton 
Seagull says , "We can lift 
ourselves out of ignorance , we 
can find ourselves as creatures 

• rev1e 
of excellence and intelligence 
and skill" To get the most out 
of life, we should understand 
who we are and lo live ac
eordingly. 

Written in a script and photo 
sequence, Seagull is a unique 
reading experience that gives 
the reader a tranquil feeling of 
noaling in air. 

Ninety-three pages in length 
,Jonathan Livingston Seagull is 
a deep book, yet charmingly 
philosophical. JLS is an en
joyable and a learning ex
perience. 

Published by Mocmillian Company, 
New York , N ew York 
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Laying bricks for credit. The art of kiln
o art students during a special three-credit 
g the first semester at UW-Stout. While the 
re opportunity to study kiln-making in a 
e university received two new kilns for the 
s new Applied Arts Center. Putting finishing 
e kilns are Dennis Zopp, Menomonie; and 
,water. 
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THURSDAY - FEB. 1 

gor• ''WOR~IED"l1ell!!! 
Gort,I'M NO 

LONGEIZ TM£ -.1 
PAGAN GOD OF 

~EAVEN & fA2T"rr 

<,>ou 
look 

worried, 
Zeusr 

Th'BOA2D '?r Olympus is only 
Y'mean a subsidiar~ ~ 
you work a multinational 
.Oor a conglomerate 

compah!/?! corpot'ation~ 

ZOUNDS~ It's t1ot. that! The 
I knew BOAIZD's beet1 
you'd lookitig "'°" a ecape-
E>eert goat ,lbr their business 
losirig blundet'S, '50 I'VE 
believers, been ''kicked upstaiis~ 
but ... 
f( 

Good lord!' 
NO company 
has enoug'1 
powel' to 
c.ontl'ol 

EVEClYTUING ! 

Gort ... <Jou 
just don't 
know much 

about 
ITTf 

11:30 a .m . SSA E><ecutive Board Meeting (Judicial Room) 

FRIDAY - FEB. 2 
Sign.up for Sorority . Rush (Fireside Lounge) 
Winter Carnival Queen candidate nomination papers due 
8: 15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Pawn presents: Rube & Jerling 

SATURDAY - FEB. 3 
2 p.m. Swim meet: Oshkosh and River Falls ( Nelson Fie ldhouse) 
6:30 p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 
8:15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Pawn presents: Rube & Jerling 

SUNDAY - FEB. 4 
11:30 a.m. Student Worship (Our Savior's Lutheran Church) 
6 p.m. & 8:30 p.m. Free Flicks -Airport 

MONDAY - FEB. S 
I.E.E.E. Gadget Sale (Franchise booth) 
Sign-up for Sorority Rush ( Fireside Lounge) 
5:30 p.m . IRHC Meeting (Ballroom) 
6:30 p.m . Delta Zeta Rush Party (Meet in Fireside Lounge for A l l Parties) 
7 p.m. UAA (Ballroom) 
7:30 p.m. Alpha Phi Rush Party 
B p,m. Basketball : Superior (Nelson Fieldhouse) 
8:30 p.m. Tri Sig Rush Party 

TUESDAY - FEB. 6 
Sign-up for Sorority Rush ( Fireside Lounge ) 
I.E.E.E. Gadget Sale (Franchise booth) 

1972 
1973 
dal I ion 

award 
Me 

7 ~m. SSA Meeting ( Ballroom) 
7 p .m . Alpha Omicron Pi Rush Party . 
B p .m. Chi Lambda information rush (President's Room) 
B p.m. Alpha Sig Rush Party 
7 pm. SSIT Meeting (Room 141 Student Center). 
e p:m. Speaker's Forum - John McManus from the Birch Society - View of World 

Issues (H.H. Aud.) 
Alpha Sigma Alpha Open Rush Party (for information call 235-3818) 

WEDNESDAY - FEB. 7 
Sign-up for Sorority Rush (Fireside Lounge) 
I.E.E.E. Gadget Sale (franchise booth) 
6:30 p.m. Delta Zeta Rush Party 
7 p.m. SSIT Meeting Speaker from Oscar Mayer ( Ballroom) 
7:30 p,m. Alpha Phi Rush Party 
8:30 p.m. Tri Sig Rush Party 
8:30 p.m . Hockey: Mankato State (County Fair Grounds) 

THURSDAY - FEB. 8 
Sign up for Sorority Rush ( Fireside Lounge ) 
I.E.E.E . Gadget Sale (Franchise booth) 
UAA Calendar Information· Due. 
7 p.m. Alpha Omicron Pi Rush Party 
B p.m. Alpha Sig Rush Party 

Stoutonia 
Stoutonia is ·looking for in

terested students who would 
like to help both themselves 
and the university. We need 
writers, reporters and anyone 
interested in getting practical 
experience in the field of 
journalism. Anyone from the 

Stout community is welcome 
and needed. 

If you are interested in 
helping us, contact any staff 
members, phone the Stoutonia 

· office at 232-2272 or come down 
to the office in the basement of 
the Student Center. 

The winners of the coveted 
Medallion Award for .the 1972-
73 school year were announced 
a1 the Tuesday night meeting 
of the SSA. 
the following people are slated 
to receive the award: David 
Raumann. Mark Burwell, 
Jules Butcher. Joanne Carini, 
Alan Carlson. Marilyn Drew, 
Kenneth Finke. Addis Hilliker, 
.Joan Houser. Ronald Johnson, 
Diane Jones, Barney Klecker, 
Tim Kruse, Byron Olson, Mary 
Kay Olson. Mary Prickett, 
Patricia Shay. Sonjia Sher
man. Lorraine Spears, Bar
hara Uebele, Margaret 
Yachinich, and Kathryn Zutz. 

The Awards C'omm it tee 
noted that all alloted 
nominations were no1 filled due 
to lack of applicants and 
nominations. 

Winter carnival 
The 1973 Winter Carnival Ice 

Carvings are open for entry by 
anyone on campus. This year's 
theme is "Crystal Im
pressions" . 

Judging will take place at 2 
p.m . Sunday, Feb. 25. Two 
awards, Most Beautiful and 
Most Humorous, will be given. 
If there are a large number of 
entries, second place awards 
will be given. 

Ice carvings will be judged 
on a point system and each 
group's points will be added to 
those they accumulate in game 
competition to find the winner 
of the Grand Champion award. 
There will be 180 possible game 

points per team and 100 points 
possible per ice carving. The 
team with the most combined 
points is the Grand Champion. 

RULES FOR ENTRY 
1. The theme this year is 

"Crystal Impressions". 
2. You must have your 

category picked and the theme 
and location (on a map) of your 
carving turned in to the U.A.A. 
office by Feb. 16. 1973. ( Most 
Beautiful and Most Humorous l 

3. All carvings must be 
constructed on campus 
grounds. The Athletic Field 
may not be used. Care must be 
taken to prevent formation of 
ice on sidewalks. 

4. The first group to suhmit a 
location has priority. The same 
holds true for theme plans . 

5. The carving must be made 
of ice or snow. It may be 
decorated with real trees, 
boughs, and shrubbery. No 
wood or substance other than 
snow or ice can be used inside 
the carving. 

6. The sponsor's name must 
appear on or near the carving. 

7. Anyone may work on the 
carving . 

8. You may start hauling 
snow at 8 a.m. Feh. 10. 1973. No 
forming may begin until 8 a .m. 
Feb. 18, 1973. 

9. You must have the carving 
finished on Sunday. Feb. 25 at 2 
p.m., since judging begins at 
that time. 

10. Notify chairmen by 12 
noon Feb. 25 of any can
cellations. 

11. Decision of judges is final. 
Listing of accumulated points 
will be posted in the U.A.A. 
office Monday , Feb. 26. 

12. If you have any questions. 
contact: Jerry Blomquist at 
:m 14th Ave., 235-9706 or Eloise 
Goeke. :rn Keith, 232-1487. 

ENTRYFOH i\1 

Group Name 

Address 

Theme 
Local ion of C'arYin~ 

Phone 

Category 

£ 
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Greek activities· lauded 
Wisvet outreach program 
attempts to meet needs 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
Walking through the Student 

Center la tely. you might have 
noticed tables set up in the 
lobby displaying Greek ac- . 
tiviti es. Fraternities and 
sororiti es set up di splays 
showing events they 've taken 
part in and sponsored. 

Contrary to popular belief, 
the Greeks do more than 
socialize. Throughout the year 
the different groups sponsor 
activities. The AOP's Hold-Up 
on ·Parent 's Weekend donates 
its contributions to the Ar
thritis Foundation. May Day 
halloons are sponsored by the 
same group. 

The Alpha Sigs sponsor the 
Sadie Hawkins Dance and 
Homecoming Mum sale. This 
~·ear. student directories were 
compiled by the KLB's. The 
Tekes are known for Bush · 
Bash, the Polka Fest and 
Bicycle Rodeo. The Sig Tau's 
sponsor a Brat Fry and the 
annual Calendar. 

A spaghetti dinner and 
pancake brunch are given by 
the D Z's. The Alpha Phi's play 
hostess at the annual Snow Ball 
Dance and sponsor a Holly Sale 
ciuring the Christmas season. 
l'he Tri Sigs sell Parent's 
weekend flowers. The annual 
s,weetheart Dance is hosted by 
·he Phi Sigs. 

UW's open to 

'students' ages 

65 or older -

Professors at the 27 cam
puses of the University of 
Wisconsin System expect to see 
more gray hair and bald heads 
in their classrooms during the 
spring semester. 

The Board of Regents ap
proved a plan Friday to permit 
Wisconsin residents age 65 or 
older to at tend university 
cl;;.sses without charge and test 
the maxim: "you're never too 
old to learn." 

The regent action followed 
an opinion by Attorney General 
Robert W. Warren earlier this 
week that the regents have 
power to accept the plan. 

Elderly "auditors" may· 
a ttend classes at the 13 
universities and 14 freshman
sophomore centers subject to 
the following conditions : 

- That they will not earn 
credits . 

-That space in the class is 
available. 

-That the faculty member 
teaching the class approves. 

-That they will pay any 
special class or laboratory 
charges other than the normal 
fee. 

-That anyone who enrolls on 
a no-credit audit basis may not 
change to a credit basis during 
the term of the class. 

The proposal was made by 
Regent John M. Lavine of 
Chippewa Falls . It is a step in 
the direction indicated by UW · 
System President John C. 
Weaver when he called for 

· "rejuvenation of the Wisconsin 
Idea'' of service to all 
Wisconsin residents, including 
"new markef" students among 
the elderly, minorities and 
disadvantaged. 

Normal fees for UW System 
undergraduates who are 
Wisconsin residents are ap
proximately $17 per credit per 
semester for part-time 
students and $200 for full-time 
students. 

by Richard Timmerman any number of ways to assist a 
vet with whatever problem he. 
may have. A primary objective 
is to make him aware of public 
and private resources 
available to him on local , state, 
and Federal levels, and to 
assist him in obtaining the 
necessary help from such 
resources. 

Another facet of Greek sponsored activities is the Alpha Phi Rush · 
_party held last Tuesday night . . 

In December of 1972 the 
Wisconsin Dept. of Vet~rans 
Affairs put into effect a far
reaching program designed 
to better serve the 
vietnam era veteran in helping 
him face and solve the 
problems before him . Called 
WISVET OUTREACH, the 
program personalizes the 
attempt to find the Vietnam 
era vet, determine his needs, 
and then obtain the help or 
resources necessary to meet 
these needs. WISVET 
OUTREACH does this through · 
the use of 20 Vietnam era vets, 
who have been trained to 
contact and help other 
veterans and who are now 
working in all areas of the 
state. 

I would suggest that every 
vet in school get to know the 
county veterans service officer 
(CVSOl in his home county as 
well as the county in which his 
school is located. Each county 
in Wisconsin has a service 
officer, and most often, this 
person will help facilitate the 
applicaton for certain benefits 
and provide other assistance 
for vets in school. The CVSO in 
Dunn County is Roy Cropp ; his 
office is in the county court
house building. 

In addition to these ac
tivities, fraternities and 
sororities have philanthropic 
projects. Some of these 
projects include monetary 
contributions to mental 
retardation associations, work 
at homes for the aged, 
scholarship fund drives, 
coaching basketball, Cardiac 
aid. and raise funds for 
Carvel hospital, a college for 
the deaf. 

Rush, a time to get to know 
the Greeks, is upon us. It is 
during this lime when formal 
efforts are made to invite in
terested persons to join the 
respective groups. 

The Inter Fraternity 
President's Council sponsored 
Greek Week, the week of Jan. 
15. A similar type of week 
began last Friday by Pan-Rel, 
a group representing campus 
sororities. 

Each group had a day set 
aside to show their 
achievements and in-
volvements. If you checked a 
few of these displays out, 
perhaps you noticed, the 
Greeks do more than talk, they 
·1ct. 

Faculty senate to 
meet Feb. 8 for 
final decision 

Students have been 
anxiously waiting for the 
Faculty Senate's decision on a 
"final week", or at least that is 
what they think they are 
waiting for. Rumors have been 
floating around campus for 
weeks that the faculty is about 
to "lower the boom" on 
students by adding finals to the 
calendar. 

According to Gerald Donley, 
the chairman of the 31-member 
senate, the rumor is false. The 
group is trying to find a more 
relevant way of dealing with 
the last week of school. 

Instead of the normal one 
hour time blocks for classes, 
the time would be doubled. 
This would enable the in
structor lo do as he wishes, and 
some instructors may wish to 
give finals. 

No decision has been made 
on this issue, though it has been 
ready for debate at each of the 
last two meetings of the ·senate. 
The next meeting is scheduled 
for Thursday, Feb. 8 at 3:30 
p.m. in the President's Room 
of the union. 

One of the good things about 
the WISVET OUTREACH 
program is that these young 
veterans know that there are 
particular and different 
problems faced by Vietnam 
era vets. Whereas the 
problems of employment, 
financial need, or educational 
choice may seem con
ventional, it is much easier for 
a younger veteran like myself 
to really understand the 
emotional and societal aspects 
of the problems faced by the 
vets of the last 8 or so years . 

As a veterans counselor wit-h 
the WISVET OUTREACH 
program, I find myself more 
and more aware that there is a 
special need to sincerely and 
actively seek ways to reach the 
Vietnam era vet. I'm 25, did a 
year in Vietnam, have been in 
college, arid have worked, 
having been released from the 
army in November 1969. 
Coupled with training and 
mobility provided by my 
position, I feel that there are 

An important thing I'd like to 
menti.on is that the vets in 
school at UW-Stout can be 
instrumental in referring vets 
they know of who have 
problems to me . or any other 
WISVET OUTREACH worker 
in the state. It's especially 
important to reach the vet who 
has just been released from 
service so that he can be made 
immediately aware of benefits 
available to him, such as his 
eligibility for unemployment 
compensation, re-employment 
rights, and incentive grants to 
start school. <These grants up 
to $250, do not have to be paid 
back. l Therefore, if you know 
of a vet who needs some kind of 
help. have . him get in touch 
with me or let me know so that 
I can contacthim. 

If you need to 
reach me, my phone is (715) 
425-7825, and my address is 
Richard Timmerman, Route 4, 
River Falls, Wisc ., 54022. 

LAKEVIEW FLORAL & GREENHOUSE 
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1330 Stout Rd. 235-7700 

flowers Show Your Love 

Give the One You Love 
Some Flowers on 
Valentine's Day 

ER RO RITE™ AT YOUR 
BOOKSTORE 

L ~ ' We Have 
Valentine Arran_gemenls 

REGAL NOTES 
UNDERSTAND PLAYS. 
NOVELS AND POEMS 

FASTER WITH O_l,)R NOTES 
We're new and we're the biggest! · 
Thousands of topics reviewed for 
quicker understanding. Our subjects 
include not only English , but An 
thropology, Art, Black Studies. 
Ecology, Economics, Education , 
History, Law, Music, Philosophy , 
Political Science, Psychology, 
Religion, Science, Sociology and 
Urban Problems. Send $2 for your 
catalog of topics available: 

REGAL NOTES 
3160 "0" Street, N.W. 

Washington, D. C. 20007 
Telephone: 202-333-0201 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

l31 Main St. 235-7615 

INTER-VARSITY 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 

Presents A 

Multi-Media Culture Probe 

TWENTYONEHUNDRED 
Tickets at the Ticket Office or at the 
Door 

"Through the use of a 
battery of slide and movie 
projectors, lighting effects 
and a stereophonic sound 
track of folk, rock and soul 
music, parti(:ipants ex
perience a world of despair. 
Confronted with the 
alienation of much of man's 
existence, they learn of One 
who died to let them gain a 
life that's new." 

Wed., Jan. 31 - Sun., Feb. 4 
8:00 Nightly- 7:00 Sat. 

Wed. - Fri. Tamarack Room 

Sat. & Sun. Maple Room 

Davies Center 

Susses Leaving H. A: Circle 
for Eau Claire 

Weeknights- 7:00 p.m. 
Saturday Night6:00 p.m. 

ADMISSION l DOLLAR 



Time Out 
by Todd Schmidt 

Things like this can happen in the course of human events. Call 
it human nature, ingratitude, blind selfwill, or simply freedom of 
speech. Mr. Paul Gavin from Hill A.F.B., a Stout Alumnus, is just 
like the rest of us as he is entitled to freedom of speech, just like it 
is guaranteed in the Constitution. He excercised this right several 
weeks ago in an editorial published in the Stoutonia, which ac
cused the Blue Devil basketball team of being "a team of stuck up 
individuals and whether choked up or affected by altitude ... they 
looked like hell!" He also claims that "Stout got their tails 
cleaned (by Weber State), and they looked as if they could care 
less." 

Whatever Mr. Gavin saw that night, or whatever opinions he 
formed he is certainly entitled to. He is also entitled to freedom of 
speech, and so am I. Therefore Mr. Gavin, wherever you are, I 
submit that you 're all wet, and I'll tell you why. 

First of all, it is extremely difficult for a team such as Stout to 
compete with the likes of Weber State. The boys at Stout who play 
basketball are doing so because they love the game, and because 
the game gives them a certain sense of self-satisfaction. Now I 
would be terribly naive if I didn't realize that these factors al~o 
motivate Weber State's players, or that there are other reasons 
for playing the game than just these. But motivation is a relative 
thing. The boys from Weber State are in a different bracket of 
competition than Stout. They play teams like UCLA and USC and 
Utah State, plus other biggies. Their boys also draw vast sums of 
money for their efforts (in the form of athletic scholarships) 
which is unheard of here at Stout (it's also illegal, by the way). 
These boys love the game and represent their school well, or they 
wouldn't be out there. 

Now obviously, being beaten badly by a super team does not 
provide cause for us to throw our hands up in the air and cry 
"wolf"! Stout took a number of untested freshmen on that 
western tour, the majority of whom never dreamed of par
ticipating in anything like it so early in their college careers. It 
was a real treat for the entire team, not something they should be 
ostracized for. I think they deserve credit for wanting to take on 
an opponent such as Weber State, and do not deserve criticism for 
doing so and losing. 

As I looked into the matter, and an interesting revelation un
folded. It appears that there are other Stout alumni out West 
besides Mr. Gavin, and that several of them came down to see 
Coach Mintz after the game, and even went out to eat with them 
afterwards. I thought that was a very noble gesture, and I found it 
very interesting that Mr. Gavin was not present among those 
cordial individuals. 

I suppose my greatest disbelief lies in the realization that there 
are really people around who enjoy beating down the underdog. I 
don't see how anyone, particularly an Alumnus, should castrate 
Stout players for their actions and reactions on the Western tour, 
considering all the angles. I considered Mr. Gavin's position very 
narrow, and I said so. I didn't try to criticize Mr. Gavin for 
exercising his freedom of speech, but I do suggest that he get his 
head on straight. 

Baseball players 
meeting There will be an 

important meeting for all men 
who are interested in playing 
Rlue Devil baseball this spring, 
on Monday, Feb. 5. Sports 
publicity forms, statements of 
financial support, medical and 
other important material will 
be handed out and completed 
at this time. This is a very 
important meeting, so please 
plan to at tend. It will begin at 5 
p.m. in room 217 of the 
Fieldhouse. Please bring a pen 
with you. 

Swimming pool hours · 
New open recreation hours for 
the swimming pool were 
recently announced by Coach 
Robert Smith. They are as 
follows: Monday ·thru Friday 
- 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., Saturday 
and Sunday - 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., 
and 6 p.m. to 8 p.m . 

last swim meet: Besure 
10 catch the last home swim 
meet, this Saturday beginning 
at 2 p.m . It will be the last 
home meet for Ben Kowalski 
and Mike Van de Bogart, two 
stars for the past four years.". 

Dunn Co. recreational 
park schedule 

Thursday, Feb. t: Hockey 
team 4 p.m. 5 p.m.; Youth 
hockey 5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.; 
Public skating 7:30 p.m.-9:00 
p.m.; Late Skating <College 
students) 9 p.m.- 10:30 p.m. 

Friday, Feb. 2: Hockey team 
4 p.m.-5 p.m.; Youth hockey 
5:30 p.m .-7:30 p.m .; Public 
Skating 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. 

Saturday, Feb. :1: Youth 
hockey 9 a.m .-1 p.m.; Public 
Skating 2 p.m.-5p.m.; Public 
Skating 7 p.m.-8 p.m. 

Monday, Feb. 5: Hockey 
learn 4 p.m.-5 p.m.; Youth 
hockey 5:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.; 
Late Skating <College 
Students) 8:30 p.m .-10 p.m . 

. Tuesday, Feb. 6: Hockey 
learn 4 p.m.-5 p.m.; Youth 
hockey 5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.;
Public Skating 7:30 p.m.-9:30 
p.m. 

Wednesday, Feb. 7: Hockey 
team 4 p.m.-5 p.m.; Youth 
hockey 5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m .; 
Public Skating 7:30 p.m.-9:30 
p.m. 

THE TAP 
2 for 1 on Foosball, Pool, 

and Jukebox 

HAPPY HOUR 

12: 00 - 6: 00 
Daily and 
All of Sun. 

6 - 8 Daily and All Day Sun. 

Swimmers sink two opponents 
by "Cab" Baudek 

UW-Stout Swimming team 
had a victorious weekend 
winning both dual meets. 
Friday, Jan. 27, Stout swam to 
a close victory at Macalester 
College in Minnesota, 60-53. 
Saturday, Jan. 28, St. Cloud 
State from Minnesota fell prey 
to the huslin' Blue Devils, 74-34. 

Swimming at Macalester 
was a very unusual experience 
for many of the Stout swim
mers . Because of a short 
course, 20 yard pool the 
number of lengths and yardage 
of some of the races were 
changed resulting in an ex
citing meet. The big victory 
was in the 400 yd. freestyle 
relay. The meet was tied 53-53 
after the 3-meter diving. 
Stout's relay of Ben Kowalski, 
Gary Janicki, Dave Kontz and 
Mike Van de Bogart won with a 
lime of 3:30.2 just 1.4 seconds 
ahead of the Macalester relay 
team. The win for Stout was, 
"a very exciting one", also it 
was the first time Macalester 
has lost a home meet in many, 
many years," quoted Coach 
Bob Smith. 

Macalester won the 100 yd. 
medley relay and 6 other 
events. Stout won the 400 yd. 
freestyle relay and 5 other 
events. Winners for Stout were 
Greg Janicki in the 160 yd. 
individual medley, Steve Swick 
Andy Silverthorn in the 200 yd. 
breaststroke and Ben Kowalski 
in the 100 yd. freestyle. 

LEE'S 
Caty's Fragrance 

Event of the Year 
Emerande 
L'Aimant 
l'Origan 

$2.75 
with gift box 

Save Up to $3.50 
on 

Equasion 

Overnight Beauty Special 
Enriched Night Treatment 

2 oz. :l.50 reg. 5.00 

4 oz. 5.00 reg. 8.50 

. Cream Within a Cream 

1 oz. 3.00 reg. 4.00 

1.8oz. 4.50 reg. 6.50 

NOTICE: 
"Students needed 

immediately to act as 
representatives for a 
Chicago research 
company. Plenty of 
money to be made in 
spare time. Call (312) 
922-0300." 

Stout had an easier time in 
.defeating St. Cloud State 
Saturday afternoon in their 
home pool. Ben Kowalski, 
senior co-captain, performed 
well in both the 200 and 100 
yard freestyle events. Many 
other Stout swimmers had 
their best personal per
formances; Gary Novak swam 
a 2: 16.8 in the 200 yd. I.M. and 
in the 200 yd . backstroke a time 
of 2:16.9. Both of these events 
are new for Gary, who 
previously swam the freestyle 
events . Other personal high 
performances were Rick 
Winkler in the 1000 yd . 
freestyle with a time of 11: 27 .O; 
John Luettger with a time of 
2: 19.8 in the 200 yd. backstroke, 
Mike Molitor with a time of 
5: 29.9 in the 500 yd. freestyle, 
Pete Wisniewski with a 2:30.9 
in the 200 yd. breaststroke. 
Stout won all the events except 
for exhibition. 

The two victories uppea 
Stout's season record to 5-1. 
The next meet . for the Stout 
Swim Team will be Saturday, 
Feb. 3, at Stout's home pool. 
The meet is a double-duo 
against River Falls and 
Oshkosh both W.S.U.C. teams. 
This is the last home meet for 
Stout this swim season. 

The River Falls, Oshkosh 
meet marks the last time that 
Senior co-captains Ben 
Kowalski and Mike Van de 
Bogart will swim al the Stout 
Pool where each has competed 
for 4 years. Ben Kowalski ' 
attended Wausau East High 
School where he graduated in 
1969. Ben has been Stout's most 
valuable swimmer award 
winner for the past two 
seasons. Coack Smith says, 
"Ben could very well win three 
firsts in the Conference meet 
this year. He is a very strong 
contender for Most Valuable 
Swimmer Award this year." 

Ben holds school records in the 
50, 100, and 200 yard freestyle 
events. He also is a member of 
the 400 and 800 yard freestyle 
relays, and the 400 yard 
mrdley relay. Ben is a second 
semester senior majoring in 
Industrial Education. "Ben 
Kowalski has improved each 
year competitively and 
academically," quotes Coach 
Bob Smith . 

Mike Van de Bogart hails 
from Badger High School in 
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Mike 
is majoring in Hotel and 
Restaurant Management. He 
won Stout's most Valuable 
Swimmer award the "69-70" 
swim season. Coach Smith 
says, "Mike is a fine sprinter 
and all around swimmer. He is 
a good team leader. Mike has 
held school records in the I.M., 
50, 100, 200, 500 yard freestyle 
events at one time or another." 
This year Mike is swimming 
the freestyle events for the 
Stout Swim Team. 

BORGIE'S 
Card, Gift & Mod Shop 

Remember the One Yoa Love with a 

Hallmarlc Valentine 
When you care enough you give the very best: 

Hallmark 
If you care enough you give the very best: 

Evenings 
7:00-9:40 
Sunday 

Cont. From 
1 :00 

RATED 

(R) 

Fanny Farmer Candy 

iY 
SINGS 
THE 

BLUES 

,:, •l!!IJ!lf•J,/1 j 
NOW SHOWING! 

RDIIIIR'I' 
111:lll'IIRII 

Ill 
JIIRIIMIAH 
.laHNIIDN 
Evenings i-9 Rated <PG) 

Second Semester Enrollment 
For S.S.A. Endorsed 

STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE 
Closes February 5, 1973 

WPS BLUE SHIELD PLAN 

Call BOB JEATRAN 
MINTON-JEATRAN ASSOCIATES 

-. 



Devils ready 
for rematches 
AJter the bruising bat tie 

;1gainst Eau Claire. what next? 
T1,·o more. a t Oshkosh 
Saturcia ~· night and here 
,1gains1 Superior Monday 
night. Io make for three tough 
ga mf's in twice as many days . 

It 11·ill he the second time 
;1round for the Blue Devils 
;1ga inst both opponents. 

At the earlier battle against 
1he Titans. Stout and Oshkosh 
duf'l ed wildlv until the Blue 
Df'vils ran ciwav in the final 
right minutes ·,o win 74-62 . 
l\larcus Hayes led the Big Blue 
11·ith 24 points. 

Superior has been having 

almost 18 point s a game for the 
Rlue Df'vils. 

Oshkosh is probably th e 
conference sleeper. They have 
hit hot and cold streaks all year 
as their ~-5 record indicates. 
however , they are starting to 
jell . 

In their latest game against 
J<:au Claire, the Titans stormed 
hack from a 10 point deficit to 
lie the game only to loose it at 
1he buzzer, 61-59, on Tom 
Peck's only basket of the 
game. • 

The Titan lineup is loaded 
with talent and experience with 
four seniors and one 
sophomore making up the 
starting team. 

lwir I roubles all vear as 
,.,·id1·ncpd bv their earlier 101 -
,;:\ loss lo the Rlue Devils in 
-.; uprr ior. Godfrey Skinner , no 
longer wit h the Blue Devils , 
11aeed liis teammates with 21 
p«inl s ;111d Doug F:ha pulled in 
·· lrvrn rebounds in that con
·pst . 

Oshkosh 's strongest points 
are their two fine senior for
wards, Greg Seibold 6'6", and 
.John De Young 6'4" . De Young 
;111d All-Conference Seibold 
both rank well in the scoring 
column and combine to help 
the Titans punch out 73.5 points 
a game. They are equally as 
strong on defense giving up 74 
points a game. 

It's Stout vs. Oshkosh on Feb. 3. 

Eastern Michigan upsets Devils 
Nom:t lwkss. Superior makes 

tor a tough opponent. Although 
' hey own the conference cellar 
1 ht>y ha 1·t· shown sparks of life. 
I ;ist 11·c•pkend the 
\ Pll owjackets surprised 
..;l <'vrns Point. 

Superior's offense puts out 
1:.2 points per game while 
i1f'ir opporwnts bomb past at 
,,•lier than llll points a game. 
'.nth ,1vPragC's rate the con
Prence. 

.Jack Hillie. the 
\'l'!lowjackets S'l" sophomore 
-.coring plug is the only reason 
Superior is st i II a respect able 
ioP . Hillic chips in a solid ts 
pqints p('r outing and hc will 
prnhabl_1· draw Slou!'s Bill 
l .ynns ;1s his m,111 for man 
,1pp111w111 . I.Yons ;1,·PragC's 

Coach Dwain Mintz has 
turned his Blue Devils into one 
of conference's most feared 
rlefensive units as they have 
held their opponents to just 64.8 
points a game, second only to 
F:au Claire's 64.0 points. 

Not only are the Blue Devils 
rlefensive specialists, they 
score a conference high of 78.6 
points a game. 

Thc Blue Devil use a 
balanced attack with Eha 
scoring 14.6 points a game, 
Lvons 1:u , Haves 1~, Dale 
Magedanz 12.5 and Rozakis 9.7. 
II all arlds up to good sound 
hask,,th<1ll <"om1wlition 

UW-Stout's Blue Devils 
threw several chances to win in 
lhe final minutes here 
Saturday night and finally 
succumbed to Eastern 
Michigan, 50-49, in a wild and 
wooly nonconference 
basketball game. 

Stout, breezing to a nine
point lead, appeared on the 
verge of pulling off a mild 
upset on the invading Hurons. 

But the Blue Devils, who had 
hit at a 60 per cent pace in the 
first half, could make just two 
of 24 field goal attempts in the 

· 1ast 20 minutes and saw victory 
snatched from their hands. 

Stout 9-7 
The loss leaves Stout with a 

\J-7 season record. Eastern, a 
I0:)-85 winner over the Devils 
last year at Ypsilanti, Mich. , is 
110W 7-10. 

The game was an excellent 
defensive battle all the way 
with only 51 field goals made 
hy the two teams. 

Despite their poor second 
half shooting , the Devils still 

Stout Whips Eau Claire 
continued from page 1 

BOX SCORE 

Eau Claire (591 A-FG A-FT F R Pis 
Reitzner .. 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 
Adams . . ... 14-6 6-4 4 3 16 
Woita ... 2-l 0-0 3 0 2 
Mnrlel I .. 0-0 0-0 I O 0 
Wade . . ..... 7-2 2-l 5 3 5 
Nnsh ... 3-l 1-l l 2 3 
Hines . . 4-4 2-l 2 l 9 
Healy ........ 0-0 0-0 l O O 
Washington .. . . 3-0 2-l 4 2 l 
l<niser ....... 1-l 0-0 2 l 2 
Peck . . ........ 8-4 4-2 4 6 10 
Ellenson . . ... 6-4 5-3 l O 11 

Totals ... 48-23 22-13 28 18 59 
Stout (84) A-FG A-FT F R Pis 
Magedanz . 8-6 3-3 4 8 15 
Eha . . 16-9 7-5 2 ll 23 
Hayes . . . ll-6 2-2 3 5 14 
Lyons ... 6-2 7-5 2 0 9 
Rozakis . . .. . .... 6-l 6-6 3 3 8 
Oberm uell er.. . ... 0-0 5-3 2 l 3 
Zmyewski . . ..... 7-6 0-0 3 12 
Wetenkamp .. ...... 0-0 0-0 0 0 
Luecke . . . ..... 0-0 0-0 0 0 
Buechner . . . 0-0 l -0 0 O 

Totals .. 54 -30 31-24 19 33 84 
Halftime score: Stout 44, Eau Claire 27 

Big Dale Magedanz: Could be_ the key to victory for Stout. 

ICE SKATES 
We Tracie Skates 

and 

Sharpen Skates 

Gambles 
• 

10% OFF 
on All Stout Winter Jackets 

S.S.U. T-Shirts 2 - $5°0 

Bostwick's 
:~~.·.·~·-·.•.•:.·.·~ .,. • ., ••• ,or.,·> ..... . , .,· ,- ,·_.., ' .. ,·., ,· ,·_,. ~ .. ,. ,...,.). ). ,·, .... ·, .... · .. , .~ •. ·.' ."'.,. , •• : .• '•, ........... ', -.. •.··.I'.··.'· .• -.. •, ·•. ·• .......... ·- ..... ·i 

appeared in a fine position to 
take the win after Bill Lyons 
made two free throws with 3:53 
left to make it 49-46 for Stout. 

But within the next minute, 
Huron's 5' 11" ace Gary Tyson 
hit two baskets to give Eastern 
a 50-49 lead and neither team 
could score the rest of the way. 

Ken Obermueller went to the 
line for Stout with 1:26 to go 
with a bonus situation, but 
missed his first toss and 
Eastern, grabbing the ball, 
went into a stall. 

But the Hurons threw the ball 
away with 0:49 left and Stout 
took over. Eastern Michigan 
got the ball back, however, 
when it tipped a Stout pass . 

Jumped Ball Forced 
After a Marcus Hayes foul , 

Eastern got the ball out of 
bounds but Stout forced a jump 
ball with 0:18 left and con
trolled the tip, calling a time 
out with 0:16 to play. 

Stout came down court, 
worked the ball under the 
basket to Hayes, whose hook 

shot from short range missed 
with five seconds left. 

On the rebound, a jump 
resulted and Stout ' s Dale 
Magedanz got the tip to Hayes 
on the baseline. But by the time 
the ball was centered from 
Hayes to Lyons out in front of 
the basket, the gun sounded. 

Tyson Leads the Way 
Tyson and Cole were 

Eastern's big guns, hitting 18 
and 17 points, respectively, 
while Stover went to the boards 
for 10 rebounds. 

Magedanz had a big game 
for Stout, scoring 16 points and 
pulling nine rebounds to lead in 
both departments . Lyons 
added 10 points and Doug Eha 
eight rebounds. Stout held a 29-
26 edge on the boards. 

Stout made only 18 of 51 floor 
shots but did connect on 13 of 16 
from the line. 

The Blue Devils swung back 
into Wisconsin State University 
Conference action Wednesday 
night when they hosted leading 
UW-Eau Claire in an 8 p.m. 
game. 

Devi I frosh stats 
• • 1mpress1ve 

The Blue Devil basketball frosh, sporting seven men with 
point averages of ten or more per game, have won five out of six 
games thus far in the season. 

The Devils have won five in a row, following an opening game 
eight-point loss to Superior. Bill Dailey, a shifty left-handed 
guard, leads the scoring parade with a 15.0 average. He is closely 
followed by his running mate at guard, Wayne Ligocki, who hits at 
a 14.5 clip. They supply a lot of punch from the outside, but look at 
some of those averages inside! Steve Wetenkamp, 13.3; Mario 
DiFlavio, 12.2; Steve Zmyewski, 11.3; Gary Luecke, 11.0 ; and Bill 
Buechner, 10.3. 

Rebounds carry the game for the young Blue Devils, 
however because they can't score points if thev can't get the ball 
off the backboards. Some experts are seen in this category, also 
Bruising Gary Luecke leads the team in this all-important 
category with a total of 66 rebounds. Scott Dodge, who sees quite a 
bit of action at one of the forward spots along with Luecke, has 58 
caroms thus far . 

•••••••••••••••••• 
: 1,¢'' STORE "%,s : 
+ Where Your Friends Ar.e + 
: Incense, Oils and Tapestries : 

+ also + 
+ 1/7 Albums + 
• 

C'$,.,S,:, , a\'0~":, • ·' '-' , /\cross from the Gut Bomb 't"'" 

• ••••••••••••••••• 
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Pucksters win one, lose two Thursday, February 1, 1973 The Stoutonia - 11 

It was an eventful week in 
every category except victory 
for the Blue Devil pucksters, 
who saw their schedule change 
twice and their record dip to 4-
3-1. They managed to defeat 
arch-rival River Falls by a .6-2 
margin, but lost to St. Cloud 
State and Mankato State 6-3 
and-7-3 respectively. 

Against St. Cloud on Jan. 23, 
Glenn LaChapelle padded his 
team-leading scoring pace with 
one goal and two assists, but 
his fine performance wasn't 
enough to offset the pace set by 
the Huskies. They scored the 
first two goals of the game and 
then gave one up to Bob Pat
naude, with an assist from 
Lachapelle. The Huskies hit 
another to take a 3-1 margin 
into the dressing room. 

Second period action was 
quite even, with Stout scoring 
the first two goals of the period 
and St. Cloud the last two. 
Their margin was still two 
goals after the second stanza, a 
lead they managed to hold and 
in fact enlarge upon in the third 
period. 

Four Blue Devil penalties 
made the comeback situation 

Grapplers 
cursed 
by forfeits 

The U.W. Stout wrestlers 
saw their hopes for victory 
dash once more, as forfeits 
continued to plague the team. 
Superior and Whitewater 
reaped the benefits this time, 
taking advantage of the Blue 
Devil's short-handed situation 
at a Conference Double Dual in 
Menomonie on Saturday, Jan. 
27. Stout's wrestlers were 
forced to forfeit 18 points to 
each team in the matches, at 
the 134 lb., 177lb., and 
heavywitght divisions. 

Superior copped the Dual, 
with a 21-18 victory over 
Whitewater and a 34-18 
conquest of Stout. Whitewater 
improved its record by 
defeating Stout 33-15, pinning 
yet another setback on the Blue 
Devils. 

In reality, Stout's wrestlers 
tur:ned in some stimulating 
performances, however. 
Defending conference 
champion Dale Evans pinned 
both opponents he faced; Steve 
Hennings held up under tough 
pressure in his matches and 
emerged victorious in both of 
them; Frank Fryer, a spunky 
167 pounder, defeated both of 
his opponents; and Dave 
Wentland turned in a victory 
over his Whitewater coun
terpart, a feat which was 
matched by Rick Ericksen 
against his opponent from 
Superior. 

Individual statistics looked 
very good, but scorewise the 
outlook appeared grim. One 
thing that may help the Blue 

· Devil's chances for the 
remainder of this season is the 
addition of Greg Ellsworth to 
the squad. Ellsworth had ex
perience on the varsity last 
season, but had been sidelined 
until last week due to a kidney 
ailment. The return of 
Ellsworth may ease the forfeit 
problem, as he will wrestle in 
the 134 lb. division. 

Next Saturday, Feb. 3, Stout 
will compete with St. Olaf and 
Carleton at Eau Claire. On 
Friday, Feb. 9, Stout will 
compete in yet another Con
ference Double Dual , at Eau 
Claire. 

quite difficult, and as a result, 
the period turned into quite a 
defensive ba ltle. St. Cloud 
finally scored the only goal of 
the period at the 14:33 mark to 
ice the victory. 

Disaster struck for Stout on 
Jan. 27, as Mankato dumped 
the Big Blue 7-3. Not too much 
went right defensively for Stout 
in the contest. The Blue Devils 
scored the first goal of the 
contest but Mankato State 
responded with four in a row in 
the initial period to take a 4-1 
lead into intermission. Tom 
McNamara scored the · lone 
Stout goal in that period, with 
an assist from Terry Walkins. 

conflict, and the Feb. 7 date 
with Manka lo State was moved 
up to Jan. 30 to accomodate 
!heir team. 

State on Saturday, Feb. 3, and 
lhen to Rainy RLver State on 
F'eb. 4. Hamline University 
hosts Stout on Monday, Feb. 6, 

These and other games will 
be reported in the next issue of 
the Stoutonia. In other action, 
lhe Devils travel to Mesabi 

· oefore the squad comes home 
For a Feb. 10 encounter with 
·Mankato State. 

· Things began to look up for 
Stout on Thursday night, when 
they annhilated River Falls by 
a score of 6-2. Glenn 
LaChapelle once again led his 
learn to victory with a three
goal performance. Other goals 
were scored by Tom Mc
Namara, · Tom Herold, and 
Bobby Patnaude for Stout. The 
score stood in favor of the Blue 
Devils. The third period turned 
into a defensive struggle, one 
which was quite marred with 
penalties. 

MENOMONIE GREENHOUSE 

Walkins scored at the 1 :28 
mark of the second period, with 
an assist from McNamara. 
LaChapelle scored nearly 16 
minutes later for the Big Blue, 
to close the gap lo 4-3. Mankato 
crushed any Blue Devil 

Special Valentine Arrangements 

Give That Special Person a 

Valentine of Flowers 

Eight different penalties 
were whistled in the period, 
four apiece to each team. Both 
teams were a bit disorganized, 
probably causing the offenses 
to sputter. Goerge 
Moldenhauer, a 6'3" freshman 
goalie from Illinois, got the 
starting call from Coach Tom 
Slupe and responded with a 
fine performance. He saved 33 
shots on goal for Stout, while 
two goalies from River Falls 
managed 30 saves. 

. comeback hopes though, as 
they ripped the nets for 3 more 
goals before the game was 
over. 

Rod Kreig absorbed the loss 
in the nets for Stout. He and the 
Mankato goalie both managed 
31 saves for the evening. 

· Two changes in the Hockey 
schedule followed the weekend 
action with Mankato State. The 
Jan. 29 encounter with 
Macalester was moved back to 
F'eb. 1 because of a schedule 

i ·~ 
Drop in and see 
our arrangments 

lniuries plague gymnasts 
On any type of sports team you need key personnel at all 

positions if you expect to have a successful season. The Blue Devil 
Gymnastic team started the season with twelve men and through 
the course of the season, Coach Zuerlein has lost three key men at 
vital positions. One man dropped out at semester; Todd Downing 
broke his wrist last week, and John Mueller has suffered a 
dislocated elbow. These are three of the primary reasons for 

The FTD 

LOVE BUNDLE 
is for you r 

Love Bundle 

Stout's second and third place finishes in their two recent 
triangular meets against Mankato State, University of North 
Dakota; and Saturday's opponents, UW-Madison and Northern 
Michigan. 
. Mankato copped Friday's meet, compiling 138 points to Stout's 
107 and North Dakota's 78. Stout's overall performance was just 
mediocre probably due to the fact the club was still mentally 
down from the losses of Downing and Mueller. Good individual 
performances were turned in by Bruce Pettitt on the parallel bars 

QUARVE'S CAMERA SHOP 
:\cross from 11w \'ilia 

Quick and Reliable Film Developing 

Cameras and Photo Supplies 

and Jim Jackson on the horizontal bar. Tim Kruse :!al~s~o_!;h~it:..!o~n.!..o~n~e~-------------------------.. 
of his better free exercise routines. 

Saturday morning Stout traveled to UW
Madison and came back third, with Madison 
finishing first with 138 points, Northern 
Michigan with 129 and Stout 107. 

Even though Stout placed last the overall 
attitude and individual effort was vastly im-
proved over the previous night's performances. 

Still ring performances were fantastic as 
Tim Kruse turned in a 8.25 and Greg Dottilo a 
8.65. These scores are from a possible 10.00. 
Stout once again scored 107 points but it should 
be pointed out that they did it without the 
services of Brian Walker, the team's number 
one free exercise man and vaulter. Brian didn't 
make it fo the Fieldhouse at the required time 
and was left home. 

Another bright spot of the meet was the great 
improvment of Glenn Pepsick, the frosh all
around performer from Trenton, Michigan. 
Coach Zuerleiri stated that Glenn is starting to 
hit . most of his routines and should improve 
with each forth-coming meet. 

· Women fall 
to opponents 

Illness and injuries struck the women's 
basketball team this past weekend leaving 
noticable results. Carol Lund and Pat Stanek 
were both out due to illnesses, and Myk 
McArdle sprained her ankle rebounding in the 
Platteville game. 

The team traveled to play Madison and 
Platteville, falling at the hands of their op
ponents. They now stand with an 0-2 record. 

Mary Cave and Lou Tiffany were leading 
scorers, both with 20 points overall. 

A partial schedule for the season follows: 
Jan. 31: U.W.-River Falls, There, 6:30 p.m. 
Feb. 2: U.W.-Superior, There, 7 p.m. 
Feb. 3: Northland College, There, 11 a.m. 
Feb. 10 : U.W.-Stevens Point, There, 11 a .m. 
Feb. 14: ll.W.-Eau Claire, Here. 6:30 p.m . 

235-2161 or 235-3188 
CARRY-OUT AND DELIVERY SERVICE 

25c Delivery Charg~ 
12" 

CHEESE - - --- ------------ -------- ___ ____ __ 1.60 

ONION ------- --- ---- ---------- - - - --- - · ___ 1.70 
GREEN PEPPER - - ------- ----- - ------- - ---- - 1.70 
PEPPERONI ____ ____ ___ ___ _________ __ ___ ____ l.80 

BACON- Canadian or Regular ______ __________ l.80 

ANCHOVIE --- - - ------- ------------------- - 1.80 
GROUND BEEF --------- -- - ----- - -- - --------1.80 
ITALIJ\.N SAUSAGE --- - - - - -------- - -------- - 1.80 
KOSHER SALA!Vll - - -------------- - ----------1.80 
MUSHROOM ------------- - -- - - - ---- ---------1-80 
TUNA FISH - - - - --- - ----- - - - - -- - - - ----- - - - - - 1.80 
OLIVE-- Green or Ripe ___ ______ ______________ l.80 

SHRIMP ------------- - ------------------- - - 1.80 
ALEX SPECIAL-Sausage, Green Pepper, Onion __ 2.oo 
CHEF SPECIAL-Sausage, Mushroom, Onion 2.10 
HOUSE SPECIAL-Sausage, Beef, Pepperoni, 

Onion, Olive, Kosher Salami, Mushroom 3.10 

Make Up Your Own Combination! 
Each Added Ingredient - -- ..- - -- - --- ~ __ _____ _ .20 

OUR OWN SICILIAN HOT SAUCE ON REQUEST 

ALL PIZZAS HAVE A GENEROUS PORTION OF 
MOZZARELLA CHEESE 

Prices Do Not Include Tax 

14" 

2-40 
2.60 

2.60 
2.70 
2.70 
2.70 

2-70 
2.70 

2.70 
2.70 
2.70 
2.70 
2.70 

3.10 
3.20 

4.70 

-30 



Have You Heard 
job recruiting 

On-campus interviewing is in 
full swing in the Career 
Planning and Placement 
Services office. Many fine 
positions have been obtained 
by candidates using our 
facilities for personal in
terviews. Sign-up schedules 
and job descriptions are now 
posted for the following : 

DON'T MISS THIS 
THE INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION CLUB 

WILL HAVE AS 
THEIR GUEST SPEAKER 
CHANCELLOR SWANSON 

ON TUESDAY, FEB. 6 
IN 111-112 

COMMONS7p.m. 
EVERYONE INVITED 

IN lll-112COMMONS 
7P.M. 

women's track 

There will be a meeting for 
all girls interested in joining 
the Women's Track and Field 
Tea m ,11 1 Tuesday, Feb.6 at 
-l:30 p.,, in Room 217 at the 
Fieldhou'-e. We will be having 
hoth a ·1 indoor and outdoor 
season ,i s year. If you cannot 
come · , , he meeting for some 
reason ,iJease contact either 
Miss ! a McKinley or Miss 
Chri s , ., Zampach at ex- . 
tensio · t62. 

. 
amon house 

The .\ mon House, 908 Fifth 
Str eet operated by Stout's 
llotel and Restaurant 
Progra m. -will be re-opening 
Feb. 5. Featured on · the menu 
for the fi rst week are: Monday, 
Sautecd sour pork chops 
··Palmara Club" or Loin lamb 
l'hops in Nippy · Sauce; 
Tul'sdav . Stuffed and rolled 
11ank steak or Chicken braised 
in White wine with almonds 
and garlic; Wednesday, Arroz 
( ·on Pollo or Green pepper 
stl'ak : Thursday, Ham braised 
in cream and brandy or Filet of 
sole in almond butler; Friday, 
African fish and greens or 
Arab lamb with dates. Also 
mcluded with each entree is an 
appPtizer. soup , salad, 
\'egetable, bread, and dessert. 

nining bPgins at 5:30 p.m. 
l'aeh weekday . For reser
vations, phone 232,2335. 
Donat ion $2.25. 

forensic squad 

Two UW -Stout forensic 
participants advanced lo the 
finals at the recent University 
of Wisconsin- La Crosse Tour
nament. Sue Nass, who is 
having a successful season, 
snatched a third place trophy. 
Chris Hubbard was the other 
finalist. 
The forensic squad is having 
one of its best years, bringing 
home various awards from 
many large tournaments. The 
squad has a showcase with its 
trophies located in the 
basement of Harvey Hall. If 
anyone is interested in 
speaking competition stop by 
Room JO in the basement r,1 

Harvey Hall . The team w:ii be 
looking next to the Eau Cl.iir~ 
Tournament, Feb. !o-17. The 
tournament will p:·ove to be a 
supreme test :is keen com
petition prev:uls each year . 

book sale 
I.E.E.E. is having a BOOK 

AND ELECTRONICS SALE 
Feb. 5-9 from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 
p.m. in the Student Center 
Snackbar. 

management 
The Society for the Ad

v a ncem en t of Management 
will meet Monday, Feb. 5 at 
6:30 p.m. in the Blue Devil 
Room. Topics for the evening 
will be the preparation of 
resumes and job applications. 
All members and interested 
persons are welcome. 

ind. ed. majors 

All industrial arts education, 
trade and industrial, and 
technical education majors 
who plan to complete their off
cam pus student teaching 
requirement during the 
academic year of 1973-74 

. should report to Room 415, 
Harvey Hall, to sign up for the , 
specific college quarter 
desired. 449-408, STUDENT• 
TEACHING, WILL BE 
SCHEDULED FOR QUAR
TERS ONE, TWO, AND 
THREE ONLY DURING THE 
NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR. 
Those who report early will 
have the best chance of ob
taining the quarter they need 
or desire. 

Also , if you have not filed an 
application form for teacher 
education, it should be done as 
soon as possible. These forms 
are available in Room 415, 
Harvey HaJI. 

john f. mcmanus 

John F. McManus, Director 
of Public Relations for the John 
Birch Society, will address 
students Tuesday, Feb. 6, at 8 
p.m. in Harvey Hall 
Auditorium. Mr. McManus has 
been on the staff of the John 
Birch Society since 1966 and is 
one of its few authorized 
spokesmen . He is being 
sponsored by the University 
Speakers' Forum. 

PURDUE UNIVERSITY
RESIDENCE HALLS FOOD 
SERVICE DIRECTORS AND 
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS. 

Excellent opportunities for 
experience in institutional 
management food service and 
graduate studies are available. 
BAXTER LABORATORIES -
ACCOUNTING, MARKET
ING - D.E., BIOCHEMICAL 
ENGINEERS. 

Research and Development 
and Quality Control positions 
offered . Applicants should 
have. a chemistry background. 
S.S. ' KRESGE (K-MART) -
STORE MANAGEMENT 
TRAINEES - BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION, MARK
ETING - DISTRIBUTIVE 
EDUCATION AND LIBERAL 
ARTS MAJORS. 

These majors should es ·
pecially consider this interview 
situation. CAREER CAN
DID ATE-ST ATE OF 
WISCONSIN - ALL MAJORS. 

This is a group interview 
(eight in each group) situation 
wherein the Career Candidate 
program is explained. Ex
cellent positions with the State 
Bureau of Personnel at the 
professional level are 
available. A fine employment 
opportunity. UNIVERSITY OF 

V.D. 
February 6 - 6:30 p.m. 

live ca II-in to answer any questions 

WVOX-TV Channel 7 

PHILLIPS TENT SALE . 
Savings 011 All Phillips Products 
Hamm's Beer 12pack $1.83 

Portuguese Rose' Wine $1.59sth 
SAVE .40 

Register for 
Free Tent L-Mart Liquor 23S-393s 

Mon. - Sat. 9: 00-9: 00 Sunday 12: 00-5: 00 

WINTER CARNIVAL QUEEN 
Stout Student Association

Executive Office, 

University Student Senate at Large 

and 

off campus elections wiO be 

March 1 

. anyone ~ishing to run for these student government 
offices stop m the Student Association Office for more in
formation. 

WISCONSIN-EXTENSION 
SERVICES. GRADE POINT 
MINIMUM OF 2.75, HOME 
ECONOMICS EDUCATION, 
HOME ECONOMICS IN 
BUSINESS, HOME 
ECONOMICS-GENERAL. 

There is one schedule for 
seniors and another for juniors. 
CONTINENTAL CAN COM
PANY PACKAGING 
CANDIDATES. 

Packaging candidates in
terview with one of the world's 
leaders in packaging. Positions 
are open in the Chicago area. 

Sign-up sheets are posted 
exactly two weeks prior to the 
recruiter's visit on the bulletin 
board, lower level of the 
Student Center across from the 
mail boxes, and the bulletin 
board in our office. Please 
make note of your interview 
times, day and date to avoid 
embarrassment on your part 
and ours. Future employment 
may be a direct result of your 
on-campus interviewing. · 

study skills 
The University Counseling 

Center will offer a Study Skills 
Lab starting the week of Feb: 5. 
All students interested in study 
skills should contact the 
Counseling Center <Room 18, 
Harvey Hall , Ext. 1211) on or · 
.before Feb. 5. 

Areas which will be covered 
in the Lab are: time 
organization , development of 
the proper study attitude, 

exam strategy, test or speech 
anxiety desensi tiza ti on , 
techniques of reading com
prehension, methods of note. 
taking, and effective listening. 

The Study Skills Lab is 
designed not only for those 
students having difficulties, 
but also for good students 
seeking improvement. 

elections 
S.S.A. and Winter Carnival 

Elections are March 1 ! 

Classified Ads 

wanted 
One Hart Camaro Slalom Ski, 
185. Contact Nancy Ext. 2197. 

for rent 

Nice Double room in old same 
place. Ask for Steve. Call 235-
0773. 

help ~anted 

Babysitter needed for Tuesday 
and Thursday afternoons. Near 
East School. Call 235-3816. 

The Performing Ar ts 
Association is looking· for in
terested people to help plan the 
1973-74 program series. For 
more information contact 
either Karen Skjegstad at 235-
0838 or Bill Siedlecki at 232-
2227. 

JOHN LENNON'S PLASTIC 

ONO BAND ELEPHANT'S 

MEMORY 
and Brown Poot 

ALIVE AND IN CONCERT 

Wednesday, Feb. 14 
_ 8:00 p.m. 

University . of Wisconsin-River Falls 
Karges Gym · 

$2.00 Advance Ticket $3.00 at the Door 

Tickets available in the Program Director's Office U. of 
Wisconsin - River Falls - Student Center 

ALL CANDLES 

20% OFF 
WE HAVE 

Gifts made of Glass 

Gifts made of Wood 

Gifts made of Metal 

Gifts, Gifts and more Gifts 

Cards for every Occasion · 

Stop in and look around 

VAN'S Gift & 
Appliance Store 

438 Main St. 



'Americans being taken 
for a ride', McManus 

by Ellen Schwab 
"We're ~eing taken for a ride," John F. 

conveniently staged by "the establishment." 
(Men of power and influence such as "the 
Carnegies and the Rockefellers.") McManus, public relations man for the John 

Birch Society, flatly stated Tuesday night at 
Speaker's ;Forum. 

McManl!ls was referring to American people 
being foolbd into submission by a government 
conspiring to change the economic and 
sociological status of the U.S. so it could be 
comfortably merged with Communistic 
Countries. 

To prove this statement, McManus cited 
instances in history starting from 1917 when 
American leaders helped to continue com
munism in Russia in order to keep U.S. 
economy booming. "Communism came to 
Russia at the request of people who were- not 
communists, " said McManus. " Our leaders 
created communism to scare the American 
people into accepting more government from 
them." According to McManus, our leaders 
have ruined our currency, destroyed 
patriotism and morality, and demoralized 
military establishments through aid, and trade 
with communist nations and- through a war 

The biggest organization behind this hoax to 
fool Americans according to McManus is the 
Council on Foreign Relations, located in New 
York City. Oddly enough it seems that since 
1944, all U.S. presidents have been members of 
the Council. The Council supposedly holds 
secret meetings no one is allowed to discuss. It 
appears that all affairs of state are handled by 
the 1600 members of thi§_ organization. 

McManus maintains that Stokely Carmichael 
was, and Ralph Nader is being used by this 
group of people to undermine American 
thoughts. In conclusion, McManus stated that if 
we " limit the power of government we will stay 
free." 

The John Birch Society is a "positive people 
- we believe in Americanism defined as in the 
Declaration of Independence - all men are 
endowed by their creator with certain 
inalienable rights ." "It's time somebody says 
you're (government) not going to get away 
with this ." 

U budget trimmed 
but · not slashed 

The University's "bare 
bones" budget proposal has 
passed under the budgetary 
blade of Governor Patrick J. 
Lucey and emerged only 
slightly more emaciated. 

Lucey released his proposed 
1973-75 state budget last 
Thursday in a speech before a 
joint session of the - State 
Legislature. The budget 
proposes an allocation of $571.7 
million in state funds for the 
University during the next two 
years, about $20 million less 
than the University ad
ministration had requested. 

About $10 million of this cut 
was due to recent revisions in 
enrollment level projections, 
and had been expected. 

different tuitions, and tuition 
levels would also vary between 
the two-year, four-year, and 
doctoral campuses. 

Lucey also proposed a $36.6 
million faculty pay package. 
The proposal includes a $300 
yearly across -the -board 
payment to faculty and 
academic staff to defray cost
of-living increases . There 
would also be a 3.8 per cent 
annual increase for merit 
raises . 

These proposals are 
somewhat lower than those 
recommended by the 
University administration and 
Board of Regents . The regents 
had approved a six per cent 
annual merit increase, which 
would have cost $41.2 million. 

The governor proposed a 
number of other fringe benefits 
for faculty, including a $1 

million "teacher incentive 
program" which will allow 
eligible professors paid sab
baticals. But P~rcy said the 
total Lucey package was 
"definately less" than the 
Administration proposal. 

The budget apparently will 
not require the outright firing 
of any faculty members or 
academic staff. 

Lucey also recommended 
that $9.4 million in state 
Wisconsin Higher Education 
Grants be transferred to and 
administered by the Higher 
Educational Aids Board 
( HEAB), a statutory agency 
independent of the University. 

An increase of $3.4 million in 
support for minority and 
disadvantaged student 
programs. 

A $100 stipend adjustment 
per half time appointment for 
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ceaching assistants in 1973-74, 
and a 5.5 per cent raise in 1974-
75. TAs would also become 
eligible for state group health 
insurance. 

A teaching incentive plan 
providing for one semester of 
leave at three-quarters salary 
or a year at half-salary, for 
"any full-time teaching staff 
member who has six years 
service teaching service in the 
University." 

Eligibility would a-lso extend 
to staff members at Madison or 
'UW-Milwaukee who have 
taught undergraduates for one 
semester "in excess of the 
norm for the department , 
division, or college in which he 
is located during this time." 

Professors would also be 
encouraged to take full-salary 
leaves to teach at other 
University campuses, and 
chancellors , would have the 
option of making $500 awards 
in recognition of "outstanding . 
undergraduate teaching" to 
professors who do not qualify 
for leave. 

State support for "non
i ns t ruction al " athletic 
programs will be replaced by 
student-paid "user fees." 

SSA 
opposes 
fi na Is 

The University Student 
Senate, at its Tuesday night 
meeting, went on record as 

·being unanimously " opposed to 
· Final Exam Week" and 

unanimously "opposed to any 
changes in the current policy" 
governing this concept. 

Tom Cropp, SSA President;
in his regular speech to the 
Senate noted that the 
Menomonie City Council, 
approved by a four to two vote 
the proposed city housing 
ordinance. He also noted that 
the ordinance does not cover 
housing in which married 
students reside . 

University President John 
Weaver said he was "gratified 
·that Gov. Lucey has asked the 
Legislature to grant most of 
the funds we requested." 

But Weaver added that "the 
Regents and I will surely feel 
compelled to seek restoration 
of recommended cuts in the 
funds to support such par
ticularly urgent needs as 
faculty salaries and the health 
sciences." 

Council approves ordi.nance · 

On the topic of budgeting, 
Cropp noted that there will be 
various reductions in the forth
coming budget due to the 
decreased enrollment at Stout. 
The SSA president also men
tioned that he favored the idea 
that the new budget be 
operated on a semester basis 
rather than the traditional 
yearly basis fo_r a variety -Of 
reasons . 

Specific information on 
. which programs would be 
effected was not available 
Thursday. But, despite the 
cuts, the recommended budget 
represents a 14 per cent in
crease in state funds for the 
University. The total 
University budget, including 
federal aid grants , tuition, and 

. gifts, will exceed $1.1 billion. 
Tuition will increase under 

the budget. In his budget 
proposal Lucey called on the 
University to develop a new tri
level tuition plan. Under such a 
formula lowerclassmen, up
perclassmen, and graduate 
students would be assessed 

The Menomonie City Council 
approved a new housing or
dinance which will enable the 
city building inspector to more 
effectively enforce existing 
building code regulations. The 
ordinance, requires all lan
dlords within the city limits to 
come forth and register as 
such. A registration fee of five 
or ten dollars is required, 
depending on the type of rental 
property owned by the lan
dlord. 

City Manager George 
Langmack explained at the 
public hearing that ac
companied the city council 
meeting that the ordinance 
"does not add any additional 
requirements to existing 
building codes." As Langmack 
sees it, the new ordinance 

merely enables the city 
building inspector to identify 
all rental property within the 
city limits . Prior to the 
ratification of this ordinance 
the city inspector was com
pelled to inspect applicable 
properties on a random basis. 

An additional facet of the 
ordinance is that it is now 
required by law that all rental 
property be inspected on an 
annual basis . There was some 
discussion at the hearing that 
the additional workload 
created by the new ordinance 
might require the hiring of 
additional personnel to handle 
it. Langmack explained that if 
this did happen, the City of 
Menomonie would have to 
come before the city council to 

acquire the additional funds 
necessary. 

One aspect of the ordinance 
th~t may be of interest to 
University of Wisconsin-Stout 
students who are married and 
live off campus in a rented 
dwelling is that there is no 
provision within the ordinance, 
that requires any type of in
spection other than an initial; 
_one after the property has 
changed ownership . City 
Councilman John J . (Joel Jax 
acknowledged this problem but 
stated that he felt that or
dinance was "at least a star~ in 
the right direction." 

In other business, the council 
officially revoked the beer 
license of the "the Loading 
Zone." 

First, he believes that this 
will enable the UAA to emerge 
as one of the more powerful 
organizations «m campus. 
Cropp added that this was in 
keeping with the role presently 
assigned the UAA. He also 
feels that budgeting on a 
semester basis will eliminate 
some of the "big rush at the 
end of the second semester" to 
spend any remaining allocated 
funds. Cropp also suggested 
that a "running weekly ac
count" would be able to be 
maintained on all spending of 
budgeted monies. 

Continued on page ·z 
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A MOMENT FOR THOUGHT 

Keep on loving till you get it right. - Ron Jensen 

Editorial 
Administration, what's 
. keeping you so long? 

In response · to criticism about an article 
published here in the STOUTONIA two weeks ago 
concerning the possibility that . the SSA may be 
operating in violation of its own constitution, it has 
been called to the attention of this newspaper that 
the SSA currently does not have a constitution that is 
valid and in effect at this time. Donna Smith, former 
IRHA Senator, commented that the SSA is, in effect, 
operating without an approved constitution. 

At the SSA meeting Tuesday night, President 
Tom Cropp noted that work is currently underway to 
get the proposed constitution approved by the 
Univet·sity Chancellor. Cropp hesitated to ' name a 
specific date on which the current proposed con
stitution might be signed and adopted. 

. The proposed constitution was unanimously 
,approved by the senate in February 1970, Ms. Smith 
continued, and was also unanimously approved by 
the Student Services Committee in the Spring of that 
same year. It is her opinion that the constitution has 
been awaiting approval by the administration since 
that time. 

Students to gain power over policy 

The Merger Implementation Study Committee (MISC) "went 
--.ut of existenr.e" ,Tan. 19, when it approved its final draft of the 
merger statute. 

The final draft of the statute has been submitted by MISC to the 
Hoard of Regents for their comment and to the Legislature for 
passage into law. The State Legislature remains as the only 
government body that can still amend the MISC draft or, 
theoretically, vote down the idea of merger altogether. 

One facet of the merger draft concerns the student's power over 
their own affairs as a result of a proposed change in state law. 

For the first time, students would be mentioned in the 
Wisconsin Statutes as advisors in areas of policy and the 
distribution of segregated funds (fees other than tuition). 

" Until now, the students depended upon the goodwill and suf
ferance of the faculty. The process didn't recognize the 
legitimacy of the student role," stated Rod Nilsestuen, president 
of the United Council of student governments. 

"If the Legislature accepts the student responsibility section," 
Nilsestuen continued, "students will get primary responsibility 
for establishing policies that regulate their lives on campus." 

Student Unions are presently supported solely by student 
monies and are geared for student activities. Under the proposed · 
ruling, students will have primary responsibility for the for
mulation and review of policies concerning student life, services 
and interests. 

The Stoutonia supports this measure as we feel students 1. 
should have the right to determine how their fees are to be 
allocated; 2. the right to organize themselves in a manner they 
determine; and 3. to select their representatives to participate in 

· institutional governance. 
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'Say!... Aret1't 
you Z&.ls, 
tli' one that 
. lo6t his job? 

That's 
me! 

I'm Jupiter r 
About this Which 
job--I've / is ... ~ 
got. ju6t one 
question~ 

Are these 
cats an 

, Equal . 
Opportu11iud 
Ett1ployer? 

Continued from page 1 

Speaking on the topic of 
budget cuts to most of the SSA 
approved campus 
organizations, Cropp said that 
a joint financial committee 
from the SSA and the UAA will 
shortly consider the possibility 
of some campus organizations 
re-establishing or re
organizing as non-profit 
organizations. The joint · 
financial committee will also 
take up the question of allowing 
organizations to have sup- , 
plementary incomes.- Sup
plementary incomes are 
currently prohibited con
stitutionaly. 

A recommendation was also 
made by Cropp that the student 
senate take over the 
publication to the Student 
Directory next year. If this 
were to occur, he predicted 
that it would be offered to 
students free and the it would 
hopefully be published within 
the first two months of the fall 
semester. 

Jeff Dodge noted that the 
final deadline for submitting 
petitions for senate vacanies 
was 4:30 p.m., Feb. 19. 

On the subject of student 
insurance policies, Dean Wood 
noted that the current policy 
being offered to Stout students 
is under observation with an 
eye towards streamlining the 
policy and hopefully reducing 
the current fee schedule. 
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~ RNERS 
'How do you sleep at night?' 

Very carefully, or perhaps in color, with dreams or like a baby? 
Researchers at the University of Texas Medical Branch have 
been conducting a study on how the chronic use of marijuana 
changes sleep patterns. The results of the study show that chronic 
(makes it sound like a disease) use of marijuana may effect brain 
functioning and basic physiology. 

The following is from the Intercollegiate Press Bulletin: 
•'After the first seven days of daily marijuana usage ( one joint a 

day.), the human subjects studied were found to have significantly 
less of the deep stages· of sleep which have been related to basic 
biological restorative processes. 

Even after the subjects stopped smoking marijuana at the end 
of 10 successive days, their physiological responses indicate that 
the deeper stages of sleep remain significantly less than normal 
for at least seven days. 

These research findings have been confirmed by similar fin
dings in sleep studies under way by researchers at the University 
of Florida as reported at the American Psychological Association 
meeting last May. 

In human subjects, normal sleep patterns are checked for about 
four days and nights to establish baseline values. The subjects' 
sleep patterns are then monitored and recorded during 10 suc
cessive days of marijuana smoking plus a one one-week recovery 
period. "National surveys show that about 5 percent of marijuana 
smokers smoke at least one joint· a day, so this is not an 
unreasonable amount," the scientists explain. 

After receiving a daily dosage for about seven days, the sub
jects studied to date showed a deprivation of stages three and four 
sleep. Stage 4 or REM (Rapid Eye Movement) sleep is the 
deepest level of sleep, in terms of arousal thresholds. 

They also did not return to the baseline levels during the 
recovery week. In addition, the human subjects complained to the 
researchers of being "tired and sluggish all the time," without 
prompting or questioning. 

Very nice, but the interesting thing about this experiment is 
that it does not make any conclusive statements other than you 
can't sleep as well when you smoke a j-a-day (although I've heard 
some people dispute that). But you will probably hear 
newspapers, magazines, anti-grass pamphlets and ministers .and 
such, chastising the innocent about the te.rrible things that grass 
does to you. I wouldn't lose any sleep over 1t. 

Let's go through it piece by piece. First of all this experiment 
applies only to "chronic" smokers. The experimenters used the 
figure that only 5 percent of marijuana smokers, smoke a j-a-day. 
This is what is called a "chronic" smoker. · . 

What does the research really show? It magnifies one small 
aspect of the larger question; How does marijuana affect man? 
The point that grass reduces the amount of the deep sleep reflects 
only a ray of light on the idea that marjuana decreases the ability 
to function in some way. The human body functions the best when 
it is not under the influence of chemicals that are not natural or 
that inhibit certain processes. This is accepted by most Pll<>Ple 
wh(? smo~e dope o~ use drugs or alcohol. Th~y know that it II}'akes 
their bodies work m strange ways, but that 1s why they are l•JSing 
them. 

Do you feel tired and rundown? Maybe its bec~use you're doing to 
much of this . 

-



Mystery of president's fund solved 
Several theories exist as to 

what the "President's Fund" 
really is. Some have con
jectured it consists of gate 
receipts from athletic events, 
others have scornfully called it 
the Administration's "grab 
bag". 

The Stoutonia has solved the 
mystery of the "President's 
Fund". According to former 
University President William 
J. Micheels, the Fund is a 
small amount of money 
provided by the Stout Foun
dation. The Stout Foundation is 
a corporation separate from 

the University, which operates 
partly on donations from its 
members. This fund was 
originally to be used by the 
President at his discretion for 
any unexpected expenditures, 
with no strings attached. The 
fund still exists today, and 
presently consists of abotit 
$500. In the past it has been 
used for such things as 
''.helping out" students, taking 
a visitor of the university ou( to 
dinner, or buying flowers for 
fu11er~ls. 

Dr. Micheels went on to say 
that gate receipts collected 

Will voch-tech 

from outsiders attending Stout 
athletic events go into the 
Admission Ticket Sales Fund. 
This fund is used to aid the 
Athletic Department in times 
of trouble or to buy extras such 
as the weight machine in the 
fieldhouse gym. 

Another almost unheard of 
fund is the Margaret Micheels 
Memorial Fund. Memorials to 
the late Mrs. Micheels are used 
lo provide scholarships for 
international students, and to 
aid the International Room. 

schools 
and universities meet? 

Six hun~ed and eighty seven 
students 

I 
have transferred to 

UW-Stolllt from vocational 
schools within the past 9 years, 
from 1~1972. Of the 2,788 
students graduating with an 
associ~te degree £ron1 a 
vocatitmal-technical school in 
1971, ,only 130 (f7 percent) 
transferred to Stout to furtba' 
thei1 edueations . , Numbers 
indicate that there is not a 
gre~t rush for a four year 
program .ltn,(')Rg VO. eational 
st~ents, ·bt.il, they allo ~w 
that swden~ who bav~ .· ~ 

. met.iv a Uon and the oppmrtun.11y 
to!pursue an educatiori filbould 
be able to continue with 
minimal time and credit loss. 

Stout's philosophy on credit 
transfer covers a variety of 
thoughts. on educational 
mobility. 

It is believed that often 
students may be very un
decided about a vocational 
choice. If the student is forced 
into going to either a branch 
campus or directly to a four
year campus, he would be 
thrust into many liberal arts 
courses which may have no 
value for him in his later 
chosen profession. Freedom of 
choice should be allowed these 
students rather than placing a 
credit-transfer problem in his 
path. 

Problems involved in current 
transfer policy have been 
looked at from three per
spectives: 1) the student 
viewpoint, 2) the ad
ministration viewpoint, and 3) 
the educational value received 
viewpoint. 

Student viewpoint is clearly 
shown in the success of those 
students who have transferred 
to Stout from VTAE programs. 
The cumulative G.P.A. earned 
at technical schools for all 
entering VTEA-associate 
degree transfers for the years 
1964-1971 was 2.716. First term 
G.P.A. for those at Stout was 
2.450. Between 1964 and 1970, 
236 technical school transfers 
(52 percent of the 453 enrolled) 
graduated from Stout. 

It is of interest to note that 
after graduation January 1972, 
all transfer students were 
placed in jobs. An example of 
this is Business Administration 
which had 5 transfer students. 
Out of 42 registered grads, 8 
are reported as still available 
- none are transfer students. 
In Home Economics Education 
- out of 159 grads, 30 are yet 
available and none of those 
were transfers. Industrial 
Technology had 133 registered 
grads, 6 of which were tran
sfers 13 are reported 
avail~ble, none are transfer 
students. 

The second viewpoint, that of 
administration, is more 

...... •. 

complex than the student 
viewpoint. The question asked 
most frequently is ''can 
educational facilities be ef
fectively merged between two 
systems?" 

It has been noted that em
phasis in European countries 
has been toward making 
"short cycle", terminal types 
of programs available to more 
people and to set up programs 
in which the student can 
continue into advanced 
education if t)e so desires. The 
average Am~rican changes hi& 
job once e~. 5 years ~~~· 
means "educallonal mob1hty 
is a must in today's society . In 
the past 8 years, Stout has tried 
to highlight this concept and 
intends to travel forward with 
progress, but the question is 
raised whether Stout can af
ford the individualized at
tention needed for a change 
over of students from VTAE to 
collegiate institutions. 

An educational value 
received viewpoint centers on 
the question of whether VT AE 
instruction and educational 
learning is equivalent to that 
received in the collegiate in
stitutions even though course 
titles and content may to some 
extent be different. G.P.A. and 
job placement data seem to 
verify the fact that VTAE ~o 
just as well as students m 
collegiate institutions. VTAE 
instructors, though they may 
not have undergone the same 
training program, have more 
prevalent on-the-job training 
and can be considered 
adequate substitutes for 
university instructors. 

Hours of instruction are 
comparable for credit giv~n. 
Departments al Stout are m
volved in determining the 
appropriateness of those 
courses being transferred now . 
The average number of credits 
transferred to Stout was 44.6 
for the years 1964-70. Students 
were taking 16.2 credits more 
than they were transferring to 
Stout. The range of credits not 
transferred has been from 13.0-
22 .6: Variance is primarily due 
to adjustment in progr~m 
desires on the part of entermg 
students. 

A detailed grade analysis 
showed the following: 

1. The combined grade 
average for courses in various 
disciplines was better in every 
case for Stout graduates who 
had transferred from technical 
school programs than Stout 
students who had been enrolled 
only at Stout during their 
schooling. 

2. Even when students who 
dropped or were dismisse~ are 
averaged in the combmed 
grade average for the technical 
transfer student, they have 

done better than the non
transf er graduate in six out of 
ten discipline areas. 

3. Regarding the four 
discipline areas where non
transfer Stout students student 
averages were higher than the 
transfer group, three of the 
four were less than one tenth of 
a grade point average lower, 
and the fourth was exactly one 
tenth of a grade point average 
lower. 

4. Combined grade averagliS 
in advanced composition 
courses, economics and 
business courses, · speech 
cour'Ses, psychology courses, 
and industry and technology 
courses were very high for the 
Stout graduate who had 
transferred from a technical 
program. 

5. The disciplines which 
resulted·- in the lowest com
bined grade average for the 
technical school transfer were 
English - 2.188, social science 
- 2.256, and science - 2.304. 

6. Science seemed to cause 
the most academic difficulty 
for those transfers who did not 
graduate from Stout. 
7. The combined cumulative 
grade average earned by th~ 
sample of technical school 
transfers upon graduation 
from Stout was 2.897, while the 
combined cumulative grade 
average earned by the non
transfer Stout 1971 gradual.es 
was 2.495. 

The data would appear to 
verify that good academic 
success exists for the associate 
degree technical school 
transfer whether it's a 
sequence course or isolated 
courses within disciplines. 

Resumes are 

important link 
The Career Planning and 

Placement Center has just 
released the figures for 
January 1973 graduates. Out of 
848 registered graduates, 572 
are employed in their various 
majors; 41 are employed 
outside of their majors; 70 are 
continuing their education; 19 
are occupied in military for
ces· 18 are not seeking em
ployment, and 90 are reported : 
as "iwailable". 

Industrial Education, 
Vocational and Technical 
Education, Industrial 
Technology, Business and 
Industry, Home Economics 
Education, Dietetics, Hotel and 
Restaurant, Fashion Mer
chandising and Clothing , 
Textiles & Design majors all 
have good outlooks for the 
future. 

<Continued on Page 4) 
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Funeral services were held Tuesday for Mr. and Mrs. 
Kermit Johnson of Menomonie. Mr. Johnson had been 
employed in m~intenance at Stout since Apri~ of _1968, 
working mostly in Harvey Hall. The couple was kil~ed man 
explosion Friday that killed at least 11_ other people i~ Eagle 
Grove, Iowa. The Johnsons are survived by two children; 
Curtis, a recent graduate of Stout, and Mary, 19, a fresh
man at Stout. 

National focusJ 
Un-war continues in South Viet Nam 

Fighting continued in South Vie~ Nam, even as the peace 
keeping contingents from Indonesia, Canada, Polan~ .. and 

Hungary took up their positions within hearing range of the fmng. 
The members of the North VietNamese and Viet Cong 

delegations in Saigon were receiving less than _first class treat
ment from their South Vietnamese hosts . Their quarters were 
isolated and they did not have access to telephones. 

Six U.S. Navy officers were in Haiphong to help the North 
Vietnamese clear Haiphong harbor. Two minesweepers were at 
work Tuesday to clear a docking area for 28 other sweepe~s that 
will also help to clear the mines that the U.S. had set previously. 

First prisoners to be released Saturday 
It was announced that the first U.S. prisoners-of-war will be 

released Saturday in Hanoi and other cities. Viet Cong and North 
Viet POWs have been released in South Viet Nam already, 
returning to their homes and villages. The treatment of POWs has 
improved considerably since the signing of the cease fire. 

Henry Kissinger will be traveling to Hanoi and Peking and 
may bein Hanoi in time for the first release of U.S. POWs there. 
An tnteresijng sidelight, Kissinger's work ~or the gov~rnment has 
cost ,him t,is job as Professor '1f Internahonal_ Rela~10n~ at Har
var.cl Univetsify. H.-vard J:las, decided t<, start mterv1ewmg to fll:l 
that ~ion. 

First aborttofts in Minne!ota 
The first legal abortions were performed Monday at Mount 

Sinai hospital in Miruteapolis: Hospital administrators h~ve ~x
pressed some displeasure over the fact that no other Twin City 
hospital will perform abortions .as of yet. Over 300 requests for 
abortions flooded Mount Sinai Monday alone. 

U.W. swells female ranks 
The University of Wisconsin added 99 women to its Ma~s~ 

faculty last year, swelling their ranks by 28 per cent a UW official 
reports. 

Cyrena Pondrom, assistant to Chancello_r Edwin Young, sa~d 
the number of women holding professorships rose from 166 m 
1970-71 to 201 this academic year. 

They constitute 9.2 percent of the 2,177 professional positions 
on the campus. 

The figures include associate, assistant, and full time 
professorships. 

McGovern appealing to contributors 
Senator George McGovern has asked the 633,000 contributors 

to his 1972 presidential campaign to make an early d~wn payment . 
on keeping him in the Senate after 1974, when he is up for re~ 
election. · 

McGovern is using his much-sought after private list of 
campa1gn contributors to mail out the appeal, noting he lost his 
home state of South Dakota to President Nixon last November. 

I~ the , fund-raising letter, which was sent out Iv onday, 
McGovern kept up the post-election attack oi:i the _Pr~sident that 
he began on Jan. 21 in a speech at Oxford Umversity m England. 

3- 5 Friday 
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Industry looks 
for prospective 
employees among 

1973 gradua_tes 
Oscar Mayer & Co., Dun & 

Bradstreet, Xerox Corp., and 
A.C. Neilsen Co. are just a few 
of the hundreds of top U.S. 
corporations who have in
terviewed at past INTRO 
conferences. The 1973 INTRO 
conference will be held at the 
Palmer House in Chicago on 
March 22-23. 

Spacing around no. 3 

a little fallout 
by Onlooker 

I was a bit taken aback, shortly after past
president Truman's death, to hear a Wisconsin 
politician exclaim that he regards the moment 
that news arrived that Truman had dropped the 
atomic bomb as the moment at which he felt 
proudest of an American president. Hopefully, 
not too many American presidents will give the 
politician further opportunity to be similarly 
filled with pride. 

A semester at Newcastle 

INTRO stands for Industries 
New Talent Recruiting 
Organization. Dubbed INTRO 
because it introduces college 
seniors to industry, the in
terviewing meeting is spon
sored for the sixteenth con
secutive year by the American 
Marketing Association, 
Chicago Chapter. Over the 
years, numerous students have 
found that all important first 
position through the INTRO 
Conference. 

Nonetheless, should a president do so 
tomorrow, I am filled with dread at the un
preparedness of my countrymen. In the event 
that any other atomic power should seek to fill 
its citizenry with pride by hitting us with 
atomic bombs, I fear the only survivors in 
America may well be the proud Americans in 
some direct-nuclear-hit-proof shelter where 
they have the buttons to trigger our retaliatory 
missiles. 

At last Wednesday's .Student 
Services meeting, severar 
students who participated in 
the Newcastle program were in 
attendance. Nineteen UW
Stout students attended 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
Polytechnic in England last 
semester, and had some in
teresting comments about 
their experiences - both 

educational and otherwise. 
Trey _ _ were invited to this 
meeting to talk about- Ute 
project - the positive and the 

Newcastle was chosen 
because of its parallel 
programming to Stout's, 
though it has no Hotel and 
Restaurant major as such. 
This is the second year that the 
program has been in effect, 
and is proving to be quite 

Few people seem to realize that the civil 
defense shelters that dot the country are 
desig_ned as fallout shelters. They would afford 
little or no protection- against tfie initial-ex- . 
plosions. At a time when the speculated overkill 
potential is ten, this should be drawn to the 
public attention, because even fourth or fifth 
priority targets would rate at least a couple of 
atomic blasts. It seems doubtful that any civil 
defense fallout shelter would be left for oc
casional survivors to avoid the faJlout in. 

IRHC N Ews successful. Gary Cogley is in 
charge of the program. 
negative aspects, and to 
enlighten those concerned with 
Student Services who may 
have not known as much as 
lhey would like. 

INTRO gives graduating 
seniors the chance to interview 
with dozens of companies all in 
one location so students save 
lime and money. See Paul 
Menges, acting chairman 
Dept. of Business Ad
ministration, Modulux 211 for 
application blank. Deadline for 
registration is Feb. 9. 

Many I have talked to who express the 
opinion that they would not wish to survive such 
a war, that the destruction would leave life 
worthless to them, or that the burden of guilt 
would subsequently overcome them. This 
seems to be a vain overestimation of their own 
humanitarian component. Indeed, humanity 
only recently witnessed the ovens of Dachau 
and Hiroshima, and the survivors seem to be 
doing tolerably well. Some are even filled with 
pride. The point is not to scold any groups or 
individuals, but to point out the foolishness of 
believing that conscience or hardship should 
deny us the will to survive. I am sure that those 
in the Dr. Stranglove-type shelters of the 
Pentagon, accompanied by their personally 
appointed secretary staffs from the WACS, 
WAVES, and WAFS, would emerge from a 
.nuclear holocaust shaken, but would live to 
renew human civilization. That is as it should 
be, but the opportunity should not be restricted 
to those few. 

A new proposed measure for 
lhe current visitation policy 
was released at the IRHC 
meeting Monday night . . Ac
c.ordi ng to Frank Anderl 
chairman of the visitation 
committee such a proposal 
would replace the original sign
in policy. Students wishing to 
have guests, would escort them 
through the living area . This 
would erase the procedure of 
signing in one's guest at the 
main destk. The bill has now 
bf>en sent to the administration 
ior consideration . Anderl's 
committee is still working to 
introduce new measures within 
the policy to make it more 
acceptable to students and 
administration. 

IRHC week, better known as 
Residence Hall Week, is March 
19-24. Students are encouraged 
to become involved with the 
activities planned for that 
week. Individual dorms will be 
awarded points for having 
their residents participating. 

Also present at the meeting 
were advisers, Judy Spain and 
Pookie Albrecht. Questions 
were directed at them con
cerning hand driers in the rest 
rooms, pop dispensers on each 
floor, telephones in each room 
and free driers in the laundry 
room. Replies were given 
concerning each of these. The 
hand driers cost ap
proximately $100 to install, as 
well as telephones in the in
dividual rooms, adding $20 to 
$30 extra to the room and board 
fee per year. Allowing pop 
dispensers on each or every 
other floor would increase the 
total number of machines 
needed by the company, which 
they may not feel is necessary. 
The main reason for ad
vocating free driers is that 
Housing is dependent upon the 
revenue-received from the pop 
and laundry facilities to help 
run resident halls . 

ICE SKATES 
'lie Trade Skates 

and 

Sharpen Skates 

G·ambles 

Another problem discussed at Monday · 
night's meeting was that of getting freshman 
actively involved in hall organization and 
activities immediately after arrival at Stout. 
One representative felt many freshmen never 
really knew who the hall council were· or the 
activities with which they were involved. A 
suggestion for curbing this problem was to 
introduce some of the activities various halls 
during theireshman summer orientation. Still 
another idea was that each dorm take time 
personally to introduce its council, the duties 
and functions of the council during the first 
couple of weeks of school. In this way those new 
students could become acquainted with the 
activities of their hall. 

Continued from page 3 
Home Economics in 

Business majors have many 
excellent opportunities, but the 
student must be outgoing, 
ambitious and aggressive in 
pursuing listed vacancies 
because employers seldom 
come onto the campus to hire. 

It is recommended by Mr. 
Klot, president of Professional 
Resumes Inc. that the student 
emphasize those points which 
make him "outstanding". He 
suggested to keep the 
presentation brief - one page 
maximum for a recent grad, 
and be sure it is 
typographically correct and 
easy to read. Lastly, he 
suggested let a "third Party" 
review the contents for ob
jecti vi ty, and request im
provements. 

Invitation to students 
Students are invited to attend 

the UW-Stout's 22nd Annual 
Guidance Conference on 
Thursday, Feb. 15, during their 

sessions are being held in the 
gymnasium, and there are 50 
sectional meetings offered at 
each of the hours beginning at 
10:45 a.m., 12:15 p,.m. and 2:30 
p.m. consecutively. 

-THE TAP 
free periods , or by 
arrangement with their 
teachers. There will be more 
than 125 different topics 
discussed at the two general 
and 150 sectional meetings 
scheduled. Subjects of interest 
to all students will be 
available. A shuttle bus service 
will be operated from Harvey 
Hall ( east entrance) to the high 
school to convenience at
tendance. 

Since the conference is 
designed as an in-service 
educ a lion for elementary, 
secondary , and vocational
technical teachers , it is 
suggested that those of the 
Stout community give 
preference for attendance to 
off-campus guests. The general 

Graduate students in 
guidance and counselor 
-education may have special 
interest in the topic of 
behavioural modification, 
scheduled throughout the day. 
Topics appealing to other 
student groups include 
preschool education , drug 
education , audio-visual ser
vices , learning contracts, 
administrative councils , 
schools in the future, 
distributive education , en
vironmental studies, and 
community involvement. The 
general sessions which will be 
of interest to everyone are at 
9:30 a.m. and 1 :20 p .m. 

Dr. Ralph Iverson 

25o/0 OFF 
SUN GLASSES 

By 
POLAROID 

FOSTER GRANT 

Menomonie Pharmacy. 

2 for 1 on Foosball, Pool, 
and Jukebox 

HAPPY HOUR 6 - 8 Daily 

All The Beer You Can Drinlc 
For $J.OO Sun., Feb. 11 - 2: 00-6: oo 

Lee's Drug Store 
We Wish Everyone A 

Happy Valentine's Day 

Ylhitman Candy Valentine Hearts 
A Fine Assortment of Candy 
priced from $135 ·to $7so 

Also 

Boxed Candy (Gift Wrapped) 

Plus 

A Complete Assortment of 

Hallmark Valentine Cards 



A coed uses her Saturday to try on clothes at Britches in the L· 
Mart shopping center. We did not check to see how successful she 
was. 

Saturday afternoon gives one student a chance to bag some 
groceries at Lammers. His supply of beans and hot dogs doubtless 
represents the backbone of his week's diet. 

How to spend a Sat~rday afternoon in Menomonie 

Fooseball on a Saturday occupies these two Stout students at a 
local bar. According to those who play the game demands agility, 
concentration and quick reflexes. 

A man, his dog and a walk in the snow-cushioned woods. The 
many wooded areas around Menomonie offer peaceful paths for 
the explorer to follow. Here a student uses his Saturday to do just 
that. 

by Debbie Wiedrich 
Everyone 's packed up their suitcases and the 
weekly mass exodus from Menomonie has 
taken place. There you are with a whole 

. weekend ahead of you and nothing to do . 
Actually , if you look around, there are quite a 

few things you can do to entertain yourself on a 
Saturday afternoon whether you have money or 
not. 

Go for a walk in the country side that 
surrow1ds Menomonie or if you're feeling 
really energetic , you can go ice skating at one 
of the several rinks in town. 

You can go the domestic route and clean your 
room or do the weekly grocery shopping. 

Has everything in your closet gone to seed? 
Splurge on a new piece of clothing. It 'll make 
you feel better. 

Are you terribly affluent and find that all that 
money is burning a hole in your pocket? 
Challange someone to an exciting game of 
"foosfall" or take off for a day of skiing. Make 
use of the Student Center and bowl a few lines 
or play a little 8-ball . 

As a last resort, you can always take a nap 
while reading chapter 23 in your Economics 
book. 

'Scuba' catches some 'zeees' after a bout with the book. Saturdays 
see a lot of sleeping and some booking. The proportiQn devote(J to 
each depends on how old the semester is. 



Edmonds and Curley 
vaudeville revisited 

"Crystal Impression's," 1973 
Winter Carnival, will be 
sponsoring a new type of en
tertainment, the comedy team 
of Edmonds & Curley. 

A news release described 
Thom Curley as the tall. high
charged and mustachioed 
member who provides the 
sound effects and weird bits he 
perfected as a boy reading Mad 
magazine in the family garage. 
While employed as a social 
worker at the Wisconsin Stale 
Prison, he met Moey Edmonds 
at a UW-Ospkosh party, where 
Joey was singing and playing 
lhe ukulele. They teamed up in _ 
.January. 1969, and signed for a 
performing tour of 350 high 

schools. 
Edmonds & Curley, whose 

humor is basically Mid
western , simple and not too 
sophisticated, do a vaudeville 
type of act - situational 
humor, even pantomime. They 
have appeared on the .Johnny 
Carson, Dick Cavett, David 
Frost, Merv Grjffin . and Mike 
Douglas shows. 

According to a review of 
!heir act, most people that 
have seen them believe they 
will be the next "superstars" in 
the comedy field. The 
"superstars to be" will be 
appearing in the Student 
Center Snackbar at 8 and 9 
p.m. , on Tuesday , Feb. 27. 

Sink A Sub Today 
( Next to Den) 

What's A Sub? 
- Rich Tangy Salad Dressing 
-Crisp Fresh Lettuce 
-Choice of Four Delicious Meats or Hot Beef 

-Big Juicy Red California Tomatoes 
-Pasturized American Processed Cheese or Savory Swiss 

-All Heape(\ on a Fresh Sesame Bun in the Famous 
SUBWAY Style. 
-Pickles and Onions Optional 

Starting This Week 

Heartwarming Hot Chocolate 
FREE TREATS ON VALENTINE'S DAY 

Entertainment • • • 
Sounds of Our Times 

by Tom Burke 

Title: 
"Journey Through the Past" 

Artist: Various 
Label: Reprise 

"Journey Through The 
Pas.t" is an original soundtrack 
recording of a film put together 
by Neil Young. 

The double album features 
cuts by Crosby, Stills, Nash, & 
Young, The Buffalo 
Springfield, Neil Young, 
Young's group The Stray 
·Gators, The Tony & Susan 
Alamo Christian Foundation 
Orchestra & Chorus, and 
finally the Beach Boys. 

Side one has three early live 
cuts of The Buffalo Springfield, 
complete with announcer and 
canned-clapping. The side ends 
with C, S, N & Y's, "Find The 
Cost Of Freedom" and 
Young's, "Ohio". 
Young's "Southern Man" <with 
the lengthy guitar cuts) begins 
side two. The next sound heard 
is a babbling brook, which 
leads into Young 's "Are You 
Ready For The Country". "Let 
Me Call You Sweatheart", the 
lhird cut sung by several ladies 

just about brings side two to a 
close. Perhpas the finest song 
on the entire album is the last 
tune, "Alabama". "Alabama" 
features C, S, N & Y in the 
studio working out the vocal 
and musical arrangements. On 
this cut, David Crosby gives 
the listener a little sample of 
his fine soprano voice. 'After 
the music and vocals are 
worked out, some mysterious 
voice leads a crowd in the 
singing of "God Bless 
America". After "God Bless 
America", David Crosby 
relates his feelings towards 
America's views on the 
political revolution. Richard 
M. Nixon (the president), even 
gets a chance to give a counter
proposal on what America 
really wants. 

Side three is completely 
dedicated to Young's "Words". 
Those of you who enjoy 
"Words" should be satisfied. 

Side four contains the cuts 
from The Tony and Susan 
Alamo Christian Foundation 
Orchestra and Chorus. The 
fourth song, "Soldier" is a tune 
by Young that I haven't heard 

Metronome 
THURSDAY, FEB. 8 
All .day IEEE Gadget Sale (Snack Bar) 
7:30 p.m. Visitation meeting (Wigen Conference Hall) 
8: 15 and 9:30 p.m . Circuit Entertainment (Pawn) 

FRIDAY, FEB. 9 
All .day IEEE Gadget Sale (Snack Barl. . 
4 p.m . wrestling : Platteville and Eau Claire, at Eau Claire 
8·00 pm Basketball : Whitewater, here. 
a: 15 a~d 9 :30 p .m .: Chuck Groene and Jim Ash. (Pawn) 

SATURDAY, FEB. 10 
2 p .m. Hockey: Mankato .state ( Dunn County Fairgrounds) 
2 p .m . Swimming : Superior , Whitewater, at Superior 
6:30 p.m . Mass : St . Joseph's Church 
b p.m. Basketball : Stevens Point Fie.Id house 
a: 15 and 9 :30 p.m . Chuck Groene and Jim Ash (Pawn) 

SUNDAY, FEB. 11 . 
11 :30 a.m. Student Worship: Our S~vior's Lutheran Church . 
11 :30 a.m. Guitar Mass: St. Josephs Church ... 
6:30 and 9:30 p .m. Free Flicks : "The Bank D1c~ 
8:00 p .m. Free Flicks : "International House 

MONDAY, FEB. 12 
5:30 p .m . IRHC Meeting (East Ballroom) . 
7·30 p .m . Hockey : St . Olaf (Dunn County Fairgrounds) 
a ·p.m . Black Liberation week : Speaker, Bobby Seale ( Fieldhouse) 
8: 15 and 9:30 p .m . Paul Carney (Pawn) 

TUESDAY, FEB. 13 
6 p.m. Cope (Snackbar) 
7 pm SSA meeting (East Ballroom) .. (W t c , I 
7,30 p:m . Black Awareness organization: Rap Session . "B lack Woman es en,ra 

Ballroom) . . . · (A t c t Gallery) a p.m . Art Department : Faculty E x h1b1hon, 2nd section . r en er 
8:15 and 9:30 p.m. Paul Carney (Pawn) 

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 14 

1 p.m. Hockey: River Falls . . b d I.R.C. "Motherland 
7:30 p.m. Black Awareness Organization: Cliff Ogom e an 

Africa" (West Central Ballroom) 
8:15 p.m. Paul Carney (Pawn) 

THURSDAY, FEB. 15 • 

7. 15 Pm Gamma Sigma Sigma: Open social for interested women . .(,East Ba~ro~m\ 
7 jo p.m·. Black Awareness Organization: Rap Session "Blackman (West en ra 

8: 15B!~~
0~';'J p .m. Paul Carney (Pawn) 

Do Something Special for Your Special 
Valentine: Send a SINGING 
VALENTINE Feb. 12, 13, 14 

Delivered in Person 
in Union 25c 
By phone on the 14th 

:>Oc Local, 75c Long Distance 
Call Charges 

Sponsored by AOP's 

SPECIALS 
RED WHITE & BLUE 12 pack $1.59 
Final Week of Phillips Tent Sale 
IMPORTED FRENCH BORDEAUX 2 sths tor 
or BURGUNDY _ $3.00 

L-Mart Liquor 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9: 00-9 : 00 Sunday 12:00-5:00 

before. Brian Wilson's 
beautiful cut "Let's Go Away 
For Awhile", brings "Journey 
Through The Past" to a close. I 
am wondering why Young 
included the last song, but I am 
glad he did. "Let's Go Away 
For Awhile" was featured on 
The Beach Boys earlier album 
"Pet Sounds". 

The film, "Journey Through 
The Past" should be released 
soon, and if the movie is 
anything like the music, it 
would be worth catching. 

I might mention that Crosby, 
Stills, & Nash are attempting to 
regroup for an album and 
concert tour. The tour begins 
either June or July. It would be 
nice if the three stayed 
together for awhile, but most 
likely the regrouping is only 
temporary . Young is 
remaining with the Stray 
Gators. 

On February 6 three of us are 
driving to the Twin Cities to 
catch the America concert. 
Coming up next - America's 
concert critique. Peace and 
Cheers. 

Parent's weekend ca 

by Kathy Burns 
Hey, you of the baby boom, 

what do you remember about 
the '50's? You, who were made 
literate by Dick and Jane, 
became Olympic material 
through hula hoops, roller 
skates, and PF Flyers , and 
who grew up watching the malt 
shop generation of "the Beav"; 
Betty, Bud, and "Kitten"; 
Dobie Gillis, Maynard G. 
Krebs, and Zelda . You, who's 
favorite hit of that rock and roll 
era was the Mickey Mouse 
Club theme song. 
- Throughout your childhood, 

you nurutred one hip, lifelong 
dream and that was to be a 
teenager . You wanted the 
tough black leather jacket or 
the Ivy League look; the penny 
loafers or the cashmere 
sweater; the pony tail or that 
" greasy kid stuff"; the souped
up jalopy or the Junior Prom. 

Now the '50's will again be 

returm 
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Activities set for rehab club 

The UW-Stout Student 
Chapter of the Wisconsin 
Rehabilitation Association has 
just completed elections for the 
1973 calendar year. The new 
officers are: President . -
Larry St. Clair, Vice 
Presidents - Wayne Giese and 
Roger Spielman, Secretary
Treasurer - Jan Antonneau. 
The next meeting of the Rehab 
club will be on Feb. 13 at 8:30 
p.m. in the Red Cedar Room. 
Any student on.Stout's campus 
is welcome to attend. 

Activities are already being 
planned for this week and for 
the next meeting. Tentatively, 
this Friday, Feb. 9, has been 
set aside as the date for a 
Valentine's Party with Avis 
Walski's Day Care group from 
Dunn County Health Care 
Center. Avis has a group of 20- · 
25 mentally retarded students. 
Some of the activities for the 
evening will be a crowning of a 
King and Queen, dancing, 
playing games and the serving 
of punch and cookies. The 
setting up of the party will start 
on Friday in the basement of 
the Mabel Tainter Memorial 
Theatre . The party is 
scheduled for the hours of 6: 30 
lo 10 p.m. If difficulties in 
transportation or scheduling 
arise, the alternate date !s 
Wednesday, Feb. 14. Anyone 1s 
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Then, starting at 9 p.m. on 
Saturday, the soc hop of the 
decade will rock the Student 
Center. The Cadalinas will 
amuse you with their greaser 
routine and wear out your 
bobby sox with songs of the 
'50's-early 60's and a dance 
contest. If the Parent's 
Weekend Committee's request 
for an additional $195 is ap
pr<~ved by SSA, another band 
will be provided. 

So, play it cool, man, and te_ll 
your parents to put on their 
blue suede shoes. Come, the 
last two days in March, this 
school is going to be rockin', 
roll in', and reelin'. 
Paul Goede and Food Services. 
The Symphonic Singers and the 
UW-Stout Band will perform in 
concert that night and The 
Pawn will provide two shows of 
nightly entertainment, Friday 
and Saturday. 

or purchase of materials and 
are open to the public, shall be 
held at the F.L.C., 1018 Eighth 
Street, Menomonie, at 7:30 
p.m. on Feb: 26, March 26, and 
April 30. The first session was 

welcome to observe or par
ticipate in the party. 

On the agenda for the Feb. 13 
meeting is the formation of 
three main committees: Public 
Information, Finance and 
Budgeting, and Program. 

Another topic for discussion 
is an innertube slide and party 
at Twin Springs for anyone in 
the major. No date has yet 
been established. 

The T.V.I. players from the 
Theatre of the Deaf will be 
coming soon to Stout's campus. 
The Rehab Club has agreed to 
sponsor their trip by providing 
a dinner for them. 
Arrangements have to be made 
soon for their arrival. 

At 2 p.m. Feb. 17, Joanne 
Greenberg will be lecturing at 
T.V.I. in the Twin Cities. She is 
the authoress of I Never 
Promised You A Rose Garden 
and In this Sign. For more 
information about the trip to 
hear this lecture contact 
Wayne or Donna at 232-1343. 

Guest speakers will also be a 
highlight of each meeting. On 
Feb. 13 Dr. See and Mr. Larson 
will speak on the controversial 
House Bill No. 17, and also on 
the current move to Hovlid 
Hall. In the future Mr. Redkey 
will be speaking on volun
leerism. Many staff members 
of Dunn County Health Care 
Center and other surrounding 
facilities will be invited to 
future meetings. 

Bobby Seale 

kicks off Black 

Liberation Week 

Bobby Seale, co-founder of 
the Black Panther Party, will 
speak at UW-Stout Monday, 
Feb. 12, at 8 p.m. 

Seale's address is part of the 
University's Speaker's For.um 
series and is being held in 
conjunction with National 
Black Liberation Week. 

The talk, open to the public 
free of charge, will be held in 
the University Fieldhouse. 

Seale was one of the 
defendants in the Chicago 
Conspiracy Trial, following the 
1968 Democratic Convention. 
He is currently a candidate for 
mayor in Oakland, Calif. 

TRUE BELIEVER: 
THOUGHTS ON MASS 
MOVEMENTS 
BY ERIC HOFFER 

by Rick Bruhn 
Before you travel to Madison 

or Minneapolis or wherever for 
the annual rites of spring < tear 
gas, broken windows, pig 
baiting, nightsticks), it may be 
worth your while to read Eric 
Hoffer's True Believer. This 
J;mok has been around for quite 
a while but doesn't seem to 
h~ve the readership it 
deserves. Hoffer calmly and 
analytically takes apart tnass 
movements lo see how they 
lick. His conclusions are 
revealing and put the people 
involved in an unfavorable 
light, whether they be radicals, 
liberals, conservatives or 
reactionaries. "To a man," 
says Hoffer, "they are all 
frustrated." 

Black culture 

week - .for you 

February 11-17 has been 
designated as Black Culture 
Week al UW-Stout. During 
this week the Black students 
of Stout would like to inform 
the student body of the 
ideology, programs, and 
other related materials that 
can _better help human 
relations on _this campus. 

Some of the activities will 
include guest speakers, rap 
sessions, a talent show and 
a fashion show. There will 
be posters in and around the 
campus telling when, where 
and the time each event will 
take place. 

We the Black Students of 
UW-Stout would like for 
you, your friends, and 
members of your 
organizations and clubs to 
become a part of this Black 
experience. 

BODY SHOP 
_ presents 

Tequila 
Night 

Shots so~ 
~;~~;~ May 12 at 10 a.m. in the Johnson Fieldhouse. Monday 

Weelcend The Cellar. Lounge 
,10 (At The Holiday Manor Motel) 

11For the Finest in Drinks, 

Atmosphere and Hospitality" 

ind Ji~ -Ash 

and 9: 30 
Now Open 4 p.m. to 1 a.m, Mon. - Sat. 

:OME-FREE Available Sundays for Private Parties 
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Hoffer's frustration 
hypothesis points the finger at 
people who don't like their self 
image. They don't like who 
they are, so they try to become 
someone else or to identify with 
something that will give them a 
sense of personal worth. These 
frustrated people live in the 
future and deprecate the 
present. All that thf;!y need is a 
fanatical leader and some 
hopes or impossible or non
sensicaf ideals and there you 
have it, a mass movement. 

It's not {)Uite that simple, as 
you will find in True Believer, 
but basically that is what 
happens. 

When you read this book it 
might be a good idea to have a 
dictionary handy. Hoffer has a 
propensity for inculcating the 
reader with words that they 
hadn't heard of before. Like 
propensity and inculcate. 

Finally, for those of you who 
think that the revolution has 

begun and are waiting for the 
warm days of April and May, 
when the soft smell of tear gas 
flows softly through the air, it 
would be interesting to apply 
Hoffer's ideas to "the 
movement." 

He might say that the 
"revolution" has not begun. In 
fact, it is still in the "man of 
words" stage. It will not 
become an active movement 
until a fanatical leader 
emerges and gathers up a.JI of 
the frustrated and unhappy 
people into one unified and 
unthinking mass lo change the 
world or at least the U.S. And 
the funny thing is, all you in
telligent student radicals will 
be the first people to be kicked 
out of the movement when the 
frustrateds get on the move. 

Nice reading material while 
you are waiting for the rally to 
start. You can find True 
Believer in the university 
library. 

BORGIE'S 
Card, Gift & Mod Shop 

Rememl>er the One You love with a 

Hallmark Valentine 
When you care enough you give the very best: 

Hallmark 
If you care enough you give the very best: 

Fanny Farmer Candy 

Discover the World on Your 

SEMESTER AT SEA 
Sails each September & February 

Combine accredited stu dy with 
educational stops in Africa, Aus
tralasia and the Orient. Ove r 7500 
students from 450 campuses have 
already experienced this interna
tional program. A wide range of 
financial aid is available. Write 
now for free catalog: 

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666 

Stout Student Association 

Executive Office, 

University Student Senate at Large 

and 

off campus elections wirI be 

March 1 

WINTER .CARNIVAL QUEEN 

anyone wishing to run for these student government 
offices stop in the Student Association Office for more in
formation. 
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The finished products from mini session, a jacket fashioned from 
the woven fabric and a big warm blanket. 

Students each have their own loom to complete their weaving 
projects. 

Dr. Heintz, mini session instructor and weaving student 
discussing a project. 

Structural & design weaving class 

offers a chance to be creative 

by Susie King 

Within the current university 
atmosphere, where all of our 
classes must strive to be 
relevant, very few classes 
make the grade. Here at Stout 
however, courses are more 
practical. Each week this 
column will delve into the 
Home Economics Department 
to uncover what's happening 
inside the classroom. 

The ancient art of weaving is 
alive and living in the 
basement of Harvey Hall. The 
weaving class' enrollment is 
limited to fifteen so that each 
student has her own loom for 
the duration of the semester. 
Students in the class come 
from a variety of majors in
cluding: Art, Home 
Economics, Clothing and 
Textiles, Vocational 
Rehabilitation, and Fashion 
Merchandising. 

Class lectures, by Miss 

Jackie during the regular term 
and by Dr. Heintz during mini 
and summer sessions, are 
coupled with demonstrations. 
Weaving is taught on a one-to
one basis. The lab is open day 
and night so students can spend 
unlimited time working on 
their projects. The required 
projects vary from placemats, 
afghans, pillows, upholstery 
fabrics, to fabrics for skirts 
and other apparel. The class 
stresses natural fibers, so most 
projects are woven with linen, 
cotton, or wool yarns. 

Not often is the Stotit student 
allowed to create with his head, 
hands, and feet, but it is 
happening here in the Home 
Economics Department . . If 
your mechanical creativity 
knows no bounds, look into the 
two credit weaving class, · 
where the only prerequisite is 
ingenuity. 
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Time Out Blue -Devils face Warhawks 
by Todd Schmidt 

"One, two, three, kill the referee. Three, two, o~e, kill the 
other one!" A vicious attitude to talce? You bet. 

The basketball referee's job has to be one of the most difficult 
in sports. The referee is continually subjected to mental strain 
and much abuse. He is attacked by the fans, the coaches, the 
players, the cheerleaders, and maybe his own mother (if the 
"wrong" team wins). Being a basketball referee is one of the 
most thankless jobs anyplace. 

This verse in sport probably exemplifies the attitude toward 
referees better than I can. The author of this piece has chosen to 
remain anonymous throughout history. The man might have been 
an overly-abused referee, who knows? 

A Verse In Sport 
by Anonymous 

You're set on being a referee? 
You think you're immune from derision? 

No matter how rabid a crowd might be 
You'll never retract a decision. 

W~ll,y~u're crazy, it seems to me. 

You don't mind being called blind? 
Or being insulted by a would be wasp 

Or blamed for all the ills of mankind 
By coaches who are tough and sound rasp? 

Well, go ahead and try the grind. 

If you'd choose this work and not rue it, 
Don't try to rule to please the crowd; 

You're always right (and don't forget it) 
Call them like you knew it! 

And if you heed the fan who's loud, 
Keep your head and don't do it! 

The home team fouls in a last second tie. 
Are you game? Will you see it or not? 

If you blow, you may kiss future-fees goodbye. 
You know you are in a tough spot. 

Well, call it! And then try 
A dash thru the nearest back door; 

They who start soon and are spry 
May live to referee some more. 

Scuttlebutt 

The high flying Whitewater 
Warhawks will be at Stout's 
Johnson Fieldhouse for a 
showdown with the conference 
leading Blue Devils on Friday, 
Feb. 9th. 

The Warhawks, still con
sidered by many as the con
ference powerhouse, own a 7-2 
record and third place, just two 
games behind the 10-1 Blue 
Devils and 112 game be~ 
8-2' ~au Claire Blugolds. This 
game will be a must for the 
Warhawks to· stay in playoff 
contention, and a must for the 
Blue Devils to keep their tight 
grfp on first place. 

The "Purple Gang" 

-

better than a 50 percent dip. 
Pacing the Warhawks is 

junior center Bob Stone and the 
sophomore Grimes' twins as 
the forwards. Together they 
average almost 50 points and 30 
rebounds per game. Gary 
Grimes and Stone were All
Conference selections - from 
last year. 

The backcourt is handled 
well by returning lettermen 
Tom yan de Bogart, Hugh 
Gnatz1g and Elmer Polk. 
Whitewater's two early losses 
came by way of Eau Claire 73-
72 in two overtimes and Stout 
81-80. The Warhawks succ
essfully avenged their loss to 

---· 
Now that Stout is atop the WSUC basketball race, some 

heretofore ignorant sportswriters will have to give the Blue 
Devils a little ink. Every paper from here to Milwaukee has put
out propaganda to the effect of Eau Claire this, Eau Claire that. 
Granted, the Blugolds had a super team last year, or they 
wouldn't have vaulted to the top of the small college rankings. Doug Eba, named player-of-the-week in the WSUC for his per-

formances against Eau Claire and Oshkosh, goes up for two points 
for the Blue Devils. Photo by Oles 

This year, however, it is a different story. As of this writing, 
the Blugolds have lost three games, two of them classified as 
routs. Our hustling Blue Devils creamed them a week ago, as did 
Whitewater last weekend. 

Granted, Stout's overall record does not look as impressive, 
but early in the season our Blue Devils took on some tough op
ponents, while the Golds were playing some teams they simply 
outclassed. Maybe that's why they scheduled them. 

Stout leads the WSUS conference in team scoring, team 
defense, and conference won-lost record, Isn't it about time the 
pollsters realize that it is the Blue and White that deserve 
National ranking, not the washed up Blugolds? 

ER RO RITE™ AT YOUR 
BOOKSTORE 

possesses the league's most 
potent offense with a game 
average of 81.4 points and are 
hot off an 82-65 win over Eau 

. Claire. 
Whitewater will face an 

equally sharp offense against 
Stout as the Blue Devils punch 
out with 80.9 points per game. 

The Warhawks main concern 
will be to crack Coack Dwain 
Mintz's defense. The Blue 
Devils allow their opponents 
just 64.0 points per game, the 
conference low. Also, Stout 
opponents have hit on only 38 
percent of their field goal at
tempts while the Blue Devils 
have b~en blazing away at 

NOTICE: NORTHSIDE LIQUOR STORE & BAR 
"Students needed 

immediately to act as 
representatives for a 
Chicago research 
company . Plenty of 
money to be made in 
spare time. Call (312) 
922-0300 •II 

REGAL NOTES 
UNDERSTAND PLAYS, 
NOVELS AND POEMS 

Where the Price Is Right 

Polish Dozen Red White & Blue $169 
13 12 oz. cans 

Old Milwaukee 90c 6 pack 

Old Style 12 pack $209 
STORE HOURS: Mon. - Sat., 9 a.m. - 1 a.m. & Sun. 12 - 9 
p.m. 

LAKEVIEW FLORAL & GREENHOUSE 
1330 Stout Rd. 235-7700 

flowers Show Your Love 

Eau Claire, and Friday they 
hope to do the same against 

When the Blue Devils finish 
with Whitewater, they will 
have to face Stevens Point the 
next day, fortunately also at 
the Johnson Fieldhouse. 

Despite Points' 2-8 record 
they have looked impressive in 
their last two games. Point 
knocked off the highly 

regarded Platteville Pioneers 
79-62 on Saturday. Stevens 
Point also came close to 
beating Eau Claire last 
Monday. With 15 minutes 
remaining in the game and 
trailing 54-34, Point staged an 
unbelievable come back only to 
lose by 78-76, in the final 
minute of. play . 

Steven's Stevens Points 
offense scores 74 points a 
game, a remarkable third high 
ranking in the conference. 
However, its defense gives up 
almost 80 points a game, the 
conference's secoi'rd,.high . 

Pacing Point . is -5-10 guard 
Cal Kuphall averagiqg close -to 
17 points a game with · an ex
ceptional hot shooting per: 
centage. 

Like Whitewater, Kuphall 
and company are out for 
revenge because of an earlier 
loss to the Blue Devils. 

Cindermen 
on 

right track 
The 1973 version of UW

Stout's track team was well 
represented at -an open in
vitational held al Fargo, North 
Dakota Feb. 3. 450 athletes 
from various schools attended 
the meet, which was_ sponsored 
by North Dakota ' State 
University. , 

Tom Hackbarth turned in the 
best performa.i'i._ce for the Blue 
Devils after clearing 6' 4" in 
the high jump, which was good 
for fourth place overall. Bob 
Sandstrom copped a fifth place 
in the invitational mile, with a 
fine time of 4: 16.0. The run 
broke the UW-Stout mile 
record of 4:17.0, which was set 
by Sandstrom almost a year 
ago. Dennis Feckhelm and 
Barney Klecker also qualified 
for the meet, but neither placed 
in his respective event. 

The action served as a tune
up for the boys, who will lead 
the entire squad into the North
west Open, al the University of 
Minnesota Feb. 16 and 17. A 
size-up of the Blue Devil's 
squad for this year will be 
printed in next week's 
Stoutonia. 

FASTER WITH OUR NOTES 
We're new and we're the biggest! 
Thousands of topics reviewed for 
quicker understanding. Our subjects 
include not only English, but An
thropblogy, Art, Black Studies, 
Ecology, Economics, Education, 
History, Law, Music, Philosophy, 
Pol itica I Science, Psychology, 
Religion, Science, Sociology and 
Urban Problems. Send $2 for your 
catalog of topics available. 

Give the One You Love 
Some Flowers on 
Valentine's Day 

'U'e~ut-
REGAL NOTES 

3160 "0" Street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20007 
Telephone: 202-333-0201 

We Have 
Valentine Arran_gements 

Sfledtd ~ 



The Distaff Side 
Women take over 

by Nancy Nebelung 

revised the men's rules io their own needs. The 
game took on a new name "Basquette," and 

Basketball is an American invention. It was men weren't allowed to watch the women as 
designed for recreation and not physical they played in their bloomers. 
development as were the other sports of that Because the game was so widely accepted by 
lime. women and the use of body contact and 

The date was mid-December, 1891. James roughness kept under strict control, the game 
Naismith was trying to find a way to get the soon became known as a "sissy game" to the 
men interested in using the gymnasium again. men. Men shyed away from it, and it wasn't 
He tried many types of gymnastic programs, until World War I that men started to take 
but none seemed to satisfy the participants interest again. 
wants and raise the level of attendance. Thus, Many of the women physical educators of 
he decided that a whole new type of activity that day were entirely against basketball for 
was necessary. women_. One in particular, Lucille Eaton Hill, 

Since it was to be an indoor game for stated m the New York Times in 1003 that " . .. 
pleasure, rather than muscle building, the chances of permanent injury to beauty ani.i 
roughness and body contact were factors health, the evil influence of such excitement 
Naismith wished to abolish. The horizontal goal upon the emotional and P«VQUS feminine 
was devised to help eliminate the driving shots nature, and the tendency to lll'l!'!tl!i the player -
characteristic of sports using vertical goals, for she declared that the compeUw. game, with 
such as soccer and rugby. Elevation of the its traveling about, its ~~ibitioos before 
goal was hoped to reduce the massing of audiences, and its cultivati~-oftbe win-at-any- Action was fast and furious at the IFPC basketball tourney, hek. 
players around the goal. (Rebounds anyone?) cost spirit was not womanly, and made neither last weekend. Pictured from left to right are Dan Smith, Mark 

Originally, the idea behind the number of for character nor refinement .. . " Madson, Mike Attmeir, and Tom Bohmke. 

players on a side was that the game should Physical educators of our time would cer- Bl·ackh-awks cop frat tourney 
accomodate as many players as were there. tainly argue with Miss Hill's view of basketball 

· This, however, was soon found to cause many for women. 
problems. With 1l group of 100, it. was evident This doesn't sound too moch like the b"f)Ol't of Last Saturday, Feb. 3, IFPC 
that there was danger of serious damage to the today. Naismith's idea to eliminate roughness <Inter-Fraternity President's 
gymnasium. It was then decided that fifty men doesn't hold true in today's game. All the Council) sponsored the first 
on a team were too many. holding, pushing, and hip action: that~ to _annual All-Campus Basketball 

Women began playing the game before it was go unnoticed during rebootldi~ surely fit the Tournament, which was held in 
nut of its infancy. The week Naismith's inen category of body contact. · Johnson Fieldhouse. The 
be r f · tournament began.at 10 a.m., 

gan prac ice, a group o secretaries who Today, women play unde.r· tfie,.$a*tte tffi as with eleven entries -cotmted. 
worked nearby, heard Naismith's men playing men - full court bas\{etball, ~ limil.Q# the 
and stopped in to watch. They asked Naismith number of bounces to a . drib~, a,nd ~~: A single elimination playoff 
if they could play the new game. This was the . donment of the three e~ . . Nf tic> -~ ,:. -·. was set up for the teams, with 
start of a whole new facet for basketball. amotm\olroughness tfu}t I\~ t!Umimtt-'.> ,·i, _. .the cha~pionship game 

1iillig~br~eb1;;~;underllieOO~~-~--~~ .: ,,., '.' . ·~~~~!i 
Moore, Doug Jones, James 

t h 
· t • ht Balthes) and Fifth Wigen (Jeff ree. s ~a I g Goglin,DonSmith,BobFrater, 

On Tuesday, Jan. 30, 
Mankato-State manhandled the 
Stout pucksters by a score of 9-
1. The Devils managed only 
one goal in the contest, a score 
by Glenn LaChapelle at the 
10: 19 mark of the second 
period. All the other scoring 
was done by the Indians, who 
rippled the nets four times in 
the first period, twice in the 
second, and thrice in the third 
for a rather lopsided victory. 

George Moldenhauer and 
Rod Kreig shared the unhappy 
position of goal tender for the 
losers. Kreig started the game 
and lasted through the first 
period. Moldenhauer then 
came on after the initial stanza 
and played the final two 
periods. Kreig recorded eleven 
saves and Moldenhauer 
managed twenty-two, but their 
combined total of thirty-three 

· saves came far short of 
stopping Mankato State. 'The 
Indian's goalkeeper Dave 
Gross stopped 30 shots, but 
wasn't really tested too much 
throughout the contest. 

assists . Glenn Lachapelle 
aided the cause with two goals 
and one assist, adding to his 
team-leading point total. Terry 
Watkins chipped in a goal and 
two assists, Tom McNamara 
one goal and one assist, and 
Chuck Gerber one assist to hit 
the scoring column for Stout. 

All their efforts proved to be 
in vain, however, as Doug 
Beystrom from Mesabi State 
scored the clinching goal with 
33 seconds left in the game. 

/ \ ' \ \ I \ 

,·,'.'\ 
·\ ' 

\ ' \ 

Steve Dobner, Dave Danielson, 
Tom Bompe, Erik Johnston, 
Larry Walborn, Mark Mad
son). 

Both le.ams played a fast
breaking game, but the 
Blackhawks proved to be a bit 
quicker. The tournament 
awards were: First Place -
Blackhawks; Second Place -
Fifth Wigen; Sportsmanship -
Vets; Lea.st Points scored -
Second Wigen. _ · 

"The tournament was 
climaxed by a party, held that 
evening at the Marion Hotel. 
This is just another example of 
the Greek's active interest at 
Stout. 

The Blue Devil's misfortunes 
continued into the weekend, 
when a · Minnesota two-game 
road trip ended in disaster. 
Mesabi State edged by the Big 
Blue 7-6 on Saturday, and 
Rainy River State triumphed 
over Stout on Sunday, 9-6. 

Full statistics were not 
available on the Rainy River 
game, but it is just as well. 
Rainy River scored three times 
in the last three minutes of the 
game, to break a 6-6 deadlock 
and ice the win. Glenn 
LaChapelle scored two goals 
for Stout, and Bob Patnaude, 
Tom McNamara, Denny 
Carter, and Jeff Brugett one 
apiece. The score stood 3-2, 
Rainy River after one period, 
4-4 after two, and 9-6 at the L!nd 
of the game. The teatr' from 
International Falls rnised their 
record to 8-7 with the victory. 

To be successtul the rest of 
the season, some changes must 
be made OP defense. According 
to Coach Tom Slupe, "The 
team tas to toughen up on 
defem,e. We think five goals 
are enough to win, but we can't 
bE' giving up six or seven." 
Next action for the Blue Devils 
will be Thursday, Feb. 8, when 
they resume their erratic 
schedule against Hamline 
there. The pucksters then 
return home on Saturday, Feb. 
10, for a 2 p.m. rematch with 
Mankato State. 

Do You Care Enough 

The Blue Devils almost 
pulled out an upset win over 
Mesabi State, but fell one goal 
short. The victory raised 
Mesabi's season record to 13-2, 
an indication of how for
midable a foe they actually 
were. 

Bob Patnaude led the upset 
hid, scoring two goals and two 

KODAK CAROUSEL PROJECTORS 
Model 650H, list $114.50 ...................... Sale price $65 
Model 600H, list $79.50 ..... . ................. Sale price $43 

Westinghouse Flashbulbs AG-IB, 12 for 70c 
3 Flashcubes, G.E. -58c 

Discount on Film & Finishing 
QUARVE CAMERA SHOP- 622 Broadway 

to_ be:res,ponsible about your sexual decisions. 

West Cap Family Planning will 
be holding Family Plan~ing Clinics for 

married pers.ons 
Thursday, Feb. 15 - l :00-5:00 p.m. 

and Tuesday, Feb. 20 - 7:00-9:00 p.m. 

at Concerned Inc. Office 
535 Broadway 

For Further Information Call 235-0082 
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Wrestlers grapple for tough victory 
Coach Hector Cruz improved 

his outlook on wrestling con
siderably following last 
weekend's activity, where his 
Blue Devil grappling squad 
beat a scrappy Carleton team 
30-24 and lost by the narrowest 
of margins to St. Olaf in a dual 
meet held at Eau Claire. The 
final in that one was 27-26. 

Steve Hennings, a budding 
star for Stout, didn't wrestle 
last weekend and one must 
speculate what his presence 
might have changed in the final 
team scores. Coach Cruz, 
however, gave his squad lavish 
praise for the unity and team 
spirit that they displayed at the 
double dual and cited very fine 
overall performances by his 
squad. 

They · were once again 
plagued by a short-handed 
situation and were forced to 
forfeit 18 points to each op
ponent. Yet , they never gave 
up. A new addition to the squ_ad 
certainly may help to rectify 

the seriousness of that 
situation. 

Greg Ellsworth is the man 
who can fill the 134 lb. hole and 
certainly will bolster the 
squad's chance_s at further 
meets if last weekend's per
formance is any kind of an 
indication. Ellsworth pinned 
his first opponent and then lost 
to his St. Olaf counterpart by a 
5-4 score. 

Coach Cruz noted that 
Ellsworth was just returning to 
action following a kidney 
ailment and "simply ran out of 
gas in that second match." 
Cruz said the addition of 
Ellsworth will "really help us 
out the rest of the season." 

Other outstanding per
formances were sprinkled 
generously among the Blue 
Devil squad. Freshman Rich 
Ericksen registered two 
"superior" wins over both of 
his opponents. Al Brown won 
one and lost one at 150 lbs. and 
according to Coach Cruz. "has 

shown good improvement, 
expecially in his takedowns" . 
Dave Wentland registered a 
pin over his St. Olaf opponent 
and Dennis Nelson, wrestling 
at 191 lbs., won via a pin in his 
first match and won the second 
by a forfeit. Other outstanding 
performances were turned in 
by Frank Fryer, who won both 
matches on pins, and Dale 
Evans, who also claimed 
victory twice, ona pin and a 7-1 
decision. Evans was singled 
out by Coach Cruz as "having a 
lot to do with firing the team 
up." 

Encouragement can be 
gained by the fine showing of 
our grapplers at last weekend's 
double dual. The fine 10-3 won
loss record (discounting for
feits) is something to be proud 
of. The Blue Devil wrestlers 
will be looking to improve on 
this record on Friday, Feb. 9, 
when they participate in a 
conference double dual at Eau 
Claire. 

Gymnastic opener should be exciting 
Even with several key men 

injured, Coach John ~ue~le!n 
continues to be opt1m1st1c 
about the upcoming season. 
His agile gymnasts open the 
conference action with a 
double dual match up against 
Whitewater and Superior on 
Saturday, Feb. 10. 

Coach Zuerlein sizes up his 
next opponents this way , 
" Against Whitewater and 
Superior, I don't know what to 
expect. Superior is very weak 
and will give us little trouble. 
Whitewater, on the other hand, 
has some strong performers 

back from last year. We will 
have a real close meet with 
them ." 

His team has some problems 
physically, ones which m_ay 

affect the team adversely this 
weekend. They still have 
several key performers that 
are healthy, however, along 
with a fine attitude. "Our 

biggest area of improvement 
has been on the parallel bars," 
said Zuerlein. "Joe Russo, 
Glenn Pepsick, Tim Kruse, and 
Bruce Pettit have all been 
doing good routines. Our scores 
are coming up." 

Another big "if" for the 
squad centers around the 
horizontal bar . If either 
Pepsick or Pettit are ready this 
weekend, the team total should 
rise by at least three points . It 
is a pivotal event, according to 
Zuerlein. "If we can muster a 
full entry on horizontal, we will 
be in good shape," he says. "If 
not, it could cost us the meet." 

Devils widen lead 
The University of Wisconsin

Stout Blue Devils widened their 
lead in the race for the WSUC 
championship by picking up a 
pair .of conference victories in 
the past week. 

Monday night the Stout 
defense swarmed all over the 
Superior Yellowjackets 
enroute to a 103-59 win. Just 
two days earlier in Oshkosh, it 
was again the Blue Devil 
defense which came to life in 
the last three minutes of the 
game to come from behind and 
upend the Titans 74-68. 

Stout trailed Oshkosh by 66-
60 with three minutes to play 
but nailed the Titans offense 
with a full-court press. The 
Blue Devils caught up with the 
Ti tans al 66-66 with two 
minutes left on respecti ve 
baskets by Doug Eba , Dale 
Magedanz, and Ken Ober
mueller . 

Stout finally took the lead at 
1:48with a pair of free throws. 
Eba hit two more free throws 
for a 70-66 margin with 44 
seconds remaining. . Bill 

followed with one at the t>uzzer 
to make the final score 74-68. In 
that final three minute stretch 
Stout outscored the Titans 14-2. 

Eba led the Big Blue with 18 
points and 11 rebounds. The 
Blue Devils otherwise had 
balanced scoring with Hayes, 
12 Magedanz and Obermueller 
11 and Rozakis and Bill Lyons 
wi'th 10 points. 

Against the Yellowjackets, 
Stout scored the first eight 
points of the game and rolled 
up the score then on. 

With seven minutes left in 
the first half Superior closed 
the gap to 29-25. However, the 
Blue Devils scored the next 
fourteen straight points to put 
the game out of reach as Stout 
ran up a 49-31 half time lead 
behing the hot hand of Hayes. 

In the second half Stout 
streaked away and outscored 
the Yellowjackets 54-28 to r~m 
the final tally to 103-59. 

This is. a good meet to open 
the season, as all three teams 
seem to be evenly matched. 
Next week the squad will be at 
Platteville for another dual 
meet, along with Eau Claire. 
"Platteville is strong this year, 
but Eau Claire doesn't have 
much." commented Zuerlein. 

Swimmers 
sink foes 
The UW-Stout Swimming 

Team upped its conference 
record with two victories 
Saturday, Feb. 3, in their home 
pool. Stout outswam UW-River 
Falls 59-50 and UW-Oshkosh 83-
30. After their first of four 
conference double dual meets, 
Stout's season record stands at 
7-1. 

For the Stout swimmers it 
was again a day for best 
personal performances. For 
Senior Co-Captains Ben 
Kowalski and Mike Van de 
Bogart, who swam in their last 
home meet it was a fitting 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
!300TS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

1'31 Main St. 235-7615 

That's right ... Stout is atop the WSUC conference with a 10-1 
record. It is a great feeling. Photo by Oles 

finale. Ben won both the 100 
and 200 yard freestyle events 
with times of 50.8 and 1:52.5 
respectively; Mike won the 50 
yard freestyle with a time of 
22.9 and was a member of the 
400 yard Freestyle 
R~lay which placed first with a 
time of 3:29.3. Mike's22.9 in the 
50 was his personal best. Other 
best personal performances 
were Rick Winkler with a time 
of 11 :22.1 in the 1000 yard 
freestyle, Mike Molitor with a 
lime of 1:56.8 in the 200 -yard 
freestyle, John Malkmus in the 
200 yard I.. with a time of 
2:23.0, and Mike Van de Bogart 
with a time of 51.5 in the 100 
yard freestyle. Both Rick 
Bloede and Garry Novak had 
best personal performances in 
the 200 yard backstroke with 
the times of 2:30.0 and 2:13.6 
respectively. Mickey Ea ton 

OPEN 

Mon.-Fri . 
9-9 

Sat. 
9-6 

·_( :: : 

and Pete Wisniewski had times 
of 2:25.0 and 2:29.7 in the 200 
yard breast stroke. Diver Steve 
Swick had his best per
formance off the I-meter board 
with a point total of 251.05, he 
took first in both the one and 
three meter boards. Coach 
Smith also cited Dave Kontz 
who swam a good split i the 400 
yard freestyle relay . 

Stout swimmers took first 
place in all but two events 
against Oshkosh and won all 
the firsts against River Falls. 
In the other contest, Oshkosh 
defeated River Falls 77-35. 

This was Stout 's last home 
meet of the 72-73 swim season. 
Stout's next meet is against 
UW-Superior and UW
Whilewater at Superior , 
Saturday, Feb. 10. This is a 
double dual conference meet. 

With a 

GIFT OF FASHION 
From Either Store 

Main & Broadway o r L-M art 

VER 
Rozakis scored on a steal to 
make it 72-66. MENOMONIE PHARMACY Phone 
Oshkosh's Mike Jamison then 
hil a bucket and Marcus Hayes 
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Have You Heard 
ice carving 

Crystal Impressions Ice 
Carving rules and entries 
forms are available in the UAA 
office. Entries are due Feb. 16. 
Questions? Contact Jerry 
Blomquist, 235-9706 or Eloise 
Goeke, 232-1487. 

sig ep rush 
The men of Sign:ia Phi Ep- · 

silon, and women of Golden · 
Heart Sig Ep cordially invite 
all men and women interested 
in greek life to attend the 
combined open rush party held 
at the P ub (basement of Villa) 
on Tues., Feb. 13, at 8 p.m. 

There will be plenty of free 
beer a nd a chance to meet the 
brothers and sisters of these 
organ iz. , ions . For further 
informa Jn please contact any 
Sig Ep I rother or sister. 

a.i.d.r 

The I .D. will have their 
month! eeting on Wed., Feb. 
21, at 7 p.m. in room 254 of 
the Te Building. Following 
the mf ,1g at 7:30 p.m., Mr. 
Danie . ;tember of Mayer 
Indust , cs will give · a 
presen L:it ion on Industrial 
Engineering . Mayer Industries 
are an established firm that 
manufactures stadium lights 
and power transmission poles. 

All members and other in
terested persons are invited to 
attend. 

faculty art show 
The second section of the 

Faculty Art Exhibition will run 
from Feb. 13 through March 9. 
Those of you who were at the 
opening of the first section 
know that there is a lot of ex
citing work done by the 
Faculty nf the Art Department. 
The opening reception is 
Tuesdav, Feb. 13 from 8 to 10 
p.m. at .the Art Center Gallery 
on Fifth ;:ind Broadway. Roche 
& Jerling , who just played in 
the Pa ~, 1 a few weeks ago, will 
be pro\ 1dmg the music for the 
opening and refreshments will 
he serwd. Don't miss this 1 

gam ma sig 

franchise 
The Franchise Committee of 

UAA will hold its meetings at 
6:30 p.m. every Monday night 
in the UAA office in the Union. 
A list of submitted franchises 
will be posted on the UAA of
fice bulletin board the 
following Tuesday. 

ed. of young 
The Menomonie Association 

for the Education of Young 
Children will meet Monday, 
Feb. 12 at 7 p.m. in the West 
Central Ballroom. The 
program will be Mr. H. Stai, 
speaking on Physical 
Education. 

pancake day 
The Menomonie Boys Choir 

·s holding its annual pancake 
jay on Feb. 10, Saturday at the 
'forth Elementary School from 
L0 :30 a .m. until 7 p.m. Tickets 
ire $1.25 for adults and $.75 for 
~hildren twelve and under . 

The women of Gamma ..__ --~~=""""',,,lr.i 
Sigma Sigma National Service 
Sorori ty are sponsoring an 
open social for all interested 
women. Tl will be held on 
Thursday, Feb. 15, at 7:15 7:15 
p.m. in the East Ballroom of 
the Student Union. If you have 
a "heart full of service" and 
are interested in finding out 
more about the Gamma Sigs, 
please come. 

amon house 
The Amon House, starting its 

second week of service this 
semester, again has prepared 
a great menu for Feb. 12 thru 
the 16. 

Featured on Monday are -
Spaghetti & Meatballs or 
Chicken with cheese and Wine 
sauce. Tuesday - Sole ni.orney 
or Beef bird, Wednesday -
Beef Burgundy or Glazed 
Roast of Tender Ham, Thur
sday - Broiled Breast of 
Chicken-Talloire or Escalloped 
Haddock, Friday - Veal 
Fricasee with dumplings or 
Swedish Meatballs. 

Included with each meal is 
an appetizer, soup, salad, 2 
vegetables, desert, bread, and 
choice of beverage. 

Up to 40 guests a night can be 
served , by reservation only. 
fhe dinners begin al 5:30 p.m. 
:it The Amon House 908 Fifth 
Street. For reservations call 
l32-2335. Donation $2.25. 

american ind. 
The American Industry 

Association is having their next 
meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 20 at 
8 p.m. in the Judical Room of 
the Student Center. This 
meeting is open to any student 
or faculty who is interested in 
industry ( especially those 
students who· are thinking of 
American Industry as their 
major). Come and see what 
American Industry is all about. 

nutrition meetinri · 
There will be a Nutrition 

Foods Association Meeting 
Monday, Feb. 12 in the East 
Central Ballroom at 7 p.m. 
Guest speakers will be 
featured. 

child. dev. club 
There will be a Child 

Development and Family Life 
Club meeting Feb. 13 in the 
President's room, at 7 p.m. 
Kathy Leong will be speaking 
on the Consenual Family. 

THE 

god-fathers 
No, the Mafia has not in

vaded Menomonie, only two 
priests from the Diocese of La 
Crosse, Wisconsin. Father Pat 
Kelley, the Director of 
Vocations, and Father Dan 
Kelly, Diocesan Personnel 
Director, will be recruiting 
potential candidates for 
ministry in the Catholic 
priesthood on the campus Feb. 
12 and 13. 

Last summer the Priest 
Senate of the La Crosse 
Diocese . asked the Fathers · 
Kelley and Kelly and Father 
Dennis J. Lynch, Directpr of 
Communications, to formulate 
a project dealing with the 
ministry of the priesthood. 
Part of that project will have 
the Fathers Kelley and Kelly 
visiting all schools of higher 
education in the Diocese during 
February. They will be at 
Placement Office, and also 
have table in the Student Union 
for distributing literature and a 
personal response to . any 
questions. In addition to the 
"recruiting station," the 
weekend liturgies at the 
Newman Community at St. 

WANT ADS 
for sale 
"Like New" Panasonic 8-track 
player-recorder, AM-FM 
Stereo. New - $299.95. If in
terested contact Perry at 235-
0400 after 5:00. 

Ricoh tis 401 35mm sir Black 
Body Thru the lens spot and 
avg. meter, eye and waist level 
viewfinders, 55mm fl .4 lens, 
case, 5 filters included . 
Telephoto lens 135mm f2 .8 
automatic, Pentax mount John 
232-2384. 

send a singing Valentine to 
friends and foes alike. Feb. 12, 
13, and 14 in Student Center, 
Sponsored by the AOPI's. 
for rent 

If you need a safe private close 
lo campus place to park, call 
235-9543, ask for Steve. 

wanted 

14" band saw with table and 
motor. · Contact Lorry 
Sedgwick, 225D Applied Arts 
Building , 232-2427. 

GOLDEN HANGER 
LTD. 

305 Main Street Menomonie 

UNDER 

NEW 
OWNERSHIP 

. Ettec' 
· es"' 4 sa\e pr,c d feb-' 

"{hru \J\fe ·• 

THE 

GOLDEN HANGER 
LTD. 
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PHOTO NO. 1: THE APPROACH PHOTO NO. 2: THE FINALE 
Jim Luisier shows proper technique for the classic pratt-fall to 
photographer Joe Garcia. 

Luisier follows in the illustrious skid marks of such all-time greats 
as Laurel & Hardy and Abbott & Costello. 
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Weaver opposes tenure elimination 
by Debbie Wiedrich 

President John C. Weaver 
spoke with news reporters, 
Monday, at his fo urth 
statewide news conference. 

The Educational Telephone 
Network was used so that 
reporters throughout the state 
were able to hear all questions 
and answers during the con
ference , held on the UW
Madison campus. 

Weaver was asked his 
reaction to the elimination of 
tenure and a call for collec~ive 
bargaining. He commented 
that there are two legislators 
working on a bill that would 
eliminate tenure for university 
faculty members . He felt that 
passage of such a bill would be 
a "major disaster for- the 
university system". 

Weaver believes that tenure 
is not well understood. 

" There is a tremendous 
amount of uninformed and 
irresponsible talk about this," 
he commented. 

The president stated that the 
idea of teachers, who have 
been awarded tenure, slack off 
on the job and make them
selves unavailable to students 
is false. He pointed out that all 

systems-in education or the 
business world will have a very 
small m·inori ty tha t will take 
advantage of certain situations 
such as tenure . 

Weaver stated that he 
believes the loss of tenure will 
result in an atmosphere of 
unprofessionalism. He added 
that he would like to hope that 
faculty, administration and 
state could come together in a 
professional exchange, rather 
than insensitive collective 
bargaining. 

"We will have to resist the 
passage of this bill with vigor," 
he said emphatically. 

The question of faculty 
members doing consulting 
work outside of the university 
community was also raised. 

Weaver replied, that mem
bers of the academic world 
should engage in consulting in 
the area of their expertise 
because the university is here 
to serve the community . He 
added that consulting work is 
an advantage to the com
munity and students. 
Professors need to be in touch 
with the real world to train his 
students well. If he is out of 

I 

contact with the world, he will 
only be able to teach what he 
has learned from books. 

Weaver stated that 
professors who do consulting 
work are more interested in 
practical knowledge than in a 
supplementary income. 

Another topic brought up was 
the relationship between the 
UW system and the VT AE 
schools . 

Weaver said that he strongly 
believes in the two track post
high school system. Facilities 
may be shared at times, which 
is the case at Fond du Lac. 
However, vocational schools do 
not teach liberal arts courses 
and the universities don't have 
vocational courses and that 
they should remain separate. 

When questioned about the 
budget battle with the state, 
Weaver commented that he 
was 95 percent satisfied with 
the budget presented to him. 
He went on further to say that 
the people at the capital "must 
try to balance the state budget· 

l
and please the taxpayers." 

"We have to let them know 
what it costs to run a good 
school system," he added. 

' 

Black womens role discussed 
A rap session held Tuesday 

night in the Student Center 
touched off Black Awareness 
Week. The session dealt with 
lhe black woman's role in 
society, and in the Slout 
community. 

Topics ranged from inter
racial dating to the black 
woman's ideas on careers and 
family life, but emphasis was 
placed on the women's 

liberation movement. Many of 
the women had sympathy 
towards the lib movement as 
far as economic standing was 
concerned, yet hesitated to join 
for fear of damaging the black 
movement as a whole. 

The women felt men could 
change their attitudes about 
women as "sexual objects" 
and realize that women's 
minds are valuable in society. 

' 
Black women do not want to · 

dominate black men - but to ' 
work alongside their men. 
Many women felt women's : 
liberation was hardly-4!alled for j 
among black women. No other 
alternative, but to work to 
support their families has ever . 
been offered to them. There , 
was no chance for discon- ! 
tentment with being a I 
"housewife". 

! 

' 

Weaver was asked about new 
educational programs on 
campuses. 

The president stated that 
they are trying' " to find new 
deliver y systems to get 
education to the people -of the 
state." 

The UW system is working 

toward genuine involvement 01 
all schools in this. Weaver said. 
" The mer ger gives us 
resources on all 27 campuses i'1 
the sta te." 

This may involve an open 
degree program . wh ere 
residency on campus is not 
required and learning will be 
possible at home and work. 

Faculty senate okays 
final week option 

The Faculty Senate has 
voted to recommend to the 
Chancellor that a change be 
made in the structuring of the 
final week of classes to more 
easily facilitate the ad
ministering of final exams. 
It was felt that the current 
policy at Stout does not provide 
for a final examination period 
each term and that some 
faculty members have 
requested ,an opportunity to 
give comprehensive finals over 
a period of time longer than 
one class period. A number of 
people also feel that the last 
week of school is not purely 
functional as a teaching period 
because many faculty and 
students alike leave early . 

Therefore, in a 17 to 4 vote 
with three abstentions, it was 
moved that the Faculty Senate 
recommend to Chancellor 
Swanson that: 

An altered schedule be made 
for the end portion of each 
semester to provide instructors 
with the opportunity to give 
comprehensive final 
examinations over two or three 
consecutive periods. 

· Instructors be allowed the 
option of giving or not giving 
final exams in their classes, 
and that these instructors be 
required to inform the students 
of their intent to give or not to 
give exams. Instructors are to 
tell the students of their plans 
for utilizing the extended class 
periods scheduled at the end of 
the semester. 

The Faculty Senate ap
proved what faculty member, 
Warren Wade termed "an 
attempt to rectify a problem of 
boondogling." Boondogling 
was identified as the term used 

to label the oroblem of some 
students and instructors not 
showing up for classes during 
the last week of each semester. 
Wade added that he hoped that 
the proposal, if acted upon by 
the Chancellor , would add 
"some structure and flexibility 
to the last week ." 

Faculty Senate President. 
Jerry Donley said prior to the 
meeting that he "would be very 
surprised if the measure 
passed in its present form, " 
When asked for a comment 
after the passing of the 
proposal, Mr. Donley said that 
he "feels sure that the vote of 
the senate represents the views 
of senator's constituencies' '. 
Donley explained further that 
he feels that the next step will 
he for the Chancellor tr create 
"some kind of a student-facultv 
t;:isk force to evaluate the 
proposal" in light of the fact 
'hat the student senate has 
gone on record as being 
unanimously opposed to the 
faculty senate's proposal. He 
declined to speculate on the 
outcome, but added that in the 
past the Chancellor h,s 
demonstrated that he is qp
posed to a "finals week." 

Commenting on the present 
program in effect governing 
administration of final exams,\ 
Mr. Wade noted that he is wha'.\ 
could be termed "an 
educationalist". He termed the 
last week of each semester as 
"a fiasco, a lame duck 
session" . 

Many faculty feel these 
structured time blocks are a 
step in the right direction, and 
Tom Ninneman said, "it's a 
tidy way of winding up the 
semester." 
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Giving up Is impossible when you're able to learn 
from your mistakes. - Ron Jensen 

Editorial 
A step backward? 

It is the opm,on of many students that the 
current effort by the Faculty Senate to make a 
change in the structure of the final week of each 
.semester to facilitate "a more profitable learning 
experience" is a classic exampte of one step 
foreward, two steps back. 

This suggested change in curriculum structure, 
many believe, can only be seen as the first step in a 
series that could easily lead to the re-instatement of 
a "final exam week." 

With the trend going in the OPf>OSite direction 
(UW-Oshkosh is presently in the process of 
abolishing final exams), one must question the 
reasoning of such a move to go back to a final exams 
week. Apparently, one of the reasons offered was to 
keep students and instructors in the classroom until 
the final bell on the last day of each semester so 
everyone would get their money's worth. However, 
is final exams the answer? 

The proposa I offers this choice to instructor's 
who deem a fin a I necessary. Because most courses 
being of a technological nature, one must also 
question the manner of examination, 60 bound 
button holes in one hour, construct a silver neck 
piece in ·four hours, change points, spark plugs, and 
oil in two? . 

Many realize that the current Chancellor is not 
in favor of finals, and was instrumental in abolishing 
them in the first place. The question as to how much 
pressure the faculty senate is going to place on the 
Chancellor now, however, must too be questioned. 

Warren Wade, the self-acknowledged author of 
this proposal (in conjunction with the faculty 
senate's "Mission Commission") readily admits 
that in his "traditionalist way of thinking, fina I 
exams are tried and true, as a learning experience." 
"I am not an educationalist," he added. Many feel 
that this is unfortunate because the current trend in 
education seems to be going in the opposite direction 
that .Dr. Wade is going. 
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Can finals increase what we learn? 
To the Editor, 

The great tower of Bowman . 
Hall rings to tell that_ time is 
passing and all should move 
toward progress. Its chimes 
play music to produce a serene 
atmosphere of contentment, 
one necessary for an en
vironment filled with learning. 

Lately the bells have stopped 
and music is less often heard. 
The wheels of learning are 
being examined. The idea of 
"final exams" has played our 
campus. 

This idea carries the 
potential of change as great as 
the creation of atomic energy. 
Final exams, like atomic 
energy, placed in the hands of 
the immature or ignorant will 
turn into a destructive force, 
while placed in the hands of the 
wise, it may aid man in living a 
more comfortable and 
profitable life. 

How may a final exam be 
kept from evolving education 
into a destructive force that 
makes education a painful 
experience, that destroys or 
stifles creativity or worse 

Student observes 
3-ring circus 

Dear Editor: 
"A team has really got to 

have its shit together to be able 
to go into a stall with over 10 
minutes left to go in the game." 
That was the comment of the 
dude sitting next to me at the 
game last Friday night. Stout 
had a ten point lead and things 
were looking like everyone 
thought they should. I -even 
noticed a few chants of "We're 
number one I" coming from 
various places in the crowd. I 
was thinking to myself along 
about that time that things 
were turning out pretty good, 
considering that this was my 
first game that I had been to 
this season. 

Now, in retrospect, I guess I 
should've done something 
more formidable than sit there 
and watch. I really don't know 
what would have helped or if, 
in fact, anything would have 
helped at all. I do know, 
though, that I enjoyed being 
there and being caught up in 
the game frenzy, etc. · 

It's been a long time since 
this guy has been to a sporting 
event of any kind. It was kind 
of fun to sit back and watch ' 
other people watching the 
game. The three fellows in 
front of me were from 
Whitewater and it was in
teresting to watch them react 
to the different phases of the 
game. When Stout went out in . 
front by ten points with just a 
little over two minutes 
remaining in the first half, 
there wasn't a thing that the . 
referees could do that was 
right. They made nasty (and 
that is stating it mildly) 
comments ranging from the 
quality of the ref's haircuts to 
their (the refs) inability to see 
two inches in front of their 
faces. During the second half, 
as I was sitting there won
dering what was wrong with 
the scoreboard - everytime I 
looked at it, the margin kept 
getting smaller and doubts 
came creeping - these guys 
kept commenting on how 
vastly improved the officiating 
was fast becoming. My shrewd 

allows man to believe that he is 
incapable of reaching a goal? 
It takes a wise teacher to keep 
this from happening. One who 
realizes that in order for a test 
to help in learning it should 
serve two functions: One, be 
used as a tool for measuring 
learned material and second, 
perhaps most important, it 
should be a tool for learning, by 
allowing the student to learn 
from his mistakes. 

Most of us are familiar with 
how to measure learned 
material, so let me try to ex
plain why one should be 
allowed to learn from his 
mistakes. 

As we all can recall from our 
childhood we had to learn to 
walk. We followed a basic 
procedure of, crawling, to 
sitting up, to taking our first 
steps, to finally reaching the 
goal of walking. 

How many of us would have · 
achieved this goal if we feared 
making mistakes or were not 
able to accept them a part of 
the formula toward growth? Is 
not growth of knowledge based 

mind tells me it had something 
to do with the score. 

Well, anyway, from the looks 
of the downtown bars after the 
game, I'd have to wonder if 
anyone really cared who won 
or lost. From what I saw and 
heard, the game got only 
passing interest. The main 
conversation seemed to be 
about where the best party was 
and who was going with whom. 

About an hour after the 
game, as I was walking out of 
the "Flame", the bus carrying 
the victorious Whitewater 
team was heading out of town 
rather pompously, I saw this 
guy, I think his name was 
Stoney, the one who played 
center for them, hanging his 
head out the window. That 
dude should have gotten some 
kind of an award for the most 
devious laugh I have ever 
heard. To describe it as a 
chortle would have been un
derstating It. 

The game was a very 
physical thing as evidenced by 
the number of players that 
didn't make it to the end. There 
were a few bad calls on both 
teams, but on the whole it was 
a good game. I for one enjoyed 
it immensely. 

Pat O'Connor 

A peace dept.? 
To the Editor: 

It is a shame that man is his 
own worst enemy. 

He spends a major part of his 
work and money on in
struments of death (the 
Military), 40 perce!}t and 70 
billion dollars a year in our 
case. And we think hate, fear, 
greed and violence. One bomb 
era ter for every person in 
Vietnam, for example. (Your 
brother's keeper?!) 

You can't make friends by 
shooting at them or fearing or 
hating them. We need friends. 
Why have enemies? We need a 
World Federation of humanity 
with hope, confidence and 
malice toward none. 

We need a Declaration of 
Dependence and a Department 
of Peace. 

A world divided against itself 
cannot stand. 

Ernie Slieffields 

on these same principles? If a 
student is to grow from his 
knowledge then he must be 
given the freedom to make 
mistakes without the threat of 
being punished. He must see an 
incorrect answer as a valid 
indication of something to be 
learned, not something to be 
punished for. 

I am a student who has great 
respect for the teachers at 
Stout, I only ask that if you are 
among those considering the 
adoption of final exams, 
consider how much of a 
learning tool will your final 
exam be. What is the vaJue of a -
· final exam which never allows 
the student to receive credit for 
learning from his mistakes? 

Give Stout students the 
freedom to fall while trying to 
walk through · a life of 
knowledge. 

Allow the Tower to play 
music which symbolizes an 
environment filled with 
growth. 

Man has invented education 
let not education destroy his 
will to invent. 

Ron Jensen 

Policeman mocks 
citizen's arrest 
To the Editor: 

Monday, Feb. 12 while I was 
walking down Main Street I 
passed Dan's Cafe and noticed 
a three wheel police vehicle 
parked in a parking stall with 
the time expired on the meter, 
and the officer sitting in the 
cafe drinking coffee. 

I do not see why an officer 
under these circumstances 
should have any other 
privileges than the town
speople, so I went into the cafe 
and asked the officer why he 
had not put a nickle in the 
meter for parking. His reply 
was "I don't have a nickle." 
What kind of an answer is that? 
I don't have a nickle so I'm not 
going to pay, yet I have enough 
money for a cup of coffee. 
Maybe it's just beneath this 
individual officer to be a law
abiding citizen as everyone 
else in this community is 
supposed to strive for. 

After that the officer asked 
me if he should write himself 
out a parking ticket, and I 
replied with a "yes sir, you 
should sir." Then he laughed. 

After the officer asked me if 
he should write himself out a 
ticket he asked me if I wanted 
to file a formal complaint. And 
I said to him, if I had the time 
and the money for court costs I 
would. Then he had the nerve 
to call me a "long haired sheep 
dog," which only again shows 

' his respect for others and their 
opinions. I look at it this way. 
His judgement of me is only his 
prejudiced value judgement. 
But mine is fact and facts stand 
up in court; name calling does 
not. After that I was totally 
disgusted with this individual 
and just walked out knowing I 
was just wasting my time and 
breath trying to talk with this· 
officer~ 

Well, I disagree with him and 
his actions on the matter. 

One Disgusted Student 
Dave Hartig 
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Attorney Donna Muza 
speaks to residents of · AFM 

On Feb. 7 in the McCalmont their corresponding duties . live then the neighbor who 
game room, attorney Donna According to a June, 1972 law decided he doesn't want you 
Muza, a local lawyer spoke on concerning divorce, the to live will murder you. 
the changing role of the woman responsibility for maintenance The talk concluded with a 
regarding divorce, common of children belongs to the man question and answer period 
law marriage, abortion , and and -or wife - if she is working c O n c e r n i n g d i v O r c e , 
various legal rights. at the time. illegitimate children, and other 

Attorney Muza has been In her opinion women's legal matters. · 
practicing law with her rights are being carried loo AFM, the sponsor of this 

What to do about finals? Or is Finals are a stressful husband, Robert F. Muza. far. The myth Of "women upon project, has more activities 
there too much to~o? Tnere situation and usually they are Early in her childhood she a pedestal" is no longer true planned for the future. A 
are .. people who would like to ·more stressful than a norma.I decided to be a lawyer amt due to the Women's Liberation Valentine's"" parcy fs planned 
S'ee finals wiped l)fj the {.ace of test. But how stressful fa· too later found it ql}ite a challenge Movemef;}t. One question posed for this week: . Another new 
the earth, others who see lirials stressful? The opposition goes to be the only female among 99 to the audience of women concept being tried for the ~irst 
useful in same sltuatfons and · on the premise that finals in men: Origina11y a teacl,)er, Ms. students was "Do·we really ~ lime is Mother's Weeket}d, 
not others, and some who feel general are too stressful, that Muia"took English and LMin as women w.ant to be treated like · ". Feb. 23-25. At this tirrie 
that finals should be man- they are not conducive to· a background for her. law the man next to us in Jh_e fac- mothers will have-a ,chance to 
datory. A recen! recomen- learning . ·I. wou,ld ask, first of ~egree : Although she has ·tory?" Her .solution Was that· ',', \'iew the campus, participate 
dation from the fa~ulty has all, how can ·they measure this handled all facets of law during both men and women need to ·m ·a shopping trip with their 
been a topic of discussion for.,, stress and. bow do they know her 23. years of practice she work together In co-e~1stence: ·daugtiters. to Eau Claire and 
ttie past several weeks and what level is too htgh for. . an . feels there are. .sorne fa~ts of , During rfie- talk, M~. Muza other a'cflvitie-

0 

after the emotion of debate - mdi,vidual? Perhaps we shottld , the law that·only a ~oman ean took a Mfinite sta-ird . on Topics . ana' ·s~akers are 
subsi~~ it seems that the have,_ari analysis qone on the · understand. She now ·, abortion with the comrnent, select~ by a pi:ogo,am com-
discussrnn clouds dhe . stx:_ess n-om each final. ~n't it specializes, · in . c·riminal, ' "No one has the righ~ to decide mittee·tl{·students.·Some of the 

........ 
.... : 

arguemept'. ' · unfottunate though , that we divorce, custody, aqoption and ~llo will live."· ·She felt abo~- oulside st')eakers.hav~ inctttde.Q, 
The faculty ·p~posal would 'ean'l analyze the stress·es that · human relation cases. ti,ons were accept~bl.e only 

1

1£ Dr. HiltoJ')' on contracepti.ve~, .;·· , :, 
have the last . w~ set aside , · are present in our clay to day Ms. Muza ~ke specificaHy either the moth.er s. or, <:hild s Robert Dalke . on the em- ·· 
and broken up into two hour ~ac~~tties,? And you might • on women's rights. and duties. life w~re in jeopan;ly.• ·-m; ploymenl outlook for June and 
blocks that cou,l~ bl} used by cons\df.:t',·-, . .. · Jhat many She stated that when women reas9ning was that once th'e<· .. l)(.'cember graduates

1 
aod Dr .. 

instr1,1Cto~s in. ~ny way . .that psychologtst=s(~el .t~~we grow . ~J:in to get r~ghts, they.sh~ld law.be,gl\13 ~.allow the mot~ .. :- Lowry orr Ecology. 
they see fit. For many teAdrers . stronger rutd ; &row through .: ..:,,~e these rights along with lo dedpe. w®ther ner child w1U,, c.. · . " 

. ther~- wou,Jd be· a {i~~ .. ·,· ·: experien.cjhg;i-.ii\:MJes.olving :, ... :: >-: .. • \ . . . , '· > . : ... . . .. ··, ···+:,;:..c. .• .. · : . , 
' .+ planoea forilthers· busibeas i-~; . stress. •. ' . . . • . . t-.·~,. ,.-., ,_ ·; ."(>, •. -:- ~' .. ' .• - . <-. :,').: 'i:.::::: ;.'. ~.-,,,.: ..... 

"'·· tJs~al' ·~ . rt9 fi.nal exam. the.;, ,, As ·,for - ·ll\~ . . qu«:stiop of : ·-'' . "' , .- ·:-,, "' 
impli,e~tiol1s-· of ·~ ~9po~l · . ~ther It · i.s.~~d.ucive tu · ... ···· , · · · . - ::tr.:'·· : .·r. : ·••·· · >~-· ; 
are sitnply that If a ~ea~her - ; leaq1ing, I Wol,lldhave to admtt 1 . ..-·r----- 1111111 ·- .... • -{-. ---, . . ,._ 
wantstogjvea~ahoorttnai · tnatfhi~2s·onthemaleria1: ·· ·: ... , ...... , _ .c-LIP'. T'HLS OUT ... ·_-._ .·:· ; _. _ ·-
he may. There is nothing th&,.t . As has beffl' powted out tQ me, _ . _ . 
says. he ha~ . to: . ~ belie;V~· .tha f · . ; finals-.are not ollen good ways I 
~i~:J°!~~~~te~nsible -and · · ~at:fa~~~~t ~a~elc~~!n\~~ ·~-· -.. ,,. H. ·E· · ·: -~r:· · · ·' tc···h·. oe'mAeC, o_nT ... -. tloO'WNheri" es·· '1 

But the opp~sition ! The opportun~ty to synthesize and 
opposition gathers witb in- evaluate m finals beca.use they 

• creasing fury. I wonder what it are good mental.exercise and I 
is . they {ear about giving a feel that I "grow" thr~ugh the I 
teacber the opportunity to give proces~ of synthesis and 1EVER ~l N1·ght or·· eve.ry Week I a final. From discussion at the evaluation. .J. 
past several SSA meetings, it To place a high correlation 
seems that th~ opposition, between increased drug use 

primarily students, feel that and finals seems absurd. There I Jus.t Loo· k At Th·,·s· ,_,'. .... ~ -I giving the teachers the op- are other ways of dealing with _ ~-
portunity would mean that the stress than to use drugs . A 

1 
__. I 

teachers would automatically reason I can see for using 
all start giving exams. How drugs to deal with "final" EVER y TUES. NIGHT EVERY WED. NIGHT 
can you make this induced stress would be to stay I I 
generalization? Or if this awake for long periods of time 
recomendation is accepted, it to study for a test or to relax Golden Record Night Chicken Special 
would open the road to the from tension. This seems to be I I 
establishment of finals should self induced. An easy way to Happy Hour?:30-8:30 •

2
- chi·cken $1.50 _ 

a new chancellor favor finals prevent the pile up of work • ' All the Beer You Can Drink ;; $1. 20 includes 
for everyon€. Pure paranoia. before exams comes through .,::: 8: 30-10: 30 toast & FF Cran-

Fear plays a ~e~t role in all plann~d . . study and g?od ~ berry sauce & cole 
too many of tfie opposing orga.mzailan .a~d b~ domg ...i Prizes awarded all evening for 
arguements. They fear the reading when it is assigned. ~ identifying correct record or artist. slaw· 
stress ~ linals, a high ~dthmilierearethepeop~ ~------~~~------------------~~------------------------.----- o 
correlation between drug use whoopposefinalsbecausethey r~EVERY THURS. NIGHT EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT:: 
and the taking of finals, or know that they would have to -
perhaps (and I feel that this is study harder. The tenuousness ~ Seafood ~ 
a great motivation to the op- of that position is obvious. = Spaghetti S b d ~ 
position) that they will have to o . 1no1·2:as or ~ 
do more homework. continued on page i2 ~. & Meat Balls u 

3- S.friday 

Adults $1. 99 Children 99¢ all ";[. 
all yo11 can eat $1.75 y0u can eat. Incl11des 3 Kj.pds : 

::._ Includes Garlic toast Fried Fisi1 - . Baked Fish - Sh-· ::; 
.:.:: tossed salad choice of rimp . Chicken Assorted Sa] ads ::: 
~ dressing. f, Relishes, French Fries '.;.: 

11 ·--------------------------~----11--------------------------------::: 
· .. , ' SAT. NIGHl> .·~., :-.~ .·- . ' . " ' . · <;unday .. ,(f.teJ.'b601', ~tart'1fEi,t at 

')~&:'. - "~ P1'R11Y-: N~@T~. 12 ~ :ltr ·4~00 p ,M: ~!..!a~;{'~ ;;. ,, 
}".t' :: . . ·i , " ~' -. , . ·, . . .,. .::~,/' ,t~"p· bo-r-tf A~«' $1 ... ~ Ch116~- ·, '"': ., ?. ~ 
'\~/ ., :'•' -'~!t~t!~:·f;\1.~-i<~: -~ ~~~:;~;~;~-Ribs- ';t~;~;,~\~ .. 

for ·SO¢ PLUS - Games . ,, Potatos-tl"avy-Baked Beans-.\ .. 
Prizes & Surprizes sorted Salads- Relis:he.0

• ., 

I Fun For All '':{ 

-------------------~---~--~~:------~-:-~""":~------~,-- ;:: 
I Closed Mondays, Facj lities available fo.,.. .! 

Private Parties - Wedding Receptions - ~ 

I 
Banquets , Open Menu Every Night. I'. 

OPEN 5:00 P.M. to 1 :00 A}vt 

I CLUB 72 I I LOCATED 1 MILE EAST. OF ELMWOOD, WISCONSIN ON HIGHWAY 72 I 
L ,.-.-.. :t::;L1J;.Ei1,:,~~h~!~!.-~ -J. 

' . ,. 

I['\._ 

- t· """' , . 
. - :'i . \ 
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Wade defends finals proposal at SSA 
In a speech made to the 

s:udent Senate on Tuesday 
night, Dr. Warren Wade ex
plained the intent of the faculty 
senate's action in approving a 
measure which calls for the 
restructuring of the final week 
of each semester. 

According to Dr. Wade, there 
is a great deal of misun
derstanding regarding the 
f.:i ::ulty senate's proposal. The 
1,::ent of the proposal, ac
cording to Wade, is to offer 
greater flexibility to individual 

instructors during the final 
weeks of each semester. He 
also hopes that the proposal 
will help bring the semester to 
a "definite end" rather than 
having it "dwindle away". 

It was also stressed that it is 
not the intention of the 
measure t.o make final exams 
mandatory . This would be left 
entirely up to the discretion of 
the individual faculty mem
bers. Wade is of the opinion 
that this measure will "go a 
long way in raising academic 
standards". 

Steady grade point 
rise is halted 
In a recent article printed in 

1he Wisconsin State Journal, it 
,1-rn, stated that grades at the 
l :niversity of Wisconsin
Madison had been rising 
steadilv since 1959, but sud
rl<'nly last year there was a 
sudden halt to this upward 
surge. 

their time, but keeping their 
grades high enough to stay in 
r'Ollege. 

Also. the way our economy 
is, people have to really want to 
go to school. There is high 
motivation to get good grades. 

The last reason for a higher 
gradepoint may be due to the 
late drop dates for classes. If a 
student knows he is getting an 
"F" , he can drop the class. 

Stout will soon have disc 
<'apacity to co_mpute the 
overall grade point average, . 
hut will we? 

During a question and an
swer period that followed his 
speech, Dr. Wade stated that 
there is "no way of evaluating 
the present proposal", but 
hastened to add that 
"academic standards could be 
a lot higher if faculty members 
would take the leadership . .. 
and make-their courses a little 
more hign powered". 

In response to another 
question, Wade claimed that he 
saw ''no relation between a 
drug problem and final 
exams". 

In closing, ,Wade expressed 
concern over what he termed 
"a malicious rumor" that he 
had contacted all 33 members 
of the faculty senate in an 
attempt to "strong arm" them 
to vote in favor of the am
mendment. Wade did 
acknowledge that he had 
spoken with approximately 10 
members, but that no "strong 
arm'' techniques were em
ployed. 

In other student senate ac
tion, action was taken to 
change the requirements to run 
for President of the University 
S1 udent Senate·. Further details 
regarding this change are 
available in the Senate office. 

The student body was again 
reminded that seanle elections, 
along with Winter Carnival 
Queen elections will be held on 
March 1. 

Chester Ruedisili , the man 
who keeps track of the overall 
1!radl' point average, thinks 
lliat the lower grades reflect a 
<'hange in the faculty's at-
1itudes towards grading, but 
lllilllV of the faculty feel dif
ferently. Some faculty believe 
!hat the higher grades resulted 
from get ting better students: 
anolhPr reason for better 
grad<'S could have been t·he 
·increase in the number of 
\1·om Pn students. Ruedisili 
11C>ted that women tend to get 
\_1 ighpr gradPs. 

Weaver pledges 

Tile theory that allowing 
students to take courses on a 
p,,ss-fail basis has resulted in 
1:ighpr grades was also 
discounted hv Huedisili . Hr 
~lated, though . that students 
·,1·ouldn't take -many of those 
t·ourses lwfore that option was 
•>pPn to them for fear of getting 
;1 "low grade. 

Lighter course loads and 
ii<'ller teaching by the faculty 
1nav have been the reason for 
·11e· increase in grades during 
·lw liO's. hut the soundest 
heory of all was the liberal 

!'rading by the faculty, plus the 
·.•real use of teaching 
:1ssistants. As told by Ruedisili, 
·J\'lany were opp";;ed to the 
·nir and the Establishment and 
111st graded higher." They may 
1,avP given higher grades to 
prpvent sending anyone to 
\ 'ietnam. With the end of the 
draft. those anti-war feelings 
-=hould no longer he a factor in 
grading. 

Here at Stout. there is no 
11 ay of computing an overall 
gradppoinl average. though 
llean Wood feels that the 
:1verage has remained fairly 
<'Onstant throughout the past 
vears. If anything, the grades 
111av have risen due to several 
rea·sons. The draft is no longer 
;i threat to the men, so they do 
not come to college just to bide 

Reaction Line! 
Write us and 

we '11 help with 
questions and_ 
problems-we 
have resource 

people to get the 
answers! 

Write to Stoutonia 
_Box 64-

and we '11 React! 

'equal opportunity' 
Steps to 'ensure equal em

ployment opportunities to 
minorities and women in the 
llniversity of Wisconsin 
Svstem were announced 
Friday by System President 
.John C. Weaver. 

In a memorandum to 
chancellors of the 13 univer
sities, the center system and 
extension. Weaver praised 
them for progress already 
made on the campuses and 
said: 

"Just as we have historically 
set precedents in academTc 
excellence and innovation, we 
must continue to live up lo our 
high standards by making a 
more than adequate response 
to the current national em
phasis upon equal opportunity. 

"II is not enough for me to 
simply reaffirm that we will do 
I hat which legally we must and 
which morally we should . 
Rather, it is my conviction that 
this reaffirmation must carry 
with it a broad outline of 
specific objectives which will 
be applicable to all units and · 
pertinent to all of the classes of 
individuals whose right to 
equal employment opportunity 
is protected by law and dic
ta led by good conscience." 

"It is the policy of the 
University of Wisconsin 
System to provide equal op
portunity in employment 
through the prohibition of 
discrimination against all 
applicants and employees 
because of age , race, color , 
creed or religion, sex han
dicap , ancestry or national 
origin, and to take affirmative 
action to eliminate any 
harriers which have 
traditionally Ii mi led em-

ployment, compensation and 
advancement of women and 
minorities." 

Weaver placed primary 
responsibility for developing 
and implementing policies on 
equal employment opportunity 
is being placed with the 
chancellors and with Donald E. 
Percy , a senior vice president 
of the system. Percy will serve 
as Equal Employment Op
portunity officer to oversee and 
coordinate affirmative action 
programs for the entire 
system, Weaver said. 

Sharing with Percy in the 
leadership role Weaver has 
assigned to the central ad
ministration staff will be 
.Joseph W. Wiley and Marian 
Swoboda , assistants to the 
president for affirmative 
act ion for minorities and 
women, respectively . They will 
he responsible for providing 
guidelines and technical advice 
to the universities, center 
system and extension. 

Objectives set by Weaver for 
the chancellors and for central 
administration include: 

1. Submission by July 15 of a 
written affirm:-" · lion 
program. 

2. Analysis of .1 of 
women and minor1ues in each 
department. 

3. Determination of problem 
areas and remedial action. 

4. Setting specific goals and 
timetables to overcome un
derutilization of minorities and 
women wher ·!ver it exists. 

5. Pinpointing responsibility 
for monitoring the ef
fectiveness of each affirmative 
action program. 

J National focus! 
163 POWs freed, 

more to be released soon 

North Vietnam and the Viet Cong released 143 Ainerican 
prisoners-of-war early Monday morning, the first to be freed 
under the Vietnam ceasefire agreement. 

The POW;s freed by Hanoi arrived_ in three U .. s. Air F<?r.ce 
Starlifter hospital planes at Clark Air Force Base 1~ the Ph1hp
pines. 

Their release left 341 American prisoners in North Viet
namese hands, 72 in South Vietnam and seven in Laos. Those s~ill 
held in North Vietnam are expected to be freed at two week in

tervals. 
An announcement that 20 more POW's were freed was made 

last night. These were seen as a response to Henry Kissinger's 
visit to Hanoi. · 

Several of the released POW's have returned to the U.S. and 
the others are receiving complete mental and physical checkups 
in the Philippines. The POW's have returned to, ~he U.S. and t~e 
others are receiving complete mental and physical checkups m 
the Philippines. The POW's are starting to collect back pay . Some 
will be receiving as much as $100,000. 

U.S. dollar devalued by 10 percent 

The U.S. devalued.the dollar by 10 percent in an effort to solve 
the international monetary crisis. 

The U.S. devaluation would be achieved by raising the official 
price of gold from the present $38 an ounce to $42.22. Although the 
gold price change would require an act of Congress, the 
devaluation is effective immediately. 

Treasury Secretary George Schultz said that the devaluation 
and the other moves taken by the Nixon administration will 
benefit "the American working man, businessman, and the 
consumer. " 

A dollar devaluation has the effect of making imports into the 
U.S. more expensive and·u.s. exports to other countries cheaper, 
thus giving the nation a better trading advantage. It will also cost 
more-to travel abroad. 

A majority of the nation's economists felt that this was a good 
move by Nixon and should give our economy a boost . Others felt 
that the U.S. was still headed for a recession at the end of the 
year. 

Ford fined-seven rr,illion 
by government 

The U.S. Government has fined the Ford Motor Company 
seven million dollars on charges that it's employees illegally 
tampered with 1973 Ford cars undergoing _anti-pollution tests. 
Ford pleaded no contest. 
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Adinissi·on,. requ i rernents to 
change as result of m·erger 

Changes in admission 
Tequirements in the University 

- of Wisconsin system promise to 
be one of the most important 
results of the UW-WSU mrrger 
for Wisconsin youth interested 
in higher education. 

Eleven universities in the 
UW System are among the first 
major educational institutions 
in the U.S. to drop the 
American College Test ( or the 
Scholastic Aptitude Test) as a 
general admission 
requirement. 

In the new admissions policy 
approved by the UW Board of 
Regents in July of 1972 no 
mention is made of either the 
American College Test, long a 
standard admissions tool at 
Wisconsin's public univer
sities, or of the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test. However, the 
regent policies allow individual 
units to develop their own 
admission requirements within 
the framework of the system 
policy. 

One university - UW
Parkside at Kenosha - has 
opted to dispense completely 
with the ACT and SAT. 
Madison , Green Bay and 
Milwaukee no longer require 
either test, but are en
couraging students who do not 
rank in the upper half of their 
high school graduating classes 
to furnish ACT or SAT scores 
when seeking admission. 

$2,500 grant 
awarded to CWA's 
'human alternatives' 

Center for Women's Alter
natives, Inc., Menomonie (an 
affiliate of the Ministry to UW
Stout) is the recipient of a $2500 
grant from the Wisconsin 
Humanities Committee for a 
project called " Human 
Alternatives". 

Announcement of the grant 
was made to Lee Morical, CWA 
director. Mrs . Morical will also 
direct the five month project 
which will incorporate and 
expand upon current Center 
offerings. Among them will be 
a series of three Fireside 
Dialogues, to be held in 
cooperation with the inter-faith 
campus ministry to UW-Stout, 
featuring guest humanists in 
dialogue with community 
members ; " Women In 
Dialogue" , to be offered to 
members of women 's groups in 
this area; expansion of the 
M.O.M.S . offering to other 
state locations , and weekend 
retreats for women , the firs t to 
be held in Stevens Point Feb. 
24-25. . 

Wisconsin Humanities 
Committee is a re-granting 
agency of the National En
dowment for the Humanities 
which this year is funding state 
projects under the general 
theme of "aliena tion" . In 
making the award, the Com
mittee cited CWA's efforts in 
the alleviation of alienation 
among women and termed 
them 'significant grass roots". 

Among resource persons and 
huma1 isls alread:, involved in 
the pro.iect -are: D1. Eugene 
Flug, Ramon Coralles and the 
ne Don \'isner, UW-Stout· 
Dr. Thomas Etten. St l\lary's 
C'ollege, Winona, Minn , and 
Dr. Nancy Moore and the Rev 
William .Jablonske, UW
Stevens Point. 

Gloria Bjornerutj, 
Menomonie, has joined the 
project staff as fac ilitator for 
Women In Dialogue. Lorna 
Gauthier , Menomonie , will 
fa cili tate the expa nded 
M.0.M.S. offerings and the 
weekend retreats. 

Seven universities - La 
Crosse, Oshkosh, River Falls, 
Stevens Point, Platteville, 
Stout and Whitewater - have 
dropped the tests as admission 
requirements for students who 
rank in the upper three-fourths 
of their high school classes, but 
do require ACT scores of 17 (or 
equivalent on other tests) for 
those in the lower quarter who 
wish to apply. 

Some Retain ACT 
However, the ACT has been 

retained as an admission 
requirement for all incoming 
freshmen at Eau Claire and 
Superior. 

Another policy, at the former 
state universities, which 
required a letter of recom
mendation from each ap
plicant's high school principal 
or counselor has been dropped. 
River Falls now requests such 
a letter only for students who 
do not qualify on the basis of 
class rank or testing. 

With the exception of UW
Parkside which specifies no 
class rank requirement, all the 
universities in the System have 
retained previous class rank 
admission policies, with 
Madison , Green Bay and 
Milwaukee calling for students 
to be in the top half of their high 
school graduating class and the 
nine former state universities 
requiring students to rank in 
the upper three-quarters, to 

meet general admissions 
standards. 
Probable Success Considered 
However, new possibilities 

have opened up to students who 
do not qualify on the basis of 
either class rank or testing. 
The new regent admission 
policy says such students 
"may be considered if, on the 
basis of other factors, they 
appear to have a reasonable 
probability of success. Par
ticular consideration in ad
mission will be given to ap
plicants who have been out of 
school for two or more years , to 
service veterans with at least 
180 days of active duty, and to 
students who have been 
disadvantaged as a result of 
substandard education, family 
income or ethnic background." 

Applicants may also "appeal 
for special consideration 
through the appropriate 
director of admissions ," the 
policy states. 

In addition, most of the 
universities allow non
standard applicants to enroll 
for a six-credit summer session 
or a regular 12-credit semester 
on · a probationary or con
ditional basis, or as special 
students. If successful , they 
are then eligible for regular 
admission the following term . 

Requirements for out-of
state students are the same as 
those for resident students. 

Visitation, dorm security and 
elections: maior concern for IRHC 

According to this week's 
IRHC meeting, there has been 
a new release concerning the 
present visitation policy. The 
administration announced that 
changes in the visitation policy 
can go into effect this year as 
soon as approved by the 
student services committee 
and the chancellor. At the last 
visitation meeting, the various 
dorm hom;s now in existence 
were discussed. In general 
they ranged from the 
maximum hours on weekends 
to less during the week. 

It was pointed out by 
residents that security has 
been and still is a problem and 
should be handled separately 
from visitation. Some typ·e of 
door alarm system was 
proposed. In reference to hours 
enforcement, it was pointed out 
that roommates will not put up 
with being displaced from their 
rooms after 2 a. m ., or even tba t 
late on certain weeknights, 
depending on class schedules. 

Plans for summer and fall 
ori en tation a re now being 
made. As it now stands, each 
hall will organize their own 
dorm orientation activities for 
the new students there . It was 
suggested at the mee lin g 
l\londay night that several all 
campus activities also be 
planned for new students after 
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arriving in the fall . Committee 
leaders are also needed to help 
with the summer orientation 
program. Anyone who will be 
attending summer school and 
is interested in being a com
mittee leader is asked to 
contact Dorothy Bernardi. 

On March 1, IRHC elections 
will be held in conjunction with 
SSA and winter carnival queen 
elections. Fifty signatures are 
needed to be nominated. 
Election papers may be picked 
up at the Housing Office in the 
Commons. 

Students were also reminded 
of a concert coming up next 
Tuesday, Feb. 20, 9 p.m. to 11 
p.m. The Cola, formerly the 
Crown, have put out several 
r ecords , and will be per
forming in the snackbar. 

Various ideas on segregated 
fees , meals , room deposit fees , 
and open search policy 
collected at the recent URHA 
(Uni ted Resi dence Hall 
Associa tions of Wisconsi n 
Universities) held at Plat
tev ille were presen ted . A 
national conference will be 
held later in the year, May 29-
June 2, a t the University of 
Delaware. Students interested 
in continuing work with IRHC 
next year are urged to give this 
conference serious con 
sideration 

Ski class offers 
thrills, chills and spills 

by Joe lrarc1a, 
Ski Instructor 

From the beginning of your 
career as a student you've been 
involved in some type of 
physical education program. 
Until the end of the recess 
periods, your conception of 
gym class was, do what you 
want, and have a good time at 
it. . 

Then it happened .. . junior 
high cut you short of these free 
periods and they somehow 
turned into "do what we tell 
you to do" free periods. Still , 
they were pleasant and only 
periodically you were con
fronted with days that didn ' t 
really turn you on. 
- High school was pretty much 
the same, only a little more 
was demanded of you, and at 
times gym class was the one on 
the top of the list to skip. 

And now, you're at college . . 
. what 's gym at this level? 
Bowling, archery , horseback 
riding , judo, and so on. One of 
t'he newest courses at Stout, 
and other Northern Univer
sities is the skiing class. Just 
think, you've kind of wanted to 

learn to ski, but who will take 
the time and have the patience 
to instruct you? You could go 
on your own, and possibly 
break something, OR ,you could 
take the course offered here at 
Stout, where you not only have 
good instruction, but get credit 
for learning something that has 
interested you for so long. Such 
a deal! 

This semester, out of 41 
students , besides a broken ski , 
thanks to Nancy Nebelung 
(who decided to attempt an 
intimate relation with a tree ), 
and .Jerry Walters who broke 
his collar bone, things arc 
going pretty good. The class is 
held at Deepwood ski area ana 
provides instruction for the 
beginner, intermediate and 
advanced skiers. So even 
though it's a little late now. 
next year .could be the 
beginning of a fantastic ex
perience. What's skiing got 
that turns so many people on? 
Glide almost frictionless down 
a mountain, breath the fresh 
crisp air and get stoned ·on the 
beauty of the land around you, 
plus have a real sense of 
freedom . 

Gilliand unveils- new maior 
by Andrea Runnalls 

Beginning in the fall 
semester of 1973, UW-Stout will 
be offering a new major. The 
major, entitled Career Special 
Education Program <Secon
dary Special Education) , will 
be a four year program 
directed by Dr. Harold 
Gilliand. This program is an 
off-shoot of the Vocational 
Rehabilitation program, but is 
separate from that depart
ment. 

The program will dea l with 
handicapped adolescents such 
as educable retarded , 
emotionall y disturbed , , 
delinquent , and r eluct ant 
learners. 

The graduat e of this 
program will receive a 
bachelor of science degree , and 
will be certified lo teach. 

For more infor mation , 
conta ct: Harold Gillia nd, 
Proj ec t Direc tor-Spec ial 
Education at 232-1221. 
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Winter Carnival 
Events Slated 

Does it seem like the typical 
Winter Carnival Season? Get 
rid of those mid-semester blahs 
and get involved with Winter 
Carnival. It will be here sooner 
1han you think. 

Anyone, dorms or off campus 
students can organize a group. 
There are a total of 180 possible 
first place points. 

Trophies will be awarded to 
the men's and women's group 
ranking first and second in 
achieved points. An over-all 
grand champion trophy will be 

A main segment of the week 
long event are the games. 

Metronome 
THURSDAY, FEB. 15 
Financial Aid Applications tor summer ' and '73-74 due: 
7:15 p.m . Gamma Sigma Sigma: open social tor women (East Ballroom) 
7:30 p.m. Black Awareness Organization : Rap Session "Black Man" (W. Ballroom) 
8:15p.m . &9:30p.m. Coffeehouse : Paul Carney (Pawn) 
7:30 . 9:30 p.m . Public Skating (Dunn County Fairgrounds) 

FRIDAY, FEB. 16 
2:30 p.m . Black Awareness Organization: Fashion Show (Snackbar) . 8 p.m. Talent 

Show (HH Aud) ' 
7:30 p.m .. 9:30 p .m. Public Skating ( Dunn County Fairgrounds) 
8:15 p.m . & 9:30 p.m. Coffeehouse; Paul Carney (Pawn) 

SATURDAY, FEB. 17 
1 p.m. Wrestling : Lacrosse and Stevens Pt. (here) 
2 p .m . Hockey : Stevens Point (Dunn County Fairgr_ounds) 
6;30 p.m. Guitar Mass (St. Joseph 's Church) 
7:30 p.m .. 9:30 p.m. Public Skating (Dunn County Fairgrounds) 
8 p.m. Black Awareness Organization : Dance, " Weapons of Peace" 
8: 15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Coffeehouse; Paul Carney (Pawn) 

SUNDAY, FEB. 18 
11 : 30 a.m. Student Worship (Our Savior's Lutheran Church) - Guitar Mass (SI. 

J~seph's Church) · 
~2 noon Winter Carnival : Ice Carving construction may begin on campus. 
2 p.m. Hockey: Stevens Point (Dunn County Fairgrounds) 
5:30 p.m. United Ministry of Higher Education (Shire . Educ. Bldg. of Methodist 

Church) 
6:30 p.m . & 8:30 p.m. Free Flicks: "Cactus Flower" 
8:30 p.m .. 9:30 p.m. Public Skating ( Dunn County Fairgrounds) 

MONDAY, FEB. 19 
Petit ions tor SSA E xecutive Branch and USS Senate due 
8:30 p.m .. 9:30 p.m. Public Skating (Dunn County Fairgrounds) 

TUESDAY, FEB. 20 
7 p .m . Women's Basketoall : here . La Crosse 
7:30 p.m. Hockey : Stout vs . St. Cloud 

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 21 
8 p.m. Basketball: here, Platteville 
7:30 . 9 :30 p.m. Public Skating 

Crystal ball 
at Stout 

Hey guys, Just once a year 
you have this chance to take 
your Cinderella to a Crystal 
Ball Yes, a real Crystal Ball is 
happening here at Stout on 
March 3, and you have the 
opportunity to go. For $3 your 
coach can arrfve at the Union 
Ballroom at 8: 30 for an evening 
of dancing and fun. Your feet 
can move to the sounds of The 
Crystals, a three piece group 
who's playing for this special 
event. There's no need to worry 
about anyone turning into a 
pumpkin for the sparkling 
event of the year lasts till 12:30 
for all Cinderellas' and their 
Princes. 

awarded to the group showmg 
the most participation and 
performance in the ice car
vings as well as the day-night 
activities by an addition of 
points. 

It is advised that groups pre
register for the · activities they 
plan to participate in. Register 
before this Fri~y. 

The point system to be used 
for all games will be: 10 points 
for first place, 7 points for 
second place and 4 points for 
third place. 

Games will begin at Nelson 
Field at 4 p.m. each day. They 
will run one after another, until 
ali are completed. 

A brief agenda of the games 
and dates are: 

Monday 
1. Three-legged race 
2. Cross Country 
3. Horse and Rider 
4. Catepillar 

Tuesday 
1. Dogsled race 
2. Snowshoe relay 
3. Downhill Drag race 
4. Downhill Distance race 

Wednesday 
1. Tricycle race 
2. Tug of war 
3. Ice skating contest 

Thursday 
1. Snowman contest 
2. Snowpile contest 
3. Snowball 
4. Shovel shovel 

Friday 
1. Paul Bunyan log sawing 
contest 
2. Beer drinking contest 
3. Paul Bunyan Liars contest 

Now that you know what's 
happening on campus, get 
going. 

by Tom Burke 
America Concert Review 

For nearly a week I have 
been looking back on the 
America concert and trying to 
figure how I should go about 
writing the review. 

The concert was well worth 
the drive to Minneapolis, but if 
given the chance to see 
America again, I wouldn't be 
quite as enthused. 

To begin with, the concert 
· hall wasn't hard to find, but the 

ti cket booth was located 
someplace in the basement. 
While Janet was keeping the 
car warm and wondering if we 
got lost, Pat and I were 
walking around the hall asking 
people if they knew where we 
could pick up the tickets . By 
the time the tickets were 
tucked away we had about an 
hour to cure the munchies and 
get back to our seats. 

David Souther and basist 
David Jackson warmed up the 
audience with 45 minutes of 
their own songs. Souther and 
Jackson were a bit too good to 
be a warm-up group and 
deserve to tour as head-liners. 
Souther's song, "McDonalds" 
certainly won't sell ham
burgers, but the cr.owd seemed 
to enjoy it. "How Long" and 
"Dueling Daltons" were ex
cellent. 

After a short break Dewey 
Bunnell, Gerry Beckley and 
Dan Peek, all members of 
America, took the stage. 
America brought with them a 
very fine bassplayer and an 
ample drummer. The first set 
consisted of "Riverside," my · 
favorite tune "Three Roses", 
"Horse With No Name", "I 
Need You,'' "Ventura High
way", and other tunes which 
aren't worth mentioning. At 
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Michael Johnson ap 
by_Evy Wejkiewicz 

Michael Johnson will be 
appearing on campus in 
conjunction with Winter 
Carnival on Thursday, March 
1. 

The Minneapolis-based 
Michael Johnson has roots in 
classical, jazz, country and pop 
music. He can be described as 
a -serious solo performer: sing, 
playing incredible guitar and 
writing. 

His beginning in the field of 
music dates back to 1957, when 
thirteen year old Michael and 
his brother Paul were 
hospitalized together. Michael 
had pneumonia and Paul had a 
broken leg. To amuse his sons 
during their convalescence 
their father bought them a 
guitar. One thing led to another 
and before long, Michael was 
playing at the VFW hall for five 
dollars a night. Despite this 
amazing success, he entered 
Colorado State College to 
prepare for a career in music 
education . 

His first real break came in 
his sophomore year of college 
when he entered and won a 
nationwide talent contest 
sponsored by WGN radio in 

the end of the first set Peek 
· announced they were going to 

take a short break, come back 
electric, and "tear the house 
down" . 

The only memorable tunes 
from the second set - were, 
"Sandman" and "Every One I 
Meet Is From New York City". 
When the set was finished I sat 
back and was thinking about 

Chicago _and Columbia 
Records . His prize included a 
week's appearance at the It's 

Here coffeehouse in Chicae:o 
and a record on Epic. His · 
record sold 23 copies and he 
never received his pay for the 
gig at It's Here. About the_~Y 
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Sounds 
what they would offer as an 
encore . ''Tomorrow'' was 
America's choice and a fine 
one indeed. After "Tomorrow" 
they left but returned with 
Souther and Jackson, which 
was a very good move by 
America. They knew that the 
audience wasn't "knocked out" 
and the additional 2 musicians 
added the strength they 
needed. 
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11A night at D 

Students at University of 
Wisconsin-Stout will turn back 
the clock more than a century 
on April 28 for a six-hour, 14-
course dinner which precisely 
duplicates the type of elegant 
dining available to patrons of 
Delmonico's Restaurant in 
New York during the 1870's. 

Entitled "A Night At 
Delmonico's - 1873," the meal 
will take more than two months 
to research, three months to 
test and one full week to 
prepare. Although Delmonico's 
Restaurant closed its doors 
more than 50 years ago, a New 
York restaurant would have to 
charge more than $200 per 
person to serve a meal such as 
this today. In this case, 
because all labor and certain 
services are free, a limited 
number of 100 persons will pay 
$25 per person for the meal 
which will include nine wine 
courses and two intermissions. 

More than 70 persons will be 
involved in the serving and 
preparation of the meal, which · 
will be timed by stop watches 
for precision. 

All of this is part of a Haute 
Cuisine class at Stout, a course 

in classical cookery and formal 
service designed for seniors 
majoring in hotel and 
restaurant management. The 
purpose of the course is to show 
the students the ultimate in 
dining, although few, if any, 
will ever have the opportunity 
to supervise the preparation of 
a meal such as this. Even 
though there is a great deal of 
interest in classical cookery 
today , it would be 
economically impossible for a 
restaurant to serve a meal as 
elaborate as this. 

Tim Ross, director of hotel 
and restaurant management at 
Stout, said that recipes and 
preparation techniques will 
precisely duplicate those used 
by Delmonico's in the 19th 
Century. "Everything is going 
to be as authenic as possible," 
Ross stated. 

More than 30,000 pieces of 
china , silverware, serving 
dishes and linen are being 
shipped to the university from 
the Radisson Hotel in Min
neapolis to accommodate the 
event. Old newspapers, . 
magazines and books are being 
researched for information on 
the dinner. 
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t was not 
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on, Michael 
rection and 

studied serious .guitar at 
Sergovia's Conservatory of 
Liceo in Barcelona, Spain. 

Back in the U.S. a year later, 
he · was doing solo work in 
lounges when approached by 
Randy Sparks of the . Back 
Porch Majority. He soon 

. discovered that Sparks ex- . 

• our times 
't criticize 
ir choice of 
want to hear 
s, besides it's 
ya tune that 

ti hundreds of 
be critical of, 
oup handled 

he over-all 
~rt. 
time. Time to 

mature physically as well as 
musically. When they began I 
was shocked to see how young 
they looked and acted. We were 
reminded of the old high school 
dances when 3 high schoolers 
decided to entertain a senior 
dance. On stage, America told 
dirty jokes and talked about 
crossing the border into 
Canada and " . . having to eat 

peeled a familial loyalty to the 
group. "Family life" meant 
rehearsing riverboat songs day 
arid night. Tiring of this type of 
life and longing to enjoy travel 
Michael dropped out · of the 
group. 

His next offer came from 
John Denver. Replacing Chad 
Mitchel of the Mitchell trio 
they worked on a repertoire of 
political satire which 
culminated in the 1968 
Democratic convention where 
they supported Eugene Mc
Car thy . Deciding politics 
wasn' t his bag, Johnson left the 
trio in hopes of bigger and 
better things . 

Coming to the conclusion 
that he just wasn' t a group 
person Johnson became a· 
single. Securing an agent , he 
ascended from suburban 
cocktail lounges to Guthrie 
concerts second to John 
McLaughlin. 

The concentrated efforts of 
finding himself have succeeded 
as Michael Johnson has just 
recorded his first album. To 
witness his skill as. a singing 
guitar player come to the 
Snackbar the first of March at 
8 and 9 p.m. 

a lot of things we hadn't 
planned on ." They were 
constantly moving around and 
trying to jam each other. In 
other words, I felt America 
was trying to show the 
audience that they were big 
rock and roll stars. It didn't 
work. Why would they do this? 
Most likely because they 
wanted to show people that 
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Delmonico's , 

will be another item served. A 
special homemade ice cream, 
made from the Delmonico 
recipes, will greet diners along 
with · a special blend of coffee 
once served a t the restaurant. 
It will be past midnight when 
the dinner ends . 

Ross pointed out that the 
grade for students in the Haute 
Cuisine course is based solely 
on their performance at the 
dinner. Each student depart
ment head at the dinner grades 
the students under him and 
department heads are, in turn, 
graded by the student 
manager. Only the manager 
will receive a grade from Ross. 

Ross described the course as 
a "capstone" for food and 
beverage training. "This is an 
attempt to put the restaurant 
business into an historical 
background and to acquaint 
students with the ultimate 
service in dining ," he ex
plained, adding that most 
students will never use this 
particular type of training 
professionally. 

Reservations for the dinner 
are available to all interested 
persons on a first come, first 

serve basis. The reservations 
must be made by telephone, no 
sooner than noon on Monday, 
March 12. In terested persons 
may make their reservations 
by calling (715) 232-2335. There 
is a limit of four reservations 
per person. 

Ross explained that 
Delmonico's Restaurant was 
once the gathering place for 
New York's social elite. It was 
there that key politicians, 
financiers and journalists 
discussed the affairs of the 
day, while sipping on imported 
wines. Regarded as the first 
great restaurant of the 
Western world, Delmonico's 
moved several times during its 
operation, to correspond with 
the move of the upper social 
classes to different Manhattan 
neighborhoods . But the 
Volstead Act, bringing 
prohibition to the United 
States, eventually caused 
Delmonico's to close its doors 
forever in i923. 

April 28, for six hours, diners 
will return to a bygone era of 
opulent cuisine, known to few 
people today. 

.· -Art dept. presents exhibit 
.to lure prospective students 

The Stout Art Department is 
. presenting an area high school 
. art exhibition. 

In an effort to inform area 
high school graduates about 

· .the quality of the Stout art 
_ program, the Art department, 
.with the assistance-of a small 

-' grant from the Stout recruit
.'-inent fund, is in the midst of 
·:organizing a Wisconsin and 
· ,tegional Minnesota high school 
• 'art exhibition. 

This exhibition will be on 
!display here from MiH"ch 1~ 

· ' April 6. During this period High 
·School Art students, their in
structors, their parents, and 

· the public are invited to come 
'. and visit. Not only will this 
exhibition afford the public an 
opportunity to have a current 
glimpse at the creative·quality 
of high school art, but it also 
offers the art department an 
excellent vehicle to become 
acquainted with those students 
who are in the midst of making 
academic choices. It is hoped 
to convince them that they 
would be choosing wisely by 
choosing the Stout art 
department. 

The exhibition is due to take 
place during the opening weeks 
of · the new Applied Arts 
building. 

The formal opening of the 
exhibition is scheduled for 
March 10 and 11 from 11 a .m. to 
4 p.m. The art department is 
attempting to facilitate the 
presence of those students, 

they don't consider themselves 
copies of C, S, N & Y. 

My writing thus far leaves 
the impression that the concert 
was awful. Wrong! The only 
thing I didn't care for was the 
way America tried to impress 
everyone. Time should take 
care of their immaturity. 

Musically they were ex
cellent. The reader must 
remember that my particular 
brand of music consists mainly 
of artists like C, S, N & Y, Poco, 
John Sebastian, and the old 
Byrds. America plays the 
same type of music, it 's just 
that they need time to mature. 
Vocally America handled 
themselves in the tradition of 
the above artists. Although 
Bunnell has been criticized for 
stealing Yount's voice, "Horse 
Wi th No Name" and "Three 
Roses" , didn't seem to suffer 
any. The majority of the guitar 
work was handled very nicely 
by Gerry Beckly. Don Peek 
was featured mainly on 12 
string acoustic guitar. 

To summarize my thoughts 
on the concert I would say, 
vocally and musically America 
ranks in the top 10 of the 
concerts I've seen. I am sorry 
to say if I were to rate them on 
their showmanship ability -
maybe one of the worst I've 
seen. 

Rumors that Neil Young is 
after Bunnell for copying his 

. vocal style are completely 
false. Young invited the group 
(who is under the same 
management) to his ranch and 
they seemed to get along okay. 
One additional note on the 
concert- the usual tradition of 
the lighting of matches didn't 
take place at the America 
concert. I guess there weren't 
a lot or"''tired an'd rundown" 
spectators .. . 

parents, and teachers who 
have to travel long distances 
by keeping extended formal 
reception holJl's. 

By early this week about 70 
area High Schools have in
dicated that they will be 
submitting work . The art 
department has invited a 
distinguished panel of area art 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
The Little Prince 
Written & Illustrated by An
toine de Saint Exupery 
Tr;mslated from French by 
Katherine Woods 

Debating what book I should 
review this week, I browsed 
through my paperback library 
and came up with a copy of The 
Little Prince by Antoine de 
SaintExupery. Lent to me by a 
sister who praised it un
ceasingly . . . it's a book no one 
should miss . 

Written as a fable it is ap
plicable both to children and 
adults. When his plane is 
forced down in the Sahara, the 
Prince meets a most ex
traordinary little man. "If you 
please," said the stranger, 
"draw me a sheep." This 

educators to help select 
represen.tative samples from 
all schools submitting. This 
selection committee includes : 

R. M. Paul-Art Consultant, 
Elementary-Secondary 
Educatien · Minnesota 
Department of Education . 

Earl Collins- Art Education 
Supervisor, Department of 
Public Instructioo, Wisconsin. 

Kent Anderson Art 
Edu-ca tio-n Supervisor, 
Milwaukee Public Schools. 

begins the story of The Little 
Prince. 

The Little Prince lived alone 
on a tiny planet no larger than 
a house. He owned three 
volcanoes, two active and one 
extinct. His pride and joy was a 
flower, unique from all others. 
This pride shattered his 
serenity and began his in
terplanetary travels. On earth, 
he learned from a fox , the 
secret of what is really im
portant in lifP.. 

When this discovery is made 
it changes the heart, and the 
world becomes a brighter, 
happier place in which to be. 

Although short in length < 113 
pages) The Little Prince 
delivers a message of great 
significance . 
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- LoOns and grants offered to Wiscoiisin veterans 
by Richard Timmerman · . . . . 

A primary reason for high. .. . funds. Included in the loans is a types of loans are· given. The proprietary schools, with the the $3000 maximum. This 
unemployment among $350signature loan at 3 percent first is when the veteran loan amount equalling what is loan would allow a veteran to 
returning Vietnam era vets is interest which does not need to himself is pursuing an needed for instruction, room, start school by eliminating 
that they often don't have be secured or co-signed. The education at a four year college board, books, etc., u~ to $300_Q. payment on ~ebts previously 
saleable job skills. To obtain . veteran must ,establish a or university. He can borrow Loan repayment 1s agam mcurred by him. Payment on 
these skills further education financial need, after which the . up to $800 a year (to a total of deferred until after the this loan is also deferred until 

. is usually n~eded, which points ' loan is processed with the $3000) at 3 percent interest. educational goal is achieved. he is through with school. 
to a problem in that only 31 highest priority. In some cases, The loan is automatically In the third loan category, Loans for education from the 
percent of Wisconsin's Viet- repayment can be deferred for renewable from one year to the loans of up to$1000 per year are Department of Veterans Af-
nam era veterans have gone on one year. Otherwise, next, and if originally for less made to the veteran or to his fairs are handled with priority 
for additional education after repayment is set at $7.00 a than $800, it can be increased to widow for the education of his over other loans so that vets in 
their release from service. month. As with all WDV A that amount. Repayment is children. The same loan can school will be most apt to 
This has prompted the educational loans, the money deferred until two months after also be made to the deceased remain there. 
Wisconsin Department of ,can be used for any justifiable the completion of the veteran's spouse so that she Additional information on 
Veterans Affairs to make expenses incurred while going educational goal. can attend school herself. This these loans and.on applying for 
several loan and grant to school and does not have to loan can be made for at- them can be gotten from any 
programs available to eligible be used directly for tuition, tendance at a college, county veterans service officer 
Wisconsin vets. books, fees, etc. university, vocational or in Wisconsin, or from Richard 

It is felt that with the In the larger category of technical school. Timmerman," WISVET 
availability of these grants and education loans available to The second type of loan is The last category of loans OUTREACH counselor, Rt. 4, 
loans, no veteran should have Wisconsin veterans . and-or given to vets going to available for education is a River Falls, Wisconsin. Phone 
to quit school due to a lack of their dependents, four main vocational, technical or debt consolidation loan up ·to number is 425-7825. 
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Time Out 
by Todd Schmidt 

Pot Pourri: Thoughts at random, while eating goulash and 
thinking about a sporty spring: 

"Don't put off until tomorrow what you can wait and do next 
week." - T.S. 

Luck? 
"The team basks in the smiles of lady l1:1ck, not of the type 

that causes the ball to fall in the basket when it should hop out, but 
of the magnetic kind that draws to a focal point a group of ar
tisans, competent coaches, and efficient athletic department, fair 
minded followers of the school, and a school that provides op
portunity in vast fields of endeavor." 

This is a lucky combination that spells Championship with a 
capital C. - dedicated to the UW Stout athletic department. 

La Chapelle Top Scorer 
And speaking of Capital C's, how about Glenn LaChapelle, 

leading scorer on the UW-Stout hockey team. Big "Chap" has 
scored 25 goals thus far in the season, and has over 40 points 
counting all his assists. Lachapelle, a 6'0", 175 lb. St. Paul 
product, has also been whistled for a small number of penalties, 
considering all the ice time he has put in. Besides being a fine 
team leader and gentleman on the ice, Glenn serves as an in
structor in the Youth Hockey program here in Menomonie. If I 
ever have a son, I think I'd want him to be like Glenn ... 

Go, Fryer, Go 
Will Frank Fryer, 167 lb. bombshell, lose another match this 

season?He may.not, the way he has been wrestling lately. No one 
can remember the last time he has lost, and is fresh from two 
resounding victories last weekend. Whoever wrestles against 
Frank - beware! 

Fat Bird, or Just Round Robin? 
Intramural basketball is progressing nicely. After the current 

schedule is played out, a Round-Robin tournament will be held, 
with the teams being paired up according to their won-loss 
records. All schedules will be posted on the bulletin board near 
Coach Zuerlein's office on the second floor of the Fieldhouse. 

"Tanks" to the Swimmers 
Some super performances have been evidenced by the 

Swimmers this season. Conference Stats are out, and this is how 
the Blue Devil tankers have fared in comparison to their WSUC 
foes: 

400 Medley Relay - Stout 3rd; 1,000 Yd. Freestyle -
Mullenix, 3rd; Messerschmitt, 4th; Winkler, 6th; Morrow, 10th; 
200 Freestyle - Kowalski, 1st; Molitor, 6th; 50 Freestyle -
Novak, 2nd; Van de Bogart, 6th; Kowalski, 7th; Janicki, 7th; 
Novak, 10th. One Meter Diving - Swick, 5th; Hrushka, 6th. 200 
Butterfly - Messerschmitt, 4th; Solverthorn, 9th; Luettgen 10th. 

. 100 Freestyle - Kowalski, 2nd; Van de Bogart, 5th; Novak, 8th. 
200 Backstroke - Will, 4th; Novak, 7th; Bloede, 11th. 500 
Freestyle - Mullenix, 3rd; Molitor, 4th; Morrow, 6th; Winkler, 
11th. 200 Breastroke - Eaton, 1st; Wisniewski, 6th. Three Meter 
Diving - Swick, 3rd; Hrushka, 5th. 400 Freestyle Relay - Stout, 
2nd. 

These m~n have lifted the Stout tankers to an impressive 9-1 
record thus far in the season. 

See you next week. 

Pioneers anxious 
for rematch 

The Platteville Pioneers will 
be in town Wednesday to settle 
a score with the hustlin' Blue 
Devils, who dealt them an 80-63 
loss earlier this year. 

The Pioneers broke into the 
conference's first division with 
a pair of weekend victories 
over River Falls and Superior. 
Pia t teville's record stand 11-9 
overall and posts a respectable 
7-5 league mark. 

The big man for Coach Dick 
Wadewitz is ironically a for
mer Blue Devil , Steve Kundert. 
The 6'5", 210 pound forward 
has a point per game average 
of 16.2, the conference's fifth 
best . Also the Evansville 
product ranks as the loop's 
number three rebounder with 
9.1 boards a · game. 

Coach Dwain Mintz's offense 
now ranks as the league's 
number one offense with the 
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aid of the two low scoring wins 
by Whitewater. Stout (11-2) 
punches out 78.6 points a game. 
The Blue Devil's also still rank 
number one in the defensive · 
department by hodling their 
foes to 64 points . 

Stout has four players in the 
double figures column. Doug 
Eha averages 15.6 points a 
game, Marcus Hayes 13.6, Dale 
Magedanz 13.0, and Bill Lyons 
11.6. Bill Rozakis helps out at a 
9.1 pace. 

Eha is the conference's 
number two rebounder with a 
9.6 average. 
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Blue Devils split games 
The Stout basketball team 

lost their firm grip on first 
place over the weekend as a 
result of one win and one loss in 
conference action. 

Friday the Blue Devils 
dropped a 58-54 decision to 
Whitewater and on Saturday 
they came from behind to win 
one from Stevens Point 78-73. 
·soth games were played at 
Johnson's Fieldhouse. 

Despite the loss, Stout at 11-2 
still has a slim lead over 
Whitewater, 9-2 and Eau 
Claire, 8-2. The key factor is 
that all three teams have two 
losses so far, as all teams will 
have played 16 league games at 

· the seasons end. 
Against Point, the visitors hit 

well from the outside to lead 
the Blue Devils the entire first 
half, as they settled for a 40-34 
margin at halftime. 

Stout battled right back and 
gained its first lead at 15:48 
when Doug Eha put in a 
rebound shot to make it 49-48. 
However, Point made it 54-49 
with the next 6 points. 

The Blue Devils again came 
on and tied the game 57-57 with 
two Dale Magedanz free 
throws at the 9:46 mark and 
then spurted out into an eight 
point lead, · Stout's biggest of 
the night. 

Stevens Point was not to be 
denied as they too stormed 
back. With 1 :36 left in the game 
Point's Cal Kuphall tied the 
game again 71-71. 

Stout, however, had the last 
word on the matter as they 
outscored the Pointers 7-2 in 
the home stretch, behind Bill 
Lyon's and Marcus Hayes' 
clutch baskets. 

Point kept the pressure on 
the Blue Devils with fine 
outside shooting. Stevens Point 
also handled the boards 42-37, 
for one of the few times Stout 
has been out-rebounded. 

Pacing the Blue Devils was 
Eha with 19 points. Lyons 
added 17, Hayes 14 and 
Magedanz 10. 

For Point, it ·was Bruce 
Weinkauf with 24, most of 
which were from long range, 

Watkins stars in 
pucksters streak 

by Todd Schmidt 

The sporadic UW-Stout 
hockey team won two straight 
games last week, successive 
victories over Hamline and 
Mankato State. The two wins 
stopped a three-game loss 
skein, and evened their season 
record at 6-6-1. 

Glenn LaChapelle, star left 
winger for the Blue Devils, led 
the squad to its 4-3 conquest of 
Hamline, scoring five points. 
He assisted on all four of the 
Stout goals, and scored one 
himself. He set up Terry 
Watkins with a nifty pass, and 
then Watkins dropped the puck 
back to Lachapelle, who 
punched it through to tie the 
game at 3-3. That action came 
at the 11 :36 mark of the third 
period. Exactly eight minutes 
later, the same tandem 

. received assists again, this 
time to Tom McNamara who 
scored the winning goal for 
Stout. 

George Moldenhauer played 
a fine game in the nets, 
recording 26 saves for the 
evening. Hamline's goalie Rod 
Anderson made 41 saves; a 
good percentage, but not 
enough to beat the Blue Devils . 

Each team was whistled for 
seven penalties, totals of 14 
minutes apiece. 

The Blue Devils continued 
their winning ways , as they 
pounded Mankato State 5-2 on 
Saturday. The victory was the 
second over Mankato State in 
four meetings, and evened the 
season series at two games 
apiece. 

stop the puck when it counted. 
The referees whistled 13 

penalties in the contest, twelve 
minutes to Stout and fourteen 
minutes to the Indians. 

High scoring Bill Techar was 
held to one goal by 
Moldenhauer and the Blue 

· Devil defense. In the last 
meeting of the two teams, 
Techar had five points in a 
lopsided 9-1 Mankato State 
victory. 

Eau Claire 
falls to 
grinding 
g~applers 

Last Friday, Feb. 9, was a 
good day- for the Blue Devils 
wrestlers, as they traveled to 
Eau Claire for a conferenc~ 
double dual, featuring the host 
Blugolds and Platteville's 
Pioneers. Stout crushed Eau 
Claire 24-15, but lost to Plat-

Frank Fryer 

Mike Stansell with 18 and 
Kuphall with 15. 

A day earlier it was the same 
story only in reverse, it was 
Stout who lead Whitewater for 
almost the entire game only to 
lose it in the final minutes. 

After leading Whitewater 27-
21 at the half, Stout worked up 
to a 39-25 lead with 13 minutes 
left. At that point Stout went 
into a delayed offense which 
way the Blue Devils score only 
7 points in 11 11~ minutes, while 
the Warhawks were able to run 
off 22 points. 

Whitewater's Larry Grimes 
• stole the ball and layed it up to 
finally take the lead.from Stout 
47-46 with just 2:48 to go. Stout 
never regained the lead as 
Whitewater scored its last 
eleven points on free throws. 
The final score was 58-54. 

Leading the way for Stout 
was Magedanz with 16 points. 
Eha and Hayes followed with 
12 and 10 points respectively. 

teville 29-13. Coach Hector 
Cruz was well-pleased with his 
squad's overan performance. 

Against Platteville , the Stoul 
grapplers won three, lost five. 
and tied one match. They were 
also forced to forfeit once at the 
Heavyweight level. Wins were 
registered by Steve Hennings 
( 1:l-2 over his opponent l, Dale 
F<:vans (a 12-2 victor), and 
Frank Fryer ! by a 6-:l 
decision). Al Rrown, wh0 is 
Coach Cruz's words " is really 
C'Oming on" , fought to a draw 
with a tough P latteville op
ponent. 

Rick Ericksen 

Eau Claire proved to be an 
easier foe against the fired-up 
Rlue Devils. Stout won seven 
matches, lost two, and for
feited one against Eau Claire. 

Wins were registered b~· 
Hick Ericksen < 12-3) . Hennings 
<8-1 l. Evans (on a pin , 2:41 inf o 
!he match) , Brown <8-2), Da\'f' 
Wentland <11-21, Fryer <6-2 1. 
and Kim Woolffer ( 11-2. 
wrestling at the 177 lb. level > 

A new acquisition to thr 
squad. Jim Prusa. may help 11 
alleviate the forfeit problem ;1' 

heavyweight. Hr will wrest 1 

for Stout for the first time th 
season next Saturdav. Feb. 1-
when Stout hosts vet anoth r 
ronference double dual. It w1 
be a first in another light also 
it will be the first time this 
season !hat Coach Cruz will 
have a full squad to pit against 
conference opponents. 

Right winger Terry Watkins 
led the team to victory with a 
three goal " hat trick." 
Watkins' two third period 
goals , plus two by high-scoring 
Glenn Lachapelle, propelled 
Stout from a 2-1 deficit into a 5-
2 lead they never relinquished. 

George Moldenhauer was 
outstanding once more in the 
goal for Stout, recording 26 
saves. Dave Gross had 21 saves 
for the losers , but could not 
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The Distaff Side 
by Nan~y Nebelung 

Dedication Is Name of Game 

As many of you may know, I became familiar 
when I wrote an editorial about women being 
lhe underdog as far as the sports program goes. 
This happens to be true. In fact, the intra-mural 
sports program ranks ahead of the women's 
varsity program. 

Since that time, I have taken the position of 
women's sports editor , a job I enjoy. One 
problem has arisen for me; readers feel that I 
am a women's libist. I am not' I whole
heartedly agree.with many of the aspects of the 
movement, but there are a few I just cannot go 
along with. Maybe I don't entirely understand 
their program, and I wouJ.d be happy to listen to 
one of t,heir spokeswomen. But until that time 
comes, I will cpntinue to be Nancy - an in
dividual. I don't like beln~ thrown into a 
ca tegory . < Women's lib is alsn:,fighting this. l 
One of the things I strongly believe·ln , and will 
r·ontinue to fight for, Is ,equa)ization of the 
women's sports program. This doesn't mean 
stamping on the men's feet, but It does mean 
opening a few ears. · 

".: - . . --·~' 
There is no reason . }YhY. the women's 

basketball _team has tnptaetice at 7 a.m. I have 

been told that Coach Chris Zampach had to 
fight for that time. Well, frankly, I cannot 
believe that 7 a .m. was the only time available. 
The fieldhouse is busy, yes, but sometime 
during the day there must be an hour when the 
gym is not being used, and the women could use 
it for practice. I wonder how many of Mintz's 
men would get up for practice at 6 a.m. 

Right now this is my biggest gripe. As I am a 
member of the team, I must drag myself out of 
bed at 6 a.m. This is the hardest thing I do each 
day . It is unrealistic to think that you can get to 
sleep before midnight, if you live in the dorms 
(as many on the team do). Even if you live off 
campus, roommates don't Ii'ke going to sleep at. 
!Op.m. 

The crazy thing is after getting up at that 
·ridiculous hour; you're expected to function on 
the court. I can hardly keep my eyes open,, let 
alone execute plays with precisjon. Classes 
don't even begin that early. And you know why · 
as-well as I do, becauSe-rio one ~ould sho.w up: 

This certainly says one thing_for-thf women's 
· b.1{sketball team. They're dedit!~}, 

•-.. ·· . ...... 

. 
'ftt:• w.e Devils drive for • conference champ.ionshlp. They'll 

· have to \VUl their next three.tames tQ ffll it. Photo by Oles ~ · -.... 

Gymnasts 
outclas.s· , 

Wo.nittn · buck~:etts beat · River ··. Falls 
, ,_ excelfent job on a simple • · • • 

w_ SU C te. oms·:·,- ·. routine despite it being only his by Patsy W-ii~t . 
second outjng.'in this event. · .· . The women's ·~quad. 

by John Recl:i. Brian ·wa.iker; ·.added a fir~t ~fµ(etball team ga(oed ' ~ 

described · them as "certain screening is weak but is im-
1,mcontr.ollable situations." The proving. Offe~lve..re~oonding 
final sc;ore of the game wiis js low. Coacl:I . ~~pa.ch, 

the··B'tie. i:-.-.il Gvml4aa.t_ l~·· __ ; for'St.Qut in tbelond '-orse with . f~t vj~~ory ~f t~e sea~ 'Qi u ~ • J .. , .,.. ·"& \' •· itefea(iug . the River Falls I>,- · 
l'eam tt;lv~ t,o Su.pariorf'?F' . · a · beaultfnl:-~~ing vault ~quad · 20·~}6. ·Coa~q_ :_Chris 

Supertoi 33;- St~1 25. summarizes the pr_o~ this 
• After the Su""~or game . ""~<- way, "We are n<>t . .f!l~kittS: 

}",• • ' "'""' · • ' llin · . t p d g the· women triE¥1 again for a vie-· ':'14em~gs, ,,~o .• ea m 
1 .co.nference lt'1~ngular. meet .;.: " . N~:xt w.~elf·t'he. Blue Devil~ ,...._ .~a.m, M.~ had th.is to say .at>oul.::.: ! • 

,ndc~~; vif:tori()Us.with ··. traveol .tG PlaHi,v_jlle, for • . tne ·dehiat, "The. b·team hatt ·· 
' 13 .15 points', over UW- ano.the.r •sw1ference triang4lar coml)lele corrtrol, .M'~tp~· gar;oo . 
•lt.l:!itewater · an3 :lfW-~ot ' ~-., ,featuritlg·'Platteville and Eait .:ifler tjie first tWd to. three 
\'illi .. 96.35 and 68.10 · points ciair·e. r.--.. ch_ zu.erlein see. s · ·- · """.. - minutes-. ··Thi: team kept their 
·espectively. : Stout getting us· biS&!~st threat .composure, they shot and they 

"Whitewa,ter had us worried · from Platteville. "We wlll have held !liver Falls shots." She 
:·or a whiie, unfll' lhe still rings to do better in free exercise added, "Even when · River 
r·vent," staled Coach Zuerlein, plus as well in the other events Falls used a press it did not 
·'bat we· placed 1-2-3 in the . aswedidlastweek,ifweareto b.other the b-team.'' 
rings thanks to · Tim Kruse, come out on top." But th~other eight games the 
1 ;reg Dattilo and Glenn Pep- teams played, six a-squad and 
, ick." two b-squad, have not been as 

Stout also took the first four Team Scoring to Date successful . The Stout team has 
places in the parallel bars with Glenn Pepsick ..... . 222.95 been defeated by Platteville, 
Bruce Pettit first, Joe Russo Jim Jackson .182.25 Madison, River Falls, Superior 
second, Glenn Pepsick third Tim Kruse · · · · .171.50 and Northland College. This 
and Tim Kruse fourth. Coach Bruce Pettit.··· 90.75 weekend Stevens Point added 
Zuerlein noted that the Brian Walker 87.80 another loss to Stout's record. 
horizontal bar was a bit weak Greg Dattilo · · · · · · - - · · · 73 .35 In reviewing the games, Coach 
in places, but Jim Jackson still Joe Russo·· · · · · · - · · · 45.55 zampach stated, "In Superior, 
hrought home a first despite John Mueller·· 37.05 we let certain breaks disturb 
missing a couple of moves. Joe Todd Downing · · · · · · -- · 31.85 us. we outplayed them in t!'ie 
Russo collected another second Steve Jackson. . . 31.35 first half both score and play-
here and Glenn ~epsick did an wise. We had problems in the 

second half." When asked 
about these problems she 

tory. "Northland ·co11e~ . h_ad teanu~iates act~og,.~k.a1:id. whe;nt 
one very excellent player.'~ the~e is an opemng, ~e ~lUJO 
was · 8 complete offense/' t.a~ing adrantage of it. , 
Zampach remark.ed. ~-When The strengths ,0f !he team 
-asked ' what the biggest outweigh .their . weakp9:sses . 
problem -was · she said, "the Coach Za'lnpach. menhone~ 
basket jl$t wouldn't open, up. _ .. these as the teams strengths, 
We shot. and we worked plays, · "The team plays an excellent 
but couldn't score." Stout lost zone defense, a 2_-1-2 works 
to Northland, 'l:l to 13. beautifully, and everygne 

This past weekend the tea:m ·plays as a team. There have· 
traveled to Stevens Point. been very few offenses fhat 
Coach Zarnpach stated, ''We have brokei:i our zone def~nse -
enjoyed the competition they have picked away at 1t but 
thoroughly . The oHiciafing was ~a.~e never completely broken 
the best we've seen this year, 1t. Coach,Zampach add~d th~t 
and the girls finally started to the te~m s ball handling . 1s 
put it together in the fourth improving and that defensive 
quarter." rebounding, ~hich ~as alw_ays 

Th , b' t been strong, 1s also improving. e women s 1gges . 
problem is their offense . .Coach This weekend th~ team 
Zanipach said that the first travels to play UW-Wh1tewater 
quarter is usually played very and Carthage College. 
well and the team holds strong, 
but after the half, the team 
seems to weaken. Zampach 
indicated that the team's 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE Oles 

belittle 
big Blue 

stops for Stout, in what was an 
off-night for him. Tankers drown foes Chippewa 

BOOTS & SHOES 
It was a -relatively . penalty by "Cab" Baudek 

free game, with only eight 
penalties being whistled. The On Saturday, Feb. 10, Stout's 
only ones that had any Swimming Team traveled to 
significance were two to Co- Superior, and upped its con-

e h T SI h. Captain Chuck Mortel of Stout ference record to 4-0 by 
oac om upe saw is defeating Whitewater 65-98 and 

team 's two game w1·nn1·ng in the waning minutes of the 
streak broken Monday night, game. The last one came at the host team Superior 75-38. 

as Stout's hockey team 17: 27 mark, and curtailed Freshman breaslstroker 
dropped a 6-5 decision to a Stout's comeback effort. Mickey Eaton, from Eau 
fired-up St. Olaf squad. The The next action for .. Stout is Claire North High School, set a 
Oles c~pilalized on a number of with River Falls Wednesday, pool record in the 200 yard 
Brue Devil miscues to pull out Feb. 14. Then they wilt prepare breaststroke with a tirne of 
the win. for a double header home 2: ~5.1. . Sopho_more ~ick 

Tom Harum led the St.. Olaf encounter witQ, Ste,oos Point . ~mkler swan;i ~ f.as~t t1me 
lqllad ~o~·-v.~ry ~~ -~ 1'n ._Sat~ , l"eb. .ii _and ' ,In; the_~~ yar<l 'FP .. 1,it.J(Jr =_,._ ifite'~~--- . l! ..... ~ny -~- . l&. i• .River C ~ thif4 .. c~,,~ at · ~-- - ·--· · -- '~ · · t\;~5-'.:'Senwre!· -..... ~ - ·_ llro~~ ·, ..... ,.,· ¥:_1_!8~be~atSJ~~~'~1t.', · ·- -~---~i~ ~ 
lffl;Q:1'1 • ...,.... : • . -~- .' ~~Y!, . . ar-~,aia: , .... .. , ,. -~ ·· .. _,.,,i!: 
offset -- - fine M~~•.. ·will . begm · at -'7 ··v.m. The . -<; ~ · tr- . .. , ' ·. · .. ,u.e: 
f'Oi'tnag& by Stout's' 'tiirty 'weekend enc80l'iters, at the 4tv_mg events.. Qtt'J,f ,w.~e 
Watkins · Dunn Co. Arena will start at diving for the first ti'Rle. &n 

Wal~i-;s matched Haruni's 2:00 p.m . both. days. · also took firsts in the 50 and 500 
three goal performance and 
also chipped in an assist for a 
four point night. Watkins has 
.now scored, six .goals in two 
games for the Blue Devils. 
· ~he other Stout goals ~ere 

scored. by Glenn Lachapelle 
and Tom. 'McNamara, their 
25th and 8th goals of the 
season, respectively. 

Stout managed to bombard 
Bob Anderson, the Oles 
goalkeeper, who made 44 saves 
for the night. George 

~scotch Cassette Tapes 
· a Tracks 

Als<> 

Stereo Assessories Phone Jacks · 
Speaker Wire 

Evan's Radio & TV 
Moldenhauer only made eleven _,1.-----------------------• 

yard freestyles with times of 
23.3 and 5:27.6 respectively. 

Stout's upcoming meets will 
be held this Friday, Feb. 16 at 
Northern Iowa, and Saturday, 
Feb. 17 at UW-Platteville . The 

. Northern Iowa encounter is a 
non-conference affair while 
Saturday's meet will be a 
double dual conference meet 
with Eau Claire's Blugolds and 
Platteville's Pioneers. Stout's 
seaSGn rec6rd now stands at 9-
1. ,,. 
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Tracksters set to open · season 
Coach Karnish to be optimistic should do very well for us this Coach Karnish indicated a 

<me loss that w;fil hurt the 
team in competitien is that of 
Jules Butcher, the District 14 
most valuable trackster last 
season. Butcher, who scored 22 
points at the conference meet, 
will return to the team as an 
assistant coach, however, 
along with Doug Stallsmith. 

by Todd Schmidt 
Coach Bob Karnish will of

ficially unveil his 1973 UW
Stout Track team at the North
west Open track meet, to be 
held at the University of 
Minnesota on Feb. 16 and 17. A 
nucleus of nine seniors will 
lead the 37-man squad into 
competition. 

Four of the top prospects 
have already had a taste of 
competition, as they par
ticipated in the North Dakota 
Slate Invitational at Fargo 
several weeks ago. Tom Hack
barth, Bob Sandstrom, Dennis 
Feckhelm, and Barney 
Klecker represented Stout at 
the meet, which · included 450 
athletes from various schools. 
Hackbarth finished fourth in 
the high jump, and Sandstrom 
fifth in the mile run. Hackbarth 
won with a jump of 6'4", two 
inches short of the school 

Mark Burwell - a fine set of 
credentials for a fine team 
leader. 

record he set last year. Sand
strom 's 4: 16 performance in 
the mile is a new school record, 
bettering his own pace of 4: 18.1 
set last May. Neither Klecker 
in the 1000 yd. run, or 
Feckhelm in the 120 yd. high 
hurdles placed in the meet. 

Other top prospects for the 
team include Bill Lemsky, 

· John Chartrand, Mark Bur
well, Steve Novotny, and Mark 
Gillings. These men, blended 
with a good crop of freshmen 
and several returning ex
perienced performers, cause 

about the upcoming season. year." lack of depth in the squad, 
Karnish sized up some of his however, and says that this will 

foll An important cog in any . h 
squad members as ows : team is a leader, and this be his main problem m t e 

Barney Klecker, a dista~ce year's "team leader shoes" season . "We have some 
runner· did a good job at the seem to be filled by Mark transfer students and new 
NDSU ~eet, turning in a time Burwell. He has run on all the people," said Karnish, "that 
of 2: 16.3 (last year's winning relay teams for Stout, and has we'll have to rely on a lot to be 
mark in the outdoor- been conference champ in the a conference contend~r." 
conference meet was 2:16.5). quarter-mile. He was on the 
Coach Karnish said, "Klecker . sixth place NAIA quarter-mile 
should be one of the best 100 yd. team last year, and was second 
men in the conference, just by in the conference 440 yd. run 
his time so far." outdoors, and second indoors in 

Bill Lemsky, another the 600. He has other attributes 
veteran performer, won the which help to contribute 
conference outdoor 6-mile overall to the team effort, 
event last year, and placed however. According to Coach 
third indoors in the two mile. Karnish, "Mark, along with 
"Bill tends to come on strong being an outstanding track 
during the season," com- man, is a fine gentleman and 
mented Karnish, "and he has been a tremendous team 
should be one of the better leader. This . is Mark 's last 
distance runners in the WSUC, year, and I know it is going to 
barring injuries." be a good one." 

Robert Sandstrom, fifth There are many other fine 
place winner at the NDSU athletes on this year's squad, 
meet, brings an impressive, who Coach Karnish looks for 
yet inconsistent set of "to be consistent point getters 
credentials into this season. for us in our meets, because 
Sandstrom was fourth indoors they have scored consistently 
in the conference mile last for us in the past." They are 
year, and third outdoors. He Mark Gillings in the middle 
has already bettered his last distance events, Steve 
year's lime, and, according to Novotny, Rick Bessert, Jeff 
Coach Karnish, "If Bob Kurisch, and Lang Ware in the 
develops more consistency in field events. 
his races, he well could run 
under 4: 12 this year." 

Bob Sandstrom - can he cap
ture the WSUC mile run this 
season? Consistency is the key. 

The first official conference 
meet will be held Feb. 24 with 
Lacrosse, in Indian country. 
The Blue.Devil opener at home 
will be March 2 at 4 p.m., with 
Stevens Point and Oshkosh, · 
two of the top learns in the 
conference. Karnish points to 
Oshkosh as the team to beat in 
the conference this year. 

The UW-Stout 1973 season 
schedule is as follows : 

Indoor 
Feb. 16-17-Northwest Open U. of 

.M innesota 

.Feb. 24- L aCrosse Inv i tationa l 

. La Crosse 
March 2- Stevens-P.t. and Oshkosh · Stout 
March 3- ·Minnesota Re lays . Mankato 
March 10- Stout Invita t iona l · Stout 
March 21- lnv itational . Stout 
March 27- Conference Indoors Oshkosh 

Outdoor 
· Apr il 7- St. Cloug . Stout 
Apr il 10- River F alls and Stout · Eau 

. Clai r e 
Apr il 14- Sue Coleman Relays · Stevens 
Point 
April 25- Eau Clai r e . Stout 
Apri l 28- Conference Re lays · Stevens 
Point 
May 4-5- Conference Championsh ips 
Eau C1aire 
May 23-25- NA IA National . Arkadelphia, 
Ark. 

Tom Hackbarth, a fine high 
jumper, was second indoors in 
the conference last year, yet he 
didn't place in the outdoor 
meet. He holds the school 
record with a jump of 6'6", and 
has been a real working ex
ceptionally hard, and I know 
he's really after the title. He'll 
have to jump 6'8" to do it." 

Ice palace a success 

John Chartrand, a very 
consistent runner in the half 
mile event, carries a personal 
best time of 1: 54.8 into this 
season. He finished second and 
third in the conference outdoor 
and indoor meets, respec
tively, and is "one of the best 
half milers in the conference," 
according to his coach. 

Dennis Feckhelm is a 
stalwart in the high hurdles for 
the Blue Devils. His 14.8 time 
was good for third place in the 
indoor and outdoor events last 
year and was second in the 
outdoor intermediate hurdles. 
Karnish says that, "Feckhelm 

-
Tom Hackbarth - he has 
already gone 6'4" in the high 
jump thus far in the season. Is 
the sky the limit? 

Hockey has been more or 
less a pilot program at the 
University_ of Wisconsin-Stout 
in Menomonie until this season, 
when a spacious new $95,000 
facility was annexed. The new 
arena , which will eventually 
seat 1500 people, has been a 
joint venture - of the 
Menomonie, Dunn County, and 
U.W.-Slout Recreational 
committees, and was 
recommended by the Dunn 
County Recreational Park 
Board . Approval fo r' the 
facility, plus financial 
allocations, were made in the 
spring of 1972, and construction 
was completed during the 
middle of August. 

scheduled each · day. Public 
skating is held almost every 
night that a college game is not 
scheduled, and special "ice 
time" has been reserved 
especially for college students. 

An hour or sO of hel I 
The effects of the new Arena 

have been astounding. The 
University Hockey Program 
has been greatly improved, 
mainly because the team now 
has an enclosed facility in 
which to play. Since the team 
moved indoors, there has been 
a notable increase in the 
number of Blue Devil hockey 
fans present at games, and the 
quality of opposition has im
proved. -The home games are 
broadcast on the school radio 
station WVSS, and interest in 
hockey has boomed. 

Much credit for the success 
of the Ice Palace must go to the 
Blue Devil Hockey Team and 
new coach Tom Slupe_ They 
have put in a great deal of hard 
work toward the maintenance 
and perpetuation of the Arena 
and the new programs. The 
players, along with three work 
study boys from the university, 
perform such tasks as clening 
the ice, resurfacing the ice, 
cleaning up the Arena after 
games, repainting the lines, 
and constructing a public 
warming facility inside. 
Several members of the team 
<Chuck Gerber, Denny Carter, 
Terry Walkins, Bob Patnaude, 
Tom McNamara, Glenn 
Lachapelle, and Doug Hub
bard) have acted as instructors 
and supervisors of the Youth 
Hockey Program. They donate 
about five hours per week to 
the program, according to 
Coach Slupe, in addition to the 
vigorous Blue Devil practice 
sessions and games. 

Much of hockey action 
centers about the goalie, and 
logically so. The object of 
hockey is to put the puck in the 
other team's goal, or, on the 
other side of the coin, to keep it 
out of your goal. Once the of
fensive man gets by the 
defensive men, there is only 
one man between a score and 
no score, and that man is the 
goalie. 

Even though most hockey 
action is centered about the 
two goals, it is possible for a 
goalie to become a very lonely 
person. If he makes a mistake, 
it is usually a costly one, and 
often times if a learn is not 
playing too well, the goalie is 
the first one to be blamed. 

The job of a goalie is not that 
easy or desirable, according to 
Doug Favell, a goalie for the 
Philadelphia Flyers of the 
National Hockey League. Next 
time you take in a Big Blue 
hockey game, notice the goalie 
(that's the man behind all that 
armor.) Appreciate his 
courage, because I don't think 
I'd want his job. 

The great goalie of the St. 
Louis Blues, Glenn Hall, calls a 

hockey game "an hour or so of 
hell ." He's right. It's a tough 
job, perhaps the most 
demanding in sports . It 
requires complete con
centration every second. With 
pucks traveling at great 
speeds, you don't relax. 

Here are a few things to 
watch as a goalie plays this 
tough position. 

Watch how he constantly 
maneuvers to force the shooter 
into a t-ougher angle, never 
giving him much of the goal to 
shoot at. 

Notice that a goalie always 
plays the puck, not the player. 

Many goals are scored on the 
rebound . . . notice that the 
goalie keeps his feet close so 
that his pads are closed. When 
a puck carrier is coming in, the 
goalie lines up his pads directly 
in line with the puck. He will 
deflect shots to the side by 
quickly turning his pads on a 
slight angle. 

Notice that when a puck 
carrier is breaking in alone on 
the goalie, the goalie never 
commits himself first. He 
comes out of the net to force a 
bad angle- shot . . . then, he 

retreats with the puck carrier, 
never committing first, always 
faking and trying to force a late 
shot. The closer the puck 
carrier comes, the better:_ 
chance the goalie has. 

When a puck carrier is 
behind the nets, notice how the 
goalie will feel the net on one 
side with his stick and the other 
side with his glove. He'll use 
this leverage to help him move 
quickly from side lo side. 

Being screened from a shot is 
one of the goalie's biggest 
dangers . He will crouch as low 
as possible ... because a shot 
will usually come in low and he 
has a better chance to pick up 
the flight of the puck. Also 
watch as he will occasionally 
shove his own defensemen to 
one side lo avoid being 
screened. 

Notice that a goalie will 
catch the puck in his glove 
hand, even on shots which are 
obviously not on goal. By 
catching the puck, instead of 
stopping it with his body or 
stick, · he prevents the 
possibility of rebound shots. 

Other activities have 
blossomed since the inception 
of the Arena which were never 
possible before. An innovative 
new Youth Hockey Program 
has been organized, with 
regular two-hour sessions 

Cooperative efforts between 
University, Town, and County 
have served lo make the 200 x 
120 fool facility a huge success. 
Plans are already in the of
fering for a complex 
recreational facility to be 
constructed on the Dunn 
County Fairgrounds. 

The Village Pedaler 
(in the ~lley) 

114 East Elm, River Falls, Wis. 
Phone: 425-9126 SALE 

10% OFF REGULAR RETAIL PRICE 

i ON ALL MODELS IN STOCK UNTIL MARCH 15 '( 

Gitane Fuji Peugeot · 
.• -.. 
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Have .. You Heard 
hockey schedule 

Thursday, Feb. 15, Stout 4 
p.m . - 5 p.m., Youth Hockey 
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m., Public 
Skating 7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 

Friday, Feb. 16, Stout 4 p.m. -
5 p.m., Youth Hockey 5:30 p.m. 
-7:30 p.m., Public Skating 7:30 
p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 

Saturday, Feb. 17, Stout 
Hockey vs. Stevens Point 2 
p.m., Public Skating 7:30 p.m. -
9:30 p.m. 

Sunday, Feb. 18, Stout 
Hockey vs. Stevens Point 2 
p.m. , Public Skating 7 p.m. - 9 
p.m. 

Monday, Feb. 19, Stout 4 p.m. 
- 5 p.m., ·youth Hockey 5:30 
p.m. -8 :30p.m., Public Skating 
8:30 p.m . - 9::·o p.m. 

Tuesday, Feb. 20, Stout 
Hockey vs. St. Cloud 7:30 p.m . 

Wednesday, Feb. 21, Stout 4 
p.m. - 5 p.m ., Youth Hockey 

• 5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m ., Public 
Skating 7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 

industria I ed. club 

The Industrial Ed. Club wiil 
meet Tuesday, Feb. 20, in 
Room 111 in the Commons . The 
Industrial Arts Curriculum 
Committee will be available 
for a question and answer 
session. In order to make the 
meeting more . productive, 
please bring prepared 
questions or topics. All 
members and those interested 
are welcome to attend. 

math speaker 

On Friday, Feb. 23, Dr. 
Kenneth W. Wegner of 
Carleton College, Mathematics 
Department, will be on campus 
•o speak to students and 
!'acuity. Al 10:30 a.m. he will 
,pe.-,k on "The Euler Race 
i{elween Sine and Tangent," in · 
"iW 152. This lecture requires 
only a little trigonometry as 
hackground. At 1 :30 p.m. he 
will speak on "Careless Curves 

Unfamiliar Properties of 
Familiar Curves," in SW 106. 
This lecture requires a little 
calculus as background. All 
students, taculty, and friends 
are invited to hear Dr. Wegner 
lalk on mathematics. 

stamp club 
All interested students and 

faculty members are cordially 
invited to attend the meetings 
of the Eau Claire Stamp club. 

We meet the third Thursday 
of each month, 7:30 p.m., at the 
Eau Claire Parks & Recreation 
Bldg., Madison Street and 
First. · 

For further information 
please write Mrs. Rosemary 
Harnly, 908 W. MacArthur Apt. 
:36, Eau Claire, Wis. 54701. 

united ministry service 
The United Ministry of 

Higher Education is spon
soring a worship service at the 
Shire, the educational building 
of the Methodist Church on 
Sunday, Feb. 18, at 5:30 p.m. 
The theme will be "Pass It 
On." and it is offered for the 
young and old alike. Come as 
you are, say what you want and 
sit on the floor. Why? To pass 
God's Love on to others. 

married students 
The Married Students 

Association is having a dance 
on Saturday, Feb. 17, at the 
campus Ministry at 8 p.m. 
BYO food, drinks, and records. 
All married couples welcome. 
This is a great chance to get out 
of the house, and to meet new 
people. 

financial aids 
The business office has 

mailed out fee statements for 
the second installment which is 
due Feb. 16. Many statements 
have been returned with in
c.orrect addresses. Students 
who have not received their fee 
statements should check with 
the cashier · in the ad
ministration building. All 
students-who have a balance on 
their account are responsible 
for meeting the Feb. 16 
payment deadline. 

ssa candidates 
SSA Executive office can

didates will appear before the 
UAA Feb. 26 and the USS Feb. 
27. Come and hear what they 
have to say. 

Election for SSA Executive 
Branch and USS Senate will be 
March 1. Petitions will be due 
Feb. 19. 

gamma sigs socia I 
The women of Gamma 

Sigma Sigma National Service 
Sorority are sponsoring an 
open service for all interested 
women. It will be held on Feb. 
22, at 7: 15 p.m. in the East 
Ballroom of the Student Union. 
If you have a "heart full of 
service" and are interested in 
finding oli.t more about the 
Gamma Sigs, please come. 

loan books 

The Financial Aid Office haf 
placed on· reserve for spring, 
semester at the Library, 
Volume 3, 4, and 5 of Norman 
Feingold's Scholarships, 
Fellowships and Loans. 

These books are a good 
resource for information 
regarding financial aids 
available from sources all over 
the country. 

amon house ... 
The Amon House, 908 Fifth 

Street, . operated by Stout's 
Hotel and Restaurant 
program, has a great looking 

• menu for the coming week. 
Featured on Monday iE 
Roulaclen (bacon wrapped ir. 
beef) or Hassen Pfeffer; 
Tuesday, Sole Morney or Beel 
Bird; Wednesday, Cannellonc 
or Tortellini; Thursday, 
Stuffed Flank Steak or Chili 
Lamb Kebab; Friday, 
Williamsburg Beef Steak Pie 
or Scallops. Also included with 
each entree is an appetizer, 
soup, salad, vegetable, bread 
and dessert. 

Dining begins at 5:30 p.m. 
each weekday. For reser
vations, phone 232-2335. 

self-hypnosis techniques 

A three-week course 
designed to allow development 
of self-hypnosis techniques will 
be offered from Feb. 19 
through March 9. An 
organizational meeting will be 
held for interested students 
Friday, Feb. 16 in room 140 in 
the basement of the Student 
Center at 10:30 a.m. and at 1:30 
p.m. 

The course will mvoive l~-20-
minute tape sessions per day 
and additional instruction in 
home practice. Little time and 
effort will be required and 
schedule arrangements will be 
flexible. With the increasing 
interest in hypnosis and the 
indication that it can be utilized 
in overcoming many problems. 

dig up england 
:Students are urgently invited 

to help in archaeological ex
cavations in England this 
summer . Deadline for ap
plications is April 1. 

City center redevelopment, 
new road-building programs 
and rapidly changing land use 
are threatening the disap
pearance of prehistoric graves, 
Iron-age settlements, Roman 
villas, fascinating relics of 
medieval towns, all over 
Britain. 

Write now for further details 
tci Ian Lowson, 539 West 112t11 
Street, New York, N. Y. 10025. 

NOTICE: 
"Students needed 

immediately to act as 
representatives for a 
Chicago researct-i 
company . Plenty of 
money to be made in 
spare time. Call (312) 
922-0300." 

THE 

Classified Ads 
for sale 

Must Sell Learjet Stereo 8. AM
FM- 8-track, Air-Suspension 
speakers, New, $240.00, Now 
$150.00. Call after 3:30 p.m. 
Tom. Zimmerman 232-1385. 

35mm Ricoh Singlex S.L.R., F 
l.7, Thru Lens meter, Shutter 
speed B-1000. $80.00. 35mm 
Wide Angle, $30.00 Both for 
$105.00 and I'll throw in my 
electronic flash. Call: Dave 
235-9387. 

Guppies: double swords or half 
blacks. Also other assorted 
tropical fish. Cheap. Rick 235-
2368 or 232-2272. 

ride wanted 

Leaving Friday, coming back 
Sunday. To Peoria-Qunicy, Ill. 
area. Contact Mike 204, South 
Hall. 

in the corners 

Continued from page 3 

To be perfectly honest, there 
are reasons for having or for 
not having finals and it comes 
down to your personal 
preference and background. 
Mine is filled with courses that 
demanded or leaned toward 
synthesis. I find value in finals 
and I feel that teachers ought 
to have the opportunity to give 
them. Others may have other 
backgrounds that show the 
opposite. To them finals are not 
productive. 

All of the brouhaha at the 
SSA and other places seems to 
be a lot of emotional and 
potentially stress inducing 
discourse that solves nothing 
except to cloud the issue. 
Should the teachers have the 
opportunity to give finals? Why 
not? And why not have two 
hours to use? I say let them 
have their exam week 
schedule. 

GOLDEN HANGER 
305 Main St. LTD. 

Under New Ownership 

''SALE'' 
Continued One More Week 

Long Sleeve 

Turtle Neck Shirts 
Reg. $6.00 &' $6.SO 

Levi Brushed 

Corduroy Jeans 
Reg. $14.00 

Alsv 

On 

ALL OTHER SHIRTS & JEANS 
MORE SAVINGS 

Lee 131/2 Oz. Denim Reg. $8.6'() 

NOW $650 

Sizes 27-42 Waist 

_, 



Stout in · tie 
for top spot 

by Dave Kopydlowski 

The hustlin' Blue Devils of 
1973 closed out their home 
stand on a happy note, an 80-69 
victory over the Platteville 
Pioneers. 

Along with the Stout victory, 
Whitewater and Eau Claire 
also posted wins to keep all 
three teams on top of the WSU 
conference with 12-2 records. 

Stout's two remaining games 
will be at Lacrosse on 
Saturday and at Eau Claire on 
Wednesday. 

Playing in his final home 
game as a Blue Devil was Dale 
Magedanz. The squad's only 
senior turned in a remarkable 
performance although he 
scored only six points. The 6-9 
center ripped off 14 rebounds, 
blocked several shots and 
came up with 3 assists. 

Magedanz's career point 
total now stands at 866. Should 
Magedanz play the final two 
games of the season, he will 
become the Blue Devil all-time 
ironman. He trails Stout all
time greats Terry Alexa and 
Cal Glover by one game with 92 
consecutive games. 

The leading scorer against 
Platteville was Doug Eha with 
18 points. Eha pulled down 10 
boards. 

Also hitting in double figures 
for Stout were Marcus Hayes 
with 12 points, Bill Lyons 12, 
Bill Rozakis 10, and Ken 
Obermueller with 11 points. 

Platteville had two people in 
double figures, Steve Kreb
sbach 19 points and Steve 
Kundert 13. 

Stout broke away from the 
Pioneers and worked up to a 44-
32 half time lead. 

The Blue Devils blew the 
pants off Platteville by running 
up a 55-40 lead with 11 minutes 
to play in the game. It was the 
widest margin of the night for 
Stout. 

Coach Dwain Mintz then 
substituted freely, giving all 
his Blue Devils of the future a 
chance to play. At one point 
Mintz had five freshman 
running against the Pioneers. 
They did't score much, but 
they did put on a good show. 
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Swanson calls I or 
flexibility in education 

To do a better job, schools 
must become more flexible in 
preparing students to deal with 
their future and with the world 
around them, according to UW
Stout 

1
Chancellor Robert S. 

Swanson. 
Many graduates feel they are 

"not with it" when they 
complete school and enter the 
adult world, Swanson .said in an 
afternoon keynote flddress 
Thursday at Stout's Twenty
second annual Guidance 
Conference. More than 2,500 
educators attended. 

The student often feels he 
does not fit into the real world 
and "the bits and pieces of his 
education do little to help," 
Swanson said. "Many of our 
young people are saying loudly 
and clearly that making of life 
choices at the end of high 
school or college has no �ppeal 
to them" 

He said education should be 
designed to aid the student in 
understanding himself and his 
relationship to the rest of the 
world. "So often it seems 
students get the idea that 

. school is a world unto itself, the · 
only place frogs are dissected 
or French verbs are parsed or 
clarinets tuned," Swanson 
said. "These things often 
become busy work to them 
bearing no relationship 
whatsoever to their life outside 
of school nor to what they will 
do at the completion of their 
school years." 

Swanson added that classes 
and activities should be "part 
and parcel of the larger world" 
from which a student can 
freely pick, choose, reject or 
embrace. 

Calling for flexibility in 
education, Swanson said we 
should be training people who 
know what they want to be 
because they know the kind of 
world they want to create, but 

who work from a "sparse 
blueprint" and are willing to 
make changes. "Flexibility is 
knowing that. options and 
alternatives do exist .and 
realizing at gut-level that no 
one is preordained to live a 
lockstep life with everyone 
else," Swanson said. 
"Education has all too often 
been guilty of preaching 
flexibility and practicing 
lockstep.'' 

He said education can also 
help students understand and 
predict the consequences of 
their actions. "Students must 
be helped to learn how to 
calculate real costs; final costs 
verses immediate partial 
costs," he said. 

Swanson also noted that 
many schools have reneged on 
the chance to deal directly with 
changing patterns of human 
thought. "For too long, many 
schools and universities have 
wept and wailed over the 
technological take-over," he. 
said. "It has been so much 
easier to hold the line spewing 
out dates and retreading old 
lesson plans." 

He said education could help 
students create their life style 
by treating them as in
dividuals. "We must see our 
students as individuals and, 
most important, must let them 
know we feel that way," he 
said. "They are in the process 
of finding out what they want to 
be." This method is called 
"Career Education" and its 
study and use is becoming 
widespread, Swanson noted. 
He said this approach to 
education is individually 
oriented, flexible, concerned 
with consequences of choices, 
and ultimately concerned with 
what students want to be. "It is 
to be with people and help them 
decide who and what they want 
to be," Swanson said. 

Greer demands SSA apologize 
by Pat O'Connor 

In an address delivered 
before the student senate 
Tuesday evening, James Greer 
demanded that the Student 
Senate, and in particular, SSA 
President Tom Cropp issue a 
public apology for an article 
dealing with "Black 
Awareness Week" published 
recently in the SSA's weekly 
information sheet "What's 
Happening". Greer termed the 
article "an outright lie". 

In correcting what he· 
believed was "poorest example 
of rhetoric" he had seen in "a 
long time", Greer explained 
that the reason that Bobby 
Seale did not appear on 
campus for a speaking 
engagement as scheduled was 
because of political com
mitments on the part of Seale 
who is running for mayor in 
Berkely, California. Greer 
denied any relationship bet
ween the fee and Seale's failure 
to appear. 

Referring to another part of 
the article which dealt with 
alleged line jumping at the 
Commons during meals by 
certain black students and to a 

supposed skirmish involving a 
black student and a knife, 
Greer said that "conduct of a 
few individuals does not reflect 
the conduct of the whole 
group." 

In further explanations of his 
position, Greer said that he, as 
1. black American could not
3tand during the playing of the
national anthem just as he
,would not expect a white
:student to stand during the
playing of the black national
anthem if that situation were to
.Jccur.

In response to the portions of 
the SSA's article that alluded 
that . the Black Awareness 
Group was in effect a closed 
.organization, Greer stated that 
the Black Awareness room in 
the Student Center is always 
open to all interested students, 
but that members of the group 
were not going to go ''out on the 
street" to bring people in. 

In a question and answer 
period following his speech, 
Greer stated that all he was 
asking for was a "simple 
apology". An unidentified 

senator observed that "the 
poor quality (of the article) 
reflected on the entire SSA." 

In response to Greer's 
·speech, Tom Shafer, student
senator, proposed that a
resolution be passed that would
create a task force that would
accept grievances from
students and would refer them
to the Chancellor for action.
This motion was tabled and no
further action was taken by the
seante on this matter.

The following is the article
that was the subject o� Greer's
speech:

"Guess what, folks! Money is
everything!

"On Monday, February 12,
1'973, at8 p.m., in Johnson Field
House, Bobby Seale was to
appear- but he had a problem
with his agent over MONEY.

"The immediate reactionary
feeling of some senators was to
immediately recall or freeze
the speaker fund of the Black
Awareness Group. A
generalized reason given was
lhe current conduct of many
black students on campus -
going to the front of food ser
vice lines and refusing to show
I.D.'s, refusing to stand at
athletic functions for the
National Anthem, etc.

"Remember Black 
Awareness is open to all 
students - even though the 
door is closed." 

Ralph G. Iverson, assistant chancellor for Student Services here, received 
congratulations and a plaque, recognizing his contribution to Stout's annual Guidance 
Conference. The award was presented to him by Chancellor Robert S. Swanson, during 
the Afternoon general session of this year's conference, Feb. 15. 

Iverson receives plaque 
for work at confer·ence 

Ralph G. Iverson, assistant 
chancellor for Student Services 
at UW-Stout, · received 
congratulations and a plaque 
recognizing his contribution to 
Stout's annual Guidance 
Conference on Feb. 15. 

Iverson, who founded the 
conference and has helped 
organize it for the past 22 years 
commented that "this years 
conference has had the 
greatest number of par
ticipants in its history". Nearly 
2,900 guests, 2,500 off campus 
visitors and about 400 Stout 

students were present. "More 

than 50 schools dismissed 
classes to allow student par
ticipation at the conference," 
said Iverson. _ "Hillsborough 
school (150 miles from 
Menomonie) bused all faculty 
members up here for the day," 

and countless numbers of 
participants came from 
Madison, Milwaukee, and 
Minnesota. 

Iverson said most sectional 
meetings were well filled. ''The 
black students did an excellent 

job in their presentation, as did 
the American Indian 

representatives from Northern· 
Wisconsin," said Iverson. 

Iverson added that it would 
have been advantageous for all 
Stout students to attend the 
conference even though it is 
held mainly for educators, but 
it was impossible to cancel all 
classes for the event. He said a 
lack of facilities at Menomonie 
High School would havl! 
prevented many students from 
attending anyway. 
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MOMENT FOR THOUGHT ... . . . 

. You will know how to live the moment you trust yourself. 
Ron Jensen 

l 
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by Rick Bruhn 

$ $ $ 
With a great sigh of relief, I am happy to announce to readers 

that the Stoutonia financial troubles seem to be resolved. Two 
weeks ago the SSA voted unanimously to give the Stoutonia $_2,000 
from their unallocated funds. Nancy and Bud, our busmess 
manager, feel that this should keep the paper in the black and at 
its present level. Hopefully we may be able to return some o_f !he 
$2,000 to the SSA. This ' would depend upon our advertismg 
revenue. 

SSA Elections 
The SSA elections for executive officers will be held next 

Thursday. Students should take the ti~e to gather as much_ in
formation about the candidates as possible, maybe even drop mto 
the SSA office and see if they're around. I've found that although I 
don't always agree with some of the people or t~ing~ that go on in 
the SSA on the whole I find them to be conscientious and very 
importa~t to the well-being of the stude~t in g~n~ral. _ 

SSA is a very influential body. Their decisions carry a great 
deal of weight with the administration and facult)'. ~nd perhaps 
more important, they deter~ine how student activity fees are 
going to be used. This in itself is enough to warrant some at
tention. __ 
has ~~-t-decided whether be is going to run again. He realizes the 
heavy time demands that are inyolved and pe~haps. he has 
decided that it is time to get back mto the education thmg. Un
fortunately, neither of the other candidates are overflowing with 
the knowledge or experience needed to take over the _S~A 
presidency and Cropp probably doesn't want to see SSA dism
tegrate. I h~pe:tha the can make up his mind soon. 
. If Cropp does run, I feel that he is, without a doubt, the mo~t 
qualified person for the position. But his refusal _to declare his 
candidacy officially has left both the o_ther candida_tes and the 
students in an uncomfortable limbo. It gives the election the aura 
of being a game that he is playing with the senate and the 
students. 

WVSS Deserves Praise 
Due to their expanding record library, WVSS was forced to 

move their studio into a larger room last weekend. They 
revamped their entire studios and were off the air for only 24 
hours. Over the weekend, many of the people who work for WVSS 
sacrificed large amounts of time and effort to rebuild WVSS. I 
offer my profound thanks and that of the entire university com
munity. 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
A letter to the editor will be accepted from any source as long 

as the contents concern the students at Stout or would be of in-
terest to them. ' 
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Student lashes back at SSA 

Dear Edi tor: 
In response to the Public 

Relations Committee of the 
SSA who recently attacked the 
Black students in their weekly 
flyer, I wish to inquire about 
the leadership and judgment of 
the so-called senators, who 
supposedly are the campus 
leaders and may be one day 
this country's future leaders . 

Dear readers, if you have 
read the ·February 14, 1973 
addition of the SSA minutes 
from last Tuesday's meeting, 
you would tend to believe it was 
written by a bunch of fifth 
grade kids. And if you read the 
article on "Bobby Seale - Cop 
Out" you would surely say this 
was written by a prejudiced, 
biased group _of people who live 
in the woods all their lives and 
didn't know any better . 

Wrong. They are your 
elected senate officers, who 
should have more wisdom and 
knowledge about what's 
happening on ca~pus as far as 
business and relations on 
campus. They should have 
more insight than the average 
student. 

I attack the senators who 
wanted to freeze the Black 
Awareness Organization 
Bu<lget. For the organization is 
not responsible for the action of 
the speaker. I attack their 
reasons for bringing up the 
subject. I must admit there has 
been some hard feelings and 
misunderstandings and 
prejudices shown in the food 
service, but that was the fault 
of both parties concerned and 
has since long been taken care 
of. 

Retrospect 

The refusing of black 
students to stand for the 
national anthem has been 
going on here at Stout for at 
least the four years that I have 
been here. Why should we 
stand to sing a song which was 
truly never meant for the black 
man. Why should I and my 
fellow black students be 
hypocrites to ourselves by 
singing a song that holds no 
truths for us. And anyway, if 
the senators who cited this 
reason were so patriotic they 
would have never noticed the 
black students while they sing 
the national anthem and 
looking to the flag. Check it out 
also many whites who stand for 
the national anthem do it out of 
habit or custom. While they 
stand they might be reading a 
newspaper, the basketball 
brochure, talking to a friend or 
just looking around the 
fieldhouse to see whose all at 
the game tonight. It is only 
because of skin color and the 
minority of numbers, that 
blacks here are noticed more 
for what the white majority 
does everyday, such as skip 
info the food service line. 

And finally the Black Culture 
Room is open to all students 
and faculty members on 
campus; but it is closed to 
those' with a closed mind and 
heart. 

Warning Senate: You have 
stretched this racial bit a bit 
too "far, and as far as I'm 
concerned you're on thin ice. 

Safford 

/ 

To commemorate the return of American and Vietnamese 
POW's to their respective homes, reflection of our past deeds , as a 
nation, in S.E. Asia is in order. These poems, which describe the 
life and death experiences of veterans of the S.E. Asian war, can 
help us in examining our conscience. 

This last time sun bursts his 
eyes 

he sees darkly the fall of 
sparrows 

against a shaken sky. 
B. T. Paquet 

War 
Is 
A paunchy worn out movie 

hero 
A tired old man 
A menopause hag 
A grotesque comedian 

Parading 
Patriotic 

Obscenities. 
H. Kohler 

Trinh Vo Man was a poet 
in his own land a scholar 
lo his own people a venerable 

and wise old man 

Is a hero a father's 
sandwich 

J. Barry 

stuffed with politicians's 
baloney and 
bombast cheese . . . ? 

L. Thorne 

The ijnal score 
for the day: 
The VC-5 
The ·us-o 

L. Rottmann 

No one dares to ask them 
What they do there after dark 
But the price they give dead 

veterans 
is a statue in the park. 

J. Lytle 

. . . Other green bags are 
remembered 

Neatly placed by the road. 
Green bags made from pon

chos 
Bags with legs sticking out the 

bottoms 
A nightmare awaiting the man 

from glad. · 
In the dignified houses Nixon 

flashes on T.V. 
Smiling his asinine smile and 

wavjng his asinine wave 
While men lie along the road 

like so much garbage. 
C. M. Purcell 

Reprinted from Winning Hearts and Mirr~s. war poems by 
Vietnam veterans, First Casualty Press pubhshers, N.Y. 

Thanks to 
Sig Ep's 

Dear Editor: 
The IRHC Activities Council 

would like to extend its thanks 
to the men of Sigma Phi Ep
sil on Fraternity for the 
assistance they provided at the 
Colla Concert, Tuesday night. 
We appreciate their 
willingness to give up their 
time during the busy Winter 
Carnival season to make a 
Stout activity successful. This 
kind of selflessness deserves 
public recognition. 

IRHC Activities Council 

Corrections 
No. 1 

The advertisement for Club 
72 · printed in last week's 
Stoutonia was prematurely 
published. We wish to 
apologize for this error. Club 72 
will be open for business on 
Feb. 27 and the specials ad
vertised will then be in effect. 

No. 2 

An . article in the last 
Sloutonia told. of a new 
program combining vocational 
education and special 
education led by Dr . Harold 
Gilliland. Unfortunately, the 
article may have mislead 
readers into thinking the 
program would terminate in a 
bachelor of science degree , and 
the student would be certified 
to teach. This is not true as of 
now. 

The program will train 
teachers to instruct the slow 
learner, emotionally disturbed, 
delinquent or reluctant lear
ners. Lab work and student 
teaching is special education 
classes will be required. 
Classes for the program iwll be 
offered in the fall semester. 
For more information contact 
Dr. Harold Gilliland, Project 
Director-Special Education at 
232-2322. 

Recycle 

this paper 



Athletics m_ay need more funds 
by Pat O'Connor . 

The Student Senate at its to the athletic department a~ to appeal discussion, Burns noted 
regular Tuesday evening - how to fund the men's sport that, in his opinion, "the 
meeting dealt with -problems program and the ~omen's 5 stud~nt _is responsible for self-
ranging from athletics "user sport programs -at its present reai1zat10n, but that the school 
fees" to student directories. level. is responsible for providing the 

In what turned out to be a In addressing the Senate, facilities". He ~dde~ t~at "the 
question and answer session, Charles Buelow, a member of confere!1~e we re , m 1s. very 
Dr. Michael Ritland, Chairman the Athletic Committee co~petitive. H we ~e gomg to 
of the Athletic Committee, _ inquired as to whether there do 1~ at-~ll, ~~ we m1gh_t as well 
explained that- -he was before were any feelings of _do 1~ ri~t. No action con-
the Senate in an attempt to "animos-ity" .among -the .cernmg this matter_ was ta~en 
"clarify'' and "begin a ·sen_ators concerning the by the ~enate ~t th1~ meetmg. 
dialogue process" that would athletic · department. In reply In his president s report, 
make students aware that to this question, student Tom Cropp noted that the 
there is a "chance" that senator Addis Hillack-er .Senate has been called upon to 
student tuition might be in- commented that he thought make recommendations for 5 
creased to gain neededlunds to that "too much money is being students to be members of a 13 
support the current athletic spent by the "iilhletic depart- member Chancellor's Task 
program which the University -ment for meals and travel." Force to c<>;ne up with two 
of Wisconsin-Stout is involved Hillaker added that he thought 
in. that a better system could be 

According to Mr. William devised for inventory control 
Burns, Athletic Director, the within the department. Other 
current segregated fee system comments ranged from 
is, effectively, a user's fee and suggestions that more money 

· that Governor Lucey has in- be alloted so as to bring more 
terpreted it as such: With the speakers to campus, to having 
proposed 15 percent cut-back in rock groups instead of athletic 
budgeting expected this year, events which did not draw very 
coupled with President large crowds. Examples of low 
Weaver's promise to not raise crowd appeal were golf, tennis 
the segregated fee "even one and baseball. 
dollar" this presents a problem In response to the low crowd 

UW offers wildlife· credits 
So you want to get out into 

the wilderness far from sterile 
classrooms, but you don't want 
to go to Bible camp! Well ... 
maybe Pigeon Lake is the 
place for you. 

This picturesque facility, 
located in northwestern 
Wisconsin's Bayfield County, is 
rented by the UW system from 
the U.S. Forestry Service. 
Besides offering 1400 feet of 
scenic waterfront and a chance 
to "get away from it all," the 
Pigeon Lake campus also gives 
interested students t-he chance 
for valuable experience in 
biology and other subjects. 

A three-week session (May 
21-June 8) and a six-week 
session· (June 18-July 27) of 
field biology are being offered 
this summer at Pigeon Lake. 
Credits earned during these 
sessions are applicable to 
either gradua le or un
dergraduate degree programs 
at any of the former state 
university ( chapter . 37) 
schools. Financial aids are 
usually available, along with 
one or two scholarships for 
those unable to pay the tuition. 
A prerequisite of eight biology
credits is required to enroll in 
the biology summer sessions. 

According to Dr. Ed Lowry, 
who has taught at Pigeon Lake 
in the summers since 1962, the 
camp. caters primarily to 
biology students. Dr. Lowry 
commented that the biology is 

"very good" at the camp, anct 
its teachers are well 
recognized in their fields. 

Three other twelve-day in
stitutes are held later in the 
summer (August 6-18) for 
those not interested primarily 
in biology. 

The Mapping Institute also 
offered at Pigeon Lake is 
aimed at students, teachers 
and technicians with interests 
in architecture, ecology, 
biology, conservation, 
geography, forestry, lim
nology, contracting, farming 
and engineering. This institute 
involves map making, map 
reading, and land and aquatic 
surveying. Problem solving 
and operation and use of tools 
make this institute valuable 
field experience for those in
volved. The mapping institute 
is directed by Mr. Ed Siefert. 
No prerequisites are required 
for the Mapping Institute. 

The scenic beauty of Pigeon 
Lake affords an excellent 
setting for the Art Workshop. 
Here students are involved in 
study and field work of crafts, 
design, painting, drawing and 
metals. The only prerequisite 
for the art institute is that of 
previous experience for those 
concentrating in drawing and 
painting. 

The Outdoor Education and 
School Camping Workshop 
gives present and future 
teachers and youth leaders a 

altenatives concerning "finals 
week". The task force is to be 
formed by March 5 and will 
have to report back to the 
Chancellor by May 1. A second 
task force is also to be formed, 
this one calling for two student 
representatives to a seven man 
force dealing with the subject 
of faculty tenure. 
- On the subject of the Senate 
taking over responsibility for 
the student directory, Cropp 

by Andrea Runnalls 

chance to acquire field ex
perience in these growing 
fields. This two-credit institute 
includes plant identification 
and understanding of plant
animal relationships by in
corporating outdoor classroom 
learning. The workshop is 
topped by a two day, three 
night camping trip on Stockton 
Island located in the Apostle 
Islands near Superior, and a 
canoe trip down the Bois Brule 
River. 

Those taking classes at 
Pigeon Lake stay on campus in 
one of sixteen cabins, each 
housing five to eight students. 
Comfort stations with hot 
water, a dining hall and 
recreation lodge all help to 
make life a little easier out in 
the wilderness. 

A typical day begins at 7 a.m. 
Breakfast is served at about 
7:-30 a.m.; the only major 
complaint about the food at 
Pigeon Lake is that it's so 
great, everyone gains weight. 
On Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays classes begin at 8:20 
a.m ., and continue to 11:30 
a.m. with one' coffee break. 
Tuesdays and Thursdays are 
usually reserved for in
dependent study and field 
trips. Lunch is served from 
11:30 a.m. to 1:20 p.m., after 
which classes resume until 4: 20 
p.m. 
Canoeing, swimming, 
volleyball and other sports 
continued on page't 4 

Campus news briefs 
Chancellor Swanson is going to appoint a task 

force consisting of three administrators, five 
faculty members, and five students to study the 
problem of scheduling educational · ex
periences. This involves a broader issue of 
which the scheduling for the- last week of ac
tivities is a part. 

Dr. Swanson said that alternative scheduling 
might possibly "match the time block to meet 
the needs of classes at particular times." He 
will also base his decision on the finals week 
proposal upon the recommendations of the task 
force. 

UW-Stout has received financial approval 
from the building commission to start a $17,000 
landscaping project around the child study 
center. The project will include safety fences 
and recreational facilities for the children. 

The building commission has also granted 
Stout $240,000 to use for modifications of the 
new home economics building, provided the 
architect makes the revisions within the 
$240,000 limit. 

Modifications will include food service and 
dining room areas for hospitality and tourism 
instruction. 

Chief personnel in administration of the 
branch and university systems will be meeting 
here on Feb. 22 and 23. They will be discussing 
matters of common concern in student ser
vices. Dr. Robert Swanson will be welcoming 
them and Dr. Iverson will be acting as the host. 
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1recommended that the Senate 
accept full responsibility for 
next year's publication. A 
motion was made and 
seconded that the Senate take 
full responsibility and that the 
publication be distributed to all 
students on a no-cost basis. 

Jeff Dodge reminded the 
senate that all executive of
ficer candidates for UAA of
fices will address the UAA 
meeting to be held Monday, 
Feb. 26 and the SSA meeting to 
be held that Tuesday evening. 
He urged that all interested 
.persons attend these two 
meetings to hear the can
didates speak. Dodge added 
that absentee ballots for the 

upcoming general elections are 
now available in the SSA office. 

Dean Sam Wood reported 
that the finance committee is 
currently in the process of 
developing guidelines for 
campus organizations to use 
when considering changing to 
non:profit organizations of 
pursumg supplementary in
comes in an attempt to over
come budget cuts produced by 
next year's budget proposals. 

In other SSA action, Addis 
Hillacker, acting vice 
president of student affairs 
noted that the UAA is currently 
in the process of reorganizing 
and that this should be done by 
the end of May. 

National focusi 
FDA recalls 

The Food and Drug Administration and Stouffer's Food Co. of 
Solon, Ohio, are recalling four frozen food products that may 
contain mushrooms with botulism. 

The Stouffer products recalled were frozen green beans and 
mushrooms, 1rozen escalloped chicken and noodles, frozen tuna 
noodle casserole and frozen cream of mushroom soup. 

In a joint announcement, FDA and Stouffer's urged anyone 
who may have bought the products since Feb. 7, 1973 to return 
them to stores where they were purchased. 

Botulism attacks the nervous system and can be fatal. 
Otto Kerner convicted 

~ederal. judge Otto Kerner was convicted Monday of ac
ceptmg a bribe from race track interests while he was governor of 
Illinois. 
. . He is the first sitting judge of a U.S. Court of Appeals to be 
md1cted and convicted of a criminal charge. 

Kerner and his longtime associate, Theodore J. Isaacs, a 
lawyer, ~ere convicted of conspiracy, fraud, bribery, and income 
tax evas10n. Kerner also was convicted of perjury and making 
false statements to a federal agent. 

Kerner's lawyer said he would ask Judge Taylor for "a 
judgement of aquittal" and if that was denied he would move for 
a new trial. ' 

Laos cease-fire announced 
A cease-fire plan, ending a 10-year conflict between Laos and 

the Pathet Lao, went into effect Wednesday about midnight, 
eastern standard time. The cease fire will hopefully bring home 
300 missing servicemen. -

Chrysler, GM cars recalled 
The Chrysler corporation has recalled 150,000 new cars 

because of faulty water pumps, and General Motors has recalled 
15,000 automobiles for faulty brake systems. 

Sirhan appeal rejected 
The Supreme Court declined Tuesdav to review the conviction 

of Sirhan Bishara Sirhan for the murder of Sen. Robert F. Ken
nedy. 

The court rejected an appeal, 7-0 by Sirhan's lawyers 
claiming that police had searched his mother's home un
constitutionally. Following the shooting of Kennedy on June 5, 
1968, police searched Sirhan's bedroom without a warrant and 
recovered evidence used at:,inst him at the 1969 trial. ' 

Rights bill apl'roved by Legislature 
The Wisconsin Legislature adjourned last Thursday after 

giving approval to proposed constitutional amendments to 
legalize bingo and prevent sex discrimination. 

The Bingo Plan was approved 19-10, and the women's rights 
measure was approved 24-8. 

The Senate also approved a $13.5 million loan to the Veterans 
Trust Fund which subsidizes housing loans for veterans, and a bill 
to revise expense allowances for legislators. 

3 - 5 Friday 



i Trying to set precedent: he's suing to live off campus 
Does a state university have 

the right to require a student 
who is legally an adult to live in 
university-owned housing? 

The issue mav not be decided 
before the merged UW board of 
Regents adjusts differing 
policies in the former UW and 

.. WSU systems, but Walter 
·Bublitz, a 19-year-old River 
Falls sophomore, hopes it is. 

Bublitz is taking campus 
officials to court because, he · 
says, regulations require him 
to pay $603 a year for a dor
mitory room when he can live 

f·in an off-campus apartment 
with a kitchen and private bath 
for only $180 a year. 

Unlike those of ' the former 
UW system, WSU regulations 
under which the River Falls 

· campus operates until merger 
presumably becomes effective 
in June require freshmen and 
sophomores to live in dor
mitories unless they are 
married, veterans, or living 
with parents. 

The board of regents is ex
pected to adjust the WSU 
policy in the direction of the 
more liberal UW policy before 
tenure becomes final. 

Some university officia-ls, 
however, fear that such a 
liberalization in campus 
regulations may result in in
creasing vacancies in state
owned dorms . 

Regent John Lavine, in fact, 
has proposed that Wisconsin 
residents over 65 be allowed to 
rent dormitory facilities. 

Bublitz is more concerned 
with his personal financial 
picture and with the con
stitutionality of the exemptions 
allowed other students under 
the current policy. 

In taking a deposition from 
River Falls housing director 
David Reetz, Bublitz' lawyer 
from Wisconsin Judicare hopes 
to uncover examples of lack of 
uniformity of enforcement of 
the policy among non-exempt 
students. 

The current policy, adopted 
by the Board of Regents in May 
of 1972, allows campus chan
cellors to grant exemptions in 
cases of "significant personal 
hardship." 

Bublitz ' s appeals for a 
hardship exemption were 

tui:n~d iiown by ttieRi:e~}a'{ 
officials. s 
Listed as utn, .. ~-- -

case filed in the Circuit Court 
of Pierce County by Bublitz in 
January are River Falls 
campus Chancellor George 
Field, Asst.-Chancellor 
William Munns, Reetz, and the 
merged Board of Regents. 

Since the case involves state 
administrative procedures, a 
change of venue to the Dane 
County Circuit Court is likely. 

Bublitz, who says his family 
is not supporting his education, 
receives financial aid from the 
university. After his appeal for 
a dorm exemption was turned 
down, the campus financial aid 
office offered him a $500 loan. 

"A loan is not what I wan
ted," he says. "I could make it 
through school on half the cost 
if I didn't have to live in the 
dorm." 

Ironically, the student is still 
living in his $15-a-month off
campus apartment, although 
he has paid the university for a 
dormitory room as required. 
· In 1972 a federal district 
court in Louisiana ruled that 
state university officials could 
not require an adult student to 
live in a dormitory. 

A federal court decision went 
the other way in 1972 in 
Michigan, however, where the 
court accepted university 
administrators' argument that 
living in a dorm was of 
educational value for a 
student. 

When Bublitz appealed his 
case to River Falls authorities, 
he says, Munns cited the 
"living-learning" argument 
for required dormitory living. 
living. 

Although many observers 
predicted an onslaught of 
student-initiated lawsuits after 
the State Legislature passed 
age of majority legislation for 
18-year-olds, Bublitz' is the 
first case to link the new law 
with opposition to dormitory 
regulations . 

Most students here are 
aware that Stout holds to this 
dorm regulation. Unmarried 
freshman , sophomores, or 
students under 21 are still 
required to live in dorms 
despite the new age of majority 
law. Students not complying 
with this ruling find their cards 
pulled at registration, ~nd 
becoming non-students until 
they agree to live in a dorm. 

Action reps here Thurs. 
Wisconsin passes consumer act bill 

by Debbie Wiedrich 
Action is a program for all 

America. 
Action is a government 

agency that has evolved from 
the age-old idea of helping 
people help themselves. 

Perry Moyle and Paul Willis, · 
both Action volunteers will be 
on the Stout campus Thursday, 
March 1. They are currently 
working as representatives of 
the Peace Corps and Vista and 
hope to share their first hand 
experiences as volunteers. 

This agency, created by the 
President and Congress in 1971, 
is a unification of all federal 
volunteer agenc.ies. United, 
one single effort is devoted to 
making life better for people 
the world over. 

There are seven facets of the 
Action program : 1) Peace 
Corps volunteers, who· serve 
developing nations around the 
world; 2) Vista,. a domestic 
program, helping America's 
poor; 3) Foster Grandparents, 
a program enabling the elderly 
to care for young children; 4) 
RSVP, retired senior volun
teers helping in the com
munity; 5) SCORE, retired 

KOOL AND 

THE GANG 
The Seven Boss 
Brothers of Sou I 

Sunday, Feb. 25 

8 p.m. - UW-EC Arena 

Tickets: $3.00, $2.50 & $2.00 
at Univ. Ticket Office, Lee's 
Tobak, The ID in London 
Mall, or al the Door. 

A Black Liberation 
Month Entertainment 
Event Presented by 
The Social Com
mission UW - Eau 
Claire 

executives counseling small 
businessmen in management 
problems; 6) ACE, active 
executives heiping sinall 
businesses become successful; 
and 7) Students in University 
year for ACTION, an ac- · 
credited year off-campus 
learning and serving. 

Action volunteers come from 
all walks of life. They · are 
college students, housewives, 
business executives and senior 
citizens. They are rich and 
poor, black, white, oriental, 
chicano, Puerto Rican and 
Indian. Some work full time for 
a year or more, others only a 
few hours a week. They all 
contribute in many diverse 
ways, but yet, in their own 
way. 

All volunteers are skilled in 
some way. Some are skilled in 
a broad sense. - the skill of a 
natural ability to work with 
people, experience in other 
volunte«;r programs or a well
rounded education. Others are 
more specifically skilled -
they have practiced a trade or 
profession. 

If you feel you can con-
. tribute, speak to the ACTION 

representatives on March 1 or 
write : · action recruiting 
Office, Old Federal Building, 
Third and Washington Ave., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55401. 

by Debbie Wiedrich 
"Students contemplating 

purchasing goods on revolving 
charges should do so before 
March 1," advised Guerdon 
Wallesverd, professor of 
business law. 

This advice was given in 
reference to a new bill, the 
Wisconsin Consumer Act, that 
will go into effect March 1. This 
law will regulate the rate of 
interest on small loans and 
purchases made on time 
payment. 

Revolving charges, banks, 
credit unions, and savings and 
loan associations were 
previously restricted to a 12 
percent interest rate (1 percent 
per month) on money owed. 
They will now be allowed an 18 
percent interest on the first 
$500 owed and 12 percent on 
any amount over that. 

Under the old law, the in
terest rate on used cars bought 
on time could range from 16.3 
percent to 26 . 7 percent, 
depending upon the age of the 
vehicle. A new car purchase 
had a rate of 12.7 percent. The · 
consumer act retains the same 
interest percentage rate for 
new cars and used cars up to 4 
years old. Interest rate for cars 
over 4 years old is 23.2 percent 
- a decrease in rate of 3.5 
percent. 

The old law· provided that 
licensed lenders, such as Thorp 
Finance, could charge interest · 

The Red and the White 
Feb. 23 & 24 (Hungarian) 1967 

6: 30 & 8: 30 Showings 
The story of a small group of Hungarians who join the Reds . 
in their fight for freedom during the 1918 Russian Civil War. 
A great film about the senselessness and evil ot war. 
Considered to be the most original and outstanding of 
Hungarian film art. 

FREE Applied Arts Room 321 

Discover the World on Your 

SEMESTER AT SEA 
Sails each September & February 
Combine accredited study with 
educat ional stops in Africa, Aus
tralasia and the Orient. Over 7500 
students from 450 campuses have 
al ready experienced th is interna
tional program. A wide range of 
f inancial aid is available. Write 
now for free catalog: 

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666 

rates up to 26 percent depen
ding on the type of loan. Under 
the new law, licensed lenders 
may charge a flat rate of 18 
percent or for loans under 
$3,000 - 18.8 percnet for the 
first $1,000 and 15.7 percent for 
the balance up to $3,000. 

Previous to the new law, 
there had been regulations or 
ceilings on interest rates for 
farm equipment bought on 
time. The maximum is now 
16.3 percent yearly. 

"Most people would say that 
lenders have just run a bill 
through to favor creditors," 
commented Wallesverd. He 
went on to explain, however, 
that there are aspects to the 
bill that do benefit the debtor. 

If a person pays off a debt 
before the maturity date of the 
loan, he is not required to pay 
interest on time remaining 
before maturity. The debtor 
was previously required to 
continue paying interest on a 
loan m:itil maturity regardless 
of whether the balance was 
paid in full or not. 

"You might also ask," said 
Wallesverd "What is to prevent 
the creditor' from treating the 
purchase of 3 goods at the same 
time as different contracts?" 

If the 3 purchases were 
treated as 3 different tran
sactions the amount of interest 
would increase. The new 
Wisconsin consumers · act' 

on 

prohibited separate treatment 
of this type of purchase. 

Students making financial 
transactions, such as the above 
mentioned, should check into 
the changing interests rates 
and how they will affect their 
financial situation. 

Nominated for 4 
Academy Awards 

MaxvonSydow 
Liv Ullmann 

The Emigrants 
Mon. - Fri. , at 8:00 
Sun . - 1 :00, 3:40, 6:20, 9:00 
Sat. - 7:00 & 9:40 

Benefit Premiere Friday for the 
Wisconsin Institute of Scandinavian 
Culture. 

For Tickets Call 
836-3301 or 834-2261 

PAPERBACK BOOKS 
at 

The University Book 
Store 

during the 

V2 PRICE BOOK SALE 

Come In and Browse Around 

Located in the Basement of Student Center 



Educator's role 
challenged, need 
someone to care 

A need for teachers to care · 
about their students was 
stressed here February 15 by 
Donald Clifton, of Lincoln, 
Neb., during the opening ad
dress at the Twenty-second 
annual UW-Stout Guidance 
Conference. 

In urging instructors to 
motivate their students, the 
president of Selection 
Research, Inc., Lincoln, 
related a number of his ex
periences while employed as a 
teacher in a reformatory 
school. 

"Children learn more 
rapidly when they choose to 
learn," he said, adding, 
"Helping people ·become what 
they might have been is the 
great excitement in your 
profession." 

Challenging the estima led 
2,500 educators in attendance 
to find the five most important 
strengths in a person, Clifton 
explained it is far better 
to search out what is right with 
a person than to find out what 
is wrong. 

"Youths want to do 
something significant, they 
don't want to spend 40 years 
making candy bars," he 
stated, asking teachers to help 
students lead a life of · 
significance. 

In placing a value on a 
person, Clifton stated that if a 
two-headed baby is worth 
$250,000, a one-headed baby is 
\Vorth $1 million. "When you 
have 25 -30 kids in your 
classroom, that's a multi
million dollar corporation," he 
said. 

Clifton warned that school 
systems must not think about 
curriculum so much that they 
forget about students. "People, 
that's what-it is all about," he 
said. 

In summary, the speaker 
concluded, "People feel that 
when they send their kids to 
school, they want someone to 
care." 

Counseling center sponsors personal growth group 
The University Counseling 

Center will again sponsor a 
series of personal growth 
groups during the spring 
semester. These groups are 
similar in purpose and process 
to basic encounter groups and 
sensitivity training groups. 
The personal growth group is 
designed to help members to 
become more aware of 
themselves and others, im
prove interpersonal com
munication, and, in general, 
operate as more fully 
functioning persons. 

A variety of verbal and non
verbal exercises are employed 
to facilitate movement toward 
these goals, and a strong 
emphasis is placed on honest, 
open, personally meaningful 
interaction between par
ticipants. A primary objective 
is to help group members 
"make contact" with each 
other. 

The personal growth groups 
will be facilitated by staff 
members of the Counseling 

~~& (--- 10?11' 

Center, who have a strong 
background of training and 
experience in group leader
ship. They will be assisted'by 
graduate students in the 
Guidance and Counseling 
program. All information 
disclosed during group 
sessions is held in the strictest 
confidence. 

During the past three and 
one-half years, over 1,100 Stout 
students have participated in 
one of 65 different personal 
growth groups. Most of the 
students questioned about their 
group involvement indicated 
that it · was a unique and 
rewarding learning ex
perience. 

Group membership is open to 
all Stout students, but a brief 
personal interview with a 
Counseling Center staff 
member is required before 
participation . Prospective 
participants will be asked to 
make a minimum com
mitment of 12 hours (six two-

What can a faculty advisor do? 
by Jean Henneberry 

"What do you mean I need 
that class for graduation this 
May?" "Nobody told me there 
was a prerequisite for this 
course!" "How can I be one 
credit short of a minor, I 
planned it all myself." Have 
you been hearing these kinds of 
questions and remarks from 
your friends? Or have your 
friends been hearing them 
from you? 

The next time you hear (or 
think) such comments, contact 
your faculty advisor for 
assistance. There are a wide 
range of services your faculty 
advisor can offer to you, such 
as: 

1. The degree program 
requirements. 

2. Recommended course 
sequence - in other words pre
requisites for needed courses. 

3. Suggestions for available 
minor and concentration op
tions. 

4. Free elective credit 
choices which might be of help 
( or interest) to you. 

5. Practical information 
about types of jobs available 
within your major field of 
study. 

The PASS staff feels very 
confident that your faculty 
advisor will know the answers 
to your questions ( or how to 
find those answers). So the 
next time you hear a friend 
say, "Which is the next course 
to take?" direct him to his · 
faculty advisor for the correct 
information. You'll be doing 
him a big favor . 

P .S. If you don't know the 
name of your faculty advisor, 
call the Pass Office. 

hour sessions) to the group 
program. 

Each group will be limited in 
membership to ten or twelve 
individuals. Meeting times and 
places will be determined as 
soon as possible, and members 
will be notified. 

Representatives of extant 
groups, such as fraternities, 
sororities, clubs and classes, 
are reminded of the 
availability of Counseling 
Center staff mern'bers for 
assistance in planning and 
facilitating group experiences 
for their entire membership. 

It is strongly recommended 
that the following "don'ts" be 
given careful consideration 
before joining any personal 
growth group : · 

1. Don't join on impulse. 

gam trom me experience. 
Groups are not the panacea for 
personal problems, and no 
responsible group leader will 
claim that they are. Be wary of 
extravagant promises. 

2. Don't allow friends or 
associates to pressure you into 
joining a group. If you become 
a group participant, do so 
because you want to, not 
because it may be considered 
the "in" thing to do. 

3. Don't join a group which is 
led by a person who tloes not 
have the professional training 
and qualifications necessary 
for competent leadership. In 
most cases, this means that the 
leader should hold at least the 
Master's degree in 
Psychology, Guidance and 
Counseling, or some related 
discipline. 
University Counseling Center 
<Extension 1211). 

Know why you are volun
tee_rin&_ and ~hat you hope to 

! ................................................ . 

PINE POINT 
Presents 

TONGUE 
Thursday Night, 

9-1: 00 

March 1 

Keep 
on 

Trucking 

Free rides in front of JTC at 8: 30 & 9: 15 and in 
front of the Commons at 8: 35 & 9: 20. 

Return ride at closing 

PINE POINT 
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT 

Free Beer 8 - 10 

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT 
Live Entertainment 

IRHC to reduce number of offices 
ATTENTION UNIVERSITY Little information con

serning the present visitation 
policy was released at the IRH
C meeting. However, the 
chairman of visitation, Frank 
Ander ly, announced that 
Chancellor Swanson said that 
he would consider for approval 
any visitation changes ap
proved by Student Services and 
that they could to into ef
fect_ this year. The 
recommended hall hours were 
presented at the Housing staff 
meeting on Feb. 13. Several 
points emphasized at the 
meeting were documentation 
and figures to back up surveys, 
creditability of representatives 
and communication between 
committees and members with 
the hall council and residents . · 

The possibility of reducing 
the five IRHC offices to four 
was discussed at the Monday 
night meeting. There would 
continue to be a president, vice 
president , and recording 
secretary . However, the 
corresponding secretary and 
treasurer would be combined . 
into one position. Bill Kane, 
president of IRHC will be 

· presenting to the Senate, the 
new proposal on Tuesday 
evening where the 
constitution is presently 
tabled. If okayed, the $225 used 

, to pay the person in the 1 

position, will be returned to the 
IRHC budget. 

According to the Food 
Service representative, a 
buffet meal will again be of
fered during parents' weekend. 
This will be held in the South 
end line of the Commons. 
Students were ·aiso reminded 
that a 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. self 
service lunch is being offered 
in the south line for those 
students having classes during 
the regular lunch times. 
Fondue dates are all filled at 
this time but dates are now 
open for picnic menus. 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
.BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
~OOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLI _ES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

1'31 Main St. 235-7615 

, offers you 

Low Cost, Life Insurance Loans 

High Returns on Life Insured Savings 

AT YOUR SERVICE 

'Your' Credit Union in the 
Menomonie Area 
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Donald Buchholz 
P.resident 

Donald Buchholz, is can
didate for the position of 
President of SSA, is a jl:ll'lior . 
majoring in Early Childhood ' 
Education. 

"I believe the respon
sibilities of being President of 
the SSA require an individual 
who is not only in good standing 
but also has an active role in 
the Stout community. Knowing 
it is a full time responsibility to 
you the students, I will draw 
upon my past experience, 
fellow senators and the Stout 
eommunity to best represent 
you." 

The Stoutonia - 6 

SSA Candidates Make 

Steve Lunseth 
President 

Steve H. N. Lunseth, is 
candidate for the position of 
President of Stout Student 
Association, is a senior in 
Industrial Technology with a 
minor in Sales and Service. 

"Our student government, at 
times, ineffectively deals with 
student problems because it is 
not 'change' oriented. When 
student attitudes change, their 
student government should 
reflect that change im
medi~tely. As SSA President I 
will try to represent true 
student attitudes and facilitate 
the attainment of student 
convictions through actions of 
their government." 

Tom Cropp 
President 

Cropp had not made his 
statement prior to Stoutonia's 
press deadline. 

Jeff Klauser 
Vice President 

of Student Affairs 

Jeff Klauser, candidate for 
position of Vice-President of 
Student affairs, is a graduate 
in guidance and Counselling, 
His minor is Employment 
Counselling. 
"I've had 51/2 years experience 
in Student government, one 
year on IRHC, and one year in 
Senate. If elected I would like 
to improve the lines of com
munication between the Senate 
and the students. I would like to 
reinstitute the SSA report on 
the radio and increase the size 
and quality of the "What's 
Happening." I would like to 
help improve the student 
participation in the govern
ment." 

Pat O'Connor 
Vice President 

of Student Affairs 

Pat O'Connor, candidate for 
Vice P-resident of Student 
Affairs, is a senior with a 
major in Psychology and a 
minor in Math. 

"The position of Vice 
President of Student Affairs 
primarily deals with the public 
relations end of the student 
s·enate. I believe that with my 
past experience I should be 
able to handle the job. I have 
been a senator-at-large on the 
student senate at the 
University of Wisconsin-Green 
Bay. While at the UW-GB I was 
news editor for the campus 
newspaper. 

I also worked as a radio . 
announcer (disc jockey) for 21/z 
years. Last semester I worked 
at WVSS. Currently I'm 
working as a reporter for the 
Stoutonia, covering SSA and 
the Menomonie city council. 
I'm also a member of the Vets 
club and Alfresco. 

Campus-wide elections to be held Thursday 
by Rick Bruhn 

Three UW-Stout students 
have officially filed their 
papers of candidacy for . 
president of the Stout Student 
Association (SSA). 

SSA executive elections will 
be held Thursday, March 1 on 
the UW-Stout campus. Tom 
Cropp, Donald Buchholz, and 
Steve Ltlnseth are the can
didates for SSA president for 
the' 1973-74 school year. Also 
open are the positions for vice
president of legislative affairs, 
vice-president of student af
fairs, and vice-president of 
financial affairs. 

The SSA executive elections 
will be held in conjunction with 
the elections for Winter Car
nival Queen and elections for 
Inter Residence Hall 
Association officers . Elections 
for SSA senator-at-large, off
campus senator and panhel 
and interfraterpjty_ senators 
were cancelled because the 

number of applicants did not 
exceed the number of positions 
available. 

The candidates for the 
position of vice-president of 
legislative affairs are Russ 
Birkholz and Jeff Dodge. For 
vice-president of student af
fairs, the candidates are 
Patrick O'Connor and Jeff 
Klauser. Vickie Gullickson and 
Dave Schafel are the can
didates for the vice-president 
of · financial affairs. Marilyn 
Dean will win. the position of 
Executive secretary of the SSA 
by default. She had no op- . 
ponents. 

Students will be able to vote 
at the student center, the 
Commons and Tainter. Off
campus students may vote at 
the west entrance to the 
student center from 8 a.m. to 7 
p.m. Students living in the 
dorms may vote at the Com
mons, and Tainter Hall from 4 
p.m.-7 p.m. and at the north 

entrance to the student center 
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Absentee 
ballots are available at tpe SSA 
office and must be turned in by 
4 p.m. on March 1. Off-campus 
students must have sume form 
of identification when they vote 
and dorm residents must show 
their food service number. All 
members of the university 
community can vote. 

Voters will be aided by ' 
pictures and statements from 
each executive office can
didate. ' The results of th{; 
election will be announced 
Friday evening at the Winter 
Carnival event. 

The six new senators-at
large are Sue Downing, Tom 
Shafer and Mark Felix all 
returning senators; and Brad 
Duncanson, Frank Schneider 
and Robert C. Johnson, new 
senators. Al Seffens returns as 
an off-campus senator and 
there is another off-campus 
senator to be chosen. 

Candidates for SSA President 
Cropp, Buchholz and Lunseth 

are all vying for the important 
position of SSA president. Tom 
Cropp, the incumbent, declined 
to make any statements 
concerning his candidacy other 
than he.has flled the necessary 
petition. Cr9pp has the support 
of most of the senators and is 
favored to be re-elected. 
Donald Buchholz is running 
primarily because he is unsure 

about whether Cropp is a 
.serious candidate. Buchholz 
supports Cropp if he officially 
joins the race. He feels that he 
would be a better choice to fill 
Cropp's shoes if he decided not . 
to run. Steven Lunseth, a 
University Activities 
Association assemblyman-at
large, feels that the SSA should 
be able to change as fast as 
student's attitudes change. 
Lunseth is running with the 
desire to give the students a 
chance to have their ideas 
realized. 

Both Lunseth and Buchholz 
are considered to be 
darkhorses if Cropp runs. 
Neither Lunseth or Buchholz 
are running on specific issues 
and Cropp has declined to 
make any statements about his 
candidacy at all. 

Buchholz did set several 
goals as president of SSA, "An 
immediate goal and respon
sibility: getting an approved 
and working constitution for 
the Stout Student Association. 
Establishing close relations 
between the Student Senate 
and the Faculty Senate. This 
would include more joint 
sessions. Working toward a 
common goal of using the 
student senators as liasons 
between the students at Stout 
and their senate. Renovating 
the judicial system and getting 
it in working condition for the 
students." 

Lunseth said he woufp 
"represent the ideas of the 

.. 
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Campaign Statements 

Russell Birkholz 
Vice President 

of Legislative Affairs 

Russell Birkholz, candidate 
for position of Vice President 
Legislative Affairs, is a junior 
majoring in industrial Arts 
Education, and a minoring in 
Psychology. 

"I have been active in 
student government at the 
residential level for about 1112 
years. During this time I have 
been on various committees. I 
have been on the Activities 
committee for about a year 
now and have also been 
chairman for two committees. 
These were the bicycle policy 
committee for the dorms and 
also the constitution committee 
for IRHA. During this time I 
have had many different oir 
portunities to meet and work 
with many different people. 
This is why I would like the 
VPLA job because it would 
give me more of these oir 
portunities and a bigger 

· challenge to myself than I.hav~ 
had on inter-resident hall 
Council. The biggest promise I 
can make to my constituency is 
that I will · try my best in the 
office of Vice President of 
Legislative Affairs for fhe 
Stout Student Association." 

Jeff Dodge 
Vice President 

of Legislative Affairs 

Jeff Dodge, candidate for the 
position of Vice President of 
Legislative Affairs, is a soph
more majoring in Vocational 
Education. 

A graduate from Osseo High 
School in 1966, he attended Eau 
Claire Vocational - Technical 
school, 1966-1967. He graduated 
from Devry Technical Institute 
in Chicago, Ill. in 1969. He 
worked in the computer design 
department at Univac, in St. 
Paul, Minn., 1969-1971 .. , 

In 1971 Jeff came to Stout. 
Jeff had this to say about his 

senate experience "., "Last fall 
I realized what a great power 
student government here at 
Stout can be, if run· effectively. 

· If elected V.P.-L.A:, I will do 
my best to see that student 
government here .a·t Stout is 
one of the stron_gest in the 
state." 

David R. Shafel 
Vice President 

. of Financial Affairs 

David R. Shafel, . candidate 
for positfon of the Vice
President for financial Affairs, 
is a senior with a major in 
Industrial Technology with a 
concentration in Safety. 

"Since the actual accounting 
is done by Stout's business 
office, I view my job of V.P.
F.A. as one of communication 
rather than one of accounting. 
In this aspect, I will make 
myself available with regular 
office hours to handle any 
~roblems or questions as they 
arise. 

"At this time, I am in oir 
1>9sition to a .plan pi:oposed by 
•}overnor Lucey that would 
nave all student activities paid 
for strictly by a "user fee. It . 
may have some merit in the 
future, but not at the present 
time. Please contact me with 
any questions that you might 
have by calling 235--0773." · .· 

Vickie Gullickson 
Vice President 

of Financial Affairs 
• > I 

Vickie Gullickson, candidate 
for the position of Vice 
President of Financial Affairs, , 
is a junior majoring in Hotel 
and Restaurant Management 
and minoring in Business 
Administration. 

"My appeal today is for y9ur 
support in my bid for the office 
of V.P.-F.A. For background 
qualifications, I stand with 
three consecutive years of 
service in student government. 
What I pledge is this: Con
scientious attention to the 
issues; taking these issues to 
you the constituents, and 
battling for your views in SSA. 
This is the purpose of a student 
representative, and if you lend 
me· your confidence I will do 
my utmost to fulfill my com
mittment to you." · 

·, Marilyn Dean 
Executive Secretary 

Marilyn Dean, candidate for · 
the position of Executive ., 
Secretary, is a junior majoring 
in Home Economics in 
Business and minoring in 
Business. 

"I am running for executive 
secretary to be aware of the 
university's movement and to 
be involved with its activities. · 
The experience I receive from 
holding this position will 
benefit me, in my con
centration of Journalism. I 
desire to put more action into 
this university and student 
body, than to take it out." 

Candidates urge strong student government 
students as they are brought 
,before me." His goal is to be a 
facilitator, to act as a sounding 
hoard for student ideas and to 
help the other executive of
ficers function as best as 
possible. Lunseth decided to 
run for SSA president ''because 

. I am deeply interested in 
student government and the 

· students' desire for a good 
student government." 

Buchholz also stated that he 
wanted "to represent the 
student body and their in
terests." He felt that as 
president of SSA he would need 
to familiarize himself with past 
and present SSAs. This would 
be part of the learning process 
he feels would be involved in 
becoming president. "The 
president has to make sure that 
everything functions properly 
and he has to know public 
relations pretty well." 
Buchholz said, "I have to be 
willing to take an unpopular 
stand when it is needed." 

Candidates for 
Vice-President of 

Legislative Affairs 

Jeff Dodge and Russell 
Birkholz are the candidates for 
SSA vice-president of 
legislative affairs. The VP-LA 
position entails being the 
chairman for the Committee on 
Committees and also entails 
carrying out all of the motions 
and actions that are made at 
SSA meetings. Jeff feels that 
the VP-LA's job is to make sure 
that the student government 
works smoothly. Russ Birhkolz 
could not be reached for 
comment. 

Dodge described the 
following as his "mission" if he 
is elected VP-LA. He wants to 
see the constitution approved. 
He wants to see the SSA 
become the strongest student 
government in the UW system. 
This would come about 
primarily through working 
with the vice president for 

,tudent · affairs so that the 
students become aware of the 
SSA and · the lines of com
munication are opened bet
ween the SSA and the students. 

Although he has had little 
contact with SSA, Birkholz 
believes that his work for 
IRHA and his willingness to 
work hard give him excellent 
qualifications. 

Candidates ior 
Vice-president of 
Student Affairs 

The candidates for VP-SA 
are Jeff Klauser and Patrick 
O'Connor. The VP-SA chairs 
the Public Relations Com
mittee of SSA. Both candidates 
feel that the major goal of the 
position is to open up the lines 
of communication between the 
SSA and the students. Pat feels 
that the students have a gross · 
lack of knowledge of what is 
going on in the SSA but that 
"there is room for im
provement in SSA." Jeff 

· Klauser believes that the 
"students don't know what's 
happening or who to contact -
they feel that the -senate is 

· useless." 

Klauser hopes to build up 
SSA through the, Stoutonia and 
WVSS. He would like to see the 
SSA show return to WVSS in a 
community action line form. 
O'Connor has a good 
background in com-
munications, having worked at 
several radio stations and 
.worked on newspapers at UW
Green Bay and at Stout. He 
was the editor of a newspaper 
in the navy. He wants to 
develop an interest in campus 
community ' life. Pat believes 
that being truthful about SSA is 
important. He issued the 
following statement to show his 
plan of action. " I think that I 
can best fulfill the obligations 
and duties of VP-SA by trying 
to talk with as many people on 
campus as possible and find 

out just exactly what they 
would like to see done and take 
it from there." 

Candidates for 
Vice-president of 
Financial Affairs 

Vickie Gullickson and David 
Shafel are the candidates for 
VP-FA. The VP-FA's main jobs.· 
is to be chairman of the~ 
Finance Committee. Dave 
commented, "since the actual 
accounting is done at the 
business office, I view my job 
as VP-FA as one of com
munication rather than one of 
accounting." Vickie believes·, 
that it is important to keep the · 
records up to date by using a . 
running account and by 
semester budgeting rather 
than yearly budgeting. She 
feels that all of the students 
should get a fair share of the 
activities money. Shafe! stated 
that he disagreed with 
Governor Lucey's "user" fee 
idea. He feels that it may ha~ 
merit in the future but not at 
the present time. 



Debbie Torgerson 
The Sigma Sigma Sigma 

sorority and the Vet's club are 
sponsoring sophomore transfer 
student Debbie Torgerson, 

. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ·John 
E. Torgerson of Menomonie. 
She is working for a degree in 
Home Economics Education 
for the slow learner, to teach in 
an institution for the mentally 
retarded. 

Debbie commented - that· 
running for Winter Carnival 
Queen as something "every 
gril would like to do." Debbie 
mentioned the Queen should be 
an example of Stout, a friendly 
outward expression of the 
quality of Stout. She went on to 
say her experiences as queen 
candidate were exciting. 

Debbie's list of favorite 
things includes sports, water 
and snow skiing, cooking, and 
talking, and meeting people. 

Carol Montgomery 
Carol Montgomery, a 

Fashion Merchandising major, 
is the FOB's contribution to the 
group of Winter Carnival 
candidates. 

The daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. John Montgomery of 
White Bear Lake, Minnesota, 
she described her goals of 
running as a queen candidate 
two-fold ; to help more people 
become involved in Winter 
Carnival and to helplhelp the 
fraternity become more in
volved with campus activities. 

In talking about campus 
trends Carol mentioned it 
seemed more people are in
volved in campus activities. 

Carol spends her free time 
involved in sports, both as 
participant and spectator, and 
shopping. 

Jill Peterson 
The Winter Carnival Queen 

Candidate sponsored by AFM 
and North Hall is Jill Peterson. 
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Howard Peterson of Min
neapolis, Jill came to Stout to 
major in education. 

A member of IRHC 
Visitation committee, Jill 
would like to see a no sign-in 
policy instated. She would like 
lo see everyone satisfied no 
sicurity problems. 

As a sports enthusiast, Jill is 
"glad" she has the chance to 
run for Winter Carnival Queen. 
Jill went on to say the can
didates are not the stereotyped 
beauty queens competing 
against one another. Rather, 
the queen candidates are fast 
becoming good friends . 

For the talent competition 
Jill will provide entertainment 
at the piano. 

Patsy Scheibel 
Patsy Schiebel, a sophomore sponsored by 

CKTO, is the daughter of Mrs. Eileen Schiebel 
of Sheyboygan. 

The Home Economics Education major 
expressed disappointment that there would be 
no actual carnival, but cheerfully added "the 
more the merrier" when speaking about the 
number of candidates. 

"Fun, exciting and different" were the ad
jectives Patsy gave to Winter Carnival. She 
described being a candidate as, "neat to do it 
for the dorm, not for yourself - a lot for other 
people." She went on to say, "You get to know 
people you never knew before." _ 

The gal who enjoys new adventures portrays 
the image of Winter Carnival Queen as 
"someone who cares enough to be involved." 
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Betty Danielson 
Betty Danielson has the Symphonic Singers 

and Band backing her as candidate for Winter 
Carnival Queen. Her parents are Kenneth and 
Jean Danielson of Clear Lake, Wisconsin. 

An early childhood major, Betty feels per
formance is important. With this in mind Betty 
chose a song from "Cabaret" for her talent . 
She is also in the chorus of "Fiddler on the 
Roof." 

In speaking of changes she would like to see 
on campus, Betty agreed with the finals week 
proposal. Her reasoning being that more time 
for tests will eliminate a regular class 
schedule. 

Another change she would like to see is 
"more student participation, especially in 
voting." Betty also related this idea to a 
national level. 

1didates 
I 

Debbie Hovde 
Debbie Hovde, the daughter 

of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Hovde of 
Rice Lake, Wisconsin is being 
sponsored as Winter Carnival 
Queen Candidate by HKMC. 

In a discussion on how she 
felt about Stout, !Debbie said 
"It's the people that make it.,; 
She added that one of her 
reasons for participating as a 
Queen Candidate was to get to 
know more people . .. 
She noted it was·. about the 
same ratio of students involved 
on both campuses. When asked 
what she woud like to see 
improved on campus, her reply 
was "enthusiasm" . She feels 

· people should get involved 
rather than have and "I don't 
care" attitude. 

Although planning to do a 
modern dance routine Deb
bie 's interest lies i'n the 
theatre. She enjoys writing 
plays, being a part of the 
audi~nce, playing the guitar 
and getting to know people. 

Mari Beth Dirks 
JTC and Fleming's can

didate for Winter Carnival 
Queen is Maribeth Dirks. The 
sophomore candidate is the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Richard Dirks of Gillett, 
Wisconsin. She is majoring in 
Child Development and Family 
Life. 

Maribeth described her goal 
as, "being able to use the 
knowledge I gain here both 
professionally and per
sonally." She feels she can 
achieve this by being sincere in 
her relationships and learning 
experiences. 

The new buildings on campus 
are to Maribeth's liking. She 
feels they are changes that are 
good for the campus. 

Judy Sendelbach 
Judy Sendelbach 'is the Alpha 
Phi Omega · ·fraternity and 
their little Sis organization's 
candidate for Winter Carnival 
Queen. 

This candidate's disire for ~ 
change was "better integration 
with the blacks." 

The Home Ee Education 
major felt running for Winter 
Carnival Queen was an ex
citing experience. Judy added 
that it puts the campus focus on 
one event. 

The daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Lloyd Sendelbach of 
Arcadia, feels it is 'a great 
honor' to be chosen as a Winter 
Carnival Queen candidate. 
Jucty's talent will be a song 
presented with sign language. 

I 



Sounds of Our Times 
by Tom Burke; 

Titles 
"Never A Dull Moqient" 
"Gasoline Alley" 
"The Rod Stewart Album" 
"Every Picture Tells A Story" 

Artist Rod Stewart 
Label - Mercury 

Few artists from England 
have been able to hit the United 
States with the same impact as 
Rod Stewart. Stewart played 
with the English group Small 
Faces, · and perhaps more 
memorable with rock's biggest 
anti -hero Jeff Beck. When 
Beck toured he was strictly a 
guitarist. With the same 
outrageous style of Beck, it 
was Stewart who ranted and , 
raved d!iring Beck's 
magnificent guitar breaks. 
Four of Stewarts LP's from 
Mercury standout as vivid 
examples of Stewart's classic, 
yet rawthroated voice. 

"Gasoline Alley", combines 
the talents of Stewart on 
vocals, Ron Wood on guitar, 
plus a dozen or so performers. 
"Country Comfort", the first 
cut on side two, was originally 
recorded by Elton John . 
Dylan's "Only A Hobo", fs 
done nicely with the help of 
Martin Quittenton, Ron Wood, 
Dennis O'Flynn, and Dick 
l?owell. Perhaps the two cuts, 
"Joe's Lament," and "Lady 
Day", are more in the usual 
Stewart tradition. · 
"The Rod Stewart Album", 
provides us with the op
portunity to listen to Stewart's 
version of "Street Fighting i 
Man", and Mike D'Abo's, , 
"Handbags and Gladrags". 
Jeff Beck credited Stewart as 
the ''vocal extr aordinairc' ', 
and Stewart's own numbers on 
this album show the listener 
why. "Man of Constant 
Sorrow" "blind Prayer" "An 
Old Rai~coat Won't Eve~ Let

1 

You Down", "I Wouldn't Ever ! 
Change a Thing", and "Cindy's l 
Lament" are selections that 
never really hit the charts, ;buf' 
are "classic Stewart" just' the1 
same. Organist Keith Emerson, 

lends a hand on, "I Wouldn't 
Ever change A Thing''. 
Stewart's guitar playing on 
"Man Of Constant Sorrow" is a 
facet the public may not be 
aware of. Along with Emerson; 
Martin Quittenton on accoustic 
guitar, guitarist Martin Pugh, 
drummer, Micky Waller, and 
Mac on piano and organ, round 
out "The Rod Stewart Album". 
"Never A Dull Moment", found 
Stewart gathering with 11 
talented musicians. Many of 
these musicians were also 
present on Stewart's previous 
albums: Guitarist Ron Wood 
who has played on all of 
Stewart's other LP's, is 
missing. "You Wear It Well", 
one of my favorite Stewart
Quitten ton compositions, is 
found on side two. Three other 
songs, Jimi Hendrix's 
"Angle", Sam Cooke's 
" Twistin The Night Away'\ 
and Dylan's "Mama Y_Qu ::B~~n 
On My Mind", are perfect 
material for Stewar:~. 

-Rod Stewart 'shines the 
brighfest on the "Every Pic
ture - Tells A Story" LP. 
Stewart 'Yas · still a part of 
Small Faces during the making 
of this album. When the name 
Rod Stewart · is brought up, 
songs such as "Maggie May", 
"Reason To Believe", and "I 
Know I am Losing You", are , 
automically remembered as 
examples of Stewart's vocal 
brilliance. All of these tunes 
can be found on one album -
"Every Picture Tells A Story". 

Stewart, .while sometimes 
contemptuous toward his 
audience, remains to be one of 
the giants in the recording 

industry. Stewart is never 
satisfied with the mediocre. , 
When he finishes belting out a 
tune, it is only when he feels he 
has given his best. No one can 
accuse him of a short, boring 
concert. A Rod Stewart concert 
is a bargain at any price. 
Stewart is always capable of 
delivering more than he 
promised. 

Metronome 
THURSDAY, FEB. 22 
7:15 p.m. Gamma Sigma Sigma: Open Social-service meetin1, for interested women 

( East Ballroom) 

FRIDAY, FEB. 23 
6: 30 p.m. & 8:30 p.m. Stout Film Society: "The Red and the White" ( Room 321. Applied 

Arts Bui lding) 
7 p.m . Native American Awareness: Indian Hand Game and round dance ( Ballroom) 
8: 15 Pawn, The Acoust ic Band. 

SATURDAY, FEB. 24 
1- p.m. Pro ject Friendship ( Fireside Lounge) 
6:30 p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's) 
6:30 p.m. & 8:30 p.m. Stout Fi lm Society: "The Red and the White" (Room 321. Appl ied 

Arts Building) 

SUNDAY, FEB. 25 

11 :3la':,;;';,:,;o~~~~J.rary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's) - Lutheran Student Worship (Our 

6:30 p.m. & 8:15 p.m. Free F l icks: "Prime Cut" (H.H. Aud.I 

MONDAY, FEB. 26 
6 p.m·. HEI B Meeting. Dean Samenfink will speak ( Badger Room) 

AOTT Open Rush Party 
6:30 p.m. UAA Franch ise Meeting (UAA Office) 
7 p.m . UAA Meeting (Ballroom) 

TUESDAY, FEB. 27 
7 p.m. SSA Meeting (Ballroom) 

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28 
4:30 p.m. Tennis team meeting (Room 217A Fieldhouse) 
5:30 p.m. Food Service Meeting (Commons - South Food) 
8 p.m. Basketbal l : Eau Claire (there) 

THURSDAY, MARCH 1 
Voting for I RHC, Senate and W inter Carn ival Queen 
8 a.m. - 7 p.m . Union 
4 p.m. - 7 p.m. Commons 
4 p.m. - 7 p.m. Tainter 
8: 15 p.m . & 9:30 p.m. Pawn Enterta inment 

• 
ERRORITE™ AT YOUR 

BOOKSTORE 

ENTERTAINMENT 
by Andrea Runnalls 
Beneath the Wheel 

Hermann Hesse 
translated by 

Michael Roloff 
For those who believe that 

they are the founders of 
educational reform, Hermann 
Hesse's novel "Beneath the 
Wheel" might offer an ob
jection. The novel, first 
published in 1906, reflects 
Hesse's rejection of traditional 
schooling, and presents a· 
strong attack on educational 
systems. 

The story begins with 
secondary school students 
reaching for the highest 
academic achievement: 
success in the "Lan
desexamen", which guaran
tees entrance to the monastery_ 
of Maulbronn. 

MAZY GRIG 
by Evy Wojkiewicz 

Throughout the campus, snow sculptures are in stages of 
deve~opm~nt. Ice carvings must be completed by noon Sunday; 
Jud~mg will take place later in the day. There are currenUy 14 
entries: 

GROUP TITLE 
APO . Gamma Sigs "Service" 
Ch i Lambda ' "Crystal Impressions 

FOB 

HKMC 

· JT C-Fleming 

of Fun in the Snow" 
"K iss -a Beaver Good 
Morning" 
"Crystal Impressions 
of H KMC" 

, "Crystal Menagerie" 

"Crystal Impressions" 
Married Students' 
As~ociation 'Crystal caverns" 

Phi Sigs "Mystic Castle" 
Si9 Ep 

Sig Tau 

"White Frolic" . 
"The Wheels of Time 

1 

Frozen in a Crystal , 
Impression" 

South Ha ll , "Ice Age" 
Symphonic Singers and"'Crystal Blue Per- . 
Concert Band 1suation" 

,TK E "Impressions in T ime" 
Vets . DZ ' "Impressions of World 

Peace" 

CATEGORY 
Beautiful 

Humorous 

Humorous 

Humorous 

Beautiful 

Hum orous 

Beautiful 
Beautifu l 
Humorous 

Beautiful 

Humorou~ . 
Beautifu l 

Beautiful 
Beautiful 

LOCATION 
· North side of Library 

South Hall a Center . 

South Hall - 13th Ave. 

HKMC - 2nd St. 
JTC - north end 

I E ichelberger Hall 

Union . sun dial 
South Ha l l near 
Commons 
Fieldhouse - west 

JTC - south end 

South Hall 13th Ave. 
Science Wing north 
end 
Fieldhouse - east 
Between Harvey 
and Bowman Hall 

Hall 

The second day of Winter Carnival Week brings games and 
the Queen's Convocation. A three-legged race, cross-country 
skiing, race horse and rider, and the catepillar race are scheduled 
fo~ Monday. 

Activities for Tuesday include evening performances by 
Edmond and Curley comedy team, as well as dog sled races, 
snowshoe relays, a downhill drag race, and the downhill distance 
race. 

The Queen's tea is set for Wednesday afternoon. Included on 
the agenda are a fashion show, a tricycle race, a tug of war, and 
an ice skating contest. 

Voting for Queen candidates takes place Thursday. En-
tertainment that evening will feature Mike Johnson. . 

Friday's events begin with the games at 2:30 p:m. A beer 
drinking contest, a liars contest, and Paul Bunyan log-sawing 
contest will be held between Harvey Hall and the Student Union. 

The annual Alpha Phi Sno-ball dance, scheduled to be held at 
8 p.m. in the Student Center Ballroom, will highlight Saturday. 

. The ice car races, beginning at 12 p.m., will be the grand 
finale for the week. The races, held on Lake Menom~n, will be 
sponsored by the Alfresco Club. 

The University Theatre has also scheduled a performance to 
be held during Winter Carnival Week. "Lilliam," will be 
presented Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings at 8 p.m. in 
Harvey Hall. 

Handmade prints 

The ~lot then follows Hans · 
Giebenrath, the winner of the 
scholarship, to his entrance to 
Maulbronn. Hans becomes 
friends with Hermann Neilner 
who soon escapes the wheel of 
education by running away to 
the forest to write his poetry in 
peace. Hans, who has never 
questione~ the educational 
system, however, becomes 
trapped "beneath the wheel" 
and l<>ses his desire to learn'. 
Hans is then removed from 
Maulbronn and eventually 
commits sni<"ir!P.. 

Hesse's theme that the 
educational system is poor and 
discourages potential in gifted 
youth, seems relevant to the 
theme of today's educational 
reform movement. 

Unlike many of Hesse's 
novels, "Beneath the Wheel" is 
fairly easy reading, even 
though it carries a heavy 
message in its 185 pages. 

Lilliom 
LILLIOM, the winter play by 

University Theatre will be 
performed Saturday, March 3, 
at 8 p.m.; Sunday matinee, 
March 4, at 2 p.m.; and 
Monday, March 5, at 8 p.m. in 
Harvey Hall auditorium. 
Tickets will still be available 
Friday and Monday · at the 
union franchise booth, and at 
,the door before performances. 

The play pres~nts the tender 
but vi<>l_ent )ov~ . story of 
Lilliom, who .. rup~ · a carousel, 
and Julie, ·wb9 stands by him 
when ever~one (lhie despises 
him. The owner of-the carousel, 
Mrs. Muskat, fires him from 
his job. Julie's best friend, 

· Marie, fears and hates him. 
The owner of the photographic 
studio where they live, Mother 
Holl under, thinks Lilliom is a 
worthless bum. However, 
Julie's love for Lilliom is faith
ful and fervent. Wheri Lilliom 
learns that Julie is expecting a 
baby, his attempts to provide 
for the family lead him to 
suicide. But this unusual story 
does not end there. 

There are many colorful, 
sentimental, violent, and 
beautiful moments in this 
production of an eternal 
legend. 

A selection of student hand
made prints from the calsses of 
John Butke and Rob Price· of 
the Art D_epartment is 
displayed in the entryway of 
the Pierce Library. 

The Cellar Lounge 
Examples of lithography, 

silk screen, . wood cuts, 
linoleum.cuts, and intaglio are 
displayed. 

The display will be up until 
March 18, for all. those who are 
interested. 

RESEARCH _MATERIAlS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300 · 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 

(At The Holiday Manor Motel) 

11For the Finest in Drinks, 

Atmosphere and Hospitality" 

Now Open 4 p.m. to l a.m. Mon. - Sat. 

Available Sundays for Private Parties 

• ~ • 1 •' 



Winter Carnival Calendar Second Stout faculty art show opens 
SUNDAY, FEB. 25 
Ice Carving Judging - 2:00 p.m. 
Queen's dinner - 5:30 p.m. 

MONDAY, FEB. 26 
Queen's Convocation, Fieldhouse - 8:00 p.m. 
Games - Three legged race, Cross country race, Horse rider, 

Catepillar race - Nelson Field - ~:00 p.m. 

TUESDAY, FEB. 27 
Games: Dog sled race, Downhill dr~g race, Snowshoe relay, 

Downhill distance race, Nelson Field - 4:00 p.m. 
Edmonds and Curley, Student Snack Bar -8 & 9 p.m. 

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28 
Queen's Tea, Fireside Lounge -1: 00 ~.m. - 4: 30 p.m. -
Fashion Forum Fashion Show, Fireside Lounge -1 - 4: 30 p.m. 
Queen's Interviews, President Room - 6: 00 p.m. -9: 00 p.m. 
Games: Tricycle race, Ice skating contest, Tug of war - Wilson 

Park - 6:00 p.m. 

THURSDAY, MARCH 1 
Queen's and Senate and IRHC Elections, Union, Commons, and 

Tainter - 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Mike Johnson Snackbar-8:00p.m. &9:00p.m. 
Games: Sno~an contest, Snowball contest, Snowpie contest, 

Shovel shovel - Commons - 4:00 p.m. 

FRIDAY, MARCH 2 

Games: Paul Bunyon log sawing, Paul Bunyon liar contest, 
between Harvey Hall and the Union - 2: 40 p.m. 

SATURDAY, MARCH 3 
Sno-ball Dance sponsored by Alpha Phi sorority, Ballroom - 8:30 

p.m. 
Theatre Production-Lilian- Harvey Hall - 8: 00 p.m. 

SUNDAY, MARCH 4 
Ice Car Races by Alfresco, Lake Menomin -62: 00 noon. 
Theatre Production-Lilian, . Harvey Hall-2:00 p.m. 
Free Flicks "Little Big Man," Harvey Hall - 6:00 p.h. & 8:45 p.m. 

Feb. 13, the second faculty 
art exhibition opened in the 
Stout Art Center. 

Again, the exhibit offers a 
diverse collection of works 
with a wide range of media 
included. 

Adding atmosphere to the 
room are a running stoneware 
fountain by Robert Wilson and 
a massive plywood con
struction representing a steel 
frame by George Percy. 

Percy also has a number of 
charcoal designs on display 
which are done with simple, 
sensitive shading. Wilson is 
displaying an assortment of 
more conventional stoneware 
- a bowl, cookie jar, pitcher, 

and tea pot. He uses 
mostly dull glazes, while his 
colors are· deep, rich com
binations. 

Humphrey Gilbert is 
exhibiting some of his metal 
work in sterling silver and 
gold. He creates an unusual 
effect on a sterling chalice by 

A search 
for new 

r----~--...;...---~----~,. 
I Name ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ••••••••••• , I 
I Address & Phone · 1

1 talent 

The Pawn is seeking new 
student talent from the 
University community by 
sponsoring a Coffeehouse 
Showcase ·on March 16 and 17. 
The showcase is open to anyone 
from the Un_iversity , CO!'ll

munity wis}:ting to display Ins 
or her talent ·' · • · · 

I , 
I ;; ·o~ ·e:~:;~~~::; ~:~ ·;i·; · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · I 
I do (If singing, what type?- · I 
:f folk, blues, rock) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , . 

i Equipment needed (piano, ', I mikes, stools) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

I . I 
I Have you ever performed · I 

before an audience before? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
I If so where? I I . . ....................................... . 
~---------------~ · The showJ'ase· "will be -.com

petitive in that, the first three 
places will receive cash prizes. 

Any group or in~ividuai1 
h a v i n g a p p e. a r e d . 
professionally or on stage in 
The Pawn is ineligible for the 
showcase (unless ' group 
membership has changed since 
that time). The group size wil\ 
be limited from one to six 
members. 

Short class day for inauguration 

Each act will consist of a is 
minute set, with live minutes 
allowed for set up of equip
men t. 

Applications. should be 
clipped out of , the Stoutonia. 

They m:ust be returned to the 
Pawn by noon, on Friday, Mar. 
9. The first 12 applications will 
complete registration and will 
qualify to appear on stage. 
Names will be drawn from a 
.hat to decide whin the acts will 
.lippear. Representatives· will 
be notified as to the ~ime of · 
appearance in the showcase. 

Groups will be judged on the 
basis of originality, and quality 
of the act. . Judges for the 
showcase will be Stout faculty, 
Coffeehouse officials from Eau 
Claire, and a Stout student. 

Classes will be dismissed at 
11:20 a .m., Monday, April 30, 
so that students and staff can _ 
participate in the inauguration 
of Robert S. Swanson as 
chancellor, according to Norm 
Ziemann, chairman of the 
inaugural committee. The 
Monday inaugural schedule is: 
9:30 a.m. - 1 p.m., Registration 
of Delegates and Guests ·
Student Center, Fireside 
Lounge; 11:30 a.m., Inaugural 
Luncheon - Student Center 
Ballroom; 1 p.m., Formation 
of Academic Procession - The 

Commons; 1 :45 p.m., 
Academic Procession to 
Fieldhouse; 2 p .m., 
Inauguration of Robert S. 
Swanson as Chancellor -
Johnson Fieldhouse; 3:30 p.m., 
Inaugural Reception - The 
Commons; and9p.m. -12 p.m., 
Inaugural Ball - Student Center 
Ballroom. 

On Sunday, there will be an 
open house from 1: 30 p.m. to 4 
p.m. on campus. Additional 
information will be released as 
the committee formulates its 
plans. 

NORTHSIDE LIQUOR STORE & BAR 
Where the Price Is · Right 

Miller's 12 pack $178 
. +Tax 

No Return Bottles 

6 pack 90C+ Tax 

$3so 
case + Tax 

Schlitz Malt Liquor 

STORE HOURS: Mon. - Sat., 9 a.m. - l a.m. & Sun. 12 - 9 
p.m. 

g1vmg it an electroformed 
copper stem. Besides this 
chalice are a coffee pot and an 
assortment of unique gold 
rings with set stones. 

The drawings and sculptures 
Alan Gamache is displaying 
are concerned with simple 
human form. His three bronze 
sculptures vary in texture and 
design. Gamache's drawings 
are simply done in pencil, 
pencil and wash, and green felt 
tip pen. 

Donald Bjorkman has in
cluded two large redwood 
entry doors-into which he has 
cut an intricate design; plus 
house plans he has drawn up 
that include these redwood 
doors. · 

Three designs by Joseph 
Hannibal, entitled "Phosphor 
Phenomenons", play with 
shadow and shapes, using 
graphite, ink, and metalic 
powder. 

John Butke, in his three color 
lithographs, creates an ab-

stract, flowing image of water 
planf life using light, blending 
colors. William Schulman has 

· combined drawing and poetry 
into three works, one being a 
woodcut, and the other two 
being drawings. 

Also concerned with poetry is 
Angelo Savelli, whose book, 
"Book of Ten American Poets 
and Lithographs", includes 
poems and illustrations he has 
lithographed and bound 
together. 

Gene Bloedorn has two 
abstract and intricate collage · 
drawings in the exhibit and one 
pencil drawing. 

One wall has been trans
formed into a creation by 
Eddie Wong, made of thin, 
white thread held in place by 
tape. 

This exhibit will run until 
Friday, March 9. Doors are 
open from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and 
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays 
and from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Sundays. 

MINNESOTA FABRICS ASKS: 

,#l1at does 
gro,Mtl1 1nea11 

toyoul 
In Business - it may be more sales, 
bigger profits or more employees. 

lndividuaUy-it may be physical, 
mental or educational growth. 

BUT IF YOUR PERSONAL 
ANSWER IS 

b11si11ess career 
i1npro,,e1ne11t 

then you will want to discuss oppor
tunities with Minnesota FABRICS! 

Minnesota FABRICS stores are the 
fastest-growing retail fabric mer
chandisers in the Midwest. Sales 
volume averages about $1,250,000 
per store. 

MR. DUANE HANSEN WILL 
BE ON CAMPUS: 

FRIDAY 
March 2 

to talk with you about becoming 
part of this expanding manage
ment team! 

~b .. ·c /Mm1eJiJtu 1a flCS, IDC. 

/ 

GENERAL OFFICES 
5600 N .-C.punty Rd . 18 
New J~ope~ J\it;.nn. 55428 

Any questions that remain 
unans\}'ered at this . Orne· may 
be directed to either Charlie 
Brady at Ext. 2247 or Pat 
CaneJJe at 235-0929. 

FREE-PRESCRIPTION-DELIVERY. 
Deadline for showcase ap
plications is noon, Friday, 
March 9. This form must be 
turned in at the Pawn. 

STAR!f ~RACTICING! ! ! ! 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY Phone 
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Black liberation 
week 

by Karen Arthur 
Although Black History week 

started off slowly with the 
disappointment of Bobby 
Seales visit, it soon picked up 
momentum with two rap 
sessions, fashion and talent 
shows and a dance. 

The rap sessions included 

-

discussions on the role of the 
Black woman on campus while -
the men deviated from their 
topic and talked generally 

. c3ibout Blacks on this campus. It 
, was. decided that the black 
students would get together 
with instructors to sensitize 
them to . the problems they 
experience here. 

Judy Maoae, suauem, moueung an Fri6ay aftern\kfn·,. ,a11111un 
show. 

The Fashion and Talent 
shows were the highlight of the 
week. The color scheme of the 
fashions was centered around 
the National Black flag - red, 
green and black. Mae Harris 
did a wonderful job as fashion 
coordinator and together with 
fellow commentator Theresa 
Brunson succeeded in 
presenting spring fashions . 
from Menomonie. The models, 
both male and female black 
students, were a delight to the _ 
large audience present. 

Friday night's display of 
talent was one and a half hours 
of thrilling entertainment. The 
program got off to a 
humorous start with a slide 
presentation by Glenda 
Wesley. The first half consisted 
of an interpretive dance, in 
keeping with the theme 
"Young, Gifted, and Black", a 
modern dance, poetry, and a 
play "Blind Man" produced 
and directed by Arthur Lowe. 

The second half began with a 
serious monologue from 
"Raisin in the sun:',,~- ~~ill~ 
and came to a roaring climax 
with the band Soul Vibration 
and Ice Blue Love. This group, 
led by Doug Jones rendered 
three beautiful songs including 
"It's too late" taken off the 
Stylistics' record. 

On Saturday night, Stout's 
campus had the pleasure of 
hearing "The Weapons of 
Peace", an upcoming band 
from Chicago. The wide 
variety of contemporary tunes 
was a big hit with the crowd 
who were able to "get down". 
Strobe lighting and dancing in 
the group were really 
"together"; and it was a 
night's worth of good music. 

Fashion merchandiser.s manage 
, 

craft boutique: 'the bottom drawer' 

The 'bottom drawer' offers a wide assortment of goods, all hand 
made by students. 

by Susie King 
Each semester the students 

in the Fashion Merchandising 
II class take over the 
management .of the Bottom 
Drawer. 

Under the supervision of Ms. 
Jerri Looney, the students act 
a,; sales people in the boutique, 
do all display work, and take 
turns managing each week. 
The Bottom Drawer, in the 
basement of K-Bliss Men's 
Shop, has been handcrafted by 
Stout students and faculty, 
higgh students, Menomonie 
residents, and vendors from 
other cities and states. The 
items are taken in on con
signment, , that is, the vendor 
receives . the money for the 
merchandise after it has been 
sold. Everything from knit 
goods, jewelry, pottery, 
leather,hand carved wood, 
apparel, stuffed toys, and 
paintings can be found there. 

The Bottom Drawer can be 
an outlet for all those hand
made items someone has 
always wanted to buy or to sell . 
The fashion merchandising 
students are constantly on the 
lookout for potential vendors. 
· The Bottom Drawer is open 
Monday through Saturday 
from noon until 5 p.m. 

Saturday night topped off Black History Week with an au camp~s 
dance. Shown here is Henry Venzant on the saxaphone. 

' ·1uv 

Rosie Golden, Lavone Hunt, Kathy Haynes, and Paulette Dean 
performing at the talent show Friday night. 

Samuelson's 

is the 

BRIDE'S 

STORE ... 

Let our Bridal Consultants show you our large 
selection of elegant bridal gowns and veils, 
attendants' gowns and mothers' gowns by 
Bridal Originals, Columbia Bridals and Carol 
Gowns. 

Visit our Fleming Jewelers department and 
register in our Bridal Preference Registry. 
Your friends will want to know your favorite 
silGina and crystal. 

. . .. 
·- crtts' 

·(§l~rstow commons- ir, 
Eau Claire, ,~ 
Wisconsin ..: ~ -
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Time Out 
by Todd Schmidt 

H you don't think the mid semester hub bub of university life 
(like which party to go to next, etc.) isn't confusing enough, get a 
load of this. Currently, at the time of this -writing, three teams 
were tied for the lead in the WSUC basketball race. H you want to 
get confused further as to which team (teams) will represent the 
WSUC in the NAIA post-season tournament, read on. 

Today, we are a bit more enlightened as to the confusing 
situation. This column was actually written on Wednesday af
ternoon, before the next chapter in the continuing WSUC race, or 
in the ''who's got the chokies today'', as it were. 

Today is Thursday (or Friday, if you're a slow reader) and we 
are all a little bit closer to being able to understand the current 
title quagmire in the WSUC. If Stout won Wednesday night and 
both Eau' Claire and Whitewater lost, the Blue Devils are on top of 
the conference and Ken Anderson is throwing darts at a picture of 
Coach Dwain Mintz. 

H both Stout and Whitewater won and Eau Claire lost, then 
Stout and the Warhawks are tied at 12-2, Eau Claire is second at 
11-3, and the third place !earn is wondering where it went wrong. 

If Eau Claire won and both Stout and Whitewater lost, I'll be 
surprised. 

H Whitewater won and both Eau Claire and Stout lost, Ken 
Anderson and Dwain Mintz are seriously considering seceding 
from the conference. 

Hall three teams lost, the rest of the conference is scratching 
its head, and half the sportswriters in the state are collecting their 
money. 

If all three teams won, which I suspect may have happened, 
here is what they have to look forward to: 

Eau Claire: host Superior on Feb. 24, host Stout on Feb. 28. 

Whitewater: away at Platteville on Feb. 24, host Stevens 
Point on Feb. 28. 

Stout: away at LaCrosse on Feb. 24, away at Eau Claire on 
Feb. 28. 

All three teams: a possible NAIA tourney berth. 
The rest of the conference: next season. 

(Enough is enough) 
To add insult to injury, consider the possible finishes in the _ 

conference should things go any way but as expected. Either Stout 
-- and Eau Claire, Stout and Whitewater, or Eau Claire· ·and· 
· Whitewater could tie for the conference championship. It is also 
conceivable that any of the three teams (hopefully the Blue 
Devils) could be a sole champion. Then two teams could tie for 
second, and something must be done about that. If all three teams 
decide to tie with 14-2 records, then we've really got problems. 

. (Straighten out your mind) 
But do· not despair. There is a savior and a guiding light 

through the muddled proceedings of WSUC basketball. It is called 
the conference rule book, which I consulted to try to find a way out 
of our dilema. Consider This: 

1. Should two teams be tied for the Conference championship, 
the following criteria shall be used to determine which t~m will 
be rated number one for play off purposes. 

a. Won-lost record between teams tied 
b. Point spread between teams tied 
c. If an impasse is reached, toss a coin 
d. Hit lands on its edge, punt! (optional) 
2. When three teams are tied for the Conference Cham

pionship, the number one position shall be determined by draw. 
The remaining two teams shall play off for the second position in 
District 14 tournament. Commissioner will determine neutral site 
for this game. 

3. In the event that there is one Conference Champion and two 
· teams tied for second place, the two second place teams shall play 
off ata neutral site to be selected by the Commissioner. 

4. When there is one champion and three or more teams tied 
for second place, the two teams shall be selected to play off at a 
neutral site by using the following criteria: 

a. Won-lost record between the teams tied 
b. Record of the teams that are tied against the Conference 

Champion. 
c. Coin toss between teams tied. 
d. Do not use three sided coin to toss. It is preferable to toss 

twice. (optional) · 
Get Serious 

What this all boils down to is a good, hard, exciting race for 
the WSUC Championship. Until the smoke clears I probably won't 
be able to sleep at night, and visions of playoff will be dancing in 
my head. All I know for sure is that if Stout beats Platteville on · 
Feb. 21, and the Blue Devils win their next two games, they'll be 
in there someplace. If not the conference championship, at least 
in the playoffs. 

Get Ready Fo; 

BUSH· 
ASH 

First Weekend of May 
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Tankers have successful weekend 
by Cab Baudek 

The UW-Stout Swimming 
Team won two and lost one 
over the weekend, to extend 
their success this season. Their 
first victory was at Northern 
Iowa on Friday , Feb. 16, by a 
score of 58-55. 

Stout then traveled to UW
Platteville for a conference 
double dual meet against UW
Eau Claire and host team 
Platteville Saturday afternoon. 
Stout's Blue Devils handily 
defeated the Pioneers 73-34, but 
fell a little short of the Con
ference champ Blugolds 63-46. 

Friday night's meet was 
very interesting. Coach Smith 
commented, "Friday's meet 
with Northern Iowa has to be 
out best of the year, as we beat 
a good team 58-55 in their home 
pool. Every guy on the team 
contributed to the victory. We 
had five school records ." 
Those school records are: 

John (Taco) Mullenix, a 
freshman from Niles North 
High School in Chicago, with a 
time of 10 :51.6 in the 1000 yd. 
freestyle; freshman Gary 
Janicki from Hamilton High 
School in Milwaukee with a 
time of 0.28.9 in the 60 yd. 
freestyle; Senior co-captain 
Ben Kolalski from Wausau 
with a time of 0.49.4 in the 100 
yard freestyle; and Mickey 
Eaton, freshman breaststroker 
from Eau Claire North High 
School, with a time of 2:21.1 in 
the 200 yard breaststroke. 
Stout also set a new relay 
record in the 400 yard freestyle 
relay with a time of 3 :21.1. The 
·members of that record setting 
relay team are Ben Kolalski, 
Mike Van de Bogart from Lake 
Geneva, Sophomore Garry 
Novak from St. Paul and Gary 
Janicki. 

Stout also had many best 
personal performances set 
during the · Iowa meet. 
Sophomore Rick Winkler from 
Milwaukee dropped his time in 
the 1000 yard freestyle for the 

' four-th straight meet with a 
time of 11: 11.3. Mike Van de 

Bogert had his fastest time in 
the 60 yard freestyle with a 
time of 0:28.9 . 

Freshman John Luettgen 
and Addy Silverthorn from 
Glendale High School and 
Nicolet High School respec
tively, each had their fastest 
times in the 200 yard butterfly 
with times of 2 :15.0 and 2:14 .3. 
Addy also had his best time in 
the 140 yard IM with a time of 
1:43.2. Freshman Rick Bloede 
from Waukesha had his fastest 
time of 2: 16.8 in the 200 yard 
backstroke. In the 200 yard 
breaststroke Pete Wisnewski 
had his fastest time at 2:24.0. 
John (Taco) Mullenix had his 
fastest time of 5: 15.9 in the 500 
yard freestyle . 

The victory was clinched by 
Stout in the last event of the 
meet . Stout's relay, which set a 
school record with a time of 
3 :21.1 compared to Northern 
Iowa's 3:23.6, turned the meet 
around for Stout. The meet was 
close at all times. Stout led up 
to the 200 yard butterfly 27-25 
and then Northern Iowa held 
the lead until the 400 freestyle 
relay at 55-51. The Blue Devils 
then racked up seven straight 
points to capture the meet. 

Saturday the team was at 
UW-Platteville, winning one 
and losing one in their third of 
four double dual conference 
meets. Coach Bob Smith 
stated, "Saturday's meet with 
Platteville and Eau Claire was 
a little anticlimatic after 
Northern Iowa University. We 
swam rather poorly and 
mental - mistakes-- on -- tur-ns 
killed us. However, con
sidering everything that 
happened the day before I 
would say we did everything 
we could." 

The hustling Blue Devils led 
the Platteville Pioneers all the 
way. Stout's Tankers had a 
very close meet with the 
Blugolds of Eau Claire, 
however. There were quite a 
few close races. Stout's 
sprinters were just beaten out 

by . 7 of a second in the 200 free 
and .2 of a second in the 100 
yard freestyle. 

Freshman diver Steve Swick 
had excellent performances in 
both the 1 and 3 meter diving 
events. Steve hails from 
Madison; the point totals were 
225.20 in the 1 meter and 242.55 
in the 3 meter. 

Pete Wisnewski had his 
fastest time in a 25 yd. pool in 
the 200 yard breaststroke at 
2 :27.8. 

Stout 's last relay team 
consisting of Ben Kolalski, 
Mike Van de Bogert, Gary 
Novak, and Gary Janicki won 
with the time of 3 :24.9. 

Stout had three first places 
compared to the Blugolds' ten 
first places. 

Stout's season record stands 
at 11-2. Coach Smith says, "It 
looks like we should finish our 
dual meet season with a 13-2 
record." Coach Smith has held 
a very impressive record over 
the past four years. Smith said, 
"Our record over the past four 
years is one anyone can be 
proud of." 

Stout's record over the last 
four years is: 1969-1970, 11 wins 
4 losses; 1970-1971, 14 wins 2 
losses; 1971-1972, 14 wins 2 
losses; 1972-1973, 13 wins 2 
losses. Total won-loss for the 
"Big Blue" of Stout stands at 52 
wins and 10 losses over this 
period. 

Stout's last dual meet of this 
season will be UW-LaCrosse on 
Friday, Feb. 23, at 2 p.m. This 

'.js __ a .conference double dual 
against UW-LaCrosse and UW
Stevens Point. 

Stout has been preparing for 
the Wisconsin State University 
conference (WSUC) meet to be 
held March 1-3 at UW
Platteville. This will be the 
final meet of the season for 
some. National qualifiers will 
compete in the NAIA meet, to 
be held March 8-10 at Kansas 
State College in Pittsburg, 
Kansas. 

Blue Devils need two • wins 
by Dave Kopydlowski 

The race for the Wisconsin 
State University Conference 
title tightened up considerably 
last week as Whitewater and 
Eau Claire picked up key 
victories while Stout remained 
idle. 

Whitewater rolled over 
Superior and topped River 
Falls 74-61, while Eau Claire 
beat River Falls, squeaked 
past Platteville and clobbered 
Oshkosh 95-70. Both clubs, 11-2, 
are now tied with.Stout for the 
conference lead. 

Whitewater will finish out the 
season by playing at Oshkosh, 
Platteville, and Stevens Point. 
Eau Claire will play at 
Lacrosse and host Superior 
and Stout. The Blue Devils, 
prior to the season finale at 
Eau Claire Wednesday, will 
play at Lacrosse on Saturday. 

The Indians will certainly 
welcome another shot at the 
Blue Devils. LaCrosse found 
the right combination earlier in 
the year to rip Stout's defense 
as they poured in 78 points and 
allowed the Blue Devils only 58 . 

Indian Coach Burt Mc
Donald, in his first year at 
Lacrosse, now has a 6-7 record 
and one of the better defenses 
around. 

Offensively the Indians hold 
their own largely through the 
efforts of Eric Haug and Dave 
Selbo, the conferences' top and 
fifth leading scorers respec
tively . Haug averages 22 points 

a game and Selbo adds 16 a 
game. 

Four days after the Lacrosse 
duel, Stout will decide the 
conference championship at 
Eau Claire. The Blue Devils 
creamed Eau Claire 84-59 a few 
weeks ago to break the 
Blugolds 49 gaine winning 
streak in the conference. ' 

Eau Claire has not forgotten. 
This attitude will add fuel to 
the fire of the typical bruising 
Stout - Eau Claire battle. 

The Blugolds still possess 
their top notch defense, · 
however, allowing only 66 
points a game. 

Their offense, however, puts 
out just enough to get by, 68 
points a game. The only scorer 
in the conferences' top ten for 
Eau Claire is their 6'9" center, 
Jeff Ellenson, with 16.5 points a 
game. 

Tom Peck is the conferences' 
lea-ding rebounder with 12.1 a 
game and Ellenson is third 
with 9.9 boards a game. 

Three tracksters 
place· at meet 

Three mem~ers of the i973 
Blue Devil track team 
managed to place at the 
University of Minnesota In
vitational track meet, which 
was held Feb. 16 and 17 at the 
University of Minnesota. 
Fifteen contestants from Stout 
were entered in the meet. 
which exhibited tough com
petition from several Big Ten 
schools, plus the University of 
North and South !Dakota. 

Tom Hackbarth led the Blue 
Devil effort with a third place 
showing in the high jump. Bob 
Sandstrom came in fourth in 
the half-mile with a fine time of 
1: 57 .8. Barney Klecker also 

placed for Coach Bob Kamish's 
charges, as he came in sixth in 
the mile run, with his personal 
best time of 4:16.7. 

An added highlight for Stout 
was the performance of Jules 
Butcher, last year 's star of the 
team , who is not relegaged to 
an aasistant coach 's role by 
ineligibility. Butcher finished 
fourth in two events, the fifty 
yard low hurdles and the triple 
jump. The Blue Devils will 
certainly miss him this season. 

The team opens the regular 
conference indoor season with 
the Lacrosse Invitational , to be 
held Feb. 24 in Lacrosse. 



Can you believe eight goals in one game? Glenn LaChapelle, star 
winger for the Big Blue made believers out of many last weekend 
as the Blue Devils crushed Stevens Point. 

Photo by Flynn 

Pucksters erupt with offensive power 
(win two, lose one in recent action) 

by Todd Schmidt 
Somehow the law of 

averages seems destroyed 
when a hockey team scores 
forty-three goals in three 
games , against schools with 
nearly equal enrollments. That 
is what the Blue Devils did in 
lhe last week's action , and to 
top off the atrocities, they 
managed to lose one of the 
games. 

The first game of the wild 
and wooly week was played at 
St. Mary's Point in Hudson, 
against the scrappy River 
Falls Falcons. The Blue Devils 
somehow managed to lose that 
game 8-4, an ironic situation 
considering that River Falls 
fell to the Big Blue 6-2 earlier in 
the season. 

Somehow lhe loss seemed 
rectified, however , as Stevens 
Point traveled to the Dunn 
County Ice Palace for a two 
game series on Feb. 17 and 18. 
The Blue Devils took all their 
frustration out on the hapless 
Pointers, to the tune of 21-1 on 
Saturday · and 18-7 on Sunday. 

An analysis of the River 
Falls game should be in order 
first, however painful it may 
be. 

River Falls more or less set 
the tune for the contest in the 
first period, when they erupted 
for a 4-2 lead. Wolfe scored two 
goals for the Falcons and Daryl 
Retka and Don Leseman 
scored one each. Terry 
Watkins and Glenn LaChap
pelle each tallied once for Stout 
in the period. 

Things got off to a bright 
start in the second period, as 
Co-Captain Chuck Mortel 
scored for Stout forty three 
seconds into the period to make 
it 4-3 River Falls. The Falcons 
were not to be denied, however, 
as they held the lead and in fact 
widened it by a goal. Their 
scoring action came on goals 
by Tim Flynn and Rick Coe 
later in the period. 

Another goal by Retka and _a 
Lally by Paul Koich offset 
Chuck Mortel's Second Blue 
Devil goal in the third period, 
and provided the insurance as 
the Falcon 's raised their 
season record to a disap
pointing 3-10. 

Penalties played a major 

factor in the contest, as there 
seemed to be a whistle about 
every two minutes. As a result, 
the game took on the com
plexion of a Chinese Fire Drill 
much of the night. River Falls 
was whistled for a massive 36 
minutes in penalties, com
pared with a " mere" 24 
minutes for Stout. These totals 
do not include game miscon
duct penalties on Glenn 
LaChappelle and Bruce 
Peterson for a second period 
brawl, or a third period 
ejection of River Falls' Bob 
Berg for a flagrant verbal 
comment to one of the con-~ 
troversial referees. 

Terry Watkins , Chuck 
Mortel, and Tom McNamara 
scored two points each for the 
Blue Devils , with Mortel 
scoring two of the teams goals 
and LaChappelle and Watkins 
one apiece. Rod Krieg made 
thirty-five saves for the Big 
Blue, who looked pretty small 
that night. 

All the problems seemed 
eased a little after the 
weekend's action, as an ob
viously out-classeq team from 
Stevens Point got shellacked 
by the Big Blue. They must 
have thought the Ice Palace 
ceiling collapsed on top of 
them, as they lost the first 
game on Saturday 21-1, and 
dropped the second game on 
Sunday 18-7. 

Needless to say, several Blue 
Devils fattened up their 
scoring averages considerably 
in the series. Rather then recap 
the embarrassing lopsidedness 
of the games, a summary of the 
scoring, etc. would be in order. 

Believe it or not, these are 
the point totals for Stout from 
Saturday's game: 

Mark Ryder, 2 goals and 5 
assists; Terry Walkins, 4 goals 
and 2 assists; Rick Bugalski, 4 
goals and l assist; Doug 
Hubbard, 3 goals and 1 assist ; 
Glenn La Chappelle, 2 goals and 
l assist; Denny Carter, 2 goals 
and 2 assists; Tom Herold, 2 
goals and l assist ; Bob Pat
naude, 2 assists; Tom Mc
Namara, 2 assists; Chuck 
Gerber, 1 goal; Jeff Brugett, 1 
goal ; and Bob Schultz, 1 assist. 

Pal Beyler scored the lone 
goal for Stevens Point, in what 

had to be a long and cold af
ternoon for them. 

The Pointers managed to 
make Sunday's game a bit 
more respectable, losing by an 
18-7 margin. Notice we said a 
bit more respectable. 

Glenn Lachappelle set a 
school scoring record for the 
Blue Devils , as he blasted the 
nets for an amazing eight 
goals. He also chipped in an 
assist for an unprecedented 
nine-point day. Other Stout 
goals were scored by Ryder 
(2), Patnaude (2), Watkins (2), 

.McNamara (1), Herold 0), 
Carter ( 1), and Lynn 
Streeter(! l. 

In the second game the score 
stood 6-3 after one period, 11-5 
after two, and finally 18-7, as 
the Big Blue led all the -way. 

George Moldenhauer won the 
first game in goal , and Rod 
Kreig the second for Coach 
Tom Slupe's charges, who 
raised their record to 8-8-1 
after the massacres. 

Glenn LaChappelle in
creased his team scoring lead 
with his remarkable per
formance. " Chap" has 56 
points thus far in ·the season, 
ahead of Terry Watkins with 
40. Bob Patnaude and Tom 
McNamara have 25 and 24 
points respectively, followed 
by Chuck Gerger with 18 and 
Tom Herold with 10. 

After the last home en
counter which was played Feb. 
20 (results unavailable at P,ress 
timel, the Blue Devils close 
their season with an -away 
series at Superior, Feb. 23 and 
24. 

PIGEON LAKE 
Continued from Page 3 
entertain students at Pigeon 
Lake in the evenings. To 
prevent complete isolation, 
though, neighboring beer bars 
offer a touch of civilization. 

If you are interested in the 
opportunities at Pigeon Lake, 
contact Dr. Ed Lowry, whose 
office is located on the second 
floor of the Science Wing. 

Und-efeated teams 
rule I.M.- ball 

by John Reetz 
With about three weeks of 

fierce competition gone and 
with a little settling of the dust, 
we find 13 teams are yet to 
taste defeat of .the young 
season. The biggest log-jam for 
top spot is in the Blue League 
where 5 teams al'e unbeaten, 
but only 4 of them have iden
tical 4-0 records. Over in the 
Red League we find 3-C Ryder 
I on top with a 4-0 record also 
but they are closely followed by 
3 teams with 3-0 records. 

The Frat League has TKE on 
top with a 4-0 slate thus far but 
their position also is a bit 
shaky, as they too have 3 teams 
right behind them with 3-0 
records. 

Current standings for action 
through Feb. 8 are as follows: 

Blue League 
W L 

1. Vets Club . . . . . . . . . 4 O 
1. The Rookies . . . . . . . . 4 O 
1. Has Beens . . . . . . . . . 4 O 
1. Cheap Shots ... . .. . . 4 O 
5. Hawks ...... . ... . . . 1 0 
6. Fighting 69'ers . . .. . 3 1 
7. Dads ... . .. .. . .... . . 2 2 
7. Third Tustison . . . . . 2 2 
7. Rejects ....... .. . . 2 2 
7. Second F Troop 2 2 
11. The Staches . . . 1 2 
11. Second Elite . . 1 2 
13. Fourth O . ... .. . 1 3 
13. First F Mad Dogs . . 1 3 

15. Third Fleming . . . . . o 4 
15. Commies Raiders . . o 4 
15. Bullets . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 4 

Red League 
W L 

1. 3CRydersl ... . .. . . 4 o 
2. J-Boys . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 o 
2. Beaver Lodge . . . . . . 3 0 
2. The House . . . . . . . . . 3 O 
5. 3CRyderll ... . ... . 3 1 
5. 3C Ryder Nads . . . . . 3 1 
7. Creamers . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 
7.3M . . .. . .. ... ~ ..... 2 2 
7. Second Wigen .. . . . . 2 2 
7. DRegents .. . . .. . .. 2 2 
11. Wigens Fifth . . . . . . . 1 2 
12. Milnes Won .... . . .. 1 3 
12. Hotel Hovlid . . . . . . . 1 3 
12. The Trailor . . . . . . . . 1 3 
12. Mini Creamers . . . . . 1 3 
16. Buckhorn Bombers. 0 4 
16. 3C Ryder Hatchet 
Squad . .... . .. ... . .. .. . 0 4 

Frat League 
W L 

1. TKEGray . ..... .. 4 O 
2. Chi Lamba ... ... . .. 3 O 
2. KLB Green . . . . . . 3- 0 
2. Sig Ep Purple 3 0 
5. KLB Fubar 4 1 
6. Phi Sigs. . . . . 2 1 
6. FOB Black . . . . 2 1 
8. Sig Ep Gold 2 2 
9. Sig Tau . . . . . . o 2 
10. SigEpRed . . O 3 
10. KLB White . . 0 3 
12. FOB White ... . . .. .. o 4 
13. TKE Blue . . . . . . . . o 5 

Sports Scuttlebutt 
Basketball Tickets for Stout vs . Eau Claire, don't 

If you want to be one of those get discouraged. The game will 
lucky students to get one of the be televised live and in its 
200 allotted tickets for either entirety by WEAU-TV, 
the Lacrosse or Eau Claire Channel 13. 
away games, you may pick TKE Tourney 
them up for a small charge at Time Tentative 
these times: The fraternity TKE here at 

Lacrosse game - tickets on UW-Stouthas been invited to a 
sale from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on National basketball tour-
Thursday, Feb. 21. Hurry down nament, to be held at Stevens 
to the basement of the Student Point March 9. 10, and 11. TKE 
Center, because there may be a fraternities from all over the 
few left. United States will be there. 

Eau Claire game - tickets on 
sale Monday, Feb. 26, from 9 
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the basement 
of the Student Center. 

An added surprise for those 
of you who cannot get tickets 

Tennis Meeting 
All aspirants for the tennis 

team will have a meeting on 
Monday , Feb. 26, at 4:30 p.m . 
in room 217A of the Fieldhouse. 
Bring a pencil along , please. 

Women's defense crumbles 
Despite injuries Stout's 

Women 's Basketball team 
pulled itself together against 
Lacrosse. The first half of the 
game showed Stout hustling 
and working together as a 
team. Lacrosse, the toQghest 
contender for the State Con
ference, showed sharp ball 
handling, and depth on the 
bench.They held Stout to 20 
points while scoring 73 . 
Previously, La Crosse whipped 
Superior 92-22 and River Falls 
105-19. 

Jan Werblow sparked the 
team on with 9 points . 

Last weekend found the team 
traveling to UW-Whitewater 
Friday and Saturday at Car
thage college. At Whitewater, 

they played on a very small 
court. It was difficult for the 
offense to work their plays in 
such a small area. Stout lost 39-
50. 

Saturday afternoon, Stout 
found themselves fighting 
against height and weight. "We 
were commented on our play 
and the potential of our young 
team," stated coach Zampach. 
Stout used a 2-man press 
causing many turnovers in our 
favor. But once again, it was 
the opposing team coming out 
on top, 59-21. 

The team is up for -their 
coming games this weekend 
against UW-Waukesha and 
UW-Fond du Lac, which will be 
played on our home court. 

SPECIALS 
LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS ALL 

NECKTIES 
$2.22 

Values to $5.00 
- Knit 
-Flannel 
- Sport 
- Dress 

V2 PRICE 
104 Pair Casual Flares $3.88 

St. Clair-Billehus 

Values to 
$12.50 
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Wrestlers lose two last weekend 
(preparing now for conference meet) 

. ) 
/ 11, 

. Steve Hennings: With a 16-4 record, he takes a tough outlook on 
the rest of the season. 

Gymnasts 
The Stout Gymnastics Squad 

put two more notches on 
their conference slate by 
recording two easy victories in 
a triangular meet held at 
Platteville last Saturday. The 
Big Blue crushed UW-Eau 
Claire and host team UW
Platteville by a large margin ; 
Stout was never really 
threa lened through-out the 
entire meet. Final cum
mulative scores found Stout on 
lop with 112.65 followed by UW
Eau Claire with 99.99, and UW
Platteville 96.84. 

• 
Win two 
Stout could do no wrong as 

they earned an amazing 5 firsts 
out of a possible 6 events . 
Firsts were received in floor 
exercises, still rings, long 
horse, parallel bars and 
horizontal bars. Stout received 
a third in the side horse which 
kept the meet from becoming 
the romp that it could have 
been. Indidentally, the team 
received a 24.8 total in the long 
horse event which was just half 
a point shy of setting a school 
record. 

Hopes for an upswing in 
the UW-Stout Wrestling team's 
season were dashed again last 
weekend, as Stevens Point and 
Lacrosse dealt the Blue Devils 
c1 third place finish in a con
ference double dual, held here 
on Feb. 17. Stevens Point took a 
first in the meet with a 26-16 
win over Lacrosse and a 28-18 

. victory over the Blue Devils, 
while -La Crosse managed a 
second place finish with a 
narrow 21-19 margin over 
Stout. 

Only three grapplers from 
Stout managed wins over 
Stevens Point opponents, but 
all · three won on pins. Rick 
Ericksen, Steve Hennings, and 
Dale Evans were the big three 
for Stout in that match, but 
didn't receive enough points 

from their teammates to 
produce a victory. 

The story against Lacrosse 
was quite different. The two 
teams split 'evenly at five 
matches each, but the Indians 
rackedkup two pins to Stout's 
one to sew up the match. For 
the Blue Devils Rick Ericksen, 
Steve Hennings, Dale Evans, · 
Frank Fryer, and Denny 
Nelson managed victories, 
with Denny Nelson pinning his 
Indian opponent. Just one pin 

· might have made the dif
ference for Stout, as some of 
. our grapplers won by wide 
victory margins but could not 
pin their opponents. 

The Blue Devils will have a 
week off to prepare for the 
WSUC tournament, to be held 
at Superior March 2 and 3. 

. Coach Hector Cruz points 
toward several members of his 
Blue Devils squad, who will be 
either favorites or strong 

. contenders for first place in 
their respective weight 
classes. Dale Evans, last · 
year's conference chanp and 

. fourth place NAIA tourney 
winner, has to be rated the 
favorite in the 142 lb. bracket. 

Other top contenders should 
be Rick Ericksen at 118 lbs., 
Steve Hennings at 126 lbs., and 
Frank Fryer at 167 lbs ., just by 
their records thus far. Evans 
toes into the tourney with a 
combined record of 24-4; 
Hennings is 16-4; Ericksen is 
14-9-1, and Fryer is 12-5-1 in 
competition thus far in the 
season. 

All around solid per
formances by Coach John 
Zuerlein's squad spelled 
the key to victory as 
Stout capped 3 out of the top 
4 individual scoring places. 
Frosh Glenn Pepsick took 
second, compiling 33.44 points 
with teammates Jim Jackson 
and Tim Kruse who were right 
behind in third and fourth 
places respectively. Jackson 
massed 26.93 points for his 
afternoon's work and Kruse 
received a 24.95 total. 

Individual places were 
awarded to Jim Jackson for a 
first in free exercise and a 
second in the ·horizontal bar. 
Tim Kruse notched a first in 
the still rings and Brian Walker 
received a first in the long 
horse. Joe Russo placed second 
in the parallel bars and Greg 
Dattilo received the same for 
his efforts in the still rings. 

Sometimes the hardest part of a tournament is the waiting. 

With a dicisive victory 
behind them, Stout's Gym
nastics Team will travel to 
Lacrosse Friday, Feb. 23 for 
another triangular' with 
Lacrosse and Stevens Point. 

Women's track begins 

The Women's track team 
gets under way this Friday 
with an indoor meet at Eau 
Claire. 
under way this Friday with an 
indoor meet at Eau Claire. 

The team consists of 14 
women, with a returning 
veteran who was out last year. 

Women's basketball team 1973 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

From left to right, Pat Stanek, Lou Tiffany, Cindy Fisher, Mary Cave, Myk McArdle, 
Nancy Nebelung, Patsy Waller, Beth Bodeen, Linda Olthafer, Jan Werblow, Pat Mundt, 
Coach Christine Zampach. 

REGAL. NOTES 
UNDERSTAND PLAYS, 
NOVELS AND POEMS 

FASTER WITH OUR NOTES 
We're new and we're the biggest! 
Thousands of topics reviewed for 
quicker understanding. Our subjects 
include not only English , but An. 
thropology, Art, Black Studies, 
Ecology, Economics, Education, 
History, Law, Music, Philosophy, 
Pol itica I Science, Psycholog y, 
Religion, Science, Sociology and 
Urban Problems. Send $2 tor you r 
catalog of topics available. 

REGAL NOTES 
3160 "0" Street, N .W. 

Washington, D. C. 20007 
Telephone: 202-333-0201 

The Village Pedal'er 
(in the alley) 

SALE 114 East Elm, Rive.r Falls, Wis. 
Phone: 425-9126 

10% OFF REGULAR RETAIL PRICE 

. ON ALL MODELS IN STOCK UNTIL MARCH 15 

Gitane Fuji Peugeot 

They are a young and en
thusiastic team with a Jot of 
potential. 

to get involved. Contact either 
Miss McKinley or Miss 
Zampach Ext. 1112 or Room 
215 of the Fieldhouse. H there are other enthusiasts 

lurking about, it's not too late 

LOGG IN f UPPERCLUB 

At Picnic Point Resort 
Upper Lake Tainter 

• WEDNESDAY SPECIAL • 
SPAGHETTI-WINE DINNER 

(All You Can Eat) $199 
With Tossed Salad & Hot Fresh Bread ............................ 
Serving Our Specialty, Roast Prime Rib AuJus 

( In Addition to Our Complete Menu) Tues. - Sun. 

Open 5: 00 Daily 
Noon on Sunday 
Closed Monday 

Hi. 25 North to "D" - 5 Mi. on "D" 
Ph. 962-3870 

Pioneer Press 
(Wisconsin Edition) 

MORNING AND SUNDAY 

AVAILABLE NOW AT 

3 Locations on Campus 

Student Union 

Commons 

Tainter Hall 

Only lo~ Per Copy Daily 

Only 35~ Per Copy Sunday 



Have You Heard 
text sale 
Textbook service will have a 

discount sale of rental texts for 
undergrads only. This will be 
the only time during the 
semester discounts will be 
offered. You must have the text 
with you and all sales are cash 
and final. The hours will be 
from 8:30 p.m. to 3:30 pl.m. 

info night 
December '73 Graduates of 

UW-Stout will be interested in 
knowing about a new Career 
Placement Registration and 
Information night. The 
meeting will be held on March 
20, 1973, in the Student Center 
Ballroom . Questions about 
resumes will be answered at 
this· time. Be sure you are: 
there, Dec. '73 grads. 

There will be a meeting for 
the tennis team on Mon
day, Feb. 28 at 4:30 p.m. 
in room 217 A of Johnson 
Fieldhouse. Please bring 
pencils. If for some reason you 
can not be at the meeting and 
you would like to play, please 
see Coach Smith before March 
1. 

amon house 
The Amon House, 908 5th St. 

has a great looking menu for 
this week. Featured are: 
Monday, Stuffed Flank Steak 
or Chili Lamb Kebabs; 
Tuesday, Crepes with Chicken 
Filling or Beef Stew Burgandy 
Style; Wednesday , Chicken 
Chow Mein or Sweet and Sour 
Fish; Thursday, Shrimp Curee 
or Chicken Curee; and Friday, 
Williamsburg Beef Steak Pie 
or Scallops. Also included with 
each meal in an appetizer. 
soup, salad, vegetable, bread 
and dessert. Dining begins at 
5:30 p.m. each weekday. For 
reservations, phone 232-2335. 
Donation is $2.25. 

tube slide 
The Vocational 

Rehabilitation Club will be 
sponsoring an innertube sliding 
party at ~ .. 'n Springs camp 
ground on l 'riday, Feb. 23, 
beginning at 7 p.m. 

Cost is 50 cents per person, 
with an additional 40 cents 
charge for innertube rental. 
Beer will be available for $1 a 
pitcher. 

The party is open to anyone 
in the voe. rehab. major, and 
guests are welcome. 

A van will be leaving Harvey 
Hall circle at 7 p.m. for those 
that need a ride. 

The next meeting of the club 
will be Feb. 27 at 8:30 p.m. in 
the Red Cedar Room. 

indian dance 
The Native American 

Awareness group is sponsoring 
an Indian Hand Game and 
Round Dance. It will be held on 
Friday, Feb. 23, at 7 p.m. in the 
east Ballroom of the Student 
Center . All interested students 
and faculty members are 
welcome to attend. 

Placement recruiters 

The following sign-up sheets 
will be posted for on-campus 
interviewing in the Career 
Planning and Placement 
Services office. When you sign 
up, please make careful note of 
the day, date, and time of your 
interview. There are 
"reminder" slips available for 
your use. Dates of postings are 
as follows: 

Friday, February 23: Jervis 
Webb Company. Design and 
layout are offered with this fine 
engineering firm in a suburb of . 
Detroit. 

Ford Motors. See job 
description on sign-up sheet. 
Dundee, Ill. Public Schools-two 
schedules. Early Childhood 
Ed, Art Ed, Home Economics 
Ed, Guidance and Audio-Visual 
majors should investigate. 

CESA NO. 9 MARKETING
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION 
ONLY. 

Monday, February 26: 
SQUARE D. Production 
supervision, industrial 
engineering, sales trainee, 
welding trainee. 

HEIL COMP ANY. Indus trail 
engineering and manufac
turing engineering. 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27: 
WALLACE BUSINESS 
FORMS. Plant engineering 
trainee. 

BELOIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
All education majors, three (3) 
schedules. 

WEDNESDAY, February 
28: KOHLER COMPANY. 
Ind us trial engineering. 
Schedules are posted at 7: 15 
a .m. - the early bird gets a time 
slot!! 

Fellowships in 
public administration 

Students interested in a 
career in Public Ad
ministration in the national, 
state or local government are 
offered an opportunity to apply 
for a fellowship to study at two 
different universities. Can
didates must be American 
citizens who have completed or 
who will complete a Bachelor's 
Degree with any recognized 
major by June of 1973. Each 
fellowship f9r single students 
has a total value of $4,600. The 
stipend is $3,300 and . the 
remainder of the grant consists 
of the remission of fees and 
tuition at the three cooperating 
universities. Each fellowship 
for married students has a 
total value of $5,000. The 
stipend is $3,700 and the 
remainder of the grant is 
applied in the same manner. 

Beginning this June, 
students will serve a ten-week 
internship either with a 
department of the state 
government in Alabama, 
Kentucky, or Tennessee or 
with a Federal agency in the 
south such as the TV A. During 
the 1973-74 academic year, they 
will take graduate courses in 
public administration at the 
University of Kentucky and 
either the University of 
Alabama or the University of 
Tennessee. 

Completion of the twelve
inonth training period entitles 
students to a certificate in 
Public Administration. They 
can be awarded a Master's 
Degree at one of the two 
universities attended upon 
passing a final comprehensive 
examination. 

For information and ap
plica tions, students should 
write to Coleman B. Ransone, 
Educational Director, 
Southern Regional Training 
Program in Public Ad
ministration, Drawer I, 
University, Alabama 35468. 
The deadline for submitting 
applications is March 1, 1973. 

SAVINGS 
OLD MILWAUKEE $

340 6 pack g9c case 

LAMBRUSCO $1 7s sth save 24c 

TYROLIA $1 89 112 gal. 89c sth 

L-Mart Liquor 235~3935 

Mon. -Sat. 9:00-9:00 Sunday 12:00-5:00 

.- - - - COUPON - -

-·SPECIAL! 
I -

1FREE SIL VER DOLLARS ___ ,r--: I 
I 

Nl~~~~!~?HASE I 

I WITH THIS COUPON 

OF EACH PAIR OF · 
MEN'S SHOES 

CHOOSE FROM AN OUTSTANDING SELECTION OF NEW '73 
SPKING FOOTWEAR! 

Graven & Wilcox Shoes '· 
it, fi,\ 1111 <.tri•rit Menomonie 

Exculsive or Sale Shoes I One Coupon Per Purchase 

I 
I -· - - - - - - ·-

wine tour 
A European Wine Study Tour 

is now being formed for all · 
interested persons. A 
chartered flight will depart 
from Minneapolis on May 17, 
for Frankfurt, Germany. Air 
fare is only $216 per person, 
round trip. 

The first week will include 
a tour of vineyards and hotels 
and the last two weeks you will 
be free to travel on your own. 
Return will be on June 6. 

Contact Greg Vilican at 235-
0998 or Bob Kramm at 235-4466 
for more information. 

united counci I 
The United Council of 

University of Wisconsin 
Student Governments will hold 
its monthly meeting at the 
UW-Stevens Point on Feb. 24 · 
to discuss the uses of student 
activity fees. 

The United Council is a 
representative organization 
providing all students enrolled 
in the UW-system with a voice 
in legislative procedures. 
According to Joe LaFleur, 
president of the UW-SP 
Student Senate, the council 
acts as a lobbiest with the state 
legislature and board of 
regents. 

Approximately 45 students 
representing each of the state 
schools in Wisconsin are ex
pected to be in Stevens Point. 

Michael Van Ryzin, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Van 
Ryzin, 3924 Simonis St., 
Stevens Point, recently was 
selected as UW-SO's United 
Council director and will serve 
as liason between the council 
and the UW-SP student 
government for the remainder 
of the year. 

United Council meetings are 
held following the monthly 
meetings of the UW-Board of 
Regents. 

Classified Ads 
for sale 

Complete B & . W darkroom 
setup for 35 mm for 2% x 2% 
negatives. Phone 235-4147. 

Sony miniature tape recorder -
new $139.95; Canon TLQL 35 
mm camera; 300 mm, 135 mm, 
and 2 extel converter vivitar 
lenses. Vivitar 181 electronic 
flash and set of close up lenses. 
Phone 235-9313. 

Complete set scuba gear. 85 cu. 
ft. tank and back pads and 57 
cu. ft. tank and back pads. 3-16 
and 3-8 medium long wetsuits, 
regulator, pressure gauge, life 
vest, spear gun, etc. Phone 235-
9313. 

Little, lovable Saint Bernard 
puppies. $45 to $50 each. Call 
235-0010 after 6 p.m. or 
weekends. 

210 cm. Italian metal skis with 
Soloman step-in bindings. 
Phone 235-0856. 

'66 VW Squareback. Call Al at 
232-1205. 

wanted 
Someone willing to help a 
discouraged female learn to 
play the mandolin. Will pay. 
Call Beth at Ext. 1346. 

May - August Graduates to 
complete placement 
registration immediately in the 
Job Placement Office room 215 
in the Administration Building. 

Guys and girls. Before going 
for an interview have a "job 
winning" haircut. Call 
Farhang Rohani at 454 Milnes, 
Ext. 2477 any time after 7 p.m. 
for an appointment. 

found 
Set of keys in the Stoutonia 
office since Christmas. 

ATTENTION. • • 
December 1973 

GRADUATES!! 

JOB 

PLACEMENT 

MEETING 

March 20 
6: 30 - 10 p.m. 

Union Ballroom 

REGISTRATION AND 

INFORMATION 

Don't miss this important meeting .... 

Cut this out to remind yourself to attend! 
Watch Stoutonia for further details ! ! 



Sym~honic Singt:rs contribution to the Winter 
Carnival Ice Carving Contest. For the winners turn 
to page s. ' 

Financial aids may 
be uncertain for '73 

A difficult and uncertain 
year is ahead for colleges and 
students dependent on federal 
financing. Federal patterns for 
support for post-secondary 
education have been 
chronically unpredictable, but 
the current situation is perhaps 
more so than ever before. 
Therefore, the financial aid 
office is urging students and 
parents to contact their 
congressmen requesting their 
assistance to make every effort 
to !>peed up the passage of the 
appropriations bill and other 
guidelines for student aid as 
soon as possible. 

The extreme uncertainty of 
the times is brought on by two 
circumstances : 

1. We are in a period of ad
justment following last year's 
enactment of the Education 
Amendments of 1972 which 
expands and significantly 
revises key programs of 
federal aid to students. The 
precise impact will depend 
upon adequate funding and 
effective implementation. 

2. The President and 
Congress have locked horns in 
a r<1.ging battle over spending, 
taxes, and national priorities. 
Some of the problems to be 
resolved are threatened 
multiple vetoes of fwiding bills, 
congressional efforts to 
over.ride these vetoes, requests 
by the President for recession 
of previous · appropriations, 
Presidential "impoundment" 
of funds and pending court 
suits challenging the 
President's impoundment 
authority. In short, it is nearly 
impossible to project the 
timing and ultimate level of 
appropriations for any student 
aid programs for 1973-74. 

Following is a brief sum
mary of information that is 
available at this time. 

President Nixon has sent 
Congress a higher education 
budget for the 1973-74 fiscal 
year that would fund a new 
grant program but at the ex
IJense of some of the present 

~ 

financial aid programs . · The 
new Basic Opportunity Grant 
would grant a student up to 
$1400 per year, minus whatever 
amount the student and his 
family could reasonably 
contribute, according to a 
schedule developed by the 
office of education. The 
amount of the grant could not 
be more than half the student's 
total cost _of attending college. 

A separate application has 
been proposed for this 
program, but the agency that 
will administer it has not as yet 
been determined. The budget 
estimates that roughly 1.5 
million students would qualify 
for the Basic grants, and with 
$622 million appropriation the 
average grant would work out 
to approximately $400, com
pared with about $550-$600 in 
the present Educational Op
portunity Grant ,program. 
Unless the present aid 
programs are continued, it is 
feared that some students 
would not be able to close the 
remaining need gap after 
Basic Grants are provided. 
Since the Basic Grant cannot 
exceed one-half of costs, every 
student receiving a Basic 
Grant, wherever he attends 
college, will require additional 
resources to meet his budget. 

The Basic Opportunity Grant 
Program, however, would 
come at the expense of the 
present Educational Op
portunity Grant and the 
National Direct (formerly 
Defense) Student Loan . There 
are no funds requested in the 
President's budget for either of 
these programs. The only 
funds that would be available 
to lend in 1973-74 in the 
National Direct Student Loan 
would be that which is being 
repaid by students who have 
graduated. This means a 75 
percent reduction of the funds 
that Stout is presently lending 
under this program. 

Continued on Page 5 
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SSA frowns on carvings 
Labels them 'bad taste' 

At their regular Tuesday 
evening meeting, the SSA, 
dealt with a variety of 
problems ranging from 
financial support for IRHC 
Week to the morality of ice 
carvings. 

Addis Hilliker, VPLA (pro
tem) reported that he had 
received "numerous com
plaints" concerning two ice 
carvings constructed on 
campus for the Winter Car
nival. Hilliker noted that the · 
organiz_ations in question were 
the FOB's and the KLB's for 
their carvings entitled "Kiss a 
Beaver' Good Morning" anct 
"Blue Moon". Hilliker said he 
thought the carvings in 
question were "in bad taste" 
and of "questionable merit". 

Dean Wood suggested that in 
the future all organizations be 
required to submit a statement 
w_ith a sketch prior to erecting 
their ice carvings. He noted 
that this rule is currently in 
effect but evidently has not 
been enforced. 

VPLA Ralph Isenberg 
recommended that the ice 
carvings be "plowed under". 

The SSA went on record as 
voicing " strong disapproval 

and disgust" with the ice 
carvings. The entire matter 
was referred to the SSA's In
terfra terni ty President's 
Council CIFPC) representative 
for action. A complete report is 
expected at next Tuesday's 
meeting of the SSA. 

Dean Sam Wood, reporting 
for the Finance Committee, 
asked the senate to· "indirectly 
support" IRHC week by ap
proving a $700 appropriation to 
be used as a cushion. He ex
plained that the money would 
not be used by the IRHC if they 
could raise the necessary 
money to sponsor the IRHC 
week from the sale of buttons 
to students. After considerable 
discussion about whether this 
appropriation would set 
precedence the senate passed a 
motion appropriating the 
requested money. Wood added 
that he thought that "IRHC 
week is in the best interest of 
the students". 

Concerning the SSA budget 
for next year, Wood said that 
he believed that "the senate 
budget will be 10 percent less 
next year" . It had been 
previously reported that the 
·senate expected a 15 percent 
cut-back in funds. 

Concerning the "grievance_ 
committee" proposal, the SSA 
voted to recommend to the 
Chancellor that such a com
mittee be formed by him. 
Further information regarding 
this proposal is available in the 
SSA office. 

In other business the SSA 
.,ppointed the following people 
,to the Chancellor's Task Force 
dealing with the Faculty 
Senate's "Finals Week" 
proposal: Joan Houser; Vicki 
Gullikson; Rick Bruhn; Al 
Steffens and Mike Lemberg. 

'.Jeff Dodge, Election Com
mittee Chairman, noted again 
that the elections will be held 
on March 1. The results will be 
made public that same night at 
approximately 10 p.m., with 
the results of the Winter 
Carnival Queen contest, at the 
,dance to be held in the Student 
Union. 

Dave Lehman, Chairman of 
the Awards Committee 
reported that the Award~ 
Banq~et will be held on Friday 
evemng, May 11. At this 
banquet, awards will be made 
.for Medallion Award winners 
,along with Who's Who winners. 

South hall invites administrators 
to become temporary residents 

by Jody Conley 
South Hall residents are 

anxiously awaiting acceptance 
calls from 36 various ad
ministrators and faculty. 
Recently, invitations have 
been sent out to the 36 to live in 
the upper-classman dorm for 
one week during the month ' of 
March. (List of guests and a 
copy of the invitation are 
shown at bottom of article). 

The week begins Sunday, 
March 11, and continues 
through March 17. The .guests 
have the option of staying the 
whole week or a few nights as 
they wish. They may either 
reside in South Hall's empty 
cube or intermingle in single 
residents rooms, if permission 
is granted by that resident. 
Housing will furnish linens for 
the newcomers and has con
sented to pay for two or three 
days of meals at the Commons. 

If the persons invited do 
accept, they will no longer be 
considered a guest; they will 
be full-fledged residents of 
South Hall, subject to the same 
. rules and regulations of all 
other residents. This includes · 
hours of the current visitation 
policy if they so choose to 
entertain guests of the opposite 
sex within the four walls of 
their "home away from 
home." If they're beer 
drinkers, they like all other 
residents, can keep and con
sume beer in their rooms. 

They are welcome to· use all 
of South Hall's facilities. These , 
include such things as the 
stereo in the carpeted lounge, 
the ping pong and pool table, as 

well as their choice of the hall's 
two televisions; black and 
white or living color. With the 
variety of people invited, 
students could possibly obtain 
help in their studies of ac
counting, public relations, etc, 

At the moment, South Hall's 
darkroom is in the process of 
being constructed. The new 
residents could possibly lend a 
hand if they have any 
knowledge or interest in 
construction. 

South Hall Council has set 
their weekly meeting for that 
week on Thursday, March 15, 
and all residents are invited to 
~ttend, offer suggestions, or 
Just observe. 

South Hall believes the week 
of March 11 could be beneficial 
and quite an experience for the 
residents involved. 

·The following have been 
invited to South Hall: Dr. 
Robert Swanson, Dr. Dwight 
Agnew, Dr. Herbert Anderson, 
Dr. Richard Anderson, Mr. 
Gerald Donley, Judith E. 
Spain, Mr. Paul Axelson, Dr. 
David Barnard, Mr. John 
Bloodhart, Dr. Dennis Bolstad, 
Mr. Robert Dahlke, Dr. Wesley 
Face, Dr. Eugene Flug, Dr. 
John Furlong, Mr. Clifford 
Gauthier, Dr. Earl Gierke, Dr. 
Ralph Iverson, Dr. Joseph 
Turlin, Myole Tehmann, Dr. 
William Micheels, Mr. James 
Nowaskey, Mr. Donald 

· Osegard, Dr. Philip Ruehl, Dr. 
Anthony Samenfink, J. E. 
Schoepp, Mr. Glen Schuknecht, 
Joy A. Sedgwick, Dr. Wesley 
Sommers, Dr. John Stevenson, 
Mr. John Van Osdal, Mr. David 
Wing, Mr. Samuel E. Wood, 
and Dr. Norman Ziemann. 

Cl.Jou a'l.e co~dialllj invited lo attend 

a week at South .Jiall 

Sundalj, the eleventh o/ :3fta-1ch to 

Satu'l.dalj, the seventeenth o/ :Jda'tck 

at the ieqlll!st o/ 

South .Jiall Council 

g ki'l.teenJk ell.venue and 93wadwalj 

_511.enomonie, CW isconsin 54751 



MOMENT FOR THOUGHT ..... . 

May your love mul_tiply like rabbits - Ron Jensen 

Editorial 
Frats deserve 'scarlet letter' 

"Blue moon's" and female beaver shots now 
~parkle our campus as a glaring example of the 
immature and sophomoric attitudes of the FOB 
and KLB fraternities from their contributions to the 
Winter carnival ice carving contest. 

Whether these displays were their form of 
protest of having the carvings on campus this year 
(as opposed to placing them all over Menomonie as 
in past years), or just an attempt to be "cute," 
hasn't been answered. But their fiasco definately 
brings up the question of taste, or as Addis Hilliker 
remarked at the SSA meeting Tuesday night, as 
"poor judgement and questionable merit." 
. IJ is not often that Stoutonia and SSA agree, but 
m this ·case we support them strongly. The SSA's 
formal motion passed Tuesday night expressed their 
"strong disapproval and disgust" of the two 
fraternities involved, and referred to the Inter 
Fraternity Presidents Council CI F PC) represen
tative present to direct the IF PC to take necessary 
action, and report back to the Senate next week. 

Students here have enough problems getting 
along well with townspeople as it is. How is this 
blatent display of profanity going to help the image 
of Stout? It isn't. The ice carvings have long been 
something that students, faculty, and townspeople 

· could enjoy, this year the feeling is one of emb
barra-sment. 

We wonder how the two·fraternities in question · 
thought they could get away with these displays. We 
have heard talk of placing them on social probation, 
or removing them from campus permanently. The 
later seems pretty severe, but the first, in our 
opinion, wouldn't hurt. 

There is a general feeling among students that 
the carvings should be "plowed under." We have 
even heard that one group of women from north 
campus considered a vigilante destruction tactic, 
but declined in fear of reprimand. It is too bad they 
didn't go ahead and do it anyway . . 

Cropp 'shafts' 
Greer, ~lacks 

To the Editor: 
This letter concerns the SSA 

Meeting of Feb. 27. We listened 
to a member of the Black 
Awareness Group, who 
requested a public apology 
from the committee who wrote 

. the article appearing in the 
"What's Happening" printed 
by SSA. He came back for a 
decision by the committee, and 
we feel Mr. Greer got the shaft. 
The SSA agreed to send a 
public apology to the Stoutonia. 
Mr. Greer, the Black 
Awareness... representative, 
reitterated his position by 
stating that he wanted an 
apology from the committee 
itself. It is our own belief that 
the SSA, and in particular Tom 
Cropp, the chairman of that 
particular committee, evaded 
the issue and did not respond to 
Mr. Greer's question in the 
manner that he requested. 

We feel that Tom Cropp and 
the remainder of that com
mittee should either apologize 
or publicly state their reasons 
for having written the article. 

Sincerely, 
Rog Kolberg 

Terry Watkins 

Recycle 
this paper 

Isenberg lauds atmosphere at Stout 
To the Editor, 

This will be my final week 
her~ at Stout. Because of the 
many experiences I have had 
at this university, I would like 
to take this opportW1ity to 

. express some feelings about 
qur campus. 
. ~ stu~erit who never gets 

actively mvolved in the affairs 
of this Wliversity is missing a 
chance to gain an un- . 
derstan~ing of the word 

The STOUTON IA is required by 'the 
Board of Ri,gents WSU resolut ion 3629 to 
state that it is a state-controlled 
~n1~e~s1~y publication and Under the 
1ur1sd1c!1on of the president of the 
Un,ve~.sity. -Publishing costs are financed 
fro~ . university services fee" and ~ti- , 
vert1s1ng payments . 

Edited by the students at u.w .. stout 
weekly during the regular school year 

Thitd class postage.paid · 
at Menomonie, Wiscorisin 

Postmaster: Send form 3579 to 
-THE STOUTONIA, 

211 Wilson Ave., . 
Menomonie, Wiscons in 54751 

comi:numty. White this campus ; 
has its' troubles, I submit to 
you that at no other campus in 
this state will you find the 
communication that takes 
place here at Stout. 
My first time on campus, 
former President Micheels 
talked about an "open-door 
policy" which he felt reflected 
one of essential elements 
necessary to maintain an at
mosphere conducive to higher 
education. Since that time I 
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have had the opportunity to 
witness his words in action 
many times. 

While during the late sixties 
many universities took to a 
path of dissent and violence, 
Stout stuck to its' tradition of 
being able to reason · out the 
issues of the day. All this has 
much to say about the type of 
education we receive here at 
Stout. 

I think it is important to 
realize that, while a com
munity such as ours often 
seems to be more redtape than 
anything else, there is a human 
factor here which stresses 
searching and finding the 
answers which best benefit the 
entire picture which we call 
life. I have watched myself and 
others grow within themselves 
because here at Stout we were 
given the chance to express 
just who we were. I hope this 
continues in future years. 

Finally, I would like to ex
press my thanks to the many 
people who have given me that 
chance to know them. People 
are what makes life so 
beautiful , At Stout we have 
many beautiful people. I hope 
everyone can get what I got out 
of Stout, but f guess you have to 
be willing to give something to 
receive. My best wishes to all 
my friends who I will not be 
able · to see before my depar- . 
ture. 
Sincerely, 

Ralph Isenberg 

by Rick Bruhn 
In recent discussions, arguments and brouhahas with 

fraternity and sorority people on campus, I have heard it said that 
Stoutonia "owes" the Greeks some good publicity because they do 
good things for the university and the commWlity. I agree that 
they do many good things for the university and I feel that 
Stoutonia should be conscientious in their coverage of all campus 
activities, including the Greeks, However, I disagree that the 
Stoutonia owes the Greeks anything other than adequate 
coverage. 

I get the impression that they feel that Stoutonia can and 
should be used for public relations for the frats and sororities, 
They believe that because they do things for charity or-help run 
dances for the school, we should give them publicity. When I 
examine the question of why they have a need to be known for 
their deeds, I see the greatest motivation coming from their need 
to recruit new people for their organization. 

Stoutonia had planned to an in depth study of the Greeks but 
we have received some negative feedback from IFPC presi'dent 
Chris Hassold, Something to the effect that they will not tell us 
what happens to pledges during "help (hell) week" because they 
"just can't, that's part of a fraternity." I also received the im
pression that they are interested in giving us information that 
sheds favorable light on Greeks but loathe handing out any in
formation that would put them in a poor light. 

This attitude is rather unrealistic and it reinforces my per
sonal feelings that 1.) fraternities are hanging onto archaic 
traditions; 2.) that they have something to hide; and 3.) they do 
not have enough character to stand up to criticism from the 
"outside world." 

I feel that the frats only want to show us half of the story. If 
th~y are worried about the Greek movement dying out, they 
might try to be honest with themselves and the people they are 
trying to reach. The present attitude is self-destructive. 

President Nixon's effort of 
selling the idea to the · 
American people that the U.S. 
participation in Vietnam was 
justifiable and honorable is 
underway. So far, his strategy 
is upstaging public events 
where he can emphasize his 
views and using testimonies of 
certain POW's that support his 
policies. 

Last week, Nixon spake to 
South Carolina - state 
legislature, held a short session 
with top union leaders, and 
even stopped by a golf tour
nament at Fort Lauderdale. At 
these appearances, the 
President thanked those who 
actively supported his war 
policies and emphasized his 
"peace with honor" 
achievement. 

In conjunction with the 
President's efforts, the 
military has allowed a few 
POW's to hold nationwide 
press conferences. The POW's 
publicly praised the Nixon 
administration but were not at 
liberty to answer reporters' 
questions concerning those 
POW's who did not fully sup
port Nixon's handling of the 
war. This is just the beginning 
of the President's new cam
paign. 

Nixon's new campaign will 
try to convince the American 
people that the death and 
destruction rained on South 
East Asia was not conducted in 
vain. The campaign will be 
carried out through more 
speeches, press conferences · 
writings, and political' 
religious and community 
organizations. Any activity 
that deems the President a · 
heroic leader and martyr will 
be highlighted via the news 
media. 

The sales pitch will contain 
strong rhetoric praising the 
faithful patriots and denoun
cing or ignoring the treasonous 
dissenters. It is, altogether, a 
plan to gain public enthusiasm 
that the war was worthwhile 
and purposeful in preserving 
the freedom of all men. 

Indisputably, the American 
people are relieved and thank
ful that the heavy fighting and 
dying has ended. In our 
prayers of thanksgiving 
Joyous celebration, lets not 
relax in questioning the 
military, economical and 
political motivations of the 
American ruling elite. 
Hopefully then, Nixon's new 
campaign of whitewashing our 
past actions in S.E. Asia won't 
~ won by a blind landslide. 



IRHC activity week announced 
by Marcia Finn 

Several of the main activities 
planned for IRHC week March 
19-24 were announced Monday 
night at the weekly IRHC 
meeting. Through the joint 
financial efforts of UAA and 
the Activities Council (a sub
committee of IRHC) a concert 
consisting of three individual 
groups will kick the week-long 
activities off. Two rockbands, 
the Soup and the Flock, plus a 
folk singer are scheduled for 
that night. Other planned 
activites for this week are the 
movies That Cold Day In The 
Park and The Fly, as well as 
indoor and outdoor games. 

In each event being spon
sored, the participant must be 
accompanied by a button. 
These will be 75 cents each for 
students living on campus and 
$1_. 25 each for those living off. 
Buttons will be sold at a later 
date in the Student Center, 

Commons, and Tainter Hall. 
A method of informing new 

students concerning the 
various dorm policies will 
commence within the next 
several weeks. Each dorm is to 
write a short summary of the 
unique aspects of their dorm 
and then this information will 
be collected, and organized 
into an article which will be 
sent this spring to each future 
freshman. The purpose of 
sending out such an article is to 
inform them of the various 
policies and opportunities 
within each dorm so they may 
choose the dorm best suiting 
their needs . 

At the meeting, President 
Kane mentioned the necessity 
for individuals and hall 
councils to inform their 
assemblyman of their 
viewpoint concerning the 
repealment of the food sales 
tax. In a future letter to 

Assemblyman Baldus, he will 
be airing the fact that IRHC 
backs the bill's repeal. If this 
bill is repealed, the students 
meal costs would be cut by 
about ten dollars. 

Candidates running for SSA 
offices presented themselves in 
person at the meeting . In 
general, the candidates were 
running on the idea of im
proving communication bet
ween students and Senate as 
w·ell as getting the student 
voice back into the govern
ment. 

The final visitation proposal 
including implementation, 
evaluation, problems, and 
goals is being worked upon. It 
is expected that the final 
proposal will be given to the 
Student Services some time 
this week . 

'What's Happening' stirs controversy 
Blacks 'at . SSA for last time' · 
by Pat O'Connor 

James Greer, representing 
the Black Awareness Group, 
appeared before the University 
Student Senate on Tuesday 
night to again request that a 
formal apology be publis}:led 
for an article printed in the 
SSA's publication "What's 
Happening". Mr. Greer added 
that he was specifically 
requesting an apology from 
SSA President Tom Cropp, and 
student senators Don Bucholz, 
Joe Dostal and Vickie 

Gullickson. According to 
Greer, these people were 
specifically responsible for the 
article in question. 

In the ensuing discussion 
various senators voiced their 
opinions on the matter. Ms. 
Gullickson suggested that all 
information regarding the 
Bobby Seale affair may not be 
available for public at this time 
and that more time should be 
taken to investigate the 
situation. 

DAYTONA 
BEACH 

Senator Tom Shafer stated 
that he believed an apology 
was in order. He added that he, 
at the same time, would 
question the rationale behind 
publishing the article in the 
first place. 

Black Awareness Group 
President Carl Safford com
mented that he was tired of 
"this (racial) bullshit, year 
after year". Safford added that 
Greer was before the Senate 
for the last time. 

FLORIDA 
APRIL 14 • APRIL 23 

INCLUDES: 

*ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION 
Via Greyhound Charter 

* LUXURY HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS 
(8 days, 7 nites) Kitchenettes Provided in Most Rooms 

OPTIONAL 

•DISNEYWORLD Full Day in Disneyworld - 7 Adventure 
r 

Ticket Book Included - $10.00 

•DEEP SEA FISHING 30 Miles at Sea Aboard "Miss Daytona" 

- Equipment, Bait Included - $11.00 

•DOG RACES An Evening of Greyhound Dog Racing 

in Orlando - $4.00 

•TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE To Marine Land and 
Cape Kennedy 

FOR INFORMATION come to Foyer by information desk on Monday 
or Tuesday C-March S, 6) 9- 4 p.m.; OR CALL Anne Sheeks at 232-2432 in 
Activities Office, $35.00 deposit required. 

National focusl 
Halt on POW release 

Release of American POW's has halted because of North Viet 
Namese claims that many clauses in the peace agreement have 
been violated by Saigon. The communists still hold 407 ser
vicemen and 15 civilians in North and South Vietnam and Laos. 

Canada threatens to withdraw 
from peace supervision 

Canada threatened to withdraw from the international 
commission supervising the cease-fire by April 30, unless an 
international authority to deal with violations of the peace 
agreement is formed. 

• Foreign minister Mitchell sharply told 11 other foreign 
ministers and U.N. Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim -that 
Canada cannot accept a peace-keeping role where violations can 
only be reported back to those accused of committing them. 

Missing Americans to be investigated 

North Vietnam has promised "a full investigation" into the 
fates of approximately 1,300 Americans still unaccounted for in 
Vietnam, according to presidential adviser Henry A. Kissinger . 

Kissinger also said in an interview broadcast Sunday night 
that president Nixon will be spending more of his time and 
"taking a greater interest" in Middle Eastern affairs now. 

Equal rights amendment 
President Nixon and the chairmen of two major political 

parties have called for ratification of the equal rights amendment 
to elevate the status of women. Twenty-eight of the necessary 38 
states have ratified the amendment, which would bar 
abridgement of civil rights on the basis of sex. There are 
predictions, however, that it might take another year or more to 
push it through. 

Cris Leubner, a Stout 
student, claimed that the 
authors of the article in 
question "didn't have all the 
facts" and that, in his opinion, 
the article "was uncalled for, 
and puts a bad light on the 
senate, and me as a student" . 
Leubner added that the article, 
again in his opinion, was 
"written half-assed". 

One of the a1leged authors of 
the article , Don Bucholz, of
fered his apology for his part in 
writing the article. He added 
that he hoped that it was "not 
too late to go on record in the 
Stoutonia as formally 
apologizing". Greer noted that 
it was not his place to accept 
Bucholz's apology, but rather 
for the Black Awareness Group 

lo act on it. Greer did note that 
he was calling for the apologies 
of all involved, "not just one 
person" . 

Departing Vice President for 
Legislative Affairs . Ralph 
Isenberg, said that he thought 
that the "whole affair" had 
turned into "a pile of shit" . 
Isenberg added he felt that 
"nothing is happening with 
"What's Happening". 

After a five minute recess, 
the SSA heard Bill Siedlecki, 
Coordinator of Activities state 
that the problem with getting 
Bobby Seale to speak on 
campus was because Seale 
wanted 25 percent of the $2,500. 
The original contract called for 
ll'e money to be paid to the 

Continued on page 1"2 

Get The Best Education 
For Your Tax Dollar 

Vote for 
JEAN REDGREN BIGGS 

For School Board Member 

Primary Election · Tuesday, March . 6 
Paid advertisement - Authorized and paid for by Nancy 
Miller, campaign manager, Route 6, Menomonie, Wis. 

'54751. 

3 - 5 Friday 



Roving reporter asks, 'are you getting your money's worth? 

Story and photographs by Dave Liska 

The subject of athletics comes up occasionally in almost 
· every social circle on campus. Students here have many dj.fferent 
opinions about athletics, ranging from "I dig it!", to "I can take it 
or leave it", to " jocks are all muscleheads". But, at any rate, the 
subject is still here. 
$68,000 seems like an awful lot of money, but how would you like to 
hold the responsibility for.seeing that this sum is distributed to the 
manv different athletic activities in sufficient amounts to stage 
all the events involved? We must consider the equipment pur-. 
chases. transoortation, etc., etc. 

Several students were asked for their opinions on th~ athletic: 
funding, and if they feel they are getting their money's worth 
from the $15 plus it costs each and every one of us. Their 
responses were recorded as follows : 

"I don't think enough of the 
students are affected by the 
athletic department to justify 
their spending so much. I have 
attended one game in four 
years." 

Brenda Wheeler-Senior 

"I don't think enough 
students are affected by the 
athletic department because 
they don't take advantage of 
the facilities, but if they did it -
would be within the realrri of 
the department to ask for more 
if it costs more because we are 
offered a Jot for our money .if 
we take advantage." 

George KramersSenior 

Handmade prints 
A selection of student hand

made pdnts from the calsses of 
John Butke and Rob Price of 
the Art Department is 
displayed ·in the entryway of 
the Pierce Library. 

Examples of Ji thography, 
silk screen, wood cuts, 
linoleum cuts, and intaglio are 
displayed. 

The.display will be up until 
March 18, for all those who are 
interested. 

"Actually, I don't much care 
if Joe Student feels he is get
ting his money's worth on 
athletics or not. I am able to do 
one of the things I like to do: so 
as far as I am concerned, the 
$68,000 is in the right place. 
SSA will have to decide if 
certain peoples' activities are 
important enough or not, for 
the collection of that money." 

_Tom Herold-"Hockey jock" 

gorl' 
I-low d'~ou 
like benig a 
pagan god, 
Jupiter~ . 

It's swingin!I've 
noticed frlat when 
someoP~our 
human pastimes 
become popular, 
we make it a god. 

Yep. MAKIN& -12ight on!Another 
LOVe was so ~ Man's ~avorite 
e11jo!:4able, diversion is 
y~ll came up waging WA.R, 

, witn th'goddess thus we have 
Venus. Mars'f 

And what 
could be 
bigger than 
012.INKING.' 
Go theres a 
Bacd,usr 

Y'don't 
mean ... ,-, 

't'ean,but 
remember, 

Gort,WE 
GOTTA STAY 
UPWITl4TW 

TIMES! 

yep! lt's time 
~or a brand 
newone:the 
gode>P POTr 

"I don't think the student 
here get th1;ir money's wor~h 
from athlelics. The gym 1s 
always crowded with 
everything but what you want 
to do . What Stout really needs 
is added facilities, say another 
fieldhouse. '' 

Jerry Fields-Senior 

"I feel that the money is 
being well spent and students 
are getting more than their 
money's worth, if they come to 
half of the sports activities. I 
am a cheerleader, so I might 
be biased, but I have seen a•lot 
of worthwhile athletics ?n 
campus ." -

Dick Sommers 

"I don't feel that the students 
are getting their money's 
worth, because everyone 
doesn't go to the activities. I 
know the only activity I go to is 
when ( know someone who is 
participating.'' 

Judy Mable-Sophomore 

The Golden Hanger ltd. 

Fancy Shirt 
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Levi Knit Baggies 
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305 Main 

A Good Time Starts 
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You Wear! 
U nconstructed Blazer 

2000 . 

Bow Tie 4°0 · 500 
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Tracksters-finish ninth 
Host meet Friday 

byToddSchmidt men in the 880 yard run . Bob 4:30 p.m. _ 6 1ap relay 
Tough competition from Sandstrom and John Char- . 

several top schools spelled trand who finished fourth and 4:40p.m.-Distancerelay-
rough going for the UW-Stout fifth 'respectively, should be (880-440-%-l mile) _ 
cindermen last weekend, as consistent point-makers for the 5 p.m. - 50 yd. HH trials 
they finished in a tie for ninth trackmen this season. Sand- 5:15 p.m. - 300 yd. dash 
out of twelve schools par- ·· strom finished with a time of 5:25 p.m . - 50 yd. HH finals 
ticipating in the Lacrosse 1:59.8 and Chartrand 1:59.9, 5:35 p.m. _ 1000 yd . run 
Invitational Track Meet, held nearly two seconds off the . 
Feb. 24 . Oshkosh, a top power 1 :58.0 pace set by Schultz of 5:45p.m. -50 yd. dash fmals 
in the WSUC this season, Northern Iowa. 5:55 p.m .. - 176 yd. 1H <4 
1 · d f. t J · th t . . hurdles; first hurdle 15 yds . 

c a1me irs p ace m e mee , The last pomt~scormg effort from start, 2 hurdles on back 
which featured six WSUC fo~ the Blue Devils came m the stretch 20 yds. apart, 1 on the 
teams among the entrants. mile relay, where the team _of final straightaway) 

Mark Burwell, Steve Zais, 
The best performance by a 

Blue Devil athlete came in the 
1000 yard run, an event which 
was nearly won by Barney 
Klecker of Stout. He finished 
second with a time of 2:18.1, 
interestingly enough the same 
time that was turned in by 
Yanke of Platteville, who won 
the event. The judges ruled 
that Yanke came in ahead of 
Klecker, but by less than one
tenth of a second. 

Dennis -Feckhelm and Bob 6:10 ·p.m . - 50 yd. Dash 
Sandstrom finished fifth . The finals 
event was won by UW-Oshkosh 6:20 p.m . - 50 yd. LH trials 
with a time of 3:28.0; Stout 6:35 p.m . - 2 mile run 
came in with a 3:36.2 showing. 6:50 p.m. _ 50 yd . LH finals 

Oshkosh showed remarkable 7 p.m. _ Mile relay 
depth in registering the win as Th Bl D -1 t k ·11 
they racked up four firsts, six e _ue ey1 rac men w1 . 
seconds, six thirds, one fourth also be m action on S~turday, 
and one fifth. They won the as they travel to th~ Mmnesota 
meet quite handily with a 66 R~lays, to be held_ 1~ Ma~ato 
point total, followed by Nor- this year. C?mpetition will be 
them Iowa with 54, La Crosse fast and fur10us at that meet. 

Thursday, March 1, 1973 The Stoutonia - 9 

Dale Evans is familiar_ with this position: his opponents are too. 

Several other Blue Devils 
actually placed among the top 
five in three other events. 

Tom Hackbarth ~truggled to 
a fourth place finish in the high 
jump, with a disappointing 
effort of 6'2%" . The event was 
won by Hoberg from Carthage 
College with a jump of 6'7", 
and second was taken by 
Benning from Loras College at 
6'5%". Hackbarth holds the 
UW-Stout school record with a 
6'6" effort, and has gone over 
6'4" in meets already this 

33, Whitewater 22, Loras 21, 
Parkside 19, Platteville 12, 
Carthage 11, Stout 10, St. Cloud 
10, Eau Claire 9, and Winona 
with 4. 

The Blue Devils will try to 
get back on the winning track 
when they host tough WSCS 
opponents Oshkosh and 
Stevens Point in a triangular at 
Johnson Fieldhouse March 2. 
Starting times for meet events 
are as follows, according to 

Grapplers optimistic about 
conf ere nee meet 

season. 
The Blue Devils placed two 

Coach Robert Karnish: 
4 p.m. - Shot put and pole 

vault, High jump will follow 
shot put 

Frosh complete 
• • 1mpress1ve season 

The UW-Stout freshman 
basketball team will provide 
plenty of outstanding varsity 
material in the years to come, 
considering the way they've 
been playing lately. 

The young Blue Devils have 
an 8-2 record with hopes of 
improvement before the 
season ends. They run a 
balanced attack that scores 
just helter than 90 points per 
game, and have six men 
averaging in double figures. 

Leading the young Blue. 
Devils in scoring is guard 
Wayne Ligocki of Milwaukee 
Don Bosco high school. The 
6'1'.' sharpshooter puts out 15.8 
points a game and hits on -47 
percent of his field goal at
tempts. 

Following Ligocki is Bill 
Dailey 13.2, Steve Wetenkamp 

13.0, Gary Luecke 12.4, Biil 
Buechner 11.6 and Scott Dodge 
with 10.4 points a game. 

Dodge is the squad's leading 
rebounder with 10.3 boards a 
game. Luecke is second with a 
9.7 rebounding average. 

The Blue Devils are clearly a 
second half team as the 
average 40 points in the first 
half and open up to 51 points in 
the second half. 

The Blue Devils hold their 
opponents pretty much even, 38 
points in the first half and 41 
points in the second half. 

Unfortunately for the UW-
Stout fans they will not see the 
freshmen play again this year 
as their two remaining games 
were on the road, Saturday at 
Lacrosse and Wednesday at 
Eau Claire. 

The Village Pedaler 
<in the alley) 

, 114 East Elm, River Falls, Wis. 
Phone: 425-9126 SALE 

10% OFF REGULAR RETAIL PRICE ... 
ON All MODELS IN STOCK UNTIL MARCH 15 

Gitane Fuii Peugeot 

Wrestling coach Hector Cruz 
is predicting a finish 
somewhere in the top four at 
the WSUC conference meet, to 
be held March 2 and 3 at 
Superior. Several top athletes 
on the squad tend to support his 
optimism. 

Dale Evans, of course, is the 
top challenger on the squad as 
he pushes for a first place 
medal, but there are other 

- bright lights also. 
Steve Hennings, a 

devastating performer .who 
wrestles at the 126 lb. level, is 

·undefeated in conference 
competition. His toughest 
competitors will be Connors 
from Whitewater (Hennings 
decisioned Connors 3-1 earlier 

. in the season) and Brusketten · 
from Superior, the returning 
champ at 126 lbs. who has 
wrestled at the 134 level much 
of the season. Coach Cruz looks 
for Hennings to do well and 
commented , "Hennings is 
looking real strong, and I have 
a lot of faith in him." 

Another too contender from 
the Blue Devil squad is 
scrappy Frank Fryer at the 167 
lb. level. Frank has been 
beaten only once this season in 
the conference, as he was 
decisioned by Roger Suhr of 
Stevens Point. Fryer was beat 
mainly because of an inability 
lo cope with Suhr's numerous 
leg moves. Fryer and Cruz 
have worked on this ex- . 
tensively in the past few weeks 
and Cruz comments, "I think 
Fryer is a stronger wrestler, 

Lee's 
Cachet 

c·REAM PERFUME 
$2.50 
reg. $3.50 

:TOUCH-UP COLOGNE 
by Prince Matchabelli 

Wind Song 
$3.50 

Cachet 
$3.75 

and has a good chance to take 
it." Reed from ·superior is 
about the only other serious 
threat to Fryer's championship 
aspira lions. 

Rick Ericksen also stands an 
excellent chance to place high 
in the meet for Stout. His 

• toughest competition will come 
from Zizzo from Whitewater 
(he pinned Ericksen) and 
Jorgenson from Platteville 
(Eircksen dropped a narrow 5-
4 decision) . Ericksen, who 

wrestles at the 118 lb. level, 
"can be anywhere from first to 
third," according to Cruz. 

Teamwise, anyone coul0 
come up with a place_. This _will 
encourage a much stronger 
tournament finish. Coach 

· Hector Cruz summed it all t:p 
when he commented, "As a 
team, we're shooting for 
somewhere in the top four. We 
can be anyplace up there, it'; 

·unpredictable." 

We Have LUY WINE 69csth 
OLD STYLE $188 12 pack 

Also An Extra Bonus (While It Lasts) 

Old Style Qts. _ o.n returnable botttes) 

12 Qts. for . $399 (a savings of $2.00) 

L-Mart Liquor 2Js-39Js 

Mon. - Sat. 9:00-9:00 Sunday 12: 00-5 : 00 

PINE POINT 
Presents 

TONGUE 
Thursday Night, 

9-1: 00 

March 1 

Keep 
on 

Trucking 

Free rides in front of JTC at 8: 30 & 9: 15 and in 
front of the Commons at 8: 35 & 9: 20 . 

Return ride at closing 

PINE POINT 
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT 

Free Beer 8 - 10 

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT 
Live Entertainment 



Play-off info available 
The NAIA District 14 

::iasketball playoff to determine 
what team will represent 
Wisconsin in the national 
iournament at Kansas City will 
,tart Monday, March 5, with 
two games and conclude 
Wednesday, Ma.ch 7, with the 
~hampionship contest, ac
~ording to Dr. 0. B. (Ben) 
Rergsrud, District 14 chair
man. 

Four learns will be involved 
in the state playoff. Two of the 
learns will be from the 
Wisconsin State University 
Conference (WSUCJ and the 
nth er two from the Wisconsin 
Independent College 
Association (WICAJ. 

The WICA will hold a four
ga me, two-team playoff 
Thursday, March 1, to 
determine its representitives. 
The first and second place 
teams in the WSUC qualify for 
the district playoff. 

The opening games Monday, 
March 5, have the No. 2 seated 
WICA team playing at the No. 1 
seated WSUC team and the No. 
2 WSUC Club at the No. 1 WICA 
team. 

The two winners meet 
Wednesday, March 7, with the 
following combinations 
possible, Bergsrud expl_ained. 

If two WICA teams are in
volved the game will be played 
at the site of the No. 1 seated 

team. The same holds true if 
two WSUC teams meet. If a 
WICA team and a WSUC team 
are in the finals the game will 
be played at the home court of 
the WSUC team. 

The NAIA national tour
nament begins Monday, March 
12, in Kansas City. University 
of Wisconsin-Green Bay has 
been seated No. 1 and Lakeland 
No. 2 for the Wisconsin In
de pendent Colleges 
Association basketball 
playoffs. Green Bay (21-3) will 
play Dominican, The College of 
Racine (13-14) at Green Bay 
and Lakeland (20-5) will meet 
UW-Parkside ( 13-10) at 
Sheboygan Thursday night.-

Tankers sink two conference foes 
by "Cab" Baudek 

The UW-Stout Swimming 
Team ended its Dual swim 
season on a sweet note Friday, 
Feb. 23, at UW-LaCrosse. The 
Blue Devils defeated UW
Stevens Point 71-26 and host 
team UW-LaCrosse 67-45. 

Several Blue Devil tankers 
had their best times of the year 
in the meet. Senior co-captain 
Ben Kowalski had a time of 
2: 11.2 in the 200 yard IM; John 
(Taco) Mullenix had a time of 
5: 15.5 in the 500 yard freestyle; 
the 400 yard individual medley 
relay consisting of Garry 
Novak-backstroke , Mickey 
F:a ton-breastroke , John 
Luettgen-butterfly, and Ben · 
Kowalski-freestyle had the 
hest time so far this season at 
:1: 52.4. 

St out had nine firsts against 
I ,aCrosse , a team that was 
<'xpected to be a very tough 
opponent. Taking firsts for 
Stout were: Mullenix in the 
lOOO yard freestyle with a time 
nf 11 :01.8, Mike Molitor with a 
time of 1:54.5 in the 200 yard 
freestyle, Mike Van de Bogart 
with a time of 23 .1 in the 5Q 
vard freestyle, and Van de 
Bogart again in the 100 yard 
freestyle with a time of 51.7; 
and finally Mickey Eaton with 
a time of 2:25.2 in the 200 yard 
breastroke. 

Against the Pointers of 
St evens Point, Stout swam 
more exhibitions, which were 
not counted in the overall 

· scoring. As a whole Coach 
Smith states, "The team had a 
very good weekend." 

This being the last dual meet, 
the Blue Devils are preparing 
themselves for the conference 
meet to be held March 1-3 at 
UW-Platteville. Stout ended 
their season with a 13-2 overall 

HELP WANTED 

WE NEED 

REPORTERS 

Come to the Stoutonia 
today! 

job opportunities 

Are you interested in getting 
a job after graduation in the 
fields of business, industry or 
government? Information and 
complete job descriptions (as 
related by prospective em
ployers l are posted daily in the· 
glass bulletin board on the 
second floor of the Ad
ministration Building outside 
the Career planning and 
placement office. 

won-loss record. Stout was 6-1 
in non-conference; in con
ference meets Stout ended 7-1. 

Up to the Conference meet, 
the point toals on the team are 
as follows: 
Ben Kowalski ... . ..... . . . .. 300 

Garry Novak . . . . . 273 
Mike Van de Bogart. .254 
Mickey Eaton. . ..... 225 
John Mullenix ... . 172 
Gary Janicki .... . 157 

The NAIA meet will be held 
March 8-10 at Kansas State 
College in Pittsburg, Kansas. 

Blue Devil's title surge 
Indians fall in 

by Dave Kopydlowski 

Reserve Steve Wettenkamp on two straight long-distance 
is the man of the hour for UW- jumpers to put the Indians 
Stout's Blue Devils. ahead, 68-67, with 1 :03 to go. 

Pressed into duty late in Stout took the ball and 
Saturday's game at UW-La worked for a last shot and after 
Crosse after two Stout regulars nearly a minute had gone by, 
had fouled out, Wettenkamp Wettenkamp broke free for his 
connected on a 10-foot jump 10-foot winner . 
shot just outside the free throw La Crosse, after two time 
lane with 14 seconds to play to outs, brought the ball in at half 
give the Blue Devils a 69-68 win court with 0:11 to play and 
over La Crosse. Selbo drove to the top of the 

The victory protected the key, passing off to Haug on the 
Devils' share of the Wisconsin baseline. Haug's · last-second 
State University Conference attempt was blocked by Stout 
lead and sets up Wednesday pivot man Dale Magedanz and 
night's title clash at Eau the game ended. 
Claire. 

Three-Team Tie. 
Three-Team Tie 

Stout, Eau Claire and 
Whitewater share the lead with 
13-2 records with just one game 
left. 

Wednesday's winner will 
either win or share the con
ference title, depending on the 
outcome of the Whitewater
.Stevens Point game on the 
same night. 

Stout nearly blew Saturday's 
game after taking a 13 point 
lead early in the second half. 

Coach Dwain Mintz' Devils 
seemingly en route to an easy 
win while leading 43-30 with 
17: 28 left, hit a cold spell and 
saw La Crosse roar past them 
into the lead. 

· In a stretch of six minutes 
La Crosse outscored Stout 16: 
1, to wrest a 46-44 lead ~ith 
11: 31 to play. Senior Selbo led 
the Indians' surge by scoring 
eight points. 

Eba Out 
Stout regained the lead with 

8:32 to play at 51-50, but 
already had ace Doug Eha on 
the bench with five fouls and 
lost Marcus Hayes, another 
starter, less than three 
minutes later. 

But Stout still managed to 
build its lead to five points at 
63-58 before La Crosse made its 
late surge in the last two 
minutes. 

The Blue Devils had a 67-64 
lead with 2:11 to pl~ qfter a 
Wettenkamp tip-in bu, saw La 
Crosse ace Eric Haug connect 

Eha Scores 21 
Eha, despite leaving early, 

led the Stout victory wagon 
with 21 points and nine 
rebounds. Bill Rozakis added 
16 points and Magedanz had 10 
points and 10 rebounds. 

Haug, hitting well, drilled in 
27 points for the Indians while 
Selbo contributed 18. 

Stout was outscored by 29-24 
from the field but converted on 
21 of 31 free throw attempts to 
take the win . 

The game started in see-saw 
fashion with the lead changing 
back and forth until Eha un
corked a jumper to give Stout a 
13-12 lead with 11:44 left in the 
first half. From that point, the 
Devils raced to a 37-28 halftime 
margin and seemed well on the 
way to victory before hitting 
the second half cold spell. 

The Stout vicotry avenged an 
earlier 78-58 loss to the Indians, 
suffered at Menomonie. 

BOX SCORE 

FG-A FT-A R F Pis 
Ober . . . . . . . . • . . . 0-2 0-0 o l O 
Lyons . 3-9 2-2 l 4 8 
Hayes ............ .. 2-8 4-6 4 5 8 
Eha . 7-17 7-9 9 5 21 
Rozakis . . .. 7,14 2-5 8 3 16 
Zmyewski . . ..... . . 0-0 2-2 0 l 2 
Magedanz . 3-9 4-7 10 O 10 
Wettenkamp . . 2-2 0-0 2 o 4 

Totals ... . ....... . 24-61 21-31 34 21 69 
UW-LaCrosse (68) FG-A FT-A R F Pis 
Thibodeau . . .. . . . 2-7 2-2 2 0 6 
Selbo. . . .. 9-15 0-1 3 l 18 
Arpin. 1-3 0-0 0 2 2 
Haug . . . . 10-16 7-10 4 3 27 
Holmes . ... 2-7 1-3 3 5 5 
Kostechka . . ... . 1-2 0-0 O 5 2 
Mi tchell . . 4-12 0-0 5 2 8 
Hibbler ..... . ..... 0-1 0-1 4 4 o 

Totals .... 29 -63 10-17 21 22 68 
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Campus briefs 
Chancellor Swanson revealed in an interview Monday that a 

task force to investigate future uses of Eichelberger Hall will soon 
be formed. The Vocational Rehabilitation department vacated 
the hall last week, and is now located in Hovlid Hall. 

The Cellar Lounge 
(At The Holiday Manor Motel) 

"For the Finest in Drinks, 

Atmosphere and Hospitality" 

Now Open 4 p.m. to 1 a.r'n. Mon. - Sat. 

Available Sundays for Private Parties 

Is yo11r 
career . 
opport1111ity 
• 
Ill 
fabrics? 
Minnesota FABRICS plans to 
exceed a new store opening each 
month for the next 18 months! 

THIS MEANS 
WE WILL HAVE 

OVER 50 STORES 
BY LATE FALL, 1973 

Care to GROW rapidly with us? 
Business candidates preferred, plus 
others interested in large volume 
retail store management. 

MR. DUANE HANSEN WILL 
BE ON CAMPUS: 

FRIDAY 
March 2 

to talk to you about becoming 
part of this expanding management 
team! 

. ~b .. c ;f/ti111,eJiJto 1a flCS, IDC. 

/ 

GENERAL OFFICES 

,,,, 5600 N. County Rd . 18 
New Hope,M1nn. 55428 



Ice carvings 'crystalize' around campus 
Photos by Steve Woletz 

,t' J.'$." ~· 
First place, most beautiful, Sigma Tau Gamma 

First place, most humorous, Sigma Phi Epsilon 

· financial aids 
continued from page I 

The College Work Study 
program will be continued but 
with c: slight reduction of 
funding. 

The debate over the Ad
ministration's budget for 
student aid could delay action 
on programs and funding for 
several months - possibly 
until July or August. However, 
if Washington was to be flooded 
with letters from students and 
parents, final action could 
come sooner. Your 
Congressmen need to be in
formed of the urgency of these 
problems and why they con
cer-11 you. It is highly advisable 
to also express your ap
preciation for the financial aid 
you have been receiving which 
has made it possible for you to 
attend college. 

Until these problems are 
resolved in congress, the 
financial aid office will not be 
able to inform students of the 
type or amount of aid for which 
they are eligible for 1973-74. 

Wisconsin Residents contact 
the U.S. representative from 
your Congressional district 
and-or: 

Senator William Proxmire 
2311 NSOB 

Washington, DC 
Phone: AC 202 225-5653 
Senator Gaylord Nelson 
221 OSOB 
Washington, DC 
Phone: AC 202 225-5323 

Residents of other stiJ.tes 
may contact the Reference 
Desk in the Library for in
formation about legislators in 
their state. 

.. - ,, 

Second place, most beautiful, Tau Kappa Epsilon 

. ·~·. ./'i .. ;,.·. ~ . • : , . ...,el. • -~ .. ~ ; , ~... . . . "", 
't,.; 

Second place, most huniorous, South Hall 

Council calls for probe 
The United Council of UW 

Student Governments voted 
unanimously to call for an 
investie:ation of the academic 
suspension of nearly one third 
of the black students enrolled 
at UW-Platteville. The strongly 
worded resolution charges that 
"the situation is indicative of a 
failure of the Platteville ad
ministration to deal in good 
faith with the problems of 
minority students", and 
recommends "investigation 
and remedial action by the 
Central Administration of the 
University of Wisconsin and 
Governor Lucey." 

Rod Nilsestuen, President of 
the United Council, stated that, 
"although the grounds for 
suspension were listed as 

· academic reason', we feel 
there are other reasons behind 
the Platteville ad
ministration's action ." He 
noted that, although the ad· 
ministration does have · the 
power to suspend a student for 
failing to maintain a 
satisfactory grade average, 
the normal procedure is to 
place the student on academic 
probation and to evaluate the 
student's work at the end of the 
probationary semester. 

The Platte•,ille Campus has 
been the scene of racial tension 
for the past several months. A 
number of the black students 
who were suspended were 
involved in a sit-in demon
stration on the Platteville 
Campus in November of last 
year. 

Whereas , the Pia tteville 

Campus of the University of 
Wisconsin has for the past 
several months been the scene 
of a series of actions with 
racial overtones, and whereas 
an iordinately large number of 
black students were not 
allowed to continue for the 
second semester at Platteville, 
ostensibly for "academic 
reasons", and whereas this 
situation is indicative of a 
failure of the Platteville ad
ministration to deal in good 
faith with the problems of 
minority students, be it 
therefore resolved that the 
United Council of UW Student 
Governments go on record as 
strongly recommending an 
investigation and remedial 
action by the Central Ad
ministration of the UW and 
Governor Lucey. 
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Metronome 
THURSDAY, MARCH 1 
8 a.m .. 7 p.m . Winter Carnival Queen and Senate Officer Elections (Student Center) 
4 p.m. - 7 p .m . Winter Carnival Queen and Senate Officer Elections (Commons - Tain-

ter) · 
4 p.m. Winter Carnival games (Commons area) 
8 p.m. and 9 p.m. Mike Johnson Concert (Snackbar) 
8:15 p.m. and 9:30 p .m. Coffeehouse (Pawn) 

FRIDAY, MARCH 2· 
2:40 p.m. Winter €:arnival games.(Student Center - H.H. areal 
8:15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Coffeehouse (Pawn) 

SATURDAY, MARCH 3 
6:30 p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 
8 p.m . University Theatre presents "Lilliom" (H.H. Aud .) 
8,30 p.m ,-12:30 p.m. The Crystal Ball Sponsored by the Alpha Phi Sorority 

SUNDAY, MARCH 4 
11:30 a.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) - Student Worship (Our 

Savior's Lutheran Church) 
12· noon Alfresco: Ice races (Lake Menomin) 
2 p.m. - 4 p.m. University Theatre presents "Ullom" (H.H. Aud.) 
6 p-:m. & 8:45 p.m. Free Flicks: "Little Big Man" (H.H. Aud.) 

MONDAY,MARCHS --
9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. D.Z. Money raising project (Franchise Booth) 
5:30 p.m . IRHC meeting (Ballroom) 
6:30 p.m . SAM meeting (Madison Room) 

UAA Franchise meeting (UAA Office) 
7 p.m. UAA meeting (Ballroom) 

Newcastle Program Meeting (Wigen Hall Lounge) 
8 p .m. University Theatre presents " Liljom" (H.H. Aud.) 

TUESDAY, MARCH 6 
NAIA State basketball playoff 
9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. D.Z. money raising project ( Franchise Booth) 
7 p.m. Cope meeting (Snackbar) 

S.S. I. T. meeting ( Rm . 140 of Student Center) 
Industrial Ed. Club (Rm. 111 -112 Commons) 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7 
NAIA State Basketball Playoff 
9:30a.m. - 10:30a.m. D .Z. money caising project (Franchise Booth) 
6:30 p.m. Epsilon Pi Tau: Business meeting for selecting candidates for office (Badger 

room) 
8 p.m. Sig Tau open rush party (118 Fourth Ave. Est .) 

THURSDAY, MARCH 8 
NAIA Wrestling Tournament 
NAIA Swimming Finals 
NAIA State Basketball Playoffs 
7:30 p.m. FOB Stunt Nile 
8 p .m. Speakers Forum: Senator Robert Dole, "A Defense of Nixon's Policies" 

(Fieldhouse) 

TONGUE 
Thursday (Tonight) 

if lhe paper 
is on time 

March 1 
at 

PINE POINT 

The GOLDEN HANG-ER Ltd. 
Off Campus on Main 

f N \ER I l J ~ 
Gypsy gets it on 

The Winter Carnival com
mittee is happy to announce 
that "Gypsy" will be in concert 
on Sunday, March 4 at 8 p.m. in 
the Johnson Fieldhouse. The 
nationally known group is just 
back from a highly successful 
tour of the west coast. Gypsy 
specializes in albums and are 

successful at it. Following are 
some media personality quotes 
on the group. 

"I highly recommend at
tending the Gypsy concert at 
the UW-Stout Winter Carnival. 
The group knows how to get it 
on." Rob Sherwood, KDWB-63 
St. Paul 

Sounds o·f Our Times 
by Tom Burke 

by Tom Burke 
Title - "The Killer Rocks On" 

Artist-Jerry Lee Lewis 
Label - Me1·cury 

After four years of rockin · 
rollin from 1956 to 1960, a 
scandal involving the marriage 
to a 13 year old girl, and a 
successful comeback in 
country and western music, the 
"Killer" is back with a Nash
ville album. 

No one who has ever seen 
Lewis live, can ever forget 
what a maniac he was on the 
piano. White suit, hair flying, 
while he used his feet, fists, and 
elbows to pound out songs like, 
"Great Balls Of Fire", "Whole 
Lotta Shakin Goin' On" , and 
"Roll Over Beethoven" . 

Songs not originated by 
Lewis, but definitely in the 
"Killer" tradition, dominate 
Jerry Lee's album from 
Mercury. ''I'am Walkin' ", an 
old Fats Domino tune, Elvis' 
"Don't Be Cruel", and my 
favorite "Chantilly Lace", are 
but three of the tunes included 
on "The Killer Rocks On". 
Lewis' version of the Big 
Bopper's, "Chantilly Lace," 
makes one wonder if the Big 
Bopper has really left us. 

Whenever I hear the 
Whenever I hear the 

SHANANA or Doctor Bop belt 
out songs by the Esquires, Lee 
Dorsey, Ray Barritto, Wilbert 
Harrison, The Drifters, The 
Platter, Jerry Lee Lewis and 
hundreds more, I can't help but 
think that many music lovers 
really can't appreciate the 
music being presented to them 
by second rate artists. Teh 

An American Girl 
Author: Patricia Dizenzo 

Bibliopole: Evy Wojkiewicz 
In An American Girl, 

Patricia Dizenzo describes the 
typical reactions involved in a 
typical family situation. 

The novel tells the story of 
alcoholic parents living in the 
shell of their college years. 
Action evolves around the 
rejection of their attitudes by 
their children. 

Celia notes her desire to 
establish her own lifestyle by 
attending a private, out-ot
sta te college at which 
fraternities and sororities were 
not allowed. Planning to follow 
somewhat in her sister's 
footsteps the speaker ex
presses embarrassment and 
fear of her parents. and tries to 

Si--IANANA are great if one 
realizes that they are only 
copying the music of their 
period. Dion looked back with a 
bit of anger when he said, 
"Shanana? Sure I seen them on 
a television show. I thought I 
did it better'n them. Spaghetti 
stains on the shirt? We did that 
for real, ya kidding?" Wpat 
Dion said and what he may be 
trying to say is that when ybu 
hear groups comparable to 
SHANANA remember where 
their music really came from 
- from good old rock and 
rollers like Jerry Lee Lewis. 

For those who care, hot off _ 
the wire from the Capital 
Record Publicity Department 
is the following quote. 

"At their eight consecutive 
sold-out concert · on their 
current by-popular-demand 
tour, Grand Funk .Railroad 
broke the all-time attendance 
and gross record for Little 
Rock's 10,000-seat Barton 
foliseum, Feb. 11, announces 
Bill Johnson of Beaver 
Production, promoters of the 
concert. Previously set by 
Elvis Presley, the attendance 
record was established despite 
a fire marshall's order that 500 
tickets in the over-sold area be 
_returned. In addition, some 
2,000 Grand Funk fans who had 
been unable to obtain tickets 
thronged about the Coliseum 
hoping to catch a glimpse of the 
arriving group. The just
concluding GFR 60-day tour 
has been the most successful in 
the group's history." 

Odds are that Terry Knight, 
ex-manager of (1FR, didn't 
collect any of the gat~ receipts. 

shelter Johnnie, the baby, from 
them. 

With the main character 
being the speaker the so-called 
plot is a series of events 
leading to eventual family 
destruction. The book hits upon 
a politically mixed family, the 
hardships of growing up in the 
cold, and an encounter with 
Alcoholics Anonymous. 

The novel takes place during 
the Ike period and seems to be 
a collection of thoughts rather 
than a structured story having 
a definite course of action. 

In the end, I found myself 
feeling sorry for the speaker 
and unable to identify a 
positive outlook on life for the 
speaker. Depressing . . . 

"Gypsy will get it together 
for the Winter Carnival at UW
Stout, Menomonie. Their 
album on RCA- is a great 
sound." Bill Bailey, WLS-89 
Chicago 

"It was a pleasure doing the 
Gypsy promos on WVSS, the 
campus sound for Stout's 
Winter Carnival this Sunday, 
March 4. Those into the con
temporary music scene will be 
treated to good vibrations from 
the great group Gypsy." Bill 
Bundy, formerly WEAQ-79 
Eau. Claire 

Tickets will be sold from 
Feb. 27 thru March 2 in the 
Student Center from 9 a .m. to 4 
p.m. and at the Commons and 
Tainter from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 
p.m. Prices are $1.50 in ad
vance and $2 at the door. 

I 

-1 

Senator to defer 
policies here Th 

U.S. Senator Robert Dole (R-F 
speak at UW-Stout on Thursday, N 
p.m. , in the University Fieldhoust 

The address by Dole, former 
national committee chairman, is 
public free of charge as. part 
Speaker's Forum series. 

Dole served as chief spokesrr 
Republican party during the 1972 
has held a number of key posit 
senate. He is currently a men: 
Committee on Agriculture and 
Committee on Finance, the Select 
on Small Business, and the Select 
on Nutrition and Human Needs. 

The topic of his speech will be") 
Nixon's Policies." 

SEN. ROBERT DOLE 

Don't for 



Pawn presents ••• 

xon 

Quick & Alfono's Jug Band, Friday, March 3 and Saturday, March 
4 at 8:15 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 

Paul Bell gives the answer Thursday night. 

Demonology, Occult and the Answer 
Paul Bell will be speakil)g in · 

. the West Central Ballroom at 
7:30p.m. on Thursday night on 
the subject of "Witchcraft, 
Demonology, the Occult, and 
The Answer." Bell went from a 
small Bible College to the 

Hippie life; five years of drug 
abuse, and living underground . 
He lived with a witch for 
several months to find hap
piness, but .found none. After 
trying about everything, he 
found the answer. Come and 
hear Paul. 

Sat ety-prob sf udy under old students ~ 
Two UW-Stout safety in

structors, both with Ph.D.'s 
and collective teaching ex
perience of 27 years, are back 
in the classroom taking a basic 
course in traffic safety. Their 
instructors are two former 
students. 

The problem is Dr. August 
Schulz's and Dr. Ed Smith's 
extensive education and ex
perience did not include the 
additional training needed to 
teach the National Safety 
Council's basic defensive 
driving course. Certification 
requires 12 hours of safety 

instruction which they do nc;,t 
have. So they called on two 
former students, Roy 
Eichinger and Gary Brum
meyer, to offer them the 
necessary instruction. Both are 
now employed at the District 
One Technical Institute in Eau 
Claire. 

Schulz and Smith will be 
sitting in the classroom the 
next two Saturdays. When 
asked about the prospect of 
taking instruction from his 
former students, Schulz 
responded, "I guess education 
:never stops." 

to vote today 

A search 
for new 
talent 

The Pawn is semna new 
student - talent from the 
University community by 
sponsoring a Coffeehouse 
ShcJwca$e 'On Mardi 16 and 17. 
The showcase is open to anyone 
from the University __ coin
mlDlity ~ng to display 6is 
or her talent. 
· 'flte showcase-· will be ;com
petitive in that. the first three 
places will receive_ ca~ prizes._ 

Any group or individual, 
ha v in g a p-p ~ a r ed. 
professionally or on stage in 
The Pawn is ineligible for the 
showcase <unless 'group 
membership has changed since 
that timel. The group size ~ 
be limited from orie to six 
members. 

Each act will consist of a 25 
minute set, with five minutes 
allowed for set up of equip
ment. 
- Applications- should !>e 

clipped out of the Stoutoma. 

'Ibey mµst be returned to the 
Pawn by noon, on Friday, Mar. 
9. 'flte first 12 applications will 
complet-e registration and will 
qualify to appear on stage. 
Names .will be drawn from a 
hat to decide wht!il the acts will 
'1Ppear. Representatlires · will 
be notified as lo the ~ime of 
appearance in the -showcase. 
. Grwps will be judged on the 

basis of originality, and quality 
of the act. Judges for -the 
showcase will be St.out faculty, 
Cpffeeoouse· officialS'from Eau 
Claire,.:and _a stout student. · 

-Any questions that remain 
~answered at this . Ume may 
be directed to either Charlie 
Brady at Exl 2247 or Pat 
C'.aoe.lle at ~-. . . 
Deadline ft>r showcase ap
plications i~ noon, Friday, 
March 9 . . This form must be 
t~in at the Pawn. 

STARI' ~RACTICING!!!! 

· ~etas hold Stunt 
Nite March 8-10 

The Phi Omega Beta 
Fraternity is holding its 
twentieth annual Stunt Nite on 
March 8, 9, and 10 in Harvey 
Hall at 7:30 p.m. Tickets go on 
sale at the Commons 4:30 p.m. 
to 6 p.m. ; Tainter Hall 4:30 
p.m. to 6 p.m.; and the Student 
Center franchise booth from 9 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 

HELD OVER! 

4 
Academy 

Awcmrd 
Nominations! 

~ 
Max von Sydow 

Liv Ullmann 
The Emigrants 

Mon.-Thurs. - 8: 00 
Fri. & Sat. - 7:00 & 9:40 

Sun. -1 :00, 3:40, 6:20, 9:00 
Students - Mat. $1.50, Eve. Sl.75 

r-----~----~-----~, 
IN . . . I 
I ame ••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I 

· .I Address & Phone I 
l . I 
I 

.. , ............................................... ' 
Type of entertainment you will ldo- <If singing, what type?- I 

_
1
_folk, blues, rock> , • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••_••_•••••1 

i Equipment needed <piano, - 1

1 I mikes9 stools) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

t · I 
I Have you ever performed l 

before an audience before? . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
l.u so, where? _ I r ....................................... . '~---------- -----~ 

\4$''-'1~'' ~~ 
"I IIIIURCTIDUS TRIUIPB! 

TBI '7Ds FIRST DRIIT EPIC! 
'Littl1 lie 111' ii tb1 11n wntm ta b1gi11 all w11t1r111 ! " 

Stef•n Kanfer, Time Macazine 

"DUSTIR BDFFIIII IS I IIRVIL! 
&lin at nlrJ 111a111ut alld full af dazzli11g Slll'prisa ! " 

-Nrwswttk Macar:ine 

"DRI or TII TIIR'S ID IIST!" 
ViMdit Caa~y. N. Y. Times/ Stef- Kaafu, Time Ma1uioe I Judith Crist, S. Y. ~ac:ninr 

Willi .. WoU, Cue Macu.i..e / J-.rpb Gdmis, Netnd•y I Job.a Simon. Srw U'adrr 
Joytt Baller, Natioeally Sya4icated Columnist I Stewart Klein, WNEW-TV 

1..eoaan1 Hanis., WCB>TV / Jdrey Lyom, WPIX-TV I Cbarles Champlin, Los Ance-lrs Timn 
W•II Street l°'!,...al / Bob Salmacci, Group W Ne-twork 

"PBDFDUNDLT CUZY ! UPRDIRIDUS!" 
- Vincent Canby, N. Y. Times 

"DUSTIN BDFFIIN IS PIRFICT!" 
- Charles Champlin, L.A. Times 

"STRINDINT IND PDIBBFUL!" 
-Judith Crist, NBC Today Show 

"I BID, FURIIT, IICITIND IDVIB !" 
- Leonard Harris, CBS-T~' 

"I LIBBUPIN' LILIP&LDDZI!" 
- .Bob Sal.mac~. Group W Network 

"I JUT TD IIBDLD!" 
-Joyce Haber, Syndicated Columni1t 

DUSDNHOff~ 
"LR11.f 816 M4N" 

A Cinema Center Films PresentallOr'I 

Mi'RTIN &Al.MM Jtff CORtl' Cnltf D..\N 6tOR6t 
Saeenpiay by~ W,lhngham I .,._ws, OU-.._. .As,~i&W A Na!,onal Geee<al Plc:Mes Release 

Basedonlhe.No,etbyThomasl!e<ge<I 11'JL ..-ff~ f'lnovlsoon"lech,,.c_ 
L...:..:.=...: AS MRS PENJIRAKf 

Produced by S,uar, ....... °'""""" by Al"'."' PeM 

FREE FLICKS 

Harvey Hal1 Auditorium 
Sunday, March 4, 1973 

6 :OOpm & 8 :45pm 



Leagu.e provides info on school board candidates 
In order to acquaint 

residents of the Menomonie 
School District with the views 
of the eight candidates for 
school board. the League of 
Women Voters of Dunn County 
has circulated the following 
ciuestionnaire. Each candidate 
\\'as asked to respond to 
Question two in approximately 
so words or less. 

In publishing this in
formation. the League of 
\\.'omen Voters, a nonpartisan 
,1rganization devoted to 
promoting informed and active 
<' i tizen participation in 
l'Overnrnent, neither endorses 
nnr rejects the views of any 
('andidate. and does not 
assume responsibility for the 
eontent of any candidate's 
reply. 

Six candidates will be chosen 
at the March 6 primary elec
tion. The eight candidates, all 
with Menomonie addresses, 
are: 

. Jean Redgren Biggs, Route 4 
Roy Dahl, 926 Stout St. 
Marion Jensen. 335 Park 
.Joseph Larkin, 203 Thir-

'eent h Street 
Arnold Sax. Rt. 5 
Clyde Smith. 311 Twenty

first Avenue West 
Mrs. John Trainor, Rt. 1 
Mrs. James Wagner. 1609A 

Wilson Avenue 
I. Rank each of the following 

areas of school concern ac
('Ordi ng to the priority you 
would assign it, from highest 
il I to lowest (14). 

To acquaint. residents of the 
Menomonie school district with 
the views of tl1e eight can
didates for scho<,I board, the 
League of Women Voters of 
Dunn County c irculated a 
questionnaire. 

Each candidate was asked to 
respond to the question, "Why 
are· you running. for school 
board?" in 50 words or less, 
and to rank 14 areas of school 
concern according to the 
priority the candidate would 
assign it - from highest ( 1) to 
lowest (14) . 

A primary election is 
scheduled Tuesday, March 6. 
and six candidates will remain 
after ballots are counted. 
These six will vie for three 
board positions at the Tuesday. 
April 3, election. · 

The candidates are Jean 
Redgren Biggs, Roy Dahl, 
Marion Jenson, Joseph Larkin, 
Arnold Sax, Clyde Smith, Mrs . 
John Trainor and Mrs. James 
Wagner . 

To the question, "Why_ are 
you running for school board?" 
candidates responded: 

Biggs 
I would like to be a school 

board member because I feel 
that through education we can 
provide each student with 
skills and knowledge to become 
responsible, productive adults. 
Therefore, I consider the 
maintenance and constant 
improvement of our schools to 
be one of the most important 
considerations of our com
munity. 

Love, fantasy in weekend play 
Performances for the 

llniversity Theatre winter 
play. LILLIOM. are at 8 p.m. 
Saturday, March 3, 2 p.m. on 
Sunday. March 4, and 8 p.m . on 
Monday. March 5. Remaining 
I icket s will be available al the 
l lnion Franchise booth on 
Friday and Monday, and also 
a I the door before per
formances. 

LILLIOM is an unusual love 
story and fantasy which shows 
-;ome of the ironies of justice 
ind fate. Lilliom. like all of us, 
iinds it difficult to admit that 

he really loves someone, that 
he has done wrong, and that he 
is sorry . In his attempts to do 
the right thing, he ends up 
doing just the ·opposite. Julie, 
however, recognizes his love 
beneath his stubborn exterior 
and is faithful in her love for 
him. 
The action of the play takes 
place over a period of 16 years 
and there are 35 characters in 
the cast. Scenery is changed in 
view of the audience by two 
policemen who are in many of 
the scenes. 

LILIOM <David Bailey): When something happens to annoy 
me, I always drink a glass of beer. 

Marie (Ann Schantz): Well - - - eh - - - are you going to stay 
with us, Mister Liliom? 

LILIOM <David Bailey): Will you pay for the beer? 

Dahl 
I believe that people should 

take their turn in serving their 
community. I would like to see 
a well -rounded educational 
program in our school system, 
whereby emphasis is placed 
just as much on music, art, 
vocational training as sports, 
language and other subjects. 
My main purpose fn serving on 
the school board 1s in giving 
our children the best education 
possible. 

Jenson 
Because: Children seem to 

be forgotten in this whole 
business of "education." 

I feel we should be providing 
our children a better education 
for the money spent. 

I want to see better com
munication between parents, 
teachers, students, · ad
ministrators and board 
members. 

I'm sure I can do a very· good
job. 

Larkin 
I am a candidate for the 

school board because I would 
like to see the Menomonie 
School District c;ontinue fo 
provide quality education to all 
students. Previously, I was 
appointed to the school board 
lo fill an unexpired term . On 
the basis of that experience 
and my educational 

background, I believe I can be 
an active contributing member 
of the school board. 

Sax 
I feel my professional 

training and experiences would 
be beneficial to the school 
board . My main concerns 
include improvement of in
struction with special em
phasis on programs for 
students with learning 
problems, adequate programs 
for all students, increased 
information to the community 
of school issues and more ef
fective use of school resources. 

Smith 
I have a strong desire to see 

the Menomonie School System 
considered one of the top 
schools in the area and state in 
their academic and extra
curricular activities. I believe 
having this strong desire and 
goal makes me a qualified 
candidate. 

Trainor 
Having school age children, 

being a taxpayer, interested 
and concerned in our schools, 
is why I am a candidate for 
school board. 

I personally feel that people 
from different occupations and 
areas of the school district 
should be represented on the 
school board. 

·wagner 
I am running again because I 

have the time and consider 
education a big business where 
the interests of the student's 
and the taxpayers need to be 
considered. 

Candidates ranked each of 
the following areas of school 
concern according to priority 
with (1) the highest and 04) 
the lowest: 

Reaction Line! 
questions 

and_ 
problems 

we have resource 
people to get the 

answers! 
~ rite to Stoutonia 

Box 64-
and we 'II React! 

/ 

r---cuPTn1sovr---, 
I HEY.' Come on to Where I 
I • theACTION isl I . T I 1EVERl Night of every Weeki 

IJust Look At This · ~I 
I EVER y TUES. NIGHT . EVERY WED. NIGHT I I Gol!:p:y~:u::r!a~:ght c~:~:~,~rcial I 

All the Beer You Can Drink \ $1.20 includes ir;: 

8: 30-10: 30 toast & FF Cran- '.:O 
berry sauce & cole ""' 

Prizes awarded all evening for slaw. ~ 
identifying correct record or artist. "'e 

~~----~..;;..-------------------+-----------------------------0 
~ EVERY THURS. NIGHT EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT:: 

Seafood 

--·--,,.. . '• 

Spaghetti 

& Meat Balls 
all you can eat $1.75 
Tnc1udes Garlic toast 
tossed salad choi~e of 

S1norgasbord 
Adults $1.99 Children 99¢ all ~ 
you can eat. Includes 3 Kipds 5 
Fried Fish - Baked Fish - Sh- = 
rimp . Chicken Assorted Salads 3 

~- dressing. I\ Relishes, French Fries ~ 
Wai ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .... ~~~~~~~~~~~~---c,-

·1 SAT. NIGHT ~ . • '·Sunday Afternoon- Starting at 

I 
.p ARTY NIGHT 

5 
12 noon til 4:QO _P,M'. Smorgas - ~ 
~ord Adults $1.9~ Children I 

All the Beer you can Under 99¢ ii 

I 
drink from 8:30- 11:30 Chicken-Ham - BBQ-Ribs- Dressin r I 
for 50¢ PLUS - Games Potatos-Gravy-Baked Beans - As-.' 
Prizes & Surprizes . sorted Salads-Relishes 

~ _____ F_u_n __ F_o __ r_A __ 1_1 ________________ .... __________________________________ 1 
I Closed Mondays, Facilities available for I 

Private Parties - WeJding Receptions -

I 
Banquets Open Menu Every Night. 

1 OPEN 5:00 P.M. to 1 :00 A.M. 

I CLUB 72 I I LOCATED 1 MILE EAST OF ELMWOOD, WISCONSIN ON HIGHWAY 72 I 
L Wf WILL SEE YOU THERE . J 
. . - - - •Ha11{,! by l',,111· Mirror.,. - - -



Big Blue concludes season 
somewhat of a legacy to the 
younger members of the team, 
and to the fans, coaches, and 
myself in particular. I think 
that whatever success the by Todd Schmidt 

The 1972-73 version of the Big 
Blue hockey team ended its 
season on a somewhat dismal 
note as they dropped their final 
three contests, to end the 
season with a rather disap
pointing 8-11-1 record. The 
season was a great success in a 
number of other areas, 
however, which must be 
recognized. 

When analyzing the 
situation, one must realize that 
Stout is only completing the 
fifth year of serious com
petition, and the first year of 
indoor home games. The team 
built up a fantastic following in 
the school, evidenced by the 
fact that the stands were filled 
for every home game. The 
school radio station began to 
carry the home games live on 
the air; the broadcasts were so 
successful that pl~ns are 
already in the offing to carry 
both home and away games, 
starting as early as next 
season. 

Speaking of next season, 
some old familiar faces will be 
gone. Chuck Mortel, · stalwart 

of the Blue Devil defense will 
be gone; no. more will r;idio 
listeners thrill to the sound of 
"goal by La---Chapelle", big 
Glen will be lost due to 
graduation also. 

Gone too will be the likes of 
Tom McNamara, Bobby John 
Patnaude, Terry Watkins, and 
Bobby · Schultze. There are 
others who will be lost to 
graduation also, and will be 
recognized next week in my 
"Time Out" column. 

Jerry Oberbillig, the 
familiar ' voice of UW-Stout 
hockey, will be gone also. What 
it will mean is a large 
changeover of personnel, but 
consider the legacy that some 
of these men have left at Stout. 

With the advent of the new 
ice palace at the fairgrounds, 
the hockey program has really 
flourished. It will be easier to 
get some of the more "blue 
chip" hockey players here 
now, with the greatly improved 
facility in which to play. Un
fortunately, no on one really 
knows how much work Tom 
Slupe and his noble charges 
really put into that arena. 

Tracksters lose to E.C. 
The woman's track team 

began its season last Friday 
traveling to an indoor meet 
with Eau Claire. 

Mary Johnson finished a 
close second in the 50 yard 
hurdles with a time of 8.4 
seconds. The winning time was 
8.3 seconds. Patty Schwantes 
ran 6.9 seconds in the 50 yard 
dash, to also finish a close 
second behind the winning time 
of 6.8 seconds. Barb Schroeder, 
finished third in the 880 yard 
run: the final score oosted Eau 

Claire ahead 56-7. 
According to Miss McKinley, 

track coach, "The future for 
the team looks bright as we do 
have many enthusiastic girls 
with the potential of becoming 
winners." 

The team has two more home 
indoor meets. In conjunction 
with the men's invitational, 
March 10, women will compete 
against Stevens Point. March 
19 they compete with Eau 
Claire and River Falls. 

Women get it together 
Women's basketball took a 

turn for the better as the team 
out scored and out-played 
Waukesha and Fond du Lac 
last weekend. "We finally got it 
together", commented Coach 
Zampach. The final scores 
were Stout 38, Waukesha 16. In 
Saturday's game Stout came 
out on top of Fond du Lac 36-18. 

The team capitalized on 
many turnovers and some fine 
outside shooting. Excellent 

. rebounding and a strong 
defense held Waukesha and 
Fond du Lac to low scores. · 

Statistics showed a total 
team effort as everyone saw 
action and played well. In the 
Waukesha game, high scorers 
were Marv Cave with 11 points, 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2;300 · 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" · 

and Pat Mundt with 10. Myk 
McArdle was tough on the 
boards with 11 rebounds. 
Saturday's game with Fond du 
Lac also found Mary Cave in 
the top scorer's position with 14 
points. Assisting in rebounds 
was Beth Bod~en, snatching 14. 

Hoping to finish off the 
season with a victory, the team 
plays a home game with St. 
Catherines College this Friday 
evening, starting at 8 p.m. 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERV1CE 

Chippewa . 
.BOOTS & SHOES 

· Catumet 
· DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
~OOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
'PLI_ES-

-E.XP.ERT 
SHOE ·REPA°IRING 

235-7615 

The Body Shop 
Do you enjoy going to a friendly quiet place 

once and a while? 

We try to provide that special atmosphere 
which is a pleasant change. 

Bring your Body and have fun. 

It was not uncommon to see 
any one of the team members 

1 out working on the ice, 
cleaning up the debris in 
general, working with the kids 
in the youth hockey program, 

; or reaching out a helping hand 
I to any one . that needed it. 
; Lachapelle, Chuck Gerber, 
, Terry Watkins, ·and Denny 
Carter all had youth hockey 
teams to coach, and it was a 
familiar sight to see Bobby 
John out there in a referee shirt 
officiating at the youngsters' 
games. One thing I could never 
figure out though; why couldn't 
B.J. get along better with the 

' referees in some of the Big 
Blue's own games? 

S-Club deserves much credit 
for the fine support given to the 
hockey program, as they 
cleaned the ice off between the 
periods, and sold concessions 
at the front door. It got mighty 
cold at that arena some nights, 
yet the majority of them never 
shirked their duty . 

It is plain to see that the 
graduating seniors have left 

i program attains in the future is 
1 due largely to the unselfish 
efforts made by the team and 
Coach Tom Slupe. 

At any rate, the season is 
' now over. The sheer ex
' citement of a Big Blue game 
will not be felt until next year, 
but already I can hardly wait 
for the first .drop of a puck, 
indicating the next chapter in 
Big Blue hockey history is 
about to unfold. 

Unfortunately, the season 
did end on a somewhat 
depressing note, as St. Cloud 
turned back a valiant effort by 
Stout to win 4-3 last Tuesday, 
Feb. 20, and Superior trounced 
the Big Blue twice last 
weekend. · 

Glenn LaChapelle scored two 
goals against St. Cloud, but 
they were not enough to lead 
the team to victory. Doug 
Hubbard also tallied for Stout 
in the first period, in a losing 
cause. Terry Watkins, Chuck 
Gerber, and Paul Bourguignon 
picked up assists during the 
contest. 

POOL TOURNAMENT 
Sunday, March 4 

2:00 p.m. 

$2.00 entry fee 

_Hotel Marion 

NORTHSIDE LIQUOR STORE & BAR 
Where the Price Is Right 

15c OFF on all 

Boone's Farm 
and 

Smoky Mountain WINE 
CLIP THIS AD AND BRING IT IN 

................................ 
MISS AMERICA. SHOES 

Fun Stuff 
Clogs that like to pal around with 

pants or skirts. Just two from our collection 

in soft suedes, beautiful leathers. 

.. . · .. 

Reed's Shoes 

Goalie George Moldenhauer 
played a strong game in the 
nets for Stout, as he kicked out 
39 shots. Two goalies for St. 
Cloud combined for 41 saves, 
quite a respectable total also. 

Terry Watkins and Kellogg 
from St. Cloud received game 
misconduct penalties for a 
third period fight, a brawl that 

, might have hurt Stout's 
' chances in the game more than 
anything. 

. A weekend series at Superior 
: was a rude end to several Blue 

Devil college hockey careers. 
The first game on Saturday 
was won by Superior 15-4, and 

I the second was captured by the 
Yellow Jackets again, by a 9-6 

1 score . 
Lachapelle again led the 

Devils in scoring, with five 
goals in the series. He also 
racked up two assists for a 
seven point total. Tom Mc
Namara also had a fine series, 
with two gaols and four assists. 
Terry Watkins added to his 

, point total with two goals and 
two assists, and Bobby Pat-
naude chipped in a goal and an 
assist for two points, a total 
matched by Chuck Gerber who 
had two assists. 

.. REGAL NOTES 
UNDERSTAND PLAYS, 
NOVELS AND POEMS 

FASTER WllrH OUR NOTES 
· We're new and we're the biggest! 
· Thousands of topics reviewed for 
quicker understanding. Our subjects 
include not only English, but An
thropology, Art, Black Studies, 
Ecology, Economics, Education, 

\ History, Law, Music, Philosophy, 
Politica l Science, Psychology, 
Religion, Science, Sociology and 
Urban Problems. Send $2 for your 
catalog of topics available . 

REGAL NOTES 
3160 "0" Street, N.W. 

Washington, D. C. 20007 
Telephone: 202-333-0201 

LOVERS' 
.CONCERTO 

The harmony of man and 
woman together in marriage. 
A matched set of ArtCarved 
wedding rings expresses it 
beautifully. A medley of styl
ing, craftsmanship and qual
ity. Arranged in fashion col
lections reflecting the tempo 
of today's tastes. Select the 
style that's right for you and 
let the rhapsody of love begin. 

"We invite you to 
open your own charge 
account with us." 

ANSHUS 
JEWELERS 



Have You Heard 
Need money? 

We need part-time help in 
this area for college men and 
twomen, ewnings and Satur
days. Come to group interview 
at the Placement Center. 
Thursday March ll, 11:30, 1:30, 
2:30 or 3:30. 

mini versify 
There will be a "Miniver

sity" parent meeting spon
sored by the Parent Education 
Class from the UW-Stout. It 
will be held at the new Child 
and Family Study Center on 
March 6. Four classes will be 
offered from 7:30 p.m. lo 8 p.m. 
and 8:10 p.m. to 8:40 p.m. 
Teachers will be available for 
conferences and refreshments 
will be served from 8:50_p.m. 
until 9:30 p.m. Everyone is 
invited to attend. If there are 
any questions, call Bonnie at 
232-2105. 
management 

The Society for . the Ad
v a ncem e n t of Management 
will hold its March 5 meeting at 
6:30 p.m. in the Madison Room . 
The agenda will include a 
reorganization of all com
mittees. 
foundry work 

A large foundry in the St. 

amon house 
The Amon House, 908 Fifth 

Street, operated by the Hotel 
and Restaurant Catering 
classes, has some good looking 
meals for this week. Featured 
on Monday is Cod Baked in 
Sour Cream or Haddock A la 
Delmonico; on Tuesday, 
Chicken Cacciatora or Meat 
Patties Maddalena; on Wed
nesday, Viennese Risosto or 
Baked Cod; on Thursday, 
Msuhroom Omlet or Chicken 
with Lemon; and on Friday 
BBQued Roast Pig or 
Polynesian Chicken with 
Vegetables. 

Also ' included with each 
entree is an appetizer, soup, 
salad, vegetable, bread and 
dessert. 

Dining begins at 5:30 p.m . 
each weekday . For reser
vations, phone 232-2335. 
Donation is $2.25. 

texts due 
Third quarter tests are due 

Friday, March 9, at 4:30 p.m. A 
$1.00 fine will be charged on 
each text. The textbook service 
is open Monday thru Friday 
from 8:30 a .m. to 4 p.m. 

Fourth quarter tests may be 
picked up starting Monday, 
March 12 at 8:30 a.m. 

vienna study 
The University of Wisconsin

Oshkosh , Department of 
Foreign Languages, will 
sponsor a Vienna Study Abroad 
Program for the third time 
during the 1973-74 academic 
year. Student from other state 
univers:ties who have had at 
least one semester of 
university level German are 
also invited to apply. 

For additional information 
please write to: Vienna Study 
Abroad Program, Department 
of Foreign Langauges, 
University of Wisconsin
Oshkosh, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
54901. 

Classified Ads 

for rent · 
· Rooms in Old Same Place for 

summer and next year. Call 
Steve at 235-0773 after 5: 30 p.m. 

lost 
A black wallet was lost in the 
Student Center area. If found 
please return to Ken Fitz
simons, 1103 Seventeenth 
Street 235-0349. A reward is 
offered. 

wanted 
Apartment or sleeping room 
for senior girl for fourth 
quarter. Call Judi at 235-3447. 

3 or 4 students or a married 
couple to rent 5 bedroom house 
on Tainter Street for the 
summer. l1/z miles from 

Thursday, March 1, 1973 

campus. Rent $28 a month per 
person. Must supply 
references. Contact Bob or 
Bruce at 235-0400. 

for sale 
Used 21 inch RCA Color TV -
$150. 26" Boy's 3-speed English 
Racer - $25. Garrard Lab - 95B 
turntable with walnut base, 
dustcover and shure cartridge. 
$125. Contact Bob at 235-0400. 

Ski equipment; Jang boots, 
bindings and Yamaha skis -
size 200's. Package price is 
$120. Call 235-3044. 

'65 Chev. Imp. S.S. 396 - Auto., 
dependable , $325. Call 235-0859 
after 5 p.m . and ask for Bob. 

'65 Ply., 49,000. New battery, 
tires and muffler. Running in 
mint condition, $399. Call Tom 
after 5 p.m. at 235-5003. 

3 gold rings! Ideal for art metal 
student with mind to create. 
Call Tom at 235-5003. 

IO x 53 Great Lakes Mobile 
Home with 6 x 8 shed, 2 
bedrooms, unique interior. Call 
235-9512 after 4-p.m. 

Used 21 inch RCA Color TV, 
$150; used 21 inch Philco color 
TV, $150; used 25 inch Admiral 
color TV, $200. All completely 
checked, and colors set. Call 
235-0400 and ask for Bob Lund. 

The Stoutonia - 12 
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American Program Bureau. 
Seale, accor!iing to Siedlecki, 
also wanted $500 additional to 
cover the costs of airline 
tickets and "traveling ex
penses". Siedlecki added that 
when Seale's agent talked to 
Seale and he (Seale) 
discovered that the agent did 
not have the money to forward 
to him prior to the speaking 
engagement, he cancelled out. 

Vets Club representative 
Dick Sorrell noted that he, and 
various members of the Vets 
Club, felt that no action should 
be taken on issuing an apology 
unless the Bla<:k Awareness 
Group could prove, "over the 
next month or so" that their 
door "is, in fact open" . ·Sorrell 
noted that on occasion he has 
been in the Black Culture 
Room and that he felt "un
comfortable" and "stared at". 
Greer replied that he, as a 
Black American often has the 
same feelings when he enters a 
room filled with "white 
people". . 

It was finally moved, 
seconded and approved that 
the University Student Senate 
go on recortl as officially, 
publicly, apologizing for the 
incident. 

In parting, Greer noted that 
he was not asking for an 
apology from the SSA but 
rather from the people 
responsible for writing the 
original article. Paul area is interested in 

employing sever.al students 
this summer in a supervisory 
training pr ogram ._ Future 
expansion indicates the need · 
for additional management 
personnel. They are interested 
in 2 or 3 Industrial Tech 
students who have at least 
finished their Sophomore year . 
If interested, contact the Field 
Experience Office for further 
details. 

FREI -PRESCRIPTION DELIVIRY 
MENOM·ONIE. PHARMACY Phone 

SKILLS NEEDED 
Industrial Arts Instructors 

AUTO MECHANICS 

DIESEL MECHANICS 

WELDERS 

ELECTRICIANS 

CARPENTERS 

PRINTERS 

MACHINISTS 

DRAFTSMEN 

Ho·me Economics 
DIET1CIANS 

- a11 traveling~ health, and living expenses paid 

- 48 days paid vacation 

- $2,000.00 cash upon return ($75.00 per month 
overseas) 

APPLICATIONS MUST BE IN 
BY APRIL 30 

Former volunteers in 
Student Center and Placement Office 

Thursday and Friday; March 1-2 



Cropp re-elected president of S.SA 

Tom Cropp 
President 

Vickie Gullickson 
Vice Presjdent 

of Financial Affairs 

User fee proposed by Gov. Lucey 
indicates only 'classroom-education' 

by Todd Schmidt 
Governor Patrick Lucey of 

Wisconsin recently proposed a 
user fee for intramural sports, 
intercollegiate sp-orts , and 
physical education and 
recreational units (field house 
gymnasiums, athletic fields, 
softball diamonds, tennis 
courts. swimming pools. etc. l. 
There are many fallacies in 
Gov . Lucey's report that must 
be recognized before his 
proposal can be passed into 
law. 

One problem with the 
proposal is the obvious failure 
to recognize the three divisions 
( intramurals, intercollegiate 
sports, phy . ed. and 
recreational units) as being. 
educational units. Many ac
tivities within the groups are 
actual educational ex
·periences, not comparable to 
"rock concerts or winter 
carnivals". 

The goals of colleges should 
be to get more students in
volved , not to endanger 
existing programs that are 
popular and well-attended by 
levying a user fee . Educational 
costs to students are already 
too high , and the imposition of 
a user fee is in effect taxation. 
The families of all state 
students . who have actually 
paid for facility are now being 
asked to pay another fee which 
will limit use of the facility. 

In the age of falling college 
enrollments, the three 
programs mentioned help 
bring students to the cam
puses, and provide enjoyment 
for many while they attend 
school. Ninety-four percent of 
all institutions are offering 
programs in physical 
education for the general 
college student. 

Education in the Classroom? 
The "user fee" recom

mendation indicates that 
education can' only lake place 
in the classroom. That is 
illogical, considering that 
education today tends to move 
away from the stereotyped 
classroom setup. 

Speaking of classrooms and 
learning. intercollegiate 
athletics , certain physical 
education activities, and 
certain intramural activities 
provide the student in physical 
education with an outlet for 
advanced study and learning. 
Schools promote excellence in 
other fields such as medicine 
and music; to ta'ke •the 
promotion of excellence away 
from physical education, 
universities would be 
promoting mediocrity. 

The St.ate Board of Regents 
Executive Budget Policy best 
answers the question of user 
fees for intercollegiate 
athletics, physical education 
and recreation, and intramural 
sports . They state that "t.o 
require student fees to pay the 
share of debt service at
lribut.able to non-instructional 
use of existing facilities is 
simply not· feasible ." 

Whal will a user fee do? 
The user fee policy , which 

would require students and all 
others to pay everylime they 
wanted to use a facility , cannot 
attract the needed new student. 
It will not retain the current 
number of students in the 
universities, either with 
today's accent on education 
and recreation, there will be 
det.ramental effects to the 
educational end product if the 
user fee ·is put into effect. 

Jeff Dollge 
Vice President 

of legislativ.e Affairs 

Thursday, March 8, 1973 
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Women's · international Day 
to honor women's struggles 

Today <Mar.ch 8) is In
ternational Women's Day, a 
da y of great historical 
significance to women, for it is 
on this day that the important 
role of women in the continuing 
fight for the justice and 
liberation of the working class 
is honored. 

The day originated with a 
demonstration on March 8, 
1908, when 30 ,000 workers , 
mostly women from the gar
ment and textile industries , 
marched through the streets of 
New-York focusing on women's 
rights and the fight against 
sweat shops and child labor, 
demanding a minimum wage, 
shorter hours and decent 
housing. March 8 was officially 
designated qS International 

Women's Day by the In-
1 erna t ional Socialists' 
Congress in 1910 at the urging 
of Clara Z_etkin, a communist 
and a leader of the women 's 
movement in Germany. 

The history of women's 
struggles in the U.S . can be 
dated as far back as 1734 when 
maidservants attempted t.o 
organize in the American 
colonies . 

International Women's Day 
began primarily -as a 
demonstration focusing on the 
needs of thousands of poor and 
working women. Since then, 
March 8 has been celebrated in 
many ways all over the world. 
Today, the struggle continues. 
In the U.S ., women are fighting 
the enslaving welfare system; 

they have been actively par-
1 icipa ting in the anti-war 
movement ; they are actively 
participating in the United 
Farmworkers ' struggle ; they 
are striking for the right to 
organize in Farah plants; and 
they are organizing against 
programs of police repression 
in the black community. 
programs like STRESS in 
Detroit. 

International Women 's Day 
is a day lo honor the tradition 
of the heroic struggles of 
women for just ice and 
equlaity. We must learn from 
our history and continue to 
huild a fighting unity between 
women and men in the struggle 
to end all exploitation and 
oppression. 

Bud Blum of Stoutonia being pulled in a winter carnival race. 
For more winter carnival, see page 8. 



MOMENT FOR THOUGHT 

Eve!1 if you're headed nowhere, take your time in 
getting there. - Ron Jensen 

The good, bad and ugly Student opposes treatment 

THUMBS UP ......... . 

-- to the 34 percent who voted in the SSA executive 
elec!ion. It turned out to1>e the largest turnout ever. 
Now for you other 66 percent ..... . 

-- to th~ new summer school scheduling, it should 
be as profitable as a whole semester (credits wise). 

--. t~ the Home Economics department for 
rea hzing that the present program is indeed in need 
of revamping. You can get through four years 
without learning bow to cook or sew, let alone how to 
teach them. / 

-- to the new Chancellor's list which replaces the 
dean's list. 

THUMBS DOWN . . ....... . 

-- to the User fee as proposed in Lucey's UW 
budget. 

-- to certain Greeks who only want praise and 
then gang up on a non-greek (referring to them as 
"GD l's") in an attempt to drive their point home but 
only to have it backfire and show they deserved 
criticism all along. 

-- to certain persons who are overcome with their 
power and need to look down on others. 

--.to deans o_f departments who's own degree has 
nothing to do with the major they are head of. 

-- to the red tape in order to graduate. 

-- to the school for making dorm residents pay for 
the mistake of too many dorms. Room and board 
keeps going up in an attempt to maintain these 
"mistakes." 

Looking for 'communal type' folks 
Dear Editor: 

I am asking your cooperation 
in printing this letter so that I 
may reach the general student 
population. 

I am attempting to ac
cumulate some meaningful 
data for a serious study on 
American communes. To that 
end, I wish to reach as many 
communes as possible. 

I will be g~ateful if student, . 

graduate and undergraduate, 
who are living in communal 
situations, will write me in
dicating willingness to receive 
a questionnaire and-or to be 
interviewed. Size of commune 
is unimportant; 3 or 4 people, 
up to any number. 

Sincerely, 
Mae T. Sperber 
26 West Ninth Street, 9E 
New York, New York 10011 
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The Stoutonia - 2 

Dear Editor: 
Rea~ers of the Stoutonia , my 

name 1s Carl Safford. I'm a 
black student here at Stout. I'm 
also the President of the Black 
Awareness Organization here 
on campus. I'm telling you 
these minor details so that I 
might drive home my point and 
give some insight and thought 
as what is happening in the SSA 
- at. least from this man's 
viewpoint. , 

I have heard that evil only 
prevails when good men stand 
by and do nothing about ' it. 
Tuesday night , Feb. 27 , the 
SSA, after an hour or so of 
fruslration and confusion 
decided 1 o make a formal 
apology to be given to I.he 
Black Awareness· 
Organization. 

I would like it to be noted that 
I refuse to accept the apology 
of SSA ' as I he President of 
Black Awareness , and 
secondly as a black man, and 

Archaic 
tradition 
is not 
frat's "lay 
Dear Edi tor: 

Thank vou for lhe cover
age which .lhe Sloulonia has 
showed toward the Greeks. I 
agree with your comment that 
the Stoutonia does not owe the 
Greeks anything other than 
adequate coverage, as stated 
in last week's Stoutonia: I also 
agree with you about using the 
paper lo recruit new people for 
lheir organizalion. however . . 
here is a reason why. If one frat 
does anything other than right, 
all frats are put down because 
people assume if one frat does 
something, all frats do, which 
is definitely not the case. 

As for the comments from 
lhe I.F.P.C. president, he does 
not speak . for the Sigma Phi 
Epsilon Fraternity and I am 
sure in this instance not all the 
frats agree with him either. I 
agree with your personal 
feelings if the word "some" or 
"few" would be added. I 
cannot speak for other frats, 
but for the Sigma Phi, Epsilson 
Fraternity we do not follow 
your personal foelings . We do 
not hang onto archaic 
tradition, everything is done 
the way the majority of the 
members want.. The only 
tradition which we have is our 
formal initiation ceremonies 
which were originated by our 
National Founders who were 
ministers at Richmond, 
Virginia. We have nothing t.o. 
hide, we inform not only I.he 
active members and pledges 
about. our activities but 
anybody who wants lo know. If 
anything has happened that we 
deserved to be criticized for , 
we look it and put it to con
structive use . 

Earl R. McMahon 
. President , Sigma Phi Epsilon 

Wisconsin Eta Chapter 

last as an individual. Also, I 
would like to state that I do not 
recognize the SSA as a rational 

· and just body of represen
tatives of the student body here 
at. Stout. As far as the welfare 
of the majority of students, and 
in particular , the native 
Americans, Chicanos, foreign 
students, and blacks here. 

My reasons are as follows . 
Our representative, James 
Greer, asked only for an 
apology from I.he individuals of 
the Public Relations Com
mittee, who were involved in 
that flyer incident of February 
13 fame. He went up in front of 
lhe Senate Feb. 20 and again 
the 27. I happened to be present 
at I.he meeting of the 27 and 
what I saw was something that 
I happen t.o be fortunate 
enough to see, or else I would 
have been hesitant to believe it. ! 

What I saw in the brief time I 
was I.here, was the president 
and I.he Public Relations 
Committee, with the exception 
of I.he innocent members, and 
the one member who stated 
that he was wrong show their 
prejudice and their unconcern 
for their fellow man and the 
<'lrganizat.ions they govern. 
Tom Cropp took the fifth 
amendment. in saying nothing 
lo state that he might have 
been wrong or that he would 

I 
apologize. He used his position 
of authority t.o more or less 
white-wash the issue and let 
the whole senate take the 
blame. 

The Senate body had the 

chance to make these few see 
their faults, but blew it. They 
seem to have given Tom and 
the . committee a little pat on 
the hand and say go play 
senate again, but this time be a 
little more careful about what 
you say to these black people 
and to other organizations. 

The evil is the unconcerned 
prejudiced judgement and 
actions of Tom Cropp and the 
Public Relations ·Committee. 
The senate body did nothing to 
make those few individuals 
think about the errors they 
made. It was wrong for the 
whole senate to take the blame. 

;- It. ~as wrong for one person to 
use his power to cover up his 
mistakes. What it is, is some 
people are just too little to say 
on a person to person basis I 
made a mistake . . 

Finally I shall state that I 
hale lo be cast aside as an 
unimportant object, I hate to 
be ignored and to be looked 
upon as a pest or thorn in the 
SSA's side. But all this is just 
lack of respect, if nothing else. 
The SSA has shown me where I 
stand and also a few other 
organizations. 

So in return, I to you Tom (if 
he is elected or not) and the 
senate, say don't cross my path 
again for I shall be a harder 
object lo be ignored, and worse 
yet, lo get around. 
Unrespectfully yours, 

Carl Lewis Safford 
Pres. B.A.O. ' 

Quotes are 
'farmyard toilet terms'? 

Dear Editor : 
Regarding your agreement 

with I.he SSA on their formal 
motion of "strong disapproval 
and disgust" over two recent 
ice carvings, it would appear 
lhat you are caught in a 
game of hypocrisy . Your 
conaemnalion of the two 
frat.ernaties may very well be 
justified under the cir
cumstances, but in an article in 
!he same issue by reporter Pat 
O'Connor his quotations from a 
recent SSA meeting appear to 
make your position and SSA's 
position rather precarious. 

In his article reporter 

Student questions 

energies of media 

Dear Editor: 
The amount of fuss and 

feathers created by two snow 
carvings is absolutely in
credible. The over-reaction to 
!he carvings certainly does not 
speak any better for the in
lerests (pre-occupations?) and 
mentality of the supposedly-
shocked than I.he carvings 
lhemselves might for the 
"taste" of those who created 
!hem. There must be 
(hopefully) more important 
matters to occupy I.he energies 
of persons in official positions 
(SSA, etc.) and the space of the 
newspapers . Some comment 
on the carvings may be in 
order, but it doesn 't deserve to 
be made t.o sound like an earth
shocking event. 

Jeff DeBruin 
Senior 

O'Connor used quotes directly 
related to common farm yard 
toilet terms. This makes me 
wonder if the Stoutonia 's 
choice of terminology is " Their 
form of protest" , against 
established journalistic style. 
Granted these individuals have 
a right to use these barnyard 
descriptors, but what right do 
you have for editorially con
demning two fraternities in one 
section for "immature and 
sophomoric attitudes" while 
allowing the use of these terms 
in another section in your news 
reporting? 

John Banko 
Freshman 

SSA 
apologizes 

The University Student 
Senate of the Stout Student 
Association extends a 
sincere apology to all in
di vi duals who were of
fended by the article en
t.i tled "Cop Out on Bobby 
Seale" in the February 14 
issue of " What's Hap
pening. " 



SSA 
supports student 

Prevention is short-circuit for abortion 
by Onlooker 

· responsibility 
In the teapot tempest that 

has resulted from the Supreme 
Court decision, by a split vote, 
to make anti-abortion laws 
unconstitutional, the issue of 
pre-conception birth control 
has been largely drowned in 
the verbiage of pro- and anti
abortion forces . At this point, it 
seems that all those we have 
been raised to believe are the 
most knowledgeable, will once 
again demonstrate their 
inability to agree on anything. 

by Pat O'Connor 
· The Universi-ty Student 

Senate went on record Tuesday 
night as . supporting the 
"student responsibility" 
section included · in the 
proposed Merger Im
plementation bill . The bill will 
be considered this weekend by 
the University of Wisconsin 
Board of Regents. 

Tom Shafer, senator-at
large, in making the initial 
proposal noted that the United 
Council also has gone on record 
as supporting the "student 
responsibility" section . 

Shafer explained briefly that 
the section in question places 
more responsibility on the 
student in "the formulation of 
their lives" .. It was noted that 
University of Wisconsin 
System President John Weaver 
is opposed to the section. 

Shafer is optimistic that the 
proposed Merger Im
plementation Bill will be 
passed on by the regents to the 

A young v_iew 
of Washington 

Consciences salved 
Wounds opened 

by Ron Hendren 

WASHINGTON - Even as 
I.he first American prisoners of 
war landed on home ground, 
1he Nixon administration 

' announced plans to save $160 
million by cutting benefits for 
amputees and other disabled 
Vietnam veterans. 

Within hours after the 
VeteraltS Administration 
announced its intention to cut, 
by as much as 60 percent, the 
benefits for 200,000 physically 
disabled Vietnam soldiers, two 
of the country's major 
vete rans organizations vir
tually declared war on the 
President. Congress, led by 
Senator Vance Hartke <D
Ind.), chairman of the Senate 
Veterans Committee, was also 
prepared for battle. 

Faced with the threat of a 
new war at home, President 
Nixon quickly ordered the VA 
to abandon its plan, and at 
least one top official o( that 
agency, Olney B. Owens, chief 
of the benefits division, was 
axed in the process. 

Hartke was equally quick to 
commend the White House for 
the reversal, and added, "I 
don't think the President knew 
about it (the VA plan)." 

Whether he did or not may 
prove moot in the long run . 
Months ago I wrote (in a 
column entitled "Vietnam: It 
Could Happen Again) that 
when the United States finally 
did extricate itself from In
dochina , the first order of 
business would be to cleanse 
lhe national conscience, and 
1hat the quickest way to 
cleanse likely would be to 
forget. Continued on page 15 

state legislature in its present 
form. He added that this does 
not preclude the necessity for 
active student interest in the 
proposed bill. 

In other senate business, the 
IRHC withdrew their request 
for $700 to act as a cushion for 
planned IRHC Week activities. 

The SSA's Finance Com
mittee reported that the SSA's 
constitution is still in the 
process of being worked on. No 
completion date was men
tioned. 

Replacement of the ditto and 
mimeograph machines located 
in the SSA office was con
sidered. $1,150 was allotted to 
replace the machines. 
· On the subject of task forces, 
Russ Birkholz was appointed to 

, the task force dealing with 
faculty tenure and Chuck 
·Jonas, Steve Eker and Frank 
Schneider were appointed to 
the task force dealing with the 
future of Eichelberger Hall. 

Having been thus left to 
formulate my own philosophy, 
the situation is disappointing to 
this writer, as it seems that 
preconception control 
measures, particularly "The 
Pill", are not getting a fair 
hearing . 

It is easy to believe that 
conception prevention is the 
most humane of birth control 
measures for those who can 
use them. Certairily, if there is 
no conception, whatever was to 
be co~eived will never have 
even the rudimentary con
sciousness to be tormented by 

Enrollment drops 3.4% 
The current second semester 

enrollment at Stout is down 
from 4903 1Students of semester 
II , 1971-1972 to 4735 students in 
the current semester. This 
represents a decline of 3.4 
percent. 

According to figures 
released by Glen Schuknecht, 
registrar, the percentage of 
non-resident ·students also 
continued to decline from 19.5 
percent to 18.3 percent during 
this same period. Even with 
the decline, Stout continues to 
have one of the highest non
resident attendance in the 
university system. 

Of the students attending this 
semester, the average number 
of credits carried by un
dergraduates has increased 
slightly. The freshman credit 
average is 16.19, with 16.66 
credits for sophomores, 
Juniors 17.11 and seniors have 
an average of 15.92 credits. 

The number · of Vocational 
Rehabilitation majors has 
nearly· doubled within the last 
year. Enrollment in the Home 
Economics Education 
program remains about the 
same. However the number of 
liberal studies majors has 
declined by approximately 60 
students. The school of In
dustry and Technology also has 
fewer majors at this time, this 
year when compared to second· 
semester of last year. 

The ratio of women to men 
enrolled second semester is 
nearly even with 2011 women to 
2724 men . The trend of 

. education majors has seemed 
to reverse itself. As of this 
semester there are 2400 non
education majors compared to 
1926 education majors. 

The number of students 
undecided about their majors 
is about the same as last year. 

Backstage 
by Gary Wick 

UFW union pleads for support 
. Workers, representing the United Farm Workers' union have 
come to Wisconsin in hopes to launch a successful boycott against 
the Butte.s Gas & Oil Company and non-union lettuce. Wisconsin 
consumes 25 perc~t of all U.S. brandy which amounts to about 
1,200,000 cases yearly. Realizing this, the UFW is asking 
Wisconsinites to help them in their non-violent struggle to be 
recognized as a union. Such recognition is every worker's right. 
Presi5 coverage of the boycott, which began August 28, 1972, has 
been slighted. So, the UFW themselves are asking Wisconsinites 
to be aware of the union's unsuccessful attempts in getting the 
Buttes owned vineyard to renegotiate their old contra-ct. 
Beverages asked to be boycotted are Guild products including Old 
San Francisco, St. Mark, V. S. Perrott, Celebration, Citation and 
Rome brandy labels. 

All iceberg lettuce from Arizona and California are asked to 
be boycotted unless they carry the UFW label. The lettuce boycott 
has been conducted for more than a year and has been openly 
supported by various religious, political and labor organizations. 
These are just a few of the various bodies that have endorsed the 
lettuce boycott: The Wisconsin· Catholic Conference, National 
Association of Laity, Arizona Federation of Temple Youth, 
Church Women United, Cardinals O'Boyle and Cooke, John Sch
midt, President of the Wisconsin AFL-CIO, United Auto Workers , 
General Board National Council of churches, Governor Lucey, 
George McGovern, and Ted Kennedy. 

Sexes Are Unequal 
The Nevada state Senate voted 16 to 4 against ratifying the 

.-Equal Rights Amendment. Senator Helen Herr, <D-Las Vegas) 
who led the battle against ratification somehow feels that t.he 
Equal Rights Amendment is an attack against the family 
structure as a unit. Says Helen, "We are not created equal. God 
made us different. Unfortunately, the Women's Movement will 
have to push harder for recognition as an equal citizen in a state 
that has already considered legalizing prostitution. 

the realization that it is being 
destroyed, and the bearers of it 
will·nevE!r be forced to ponder, 
if they are of the backward
looking nature, over what "it" 
would have turned out to be. 

"Vatican roulette ." The 
Va ti-can's grounds for opposing 
use of the Pill is that it 
"destroys the potential for 
birth." In full respect for the 
religious convictions of others, 
we must note that the function 
of the "Pill" is to deny I.he 
ovum opportunity for fer
tilization . 

There seem to be two types of 
persons who do not wish to 
accept this "easy way." The 
first is the town gossip. With 
his-her penchant for setting 
upon the moral aspects of the 
parents, usually young girls, of 
unwanted or one-parented 
children, the gossip probably 
fears the pill or other pre
conception control devices 
more than anyone else. 
Whatever their rationale, their 
fear is probably that, if they 
cannot verbally punish the 
'. 'immoral", the entire harpy 
populations of some towns and 
cities will probably die of 
inactivity of the gums, so 
healthily beating up to now. 

Proceeding logically from 
there, we realize that any 
female who does not seek union 
with a male is denying the 
ovum opportunity for fer-
1ilization, and she is destroying 
the potential for birth. 
Similarly , any male who 
refuses to gran1 union with a 
fe_male at that lime has 
"destroyed the poten1ial for 
birth." The celibacy rule of 
nuns and priests, in focus, has 
undoubtedly destroyed .i 
millions of "polenlials for 
birth" since it was instituled. 

i 
! 

The second type includes the 
followers of the- Pope. The 
Pope, who doesn't have to 
worry about getting re-eleded; 
has been outspokenly against 
either abortion or the Pill, and 
in favor of the rhythm method, 

A rectification of lhis in-
1

1 
consistency would undoubledly 
require a change in Papal .j 
policy on celibacy or on 1 he I 
Pill . The latter would be a 
favorable event in lhe <'On
tinuing campaign again~ · 
overpopulation. - what Paul Ehrlich termed 

I National f"ocusl i 
New Pentagon Papers evidence 

In the Pentagon Papers trial last Tuesday, def~nse witness 
Samuel Adams presented new evidence showing that the 
revealing of the Pentagon Papers couldn 't have helped the 
enemy. Adams, a CIA analyst, said that the U.S. intentionally 
underestimated enemy strength figures to alter the American 
public's opinion of the war, and that these "government lies " 
could not have aided the enemy. 

Numeiry to sentence guerrillas 
Sudanese President Jaafar Numeiry stated Tuesday that he 

will not be liberal with the eight Black September guerrillas that 
murdered three American Diplomats at the Saudi Arabian em
bassy. President Numeiry called it "an intolerable crime" and 
one official told U.S. diplomats Monday that, "they ;ill be 
executed." 

Flori~a forfeits 
Nine to.~ of marijuana ~ere confiscated in Northern Florida. 

The $4% m1lhon haul was considered the largest ever. 

Israel offers grievance pay 
Israel reported Tuesday that it will issue $30,000 in grievance 

pay to each family of those killed in the crash of an airliner shot 
down by Israel last week. 

Peart S. Buck din 
Nobel and Pulitzer prize winner Pearl S. Buck died Tuesday 

at the age of 80. Miss Buck, best known for her writings on China, 
had ~ in failing health in the past year, having been 
hospitalized twice for extended periods. 

3 - 5 Friday 



Retired to au.dit classes Library open house 
theme ''Media Magic'' "Having you in our classes 

will be of value to our students 
as well as to you," UW-Stout's 
Chancellor Robert S. Swanson 
told a local meeting of the 
American Association of . 
Retired Persons Monday. 

Speaking at the gathering of 
about 100 persons, Swanson 
outlined recently approved 
Board of Regents policy, which 
permits persons over 65 to 
audit university classes free of 
charge. 

The history of Stout makes 
such a program a natural part 
of the university, Swanson 
pointed out. He explained that 
Stout was founded as a service: 
t.o the citizens of Menomonie. 
"The services became so 
important and valuable that we 
became a national institution 
in the process," he stated. "But 
we don't want to lose sight of 
the local involvment." 

Swanson said that having 
retired persons audit classes 
will act as a stimulus for other 
students. "We think you have a 
lot of experiences which would 
be of value to our students," he 
said. 

He also pointed out that 
auditors would not be required 
to take tests or do reading 
assignments. 

Don Osegard, director of 
Admissions at Stout, told the 
group that simplified 
registration procedures have 
been established to expedite 
the new service to senior 
citizens. He displayed a special 

registration card which 
requires information such as 
name, address, social security 
number, course number and 
I.he signature of individual 
instructors, who must approve 
having the auditors in their 
classes. 

He said that additional cards 
and infprmation may be picked 
up in room 110 of the Ad
ministration building at Stout, 
or will be mailed on request. 
Interested persons can call 232-
1231 for more information, 
Osegard said. 

U.C. supports proposed 
work study program 

The United Council of UW 
Student Governments an
nounced their support for the 
proposed state work-study 
program. 

Rod Nilsestuen, President of 
lhe United Council, said, "in 
view of the drastic cutback in 
Federal support for the work
study program, we feel that it 
is necessary for the state t.o 
guarantee the continuation of 
this vital source of student 
financial aid. The importance 
of this program is that it allows 
students to perform essential 
tasks for wages rather than to 
award them grants or sub
sides ." 

The program was originally 
included in the Higher 
Educational Aids Board 
(HEAB) budget request, but 
was deleted by Governor 
Lucey because increased 
federal aid for this program 
was expected. In view of the 
cutbacks in the federal 
program · approximately 5,800 
Wisconsin students will be left 
jobless in the next year . 

Nilsestuen said that these 
students have expressed 
disappointment at the 
possibility that they may have 
to borrow funds to make up for 
wages they would have earned. 

No matter. 
But mein 
President 
reqµests 
zatyou 
viii perhaps 
per+!orm 

a Ml~ACLE 
or two ... 
during 
der 

meeting! 

March28,9a.m. to4p.m. has 
been the date selected for open 
house at the John Pierce 
library. 

The theme of the event 
"Media Magic", was chosen to 
encompass the many services 
available at the library. 
Numerous displays will be 
found on all three floors of the 
library with accent on the new 
video cassette players, tran
sparencies, 16mm films, new 
paperbacks and books. 

Displays tentatively 
scheduled, will try to cover the 
varied interests of students . In 
keeping with the plan of 
"something for everyone", Joe 
Jax , Director of Media 
Retrieval Services, and Helen 
Cox, chairman of the event 
have been working with library 
personnel and faculty on 
displays such as "How to get a 
job." This display, put together 
by Brooke Anson takes shape 

Like etopping 
th'sun?. .. or 
making Lake 
Erie ~ree o+! 
pollution'? 

Why does he 
wa1111a be th' 
011e to tell 
th' world o.P 
my miracle'? 

in the form of a kit containing 
"How to prepare for an in
terview", and "Writing a 
resume''. 

A film on Venereal Disease 
will be presented by Mrs. 
Esler, head acquisitions 
librarian. "Career Education 
or Vocational Rehabilitation", 
and "Model cars or the Wankel 
Engine" displays will be set up 
by Jax. 

Under the theme of "Early 
Presidents of Stout" old 
costumes from Tainter 
Museum will be modeled in 
connection with Stout's apparel 
department. 

A telecopier demonstration 
is being planned by Sharon 
Wieners, public service 
librarian. 

Students are encouraged to 
participate in adding to, or 
arranging their own displays . 

Coffee and punch will be 
served. 

Stout ·introduces mod schedule f Rf f f lf (KS Presents 

With first quarter over this 
week, it is time to begin 
lhinking about summer school. 
A mod summer schedule is now 
in the planning stages to be 
lried for the first time this 
summer. Such a program will 
allow for a variety of short two, 
1hree,"and four week courses as 
well as longer classes offered 
the entire summer school 

Continued from page 11 

The meeting was held in room 
111-112 in the Commons. The 
club officials believe that. the 
discussion was very beneficial 
lo all who were present, for 
they feel that the meeting gave 
students a chance to air their 
opinions on the matter of in
dustria l education curriculum. 

The ClulJ also has as its main 
objectives participation in 
professional organizations. It 
participated in WIEA Con
ference held in Milwaukee, 
Wisc. in November of 1972. At 
1 his conference new machinery 
was displayed and the par
ti ci pa t.ing members had a 
chance to observe these new 
machines. They were also 
given the privilege to buy any 
number of books on display at 
the conference at special 
prices. 

Stout's Industrial Education 
Club i"s represented in the 
Wisconsin Industrial 
Education Ass·ociation, and has 
one vote as a member. 
F:xercising 1.htir voting 
right. enables the members at 
St.out to decide on matters 
pertaining to industrial 
education. 

The Club's past record looks 
splendid, and its future is 
bright. It will be even brighter 
if all or at least most of the 
Industrial Education Majors 
become members. The 
membership cost is $5 an
nually, or $1.25 per quarter._ 

length. being held prior to the summer 
school session. The authorization of such a 

program is in recognition that The new scheduling also 
the University is "Serving two allows students who previously 
populations"· during the thought they would . be em-
summer session. 45 percent of ployed for the entire summer 
those attending are regular t.o take courses. Normally they 
academic students. The other would have no chance to 
55 percent are graduates now continue with their schooling 
working in the field. until first semester resumed. 

On a national scale in the Students within 12 hours of 
field of education, 41 percent of graduation can also benefit 
the teachers have two months from the mod summer 
or less to gain educational schedule by applying for the 
experiences. The noneducation split program. For those u~-
major may also find it hard to familiar with the program, it 
take an entire summer off.· allows students within a small 
However both groups may find margin of graduating to begin 
the opportunity to take a short work in graduate studies at the 
leave for a two, three, or four same time. 

.-week course. On campus registration will 
The general summer session take place sometime in April. 

is June 4th to August 10. Those living off campus may 
Students will again be allowed mail their registration to John 
to take up to 10 credit hours Van Osdale; Director of 
during this time. Pre-session is Summer Session . ~--------~-----------• , I 
I . I 
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: March 9-10 : 
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: Two Shows Nightly : 
I I 
: 8:15 & 9:30 : 
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The Owl and the Pussycat 
Sunday, March 11 

6: 30 & 8: 30 

Harvey Hall Auditotium 
CinemaScope & Color 

Co-starring with Barbra Streisand is George Segal as the 
struggling, inhibited writer who manages to get ,involyed 
romantically with a zany would-be actress, part-hme 
prostitute who claims she's not promiscuous! 

Get Ready for the Biggest 

BUSH 
ASH 

First Weekend of May 

' Ever 

TONGUE 
Thursday (T onightj 

March 8 
at 

PINE POINT 



Catering class offers restaurant 
experience: The Amon House 

by Susie King 
Experience can be life's 

greatest teacher. Yet, not 
many courses offer the ex
perience that the Catering 
Course at Stout does. Mr. Ron 
Usiewicz and his assistant Tom 
Bloom supervise the catering 
classes that manage the Amon 
House - Restaurant and 
Laboratory. 

Most students enrolled in the 
catering course are juniors of 
the Hotel and Restaurant 
Major. Each section of the 
three credit course meets one 
day a week from 2: 30 p.m. until 
approximately 8 p.m. Each 
student assumes a different 
position every week and ex
periences all phases of the 
restaurant operation. During 
the thirteen weeks that the 
Amon House · is open each 
semester, every student will 
have been the manager, chef, 
assistant chef, sales 
representative, host or hostess, 
pastry and dessert chef, salad 
chef, vegetable chef, waiter, 
sanitation engineer ( dish 
washer), and utility person. 
From the manager on down to 
I.he dishwasher , the students 
are involved in the pressures 
and excitement of operating a 
restaurant. 

The catering students are 
encouraged to be creative 
when compiling menus. 
Quality foods , French and 
Russian table service, and the 
importance of eye-appeal are 
stressed throughout the course. 
Everything must be as perfect 
as it will have to be in the 
restaurant field. All of the 
dinners prepared at the Amon 
House are made entirely from 
scratch; no convenience foods 
can be used. 

Another interesting facet of 
the catering class is the 

IRHC offers 
suggestions for 

food service 
Quality in the food served to 

students was the general 
theme aired by representatives 
at the Inter Residence Hall 
Council (IRHC) meeting 
Monday night. Concern was 
expressed that more meat and 
less filler such as soybeans be 
used. A possible monetary 
solution suggested was to cut 
back on the variety and 
number of desserts served. In 
the future, Paul Goede , food 
service director is expected to 
be asked to appear before the 
group to speak on food prices 
and answer questions. 

It was mentioned that a 
motion was made in last weeks 
SSA meeting that the Senate 
will indirectly support IRHC 
Week by approving a $700 
appropriation to be used as a 
cushion. However the money is 
not to be used by IRHC if they 
can raise the necessary money 
for IRHC week from the sale of 
buttons to students. 

A motion was passed Mon
day night that the body of IRH
C accept changes which would 
reduce the number of officers 
to four from the original five. 
This along with the rest of the 
constitution went before the 
Senate Tuesday night for 
approval. 

MEN - WOMEN 
WORK ON A SHIP NEXT SUMMER! 
No experience required. Excellent 
pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect 
summer job or career . Send $2.00 for 
information. SEAFAX Box 2049 - JG, 
Port Angeles WA 98362. 

grading procedure. The 
students are evaluated and 
graded by their peers; the 
manager for the evening. The 
manager is then graded by the 
instructor, Mr. Usiewicz, on 
the quality of his menu, 
promptness of the dinner, 
number of people attending, 
his ability to stay within the 
food cost budget, and others. 

... ~ 
.,.JL_ .... 

Not enough can be said for 
the Amon House - the 
imaginative themes, the fine 
menus, and the quality service. 
Get away from the drudgery of 
eating at the Commons or the 
apartment and visit the Amon 
House. Support the students 
enrolled in the catering course 
and do yourself a favor. 

Jim Jacobus preparing Arabian vegetables as part of the Amon 
House experience. 

Reciprocity applications available 
Applications for the Min

nesota-Wisconsin Reciprocity 
Agreement are available at the 
Financial Aids Office. Ap
plications have been mailed to 
Minnesota residents presently 
enrolled on campus, but if you 
have not received one, please 
!'ilop in the Financial Aid Office 
to obtain one. If you know of 
any Minnesota residents in
terested in coming to Stout, you 
may obtain an application 
form to send to them. Ap
plications must be received at 
the Minnesota Higher 
Education Coordinating 
Commission, 550 Cedar Street, 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101, 
before April 1, 1973. Any ap- . 
plications received after that 
date will not be considered. 

Students presently on the 

program must reapply in order 
lo receive it again next. year. 

The following criteria has 
been established by the two 
states for selecting recipients 
for 1973-74: 

1. Continuing students who 
received the waiver in 1972-73 
will be eligible for automatic 
renewal (application must be 
filed) as long as they retain 
full -time status (12 credits 
and above). 

2. If a given campus has 
remaining waivers to be 
awarded, they shall be 
allocated to remaining eligible 
applicants on a lottery basis 
with the lottery applied among 
seniors first, juniors second, 
sophomores third , and fresh
men last. 

FLAME LOUNGE 
presents 

Larry Heagle 

f riday & Saturday 
March 9-10 

Pre-regis tra lion for Fall 
Semester. Fall schedules for 
registration will be available 
April 2_4. Pre-registration for 
the fall semester will be held 
during the evening of May 1 
and during the day of May 2. 
Classes will be cancelled 
during May 2. 

Summer Session. Summer 
session schedules will be 
avaliable March 15. Courses 
will be offered on a one, two, 
three, four, five and eight week 
basis. Pre-registration for 
summer school will be April 11 
for students. 

Summer Session Not al 
Stout. Planning to attend a 
different college for summer 
session? 

Some students wish to take 
courses at other colleges for 
transfer to Stout. In order to 
assure the transfer, the student 
should do the following: 

l. Check the catalog for 
requirements for graduation. 
The minimum residence 
requirement · is 32 semester 
hours and 64 grade points to be 
earned in at least 36 weeks of 
attendance residence at the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout. 

2. Secure a catalog and 
identify the course you wish to 
take. Pick up the form for 
Ti:ansferred Credits in __ the 
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Admissions Office and fill it 
out. Return it to the Assistant. 
Director of Admissions, Mr. 
Richard Lowry, for approval. 
Approval should be received 
before attending the summer 
session at a different school to 
insure that courses will 
transfer back to Stout as you 
have intended. 

Faculty Advisor. It is im
portant for every student to 
meet with their advisor and 
plan their classes and 4-year 
program . Every year 1 percent 
of the seniors find that they are 
unable to graduate because of 
missing credits. This could 
have' been avoided had they 
met with their advisors 
regularly. 

Dropping and Adding. Ad
ding of fourth quarter classes 
will take place March 12-16 in 
Administration Building at the 
Student services windows. 

May 1 is the last day to drop 
semester classes and any 
fourth quarter classes. 

Mini-Session. A mini-session 
will be held in May. A list of 
classes and the dates will be 
announced shortly. 

Important Dates lo 
Remember: March 12 
Beginning of fourth quarter. 
April 14-24 - Spring Vacation. 
April 30 Chancellors 
Inauguration. May 16 - Last 
day of classes . May 1 - Last 
day to drop semester classes 
and fourth quarter classes. 

SPECIALS THIS WEEK 
Buckhorn •• $1.49 12 pack 

Bartons .Blended Whiskey •• $3.99 ot. 

Imported Rose' Wine •• $1.59 sA v E 4oc 

L-Mart Liquor 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9: 00-9: 00 Sunday 12: 00-5: 00 

WAYNE & JIMS Ltd. 
436 Main Street 

Meets latest 
BMA safety 
standards 

We Carry a Full Line of 

Parts & Accessories 



Are you ugly? UMOC Contest 

Organization . .. . . . . .. .. . . 

Yes , we will be 
enlering UMOC. 

Sorry, w~ cannot 
make it this year . 

Person in charge 
and phone . . . 

Are you ugly? Are you 
sponsored by an organization, 
floor or other group who wants 
to get publicity, have fun and 
add to a. worthy cause? If so, 
you might be the one to take 
home the traveling trophy for 
being the "Ugliest Man" or 
Ugliest Queen on Campus." 

The Ugly Man on Campus 
Contest is sponsored, during 
Parent's weekend, by the 
Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity. 
Your picture receives votes 
with pennies that go to the 
Scholarship Fund. Your 
organization gets the traveling 
lrophy. 

Noted poetess to 
give reading at Stout 

The UMOC Contest will begin 
Monday, March 26 with the 
voting booth in the Union. The 
trophy, on display in the Union, 
will be awarded at the parent's 
weekend dance on Saturday, 
March 31. Chancellor Swanson 
will make both the trophy and 
Scholarship Fund presen
tations. 

Each organization should 
make their own arrangements 
for making-up and 
photographing their candidate. 
Two 5 x 7 black and white 
glossy prints must be sub
mitted to the Alpha Phi Omega 
Fraternity mailbox (in the 
Student Union) by March 23. If 
you have any questions, con
tact Bernie Hurley, room 450 
North Hall, ext. 2186. All 
organizations are required to 
answer to their UMOC in
vitation, whether they enter or 
not. · 

those interested may speak 
with Ms. Wakoski about her 
poetry and about poetry in 
general. 

ENTERTl 
Student shows 

his lauded film 

Why do more than five 
million Americans , as the 
Gallup Poll indicates, want to 
move to Australia? Is it the 
vitality of a frontier country 
combined with the excitement 
of vast mineral discoveries and 
the promise of an un
precedented economic boom? 
Within the past three months 
there have been two spec
tacular revaluations of the 
Australian dollar on the in-
1 erna tional scene, coinciding 
with trade surpluses exceeding 
500 million dollars . 

"Australia in the Seventies" 
is the title of Geoff Saville's 
presentation , the award 
winning film from the recent 
San Francisco Film Festival 
can be seen Tuesday, March 13 

· at 7 p.m. in the Applied Arts 

GEOFF SAVILLE 

Theater . The film uses con
temporary film techniques to 
present information about 
Australia today. 

Geoff, a graduate student 
from Sydney, Australia , is 
currently enrolled in the 
Education Specialist Program . 

Diane Wakoski, nationally 
acclaimed poet, will give a 
reading from her own work at 
SI out. on Thursday, March 15 at 
8:00 p.m. in Applied Arts Rm . 
:21 O sponsored by the Speakers ' 
Forum Commjttee . Ms . 
Wakoski was born in California 
in 1937 and attended the 
University of California , 
Berkeley. Since then she has 
worked as a bookstore clerk 
,rnd has !aught in junior high 
school as well as t.he New 
School for Social Research in 
New York City. She presently 
resides in New York City . 

poetry including Inside the 
Hlood F a c lo1y and The 
Magellanic Clouds ( both 
available in the Pierce 
Library). Her poetry has 
appeared in numerous poetry 
magazines. She has also given 
readings at colleges 
lhroughout I.he country in
cluding a reading to an en
lhusiastic packed auditorium 
at UW-River Falls two years 
ago. Those who have heard her 
enjoy the casual, personal tone 
of her readings. 

Senator Dole to speak 
Mentally and Physically 
Handicapped and introduced 

· legislation to create a National 
Resource Information Center 
for the handicapped. He 
sponsored an- appeal for In
ternational Justice for the 
prisoners of war and the 
missing in action in Vietnam, a 
Welcome Home for Prisoners 
Resolution, and has proposed 
several measures to assist the 
wives and families of prisoners 
and MIA ' s. Dole also in
troduced a resolution to in
vestigate the origin of the U.S. 
involvement in Vietnam; a bill 
which repealed the Gulf of 
Tonkin Resolution; and Draft 
reform legislation. 

Ms . Wakoski has published 
•nore I han a dozen books of 

The reading is free and open 
lo lhe public. Following the 
reading there will be an in
formal gathering at which 

The University Speakers 
Forum presents U.S. Senator 
Robert Dole <Republican 
National Committee Chair
man, Jan. 1971-Jan. 1973) who 
will be speaking in the 
fieldhouse on March 8 at 8 p.m. 
In his speech he will be 
defending many of Nixon's 
Policies . Son. Robert Dole of 

Kansas at age 26, was elected 
to the Kansas Legislature, 
serving from 1951-53. He was 
also elected four terms as 
Russell County Attorney from 
1953-61 , and also served in the 
U.S. House of Representatives 

- from 1960-68. He was elected to 
the U.S. Senate, Nov . 5, 1968. 

His legislative interests in 
lhe Senate include the 
following: Member , Com
mittee on Agriculture and 
Forestry , Committee on 
Finance, Select Committee on 
Small Business, Select Com
mittee on Nutrition and Human 
Needs. While serving as the 
ranking Republican on the 
Public Works Disaster Relief 
Committee , he was in
strumental in reworking the 
nation ' s Air and Water 
Pollution Subcommittee which 
drafted the Clean Water Act 
and the National En
vironmental Noise Control Act. 
Dole is also an active worker 
for small business and 
minority business efforts. 

In the area of the han
dicapped, Dole proposed the 
Presidential Task Force on 

Paul Bell: 
On Thursday, March 8, at 

7:30. p.m . in the West Central 
Ballroom of the Student 
Center , Paul Bell will speak 'of 
his unusual past experiences. 
Bell will be accompanied by a 
rock band called the "Praise" 
from Minneapolis, same time, 
same place. 

Said Bell "I was driving 
down the road late one night 
heading for Mexico to score 
some grass when the Lord 
Jesus Christ took over my 
life." He went from a small 
Bible college to the hippie life, 
five years of drug usage, living 
underground, from New York 
to California. He even lived 
with a witch for several months 
to see if she could teach him 
ways to find happiness. "I tried 
everything I could to fill the 
void iri my life , but nothing 
worked ." That's what Paul 
Bell's life was like before. · 

Dole was an original sponsor 
of Revenue Sharing, the 
Constitutional Amendment 
authorizing the 18-year-old 
vote, the conquest of Cancer 
Act, and the Health Manpower 
Assistance Act. Sen. Dole was 
appointed by the Vice 
President as a member of the 
U.S. Commission for the 
United Nations Educational 
Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization for the year 
ending 1972. 

Sen. Dole has much to share 
with each of us, so remember 
to keep the evening of March 8 
free, and be prepared for a 
very enlightening experience. 

Occult and 
the Answer 

Today Paul is devoting his 
whole life to telling and 
teaching the power of Jesus 
Christ. " I know what the other 
side is like." The Bible tells us 
that the Spirit which GOD has 
given us is mightier than the 
one in the world, but why isn 't 
the Christian experiencing the 
abundant life which Jesus 
promised? Reverend Bell 
believes that being a Christian 
is an experience no one can 
afford to miss. 

'' After experiencing 
everything that I could 
possibly find to fit into my life, 
or 'living life to its fullest,' as 
t.he saying goes, I found only an 
emptiness that I thought could 
never be · filled . Then Jesus 
Christ filled me completely 
with a peacefulness that I 
never knew existed. He has 
never left me and He never 
will." 
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US Navy Band to perform 
Book in Review 
"Summer Game" 
by ~oger Angell 

--.i 

The United States· Navy 
Band will hold two per
formances here Thursday, 
March 29, according to Lynn 
Pritchard, head of the music 

_l _ . ..... . ' ~ 

,,mtr 1111111 111m •.. 

department here. 
The performances. 

scheduled at. the Fieldhouse, 
are being held in conjunction 
with the band's current tour t.o 

High school art 
An exhibition of art work by 

high school students from 
throughout Wisconsin and 
nearby areas of Minnesota will 
he displayed at UW-Stout's Art 
Center Gallery March IO 
through April 6. 

Some 70 schools are expected 
to participate in the display 
which will include a wide range . 
of work such as painting, 
drawing, prints, sculpture, 
ceramics, jewelry, weaving, 
crafts and photography. 

March 10 and 11, are the 
official opening reception 
dates. From 1 to 4 p.m. on both 
of these days , student par
ticipants will be on hand , along 
with their parents and 
teachers. The public is invited 
to attend the reception. 

According to the Stout Art 
Department, sponsors of the 
event. the purpose of the 
display is to acquai nt potential 

students and parents with art 
facilities and courses available 
at the university. It will° also 
enable high school art 
departments throughout the 
area to organize field trips to 
the exhibition. 

Selection of the actual work 
to be displayed will be made by 
three well-known area art 
educators . They are R. M. 
Paul, art consultant for the 
Minnesota Department of 
F:ducation; Earl Collins , state 
supervisor of art for the 
Wisconsin Department of 
Public Instruction; and Kent 
Anderson, art supervisor for 
the Milwaukee Public Schools . 
F:ach participating high school 
will have at least three pieces 
displayed. 

Additional inform at ion on 
the display can be obtained by 
calling the Stout Art Depart
ment at 232-1141. 

Metronome 
THURSDAY, MARCH 8 
7: 30 p.m . FOB Stunt Nite (H.H. Aud.) 

FRIDAY, MARCH 9_ 
7:30 p.m . FOB Stunt Nite (H.H. Aud.) 
8: 15 p.m . & 9:30 p.m. Pawn presents Chuck Groene & Jim Ash 

SATURDAY, MARCH 10 
6:30 p.m . Contemporary Guitar Mass 
7:30 p.m. FOB Stunt Nite (H.H . Aud.) 
8 p.m. Married students. sleigh ride 
8: 15 p.m . & 9:30 p.m . Pawn presents Chuck Groene &Jim Ash 

SUNDAY, MARCH 11 
11 :30 a .m . Contemporary Guitar Mass (St . Joseph's) 

Lutheran Student Worship (Our Savior's Lutheran Church) 
6:30 p .m . & 8:30 p .m . Free Flicks showing of " The Owl and the Pussycat" 

MONDAY, MARCH 12 - FOURTH QUARTER BEGINS 

5:30 p.m . IRHC meeting 
7 p.m. UAA meeting 
7 p.m. Nutrition and Food Assoc. meeting ( East Centra l Ballroom) 
8: 15 p.m . & 9 :30 p.m . Pawn presents Paul Carney 

TUESDAY, MARCH 13 
6 p .m. Cope meeting (Snackbar) 
7 p .m. Alfresco meeting (Ballroom) 
7 p .m . SSA meeting (Ballroom) 
8: 15 p.m . & 9:30 p .m . Pawn presents Paul Carney 

WEDNESDAY,MARCH 14 
5:30 p .m . Food Serv ice meeting (South line of Commons) 
8: 15 p.m . & 9 :30 p.m . Pawn presents Paul Carney 

THURSDAY, MARCH 15 
2 p .m . . 4 p.m . Open Campus Green tea sponsored by H.E .A. ( Fires ide Lounge) 
8 p.m . Columnist Jack Anderson sponsored by Lecture and Concerts Committee at UW

LaCrosse (Mitchell Hall Gym) 

49 different eities throughout 
the United States. 

A matinee performance will 
take place at 1 :30 and an 
evening pertormance will be 
held at 8. Admission for the 

< ·ontinul'd on page 15 

by Todd Schmidt 
For those of us who love 

baseball, love statistics, love 
behind the scenes reports, and 
love to play the trivia game, 
then Roger Angell's The 
Summer Game is the book to 
read. If you are among those 
who don 't care what Al Weiss. 
hatted back in the Sally League 
in 19fil. then this book is ob
viously not for you. 

Nol that I have anything 
against Mr. Weiss , because he 
was a very capable ball player, 
and is probably very good to 
his wife and kids. The 'hehind
.1he-scenes' format of this book 
is provocative at times, and 
some of the incidents described 
are downright int eresting. but 
enough is enough. 

Mr. Angell is a very good 
sports writer as sports writers 
go. and is adept al observing 
and relating situations. He 
follows baseball from spring 
training in March 1962 to June 
1971. or thereabouts . His 
reports of baseball gossip are 
sprinkled with nostalgic notes 
from past seasons. 

Interestingly enough, one of 
1he teams that Mr. Angell 
follows quite closely is the 
amazin' Mets of New York 
fame. This learn has come into 
its own in rec en I seasons and is 
no longer the patsy it once was, 
heing perennial cellar-dwellars 
and all. It is refreshing in 
today's win or die world of pro 

Sounds of Our Times 
by Tom Burke 

NEW RELEASES FROM A&M 
"SONJ\Y & HHOWI\IE" -
Sonny Tt•1-ry and Brownie 
\kGhj'e . 

country or "folk" blues harp, 
and Brownie McGhee combine 
talents t.o come up with one 
helluva blues album. 

Terry and McGhee are aided 
by musicians such as Ario 
Guthrie, John Hammond, who 
was one of the first whiles to 
he hitten_ hy the blues bug. 
violinist Sugarcane Harris, and 
one of the oldest British blues 
stars John Mayall. Clydie King 
and Vanetta Fields lend a hand 
with the. background, vocals. 
Cuts to be listened to include 
"You Bring Out The Boogie In 
Me," "On The Road Again," 
and Curtis Mayfield's "People 
Gel Ready." 
"LESS THAN THE SONG" -
lloyt Axion 

"Less Than The Song" is a 
nice bit of music for those of 
you who are into mellow 
"acoustic" music. Hoyt Axt.on 
composed all but two of the 12 
selections. Axton sounds a lot 
like Mac Davis , both vocally 
and in his writing style. "Mary 
Makes Magic ," an Axton tune 
and Guthrie's " Days Are 
Short" are two cuts that the 
listener should especially 
enjoy . 
"STEALERS WHEEL" -
Stealers Wheel 

Joe Egan, Gerry Rafferty, 
Paul Pilnick, Tony Williams 
and Rod Coombes are Stealers 
Wheel. The majority of the 10 
tunes are thin , with the ex
ception of "I Get. By", "Jos'e" , 
and "Late Again". The vocals 
on "Late Again" remind me of 

the early Beatles. Joe Egan's 
keyboards on side two are the 
high point of "Stealers Wheel". 

CONCERT REVIEW 

Sunday night the fieldhouse 
was filled with the sounds of 
soloist Pat Ireland and a RCA 
recording group , Gypsy . 
Ireland presented a variety of 
tunes that. dealt with his past 
experiences. ''Cocaine'' 
brought a few cheers, while 
two country songs left t.he 
audience in their seats. In 
between songs, Ireland chatted 
with the audience, telling of his 
expereinces that ranged from 
playing for the Hells Angles to 
eating at the Air Force 
Academy . Ireland 's only 
downfall was that he didn ' I fit 
in with the average con
servative Stout sludent. I 
enjoyed his performance very 
much, but. from the comments 
I heard, many didn't. 

Before Sunday I hadn't heard 
of Gypsy so I wasn't sure what. 
lo expect. Gypsy consists of 
Enrico Rosenboom on rhythm 
guitar , James Johnson handled 
the lead guitar , James Walsh 
on keyboard , drummer Bill 
Lordan, and bassist Randy 
Ca tes . 

Gypsy played a bit too loud 
for the Stout audience, 
nevertheless , Enrico's lead 
vocals were excellent. I enjoy 
organ music , but for some 
reason Walsh never turned his 
volume up. Lordan's drum
ming was in tune with the rest 
of Gypsy - loud. The bass and 
rhythm guitar were fair . 
Johnson ' s lead guitar was 
excellent throughout the entire 
C"oncert. and was especially 
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sports to read about a team 
that just went out and played 
for the fun of it. 

As was mentioned, one of the 
fea lures of the book is a 
chronological history of the 
game as Mr. Angell _sees it. 
Many of the stories are indeed 
interesting and unique , but. 
then again many are not. 

Several parts of the book that. 
dragged on dealt with spring 
training, overly-long accounts 
of games that I am sure no one 
really cares about. anymore, 
and a story about the 1967 
season and the Boston Red Sox 
that. really didn 't make any 
sense. 

One thing that you might. 
notice is the relatively small 
,md piddling criticisms that I 
have made about this book. 
This shows that on the whole I 
was entertained quite suf
ficiently by it. Although there 
are some statistics, etc., that. 
would be hard for anyone 
except. a hard-core baseball 
lover to get through, I.he book 
as a whole is easy reading. 

The book was called by 
George Plimpton , "Quite 
simply the best book on 
haseball I've ever read." I 
don't think I will go that far. 
but I will say that it was quite 
entertaining for me . . 

This book. published by the 
Popular Library of New York 
can he purchased al Ben 
Franklin. The cost is $1.50. 

~iood on ''Blind Man." and 
"Ynu've Got To Beware." 

The majority of song~ were 
off their new album. which 
brings up a very impnrtant 
point. The lead vocalist 
eommented that they hadn't 
played together for awhile and 
that they were a bit rusty. 
Musical groups should 
remember that if you don ' t 
have your s--t together. don ' t 
get on the st.age. It's as simple 
as that. if you aren't ready , 
don 't perform . 

Another point that disturbed 
me was the physical setting for 
th e concert. Th e a udience 
would have a better time. if. in 
the future the side lights were 
extinguished. The studen t body 
for !he most part. was inhibited 
by I he presence of the 
sidelights: People seemed self
conscious about da ncing. 
singing along, and generally 
having a good time. 

Slowly hut surely. the con
eerts are improving. Gypsy put 
on a het I.er show than Colla. 
and the Whiz Kids didn ' t even 
eompare to Sunday's per
formance . The promoters of 
the (;ypsy concert should he 
eongratulated. Better bands 
C"an be found. but I am won
dering if those hands would 
eonsent to play in Menomonie. 
I wasn't. sure of the name of the 
encore, so I asked Gypsy's 
manager. One of their roadies 
answered , "Money, which is 
!he only reason we played 
here ." If a relatively unknown 
hand like Gypsy didn ' t have a 
good time playing on our 
eampus, what could we expect 
from a well known group? 

I've heard that Stout is trying 
to book RF:O Speed Wagon. 
That would he nice 1 
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Home Ee department 
changes to new format 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
Disregarding popular myths 

:ihout education, the school of 
Home Economics is changing 
ils format and establishing a 
nolicy of student represen
· at ion. 

Under the director of Dean J. 
.\nthonv Samenfink, lhe 
nriginal.group began meeting a 
Year ago and proposed to set up 
;1 system of performance 
,•valualion among students and 
!acuity in lhe school of Home 
Economics. They strive for 
constant self-analysis, self
knowledge, and change among 
sludents . faculty and ad
niinistration within that school. 
Other aims include mutual. 
non-threatening relat.ionships 
among students and faculty . 

Comprised of persons from 
Pach of the degree programs 
\1·ithin !he school, the com
niiltee spent the fall months 
discussing its course of action. 
At that time it. was decided that 
a committee prepared 
,-•valuation he used as the tool. 

The committee found in 
I )ecemher that the evaluation 
was incomplete with numerous 
loopholes. 

Back at lhe drawing board 
lhe group has come up with a 
new set of plans, which add still 
grealer student participation. 
Wilhin the near future these 
guidelines will be presented to 
lhe F'acull.y Advisory Com
mittee for further expansion. 
Memhers of lhe committee 
now are: Ralph Kulzer t H & R 
mgt.l. Sharon Rilchy 
, Dielelicsl, Patricia Shay 

F: .C'.E.1 . Patli Stickler 
Fashion l\krchandising), Evy 

·, ojkiewicz I H ElB >, John Graf 
II & H 111gt . ). Janet Sprecher 
, · T.A. 1. and Caroline Bar-
1,art I H.f<:.ED . ). 
If you feel any of the above 

,·nuld aid vou with !roubles 
·l'. ('OUntered within your 
·, ·gree programs feel free to 
·111lact !hem. 

- -- - -- - - -- - -

:Cuuuna,J, 
Starts Friday 

10 Academy 
Award Nominations! 

Now Showing 
St,••••if11%IW ·. ...::.·::::_:_:~:-.-...~>~::_ -~ 

Deliverance 
A JOHN BOORMAN FILM 

Starring JON VOIGHT · BURT REYNOLDS 
PANAVISION® · TECHNICOLOR® 

Showlimes Evenings 7-9, Sunday 1-3~ 
5-7-9 
Admission Mat. Adults 1.50, Students 
1.25 
Evening Adults 1.75, Students 1.50 

These plans should be un
veiled within the month, 
I watch the Sloulonia for more 
information l. 

Noting the social freedoms 
allowed on campus it has been 
suggested the student 's . next 
desire will be freedom in the 
academic world. 

To acheive this academic 
freedom a lwo-way st.reel 
must be established. Input 
showing a direction must be 
given. This would be a way of 
indicating desires to the 
professor . 

It is a goal of this committee 
lo activate students. 

ATTENTION. • • 
December 1973 

GRADUATES I! 

JOB 

PLACEMENT 

MEETING . 

March 20 
6: 30 - 10 p.m . 

Union Ballroo111 

REGISTRATION AND 
.INFORMATION 

Don't miss this important meeting •... 

Cut this out to remind yourself to attend ! 
Watch Stoutonia far further details ! ! 

IS 
.COMING! 

Visit Menomonie's 

FINEST COSMETIC DEPARTMENT 
WE HAVE The New Spring Fashion Colors in 
Lipstick and Nail Polish from -

- Revlon 

- Max Factor 

- L Oreal 

NEW FROM JOVANI 
_,_Musk Bath Oil 

- Ambergis Oil Perfume 

· - Civet Oil Perfume 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 

A search · for new talent 
The Pawn is seeking new 

student talent from the 
University community by 
sponsoring a Coffeehouse 
Showcase 'on Marc,h 16 and 17. 
The showcase is open to anyone 
from the Un_iversity .coin
mlD'lity . wisl)ing to display ftis 
or her talent. J • 

The showcase 'will be .com
petitive in that. the first three' 
places will receive cash prizes. 

Any group or individual , 
having appe_ar _ed. 
profes.5ionally or on stage in 
The Pawn is ineligible for the 
showcase <unless · group 
membership has changed since 
that time>. The group size ~ 
be limited from one lo six 
members. 

Each act will consist of a 25 
minute set, with five minutes 
allowed for set up of equip
ment. 

Applications- should be 
clipped out of the Stoulonia. 

They must be returned to the 
Pawn by noon, on Friday, 1\far. 
9. The first 12 applications will 
complet-e registration and will 
qualify to appear on stage. 
Names will be drawn froJn a 
hat to decide w._ the acts will 
,ppear. Represe.ntaU.-es , will 
be notified as lo the •jme of 
appearance in the showcase. 

Groups will be judged on the 
basis of originality, and quality 
of the act. Judges for ·the 
showcase will be Stout faculty, 
Q>ffeehouse officials from Eau 
Claire, . and a Stout student. 

· Any questions that remain 
ID'lanswered at this . time may 
be directed to either Charlie 
Brady at Ext. 2247 or Pat 
C:ai>elJe al 235-0929. 
Deadline for showcase ap
plications is noon, Friday, 
March 9. This form must be 
turned .in al the Pawn . 

STAR!f PRACTICING!!!! 

r-------------~--_,~, 
I · . . I 
I Naine •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I 
.1 ........ - _ I 
l ... , ................................................. , 
l Type of mtertainment you will .1 I c1o . n, •ilWinl. what 1ype'!- · · . · l folk, blues, rock) ; ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• •• 1 
• . . I' 
f Equipment needed <piano, . I 
lrnilres,stelll) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

t . . 1. 
I Have you ever perfarn:ted I 

before an audience before'! . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• •• I 
l u so. where'! I r ....................................... . .,__,...., __ ._._..._ ...... ___ --i-..-~.J 

RORITETM AT YOUR· ER BOOKSTORE 

PINE POINT 
Presents 

TONGUE 
Thursday Night 

March 8 9-1: 00 

Keep 
on 

Trucking 

Free rides in front of JTC at·s: 30 & 9: 15 and in 
front of the Commons at 8: 35 & 9: 20. 

Return ride at closing 

PINE POINT 
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT 

Free Beer 8 - 10 

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT 
Live Entertainment 
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needs more members Alice in Dairyland recruits 

by Selameab Tsadik 
St.out is one of the very few 

best known Colleges in the 
nation in regc!,rd to its in
dustrial education program. 
Its fame has spread even 
outside of the United States, 
and as a result has attracted 
many students from all over 
the world. By conservative 
estimate, the number of 
st.udent.s in I.he industrial· 
education stream is said to be 
nearly a thousand. 

Stout's Industrial Education 
Club has been in existence. 
since the fall of 1970. Since its 
inception · the club has con
tributed greatly to the school 

community in general, and the 
industrial education majors in 
particular. According to one of 
the founders of the club, and 
the present treasurer, Don 
Starr, the purpose of the Club is 
to inform industrial ed. majors 
of any development in industry 
and in education. This is to be 
accomplished through field 
trips to industries and by in
viting guest speakers from 
both industry and education. 
This has taken place numerous 
times in the past. 

It was with this purpose that 
the club sponsored a guest 
speaker from the curriculum 
committee of Stout on Feb. 20. 

Continued on page 4 

New Loan Regulaf ions 
statement for your 1973-74 
financial aid application, a 
second one need not be .com
pleted. Independent students 
will complete the alternate 
form. 

After the forms have been 
completed and turned into the 
Financial Aids office allow a 
week for the financial aid office 
to process it. 

New rules will now make it 
possible , in most cases, for 
students from families with 
adjusted family incomes of 
$15,000 or greater to be eligible 
for the federal inte_rest subsidy. 

The Financial Aids office 
says that new regl!lations for 
the guaranteed bank loan are 
now in effect. The rules require 
that a needs analysis be 
calculated and the financial 
aids office must make a 
recommendation to the lender 
as to the· amount of the loan. 

To accomplish the needs 
determination parents will 
have to complete a "parents ' 
confidential statement" or an 
alternate form which is 
available at the Financial Aids 
office. If parents have already 
completed the confidential 

Public re:tations experience, 
a good salary and a chance to 
travel are the major benefits of 
the Alice In Dairyland 
program according to Debbie 
Moser, the present Alice In 
Dairyland in a recent visit to 
the UW-Stout campus. 

Miss Moser and the Alice In 
Dairyland chaperone, Mrs. 
Propsom, stopped at Stout in a 
public relations campaign 
aimed at university co-eds in 
the state of Wisconsin. The 
reason for the campaign is to 
make co-eds aware of the 
recent chAnges in the contest 
format which will allow the 16 
best candidates from the state 

· t.o compete for the coveted 
"Alice" position. 

During an interview with the 
Sloutonia, Miss Moser em
phasized that "Alice" is not a 
beauty queen but instead is 
highly trained in public 
relations and is chosen for her 
ability to stand up under 
pressure, her personality and 
her ability to project herself. 
Mrs. Propsom added that the 
experience is a valuable 
learning experience. She 
commented, "You have to be 
ready to adapt to new 
situations that you never 
believed were possible." 

The job as "Alice In 
Dairyland" involves public 
relations for the State 
Department of Agriculture. 
"Alice" is also recognized as 

Transcendental meditation rage hits area 
Called the Science of 

Creative Intelligence when 
offered for credit , tran
scendental meditation is 
presently being taught in some 
high schools and colleges in the 
U.S. and Canada. 

Last summer ,· an m
ternational symposium. was 
held in Massachusetts with 
Maharishi and scientists and 
educators , world-reknowned in 
their fields, determining how 
the Science of Creative In
telligence affects each of their 
fields. The interest expressed 
by educators and scientists, 
and the fantastic growth of TM 
in only several years adds up to 
a movement not easily 
overlooked. 

Currently there are about 
200,000 Americans practicing 
transcendental meditation 
along with meditators in 50 
countries around the world. 
This May 2,000 instrr .:tors will 
complete traininb in tran
scendental meditation (TM) 
and will join the 3,000 persons 
presently teaching in this 
country. Earlier this year high 
school teachers from around 
the country completed training 
with Maharishi in the Science 
of Creative Intelligence under 
the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare grants. 

All of this interest has been 
aroused since Maharishi 
Mahesh Yogi introduced his 
concept and subsequently 
came to the United States 
seven years ago. 

Locah an Eau Claire 
native, ]3l.,.fy Mooney, is busy 
conducting courses in TM at 
Stout and UW-Eau Claire. He 
estimates there are over 300 
persons, including 15 Stout 
professors, practicing 
meditation in this area. 

Buffy states , "TM is a 
mental technique · performed 
twice a day, a few minutes 
every morning and evening, 
sitting comfortably," One 
meditates not for the sake of 
meditation although it is 

pleasant to meditate. However, 
one meditates for what it does 
t.o one's life .. With the practice 
of TM, one finds greater clarity 
of thought; more energy; more 
intelligence, more happiness , 
and less stress and strain in 
life. 

"It is not a -religion nor does 
one accept any beliefs to 
perform it. A practitioner of 
this meditation does not retire 
from life and assume a 
desireless state. Instead, with 
more intelligence, happiness, 
and better health, one begins to 
fulfill his desires. Through one 
mental technique all aspects of 
life flourish; mental, physical, 
emotional and spiritual." 

Buffy, describing the 
ramifications on one's health, 
says, "Doctors tell us that 80-90 
percent of their patients suffer 
from psychosomatic disease -
an illness caused from the 
build up of stress and strain. 
No one wants to be stressed, 
but how can we live a stree-free 
life? Aspirins, sleeping pills, 
drugs, etc., give only tem
porary relief but do not get at 
the cause. With TM the rest 
gained is deeper than sleep, 
hence the deep-rooted stresses 
which can not )Je removed by 
sleep are dissolved." 

These results were 
reiterated in an article in 
"Scientific American," Feb. 
1972. The report established 
that a state of rest twice as 
deep as that achieved after six 
hours of sleep was experienced 
after only 15 minutes of 
meditation. 

The physical, mental, and 
social effects of this deep rest 
are now being studied by over 
40 universities and institutions 
around the world. Preliminary 
results are available and in
dicate better health, improved 
physiology , and increased 
mental potential in meditators. 

Buffy Mooney was in
troduced to TM by a student of 
his at Madison Technical 
College , where he taught 
American History. His student 
had flunked out at UW-

Madison, had migraine 
headaches every day, ulcers, 
and indulged in heavy drug 
use. In two months his 
maladies had completely 

· disappeared and he began 
attending school again, 
achieving a 3.2 grade average. 
He then asked his skeptical but 
curious teacher to attend a 
lecture at the University. 

Following this course in TM, 
Buffy quit his teaching position 
and continued his TM study 
with Maharishi in Colorado, 
Maine, Cali'fornia , 
Massachusetts, and Spain. He 
stated his reason for giving up 
his teaching position as, 
"Teaching American History 
is dealing only with problems 
of yesterday and today. Where 
are these solutions to the 
myraids of problems?" 

"The solution is within 
everyone. To uplift society we 
must uplift individuals. If our 
citizenry are more intelligent, 
more aware, and have some 
peace of mind then we'll get a 
permanent stable change in 
America ." 

Who can learn to meditate? 
''Anyone!'' says Buffy. 
"Anyone who can think a 
thought can meditate. One 
doesn't even have to believe it 
will work, it works for 
everyone. It takes four days, 
about 11/ 2 hours a day to learn 
the technique. One can be the 
biggest skeptic, but this does 
not impede their progress." 

Buffy will give introductory 
lectures on TM on March 22 in 
the West Central Ballroom. A 
description of the effects of TM 
on the mental, phsyical, and 
emotional aspects of life will 
include that scientific findings 
support the growing en
thusiasm for the technique. 
The social implications of 
meditation will also be 
discussed as vision of 

, possibilities. 
All lectures are free and open 

to the thinking public, and will 
include question and answer 
sessions. 

the official hostess for the state 
of Wisconsin . Miss Moser 
pointed out I.hat most of the 
"Alice" candidates have had at 
least two years of college, 
experience and that the job as 
Alice is an excellent sup
plement to a girls' college 
education. Perhaps more 
important, she pointed out, 
were the contacts that are 
made with potential em
ployers. 

You don't have to know 
anything about agriculture , 
she admitted, and it's a great 
way to pay for part of your 
education. 

Both Miss Moser and Mrs. 
Propsom expressed interest in 
seeing girls from Stout apply 
for the position. Information is 

· available on I.he pamphlet rack 
in the Fireside Lounge in the 
Student Center or in the 
Stoutonia ad this week. 

WISCONSIN'S 
1973 

ALICE IN DAIRYLAND 
POSITION APPLICATION 

You Qualify 
by being at least 19 qJ1d not over 25 years of age as of 
March 1, 1973 · 
if you have never been married and have been a resident 
of the state for at least one year 
because you have a pleasing personality and can speak 
effectively 
if you are willing to devote one year of your time to 
state service 

Additional Information 
the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture reserves the 
right to make final decisions in all matters 
the Alice in Dairyland Finals will be held in Rice Lake 
June 14·1~-16, 1973 ' 

SALARY ... $7,50Q, plus travel expenses 

Applications accepted February 15 through March 15 

****************************************** 
APPLICATION FORM 

Name _ _ _________ Birth Date ____ _ _ 

Mo. Day Yr. 

Home Address -------- Phone ( 

City & State -------- Zip Code ____ Co. __ _ 

School Attending------=----- Dorm ___ _ __ _ 

A'ddress ----------- Phone ( 

City & State--- --------- Zip Code ____ _ 

Applicant's Signature - - - - - --- - - --- ----

Dates and sites of interviews will · be held on Saturday 

March 31 in: MilwaukeeO or Eau Claire 0 
April 7 in: Madison D or Green BayO 

(Check date and site of your choice . Specific addresses will be 
forwarded to you upon receipt of completed application .) 

MAIL TO : "ALICE" PROGRAM 
Wisconsin Depa;tment of Agriculture 
801 W. Badger Road 
Madison, WI 53713 

, 
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Time Out 
by Todd Schmidt 

by Todd Schmidt 

Pro athletes, olympic champions, and other American 
athletic idols are setting a poor example for the younger 
generation, is the opinion of a sports philosopher. - 1 

He is Dr. Thomas Tutko, a professor of psychology at Cal 
State - San Jose. He is a clinical specialist from Northwestern and 
Penn State and has spent eleven years at San Jose. The 
psychology department at San Jose employs forty-five full-time 
teachers and is among the nation's largest. 

Basically, what it all boils down to is a poisonous att~tude that 
is prevalent today. The era of "it's not whether you wm or lose 
that counts but how you play the game," seems long gone. 
Everyone s~ems out for himself, and out to win - at least that's 
what Dr. Tutko claims . 

He makes five points that .I'd like to present because I happ~n 
to agree with them. The points will just be presented at their 
naked face value, and you the readers can decide their validity for 
yourselves. 

His Five Points 
Point 1 - American spectator sports have bred a class of 

selfish professional athletes with few interests besides money and 
winning. 

Point 2 - Their win-or-else emphasis adds up to a grotesque 
distortion of real life, in which everybody loses at times. The 
problem is not how to win them all but how to cope with occasional 
failure. 

Point 3 -The Olympic Games also are detrimental glorifying 
the few who trade their irreplaceable adolescent years for in
significant medals and ignoring the many who likewise give up 
their adolesence in vain pursuit of the same toys. 

Point 4 - Kid's athletic programs (Little League baseball, 
Pop Warner football, etc.) are ~oing a tragic diss~rvice to 
America when they emulate the wm-or-else creed of big league 
sports. 

Point 5 - What America needs most is a viable alternative to 
winning - a new athletic value structure for young men and 
women with some new goals. 

"The emphasis should be on doing one's best," says Dr. 
Tutko. "We should redefine winning to mean exactly that - on 
every level from grade school up. I'd like to see a w~nning ~oach 
defined as one who helps each athlete work toward his maximum 
potential. 

POTPOURRI 

Managers Need Love Too 
People who unfortunately receive little recognition for a great 

deal of effort are managers for the various sports teams. These 
people are important parts any sports team, and deserve to be 
recognized. 

The success of any team can be traced in part to the .hard
working managers, who put in long hours for little glory. 

A Man Worth Recognizing 
Glenn Steinback, the managerial supervisor and school 

statistician does a great job for our school. The people who work 
with Glenn 'csuch as myself) s9metimes overlook the importance 
of his job but credit should be given where credit is due. Thanks 
for all the help, Glenn. 

Pucksters Graduate 
I'm sorry to say it, but there are eight senior members of the 

Big Blue hockey team that will be graduating after this season. 
Glenn Lachapelle, Terry Watkins, Tom McNamara, Bob Pat
naude Chuck Mortel, Paul Bourguignon, Bob Schultz, and Lynn 
Street~r are the departers from the team. They have put in many_ 
fine and tough hours on the ice for Stout, and deserve recognition. 

Point totals for the "oscillating octet" (how's that for a 
monicker?) were as follows; Glenn La Chapelle - 65 points; Terry 
Watkins - 45 points; Tom McNamara - 29 points; Bob Patnaude -
27 points; Chuck Mortel - 5 points; Paul B_ourguignon - 3 points; 
Bob Schultze - 2 points; Lynn Streeter - 2 pomts. · 

Leading scorers for the underclassmen were Chuck Gerber 
with 21 ·points· Tom Herold - 10 points; Rick Bugalski - 8 points; 
Doug Hubbard - 8 points; Denny Carter - 7 points; Mark Ryder - 7 
points. 

Teamwise the Big Blue scored 126 goals and gave up 121 en 
route to an 8-11-1 season mark. 

Women's IM basketball opens 

Women's intramural 
basketball season begins 
Tuesday, March 20. Instead of 
playing the game according to 
!he old method, teams this year 
will play with five member 
learns, all members play the 
entire length of the court, and 
continuous dribbling is 
allowed. 

Teams will be organized into 
time leagues (7:15, 8:00 , 8:45, 
and 9: 30 if needed). Top team 
in each league advances to a 
lournament. which has been 
lentat.ively scheduled for April 
10. Teams will play one game 
every Tuesday evening. 

Rules and entry blanks are 
available frorri R.A. 's, club 
clapper boxes, or outside room 
213 by Wednesday, March 14. A 
captain's meeting will be held 
at 6:30 p.m. on Monday, March 
20 to further explain playing 
rules. A forfeit fee of $10 must 
be paid at. the business win
dows of I.he administration 
building and the receipt turned 
in at the captain's meeting. 
The fee will be returned if no 
games are forfeited. 

For further information 
contact Janet VanDyke at 235-
9145 or Bonne Shansberg at 235-
3081 . 

Blue Devils lose to Blugolds 
Final game for Miit1' s crew 

by Dave Kopydlowski anticipated, hQwever. l)~ii:fr 
guards slrot ·over the S,t~ut 

It was the game everyone defense, which was designe~' fo 
was waiting for; the grand cut off the Blugolds big meti. 
finale, the showdown between Jeff Ellenson, Tom Peck, a'n,d 
Stout and Eau Claire. Duke Nash combined for cj,nly 

Before the 1972-73 basketball eleven points in the first k;;ilf. 
season got underway, many Blugold coach Ken Anderson 
people were already pointing to had his guards Rich Reitzher 
the last game of the season, the and Ray Adams open up on {he 
game that would decide the Stout defense . In the sec.ohd 
conference championship. half alone they hit ten points 

Eau Claire, the defending apiece, eventually turning the 
champion, was the victor in game around. 
Eau Claire. Both teams en- Eau Claire caught the Blue 
tered the game in a tie for first Devils at 44-44 after a DaJe 
place, and knew the im- Magadanz foul, when Ellens.i:Jn 
portance of the game. The hit the second of two free 
Blugolds, playing like defen- throws. 
ding champions, won the game 
over Stout 60-52. The Blugolds edged ahead, 
Coach Dwain Mintz's crew but Stout was hot on their 
chopped away at the Blugolds I.racks. As the game 
and worked up a 30-23 halftime progressed, however, Stout 
lead. Stout held the edge in was forced to foul in desperate 
almost every department at attempts to get the ball. 
the mid-point, with an ad- Eau Claire held all the 
vantage in field goals 12-11, .statistical edges in the second 
free throws 6-1 , and rebounds half, 15-9 in -field goals and 1?,-4 
15-12. in the free tosses. 

Eau Claire came back as At the game's end, Eau: 

Claire had the shooting edge 
with 26 field goals, to 21 for 
Stout. Eau Claire went to the 
charity line fifteen times and 
converted eight, while Stout 
was poised in making ten out of 
their twelve attempts. 

Doug Eha emerged as the 
game's leadi"ng scorer with 20 
points. Magedanz followed 
with ten, Lyons seven, Hayes 
and Rozakis with four each, 
Obermueller with three, and 
·wentenkamp with two. 

Big men for the Blugolds 
were Reitzner with 18 points, 
Adams with 13, and Ellenson 
with ten points . 

Stout finished the season 
with a 13-3 conference record, 
while Eau Claire and 
Whitewater share the cham
pionship with identical 14-2 
charts. 

Stout's only other conference 
losses in a highly successful 
season were to Lacrosse and 
Whitewater . 

T racksters face tough foes 
Host meet here Saturday 
The Blue Devil tracksters 

ran into some tough com
petition last weekend, as they 
participated in two successive 
meets on Friday and Saturday. 
They finished second to 
Oshkosh in a WSUC triangular 
meet with Stevens Point, ·held 
at Johnson Fieldhouse March 
2. The following day the team 
traveled to Mankato for the 
Southern Minnesota In
tercollegiate Relays, where 
they accumulated 141/2 points 
to finish seventh out of eighteen 
schools entered. 

Outstanding efforts by 
Barney Klecker, John Char
trand, Bob Sandstrom, and 
Tom Hackbarth led the way for 
Coach Bob Kamish's squad. 

Klecker tied his . personal 
best time of 2: 16.3 in the 1000 
yard run on Friday, to capture 
a first in that event. Karnish 
claimed that "Barney was 
beaten at Lacrosse the 
previous week, and was out for 
revenge." At any rate, 
Klecker's time is the best 
reported in the WSUC thus far 
in the s·eason. 

Chartrand and Sandstrom 
combined with Steve Zais and 
Mike Olson to win the distance 
relay against Oshkosh and 
Stevens Point. They finished 
with a time of 10:32.3 to easily 
outdistance Oshkosh, who 
came in a distant second at 
10:47.7 . 

Stout, noted in past seasons 
for strong relay teams, placed 
third at the SMI Relays in the 
distance relay with a time of 
10:29.0. Klecker, Sandstrom, 
Chartrand, and Steve Zais 
composed the team that day. 

Olson replaced Zais on the 
team which nm the two mile 
event and helped his mates to a 

NOTICE: 
11 Students needed 

immediately to act as 
representatives for a 
Chicago research 
company. 

Plenty of money' to 
be made in spare 
time. 

Ca 11 ( 312) 922-0300. 11 

second place finish . They just 
missed a first place trophy, as 
they were beaten at the fintsh 
by three tenths of a second. 

consistency problem this 
season, struggled to a fifth 
place finish in his event on 
Saturday with a jump of 6'4". 

Tom Hackbarth looked good 
in the high jump on Friday, 
when he cleared 6'6" to take a 
first. Hackbarth, wh9 has had a 

The team will be in action 
again on March 10, when they 
will host the Stout Invitational. 

BORGIES 
Show ~. Little Irish for 

ST. PA TRICK'S DAY 
To help you celebrate we have 

PARTY GOODS 

LAPEL PINS -Tl ES 

BOW TIES-CARNATIONS 

ST. PATRICK'S DAY CARDS by Hallmark 

earn ere etween second 

semester and summer school 
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OSHKOSH , WISCONSIN 54901 

phone: (414) 424-1136 or 424-1137 
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The 1972-73 version of the Big Blue recently completed its season sch.edule. Teal!1 
members are as follows: Front row, L to R - Mark Ryder, Lynn Streeter, Rich Bugalsk1, 
Terry Watkins, Rod Kreig, George Moldenhauer, Dave Dill, Chuck Gerber, Denny 
DMff. . 

Second row, L to R - Manager Hal Dalibor, Bob Patnaude, Paul Bourguignon, Wayne 
Toellner, Jeff Brugett, Tom McNamara, Keven Morrell, Glenn La Chapelle, Bob 
Schultze, Tom Herold, Chuck Mortel, Doug Hubbard, Coach Tom Slupe. 

Dale Evans goes down in_ history 
Wins 4th conference wrestling title 

· Dale's entire wrestling conference championship that 
by Todd Schmidt career has been impressive, year, inspired to a great degree 

Dale Evans, a 142 lb. UW- even before he came to Stout. by tj1e efforts of Evans. 
Stout senior, shattered the His record at Windsor , Heinzelman again stepped 
WSUC record books last Wisconsin high school was 82- onto the scene in 1970 and 
weekend with an un- 21 , unbelievable considering tutored Evans once mo~e, as 
precedented fourth straight that Dale never wrestled a an assistant coach at Stout. 
championship in the- con- junior varisty match. The coaching staff decided to 
ference wrestling meet, held at Gene Strom, coach at the move their star up to the 134 lb. 
Superior March 2 and 3. Evans school for Evans' first three bracket. It. was a good move: 
pinned every opponent and won seasons , sparked much of Evans won the conference title 
t.he John Peterson Most Dale's interest in the sport. again. 
Valuable Wrestler Award, Strom helped all he could, and The 1971-72 season went 
which he claimed for the took Dale to various clinics to much the same. Bob Olson was 
second year in a row. Bill improve his technique. assigned to work with Evans as 
Burns, Athletic Director at Much of the credit for the an assistant to Pierce, and the 
Stout and an active supporter actual blossoming of Dale's result was yet another con-
of collegiate wrestling for more ability should go to Al Sever- ference first place medal. 
lhan 16 years , calls Evans son a former assistant coach Evans compiled an impressive 
"The finest collegiate wrestler at. the University of Wisconsin, 30-2 record last season, and 
I've ever seen " who took over the Windsor was voted outstanding wrestler 

coaching job before Evans' at. many tournaments in which 
senior season. Severson he participated. He also 
worked intensively with Dale, finished fourth at the 
an effort that paid off with a NAIA Meet. 
fourth place berth in the state The present season brought. 
high school tournament in 1969. several changes to Dale's style 

Finding confidence in his of wrestling. Hector Cruz, who 
ability , Dale entered a put. together a fine career on 
freestyle meet during the lhe Blue Devil wrestling squad, 
summer of 1969. Wrestling by moved into the head coaching 
Olympic and international job . Cruz moved Evans up to 
rules , Dale captured a first his present weight of 142 lbs ., 
place trophy in the meet. where he compiled a 24-4 
Under the expert tutelage of regular season record. 
Rick Heinzelman, Evans Besides being an excellent 
steadily improved his moves . wrestler , Evans engages in 

No one really knows how several hobbies . He is an avid 
Dale ended up at Stout, par-
ticularly himself. He said that 
he "just turned up here one 
day," and that he "was ne:7er 
really recruited from high 
school." After about a month of 
practice, however, coaches 
knew that he was here to stay. 

College Successes Mount Up 
Coach Sten Pierce saw his 

126 lb. freshman win the 
conference championship in 
his first year of WSUC com
petition. The team took the 

HELP WANTED 

Qualified Industrial Arts 
Instructor to leach wood
working and operation of 
power tools at a boy's camp 
near Woodruff, Wis ., June 
20th lo Aug. 15th. ' Excellent 
opportunity for graduating 
senior. Call 235-7704 after 6 
p.m. 

The Village Pedaler 
(in the alley) 

114 East Elm, River Falls, Wis. SALE Phone: 425-9126 

10% OFF REGULAR RETAIL PRICE 
ON All MODELS IN STOCK UNTIL MARCH 15 

Gitane Fuji Peugeot 

' 

hunter, and enjoys scuba 
wving immensely. He par
licipates in most intramural 
sports, especially the ones 
involving body contact. For 
relaxation, Dale says "a good 
book will do." 

It is obvious that Dale loves 
lo wrestle. He feels it is the best 
sport, and enjoys the contact 
involved. He claims it is a 
relatively safe sport, in that the 
object of it is not to actually 
hurt your opponent. He says 
that you win on moves, moves 
that require conditioning and 
skill to perfect. 

Evans says that. "wrestling 
has limited me from par
,licipating in a few other things. 
I don't know if that is good or 
bad, however. I suppose there 
is a certain sense of pride in

volved, and the sport has 
certainly helped develop my 
sense of self-confidence." 

Even though Dale has met 
with enormous success in the 
sport of wrestling, his prowess 
has not gone to his head. He is 
one of the most modest and 
likeable fellows around 
campus , and is usually 
available when someone asks a 
favor. 

Much of t.he credit for his 
success in wrestling is 
reserved for his coaches , 
however. He says , "Hector's 
doing a good job this season, 
but. I'd like t.o thank all the 
coaches I've had (six) for what 

--...: h ' lfley have done for me. T ey ve 
all had a hand in my success." 

The NAIA Tourney will be 
held in Mor11ingside, Iowa · 
this year, Thursday March 8 
.and Friday March 9 .... if Dale 
Evan's history of wrestling 

· success is any indication, his 
opponents down there had 
better watch out. 

Conference Meet Results 
. Although Stqut finished a 

disappointing sixth in the team 
standings at the conference 
meet., several other Blue 
Devils did turn in outstanding 

· performances.· 
Steve Hennings took a second 

place in the 126 lb division, and 
Rick Ericksen and Frank 
Fryer each managed thirds, in 
lhe 118 and 167 lb brackets, 
respectively. Hennings l0st_ in 
lhe finals to returning 
champion Jerry Bruslelten 
from Superior, who captured 
first for lhe second straighl 
year. Ericks_en and Fryer won 
consolation championships 
lhrough wrestlebacks, aftPr 
los~ng early malches. 

River Falls . won lhe mee t, 
followed in order l:y 
Whi tewa I er , Oshkosh , and 
Lacrosse. Stevens Point edgP.d 
SI out. by one poinl for fifth . 
place in I he meel. Pre
lournament favorite Superior 
finished a surprising severt h. 
followed by Eau Claire in 
eighth place. 

The regular season is over 
for every Blue Devil except for 
F:va ns , Hennings, a nd 
Ericksen, who will be par
licipaling in the NAIA lour
nament this week. 

World's Best Athlete? 
< reprinted from lhe Sl. Paul 
Dispatch and Pioneer Press) 

When Sam Snead came 
wandering out of t.he West 
Virginia hills to t.ry his hand at. 
pro golf, most of t.he players 
now on the I.our weren't born. 

"He's the most outstanding 
athlete the world has ever 
seen," Lee Trevino says of the 
old hill-billy, still sporting the 
spiffy Panama straw hat and 
t.he sweet. swing that was his 
trademark four decades ago. 

And Snead, now closing in on 
61 , is a threat every time he 
tees it up, even though he's 
competing against men ·1ess 
than half his age. 

Snead started on the pro tour 
in lhe dark days of the Greal 
Depression , when Arnold 
Palmer was 8 years old. 

It was the year Joe Louis 
beat Jim Braddock for lhe 
heavyweight championship ; 
the Duke of Windsor married 
Mrs. Wally Simpson , and 
Spencer Tracy won the Oscar 
for " Captains Courageous." 

A stringbean kid named Ted 
Williams was a hot prospect. m 
lhe Pacific Coast League: 
Roosevelt. began his second 
lerm with John Nance Garner 
as Vice President, and civil 

Continued on page 16 

THOMAS FLEMING. 

PRIZE 
for 

WRITING 

THEME: "The Battle of the Sexes" 

LENGTH: 500 words minimum; no maximum 

CATEGORY: formal or informal essay; the 
more concrete, the better -

ELIGIBILITY: all undergraduate students can 
compete 

DEADLINE: 5:00 p.m., Wednesday, April 25, 
1973 

SUBMISSIONS: unsigned, to any English 
Department teacher. Write your name on a 
slip of paper, put it in an envelope, and 
attach the sealed envelope to the 
manuscript you're submitting. ,-



.. 
Front Row, L to R, John Malkmus, Ben Kowalski. Mike Van de Bogert, Greg Janield 

Pete Wisnewski, Addy Silverthorn. ' 
Back Row, L to R, Gary Janicki, John Luettgen, Steve Swick, Mike Molitor, Gary 

Novak, John Mullenix, Rick Bloede, Rick Winkler, Dave Kontz Mickey Eaton Coach 
Bob Smith. ' ' 

Tankers finish second at conf. meet 
Several Blue Devil's make nationals 

by Cab Baudek 
The UW-Stout's hustlin' Blue 

Devils wrapped up the 
1972-73 conference swimming 
season with a strong second 
place finishing in the con
ference swim meet behind the 
powerful Blu Golds of Eau 
Claire. Point totals for the 
conference meet which was 
held on Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday, March 1-3 at UW
Platteville were as follows: 
follows: 

Eau Claire-656 
Stout-359.5 
LaCrosse-245 
Oshkosh-210.5 

· Whitewater-127 
Superior-92 
Platteville-91 
River Falls-83 
Stevens Point-23 
Leading the way for Stout 

was senior co-captain Ben 
Kowalski who scored 62.5 
points. Following behind Ben 
were Gary Novak-51 pts., Mike 
Molitor-45pts., Mike 
Van de Bogart-40 pt.s., and 
John Mullenix with 35 pts. 

A high point of the meet was 
Steve Swick'_s excellent per
formance in the 3-meter 
diving. Steve placed first with 
a total of 433. 75 pts. This is a 
new school record and Steve is 
the first man from Stout to win 
a U.W. Championship. 

Another scliool record was 
set in the 400 yd. free style 
with the time of 3:20.0. 
Refaqrelay members were: 
Mike Van de Bogart, Gary 
Novak, Mike Molitor, and Ben 
Kowalski, who won with a time 
of 7:32.6. 

Kowalski, Mullenix, Novak, 
Mickey Eaton, and Mike Van 
de Bogart were· consistent 
performers- all season for the 
Blue Devils. Mullenix placed 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 

3rd, 11th, and 2nd in the 500 yd. 
freestyle, 200 yd. freestyle, and 
1,650 yd. freestyle respectively. 

Novak placed 5th, 5th, 5th, 
2nd, 3rd. The 3 fifths came in 
the 50 yd . freestyle, and the 100 
and 200 yard backstroke. The 
2nd and 3rd came in the 400 yd. 
Medley relay and 100 yd. 
freestyle relay. 

Mike Van de Bogart placed 
5th in the 50 yd. freestyle, 12th 
in the 200 yd. freestyle, 6th in 
the 100 yd. freestyle, and 1st 
and 2nd in both the 800 and 400 
freestyle. 

Mickey Eaton placed 3rd and 
4th in the 200 and 100 yd. 
breaststroke respectively and 
was a member of the 3rd place 
100 yd. Medley Relay. 

Ben Kowalski had another 
fine effort placing in 6 events; 
2nd in the 200 yd. I.M., 1st in the 

200 yd. freestyle, tie for 2nd in 
the 100 yd. freestyle, and 1st, 
2nd, and 3rd in the 800 yd. 
freestyle relay, 400 yd. 
freestyle relay, and 100 yd. 
individual Medley relay 
respectively. Steve Swick also 
placed in the 1-meter diving 
with a total of 375.65 good for a 
fourth place. 

Tuesday, March 6, Coach 
Smith along with Ben 
Kowalski, Mike Van de 
Bogart, Gary Novak, Mike 
Molitor, John Mullenix 
and Steve Swick headed for the 
NAIA National Swim Meet to 
be held the 8-10 of March at 
Kansas State University at 
Pittsburg, Kansas. A strong 
performance should be ex
pected as Stout's best head for 
the meet. This will put a close 
to the 72-73 Blue Devil swim 
season. 

NORTHSIDE LIQUOR STORE & BAR 
Where the Price Is Right 

Red_ White & Blue . 6 pack soc Schlitz Malt Liquor 
CLIP THIS AD AND BRING IT IN 

The Cellar Lounge 
(At The Holiday Man9r Motel) 

"For the Finest in Drinks, 

At!"flosphere and Hospitality" 

Now Open 4 p.m; to 1 a.m. Mon. - Sat. 

Available Sundays for Private Parties 

Gymnasts rout Stevens Point 
Fcill twice to conf ere nee foes 

by John Deetz 
The Blue Devil Gymnastics 

Team dropped a decision to 
LaCrosse and notched a vic
tory over Stevens Point in a 
recent triangular meet held in 
Lacrosse. Misfortune struck 
again last week-end as Stout 
also lost to UW-Oshkosh. 

Stout's gymnasts seem to 
be over the recent shock of 
losing three of their top per
formers earlier this season, as 
they turned in a solid per
formance at UW-LaCrosse last 
week. The Blue Devils 
conquered· Stevens Point, but 
fell to host Lacrosse. Lacrosse 
compiled 146.15 points, while 
Stout placed second with 119-45 
points, and Stevens Point was 
left bringing up the rear with · 
115.65. 

Coach John Zuerlein called 
the victory a very satisfying 
one because his agile gymnasts 
were forced to put together a 
real team effort to salvage the 
win for the first time in the 
season. The win also pointed 
out to the gymnasts that they 
could perform and hit their 
routines when tough pressure 
was on. Stout need not worry 

· about the loss to Lacrosse and 
should emphasize victory over 
Stevens Point. La Crosse is 
heading towards another 
WSUC Championship as the:y 

led both Stevens Point and . 
Stout by wide margins 
throughout the meet. 

Tn their win over Stevens 
Point, Stout collected 
two seconds and three tmras. 
The Blue Devils' top per
formance was turned in by Jim 
Jackson, who collected a 
second in the horizontal bar 
and a third in the free exercise. 
Tim Kruse was his usual "solid 
self" as he collected a second 
in the still rings with a score of 
8.55. Greg Datillo provided 
support here as he collected a 
third with an 8.30 mark. Bruce 
Pettit notched a third in the 
parallel bars to round out .the 
placing. Stout managed to 
collect 20 points or better in 
four out of six events at the 
meet, falling short in the side 
horse and parallet bars. 
Saturday, March 3, Stout took 
one on the chin losing to UW
Oshkosh, 141.85 to 125.15. Stout 
could only manage 3 firsts and 
a third. Bruce Pettit nailed a 
first in the parallel bars, while 
Jim Jackson did likewise in the 
horizontal bar. Reliable Tim 
Kruse notched a first in the. still 
rings and Todd Downing , 
participating in competition 
after commg ott a oroken 
wrist, turned in a fine per
formance and collected a third 
in the side horse. 

Frank Fryer: Re has been on top of things for the Blue Devlls tbls 
s son 

A Winning Combination 
The Agents 

George Hoffman Bob Plank 

Off ice-Across from Commons 
1109 S. Bdwy 235-7791 

The Plan 



Grants-available for 
Wisconsin veterans 

by Richard Timmerman 
In 1972, the Wisconsin 

Department of Veterans Af
fairs established a part-time 
study grant for eligible 
Wisconsin vets. This grant 
reimburses the vet for tuition, 
fees, and book expenses at 
many schools in Wisconsin, 
including the merged 
u ·niversity of Wisconsin 
Educational System, the UW 
extension division, all state 
supported Vocational, 
Technical and Adult schools, 
high schools, and other in
stitutions of higher education 
located in Wisconsin which are 
accredited by the North 
Central Association of Colleges 
and Secondary schools. 

An important feature of the 
part-time study grant is that a 
financial need is not arequisite 
for qualifying. Any eligible 
Wisconsin vet can receive the 
grant if he has 11 or less un
dergraduate credits or 7 or less 
graduate credits. Importantly, 
summer school is considered to 
be part-time study no matter 
how many credits are taken. 
Thus, the tuition, fees, and 
book costs for a vet will be 

reimbursed to him by the state. 
It should be noted that 

University of Wisconsin ex
tension courses, UW extension 
correspondence courses, 
seminars workshops, and 
institutes ~re classes for which 
a vet can apply for the part
time study grant. The Federal 
GI Bill can be received and has 
no effect on whether the grant 
from the state can be obtained. 

There is no expiration date 
on this grant program. The 
primary requirement is that 
the course or courses need only 
relate to the occupational, 
professional, or educational 
objective of the veteran_. 

The financial aids officer at 
the school the vet is attending 
can supply the information 
necessary to apply for the 
grant. It is essential that the 
application be submitted· prior 
to the completion of the course. 
Information on this and other 
veterans' programs can be 
obtained from any CVSO in 
Wisconsin or by contacting 
Richard Timmerman, 
WISVET OUTREACH coun
selor, Rt. 4, River Falls, Wis., 
(715) 425-7825. 

Sales tax on food service 
measure introduced 

State Representative 
Richard Flintrop <D-Oshkosh) 
has recently introduced a bill 
into the State Assembly that 
would exempt students in 
public institutions of higher 
learning from paying sales tax 
on meal contracts. The 
proposal is co-sponsored by 
Rep. Joseph Looby, m -Eau 
Claire). 

Flintrop said many students . 
are entangled in a cycle -that 
they can not break. 

"Thousands of students are 
forced by university rule to live 
in dormatories and are then 
required to buy food contracts. 
Consequently, they must then 
pay sales tax on their meals 
just as if they had selected to 
dine in a restaurant. These 
students do not have the choice 
to buy untaxed foodstuff in a 

Continued from page 3 
VIETNAM: SALVED CON
SCIENCES AND UNHEALED 
WOUNDS . . . . 

The lhwarted attempt by the 
VA lo abandon its respon
sibilities lo Vietnam veterans 
( in the case of some, even 
before they returned home) 
was a strong step in t.he 
direction of forgetting, both 
about the war and those·, even 
among our own, who suffered 
as a result of it. 

There are other indications 
equally disturbing. Although 
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger has 
concluded t.he first step in 
agreements with our former 
enemy for the reconstruction of 
North Vietnam, the President's 
failure to consult with 
Congress on the matter of 
funds virtually insured a Hill 
battle over that issue. Thus 
reconstruction, as promised by 
Mr. Nixon, is endangered by 
his own attitude of contempt 
loward the legislative branch 
which must vote the money. 

Third, there is the matter of 
amnesty, about which the 
administration has shown no 
more charity than the VA 
would have shown toward 
veterans, had it been permitted 
lo have its way. Instead of 
laying the ground work for 
eventual repatriation, the 
administration, most for
cefully lhrough the Vice 
President, seems to be pouring 
more concrete upon its already 

grocery store and prepare 
their own meals." 

"It appears unreasonable to 
me that students must accept 
this cycle with no choice," he 
stated. Flintrop pointed out 
that over 25,000 students in the 
university system pay an 
average of $20 per semester in 
sales tax. 

"The sales tax was designed 
as a method of raising revenue 
from sales of merchandise 
generally considered luxury 
items," Flintrop said. "Cer
tainly this is a most unjust tax 
placed upon a category of 
citizens most unable to con
tribute to state revenues·." 

The Oshkosh Democrat 
urged students and their 
families to write their 
representatives and express 
their support of this measure. 

cemented policy of forgetting 
but not forgiving those who, for 
whateve_r reasons, chose not to 
participate in the Indochina 
conflict. Such a policy, for 
which there is little precedent, 
historic or moral, is further 
indication of the ad
ministration's attitude of 
forgetting the wounds of war 
but not attempting lo heal 
!hem. 

. And if we forget so soon and 
so callously, our collective 
conscience salved by "peace 
with honor," how easy it may 
be lo find ourselves slipping 
into another, similar quagmire 
sometime in the future, partly 
because the medicine we took 
for our conscience did nothing 
to heal the wounds resulting 
from our actions. 

U.S.· Navy Band 

Continued from page 7 

afternoon performance is 50 
cents; tickets for the evening 
performance are $1.50 in ad
vance or $2 at the door. 

Under the direction of Cmdr. 
Donald W. Stauffer, the band 
will present a variety of music, 
pleasing to music lovers of all 

- ages. 
Tickets for the concert may 

be obtained by writing Navy 
Band Concert, UW-Stout. 
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Materials recently returned to the Area Research Center at UW-Stout were in

spected by staff members. The mater-ial, processed at the State Historical Society in 
Madison, is housed in Stout's Robert L. Pierce Library. Most of the documents relate to 
former Stout presidents dating back to Lorenzo Dow Harvey, the university's first 
president. Looking over the documents are John J. Jax (left), director of Media 
Retrieval Services; William J. Micheels, Stout's Distinguished Professor; Thomas 
Ninneman, local curator; and Gerald Ham, state archivist. 

University archives preserved at library 
''Teacher training at the 

Stout Institute is . undergoing 
constant change," President 
Burton E. Nelson told 
vocational school directors in 
1933. "Every year seems to 
establish a milestone in the 
progress of teacher 
preparation. Stout has been 
very successful in anticipating 
the needs of the future," 
President Nelson maintained, 
"and in meeting those needs." 

Nelson's speech is found in 
the University archives now 
permanently preserved at the 
Area Research Center. in the 
Robert L. Pierce Library. The 
Area Research Center is a joint 
venture of the University and 
the State Historical Society of 
Wisconsin and is one of thirteen 
centers on UW campuses 
across the state. In addition to 
the university archives the 
Center's holdings include 
records of local governments 
within Dunn and Barron 
counties and manuscript 
collections donated to the State 
Historical Society by in
dividuals and organizations in 
the Menomonie area. 

The subject and 
correspondence files of Stout's 
presidents document Stout's 
progress from a small normal 
school to a modern university. 
The archives include Board of 
Trustee proceedings, 
materials on relations between 
Stout and the State 
Legislature, and records of 
faculty, student and ad
ministration activities . These 
records were arranged and 
catalogued by the Archives 
Division of the State Historical 
Society. 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
.BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE'REPAIRING 

I31Main St. 235-7615 

The records in the university 
archives show that Stout's 
history was not without periods 
of hardship. The depression of 
the 1930's brought budget cuts, 
postponemenl of building 
plans, and, in the late 1930's, 
declining enrollments. 

In 1941 President Nelson 
expressed the frustrations of 
this situation to State 
Assemblyman Earl Hanson: 
"If Stout is to stay where it is, if 

· there is to be no indication of 
improvement, no growth, I 
assure I shall not stay with it. It 
isn't a habit of mine to hang 
around a corpse for long." But 
the Stout Institute was ·not dead 
and President Nelson stayed 
with the college until 1945, 
fulfilling his vow to quit only 
when Hitler quit. 

In addition to the 
presidential materials !.he 
university archives include 
various publications issued by 
Stout Institute and Stout State 
College, a series of course 
outlines, and a group of school 
financial records dating back 
to 1911. The archives also 
contain a number of old 
photographs of the campus and 
the student body. The 
materials in the Area Research 
Center al"e available for use by 
all researchers. 

The St.ate Historical Society 
and the Area Research Center 
continue t.o collect records of 

Suchauer (?) 

local governments and local 
individuals, businesses and 
organizations. These materials 
provide local · hislorians. 
genealogists, local officials and 
university researchers wilh 
information vital lo !heir work 
and to the preservation of !ht· 
area's history. Further in
form at ion aboul the Area 
Research Cenler and it.s 
holdings may be obtained from 
Thomas Ninneman. curator of 
lhe cent.er. 

Lee's 
Yardley Soap 

Red Roses 
April Violets 

English Lavender 

Reg. 2.50 NOW $175 

DESERT FLOWER 
WILD MEADOW 

EARLY AMERICAN 
OLD SPICE 

by Shulton 

Each $1 SO 

K. Deutsch(?) 

WANTED!! 
The names of these two seniors. Who are these guys, 

anyway? Out of throngs of senior photos, the staff of the 
TOWER Yearbook, after many diligent hours of in
vestigation and asking friends, neighbors, relatives and 
loved ones, has all but given up trying to identify these two 
individuals. THIS IS OUR LAST RESORT! If you know who 
these guys are, or if you are one of these guys, _ple~se_get in 
contact with us by Friday. The TOWER office 1s m the 
basement of the Student Union or call ext. 2118. These 
pictures must be identified by Friday or they will not be 
published in the 1973 yearbook. 



Have You Heard 
tours 
Special tours of Ford Motor 

Co .. Hamms Brewery, and 3M 
are .all on the -itinerary for the 
IE Club field trip to the Twin 
Cities on Friday, March 23. The 
hus will be leaving al 7:30 a.m. 
from Harvey Hall circle and 
returning around 5:30 p.m. 
Reservations must be in by 
March 13, and can be mad~ by 
calling Jim or Mike at 2247. 

s.s.i.t. 
There will · be a special 

meeting of S.S.LT. on March 13 
at 7 p.m. in room 140 in the 
Student Center , · This meeting 
will be concerned with electing 
new officers. 

fa sh ion trip 

Fashion Forum is sponsoring 
an exciting I.rip t.o New Orleans 
leaviHg April i4 and returning 
April 21. It is open to anyone 
interested in fashion, travel 
and excitement' The trip will 
include round trip flight., 
fashion and historical I.ours 
and a 7-day stay at the 
Lamothe House. 

Total cost will be ap
proximately $300. A down 
payment of $50 is required by 
March 21. Sign up as soon as 
possible with Mrs. Albrecht or 
contact Fashion Forum. 

worship 

United Ministry of Higher 
Education would like to invite 
,vou to worship with them on 
Sunday, March 3 at the Shire 
on Wilson Avenue. The time 
will be 5:30 p.m. The theme for 
the worship service will be 
"The time is now." If you think 
church is boring, then come to 
a differenct kind of service, one 

- that relates t.o you. 

fee statements 

amon house 

The Amon House, 908 Fifth 
Street operated by the Hotel 
and Restaurant Dept., has 
some fine meals slated for the 
coming week. On Monday, 
March 12, it's Chicken in 
Sherry or Short Ribs with 
Sauer Kraut; for Tuesday, 
Felletini De Capon or Beef 
KaBobs; on Wednesday, Sweet 
and Sour Pork or Honey 
Chicken; Thursday, Beef 
Cooked in Beer; on Friday it's 
BBQed Roast Pig or 
Polynesian Chicken with 
Vegetables. Included with each 
entree is appetizer appetizer, 
soup, salad, two vegetables-, 
dessert and bread or rolls. 
Dining begins at 5:30 p.m. 
sharp each weekday. Reser
vations can be made by calling 
232-2335. Donations are $2.25. 

married students 
The Married Students 

Association is having a sleigh 
ride on Saturday, March 10, at 
8 p.m. at Cheri Mi Ranch. Cost 
is $1 per person, BYO Party 
afterwards. Maps and ad
ditional information in clapper 
box. If weather is bad, check 
clapper box for other activity. 

alfresco 

This Tuesday, March 13, 
ALFRESCO will hold an all 
club meeting at 7 p.m. in the 
Union Ballroom. 

Election of officers will also 
take place. 

jack anderson 

Nationally syndicated 
columnist and Pulitzer Prize 
winner Jack Anderson will 
speak at the University of 
Wisconsin - Lacrosse Thur
sday, March 15 at 8 p.m. in 
Mitchell Hall gym. ·-His ap
pearance is sponsored by the 
Lectures and Concerts Com
mittee as part of its current 
series of programs. 

summer in england 
The UW-Whitewater English 

Department will sponsor a 
summer program in Can
terbury, England during July, 
1973. The program is being 
offered in cooperation with the 
British Studies Centre and the 
University of Kent. 

The program, which will 
allow students from the UW 
system to attend the University 
of Kent, 'Darwin College, in 
England will offer six credit 
hours. . 

Three English courses will 
be offered. These are Chaucer 
(July 2-12), Renaissance 
Drama or Modern Poetry-<July 
16-26) . 

. The cost of the program will 
be $431 plus transportation to 
and from London. This - in
cludes tuition for the six credit 
hours, field trips, room, and 
hreakfast and dinner at the 
university. Travel 
arrangements will be left to 
individual participants in the 
program, but helpful travel 
information will be sent to each 
applicant. 

Interested students can 
contact Dr. Thomas McLeRoy, 
Associate Dean of Graduate 
Studies and Continuing 
Education, Roseman 240, or 
Robert Lewis , English 
Department, Heide -420, 
University of Wisconsin -
Whitewater, Whitewater, 
Wisconsin 53190. 

nutrition & foods 
There will be a Nutrition and 

Food Association Meeting 
Monday, March 12, at 7 p.m. in 
the East Central Ballroom. 

green tea 

The freshmen members of 
Stout H.E.A. will sponsor the 
annual OPEN CAMPUS Green 
Tea on Thursday, March 15, 2-4 
p.m. in the fireside lounge. 

Thursday, March 8, 1973 

$100 scholarship 
The Clark County 4-H 

Leaders Federation and the 
Clark County Extension 
Homemakers Council each 
awards $100 annually to a 
resident of Clark County who 
has cqmpleted his or her fresh
man year of college and plans 
to ent~r the sophomore year in 
the freld of home economics, or 
nursing, or agriculture, or. 
elementary education or\ 
special education. 

Each applicant mu$t send 
(a) the application iblank, 
correctly filled out and signed, 
<b) .a 200 word essay telling 
why he or she has chosen the 
field, ( c) recommendation 
from three people, and ( d) a 
photograph to: Clark County 
Scholarship Committee c-o 
Extension Home Economist 

"Box 68, Neillsville, Wisconsin 
54456 by April 15. 

All applicants must be 
residents of Clark County. 

All candidates will be 
notified of the committee's 
choice. A limited supply of 
applications is available at the 
financial aids office, first floor , 
Administration Building. 

placement 
Are you interested in getting 

a job after graduation, in the 
fields of Business, Industry, or 
Government? Information and 
complete job descriptions (as 
related by prospective em
ployers) are posted DAILY in 
the Glass bulletin board on 
second floor o( the ad
ministration building outside 
the career planning and 
placement office. 

Daily postings of information 
on the bulletin board, is a new 
service. It is your respon
sibility to familiarize yourself 
with it. Back-up information on 
all posted vacancies is 
available in the office. Career 
planning and placement office 
personnel are eager to help 
you. Placement is a two-way 

. street ! ! 1 
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war broke out in Spain . 

Sipce that time, Snead has 
won a record 83 official tour 
events and several dozen outer 
tournaments, the latest 
National Seniors title about a 
month ago. 

This season he challenged for 
\.he lead through three rounds 
and finally finished seventh in 
the Glen Campbe!-1-Los Angeles 
Open, with a three under par 
281 total. 

"The way he's improving," 
said nephew· J .C. Snead 
himself the winner of thr~ 
tour·titles "give him five more 
years and he'll be in the top 10 
moneywinners." 

Classified Ads 
for sale 

Ski Boots. One pair men's size 7 
leather buckle boots, $10.00. 
One pair men's size 9 leather 
buckle boots, $10.00. Contact 
Nan\:!y Reynolds at 235-9542. 

for rent 

Anyone needing a place to park 
his car call 235-9543, ask for 
Sieve. 
lost 

Gold rose bracelet in vicinity of 
Harvey Hall and Union. If 
found call Evy at 232-2104. 

found : 

Man's walch was found in the 
basement of the Student Center 
on Friday, March 2, in the 
men's room. Call Rich at Ext. 
1243. Must identify. 

wanted 

A housi! for 6 girls. Call ext. 
1326. Ask for Ann, Sal, Deb, 
Mel, Lor. 

Any interested persons in a 
beginning karate class, attend 
the Monday night meeting at 7 
p.m. in dance room of P.E. 
building. The husiness office will be 

mailing fee statements for the 
linal inst.aliment which is due 
March 16. Many statements 
have heen returned with in
correct addresses. Students 
who have not received fee 
statempnts must check with 
1he cashier in the Ad-
111 i nis t rat ion Building. 
Students who have a balance 
on account are responsible for 
111pet.ing the March 16 deadline . 

FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY 
MENOMONIE PHARMACY Phone 

............................................... 
• t_ • • 

] PIZZA VILLA i 
i . i 
,i Monday Happy Hour Tuesday i : . + Gal's Day Every Day Guy's Day · t i 25c 12,30 - 6:oo 25c i 
:. L. 15c Beer Liquor i • 1quor • 
i 12:30 p.m. - l :00 o.m. 25 C Liquor 12;30 p.m. - l :00 o.m. i . -:·· -.. · , . 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 



Senator praises Nixon's administra_tion 
Ellen Schwab 

" I am here to talk tonight, 
not just about th'e Nixon Ad
ministration or just about the 
United States government , or 
just about American politics," 
began Senator Robert Dole (R) 
in his speech to Stout students 
last Thursday night. Dole said 
he had come to talk about 
America and "Where it's at" . 

He said he addressed the 
college students in particular 
because during the past decade 
students became vocal and 
active. He felt at all times 
students acted impatiently, 
they had made a discovery 
about America that they 
considered a compelling 
premise for action. 

"Our values, our ideals, our 
government and our political 
system are all relatively new in 
human history," said Dole. All 
our systems are relatively 
untried and have the aura of 
experiment about them. 

Dole said America was 
revolutionary and was trying 
to live up to its ideal. 

"Although a great many 
explanations have been offered 
for the turmoil of our time, the 
disorierit-ation we have 
recently experienced as a 
nation results from our recent 
discovery of how revolutionary 
we are as a society," stated 
Dole. 

Financial aid in question, 

more students get less 
Students who need financial 

aid to go to college next fall 
have grounds for anxiety this 
spring. 

Chances are they won't know 
how much aid, if any, they'll be 
getting, until late this summer, 
because the rules which govern 
aid programs are up in the air, 
suspended in budget debates at 
the state and federal level. 

Financial aids ad-
ministrators on the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison campus 
are looking at the legislative 
process a little glumly these 
days. "At this time, we should 
be putting together student 
financial aid packages, but 
we're unable to do so at all," 
said Wallace H. Douma, 
director of student financial 
aids. 

Douma's office is usually 
scrambling this time of year, 
piecing grants, loans and work
study employment together so 
that aid redpients will know 
how they'll finance the com
ming year of school. 

This year , "instead of giving 
them a package that $ays 
'you're going to get $500 in a 
grant, $500 in a loan, and $500 in 
a job,' we're only going to be 
able to say, 'you're eligible for 
$1,500, but we don't know what 
form it will be in - or if you'll 
get it.' " 

Nationally , President Nixon 
has proposed revamping of aid 
programs established during 
the 1960's . He would replace 
the Educational Opportunity 
Grant Program <EOG, funding 
.$210 million in 1972-73) with a 
'Basic Opportunity Grant 
(BOG, proposed funding $622 
million for 1973-74). Bog's 
"entitlement concept" would 
give $1 ,400 to every student 
who goes on for post-high 
school education - minus 
whatever the family con
tribu t ion should be, as 
calculated by a formula . 

"It appears to me that Bog 
will give smaller grants to 
more students," Douma said. 
"While there's going to be 
more money available, it's 
going to be distributed in a 
different way. Generally, in 
terms of aid, I think students 
will be as well off as this year." 

Douma likes the BOG idea, 
but adds, "At this point, there 
arenorules, no appropriations, 
no nothing_ for this program, 
and registration is going to 
start August 20." 

Under the Administration's 
plan, National Defense Student 
Loans .< totalling $286 million 
this year) would be eliminated, 
and private credit unions , 
banks, and savings and loans 
would take up the lenders' role 
under the guaranteed loan 
program. 

Finally, the College Work
Study Program would be pared 
from $270 million to $250 
million. Under the program, 
federal money pays 80 percent 
and the local employer (the 
University or a non-profit 
concern in the community) 20 
percent .of a student'!'l wages. 
Richard E. Corbett, who 
handles the program nere, 
estimates that the dollars-and
cents loss her-e would reduce 
the number of UW-Madison 
students getting work-study 
aid from this year's 1,100 to 900. 

Consequently, Douma , 
Corbett, and other state 
financial aid administrators 
are pushing for a state com
panion to the federal work
study program. They feel it 
would help offset the effect of 
the federal cut (aggravated 
this year by newly eligible 
schools lining up for a share of 
the pie), and also help students 
who've established need, but 
follow other, poorer students 
on the work-study priority list. 

The alternative to work
study for these students may 
be a loan - and loan in
debtedness. A student adviser 
to the Wisconsin Higher 
Education Aids Board <HEAB) 
testified before the Joint 
Finance Committee of the state 
legislature recently that one in 
10 1972 seniors left UW system 
schools over $3,000 in debt. 

Then too, there's the current 
controversy over who -
HEAB, or individual UW
System compuses - should 
have power over distribution 
of state aid to students. 
Madison campus ad
ministrators favor local 
contr.ol.a control, arguing that 
Continued on page 12 

He believes that each 
generation must discover for 
itself what America really 
means, and must live that 
meaning. 

He continued by saying that 
most people in America today 
are comfortable and only the 
few are poor. It is the "many" 
who are comfortable who have 
given minorities their at
tention. "In America the 
dignity of the individual has 
become a cliche, while it still 
remains an ancient and un
fulfilled dream in much of the 
rest of the world." 

Dole said that in the past, 
where and how to get enough 
food and adequate shelter had 

preoccupied inan's attention. 
Today our problem is waste. 
With each solution to a 
problem, a new problem is 
created. 

The question we must an
swer now, says Dole, is what 
kind of men we will be in the 
future . . He said the Nixon 
Administration had taken steps 
to ease tensions with the great 
powers of the world, in Peking 
and Moscow. "If they are 
successful - or rather, if they 
continue to be successful, and 
produce an era of peace " these 
procedures will have a direct 
bearing on the "kinds of 
problems we are able to devote 
our attention to in the future, 

and the kind of men we can 
decide to be." 

Even though the war has 
passed, the Battle of the 
Budget rages, said Dole. "The 
budget for the federal 
government requested by the 
Nixon Administration comes to 
$268.7 billion. -"a 
government grown out of 
control", he said. Half of the 
money in the President's 
budget request for 1974 is not 
subject to his or Congress' 
control. Two billion dollars, for 
example , goes to social 
security payments which 
cannot be changed because of 
decisions made in the past. 
Continued on page 12 
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President Weaver reiects 
Lucey's funding approach 

University of Wisconsin 
president John Weaver 
suggested last week that Gov. 
Patrick Lucey might have been 
overstepping his bounds in 
altering the budget request 
submitted by the UW Board of 
Regents. 

Weaver saidJJe was "con
cerned with having the 
executive branch trying to 
reorder the internal funding of 
the university system." 

Decisions concerning in
dividual programs, he- said, 
should lie with the Board of 
Regents rather than the 
governor's office. 

Weaver objected specifically 
to the · governor's suggestions 
that funding for research in the 
Madison campus agricultural 
school be reduced $633,500, that 
an occupational therapy 
program be denied the UW
Milwaukee and that two other 
unidentified programs not be 
started in the system. 

The system president made 
his comments before the 
legislature's Joint Finance 
Committee, which he asked to 
restore funds in several areas . 

Lucey recommended that 
$571.7 million in state tax funds 
be spent on the UW system 
during the next biennium, 
bringing its total budget to 
$1.14 billion. 

Weaver said he and the 
Board of Regents were in 
agreement with 95 percent of 
the governor's recom
mendations. 

But he asked for restoration 
of $2.5 million worth of faculty · 
merit . increases, the 
agriculture research funds , 
$155,000 for equal employment 
programs and $278.00 in 
medical school funds . 

The school president said the 
reduction of the agricultural 
research funds would be "a 
critical blow to Wisconsin 
agriculture." 

The UW vice president, 
Donald Percy, asked the 
committee to restore $7.2 
million in student loan money 
to the UW from the Higher 
Educational Aids Board. 

Weaver and Percy also 
registered their objections to 
inclusion of UW administrators 

in an executive salary plan 
being proposed by Lucey for all 
state officials. 

Percy said the regents had 
established their own salary 
plan for the administrators, 
and competition for highly 
qualified employees could be 
hurt by inclusion in a statewide 
plan. 

The executive salary plan 
would group top-level ad
ministrators in various state 
agencies into ten salary 
groups, which are designed to 
eliminate pay inequities for 
similiar duties . 

"It's in the league we're in. 
You either play in that league 
or you don't," Percy said. Rep. 
Kenneth Markel, R-Brookfield, 
suggested that administrators 
across the country have 
managed among themselves to 
artificially inflate their 
salaries. 

But Percy replied that the 
salaries for other state em
ployees might be too low, 
rather than UW administrators 
pay too high. 

The "First Joint Effort Jug B~nd" made down home music in the 
opening act for FOB Stunt Nite. · 
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Moment For Thought 

Relax-you can't live your whole life in one day. -Mark Felix 

\\ 

1:-+"s ~~s~ to do 
Otice. 'f 04 3e.+ 
+\,e '5wi n3 of 
-fh·in3s " 

Student claims govern_ment unfair to Indians; 
Defends Indian stand at Wounded Knee 

To the Edi tor: 
Since the end of the Indian 

wars the Indians have been 
negotiating for a final peace, 
"a lasting peace", in the white 
man tradition (at the tablel. 
The efforts of these 
negotiations have been 
fruitless for the Indians 
because of the losses that are 
emerging out of these 
negotiations. When an Indian 
goes out to hunt or fish these 
days without a license he often 
questions whether or not he 
would be arrested for obtaining 
game illegally, when according 
to a treaty between his chiefs 
and the government states, he 
will not be required to have a 
license to obtain game in any 
manner, at any time on his 
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reservation so Jong as his 
reserva lion shall exist. There 
are many other rights being 
questioned, rights given the 
Western tribes , Eastern tribes, 
Northern and Southern tribes. 
This example is · primarily for 
lhe Wisconsin Chippewa. 

According to some govern
m en t officials, the United 
States makes treaties only with 
a foreign nation. In 1929 In
dians were finally made 
citizens of a land which their 
forefathers had occupied for 
many years before the white 

· man ever set foot on her soil. 
Did this· citizenship null and 
void all treaties that existed 
between the Indian nations and 
the Nation of the United 
States? If so, where are the 
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documents with Indian 
signatures agreeing to such 
things? More than likely there 
are documents to the opposite 
effect, stating that the rights 
obtained in these treaties were 
given the Indians along with 
iheir citizenship . If the Indians 
bought I.his citizenship with 
their land and rights under 
these treaties, then where is 
the bill of sale stating the 
payment? Was it assumed that 
a nation of different people 
knew of all the bargaining 
customs of the United States? 
This is far from the truth! 

The truth of the matter is 
that these treaties were 
drafted in the English 
language, which had to be 
taught to an Indian for the 
purpose of interpretations to 
his chiefs. A person with a 
Bachelor of Science degree in 
political science would have a 
difficult time interpreting 
these treaties, let . alone an 
Indian who has sup
posedly been taught the 
Rnglish correctly. This whole 
concept of the English , 
speaking and understanding 
Indian in the 1800's has been 
lhe very tool with which the 
United States has stripped 
Indians of rights given them in 
these treaties. Facts such as 
these, question just how many 
rights were taken away from 
Indians . Many historians know 
these facts and are ashamed to 
print them. The pressure from 
the negotiating table and 
chairs are now hurting the 

O'Connor defends reporting 
To the editor: 

In response to John Banko's 
comment last week about my 
article concerning James 
Greer's second appearance 
before the USS asking for an 
apology, allow me to make the 
following perfectly clear. 

The article in question was 
written about a rather volatile 
situation that could have been 
misinterpreted and -or 
misrepresented very easily. 
Rather than take a chance that 
someone might not realize the 
full implications of the matter I 
chose to "call 'em as I sees 
'em'' . 

Mr. Banko alludes to some 
vague terminology when he 
resorts to trying to refute my 
capabilities. "Established 

Off -campus senior 
Dear Editor: 

I want you to know how very 
much I feel the Stoutonia has 
improved over the past few 
months. It is more informative 
than ever. I enjoy the follow-up 
stories and letters concerning 
campus controversy. Even the 
quality 0f the ads has im
proved. I could easily comment 
on every aspect of the paper 
and its improvement. 

Presently I am off-campus 
doing my intern teaching. It's 
really terrific to get a copy of 
the Stoutonia which the 
placement office so kindly 
sends me along with the weekly 

journalistic style" is the 
phrase I am referring to. If he 
means staying away from the 
word shit why not just come out 
and say it. 

Secondly, he draws an 
anology between the word shit 
and the newspaper's criticism 
of two ice carvings that woulcl 
have made good footage for a 
stag flick. Interesting. 

If I were prone to being of
fended by what I read I'd 
probably have taken offense to 
the term "beaver shot" before 
the word shit. 

I'd like to thank Mr. Banko 
for his comments - poor 
critiques are better than none, 
I think. 

Pat O'Connor 

ecstatic over paper 
placement bulletin. Being off
campus is kind of lonely at 
times. I never appreciated 
Stout as much as I do now that 
I'm not there. But, thanks to 
you and the great job your staff 
is doing I am able to feel a little 
closer and a part of all that is 
happening. 

The Stoutonia helps to make 
my day brighter , I hope that 
this letter has brought a little 
ray of sunshine to yours. Keep 
up the fine work. 

Sincerely, 
Mira Sinith 

Senior 

FBI: Nixon's pawn 
The confirmation of L. Patrick Gray III as FBI firector may 

very well be another step towards a police state. Gr~y, who has no 
credentials in law enforcement, has been accused of partisan 
action in favor of Nixon and the Republican Party. These ac
cusations are based upon Gray's record as acting FBI director for 
the past nine months. 

The following episodes tie Gray's actions to political 
favoritism. 

1) Gray's heavy speaking schedule during the presidential 
campaign was an attempt to stir enthusiasm for Nixon's views. 
Evidence of this claim is contained in a White House memo of last 
June. The memo reminded Gray that Ohio would be "crucially 
vital to our hopes in November" and asked him to do a speech in 
Cleveland in which he did. 

2) In handling the Watergate case, Gray refused to have 
Martha Mitchell questioned or interviewed by request of Attorney 
General John Mitchell. Martha was a potential witness after 
threatened publicly to tell about "those dirty things that go on in 
the White House." Gray, also, bungled the case by giving the 
compiled report to the White House upon its request. These 
reports were then used to prepare a key figure, Donald Segretti, 
for a grand jury. 

3) During the ITT affair, Gray carelessly returned the Dita 
Beard memo back to ITT. Grey testified before the Senate that he 
turned over the memo to White House aide, John Dean, who then 
passed it on to ITT. The memo tied a $400,000 political pledge from 
ITT in return for a decision favoring ITT in an anti-trust suit. 

Political favoritism involving the FBI is evident. Under Gray, 
the Bureau will not be totally unbias in handling cases involving 
politics, whether they concern illegal business practices or 
givernment clissP.ntim1 ore:anizations. Thus, the FBI will be 
another tool of the White House to implement its desires. 

Indians arms and the backs of 
their legs, so they are now 
beginning to take a stand - at 
WOUNDED KNEE. 

The Indian people are 
merely asking the government 
to leave them and the rights 
that were given to them in 
these· treaties alone. They are 
also asking for a voice in 
government offices (such as 
B.I.A. l which affects them 
directly ( these are staffed with 

white men). If they are treated 
as they are in Wounded Knee, 
then it is just a matter of time 
until the rights of others will be 
in jeopardy, particularly 
minorities first, then the great 
majority , namely the white 
man himself . He will then ask 
himself what has happened to 
my democratic society. 

John G. Nickence 
(Chippewa Indian) 



UAA hears 'guest 
privilege' proposal 

The University Activities 
Assembly (UAA) held its 
regular weekly meeting 
Monday night. Subjects 
discussed ranged from "guest 
activity cards" to money. 

Program and activity 
coordinator Bill Siedlecki 
explained the "guest activity 
card" concept. He noted that 
currently when prospective 
students visit the campus there 
is some problem involved with 
usage of university facilities 
such as the gym or pool. To 
solve this problem Siedlecki 
approached the UAA to receive 
their permission to issue guest 
cards. A prospective student 
possessing a "guest activity 
card" would be entitled, on a 
short term basis, to all the 
privileges a regular student 
has. Thus, explained Siedlecki, 
the prospective student visiting 
the UW-Stout campus "would 
be allowed to take part in all 
UAA sponsored activities". He 
noted that any use of the 
recreational facilities would be 
during open recreational 
periods. 

.Toe Smith, Draft Information 

Center representative, 
reported that "through the 
grace of God and Henry 
Kissinger, President Nixon has 
ended the war." With that 
thought in mind, Smith 
received permission to disband 
the Draft Information Center. 
Smith noted that the draft is 
"supposed to be dropped (in 
the near future)". 

Steve Lunseth, chairman of 
the UAA's Constitution 
Committee, appeared to ex
plain the proposed restruc
turing of the organizations that 
make up the current UAA 
membership. There was some 
discussion as to the merits of 
the restructuring proposal. The 
Free Flicks representative 
questioned the rationale 
surrounding the proposed 
grouping of Free Flicks with 
the Film Society. The 
Cheerleader representa live 
was concerned as to whether 
they would continue receiving 
money. Lunseth noted that he 
would probably appear before 
the UAA again next week with 
a motion to approve the new 
UAA constitution . 

Goodall raps vandals 
Editor, kids: 

of paramount importance l , 
Caug~t the November . ~O guard the library! Somewhere 

Stoutom_a and, golly damn, 1t_ s between the textbooks and the 
comfo~tmg to kno"":' th~t, m comic books, lies intelligent, 
these t1!11es of turmoil, this era thought provoking work, and 
of rapidl_y changmg values, thought, albeit rare, continues 
some attit~des, some :7alues to threaten the existence of 

many. 
Billy Goodall 
Class of '71 
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Food head enlightens irate residents 
Monday night's IRHC 

meeting not only highlighted 
the activities coming up during 
the "How long can you do it" 
week but also threw light on 
many of the problems the Food 
Service faces in · trying to 
please the students . 

The IRHC week will open 
with a Polka dance and Trivia 
night sponsored by WVSS from 
7 p.m. to 1 a.m. Students can 
participate in the activities all 
week either in the Student 
Center Snack bar, the ballroom 
or outdoors. Buttons must be 
purchased beforehand both by 
on campus and off campus 
residents . 

On a m.ore serious note, Mr. 
Goede, head of Food Serivces 
spoke about the losses being 
realized . There has been an 
increasing "disappearance" of 
silverware including 70 dozen 
teaspoons valued at $1486. This 
added to the loss of 17 cases of 

. glasses and accidental chip
ping and hreaking of dishes 
eventually leads to a greater 
expense on the student. 

In answering the various 
complaints of poor meat, 
mixing of fruit cocktail with 
ordinary fruit and the lack' of 
punctuality in the lines, Mr. 
Goede mentioned the unex
pected hike in meat prices by 

National fOcusl 
Nixon asks for restoration of death penalty 

President Nixon Saturday called on Congress to restore the 
death penalty for such crimes as assassination, treason, kid
naping, skyjacking, and the murder of law enforcement officials 
and prison guards. 

As part of a new crackdown on drug traffic, the President also 
proposed that a narcotics seller convicted of a second drug
related felony be given a mandatory life sentence with no right for 
a parole. 

70 warra·nts issued at Wounded Knee 
Negotiations were off again Tuesday as a result of a shooting 

incident at Wounded Knee . An FBI agent was wounded in the 
hand in a skirmish with Indians and the government set up 
roadblocks around the town again. Both sides say that the other 
started the shooting. 

Indians have declared Wounded Knee to be independent Sioux 
Nation and have sent emisarries to the United Nations. 

In the meantime, a federal grand jury has issued warrants for 
several of the leaders of the Indian movement and will be issuing 
70 more warrants, soon. 

20 cents a pound and the 
disappointment in the veal 
purchased recently which was 
saturated with grease. He 
added that although this 
product has already been paid 
for, it has been taken off the 
food list. Also, the whole fruit 
found in the fruit cocktail was 
not a case of mixing left-overs 
with this product, but was due 
to contents of these canned 
goods not up to the standards 
expected. -

To eliminate some of these 
problems, it was suggested 
:hat the amount of dessert and 
ice cream should be cut down 
and the extra money be used 
for more nutritional food . It 
was stressed on behalf of the 
student body that quality and 
not quantity is what was 
desired. 

Another problem brought out 
was late service and need for 
more personnel on Sunday to 
accomodate two food lines and 
generally to speed line service 
during the week. Mr. Goede 
declared that he was not aware 
that the service was not 
starting on time but would look 
into the matter. He com
mented, however, that during 
the week students still crowded 
the north line although the 
south line was empty. 

In regard to the new 
visitation policy. IRHC has 
already endorsed a proposal to 
extend visitation hours and 
copies have been distributed to 
all student members. It is now 
left to the SSA to vote on the 
bill, this coming Thursday. 

clmg tenac10uly to the mmds of 
a great number of students like 
bacteria hangs on fresh feces. 
Take the people who did the job 
on the piano in the ballroom 
(bless their pointed little 
heads). Did they succumb to 
faddish new trends such as 
"self expression" or 
"creativity?" Indeed not. They 
held fast and conquered that 
threatening instrument. (If the 
Osmond Brothers are good 
enough for them, why not 
everyone?) 

Shafer: students can 
affect the merger _ bi 11 

WELCOME TO 

Ah, but don't despair. What's 
a little vandalism? It's just a 
good thing they didn't strike a 
life support system like the 
color TVI Why, it would have 
been cold turkey in 
Bluedeviland. How can one 
observe the Sabbath without 
pro football? Vince Lombardi 

· would have turned in his grave 
like an engine lathe. Even the 
vandals showed some respect 
for sacred ritual. 

A few words of warning 
might be . in order, though, 
when one considers the 
popularity of the "neo
greaserism" sweeping the 
middle class. (I hope you can 
sleep tonight, Sha Na Na.) It 
would be wise to lock your 
cars, keep a wary eye -on your 
hubcaps, and lal,tly ( and this is 

''Student interest may have a 
significant effect on the out
come of this bill," stressed 
Tom Shafer, senator at large, 
as he addressed the meeting of 
the University Student Senate 
Tuesday evening. The bill in 
question is the Merger Im
plementation Bill currently 
before the Wisconsin state 
legislature for consideration. 

Shafer noted that University 
of Wisconsin system President 
John Weaver appeared at the 
Board of Regents meeting held 
Friday, March 9 in Madison. 
Weaver expressed concern, 
according to Shafer, that there 
might be differences in in
terpretation between the Board 
of Regents and the legislature 
regarding the "student 
responsibility" section. Il is 
this section of the bill that gives 
primary responsibility to UW 
system students in the for
mula tion-r a tifica ti on of 
policies governing them as UW 
students. Weaver added, ac-

cording to Shafer, that the 
legislature might find it ad
visable to seek legal counsel to 
insure joint interpretation 
between the Board of Regents 
and the state legislature. 

In recounting some of the 
history of the Merger Im
plementation Bill, Shafer said 
that the bill was 15 months in 
the making -and that, if ap
proved by the legislature, will 
become statuatory law. He also 
noted that the bill has received 
the approval of the United 
Council of University of 
Wisconsin Student Govern
ments (United Councill. The 
United Council is made up of 
various members from each of 
the student governments 
throughout the UW system. 

In closing, Shafer added that 
there will be an extensive letter 
writing campaign organized 
throughout the UW system 
urging state legislators to give 
their approval to the bill. 

The Vet's Club of U.W. Stout wishes to thank the 
merc~ant_s, professional businessmen and community 
orgamzabons who helped support the annual Wisconsin 
Veterans Convention. 

ClJetetranf:: CQub. 9nc. 

Al's Emporium 
524 Broadway 

PIPES, PAPERS, CLIPS, INCENSE 

AND MIND BOOKS 

Mon.- Wed. 12: 00 to 5: 00 & 6: 30 to 9: 00 
Thur .- Sat. 12: 00 to 5: 00 & 6: 30 _to 12: 00 

$119 D~n~:A $119 

FLORIDA 
APRIL 14 - APRIL 23 

INCLUDES: 

-ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION 
Non Stop Via Greyhound Charter 

-LUXURY HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS 
(8 days, 7 nites) 

OPTIONAL 
- DISNEYWORLD Full Day in Disneyworld 

- DEEP SEA FISHING Jo Miles at sea 

-'-DOG RACES An Evening of Greyhound Dog Racing 

CALL Anne Sheeks at 

232-2432 
In Activities Office, $35.00 deposit required. 

3 YEARS EXPERIENCE 

I 
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SSA scrutinizes budgets 
Swanson for tenure 

Criticism of tenure policies is 
usually heard from individuals 
outside the educational 
system, according to Chan
cellor Robert Swanson in a 
Stoutonia interview Monday. 
In fact, there is currently a bill 
in the state legislature 
proposing to eliminate tenure 
from the University system. 
Chancellor Swanson stressed 
his feeling that tenure is "an 
important part of higher 
education," and feels that "all 
things taken into account," 

are often used to detect im
competency, but the major 
emphasis of these evaluations 
is aimed at improving teaching 
abilities. 

by Pat O'Connor 
The key word at the Tuesday 

night meeting of the University 
Student Senate of the SSA was 
"budget". ; 

In his report to the senate, : 
President Tom Cropp stated 
that he had received the "go 
ahead" from Chancellor 
Swanson to "proceed with the 
allocating of funds". 

Cropp said that the current 
budget for the SSA and af
filiated organizations allowed 
for the expenditure of $210,000 . . 
Of that total it was moved, · 
seconded and approved, at 
Cropp's suggestion, that 
$10,000 be placed in a con
tingency fund. The purpose of 
the fund would be to ensure 
sufficient operating capital in 
'the event of decreased 
enrollment for the 1973-74 ' 
school year. It was noted by 
.Chancellor Swanson, in his 
memorandulll to Cropp that 
the contingency fund amount 
"will be held until the release 
of the fall enrollment report. At 
this time, if the enrollment is 
satisfactory, the money will be 
released fo the senate for 
·distribution.'' 

In the past the student senate 
has never received a carry
over balance from the previous i 
school year, but, as Cropp 
noted, "this will be the first 
year that the budget will in
volve a carry-over balance." 
According to student senator 
Addis Hilliker, the amount 
being discussed is in the 
vicinity of $10,000. 

Cropp advised an· those in
volved with budget matters to 
"take an extremely hard look 
at budgets this year." He noted 
that in the past "we've alwayi: 
had problems" concerning 
budget proposals. 

In other senate business, 
Dick Sorrell was appointed as 
the new off-campus senator. 
Jeff Dodge acknowledged the 
appointment greeting the new 
senator, "Welcome to the 
circle of confusion". Tom 
Cobian was appointed as the 
SSA's representative to the 
faculty senate. It was noted by 
Cropp that the position of 
faculty senate representative 
is new and that it is hoped that 
this position will "facilitate 
new avenues of com
munications between the SSA 
.and the faculty senate". 

Dodge added that the senate 
should consider filling the · 
vacant positions of graduate 
student senator and the SSA's 
representative to the 
Menomonie City Council. 

In her finance committee 
report, Vicki Gullickson, newly 
elected vice president for 
financial affairs, said that 
currently budget proposals are 
being considered. She added 
that all budget proposals will . 
be presented to the senate in "a 
package" sometime soon. 

At the recommendation of 
the finance committee it was 
moved, seconded and approved 
to limit the salaries of all SSA 
and SSA affiliated 

Armstrong fund $40,000 
A group called the Karl 

Armstrong Defense Committee 
said Friday it has launched a · 
drive to raise between $30,000 
and $40,000 to pay for the 
University of Wisconsin 
bombing suspect's legal fees. 

Spokesman David Newman 
told newsmen the group will 
support Armstrong, 27, 
throughout his trial with 
''demonstrations when 
necessary," including one 
scheduled Monday at the UW, 

Armstrong· was extradited 
from Canada to Madison 
Thursday on an order charging 
him with murder and arson in 
connection with the 1970 
bombing of the UW Army Math 

Research Center in which a 
physics researcher was killed. 

Armstrong, being held in 
Dane County Jail under 
$450,000 bail, is also charged 
with three other counts of 
.arson in connection with 
firebombings at separate 
campus buildings. 

Newman said a Milwaukee 
attorney, William Coffey is 
expected to join a Madison 
lawyer Melvin Greenberg, in 

· defending Armstrong. He _said 
there had been no word from 
William Kunstler, New York 
attorney who had indicated 
after Armstrong's arrest that 
he would help in the case. 

WANTEO AGAIN 
Thanks. We found them last week. But here we are again. 
WHO ARE THEY?!?! This is absolutely THE LAST 
CHANCE! Same old place - TOWER office in the 
basement of the Student Union or call ext. 2118. HELP!! 

NOTICE: 
"Students needed 

organizations to the current 
cost of in-state tuition. The 
current instate tuition fee is 
$264.00 per semester. 

Concerning the proposed 
"user's fee" concept as 
proposed by Governor Lucey, 
the SSA went on record as 

- unanimously places the 
responsibility of subsidizing 
athletic activities with funds 
provided by General Purpose 
Revenue CGPR) fonds. Tne 
GPR fund consists of monies 
gathered via various state 
taxes. The "user fee" concept 
will "either greatly increase 
the level of student segregated 
fees or destroy a -substantial 
number of valuable student 
programs." 

. tenure is a desirable thing." 
The main purpose of tenure 

is to protect academic 
freedom, and to act as a 
protection against unjust 
dismissal, explained Dr. 
Swanson. 

"Tenure does not provide 
protection for the incompetent 
teacher, however," said Dr. 
Swanson. Faculty evaluations 

Tenure at Stout currently 
consists of a six-year waiting 
period, which may be altered 
to seven when the proposed 
merger bills are passed. 

Chancellor Swanson is in the 
process of organizing a task 
force to investigate the tenure 
system on the Stout campus. 

John Weaver, president of 
the University System com
mented before the faculty 
senate and student government. 
representatives, February 27 
that the proposed bill to abolish 
tenure "in itself is not a serious 
threat". He also stated that 
tenure is "indispensable" and -
regards the "provisions of 
tenure as imperative." 

IR H C , new hours to be unveiled 
Proposed new hours to be 

unveiled at 3:30 p.m. Thur
sday, March 15 in the In
ternational Room for the 
Student Services Committee. 
Chairman of the Inter 
Residence Hall Council (IRH
C) visitation and open house 
committee, Frank Anderl will 
present the new proposal along 
with spokesman, Bill Kane, 
IRHC preside_nt. 

In response to concern with 
inflexibility in the present 
visitation program the 
visitation committee recom
mends that the current sign-in 
and limited hours be changed. 
In the past guests had to be 
registered at the main desk 
during visitation. However, 
under the new program, 
registration of guests is op
tional and each hall would 
establish their own escort 
policy. 

The visitation hours are also 
under consideration Thursday . 
Hours extended beyond those 
previously approved are part 
of the proposal. The residents 
of each dorm will establish 
visitation hours for their hall 
within guidelines established · 
by the recognized governing 
body regulating visitation. 

Other aspects of visitation 
concerning escort, security, 
education, implementation and 
evaluation are also included in 
the proposal. 

Once the new program has 
been okayed and it has been 
explained to all residents the 
l)all council may put the new 
program into effect for the rest 
of the semester. This will be 
the trial period during which 
the new program will be 
evaluated by the hall council 
and housing staff. The 
program will also be evaluated 
three weeks after it is im
plemented an.d again two 
weeks before the end of the 
semester to determine if any 
changes are nece&sary. 

The proposed changes will 
provide sufficient flexibility to 
allow each hall and floors 
within that hall a chance to 

· develop the most satisfactory 
visitation program for its 
residents. It is hoped that the 

proposed changes would create 
a more pleasant living at
mosphere within residence 
halls and could deter students 
planning to move off campus 
next year. 

WAYNE & JIMS Ltd. 
436 Main Street 

Meets latest 
BMA safety 
standards 

120 Bikes in Stock 

We Carry a Full Line of 

Parts & Accessories 

SIMON'S CHIMNEY LTD. 
Presents immediately to act as 

representatives for a 
Chicago research 
company. 

Plenty of money to 
be made in spare 
time. 

''EASY BLUE'' 
Friday; March 16 

AND ''ORION'' 8:30 - 12:30 Each Nite 

Saturday/ March 17 NO COVER CHARGE 

Ca 11 ( 312) 922-0300." 



Stout conquers iob sq.,eeze Preparation for 
employment begins 

before interview 

,~ 01:C\~ To E.A~\l MY MALr 
M1 LLIO~ ALL A"T ONCE:!' 

Job center offers info 

The Placement Service Resource Materials Library 
( Let Your Fingers Do the Walking) 

During the past year the Placement Center has developed an 
extensive resource materials library, located on the second floor 
of the Administration Building. 

ff graduating seniors haven't visited this library, they owe it 
to themselves to do so. The library includes- everything from 
listings of all the high schools in the United States, to salary 
schedules and the yellow pages - which have proven to be a 
valuable resource. 

The Placement Service has stressed that students should 
spend some free time "digging" on their own. Other sources of job 
information that are often helpful are faculty offices, the library, 
and the counseling center. · 

NATIONAL PLACEMENT OF GRADUAltS 

illJ.:.!2E. 

Aluk• 
Hawaff 
Japan 
Jal!'lllfca 
E. c.,.fbbean 

How and when to 
regi'ster with the 
placerrtent center 

HOW: It's free! Registering with the p_lace~ent ser~ice is 
free and extremely simple as well . Registering consists of 
completing a one page "top sheet" form and a per~~nal data card 
minimum with other forms if you're more ambitious. 

In the ~ast there has been a misconception about fees for_ the 
placement service: stude~s are not charged for any s~rvices 
either before or after graduation, as long as th~y have regi_stered 
with the Placement Service before grad~t10n. A!umms are 
charged $25 for services, however, if they did not register before 
graduating. . . 

After registering, it is suggested that studei:its bwld their own 
files by obtaining letters of recommenda_t10n from former 
teachers and employers. Three recommendat10ns are suggested, 
but a student may have more. 

WHEN: The Placement Service has two organizational 
meetings a year: a spring ~ee!ing for December graduates, and 
meetings according to maJors m September for May and August 
graduates. If you miss these meetings though feel free to drop by 
the Placement Office anytime. 

One last thing to remember: the Placemen~ Service is t?tall~ 
volwitary. It is of no use to you Wlless you register. So register. 

Kent Erickson projects into the future with students Glenda 
Wesly and Jim Greer. 

Miss Adde Dolata , a May 
graduate of the Clothing, 
Textiles and Design major was 
interviewed last week for a 
store managerial position with 
a sewing company. 

The steps leading up to Miss 
Adde's interview were typical. 
She filled out credential sheets, 
asked past employers and 
teachers for recom
mendations, and then signed 
up in the placement office for a 
specific day and time to in
terview with a visiting em
ployer. 

To prepare for her interview 
Adde reviewed the literature 
on the sewing company. 
Knowing what the company is 
all about and knowing · what 
they would expect of 'an em
ployee would make th~ in
terview go smoother. This 
preparation made her think of 
herself in relation to the 
business world. 

Miss Adde's prospective 
employer's main concern 
centered around her per
sonality and what she would 
look for if she were the em
ployer. 

Miss Adde commented that 
she was made to think about 
the objectives in her career, 
"Do I really want to do this? 
Am I going to fit in with this 
company?" 

These are two very im
portant concepts that each 
career-bound graduate should 
think about when looking for a 
job. As in Miss Adde's case, 
graduation is coming soon. 
Don't be afraid to be in
terviewed ... You may just get 
the job. 

Student dreams comes 
true in n~w career 

PAULA KOCH 

various other work ex
periences gave me direction in 
deciding my career interests. 
They also broadened my in
terests. 

Australie EDUCATION MAJOR GRADUATES 

Dreams for my career as a 
Home Economist in the 
business world became more 
vivid after my "practical 
learning experiences" at the 
West Bend Company in March 
of 1971. My experience was the 
result of joint ~ooperation 
between the West Bend 
Company and Human En
counter Week (a week which 
Stout sets aside for students to 
set up programs for individual 
interest studies). 

In August 1972, -I completed 
my placement file, had my 
resume printed, and began 
contacting prospective em
ployers . Through the 
Placement Services' efforts I 
was able to arrange interviews 
with possible employers and 
found a bit of companies to 
write to. More important they 
gave me confidence in what the 
future could bring if I put forth 
an effort. Netherlands 

CAREER PLANNING ANO PLACEMENT SERVICES 
BACHELOR'S DEGREE CANDIDATES 1971-1972 

REVISED PLACEMENT REPORT 
JANUARY I, 1973 
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APPLIED HATHEHATICS 7 4 3 
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DIETETICS 22 21 14 
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 195 1)1 140 IS 8 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 171 133 103 8 7 
VOCATIONAL/ TRADE/ IND. ED. 19 10 9 
A11ERICAN INDUSTRY 3 2 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION 12 7 
PSYCHOLOGY 40 23 7 I 
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I chose to become more 
acquainted with my future 
profession. During January of 
1971 !'-approached Beth Seaner, 
the director of the Consumer 
Information Department at the 
West Bend Company to ask if it 
would be possible to spend a 
week with her, to understand 
her duties and responsibilities. 
I spent a most interesting week 
learning "first hand" what it's 
like to be a Home Economist. 

This experience along with 
summer jobs, such as my work 
at the Commercial testing lab 
which I used for field ex
perience, demonstrating jobs 
while in high school , and 

By periodic contact with 
Beth Seaver, the West Bend 
Company knew when I was 
available for employment. As 
it happened there was a job 
opening available in January. 
The company called me in 
October to ask if I would be 
interested in interviewing for 
the position. I had the in- · 
terview on October 20. After 
almost 2 months of suspense, 
letter writing, and many phone 
calls, I received w-0rd I had the 
position if I wanted it. 

When looking for a job I 
found several things are im
portant to keep in mind: 

1) Have confidence in 
yourself. 

2) Be aware of any previous 
-. experience you have had (work 

experiences which relates to 
possible career interests are 
most valuable). 

3) Don't be afraid to ask 
questions. 

4) Be persistant especially 
with follow up: 
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The Career Planning Clnd Placement 
Center serving the -students needs ... 

~-

Students, Carla Van Haden and Bob Plank scrutinize the 
Placement Board in search of employment possibilities. 

Early hunter nabs the iob 

Although many employers do come to Stout's campus-to-tn: 
terview and hire, graduating seniors should not limit themselves 
to these employers as the sole source of prospective jobs. The 
smart student will seek out job opportunities himself and not 
depend completely upon the Career Planning and Plaeement 
Services to provide him with possible opportunities .. 

The key to the whole situation is don't procrastinate. Start 
hunting for jobs early in the year. Don't wait until May. The 
earlier start you have, the greater advantage one has over other 
prospective employees. 

Students should contact companies, agencies and 
organizations of various types and sizes for information on job 
possibilities. 

The best approach seems to be to write a brief letter, enclo.se 
a resume and ask for an interview. If you contact a company in 
January ~r February, renew the contact in May or June - even in 
August or September. Most employment managers don't resent a 
courteous follow-up. Jobs become open continuously throughout 
the year in most companies. 

Unless a student's interests and training qualify him for only_ 
one specific type of job, ilis advantageous to be open and flexible 
regarding the desired position. Students with a general education 
should acquaint the employer with their backgrounds and let him 
decide whether or not there is a job. 

Diligent investigation and research may prove fruitful in 
uncovering leads to job opportunities. . 

"Years wrinkle the skin, but lack of enthusiasm 

wrinkles the soul." Joe Applegate 

"The only way to make a man trustworthy is 

to trust him." Henry l. Stimson 

by Debbie Wiedrich, Andrea Runnalls, and Gail 
Landers 

Women execs take strides 

Although women have made great strides in the world of 
business, there still is a long road ahead of them . -

The demand for women executives is unfortunately at a 
current low in some areas, however the national level holds a 
somewhat brighter outlook. Women are beginning to take on more 
and more executive responsibility - especially in the areas· of 
law, the academic community, government and the personal and 
marketing ends of business. 

One of the greatest hidden resources of potential business 
executives in the U.S. today is found in women. Despite this 
potential, there are barriers that women must overcome to obtain 
success as a business executive. 

Promotion will not come immediately. · Executive ad
vancement is based on experience, background and ability on the 
job rather than the need for a certain gender of person to take the 
position. Women interested in a career in business should 
evaluate themselves and take stock of their assets or qualities 
that could enable them to take on greater responsibility and 
authority. 
Those women who desire a career in business should plan for it. 
Their success depends on proper background and work ex
perience. 

It is important to determine what their priorities are and once 
a clear-cut commitment is made, women should pursue their 
sareer ei,cl!_ctly the way men do - by planning for it. 

Although men can start out as generalists, women stand a 
better chance of advancement if they have a speciality. While in 
college a woman may decide, for example, she is interested in 
finance . She should find out what it takes to become a financial 
executive and then plan her education accordingly. After 
graduation, it would be helpful to obtain some preliminary, basic 

_experience in her field. From there, she can begin to chart her 
career. 

The future seems to hold excellent opportunities for ad
vancement and growth in the fashion oriented consumer products 
field and in the recently born leisure time products industry. 
These industries, because they are relatively new, are not han
dicapped with the traditional ways of thinking that have long been 
deterents to potential women executives. 

The future looks better than it has ever looked. More and 
more opportunities are opening up everyday, ·as those narrow 
minds that have kept women out of responsible positions in 
business for so long are opening up. 

Ken Erickson, assistant director of the Career Planning and 
Placement Services, discusses placement outlook with student, 
Nancy Wilder. 

Robert Dahlke aquai 
resource library, located or 
Building. 

Job out loo 
What kind of opportuni 

does the job market hold 
prospective graduates 
Stout? The Career Planr 
and Placement Services 
nual report shows tha t it i 
anywhere near as bleak 
some people believe it to 

It is most fortunate that n 
of the majors offered at S 
are in areas of short supply 
a result, most graduates h 
had little difficulty, gener 
speaking, in being 
propriately placed and 
outlook is still good. 

The number of Art Educa 
graduates has nearly triple 
the past two years, while 
demand-supply figures m< 
from 49 to 1 to about four to 
in that same period. Rep 
from five states show 
"adequate" supply of 
teachers. Those who v 
willing to move to where 
job was and possessed a 
cere motivation to teach ft 
employment. 

Business Administrat 
also a growing major 
campus, showed 90 per 
employment. Students ' 
strengths in computer sci 
or accounting were in 
demand. National and 
predictions show at leas 
good, if not a better markE 
the next few years . 

Opportunities in Ap1 
Mathematics , being clc 
related to the business v 
remain good. This is a11 
cellent program for com1 
science oriented students. 

Although . the numbe 
Marketing and Distribt 
Education candidates I 
tripled on campus in I 
years the market ren 
excellent. Candidates havt 
advantage of flexibilit 
career choice. Although 
major is education orit 
many find exciting 
portunities in business. 

Home Economics Educ 
continues to be a good t 
cellent· field for employr 
The major has exce 
flexibility of vocational 
and starting salaries are 
attractive. 

The field of Home Econ 
in Business offers man 
cellent opportuni ties . 
important difference be 
the business oriented 
Economics majors and th 
education is that emp 
seldom come to the c 
campus to hire. Students 
to be outgoing, ambitio 
aggressive in pursuing 
vacancies. 



d for grads 
)ietetics is _still a high 
nand area. Opportunities 
! excellent nationwide. 
lny opportunities exist for 
d service graduates as well 
Dietetics majors who do not 
;h to intern. 
employment in the field of 
:el and restaurant 
.nagement is certainly not 
:ause of a lack of jobs. 
ndidates in this major 
tally are more selective and 
1 wait for the most 
>mising and lucrative 
;ition. 
)pportuni ties in Fashion 
!rchandising · and Clothing, 
tiles and Design are good. 

1dents need to be aggressive 
l personable as many jobs 
1 be sales oriented. 
>redictions for employment 
Early Childhood Education 
.jors are good. Many 
ional reports show this as a 
1rtage area. Although 
dergarten enrollments are 
the decline, day care, child 
.fare, head start and preage 
sses ( 4 year kindergartens 
on the increase.) 

ndustrial Education con-
1es to show an extremely 
ong market. Some con
trations are better than 
ers but all are good . Prime 
tsons for the good job 
rket include: I) program 
,ansion both in different 
els of education and types of 
riculum offerings, 2) the 
1ansion of capstone courses, 
l 3) considerable turnover of 
ff. 
:mployment in vocational 
l technical education enjoys 
:ellent success especially in 
tain concentrations. 
'he demand for Industrial 
:hnology majors fluctuates 
tn a strong to moderate, 
,ending largely upon the 
1centration. All Industrial 
!hnology majors must ac-
1t the fact and realize that 
ir best employment op
·tuni ties will in all 
,bability require mobility as 
ll as a broad base of course 
rk in the industrial 
hnology course offerings. 
~he Psychology major is less 
!Cific than most at Stout. 
veral opportunities exist 
tionwide. Graduates should 
·open to various kinds of 

1ployment. The major offers 
excellent base for graduate 

1001. 
rhe world of Vocational 
habilitation has undoubtedly 
)Wn faster than any other 
)gram at Stout. Excellent 
portunities exist for men. and 
,men nationwide. The 
~diction for employment in 
) future is outstanding. 
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"Don't go around saying the world owes you a living. 
The world owes you nothing. It was here first." Mark Twain 

Resumes the key 
One _of the most important keys to any job-hunt is the resume. 

The resume is a broad but concise statement of your educational 
and employment experi~nce, as well as your interests and goals. 
The material should be structured to focus attention on your · 
qualifications and achievements and should demonstrate how 
they make you an attractive candidate for the type of job sought. 

Sometimes the student data sheet is confused with a resume. 
Actually, they are not one and the same, and should not be used 
interchangeably.- The student data sheet is a standardized 
document developed by the placement office to compile basic 
background data in connection with on-campus interviews. The 
resume incorporates much of the same information but affords 
greater flexibility because it can be personalized to reflect your 
personality and provide a bit more detail on key points. 

In addition to completing the student data sheet for on
campus interviews, it is advisable to prepare a resume, par
ticularly if you plan to contact employers not visiting our campus. 
In fact, you may want to develop several different resumes 
focused on different objectives if you plan to pursue more than 
one type of career possibility. Don't overlook the desirability of 
including data on part-time and summer jobs, as well as other 
experiences which can enhance your candidacy. 

Resume styles and formats vary, and the lengths usually are 
determined by the amount of the applicant's work experience. 
Resumes usually run one page for most college graduates, 
resumes of two pages can be expected from persons with longer 
employment histories. Sample resumes are available for your 
review from the Carreer Planning and Placement Services. 

The resume should be easy to read, and it should be 
graphically easy to follow. Dates and heading are used to lead the 
reader. Remember that a personnel manager probably reads 
resumes for several hours each day; if yours is concise and 
correct, you stand a better chance of having your message 
remembered. 

Grammar in the resume is choppy; sentences are incomplete. 
Of course, this style of writing applies only to the resume, never to 

-the formal letters of introduction or application. 
Because many resumes are usually needed, some kind of 

reproduction medium is a necessity. Carbon copies of resumes 
should be kept for your file, but they should never be sent to an 
employer. Photo copies, IF THEY ARE CLEAN AND LEGIBLE, 
are acceptable. Gaining favor are the offset-printed resumes. 
Information in reproduction of resumes is also available in the 
Career Planning and Placement Services. Many faculty mem
bers are very willing to help students with resumes. 

Dahlke and Mary Kozial study samples of resumes. 

. Pete Pei«:rson and L. Larson, recruiters for the Beloit 
public schools, discuss placement opportunities with Robert 
Dahlke, Placement Services director. 

Who's the ideal candidate? 
Each job requires a certain 

type of person with the special 
qualities that will fit that 
position. Despite the 
peculiarities of each oc

. cupation, there are basic 
characteristics that all em
ployers look for in their can
didates . 

What does the employer look 
for in the college graduate who 
is most likely to be hired? 

Personal qualities are of 
greatest importance. The 
candidate must possess the 
ability to get along and work 
well with others. Such qualities 
also include poise, confidence, 
self expression and ap
pearance. Employers also look 
for_ m~tivation and clear job 
obJect1ves . Applicants who 
know what they want to do and 
have enthusiasm and a keen 
interest in their work tend to 
make a much better im
pression. 

The student's achievements 
are also looked at. Companies 
still put a premium on good 
grades. Also , some 
significance is attached to 
extracurricular activities. 
Participation in campus af
fairs demonstrates an ability to 

. get along with others. Good 
grades just aren't enough. 

A -willingness to relocate is 
important. Companies assign 
workers to the areas_ that 
they're most needed. A can
didate who's willing to take a 
position away from home is · 
more likely to succeed than the 

· less flexible applican( 
Most employers look for 

. personal qualities identified 
with leadership and thP 
abilities to work with others . . 
They seem to be seeking a 

· combination of personal and 
intellectual qualities that in
dicate potential leadership and 
competeance on the job. 

"The great end of life is not knowlege but 
action." Thomas Henry Huxley 

"Opportunities always look bigger going than coming." 

. I 
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Sounds of Our Times 
NEW CAPITOL RELEASES 
"HARDER THEY COME" 

JIMMY CLIFF 
Jimmy Cliff, Scotty, 

The Alpha Phis bunt out in a vibrant rendition of "Day by Day". 

Melodians, Maytals, The 
Slickers and Desmond Dekker 
join forces to put out a little 
Jamaican music where " .. the 
best grass in the world sells for 
$2 an ounce in the street," that 
is , according to the liner notes. 
"The Harder They Come" is 
composed of 12 tunes from the 
original sound track "The 
Harder They Come." Cliff 
remains much in the lead, with 
two fine tunes, "Many Rivers 
to Cross," and "The Harder 
They Come." Much has been 
written about Cliff and the Stunt Nite success · movie in the New York Times 
and the Sunday Times 
Magazine. Dekker can be 
remembered for "Israeljts" 
and Cliff for his "Wonderful 
World, Beautiful People." 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
What were you doing when 

the lights went down? If you 
were among those in at
tendance at FOB sponsored 
Stunt Nite you were probably a 
captive of the stage. 

A total of ten acts, ranging 
from a jug band to song and 
dance routines to comedy skits 
were presented. 

As in the past, to spur in
volvement in this annual event 
the FOB's awarded trophies to 
the top two groups in the Most 
Beautiful and Most Humorous 
categories. Also, the person 
with the best individual talent 
within a group was awarded a 
plaque. This year's judges 
were: Oscar Carlson, Addie "" 
McLean, Dean Peterson, Vern 
Rhodes, Cathrane Clark, Jack 
Hammond, and Bill Hiedaman. 

For the third year in the 26 
year history of Stunt Nite the 
Alpha Phi sorority placed first 
in the category of Most 
Beautiful. Their presentation 
named "Day by Day" was a 
personification of that song. 

The second place trophy 
went to the women of Alpha 
Omicron Pi for their act en
titled "Retrospect" . Their act 
was based on songs portraying 
the growing up years. Mickey 
Mouse, "I am Sixteen Going on 
Seventeen," and "We've Only 
Just Begun" were among the 
nostalgia numbers. 

The Most Humorous 
category brought chuckles 
from all sources. Entires in 
this category included, among 
others Third Tainter's Blue 
Elbow, the Tri Sig's 
"Fraternally Speaking" which 
caught many people humming 
their catchy tune, and of 
course, the winners "You Are 
There" by the KLB's and the 
Sig Ep's "Instant Replay" . 

The Kappa Lambda 
fraternity placed first twice in 
Stunt Nite this year . "You are 
There" was a take off on 
various · tv programs and 
commercials . It featured 
Samson and Golliath, an 
emergnecy ward, and a speech 
by President Johnson on 
diarrhea mimicked by Rog 
Kolberg, known as Joe College. 
That performance was marked 
to be best individual talent. 

Simon's Chimney Ltd. 
announces a 

HAPPY HOUR 
5-6 p.m . 

Monday thru Friday 

All Drinks Sc Off 

GOODIES ON THE BAR 

Come on out and 
meet your friends 

Second place was awarded to 
the Sig Eps for their charac
terization of "Instant Replay" . 
Their skit was a mockery of 
football games and com
mercials. The game, broad
casting on FFN (Football 
Forever Network) was in
terrupted constantly by ad
vertisements sponsored by fly
by-night salesmen. They only 
way to view the game was 
through instant replays. 

Profits of the FOB 
Production will go to grants-in
aid to incoming freshmen, the 
Tom Hake Funds and other 
worthwhile causes. 

"ELEPHANT" -THE 
ELOQUENT ELEPHANT· 

One of the better new 
releases from Capitol, 
"Elephant," introduces us to 
the Eloquent Elephant (real 
name, Dick Glass). Glass was 
one of the first staff 
songwriters hired by Seltaeb, 
The Beatles New York 
publishing firm. Kenny 

The Phi Sigs bring back the "Greaser" era with a spoof on K-tel 
records. -

.THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS 
Rosie O'Grady · 

Green Irish Wine •• 99c 
French Dinner Wines •• $1.49 

Blati~.89c .6pk. $3.50 case 

L-Mart Liquor 23s~393s 

Mon. - Sat. 9:00-9: 00 Sunday 12: 00s5: 00 

You Must Be Registered 
By March 21, 1973 

In Order To ·vote 
on 

TUESDAY, APRIL 3, 1973 
Call City Hall for Information 235-2313 

This message brought to you as a 
public service by 

Bruce W. Trimble 
Candidate for Alderman-At-Large 

Menomonie City Council 
Paid advertisement: Authorized and paid for by Trimble 
for Council Committee, Bob Jeatran, Sec., P.O. box 407, 
Menomonie, Wis. 54751. 

by Tom Burke 

Loggin's "Danny's Song" is 
done very nicely by Glass, as is 
Hoyt Axton's "Never Been To 
Spain." Even though many 
people are credited on 
"Elephant," Glass proves that 
he is very much the star. Dick 
Glass, or The Eloquent 
Elephant, which ever you 
prefer, may be a semi-new 
artist, but never the less, his 
name should be remembered. 
A year or two ago few people 
had heard of Kenny Loggins. 
Today he can be seen on TV 
and at concerts. Glass's turn is 
next. 

"BRUSH ARBOR" - -
BRUSH ARBOR 

Wayne Rice, Joe Rice, Jim 
Rice, Dave Rose, and Keny 
Munds consider their music 
Progressive Country; the 
union of pop, gospel and 
country strain. The Rice 
Brothers were formerly the 
Rice Krispies (what else would 
you call 3 Rice Brothers) . Ken 
and Dave were in the Kentucky 
Faith group. "Brush Arbor" is 
a good album if you enjoy the 
music of the Grand Ole Opry 
and the Ernest Tubb Show. I 
don't. There are millions of 
listeners who enjoy these 
shows, which of course is the 
reason ·"Brush Arbor" was 
released. All the boys have a 
good theological background, 
which is nice, but doesn't 
improve their talent. I usually 
don't recommend NOT pur
chasing a LP. But I am now. 
Capitol releases too many fine 
albums to worry about one 
small flaw. 

"I KNOW I LOVE YOU"
NANCY WILSON 

To prove I listen to music 
besides rock, I am moving 
from the country twang, to the 
very mellow music of Nancy 
Wilson. Nancy Wilson has 
retained her soft and sweet 
voice from her 1960's hit, 
"Guess Who I Saw Today," to 
her current album "I Know I 
Love Him." Mellow is often 
over-used, but is very ap-

propriate as Wilson moves 
from "We Can Make It Baby," 
on side one, to the final cut on 
side two, "I Know I Love 
Him." Listeners should enjoy 
the complete album, but 
special attention should be 
given to "Morning In Your 
Eyes," "Are We Losin Touch," 
"Easy Evil," and the free a~d 
easy "I Heard You Singing 
Your Song." "I Know I am 
Losin Him" is a must for all 
Wilson lovers. 

"BALLOON"-MARC WIRTZ 
"Balloon" is mostly good 

orchestra music with limited 
vocals. "Balloon," the fourth 
cut on side one, is probably the 
best example of a Wirtz tune. 
"Mellow Man" brings in a bit 
of good guitar, but still no 
vocals. The vocals on side two 
are p_retty weak, but Wirtz's 
writing ability throughout the 
album, makes "Balloon" a new 
and different treat. 

''SKYLARK''-SKYLARK 
In keeping with the current 

trend, the album title and the 
group's name are one in the 
same. Skylark consists of three 
males and one lady, most of 
whom have been around for 
awhile. David Foster and B. J. 
Cook backed up Ronnie 
Hawkens (remember The 
Band?). 

Lead guitarist Norman 
McPherson played for two 
years with the Poppy Family. 
Skylark's drummer Duris 
Maxwell has hit the skins with 
the Temptations, Ike and Tina 
Turner, Little Richard, and the 
Airplane. Donny Gerrard 
doesn't .have the musical 
background of the rest, but still 
comes through with some nice 
vocals. The powerful voices of 
B. J. Cook is evident on "I'll 
Have To Go Away." Rock, 
soul, gospel and a bit of boogie 
is what Skylark' s first Capitol 
release is all about. 

co·ntinental · Sports 
- L-Mart Mall 

20 PERCENT STUDENT DISCOUNT on ALL 
MERCHANDISE except sale items. 

CLOSE OUT SALE on all CROSS-COUNTRY 
SKI & HOCKEY EQUIPMENT. . 

STUDENT SPECIAL - Spot-Bilt Leather ALL 
PURPOSE SHOE, great for tennis, basketball, 

.· etc. WAS 1395 NOW 895 

The Cellar lounge 
(At ·The Holiday Manor Motel} 

"For the Finest in Drinks, 

Atmosphere and Hospitality" 

Now Open 4 p.m . to l a.m. Mon. - Sat. 

Available Sundays for Private Parties 



Entertainment • • 
b:y Andrea Ru.nnalls 

The Bell Jar is an 
autobiographical · novel por
traying six months in the life of 
Sylvia Plath. The novel begins 
showing a young girl in the 
midst of a dream-come-true: 
An all-expenses paid trip to 
New York City from a leading 
fashion magazine. Twenty-

. year-old Esther (Sylvia) · soon 
returns home, disenchanted by 
the falacies of New York social 
life, only to find the pressures 
of college too much to bear. 

With the pressures of 
adulthood, Ester finds herself 
on the verge of madness. She is 
hospitalized and given elec-

troshock therapy, only to at
tempt suicide upon release, 
and be hospitalized again. 

Ester eventually recovers 
only to wonder, "How did I 
know that someday - at 
college, in Europe, 
somewhere, anywhere - the 
bell jar, with it's stifling 
distortions, wouldn't descend 
again?" 

, Pawn Presents 
Back by popular demand 

next week, March 19-24, Roger, 
Wendy, and Sam will be ap
pearing for two shows nightly, 
8:15 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 

Roger aQd Wendy began 
their music careers in 
Greenwich Village's "Basket 
Houses". They earned their 
living passing a basket after 
each performance, and 
whatever was put in it was 
theirs to keep, including 
fireworks, war medals, love 
notes, and even a tuning fork. 

The group has been on the . 
coffeehouse circuit since 1970 
and have found their audien
ces, including Stout's last fall, 
to be most responding to their 
music. According to Roger, 
their aim with the coffeehouse 
circuit is to learn, not to 

Featuring-Senior Student Art Shows 
Openings-Every Monday at 3pm 

, be c v m e pr of e s.s i on a 1 
musicians, but to meet persons 
and share thoughts. 

With Wendy on bass guitar, 
Sam switching between a set of 
congo drums and a violin, and 
Roger playing an electric 
autoharp and the keyboards, 

• they continue to do what they 
enjoy most ... singing original 
as well as familiar material. 
Their sound is stamped with a 
special originality that belongs 
to only Roger, Wendy, and 
Sam. 

Attention: Because of the 
overwhelming turn out they 
received last fall at Stout the 
Friday and Saturday night 
performances (March 23 & 24) 
will be held in the Student 
Center Snackbar. 

It's Free! 

GALLERY HOURS 
IITWTF ..... ,2,... 1pm-5pm 7pm-1Qpm 

SATURDAY& -DAY- clond 

First Show: Monday, March %2 

NORTHSIDE LIQUOR STORE & BAR 
Where the Price Is Right 

lied White & Blue 6 pack soc Schlitz · Malt Liquor 
CLIP THIS AD AND BRING IT IN 

I found this frighteningly 
realistic novel well written, but 
very depressing. Depressing, 
perhaps, because of its 
realism, and the fact that is it 
is scarcely disguised as an 

·autobiography; on the morning 
. of February 11, 1963 Sylvia 
'Plath ended her life. 

To Esther, to Sylvia Plath, 
and "to the person in the Bell 
Jar, black and stopped as a 
dead baby, the world itself is a 

:bad dream." 

How long can 
you do it? 

Inter Residence Hall Council 
Activities Committee will 
sponsor it's annual IRHC week 
- "How Long Can You Do It?" 
beginning on Monday, March 
19. A week of activities has 
been planned involving the all 
dorm and off-campus students 
that wish to participate. 

Some of the planned ac
tivities centered around this 
theme will include various 
contests and marathons to take 
place in the Student Center and 
other specific areas of campus. 
Dance-concerts of both Friday 
and Saturday nights, two films 
to be shown Tuesday and 
Wednesday nights, and a night 
of "Trivia" on Monday with 
WVSS are a few of the 
scheduled events. 

The committee hopes that 
this week will give all students 
a chance to get out and have 
some fun and meet some new 
people. AU activities ·will 
require the purchase of a 
button at a minimal cost of 75 
::ents for dorm residents and 
~1.25 for off-campus students. 
An explanation booklet of the 
weeks' events will be available 
with the button purchase. 
Buttons will be sold in the 
dorms - see your president, at 
the Commons and Tainter 
during evening meals, and 
during the day in the Student 

. Center. 
There will also be treasure 

chest keys sold for 10 cents 
each or three for 25 cents. The 
treasure chest will be opened 
at the Polka Dance Saturday, . 
March 24, with 11 winning keys 
opening a box full of gift cer
tificates from Menomonie 
merchants and cash prizes. 
Winners must be present to 
claim prizes that evening. 

RATED(PG) 
Evenings 7:00 & 9: 15 

Sunday, cont. from 12: 30 

HELD OVER 
2nd Big Week! 

·=·=··. '}· .. ~ 

Deliverance 
Starrina JON VOIGHT· BURT REYNOLDS 
Evenings 

7-9 
Sunday 
1-3-5-7-9 

Mat. Evening 
Adult 1.50 Adult 1.75 

Student 1.35 Student 1.50 
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Off er-drama workshop 
Larry Hutera, head teacher 

from the Child Development 
Centers of Minnesota, will 
conduct a Creative Dramatic 
Workshop on Saturday, April 7, 
for the Child and Family Study 
Center at UW-Stout. The 
Minnesota centers are private 

sessions will be held in the 
Applied Arts Center, room 321. 
The registration fee is $2.50 per 
person and reservations may 
be made with Judith Herr at 
232-1478 or 232-1352. 

· institutions funded by user 
fees . 

Divided into two sessions, 
enrollment in each group will 
be limited to 50 participants. A 
morning session will be con
ducted from 9:30 a .m. to 12 
noon, and an afternoon session 
from 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Both 

Hutera is a graduate of the 
University of Minnesota with a 
degree in child psychology, 
theatre and early childhood 
,education. He is a member of 
the Board of Directors for the 
Metropolitan Children's 
'Theatre Association, Min
neapolis, and has been an actor 
at the Friars Dinner Club and 
the Peppermint Tent. 

-Metronome 
I THURSDAY, MARCH 15 
12-4 p.m. AHEA: Freshman Tea, " It's Only Make Believe" (Fireside Lounge) 
NAIA National Basketball Tournament 
FRIDAY, MARCH 16 
8 p.m . Coffeehouse : Showcase, Pawn 
NAIA National Basketball Tournament 

SATURDAY, t.,\ARCH 17 
"St . Patrick's Day" 
6: 30 p.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass - (St. Joseph's Church) 
8 p.m . Coffeehouse: Showcase, Pawn 

SUNDAY, MARCH 18 
11 :30 a.m. Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

111:30 a.m . Student Worship (Our Savior's Lutheran Church) 
6:30 & 8:30 p.m . Free Flicks : "Cactus Flower" (H.H . Auditorium) 

MONDAY,MARCH 19 
· 11 :30-2 :30 Independent Study Market project (Franchise Booth) 
9 a.m. - 9 p.m. Fine Arts Exhibition (West Ballroom) 
9:30 a .m . . 3 p.m. University Theatre Tickets (Franchise Booth) 
8:30 a.m .. 3 p.m. Tri-Sig Reprints of slides (Franchise Booth) 
3-10:30 p.m. IRHC Polka Marathon (Snack Bar) 
3-10:30 p.m. Foosball (Snackbar) 
3 p.m . Frisbee Toss (Student Center. H .H. Circle) 

TUESDAY, MARCH 20 
11 :30-2 :30 Independent Study Market Project _(Franchise Booth) 
9 a.m . . 9 p.m . Fine Arts Exhibition (West Ballroom) 
9:30a.m. - 3 p.m. University Theatre Tickets (Franchise Booth) 
8:30a.m .. 3 p.m . Tri-Sig Reprints of slides (Franchise Booth) 
7 :30-9:30 p.m. N. American Speaker (International Room) 
12-4 p .m. I RHC Cutest Baby Pie (Table in the North Entry of S. Center) 

, 1 p.m. IRHC Hulahoop Contest (Snack Bar) 
. 1:45 p.m. IRHC Roller Skating Contest (H.H .. Student Center Circle) 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21 
11:30-2:30 Independent Study Market Project (Franchise Booth) 

' 9 a.m .. 9 p.m. Fine Arts Exhibition (West Ballroom) 
9:30a.m .. 3 p.m. University Theatre Tickets (Franchise Booth) 
8:30a.m .. 3 p.m. Tri -S ig Reprints of slides (Franchise Booth) 
2 p.m. IRHC Banana Eating Contest 
2: 30 p.m. Stand-On-Head Contest 
3 p .m. Jello Eating Contest 
12:30 p.m . I RHC Kissing Marathon 
7-10 p.m. Lecture. Discussion (W. C. Ballroom) 

THURSDAY, MARCH 22 
11:30-2:30 Independent Study Market Project (Franchise Booth) 
9 a.m . . 9 p.m. Fine Arts Exhibition (West Ballroom) 
9 :30 a.m. - 3 p.m . University Theatre Tickets (Franchise Booth) 
8:30 a.m . . 3 p.m. Tri-Sig Reprints of slides (Franchise Booth) 
9-3 :30 p.m. IRHC Bean Guess (Franchise Booth) 
10-3 p.m . I RHC Yoyo Contest (Snackbar Franchise Booth) 

. 11:30-1:30 p.m. IRHC Body Painting Contest (Snackbar Stage) 
: 2:30 p .m . Paper Airplane Throw Contest (H.H . . Student Center Circle) 

f REE f lf (KS Presents 

Cactus ·Flower 
,· 

. Sunda·y, March 18 - Harvey Hall Auditorium 
6: 30 and 8: 30 in color 

"CACTUS FLOW_ER. is. a come~y. of New York or Chicago, of Houston or 
Oshk~sh. Ref~eshong on ,ts s1mphc1ty and naturalness, this is the story of the 
unnoticed assistant ( Ingrid Bergman) who suddenly blooms and becomes at. 
tract,ve to her boss (Walter Matthau), who had ·all along been pre-occupied 

, with the delights of a rather different type (Goldie Hawn)." 

FLAME LOUNGE 
presents 

Larry Heagle 

, f riday & Saturday 
March 16-17 
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Time Out 
by Todd Schmidt 

After a week's vacation and time out from Time Out, your 
faithful, obedient servant is back. I'm sure all my readers are 
nervous wondering whether or not I'll like you. 

Swimmers Win Awards 
Congrats to the Blue Devil swimming team, which posted a fine 
record this season. Accolades must go to the following swimmers 
who were noted for various honors by ballots cast a week ago by 
the team. The 1973 swimming award winners are as follows: Most 
Valuable Swimmer-Ben Kowalski (senior, Wausau); Co-Captains 
- Mike Van de Bogart (senior, Lake Geneva) and Greg Janicki 
(junior, Milwaukee); Hardest Worker - John Mullenix (fre~h
man Glenview Illinois)· Most Improved Swimmer - Mike 
Molitor (sopho~ore, Skokie, Illinois); Most Valuable Diver -
Steve Swick (freshman, Madison). 

Pucksters Win 
Someone once said that "old friends never die, they just keep 

on winning." That is surely the case where hockey playing friends 
are concerned and no one was happier than I to realize that ten 
members of this year's Big Blue hockey team (eleven if you count 
the coach), have aided the Menomonie Men's team to the state 
amateur hockey tournament, held in Eagle River last weekend. 
St. Clair Billehus Clothing sponsored the team, which included 
Bill Perry, Terry Watkins, Chuck Mortel, Paul Bourguignon, Jeff 
Brugett, Bob Patnaude, Glenn Lachapelle, Tom McNamara, 
Kevin Morrell, Chuck Gerber, and Tom Slupe from the Blue 
Devil team .. 

The St. Clair Saints ran roughshod over their opponents 5-4, 5-
1, and 8-5 in their three successive games. This was their first 
year of competition, which makes their recent feat even more 
remarkable. 

The team was strengthened by several members of River 
Falls' college team, namely Mike McNamara, Tim Flynn, Gene 
Nightengale, and Tom Wolfe. Along with proven veterans Bob 
Bzuli, Andy Baltgalvis, Huey Mortel, Don Nig~tengale, and Slupe, 
the combination of River Falls and Menomorue players posted a 
formidable 16-1 season record. 

Against Mosinee in the first game, the Saints came back from a 
:\-1 second period deficit to post a 5-4 overtime victory. Tom Wolfe 
-.vas the man of the hour, as he scored 1: 17 into the extra period to 
ice the game for the Saints. Tom Slupe rejected 28 Mosinee shots 
on goal, in what was a stalwart performance for an old timer 
(sorry coach) . 

Superior fell prey to the Saints in the second game, by a 5-1 
:;core. They erupted for five goals in the final two periods to erase 
:1 1-0 Superior lead and win the game concincingly. Slupe again 
picked up the victory in goal. 

The title contest was a more free-wheeling affair, with the 
Saints coming out on top to the tune of 8-5. Each team got off 32 
shots on goal, but superior overall play won the game for the 
Menomonie team. They skated three full lines at all times, 
something that the Big Blue couldn't accomplish successfully all 
season. 

Leading scorers for the Saints in the tourney were La Chapelle 
and Baltgalvis with 7 points each, Wolfe with 6, and Gene 
Hightengale and Bob Patnaude, who scored five points apiece. 

With the victory, the St. Claire Saints advance to the Senior 
Men's National !tournament, to be held in St. Cloud, March 30 
through April 1. Other teams competing in the double elimination 
tournament are Michigan, North Dakota, two teams from Min
nesota, and one team from Illinois. 

All those fans who watched the Big Blue so eagerly this 
season will be extremely interested in the outcome of this tour
nament. The efforts of administration, college players, college 
coach, student body and townspeople helped make their obviously 
successful venture possible. 

Sports Calendar 
Track - March 17 Invitational at Lacrosse 

Zuerlein sizes up conf ere nee meet 
Complains and explains scoring 

Isn't it ironic that rules and 
regulations often work in op
posite directions. Last Friday 
our Blue Devil gymnasts 
defeated Bemidji State College 
by a solid five points. Bemidji 
has qualified their team to go 
lo the National NAIA cham
pionships next week. Stout, 
however, will be unable to 
compete as a team because we 
have not met the 130 point team 
score requirement. 

In my estimation, the judges 
must have been sleeping the 
day Bemidji made it. Our only 
hope now is to get the 130 score 
in our conference cham
pionships this weekend. This is 
not at all impossible; we have 
scored 125 in the last two 
meets. 

If we can improve our 
vaulting scores by one point, 
hit in free exercise, and turn in 
consistent performances in the 
other events, I'm confident we 
will make it. 

There are a few other things 
in our favor. Brian Walker's 
wrist injury is showing im
provement. If he hits in free 
exercise, this will add another 
point to our score. Gregg 
Dattilo's broken toes are 
nearly healed which will make 
a difference on his still ring 
dismount. His routine is also 
showing form improvements. 

Todd Downing is making 
rapid progress on pommel 
horse after throwing away the 
cast on his broken wrist. He 
should add another 1.5 to 2 
points to our score if he hits 
clean. 

It's possible!!! An all out 
effort could get us in. Our at
titudes are right for it. 

Turning to the conference 
championships to be held here 
at Stout this week, it looks like 
La Crosse will repeat as 
conference champions again. 
Oshkosh has a solid second 
with Stout third. Stevens Point 

has the a~ility for a third place 
finish if we get sloppy . 
However, we have shown little 
sign of this happening . Our 
practice sessions have been to 
good to let this happen. 

Looking back to the Bemidji 
meet , I'm sure all will agree 
that it was a very satisfying 
win. It was , ~ithout a doubt, 
the best display of team effort 
this year. Spirits were high and 
we went out there to win. 

Floor exercise men hit the 
best routines in many meets . 
Our side horse men also had 
one of their better days . Ac
tually, the only place we fell 
down was in vaulting. None of 
the men hit particularly well. 
However, they have made good 
enough progress in this event 
during the year to hold their 
own. 

The -conference meet will 
certainly be exciting, and will 
have a new look this year . 

Tracksters show colors in meet 
Travel to La Crosse Saturday 

The Blue Devil tracksters 
made a strong showing al the 
Blue Devil Open track meet 
last weekend, finishing with six 
first places, four seconds, five 
thirds, and two fourth places. 
Athletes from Winona, St. 
Cloud, River Falls, Eau Claire, 
and Stout participated in the 
meet, which also saw some 
independent entrants in some 
of the events. No team scores 
were kept, so all statistics will 
be individual ones. 

Jules Butcher, last year's 
NAIA track Athlete-of-the
Year and a top performer for 
the Blue Devils in past seasons, 
claimed firsts in the 50 yard 
high hurdles and the 50 yard 
low hurdles with times of 6.6 
and 6.1, respectively. Butcher, 
who is now an . assistant to 
Coach Bob Karnish, saw some 
of his young proteges also 
perform quite admirably in the 
meet. 

Several fieldhouse and 
school records were broken in 
competition that day. Barney 
Klecker set one of them in the 
two mile run, with a time of 
9:26.2. His time was almost 
nine seconds better than the 
previous Fieldhouse record, 
and was good enough to break 
the old school record of 9:29.0. 

the shot put. 
Fred Kuhn, won the two mile 

event with a 'time of 18:27.5, 
while Gary Rayeske took the 
shot and record. 

Steve Novotny set a Blue 
Devil school record in the shot 
put also, with a throw of 47' 
6:1,~ " . His throw bettered the 
previous record of 46' 10% ", 
and beat fourth place finisher 
Lang Ware by more than two 
inches. 

Other fine performances 
were turned in by Gerhart 
Sasman, Bob Sandstrom, 
Dennis Fechhelm, Steve Zais, 
Mark Burwell, Jack Voight, 
John Chartrand, Tom Hack
barth; Randy Shaw, Dave 
Busch, Mike Olson, and Bill 
Lemsky. They placed in 
various events and led the Blue 
Devils to a very optimistic 
attitude for the season ahead. 

Among Stout's ac-
complishments for the af
ternoon were a first place in 
the two mile relay ( Chartrand, 
Olson, Lemsky, Klecker), first 
by Sandstrom in the mile 
run(4:20.5), first by Steve Zais 
in the 440 yard dash (54.1), a 
first by Jack Voight in the 600 
yard run(l: 16.7), Tom Hack
barth 's 6'51/4" bound in the high 
jump (good for a first), and 
Sandstrom's second place 
finish in the 880 yard run 
(2:05:8). 

Newcomer Randy Shaw 
placed second in the two mile 
walk with a time of 18:53.2, as 
did Sasman in the three mile 
run and Burwell in the 440 yard 
dash. Dennis Fechhelm 
showed some Blue Devil 
versatility, finishing second in 
the 50 yard high hurdles and 
third in the 50 yard low hurdles. 

Dave's Auto Supply 
1102 N. Broadway, Menomonie, Wis. 54751 

Phone: 235-3931 or 235-0691 

Get Your Car Ready for Summer 

HARRY'S . * Meet Market * 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS&SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP- , 
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE.REPAIRING 

131 Main St. 235-7615 

St. Patrick's Day Celebration 
FREE GREEN BEER IRISH PUNCH 

8-9 a.m. 1 oc per glass 

DOOR PRIZES ALL DAY 
Come and Irish It Up 

/ 
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Men's Intramural Notes 
by John Reetz 

Well, as Men's Intramural 
Basketball slowly grinds down 
to tournaments only four teams 
have managed to stay on the 
unbeaten slate. 

Speaking of tournaments, 
here is how the teams will be 
selected for tournament play, 
the top four teams in each 
league will be selected plus 
ties. So if you're tied with a 
team for fourth place at the end 
of the season, you're in. These 
teams will be determined for 
tournament action on a per
centage basis: Total number of 
games played percentage won 
and percentage lost. Got it? 

Good. Now explain it to me. 
Top teams in the league 

through March . 7 were as 
follows: 

Blue League 
1. Hawks . . ..... 5-0 
2. Has Beens ... . .. . .. .. .... 7-1 
3. Vet'sClub ........ . .. .... 6-1 
3. Rookies ... 6-1 
5. Cheap Shots . 5-2 
6. Third Tustison. . ..... 5-3 
7. Fighting69er's . . .4-3 

Red League 
1. The House. . . 7-0 
2. J-Boys . . . .6-1 
3. 3-C Ryder Nads. . 5-2 
3. 3-C Ryder I . . . . . .. . 5-2 
3. D Regen ts . . . . . . . ... . . ... 5-2 

6. Mini Creamers . . 5-3 
7. Beaver Lodge ........... 4-3 

Frat League 
1. Sig Ep Purple ..... .... 7-0 
2. Chi Lamba . ... 6-0 
3. FOB Black.. . .. . 5-1 
4. KLB Green ... .. . . .... ... 4-2 
4. Phi Sigs ... .. . . . . . ..... 4-2 
6. TKE Gray . . ... 4-3 
6. KLB Fubar . . . .4-3 

Men 's Intramural Wrestling 
- attention former grapplers_; 
Intramural Wrestling will take 
place at the end of March. 
Check bulletin board al 
Johnson Fieldhouse for further 
information. 

Evans third in -NAIA 

BARNEY KLECKER- the leader of the pack for Stout. Pictured 
behind Klecker is mustachioed Bill Lemsky, another fine per
former for Stout. 

Dale Evans, the 142 pound 
wrestling star for the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout, 
ended his brilliant collegiate 
career with a third place finish 
at the National Wrestling 
Championships held in Sioux 
City Iowa last weekend. 

Not only did Evans go into 
the tournament with an im
pressive 27-4 record, he went as 
the Wisconsin State University 

Blue Devils win team honors 
Set record in FG percent 

During the entire 1972-73 
basketball season only one 
Wisconsin State University 
Conference record was broken 

' - and it was broken by Stout. 
The record was the best team 

field goal shooting percentage. 
Stout shot at a .482 clip in their 
season by making 475 of 976 

• BIG DALE MAGEDANZ 
voted by his teamma~s as 
captain of the team. 
shots. The old record was a .479 
mark set by Stevens Point four 
years ago. 

The Blue Devils just missed 
being the league's most ac
curate free throw shooters. 
Whitewater made 200 of 287 
free thr.ow attempts for a 
percnetage of .697 while Stout 
made 273 of 392 attempts, both 
a league high, for .696 percnet. 

The Blue Devils highlighted 
their season by announcing the 
winners of team awards. 
Named as Most Valuable 
Player was Doug Eha; 
Sportsmanship - Ken Ober
mueller; Best Defense - Bill 

Lyons; Captain - Dale 
Magedanz ; Best Rebound 
Eha · Best Free Throw shooter 
- Obermueller with .796, and 
Best Field Goal shooter -
Magedanz with .490. 

Three best single game 
performances were turned in 
by Doug Eha with most points 
- 30, vs Platteville, most field 
goals - 13, vs . Utah State and 
most rebounds - 19 against 
Montana State. 

Dale Magedanz is the new 
Blue Devil ironman as he 
played in 94 consecutive 
games. 

The Blue Devils offense 
ranked third with an output of 
76.4 points a game. Whitewater 
77.4 and Stevens Point 76.9 
ranked first and second 
respectively, however Stout 
maintained the most balanced 
attack as the Blue Devils were 
the only team to have all five of 
its starters rank in the league 
top 25 scorers. 

Doug Eha was the con
ference's number four scorer 
and rebounder. The 6'4" for
ward averaged 16.2 points and 
9.3 rebounds a game to lead the 
Blue Devils in both categories. 

Marcus Hayes followed with 
12. 7 points a game, Dale 
Magedanz 12.1, Bill Lyons 11.5, 
and Bill Rozkis rounding out 
the starting five with 9.2 points 
a game. 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 

ERRORITE™ AT YOUR 
BOOKSTORE 

DOUG EBA - named this 
year's most valuable Blue 
Devil. 

200 CENTS 

FORA 
LOOK AT YOUR 

JOST EN'S 
HIGH SCHOOL 

RiNG 
ON RING DAY ONLY show us 
your Josten's high school ring 
when you order your Josten's 
college ring a.,d save 
200 cents $7 .00 deposit 

DATE. 3-20-73 TIME 9-3 

PLACE Union 
JOSTENS 

Conference's only four lime 
champion and he wrestled well 
up to his reputation. 

The Windsor, Wisconsin 
native pinned his first op
ponent , Johh Hayward - of 
Eastern Michigan, in 5:40 
minutes. Rex Mauch of Ft. 
Hays State was the next victim 
to fall before Evans in a time of 
5:31 minutes . 

Evans then ran into trouble 
in losing to Gabe Ruz from U.S. -
International 11 -9. Last year 
Ruz won sixth place in the 142 
pound class and previously 
wrestled twice in the Mexico 
Olympics. 

Stout Boosters claimed that 
Ruz -was constantly stalling 
and should have been penalized 

during the match. Ironically, 
Ruz was disqualified in a later 
match for stalling. 

After the loss to Ruz, Evans 
began wrestling in the con
solation bracket where he beat 
Lynn Babrack of Winona , Lake 
Superior Stales' Dave 
Jirikovic , and Ron Dworak of 
Oshkosh enroule lo the match 
for third place against 
Bemidjis' Roger DiMarcs 
whom Evans pinned in over
time. His overall record this 
year is 33-5. 

Last year Evans brought 
home a fourth place NAIA 
trophy in !he 134 pound weight 
class. 

Alliance Church of Menomonie 
200- 21st N. - East of Town 

235-2019 

Tuesday, March 20 - "Restless Ones" 
Wednesday, March 21 - "Heart Is A Rebel" 
Thursday, March 22 - "Lucia" 
Friday, March 23 "Shadow of the 

Boomerang" 
Saturday, March 24 - "Restless Ones" 
Sunday, March 25 - "His Land" 

Starting at 7: 30 p.m. - FREE 
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Poetry in motion is Steve Swick, an impressive Frosh diver from Madison who did an 
incredible job for the tankers this season. 

Have You Heard 
aipe speaker 

American Institute of Plant 
Engineers ( AIPE l is spon
soring Steve Stromwell of 
Miller Fluid Power, on Wed
nesday, March 21, at 7 p.m. in 
Lhe West Central Ballroom of 
Lhe Student Union. Stromwell 
will speak on "Basic Fluid 
Power Components and Ap
plications." It is open to the 
Public. Free admission. 
Refreshments will be served. 

women's basketbaH , .. 
Deadline for women's in

tramural basketball has been 
extended to Friday, March 16, 
al 12 noon. Entry blanks are 
available at room 213 of the 
Fieldhouse, from R.A. 's and 
from the bulletin board at the 
clapper boxes. 

ie club election 

free publicity 

The University Activities 
Assembly has the respon
sibility of providing the 
campus community with an 
accurate and • up-to-date 
calendar of events and ac
tivities. The present bi-weekly 
Calendar of Events, starting 
just this semester, is at
tempting to provide Stout with 
information that will be of 
interest to all of the campus 
community. ·· · 

To find out how to submit 
information for the calendar, 
call the U .A.A. Office, Ext. 
2431, between the hours of 12:30 
p.m. and 4:30 p.m. Ask that the 
Calendar Commft:tee ,contact 
you or your organization, or 
attend the meeting on March 22 
at 4:30 p.m. in the U.A.A. of
fi_!:!~. 

amon house 
Featured this week at the 

Amon House, 908 5th Street are 
_ these fine entrees: 

Monday - Walnut Chicken or 
Diced Cut Port 

Tuesday - Cabbage Rolls or 
Crepes with Ham Filling 

Wednesday - Beef and Snow 
Pea Pods Polynesian Style or 
Chicken Manelle 

Thursday - Chicken in White 
Wine and Cream or Ham and 
Peaches 

Friday - Roast Pork with 
Orange Gravy or Chicken and 
Corn 

Included with each entree is 
appetizer, soup, salad, 
vegetables, dessert, bread and 
choice of a drink. 

Dining begins each weekday 
at 5:30 p.m., sharp. Reser
vations can be made by 
phoning 232-2335. Donation is 
$2.25. 

Swick places in Nat'ls 
UW-Stout's swimming team 

ended it's 1972-73 season at the 
N.A.I.A. swim meet in Pitt
sburg, Kansas on March 8-9 at 
Kansas State. Steve Swick, the 
freshman diver from Madison 
placed 8th in the nation in the 1-
meter diving event. Steve 
missed qualifying in the 3-
meter diving by .15 of a point. 
Coach ~Bob · Smith commented 
"Steve represented"Stout and 
himself very well at the meet." 

Stout failed to qualify any 
swimmers turning the 
preliminaries at the meet. The 
Blue Devils ended with a 13-2 

Student aid 
Continued from page I 

centralization would mean 
inflexibility. Governor Lucey 
and HEAB have hailed state 
control as the answer to 
discrepancies among cam
puses, and a means of in
creasing the student voice in 
the final say on how aid is 
distributed. 
Meanwhile, the 1973-74 school 
year approaches, and students 
must weigh plans for it. If aid 
enters the picture, things blur. 

"We are now one month 
behind schedule and every day 
pushes us back further," 
Douma said. He noted that last · 
fall the University was willing 
to waive late payment 
penalties for students who 
couldn't pay tuition due to last
minute rule changes in the 
guaranteed loan program, and 
it would probably be willing to 
do so again. 

"That's fine for tuition, but 
for the. landlord who wants his 
money August 1, or for buying 
groceries, waiving tuition 
temporarily doesn't help," 
Douma pointed out. 

record and a strong second 
place finish in · the conference 
meet. The swim team deserves 
a great deal of recognition for a 
job well done. 

Continued from page I 

Senator Doyle 
The budget battle centers on 

$150 billion that can be con
trolled by positive action. It 
has been said that the -
President "cut" the budget. 
This new budget is $19 billion 
greater than last year's! Nixon 
has called for a total federal 
expenditure that most 
economists agree is right . 
"More spending, they say, 
would cause inflation to rise. 
Less would depress the current 
stable growth of the economy." 

People say Nixon has 
usurped the prerogative of 
Congress and is becoming 
menacingly powerful, said 
Dole. The President has 
stepped in where Congress has 
failed .to act." There is no 
committee for Congress which 
examines the spending impact 
of those hundreds- of seperate 
spending decisions. Only the 
President does. 
"I don't fault the President for 
what he's done. I praise him for 
it," stated Dole. "Either we 
can look upon change as blind 
force out of our control and 
simply submit to it, or we can 
opt to master it and try to 
direct it on a course we have 
chosen. Richard Nixon has 
done the latter," said Dole. 

bid whiz 
The Black Awareness 

Organization is sponsoring a 
"Bid Whiz" Tournament 
March 30 and 31 in conjunction 
with Parents Weekend in the 
University Student Center. 
Anyone interested can pick up 
entry forms and rules at the 
information desk or Black 
Culture Center. 

Registration begins Monday, 
March 19. Entrance fee will -be 
$1 per player. 

The Industrial Education 
Club will hold nominations for 
the election of officers for next 
year. The meeting will be held 
in Room 111 of the Commons at 
7 p.m., March 24. A general 
business meeting will also be 
held. All members and in
terested per~ons are asked to 
attend. 

FREE PRESCRIPT·loN· DELIVERY. 
MENOMONIE PHA.RMACY Phone 

St. Patrick's Day · Sale 
~ at the 

Golden Hanger Ltd~ 
Sweaters 

% Shirts 

Pants 

Sale Starts Thursday, March 15 
Ends Saturday, March 17 

FREE . Green Beer at the Silver Dollar 

Suits 

Sport Coats 

Winter Jackets 

with every $900. 

or more purchase 



Stout administrators enioy 
their stay in South Hall 

Thursday, March 22, 1973 
Vol. 62- No. 25 

by Jody Conley 

A student-initiated "Ad
ministrators Week" -at South 
Hall last week turned into one 
fun-filled Wednesday evening. 

South Hall council originated 
the idea of select faculty 
participating in dorm life for 
one week or less to show the 
guests exactly what dorm life 
is like. Although the plan was 
not carried out as intended, the 

- students ' goal was ac
complished and then some. 

Not only did administrators 
gain insight into dorm living 
and residents, but students also 
had a chance to see the guests 
in a more natural environment. 

Wednesday evening began 
with South Hall's council 
meeting at 6:30. Strained 
though it was, since voices had 
to be raised unusually loud so 
that everyone could hear , 
eventually people started to 
relax when the 22 guests stood 
and introduced themselves and 
their wives. 

Dr. Face stated that he had 
spent eight years in dorms and 
didn 't intend to spend a single 
night more. However, he 
realized throughout the 
evening that many changes 
have occurred. "Changes in 
that today's student is a more 
mature student, more creative 
individual than those I was 
involved with several years 
ago." The guests apparently 
were pleased, and perhaps 
surprised at how orderly and 
professionally the business 
meeting was conducted. 

After the meeting, refresh
ments prepared by John Graf 
were served and tours were 
given of students rooms. The 
guests saw firsthand how 
rooms have been painted and 
rearranged by students, along 
with other creative innovations 
that have taken place. 
Residents of South Hall 
mingled, shyly at first, with the 

Last week's 
hint of spring brought hordes 
of frisbie enthusiasts _like Sam 
Starck out of their winter lairs. 

guests; but soon the basement 
of South Hall was flooded with 
noise and people, though. 
Eventually, everyone gathered 
in C-cube basement to watch 
and play in the ping pong and 
pool tournaments: Most guests 
were dressed formally, but as 
the evening progressed, ties 
and suitcoats were discarded 
and shirt sleeves rolled to slam 
a ping pong return off the edge 
of the table, or to execute a 
complicated multi-cushion shot 
with appropriate "english" 
applied to a pool ball, only to 
watch it sail right past the 
designated pocket and blame it 
on a crooked cur stick. 

A small degree of em
barrassment was involved 
when two ping pong players 
eventually had to toss a coin to 
see who would serve first when 
a volley could not be suc
cessfully completed . This 
small incident was laughed off, 
however, and comments from 
residents watching the events 
were favorable. One student 
was heard to say, "For guys 
that supposedly push pencils 
all day, they play a mean game 
of pool." 

With the fast exchange 
during the ping pong games 
and the intense concentration 
al the pool table, the com
petitors were caught up in the 
exuberance of competition 
supported by cheers from the 
residents. It was obvious that 
everyone thoroughly enjoyed 
himself. It seemed ad-

Fiddler on 
On Tuesday night, April 3 al 8 

p.m . in Harvey Hall 
Auditorium, the production of 
150 people, under the 
professional direction of Terry 
Markovich will present the 
opening performance of the 
acclaimed American musical, 
"Fiddler on the Roof". 

What is a 
G-reek? 

"Greeks" is the con
versational term applied to 
members of college Greek 
letter societies. 

Often Greek fraternities ·and 
sororities are called un
democratic, cruel and 
discriminatory. It is said they 
factor an anti -intellectual 
atmosphere on campus, that 
they attempt to control all 
student activities, that frat 
houses are nothing more than 
taverns, and that the fraternity 
system discourages good study 
habits. 

However, it is equally true 
that frat brothers and sorority 
sisters help underclassmen 
with their studies, that the 
organizations provide social 
contacts that last a lifetime, 
and that it is insisted that 
members maintain high 
academic standings. 

For part I, "Introduction and 
History" of Greeks, turn to 
page five. 

ministrators had no time for 
thoughts on the week's 
problems, and let themselves 
go and be people students could 
identify with easily. This came 
as a pleasant surprise to 
residents. 

Teams for the ping pong 
tournaments had two faculty 
members competing against 
each other. A few wives joined 
in the fun and balls flew. 

Each game ended when the 
winner reached 11 and beat his
her opponent by two points. 
Through a process of 
elimination, semifinalists were 
recognized and competed 
against each other. Dr. 
Sommers, the ping pong 
champion received a ping pong 
paddle covered with pastel 
blue felt with sparkling red 
letters on it stating, "Grand 
Prize, Ping Pong, 1973." It 
hangs in his office today. 

Pool teams of two members 
competed against each other in -
games of eight-ball. Once a 
scratch in a side pocket 
resulted in a point for the OJr 
posing teams. Through a 
process of elimination the 
winning team was decided 
upon, and ended up competing 
against fellow team member 
for the grand prize. Paul 
Axelson, pool champion 
received South Hall's own 
broken cue stick with a blue 
ribbon attached to it. Barney 
Klecker, organizer of the 
athletic events presented 
awards. 
Continued on page 2 

Dr. Ralph Iverson "draws a bead" on the nine ball in a pool 
tournament_ sponsored by South Hall. 

the Roof makes debut 
"Fiddler" is a pleasantly 
nostalgic musical of Jewish 
community life in a tiny 
Russian village, prior to the 
abortive 1905 revolution. 

The "Fiddler" will run from 
Tuesday, April 3 through 
Friday, April 6, and is not only 
the biggest undertaking of the 
year for university theatre, but 
the final play of the year. In the 
words of Director Markovich, 
"It's not only unbelievable, but 
amazing to have had 110 
students try out for action 
parts alone, not including the 
production crew." Terry also 
remarked at the singing ability 
found on a campus the size of 
UW-Stout. "I bet there isn't 

this much talent available to a 
major college that specializes 
in the performing arts." 

Markovich said he chose, 
"Fiddler on the Roof" as his 
final production because, in his 
opinion, " it is one of the best 
American musicals because 
it's not shallow. It has depth 
and above all, its universal 
theme is the strength of people 
testing tradition." 

The cast for Fiddler, just to 
name a few, will feature: 
Larry Laird in the role of 
Tevya, and his wife Golde will 
be played by Lori Spears. The 
five daughters of Tevya are 
Tzeitel, played by Amy 
Daluge; Hodel, played by 
Maggie Foote; Cynthia Wook-

SSA action low ·key 
The University Student 

Senate of the Stout Student 
Association held its regular 
Tuesday evening meeting on 
March 20. Topics discussed 
included United Council, 
budgets and an SSA radio 
program. 

United Council Represen
tative Addis Hilliker spoke to 
the senate regarding a state
wide U.C. meeting held in La 
Crosse on Saturday, Ma·rch 17. 
He noted that the U.C. has 
"moved from the discussion 
stage to the action stage." By 
way of explanation, Hilliker 
said that most of the U.C. 
business is currently involved 
in dissemination of information 

concerning such diverse topics 
as minimum wages and 
academic bankruptcy. Further 
information regarding these 
and many other topics is 
currently available in the 
SSA office on the lower level of 
the Student Center. 

Jeff Dodge, vice-president 
for legislative affairs again 
reminded the senate that there 
is still a need for an SSA 
representative to the 
Menomonie City Council. He 
also asked the senate to start 
looking for an interested 
student to fill the positions of 
Student Justices. Student 
Justices are needed to im
plement the currently inactive 

wick as Chava; Karen Bruenig 
as Shprintze and the part of 
Bielke will be played by Linda 
Monk. Along with these and 
other talented actors are the 
music people of the play. The 
20 piece orchestra for "Fid-

. dler" is being conducted by 
Randy Wanless and Mrs. Doug 
Gingrich is directing the 30 
voice choir. There are several 
exciting dance scenes in the 
musical, wl:tich are being 
choreographed by Francis 
Gamache. 

You don't have to be a "rich 
man" to see "Fiddler on the 
Roof," because tickets are free 
and available in the Student 
Center Snack Bar. 

judicial section of the SSA 
constitution. Dodge also asked 
for names of people who would 
like to be a representative lo 
the Academic Affairs Ad
ministration Team <AAAT). 
Newly appointed senator-at
large Tom Shafer said that in 
his opinion the AAA T is one of 
the most important groups ·on 
campus because of their in
volvement in the "formulation 
of new programs, ex
perimental courses and things 
of that nature." 

Vice-president of financial 
affairs Vicki Gullickson said 
that budget hearings are 
continuing. She added that her 
original plan to budget on a 

Continued on page 2 
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Moment For Thought 

At night the stars give a show for free-share it 
with someone. - Ron Jensen 

Editorial Student blasts tenure & faculty cuts 
, 

This week the Stoutonia is starting a series on 
Greek .social organizations. The series has been 
developing for over a month, and it's been a rocky 
road both for the Stoutonia staff who have had to 
overcome personal biases in order to be objective in 
their stories, and for the Greeks who have had · to 
overcome their feelings that the Stoutonia was 
unfair to them before they could communicate 
freely. 

Last fall the Coliege Press Review reported a 
study which exposed the hostility between.editors of 
campus newspapers and Greek leaders in 62 
colleges and universities throughout the country. 
The findings of the study were: 

-Editors say they have a more favorable at
titude toward Greeks than Greek leaders believe 
them to have. 

-Editors and Greek leaders generally · agree 
that Greeks are given fair treatment in the sports 
pages of the student newspaper. 

-Editors feel that they give Greeks fair 
treatment in the News and Editorial pages of the 
student newspaper whereas Greek leaders strongly 
disagree. 

-Editors feel they give Greek activities at
tention in proportion to their importance on campus, 
but Greek leaders feel editors give these activities 
insufficient and-or inadequate coverage. 

The last point made by College Press Review 
seems to be the problem at Stout. As was pointed out 
in the Review's study, Greeks think that there 
should be a heavy emphasis on philanthropic events 
(the types of activities the Greeks are often involved 
in). Editors favor more attention · to humanistic 
activities. The Stoutonia feels that coverage of 
activities that have a greater impact on the students 
themselves is more important than coverage of 
"philanthropic" activities which have much smaller 
impact. 

SSA Continued from page 1 

semester basis was un
workable because various 
organizations require yearly 
contracts to carry out their 
jobs. The Tower and the 
Sloulonia were cited as 
examples. 

In his president's report, 
Tom Cropp noted that he had 
. received a memorandum from 
the Chancellor concerning the 
proposed ''grievance com
mittee" in which the chan
cellor said that he thought 
there might be alternate 
methods for the airing of 
grievances .. One such method 
mentioned was that of working 
within (he guidelines offerea 
within the judicial section of 
the SSA constitution. Cropp 
mentioned that he had recently 
received some extensive works 
published by the United 
Council, and that the in
formation is now available in 
the SSA office for all those 
concerned. 

Vice-president for student 
affairs Pat O'Connor noted in 
his report that SSA is spon-

n,e STOUTON IA is required by the 
Board of Regents WSU resolution 3629 to 
state tha t it is a state.controll ed 
un ivers i t y publicat ion and under the 
jurisdiction of the president of the 
Un iversity. Publishing costs are financed 
f r om " uni versit y services fee" and ad 
vert ising pa y m ents. 

Edited by the students at u .w .. stout 
weekly during the regular school year. 

Third cla ss postag e pa id 
at Menomonie, Wisconsin 

Postmaster : Send form 3579 to 
THE STOUTONIA, 

211 Wil son A ve., 
Menomonie, Wiscons in 54751 

soring -a new radio program on 
WVSS. The program entitled 
"Keep on Truckin' " will be 
aired each Wednesday evening 
from 7:45 lo 8:15 p.m. The 
formal will be primarily Top 40 
music with short an
nouncements concerning SSA 
and associated organizations . 
O'Connor also mentioned the 
possibility of getting some big 
name entertainment on 
campus in the future . He noted 
that things were not too op-
t imistic looking but that with 
the proper student backing 
"the concept might be 
workable" . Groups mentioned 
included Buddy Miles, San
tana, Uriah Heap, Billy 
Preston , Rare Earth, and 
Johnny Rivers. 

O'Connor also noted that 
anyone who voted in the 
November election in 
Menomonie is eligible to vote in 
the April 3 election, but 
stressed that if any doubts 
existed, "check with the City 
Clerk's Office." 
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Dear Editor: 
The issue of tenure for 

college instructors seems to 
keep popping up in the news 
rriedia., even though . many 
administrators and faculty 
members w-0uld·seem to prefer 
avoiding serious . discussion of 
reasons Why · tenure has long 
been under attack from some 
quarters. 

The same stock reasons for . 
retaining the · tentire system in 
its present lort11. a:re always 
presented by the tenure 
system's defenders, but in a 
sense those reasons are 
irrelevant to the real question. 
The real question behind at
tacks on tenure is why so many 
incredibly bad instructors are 
able to inflict their in
competence on so many 
students semester after 
semester. I am not referring to 
"average" instructors, I mean 
"bad" instructors. StouLhas its 
share, as do other schools. 
. Quibbling over whether I.he 

incompetence of an instructor 
is due to lack of knowledge, 
lack of innate ability, or plain 
laziness is pointless. The fact is 
that these people are drawing 
good professional salaries to do 
a meaningful teaching job. If 
they are not doing that job, why 
should they be paid big money? 

STOUT ADMINISTRATORS 
ENJOY THEIR STAY IN 
SOUTH HALL 
Continued from page 1 

Three administrators 
decided to stay one and two 
nights in 4th C's empty cube. 
Dr. Phil Reuhl stayed Monday 
and Tuesday night and com
mented that his evenings were 
enjoyable and quaint. Jim 
Nowasky stayed Tuesday 
evening and Dean Richard 
Anderson stayed Wednesday 
evening. Judy Spain spent 
Tuesday and Wednesday 
evenings in the infirmary on 
first floor . 
South Hall's president, Dave 
Hartig, extended many thanks 
lo all the people who made the 
evening special and in par
ticular to those four who helped 
execute the original plan. 

Each guest will receive a 
special certifica le reading: 

"Honorary Resident 
of South Hall 

gor• 
What's 
that 

thirtg'?' 

It's a 
rhinoc.et'OS 

horn. 

Ueah ... they grind up 
th'homs,tften sell t'1' 

powder as a 
power.Pu I 
aphrodisiac! 

The statement that tenure 
does not provide protection for 
the incompetent teacher is 
heard frequently . . If tenure is 
not the thing protecting these 
people, then What is? If 
somebody will come forward 
and name the other thing or 
things which are protecting 
incompetents, tenure can rest 
secure. Pretending that there 

· are no bad instructors at Stout 
or anywhere else is not fooling 
most people when it comes 
right down to it. Obviously, I 
am not going to . name. -names 
here, but I doubt that very 
many people in the university 
community will have to think 
very hard to identify some of 
those people who I am talking 
about. 

Right now there are a 
number of young instructors 
who are being sacrificed to the 
budget cuts while the poorest 
instructors go' on collecting 
their checks with no Worries at 
all . Two of these young in
structors, who are being cut, 
are among the very best in
structors I have had at Stout. 

Incompetent instructors 
waste a lot of your valuable 
education time as well as your 
money. And a great many of us 
pay taxes as well as fees. 
Probably the most damaging 
personal effect of incompetent 
instructors, though, is the way 

In recognition of your visit on 
the 14th day of March , 1973. We 
hereby bestow upon 

The title of Honorary 
Resident of South Hall . 

Dave A. Hartig, President 
Signed on behalf of South Hall" 

Dean Herbert A. Anderson 
stated in a thank-you letter, 
"Unless we of the ad
ministration from lime to time 
are able to observe first-hand 
how students conduct them
selves in the dormitories, too 
often unfounded rumors 
overshadow the good work that 
is being done. When we left 
South Hall that evening, it was 
with a feeling of knowing that 
our students living in the 
dormitories can manage 

Didja kt10w 
th' Chinese 
~ind it quite 
valuabl~'? 

12eaily'? 

This, o$! c:ourse, has 
not.liing t.o do with 
l-lenry Kissingel"'S 

(?r~uent trips 
to China. 

they can kill your interest in 
the subject they supposedly 
teach and even dun your in
terest in education in general. 

Je.ff De Bruin 

Coeds initiate 
aid petit~on 
To the Editor: 

In reference t-0 the past 
articles in the Stoutonia, we 
think that something has to be 
done to "hasten" action on the 
pro.posed change1> -in financial 
aid . 

To get results we have to 
. present our stand to state - .. 

Ieg.islators in Washington. To 
make our stand clear, we are 
circulating a petition to present 
to Senators Nelson and 
Proxmire. 

We would like to work 
towards getting signatures of 
one third of the student body 
and we need them by April 1. 
But to do this, we need your 
help. If you are willing to help 
and-or want to get your name 
on the list, contact us. 

Thank you, 
Debbie Conen 

ext. 2495 
Joey Greve· 

ext. 2173 
Cheryl Kmiecik 

ext. 2173 

themselves in a professional 
way and still have a good time 
doing so." 

Chancellor Swanson ex
pressed his appreciation and 
said " I continue to find that 
Stout students are sincere and 
enterprising in their efforts to 
make this a better place to be." 

Dr. Sommers expressed his 
pleasure by saying, "The 
exl:lerience was very worth- , 
while and one that I will 
remember and treasure for a 
long time. " 

Pookie Albr.echt wrapped up 
the general feelings of the staff 
members who were in at
tendc!nce Wednesday night. " I 
must say that the project which 
South Hall took on has 
generated a lot of enthusiasm 
on the part of faculty and 
administration. In fact, the 
comments which I picked up 
made me very proud to be 
associated with the residence 
halls. I know that the people 
who attended were very 
pleased and to some degree 
surprised ~t just what the halls 
were like." 

As for the residents, all 
comments were favorable. 
Some thought the night should 
have been "open house" for 
anyone who wanted to attend. 
In that way, people who never 
have been in a residence hall 
could have had an opportunity 
to experience dorm living 
firsthand. 

This is not the first time an 
idea such as this has been 
tried. Colleges all over 
Wisconsin have planned such 
events before, but have been 
flatly refused by those they 
invited. 

History has been made at 
Stout, and everyone walked 
away from the event with a 
much better understanding 
and insight into the ad
ministrators and residents on 
this campus. 



PASS outlines 
pre-registration 
Field Experience 

Mr. Jack Gansemiller, 
Director of Independent Study 
and Field Experience, has 
moved to the second floor of the 
Administration Building. His 
extension is 1333. 

H you are interested in 
receivb)g 'lrelp in identifying a 
meaningful .. summer ex
~rienc~r.clt;lted to your degree 

. p.rogram~oa;may want to stop 
in al Ga.n~iller's office. 
Booklets · te aid your search, 
personal help in developing 
suitable materials to send 
( including making 15-20 data 
sheets free),lists of employers, 
etc. are available. 

To apply for academic credit 
related to your summer job 
pick up an application form. 
Pre-Registration for Fall 
Semester 

Fall schedules for 
registration will be available 
April 24. Pre-registration for 
the fall semester will be held 
during the evening of May 1 
and during the day of May 2. 
Regular classes will be can
celled on May 2. 

Students will be allowed to 
select up to 18 credits at pre
registration. Students who 
wish to register for more than 
18 credits will be allowed to 
only if they secure approval 
from Dr. Richard Anderson 
(309 k.Administration Building, 
Ext. 2145) before the evening of 
registration. All students will 
be able to add more credits (19 
or more) during the drop and 
add period in the fall. 

Note: During previous 
registration some students 
registered for 24-25 credits, 
sometimes selecting different 
sections of the same course, 
thereby, denying other 
students the opportunity for a 
spot in a certain section. By 
limiting each student to no 
more than 18 credits should 
allow more students the op
portunity for a spot in a class 
that they particularly need. 
The change in no way is in
tended to limit a student from 
taking more than 18 credits. 

Additional credits can be 
added at the drop and add 
period during fall registration. 
Summer Session 

Summer school courses will 
be offered on a one, two, three, 
four, five, and eight week 
basis. Pre-registration for 
. summer session will be April 11 
for on campus students. 

Planning to attend a dif
ferent college for summer 
session? In order to assure that 
courses will transfer back to 
Stout be aware of the 
following: 

l. A minimum residence 
requirement is 32 semester 
hours and 64 grade point to be 

· earned in at least 36 weeks of 
attendance at the University of 
Wisconsin-Stout. The last year 
of work must be earned in 
residence at the University of 
Wisconsin-Stout. 

2. Secure a catalog and 
identify the course you wish to 
take. Pick up the form for 
Transferred Credits in the 
Admissions Office and fill it 
out. Return it to the Assistant 
Director of Admissions, Mr. 
Richard Lowery, for approval. 
Approval should be received 
before attending the summer 
session at a different school to 
insure that courses will 
transfer back to Stout as you 
have intended. 

Faculty Advisor 
It is important for every 

student to meet with their 
advisor and plan their classes 
and four-year program. Every 
year 1 percent of the seniors 
find that they are unable to 
graduate because of missing 
credits. This could have been 
avoided had they met with 
their advisors regularly. 

You may find the name of 
your advisor by calling Dr. 
Herbert Anderson's Office, 
Ext. 1325 for the School of 
Industry and Technology 
(SIT), or the PASS Office, Ext. 
1465 for the Schools of Home 
Economics <HE), Liberal 
Studies <LS), and Education 
<Ed.>. 

If you have not been assigned 
an advisor call the PASS Of
fice, Ext. 1465 and the 
assignment of an advisor will 
he arranged. 
Mini-Session 

Mini-session will be held in 
May. The dates .and classes 
will be announ<,:!ed shortly . 
Housing· for Summ.er Session 

CKTO and llKMC will be the 
regular ·summer session hl:'Us . 
The cost for · the regular eight 
week session will be $98.00. The 
food plan will . be voluntary. 

A student is classified as full 
time if he carries six credits. A 
veteran may receive full 
benefits if he carries at least 5 
credits. 
Important Dales To 
Remember 
April 11 On campus 
registration for summer 
session. 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. 

April 14°24 - Spring Vacation. 
April 30 Chancellor 
Inauguration. Classes 
dismjssed at 11:30 a.m. 
May 1 - Last day to drop 
semester or fourth quarter 
classes. 

May 12 - Commencement. 
May 20 - Mini-session. 
June 4 - First registration at 
beginning of classes for 
summer session . Held in the 
Ballroom from B a.m. to 10 
a.m. Classes will begin at 10 
a.m . 

Summer - Throughout the 
summer registration for 
classes beginning that week 
will be held from 8 a.m. to 10 
a.m. in the lobby of the Ad
ministration Building. 
June 18 - Registration for 
eight week session. Fieldhouse 
from B a.m. to 2 p.m. 
June 19 - Classes begin for 
eight week summer session. 
August 22-24 _ Final 
registration for fall semester. 
August 27 - Classes begin. 

Thursday, Mar. 22, 1973 

Blood 
donors 
needed 

Blood donors from Dunn 
County are urgently needed to 
help supply the growing 
demand for blood throughout 
this region, according to local 
officials who are organizing the 
March Bloodmobile Drive. 

Donor recruiters at the 
regional Red Cross blood 
program headquarters in St. 
Paul are telephoning over 500 
persons a day and are finding 
only 35-40 donors, according to 
St. Paul Red Cross officials, 
the Dunn County chapter 
reported. 

"Blood needs have been met 
in the past in this area, but 
without the support of the 
people of Dunn County , there's 
no guarantee they will continue 
lo be met," Mrs. Frederick 
Melms, head of the Menomonie 
drive, said. 

Hours for the Dunn County 
drive are as follows: 

Wednesday;March 28 at UW
Stout Student Center, 
Menomonie 1 p.m.-6 :45 p.m. 
and Thursday, March 29, UW
Stout Student Center, 
Menomonie 1 p.m.-6:45 p.m. 

For the first time, each of the 
communities will have street 
banners urging that they give 
blood. The banners were 
purchased from a special fund 
of the Dunn County chapter of 
the Red Cross. 

Housing must 
The University Housing 

Advisory Committee met 
. recently to discuss the 

licensing and inspection or
dinance passed by the City of 
Menomonie. Members from 
the housing staff mentioned 
that in cooperation with the 
city, the Housing Office will list 
only housing which is licensed 
and inspected. 

The committee also 
recommended to students and 
landlords that they not enter 
into any leases, contracts or 
agreements until the property 

FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY 
MENOMONIE PHARMACY Phone 

ENTERTAINMENT 
. 

Donny Loew & Stoney Brook 

Wed., Fri., Sat. 

March 21, 23, 24 
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Hollman ·sets 
record straight 

In a recent Sloulonia in
terview with Dr. Paul R. 
Hoffman , Chairman of the 
Department of Rehabilitation 
and Manpower Services it was 
requested that the Sloulonia 
correct a misunderstanding 
concerning the development of 
a new major. \ 

Dr. Hoffman stated that 
"With support from the Office 
of Ed., the School of Ed. at 
Stout is developing an in
novative teacher education 
program to service high school 
aged youth who have behavior 
and learnirig disorders which 
impede their transitions from 
school to the world of work. 

The project is currently being 
developed as a tract within the 
vocational rehabilitation 
program of the Department of 
Rehabilitation and Manpower 
Services. At a later date it is 
anticipated that a request will 
be filed with the Board of 
Regents for a separate 
program." 

"As a tract within the 
vocational rehabilitation 
program classes are scheduled 
to begin in August. 1973. 
Students who desire further 
information should contact the 
project director of the special 
project, Dr. Harold Gilliland. 
room :m. Hovlid Hall." 

be inspected 
to be rented has been licensed 
and inspected. 

Contracts and leases signed 
prior to licensing and in
spection may result in con
flicts. The Housing Advisory 
Committee advised both 
students and landlords to avoid 
possible conflicts by requesting 
inspection prior to any 
agreements being reached. 

NOTICE: 
"Students needed 

immediately to act as 
representatives for a 
Chicago research 
company. 

Plenty of money to 
be made in spare 
time. 

Call. (312) 922-0300." 

3 - 5 Friday 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
Sounds of our times 

by Tom Burke 

TITLE: "DR. JOHN IN THE 
HIGHT PLACE" 
AHTIST: DR. JOHN 
LABEL ATCO <DIVISION OF 
ATLANTIC RECORDING 
CORPORATION) 

Mack Rebenneck was 
originally a studio musician 
who sounded a bit like Leon 
Russell, but when you get right 
down to it, has a sound com
pletely his own. Critics have 
dubbed his style "voodoo" rock 
or "jungle" rock. True, his 
" Gris-Gris" album had a · 
jungle flare present, but 
"Gumbo" and his current LP 
' 'In The Right Place" are 
different. "Dr. John In The 
mght Place" brings together 
l{ebenneck, Leo Nocentelli, 
Arthur Neville, George Porter, 
Joseph Modelisle, Allen 
Toussant, Ralph MacDonald, 
David Spinozza, Gary Brown, 
and the Night Tripper, Robbie 
Montgomery, and Jessie 
Smith. The near dozen are 
responsible for the 11 new 
tunes , seven of which are 
l{ebenneck songs. "Such A 
Night," "Shoo Fly Marches 
On," and "Cold Cold Cold" are 
perhaps the best cuts . James 
Flownoy Holmes is credited 
with the _album design and 
painting, which is in tune with 
Dr. John; strange. 

TITLE: "GARLAND JEF
FREY~" 

LABEL : ATLANTIC 
Garland Jeffrey's release 

adds a nice touch to the list of 
new releases from Atlantic . All 
the tunes on "Garland Jef
freys" are composed by Jef
freys . David Bromberg and 

John Simon are only two of the 
respected musicians lending 
him a hand. "She Didn't Lie", 
"Harlem Bound," and "True 
To Me" in particular reveal 
Jeffrey's fine writing style. 
Jeffrey is featured on lead 
vocals and acoustic guitar 
throughout the disc. 

TITLE: "CLOSING TIME" 
ARTIST: TOM WATTS 
LABEL: 
UTLANTIC 

ASYLUM 
RECORDING) 

Tom Watts has waited a long 
lime lo release an album, and 
judging from "Closing Tim~" 
the wait was well worth 1t. 
Watts wrote all the material 
<which so many musicians are 
finally doing) . "Midnight 
Lullaby" sounds a lot like a 
Cole Porter tune, and that 
doesn't hurt. Delbert Bennett's 
trumpet blends in nicely with 
Watt's piano and vocals. Jerry 
Yester who has produced the 
Association, Lovin Spoonful 
and Tim Buckly has produced 
Watts first and surely not his 
final LP for Asylum. 

TITLE: "THE DARK SIDE 
OF THE MOON" 
ARTIST:. PINK FLOYD 
LABEL: 
<CAPITOL) 

HARVEST 

About the only thing that is 
safe lo expect from Pink Floyd 
is the unexpected. No two 
songs, let alone two LP's of 
Floyd's are the same. On side 
one we hear everything from 
church chimes to clocks to 
birds. When playing a Pink 
Floyd album for the first time 
my advice is be very straight. 
One can't be sure what type of 
sounds will be flowing from the 
speakers. On "Dark Side of 

Metronome 
THURSDAY, MARCH 22 
9-3 p.m . Bean Guess (Union) 
10-3 p .m . Yo-Yo Contest (Union) 
11 :30-1:30 p.m . Body Painting (Union) . . 
2:30 p.m . Paper Airplane Throwing Contest (Outside the Un,on) 
4: 30 p.m . UAA Meeting 
8: 15 & 9:30 p.m. Coffeehouse : Roger, Wendy & Sam (Pawn) 

FRIDAY, MARCH 23 
· 10-3 p.m. Ticket Sales for Fiddler (Franchise Booth) 

3pm IRHCWeek:HowLongCanYouDolt? . 
6:30 & 8:30 p.m . Stout Film Society : "The Magician" ( Room 321 of Applied Arts) 
8: 15 & 9:30 p.m. Coffeehouse: Roger, Wendy & Sam ( Pawn) 
8:30-11:30 p.m. IRHC Sunshine Dance (B;; llroom) 

SATURDAY, MARCH 24 
9 a.m . Indoor Track Meet : WSUC Indoor Meet Oshkosh 
12 noon Dance Marathon (Commons) 
6: 30 p .m. Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church)_ . .. . 
6:30 & 8:30 p.m . Stout Film Soc iety: " The Mag1c1an (Room 321 App lied Arts) 
8:00-12 midnight IRHC : Polka Dance ( Ballroom) 
8:15&9:3.0p .m. Coffeehouse : Roger , Wendy.and Sam (Pawn) 

SUNDAY, MARCH 25 
10:30-1:30 -p.m . Delta Zeta Pancake Brunch 
11 :30 a .m. Lutheran Student Worship (Our Savior ' s Lutheran Church) 
11 :30 a.m . Guitar Mass (St . Joseph's Church) 

MONDAY, MARCH 26 
7:30-5 :30 p.m . Voting for " Ugly Man on Camr,us" (Student Center) 
10-3 p.m . Ticket Sales for Fiddler (Franchise Booth) 
5:30 p.m. IRHC Meeting (Ballroom) . 
6:45 p.m. UAA Franchise Meeting (UAA Office) 
7:00 p.m . UAA Meeting (Ballroom) 
8-10 p.m . IFPC Speaker, (West Ballroom) 

TUESDAY, MARCH 27 
10.3 p.m . Ticket Sa les for Fiddler (Franchise Booth) 
7 p .m . SSA Meeting . 
7 p.m . Alfresco Meeting (A lfresco Room in Ray Hall) 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28 
10-3 p.m . Ticket Sales for Fiddler ( Franchise Booth) . . 
9 a .m .. 4 p.m. Library: "Media Magic" Open House at the Robert L . Pierce Library 

THURSDAY, MARCH 29 
10-3 p.m. Ticket Sales for Fiddler (Franchise Booth) 
1 :30 & 8:00 p.m . Navy Band Concert (Fieldhouse) 

Charlie Is Coming 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 

The Moon" Floyd seems more 
interested in· vocals than on 
previous records. Claire 
Torry's vocal is terrific on 
"The Great Gig In The Sky." 
Pink Floyd was the first 
English rock group to play with 
a light show. "The Dark Side 
Of The Moon" is a must for any 
Pink Floyd freak. David 
Gilmour, Roger Waters, Rick 
Wright, and Nick Mason 
always try to release fresh and 
original material. They 
haven't missed the mark with 
their current Harvest release. 

TITLE: "FIRST RUSH" 
ARTIST: CHRIS RUSH 
LABEL: ATLANTIC 

Really good comedy albums 
are very seldom released . 
Even greats like Cheech and 
Chong and George Carlin can 
be played to the point where 
they aren't quite as funny as 
the first time you spun the 

_ record. So it's safe to assume 
that when you purchase a 
comedy LP it only will be 
played for a short period of 
time. Of course its great to 
hear a good comedy album a 
month or so after you pur
chased it. Chris Rush's "First 
Rush" is the first good 
humorous record to come out 
since the Cheech and Chong 
LP's and George Carlin's 
"Little David." Some of the 
selections are touchy, but in 
this day and age even the 
risque is accepted. The 
"Grass" cul deals with the 
government running studies on 
grass and grass that makes 
you " . . . rub the floor off your 
shoulder." "Sisler John 
Damian's Virgin School," 
"Naked Ape," and "Blacula 
Meets Tar Baby" are 
especially funny, but then so is 
all of the Rush material. 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa _ 
.BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRIN.G 

1"31MainSt. 235-7615 

STOUT FILM 
SOCIETY 
Presents 

INGMAR BERGMAN'S 
Jeweled Horror Tale 

-THE 

MAGICIAN 
March 23 & 24 

6:30 & 8: 30 
Showings 

Applied Arts 
Room 321 

FREE 

Fine Arts Ass'n to host artist 
The Fine Arts Association of 

UW-Stoutis hosting a two week 
printmaking and multi-media 
workshop. Artist Barry Seace, 
presently of Massachusetts, 
will conduct a series of 

· demonstrations in the Applied 
Arts Building during the course 
of his stay from March 19 to 28. 
Mr. Seace will also give a 
multi-media presentation in · 

Band & choir 

presents concert 

The UW-Stout Music 
Department will present its 
annual spring concert on 
Saturday evening, March 31 at 
7:30 p.m. in the Menomonie 
High School auditorium. The 
program will feature a variety 
of selections by the UW-Stout 
Concert Band, directed by 
Lynn L. Pritchard, and the 
Symphonic Singers, directed 
by Richard Vine. Special at
traction will be trumpet soloist 
Joel Levandoski and 
rudimental drummer Mike 
Clark 

The concert is being 
presented in conjunction with 
Parent's Weekend activities on 
the Stout campus. A special 
note should be made of the fact 
that the concert will be 
presented in the Menomonie 
High School auditorium due to 
a tennis tournament being held 
in the Stout fieldhouse. There 
will be no admission charge 
and the public is cordially 
invited lo attend. 

Room 211 of the Applied Arts 
Building on March 27 at 7:30 
p.m . At that time, he will 
present his cur.rent work in the 
various media as art forms. An 
exhibit of prints by Barry 
Seace is now on display in the 
West Ballroom of the Student 
Center. 

Seace is an instructor in the 
print shop at Mount Holyoke 
College in -South Hadley, 
Massachusetts. From late 
December through January, 
research was conducted by 
him in order to learn more 
about T.V. as an art piece with 
the cooperation of Mr. Don 
McKie at Hampshire College. 
A research grant was awarded 
from Mt. Holyoke College for 
the project. Mr. Seace has 
continued his work with all 
print media as well as further 
exploration in media tran
slations, moving from 
traditional print media to video 
and 16 mm and back again to 
traditional print form . 

The public is cordially in
vited to meet with and view the 
works of Barry Seace, current 
artist-in-residence ~t UW
Stout. 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !tandling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 

ATTENTION 
STUDENTS 

We have just received a full shipment of 

SHELL & FLEECE LINED 

NYLON JACKETS 
Stout T-Shirts & Sweat Shirts 

BOSTWICKS 

$119 D~11i:A $119 

FLORIDA 
APRIL 14 ~ APRIL 23 

INCLUDES: 
-ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION 

Non Stop Via Greyhound Charter 

-LUXURY HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS 
(8 days, 7 nites) 

OPTIONAL 
-DISNEYWORLD Full Day in Disneyworld 

-DEEP SEA FISHING 30 Miles at sea 

-DOG RACES An Evening of Greyhound Dog Racing 

CALL Anne Sheeks at 

232-2432 
In Activities Office, $35.00 deposit required. 

3YEARSEXPERIENCE 
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Introduction and history of Greek social organizations 
Editor's Note: 

This is the first of a four part series 
dealing with Greek social organizations 
on our campus. Other issues to be 
highlighted will be: "The Process of 
Going Greek", "It's an Individual 
Decision" , "What Does It 0ffer?" and 
"Greek Life as a Whole". 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
Fraternal organizations date 

back to the Revolution period, 
with the first being established 
in 1776 at the College of William 
and Mary at Williamsburg, 
Virginia. It was named Phi 
Beta Kappa, with its Greek 
motto being "Love of wisdom, 
guide of life". 
· Founded on a principle that 

evolves around love for one's 
neighbor, the founders adopted 
an oath of secrecy, a badge, 
grip and elaborate initiations 
with principles of friendship, 
morality and learning. 

Social roots within frater
nities were implanted at 
Harvard in 1817, with the first 
national affiliation in 1825. 
Kappa Alpha, Delta Phi and 
Sigma Phi were firsts of the 
national organizations. 

The first sisterhood was 
Alpha Delta Phi founded as the 
Adelphean Society in 1851. 

The Greek letter honor 
society began in 1865, and four 
years later the first 
professional fraternity was 
established. A short time after 
this Recognition Society was 
developed. 

Scholarship within frater
nities and sororities is stressed 
as a necessity of high academic 
achievement, and is the block 
upon which adaptations of 
other standards are based. 

Fraternities also carry out 
social activities which are 
designed to fulfill the need for 
vital recreation and leisure 
time activity and encourage 
personal development. 

Through fraternity teachings 
and daily communications, 
organization members build a 
desire to lead meaningful, 
worthy lives and create a 
realization of responsibility 
and duties. They nurture 
leadership, initiative co
operation and team work. 

During the college years the 
fraternity adopts the role of 
family, and marks the start of 
lifelong friendships. It offers to 
many a feeling of belonging 
because it accepts companions 
as they are. 

It is also said that frater
nities are a service to society, 
as members contribute time 
and talent to campus and 
community projects and ac
tivities. 

The formation of Greek 
organizations on Stout's 
campus date back to 1923 with 
the local development of 
sorority Sigma Mu Alpha. It 
represented Science Music Art. 

The history of fraternal 
organizations started with the 
Phi Omega Beta fraternity in 
1927. Officially recognized by 
the university in 1929, they are 
known for their high degree of 
brotherhood. Stunt Nite, an 
alumni breakfast during 
Homecoming, a pig roast, and 
Dinner Dance are activities 
sponsored by the FOB's. They 
also participate in the in
tramural sports program, 
Homecoming, and Winter 
Carnival activities. 

Until the advent of the Sig 
Tau fraternity, the FOB's and 
the later disbanded Kappa Phi 
Sigma fraternity were the only 
campus fraternities. 

· A nationally recognized 
fraternity, Sigma Tau Gamma, 
was founded November 20, 1948 

in the belief that all men are 
social creatures and that 
friendships made in college are 
lasting ones. The Sig Tau's 
participate in the Cancer 
Crusade, Community projects 
at Memorial and Dunn County 
Hospitals, and the annual 
Parent's Weekend Brat Fry. 

The Phi Sigma Epsilson 
fraternity began under the 
auspices of the Kappa Phi 
Sigma name since February 
20, 1952. The Phi Sig's par- . 
ticipate in various campus 

· events, but their main ac
tivities center around the 
fraternity. Phi Sig activities 
include a Dinner Dance, Open 
House, Green-Up (their annual 
party for graduating seniors), 
as well as their own 
Homecoming, Parent's 
Weekend, Winter Carnival, and 
Christmas parties for alumni 
and collegiates. 

National sororities stepped 
up the pace for Greek life as 
lhey entered the scene during 
the 1950's. 

The Philodothean sorority 
was the first to go national 
when it was installed as the 

· Beta Phi Chapter of the Sigma 
Sigma Sigma sorority on April 
5, 1952. Events the Tri Sigs 
participate in are Ekco Cook
ware and linen demonstrations 
and the Robbie Page Memorial 
for polio research, as well as 
Homecoming and Winter 
Carnival activities. 

With a national philanthropic 
of working with the mentally 
retarded, the Alpha Sigs have 
done community projects such 
as painting the Menomonie 
Head Start Center and making 
joke books for the waiting 
rooms in clinics throughout 
Menomonie. They are also 
raising funds for the Penny 
Radke scholarship, in-memory 
of a sister who was killed in an 
automobile accident in May of 
1971. The Alpha Sigs par
ticipate in Homecoming, 
Winter carnival, and Harvest 
Fest, as well as sponsoring a 
mum sale during 
Homecoming, Sadie Hawkins 
Week, a Valentines Tea, Car 
Wash and l)inner Dance. 

Delta Zeta was founded at 
Stout on April 15, 1957. For
merly the Hyperians, they 
became the Zeta Beta Chapter. 
Group activities are a 
spaghetti dinner in the fall, a 

Pancake Brunch in the spring, 
as well as Homecoming an$} 
Winter Carnival activities. The 
D.Z.'s are also involved with 
national projects such as 
Galudet School for the Deaf, 
and recently sponsored a 
clothing drive for the Navajo 
Indians. 

Nicknamed the "Milk 
Drinkers", the Chi Lambda 
fraternity came to campus on 
May 8, 1956. It was founded to 
create a strong bond of 
brotherhood, foster social 
competence, nurture high 
moral and ethical values, and 
contribute to the wholesome 
growth of extra-curricular 
activities on campus. The Chi 
Lambda's take part in Harvest 
Fest, Homecoming, and Winter 
Carnival. They also sponsor a 
foreign student Christmas 
Party, work projects at the 
nursing home, clean-up 

. projects, the Homecoming 
Button Sale and a Dinner 
Dance with a Pig Roast the 
next day. 

The Alpha Phi sorority came 
to Stout in 1958, and were the 
first known as the Palas 
Athere. Activities sponsored by 
the group with the motto of 
"Union Hand in Hand" include 
the annual Winter Carnival 
Dance, Holly Sale, selling ice 
cream during Parent's 
Weekend, carving pumpkins 
for a party at the Dunn County 
Hospital, Christmas caroling 
at the same hospital, and 
sponsoring a rummage sale in 
spring and fall held in con
junction with their national 
philanthropic project of car
diac arrest. 

During the 1950's the campus 
Vet's Club joined the national 
fraternity of Delta Kappa. As a 
national fraternity they were 
able to broaden the 
meaningfulness of the 
organization, broaden and 
strengthen the bonds of 
brotherhood, receive financial 
aid, and join regional sports 
tournaments. 

When a state law passed in 
New York prohibited fraternal 
organizations on state cam-
puses, a decline in Delta Kappa 
membership caused the 
fraternity to become defunct. 
Many of the remaining D.K. 
chapters joined the Sigma Pi 
fraternity. The Stout chapter 
joined the ranks of Sigma Pi on 
November 15, 1964. 

MAKE MANY GREAT LOOKS 
out of one 

pair of SLACKS .... 

Shop Early for 

SPRING! 

OPEN: Mon.-Fri. 9-9 
Sat. 9-6 

The Sig Pi's participate in 
hot-dog sales at football 
games, an annual Christmas 
party for the underpriveleged, 
the annual broomball tour
nament, as well as 
Homecoming, Winter Carnival 
and Harvest Fest. 

With their motto being 
FUBAR, standing for 
Fraternity Unity Brotherhood 
Athletic Recreation, the 
history of the Kappa Lambda 
Beta fraternity is probably the 
most colorful of the campus 
frats. The KLB's, founded by 
nine college men banded 
together on first Fleming, were 
officially recognized by the 
,campus on February 16, 1965. 
At first the group called 
themselves God's Drinking 
Independents or "GDI's". 
Their main objective was to 
have fun at anything they 
attempted. In the spring of 1964 
their name was changed to· 
"FUBAR" because a high 
official was against any "GDI" 
group on campus. Realizing 
that to be recognized on 
campus you had to be Greek, a 
constitution was drawn up, 
presented and approved by the 
school. Symbolizing 
knowledge, leadership, and 
brotherhood, the organization 
has kept the basic belief of fun 
begun by its founders. 

Active on campus, the KLB's 
sponsor a Corn Roast and 
ecological activities such as 
clean-up of local areas, 
visitation to mental insitutions, 
community · projects at 
MernoriaLHospital as well as 
Harvest Fest, Homecoming 
and Winter Carnival activities. 

The youngest campus 
sorority is the Delta Tau 
chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi 
begun on September 24, 1966. 
Founded on the principles of 
simplicity and scholarship, 
AOP's are individuals united 
and striving for friendship. 
Events sponsored throughout 
the year highlight their 
national philanthrophy of 
arthritis. Activities sponsored 

include Pumpkin Carving and 
Christmas Party at the Dunn 
County Hospi ta!, Cinging 
Valentines, and Hold-Up for _ 
Arthritis during Parent's 
Weekend, as well as in
volvement in Harvest Fest, 
Homecoming and Winter 
Carnival. 

Next to enter the campus 
Greek scene were the TEKE's. 
Tau Kappa Epsilon was 
founded on this campus 
December 10, 1968. The 
found-ers felt the campus 
needed a new type and a more 
active fraternity when they 
began.in 1966. These ideals are 
the same today. Their first 
loyalty is educatjon . The 
fraternity strived to develop a 
better, well-rounded man by 
trying to be as active on 
campus and throughout the 
city as possible. They believe 
social awareness I is an asset 
that develops from parties and 
other social functions the 
fraternity offers. It is further 
fell that these opportunities 
help the frat man get along 
better with people. 

Activities TEKE 's par
ticipate in other than 
Homecoming, Winter Carnival 
and Harvest Fest include in
volvement in every intramural 
sport, Polka Festival, Public 
Service Weekend, Bike Rodeo, 
Kiddie Camp in the Park, Bush 
Bash, the Lake Clean-Up. 
Mabel Tainter Memorial 
restoration and the painting of 
the Band Shell in Wilson Park. 

The Eta Chapter of Sigma 
Phi Epsilon joined the echelons 
of nationally recognized 
fraternities on October 9, 1971, 
after being on the campus for 
two years. They began on this 
campus because they did not 
fully agree with other fraternal 
ideas. The Sig Eps regard 
individualism on the same 
level as brotherhood. Although 
they are a social fraternity, 
they do community projects 
such as working at the 
hospitals and public in
stitutions. 

ATTENTION 
BIKERS! 

We're looking for people who would be 
interested in helping plan out a few bicycle trips 
around Menomonie, or those who would be 
interested in organizing a ride or people who 
wou Id do both! 

If you're available, and wish to donate 
some free time and help out, please fill in your 
name, address, and telephone number, clip out 
and 

----------------------
MAIL TO: 

Greg Gabert 
321 North, 232-2366 
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Thinclads psyche up 
. for conf ere nee meet Time Out 

by Todd Schmidt 

Bat Girls Wanted 
A new dimension will be added to the 1973 Blue Devils 

baseball team. 
Bat Girls are needed NOW, to assist in various capacities 

during the season. Six girls are needed; girls who are strong, 
pretty, and shapely. If anyone out there fits the bill; the team 
wants you. ,. 

Candidate qualifications, however, are not just "looks and 
body" (although they do help). The prospective Bat Girls must be 
students at the University, have school spirit,. have some 
knowledge of baseball, and have a desire to be a Bat Girl. No 
crime fighting or Bat Man chasing will be required. 

The Bat Girls will rack bats, chase foul balls, supply umpires 
with balls, manage the scoreboard, and work with statisticians, 
sportscasters, and sportswriters (Hint Hint). Bat Girls-must be in 
attendance at all home games. 

All girls interested in being a Bat Girl should contact Coach. 
Petrie or Glenn Steinback before March 28, as selections will be 
made March 29 and 30. 

All girls chosen to represent UW-Stout as Bat Girls are 
eligible for a nationally organized All-American Bat Girl Com
petition. Winners of the national competition will receive plaques, 
trophies, and national recognition in the Sports World. 

Seasonal Itch 
Spring fever is a powerful force, as all of us know. 
If you are a golfer, however, a special type of spring fever 

infects the mind. It is called the golf itch, and is evidenced by the 
following symptoms: 

1. A worn-out living room rug, resulting from putting balls 
repeatedly across its surface. 

After finishing third in the 
Lacrosse invitational last 
week, the UW-Stout track team 
has been preparing for the 
Conference indoor meet, to be 
held March 24 in Oshkosh. 
Several top individual per
formances by proven point 
scorers, plus improved 
showings by younger entrants, 
causes Coach Bob Karnish to 
be optimistic about his team's 
chances in this year's meet. 

"If we continue lo improve 
and put it all together for the 
indoor conference meet," 
Karnish said, "We shotild finish 
in ·the top four." 

Leading the pack for Stout 
will be versatile Barney · 
Klecker, a fine distance runner 
for the Blue Devils. Klecker 
currently holds the school 
record in the two mile run, and 
the 9: 26.2 time is also the lop 
mark in the conference this 
season. Klecker placed third in 
the mile run last week in 
Lacrosse, and runs on several 
of the Blue Devil's relay teams. 

Other top performers for 
Stout are John Chartrand, 
Dave Dedier, Tom Hackbarth, 

Dennis Fechhelm, John 
Zellmer, and Bob Sandstrom. 
The relay teams from Stout 
have been traditionally strong 
also, and this year is no ex
ception. Mark Burwell , Bill 
Lemsky, and Mike Olson an
chor the relays for Stout. 

Coach Karnish points out that 
Oshkosh and Lacrosse are the 
learns to beat in this year's 
indoor meet. He looks for a real 
battle for third place, however. 

"Stevens Point has some 
very good individuals, but 
Platteville and River Falls look 
to be tough also. On paper, it 
looks like we have a real good 
chance for third place, but 
otherwise, it's unpredictable." 

Five Conference records 
already have been surpassed 
this season and three sprinters 
have tied the 60-yard dash 
mark of 6.2 seconds. 

Two men have eclipsed the 
pole vault record of 14 feet , 111 
inch. Jim Lehmen of Stevens 
Point has soared 15-1 and Ken 
Baier of Oshkosh 14-2. 

Whitewater's Jeff Everson 
has put the shot 54-73/~, almost 
four inches farther than the 

record, while Oshkosh's Gene 
Sprenger has leaped 33-ll1h in 
the long jump compared with 
the record 22-101/4 . 

Ron LaFond of Stevens Point 
has soared one inch higher 
than the high jump standard of 
6-7, and Stevens Point's Ted 
Clarke turned in an impressive 
1 :13.6 · for• the 600-yard dash 
compared with the 1 :14.1 
record. 

Oshkosh's Wayne Lewis, 
Whitewater's Jerry Johnson, 
and Platteville's Mike Perteete 
all have matched the 60-yard 
dash record. 

Lacrosse is defending indoor 
track champion. The Indians 
won three of the four previous 
meets; L~Crosse's streak was 
interrupted by Oshkosh in 1971 
and the Titans figure to provide 
the strongest challenge again 
this year. 

This will mark the second 
straight year Oshkosh has 
hosted the indoor cham
pionships . The first three 
meets were run in the UW
Madison's Camp Randall 
Memorial Building. 

2. A head cold, resulting from swinging a club outside without 
a coat on. Any golfer knows that you can't develop a good swing 
with a coat on, right? 

3. Sore and chapped hands, resulting from repeated cleaning 
of the clubs used in the game. 

4. A tendency to day dream, causing a mental transformation 
from boring Sociology to an exciting golf course. 

5. An increase in dating between boys and girls, because each 
sex wants a good looking caddy of the opposite sex. 

Oshkosh cops conf ere nee meet 
Stout gymnasts finish third 

Lacrosse was finally 
If you have these symptoms, do not despair. The weather is 

nice, indications are good, and all of us fellow golfers will be on 
the links before long. In the meantime, polish those clubs. 

dethroned as the WSUC 
gymnastics champion by 
Oshkosh, in the conference 
gymnastics meet held last 
Friday and Saturday at UW
Stout. The Titans copped the 
meet with a 305.15 total, 
followed by Lacrosse with 
302.30. Stout finished a strong 
third with a 266.00 total. 

See you next week. 

~ouncers cop coed V .B. 
Tournament play, March 13, 

in the Co-ed volleyball league 
found the Bouncers on top 
defeating the Internationals. 
The rest of the league slacked 
up as follows: 
7: 15 
Bouncers ( Firsll . 
KLH-EEEI 
Symphonic Singers . . 
Hhythm and Blues 
:t~ . 

. . . . 12-0 
8-4 
5-7 
4-8 

. . 1-11 

X:00 
Lou's Limpers .. . ..... . ... 10-2 
First Hand Fourth C . . 8-4 . 
('ul1 5-7 

Recycle 
this paper 

The 
Lettermen: 
Thurs., April 5 

Sp.m. 

UW-EC Arena 
Tickets: $:1.50, 4.00, 4.50 at 
llniv'. Ticket Office, Lee's 
Tobak, The ID in London 
Mall , or at the door. 

Presented By The 

Socia I Commission 
UW-EC 

Sig-Ep Golden Heart I .. .. . 5-7 
KLB-EEE II . .. . . . . . . . .. . . 2-10 

8:45 

Internationals <Second) . .. 10-2 
Trailer .. . . . ... .. .......... 7-5 
Chawigs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-6 
Armadillo's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-8 
Fifth Streel Raiders and 
Second K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-9 

The meet was a · toss-up · 
throughout the optional meet 
events, with Lacrosse holding 
less than a one point lead. The 
compulsory event was the 
deciding factor, with Oshkosh 
out-scoring the Indians by 
three points to eke out a win. 

!l::m 

KT Two. . . . ... .. .. .. . 9-3 
M&MI . . ~ 7-5 
Housing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7-5 
Sig Ep Golden Heart II 5-7 
M&MII . . . . . . . ... .. .. . . 2-10 

Stevens Point finished fourth 
in the meet and was followed 
by Platteville, Eau Claire, 
Whitewater, and Superior, in 
that order. 

The top performer for Stout 
was freshman Glenn Pepsick, 
who notched 78.80 points-during 
the meet. He outdistanced 
teammates Tim Kruse and Jim 
Jackson, who scored 58.85 and 

.-----------------------·-_.. __ , 
NORTHSIDE LIQUOR STORE & BAR 

Where the Price Is Right 

King Solomon Concord qt. 

GRAPE WINE 
(with ad) Reg. $1.20 

CLIP THIS AD AND BRING IT IN I 
-------------------~-------J 

Continental · Sports 
L-Mart Mall 

CLOSE OUT SALE on all CROSS-COUNTRY 
SKI & HOCKEY EQUIPMENT. 

STUDENT SPECIAL - Spot-Bilt Leather ALL 
PURPOSE SHOE, great for tennis, basketball, 
etc. WAS 1395 NOW I a•s . 

Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 

55.60 respectively, Pepsick 
entered every event, and 
performed quite admirably in 
most of them. A fine score in 
the required compulsory event 
was the bright spot in Pep
sick's performance. 

Other highlights for Stout 
were Tim Kruse's 9.25 in the 
still rings and 8.3 in vaulting; 
and Jim Jackson's 7.95 in floor 
exercises, 8.25 in vaulting, and 
8.35 in the horizontal bar event. 
Kruse's still rings performance 
elevated the Blue Devils to a 
first place in that event. 

Another accomplishment 
that Stout can be proud of is the 
smooth manner in which the 
meet was run. Coach John 
Zeurlein has always been noted 
for his fine organization of 
gymnastics events. 

Thanks must also go to the 
people who helped with the 
meet. There were over 40 girls 
who volunteered to hold up 
cards, act as ushers and keep 
things running smoothly , 
Coach Zuerlein summed it all 
up when he.said, "Stout always 
has a very smooth meet, 

largely because of these 
people." 

Next on the agenda for 
Stout's gymnasts is the 
national meet, to be held at 
La Crosse March 22-24. 
Although Stout will be unable 
to attend the meet as a learn 
because they did not reach the 
required 130.00 plateau during 
the regular season, several top 
Blue Devil performers will be 
attending the meet. 

In order to qualify in
dividually for Nationals 
gymnasts must score at least 
8.0 in a certain event during the 
regular season. 

UW-Stout will be represented 
by Jim Jackson <floor exer
ci_se, vaulting, horizontal bar), 
Tim Kruse (vaulting , sti11 
rings), Glenn Pepsick 
<vaulting), Greg Datillo (still 
rings l, Brian Walker 
<vaulting), and Bruce Pettit 
< parellel bars l. 

The national meet will 
conclude the 1972-73 season for 
Stout. 

The Cellar Lounge 
(At The Holiday Manor Motel) 

"For the Finest in Drinks, 

Atmosphere and Hospitality" 

Now Open 4 p.m. to l a.m . Mon. - Sat. 

Available Sundays for Private Parties 
Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m . 

................................. lllliiiliiiiiiiiiiiil .......... 1~ ................. ~.~- ~-llllllll!-~-!llllllllil-- ~ -'!1'111~---~ .............. ... 



C•ed volleyball champs: Front Row (I tor) - Marylyn Husby, 
Deanne Simpson, Wendy Rowley. Back Row - John DeGraff, Bob 
Buckley, John Copeland. Not pictured Lyn Mintz. 

Mintz receives Dist. 14 
Coach of Year honors 

Duane Mintz, head 
basketball coach at UW-Stout, 
has been named NAIA District 
14 coach of the year 
<Wisconsin), according to an 
announcement made by 0. B. 
<Ben) Bergsrud, of River 
Falls, district chairman. The 
selection was based on 
balloting of coaches in the 
state. 

It was the second time Mintz 
has received the award. In 
1967, he was selected coach in 
the district and a four state 
area. 

and group .of untested fresh
men. 

The Blue Devils, under 
Mintz, have finished at no 
lower than second in the 
conference in each of the last 
eight years with the exception 
of the 1971-72 season when his 
squad finished third with a 12-4 
record. 

Stout won conference 
championships in 1966 and 
1969. Since rebuilding the Stout 
basketball program, Mintz has 
compiled a conference record 
of 114-30 (79 percent) and an 
over-all record of 158-52 (75 
percent). In the face of this 
year's record, Mintz said he 
was surprised by his selection 
for the award this year. 
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Sports Scuttlebutt 
Women's Track 

The women tracksters completed their in
door season defeating River Falls in a 
triangular meet here Monday evening. Eau , 
Claire won over all with 43 points. Stout was 
second with 29 points, and River Falls last with 
26 points . 

"This is the first time we have beaten a 
conference school," stated Miss Rita 
McKinley, women's track coach. "There was 
an excellent team effort." · 

Lou Tiffany was outstanding in the 880 yard · 
run and mile run, smashing both existing 
school-records with times .of 2:37 .-9 and 6:04.5 
respectively. Lou came from behind with a 
st~ong finish to easily win in the last l~p of the 
mtle. · 

Altogether, five school records were broken 
and one tied during the meet. 

Nancy Klass took first in the 440 yard dash 
with a time of 1 :07.4, setting a new school 
record. Nancy also placed second in the 220 

. yard dash. · 
Mary Johnson set a school record with 27' 

6=1q" in the shot put and tied the existing record 
in the high jump with 4'3". Mary also placed 
second in the 50 yard hurdles with a time .of 8.6 
seconds. Mary Wilson was a close third in the 
shot put with a 27'6% ", one half inch behind 
Mary Johnson . 

In the last event of the meet, the four-lap 
relay, Stout placed second, establishing the 
fifth school record of the meet with a time of 
1 :41.1 . 

The outdoor season for the team begins April 
7 with a meet against Stevens Point. 

KLB's Win Fral Bowl-Off 
The Kappa Lambda Beta Fraternity bowling 

team won the fraternity bowling roll-off last 
Monday . The KLB's had won the first half of 
the 1972-1973 bowling season, but lost the 

second half of the season by one-half game to 
the TKE's. The KLB's had led all season until 
the last two weeks when the team only won one 
game and lost seven, dropping them into 
second place by 11~ game. Fortunately, though, 
the Fu bar team came back in the roll off to take 
three out of four points from the TKE's to 
capture-the frat bowling title. 

Leading the way for the KLB's were Jeff 
Roozen who shot 624 on games of 211-200-213, 
Rog Kolberg with 498, Randy Macholl with 468, 
and Mike Tatro with a 444 series. 

The KLB's collected three trophies - Jeff 
Roozen brought home two trophies, one for high 
series (693) and one for high game (266). The 
team collected the trophy for first place. It was 

a real team effort with Jett Koozen leading the 
league with a high average of 191. Rog Kolberg 

. finished with a 148, while Milce Tatro averaged 
159 and Randy Macholl finished last on the 
team with a 141 average. · 

Soccer Club Boo ls Foes 
The UW-Stout Soccer Club finished fourth in 

a sixteen team tournament, ·held at the Eau 
Claire Soccer Club March 17 and 18. Eight 
teams from Wisconsin and eight from Min
nesota comprised the tough competition, which 
was held indoors this year. 

Stout actually won two out of three matches 
against the Eau Claire Canaries, to advance 
into semi-final competition . They dropped the 
first game 9-8, before storming back with 
successive 5-2, 5-3 victories. 

In the semi-final match, Stout's soccermen 
lost to the Minnea()olis Colonials by a score of 
13-3. 

Members of the UW-Stout team were Sam 
Bacchus, Theodore Lewis, Tyrone Grant, 
Anthony Rowley, Nazir Khan, Mike Gullickson, 
Eric Dumond, and Ron Gymielski. 

According to captain-coach Tyrone Grant. 
"everybody contributed equally to our success, 
hut Gymielski in particular played ex
ceptionally well in goal." 

HELP WANTED 

Qualified Industrial Arts 
Inslructor to teach wood
working and operation of 
power tools al a boy's camp 
near Woodruff, Wis., June 
20th to Aug. 15th. Excellent 
opportunity for gradualing 
senior. Call 235-7704 after 6 
1>.m. 

MEN You're worth up to 10c per 
pound this week end! 

Thurs., Fri., Sat., March 22-23-24 

YOU'RE WORTH 10c PER POUND 
When you purchase any SUIT or SPORT COAT & 
TROUSER COMBINATION . 

YOU'RE WORTH 5c PER POUND 

Mintz guided an inex
perienced squad to a 13-3 
Wisconsin State University 
Conference record. The team 
was 15-9 over-all record, with 
four of those losses coming 
against western powers, Weber 
Slate, Utah State, Montana 
State and the University or' 
Montana . THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS When you purchase any SPORT COAT 

In each of the last nine years 
Mintz has had a better record, 
however, his young squad was 
battling for a share of the 
conference championship until 
the final game when it suffered 
a loss to Eau Claire. 

The starting five included 
two sophomores, two juniors 
and a senior. On the bench 
Mintz had only a sophomore 

BUDWEISER (can) $105 6 pk. '$399 case 
Save 16c Save 85c 

VODKA WHISKEY GIN 3 fifths . $10 
for . 

Luv SWEET WINE 69c fifth 

L-Mart Liquor 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9: 00-9: 00 Sunday 12: 00-5: 00 

YOU'RE WORTH 2c PER POUND 
When you purchase any DRESS TROUSER ($20 to $30 
Range) 

YOU'RE WORTH 1c PER POUND 
When you purchase any TROUSER (under $20) or any 
SHIRT 

St. Clair-Billehus Co. 
326 Main Street 

The Golden Hanger Ltd. 
305 Main St. 

FINAL CLEARANCE ON: 
\ 

Long Sleeve Shirts Bell Bottom Jeans Sweaters 
All Long · 

Values lo 8.00 2so 400 Sleeve Styles 

Values to 14.00 Left in Stock 

Pattern Ties 500 
Reg. 6.00 Reg. 6.50 Some Knits 600 for 300 for 32s Values to 18.00 

-
-
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Have ·You Heard. 
l 1MOC' IS COMING 

One last reminder to all Stout 
students, faculty and parent's 
weekend guests that voting for 

. lhe "Ugliest Man on Campus" 
contest starts Monday, March 
26. and runs daily from 7: 30 
a.m. to 5:30 p.m ., through 
Saturday, April I. Vote with 
your pennies at the table 
across from the information 
desk in the Student Center, 
where the pictures will be on · 
display., The money goes to the 
Scholarship Fund and a 
Trophy goes to the 
organization sponsoring the 
winning picture. 

The Alpha Phi Omega 
fraternity is asking you to 
make this a fun and worthwhile 
project - contribute! 

amon house 
The Amon House, 908 5th 

Street has some fine meals this 
coming week. On Monday it's 
Nero's Flaming Lamb Kabob 
on a Bed of Rice and Olives. On 
Tuesday Cabbage Rolls or 
Crepes with Ham Filling. On 
Wednesday it's Chicken Baked 
with Scallions or Beef Stew 
with Squaw Bread Dumplings. 
On Thursday it ' s Sesame 
Chicken or Egg Foo Young. On 
Friday it's Roast Pork with 
Orange Gravy or Chicken and 
Corn . Served with each meal is 
appetizer, soup, salad, two 
vegetables, bread and dessert. 
Dining hegins at 5:30 p.m. each 
weekday. Donation is $2.25. 

alfresco 
Tuesday, March 27, Alfresco 

will hold an all club meeting at 
7 p.m. in the Alfresco Room in 
Hay Hall. We urge all mem
hers to allend. Come and meet 
your new -officers and hear 
ahout the trips being planned. 

Results of the election for 
new officers at the last meeting 
are: President. Bill Pierquet; 
Vice-President, . Jerry 
.JnsPphson: Recording 
Secretary. Aleta Forslin; 
Treasurer, Denise Bushey; 
Puhlicity, Pat Engel; Social 
Shairman. Carol McCauley; 
Trip Chairman, Chuck Lad
wig : Historian. Carol Caturia ; 
and Equipment Co-Chairman, 
Boh Dvorak and Pete Klitzke. 

CLASSIFIED ADS .. . 

pancake day 
The Menomonie Kiwanis 

Club is sponsoring their Third 
Annual Pancake Day, 
Saturday, March 31. 

Pancakes will be served 
from 7 a.m. until 7 p.m. at the 
American Legion Hall ( Next to 
Menomonie Pharmacy's 
parking lot). The Panc~ke Day 
is set for the same weekend as 
Parent's Weekend. 
888 

career planning 
Are you interested in getting 

a job after graduation, in the 
fields of Business, Industry, or 
Government? Information and 
complete job descriptions are 
daily in the glass bulletin board 
on second floor of the Ad
minslration building outside 
I.he career planning and 
placement office. 

Back-up information on all 
posted vacancies is available 
in the office. Career planning 
and placement office personnel 
are eager to help you. 

GRADUATION LIST 
The May Graduation List for 

undergraduates and graduates 
is posted in the lobby of the 
Administration Building . 
Students intending to graduate 
should check the list for their 
names. Changes may be made 
in the list before March 23. 
After that date only deletions 
are possible. 

Please check the graduation 
list and notify the Registrar 's 
secretary of any changes. 

MAY GRADS, You are 
responsible for getting your 
completed and signed minor 
form to the Registrar's 
secretary before graduation. If 
a minor is required for 
graduation, your degree 
cannot be granted until the 
form is filed. Forms may be 
obtained from the department 
housing the minor. 

for sale 

8' x 40' Rollohome with ad
dition, priced reasonably. Call 
after 5: 30 at 235-4559. 

ATC 90 Honda (All Terrain 
Cycle), 1972 model, Call 235-
9387. 

66" O'Brien Slalom water ski, 
$40.00. Ricky McCormick Trick 
skis, $25.00. Call Bob at 235-
0400. 

help wanted 

Male, Menomonie Pharmacy. 

ride wanted 

:1 women looking for ride lo and 
from Florida over spring break 
- Lauderdale area - Call 235-
3040. 

services 
Photography for any occasion: 
portraits , wedding , 
graduation, mother's day, etc. 
Call 235-9387, ask for Dave. 

wanted to rent 

Farm house or house in 
country to rent from end of this 
school year until end of sum
mer school. Call Rudi at 235-
0884. 

for rent 

4 bedroom house 1112 miles 
from Stout in north 
Menomonie. For -summer 
months; prefer a married -
couple or college students. 
Rent $28.00 per person. Contact 
Bob or Bruce al 235-o400. 

WAYNE & JIMS Ltd. 
436 Main Street 

I Meets latest 
BMA safety 
standards 

120 Bikes in Stock 

We Carry a Full Line of 

· Parts & Accessories 

ArtCarved 
wedding 

• rings. 

For those 
who believe 
in lasting 

love. 

An ArtCarved wedding ring 
shows your kind of love. The 
forever kind. Expressing 
your love simply. Poetically. 
Fashionably. 

If you believe in lasting love, 
select your wedding ring 
from our ArtCarved collec
tion today. 

Convenient 
Credit Terms 

Stout Student Association 
Presents 

Keep on Truckin' 
- With 

Pat O'Connor 
EVERY WEDNESDAY EVENING - 7:45 to 8:15 

On 

WYSS 
"University Radio in Menomonie" 

89.5 FM 

. 
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• 1n canoe business? 

Chava, Tzeitel and Hodel, (Cynthia Woodick, Amy Raluge and 
Maggie Foote) beg the Matchmaker to find them husbands in 
"Fiddler on the Roof." The musical will be presented April·3, 4, 5 
and 6. More on page 7. - Photo by Liska. 

"Would someone please buy 
a canoe from the Stout Student 
Association <SSA)?" If 
something were to go wrong 
with the business transaction 
the SSA entered into with 
Alfresco - it could happen. 

At the SSA meeting Tuesday 
night Alfresco asked the senate 
to consider loaning them the 
money to underwrite the 
production o( ten canoes by 
Alfresco. In representing 
Alfresco, Mike Lemberg stated 
that the canoes would cost $97 
each and were to be made on 
campus. The market value, he 
claimed, of the completed 
canoes would be ap
proximately $270 each. 

Dean Wood commented that 
he considered the idea ''legal 
and proper", but · that the 
senate might consider pur
chasing the canoes and then 
allow Alfresco to purchase 
them . It was called to their 
attention that the senate could 
conceivably end up in the 
canoe business - selling the 
canoes to the lowest bidders 

The question of precedenc, 
was posed. Senator-at-larg 
Tom Shafer said he thought 
precedence would be 
"favorable in this case" since 
the Alfresco club has a 
tradition of providing for the 
needs and interests of the 
students at Stout. " 

Lem berg noted that 
production of the canoes w_as 
assured since course credits 
are offered for their produc-

interest in -' delmonico' s' stuns ross 
reservations filled in 15 minutes 

After weeks of telephone 
calls at all hours of the day and 
night, gripes from angry 
business associates and 
correspondence from across 
the nation, the worst is over for 
Tim Ross. 

Ross , director of hotel and 
restaurant management at 
UW-Stout, is in charge of a 
special six-hour, 14-course 
dinner, scheduled for April 28. 
Reservations for the dinner are 
now closed, but only after he 
was floodE:d with inquiries 
from epicureans across the 
country who asked, and in 
many cases demanded, tickets 
for the event. 

"I know whaJ Dr. 
Frankenstein must have felt 
like," Ross noted, speaking of 
the fuss the dinner has caused. 
"This dinner has taken off and 
created an interest nationwide 
that's impossible to believe." 

Entitled "A Night At 
Delmonico's - 1873," the 
dinner is a class project for 
hotel and restaurant 

n1anagement majors involving 
two months of research, three 
months of testing and nearly a 
week of preparation. Since the 
seating space for the dinner is 
limited to 100 persons, Ross 
had indica ted that he would 
take reservations by telephone 
only, beginning noon March 12. 
on a first-come, first-served 
basis. The days preceding that 
were nightmares for him. 

"People were willing to do 
anything or say anything to get 
guaranteed reservations," he 
said . "It's a little frightening." 

Calls and letters poured in 
from distances such as 
Louisiana, New Jersey, Ohio, 
Tennessee and North Carolina. 
An Ohio baker offered to 
donate all the bread needed for 
the dinner, and callers from 
Washington, D. C. and New 
York City offered reference 
sources on Delmonico's 
Restaurant. "Every person I 
know personally in the area 
approached me to see if they 

· could get a ticket ," Ross said. 
"People I didn't even know 
were calling up on the phone 
and saying I promised them a 
ticket ." 

V;ilued at about $200 a 
person. the dinner carries a 
price tag of $50 a couple, since 
wine. services , some food and 
lahor are donated. 

On the dav reservations 
npened. Ross sat locked in the 
building which houses his of
fice . Telephones in or near the 
office. which had heen ringing 
insanely throughout the 
111orning, went unanswered 
until noon, when Ross began 
laking reservations. The 
second caller to get through 
was a man from San Antonio, 
Tex., who planned to fly to the 
dinner in a private plane. "This 
dinner is going to cost me a 
thousand bucks," the man 
remarked casually. 

Ross indicated that there 
were so so many calls he didn't 
have to wait for the phone to 
ring. As one call cleared, 
,mother was on the line. "All I 
did was push the phone button 
down and lift it up ," he said. 
Reservations filled up within 
the first 15 minutes . By one 
o'clock there were 100 persons 
on a stand-by waiting list, when 
Hoss stopped counting and left 
his office for the day. "I'm 
going into hiding," he said. 

lion. No . ·credits would be 
awarded unless the entire 
project has been completed. 

The senate approved an 
interest free loan on $620 to 
underwrite the canoe venture. 

In other senate business, 
Vickie Gullickson, the vice 
president of financial affairs, 
stated that Rick Bruhn, 
Sloulonia':S managing editor, 
appeared ·. before the Finance 
Committee to request that the 
senate not impose salary 
limitations on SSA associated
affiliated organizations. The 
senate is considering limiting 
the salaries to instate tuition 
per semester. The executive 
board of the SSA receives in
state tuition and it is the 
thinking of Ms. Gullickson that 
"in the interest of maintaining 
a consistency throughout the 
university community" it 
would be best lo limit salaries 
to the current fee. 

It was claimed that Bruhn 
noted lo Gullickson in the 
finance committee hearing 
that he would not be working 
for. the Sloutonia if it were not 
for the money. 

Gullickson admitted that the 
Stoutonia aid offer a definite 
service lo the university, but 
that due to current budget 
limitations "it would be good to 
look at the final effect." 

Addis Hilliker. United 
Council representative. spoke 
to the sena le concerni nµ: 
student insurance policies. HP 
mentioned that Stout is trying 
to reduce the cost of the policy 
available to students whilP 
maintaining the sa1J1f' 
coverage as last year. Letter, 
have been sent to insuran<'c 
companies slating "basicall~· 
the same guidelines with la,;' 
year's policy in the hopes th,, 1 

continued on page :1 

men & women to gain 
in equality amendment 

"Equality does not mean 
sameness ," stated Jeanette 
Daines. president of the 
League of Women Voters 
Wednesday night. Ms. 's Daines 
and Rjornerud visited the Stout 
campus to ))ring a message to 
,-tudents: the message - vote 
"ves" on the Equal Rights 
A·mendmenl on the April 3 
hallot. 

The amendment takes its 
place not only on the Wisconsin 
hallot. but is also a national 
issue. It is to be noted that this 
issue is not one of women 's 
liberal ion. hut encompasses 
111any phases of the con
stitution. Not only will job 
opportunities be affected, but 

111ilitary · draft, treatment of 

illigitimate children, alimony 
payments, punishment for 
crimes, marriage age, 
veterans and social security 
benefits. All are to be given 
"equality" clauses to include 
both men and women. Both 
sexes will be dealt the same 
punishments for crimes, will 
pay alimony on the basis of 
which marriage partner can 
best afford it, will both have a 
say in what is to be done with 
an illigitimate child. It may ·go 
so far as to allow the woman of 
a family to go to war in place of 
her spouse in order that he may 
keep his more productive job. 

state, local el~ctions 
to be held tuesday 

Voters will decide April 3 on 
two proposed changes in 
Wisconsin's 1848 constitution 
that could have Jong range and 
possibly · unforeseen results . 

The referenda on legalization 
of bingo . and equal rights for 
women highlight four state
wide issues on the spring 
ballot. Voters will also elect a 
successor to retiring State 
Superintendent of Public In
struction William Kahl and a 
justice of the Wisconsin 
Supreme Court. 

The bingo question is 
whether the "no-lottery" 
provision in the. state con
stitution should be changed to 
permit the Wisconsin 
Legislature to authorize state
licensed bingo for religious, 
charitable, service, fraternal 
or veterans organizations. The 
other referenda would prohibit 
the denial of equal rights or 
equal protection based on sex. 

Both proposais had to pass 
two successive sessions of the 
Legislature in identical form to 
get on the ballot. They must 
now be approved by the voters 
before becoming law. 

Thompson ,·s. Korpela 
In the state supcrintendcn ! 

contest. Barbara J. Thompson . 
48. Madison . who holds 
doctorate d('grcC' 111 

educational administration . 
and Ernest .J. Korpela. :t, . 
Washburn. a former ,;ehool 
administrator and stat(' 
legislator Pmerged from ;1 

jammed field of 15 candidatc•s 
in the primery for a spot on iii(' 
final ballot. 

In the other statewide con
test . Justice Bruce F . Beilfuss. 
58, is seeking to retain his seal 
on the court by turning bark ;1 

challenge from West Allis 
attorney Hobert J. Beaudry . 
52. 

Voters in the local clection,
will be electing three 11('\\. 

members to the school board. 
The candidates running for 
these offices are Hov Dah l. 
Marion Jensen. Joseph-Larkin. 
Arnold Sax. Mrs . John Trainor 
and Mrs . James Wagner. · 

Running in the judicial bench 
race are Donna Muza and W. 
H. Bundy. 



Moment For Thought 

"Get down on your knees and 

pretend you're in Iowa." - Matt "ttaM" Cleary, 

Age 5 

vote yes for equal rights 
Lega I discrimination against women has been 

part and parcel of Wisconsin's history. The state's 
first proposed constitution was rejected by the votes 
in an 1847 referendum largely on the grounds that 
one of its articles provided equa I pr,operty rights for 
women (the right to vote was not granted women for 
another 73 years). 

Wisconsin paid part of its debt to women when 
the 1971 legislature gave its overwhelming en
dorsement to the federal equal rights amendment. 

The residents of Wisconsin can go another step 
down the road toward sexual equality by voting 
"yes" on the equal rights amendment on the April 3 
election. 

The amendment is essential because the 
Supreme Court has never decreed that women are 
"persons" under the law and therefore entitled to its 
equal protection. Therefore, there are many areas 
where men and women are not treated equally. 
Women, for example, can be denied credit because 
of their sex, or the fact that they are unmarried. The 
amendment will also extend to men the special 
benefits of minimum wage and health and safety 
protections which have by law been extended only to 
men. 

The ERA, though it will not come totally 
unaccompanied by problems, is the only viable way 
to achieve equally for women under law. 

Vote "yes" April 3. 

welcome to never-never land 
Once again Stout presents its annual 'faking your 

parents out' weekend. In theory, parents weekend is 
fine, but the continuing problem seems to be what to 
do with parents once they get here. After having 
parents drive for miles just to take a son or daughter 
out for a steak dinner there seems to be a big empty 
space until Sunday afternoon. 

This year the 'theme' (why does there need be 
one?) is the fabulous fifties. We get to grease up and 
wear 'jivey-ivy' clothes, if needed, will cordially be 
sold. Keen. The majority of our parents were 
already past their keen teens in the '50's and the 
majority of us are too young to remember. A double- . 
dual generation gap - no one makes it! · 

Instead of making a pretend Stout for the 
weekend, why can't it stay like it is? Most parents 
visiting are interested in what the student is getting 
in the way of an education, after all, most of them 
are paying the bills. 

Instead of Mabel Tainter Theatre Tours (25c) or 
bazaars during the day, and booths and fund raisers 
hitting the folks for more cash, Saturday would be 
spent in alerting parents to Stout's uniqueness. 
Lectures by instructors, tours,· displays, and actual 
performances in textiles, graphic arts, industry, 
hotel, nutrition and all other areas of Stout's 
technological nature could be shown, and probably 
more appreciated. 

Perhaps even the dorm experience would be 
enlightening, with the REAL food served in the 
Commons year-round as opposed to the special 
spreads that come off when parents and regents are 
around . , 

Finally, to qljote a past Stoutonia editor, "If we 
really wanted to give them (our parents) a realistic 
view, we should pack them off for home as soon as 
they got here, so they could experience the Friday 
suitcase barrage." 

The STOUTONIA is required by the 
Board of Regents WSU resolution 3629 to 
state that it is a sta te-contro l led 
university pub l ication and under the 
jurisdiction of the president of the 
University. Publishing costs are financed 
from "university services fee" and ad 
vertising payments. 

Edited by the students at U.W. -Stout 
weekly during the regu lar school year. 

Third class postage paid 
at Menomonie, Wisconsin 
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21 1 Wilson Ave., 
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irhc week turns out flop 
To the Editor: 

I'd personally like to thank 
all of you students who made 
IRHC Week a flop. Due to your 
enthusiastic participation, 
over half of the planned events 
weren't held. Those that were 
held had poor attendance. 

What caused this? Did we 
ask too much of you? To pay 75 
cents or $1.25 for a button 
which entitled you to par
ticipate in all the activities? 
Was it too much for you to 
spend when you can spend $5 .00 
in one night at the bars? Was it 

merchants 

because beer wasn't served at 
the events? Or was it because it 
isn't "in" to participate in 
activities that are school 

· sponsored? Or is it just that 
you are so damn apathetic that 
if something isn't handed to 
you on a silver platter, the hell 
with it? 

If I hear one more person 
complain that "There's 
nothing lo do," he may be a 
little surprised at my reaction. 
We tried to have activities to 
change routine life with IRHC 
Week, they also tried with 
Winter Carnival Week and 

they'll try again for Parent's 
Weekend. I can only hope their 
efforts are successful. 

You could get out, par
ticipate and dare to get in
volved, but you don't really 
give a damn. Knowing Stout, 
you'll just read this and sink 
back into your routine -
complaining, "There's nothing 
to do." 

Again, I just want to say, 
Thank You, Stout students . 

Rita Wojtak 
IRHC Activities 
Committee 

boycott dow chemical co. Applications are now 
being accepted for the 
position of Editor-in-chief 
for . Sloulonia. Return 
written qualifications to 
Catherine Cleary, c-o UAA 
Office. Deadline is April 24. 

To the Editor: 
There are 165 courageous 

people at the Dow chemical 
plant in Bay City which has 
been on strike for 14 months. 
They would like lo enlist the aid 
of your newspaper and 
members of the student body 
so that we may survive. Dow 
Chemicals is using its 
unlim ited resources in an 
attempt lo destroy us 
economically and eliminate the 
collective bargaining process 
of our Local Union which is 
14055 of the United 
Steelworkers. · 

Many workers and their 
families have suffered 
unlimited hardships in the loss 
of income and personal 
property which they have had 
to sell in order to feed their 
families because Dow 
Chemical refuses to resolve an 
unjust labor dispute provoked 
hy Dow Chemical and its local 
management. 

In the interest of humanity 
we ask that you print this letter 
in your college paper and that 
the student body aid us by 
refusing to buy Handi-Wrap 
plastic food wrap and Ziploc 
hags which are made at the 
Bay City plant. 

If there are individuals or 
groups on campus who would 
like to aid us in this humane 
endeaver, please contact me at 
the address below. We request 
that they boycott the above 
mentioned products which are 
produced by Dow Chemical in 
Bay City and by any other aid 
1r activities which may aid our 
:·a use. 

Thank you, 
Martin Scherwin 
401 N. Chilson St. 
Bay City, Michigan 
Local 14055 

Backstage 
by Bob Hendricks 

"Why Boycott Guild Brandy" 
Most of us, ~t. one point or another, have read or heard about 

the depl?rable hvmg and working conditions the migrant workers 
are subJec~ed to. _A .~lose~. look at their conditions would help a 
perso_n gam ~n ms1ght mto why effective boycotts must be 
sustamed agamst companies like the Buttes Gas and Oil Co. 

Th~ average annual income of migrant workers is $1,307, 
averagmg out at $1.43 an hour. Farm workers are specifically 
~xcluded from collective bargaining laws and unemployment 
msurance. They ~re disc~iminated against in minimum wage 
coverage _and social security laws. The life expectancy of farm 
workers is 49 years as farm labor is rated the third most 
dangero~s occupation by the Senate sub-committee on migratory 
labor. Sickness runs almost unchecked with influenza and 
pneumonia 200 percent above the national average. Their housing 
1s equally poo~, the average farm house has 1.9 rooms, 90.4 per
cent have no sinks, 95.6 have no flush toilets, and 96.5 percent have 
no bath tubs or showers. 

In view of the plight of farm workers it is imperative that a 
Guild Brandy Boycott be extended to Menomonie. The boycott 
must go on until United Farm Workers is recognized as a union. 
What your part must be is to refure refuse to buy Guild products, 
including Old San Francisco, St. Mark, V.S. Perrott, Celebration, 
Citation, and Rome Brandy labels. Inform liquor stores and bars 
that you will not purchase any products ·until they remove Guild 
products from their shelves. Each of us must play out part in 
order to force Buttes Gas and Oil to negotiate their old contract 
and recognize the Farm Workers Union. 

get the most from education 
irhc thanks Dear Students: 

Everybody wants to find out 
things. Education should teach 
you how to find out about things 
you need to know and give you 
a chance lo develop your own 
particular talents and interests 
to the full. 

The trouble is that few people 
really know how to do this. 
Those who do know, or at least 
have some good ideas, are not 
the people who actually control 
the education system. The 
system is controlled by the 
people that have money, and 
directly and indirectly these 
people decide what you should 
be taught and how. 

Whatever the teachers and 
politicians say, the aim of 
education in the U.S. in NOT to 
give you the · best possible 
opportunity to develop your 
own talents. 

So folks it is up to YOU to 
make the most out of the 
education that you're getting at 
Stout. Look for the things that 
interest you in your education 
and exploit them · to their 
fullest. At times this may be 
super hard to do but try ... 

Peace 
david alien 

To the Edi tor: 
The IRHC Activities Council 

would like to thank the 
following merchants for their 
help given to us during IRHC 
week. Their help was greatly 
appreciated with their gift 
certificates. 

The following merchants 
participated: Graven & Wilcox 

· Sl)oe Store, Golden Hanger, 
Ltd., K. Bliss Men's Shop, Lynn 
Rose, Skogmo's, Reed's Shoes, 
Cassel & Gaddy Apparel, 
Bostwicks, Borgie's and St. 
Blairs Men Shop. 

IRHC Council 



equal rights for all 
. . 

Why the need for Wisconsin 
ERA? Wisconsin statutes 
pre sen Uy contain a number _ of 
provisions which treat pe1·sons 
differently strictly on the basis 
of sex. This proposed amend
ment would create a con
stitutional provision which 
would specifically prohibit the 
denial of equal rights of equal 
protection based on sex. Thus, 
it would serve as a con
stitutional foundation to revise 
these statu,tory provisions. 

Wisconsin has already 
ratified the federal ERA. As of 
March 1, 1973, 28 or the 
required 38 states have ratified 
the amendment. The Wisconsin 
Sta le Legi sla lure has also 
overwhelmingly passed the 
Wisconsin ERA which is one of 
the referenda that will be voted 
on in the upcoming election on 
April 3. 

Proponents of the Wisconsin 
constitutional amendment feel 
that the proposal would 
provide the legal basis to do 
away with discriminatory laws 
against _ women, particularly 
with respect to empldyment. 
They feel that it not only would 
eliminate restrictions on 
women but it also would extend 
to men benefits and protections 
which are now enjoyed only by 
women . Backers pointed out 
that extension of equality to 
one group does not mean loss to 
another. 

Some opponents feel that the 
protective and favored 
provisions which women 
fought for and won would be in 
jeopardy if the amendment 
were passed. Others feel that 
absolute equality is .impossible 
because men and women are 
different biologically and 
emotionally and cannot be 
treated alike in all respects. 

Briefly, Bill 21 would change 
the minimum age at which 
men may marry from 18 to 16, 
putting it in line with the 
present minimum age for 
women . Men and women would 
still need parental_ permission 
to marry until they were 18. 

Presently, a · pregnant 
woman is considered ineligible 
for unemployment benefits 
during the period and six 
weeks before the birth of her 
child regardless of any cir-

cumstances. The proposed Bill 
22 would repeal this statute, 
and eligibility for unem
ployment benefits would be 
judged according to the cir
cumstances of the individual 
cases. 

- Bill 23 would eliminate and 
· ~rohibit distinctions in the 
statutes based on sex, and is 

·meant to achieve equalization 
-. in the treatment of men and 
· women. In some cases men 
would achieve greater benefits 
and in others women would 

· receive greater obligations. 

One statute this would 
change regards grounds for 
divorce or legal separation. 
Presently, a women can sue a 
man for nonsupport. This 
statute would be revised so a 
man could sue a woman for 
nonsupport. Each case would 
still be judged individually, as 
is done now. 

The same laws which subject 
a man to civil and criminal 
penalties for abandoning his 
wife and children would now 
apply to a woman who aban
doned her family. 

·• Bill 23 would give fathers of 
illegitimate children rights and 
. privileges equal to those of the 
mother. The present statutes 
'giving fathers limited rights 
,arid privileges has been 
,qhallenged in several court 
.gases, and this uncertainty 
.cy;.egarding the father's rights 
has been leading to problems in 
~doption cases. 

> No statue exists now con
,trolling selection of marriage 

··surnames. Bill 23 would clarify 
.:,l,he present statutes by 
allowing each party in a 

-:marriage ~o select either the 
'iegal surname of either spouse, 
-the: person's pre-marriage 
};~rilame, any former legal 
:surname of the person, or a 
,}ombination name seperated 
'.ry _a hyphen. 

} Several statutes on em
_-ployment laws would be 
iqualized. Minimum wages 
and maximum hours have been 
established for women and 
.ininors, and these would also 
~xtend to men if Bill 23 were 
:passed. 

A6A1 N. 

vandals 
strike 

"This stuff seems to go in 
streaks," said Bob Johnson, 
Director of the Student Center, 
about another attempt to ruin 
property which occured last 
Wednesday night. 

This time it was the fireplace 
in the Student Center Fireside 
lounge. Either kicked in or 
dented with a blunt object, the 
upper bar on the fireplace 
which holds the curtain up. 
took a beating. 

The culprit is unknown, the 
damage has not been 
estimated; but one thing is for 
sure, the act was unnecessary 
and childish. Johnson com
mented that apparently the 
same night, coat racks in front 

; of the Student bookstore were 
: also bent and vandalized. 

Just a few months ago a 
newly tuned piano in the 
Ballroom was tampered with, 
and before that it was stolen 
furniture. 

Perhaps if students realized 
it was their money which 
bought these small pleasures, 
they would be more cautious 
about what happened to them. 
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the cost may be able to be 
reduced for the lP-7:3-74 schooi 
year." 

Newly appointed senator-at
large, Bob Johnson, initiated a 
resolution to create an 
education committee within 
the student senate . Men:
bership is to be composed of 
student senators with non
voting members selected from 
the student body at large. The 
purpose of the education 
comm i llee will be " ( 1 ) to study 
the academic needs of the 
university community , (2) to 
study the need for academic 
reforms and (3) to propse, 
review, and evaluate the 
University Student Senate in 
academic matters ." The 
resolution was passed. 

Dodge noted that this would 
give the student an opportunity 
to have an active part in 

April 22 

determining nis academic 
future. He added that com
:nittee membership is open to 
the student body and anyone 
interested in the committee 
should contact him. 

SSA president Tom Cropp 
stated that the senate's con
stitution is still in the process of 
being reviewed by the student 
services committee and that it 
should be finished soon. 

Pat O'Connor, vice president 
for student affairs, said in his 
report that the student 
directory will be published 
next year on a no cost basis for i 
student and faculty. The 
delivery date for next year's 
directory is scheduled for 1 

October 15, 1973 . The KLB's 
will again publish the direc- . 
tory, according to O'Connor, 
but "the SSA will keep closer 
tabs on the situation this time.", 

- EASTER 
we· have a large assortment 

of Hallmark Cards 

a-nd gifts for everyone. 

When you care enough you give the very best -
Hallmark 

Borgie's 

ELECT Donna 

MUZA 
COUNTY JUDGE 

Dunn County 
Dedicated To Serve 

All The People 
Of Dunn County 

Qualified 
+ 

Experienced 

Able to serve full term, and will be a full-time 
judge. 

VOTE TUESDAY, APRIL 3 

Authorized and paid for by Donna Muza 1320 10th Avenue, Menomonie, 
Wisconsin 

3 - 5 Friday 
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productivity program criti_cized 

hy Andrea Runnalls 
In a testimony before lhe 

.Joint Committee on Finance 
11larch 6, lhe United Council of 
l 1niv ersity of Wisconsin 
~ludpnt (;overnmenls took a 
stand on (~overnor Lucey's 
" produclivity ('Uls." 

Early last summer Governor 
Lucey stated that every state 
agency should increase its 
productivity. That is, they 
should provide the same 
services , but at the same time 
reduce spending. The two and 
one-half percent decrease in 
budgets of state agencies for 
this year and the coming 
biennium was drawn from 
observation of state industry. 
Lucey's theory was that in
dustries, with increasing 
technology , were becoming 
progressively more efficient. 

The United Council stated 
that they thought it to be 

communication 
is a joint effort 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
Students complain. Faculty 

feel they are getting the raw 
end of the deal. Everyone feels 
hassled. What are our alter
natives? 

We could form a university 
union system such as the state 
of Michigan . Under this form of 
_government , a breach _in policy 
would call for immediate 
strike. Mediators would be 
called in . It is doubtful if 
personal opinions would ever 
be considered. 

In an article published in the 
Stoutonia three weeks ago the 
Student Advisory Committee of 
the School of Home Economics 
proposed the establishment of 
academic freedom as a two
way street, with responsibility 
falling on the ·shoulders of 
faculty as well as students. 
After lengthy discussion within 
lhe student advisory com
mittee and with faculty 
members , plans for achieving 
this type of open com
munication were proposed. 

The On-going Process
Faculty-Student Co-operation 
was proposed to establish a 
process of comm unication 
among students and faculty 
within a given classr oom 
situation, to establish a mutual 
responsibili ty for the learning 
process by students a nd 
faculty, a nd to utilize feedback 
for self-analysis of the course. 

Although the committee does 
not wa nt to stifle group 
response by a structurP.ci 

"unreal istic" that each 
campus was asked to trim the 
same percentage from its base 

hudget. A campus such as 
Superior or Pia tteville could 
not absorb the reduction as 
_easily as Madison or 
Milwauke~, thus creating 
hardshfp for students of 
medium and smaller sized 
campuses. 

The United Council is also 
<·or,cerned that the University 
has fallen short in its efforts to 
('Onsider a nd implement 
allernal ive methods of ad-
111 in islra tion and delivery 
which would save both students 
and taxpayers money. 

Un ited Counc il sugges ted 
that better coordina tion of 
C'urricula and resources with 
lhe VTAE System , and more 
use of interstate compac ts and 
resource-shari ng programs 

wi th other universities outside 
Wiscon~in be improved upon. 

Another suggestion by the 
United Council dealt with 
tenured faculty . They 
suggested that rather than 
evading the issue by allowing 
all tenured faculty to remain 
on the job during the first year 
of the biennium , the university 
should have decided where the 
needs and program-demands 
were greatest, and made cuts 
accordingly regardless of 
tenure considerations. 

The Council also objected to 
the manner in which 
productivity savings were 
acheived. They believe that the 
question of productivity should 
have been approached from 
the standpoint of what the 
Un iversity as a system could 
have achieved, rather than 
wha t each .campus, regardless 
of size, could cut to meet the 7.5 
rercent target. 

stick 'em up for arthritis 
Wearing the traditional garb 

of red jackets and black hats , 
the women of Alpha Omicron 
Pi will be stationed at various 
spots on campus and around 
town on March 31 waiting for 
victims to come along. "Ar
thritis hurts, won't you please 
contribute lo the Arthritis 
Foundation'1 " will be their 
plea. 

Last year nearly l hree 
hundred dollars were collected 
during the second annua l 
Parent's Weekend activities . 
This year it is hoped to exceed 
this amount to help aid in the 
fight against arthritis . 

formal. guidelines have been 
set. They suggest the group of 
three to five students meet a 
111inimum of three times during 
the course - introduction, 
midpoint. and wrap-up . The 
selection of students should be 
by volun teers or nom ina tions , 
,111d the commun ication 
process should be decided upon 

· liv individual classes to allow 
lor flexib ili ty a nd class 
re levance. The class com
•11 ittee is responsible for get
_1 i ng feed bac k from class 
,ludenl s . Individual members 
,,f the Stude nt Advi sory 
( 'ommi ltee will meet wi th, or 
,·onsul t with members of the 
class committee and facul ty. 

( :omrnittee members have 
discussed this idea with faculty 
11 1embers of fourth qua rter 
classes. 

lmplemenlarion of the On
going Process-Faculty Student 
Co-operation will begin shortly. 

Arthritis is a serious disease ; 
it can cause excruciating pain, 
lead to severe deformities, or 
cause a victim to become a 
bedridden invalid for the rest 
of his life. Contrary to popular 
belief, arthritis can strike at 
any age, but most often comes 
during the prime-of-life years . 
Over 17 million persons are 
victims or of arthritis in the 
United States alone , and over 
250 thousand new victims are 
added to that list each year. 
Annual costs to the national 
economy totals over four 
billion dollars. 

new dorm hours in effect 
Dorm residents will be able 

lo have up to 80 hours of 
\·isita t ion each week with the 
approv al of a provisional 
\' isitalion program by Chan
r·ellor Swanson , and Assistant 
Chancellor for Student Aftairs , 
Halph Iverson. P ortions of or 
the entire program will be 
implemented by each hall as 
soon as the residents un
dersta nd it and can determine 

. c·hanges they wish to_ make in 
!heir present program . This 
rrov isiona l program wi ll 
rema in in effect until the 
Student Services Committee 
lakes action on the IRHC 
proposal. 

Visitat ion with current sign 
in and sign out guidelines has 

been altered to 6:30 p.m.-12:00 
midnight, Sunday-Thursday, 
and6: 30p.m.-2:00a.m. , Friday 
and Saturday. 

Additional visita tion with the 
escort policies as outlined by 
the various halls in the IRHC 
proposal , will be from 12 :00 
noon-5:30 p.m. , seven days per 
week. 

The a bove addi tions and 
changes will provide residents 
and staff members with a 
better basis for considering the 
IRHA proposal. Hopefully this 
provisiona l program will 
rel ieve the pressure on the 
<;;t uden t Services Committee, 
and free them to Lake the 
necessary Ume lo deliberate 
the IRHA proposal. 

The meetings are being 
scheduled to clarify this point 
and to give more informatioR 
on registration . Please be in· :: 
attendance a t the meeting · 
scheduled for you since this . 
will be your only opportunity to 
get this infor mation. 

Junior and Seniors 

Dr. Marybelle Hickner , 
Program Director for Home 
Economics Education , has 
called several meetings for 
education majors regarding 
the Human Relations 
requirement. 

Tuesday, April 3, 6:30 p.m. , 
West Central Ballroom or 
Wednesday , April 4, 6:30 p.m . 
West Central Ballroom. 

Sophomores 
Tuesday, April 10, 6:30 p.m . 

East Central Ballroom. 

.Freshmen 
Tuesday , April 3, 7:30 p.m . 

West Central Ballroom . 
Mini-SESSION 

The mini-session will be held 
May 21-June 1. During summer 
school registration lists will be 
available for students to in
dicate the courses they would 
like to be offered during the 
mini session. Registration for 
the mini session will be held 
during the registration for the 
fall semester. 

---------------------------, 
NORTHSIDE LIQUOR STORE & BAR 

Where the Price Is Right 

King Solomon Concord 
qt . 

GRA·PE WINE 
· (with ad) Heg. $1.20 

CLIP THIS AD AND BRING IT IN 

---------------------------~ 
SPECIALS THIS WEEK 
OLD MILWAUKEE or 
RED, WHITE & BLUE 

$31s 
case 

PORTUGUESE ROSE' WINE $1 ~r 
L-Mart Liquor 235-3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9: 00-9:00 Sunday 12: 00-5: 00 



photo art presented 

by cook's and ward's 

elementary photo classes 

'SUe ry• 

daniel Iara•• 
tarry laird 

,-..f--

iim schaff 

iohn duffek 
russ liiewski 
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:\likl' Quick of Quick and Alfano will be featured at The Pawn thi 
Friday and Saturday night at 8: 15 and 9:30 p.m. He will be per
forming his original material. ll sh9uld be a good show. 

Sounds of Our Times -
h~· Tom Burke 
Title: "Byrds" 

.\rlist: The Old Byrds 
Lahr!: Asylum 

! Di,·ision of Allan lie Records) 
. ;pnp Clarke. C'hris Hillman, 
I l;n·i d Crosby . Roger 
\ ]('(;uinn . ,md Mike Clarke 
\l'Pfe I he original Byrds, and to 
dale McGuinn is the sole 
, urv ivor of the group. Clarke 
an d Clarke are soling and 
jan1111 ing with various groups , 
\\'hile Hill man and Crosby have 
('ome oul smelling the best 
, ince the Byrds 68 break-up. 
!'urrenlly, Hillman is gi ving 
SI ill s a run for hi s money wliile 
perfor min g with Ma nassas. 
('roshy should have an album 
c·oni ing out one of these days. 
\Vlwn I played " Byrds" for the 
firs ! lim e, I was slight.ly 
\1·orr ied Iha! the boys hadn't 
111a intained their old sound. 
Wha t I heard was the old Byrds 
doing new songs in their new 
~1 yle. Hillma ns' style has 
clrnnged which is apparent in 
his "Manassas-like", "Things 
\'.' ill Be Retter ." No doubt 
biggest I ,P's of 1973. 
11t1111hPr when Manassa cuts a 
lH' W I ,P. "Laughing", a Crosby 
lune . along with "Things Will 
l~P Retter" , and Joni Mitchell's 
·'For Free" proved to oid Byrd 
huffs that the five year wait 
only added a new freshness to a 
group considered to be the best 
innovators around. McGuinn 's 
('Ontributions lo this disc in
dude " Born To Rock'n Roll", 
;ind "Sweet Mary" . Jn addition 
"C:owgirl In The Sand" and 

guru reveals 

"About To Rain", two Neil 
Young tunes are handled in the 
usual manner. It took five 
years for the musicians to re
group. many th ought this 
would be out of the question. 
-They reasoned that each Byrd 
had gone his own separate 
way. After liste ning to 
· 'Byrds" , it is clear to see that 
even though each maintains his 
individual style, the five 
writers can pu t out one of the 
biggest Lf> 's of 1973.' 

Title: "Bite Down Hard" 
Artist: Jo Jo Gunne 

Label : Asylum 
<Division of Allan tic Records > 

Randall , Andes and Ferguson 
were the nucleus of Spir it. 
When Curly Smith began 
drumming with Cunne, many 
people heleived Smith could 
never be as good as · the old 
Spirit drumm er Ed Cassidy. 
True, Smith isn ' t as good as 
Cassidy , but Ferguson 's 
keyboards and lead vocals a nd 
Andes's lead guitar more than 
make up the difference. 
" Broken Down Mann" is 
typical of Gunnes heavy 
drumming and glaring lead 
guitar riffs. "Take Me Down 
Easy" sounds similar to an 
earlier Jo Jo Gunne tune "Run 
Run Run" . 

wvss h:as 
birthday 

Once again this year, WVSS 
radio will celebrate it's bir
thday in conjunction with 
Parent's Weekend. The staff of 
the station will be conducting 
tours of the facility, which is 
located in the basement of the 
Communications Building . 
Tours will be available on 
Saturday and Sunday af
ternoons . Drawings for free 
record albums will be held on 
the hour, and free 45 RPM 
records will be given to an who 
walk through the door. 

As a special service to the 
un iversity community , the 
sta tion will be on the air 24 
hours a day dur ing the week 
end, beginning Friday, at 5 
p.m. ana continuing through to 
Monday, when they sign off at 1 
a .m. The students are en
couraged to bring themselves 
a nd their pare nts to th e 
celebration of WVSS's third 
birthday 

wel 
parents! 

th, 
di' t 
tr 

e 

lfrmember \\I n rock v.· · 
,oung') Reminiscence seems to 
he the theme for thi,, vear·s 
Parents' Weekend. · 

l\lorns and Dads do vou 
remember the top tunes· of 
th ose days wi th kids un
derfoot? Relive them . . in 
song only. 

Although guests will be 
arriving beforehand, Saturday 
rnarks the official start of 
Parent 's Weekend. The day 
begins with a social how· in the 
Student Center, which will 
include registra tion and a 
convocation in Harvey Hall 
Auditorium . 
All day affairs include open 
house in an campus buildings 
and an Organizational Fair in 
the Student Center . The AOPi's 
in red jackets and black hats 
will Hold-You-Up for Arthri tis 
and the APO's are sponsoring a 
scholarship drive: "Ugly Man 
on Ca m pus" with penny 
dona tions ·as votes for the 
ugliest man or woman . Other 
activities are a rummage, sale, 
fashion show, and Sig Tau Brat 
Fry during the day. 

A buffet dinner at the 
Commons is among the 
evening activities, and tran
sportation will be provided to 
the Menomonie High School for 
the Symphonic Singers and 
Band Concert. 

The grand finale of the 
Parent's Weekend is a sock hop 
in the Student Center . Music 
win be by the Catilians, a group 
popular in the mid-'60's noted 
for their be-bop tunes. 

9-10 a .m. Registration and 
Social Hour <Student Center) 

10-11 a .m. Convocation: 
Chancellor Swanson (H .H. 
Audit) 

12-3 p.m. Rummage Sale 
<Student Center) 

2-3 p.m. Organizational Fair 
5-7 p.m. Buffet Dinner 

<Commons) 
7 & 7:15 p.m. Bus rides leave 

H.H. Circle for Concert at 
- Menomonie High School. 

7:30 p.m. Symphonic Singers 
& Band Concert <Menomonie 
High School l 

9-12:30 p.m. Sock Hop 
<Student Center) 

Guru Maharaj Ji revealing a 
fantastic experience to all 
people of the world who want to 
experience thi: peace which is 
inside of all of us. He freely 
gives a rJrect and practical 
experience of that bright l-,ight 
that :·,111 the scriptures talk 
about. He is sending Mahatma 
Parlokanand .Ji <meaning 
great soul - ocean of bliss) to 
Stout on Saturday March 31st 
at 2:00 p.m. to speak at the 
Commons room 111-112 . 
Maharaj Ji has received much 
press notice as last November 
he took 3,000 western disciples 
with him to India for a 
celebra lion < to be held this 
November in the Astrodome 
with over 100,000 people from 
all over the world attending) . 
He charges nothing for this 
KNOWLEDGE of the self. 

Charlie Is Here 

MENOMONIE PHARMACY 

Metronome 
THURSDAY, MARCH 29 
1 :30 p. m . Mus1c Dept . Navy Band Concert ( Fieldhouse) 
6 p.m . Speaker : A United Farm Worker ( Bad~er Room) 
B p.m. Music Dept . Navy Band Concert ( F ie ldhouse) 

FRIDAY, MARCH 30 
8:15 & 9:30 p. m . Coffeehouse: M ike Quick ( !;'awn) 

SATURDAY, MARCH 31 
9 a.m . tennis: Here ( Fieldhouse) . 
9 a.m . . 3 p.m . Phi Sig Epsilon Car Wash ( Ph i l Johnson 's Standard on Main St. l 
10 a.m .. 3 p.m. Rummage & Bake Sale Sponsored by Cadette Girl Scouts (Basement of 

United Methodist Church) 
B· lS & 9:30 p.m . Colfeehou"..e . Mike Quick ( Pawn ) 

SUN DAY, AP R I L l 
11 30 a.m Contem porary Guitar Mass (St Joseph's Church I 
11 30 a.m S'udent worship (Our Savior's Lulheran Church) 

MONDAY APRIL 2 
Re 1strar'r; ..)ff -c U der(l, ""• u3.. per 

81 ·1 1 I hn 

fo ist va'latle in At 1 tra+, 

rr 

THJRSDAY AP IL S 
p, Univ :,1ty T eritre pr r, J "~ 1ddter Ot Q:oo ' ( Har e Ha 

· voice class presents classical recital 
A vocal recital by Stout students will be held on Tuesday, 

April 10, in the university's Applied Arts Center, Room 315 
The concert w!ll feature classical music covering opera areas 

and art songs by students enrolled in Richard Vine's voice 
classes. Vine, assistant professor of music, said the songs will be 
sung in four languages - English, F rench, Italian and German. 

Scheduled for 7: 30 p.m ., the performance is open to the public 
free of charge. 

A second recital will be also held on Wednesday, May 2, at 
7:30 p.m. 

from evy's desk: 
where were you? 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
Student Affairs Editor 

Where were you when the polkas began? 
The Polka Dance was only one of the fun-filled events of IRHC 

Week. The Saturday evening dance attracted a nearly full 
Ballroom , but it was evident that not everyone was brought up 
jiving to the polka. Quick lessons before the dance revealed a few 
quick learners though. The fun, warm atmosphere of the dance 
created a very enjoyable evening for all . 

Friday night 's dance in the Ballroom drew only a sparse 
crowd, perhaps because of the overwhelming success of Roger , 
Wendy and Sam that same evening. A jammed Snackbar attested 
to the excellent music of Roger, Wendy and Sam, which ranged 
from folk to be-bop to hard rock. 

My only complaint was the distracting loud talking during the 
performance - loud enough that we could not hear the group 
clearly, and were forced to abandon our seats. 

The fun has not yet ended! This Saturday holds in store a '50's 
dance in the Ballroom with music by the Catalinas - the number 
two group in Wisconsin from 1962 to 1968 ! 

If polkas fancy your ear, don't despair. Since it is Parent's 
Weekend, there will probably be many requests for polkas. 
Practice . ... 'Roll out the Barrel' . . . we'll have a barrel of fun! 

guest author speaks here 
Jonathan Kozol, author of Death at an Early Age (winner of 

the coveted National Book Award) and Free Schools, which 
lighted the flame of the free school movement nationwide, will be 
here at Stout Monday, April 9, at 8 p.m. in Harvey Hall 
Auditorium. Kozol will be speaking on 'the political character of 
education.' His views are radical; some may find them even 
shocking; but the evening definitely will be mind opening. 

Sponsored by University Speaker's Forum. 

BANDS 
& 

BRATS 

Get Ready For 

BUStl 
. :ASH 

UNDER 
THE 

BIG TOP 

May 3rd, 4th & 5th 

16 OZ. TAPS 
25c 

HAPPY HOUR 
EVERY DAY 



fiddler on 
the r.oof 

I tie 
mun l 

Tevya (Larry Laird) implores his wife, Golda 
( Lori Spears), in song lo tell him "Do You 
Love Me?" - Photo by Liska. 

Classified Ads 
FOR SALE: 

1971 Javelin SST less than 
16,000 mi les, one owner . 
Automatic transmission , w
co11sole, bucket seats , radio, 
Best offer . Call 235-5760 after · 
5 :30 p.m . weekdays. 

AM-FM Stereo Receiver. Good 
shape - $75 . Call 235-7952 . 

Golden Retriever Puppies. 
A.K.C. hunters and family 
dogs . Want $50 each. Call 235-
2373. 

66" O'Brien Slalom Water Ski. 
$40.00. Ricky McCormick Trick 
skis, $25.00. Call Bob at 235-
0400. 

WANTED: 

4-5 Girls Need House for 1973-74 
school year. Within walking 
distance . Call 235-4170. 

'Tidd.er on the Roof ·, und r 
the direction of Terry 
Markovich. will open Tuesday_ 
mght at 8 p.m in Harvey Hall 
Auditorium. 

In add ition, as part of 
Parent's weekend activities , 
there will be a Saturday af
ternoon dress rehersal. 
Parents and any interested 
onlookers are invited to attend. 
This performance will begin at 
1 p.m. · -

"Fiddler" will run from 
Tuesday through Friday, April 
6. and is the biggest un
dertaking by the University 
Theatre this year. 

Tickets are still ava ilable, 
and according to Director 
Markovich , non-ticket holders 
will also be able to attend the 
performances as there are 
usually plenty of empty seats 
at showtime. 

1971 Gold Chevy-Vega Hat
chback. Ideal student or 
second car. Rear seat collapses 
for expanded trunk , equipped 
with overload shock-springs , 25 
miles per gallon. Call 235-4395 . 

1967 Harley Davidson "SS" 
sprint, excellent runnin,g 
condition . Green metalflake, 
dual exhaust, " Z" handlebars . 
Deal includes 2 helmets, $300 or 
best offer . Must sell. Phone 232-
1267, ask for Bill in Rm. No. 
332. 

Wolske's Bay 
IS NOW OPEN 

BOATS & CANOES FOR RENT 

4 Slotted 14" Chrome Wheels. 
Will fit any G.M. car. If in
terested call 235-7630. $60 
wanted. 

also 

MINNOWS, WORMS, NIGHTCRAWLERS 
plus 

We Sell Fishing Licenses 

The In1portance of the 
Guaranteed Insurability 
Clause in your College 
Insurance Program--

The purchase of a college insurance prog_ram 
today is important, but studies show that you 
will make from FIVE to SEVEN additional pur
chases of life insurance during your lifet ime' 

Make sure that you get the most for your money 
-TODAY and TOMORROW! You'll do this 
through the C. I. P. (College Insurance Program) 
and the wicje range of competitive plans offered 
through American Genera l! 

Give us a chance to prove it! 

(;1•orge llofrman Bob Plank 

Offic~Across from Commons 
1109 S. Bdwy 235-7791 

Stout Stu.dent Association 
-. Presents 

Keep on Truckin' 
With . 

Pat O'Connor 
EVERY WEDNESDAY EVENING - 7:45 to 8:15 

On 

WYSS 
"University Radio in Menomonie" 

89.5 FM 
. 
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fraternity hazings today 
by Andrea Runnalls 

Editor's note: This is the 
second in a.continuing series of 
articles dealing with all 
aspects of Greek life. 

On December 31, 1972 
sheriff's deputies retrieved 
from a canyon, the body of a 
college student left in the 
wilds by fraternity brothers to 
"teach him a lesson". The body 
was found at the bottom of a 500 
foot cliff in southern California, · 
about three and one-half miles 
north of where three fraternity 
brothers abandoned the 21-
year-old, a student at nearby 
Pierce College. The frater
nity's missing person report 
was filed six days after the 
student's abandonment. 

Are there restrictions on 
hazings and initiations at Stout, 
or could they go unknown 
lengths as in the Pierce College 
incident? To get to the heart of 
the matter , Sloutonia sent a 

'-- - questionaire to the seven social 
fraternities on campus in order 
to receive some first-hand 
information about Stout 
hazings and initiations. All of 
the fraternities receiving the 
questionaire responded, with 
the exception of the Phi Omega 
Beta's. 

Of the six fraternities that 
responded, all reported Iha t 
they do have restrictions on 
hazing and initiation practices, 
whether they pertain to 
scholastic requirements, or to 
strict rulings against physical 
,1huse during hazings. 

The Sigma Phi Epsilon's are 
restricted to no physical 
na rassment by their national 
headquarters . If there are any 
local decisions to be made on 
initiations and hazings, they 
:ire decided upon by the 
111ajority of the fraternity . The 
only major changes during the 
past few years dealing with 
hazings are the lessening of 
rn ental harassment , but the 
pledges are made to stay up 
lat er on week-ends . 

The Sigma Pi 's restrict 
practices away' from the 
lraditional paddling and 
branding of yesteryears. 
Violation of such restrictions 
would mean revocation of the 
chapter's .charter by the 
national fraternity . According 
to the Sig P i's, .the purpose of 
such strict hazing practices in 
former years was to weed out 
!he number of prospective 
1nembers. 

The Sig Pi's believe that "as 
~oals and values of university 
,tudents change, so should a 
fraternity that is dedicated to 
the university .. . ". In keeping 
with these beliefs, the Sig Pi's 
have such hazing practices as 
requiring pledges to be active 
in community projects, 
working in and around the 
fraternity house , wearing a 
clean shirt and fez while in 
public , and carrying a pledge 
pail for collecting the 
signatures of all the actives. 

The Sigma Tau Gamma's 
have restrictions on hazings 
enforced na lion-wid e, 
prohibiting physical abuse and 
public ridicule and 
humiliation. The Sig Tau's 

· explained that they have 
become more realistic with 
what they ask of their pledges, 
in as much as the pledges are 
not required to do anything 
that the active wouldn't do. 

Hazings consist of standing 
guard in the Student Center for 
one hour, and having to escort 
girls to their classes. The 
pledges also experience mental 
strain in the form of having to 

"think of what they do before 
they do it." The Sig Tau's 
believe that the pledges must 
practice mental and physical 
control of themselves, and that 
they must be courteous to 
others . 

The Kappa Lambda Beta's 
<KLB's), whose hazing 
practices have changed very 
slightly since its founding in 
1965, require that prospective 
members have a minimum 
grade point average of 2.00. 
Before the month and one-half 
pledging period and hell week, 
the pledges are, according to 
president Tony Caliva, to 
" inform the frat of any injury 
or handicap that they have so 
that we can guide ourselves 
accordingly.'' 

This pledging period sup
posedly gives each pledge the 
opportunity to exhibit and 
attain leadership, and "grasp 
the true meaning of 
brotherhood." 

The Phi Sigma Epsilon's 
, Phi Sig's) oppose "hazing and 
pre-initiation activities which 
cio not contribute to the positive 
development and welfare of 
pledges -and members." Ac
cording to the questionaire 
response, the Phi Sig 's require 
only that pledges wear a coat 
and tie, and "look sharp". 

The Chi Lambda's have a 
specific "hell week-end", but 
this includes no physical 
punishment. The week-end 
consists of mental harassment, 
a scavenger hunt, and a clean
up or some other activity . The 
hell weekend period, which 
often changes from year to 
year, stresses no sleep during 
this three day period. 

Besides going through hell 
weekend, pledges must also . 
maintain a minimum 2.00 
grade point average, and must 
go through "fraternity 
education", which includes 
such things as learning Stout 
and fraternity history. 

The Tau Kappa Epsilon's 
TKE'sl feel that "We do not 
have to haze our pledges to 
show how tough they are." Pre
in it i a ti on activities center 
around a merit-demerit point 
system; points are assessed 
depending upon the pledge's 
performances in various ac
tivities . 

Ac tiviti es pledges are 
required to participate in in
clude work projects, "kid
napping" - in which pledges 
are nabbed and dropped not 
more than five miles out of 
town, and preparing a sword 
lhe symbol of the fraternity -
lo give to his big brother, an 
active member of the frater
nity . 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
.BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP- · 
PLIES . 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRIN.G 

l31Mai~St. 235-7615 

greek activism supported 
by Evy Wojkiewicz 

Green, purple, red and other 
campus Greek colors added 
virbancy to an almost full East 
Central Ballroom. The group 
had assembled to hear Dr. 
Drury Bagwell, a UW-Eau 
Claire professor and Phi Sig 
alumni speak on Greek life. 

The main theme of Dr. 
Bagwell's talk can be summed 
up with "What can you do to 
make the concept of frater
nities and sororities a good 
system?" 

The fraternity system must 
be run by actives, not pledges. 
For this reason it is important 
that activities be "actives, 
acting and active." In context 
Dr. · Bagwell commented, 
"There is nothing sacred about 
tradition ." He urged that if 
there is a better way to do 
something, do it! Greeks 
should justify their current 
actions by asking if there is a 
reason to change . Bagwell 
commented that excuses are 
merely excuses, and never 
give way to something better. 

He stated that Greeks should 
set goals and put them into 
writing, state what they hope to 
achieve, and how things can be 
improved. Once goals are 
decided upon, they should be 
regarded by soth the individual 
and the group. Only in this 
manner will action be as a total 
group. 

Bagwell stressed a positive 
attitude. Dr. Bagwell 
remarked, "The beauty of 
Greek life is learning from 
problems as well as suc
cesses," he went on to say, 
"enthusiasm makes the going 
smoother." 

Orientation to Greek life 
begins constantly because 
people believe what they see. 
Last year opposition between 
two campus frats became so 
strong that one frat could not 
walk into a local pub and avoid 
a fight with someone or 
another . 

"They came after the Phi 
Sig's. I was not a Phi Sig. I did 
not object. They came after the 

Sig Tau's. I was not a Sig Tau. I 
did not object. They came 
after the TEKE's. I was not a 
TEKE. I did not object. Then 
they came after me and I could 
not object." 

Elaborating, he said, 
"Greeks stand as a united 
front. Stop fighting like · 
children." He urged those in 
attendance to extend the 
positive action to the com
munity and stressed the im
portance of wearing Greek 
colors. 

"Stand up and be counted," 
declared Bagwell. He con
tinued, "I am damned proud to 
be a Greek." 

"Only if we all pull together 
can we make the fraternity 
system a good thing." Bagwell 
added "Let it begin with me . . 

· And to win out a person needs 
to 'sacrifice ... open mind ... 
willing to work ... " 

After the formal talk, Dr. 
Bagwell suggested a "show 
and tell" of goals by individual 
groups. One individual 
remarked his group plans "not 
to do anything half-assed." 
Dennis Tierman, President of 
the Chi Lambda fraternity 
said, "Greeks have started to 
pull together." He went on to 
say, "Not a week goes by that 
during an IFPC meeting Greek 
unity is not stressed." 

Chirs Hassel, president of 
IFPC and member of the Phi 
Sig fraternity, summarized the 
evening in saying that an era of 
Greek activism has begun, and 
it must continue. 

comin' on strong 
... S!r o ny ... s tronge1 1 They 're lhc soul of casual 

fashions . The new jeans shoe if you please. Low wedge 

heels ~ct off sµorty uppers of leather 0 1 suecle . 

· The clc1ss1c c log in Red, Wh1t1: 01 Navy rierf 

rear he,"""°"· Fram $B . 99 

Reed's Shoe 



Time Out 
by Todd Schmidt 

To me, everyone deserves a .fair shake. I-am idealistic enough 
to feel that people are innocent until they are proven guilty and 
that everyone should deserve an equal opportunity to succeed in 
life. · 

. The concept of equal opportunity applies to the sports world in 
this sense. When athletes try out for a team, the coach (if he is a 
good coach) should provide them all with an equal opportunity to 
make the team. There is no excuse for prejudice, and by prejudice 
I don't exactly mean the racial type that everyone instantly thinks 
of. There is another type of prejudice, if you will, that seems to be 
more prevalent in athletics today. 

Consider, of course, the conditions of my assumption. I am 
assuming that the athletes' attitudes are constant - that is they 
all want to make the team with equal desire. If that is possible, 
then each athlete should deserve an equal chance to make the 
team. 

. M:y assumption does not take into account the obviously poor 
attitudes of some athletes around campus. Fortunately, those who 
feel the coaches owe them something, or that they should be 
guaranteed a starting position, are out picking daisies 
somewhere. 

The majority of athletes that participate in varsity athletics 
have excellent attitudes. Team spirit is a wonderful thing and can 
accomplish wonders. If you don't believe it just take a look at the 
Blue Devil basketball record this season. That has convinced a lot 
of people that team spirit can be a wonderful thing. 

Anyway, back to my theme of equal opportunity. I am now 
considering that the prospects out for a theoretical team, call 
them simply "The Blue," want to make the team with great 
desire. There are twenty-five prospects in all, five of them are 
black, twenty of them are white and eight of them are lettermen . 
There are sixteen open spots on the team and obviously, nine cuts 
must be made to reach a squad of sixteen. 

How to Cut a Player 
The coach of a team has been noted for his skill in the sport. 

He has eight lettermen back this year and has sixteen spots open 
l?r the tea~. ~he first mistake made by the coach is his assump
tion that h1s eight lettermen have automatically made the team. 
This makes four of the players mad because they had been stars 
in high school, and felt that they had been discriminated against. 
Two were black and two were white, and they quit the team. 

Wonderful, says the coach. Four cuts have already been 
µiade. Now he only needs to cut five of the remaining players to 
reach the desired sixteen. 

Consider, however, that I am not justifying the four players 
who q·uit the team, because lhey have what I would call a poor 
attitude. But, on the other hand, if the coach had not shown 
favoritism toward his lettermen and given everyone a fair shake 
would his team have been better? ' 

The coach now cuts three more players, one black and two 
whites. They are all freshmen, and have been cut after a week of 
practice. They are angry after being dropped from the squad 
after such a short time and complain to friends of "being 
discriminated against because. we're freshmen." Coach's 
mistake number two. 

Two more cuts to make, so The Blue will have a sixteen man 
roster. The players are cut after two weeks of practice because 
they are the players showing the least amount of pro~ise. This 
sounds bad, but to me, the last cut made was the only justifiable 
one. The players wen~ given an equal opportunity to make the 
team, were given a fair shake in demonstrating their ability and 
were cut. This is the move of a good coach. ' 

Equal opportunity and a fair shake versus favoritism and 
pr~ju~ce. Even with our society today being corrupted as social 
scientists c?ntend, the latter attitude should be less desirable. To 
me, athletics CAN BE a great outlet for emotions a fine 
educational experience, and a terrific attitude builder fo; athletes 
today. 

But if coaches show favoritism and prejudice toward any 
athletes because of their race, creed or experience, then athletics 
can turn into something less than a great experience. For the 
coaches that exhibit the opposite, positive attitude towards 
athletes, congratulations. For those who are prejudiced and play 
favori.tes toward some athletes, consider the harm you may be 
doing. Which ever foot the shoe fits on (if at all) wear it. 

HELP WANTED 

Qualified Industrial Arts 
Instructor to leach wood
working and operation of 
power tools al a boy's camp 
near Woodruff, Wis., June 
20th lo Aug. 15th. Excellent 
opportunity for gradua ling 
senior. Call 235-7704 after 6 
11.m. 

RESEARCH ·MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300 
quality research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local salesman" 
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thinclads 5th in conference meet 
The UW-Stout thinclads 

finished a distant fifth in the 
WSUC indoor conference track 
meet, held at Kolf Sports 
Center in Oshkosh Saturday, 
March 24. Oshkosh ran away 
with ·the meet, racking up 72 
points. Stevens Point finished a 
surprising second with 45, 
ahead of La Crosse with 42 
points. Whitewater finished 
fourth with 41, and was 
followed by UW-Stout , 24; 
River Falls, 22; Platteville, 19 ; 
Eau Claire, 4; and Superior, 3. 

John Chartrand turned in the 
best individual performance 
for Sti:>Ut, finishing first in the 
880 yard run with a time of 
1 : 58.1, his best mark indoors 
this season. 

Teammate Barney Klecker 
nearly upset returning two 
mile champ Jim Drews in his 
event. Klecker finished second 
in the two mile with a time of 
9:16.3; Drews took first in 
9:14.7. UW-Stout Coach Bob 
Karnish staled that , "Barney 

finished third in the 1,000 yard 
run, with a time of 2:17.2, and 
came back and ran a strong 
race for us in the two mile 
event. He nearly upset Drews 
from La Crosse, who is a very 
good runner.'' 

Stout managed lo place 
several other men in the top 
five of their respective events. 

Dennis Fechhelm finished 
second in the 70 yard low 
hurdles with a time of 8.2 
seconds. He also helped the 880 
relay team to a fifth place spot, 
running along with John and 
Jim Zellmer, and Steve Zais. 

Fourth place honors went lo 
Rob Sandstrom and Tom Hack
barth of Stout, who finished 
high in the mile run and high 
jump. respectively. Sandstrom 
came in with a tirhe of 4:24.0 to 
help set the mile pace; while 
Hackbarth soared 6'4" in the 
high jump. 

Stout 's mile relay team 
captured a third place berth 

with a time of 3:28.5. Mark 
-- Burwell, Steve Zais , Bob 

Sandstrom, and John Char
trand are the regulars for Stout 
in this event. 

Eight conference records fell 
at this year's meet. Old marks 
were eclipsed in the 60 vard 
dash. the high jump, the ·1ong 
jump, the 880 relay, the 600 
yard dash. the mile relay, the 
pole vault. and the low hurdles. 

Most conference schools are 
set to hegin their outdoor 
seasons . due' t-0 the fine 
weather situat ion . The UW
SI out learn has heen practicing 
outside for nearly two weeks, 
anticipating thC'ir outdoor 
opening against St . Cloud on 
April 7. in Menomonie. 

Karnish says that " Judging 
hy past dual meets with St. 
Cloud and our respective 
performances thus far ·in the 
season. the year's meet with 
them should he' an interesting 
one ." 

stout hosts h .s. track meet 
Over 400 athletes from 36 

area schools will be competing 
in the fifth annual UW-Sloul 
High School Track Meet. to be 
held in conjunction with 
Menomonie High School on 
Friday, March 30. Defending 
champions La Crosse Aquinas 
in Class A, and Unity in Class C 
will be back to protect their 
titles claimed at the 1972 meet, 
and River Falls looks like a 
good bet to capture Class B. 

UW-Stout Coach Bob Karnish 
is in charge of the meet, which 
will feature eight lo ten new 
schools this year. The meet will 
again be divided into Class A, 
B, and C, with the schools being 
paired according to their 
respective enrollments. The 
cut-offs are 0-400 for Class C, 
401 -900 for Class B, and 900 and 
up for Class A. 

The main goal of the meet 
according to Karnish, "Is to 
allow teams in Northern 
Wisconsin a chance to compete 
at our indoor facility early in 
the year, when they would have 
no other chance to compete." 

A modest entry fee was 
charged to the learns, to cover 
lhe cost of officials and 
trophies. Coach Karnish 
pointed out that awards are· 
given lo each coach, plus the 
first three placers in each 

NOTICE: 
JUST RECEIVED 

8-Tracks ~2'' 
Guaranteed 

Gambles 

NOTICE: 
"Students needed 

immediately to act as 
representatives for a 
Chicago research 
company. 

Plenty of money to 
be made in spare 
time. 

Call (312) 922-0300." 

event. A large trophy will 
again be presented to the 

outstanding track and· field 
athlete, chosen by votes cast by 
the visiting coaches and 
judges. 

An added highlight in the 
n1eet is the UW-Stout Blue 
Devil track squad , whose 
n1embers have volunteered to 
help run the events , act as 
tim ers, and supervise the 
111eet. 

Coaeh Karnish also em
phasized the importance of the 

n1eet in another sense. "It 
givC's I he kids a ehance to look 
at the eampus for the first 
time, and see what C'Ollcge life 
here is like." 

Class C action will lwgi n at 
. !-!::lo a.m. , and conclude ap
proximately a t :l:10 p.rn . on 
Friday. The Class A and Class 
R meet will then begin at 4: :m 
p.m., and conclude ahnut 10::lo 
p.m . . 

WAYNE & JIMS Ltd. 

436 Main Street 

Meets- latest 
BMA safety 
standards 

__ .,.. .···· - . 

-:~ 

120 Bikes in Stock 

We Carry a Full Line of 

Parts & Accessories 
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gymnasts end year at n.at'ls 
Wrestling Meet 

. An intramural wrestling 
meet will be held on Monday 
evening, April 2 beginning at 7 
p.m. in the fleldhouse. Weigh
ins will be conducted for all 
interested applicants between 
4-5:30 p.m . that same day. All 
entries should be turned into 
John Zuerlein at the fieldhouse 
no later than March 30. 

kruse, pettit, iackson star 
"As I look back now, it has 

been a most rewarding year," 
notes Coach Zuerlein. "There 
were many times when it 
would have been easy to give 
up . Injuries to key personnel 
during the season made it 
tough to keep our spirits up." 

"Only the excellent attitudes 
and constant efforts to make up 
the missing points kept us 
going. We surprised ourselves 
at what we could do when we 
had to. Our final team score in 
the confernece meet was in
dication of this effort. An eight
rnan entry earned 128 points 
and produced some of the 
finest performances in our 
conference." 

It seems when ever 
something ends it means the 
start of something else. Sports 
are no exception. This gym
nastic season is over but 
alreadv Coach Zuerlein in
dicates what to look for from 
his Blue Devils in 1974. 

"I'm optimistic about next 
\'ear. " he slates , "It will all 
depend on incoming freshmen . 
If we get a good crew, then we 
should be in the top three 
nationally. If we don't get any 
freshmen, it will be tough ." 

Wrestling Coach Hector Cruz 
recently completed his first 
year at the helm of the UW
Stout Wrestling team. 

im notes 
Fieldhouse Hours 

New open fieldhouse hours 
were recent.ly announced by 
John Zuerlein , co-ordinator of 
men's intramural activities . 
Open hours for the fieldhouse 
are as follows: Monday
Thursday from 4 to 9:30 p.m. ; 
Friday from 4-10 p.m.; 
Saturday from l to 10 p.m. ; and 
Sunday from 1-6 p.m . 

Pool Hours 

B B Tourney Axed 
The intramural basketball 

tournament was cut short due 
to the C.)nduct of some people 
involved in the playoff. As a 
result no intramural 
basketball trophy will be 
awarded this year .. 

Calendar Thru Year 
Check the Stoulonia next 

week for more information on 
the proposed intramural 
calendar for the remainder of 
the semester. Tentatively 
scheduled is an archery 
tournament, a tennis tour
namerit, and a track meet. The 
archery and tennis tourneys 
will probably be held before 
Easter break, with a track 
meet scheduled in May. 

Simon's Chimney Ltd. 
announces a 

HAPPY HOUR 
5-6 p.m. 

Monday thru Friday 

Tim Kruse, star gymnast for the Blue Devils, recently_ completed 
his senior season with a fine performance at the National Meet. 

Coach Zueslein looks to 
(;Jenn Pepsick to be scoring 
around 40 points all-around in 
each meet. Jim Jackson should · 
he doing the same. Brian 
Walker made good progress 

Revised open hours for the 
swimming pool were also 
announced by ' Mr. Zuerlein. 
They are as follows: Monday 
and Tuesday from 7-9 p.m .; 
Friday from 7-9 p.m.; and 
Saturday and-Sunday from 1-5 
p.m . The pool will be closed 
Wednesday and Thursdays 
throughout the semester . 

All Drinks Sc Off 

GOODIES ON THE BAR 

Come on out and 
meet your friends 

hy .John Heetz 
The 19n rdition of the Blue 

Devil Cymnast squad has been 
\\'ritten for a nother year. The 
:,.irar has been a rewarding one 
for Coach John Zuerlein and 
his crew. The recognition Stout 
received and acheived made it 
a fulfilling one as well . 

Stou t traveled to UW-
1.aCrosse last weekend and put 
1 he final touches on a season 
which should have fallen apart 
\1hen injuries riddled the ranks 
11f k<'y personnel, but due to 
1Teat attitude' and gritted teeth 
rll'lcrmination the club held 
iogethfr. 

The WSU(' announced that 
1his vears' National Team 
Charnpion is lJW-Oshkosh; and 
1 ·w-LaCr:osse was a close 
'·· <·<·nnd. This is a good view of 
1 hP high-ca liber gymnastics 
\Ii •ich is J)('rformed by the 
rnnfpn•nee a I hletes . · 

1.nnkinl! ;11 !he national meet 
1 lself'. wis<·onsin schools fared 
1·xtrenwl~· \1·C'II. copping 18 of 
the :m indi\· idual awards. 

Ti111 !\rust> dosed nut a 
brilliant <·ollcgiate career for 
Stout. plaeing fifth nationally 
in the st ill rings . This marks 
the third suecessive vear in 
which Kruse has placed among 
!he top six in a national meet. 
Cnaeh Zuerlein noted that . 
''Kruse's antics will he greatly 
rPissed next year." 

Rruee Pettit came on strong 
10 secure a sixth place finish on 
the parallel bars. Pett it's finals 
\1·pre avf.'raged to determine 
!he final score. and he missed a 
fifth place finish by .05 of a 
point. .Jim .Jackson qualified 
for third place in the finals on 
the horizontal bar. Un
fortunately .. Jackson hit a 
small problem in his finals 
rout ine and dropped to a fourth 
place finish. Coach Zuerlein 
thinks that "I'll he making the 
!rip to National Championships 
quite oft.en with Jim in years lo 
<·ome. Jackson is but a fresh-
111an." 

Brian Walker and Glenn 
Pepsick. also freshmen, took 
part in lht> festivities at 

Lacrosse over the week-end 
hut did not place. Neither made 
the finals, but both gained 
valuable experience competing 
in the long horse. When final 
totals were compiled, both men 
were situated iii the middle of 
the pack. 

The men competing for Stout . 
were not the only ones to bring 
home awards. however. Coach 
.John Zuerlein was appointed to 

the (iymnastics Executive 
Committee; this marks the 
second time Zuerlein has been 
appointed to the committee 
since he has been coaching at 
Stout. 

· and should be strong in free 
exercise and vaulting com-

. hinalion next year. Joe Fusso 
showed he could compete with 
the best in the conference on 
parallel bars and horizontal 
bar and can only hope to im
prove . 

With Steve Jackson and Todd 
Downing back, Stout needs 
only two freshmen to have a 
strong side horse team : 

Overall John Zuerlein has 
this to say for -next year, "We 
need depth, only our recruiting 
ean solve this problem." 

The Blue Devil record for the 
season. was 5-2 for conference 
111eets and 9-5 overall . 

**************** 
• VOTE TUESDAY, APRIL 3 * 
• A • S * : -rn1e ax : 
• Menomonie School Board * 
• HE KNOWS ABOUT SCHOOLS )t 
-,t( Authorized by t he Arn ie Sax for SchOol Boar d Comm ittee, R. L . Hoyt, Sec., ~ 

913 Oakwood He ights, Menom onie. "'f" 

**************** 

FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY. 
MENOMONIE PHARMACY Phone 

let your parents think you go to 
Church Every Wee~! 

Bring them along this weekend: 

LUTHERAN STUDENT WORSHIP 
11 :30 - Our Savior's Lutheran Church 

NEWMAN COMMUNITY MASS 
11 :30 - St. Joseph's Catholic Church 
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open tennis season now! stand up and • sing 

by Todd Schmidt 
The UW-Stout tennis squad 

began practicing indoors 
severai weeks ago , and has 
been drilling vigorously out
doors in preparation for their 
season opener in Winona 
Thursday, March 29. A strong 
nucleus of players causes 
Coach Robert Smith to an 
improvement over his team's 
fifth place finish in the WSUC 
last season. 

Marv Benzing, Bob Buckley, 
and Dan Roedl will provide the 
backbone for this year's squad. 

Benzing, a senior from 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin, 
is an outstanding number one 
man. Smith says, "Marv will 
be the man to beat in the WSUC 
this season. His strong points 
are a strong volley and net play 
and very quick movement. He 
combines this with great 
physical conditioning, he runs 
three to five miles daily." 
Benzing was named most 
valuable player by his team
mates last season. 

Bob Buckley, also from 
Menomonee Falls, seems to 
have · the number two spot 
locked up. Buckley is a 
sophomore, and is returning 
from a fine freshman season. 
Smith states, "Bob has all the 
athletic ability to win a 
championship this year. He is a 
good three set man." 

Dan Roedl, a senior from 
Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, has 
the experience and desire 
needed to win at number three 
this year. Roedl is a three year 
veteran entering his fourth 
campaign, and is "playing well 

Date 
March 29 
Mar ch 31 
April 6 
April 7 
April 10 
Apr il 13 
Apri l 14 
April 16-18 
April 25 
April 27 -28 
May l 
May 3-5 

, May 18 -19 
June 4.9 

Meet 
Winona 
Whitewater & SuperiQr 
Oshkosh & River Falls 
Loras & Platteville 
Hamline Univ. 
La Crosse & Stevens Point 
Bethel Uni v . 
La Crosse Indoor lnv it . 
Maca lester 
Midwest lnvit. 
Eau Claire 
UW Conference Meet 
NAIA Dist. 14 
NAIA Championships 

womens 
• 
Im V ball 

7:15League 
Tainter Trotters. . . . 2-0 
Wigen's Highest. 1-1 
Jambalaya . . . . . . . . . 1-1 
Ball Handlers . . . . . . 0-2 

8:00League 
Second Frogs . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-0 
OTR's . . . 1-1 
Hansen Handlers ... ... . . . . 1-1 
Golden Hearts . . . . 0-2 

8:45 League 
Blue Hall Hotel . . . . . . . . . . . 2-0 
Bouncing Babes . . . . 2-0 
Third Keith Clods 0-2 
Dribbling Dribbles 0-2 

enough ·to beat anyone in the 
conference at three man " 
according to Smith. ' 

Whoever plays at the 
remaining three positions is 
undecided at the moment. 
There are 13 remamrng 
aspirants for the team, who are 
trying for the presently unfilled 
positions. 

Smith states that "inex
perience at these positions 
could be a problem, and will 
more than likely determine 
what kind of a season we have 
this year." 

"Our Learn goal is to move up 
a couple of notches (from 'fifth) 
in the conference," according 
Lo Smith. 

Other aspirants for this 
year's team are as follows: 
Senior - Charles Fenske; 
Junior - Steve l{eiland, John 
Osmanski, Gregg Monsler; 
Sophomores - John Copeland, 
Gary Andres; Freshmen - Ron 
Janowski, Scott Coley, Pat 
Baudek, Addison Silverthorn, 
Getinet Woldmariam, and Tom 
Hollaway. 

Last year's team finished the 
season with an 8-5 record. This 
year's squad hopes to improve 
upon that record, beginning 
with the season opener at 
Winona on March 29. The home 
opener will be Saturday, 
March 21 against Whitewater 
and Superior. The home match 
will begin at 9 a.m., and will.be 
played on the outdoor courts, 
WE;ather permitting. 

Season schedule is as 
follows: 

Place 
Winona 
Home 
Home 
Platteville 
Home 
La Crosse 
Home 
La Crosse 
Home 
Whitewater 
Eau Claire 
Oshkosh 
Oshkosh 

Time 
3 p.m. 
9 a.m. 
9 a .m. 
12 p.m . 
l p.m . 
9 a.m . 
10 a .m. 
All Day 
3 p.m. 
A l l Day 
3 p.m . 
All Day 
All Day 

Kansas City, Mo. 

ELECT 

Bruce 

TRIMBLE 
ALDERMAN AT LARGE 

City Council 

TUESDAY, APRIL 3 

Authorized by Trimble for Council 
Committee, Robert J ea tran , 
Secreta r y, Box 407, Menomonie, Wis . 

MARION JENSON 
(Mrs. Gust Jenson) 

Jim Spencer
From St. Paul Dispatch 

Patriotism has taken an 
awful kicking around of late. 
Like, it's not cool. The proper 
attitude is to talk about it as 
"jingoism," to treat it as an 
object of ridicule. The flag is 
treated as high camp, no more, 
and there are any number of 
parodies on the "I pledge 
allegiance. . . " 

The man in the penthouse or 
around the swimming pool 
likes to think he's a citizen of 
the world. Of course, he doesn't 
want the yak and the mud hut, 
but he's above insularity, 
chauvinism, and things like the 
green beret embarrass him 
deeply. 

This wave of antinationalism 
'has lapped the shores of the 
sports world. They tried to ban 
the playing of the national 
anthem in Madison Square 

,Garden recently and, of 
course, the whole role of .f 

nationalism and flag-raising in 
the Olympics is being re
examined. 

It makes it hard on 
.(ilockenspielers but if we can't 
get our athletes to refrain from 
picking their noses during the 
playing of The Star-Spangled 
Banner or scratching their 
ears during the raising. of the 
flag, we'll have to shop around 
and find some substitute 
emblems and-or music. 
Perhaps we ought to let the 
competitors pick their own 
music the way figure skaters 
do. I know if I won a gold medal 
I might like to hear something 
catchy like "Melancholy 
Baby" or "Easter Parade." 
Some might opt .for "Sweet 
Geor-gia Brown" or, let's say, 
the "Love Theme From the St. 
Valentine's Day Massacre." 

Recycle 

this paper 

A Responsible, Effective 
Representative For 
Progress in Menomonie 

School Board 

SHE CARES ABOUT CHILDREN 

Paid Advertisement : Authorized by Mrs. Dan Thibado, Downsville and Ca l Stoudt 914 
River Hts., Menomonie. ' 

I hold no brief for The Star
Spangled Banner as a tune. It's 
about as melodic as a baby 
crying, and it's belched more 
than it's sung. But, as flags go, 
I find Old Glory as aesthetic 
and eye-pleasing as any. I 
would have no objection to the 
victorious athlete opting for the 
flag of the Fourth St. Fusiliers 
or the San Fernando Valley 
Seminoles - provided those 
street gangs put up the funds to 
send their hero to., the games . 
Then, he could play Anthony 
Newly on the stand for all I 
care. 

So long as the government 
isn't subsidizing our Olympic 
team, what's wrong with 
private industry doing it? I 
mean, they could outfit the 
runner with uniforms that say 
"Eat at Joe's" or "Bowl at 
Lola Lanes ." Firestone un
derwrites a lot of cars at In
dianapolis , why shouldn't shoe 
manufacturers pick up part of 
the cost of preparing a human 
for a race? 

But the best solution of all 
was provided by the Lively, 
inventive author, Ray Brad
bury, who immortalized a band 
of Irishmen in a short story and 
stage play as "The Anthem 
Sprinters." Their problem is to 
manage to get out of the movie 
theater between the time "The 
End" flashed on the feature 
film and the canned music 
struck up "God Save The 
Queen." You see, you're ex
pected to stand at attention as 

. the British National Anthem 
was played, and the Irish had 
no intention of going that and 
had to perfect a scramble out 
of the theater before the first 
bars were struck up. 

.\Vith a dedicated anthem 
sprinter, the race was 

elaborately engineered as the 
Olympic 800 or even the 5,000. 
.Ireland, being a poor country, 
has not had to too many 
Olympic winners since they 
eliminated the two-handed 
discus throws ; so they have 
concentrated on a·nthem
evading as a national sport. 
The elite team, " the queen's 
own evaders" is in London , 
where the peril of escape is 
two-fold. Presumably , in 
Ireland, the onlookers are at 
least sympathetic , but the 
queen's own in London 
frequently have Lo fight as well 
as flee their way out of the 
theater. 

The "Connemarra Light
foots" are the best at home, 
followed by "The Dublin 
Dodgers" and "The Carey 
Dancers," who compete on a 
handicap basis (heavy over
coats for those whose best time 
from front row to the street is 
under four seconds l t ~e four 
second harrier was set by 
Paddy McGroorty under a full 
load of Irish dew, but was 
disallowed because he was 
being chased by his wife ·at the 
time . Unlike the modern 

hurdle, the invader is 
disqualified if he knocks 
anybody or anything over on 

· his way out of the theater -
except in England where both 
are permissable. 

Well, at the Montreal 
Olympics , they might consider 
Bradbury's competition and 
make anthem-evading a full
fledged event with a gold. 
silver and bronze medal. Tha I 
way, instead of punishing anti
anlhemiles we can reward 
them. The only problem will 
be, what will we play at that 
awards cerembny? Ah, well, 
"The Wearing O' The Green" 
has a nice lilt to it. 

* * * * * * * * * * *-* * * * * 
: SINK A 'SUB' TODAY : 

f SUBWAY ! 
-tc 235-0941 lt . 
-t( Home of the Submarine Sandwich )t 

-t( Next to The Den lt 
• * 
i( •SAVE ON YOUR NEXT "MEAL * 
-iC ON A BUN." * 
: •BRING IN THE COUPON : 

BELOW AND TAKE 
: ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPRING 

SPECIAL. 
i( 

•7 VARIETIES OF SUBMARINE 
SANDWICHES TO CHOOSE 
FROM, HOT BEEF AND HOT 
CHOCOLATE. 

* * * * * * ··---------------------· * '* I SUBWAY 
Next to The Den 

20c OFF on any MAXI sub 
10c OFF on any MINI sub 

:* :* 
'* :* i( I Coupon Expires Mar. 4 I )t 

I One Coupon Per Sandwich I 

i( ·'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •·* 
*** ************* 



Have You Heard 
boycott speaker 
A United Farm Worker 

speaker will be appearing 
lonite at 6 p.m. in the Badger 
Room of the Student Center. 
Please attend and support the 
boycott. 

seminar 
Personnel from Wisconsin's 

hotels, restaurants and tourist 
facilities will have an op
portunity to examine some of 
tne latest trends in the industry 
April 2-4, during Stout's 1973 
Hos pi tali ty-Food Service 
Seminar. 

invited. A "wipe out the 
budget" Party is being planned 
for April 3. 

math conference 
Manv students ask. "How is 

this stuff ever used?" They are 
referring to tlw topics covered 
in their math courses. On April 
12 students and everyone else 
as well. will have an op
portunity to find out "How lhis 
stuff is used". On this date 
Stout will be hosting the Ap
plied Mathematics Conference. 
Sectional speakers from IBM, 
l\1inn. Mutual Insurance Co., 
c;eneral Motors, The 3-M 
Company , Burroughs Corp., 
and the Outboard Marine Corp. 
will be featured. 

Further information can be 
obtained by calling the Math 
Department at Ext. 2268, or by 
talking to any of the math 
clepartment faculty. 

campus gold 
Campus Gold will be selling 

t;irJ Scout cookies from April 2 
lo April 1:l in the dorms and the 
Student .Center. Cookies can 
also he purchased from any 
111emher of Campus Gold. They 
are so cents a box. 

ssit 
The SSTT. the Stout Society of 

Industrial Technology will 
have a meeting Tuesday night 
,ii 7 p.m. April :i in the 
l' reside nl 's Room of the 
Student Cent er . Tickets for the 
~pring banquet to he held al the 
Knapp House on Tuesday , May 
f\ will he available at the 
11, peting. Final plans for the 
spri ng party will he made. Ken 
l•'. rickson . guest speaker , will 
speak on Industrial Technology 
placemC'nt and procedures for 
int erviewing. 

New officers of the SSTT are 
Rich Maliszewski as First 
executive, Steve Matzenbauer 
as second excutive; Dennis 
Hunchar as secretary, Steve 
Wells as treasurer, and Russ 
Koth as sergeant of arms. 

bake sale 
Rummage and Bake Sale on 

March 31, from 10 a .m. lo 3 
p.m . in the basement of the 
United Methodist Church at 621 
Wilson Avenue, sponsored by 
the Cadette Girl Scout Troop 
no . 199. 

phi sig's 
The Phi Sigma Epsilon 

pledge class is having a car 
wash on Saturday, March 31, al 
Phil Johnson's Standard on 
Main Street. The car wash is a 
fund raising project for the 
Pledge class. The cost is one 
dollar for a wash and a 
vacuum . It will start at 9 a.m. 
and last until 3 p.m. Tell all 
your friends and bring your 
parents. 

sig tau party 
The Sigma Tau Gamma 

Fraternity is planning an all 
campus party, at the Carriage 
House, on April 6. The party 
starts at 8 p.m., guys - 75 
cents, girls - 50 cents . 
Proceeds go to the American 
Cancer Society . . 

As Carles Dickens wrote, 
"No one is useless in the world 
who lightens the burden of it to 
anyone else." The Sig Tau's 
ask you to come to the party 
and help the less fortunate. · 

tower 
Applications are now being 

accepted for the 1973-74 
TOWER staff. Positions 
available a.re: Editor-in-chief, 
production editor, photography 
editor, literary editor, and 
business manager . 

Interested persons should 
contact the TOWER office in 
the basement of the Student 
Center . 

ENJOY PARENT'S WEEKEND WITH 
Mickey Lynnes 

About 300 persons from 
around the state are expected 
to attend the meeting, which is 
jointly sponsored by Stout, the 
Wisconsin Vocational
Technical 'System, University 
of Wisconsin Extension, the 
Wisconsin Innkeepers' 
Association and the Wisconsin 
Restaurant Association. 

Registration will begin at 11 
a.m ., April 2, with presen
tations by representatives of 
industry, education and 

·government scheduled to 
follow. 

i.e. club 
The Industrial Education 

Club will hold elections of of
ficers Tuesday, April 3 at 7 
p.m. in Room 111 Commons. 
Following the elections a 
student teacher panel will 
answer questions about their 
student teaching experiences. 
All members and guests are 

scholarship 
The Wisconsin Extension 

Homemakers Council if is 
offering a $200 scholarship for 
a worthy girl in her junior year 
enrolled in any home 
economics program . The 
Nellie Kedzie Jones Memorial 
Scholarship is rotated yearly to 
colleges and universities in the 
state that offer degreed 
programs in home economics 
areas. 
Application forms are 
available in Dr. Samenfink's 
office, Room 113, Harvey Hall. 
Department Administrators in 
the School of Home Economics 
have designated a faculty 
committee to make the final 
selection. Deadline for sub
mitting applications is F)'iday, 
April 13. 

Private Plane Ride to Phoenix, 
Ariz. over Easter, will share 
expenses. Contact Greg Geiss . . 

"SOUND SANCTUARY" 
THURSDAY I FRIDAY I 

SATURDAY 
March 29, 30, 31 at 

SIMON'S CHIMNEY . LTD. 8: 30 - 12: 30 Each Nite 

(Formerly The Out-Of-Sight Bar) No Cover Charge 

' Are You Enjoying Life? Remember, Half the F111 is What You Wear! 

The Golden Hanger _Ltd. 
Enjoy The Great Outdoors This Spring I Choose The New Exciting Looks . 
In Knit Shirts And Baggies. Colors Too I 

Knit Shirts $3°0 to $14°0 Baggies $9°0 to $19°0 Beds $xx to $xxx 



Many need financial aid 
by Debbie Wiedrich 

The days of students working 
their way through college are 
pretty much a thing of the past 
with college education costs 
that have increased three to 
three and one-half times faster 
than the cost of living. 

Approximately 54 percent of 
the students attending the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout 
during the 1971-72 year 
received some form · of 
financial aid which came to a 
total of $2,510,562 . (See chart) 
The percentage could be quite 
a bit higher as these figures do 
not includ~ students benefiting 
from the G.I. Bill, Veteran's 
Bill, social security or 
vocational rehabilitation 
benefits. Students receiving 
scholarships from hometown 
organizations and agencies and 
are given their money directly, 
rather than through the 
university, are also not in
cluded. 

Graduation used to mean 
saying good-bye to low paying 
partime jobs and cheap beer 
and welcoming a new job with 
a future that enabled you to 
buy a good bottle of scotch. 
With the job market the way it 
is and soaring higher education 
costs - few students get to 
graduation ceremonies without 
some indebtedness hanging 
over their heads. A student 
advisor to the Wisconsin 
Higher Education Aids Board 
'<HEAB) testified before the 
Joint Finance Committee of 
the state legislature recently 
that one in ten 1972 seniors left 
the University of Wisconsin 
system schools with over $3,000 
in debts. 

Students trying to avoid 
indebtedness by working 
partime and temporary jobs or 
alternating working and at
tending school each semester 
may find the road to 

graduation and a degree long 
and arduous . In the six years 
that it may take to complete 
the students' schooling, course 
requirements may change 
several times. 

To apply for financial aids, 
tbe students' parents must fill 
out a confidential financial 
statement. If the student is 
emancipated an alternate form 
is filled out. 

The student's need is then 
evaluated to determine if he 
qualifies for financial aid. If, 
for example, the student 
qualifies for $1500 in aid, he is 
not given the $1500 in one lump 
sum. He is, instead, given a 
package which may include 
$500 in grants, $500 in work 
study and $500 in loan. Many 
needy students derive their aid 
from more than one program. 

Three of the more common 
financial aid programs are the 
U.S. Bducational Opportunity 
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Boyco_tt success depends on attitude change 
This week's national boycott 

of meat will not succeed in 
driving down prices unless 
customers change their at
titude of purchasing meat and 
permanently alter their daily 
eating habits. 

This warning comes from a 
Stout instructor of consumer 
economics, who says that 

. much of the responsibility of 
rising meat prices falls back on 
the consumer. According to 
Miss Diana C. Turpin, 
Americans are actually eating 
more beef and pork than is 
actually necessary, and as long 
as they continue to do so meat 
prices will be on the rise. She 
said that "no amount of 
government price regulation" 
can permanently stabilize or 
reduce meat prices. 

Miss Turpin noted that 
consumers have continued to 
demand more and more meat, 
even though prices have been 

rising. This , she said, is un
derscored by the principle of 
supply and demand and as long 
as demands are . increased for 
the comparatively limited 
supply of r1eat, prices will rise. 

"Prices can come down 
naturally, but not as long as 
people continue to demand 
more meat," she said. She 
pointed out that the chief 
benefit of the boycott is that 
consumers are learning they 
can turn to other sources of 
protein such as cheese and fish 
for their daily diets. Miss 
Turpin stated that "the boycott 
gives consumers a chance to 
re-examine the whole structure 
of their eating habits and 
forces them to look at alter-

natives to daily consumption of 
meat." 

Miss Turpin noted that no 
one side is at fault in the issue. 

Advance registration is 

up 4.18% from las-t year 
Advance registration of new 

freshmen at UW-Stout is 
running 4.18 percent ahead of 
last year at this time according 
to Dr. Anderson, Dean of 
Admissions and Records . The 
increase is an apparent con
tradiction to a predicted 
statewide trend toward 
reduced enrollmentsnext fall. 
Anderson also stated at least a 
5 percent increase by the time 
all applications are in. 

fooling around. 
Out of a total of 1509 ap

plications, 1322 students have 
been accepted, 45.54 percent of 
which are men; and 54.46 
percent women . 127 ap
plications are still incomplete, 
but if accepted will raise the 
total to 1449 students; 672 men, 
777 women. 

It is interesting to note that 
993 of the accepted students are 
from Wisconsin, and 329 from 
out of state. 

"The meat producer should be 
able to make a profit and the 

consumer should be able to 
afford meat," she said, adding 
that this will occur when people 
learn to live on less meat, 
without eliminating it from 
their diet. 

Miss Turpin said that while 
there may be a role for 
government control in the long 
run, ·such controls won't work 
unless the consumer changes 
his attitude. "The government 
has tried a lot of controls which 
theoretically should have 
worked, but they didn't 
because the consumer did not 
respond to the situation," she 
said. 

Grants, Direct Student Loan 
<formerly National Defense 
Student Loan) and Guaranteed 
Student Loan. 

The U.S. Educational Op
portunity Grants are dispersed 
by the University to financially 
needy students according to 
state and federal regulations. 

A student is allowed to 
borrow $1000 per year for four 
years with the Direct Student 
Loan Program. He is given 10 
years to pay and the 3 percent 
interest rate does not begin 
until nine months after 
graduation. 

The Guaranteed Student 
Loan Program refers to 
federally insured bank loans. 
Students are allowed to borrow 
up to $1500 per year with the 
government paying the in
terest while he is in school. 
Nine months after graduation, 
the student will assume the 
responsibility of paying back 
the loan with its 7 percent in
terest rate. 

However, the rules gover
ning the many aid programs 
are caught up in budget 
debates at the state and federal 
levels. Changes in rules 
determining student need and 
how funds will be allocated by 
the government are being 
made. The exact details _ of 
these changes will not be 
known until July, though. 

It · is known that the 
Educational Opportunity 
Program will be replaced by 
the Basic Opportunity Grant 
Program . 

"We don't know exactly how 
the new Basic Opportunity is 
going to run," stated Ms. Lois 
Von Berg, Director of 
Financial Aids. 

"Once the grant program 
gets off the ground, I think it 
will be good," she added. 

Ms. Von Berg indicated that 
there will also be a change in 
the ACT Need Analysis that 
may determine that some 
previously qualified students 
may not be considered needy 
enough for financial aid. She 
further • stated that the 
university will not know the 
cut-off point until July. 

National Direct Student 
Loans will be eliminated. 

Loans taken out under this 
guaranteed program will be 
from l'!anks, savings and loans, 
and private credit unions. 

As no one will be sure of any 
exact amounts until -July, most 
work for next fall's allocation 
of financial aid is at a stand
still. The influx of mail to the 
Financial aid office after 
decisions have been made will 
be tremendous, and as a result 
checks may be dispersed late. 
Ms. Von Berg suggested that 
those student receiving 
financial aid not come to school 
in August penniless as they 
probably will not get their 
checks upon their arrival. 

Students who plan to marry 
_while continuing their 
education should check with 
the financial aid office before 
they are married if they plan to 
claim themselves self
supporting. 19 percent of 
Stout's student body is married 
and some couples have been 
put in a bad bind because they 
do not qualify for as much 
financial aid as they thought. 
The students must not have 
been claimed as a dependent 
by their parents or lived at 
home in the past year to be 
considered self-supporting. 

Chuck Bishop, a married 
student attending Stout , in
dicated that not all married 
students are in financial 
straights . "Most of the 
married students I know have 
been to tech school and then out 
in industry for a while, and 
then decided there would be 
more opportunity with a 
degree. n Bishop added that 
many saved money so they 
would be able to return to 
school once they had made 
their decision . Some receive 
the G.I. Bill. 

Wives often work to sup
plement a meager mcome. 
Jobs, however, are difficult to 
come by in Menomonie . One 
student's wife has a degree in 
the music field , but is unable to _ 
find a job in her area so she is 
instead waitressing. 
· Bishop summed it up by 

saying, "You don't find 
married students with a lot of 
extra money, usually with just 
enough." -

Continued on page 5 

Considering that number of 
eligible college age students 
graduating from high school 
this year, the percentage of 
applicants is amazingly low. 
The Dean pointed out that 
s.tudents no longer go · on to 
higher education as an escape 
from the working world, or for 
lack of anything better to do. 
The expense is too great for 

Anderson said he expected to 
receive more. applications 
fr9m men by June because, as 
is customary, men apply later 
than women. Besides that, 
Stout has a tradition of having 
more men students than 
women. 

Addis Hiliker and his family embark on the grand tour of Stout during Parent's Weekend. 



Moment For Thought 

No matter where you go - there you are! -

Anonymous 

AREN'T WE SM \Ac.' OE PARTt'\ENT Alpha Sigs 
give thanks 

Student represents black feeling 

Backstage 
by Gary Wick 

Thieu is beginning to re-classify political prisoners as com
mon criminals. Other political prisoners have never been 
classified as such, but instead were arrested as "dangerous to the 
national defense" under Decree No. 004-66. Thieu 's Decree has 
given him the power to imprison anyone "~o~ a maximum per~od 
of two years, which is renewable." No specific offenst: con~ernmg 
political activity and no trial are necessary to be imprisoned. 
Thieu claims that many of the civilian personnel captured and 
detained in South Vietnam do not merit release under the Peace 
Agreement. There is also great cause for concern over the 
treatment of those in Thieu's jails. 

A Saigon judge, Tran Thuc Linh, testified: "I have-seen with 
my own eyes persons fastened to benches into whose mouth and 
nose interrogators poured sewage water, soapy wate~ and _even 
latrine water until their stomaches swelled to the burstmg pomt .. 
. I have been witness to the scene of prisoners with bleeding 
wounds half-carrying other prisoners more battered and bloody 
than themselves as they emerge from interrogation rooms on 
their way to their cells of court.'' =-Nov. '72. 

A nian, like Thieu, who has to rely on a huge police and prison 
system to remain in power can't afford to abide to the agreement 
which calls for the establishment of democratic rights and free 
elections. A release from jail of his political opponents would 
jeopardize his power. 

Nixon who has supplied Thieu with all of the aid and 
superviso;y personnel necessary to police the Vietnamese people, 
has made it clear that he will continue to do so. 

As long as our government continues to make it possible for 
Thieu to repress all of his political opposition in order to stay in 
power, there will be no democratic freedoms, no f~ee election, no 
release of political prisoners, and certainly, no lastmg peace. 
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To the Editor: 
The women of Alpha Sigma 

Alpha would like to extend 
their thanks to all whQ par
ticipated in the Sadie Hawldns 
adivities last week. . ' . 

A special thank-you is given 
especially to those who took 
part in the jail on Thl!l"sday. 
These proceeds were pt.it 
towards a scholarship fund in 
memory of Penny Radke, who 
was killed in a car accident two 
years ago. 

Your cooperation was 
greatly appreciated. 

The women of 
Alpha Sigma Slpha 

Dear Editor: 
We, the Black students want 

to let you know exactly where 
we're comtng from . and I, 
trying to represent the feelings 
of-all Black students, not only 
those that attend Stout here in 
Menomonie, but Black people 
all over the world. 

We want to let" · the Whites 
know that Black people are 
"together" and we all have our 

, own individual feelings and 
attitudes about certain things 
simply because this is a part of 
being an individual. 

Do you realize that Black 
students are tired of being 
branded as a whole for the 
wrong actions of a few? We are 
tired of getting irrelevant facts 
thrown . in our face when 

Opposition to Krueger's release 
Dear Editor: 

It has come to our attention 
that one of Stout's finest in
structor's will be terminated at 
the end of this semester. Mr. 
Charles T. Krueger, an in
structor in the school of 
Graphic Arts will be excluded, 
one year away from his 
tenureship. We object strongly. 
It is our contention that an 
instructor of his caliber is far 
too great an asset for the Hotel 
and Restaurant program, and 
the entire student body, to be 
released due to short
sightedness , i .e. lack of 
knowledge of ins tructual 
capabilities on the part of the 
administration. · 

A petition stating the 
following is presently being 
circulated among students : 

"We the undersigned, past 
and present students of Mr. 
Charles T. Krueger , petition 
the School of Industry and 
Technology, Dean Herbert A. 
Anderson, ED.D. , to recon-

sider the dismissal of Charles 
T. Krueger, Graphic Com
munications insturctor." 

Mr. Krueger has motivated 
and inspired his students with 
his unselfish attitude, 
willingness to help, and expert 
presentation of subject matter. 
We feel he is one of the most 
capable and qualified in
structors at UW-Stout. 

It would be a great loss to the 
student body of UW-Stout to 
lose such a valuable instructor. 
Isn't it better to give tenure to 
an excellent instructor; than to 
greatly diminish the quality of 
education at Stout : WE THINK 
SO. DON'T YOU? 

If you wish to assist us in this 
cause, and we definitely feel 
this this is a cause, please 
contact one of the following.: 

James W. Bode, 235-0358 
Thomas Barbian , 232-2384 
Dave Christensen, 235-7278 
John Graf, 232-2384 
Howie Weber, 232-2455. 

Devote energies to "something" 
Dear Editor: 

A week ago I was in Madison, 
Wisconsin, and had occasion to 
read a number of issues of the 
Cardinal. 

The number one concern of 
the news and editorial staffs 
seemed to be Carl Armstrong 
and his chance for a fair trial 
and the question of his not 
being brought to trial fairly . 

I have my personal thoughts 
about Mr . Armstrong and 
young people who destroy in 
order to stop destruction. 
However, this is not the issue 
·which drives me to write this 
letter. I have enough faith in 
our system of government to 
believe he will have a fair trial. 

What worries me is the 
seeming unconcern in the 
Cardinal and on the campuse~ 
with the very real threat to the 
press and the news media 
which carries with it a very 
real threat to all the freedoms 
we are ·enjoying. 

I am a member of the Faith 
which has great cause to 
remember the Fascist 
movement in Germany which 
carried to death over six 
million of our brethern. Before 
Fascists can take power they 
must first destroy the free 
press and then the educators 
and the educated. 

If, indeed, you young people 
who are "sifting and sin
nowing" are sincere in your 
desire for a better world where 

all men are free to speak out 
against the threats of tyranny, 
it is time you did something 
concrete and positive. 

Instead of gathering on malls 
to make speeches which are 
lost in the winds , instead of 
organizing marches which 
carry with them destruction, 
instead of gathering in smoke 
filled rooms that are full of 
symantics, dedicate yourself 
and your energies to a specific 
"something" . 

Get a job for two hours every 
week and send that money to 
the Ford Foundation and ask 
them to add it to the dollars 
they are spending and willing 
to continue spending to con
tinue Public Television and 
Public Broadcasting. This will 
say to the world you are willing 
to add a little of your sweat in 
order to earn money and 
contribute it for a very real and 
important cause. Color your 
conversation "green." That is 
the stuff that makes the loudest 
noise wherever men and 
women sit down to plot and 
plan. 

Get the word to all the 
campuses across the country. 
Let this be a movement started 
in Wisconsin, by the young 
people of Wisconsin, so that 
history will one day say the 
rights guaranteed by the First 
Amendment to our Constitution 
were truly saved by the youth 
of 1972. 

Sally G. Levenstein 

something doesn't appear 
right. We are tired of being 
called criminals, degenerates 
and ruthless savages because 
of some actions displayed by 
some who might just happen to 
be Black. 

The White race does not 
condemn the whole race , when 
a Richard Speck kills seven 
nurses in a Chicago hospital, or 
when a Lee Harvey Oswald 
~hoots ~ president in Dallas, or 
when a James Earl Ray 
assasinates a Martin Luther 
King in I Memphis, Tennessee. 
So we ask why are we all 
branded in such situations , as 
reasons why Bobby Seale 
breaks a speaking ap
p.ointment, lunchroom and 
cafeteria reputations, in
termural and seasonal sport 
events or any other position 
that we appear . to be 
categorized in. 

Why, may I ask, can't we be 
treated as individuals such as 
yourself? 

We as a people stand 
together, expecially in a 
struggle but we all expect 
individual payments, even in 
everyday life we work together 
in order to get something for 
ourselves, through ability, 
status or knowledge. 

We the Black students at 
Stout want you to know that 
this is the thang . . . 

In Blackness, 
Lewis Reed 

Are there 
other reasons 
for IRHC flop? 
Dear Editor : 

I would like to address this 
letter to the members of IRHC. 
Before you so heavily criticize 
the students of Stout, maybe 
you should look at yourselves. 
Sometimes it 's not the par
ticipants that make or break an 
event but the management 
behind this event. Answer 
some of these questions and 
then criticize the student body. 

I. How well did you plan 
these events? 

2. Were the people who were 
in charge of these events on 
time and organized? (I know 
some who weren't.) 

3. Were the times and places 
convenient to all? (Many dorm 
students never come near the 
student center during the day, 
it is occupied by great numbers 
of off campus students.) 

4. Why discriminate price 
because you live off campus? 
Am I not just as equal as a 
dorm student? 

5. Did it occur to you that 
some of the activities were 
designed to make students feel 
like an ASS - would you like to 
feel like an ASS in front of your 
friends? 

I ask you members of iKHC, 
read through these questions 
and answer them for your
selves and if you can still put 
the entire blame on the student 
body you must be pretty damn 
perfect. In closing, I would like 
to Thank You, the members of 
IRHC for your help in making 
IRHC Week a "flop" . 

Dennis Baran 
Off-Campus Student 
Sophomore 

.. . .. . ., . 



New flexibility in 
summer session 

Stout deans explain cuts 
.#.'!otJo budget trimming 

eludes a tree house in front of 
the new home ec building. Thus 
it will be possible, said 
Samenfink, for various deans 
to go up there to "think and 
meditate." 

selects courses for next year .. 
Anderson noted that Stout is 

one of the leading schools 
nationally in the field of inc 
dustrial technology and in the 
past other universities have 
looked to Stout for leadership 
in the field. He felt that this 
might_ change due to budget 
re~tnct1ons limiting such 
things as curriculum 

A new form of modular 
scheduling for this year's 
summer session at UW-Stout 
will enable students to take as 
few as one credit or as many as 
l O credits; and to begin and end 
their summer program during 
the weeks they desire. 

The schedule divides the 
offerings into blocks of one, 
two, three, five and eight 
credits, enabling participants 
to register for course work 
throughout the summer. 

John Van Osdale, director of 
the summer session, said the 
new scheduling allows students 
to fit summer studies around 
vacation schedules and work 
assignments. "We're 
recognizing that a significant 
number of our summer school 
studel)ts can no longer afford to 

· Payrolls to 
go bi-weekly 

According to the Assistant 
Director of Financial Affairs, 
Ronald Boyer, as of April first 
payroll has gone bi-weekly. 
This means the first paycheck 
for the April l through 14 will 
be available on April 27. The 
reason , said Boyer, is that 
much more. computer support 
is being given to the payroll 
department which enables 
employees to do double the 
work they had done before. 
Considering that there are over 
1600 students on the payroll, 
some of which have more than 
one job to be paid for, payroll 
used to get liogged down 
figuring out total pay. Boyer 
stated that often when payroll 
has been late, it was because of 
a foul-up in the mail, but steps 
are now being taken to 
minimize loss of checks in the 
mail. All checks are mailed to 
Madison for final okay before 
they are distributed to 
students. 

Instructor sees 
Greeks as a 
positive influence 

Thank you for running the 
series of articles on the Greek 
organizations at Stout. They 
deserve the positive attention 
you are giving them. 

My experience with Greek 
organizations at other 
universities has been decidedly 
negative. They were often 
snobbish and out of step with 
the times. In many places they 
have fallen into well-deserved 
disrepute. 

Our fraternities and 
sororities at Stout appear to be 
a happy exception to the 
general rule. They are truly 
active and get things done. Any 
student interested in avoiding 
the role of the "apathetic 
student" would do well to 
consider joining one of our 
organiza lions. 

It is a little easier to look 
around a university campus 
and notice what is being done 
wrong, and a little harder to 
see what is being done well. It 
certainly is to the credit of the 
Stoutonia staff that they choose 
at times to do the latter. A few 
weeks ago a letter from Mira 
Smith, who is off campus 
practice teaching, was printed 
in the paper telling how much 
she rnjoyed the Stoutonia now 
and how much the present 
editors and staff had improved 
the paper. May I say "Amen" 
to that. 

Sincerely, 
Gerald Myers 
Instructor of Speech 

spend large amounts of time 
away from home during the 
summer to pursue their 
education," he said, explaining 
that the new schedule allows 
the offering of shorter courses 
and workshops. He added that 
new demands are being placed 
on teachers in vocational and 
secondary schools, requiring 
them to spend part of their 
summer on cur.riculum 
development and other 
projects within their in
stitutions. 

Van Osdale said a recent 
national survey indicated that 
41 percent of the nation's 
teachers prefer summer school 
periods of less than eight 
weeks. "We're also providing 
the opportunity for educators 
who have already attained 
advanced degrees to attend 
short courses _and work~hops 
on new teaching methods and 
contents," he said. Of the 320 
different courses offered this 
summer, nearly half will be 
short courses and workshops . 

The new scheduling system 
was developed after a study of 
short courses and workshops 
offered by Stout in the past 15 
years. The session is also 
aligned with the university's 
extension program, permitting 
people working toward ad
vanced degrees on a part-time 
basis during the regular year 
to enroll on campus fulltime 
during the summer. 

Summer session at Stout is 
June 4 through Aug. 10. 

At one time the University 
Student Senate thought it 
might be fruitful for Stout's 
deans to address the senate on 
the _in_ipact of budgetary 
restnclions on planning for the 
next scho?l year. Jeff Dodge, 
vice president for legislative 
affairs, arranged to have Dr. J. 
Anthony Samenfink, dean of 
the School of Home Economics 
Dr. Herbert Anderson, dean of 
the School of Industrial 
Technology and Dr. Dwight 
Agnew, dean of the School of 
Liberal Studies speak before 
the _ senale Tuesday ·evening. 

Dean Samenfink said that 
aHhough budgetary restric
tions have been imposed, the 
School of Home Economics is 
looking forward to the coming 
school year "with great op
timism ." Apparently the op
timism is because the proposed 
budget _of th_~ _School of Home 
F.conomics for 1973-74 shows 
approximately a 10 percent 
increase. When questioned , Dr. 
Samenfink explained that "we 
run a tight ship." He further 
explained that he foresees 
increased services offered by 
the school and that additional 
faculty members will 
''probably" be hired for next 
year . 

Samenfink did note 
however, that home ec will not 
ha~e graduate te<;1.ching 
assistants next year and that 
there will be no increase in 
state work study funds. 

One of the extras 
scheduled for next year in-
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One of the senators noted 
that the new home ec building 
was being considered for 
remodeling, even prior to its 
opening. Samenfink replied, 
"we're really excited about 
that." He explained that one of 
the main attributes of the new 
building will he its 
"flexibility." In keeping with 
this thought, the home ec 
school is currently involved in 
restructuring some of the floor 
lay-outs to incorporate such 
things as the Amon House 
operation. 

Samenfink said that he had 
just received word that the 
building will not open in July as 
he had thought. Instead he 
said, the building will be ~pen 
"some time during the for
thcoming academic year." The 
delay was attributed to "union 
trouble." It seems that union 
and non-union labor cannot 
work on the same job at the 
same time. Consequently 
certain jobs will not be done by 
July. 

Dean Anderson of the School 
of Industrial Technology noted 
that certain in-depth courses 
will be restricted as to the 
number of sections offered due 
to budget limitations. In An
derson's view this will 
necessitate closer planning on 
the part of the student when he 

_de.velopment. The School of 
Industrial -Technology has in 
the past been able to free 
C'ertain faculty members to 
work on C'Urriculum 
development but may not be 
able to do so next year. 

The question of imposing lab 
fees caused Anderson to 
C'Omment . " we 've hesitated to 
do this in the past and I don't 
know if we will this vear or not 
T would hope not though ." · 

Ande son noted that the open 
labs .currently maintained may 
have to be cut hack. ''It costs 
money to ope-rate these labs." 
Such things as supervisory 
wages wne cited. He also 
noted that with the minimum 
wage increase the number of 
lab employees mav have to be 
<'Uf. . 

Dr:. Dwight Agnew . Dean <•f 
the School of Liberal Studies 
said that budgetary restric
lions will cause his school to 
release five to sevC'n in
structors. 

Agnew observed that budget 
C'llls alsQ will limit l'apital 
Pxpenditures, e.g. equipment 
purchases , and student 
assistants. He said that the 
federal program supporting 
student assistants is currently 
in doubt and that "perhaps we 
\\' Jll have to hire less." Agne_w 
added that with staff cuts 
"classes will he larger in 
<'ertain c1reas." 

$119 D!1l~:A $119 

FLORIDA 
APRIL 14 - AP~IL 23 

INCLUDES: 
-ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION 

Non Stop Via Greyhound Charter 

-LUXURY HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS 

OPTIONAL 
-DISNEYWORLD Full Day in Disneyworld 

-DEEP SEA FISHING Jo Miles at sea 

-DOG RACES An Evening of Greyhound Dog Racirog 

CA LL Anne Sheeks at 

232-2432 
In Activities Office, $35.00 deposit required. 

3 YEARS EXPERIENCE 

* Meet Market* 
Coin Toss Party 

20039th St. (Gordy's Place) 

(Name must be on list) 

HAVE A NICE VACATION! 



Thursday, April 5, 1973 Stoutonia - 4 Renowned poet gives reading 

''Play Bach'' coming April 10 Stanley Kiesel, a poefknown 
for his works describing the 
joys and frustrations of 
teaching young children, will 
present a reading of his poetry 
on Tuesday, Aprrl 10 at 8 p.m . 
in Room 210 of the Applied Arts 
Center . 

Times", and has been included 
in a number of anthologies. 
"The Saturday Review" 
described Kiesel's poetry as a 
gallery of "Portraits of pupils, 
and there are such galleries of 
flesh and blook people in 
modern verse." 

Concert held · 

Sunday, April 8 at 8 p.m. 

In this day and age of mass 
C"ommunication, when millions 
of people can share a news 
Pvent or cultural experience 
with a simple flick of a switch, 
!wing the first to experience 
something new is harder and 
harder to do. But, St.out 
students will have the chance 
to Pxperience a very special 
first on Tuesday, April 10 at 8 
p.m. when "Plav Rach" with 
the .Jacques Loussier Trio will 
111ake its appearance on the 
~tage of the Harvey Hall 
i\uditorium in a full length 
C"oncert under the auspices of 
the Performing Arts 
Association as part of the 
Trio's fourth national tour. 

Although . they will visit 25 -
C"ities eoast 1o coast, this 
French group, led by out
standing pianist Loussier, has 
hc•en touring together in almost 
('VPry other country of the 
world with their fresh ap
proach lo I.he music of Johann 
""hastian Ba('h. 

NOTICE: 
"Students needed 

immediately to act as 
representatives for a 
Chicago research . 
company. 

Plenty of money to 
be made in spare 
time. 

Call (312) 922-0300." 

The 
Letterfflen 
Thurs., April 5 

Bp.m. 

UW-EC Arena 
Tickets: $:1.50, 4.00, 4.50 at _ 
1 ·niv . Ticket Office, Lee's 
Tobak, The ID in London 
\lall, or at the door. 

Presented By The 

Social Commission 
UW-EC 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics , 

Send for your descriptive, . up-to-date, 
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300 
quality research paoers. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and !landling. 

I RESEARCH UNUMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a local ·salesman" 

HARRY'S 
SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

1.11 Main St. 2:l~-761S 

" Play Bach" concert tours 
have taken the group to 
Australia, New Zealand, and 
Japan, and everywhere they 
are greeted with great en
thusiasm by music devotees, 
classical and contemporary 
alike. 

Modern audien c es 
everywhere in the world 
respond to "Play Bach." So, 
for the fourth time, North 
American audiences , par
ticularly Stout students and 
faculty can have the chance to 
be among the f-irst to hear the 
delightful entertainment when 
the Loussier Trio appears here 
on April IO at 8 p.m . No ad
mission is ch~rged. 

Kiesel is the author of the 
publication, "The Pearl Is a 
Hardened Sinner: Notes from 
Kindergarten", published in 
1968. His poems are inspired by 
his experiences as a kin
dergarten teacher in the Los 
Angeles city schools from 1954 
through 1971. During this time, 
he won approval as a master 
teacher and served as a 
demonstration teacher for 
other kindergarten instructors . 
He is currently poet-in
residence with the Minneapolis 
Public Schools. 

Kiesel's work has appeared 
in such national periodicals as 
"The Nation", "The New 

Republic" and "The New York 

ENTERTAINMENT AT 

Kiesel is sponsored by the 
University Speaker's Forum. 

art show 
The Art Center Gallery is 

presenting an Easter 
exhibition April 10-21, 1973. The 
show features prints and 
drawings depciting the Easter 
story. Works by old masters 
such as Durer and Rembrandt 
will be exhibited. as well as 
twentith century artists -
Rouauct, Redc:m and others. 

The opening reception is 
Tuesday , April 10, 8-10 p.m. at 
the Art Center Gallery on Fifth 
and Broadway. Refreshments 
will be served. 

Stout students will have the 
opportunity of attending a 3-
Act rock concert in the 
Fieldhouse. The concert will 
consist of three different 
groups who span the range of 
today's music. "Stuffy Smith", 
a single roc_k fold act will open 
the show. He will be followed 
by the weil known Wisconsin 
rock group, "Soup". The main 
act will be "Flock" who are 

. very quickly gaining national 
recognition for their recor
dings. 

Tickets will be available at 
the office of the program and 
activities coordinator in the 
Student Center and at the door 
the evening of the concert. 
Ticket price is $2.00 with no 
reserved seating. Tickets are 
available now to see the last 
rock concert of the school year. 

SIMON'S CHIMNEY LTD. 
(1112 Mi. Weston Hwy. 29) 

''Lynnda and the Good Tymes'' 
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, APRIL 6 & 7 8:30 · 12:30 Each Nite 

For A 
Good 
Time 

i 
' I 

\ 

; . __ .,, 

\ 

Go a II the way with Good 
Time Fashion from the 
Golden Hanger. 

Whether you are just 
taking her out for a good 
night or south for a good 

week, dress your best. 

Make her think Spring Is 
Fun Time in Knit Shirts, 

Sport Shirts, Baggies, 
Blazers, Swimwear, 

Cutoffs, and even 
Colored Underwear and 
Sexy Socks from the 
Golden Hanger Ltd. 

WATCH FOR THE BIG SPRING THING-COMING AFTER EASTER BREAK . . ' 

• 



Fiddler b·reaks tradition 
by Rick Bruhn 

A production with 150 people 
with an orchestra doing a three 
hour musical? Unthinkable! 
Unheard of! A full house and a 
standing ovation? Impossible! 

But on the .other hand the 
Harvey Hall auditorium was 
full of happy, smiling, crying, 
clapping people. But on the 
other hand Stout couldn't 
possibly have that many 
talented people. 

On the other hand they 
should fill a house twice as big 
and for the next two weeks! 
But on the other hand there 
aren't enough people- to see it. 
But on the other hand if they 
don't go to "Fiddler on the 
Roof" they'll be missing the 
best show in Menomonie in 
years! 

"Fiddler on the Roof is 
superb. It has great acting, 
great singing, great or
chestration, great directing 
and a great set. It also has a 
little acting and singing and 
orchestration that's not so good 
but as the Great Book says -
"If we don't have a little bad, 
we'll never know what's good! 
And believe me it's good! It's 
good! 

"Fiddler on the Roof" is a 
musical about a Jewish family 
in a Russian village in 1905. 
The main character is a witty 
farmer named Tevye. Tevye 
has five daughters, of which 
three get married in the course 
of the play. Most of the action 
revolves around these 
marriages which break' strong 
Jewish tradition. The play ends 
as the Jews are forced from 
their homes in Anatevka. 

Larry Laird plays Tevye so 
beautifully that it is worth 
going to "Fiddler" just to see 
him act and sing and talk. It's 
almost as if the Tevye in the 
movie "Fiddler" has jumped 
off the screen and onto the 
middle of our stage. Laird's 
performance is .magnificent. 

Tevye has a quick tongued 
wife Golde and three available 
daughters Tzeitel, Hodel ancl 
Chava played by Amy Daluge, 
Maggie Foote and Cynthia 
Woodwick respectively. Golde 
is played by Lori Spears and 
she does a fine job. She sang 
beautifully and had just enough 
bite to complement her. part. 
The daughters sing beautifully 
in the opening song "Mat
chemaker." 

HELP WANTED 

Qualified Industrial . Arts 
Instructor to teach wood
working and operation of 
1iower tools at a boy's camp 
near Woodruff, Wis., June 
29th to Aug. 15th. Excellent 
opportunity for graduating 
senior. Call 235-7704 after 6 
1>.m. 

r----------1 : Under-eye : 
: Make-up : 
I I 
I by Coty $250 I 
I I 
I Creamy Brush on Concealer .I 
I I 
• Face Case • 
I -Smudge Pot I 
I -Blush and Shine I 
I - Little Dipper I 
I . _ <Shine & Reg.> $

3
,s I 

I . by Coty I 

: LEE'S : 
I I 

·-----------

The chorus numbers are 
moving and well choreo
graphed. It , seems im
possible that such ·a small 
chorus can produce such a full 
sound. "Tradition," "Sabbath 
Prayer," "L 'Chaim," and 
"Sunrise, Sunset" are well 
done and director Terry 
Markavich shows his directing 
talents in their movements and 
staging. 

The best scene of the play, in 
my opinion, is "The Dream." 
Markovich has painted a 
stagefull of quivering ghosts 
and goblins that flows 
beautifully although it is 
doubtful most of the audience 
will notice because they are 

watching the fantastic two
story ghost. Four people hide 
under a great sheet to make the 
ghost of Frul"la-Sarah. Marcia 
Nadwocki sits on the shoulder 
of an unnamed person and two 
others move the trailing sheet 
around. You'll have to see it to 
believe it. 

The plaudits go on and on. 
Noel Falkofske has designed 
another versatile yet charming 
set, Shirley Korzan plays a 
beautiful violin solo and the 
small part players do well. 

See "Fiddler on the Roof" 
this weekend in the Harvey 
Hall theatre and fill your 
evening with happiness and 
song. 

METRONOME 
FRIDAY, APRIL 6 
9:00 a.m. Tennis: Oshkosh & River Falls Chere) 
8:00 p.m. Sigma Tau Gamma: A ll campus party at Sig Tau Carriage House (Proceeds . 

go to American Cancer Society) Cost : Guys 75c. Girls soc 
8:00 p.m. Univer,;ity Theatre : "Fiddler on the Roof" (H.H. Aud.) 

SATURDAY, APRIL 7 
1 :00 p.m. Road Rally Registration Sponsored by Married Student's Assoc. (Red parking 

lot across from the Library) Cost : soc 
2:00 p.m. Road Rally Begins 
6:30 p .m . Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

SUNDAY, APRIL 8 
11 :30 p .m. Contemporary Guitar Mass: St. Joseph's Church 
6:30 p.m. Free Flicks : "The Babymaker" (H.H. Aud.) 

MONDAY, APRIL 9 
American Cancer Society Drive sponsored by the Sig Tau's 
7:00 p.m. Nutrition and Foods Assoc. Meeting (East Central Ballroom) 
8:00 p.m. Black Awareness: Jonathon Kozal will speak on education and political in

doctrination. 

' TUESDAY, APRIL 10 
Amer ican Cancer Society Drive Sponsored by the Sig Tau•s· 
9:30 . 2:30 p.m. Sig Ep Golden Hearts: Easter Egg Sale 
7:00 p .m . Film: "The Wil.d Child" ( Recital and Lecture Hall of the Applied Arts Bldg.) 
7:00 p.m. Alfresco Meeting (Alfresco Room, Ray Hall) 

money Continued from page I 

+No. Students Amount · 
1. U.S. Educational Opportunity Grant. . . . . . .... . 345 $ 201,920 
2. National Direct Student Loan . . . .. . ... . . . . .... 733 431,175 
3. Federal Work-Study .. . .. . ....... ...... . .. . ... 773 331,612 
4. Wisconsin Higher Education Grant .. . . .. . . . ... 539 139,235 
5. Wisconsin Honor Scholarship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 13,850 
6. Wisconsin State Student Loan . . ...... . -: . . ..... 482 265,585 
7. Non-resident Tuition Waiver . ........... . . . ... 99 82,404 
8. Foreign Student Scholarship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 70,522 
9. Wisconsin Native Amer. Schol. <Inc. BIA) . . . . . 8 13,764 
10. Guaranteed Student Loan (Bank Loan) . : . . ... 657 628,293 
11. General Motors Scholarship . . . . . ... ·. . . . . . . . . . . 3 3,068 
12. Stout Foundation Scholarships . ... . ... . ....... 40 5,000 
13, Miscellaneous Scholarships . . ... . ... · . . . ... · ..... 74 31,230 
14. 1'hort Term Emergency Loans ....... . . . ..... . 248 25,876 
15. State Payroll ..... . . . ... . . .. .... . ..... . ..... . . 840 . 267,028 

Total. .... .. ..... . · ......... . ............. . 1• • • $2,510,562 
+. The total of this column exceeds the number of students 
receiving aid (2846) because some students are on more than one 
program. 

,-----------------------~ I Your Party Headquarters 
I 

I I 

I I 
I THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL - I 
I I 
I SCHLITZ MALT LIQUOR I 
I 35c I 
I Only With Ad - (6 pk.) I 
I I 
I NORTHSIDE LIQUOR I 
I I 

I . I -------------------.------. 
NOW! ENDS FRIDAY 

TIUPLE SHOCKER! 

No. 1 "Dr. Phibes 
Rises Again" 

No. 2 "The Return of 
Count Yorga" 

No. 3 "Blood from the 
Mummy's Tomb" 

Rated PG 

CINEMA I Now 
Showing 

BEST PICTURE I· 
jt WINNER OF 8 
- . ~ . ACADEMY AWARDS 
k ..... ; .•..• ! PAP.AMOUNT PCTUR£S PllNIS 

I 

HOLLYWOOD 
Box Office-6:45 

JstMovie-7:30 Now Outdoor Life .. __________ .. Showing Double Feature 

s~ TU RDA y THRU Hit No. I 

TUESDAY! "Toklat" Rated 
<G> 

"Elvis on Tour" Hit No. 2 
"Brother of the Wind" 

"The Wild Ropers" Rated <G> 

Evening Showtimes - Sunday 
Toklat 7:00 Toklat J.5.9 
Brother 9 : 00 Brother 3-7 Program Is Rated PG 

Thursday, April 5, 1973 Stoutonia - S 

"Fiddler on the Roof" opened Tuesday with Tevya (Larry Laird) 
talking to God. Meanwhile the iiddler on the roof (Bill Baiiey) 
plays on. 

With Special "2 FOR" Prices 

MENOMONIE 
PHARMACY 

WAYNE & JIMS Ltd. 
436 Main Street 

120 Bikes in Stock 

We Carry a Full Line of 

Parts & Accessories 



Time Out 
by Todd Schmidt 

Baseball ·stats impressive 
Open conf ere nee sched. soon 

According to a recent release by WSUC statisticians, our Blue 
Devil athletes have compiled 38 all-sports points to rank four.th 
among the nine competing conference schools. The B11;1e Dev_ils 
trail third place Whitewater by only one and one-half pomts, with 
baseball, outdoor track, golf, and tennis yet to be cont~sted. 
Points are awarded in the final standings of each sport on a rune to 
one basis. 

Lacrosse has taken a slim two and one-half point lead over 
the rest of the pack, apd is bidding to repeat as champion for t_he 
second straight season. Close behind LaCrosse _is Oshkosh with 
48112 points. · · 

Following the Titans are Whitewater witJ:i 391/z poi?ts, . Stout 
38, Platteville 321/2 , Stevens Point 31, Eau Claire and River Falls 
301/z, and Superior 13. 
- · -Top finishes for the.Blue Devils were second in swimming and 
thirds in basketball and gymnastics. - - . 

Things are shaping up nicely 
for Coach Terry Petrie and his 
1973 Blue Devil baseball squad. 
They have been drilling ex
tensively for nearly a month, 
and have completed five in
trasquad games this year . 

K. Kiroenig has proved to be 
the hitting sensation for 
Petrie's charges, currently 
sporting a .533 average in 15 at 
bats. He leads the team in both 
categories, and is second in 
total bases with 14. His field 
performance is quite good, also · 
with a .937 fieldin_g percentage 

for the tough shortstop 
position. 

Other leading hitters for the 
Blue Devils (with more than 
ten at bats) are as follows: R. 
Piagentini, .470; T. Speidel, 
.450; J. Leonard, .375; D. 
Melville, .375; and R. 
Flanigan, .33. These men have 
led their team to an overall 
batting average of .283, which 
is impressive for this time of 
year. 

Pitching has been tough also, 
with fine performances being 
turned in by W. Giese, J. 

Leonard, G. Mintz, D. Of
ferdahl, E . Sattler, H. Murphy, 
J. Couey, P. Woerful, G. 
Bothun, and D. Westman. 

Giese has hurled nine and 
one-third innings without 
giving up an earned run which 
is tops on the squad. Offerdahl 
with eleven innings and a one 
ERA are not far behind. J. 
Couey has hurled twelve in
nings and posted a 2.33 ERA. 
Offerdahl leads the pitching 
staff in strike outs with eleven. 

Golf Season Set to Open 
Fifteen hungry golfers will be vying for eight spots on the 

team in qualification rounds, to be held April 9 and 10. The 36-hole 
play-offs will be held on the . Menomonie . Country Club Course, 
which was opened for the season last Friday. 

Nette-rs-swamp ~inona State 

This year's team will be anchored by Joe Springer, who 
sports a fine 78.4 average (per 18 holes) from last year's season. 
Coach William Burns commented, "I look for Joe to be our 
strongest golfer again this season." 

Split against conference foes 
by "Cab" Baudek 

Coach Burns is giving his golfing aspirants this week to learn 
the course and play some practice rounds in preparation for next 
week's qualifications . 

The Blue Devil Tennis squad, 
under · the watchful eye of 
Coach Robert Smith, opened 
their spring season with 
matches at Winona State on 
March 30 and at home against 
two conference foes March 31. 
They leveled non-conference 
opponent Winona 9-0, and split 
their dual match versus 
Superior and Whitewater. The 
Stout netters won over the 
Superior Yellowjackets 9-1 , but 
lost to the UW-Whitewater 
Warhawks 7-2. 

The season will tentatively begin with a non-conference 
match with River Falls on April 13. The remainder of the season 
will stack up as follows: 

April 26-At Whitewater - with Superior 
April 27-At Stevens Point - with Lacrosse 
April 3(}-At Menomonie - with Eau Claire, Platteville and 

Winona 
May 4-At Oshkosh - with River Falls 
May 5, 6, 7-AtLawsonia, WI- conference tournament 

Tracksters in Action 
After the highly successful high school invitational meet held 

here last week our tracksters have been pointing toward a dual 
meet with St. cioud, to be held in Johnson Fieldhouse April 7. 

Saturday's match was 
played in cold, drizzly weather 
which forced the match in
doors. 

Stout had a clean victory 
·slate on the Winona courts. 
Results are as follows: 

After the home encounter, the thinclads will travel to Eau 
Claire for a triangular meet with the BluGolds and River Falls on 
April 10. 

Singles No. l : Marv Benzing (S) 
defeated Ted Kopren (W), 6-3, 6-3. Next Week 

Next week I'll take time out to explore the pros and cons of 
athletic funding, why athletics are desperately needed around 
UW-Stout, and why people who attack the athletic budget may be, 
in effect, cutting their own throats. 

Singles No. 2 : Bob Buckley CS) defeated 
John Parrott CW), 6-2, 6-3. 

Singles No. 3·, Dan Roedl CS) defeated 
Dan Colgan CW) , 6-0, 6-2. 

Singles No. 4: Steve Reiland CS) 
defeated Mark Ricter (W), 8-6, 5-3. 

See you next week. 

TEACH 
your skill 
overseas 

Chile India · 
Fiji Thailand 

Liberia Iran 
Nepal Honduras 
Peru &ra,il 

Botswana Colombia 
Niger Malaysia 

Philippines Venezuela 
Togo Ecuador 

Afghanistan Ethiopia 
Dominican Rep. Kenya 

Tunisia Micronesia 

E. Caribbean · 
El Salvador 

Gabon 
Ghana 

Guatemala 
Mali 

Mauritius 
Senegal 

Swaziland 
_ Tonga 

Cameroon 
Chad 

Costa Rica Korea 
Dahomey Lesotho Nicaragua 

Guinea Malawi Nigeria . 
Paraguay 

Samoa 

For further information: 

PEACE CORPSNIST A 
Parts of ACl]Q~ 

Washington , D. C. 20525 
Toll-free (800) 424-8580 

ON-CA.MPUS RE.PS. 
~E,'2..-4145 

... AND A CHOICE 

To be a Peace Corps Volunteer, you must: 
be a United Slates c1l izen 
be at least 18 yea rs old (there 1s no upper age limit ) 
II married . serve with your spouse (th ere are exceptional 
s1tual1ons) ' 
ii you have a family, have no more than 2 dependents 
under age 18 (exceptions may be made. bul rarely) 
have skills. ab1l1t1es or educal1on that wil l qual1ly you 
lor Peace Corps service 
be medical ly qua li fied 

Training is an essential and integral part of 
preparation for Peace Corps service and: 

Iasis 12 lo 14 weeks depending on lhe program 
programs are conducled by colleges and universities . 
pri vate organizations. or by Peace Corps at its sites 1n 
the Virg in Is lands and Puerlo Rico 
is part ial ly and. 1n some cases. completely cond ucted 1n 
host countri es 
provides cross-cul tural studies in the history. cul ture. 
customs. social and pol1t1cal systems of th e host coun try 
emphasizes language sludy as mosl important 

In the host country yQu will: 
work lor a governmenl department. agency . or organ1-
za11on 
be supervised by arrd work wit h host nationals 
speak lhe language ol the -people 
live as your hosl country people do and on lhe livi ng 
allowance allotted to you 
be sub1ecl lo local laws 
ad1usl your vacal1on and holidays lo the local situal1ons 

Peace Corps provides you with: 
transportation to and from train ing sites . to and from your 
assignment overseas. and lransportalion for home leave 
for health reasons or family emergencies 
during !raining. food. lodging and pockel money as well 
as limited medical. dental and eye care 
a monthly overseas allowance for rent. food . lravel . inci
dentals lor children's education and all med ical needs 
a read1ustment allowance of $75 a moplh, sel aside for 
you 1n the Un1led Stales. and payable al completion of 
service . For Vol unteers with children accompanying lhem. 
one parenl accrues $125 a month. the olher $75 (nothing 
lor ch ildren) 
a sta ff physician responsib le for your well·being overseas 
necessary immunizat ions 
a "no-fee" passport good for lwo years 
an optional $10.000 li le insurance policy (sma ll pre
miums are deducted from your read1ustment allowance) 
cove rage by the FECA if you are disabled overseas and 
simila r ca re (but nol compensati on) for your chi ldren 
ass istance w,th Job opportunities and career counseJing 
when you return to lhe Un1led States 

Singles No. 5 : Mark Ho I dredge CS) 
defeated Larry Nystedt CW), 6-0, 6-3. 

Singles No. 6: Ron Janowski CS) 
defeated Jack Sexton CW), 6-0, '6-2. 

Doubles No. l : Benzing -Buckley CS) 
defeated Kopren -Parroll CW), 6-1, 6-1. 

Doubles No. 2: Roedl -Reiland CS) 
defeated Colgan-Ricter CW), 6-1, 6-1. 

Doubles No. 3 : Jandwski -Holdredge CS) 
defeated Nystedt-Sexton CW), 6-1, 6-2. 

Statistics from Saturday's 
conference dual were available 
at Press time, they are as 
follows : 

· Singles No. l : Benzing CS) defeated 
Chuck Warriner CW), 2-6, 6-1, 7-6. 

Singles No. 2 : Buckley CS) was defeated 
by Dave Recknagel CW), 5-7, 4-6. 

Singles No. 3: Roedl CS) was defeated 
by Dan L ynch CW), 2-6, 3-6. 

Singles No. 4 : Reiland CS) was defeated 
by Tom Watson CW), 0-6, 2-6. 

Singles No. 5: Holdredge CS) w as 
defeated by Kevin Monahan CW), 2-6, 4-6. 

Singles No. 6 : Janowski CS ) was 
defeated by Mark R iebrink CW), 2-6, 6-4, 
4-6 . 

Doubles No . l : Benzing -Buckley 
defeated Wa rriner -Recknagel CW), 6-1, 6-
4. 

Doubles No. 2: Roedl -Reiland CS) was 
defeated by Watson -L y nch CW), 5-7, 4-6. 

Doubles No. 3: Holdredge-Janowski CS) 
was defea ted by F iebrink-Monahan CW), 
2-6, 0-6. 

Continued on page 7 
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The Distaff Side 
by Nancy Neblung 

Women athletic trainers 
There is a new program in the athletic 

department - Co-ed athletic training! Two 
girls are presently involved in the program, 
Margaret Goedjen and myself. 

going to be trouble. -Trouble -in the sense of 
the trammg room being flooded with guys who 
were curious to see the women trainers. 

The inconvenience noted by the male athletes 
was the idea that the freedom of the training 
room was gone, because they have to 
remember the women are there. Otherwise, the 

. ' 1guys are all for it, they really like the girls in 
the training room," stated Steinbach. He 
continued, "the girls really add something to 
the training room." 
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The main reason the program was instituted 
according to Mr. Glenn Steinbach, coordinator 
of the co-ed athletic training program, was for 
the benefit of the athletic teams, both the men's 
and women's, by providing trainers for the 
injuries and needs of the individual athletes. 
Mr. William Bur.ns, athletic director, com
mented that he tho•1ght it was "a step in the 
r)ght direction," and that "it will help both. 
programs." 

The program has worked very well so far and 
rio problems have been encountered. " The gals 
are working real hard," said Steinbach "which 
has uplifted the whole athletic program." , 

Win A FREE 12' ·sailboat 
The women are finding, through experience, 

that there is need for an experienced athletic . 
trainer to take care of the injuries incurred 
while participating in athletic events . Up to 
now, the only people who have had the 
knowledge of the athletic trainer in the 
women's program, have been the coaches. 
Exceptions to this are the girls who have had 
the athletic training course offerecVby the 
physical education department. 

The coaching staff is also pleased with the 
program and it should continue- in the fall, 
unless something, unforseen, comes up. 

Hamm' s Preferred Stock 
6 pk. 99c (Save 50c) 

Sangria Wine 

Fifths $1 25 

_The idea for the co-ed program according to 
Bob Doane, head athletic trainer, came from 
UW-LaCrosse. It seems Lacrosse has had a co
ed athletic training program for some time, 
which has worked out very well. Bob com
mented that when he was first told a co-ed 
program was to be introduced, he felt there was 

· A big advantage for the women athletes is 
that now they are able to use the facilities in the 
men's training room, which are superior to 
those in the women's training room. One reason 
for poorer facilities is that the women's 
training room is cramped for space, as it is also 
used for a storage area for athletic equipment. 
But this is being looked into, and another area 
for equipment storage for the women is being 
sought. 

12 pk. $173 Red-Pink-Gold 

l-Mart .Liquor 235~3935 

Mon. - Sat. 9: 00-9: 00 Sunday 12: 00,5: 00 

Dine Easter Sunday To end on an optimistic note, Mr. Burns feels 
it is "encouraging that we can do this kind of 
thing." 

at the 

Logg in' Supperclub 
NETTERS 

Continued from page 6 

Stout proved to be a little 
stronger against the Superior 
team with a 9-1 victory . 

Stou! - Superior 
Singles No. l : Benzing (S) defeated Bob 

F eller (Sul, 6-l , 6-2. 
Singles No. 2 : Buckley (S) defeated 

T erry Cund (Su), 6-2, 6-0. 
Singles No. 3 : Roedl (S) defeated Steve 

Tiefenthalen (Su ), 6-l , 6-4 . 
Singles No. 4 : Reiland (S) was defeated 

b y Scott Johnson (Su l. 9-11 , 6-l , 6-7. 
Singles No. 5 : Holdredge (S) defeated 

Dave Westley ( Su ). 6-0, 6-·1. 
Sing les No. 6 : Janowski (S) defeated 

Mike M artin (Su ), 6-0, 6-2. 
Singles No. 7 : John Osmanski defeated 

Dan Peterson (Su ), 0-6, 6-4, 7-5. 

Doubl es No . l : Benzing - Buckley 
Doubles No. l : Benzing -Buckley (S) 

defeated Feller-Lund ( Su) , 6-l , 6-0 . 
Doubles No. 2: Reiland -Roedl (S) 

defeated Tiefenthaler-Johnson (Su), 2-6, 
6-l , 6-0 . -,; 

Doubles No. 3 : Pat Baudek-Greg 
Manser (S) defeated Westley -Martin 
(Su). 3-6! 6-l , 6-4. 

The Tap 

Marv Benzing has proved to 
be strong at the number one 
single spot for the Blue Devils , 
winning all three matches last 
weekend. Marv is teamec! with 
the number two singles player 
Bob Buckley in what has 
proved to be a strong number 
one doubles. team . Both have 
looked strong along with Dan 
Roedl , the num her three 
singles player. They should 
prove to be strong at the 
conference meet, to be held 
May 3-5 in Oshkosh. 

Stout's next match will be 
held on their home courts 
Friday, April 6, when they host 
a double dual conference meet 
a·gainst the Oshkosh Titans and 
the River Falls Falcons. 

-Closed April 14 thru Ap·ril 22 for 
Vacation 

- Tue.s. April 24 All Campus Sig 
Pi Party 3 p.m. - l a.m. 

*STORMY MONDAY 4 p.m. - till ? 

* TRUST * WHO KNOWS 

f REE BEERS (4-5 P.M. Early Bird Special) 

After 5 p.m. Menomonie Doz. 9 for a Buck (12 oz.) 

DOOR PRIZES Every 30 Min. 

-KAYAK RACES- FRISBIE TOURNAMENT 
-SORORITIES, FRATERNITIES, DORM FLOORS, GDis 
WELCOME 

PINE POINT 

Picnic Point Resort, Uooer Tainter Lake 

NOTICE: Because we h_ave a small dining room, it is suggested 
that rese~v.ahons be made for Friday, Saturday, or 
Sunday dmmg to avoid being disappointed. 

JUST RECEIVED 

8-Tracks $299 

HOUSE SPECIALITIES: 
Roast Prime Rib of Beef au jus 
Pepper Steak a la Deutsch 
Roast Long Island Duckling 

Guaranteed Plus a complete menu served daily. 

Gambles 
Reservations now being accepted for May 12 (Graduation) 
and Mother 's Day-Serving 11 :30 a.m. to 11 p.m. 

Phone 962-3870 Closed Monday 

Spring Mini-Session 
May 21 to June 1 

Classes generally from 8 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. with breaks. 

SCHOOL OF INDUSTRY & TECHNOLOGY 
110-311 Fuels and Carburetion - 2 Cr. 
170-230 

& Machine Shop - 2 Cr. 
170-331 
170-501 Technology, Resources & Environment - 2 Cr. 
130-370 General Bookbinding - 2 Cr. 
150-596 Management by Objectives - 1 Cr. (May 28 -June 1) 
SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS 
229-642 Advanced Foods - 2 Cr. 
212-598 American Study Tour-1 Cr. (May 21- May 25) 
212-351 Death and the Family- I Cr. (May 21-May 25) 
212-607 Parent Counseling - 2 Cr. 
212-664 Parenthood- I Cr. (May 28- June 1) 

SCHOOL OF LIBERAL STUDIES 
326-425 Copy Editing and Preparation - 2 Cr. 
338-410 Biography of World Leaders - 2 Cr. 
355-110 Slide Rule-1 Cr. (May 28 - June 1) 
311-535 Environmental Chemistry - 2 Cr. 

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
413-501 Introduction to Guidance - 2 Cr. 
459-303 Rehabilitation of Alcoholics - 2 Cr. 
421-596 Contemporary Indian Concerns - 2 Cr. 

MEDIA-TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
407-560 Audio-Visual Communications - 2 Cr. 

REGISTRATION: Registration will take place in the West Ballroom of the Student 
Center on Monday, April 9, from 9 a .m. to 11 :30 a.m. and from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Classes 
not generating an enrollment in cancelled classes may switch to going classes at Sum
mer School preregistration on April 11. New enrollments will also be accepted at that 
time. 

FEES: Tuition - $19.00 per undergraduate credit, $25.00 per graduate credit. Texts - Can 
be rented at the Textbook Center from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Monday, May 21, 26, and 

. 28. 

HOUSING: Residence hall living will be available. Contact the Housing Office. 

ADDITIONAL : For further information contact the Office of Continuing Education, 
second floor of the Administration Building, Ext. 2164. 

•.-· .. •.,··.·· .. ~.~-.... ,,,._.,_ .... ~ ... _ ..... ....... ·~· . ... ~· . .. ~ ... 
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al fresco 

Have You· Heard There will be an all-club 
meeting in the Alfresco Room 
<Ray Hall) on April 10 at 7 p.m. 

internationa I students 
All International Students 

leaving the country for Easter 
vacation must have their 
request in for the Form 1-20 no 
later than April 11, 1973. For 
further information contact 
i\1rs. Heather Giertz, Room 114 
of the Administration Building. 

photo contest 
Photography Contest open to 

all students. Prizes will be 
awarded. The deadline for 
entries is April 13. See ad . 
paper back sale 

Textbook Service has many 
interesting English paper
backs ( classics , con
temporary , etc.) for sale at 10 
cents and up; also giveaways. 
<Basement Pierce Library 
Bldg.) 

tower staff 
Applications are now being 

accepted for the 1973-74 
TOWER yearbook staff . 
Positions . available are : 
Editor-in-chief, production 
editor, photo editor, literary 
editor, and business manger. 

Please contact the TOWER 
office, student union, if in
terested. 
campus party 

There will be an all Campus 
Party April 11, at The Tap. 25 
cents for a 16 oz. beer or a shot 
of schnapps. Everybody will be 
there for the Easter vacation 
warm-up. Sponsored by the 
KLB 's. 

married students 
The Married Students 

Association is sponsoring a 
Road Rally on Saturday, April 
7. Registration will be from 
1 :00-1 :30 at red parking lot 
Library. Rally starts at 2:00 
from there. Cost is 50 cents and 
prizes will be awarded. Please 
hring a pencil. Rain date is 
Sunday , April 8. All married 
students and couples welcome. 

nutrition & foods 

Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday and 6th and 7th period 
Tuesday and Thursday. 
Subject matter covers law and 
society, contracts, agency and 
employment, personal 
property, and partnerships. 

wild child 
In an effort to publicize the 

new special education of
ferings for the fall, a classical · 
film, "The Wild Child" is 
scheduled for showing on 
Tuesday, April 10, at 7 p.m. in 
the Recital and Lecture Hall of 
the Applied Arts Building. 

The weekend of April 6-8 the 
club is going Smelt Fishing. 
Other plans include horseback 
riding, a softball team, biking, 
a canoe trip at Ely, Minn .. and 
various spring vacation trips. 
To sign up for these and more 
information come to the 
Alfresco Room. 

Applications are now 
being accepted for the 
position of Editor-in-chief 
for Stoutonia . Return 
written qualifica lions to 
Catherine Cleary, c-o UAA 
Office. Deadline is April 24. 

Continental · Sports 
L-Mart Mall 

CLOSE OUT SALE on all CROS.S-COUNTRY 
SKI & HOCKEY EQUIPMENT. 

STUDE"1!T SPECIAL - Spot-Bilt Leather ALL · 
PURPOSE SHOE, great for tennis, basketball, 

etc. WAS 13'5 NOW 9,s 
Mon. -Fri. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 

Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST 
Color & Black-White Photos 
Still Life 
Formal Portraits 
Photo Journalism 
Landscapes 

· 1st Prize $2000 

2nd Prize $1500 

3rd Prize $500 

Deadline: April 13 
Information available 1st ·floor Bowman Hall 

Sponsored by SP A ( Stout Photo Assoc.) 

WANT ADS. 
for rent 
Will sublease apt. for summer. 
1 · bedroom , furnished, air . 
conditioned, and cheap. Only 112 
block from campus in down
town area. Available May 17. 
For more info, call 235-3849 
anytime after 5 p.m. 

Upper flat; completely fur
nished. Available for a married 
couple on May 15. Call 235-3723. 
2120 S. Broadway. 

lost or stolen 
Would the person who 
borrowed a blue, lined, wind
breaker jacket (size XL, with 
University of Wisconsin, Stout 
printed on the left-hand lapel), 
on Saturday, March 31, bet
ween the hours of 5: 40 and 5: 55 
p.m. from the coat rack in the 
hallway leading from Frykland 
Hall to the Student Union, 
please return it to where 
borrowed it as soon as possible 
(within 10 days) so that his 
name and description will not 
be turned over to the Security 
Police? Thank you. 

BOSTWICKS DAYS Aprit 
9-21 

MEN'S POL VESTER SLACKS 
What a small price for double knit flare pants with Banrol 
waistband! Machine washable, tumble dry! Checks, tex
tured patterns and solids in brown, burgundy, navy and 
black. Sizes 29-42. Reg. $12.99 to $14.00. 

MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS 
$999 & $1099 

Several styles to choose from - all with short sleeves. Crew · 
necks, collar shirts with front zip or button placket. Solids & 
prints in S, M, L, XL. Reg. $3.50 - $4.50. 2,$1 SPORT COATS 
Great savings and great style! These coats are 2-button 
with flap pockets & wide lapels. Solid colors & patterns in 
polyester & polyester blends. Sizes 38R-46R, 38L-46L. 

Reg. $50 $3911 Reg. $55 $4411 
SPRING DRESSES 
A large selection of Junior dresses is now reduced for your 
Spring enjoyment! All the greatest fabrics including 
polyesters and arnels in navy, prints, & pastels. 

~eg. $24 $1890 · Reg. $34 $2290 
WOMEN'S COATS 15 % OFF 
entire stock of women's Spring coats, jackets, and rain
wear! Even those we've already marked down, we'll 
reduce another 15 percent. Many eJ1;citing styles and colors. 

All sizes. 15 0/ 0 FF (Except 
LADIES' PANTS /0 . BlueJeans) 
Large saving on all the best pant styles. Wide Flares! 
Cuffed Baggies! Solid checks and plaids. Sizes 3-15. 

Bostwicks 
There will be a Nutrition and 

Foods Association meeting 
Monday , April 9 at 7 p.m. in the 
East Central Ballroom. FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY 
business law . 

Business Law 309-318 will be 
offered for eight weeks in 
Summer Session. A 3 credit 
course, taught by Stan Johnson 
it will be held 6th period on 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • i PIZZA VILLA . i 
• • • • ! Monday Happy Hour Tuesday ! 
•+ Gal's Day Every Day Guy's Day i 

•• + 
25

c 12:30 - 6:oo + • 2_5c + • • • 15c Beer • : liquor liquor : 
: 25c liquor · : + 12:30 p.m. - l :00 a.m. 12:30 p.m. - 1 :00 a.m. + 
• • ., •••••.•••..•••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••. 



SSA asks regent 
committee to visit 

The University Student Senate officially 
invited the members of the Board of Regent's 
Education Committee to visit ,Stout's campus 
prior to May 5 to discuss current policy 
regarding the non-retention of non-tenured 
faculty within the University of Wisconsin 
system. 

The move by the senate was part of an effort 
to settle some of the questions raised by 
students who occupied the Administration 
building prior to the Easter break. 

SSA President Tom Cropp, in his report to the 
senate, said that it would be in the best interest 
of all if a proposal suitable for presentation 
were drawn up by the committee which will 
repr~sent Stout ~t the Board of Regent's 
meetmg May 11 m Platteville. Cropp stated 
that he will refer all information on non
retention of non-tenured faculty to this com
mittee. 

Gerald Donley, chairman of the faculty 
senate, said that in the faculty senate's last 
meeting held on Thursday, April 8, a motion to 
endorse student senate motions on the issue of 
non-tenured faculty was tabled. Donley added 
that, in his opinion, the motion will probably 
come before the faculty senate for con
sideration at their next meeting. 

Donley said that in the past the faculty senate 
has not become involved in student matters as 
a matter of policy. The prime interest of the 
faculty senate concerned matters dealing with 
administration policy formation and faculty · 
financial matters. 

In a question and answer 
period following Donley, Tom 
Shafer, senator -at -large, 
termed the faculty senate's 
lack of action on the issue as a 
"blantant cop out" and "yet 
another display of the faculty 
senate's irresponsible at
titude". Shafer cited Chan
cellor Swanson's request for 
"input" in the matter as 
evidence enough to compel the 
faculty senate to take "some 
sort of action on the matter" . 

In other senate business, the 
senate, voted to accept the 
finance committee's proposals 
for budgets for the 1973-74 
school year . 

The final outcome looked like 
this: Student Stout Association, 
$13,100; Stoutonia, $18,400; 
Tower, $30,500; WVSS, $4,900; 
Athletics, $65,500, and the 
University Activities Assembly 
<UAA) $62,000. 

Discussion centered around 
whether the Athletic budget 
should have been restored to its 
original amount. Hector Cruz, 
speaking for the Athletic 
Department, said that the 
athletic program, in his 
opinion, is a big drawing card 
when students are considering 
enrolling at Stout. Tom Shafer 
contended that the athletic 
budget was already respon
sible for approximately one
third of the SSA's ap
propriations. 

ON THE INSIDE .•.. 
Chancellor Swanson's 
inauguration ................. pp. 7-10 
Registration .................... p. 11 
Creative arts .......... , ......... p. 5 

Editorials 
In The Corners returns ....... p. 2 

Entertainment ................ pp. 4-5 

_Sports ................... . .. pp. 13-15 

· Dr.Wes ~ace seems to be pondering the problems of tenure. 
The tenure issue resulted in a student takeover of the Ad
ministration building. Tuesday morning, April 10. The issue 
centered on the non-retention of former English instructor Tom 
Reynolds. 
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Delegates representing universities from thrQughout the 
United States will participate in the formal inauguration of 
Stout's Chancellor Robert S. Swanson on Monday, April 30. 
Ceremonies will take place at 2 p.m. in the Stout Fieldhouse with 
the investiture being made by John C. Weaver, president ~f the 
University of Wisconsin System. The investiture will will be 
followed by Swanson's inaugural address. 

. Greetings will be extended from the following represen
ta bves: from the State of Wisconsin - Assemblyman ,Alvin 
Baldus, Menomonie, representing Gov. Patrick Lucey; from the 
Board of Regents - Regent James G. Solberg, Menomonie; from 
the City of Menomonie - George Langmach, city manager; from 
the students - Thomas Cropp, president, Stout Student 
Association; from the alumni - Richard Seitz, Flint, Mich.; and 
from the faculty - Gerald Donley, chairman, Stout Faculty 
Senate. 

The.ceremonies will be preceded by an academic procession 
to the Fieldhouse at 1 :45 and followed by an inaugural reception 
at 3:30 in the Commons. 

An inaugural ball will take place from 9:00 p.m. to 12:00 that 
evening in the Student Center Ballroom. The public is invited to 
attend and participate in the inaugural activities, and inaugural 
ball which will not be formal. 

Swanson was appointed chancellor at Stout last September 
succeeding William J. Micheels who stepped down for reasons of 
health. He is the fifth man to head the 80-year-old institution. 

See page 7 for the special inaugural edition. 

Campus sit-in 
disrupts Ad bldg. 

One hundred student demonstrators occupied 
the office of Vice-Chancellor Wesley Face 
Tuesday, April 10, demanding hearings for non
tenured faculty released from the University. 

The sit-in, which started at 10 a.m . Tuesday 
morning, continued until 5 p.m. the next day 
when the eleven remaining demonstrators left 
the building . 

The demonstration grew from an all-night 
rap session following a lecture by John Kozol 
(See article on page 6) into a group of nearly 
200 students who confronted Chancellor Robert 
Swanson with their demands on Tuesday night. 
Kozol and his comrade Amy Cohen helped 
organize the demonstration along with Tom 
Reynolds, a construction worker who had been 
released from his position as an English in
structor here last year. 

The demands of the group centered around 
the decision of the University not to renew 
Reynolds' contract for the fall of 1972. 

Reynolds and his supporters demanded a 
hearing at which the reasons for his non
renewal could be aired . They demanded that a 
committee of students, faculty and ad
ministrators make the final decisions for the 
non-retention of any teacher to be discharged. 
"I'm prepared to stay here until those demands 
are met and I get a hearing," explained 
Reynolds at the Tuesday sit-in. 

The demonstrators occupied the office of 
Vice Chancellor Face when they learned that 
Chancellor Swanson was out of the city. Face 
told the group that a UW Regents Board policy 
prevented the giving of reasons for non
renewal of non-tenured faculty . -

Face was told that the group 
would occupy his office until 
their demands were met. 

Swanson met with the group 
later that evening after flying 
back to Menomonie. He told the 
demonstrators that he would 
follow the policy of the Board of 
Regents . "My making a 
grandstand statement will not 
change the Board of Regents," 
he said. 

Gerry Zelenka. one of the 
demonstrators replied, "The 
people will not leave until we 
make a committment ( to meet 
the demands) .'' 

"I believe you are sincere 
individuals," was Swanson's 
reply. "I will look to see if the 
procedures are procedures to 
be abolished. However, I will 
follow the Board of Regents' 
policies in that I will not an
nounce the reasons." 

"Then we'll sit here," was 
the group's response. "We 
have to stay here until 
something gets done." 

Gerry Zelenka tried a dif
ferent route, "More as a 
forewarning, in a couple of 
weeks there will be a thousand 
students at Stout." Other 
students started vo1cmg 
threats and one student tried to 
impress upon Swanson that 
"we're keyed up and tense." 

Swanson's cool reply was, 
"I'm not going lo promise you 
anything I can't give you." 

"That's the same sort of 
plemics I heard a year ago," 
cried Tom Reynolds. 

"What I can do in my 
position is work for a better 
personnel policy," returned the 
Chancellor. 

l 'm going to stay here until I 
get some reasons ," was 
Reynolds' final statement and 
the demonstrators rushed back 

· up the stairs to reoccupy the 
third floor of the building. 
Many of the demonstrators did 
not hear Swanson's quiet 
request, "I would like to ask 
you to leave ." The con
frontation was over. 

About 35 demonstrators 
spent the night in the ad
ministration building while 
members of the SSA and 
several other students tried to 

Continued on page 5 



MOMENT FOR THOUGHT . ... . . 

"This statement is false." 

-Ian Robinson 

Editorial 
An afternoon off at the end of April might tempt 

many students off to Wakanda ~ark, but. !his 
Monday Stout is putting up some big compet 1flon. 
For the fifth time in Stout's eighty year history, a 
new chancellor will be inaugurated. 

Contrary to some student's beliefs, the 
inauguration ceremonies are open to a II students. 
These ceremonies will offer students and faculty the 
chance to witness some of the "pomp and cir
cumstance" so rarely seen on the Stout campus. 

The forma I ceremonies will begin with the 
March of the faculty from the commons to the 
fieldhouse - a colorful sight in their gowns and 
hoods. At the ceremonies following, in the 
fieldhouse, many important faces in the educational 

system will be seen, including John Weaver, 
President of the UW System, and Regents. The 
chancellor will then be presented with a specially 
cast bronze medallion, a gift from the students of 
Stout. 

Dr. Swanson has expressed his hope that instead 
of being a celebration for himself, specifically, that 
his inauguration will be a "celebration for the 
university". 

We encourage the student body to attend, after 
all, students are the reason for our educational 
system. 

No help for .mishap victim 

To the Editor: 
Have you ever wondered 

what it is like lo have an ac
cident and have people slow 
down and look, then keep right 
on going? 

We11 · r had that experience 
last Monday. r was on my way 
to class when r hit a icy patch 
on a curve and spun into a 
ditch . After checking myself to 
make sure r was still in one 
piece, I started to get out of the 
car. By that time already 2 or 3 
cars had passed. They saw me 
in the car, but kept right on 
going . 

After getting out on the 
riders ' side, I tired to flag down 
the next 3 cars, but no way 
would they s topl Then I 
decided that the only way to 
stop one, was to stand in his 
lane so that he would have to 

T he STOUTON I A is r equired by the 
Board of Regents WSU r eso lut ion 3629 to 
st ate lhat i t is a state -controlled 
un iver sity publi cat ion and under the 
jurisdic tion Gf the pr es ident of the 
Univer si ty. Publ ishing costs are financed 
from " universi ty ser v ices fee" and ad 
verti si ng payments . 

Edited by the students at U .W.-S tout 
week l y during the regular school year. 
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Pos lmaster : Send form 3579 to 
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run me over to get by. 
Next came a pick-up truck 

Knapp, Wis. written on the 
door. I stopped him by standing 
in his lane. I am sure he would 
have kept on going if he could 
have gotten around me. 

I asked him, could he please 
give me a ride into town. He 
said no, he couldn't give me a 
ride because he owned a 
restaurant in KNAPP and had 
to open his business, that he 
had no time . 

This so called restaurant 
owner has plenty of time to 
take our money, but to give us 
a helping hand when we need 
it, forget it. But maybe I used 
the wrong approach. Maybe I 
should have offered him a $20 
bill for a l "~ mile ride into 
town. 

Dave Christiansen 
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Townsman 
applauds 
Fiddler 
Dear Editor: 

Yesterday my family and I 
attended the Stout production 
of "Fiddler on the Roof" and I 
must truthfully say that it was 
one of the most enjoyable 
experiences we have had in 
many a year. 

The acting, the music, the. 
dancing, the set - all were 
superb. 

Directory Terry Markovich, 
Technical director Noel 
Falkofske and other 
remarkable artists of the 
production staff are to be 
congratulated for presenting 
such a professional production 
- one that compares very 
favorably with the film and 
Broadway road show, both of 
which I have had the pleasure 
of seeing. 

Thank you so much for a 
happy evening. 

Sincerely yours, 
Lloyd Milavitz, O.D. 

or'I 
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by Rick Bruhn 

'Demo' awards 
"Students: This is the most important student action in the 

U.S. in the last six months!" Kind of a staggering thought - to 
think that the biggest student action in the U.S. was happening 
right here at quiet Stout. But that's what the handbills were 
saying and that's what John Kozol was saying. And maybe they 
were right. 

The Administration Building sit-in, April 10-11, centered 
around the issue of giving reasons for the release of non-tenured 
faculty. Their sit-in was protesting the present policy which states 
that reasons cannot be given for the release of non-tenured 
faculty . The demonstrators had an important issue, and I don't 
think that their timing could have been better. As a result of the 
demonstration, SSA and the Administration are working with 
"The Group" of demonstrators to draw up a statement to be 
presented to the May Board of Regents meeting in Platteville. 

As the demonstrations developed four groups started to take 
shape. The students involved were split into two groups : "The 
Group'! as the demonstrators called themselves, and mediators 
from the SSA. "The Group" did well for themselves. They made 
their point without "copping-out". They stayed long enough to be 
effective and ended their sit-in before the Administration felt that 
they had to arrest anyone. 

Several members of the student senate stayed with the 
demonstrators over-night and the next day without sleep, trying 
to work out demands that would be acceptable to both "The 
Group" and the Administration. In my opinion, this was the most 
impressive action by the SSA in two years. 

The third group was the Administration, primarily Chan
cellor Swanson and Vice-Chancellor Face. The administration 
could have just called the police in and cleared the demonstrators 
out. Instead they chose a more difficult and ultimately a wiser 
course. They decided to talk with the demonstrators and to set up 
a dialogue so that they could deal with "The Group" and it's 
demands in a rational manner. It worked beautifully. Although 
everyone was awfully tired, the demonstration ended on a note of 
cooperation rather than one of animosity. If this could be con
sidered a test for Chancellor Swanson, his quiet strength and 
honesty are good omens for the university in the years ahead. 

The last group was the only disappointment in the entire week 
of protest. The faculty, who had the most at stake (either to lose or 
to gain) were not involved at all. Their only move was at the 
faculty senate, a day after the sit-in had ended and then they did 
nothing at all. A motion to accept the SSA-"Group" resolutions 
were tabled. The main reason for tabling was that they wanted 
time to discuss the issue and to let the emotions cool down. What 
they did, in effect, was to sit on their hands. It seems a sad state of 
affairs that they cannot deal with an issue when it is an issue. 

Where were the non-tenured faculty'? In the next few years there 
will be a lot more non-tenured teachers released, and it seems 
rather odd that they wouldn't want fo know the reasons why. And 
the fear of tenured faculty that giving reasons for their release 
would lead ultimately to the demise of the tenure system seems to 
show that there are a lot of tenured faculty who know that they 
aren't good teachers and that someday the axe will fall on their 
neck instead of the neck of teachers without the protection of 
tenure. To be unable to deal on an emotional level with an issue 
that affects them directly shows impotency, not strength. 

As we return from spring vacation the issue is still here. A 
new policy concerning personnel procedures will be formulated 
by the Board of Regents before July and "~e ~roup", the SS~. 
and the Administration can have a terrific impact on their 
decision. "In The Corners" awards "The Group", the SSA and the 
Administration a rose for "the most important student action in 
the U.S. in the past six months." "lfl The Corners" awards the 
faculty with an onion. 
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So much for primate liberation 

Nelva Runnalls 

Appointments to two top
level positions at UW-Stout 
have been made by Chancellor 
Robert S. Swanson. The ao
pointments were confirmed 
Friday at a meeting of the 
Board of Regents in Madison. 

Named to fill the vacant 
position of graduate dean was 
Dr. Nelva Runnalls, chairman 
of the chemistry department at 
Stout; Wesley Face, assistant 
chancellor for academic af
fairs, was appointed vice
chancellor - a post which will 
become the number two ad
ministrative position at the 
University. 

Wesley Face 

since July, 1971. Swanson noted 
that personnel who report 
directly to the chancellor will 
continue to do so under the new 
arrangement. 

In her new assignment, Dr. 
Runnalls will be responsible 
for the university's research 
functions, as well as for the 
operation of the Graduate 
College. 

Swanson said a list of 75 
candidates for the position had 
been submitted to the Search 
and Screen Committee, which 
consisted of two faculty 
members, two students and 
two administrators. They, in 
turn, interviewed 10 persons 
and submitted an unranked list 
of four candidates to the 
chancellor, who made the final 
selection. 

leadership positions on campus 
including chairman of the 
Faculty Senate, 1971-72; 
chairman of the search and 
screen committee for the new 
chancellor; chairman of the 
Faculty Senate Governance 
Commission; and member of 
the search and screen com
mittees for dean of education 
and curriculum coordinator. 

Her husband, Jim, is a 
professor of industrial 
technology here at Stout, and 
they have two children Andrea, 
17, and Christopher, 14. They 
reside at 919 Oakwood Blvd., 
Menomonie. 

Face has been on the Stout 
staff for the past 15 years. He 
has held various positions 
including chairman of the 
metals department, resident 
head, codirector of the 
American Industry project, 
assistant dean of the graduate 
college, university curriculum 
coordinator, and assistant 
vice-president for academic 
affairs. 

He received his Bachelor's 
degree from Northern State 
College, Aberdeen, S.D.; his 
Master's degree from Stout; 
and his Doctorate from the 
University of Illinois, Urbana. 

Face, his wife Elizabeth, and 
daughters Paula, 13, and 
Tamara, 6, reside at 757 River 
Heights Road, Menomonie. 

by Ian Robinson 
Hughie, Esmeralda, Lover 

Boy and N7 huddled in the 
corner sucking their thumbs. 
Hughie was having the 
roughest time of them all, 
biting himself , staring 
passively, rocking. 

They are almost three years 
old now. For the first vear of 
their lives they were fsolated 
from their parents, their peers 
and·each other. They were part 
of an experiment to determine 
if isolation would have a 
permanently damaging effect, 
or if they could be 
rehabilitated. Meanwhile 
Hughie was playing with his 
tail again. 

Oh yes, we were at the 
Wisconsin Regional Primate 
Research Center, otherwise 
referred to as Harlow's Lab, 
and Hughie, Esmeralda, Lover 
Boy and N7 were what we were 
having more fun than a barrel 
of. 

I won't go into the matter of 
the blonde porpoise in the 
Ramada Inn pool or the prime 
rib at the Hoffman House, but 
the tour we were on was being 
led by John Wolf <no con
nection with Lionel Tiger or 
Robin Fox .) 

Our Advanced Comparative 
Ethology class had arranged 
with Mr. Wolf, the Center's 
public relations director, to 
tour the lab. Melinda Novak'f 
lecture came first. Ms. Novak 
has been conducting the ex
perimentation on the rehesus 
monkeys mentioned earlier. 
Her tentative conclusions 
indicate that the isolates will 
recover substantially. 

Then we trucked over to a 
small conference room where 
we saw a film on the effects of 
noise pollution on monkeys. As 
I write this I am aware of the 
sounds of typewriters. a radio, 
piped FM. voices and 
telephones. The monkey 
screamed and turned back
ward sommersaults. T keep 
typing. 

One of the more fascinating 
parts of the tour was the 
nuclear family section . Maybe 
vou have heard the term. -
Mom. Dad and the kids. The 
American Way. 

One way to find out if it really 
works is to see its effects upon 
a primate population. This is 
what Ethology is all about -
animal behavior. The normal 
rhesus monkey condition, as 
opposed to the human con
dition. is for Papa to be off 
doing his own thing while the 
kids are growing up. 

In the nuclear family unit 
each primate family has a eage 
of it's own which leads into a 
central play. area . where the 
young'uns frolic. The catch is 
that the cage door is too small 
for the old man to get out of. HP 
is housebound. or cagebnund. 
So much for primatr 
liberal ion. 

In a few vears. \\'lwn the 
findings from this stud~· are 
made public. we mciy c·omP lo 
accept the term " house
husband''. Meanwhile. 
registration . if I am not 
mistaken, is still open for next 
fall's Advanced Comparative 
Ethology. Maybe you can find 
out about the blonde porpoise. 
ho ho. 

Dr. Runnalls' appointment 
fills a position vacated by 
Swanson, the former graduate 
dean, when he was appointed 
chancellor last September. In 
his role as vice-chancellor, 
Face will act as the chief ad
ministrative officer in the 
absence of the chancellor and 
will assume increased 
operational responsi bili ti es 
that cut across division lines. 
He will continue to be in charge 
of the university's academic 
division,which he has headed 

Dr. Runnalls has been on the 
Stout campus since 1966. She 
received her Bachelor's degree 
from Nebraska State College; 
her Master's degree from 
Mankato State College; and 
her ·Doctorate from the 
University of Missouri. 

United Council urges student support 
She held a number of 

Faculty dismissals revealed 
Notices that their ap

pointments will not be renewed 
for 1973-74 have been sent by 
chancellors to 344 non-tenured 
faculty members at 13 
universities, according to the 
University of Wisconsin 
system central administration. 

Of those notified Eau Claire 
had 30, Green Bay had 10, La 
Crosse with 19, Oshkosh 57, 
Parkside 1, Pia tteville 11, 
River Falls 35, Stevens Point 
40, Stout 13, Superior 19, 
Whitewater 68, Madison 10 and 
Milwaukee 31. 

UW Extension reported no 
nonretention notices, and the 
Center System report is not yet 
available. 

By academic field, the 344 
notices went to 218 in arts and 
sciences, 53 in teacher 
education, 27 in business, 25 in 
administration, 8 in 
agriculture and natural 
sciences, 4 each in engineering 
and library, 2 each in medicine 
and nursing and 1 in industry. 

Donald K. Smith, senior vice
president for academic affairs, 
said in a memorandum to the 
Board of Regents that the 
report does not distinguish 
between nonrenewals for 
preformance-related reasons 
and those for budget reasons. 

The Board has directed that no 
reasons be given for not 
renewing appointments of non
tenured faculty. 

No faculty members with 
tenure will be released during 
1973-74, Smith said. However, 
in May and June of 1973, he 
added, notices of termination 
after the 1973-74 academic year 
will be sent to a number of 
tenured faculty members. 
Notices of nonrenewal for 1974-
75 will go out in May and June 
lo some non-tenured faculty 
members now employed on 
campuses in the system. 
Tenured faculty terminations 
require a statement of reasons 
to accompany the notices. 

The numbers of non-tenured 
and tenured faculty members 
who will receive notices in May 
and June, effective after the 
1973-74 academic year, have 
not yet been determined, Smith 
said. Board policy requires the 
sending of notices one year in 
advance in all cases where the 
faculty member has served 
more than two years in faculty 
status. 

The report on the 344 faculty 
members who will not be 
reappointed does not include 
information on persons who 
have resigned, have accpeted 

The United Council of 
University of Wisconsin 
Student Governments has 
urged UW students to contact 
their legislative represen
tatives and request action on 
several budgetary measures 
being considered by the 
Legislature. 

Rod Nilsestuen, President of 
the United Council said, "The 
United Council has been 
studying the UW System 
budget proposals for n~arly six 
months. As far as I know, we're 
the only people who have 
seriously considered the im
pact of the budget proposals on 
the individual student. It looks 
like many UW students may be 
priced out of an education by 
the proposed increases in 
tuition and dormitory fees." 

Nilsestuen noted that there is 
a bill pending which will repeal 
the State sales tax on meals 
served in UW campus dor
mitories. He stated that, "We 
are supporting the repeal of 
this inequitable tax. As it 
stands, UW students are the 
only state residents who are 
taxed on the meals eaten in 
their legal home residence.'' 

other employment or have 
completed a term assignment 
for which a notice of 
nonrenewal is not required. 

The central administration is 
serving as a clearing house to 
help place persons notified of 
nonrenewal on other campuses 
where openings exist in their 
particular fields, Smith said. 

Nilsestuen said that the repeal 
would save the individual 
student about $20 per year. 

Nilsestuen also commented 
on the user fee concept, calling 
it "an unfortunate piece of 
legislation." He stated: "I 
don't believe that the state 
planners or the Governor were 
aware of the full picture when 
they suggested the im
plementation of the user fee 
concept. It's just one more fee, 
tacked on the largest fee in
crease in years. UW students 
will have a hard enough time 
meeting the other expenses of a 
college educa lion." 

Nilsestuen urged students 
from all UW campuses to write 
to members of the Joint 
Finance Committee to express 
their opposition to the user fee 

Registration edition inside
·-course info, etc. 

concept. and their support of 
the sales tax exPmption bill 
(Assembly Rill No. 448) 
Nilsestuen said. "We feel 
confident that the .Joint 
Finance Committee will 
respond favorably to our 
position when they understand 
the impact of these proposals 
on the lJW student. But 
students will have to write to 
members of the Joint Finance 
Committee to make their 

· wishes known ." 
United Council represen

tatives testified before the 
Joint Finance Committee or 
March 6 of this year. Since that 
time, the Finance Committee 
has been in Executive session 
on budgetary matters. 

For further information. 
contact: United Council, 26~
~422. 

3 - 5 Friday 
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Entertainment • • Metronome 

The Stout Symphonic Singers, under the direction of Richard Vine, will hold their 
Home Spring Concert on Monday, May 7. 

The Concert, scheduled for 8 p.m., will be in the Harvey Hall Auditorium. It will be 
open free of charge and the public is invited to attend. 

Native American 
Indian Pow-wow 
A native American Indian 

Pow-Wow will be held here 
:-,aturday and Sunday at the 
Dunn County Fairgrounds. 
Sponsored by the Native 
American Awareness group, 
the event is expected to attract 
two to three hundred par-
1 icipa nts from around 
Wisconsin and neighboring 
states. 

Premlirninary events will 
take place Saturday at 2 and 8 
p.m .. with contest finals 
scheduled at 2 p.m . Sunday. 

The contest finals will be 
broadcast by Com-Tel Inc., 
over Channel 7. Divided into 
men's and women ' s com
petition, the pow-wow will 
carry cash prizes totaling 
approximately $800. In a?
dition, the three Menomome 
banks have donated a $50 prize 
for the best costumes and the 
Russell Photography Studio 
has offered free color 
photographs of the champions. 

All events are open to the
public free of charge. 

All UW-Stout students 
invited to participate 
Inaugural activities for 
Chancellor Robert S. Swanson 
on April 30. This includes the 
formal ceremonies, which will 
take place at 2 p.m. in the 
Fieldhouse, the Inaugural 
reception at 3: 30 in the Com
mons, and the Inaugural Ball 
from 9 to 12 p.m . in the Student 
Center. 

At the Inaugural Ball a 
contemporary band will be 
playing in the Ballroom and a 
rock group will be playing in 
the Snack Bar. The ball will not 
be formal. All events are open 
free of charge and do not 
re uire reservations . 

THURSDAY, APRIL 26 
8:15 and 9 :30 p.m . Coffeehouse: Gerry Grossman (Snackbar) 

FRIDAY, APRIL 27 
8 a.m. Statewide Conference for Dietitcians- Registration (Commons) 
8:15 and 9:30 p.m. Coffeehouse: Gerry Grossman (Snackbar) 

SATURDAY, APRIL 28 
lO a .m.84 p .m. "Spruce Up Day" in Menomonie (See Have You Heard) 
l p.m. Baseball : La Crosse C Here) 
6:30 p.m . Contemporary Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 

SUNDAY, APRIL 29 
ll :30 a .m . Lutheran Student Worship (Our Savior Lutheran Church) Contemporary 

Guitar Mass (St. Joseph's Church) 
l :30-4 p.m . Campus Open House 
6: 30 and 8:30 p .m . Free Flicks: "Play Misty for Me" (H .H. Audit .) 

MONDAY, APRIL 30 
l p .m. Baseball : Macalester (Here) 
2 p.m. Chancellor's Inauguration (Fieldhouse) 
3 :30 p.m . Inaugural Reception (Commons) 
8: 15 and 9 :30 p.m . Coffeehouse : Circuit Entertainment (Pawn) 
9 p.m . Inaugural Ball (Student Center) 

TUESDAY, MAY l 
8-10 p.m . Student Exhibition : Dept. of Apparel , Textiles, & Design : "Fashion and Fiber 

Forms . 73" (Glass Lounge) 

(Glass Lounge) 
8 p.m . Dean Abrahamson; " The Advisability of Nuclear Power Plants" C H.H. Aud. ) 
8: 15 and 9:30 p.m. Coffeehouse : Circuit Entertainment C Pawn) 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 2 
9 to 12 a .m. and l -5 p.m . Student Exhibition : Dept. of Apparel , Textiles & Design : 

" Fashion and F iber Forms-73" (Glass Lounge) 
8 p.m . Music Dept. : Student Voice Recital (315A.A. ) 
8:15 and 9:30 p .m . Coffeehouse : Circuit Entertainment (Pawn ) 

THURSDAY, May 3 
9 to 12 a .m . and l -5 p.m . Student Exhibition : Dept. of Apparel , Textiles & Design: 

Fashion and Fiber Forms-73" (Glass Lounge) 
8:15 and 9:30 p.m . Coffeehouse: Circuit Entertainment (Pawn) 

Abrahamson to speak on 
nuclear power plants 

Dr. Dean Abrahamson, an 
authority in the field of nuclear 
power technology, will discuss 
the topic, "The Advisability of 
Nuclear Power Plants," on 
May 1, at 8 p.m. in the Harvey 
Hall Auditorium . 

Abrahamson, who is an M.D. 
as well as a Ph.D., is currently 
director of the center for 
studios of the physical en
vironment in the Institute of 
Technology, chairman of the 
all-university council on en
vironmental quality, and 
associate professor of anatomy 
and physics at the University 
of Minnesota . 

He has worked at the Royal 
Institute of Technology in 

Stockholm, Sweden, and has 
served as reactor physicist 
wfth Babcock and Wilcox Co. 
He is also vice-chairman of the 
Board of the Scientists In
stitute for Public Information, 
a trustee of the National 
Resources Defense Council , a 
member of the Advisory Board 
of the Ford Foundation Energy 
Policy Project, and a past
president of the Minnesota 
Committee for Environmental 
Information. 

The talk is part of the 
Creative Arts Festival at Stout, 
and is sponsored by the 
University's Speaker's Forum 
series. It is open to the public 
free of charge. 

Sounds o our times 
by Tom Burke 

TITLE: "FIRST BASE" 
.\RTIST: BABE RUTH 
I.ABEL: HARVEST <Capitol 
Records) 

Babe Ruth consists of Jennie 
llaan handling vocals , Dave 
Herwitt on base, Dick Powell 
on drums, Dave Punshon on 
piano and electric piano, and 
guitarist Alan Shacklock. In 
the past Shacl<lock has played 
with greats such as Carl 
Palmer and John Bonham 
when Albert Lee split . When 
Shacklock began looking for 
musicians , his first choice was 
jazz pianist Punshon. With the 
addition of Powell and Hewitt, 
all that was lacking was a 
vocalist. After hearing some 50 
male singers, a female -
Haan, was selected as the 
member to make Babe Ruth 
complete. 

The first track on side on one 
is mostly heavy rock. The 
second track brings the group 
slowing down with a fine vocal 
hv Haan. Babe Ruth chose 
Zappa's "King Kong" to end 
side one. No one can do a Zappa 
number and come off with 
anything but a poor imitation. 
Bahe Ruth - tries, but fails. 
"Black Dog" is a n·ice piece of 
music with another vocal 
performance by Haan. "The 
Mexician" and " Joker" round 
out side two of "First Base" . 
Jennie seems to get it on pretty 
good live. 

To quote some promo 

material "On stage the band 
really moves, Jennie not only 
projecting her music, but also 
her sexuality. Leaping, dan
cing, cartwheeling, som
mersaulting as the group's 
driving rhythms pulsate to a 
climax.'' 
TITLE: "RIVER" 
ARTIST: TERRY REID 
LABEL: ATLANTIC 

Terry Reid's LP for Atlantic 
is his first piece of work in over 
three years. In the late sixties 
Reid's vocal style won raves 
from people in the know such 
as the Lady of Soul - Aretha 
Franklin. Reid's choice of 
music will vary from rock and 

. roll, to soft ballads and even 
some South American Latin 
music . 

Reid brought with him for his 
"River" album bassist Lee 
Miles, guitarist David Lindly, 
drllmmer Alan White, a second 
drummer Conrad Isodone and 
percussionist Willie Bob. 

"Things to Try" is an 
especially good example of 
Reid's fine vocal and acoustic 
guitar picking . The title 
number "River" allows the 
listener to close his eyes and 
imagine himself floating down 
a lazy river. The seven tracks ' 
on "River" are all Reid's own 
works. 

Terry Reid may have taken a 
three year leave of absence 
but if the music public has 
anything to do about it, Reid 
~hould be pretty busy for a few 

years. 

TITLE: "HEART FOOD" 
ARTIST: JUDEE SILL 
LABEL: ASYLUM <Division of 
Atlantic) 

Judee Sill's talents include 
singing, writing, arranging, 
and would you believe or
chestrating. "Heart Food' is a 
very beautiful album with 
clear yet fragile vocals. Sills' 
lyrics are printed on the LP 
jacket which in this instance is 
a nice gesture. 

"The Kiss" and "Down 
Where the Valleys are Low" 
are but two examples of Sill's 
intricately woven - songs 
offered on "Heart Food" . It is 
apparent that much time and 
thought was put into "Heat 
Food" . 

We owe it to ourselves to 
listen to what Judee Sills has to 
say. 
TITLE: "HOUSE OF THE 
HOLY" 
ARTIST: LED ZEPPELIN 
LABEL: ATLANTIC 

It's been awhile since Led 
Zeppelin has come up with 
anything new, and when 
"House of The Holy" was 
released I was pleased to find 
Plant, Page, John Paul Jones, 
and Bonham still working as a 
group_ "House Of The Holy" is 
a bit of a change for listeners 
who are used to the super, high
pow er ed rock of Zeppelin. 
Page's guitar work is still 
excellent and Plant's vocals 

are distinctive, but to some 
extent Led Zeppelin has 
mellowed out. "Over The Hills 
And Far Away" is a good 
example of what the group 
used to sound like, and "The 
Rain Song" is typical of the 
new Zeppelin music. "House Of 
The Holy" was recorded at 
Hendrix's Electric Lady 
Studios in New York. 
TITLE: "LEE PICKENS 
GROUP" 
ARTIST: THE LEE PICKENS 
GROUP 
LABEL: CAPITOL 

Lee Pickens, former lead 
. guitar player for Bloodrock has 

brought together Eddie Deaton 
on quitar and organ, Charlie 
Bassham on drums, bassist 
Gary Owens, and Milton 
Walters lending a hand on 
organ, arp, and harmonica. 
The Lee Pickens Group can 
boast that all five members 
can handle the vocals. Even 
with five singers, the vocal 
portion of their debut album is 
very thin. "I Can't Stand It" is 
an exception. Deation's 
number brings the raunchiness 
of Picken's lead guitar into full 
view, with Deation's vocals 
challenging for dominance. 
Lee Picken's guitar work on "I 
Can't Stand It", "2 Degrees 
South" and "Thumbs Up" save 
the LP from disaster. Pickens 
is a more than ample guitarist. 
What he does lack is a tight 
back-up band. 

ARTIST: RUBEN AND THE 
JETS 
LABEL: MERCURY 

Any album that Frank Zappa 
gets his hands on is sure to be 
strange. Zappa produces 
Ruben and the Jets, arranges 
and even writes a tune that is 
out of the early 60's . The eight 
men band brings back 
"Dedicated To The One I 
Love ; ; Tony Duran's slide 
guitar is a treat weren't offered 
in the original version. "Show 
Me The Way To Your Heart" is 
definitely · out of the Young 
Rascals era. I am not sure if 
Ruben Guevara and company 
are the newest version of the 
Sha Na Na. I hope . Zappa may 
include some of the Jets in his 
show. After seeing two ex
Turtles with Zappa just about 
anything is possible. "Ruben 
And The Jets F'or Real" would 
make a good addition to any LP 
collection. 

Here are some upcoming 
concerts you might like to 
catch: 

Canned Heat Chicago, 
May 4 and 5 

Deep Purple Madison, 
May 9 

Fleetwood Mac - Madison, 
May 9 

Foghat - Chicago, May 1 
Billy Preston - Milwaukee, 

May 11 
Johnny Winter - Chicago, 

May 1 
Frank Zappa - Milwaukee, 

May 11 -Chicago, May 16 
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c·reative Arts 
A Creative Arts Festival stressing the 

various educational interests will be held 
Tuesday, April 24 , through Thursday, May 3. 
The events will take place in conjunction with 
the inauguration of Chancellor Robert S. 
Swanson, scheduled for Monday, April 30. 

Robert Warn, a Minneapolis architect, will 
deliver a presentation entitled, "Frank Lloyd 
Wright : Divorce and Remarriage of Art and 
Technology," on April 26, at 8 p.m., in the 
Applied Arts Center. 

April 29 will mark a performance by the 
Peter Arnott Theater at 8 p.m. in the Applied 
Arts Center. Arnott, who has toured the nat!on 
for the past 25 years giving his own translat10n 
of Greek, Roman and French plays, will stage 
the Greek play, "Oedipus Rex," by Sophocles. 
Arnott points out that his presentatio.ns are 
designed as serious ad~lt dramati~ en
tertainment. Therefore, at his request, children 

·11nrler 12 will not be admitted: 

opening of a student exhibition 
on home economics arts and 
crafts in the Stout Commons. 

At 8 p.m. that day in the 
Harvey Hall Auditorium, Dean 
Abrahamson from the 
University of Minnesota will 
deliver a lecture entitled, "The 
Advisability of Nuclear Power 
Plants." 

Activities will culminate 
May 3 with Arre Lahti, and 
Industrial design expert from 
the University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, who will speak on 
" Humanness : Art and 
Technology" at 8 p.m. in the 
Applied Arts center. 

Students at UW-Stout work on a composition of a plastic "environment", which will . 
be on display during the Creative Arts Festival April 24 through May 3. Observers will be 
able to walk through the plastic environment, which will serve as an art form. 

Jim Tanner, a nationally known 
gl~ssblower from Mankato, Minn., will 
present a glassblowing workshop in the 
Applied Arts Center from noon to 4 p.m. on 
. May 1. Also scheduled that day is the 

Also scheduled through the 
week are a variety of film 
presentations, .a concert by the 
.university jazz ensemble and 
other events · of interest. All 
activities are open to the public 
free of charge. Additional 
information may be obtained 
by contacting the Stout Ac
tivities Office. 

A performance 
by Arnott 

A performance by the Peter 
Arnott Marionette Theater has 
been scheduled for Sunday, 
April 29. Arnott will present the 
Greek play, "Oedipus Rex", by 
Sophocles, at 8 p.m., in the 
Applied Arts Center. The 
performance, scheduled in 
conjunction with Stout's 
Creative Arts Festival, is open 
to the public free of charge. 

. Arnott performs his own 
translations of Greek, Roman, 
and French plays in his 
repertoire. He interprets all 
parts and manipulates all 
marionettes in his per
formance . His marionette 
theater originated 25 years aJ?o 
to explore the possibility of 
using this neglected-medium to 
produce serious drama, par
ticularly works from ancient 
Greek and Roman era. 

The purpose of his theater is 
three-fold: to reproduce the 
ancient conditions in which 
these early plays were per
formed ; to perform works 
which are often read in texts 
but rarely performed; and to 
take plays to wide geographic 
areas without incurring the 
cost of · bringing in a full 
theatrical company. 

Arnott explains his per
formances are serious 
dr'~matic presentations, often 
ei ceeding the grasp of younger 
children even though the 
marionette medium is often 
associated with children's 
theater . Therefore, Arnott has 
requested that children under 
12 not · be admitted to the 
perfor~ance. 

HARRY'S 
· SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
.BOOTS & SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS &SPORT 

·Acme Cowboy 
BOOT.S & DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

1'31 Main St. 235-7615 

Festival schedule 
Thurs. - Robert Warn - "Frank Lloyd Wright: The AA 210-8 p.m. 

Divorce and Remarriage of Art and Technology" . 

Fri. & Sat. - University Film Series: Phantom of the ' AA 321-6 P:"&-
Opera & The Zagreb Festival AA 210.! ::!. 

Sun - Peter Arnott Marionette Theatre: Sophocle's 
Oedipus Rex (Children under 12 not admitted) AA 321-10:30 a.Ill 

Mon. - . Jo Ann Crews - "Interior Design in I Union-2 p.m. 
America'' 

. . . Jo Ann Crews - "The Work of Jo Ann Crews" AA 103-12-4 p.m. 

HH Aud.-8 p.m. 

AA 209-2 p.m. 

AA 210-3:30 

. .. Jim Tanner - Glass Blowing Workshop Student 
Exhibition Reception: Home Economic~ 

. . . Dean Abrahamson: "The Advisability of Nuclear 
Power Plants" 

Tues. - Art Film Seminar II: Jackson Pollock & the 
End of the Art World 

. . . John Williams - ''Art and Technology: A Pic
torial Comparison" 

Commons-7 p.m 

. .. University Jazz Ensemble, Lynn Pritchard Patio 
conducting · 

Reynolds sit-in/ Continued from page 1 
convince the students to end · 
their sit-in and work with SSA. 
Discussion resumed Wed
nesday between the Chancellor 
and members of the sit-in. Tom 
Cropp, president of SSA and 
student senators offered 
several alternative proposals 
for settlement which were 
rejected by the demonstrators. 

SSA withdrew from the 
negotiations at mid-afternoon, 
but agreed to pursue the 
matter through regular 
channels. The student senate 
passed a resolution recom
mending that non-tenured 
faculty be given reasons for 
their dismissal, and presently 
are fol'.ming a committee of 
four members of the senate 
and four members of the group 
of demonstrators who will 
oresent a statement to the 
Board of Regents May 11 . The 
SSA sent the reccomendation 

to the faculty senate, but the 
faculty senate tabled the 
discussion. 

At 4:15 p.m., Wednesday 
April 10, Swanson told the 
eleven remaining demon
strators that he could not ac
cept their latest demands 
which still asked for a hearing 
for Tom Reynolds and the 
reasons for his dismissal. 
Swanson said' he felt he had 
given them a full hearing, , 
adding that he would not allow 
them to disrupt the building 
another day. He requested that 
they leave at 5 p.m. when the 
building closed. At 5 p.m. Len 
Oas, Stout's chief security 
officer, issued an order to clear 
the building . and all but 
Reynolds left voluntarily . 
Reynolds had to be carried out 
by security officers. No arrests 
were made. 

-Hallmark Graduation Cards-
(When you care enough to give· the very best -
Hallmark) 

• Also see our large assortment · 

· of Mother's Day cards & gifts 
P.S. Borgie's Carries Fanny Farmer Candies! 

SIMON'S CHIMNEY LTD. 
(Formerly Out of Sight) 

Presents 

{PINE POINTS) 

• • • 
''Go\cl fell~,·~~ 8! ___ \( --. ---- 8:00 - 1:00 Wed., May 2nd 

soc Admission 
· 25c All Mixed Drinks from 8-10 

Shuttle bus leaves Commons & Tainter at 8: 00 
sharp. 

\VOllld YOll likE 
to SDElld a YEa1~ 
ill CopE.1111a4Ell 1 

The University of Wisconsin 
Copenhagen Center offers courses in: 

education 
political science 
history 
English 

art 

psychology 
geography 
sociology 
economics 

For additional information write: 

Dr.William Romoser 
Director of Copenhagen Studies 
University of Wisconsin - River Falls 
River Falls, Wisconsin 54022 

preference given to juniors and seniors 

•••••••• 
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Bob Massey, a long-time participant in student government, conducts 
a course to train other potential student leaders. The course, offered for 
academic credit on an experimental basis, is designed to prepare its · 
graduates for roles in student government and activities at Stout. 

Students design course 
During the seventeenth Century, it was not 

_uncommon for university students to get 
together, hire their own teachers, and set up 
their own classes. 

Massey said the course was 
proposed because there was a 
scarcity of trained student 
leaders on campus. "People 
were willing to do things in 
student government and ac
tivities, but they'd fail because 
they didn't know how to handle 
leadership situations ," he 
explained. 

The problem 
impotency 

by Susie King 
Jonathon Kozol, author of Death at an Early 

i\ge and Free Schools, began his teaching 
career by being fired for reading black poetry 
to his fourth grade black students. They dubbed 
him a curriculum deviate. A quiet and gentle 
but angry man, Jonathon Kozol spoke about the 
pathetic people the public school systems are 
turning out today . He said that his first book 
was the work of a naive individual, who had 
recognized that the school system had failed 
and called for help in fixing it. "We are asking 
the guys (school boards) who are our enemies 
for a license for our revolution! After twelve 
years of asking permission to go downstairs . .. 
now we are asking permission to have a . 
revolution," sighed Kozol. 

The problem with the public school svstem, 
according to Kozol, is that they are doing their· 
job all too well. Schools.are producing just what 
they are supposed to produce - suburban 
schools produce people like Spiro Agnew, while 
ghetto schools are turning out junkies, maids, 
bus boys, prostitutes and welfare recipients. 
"Welfare mothers are imporant," he quips, 
"without them the socioligists wouldn't have 
material for their studies." Kozel went on to 
say that the honest job of public schools in the 
United States today is indoctrination. He calls 
this the socialization function . After twelve 
years of mandatory self-castration, loss of 
blood, loss of love, we are being drained of all 
power until we feel impotent. Kozol said that 
you can't recite the pledge of allegiance and · 
then go out and have an "open" discuss10n 
about capitalism versus socialism, because 
you've already made the choice. Kids no do not 
think and they are trained not to think. Instead, 
they merely spit back what their teachers 
throw at them . 

Kozol then gave examples of two ways 
the American Schools -indoctrinate their 
children. One way is by eliminati!}g the 
first person. The first grade teacher asks 
··wnat color is Mrs. X wearing?" 
Until the children feel tnere musi oe iwo people 
in the room - 1) Mrs. , X and 2) · 

Sunburns Continued from page I 5 
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IS 

the teacher. The rhetorical use 
of the third person rather than 
the first person gets worse and 
more sophisticated as you get 
into the college classroom. 
According to Kozol, the · con
versations of some college 
professors are like "noodles". 
"As if they were committing a 
sexual offense by having a 
personal opiniorf The teachers 
who use the third person are 
protecting themselves - "No 
one can punch the third person 
in the nose." 

Kozol stated that another 
myth that has evolv~d is the 
progress myth that everything 
is always getting better. "Why 
lay yourself on the line or pay 
the risk . . . everything good is 
going to happen without you?" 
That is what the school system 
wants us to believe and that is 
what gives students today a 
sense of powerlessness. Kozol 
wondered why teachers never 
tell us that a handful of men 
can and have changed things in 
the past and must continue to 
change things in the future .Yet 
changing things demands a 
great deal of personal com
mitment and may even involve 
dying for your case. "The good 
men died; the bad men lived 
and we made them president." 

Kozol ended his speech by 
asking for a commitment to 
help undo the " injustice" that 
has . been done to Tom 
Reynolds, an ex-member of the 
English department. Kozol 
stated that the firing of good 
but left-wing teachers is the 
upcoming trend on universities 
all over the country, and that 
we, Stout students, can and 
must do something to change 
it. 

Something similar to that is occurring this 
semester where students have designed their 
own course to train student government 
leaders. The two-credit course is being taught 
hy students. Paticipants are mostly freshmen 
and sophomores who will hopefully go on to 
leadership roles in student activities at the 
university . 

He described the course as 
"interdisciplinary" meaning 
that it does not fall under any 
one of Stout's four un
dergraduate schools . The 
small salary paid to the in
structors comes from the 
Student Senate. ' 

For a limited time there are 
howling and pool specials 
Saturday and Sunday from 12 

hockey and pin ball. 
Earl Gierke, curriculum coordinator at 

Stout, said that the course was approved 
through regular university channels and was 
designed to meet the university's academic 
standards.It is being offered on an ex
perimental basis this year. "The thought 
hehind this course was that we have lots of 
student organizations on campus, all of which 
require leaders; but few of these leaders have 
had an opportunity to get the training and 
experience they need to do the job." he said. 

noon to ·10:30 p.m . · 

Operating on a first-come
first-serve basis, the 
gameroom has a rental policy 
requiring a 40 percent deposit 
on reservations. The check-in
time must be pre-arranged and 
a student I.D. is required. 
Students sign a rental 
agreement and are responsible 
for the equipment. 

The course was the brainchild of its two in
structors Tom Shafer. a sophomore from 
Rochester, N.Y., and Bob Massey, a senior 
from North Royalton, Ohio. Shafer has done 
extensive study on leadership training and 
Massey h,;s served in key positions on Stout's 
Student Senate, holding the office of president, 
vice-president for legislative affairs and 
senator. 

Massey noted that students are 
teaching the course, rather 
than regular staff members, 
because they are better able to 
present leadership from the 
student's perspective. "I've 
heen involved in student 
government for eight years, 
including high school, and I've 
probably made a lot of 
mistakes," Massey said. 
"Because of this, I know what 
problems to look for when it 
comes to student leadership.' 

Bowling and pool specials 
are also Saturdays and Sm.
days from noon to 3 p.m. 
During these hours bowling 
four individual lines costs $1 
and an hour of pool is 60 cents 
compared to regular cost of 40 
cents per line of bowling and $1 
per hour ·or pool. 

Other indoor "rainy day" 
sports include foos ball , air 

The only way to nip the 
spring fever bug is get out in 
the sun, get a burn and bike, 
camp, and canoe. 

-· 
' A wooden spoon still pacifies 

I 

by Susie King 
Do you remember the far-out 

toys you used to play with or 
the ones your younger brothers 
and sisters are playing with 
now? Or were you more fond of 
banging on an olcf coffee can 
with a wooden spoon? Joys 
may be more sophisticated 
now but there is still room for 
the creativity of the wooden 
spoon . 

Two specialists in the Early · 
Childhood Education Program 
here have recently published a 
book entitled Fun Things. 
According to the authors , Dr. 
Janice Keil and Mrs. Judith 
Herr. ordinary household 
items and odds and ends can 
become inexpensive but 
valuable educational toys. 
Activities described in Fun 
Things are used by the authors' 
own children and can be en
joyed hy children 9 months to 
six years. 

Items such as tin cans , 
clothes pins, thread spools, 
muffin tins, egg cartons, cookie 
cutters, nai-ls, plastic dishes, 
wallpaper, zippers, and pie tins 
can he transformed into 
educational toys . The 
possibilities for use of ordinary ; 
household items are endless: 

Tin cans may be painted and 
used to help a child match 
colors, sizes, or patterns. 

Clothes pins may be used for 
matching shapes and colors, 
patterning or counting. 

Thread spools may be 
painted and strung together. 

Muffin tins or egg cartons 
may be used by the child to sort 
items by color, shape, and size. 

The authors suggest that 
learning should be a pleasant 
activity and should take place 
while the child is relaxed. After 

a nap for instance. The child 
should not be rushed, but must . 
be allowed enough time to 
complete the game. "Have the 
table or floor cleared of other 
toys and equipment so the child 
can focus on the activity you 
have planned," they say . 
"When a child is very good at 
an activity, switch roles with 
him and let the child give you 
directions and you do the 
acitivity ." 

Mrs . Herr stipulates that 
these activites are of par
ticular value to low income 
families who cannot afford 
educational toys. But these 
activities can be of value to all 
children: those you babysit for, 
younger brothers or sisters, or 
your very own _ offspring. 
Become aware of the unlimited 
opportunities in making or
dinary items into playthings. 

Intergroup experiences to 
complete more requirements 

Two intergroup experiences 
designed to help students meet 
the Human Relations 
requirement of the Wisconsin 
State Department of Public 
Instruction will be offered on 
campus this summer. 

Contemporary American 
Indian Concerns will be offered 
during the mini-session, May 
21-June 1. Mr. Robert Powless, 
Director of the Indian Studies 
Program at the University of 
Minnesota-Duluth will be the 
guest instructor, assisted by 
Ms. Freda Wright, University 
of Wisconsin-Stout. Mr. 
Powless who is a member of 
the Oneida Tribe of Wisconsin 
has been active in Indian 
education both on the national 
and on the Wisconsin scene. 
Assisting him will be Indian 
resource consultants who will 
offer opportunity for group 
interaction. The workshop is 
scheduled to meet from 7 p.m . 
to 9 p .m. each day. 
Registration will be held open 
until May 1 11 for Con
temporary American Indian 
Concerns. 

The second experience will 
be a seminar offered during the 
regular summer session during 
the two week period of July 9-
20, Native American Children 
and Youth in the Classroom. 
Instructors for this workshop 
are Mr. Williard Lonetree, a 
member of the Winnebago 
tribe who is now serving as a 
Home-School Coordinator at 
Wisconsin Dells, and Ms. 
Freda Wright, Director of the 
Wisconsin Home-School 
Coordinator Training 
Program, University of 

'Wisconsin-Stout. This seminar, 
too, will offer a wide variety of 
intergroup experiences with 
Indian resource consultants. 
Although the two seminars are 
somewhat different in format, 
they will both concentrate on 
positive aspects of intergroup 
relationships with special focus 
on education . Both are 
available for undergraduate or 
graduate credit. 

Any interested student, 
faculty, or staff member as 
well as Menomonie residents 
are invited to join either 
semester. 
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Stout important part of Swanson's life for 30 years 
. For more than 

30 years Stout has been an important 
part of Robert Swanson's life. Last 
fall he was named the university's 
chancellor, the fifth man to head the 
institution in its 79-year history. 

The University of Wisconsin Board 
of Regents appointed the school's 
Graduate College dean to succeed 
William J. Mich eels who stepped 
down in April for reasons of health. 

"In the ninth grade I was asked to 
write a career paper on what I in
~ended to do in life," Swanson, 47, said 
m . an mtervi~w following the ap
pomtment. I said I was going to Stout 
and become an industrial arts 
teacher. After writing the paper, I 
sent for Stout's course catalog - and 
I never changed my mind." 

Swanson received his Bachelor's 
and Master's degrees from Stout in 
1949 and 1950, and his Doctorate from 
the University of Minnesota in 1955. 
He has been on the staff since his 
undergraduate days. 

A native of Superior, Swanson's 
first visit to the Stout campus was in· 
19:37 with his late father, Hugo, an 
industrial arts teacher and supervisor 
of industrial arts for Superior schools. 
His mother, Ruth, taught home 
economics at the junior high level. 

In 1942, he returned to enroll in the 
university's industrial arts program. 
His education was interrupted almost 
immediately. 

··on Dec. 7, the first anniversary of 
the war, I enlisted in the army with 55 
other students. We were called to 
active duty in June of 1943." 

Swanson, who was awarded the 
· Rronze Star, served as a staff 
sergeant in an anti-tank company. 

In 1946, he received his discharge 
and returned to Stout. With a 
reputation as an outstanding student, 
Verne Fryklund, then president of the 
university, quickly seized Swanson to 
holster a slim instructional staff. 
Swanson taught ·in his junior and 
senior years and received a half-time 
appointment to the faculty when he 
entered graduate school. 

''Halftime," Swanson recalls, 
"meant teaching 20 contact hours of 
drafting and woodworking a week." 
Swanson was asked to teach another 
two-credit course following the death 
of a staff member. He was,...elected 
president of the student association in 
his senior year. 

In 1948, he married Margaret 
Pennington. She-received her degree 
in dietetics f'~6ITl\ Stout that year. 
Although bo h- were natives of 
Superior, they did not know each 
other there. 

From a part-time instructor 
Swanson moved up the educationai 
ladder. He served as chairman of the 
Department of Wood Technics 
assistant dean and then dean of th~ 
School of Applied Science and 
Technology,. director of the summer 
session and, from 1966, dean of the 
Graduate College. · 

Under his leadership, the Graduate 
College tripled its enrollment and 
doubled the number of degree 
programs offered. One of his goals for 

, the college - a doctorate in Industrial 

Education - was not reached 
although steady progress has bee~ 
made. The university now offers an 
Educ~tion Specialist degree in In
dustrial Education (one year beyond 
the masters), but Swanson feels that 
to assume its full leadership role in 
the field, it must offer the doctorate. 
It also o!fers t_he Education Specialist 
degree m Gm dance and Counseling. 

CHAIN OF OFFICE 
The wearing of a chain of office or medallion by the head of an 

educational institution, is a tradition that dates back to the middle 
ages. The chain of office usually consists of a reproduction of the 
seal of the university, and is worn by the chief executive officer 
for most formal academic occasions. The first such chain of office 
presented to a President or· Chancellor of the University of 
Wisconsin-Stout is being given to Chancellor Swanson today. It is 
made of sterling silver, and is a gift to the Chancellor by the Stout 
Student Association. 

Stout's undergraduate programs in 
the industrial-technical and Home 
Economics fields are among the 
largest in the world. A majority of the. 
schools 5,000 students are in those 
programs. 

A recognized leader in his field, 
Swanson is a past president of the 
American Industrial Arts 
Association. He was named "man of 
the year" of the American Council of 
Industrial Arts Teacher Educators in 
1967 and made an "honorary mem
ber" of the National Association of 
Teacher Educators in 1970. 

In 1959, he was selected one of "five · 
outstanding young men in Wisconsin'' 
by the Junior Chamber of Commerce . . 
He is an examiner-consultant for the 
North Central Association. He is the 
author of a textbook on plastics 
technology and numerous articles on 
technology and education. He has 
served as a consultant to industry and 
educational institutions. 

Swanson's reputation as a teacher 
is unequalled on the campus. "He has 
the ability to organize and present 
material in a clear and concise 
fashion," one colleague remarked. 
"He also has the ability to implement 
innovative approaches. Many people 
can talk about innovative ap
proaches, but can't implement 
them." 

Swanson has enjoyed a strong 
relationship with students. "He will 
go that extra mile in helping a 

· student," according to · Wesley L. 
Face, assistant chancellor for 

Academic Affairs. "If it takes from 4 
to 7 p.m. to resolve a problem for a 
student, he will work through his 
supper hour to do it. 

"His schedule is determined by the 
demands of the job. He is a very 
unselfish man - any time left he feels 
f!lUSt ~e spent ~ith his family. He will 
fmd time for his family even though 
he has none left for himself." 

Swanson and Face have worked 
closely on many university projects. 
"There's a certain calmness about 
Bob; he never loses his cool. He has 
the. ability to see many of the sub
t~etie~, problems or opportunities of a 
situatrnn that others might overlook." 

Micheels said that Swanson 
"engenders confidences with 
everyone he works - both because of 
his intellectual abilities and his 
willingness to listen.'' 

Swanson is a many-sided in
dividual. He feels a strong com
mitment to the community. He served 
as chairman of the Menomonie School 
Board for ten years including two 
years as its president. He was the 
first chairman of the Board of Control 
of Cooperative Service Agency 
<CESA) No. 5. He has been active in 
scouti!lg since his borhood, receiving 
the Silver Beaver m 1961 for his 
contributions. 

Swanson and his wife live in a home 
that he built. He still maintains his 
journeyman carpenter card . He 
worked at that trade while going 
through high school and college. The 
couple has four children, Ronald, 22, 
Steven, 20, Marcia, 17, and Curtis, 7. 

He has two sisters, one of them, 
Mrs. Martin (Ruth) Nurmi, is a part
time music teacher at Kent State and 
the wife of the former dean of Kent's 
Graduate College. The other sister, 
Mrs. Grant (Shirley) Jacks, is a 
journalist, living in Randor, Penn. 

Although Swanson has had many 
offers from other institutions, he has 
declined them, feeling a tremendous 
loyalty to Stout and a need to main
tain a stable living environment for · 
his family. 

"Bob believes very strongly in the 
University's mission," Face said. 
"He feels that his best contribution to 
society can be made here." 

The Stout Alumni Association said 
it was extremely pleased with 
Swanson's selection. The 
association's national president, 
Richard Seitz, Flint, Mich., said: "We 
have the highest respect for his 
professional and personal 
qualifications. We are particularly 
pleased that the Board of Regents 
picked a Stout graduate for the job. It 
confirms our conviction that the 
specialized curriculum at Stout 
produces , graduates uniquely 
qualified for leadership in their 
chosen field . He can count on our 
sunnort in this new assignment." 

Invitation 
The Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System 

and 

the Faculty, Staff and Students of the University of Wisconsin . Stout 

Request the Honor of Your Presence at the Inauguration of 

Robert Sterling Swanson 

as the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin . Stout 

Monday, the Thirtieth of April, Nineteen Hundred and Seventy-three 

at Two O'clock in the Afternoon. Johnson Fieldhouse, Menomonie, Wisconsin 

Your Presence Is Also Requested at the Inauguration Reception 

Three-thirty in the Commons 

and at the Inaugural Ball 

Nine O'clock in the Student Center Ballroom 



Inauguration of Swanson marks start 
of new era for university 

The inauguration of 
Robert S. Swanson April 30 as chancellor of 
UW-Stout will, in many ways, mark the 
beginning of a new era for the university. It will 
be an era suceeding_ four R_revious men who 
headed the W1iversity, each of whom has made 
a contribution to the institution's history and 
development. 

The first such man was Lorenzo Dow Harvey, 
who was brought to Menomonie in 1903 by Sen. 
James H. Stout, the W1iversity's founder . 

Harvey was to head both the university, then 
known as the Stout Manual Training School, 
and act as superintendent for the Menomonie 
Public Schools. 

Most of his life had been spent in education, 
serving in various capacities. At the age of 16, 
he passed a county examination for _a third 
grade teaching certificate and durmg the 
winter months taught in a one-room school near 
his farm home in Rock CoW1ty, Wis. 

After graduation from Wilson College in 1872, 
he became principal at Mazomanie, Wis., and 
then at Sheboygan. In succession, Harvey was 
superintendent of the Sheboygan schools, state 

Harvey Nelson 
. institute conductor an<f professor 01 political 

economy at State Normal School in Oshkos~, 
president of the State Normal School m 
Milwaukee and state superintendent of public 
instruction .• Before coming to Menomonie, he 
had been president of the Department of 
Superintendence of the National Education 
Association. Later in, in 1908, he was elected 
president of the NEA. 

Harvey was admirally fitted for his work in 
Menomonie. He had been a classroom teacher 
and an educational administrator. He had 
helped reorganize teach~r institutions in 
Wisconsin. As state supermtendent, he had 
initiated numerous reforms in the Wisconsin 
school system. He had been commis~ioned ~y 
the legislature to study and report on mdustrial 
education in this country and abroad. He and 
Sen. Stout had become well acquainted in 
educational projects involving the legislature. 

Harvey, no doubt, could hav~ ~ccep~ed any 
number of well-paying positions m the 
educational world but he chose to accept Sen. 
Stout's invitation 'to come to Menomonie. His 
salary as superintendent of schools would have 
hardly been sufficient to hold him had n?t Sen. 
Stout supplemented his income from his own 
pocket and secured him the position of 
assistant cashier at the First National Bank. As 
an administrator, Harvey ran the school mu~h 
as a city superintendent might run a public 
school. At a general faculty meeting in 1919, he 
announced that all teachers were to be in the 
buildings from 8:30 to 12 and from 1:15 to 4:15 
when the school was in session. Much faculty 
meeting time was given over to m~thods of 
teaching and improvement of outlmes. To 
students he was sympathetic, but when oc
casions seemed to demand it, arbitrary. When 
a number of students were dismissed from 
breaking the rules, Harvey made it q~ite cl.ear 
to the institute's board, after some discuss10n, 
that discipline was his prerogative. 

Not long after World War I, the end came to 
the Harvey era. He was ·well past 70 and oc
casionally ill, but his death came !ather 
unexpectedly on June 1, 1922, in the midst of 
preparations for commencement. He had_ be~n 
in a rather reminiscent mood as he sat m his 
office the day before and talked to the city 
superintendent of schools. He had l~ved a full 
life so active in the affairs of education that he 
had become a nationally-known and respected 
figure in battles to ma~e vocatio~al-indust~ial 
training a fully-accredited area m education. 

Several months of discussion across the state 
followed Harvey's death before Burton Nelson 

was named his successor. Nelson began 
teaching in Pennsylvania rural school at the 
age of 15 after he was graduated from a 
military academy. Then he studied at a state 
normal school, spent several years teaching in 
rural schools, was graduated from Western 

, Normal College in Bushnell, Ill., and served 
several years in school administration in 
Cllinois. As superintendent of schools in Racine 
'rom 1904 to 1918, Nelson had been prominent in 
:he educational affairs of the state. His 
prominence in vocational education was 
perhaps the reason for his being chosen head of 
what was known as The Stout Institute. 

Nelson assumed his new duties in April, 1923. 
The enrollment of 589 in the regular session 
that year reached a peak not to be exceeded 
Wltil the eve of the second World War. In fact, 
the summer session attendance had been 
greater than the regular session. It was 
designed especially for supervisors and 
teachers of industrial arts or household arts. 
There were also special courses for vocational 
teachers since Stout had been designated by the 
State Board of Vocational Education as the 
institution in Wisconsin to receive federal aid 
W1der the Smith-Hughes law. The Board helped 
provide teachers for the summer session with 
these funds . 

Through Nelson's leadership, Stout played a 
key role in military training during World War 
II. . 

The end of the Nelson era came in the 
summer of 1945. Back in 1937, the Board of 
Trustees had refused to consider Pres. Nelson's 
resignation seriously. He still talked about 
retiring. When the war came, he was 74 :years 
old. "The tragedy of Pearl Harbor came on 
Sunday, Dec. 7, 1941,"he recalled to the Board 
of Trustees. "Two weeks later on SW1day, Dec. 
21, as I listened to a radio program entitled: 
Wake Up America, in which program a 
manpower problem was emphasized, I wrote in 
1941 diary: resolution: I quit when Hitler 
does." Thus, on June 25, 1945,Nelson tended his 
resignation to take effect in the fall. Looking 
back, Nelson could say tha~ Stout had changed 
considerably in the years of his regime. It had 
made the transition from a two-year to a four
year college and had changed its objectives and 
curriculum to meet the standards of ac
crediting agencies. Graduate work had been 
added. Nelson or "Prexy'', as he was af
fectionately called, was sometimes stubborn 
and always a demon behind the wheel of a car. 
But he was a kind man - sincere, friendly and 
hospitable. He was not a vigorous educational 
leader, but his requests to his board if granted, 
would have enable Stout to move faster on the 
road to greater service. Working with an 
adequate instructional support, the faculty, the 
deans and the president had moderate success 
in changing a technical training school into an 
accredited four-year college. 

The Board of Trustess selected Verne C. 
Fryklund as Nelson's successor. A graduate of 
Stout, FryklWld had received a Doctorate 
degree from the University of Minnesota. He 
had taught at Wayne University and the 
University of Minnesota, and had been 
superintendent of vocational education in the 
city schools in Detroit. At the time of his ap
pointment as president, Lt. Col. Fryk~Wld was 
awaiting discharge from the Army-Air force. 
In World War II, he had served in various 
capacities as a training expert. 

FryklWld had become well-known in the field 
of industrial and vocational education through 
his writings. He came into office during the 
transition in life at Stout. Veterans were 
returning and promised to come in large 

numbers. The economy shifted gears, and high 
school graduates who might have worked in 

war time began to flock to the colleg~. 
Enrollment spurted from 373 in 1945 to_ 967 m 
1949. Under Fryklund's direction, curriculum 
and instruction kept pace with the gro~th of 
campus facilities at Stout a~d extra curricular 
activities were expanded with enrollment. (?ne 
of the most significant changes for Stout durmg 
his time was a transfer of the jurisdiction of the 
institution to what was then the Board of 
Regents of the State Colleges. 

In 1960, Fryklund announced his retirement 
after 16 years of service. He ~ad brough_t to the 
office the vigor that the times required . A 

much-needed building program was suc
cessfully launched. A faculty rankin~ system 
was established, and faculty salaries were 
raised to competing levels . Student nee~s 
received more attention as all facets of their 
non-academic college life were placed under a 

dean of student affairs. Pres. Fryklund was 
always very proud of Stout as it was, and he 

feared that any radical change·s in direction 
might destroy its unique position in the 
educational world. · 

Succeeding Fryklund was William J. 
Micheels, a Menomonie native and a 1932 Stout 
graduate. Micheels, who had served as 
chairman of the industrial education depart
ment at the University of Minnesota, again 
brought Stout to prominence in the blending of 
the artists and the artisan which had been so 
much a part of the thinking of Sen. Stout. Some 
of the most dramatic growth and change at 
Stout was to occur under Micheels' direction . 
When he began his duties, the name of the in-

stitution - Stout State College - and the 
enrollment was less than 1,700. By the time he 
had completed his duties as president <later 
known as chancellor) , the institution had grown 
to more than 5,200 students and had become 
known as Stout State University and later 
University of Wisconsin-Stout. 

Fryklund Micheels 

During the decade Micheels was in off~ce, 
some 14 graduate and undergraduate maJors 
were added at Stout, aod groundwork wa~ _l~id 
for several more. A number of new facthtles 
were also added to the university to ac
commodate its expanding enrollment and 
programs. Involvement and innov~t!on w_ere 
the themes for Micheels' adm1mstrat10n. 
Under his guidance, grea~er efforts wer~ made 
toward more student mvolvement m t~e 
operation of the uni~ersity .. Through his 
direction new and mnovattve forms of 
teaching 'and learning were initiated at Stou~. 
But Micheels, as in the -case of his 

predecessors, continued to maintain the im
portant special mission established by Sen. 
Stout," expanding these specialties for greater 
public service, community involvement and 
experimentation. 

After suffering from a series of healtn 
problems, Micheels presented his !esignation 

. to the Board of Regents in the sprmg of 1972. 
Accepting the recommendation and naming 
Micheels "distinguished professor" at Stout, 
the Board passed a resolution commending him 
for his years of service to the institution. The 
resolution pointed to the growth of the 
university under his leader~hip and ho"". Stou~'s 
nationwide and worldwide reputation m
creased. "Be it resolved," the resolution 
stated "on the occasion of his resignation as 
chanc~llor and appointment as distinguished 
professor, the members of the Board commend 
him for his contributions to the people of 
Wisconsin and wish him and his devoted wife 
Betty much happiness and good health in the 
years to come." 

A successor to Micheels was named by the 
Board in the fall of 1972. Robert Sterling 
Swanson, then dean of the graduate college, 
was named to the post after a nationwide 
search and screening of potential candidates. A 
long-time Menomonie resident, Swanson had 
served on campus in various capacities for 
more than 30 years. He came to Stout as a 
student, earning his Bachelor's and Master's 
degrees here, and received his Doctorate from 
the University of Minnesota. He had served as 
both a teacher and administrator at Stout. 

In taking office, Swanson had promised to 
maintain the special mission of Stout while 
developing new ways in which it could serve the 
public. That philosophy will mark the era for 
which he serves. April 30 will mark the formal 
beginning of that era. 



The many faces of Swanson 

With wife Margaret and son Curtis 

;;,;:._ ... ~.----·--···--··-

On campus 

At home 



Industrial management courses 
explained to ease registration 

Registration for the summer D1stnbulive Education. 
and the fall semester is coming 3. Industrial Supervision 
1 One of the problems at the (150-600, 3 credits) : - This 
time of registration is electing course deals with all phases of 
courses which will benefit managing the human element 
professionally in later life. The in any education govern-
staff of the Industrial mental, business, or industrial 
Management Department feels organization. The topics 
that they have something to covered include motivation, 
offer through their courses to leadership, decision-making, 
various majors on the campus. communication and super-

It is strongly recommended, visory skills. We feel that this 
though, that students should course will be highly beneficial 
consult their advisors and or tomost any of Stout's 

·. program directors for electing graduates, as a majority of 
courses. A description of a few them will have subordinates 
courses along with our opinion working for them sooner or 
r~arding their application to , later in their lives. We are of 
the professional goals of the opinion that the course will 
various degrees follows. be useful professionally to 

1. Engineering Economy majors in Industrial 
(150-500, 3 credits): _ This Technology, Business Ad-
course pF+ma-my deals ministration, Hotel and 
primarily with financial Restaurant Management, 
decision making, especially in Food Service Administration, 
the area of the selection of the Vocational Rehabilitation, and 
most economical equipment Fashion Merchandising . 
among several available 4. Plant Layout and Material 
equipment alternatives. Some Handling 050-440, 3 credits): 
emphasis is also given to - This course primarily deals 
decision-making situations with the techniques of op-
that relate to one's personal timally laying out industrial 
life. A few examples of such plants and offices. Some 
personal decision situations emphasis is also placed upon 
are buying a house versus the material handling which at 
renting it; negotiating for present is considered as one of 
buying property, bonds, etc., the major problems in in-
going for an advanced degree dustry. The techniques taught 
v er s u s d i s c on t i n u i n g in the course could easily be 
education. This course would applied to any other working 
be useful to any student who situation as home, hospitals, 
will be dealing with money in school shops, retail stores, and 
his life. The techniques used in restaurants. The course is 
the course are so simple that considered as having a great 
these could be mastered by deal of application for majors 
anyone having a basic in Industrial Technology, Food 
background in high school Service Administration, Hotel 
algebra . This course would be and Restaurant Management, 
e s p e c i a I l y u s e f u I Home Economics in Business, 
professionally to the majors in Industrial Education, and 
Industrial Technology, Vocational, Trade and In-

Business Administration,Food dustrial Education. 
Service Administration, Hotel 5. Production Management 
and Restaurant Management, ( 150-200, 3 : - This course 
Applied Mathematics, Home focuses upon the various 
Economics in Business, functional areas of 
Vocational Rehabilitation, and management in a production 
Fashion Merchandising. oriented enterprise producing 

2. Methods Engineering (150- goods or services. Some of the 
230, 2 credit>: - This course functional areas discussed in 
heavily emphasizes the the course include quality 
scientific approach to problem control, work simplification, 
solving. The main theme of the work measurement, produc-
course is that the existing tion control, inventory control, 
operational methods in any plant layout and similar other 
working situation such as areas. A great deal of em-
hom~, business, industry, phasis is placed upon the 
hospitals and res.taurants can analytical techniques used in 
be improved by using a few solving problems related to 
techniques taught in the each functional area. This 
course. These techniques course overviews most of the 
could be a valuable asset for courses offered in the In-
improving your crea.tivity in dustrial Management 
any working situation. The department and as such may 
course would be especially help in electing further courses 
useful professionally to majors offered in the department. This 
in Industrial Technology, Food course is considered as 
Service Administration, Hotel professionally useful for 
and Restaurant Management, majors in Industrial 
Vocational Rehabilitation, Technology, Business Ad-
Industrial Education, Fashion ministration , App 1 i e d 
Merchandising, Home Mathematics, Food Service 
Economics in Business and Administration, Hotel and 
Education, and Marketing and Restaurant Magement. 

Native American Awareness Pow-wow 
April 28-29, 1973 

DUNN COUNTY f AIRGROUNDS 
Menomonie, Wis. 

-CASH PRIZES-
First Prize Men's Fancy Dance $200 
Each Division First, Second, Third 

Cash Prizes Awarded 

DANCE TIMES SAT., APRIL 28 
2 p.m. - 8 p.m. 

SUN., APRIL 29 

6. Quality Control (150-320, 2 
credit): - This course deals 
primarily with the control of 
the quality of goods 
manufactured by a production 
oriented enterprise. The course 
is considered as useful for 
majors in Industrial 
Technology, Applied 
Mathematics, Food Service 
Administration, and Hotel and 
Restuarant Management. 

7. Systems Design and 
Analysis 050-700, 3 credits): -
This course focuses primarily 
upon designing and analyzing 
systems for business, industry, 
and social enterprises. A great 
deal of emphasis is placed upon 
systems approach to problem 
solving, flow charting and 
analyzing the existing systems, 
and ideal systems design 
a~proach . . It is a project 
oriented course. Every student 
designs a new real-life system 
and also analyzes an existing 
real-life system which is of 
interest to him. The course is 
especially recommended to 
seniors majoring in Industrial · 
Technology, Industrial 
Education, Vocational Trade & 
Industrial Education, Home 
Economics Education, and 
Technical Education. 

8. Operations Research 050-
650, 3 credit): - This course 
deals with quantative 
techniques in decision making. 
Some of the techniques covered 
in the course include linear 
programming, transportation 
!11odel, assignment model, 
integer programming, 
dynamic programming, input
output models, replacement 
models, inventory control 
models. and sales forecasting 
models. If you are interested in 
the application of mathematics 
in solving business and in
dustrial problems, this course 
could prove very useful . The 
course is especially recom
mended to seniors majoring in 
Inudstrial Technology, Applied 
Mathematics and Business 
Administration. 

If you are interested in 
getting more details about the 
above mentioned courses or • 
other courses offered in our 
department, please contact 
any staff member of the 
department. 

RESEARCH MATERIALS 
All Topics 

Send for your descriptive, up'.to-date, 
. 12!!-page, mail order catalog of 2,300 

quality research paoers. Enclose 
~ 1.00 to cover pastage and !landling. 

RESEARCH UNLIMITED 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 

"We need a ·1ocal ·salesman" ·---------, 
: LOOK : 
1 for 1 

: Moonlite Madness : 
I . SALE I 
I <first Thursday in May) I 

: Kodacolor Film : 
I o~"~ 99c I 
I (while they last) I 
I • Look for cosmetic I 
: specials : 

• Lee's • L---------· 

i 
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Summer iobs enhanced 
through field experience 

by Gail Landers 
Have you started looking for a summer job? If your job is 

related to your major or minor field of study, you may be eligible 
to earn two credits and still get paid. 

The program is called Field Experience. It's an un
dergraduate program consisting of a "series of courses offered by 
essentially all departments at Stout." It's a chance "for students 
to receive academic credits for learning, achieved by working in 
a job related to their field." Although most students enroll for the 
summer, part tim~ employment during the school year may also 
qualify. 

Field Experience is one way students can decide if they are in 
the right field. It will help them "discover areas of future 
educational needs," while at the same time proving to be "an 
effective way of developing better human relations and com
munication skills." 

Field Experience is required for some majors and minors and 
is an acceptable elective in most others. Students should check 
the requirements for their area of study soon, so an appropriate 
position can be sought. 

For admittance into the program, first have your position 
secured. Then get an application from the Field Experience of
fice . After you have filled it out and written what specific learning 
objectives you hope to obtain, have the application approved by 
the departmental chairman and your Experience advisor. Return 
the application to the Field Experience office by May 7, unless 
other arrangements have been made. 

Your employer will be contacted before vacation, asking that 
he cooperate in your learning process. Before you begin your job. 
you will attend a meeting explaining what will be expected of you. 
during the course of your emplbyment. 

Every week, students will send back brief summaries of their 
learning experiences. When school reopens in the fall, they will 
submit a written paper telling of their experience , in field. Then. 
all students will take part in a seminar, to share their experience 
with other students in their same area of study. 

A letter grade will then be assigned each student. For the 
most part, the grade depends on how well the requirements were 
met, although a student should be employed for eight weeks or a 
total of 320 hours for approval. 

The cost for this 2-credit course will only be to students 
returning full-time in the fall. Non-Wisconsin residents will pay 
$45.00 and state residents $17 .00, payable in July . 

All interested students or anyone with questions should 
contact Mr. Ganzemiller, in the Field Experience-Independant 
Study office, on the second floor of the Administration Building. or 
call extension 1333. 

New Student 
Housing 
For 1973-1974 School Year 

•2 bedroom-apartments 

•Especially for students 

•Air conditioned 

·•Fully furnished & 

- carpeted 

•Laundry facilities 

•Located in Menomonie 

For further information call 

BLAKELEY'S INC. in Eau Claire 
834-9221 

or come to the job site on the corner of 13th 
St. and 15th Ave. anytime April 30-May 4. 



WIN-· A SCHWINN 
... . . . 

. ' , 

SPEED 

The Golden Hanger Ltd. is celebrating its Spring 

Grand Opening with specials on knit suits and 

sweoters. Long sleeve· and short sleeve in · the . 

latest Sprina Styles . 

.......... ,. ~o~ $6 to $8 
. 

THE BIG EVENTS-----.. 
Drawing far Prizes - . May 5th at 5 p .m. 

GRAND PRIZ.E SCHWINN 10 SPEED BICYCLE 
• 2nd PRIZE •,so in Merchandise 
• 3rd PRIZE 125 in Merchandise 

plus da ily drawi ng.s for 55 in Merchandise 

SIGN UP NOW! 
Cross Country Bicycle lac6 May 5tfl. .at I p.m. 

• 1st Place '55 Dow n Filled Slee ping Bog 

• 2nd Place '25 Comp Trails Back Pa~k 

• 3rd Place ' 10 in Merchandise 

Also Save 

10% 
on All .Spring · 
Shirts &. Pants 

i NEW STORE HOURS: Mon ., Tues ., Wed., Fri . . 10 o."!.·7 p.m.; Sat: 10 a .m.-5 :30 p.m.; Thurs. 10 a .m.-9 p.m. 

THE GOLDEN HANGER LTD. 
305 ¥oln · 



Time Out 
by Todd Schmidt 

Inefficiency has once again reigned supreme. I apologize to 
Coach Karnish for the poor coverage of track this week, although 
co-operation on his part has been lacking at times in the past. 

Due to the unbelievably expansive budget alloted the 
Stoutonia by SSA, we editors have to spread ourselves un
believably thin. The main reason for this is the fact that none of 
our writers are paid, so it is correspondingly hard to keep good 
writers. 

The editors are paid, but the amount we ~et w_ould just barely 
keep a monkey in peanuts. We go to school Just _like all the other 
students around here, and it is hard for us to be m more than one 
place at once. 

Track will be given due publicity, as information becomes 
available. Baseball falls into much the same rut, although many 
rumors abound as to the reason for this. 

Tennis and intramural heads have been very co-operative 
when information was needed by this office. I think any people 
involved there for their co-operation. 

As we can all understand, a financial pinch around here is 
unavoidable considering the staggering amount that Governor 
Lucey has ~ut out of the State Colleges' budgets. Please un
derstand, I'm not trying to hurt anyone by our coverage, o~ ev~n 
trying to justify anything, for t_hat matter. What I'm saymg is 
simple: we can only make due with what we have. 

Hockey Awards 
Congratulations once again to the hockey award winner. They 

are as follows: Most Valuable Player - Tom McNamara; 
Leading Scorer - Glenn LaChapelle (65 points); Best Hustler -
Chuck Mortel; Co-Captains - Chuck Gerber and Chuck Mortel. 

S Club Presents 
Believe it or not the S Club has presented a special award -

to the most valuable
1

Blue Devil fan! A specially inscribed blanket 
was presented to Mr. Phil Johnson, proprietor of a local gasoline 
station, who was voted by S club as Most Valuable fan. , 

Mr. Johnson has been a faithful Blue Devil supporter for 
many years, and has finally been rewarded for his loyalty. Mr. 
Johnson, salute'. 

Varsity Football Prospects 
A varsity football meeting will be held Monday, May 7 at 7:30 

p.m. 
The meeting will be held in the AV Room in the Fieldhouse, 

and "all candidates seeking an invitation next fall must attend 
this meeting", according to Coach Pierce. 

Next week - Athletic Funding Pros and Cons. 

Women's I.M. basketball 
ends season 

Blue Hall Hotel was vic
torious in the April 10 women's 
intramural basketball tour
nament, coming out on top. 
Second Frogs was second, 
followed by Jambalaya and 
Wigen's Highest. The rest of 
the leagues stacked up as 
follows: 

7:15 League 
+Jambalaya . ........ . . 2 1 
+Wigen's Highest . . .... 2 1 
Ta inter Trotters .. .. . ... 2 1 

See Our Great 
Assortment of 

Graduation & 

Mother's Day 
Cards and 

Gifts! 

Van's 

Ball Handlers ......... .. O 3 

8:00League 
+Second Frogs ...... . .. 3 O 
OTR's . .... . . ....... .... 2 1 
Hansen Handlers ....... 1 2 
Golden Hearts ..... . .... 0 3 

8:45League 
+ Blue Hall Hotel ....... 3 o 
Bouncing Babes ........ 2 1 
Dribbling Dribbles . . ... . 1 2 
ThirdKeithKlods ..... . . 0 3 

+ In tournament play. 

Blue Hall Hotel, Women's 1-M Basketball Tournament 
Champs, are as follows: (First Row, L to R) Diane Kapausta, 
Peggy Parlin, Pam Servais, Nancy Nebelung. Second Row: Mary 
Cave, Linda Olthafer, Diance Sievert, Debbie Traiger. Last Row: 
Jeff Kurisch, and Darrell Diedrich, coaches. - Photo by Fran 
Fedie 

Baseballers drop openers 
Prepare for conf ere nee foes 

by Dave Kopydlowski 
The hustlin' Blue Devils 

opened their 1973 conference 
baseball season on a disap
pointing note as they dropped 
both ends of a double header to 
visiting River Falls, 7-5 and 9-3. 

In the first game the Falcons 
jumped on starting pitcher 
Paul Woerful for two unearned 
runs in the first inning. Jeff 
Couey came to Woerful 's relief 
in the first inning and finished 
the game with a strong per
formance. 

Couey pitched 6 1-3 inning 
allowing three earned runs 
while striking out six. 
However, Couey was still 
tagged with the loss as a result 
of Blue Devil errors. 

The Falcons scored a pair of 
runs in both the third and fifth 

, innings and added one more in 
the seventh. 

Stout's first run came in the 
second inning when Russ 
Flanigan blasted a solo home 
run. 

A four run fourth inning 
completed the Stout scoring as 
Karl Kroening, Flanigan and 
Tom Speidel rode home off the 
bat of Dan Melville, who also 
scored. 

In the night cap the Blue 
Devils opened the scoring with 

two runs in the third inning as 
Bob Haberli and Couey (as the 
designated hitter) each scored. 

Their lead was short lived as 
River Falls pounded on Stout 
pitchers for seven runs, of 
which only three were earned. 
Two were given up by loser Ed 
Sattler and one by reliever 
Dave Offerdahl. · 

Gary Bothun pitched the 
final inning for the Blue Devils 
and struck out two of the three 
men he faced. 

The Blue Devils retaliated 
mildly in the last inning as they 
pushed across a single run. 
Pinch hitter Mark Bischoff 
scored it as Kroening drove 
him in. 

The Blue Devils recently 
completed a southern swing 
over Easter break. Results of 
these games were unavailable 
at press time <The Blue Devils 
now share the conference 
cellar with Platteville; both 
teams have 0-2 records. 

mbles 
WAYNE & JIMS Ltd. 

436 Main Street 

121 ••• in Steck 

We Carry a Full Line of 

Parts & Accessories 



Eha will pass up basketball 
Graduates with degree in May 

Doug Eha, the most valuable It would have been ex- rebounder with ten a game. 
basketball player this year in tremely costly for him to stay "In the second half of the 
the Wisconsin State University another year, Mintz said. Doug season Doug contributed 
Conference, will not use his felt that he had his entire life consistency offensively and 
remaining year of eligibility, ahead of him to work, but only defensively to our attack." 
according to head basketball one more year to play Mintz said . "His maturity 
coach, Dwain Mintz. basketball. For those reasons would have helped even more 

Instead, Eha will graduate in he wanted to delay his degree. next year." 
May with a degree in hotel and "I had strong feelings in the Doug is a player that has 
restaurant management. matter and it was difficult for desire, Mintz said. Because of 

"I have had several con- me to advise him" Mintz said. a back injury, Mintz said, Eha 
ferences with Doug and his "However, it would have been played many games under_ a 
wife, Mary, in which we have more difficult for me to live great deal of stress and pam. 
considered all the factors ," with myself had I advised him Mintz will replace Eha on the 
Mintz said. "We concluded that in any other manner." starting five next year with a 
he can be a success in his Eha led the Stout squad in sophomore. "That will mean 
chosen profession without scoring with 16 points a game we will be a great deal 
more education." and was the team's leading younger," he said. 

3-c-Ryders 
rule IM's 
There are two more spor ~ 

catagories left on the 1-M 
program for this year, Water 
Polo ( 2 week tourney beginning 

l · after Easter breaK ! , ano a 
Track Meet <which will be held 
the first week after Easter 
Break.) 

As of April 10, current totals 
of all sport points show the 3 C 
Ryders with a comfortable 
lead of 1,006.6 points. Following 
are the KLB's with 759.7 and J
Boys with 700.0 

It looks as though 3 C Ryder 
is untouchable in terms of the 
overall Championship, but the 
KLB's and J-Boys could be 
serious contenders if they can 
"get up" for the remaining 
sports events . The other teams 
could also provide strong, 
competitive competition, and a 
number could be counted on as
the "dark Horse" or "spoilers" 
that could spell defeat for the 
powerfull leaders . 

The final standings for all the 
teams involved in the all-sport 
points race will be published in 
the last issue of the Stoutonia. 
Teams should check the 1-M 
hoard in the Fieldhouse for 
more information concerning 
the water polo tournament and 
the track meet. 

Recycle 
this paper 

· Sports Calendar 
Track 

April 28 - Confe~ence Relays at Stevens Point 
May 4 & 5 - Conference Championships at Eau Claire 
May 23 & 25 - NAIA Nationals at Arkansas 

Tennis 
April 27-28 - Midwest Invitational at Whitewater 
May 1 - Eau Claire at Eau Claire-3 p.m. 
May 3-5 - UW Conference Meet at Oshkosh 
May 18-19 - NAIA Dist. 14 at Oshkosh 
June 4-9 - NAIA Championship at Missouri 

Golf 
April 26 - At Whitewater with Superior 
April 27 - At Stevens Point with La Crosse 
April 30 - Home with Eau Claire, Platteville, Winona 
May 4 - At Oshkosh with River Falls 
May 4-7 - Conference Tourney at Lawsonia 

Baseball 
April 27 - Platteville there at 1 p.m. 
April 28-La Crosse here at 1 p.m. 
April 30 - Macalester here at 1 p.m. 
May 1 - Superior there at 1 p.m. 
May 4 - Whitewater here at 1 p.m. 
May 5 - Oshkosh here at 1 p.m. 

logg in' Supperclub 
Picnfc Point Resort, Upper Tainter Lake. 

Because we have a small dining room, it is suggested 
that reservations be made for Friday, Saturday, or 
Sunday dining to avoid being disappointed. 

HOUSE SPECIALITIES: 
Roast Prime Rib of Beef au jus 
Pepper Steak a la Deutsch 
Roast Long Island Duckling 
Plus a complete menu served daily. 

Reservations now being accepted for May 12 (Graduation) 
and Mother's Day - Serving 11: 30 a.m. to 11 p.m. 

Phone 962-3870 Closed Monday 

Attention Students! 
We hove just received a full shipment of 

SHELL & FLEECE LINED 

NYLON JACKETS 
STOUT T-SHIRTS & SWEAT SHIRTS 

Bostwicks 

No. 30 Doug Eha flashes the 
form that made him a top Blue 
Bevil during his college career. 
- Photo by Oles 

NOTICE: 
JUST RECEIVED 

8-Tracks $299 

Guaranteed 

Gambles 

Bands 
& 

Brats 

Get Ready for 

USH 
ASH 

May 3rd, 4th & 5th 

16 oz. TAPS 25' 

Under 
The 
Big 

Top! 

---ATTENTION! 
Graduating Seniors and all 

students who will not be 
returning in the fall .... 

In order to receive your 1973 TOWER we 
MUST have your mailing address. This must be 
the address of your residency in September 
1973. 

Please come to the TOWER office in the 
P.Jasement of the union and leave your for
warding address. This must be done by May 15 
or we will not be able to mail" you your 1973 
TOWER, because we won't know where you 
ar e! 
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The wheel is faster than the foot 
Menomonie police officers 

will be enforcing the bicycle 
laws closely this spring. In an 
interview with the Stoutonia, 
Officer Dennis Beety said that 
the officers will be handing out 
five dollar fines for infractions 
ranging from no license, to 
riding without a light at night, 
to failure to follow the general 
rules of the road . The police 
department wanted to make 
the students ·aware of the rules 
that will be enforced. 

Some ordinances will be 
enforced closer than others. 
Most important is that bike 
riders must have a license. 
They can be purchased for 
$1.00 at the police headquarters 
at the Dunn County 
Fairgrounds. Bike riders will 
also be expected to follow the 
general rules of the road and 
the special rules that apply to 
bicycles. All bike riders must 
also have a light if they are 
riding at night. 

An interesting local or
dinance is that no one can ride 
their bikes on the sidewalks in 
the downtown area. Officer 
Beety also left a list of state 
regulations for bicycles that 
will be of particular interest to 
bicyclists. 

Bicyclists : Their Equipment 
and Use 

Bicycle driving on public 
streets and highways , like auto 
driving, is a privilege that 
carries with it responsibilities 
for safe conduct. Wisconsin 
State laws have been 
developed under Chapter 346 
with this emphasis . The 
Menomonie Police Department 
will enforce these laws with a 
fine starting at five dollars . 
Definition. 

"Bicycle" means every 
device propelled by the feet 
acting upon pedals and having 
wheels any 2 of which are more 
than 20 inches in diameter. 

Applicability. 
Applicability to persons 

riding bicycles. Subject to the 
special provisions applicable to 
bicycles, every person riding a 
bicycle upon a roadway is 
granted all the rights and is 
subject to all the duties which 
grants or applies to the 
operator of a vehicle, except 
those provisions which by their 
very nature would have no 
application to bicycles. 
Use of Roads. 

No pedestrian or person 
riding a bicycle or other 
nonmotorized vehicle or person 

operating a power driven cycle 
or motor bicycle shall go upon 
any expressway or freeway 
when official signs have been 
erected prohibiting such 
person from using the ex
pressway or freeway . 
Guardian Responsibility. 

No parent or guardian of any 
child shall authorize or 
knowingly permit such child to 
violate any of the provisions. 
Special Rules. 

Whenever a bicycle is 
operated on a highway, the 
following rules apply : 

1 - A person propelling a 
bicycle shall not ride other 
than upon or astride a per
manent and regular seat at
tached thereto. 

2 - No bicycle shall be used 
to carry more persons at one 
time than the number for 
which it is designed and 
equipped. 

3 - No person operating a 
bicycle shall carry any 
package, bundle or article 
which prevents the operator 
from keeping at least one hand 
upon the handle bars. 

4 - No person riding a 
bicycle shall attach himself or 
his bicycle to any vehicle upon 
a roadway. 

Roadway Riding. 
1 - Every person operating 

a bicycle upon a roadway, shall 
ride as near to the right side of 
the roadway as practicable, 
exercising care when passing a 
standing ve hicle or one 
proceeding . in the same 
direction. 

2 - Persons riding bicycles 
upon a roadway shall ride 
single file . 

3 - Wherever a usable path 
for bicycles has been provided 
adjacent to a roadway, bicycle 
rides shall use such path and 
shall not use the roadway. 
Bicycle Lamps. 
1-No person shall operate a 

bicycle upon a highway during 
nightime unless such bicycle is 
equipped with a lamp on the 
front emitting a white light 
visible from a distance of at 
least 500 feet to the front and 
with a red reflector on the rear 
so mounted and maintained as 
to be visible from all distances 
from 50 to 300 feet to the rear 
may be used in addition to the 

red reflector . 
2- No person shall operate a 

bicycle upon a highway unless 
it is equipped with a brake 
which will enable the operator 
to make the braked wheels skid 
on dry, level, clean pavement 
and with a bell or other device 
capable of giving a signal 
audible for a distance of at 
least 100 feet, but a bicycle 
shall not be equipped with nor 
shall any person_ use upon a 
bicycle any siren or whistle. 
Traffic-Control. 

Any city or village may by 
ordinance or regulate the 
operation of bicycles and 
require their registration. 
including the payment of 
registratiop fee . 

Hegistration. 
It shall hereafter be unlawful 
for any person to operate a 
bicycle upon any street in the 
City of Menomonie unless said 
bicycle shall first have been 
properly registered and tagged 
as hereinafter provided. 

Sunburns for hire at student center 
Spring fever accompanied by 

and the overwhelming urge to 
run barefoot through the grass 
are the main drawbacks to 
opening books from now to the 
end of this semester. 

N-et men crush several foes 
Outdoor aclivi ties are a 

going thing during those " free ' 
hours . To aid and equip students 
the student center game 
room offers reasonable rental 
rates on everything from car 
carriers to bikes to canoes to 
tents. 

A few of the favorites for 
weekend or overnight trips are 
the Chippewa River, the Red 
Cedar River and the Apple 
Biver. Some prefer tubing 
down the Red Cedar over the 
Apple River because it's less 
crowded . 

by " Cab" Baudek 
As you spent your Easter 

enjoying the goodies of Easter 
Sunday or the hot sun of 
Florida or even the snowy 
wonderland of Northern 
Minnesota the Stout tennis 
team put their long hours of 
practice into a competitive 
holidav vacation. Under ' the 
coaching of Bob Smith 
and the strong tenms talents 01 

-the No. 1 and No. 2 single 
player Marv Benzing and Bob 
Buckley and an excellent 
showing of tennis ability by the 
No. 3 singles player Dan Roedl, 
the team had a good Easter 
competing in the following 
meets : 
April 6- 0shkosh 8 . Stout 1 
April 6- River Falls 3 . Stout 6 

April 7- Loras 6 . Stout 3 
April 7- Platteville 2 · Stout 7 
April 13- Stevens Point 3 . Stout 6 

April 13- La Crosse 6 · Stout 3 
April 14- Bethel 6 - Stout 3 
April 17- Bemidji 6 - Stout 3 

A pril 17- St. Cloud 4 - Stout 5 

April 18- Hamlin 5 - Stout 4 
Results of conference meets 

are as follows: 
Stout 6. River Fa_lls 3 

Singles 
No. 1 - Benzing ( S) defeated M ik e 

Kent ( RF) , 6-2, 6-3. 
No. 2 - Bu ckley (S) defeated Ron 

Sch litt ( RF ), 6-0, 6-3. 

No. 3 - Roedl ( S) defeated M ik e F arl ey 
( RF ), 6-2, 6-1. 

No. 4 - Heiland ( S) los t to Todd Schlitt 
(RS ), 6-0, 6-1. 

No. 5 - Holdredge (S) def eated Ron 
Gr imm ( RF ), 1-6, 6-3, 7-6. 

No. 6 - - Janow ski ( S) lost to Gu y 
H a lv erson (RF) , 6-1, 6-3. 

Doubles 
No. 1 - Benzing - Bu ckley (S) defeated 

Kent - T . Schlitt ( RF ), 6-2, 6-3. 

No. 2 - Roedl . Heiland ( S) defeated R . 
Schl i tt . Farley ( RF) , 6-2, 3-6, 6-2. 

No. 3 - Holdredge - Janowski ( S) lost to 
Halverson - Hensel ( RF) , 6-4, 6-4. 

6. 

Stout 1 . Oshkosh 8 

Singles 

Benzing ( S) defeated Ford ( 0 ), 7-6, 6-2. 

Buckley (S) lost to Gagnn (0 ), 0-6, 6-7. 

Roedl ( S) lost lo Hamachek (0 ), 3-6, 1-

Reiland (S) lost to Tebo (0) , 3-10. 
Holdredge (S) lost to Koehn (0), 2-10. 

Janowski (S) lost to Kelbe (0), 1-10. 

Doubles 
Benzing & Buckley (S) lost to Ford & 

Gagnn ( O), 3-6, 4-6. 
Roedl & Reiland (S) lost to Homachek 

& T ebra (0), 2-6, 2-6 . 
Holdredge & Janowski (S) lost to Kelbe 

& Laehn (0) , 1-6, 2-6. 

Stout 3 . Loras 6 

Singles 
Benzing (S) defeated Joe Wolfe (L), 6-2, 

6-2. 

Buckley (S) defeated Kevin Chapman 
(L), 6-0, 2-6, 7-5. 

Roedl (S) lost to Terry Wichara (L), 1. 
6, 4-6. 

Reiland (S) lost lo Bob Schmidt (L) , 0-
6, 0-6. 

Holdredge (S) lost to Rod Stephan (L), 
0-6, 2-6. 

Janowski (S) lost to Bob Slubin (L) , 2-6, 
4-6. 

Stout 4. Platteville 2 
·singles _ 

Benzing (S) beat Jewul Carnie (P), 6-0, 
6-1. -

Buckl@v l's) beat Dan Winkler (P), 6-2, 
~1. . 

Roedl (5) beat Bob Morerson (P), 6-1, 
6-3. 

Reiland (S) lost to Gene Vane (P), 3-6, 
4-6. 

Holdredge ( S) beat Chuck Karpinski 
(P) , 6-3, 6-2. 

Janowski (S) lost to Mike Karsten (P) , 
6-7, 4-6. 

Doubles 
Benzing & Buckley ( S) defeated Currie 

& Wirklen (P), 5-4, not finished . 

Roedl. Reiland (S) defeated Mortenson 
Race (P), 6-3, 0-1, not finished . 

Hal dredge Janowski ( S) defeated 
Karpinski - Fischer, 6-2, 2-0, not finished. 

Stout 6 - Stevens Point 3 

Singles 
Benzing (S) defeated Dave Fletcher 

( SP), 6-3, 6-3. 

Buckley (S) defeated Rick Wanta (SP) 
6-2, 6-1. 

Roedl (S) defeated Brian March (SP ), 
3-6, 6-4, 6-1. 

Re iland (S) defeated John Barl ey ( SP) 
6-1, 4-6, 7-5. 

Holdredge (S ) lost to Skip Wa lther 
(S P ) , 4-6, 3-6. 

Janowski ( S) def eated Biard M c 
Candl er s, 6-4, 6-3. 

Doubles 
Benzing - Buckley (S) def ea t ed Fl et 

cher - Wanta ( SP) , 6-1, 6-1. 
Roedl Reiland (S) lost to Manch 

Barley (SP), 3-6, 4-6. 
Holdredge - Janowski (S ) lost to M c

Candlers . Trimble, 2-6, 3-6. 

Individual performances for 
the season after seven con
ference and six non-conference 
meets are as follows : 

W L 
No. 1: Marv Benzing ... 13 0 
No. 2: Bob Buckley . . .11 - 2 
No. 3: Dan Roedl ... . . 7 6 
No. 4: Steve Reiland . . . 3 10 

No. 5: Mark Holdredge . 4 9 1 

No. 6: Ron Janowski . . . 3 3 
The season record to this 

date stands at six wins, seven 
losses. In conference com- ' 
petition Stout is 4-3. Stout's last 
match was yesterday here 
against Macalester State 
College of Minnesota. 

The season has proved to be 
very · productive for Marv 
Benzing, who remains un
defeated in singles .. Marv is 
strong and looks to be the No. 1 
singles player in the WSUC. 
Marv defeated last year's 
single champ Ford of Oshkosh 
on his home indoor cout 7-6 and 
6-2. 

After a slow start Bob 
Buckley has come on strong to 
win his last ten singles matches 
at the No. 2 spot. Bob's good 
playing may be a strong asset 
as he heads for the No. 2 singles 
crown in the WSUC next 
month. 

Together Marv and Bob have 
put together one of the finest 
doubles teams in the WSUC. A 
record of 11-2 has created some 
excitement for these two fine 
examples of tennis talent. 

Dan Roedl is the No. 3 
position has come on strong 
this year. He sports a record of 
7-6 with a few close losses . With 
a few good breaks Dan could 
also chalk up points for Stout in 
the No. 3 singles in the WSUC. 

The team is cemented 
around Marv, Bob and Dan, 
with inexperienced players in 
the number 4, 5, and 6 singles. 

The team is starting to form 
and jell, however, as the 
conference meet gets closer 
Stout will be preparing to put 
on a fine show. With a few good 
breaks and draws Stout could 
be a big surprise for many this 
year. 

When asked if many students , 
use of the rentals available, 
Smith said there was a "real 
strong" use of equipment over 
the spring break. 

"Canoes are going strong," 
remarked Keith Smith, 
assistant manager of the 
gameroom located on the lower 
level of the Student Center. He 
advised that those who plan on 
outing reserve equipment as 
far in advance as possible. 

Canoe rental includes 
carriers, life preservers, 
paddles and rope . Smith, 
comparing gameroom rates to 
commercial ones estimated 
that rates were quite 
reasonable. Maps and in
formation on campsites, canoe 
trips and bike trails are 
available from personnel and 
the information rack in the 
room . 

New tents have been added 
to the Pquipment list. The 
gameroom management is 
trying to find the most durable 
type and style of tent. 

Rike rentals have been brisk 
according to Smith. Tandem or 
two-seater bikes have been 
popular. 

As the weather improves 
gameroom activity slackens. 
However many do take ad
vantage of gameroom specials. 
l-legular hours are Monday 
through Thursday from 1 to 
10 :30 p.m .; Friday from I p.m . 
to _12 midnight; and Sunday 12 
noon to 10:30 p.m, . 
Continued on page 6 

Gameroom Rental Rates 
Bicycles 

40c per hour for first two hours 
25c each hour thereafter 
$2.00 per 24-hour period 

Canoes 
(Includes carriers, life - $4.00 first day 
Preservers, Paddles, and Rope) - $2.50 

thereafter 

Tents 
(Four man) (Twoman) 

$3.00 first day $2.00 first day 

each day 

$2.00 each day thereafter 
$12.00 weekly 

$1.00 each day thereafter 
$6.00 weekly 

Miscellaneous Equipment 
Each Day 

Item First Day Thereafter Weekly 
Back Packs . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. ... .. $ .75 $ .50 $2.50 
Car Carriers. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75 .50 3.25 
Cooler (50 Quart) . .. . ... ..... .. . . ..... 1.00 .75 4.00 
Sleeping Bags (Nylon) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 .50 3.50 
Inner Tubes (Large) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75 .50 3.25 
Lanterns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75 .50 3.25 
Life Preservers. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 .35 2.35 
Rain Parka . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40 .25 1.50 
Rain Ponchos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 .15 1.00 

' I 

I 

FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY 
MENOMONIE PHARMACY Pltone 



Have You Heard 
grads pickup · 

December '73 Graduates who 
did not attend the March 20 
placement meeting, please 
pick up your papers and begin 
a placement file . If you plan to 
have non-lecturing faculty 
members write recom
mendations for you, talk to 
placement soon. 

spruce up 
This land is your land and it's 

going lo take a big push to 
clean it up . Everybody's 
needed if the 1973 Keep 
America Beautiful Day 
campaign is to get the litter of 
the ground, and clean our 
waterways, beaches and 
parks. 

On April 28, this Saturday, 
interested groups, clubs, and 
students along with the 
National Guard will hav~ a 
chance to dedicate their efforts 
in Menomonie. All you ecology 
nuts, and litterbugs who are· 
interested in participating in 
the "Spruce Up Day" report to 
either the High School Football 
Field or along Lake Menomin 
across from the Body Shop any 
time between 10 a.m . to 4 p.m. 

Won't you please volunteer 
your support, time, supplies 
and skills on Keep America _ 
Beautiful Day on April 28? 

presentor 
Mrs. Jo Ann Crews, an 

authority on interior design 
from Thomasville, N.C., will 
make two presentations 
Tuesday, May 1, as part of the 
university's Creative Arts 
Festival . 

At 10:30 a.m., in Room 321 of 
the Applied Arts Center, she 
will . speak and answer 
questions on interior design. At 
2: 00 p.m. in the Student Center 
Ballroom, she will show a slide 
presentation on her work with 
furniture companies and other 
interior design projects. 

A question ·and answer 
session will follow, and 
refreshments will be served. 
The public is invited to both 
presentations. It is free of 
charge. 

psych conference 
The Eighth Annual Un

dergraduate Psychology 
Conference will be held on 
Tuesday, May 8, in Arden Hills, 
Minnesota at Bethel College. 
Student papers will form the 
body of the program. There 
will also be workshop sessions 
devoted to issues of practical 
concern to undergraduates and 
faculty members concerning 
graduate school admission, the 
employment scene <em
phasizing BA level em
ployment), and the role of 
women in professional 
psychology. The evening 
banquet will feature Paul W. 
Pruyser of the Meaninger 
Foundation, as the speaker. 
His subject will be in the 
general area of religious ex
perience. 

Interested students should 
see Rowena in the psychology 
department office. 
field exp. due 

The deadline for receiving 
applications for this summer's 
Field Experience program is 
Monday, May 7. It is possible, 
though, to still apply until early 
June by mail if you have 
received permission and the 
necessary forms before you 
leave campus. These can be 
secured on the second floor 
Administration Building, East 
Wmg. 

diet. conference 
A statewide conference for 

dietitians will be held Friday, 
April 27 . 

Sponsored by Stout's 
Department of Food Services 
and Nutrition, the conference 
provides registered dietitians 
with six clock hours toward 
continued certification. The 
conference begins with 
registration at 8 a.m. in the 
Stout Commons, followed by a 
morning session which carrie£ 
the theme "Nutrition 
Educa lion ." The afternoon 
session carries the theme 
"Foods and Food Service." 

A special career guidance 
meeting for high school 
students has been planned and 
conference participants are 
being encouraged to bring 
students with them. The 
program will permit students 
to investigate the function of 
dietitians, to meet and talk 
with practicing professionals 
and to attend university 
classes at Stout. 

i.e. club 
The Industrial Education 

Club is having its annual 
Spring Fling Thursday May 3, 
1973. We will have an outdoor 
barbecue with games for you 
and your date . But the best 
part of all is that it's FREE 
FREE FREE for all I.E. Club 
members . So call Mark at 2247 
or sign up in the clapper box in 
the basement of the Union by 
Friday April 27. SEE YOU 
THERE. 

k lb sof tba 11 
The First Annual Kappa 

Lambda Beta all campus 
softball Tournament will be 
coming up on May 5, 1973. 
There will be a men's division 
and a woman's division with 
trophies and beer as prizes for 
the winners. Signing up for this 
tournament will start Tuesday, 
April 24. Entry fee will be $10 
for men's teams and $7.50 for 
woman's teams. Refreshments 
will be on sale, so come on out 
and have a great time. 

grads signup 
May

August Graduates who have 
not registered with the 
Placement office (second floor 
of the Administration Building, 
lo the left), get up there and 
talk it over with people in
terested in helping you find a 
job. 

wis. queen 
Young women are being 

sought as contestants in the 
23rd annual Miss Wisconsin 
Universe Pageant to be held 
Sunday, April 29 at 7 p.m. at 
the Holiday Inn, Eau Claire. 

The state contest is open to 
single women 18-28 years of 
age, who have resided in 
Wisconsin at least six months 
·or have been resident students 
in the state during the current 
academic year. 

Women interested in en
tering the pageant may receive 
entry blanks by contacting the 
Miss Universe regional office, 
1821 University Avenue, St. 
Paul, Minnesota 55104, phone 
(612) 645-1667. 

a !fresco party 
There will be a party on May 

2 from 1 p.m. until ... . .. It's 
for all Alfresco members. The 
party is BYO and there will be 
a small price for snacks. For 
the directions to the party 
check the Alfresco Room 
blackboard. You have to 
supply your own tran-
sportation. For a real fun time 
come on out! 

Classified Ads 

pad ad's 
:i bedroom house, large enough 
for 6 people. Furnished living 
room, dining room, and kit
chen; only 3 blocks from 
campus. Rent cheap . For 
summer months only. Call 235-
9408, ask for Alan or Tom. 

1-4 males are needed to rent a 
large 6 bedroom house during 
the summer months. It's close 
to campus, furnished, and 
cheap. Call 235-7395. 

Guys! Need a place to live next 
next year? If you do, check into 
Wilson House. We have room 
for 7 more men. Room and 
board is $450-semester. If in
terested contact House 
Manager at 235-9951. Ask for 
Dave. 
Need summer renters for 5 
bedroom house on Tainter 
Street. Students $28-month per 
person or $80-month for a 
couple or family . Call Bob 01 

Bruce at 235-0400. 

wanted: 

Typists to help with final 
TOWER yearbook deadline. 
Come to TOWER office, 
basement of the Student Center 
if interested. 

alfresco 

Alfresco canoe makers are 
still busy, with seven made and 
three more to be finished by the 
end of the year. More co-ed 
softball teams are needed for · 
competition, though. All are 
invited to the Alfresco room. 

1973-74 calendar 
Wednesday, Aug. 22 

Registration and Inservice 
Thursday, Aug. 23 

Registration and Inservice 
Friday, Aug. 24 

Registration and Inservice 
Monday, Aug. 27 - Classes 

Convene 
Friday, Oct. 19 - End of 

First quarter 
Wednesday, Nov. 21 

Thanksgiving Vacation begins 
at I :20 p.m. 

Monday, Nov. 26 - Classes 
Resume 
Saturday, Dec. 15 - Com
mencement 

Thursday, Dec. 20 - End of 
First Semester, 5:20 p.m. 

Wednesday, Jan . 9 
Registration and Inservice of 
Second Semester 

Thursday, · Jan. 10 
Registration and Inservice for 
Second Semester 

Friday, Jan. 11 
Registration and Inservice for 
Second Semester 

Monday, Jan. 14 - Classes 
Convene 

Friday, March 8 - End of 
Third Quarter 

Monday, March 11 - Fourth 
Quarter Begins 

Saturday, April 6 - Spring 
Vacation begins al 1 :20 p.m. 

Thursday, April 16 - Classes 
Resume 

Saturday. May 11 - Com
mencement 

Wednesday , May 15 - Last 
Classes for Second Semester, 
5:20 p.m. 

:'iummer Session 
Monday, June 17 Summer 

Session begins 
Thursday, Aug . 8 - Summer 

Session Classes End, 5:20 p.m. 
Friday, Aug. 9 - Summer 

Session End Com-
mencement 

(July 4 and July 5 off. July 5 
classes will be made up on 
June 29.) 

for sale 

1970 BSA, 650 cc, Low mileage. 
Just sell, best offer. Phone 235-
7817 after 6 p.m. 

1968 Cougar XR7, 302 cubic 
inch, 300 hp-4 speed, 1400 miles, 
since rebuilt, lots of extra. Call 
235-4147. 

Single bed for $10, 2 couches for 
$5 each, 2 chairs for $3 each, 
kitchen table and 4 chairs for 
$10. Call Cindy at 235-3087. I 
will move the bed for you. 
1967 Dodge Sportsman , 318 cu. 
in., pos. traction , Contact 
Wayne Giese at 125 Hovlid Hall 
at 232-1343. 

1963 Chev, Blue hardtop, 283 
Automatic, Call Dave at 235-
0959, a real deal, cheap. 

Need Money - must sell 
Garrard 95 B turntable, walnut 
base, dust cover and fifty 
dollar Pickering needle -V15-
400E, all for only $139.95. New 
it would cost over $200. Call 
Bob or Bruce at 235-0400. 

1964 Ford Custom 500, 2 door, 
automatic transmission, power 
steering, snow tires with extra 
rims. New brakes, good tires, 
shocks, battery, etc. Very 
dependable car. Reasonable. 
Call 235-7952. 

Older model 2 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up on lot 1 mile from 
campus. Selling Price - $800. 
Call 235-7716 after 5 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday. 

••• IS COMINGt 

CLINT EASTWOOD 

"PLAY MISTY FOR ME" 
... an Invitation to terror ... 

Co-Starring 

JESSICA WALTER . DONNA MILLS 
JOHN LARCH . SCREENPLAY BY JO HEIMS AND DEAN RIESNER 

STORY BY JO HEIMS · DIRECTED BY CLINT EASTWOOD 
PRODUCED BY ROBERT DALEY • A JENNINGS LANG PRESENTATION 
A MALPASO COMPANY PRODUCTION • A-UNIVERSAL-MALPASO COMPANY PICTURE 

TECHNICOLOR" fR1- .. ·=----~ ~---c..-- ~ 

SONnAY, APRIL 29, 1973 
6 :JOpm & 8 :JOpm 

HARVEY HALL AUDITORIUM 



Chancellor dons medallion of office 

Chancellor Robert S. Swanson makes his inaugural address 
underneath the university seal. 

Speakers, delegates 
laud new chancel /or by Ellen Schwab 

A rainy April 30 set the stage 
for the inauguration of ~he fifth 
presiding head of UW-Stout -
Robert Sterling Swanson . 
Chancellor Swanson is the first 
man to wear the medallion, a 
gift to him from the Stout 
Student ,\ssociation. 

The ina~guration began with 
all the fanfare and pomp 
befitting a Chancellor. Among 
the distinguished guests were 
delegates from Yale Univer
sity, Princeton, Rutgers, the· 
University of Alabama, the 
University of South Carolina, 
Florida State University, 
Cornell, Wellesley and many 
more, numbering 145 colleges 
and universities. 

The Chancellor received 
welcomes to his new position 
from Alvin- Baldus, personal 
representative of Gov. Lucey 
and from James G. Solberg, 
member of the Board of 
Regents. 

The city manager of 
Menomonie, George 
Langmack, congratulated the 
Chancellor saying that "even 
though he <Swanson) didn't 
make a speech at citv hall 
when I got my position, I didn't 

'mind coming fo speak at -his 
Langmack said he would ask 
but one thing of the new 
Chancellor, that he try "to 
achieve excellence in this 
institution." 

The next speaker, Tom 
Cropp called Swanson a 
"uniquely suitable choice" for 
the Chancellorship. He said the 
Chancellor was the type of man . 
who was "always willing to 
take the time to go that extra 
mile" with students . 

Richard Dietz, a 1961 
alumnus of Stout stated in his 
welcome speech to the 
Chancellor that "students 
cannot allow themselves to 
believe that once they graduate 
from college, they are 
educated for life." He said 

graduate students were taking 
a survey of all alumnus to find 
out what they are doing now 
and what services they can 
offer to future Stout graduates. 

Gerald Donley, chairman of 
the faculty senate, said he felt 
that Chancellor Swanson was 
"a gentleman who exemplifies 
those characteristics of a 
leader." He went on to say that 
Swanson "has the foresight to 
lead our university into an era 
of new education." 

President John C. Weaver 
called the chancellorship a job 
of "instant frustrations" 
Weaver said, "we need 
designers of the future." He 
charged Dr. Swanson with the 
responsibility of initiating the 
new order of education . 
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Swanson stresses career 
address preparation • 1n 

Chancellor Swanson, 
speaking at ceremonies for
mllay inaugurating him as the 
fifth man to head the univer
sity, stated Stout's mission will 
not change. He said that Stout 
would continue to strive with 
career preparation as its goal. 

Swanson said . higher 
education must determine the 

needs of its customers and then 
fulfill those needs. But, "Like it 
or not, the days are almost 
gone in which students came to 
a university to drink in
discriminately from the font of 
knowledge," h.e said. "Today, 
the students are consumers; to 
them education is a commodity 
one can buy and which must 

Regent James Solberg congratulates Swanson at the 
inauguration. Edwin Young, Chancellor of UW-Madison sits in the 
background. · 

fulfill the purpose for which it 
was intended if it is to be 
saleable." He said, "Con
sumers should want to come 
back for more." 

Swanson explained that 
today's students are looking for 
training in occupational skills. 
But he cautioned that students 
are looking for more than job 
training alone. "In increasing 
numbers, they (students) seek 
out classes which help them 
make sense of the skills they 
are acquiring and of the world 
in which they will put them to 
use," he said. 

Swanson told the audience 
that under his administration, 
a primary goal of the 
university will be to prepare 
people to earn a living. "Let us 
admit - yes, even advertise -
that Stout's major emphasis is 
and will continue to be career 
preparation." he said. 
Swanson cautioned that there 
may be detractors who say that 
career preparation is not the 
basic purpose of an education 
and that such an approach 
lacks "humanism." But he 
added that humanism is best 
achieved from a sense of well
being an individual has in 
knowing that he can do a job 
well. 
- Calling his address a 
"working drawing" he said 
under his direction Stout will 
continue to specialize in the 
fields of industry, business and 
technology; home economics; 

Continued on pagelS 

Distinguished guests and faculty impress local youngsters in 
the academic procession. 

Chancellor Swanson receives greetings from guests at Monday 
night's inaugural ball. · 



moment for thought 
Some of the most relevant words are stone age: 
Loving-caring-sharing. - Ron Jensen 
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·Backstage 
by Gary Wick 

Wounded Knee problem continues 
"What treaty that the white have kept has the red man 

broken? Not one. What treaty that the white man ever made with 
us have they kept? Not one. When I was a boy the Sioux owned the 
world: the sun rose and set on their land; they sent ten thousand 
men to battle. Where are the warriors today! Who slew them!' 
Where are our lands? Who owns them"? What white man can say I 
ever stole his land or a penny of his money? Yet, they say I am 
thief. .. 

"What white man has ever seen me drunk? Who has ever 
come to me hungry and unfed? What law have I broken? Is it 
wrong for me to love my own? Is it wicked for me because my skin 
is red? Because I am a Sioux ... because I would die for my people 
and my country?" · 

Tatanka Yotanka 
(Sitting Bull) 

To date of this writing , instead of fairly dealing with the just 
grievances of the Native American Indians at Wounded Knee our 
government has: ' 

1) Spent $2.7 million on surrounding Wounded Knee with 400 
federal officials . 

2) Allowed a local rightist vigilante to set up roadblocks and 
to obstruct the Community Relations Services peace-keeping 
team efforts to enter Wounded Knee. 

3) Been instrumental in the death of two Native Americans at 
Wounded Knee. 

The handling of Wounded Knee is a testimony of the govern
ment's bureaucratic inefficiency and insincerity in solving the 
problems of the American Indians. 
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Student despairs 
''university gap'' 

Editor: 
Why wasn't April 30 the 

grand celebration for students 
of Stout that it was for the 
faculty, administrators and 
delegates from all over the 
nation? Why were many 
students willing to sit inside on 
a rainy day and miss a rare 
occasion, such as this? 

The only reason I can offer is 
my · feelings. It was called 
apathy - but I've another 
word ... despair. 

Some students did enjoy and 
were a part of the festivities 
but the overwhelming 
majority, I feel, were unwilling 
to celebrate a decision made by 
26 men, last September, in 
Madison. Why should I 
celebrate a new administration . 
which will run as efficiently 
and independently of me as the 
last one? 

Why should I respond to a 2% 
x 3" invitation printed in the 
newspaper, becuase it was 
"the proper thing to do ." 

As long as some students 
<the majority) felt they were 

not a part of this occasion -
this is the o\ltward 
manifestation of a deep and 
serious gulf which exists 
between the students, faculty 
and administration at Stout. 

No matter now many 'token' 
stud~nts are appointed to 
countless ineffective com
mittees, I still feel , student 
voice, at Stout, is welcome in 
theory - not action. 

. Allowing me the freedom and 
"ultimate self-determination' 
of being allowed to paint by 
dorm room, is not a 'freedom' 
but an insult. 

I do not want to ·suggest· this 
porblem is everyone ' s but 
mine. When a wrong exists, we 
all share the blame. 

We are au a part of a single 
community, as unwilling as we 
may be to acknowledge each 
others existence, yet; until we 
do , we shall continue to see 
despair, we shall continue to 
call it apathy and we shall 
continue to exist, being less 
then we could be. 

Janice Culhane 

'The Group' speaks out 
To the Editor: 

We who sat in at the ad
ministration building feel our 
actions and our beliefs have 
been misrepresented. For this 
reason we have written the 
following statement. 

We demand democracy and 
due process - an open 
university. We don't want to go 
to another school to learn - we 
don't subscribe to the 'Love It 
or Leave It" argument. We 
want alternatives and 
possibiliti~s, not narrow, 
either-or choices. We feel 
genuine learning is not going 
on in the classrooms at Stout 
and elsewhere in the system; 

\ we think our teachers are 
afraid and passive, whicti 
makes for an atmosphere of 
distrust and joylessness. We 
want new and more creative 
ways to learn and therefore we 
feel we have every right to 
demand a democratic voice in 
the decisions determining the 
nature and function of our 
university . 

Each faculty member is 
responsible only to what he 
thinks is true - only to what he 
feels makes all peoples equally 
free and brings all of us 
together. We believe 
democracy is necessary for the 
kind of fredom and unity we 
want. For this reason, a 
university should not be per
mitted to fire those who want to 
open up the university or speak 
out against what they consider 
cruel or unjust practi ces 
outside or inside a university. 
We feel that due process will 
protect all faculty who take 
unpopular positions and act on 
the basis of their beliefs. If all 

· views cannot be stated . freely 
a!'}d confidently - without fear 
of reprisals from society and 
or bureaucrats within the 
university - we will have no 
truths, just more myths and 
slogans. 

During our sit-in we learned 

how powerless we are and how 
evasive and cowardly those 
who run the university really 
are. We don't think a university 
should be organized from the 
top down , the way a prison or 
military base is organized. We 
feel we learn best when we 
know the university is ours to 
govern in ways consistent with 
our dignity and sense of 
freedom. 

The freedom to teach and the 
freedom to learn are in
terchangeable to us - to lose 
one is to lose the other.. But 
without the underlying right to 
defend ourselves we are 
nothing, neither learners nor 
teachers. If we cannot assume 
this freedom, if we cannot have 
it through argument and 
persuasion, then we must seize 
it. 

1 In evicting us from the 
Administration Building the 
bureaucrats performed in a 
violent way what previously 

_ they had handled verbally. 
They resorted to threats and 
power in response to our 
demands for open hearings . A 
university should not be free to 
oppress. We consider it our 
obligation to the sense of 
freedom outlined above that we 
disrupt this university and 
expose its ethical callousness 
- that we shut down the 
building symbolic of i.ts 
commitment to power and 
status, matters which we feel 
are not the business of any 
university or citizen. 

All last year Tom Reynolds 
attempted through regular 
channels to get a hearing. 
Discussions with the president 
and vice president were 
fruitless. The vice president 
kept assuring him the case was 
under review; the current 
chancellor made the same 
smoke-screen argument in his 
first meeting with us . This is 
the device of the "Big Lie" : 

say one thing repeatedly and 
then act to the contrary. The 
SSA's resolution that the 
decision to fire Tom Reynolds 
be rescinded was rejected. The 
majority of Tom 's colleagues 
in English drew up a petition 
asking for the same thing -
this request was also rejected. 
To no avail students and 
colleagues sought reasons . 
Tom's chairman , who had been 
democratically elected , at
tempted - and failed - to 
have him re-hired. The 
previous chairman had been 
appointed to the position; while 
in a lame duck status she 
initiated the proceedings that 
led to Tom's firing . The 
majority of the stall committee 
that ,mpported this decision 
had been appointed to the 
committee by this same 
chairman. Tom had refused to 
~erve on this or any committee 
and to attend any department 
meeting as a protest against 
the undemocratic organization 
of the department. 

Jonathan Kozol did not come 
to Stout to organize a protest. 
He came to speak about 
academic freedom and 
discovered there was less 
academic freedom at Stout 
than at any other campus he 
had been on. We think the 
question is whether his per
ception is true , not whether he 
is qualified to make it . His 
departure for another speaking 
engagement did not leave us 
holding the bag. We choose to 
do what in our consciences was 
real to us . 

We believed enough in the 
system to attempt to change it 
by traditional methods. We 
assumed an impulse for 
fairness and freedom on the 
part of the bureaucrats . They 
did not reciprocate, so we have 
rebelled to become free. 

The occupants of the 
Administration Building 



2,500 attend 
abortion hearing 

by Debbie Wiedrich 
An estimated 2,000 to 2,500 

people crowded into Madison's 
capitol building April 24 for the 
Judiciary · Committee of _the 
State Assembly hearing 
concerning abortion. 

A five and a half hour 
hearing was held on several 
abortion proposals introduced 
as a result of the U.S. Supreme 
Court's January 22 decision 
that abortion could not be 
prohibited by the state during 
the first three months of 
pregnancy. 

Although the turnout was not 
as-large as the predicted 3,00?, 
it was one of the largest pubhc 
hearings ever held in Madison. 

The crowds that filled the 150 
seats in the Assembly 
Chamber and then spilled out 
into the stairways was a 
conglomeration of different 
types . The young and old of all 
religions poured into Madison 
in cars and buses _from all over 
the state bearing placards and 
sporting slogan buttons 
promoting their opinion. 

Spectators waved banners 
expressing a variety of views 
ranging from "Jail Baby 
Butchers" to the chanting of 
"Not the church, not the state, 
women should decide their 
fate." 

State representative Lloyd 
Barbee ( D-Milwaukee), 
Judiciary Committee Chair-

. man had great difficulty 
cont;olling the noisy 
crowd in the chambers and 
galleries. The group broke into 
a series of boos and appluase 
depending on who was 
speaking at the time. 

Barbee tried to divide the 
hearings into two equal sec
tions of proponents and 
ooponents. However , the 
number of antiabortionists' 
proabortionists two to one and 
dominated the hearing for the 
most of the five plus hours. 
State legislators spoke during 
the first hour and opened the 
floor to the public for the 
remainder of the afternoon. 

The number of legislators 
willing to publicly oppose bills 
to restrict abortions were few. 
Normally outspoken 
legislators were clearly absent 
from the hearings. 

Barbee, originator of five 
proabortion pills, relinquished 
his chair at one point to speak 
in favor of his proposals . He 
was the only legislator of 11 
that testified who was in favor 
of abortion. 

The anti-abortionist who 
spoke were representativ~s of 
the Wisconsin Citizens Con
cerned for Life and potpourri of 
unattached citizens. They 
claimed the state should 
protect its citizens from 
abortion . 

The pro-abortion side 
stressed the women's right to 
control her own body. 

There was not much question 
as to where people stood, but 
many felt nothing had been 
resolved. There was, however , 
a great release of gut feeling. 

NOTICE: 
JUST RECEIVED 

8-Tracks $299 

Guaranteed 

Gambles 

l National focus! 
Nixon says 'ultimate' blame his. 

·The pressures on Nixon for a Watergate housecleaning 
Monday forced 3 top aides - H. R. Haldeman, John Ehrlichman 
and John Dean III - and Atty. Gen. Richard Kleindienst to 
resign. 

Defense Secretary Elliot Richardson immediately was 
named by Nixon to replace Kleindienst and was given "full 
responsibility and authority for coordinating all federal agencies 
in uncovering the whole truth about this matter and recom
mending appropriate changes in the law to prevent future 
campaign abuses of the sort recently uncovered." 

Another administrative official, Gordon Strachan, resign 
from his post as general counsel of the U.S. information agency. 
Strachan, a former aide to Haldeman, also has been linked to the 
Watergate Case. 

The mass departures Monday, coupled with those last week of 
L. Patrick · Gray III as acting director of the FBI and Jeb 
Magruder, deputy director of last year's presidential campaign -
a without precedent in the history of American political scandals 
and are bound to shake the Nixon administration and the 
Republican Party all the way to the grass roots. 

In a nationally televised speech Monday night, Nixon ac-_ 
cepted personal responsibility for the Watergate affair. Nix~n 
said it would be "cowardly" for him to place the blame on those m 
his administration and his 1972 campaign organization who 
planned and carried out the June break in and bugging at 
Democratic national headquarter, engaged in .other underhanded 
and possibly illegal campaign tactics, and then tried to cover it 
up. 

"I will not place the blame on subordinates, on people w~ose 
zeal exceeded their judgement and who may have done wrong ma 
cause they deeply believed to be right," Nixon said. . ~------------------------~-, 
I NORTHSIDE LIQUOR i I Where the Price Is Ri_ght I 
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SSA proposal going to regents 
If the student senate has its 

way the Board of Regents for 
the University of Wisconsin 
System will have before them, 
for their consideration, a 
proposal that will ask them to 
consider the present policy 
governing the non-retention of 
non-tenured faculty members. 
The motion has . also been 
unanimously approved by the 
United Council of University of 
Wisconsin Student Govern
ments at their recent meeting 
held in Superior. 

The crux of the proposal asks 
that the current policy be 
changed so that non-retained 

- non-tenured faculty members 
be given reasons for their non
retention. Faculty members 
involved will be Tequired to 
make the request in writing 
and will receive a written 
reply. The proposal also allows 
for the creation of a committee 
composed of representati,yes 
from the student body as well 
as the faculty to make 
recommendations as to the 
validity of the reasons given 
the faculty member concerned. 

Newly elected Faculty 

Senate Chairman James 
Bjornerud commented that the 
resolution .passed by the 
student senate offered the 
faculty senate an opportunity 
to act on the issue. He added 
that it would be "difficult, at 
this time, to determine what 
the faculty senate will do with 
it.,, 

Tom Shafer, senator-at
large, and author of the 
resolution, noted that the 
resolution "is very broad"and, 
as he sees it, "a very workable 
doctrine. "Shafer noted that the 
resolution"does not preclude 
or negate current policies (that 
are in force presently Jr being 
considered for im
plimentatioff) " . 

CORRECTION 
Last week's Golden 

Hanger ad should 

have read - Specials 

on Knit Shirts & 

: Sweaters. 

LOGG IN' SUPPERCLUB 
At Picnic P~int Resort Upper Lake Tainter 

eWED. SPECIAL• 
SPAGHETTI - WINE DINNER $199 
w- Tossed Salad & Hot Fresh Bread 

RESERVATIONS SUGGESTED FOR 
GRADUATION & MOTHER'S DAY 

SPECIALIZING IN: 
- Roast Prime Ribs of Beef Au Jus 
- Roast Duck with Orange Sauce 
- Pepper Steak Ala Deutsch 

Open5:00Daily · Hwy. 25North to "D"-5Mi. on "D" 
Noon on Sunday -

CLOSED MONDAY Ph. 962-3870 

WAYNE & JIMS Ltd. 
436 Main Street 

·=-·=' ~ ... ndardtl 

120 Bikes in Steck 

We Carry a Full Line of 

Parts & Accessories 
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Photo club announces contest winners 

First Place . still life "Fork No. 1" by' W. Michael Oianpera First Place - lands-cape by Daryl Ridgely 

First Place - portrait by Daryl Ridgely 

The Stout Photo Associati9n, 
<SPA), a club helping students 
to obtain experience in 
producing their own 
photographs with quality, 
offers an opportunity to 
students to become involved. 

SP A sponsers field trips to 
teach new photography 
techniques , as well as hosting 
speakers to give students 
knowledge on various areas of 
photo processes. 

The winning photos of the 
recent SP A sponsored are. 
pictured on this page. 

In the color division, Thomas 
Walsh took second place, with 
Don Robertson awarded for 

First Place - iournalism "last· Harvest" by Mark Zander 

both first and third places. 
Robertson also took second and 
third places in the landscape 
category. 

Daryl Ridgely was awarded 
second and third places in 
Photo Journalism . 

In the portraits category, 
second place went to David E. 
Renskpohl, and third to Daryl 
Ridgely. 
Craig M. Perman and 
Katherine Scott took second 
and third places in the still life 
photographs entered. 

First place winners were 
awarded $20 for their entries, 
and second and third place 
winn·ers received $15 and $5. First Place - color by Don Robertson 



Glass: the art of the earth 
by Evy Wojkiewicz 

Tuesday afternoon in con
junction with Creative Arts 
Week Jim Tanner, a graduate 
of UW-Madison demonstrated 
the art of glass blowing in the 
Art Center of the Applied Arts 
Building. 

Warning persons not to 
handle the blown glass because 
it was "liable to ex
plode" (which it later did) he 
explained· the process and 
problems of glass blowing as a 
media of . expression with in
dividuals . 

Tanner , in discussing the 
subject with a group of ·art 
students described glass · 
blowing as frustrating. Kiln 
temperatures are very im
portant. I overheard a student 
remark the kiln on Tuesday 
was not hot enough. Yet, when 
Tanner inserted a glas·s ball on 
an iron rod it came out red hot 

in just a matter of what seemed 
seconds. 

The glass which looked like a 
mass of 'liquid' puddy was 
pliable and easily shaped when 
rolled on a metal slak. 

In interviewing Tanner I 
learned his interest in art dated 
back to finger painting. His 
high school classes were built 
around art. As an . un
dergraduate at UW-Maidson he 
had "very good luck in painting 
and ceramics." Deciding he 
needed more training, 
graduate school was next in 
line. 

He began to be known for his 
ceramics and people started to 
buy his work. About this time 
he began to get involved in 
glass blowing, and people 
began to buy his glasswares. 
· Glass, Taner said has 
melting qualities and is "very 
plastic" and "very spon-

taneous". Glass blowing 
worked for Tanner and he 
remarked that it reminded him 
of "exploring the environment 
and growing things like trees 
ai:id plants." 

natural flow of nature, the way 
things grow in seasons." 

Further, he described the 
steps of glassblowing as heat, 
chemicals, and color. Tools 
and hands are the necessary 
elements of shaping the heated · 
glass . 

"You really need to develop 
skill and coordination of the 
body," Tanner stated referring 
to the shaping of glass. In 
comparing glass blowing to 
daily situations in life he ad
ded, "Total input of the body is 
important in everything we 
do." 

Sounds of Our Times 
TITLE: "PROUD WORDS ON 
A DUSTY SHELF" 
ARTIST: HENSLEY 
LABEL: MERCURY 

Ken Hensley's album for 
Mercury brings into focus the 
talents of Uriah · Heep's 
keyboard specialist. Hensley is 
aided by- 2 other members of 
Heep ; Lee Kerslahe and Gary 
Thain. " Proud Words On A 
Dusty Shelf" isn't as com
plicated and driving as the 
usual Heep album. Hensley 
sticks more with simple, easy 
flowing music. "King Without 
A Throne" from side 1 should 
be heard on the radio waves 
one of these days . Radio needs 

more vibes like Hensley and a 
lot less of the young crooner 
Mr. Osmond! All ten selections 
were written and arranged by 
Hensley. · 
TITLE: "EXILE" 
ARTIST: EXILE 
LABEL: WOODEN NICKEL 
<DIVISION OF RCA) 

Definitely not an over-night 
sensation, Exile has worked 
hard for over ten years to 
achieve enough status to 
record for a -major record 
company. Exile consists of 
Jimmy Stokleg, Bill Luxon, 
Buzz Cornelison, Bernie 
Faulkner, Jimmy Pennington, 
Kenny Weir. and Bobby Johns. 

Athletic Funding Continued from page 6 • 

some non-revenue producing sports. 
If the Athletic department then has to depend upon gate 

receipts for an operational budget, and the gate receipt producing 
spor ts suffer budget cuts, problems will result. The quality of 
athletic teams will presumably deteriorate , because cuts in 
budget will cause inferior recruiting , inferior athletic offerings, 
fewer athletic offerings , and a drop in gate receipts. This will hurt 
the a thletic department further and more deeply than the actual 
budget cut, and both budget cuts are directly responsible to SSA. I 
fail to see the continuity of thought by SSA in this area . 

Yes, the Athletic Program is funded mainly by the students. 
Each full time student pays approximately $14 per year out of 
their activity fees to athletics, a relatively low figure when you 
consider that it costs ninety to over a hundred times more that to 
attend school for a year. 

The main reason for the athletic budget cut is supposedly a 
matter of priorities plus the fact that enrollment is projected to 
decrease. I submit that because of the athletic budget cut, 
enrollment will drop even further than projections indicate. 

What actual effect will the budget cuts have upon the Athletic 
. "department? Burns states, "We haven't given the situation a real 

close analysis. We're just in planning stages on several different 
possibilities. We wa,nt to make sure that any changes will be the 
best thing for the most people involved, including students. " 

I wonder if SSA did that before they cut the athletic budget. 

Co Ille On Out ... 
and get on the good foot with the 

BLACK AWARENESS 
ORGANIZATION 

FRI., MAY 4th & SAT., MAY 5th 

• Live Entertainment 
FR I. - Black Earth PLUS 

SAT. - Seven Shades of Brown 

8 :00 p.m. Ballroom 

J FREE I Both Nites 

The first band on Tails gives us 
Exile's version of the Bryds 
number "Jesus Is Just All 
Right". "Please Be There" ' 
and "Hold Tight Woman" lets 
the other wise weak guitarist 
show that he does exist. 
Luxon's, Cornelison 's, and 
Faulkner's horns are always 
present, but never over
bearing. Jimmy Stokley's lead 
vocals are nothing to rave 
about, but come across very -
nicely on "Hold Me Tight 
Woman." 

ARTIST: JERRY LEE LEWIS 
LABEL: MERCURY 

You just can't keep a good 
man down. Jerry Lee Lewis 
has been a star and then when 
you can't remember if his 
name is Jerry Lee Lewis or 
Jerry Lewis, whame, another 
smash LP . "The Session" 
brings Lewis once again to th,e 
spotlight. The guest artists 
recording with Lewis are too 
numerous to mention, but with 
people like Delaney Bramlett, 
Albert Lee, Alvin Lee and 
Klaus Voormann you know this 
two record set is going to be 
good. "Drinking Wine Spo-Dee 
O'Dee", "Baby What You Do 
To Me", "Sea Cruise' '., "Big 
Bass Man", and "Memphis" -
are examples of what Lewis 
has to offer on "The Session". 
Side D begins with "Whole Lot 
of Shakin Goin' On" and moves 
on to such giant hits as 
"WhafD I Say", "Good Golly 
Miss Molly", "Long Tall 
Sally", "Jenny Jenny" and 
"Tutti Fruit". For those of you 
who wonder where Jerry Lee -
Lewis is, he's alive and as 
talented as ever in London. 

TITLE : "D:J. ROGERS" 
ARTIST: D. J. ROGERS 
L A BEL: SHELTER 
< DIVISION OF CAPITOL) 

In the constant struggle for 
pop stardom, musicians come 
and go , have hits and write 
thousands of songs that never 
reach the charts. Rogers not 
only wrote and arranged the 
majority of cuts, but also is 
featured on keyboards on 
"Take Time", plays both bass _ 
and clarinet on "Listen To The 
Message ." "Listen To The 
Message" may remind the 
listener of Billy Preston. "D. J. 
Rogers" consists of nine new 
songs by Shelter's latest pop 
ar tist. 

R. E. 0 . Speedwagon will be 
in La Crosse May 11. 

Thursday, May 3, 1973 Stoutonia - s 

Metronome 
THURSDAY, MAY 3 

1 p.m.-1 a.m. TKE Bush Bash (County Trunk P, 2 miles in) 
9 a.m. -12 noon Dept. of Apparel, Textile, Design: Fashion and Fiber Forms '73 (Glass 

Lounge) 
1 p.m .. 5 p.m. Fashion and Fiber Form '73 continues 
8 p.m. Creative Arts Week : Aarre Lahti - "Humanness: Art and Technology" (210 AA) 
8: 15 p.m . & 9:30 p .m . Coffeehouse : Circuit Entertainment (Pawn) 

FRIDAY, MAY 4 

9 a.m.-12 noon Fashion and Fiber Forms '73 continues {Glass Lounge) 
1 p.m.-1 a.m. TK E Bush Bash (County Trunk P, 2 miles in) 
1 p.m.-5 p.m. Fashion and Fiber Forms '13 continues 
1 p.m.:4 p.m. International Relations Club: Ethiopian Independence Display of 

Eth,op,an Dress and Culture ( International Room) 
1 p.m. Baseball : Whitewater (Wakanda) 
8 p.m. Black Awareness Organization: Band and Dance ( Ballroom} 
8: 15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m . Coffeehouse : Circuit Entertainment ( Pawn) 

SATURDAY, MAY 5 

l o ,m.-1 a.m . TKE Bush Bash (County Trunk P, 2 miles in) 

1 p .m. -3 p .m . Fashion and Fiber Forms '73 continues (Glass Lounge) 
1 p.m. Baseball : Oshkosh (Wakanda) 
6 :30 p.m. Contemporary Youth Mass (St . Joseph's) 
8 p .m . Black Awareness Organization : Band and Dance ( Ballroom) 
8: 15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Coffeehouse : Circuit Entertainment ( Pawn) 

SUNDAY, MAY 6 

11: 30 a.m. Contemporary Youth Mass (St. Joseph's) 
Lutheran Student Worship (Our Savior Church) 

5 p.m . & 8:15 p.m. Free Flicks: My Fair La~y 

MONDAY, MAY 7 

9 a.m. -5 p.m . Display of Stout Photographic Association conte.st entries (West Area 
Ballroom) · 

TUESDAY, MAY 8 

9 a.m. -5 p .m . Display of SPA contest entries cc;mtinues (West Area Ballroom) 
6 p.m. Stouton,a goes to press for last time this semester 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9 

9 a.m. -5 p .m . Display of SPA contest entries continues (West Area Ballroom) 

THURSDAY, MAY 10 

9 a.m.-5 p .m . Display of SPA contest entries continues (West Area Ballroom) 

The Pawn presents Lonnie Knight appearing April 30 through 
May 5 with shows at 8:15 p.m, and 9: 30 p.m . The Pawn also 
presents on May 10 in the snack bar, Home Cookin a t 8 p.m. and 
Uncle Vintv at 9:30 p.m. 

Swanson Continued from page 1 

art and design; instructional 
technology; and com
plimentary fields of human · 
devel opm en t, guidance, 
counseling and vocational 
rehabilitation. 

Swanson also said that other 
goals of the university would be 
cooperation between the 
various areas of the institution 
and the development of new 
ways to educate students of all 
ages through continuous 
education. "I'm suggesting 
here that we not only change 
our ideas about who we will 
educate, but also change the 
way in which we educate 
them" he said. 

Asking for i:i:rea ter in-

volvement by a ll members of 
the community, Swanson said 
the university would allow and 
listen to the " creative voices" 
of faculty , students , com
munity members and 
alumi."We must now allow 
good creative · ideas to lose 
their timelessness while the 
creator searches for and finds 
the correct channels for 
development." he said. "I say 
today that we must make it 
possible for the various con
stituencies of the university to 
feel that they are dealing from 
a position of strength - a solid· 
strength born of the fact that 
they know their participation 
in the university is needed and 
appreciated. i' 

20% OFF! 
on a 11 UW STOUT lettered Clothing 

-MAY 10-11-12 ONLY-

Bostwicks 
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Time Out 

by Todd Schl!1idt 

Lightning sturck the Athletic department on the evening of 
Tuesday, April 24. 

That was the night that SSA set the budgets of five 
organizational areas: SSA, Stoutonia, Tower, WVSS and 
Athletics. The SSA performed what amounts to an unfortunate 
amputation of th~ Athletic Department's right arm, a budget cut 
that I don't think was fair . Some of the other departments suf
fered cutbacks also, but none will have the monumental effect 
upon Stout that the athletic budget cut will. · 

The Athletic department requested a total of $72,500 from the '. 

by Dave Kopydowski 
The Blue Devil diamond men 

despite losing both games of 
double headers to Platteville 
and Lacrosse, won three 
games in last week's diamond 
action. 

The Blue Devils pounded 
Eau Clair.e twice at Carson 
Park 9-5 and 7-0. The first 
game was sparked by fresh
men Ray Piagentini and Dan 
Melville. 

Piagentini belted out a pair 
of singles, drove in three runs 
and scored once while Melville 
scored three runs on three hits. 

The game was a seesaw 
battle for the first four innings, 

until Stout came across with Ed Sattler picked up the win 
four runs to put the Blue Devils for Stout by shutting out Eau 
up 6-3. Claire on just four hits. -Sattler 
Eau Claire scored two more walked one, and struck out 
runs but couldn't match the four. 
three security runs scored by In an 11-6 victory over 
Stout in the fifth inning. Macalester, . the Blue 
Jeff Couey then picked up the Devils' the · big bats were 
victory as he came in for supplied by Russ Flanigan, 
started Paul Woerful in the Gary Mintz and Jerry Leonard. 
third inning. Together they scored seven 

In the second game against runs on seven hits, with seven 
the Bluegolds it was again runs batted in. Each of the 
Piagentini and Melville pacing three contributed a home run. 
the way. Piagentini collected Stout's winning pitcher was 
.two runs, batted in, and scored Wayne Giese, who started but 
a run on two doubles. Melville began to fade in the later in-
scored twice and drove in one nings and eventually needed 
run and a pair of singles. relief help from Saller. 

SSA for adequate funding during the 1973-74 athletic season. This 
budget request covered both men's and women's sports ac
tivities, anct presented an increase of $4,500 over this years' 
allotment. The increase was to cover increased transportation 
and food costs, plus a presumed expansion in some sports, 
primarily women's activities. 

Instread of getting the well deserved increase, SSA short
sightedly cut the athletic budget request $7,000. This actually 
amounts to a $2,500 cut from the '72-73 figure of $68,000. 

Thinclads sixth in relays 
Athletic Director William Burns stated, "The SSA has to think 

of all facets of the university community. None gives the 
university publicity and recognition like athletics does." 

Burns also mentioned that "All universities are playing the 
numbers game. No other area funded by SSA actively recruits 
students like the Athletic department does ." 

Along with the attraction and publicity produced by athletics 
to other schools and students around the area, athletic events 
provide an outlet for many students on the Stout campus. 
Athletics fill a need for many students, whether they be par
ticipants or spectators, and the various athletic offerings serve 
everyone that wants to make use of them. On a percentage basis 
the Athletic department probably attracts the greatest interest of 
any other budget area discussed at the SSA meeting (when 
participants, spectators, newspaper readers, alumni, etc. are 
included), yet its budget was cut more than any other. 

Granted, the Athletic department does collect gate receipts, 
which usually approach $4,300 according to Burns. Out of this 
money, new equipment is purchased which helps Stout remain on 
a par with the other WSUC schools; operating .expenses for the 
Fieldhouse, Nelson Field, and other miscellaneous expenses are 
paid in part; ushers, security police, referees, timekeepers, etc. 
are paid; and a "National Travel Fund" is financed. In this light, 
a $72,500 budget does not seem that outrageous for travel costs, 
meals, recruiting, and necessary equipment. 

Another oversight by SSA concerning the athletic budget 
centers around which sports should suffer budget cuts. The SSA 
specifically recommended that dollar cuts should not be made in 
Continued on page 5 

The UW-Stout Thinclads 
traveled to Stevens Point for 
the Conference Outdoor Relays 
on Saturday, April 28 and came 
home with a disappointing 
sixth place finish. Once again 
some top performances were 
turned in by the consistent 
point getters, but lack of team 
depth was a factor in Stout's 
finish. 

One top finish by the cin
dermen was a second place in 
the high jump with an overall 
combined total of 18'4". The 
Blue Devil pole vaulters did 
well also, with a fifth place 
total of 19'6". 

Perhaps the best effort of the 
afternoon was turned in by 
Stout's four mile relay team of 
Gerhart Sasman, John 
Chartrand, Bob Sandstrom, 
and Barney Klecker, who 
finished first in that event with 
a time of 17: 41.4, a full five 
seconds ahead of Platteville's 
team. 

The intermediate hurdle 
time of 3:57.0 was good for 

ANNIVERSARY 

third (Dave Busch, Dennis 
Fechhelm, Jack Voight, John 
Radke for Stout); other top 
performances for Stout were as 
follows : Low Hurdle Shuttle, 
54.6-(Fechhelm, Busch, 
Voight, Radke-fourth); two 
mile relay,8:06.8-(John 
Chartrand, Barney Klecker, 
Bob Sandstrom, Mike Olson
fourth); 440 Relay, 43.5-(Jim 
Zellmer, Fechhelm , Mark 
Burwell-fourth) . 

The Blue Devils placed in a 
number of different events, 
also. The squad managed fifth 
place finishes in the triple 
jump, mile relay , distance 
medley relay, shot put, and the 
high hurdle shuttle relay. 

Sixth place finishes were 
recorded for Stout in the 
following events; Javelin 
throw, long jump, sprint 
medley relay, and the discus 
throw. 

Top performers for Stout 
were Barney Klecker and 
Dennis Fechhelm, who ran on 
four teams that placed . 

Lacrosse copped the meet 
with 120 points. The Indians 
were were followed by Stevens 
Point with 115, Oshkosh 65, 
Whitewater 631/z, River Falls 
50112 , Stout 45112, Platteville 
361,1:a! , and Eau Claire with 10 
points. 

Next action for our thinclads 
is May 4 and 5, when they 
travel to Eau Claire for the 
Conference Chai;npionships. 

Nette·rs 
• win 

The UW-Stout tennis team 
completed another busy week 
of tennis activity. The Blue 
Devils, under Coach Bob 
Smith, fell short at the hands of 
Macalester State College of 
Minnesota at Stout's home · 
court on Wednesday, April 25. 
The final result was 
Macalester 6 and Stout 3. 
Continued on page 7 
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BRIDGEMAN CONE WITH EACH PURCHASE OF $500 OR MORE 

DRAWING FOR 5 $J0°0 GIFT CERTIFICATES 
Double Knit 

Mail or Bring in 
Coupon Below 

BLAZERS 
Asst. Colors 

36 to 44 Reg. & Longs 2999 
JEAN 
BLAZERS 

Denim & Brushed Denim 
36 to 44 

1499 TIES 
Reg. $4 & $5 

·299 
& 

399 Reg. $39.95 

Double Knit 

FLARE SLACKS 
32 to 38 1099. Reg. $16 

Reg. $20 to $25 

Western 

JEAN JACKETS 
14 Oz. Brushed Denim 

S-M-L-XL 

Reg. $12 

r.---------------------~ Mail or Bring 
in this coupon 
for drawing of 

I 
I Name . . . .. .. .. . . 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Address 

I 

. .... .... .. .. ·I : 
I 

. . . . . . . . . . I 

I 

899 

I 
I 

Phone . . ... . . . .. .. . .. I 
, I Five $10 GIFT CERTIFICATES 

~---------------------~ 

MEN'S UNDERWEAR 

~~l-~~?r $2.49 2/ 179 

2/179 T-SHIRTS 
Reg. 2 for $2.49 

L-Mart Shopping Center 
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for conf ere nee action Hey You!!! The Blue Devil, linkmen, 
under knowledgeable eye of 
Coach Hill Hurns, nave come 
out smoking in the first half of 
their spring golf season. They 
have racked-up six out of a 
possible 12 points in three 
conference triangular meets 
thus far in preparation for ~he 
conference tournament next 
week in Lawsonia. 

Joe Springer has proven to 
be the top man on the course 
for Stout, as he claimed team 
honors in two out of the three 
meets . Consistent scores are 
needed by the entire squad, 
however, if they are going to do 
well at the conference meet. 

On April 26, Stout finished 
second to host Whitewater, who 
shot a fine 385 total. Stout took 
421 strokes on the course to 
finish ahead of Superior with 
423 . . 

The following day the Blue 
Devils traveled to Stevens 
Point where they finished third 

. in the meet behind La Crosse 
with 395, and host Stevens 
Point with a 413 total. The Blue 
Devils finished with 424 
strokes. 

The Blue Devils hosted a 
home match on April 30 coming 
out first ahead of Platteville 
with 398, Eau Claire 401 , and 
Winona with a 437 total. The 
Blue Devils rounded the course 
in 397 strokes, by far their best 
team showing of the year . 

The Blue Devils will travel te 
Oshkosh for a meet with the 
Titans and River Falls May 4, 
and then to Lawsonia for the 
Conference meet May 5-7 . 

This action will conclude the 
final spring season of the 
WSUC golf schedule, which will 
move to all-fall · competition 
next year. "The fall season will 
be an improvement over the 
present split schedule," states 
Coach Burns. "We will find the 
various courses in peak 
playing condition, and also 
more available for com
petition. Golfers will be playing 
in their top form, and will not 
be faced with all the lost class 
time that they have had in the 
past." 

continued from page 6 

Thursday evening Stout 
departed for UW-Whitewater 
for the Midwest Invitational 
Tennis Tournmanet. The meet 
lasted Friday and Saturday, 
April 27 and 28 . 

At the Midwest Invitational 
Stout hung in there to win in the 
No. 1, 2, 3 singles and No. 1 
double. 

Stout prepares for the con
ference meet to be held at UW
Oshkosh Friday and Saturday 

• of this week. Stout's strong 
hopes are Marv Benzing, Bob 
Buckley, and Dan Roedl at the 
No. 1, 2, 3 singles respectively. 
Marv and Bob could come 
home with a good showing in 
the No. 1 doubles as they have 
proved to be very strong. 

. , .. Marv Benzing for the back hand. 

Graduating Seniors and all students 
who will not be returning 
in the fall ... 
Because the 1973 TOWER will again be 
distributed in the fall, we must have the mailing 
address of all students not returning to campus. 
In order to receive your 1973 TOWER we must 
have the address of your ·residency in Sept. 
1973. 

Please come to the TOWER office in the 
basement of the union, before May 15 and leave 
a forwarding address. This is the only way we'll 
know where your are. 

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS 
,-Ca;--T-----,-- oll)--, 
I PABST I SLOE I MIL I 

I Qt~3~ax I ~!~ , I WAUiEEI 
I Th A I f 12 Packs I row ways I I s;:,';;~!£0 I $700 I $1 65 I . ____ __. _____ L ____ I 

L-MART LIQUOR 235
-
3935 

Congratulations 
to all UW Stout graduates 

To All Other Students 

Good luck this Summ.er 
' 

See you next year 

' 
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child stu~y center 

H·ave You Heard 
Area residents are invited to 

enroll their children in UW~ 
Stout's Child and Family Study 
Center, where registration for 
fall is now taking place. Mrs. 
Judy Herr, director of the 
center, said a number of 
changes will be taking place. 
Next year the center will ,en
compass several laboratories! 
in the new Home Economic~ 
building, currently under 
construction, in addition to the 
regular Child Study building. 

grad work for undergrads 
The Graduate College has a 

policy which permits UW-Stout 
students who are planning to 
graduate at the end of the 1973 
summer session or in 
December 1973 to take some 
graduate course work to fill in 
a schedule. Thus, if only four 
credits are needed to graduate 
in August the student could 
enroll for four credits of 
graduate work; or if only ten 
credits are needed to graduate, 
at the end of first semester, 
December 1973, the student 
could enroll for six credits of 
graduate work. 

Those seniors who find 
themselves in thi's ad
vantageous position are urged 
to step in to the Graduate 
College Office <First floor, 
McCalmont Hall) to obtain a 
copy of the Bulletin describing 
the programs available and-or 
make personal inquiry as to 
their eligibility for the 
program. 

s.s.i.t. 
SSIT, the Stout Society _of 

Industrial Technology, will 
hold the spring Awards 
Banquet on Tuesday, May 8 at 
the Knapp House at 8 p.m. 
Tickets for the banquet are 
available from Steve Wells 
(232-2477) and · Gary Kempin 
(235-7160); the price of the 
tickets·are $3:25 a piece . 

Awards will be given for 
achievement and service to the 
organization. 

Dean Anderson will be the 
guest speaker. 

s.a.m. 
The Society for the Ad

vancement of Management 
would like to welcome all 

I 

. . 

See Our GreaJ 

Assortment of 

Graduation & 
Mother's Day 

I 

Cards and 

Gifts I 

Van's_ 

inemt>ers to its last meeting of t 
the year Monday, May 7 at 6: 30 ' 
p.m. in the Madison Room. The 
past year will be evaluated and 
plans rriade for the coming 
year. 

football meeting 
Coach Sten Pierce has an

nounced that a football 
meeting will be held on Mon
day, May 7 in the A.V. Room in 
tlJ~ Fieldhouse. All in
terested prospects should 
report at 7: 30 that evening for a 
very important meeting . 
Coach Pierce stated, "All 
candidates seeking an in
vitation next fall must attend 
Monday night." 

Fees will be charged · ac
cording to the following 
schedule: Five day , two and 
one half hour program . .. $35 
per semester; one day 
program for infants and tod
dlers . . .$12 per semester; 
after school program . . .$24 
per semester; day care, full 

. day ... $20 per week, half day .. 
.$14 per week. Schedules for 

Get Ready for -

Bands 
& 

Brats 
USH 
ASH 

Under 
-The 
Big 

Top! 

May 3rd, 4th & 5th 
FREE bus service every half hour . 
after 8:00/union 

yes 

16 oz. TAPS 25~ 

a bike shop will be open 
soon in Menomonie. 

But-Bikes ARE AVAILABLE NOW! 

Jeunet lOSpeeds (all colors &sizes) $140Value 

Schauff 10 Speeds (all colors & sizes) $130 Value 

NOW ' ~104 
DAN'S BIKE SHOP 

Call from 4 to 7 
All Day Sat. & Sun . . Phone 235-7305 

Look What's New I 

\ 

'BARE TRAPS' 
Wooden Clogs 

harness Leather 

. 1799 Whole Sizes Only 5-1 0 

P .S. Many More Styles on Display 

Graven & Wilcox Shoes 
• 336 Main St. e 235-5816 

various age groups and 
registration information may 
be obtained by contacting Mrs. 
Herr at Stout: 

mapping institute 
A two-semester hour 

graduate or undergraduate 
credit program, "Mapping 
Institute", will be offered in a 
post-session this summer, 
August 6-18. The program will 
feature an "Outdoor" theme. 

The program is intended to 
be of assistance to students, 
teachers, and technicians with · 
interest in architecture, 
ecology, geography, con- · 
servation, graphic com
munications, forestry, lim
nology, art, and related 
sciences. The course, PL 426-
626 serves as an elective to 
most programs. 

Tuition and fees are the same 
as on campus. Room and meals 
are $33 .00 {_)er week. Camp 

facilities, boats, canoes, etc. 
are free. Some financial aid is 
still available. 

Inquiries and reservations 
should be made to Mr. Siefer, 
U. of Wis.-Stout, Menomonie, 
Wisc. 54751. 

Students lacking the 2 
semester hours needed to 
graduate this summer may 
make arrangements enabling 
them to be a part of their 
graduation class. 

May, August grads 
May and August graduates .. 

.have you registered with 
placement yet? Get moving!!! 

May grads 
Announcements and tickets 

for commencement are now 
available at Window 4, Ad
ministration Lobby . M. S. 
Degree graduates will receive 
their materials by mail. 

-Hallmark Graduation Cards-
(When you care enough to give the very best -
Hallmark) 

• Also see our large assortment 

of Mother's Day cards & gifts 
P.S. ~orgie's Carries Fanny Farmer Candies! 

10RGIE 1s 

ALL THE 
BEER 
YOU 
CAN 
DRINK!!! 

1.00 
may 8 - 7 thru 10 

\ a 
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Photo by Car\11 Halvorson. 

The elementary photography class comes through again. For more art work, see page b. 

SSA, Cropp fear 

loss of athletics 

by Pat O'Connor 
"Unless things change 

rather drastically, the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout 
will not have an athletic 
program available to students 
starling in the first semester of 
the 1974-1975 school year." 
Those were the words of SSA 
President Tom Cropp as he 
addressed the University 
Student Senate on Tuesday 
night. 

According to Cropp, he had 
received a memo from the 
school Tuesday afternoon 
which slated that no longer 
would the state provide 
General Purpose Revenue 
, GPR l funds for use by the 
University of Wisconsih 
Svstem for athletic and in
tramural sports programs. Of 
the various proposals 

effort to halt what he termed 
"the snowball effect" . Wood 
explained that approximately 
100 to 200 students could be lost 
to the school if the athletic 
program were to be discon
tinued. This would mean that 
an additional 7 to 13 insturctors 
would not be needed and that in 
turn would necessitate cutting 
back certain courses offered. 
Wood stated in closing that the 
·'long term effects of this issue 
are unknown" . Cropp con
rurred by terming the action as 
displaying a "lack of 
awareness by Madison" as to 
how the situation really is. 
Addis Hilliker termed the 
action as "just the tip of the 
iceberg" . 

Faculty Senate Says ~~~~~i~~~c~~;~t~~~:J~~itu;~:; 
really would only forstall the 
''inevitable" , that being the 
loss of athletics on the UW-

In other senate action. Tom 
Shafer. currently senator-at
large, offered his resignation 
because he has been elected to 
a post with the United Council 
of Student Governments which 
requires him to be in Madison 
for activities associated with 
his new position. ' give reasons for firing'::}1~:·rgI:,,;:;;n;~:~~~; 

oppose any action that would 

The senate gave its support 
to Vice President for Student 
Affairs Pat O'Connor in his 
effort to obtain the syndicated 
program "American Top 40" 
for WVSS. The program is 
slated to start during the first 
full week of school next fall, 
and is intended to be a public 
relations effort on the part of 
SSA. 

The Faculty Senate has 
decided that due to concern 
about fair and equitable non
relent ion procedures for non
tenured faculty members, 
steps must be taken to explain 
to non-tenured faculty whey 
!hey were not retained . 

A hearing before the faculty 
.nember's peers to explain why 
they were not retained in the 
interest of their self im
provement will be instituted. 

It was resolved that written 
notices of non-retention be 
given according to 

( 1) Rule 3 of the Faculty · 
Handbook which states: (a) 
When the appointment ter
minates at the end of an 
academic year, not later than 
March 1st of the first academic 
vear and not later than 
December 15th of the second 
consecutive academic year of 
service; (bl If the initial ap
pointment terminates during 
an academic year, at least 
three months prior to its ter
mination; if a second con
secutive appointment ter
minates during an academic 
year, of at least six months 
prior to its termination; (cl 
After two or more years oc 
continuous service in the state 
university system, such notice 
shall be given at least twelve 
months before the expiration of 
any appointment. 

(2) Non-retained faculty 
members be given upon 
request written reasons upon 
request written reasons un
derlying the decision to not 
retain. 

(3) Procedures be endorsement has been entail the loss of GPR funds for 
established for a hearing 
before a group of peers for 
individuals that request a 
review of the procedures 
followed in the non-retention 
decision. 

suggested by . the Faculty athletics. Sam wood, Dean of 
Senate. It consists of school Students and a senate advisor 
and univer_sity level in calling for a unanimou~ 
procedures which must be ballot on the issue noted that it 
satisfied before an instructor was not to be construed as a 
ran be released from his vote in favor of athletics on the 

A positive Action Committee, 
awaiting Chancellor Swanson's 

position. Stout campus, but rather an 

Lucey' s user fee 

Athletics within the 
University of Wisconsin 
System could be greatly 
altered or eliminated under a 
proposal from Gov. Patrick 
Lucey. The proposal, part of 
the governor's program and 
policy changes submitted to 
the state legislature, calls for 
elimination of tax funds used to 
finance university athletics. 

Under the proposal, athletic 
programs would be supported 
by "user fees" meaning that 
money generated by gate 
receipts at athletic events and 
by groups using state facilities 
would pay for the entire cost of 
athletics. Most Wisconsin 
universities now receive tax 
funds to augment athletic 
expenses not covered by gate 
receipts or by student activity 
fees. 

could kill sports 
If the governor's proposal 

passes in this legislative 
session, it would be im
plemented in the second half of 
the current biennium. meaning 
that the universities would be 
faced with several alternatives 
for the fall semsester in 1974: 

-Adjustment of user fees to 
make athletics entirely self
supporting. 

- Elimination or reduction of 
eurrent athletic programs 
within the universities. 
- Assessment of increased 
activity fees now charged 
students to make up the dif
ference from the lost state 
revenues. This third alter
native would require approval 

· of Central Administration at 

Madison. where proposals for 
any drastic increase in student 
activity fees would be 
questioned. 

The governor's proposal 
must stand the scrutiny of both 
legislative houses before it is 
passed. 

Stout's Chancellor Robert S. 
Swanson said decisions have · 
not yet been made on the status 
of Stout's athletic program. 
should the governor's proposal 
pass. He said it is now a matter 
of pointing out that athletics 
are an important part of a 
university's educational goals. 
" What we have to point hut is 
the educational value of non
-instructional activities, which 
include athletics , recreation 
and intramural sports, " he 
stated. 



MOMENT FOIi THOUGHT, 

" I love It's genKt murmur, 
l love It's gentle Oow. 

\: 

I kw• to wind my mouth up and ll t fffl to It go." / 
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Editorial 
Bill puts kiss of death on athletics 

bv Todd Schmidt 
Stoutonja Sports Editor 

~lleve It Df'·not, sports fans , there may soon be 
a blll placed on Governor Pa tr ick Lucey's desk 
which has the power to '"kl ll every state college 
ath letic program. 

If signed, the user fee proposal Is the death 

:cal~~~?; .:o;,a,'::~:!:~:. ~;~~,a~~;r:~~!r/~:lar . 
The user fee proposal baslcally states that a fee 

WIii be Imposed for every student or athlete who 
wants to use the lleldhouse, at hletic field, softball 
diamonds, tennis courts, swimming pools, etc . The 
flat rate charge tor the use of these facllltles would 
In part take the place of that amount (about SU) 
currently allotted to a thletics from the activity fees 
charged to every full -time student. . 

There are several glaring misconceptions which 
are currently accepted by supporters of this 
proposa l that must be' exposed, 

PROBLEMS 
One probletn with the proposal Is the obvious 

!allure to recognize ath letics as an Important cog In 
the educational machine ry. Ma ny phys lcal 
educa tion ,1asses make use of athletic· facllltles , as 
do many students who are simply looking for 
something to do. Many students just like to watch 
athletic events. but do not feel they should be 

. obllgated to pay for them at the gate. We are already 
getting ripped off every time we pay Income tax. 
sales .ta x, ciga rette tax, gasoline tax and property 
tax. My nerves, In particular, are ta xed ever'ytlme I 
think about pay ing an addltlonal " user fee tax" . 

The gQals of colleges shou ld be to Involve the 
greatest number of students, not to endager existing 
and successful prog ra ms by levy1ng a user fee. 

Educational co.sts lo students'are already high, 
and the levying of a " user fee tax" would lust In
crease the expense. The families of all students who 

::;~ a~u:9~~lda~~~~1c!::
11
/:. a;~i~~wm'.

1
~ 

effect, llmlf the use of the faclllty. 
• WILLA USER FEE WORKT 

The State Board of Re,vents E.i:ecutlve Budget 
Committee best answers the question "WIii a user 
fee proposal work?" The commlttN has gone on the 
record as saying, " To require student fees to pay the 
sha(e of debt service attrlbuta~e to non, 
lnstructlonal use of exlstlpg facllltles Is simply not 
..... ti ... " 

The user fee policy, which would require 
students and all others to pay every time they want 
to use a faclllty , c.ennot attrad the needed new 
stuct.nts. The lmpc.ltlon of a user fN won't help 

..., retain the current number of students In the 
unlversltlH, either . Today's accent Is on education 
and reaeatlon, ·an accent which wlll be adve.,ely 
affected, as wlll the ectucatlonal end product, If a 
user fee Is PVt Into effect. 

I suggest simpl y raising the activity fee which 
students now pay. I also advoc.ete opposition to the 
user tee proposal. which will affect us all . 

I wouldn' t mind pa yi ng an extra fifteen or 
twenty dollars more per yHr to support programs 

;~
1
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confusion. 
The -Imposition of the user fee wou ld severely 

curtal l the cur rent revenu• allotted to cer1aln 
tacllltles at a ll tht state unlvenltln, athletlc · 
ta cllltles In particular. I can see where students 
won' t go to~the fle ldhouse to shoot baskets, or swim, 
or whatever In protest over ftl• user tee tex . Without 
students using the faclllt les no revenue c.1n be 
collected, and without revenue t"' athletlc 
progr•ms a t all the state colleoes wlll go down the 
drain . · ' 

P1use loln me In oppolmori to the levying of a 
user fN tax In hopes that a ddcllne and eventual , 
edlnctlon of coUege athletic prog(ams can be 
avoided . 

Students 
back 
hun'la_!Psm 

To the To '1"he Editor : 
In retard to Ch1ncellor 

S,,...l\50!\'I spt«h ol April XI, 
we"""11G Ille touy thal we 
an in&u.lted to be called con. 
1umen of educaUon . We 
cannot be IOld our way IO 
knowlqe, undtntandlrc. or 
life. Swu.on clalma, 
" Sludents ue looki ng tor 
ucdlence in llalnlfll for oc,.. 
cui-,Uonl l U.1111." We uy not 
Ml. We fMI hls sugatlon 10 
cuwder our world 10 we wih 
"be a tile to dJOON fn:wn amona 
future allttnathe" 11 no more 
than procn1tinatlon. yte are 

::~~:IJ-1: ~~= 
eoncentratlrc m•lhly on ._. 
" Kill" and waJttnc IO lee whal 
the world wlll olrw UI once "''e 
··ge1 oo1·•. The only futUTe 
all'"1ollivn "''I!: will have are 
thoie y;e are willi• to crult! 
rigfll now. We camot take off 
nur cap land gown and "put on" 
a lllilablt' life 11yle. 11te ooly 

i:1~~:t~:~nfn~lf~o s:i~= 
today. For this reason wt' ar. 
llho"'inil, our C"OITlmltmfflt to 
educ:alion u a jlrowlh and 
kamlna prt,«U. not as a 
Wable t"Ommodily ,.." t"an 
easilya<Wlpt . 

Swanson HJI," . . 
.t.i.malUffl rinds It,; !ullelt 
n:prualon amona pnaot11 who 
poueu lha,t Vft')' special lfflle 
ol wtU·bri,W and ttll·worth 
wNc:b camn from ll,-1,w -

:: do .:e~ -:~~j~Tes.~ 
humanlam" when they are noc 
told haw wdl they do thtir job 
- ffiaftspecifiaiUy~tl'Ry 
ll'enottoldthett..on.for 
lher l'ICWl-retention. It appun 
then: la• dlsa-epmncy between 
1t•t.ed ~Icy and , 11&1ed 
bd.eh. For this rNMII we rm 
It lmpentlve that the Board ol' 

. lucenta ffldorR the poHcy wt 
are propo&tnc to them at lhelr 
M•y IOmfflire. 

ne0u..,. .... .,1M 
114•1-o-.U. IWW.lap 

WYSS tfim*s 
Dear Editor,: 

~m..:c7:·~·~! 
everyODe on c.1mpu1 for thdr 
htlpU\llye.r. We have tried lo 

te r:. W':I :u.;~~~ 
aporll. 'ir.nd inlorrMUon. Nat 
year we hope; lo Improve ttU 
OJI 1o lhe WI• numbers ct 
1UrVey1 which you all ...t~
ned. tba... to all cu nn. 
llllalen, WI c.an .. , lhal UH 

;: ror~ ~,,d\~r:! 
ap\n Mil lime you are In 
Menorncwe ror 1nl>lhff ..-vb 
olWVSS. 

SinNN:ly, 
Manqanenl and 

51.tf olWVS., 

Recycle 
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Stoutonia staff wishes to congratulate the 1973 Graduates. We hope that they will make use 

of what they have learned to help not only themselves, but also help others live better. 

by Rick Bruhn 

Awards! Awards! Awards! 
As the year draws to a close and my undergraduate career of 

fun and frolic dwindles into the last week, "what more could be 
fairer" than to hand out the Coveted Cornucopia of 'Corners 
Awards (CCCA). This year ten awards have been announced to 
honor members of the university community. 

The first award was chosen to honor the mode of living un
derclassmen are subjected· to. The "Wire Cutters Award" is 
awarded to an ex-head resident of Oetting Hall. CCCA gives two 
rolls of barbed wire and a kiss to you, sweetie. 

The "Silly Savages Award" goes to SSA for valor in the face 
of inexperience. Coveted Cornucopia of Corners Awards 
bequeaths a vintage 1955 Fort Apache set (with lots of Indians and 
cavalry pieces) . Tom Cropp receives special mention and a 
replica of Sergeant O'Hara. 

The "Squashed Thumb Award" was won hands down by the 
faculty. Sitting on your hands is a favorite past time at Stout, but 
nobody can beat the faculty. 

Except, perhaps a lot of the students who win the "Soggy 
Paper Bag Award" (bet you can't guess what's inside?). This 
award cites the large number of Stout's students who's galloping 
apathy might best be described in four letter expletives. 

A special award was added this year by the Bored of 
Governors of CCCA. Called the "Bruno's Taxonomy of Needs 
Award ," it was brought into existence to honor certain members 
of University Theatre productions. CCCA awards these people a 
patented personal back patter - for those who can't get enough. 

The "Mixer's Cement Award" was made to order for this 
spring's SSA finance committee. Each member will receive a 20 
pound cement brick for being a fine bunch of blockheads. 

The "Freaky Frequency Award'' was won by WVSS. The 
Coveted Cornucopia of 'Corners Awards is gonna lay a lid of 
Panama Red on the "jocks" so that they have an excuse for 
sounding wrecked at the time. 

The "Blood, Sweat and Tears Award" was won by Stoutonia 
in a tight race with our neighbors Tower (the yearbook poeople). 
For all the moaning and groaning in four part harmony, CCCA 
sends a copy of the Volga Boatmen's Song to Stoutonia. The 
runnerup award to Tower is a neon sign so that students can find 
where they're hiding. 

"My Favorite Psych Teacher Award" goes to Billy Beane. 
Bill will be leaving for Texas soon, but we won't let him leave 
without his award-a package of three Firestone golf balls. 

Last, but not least is a surprise double winner. Tom Cropp, 
who already received a "soljer" toy from the "Silly Savage 
Award" has also nabbed the "Millhous Award" for in

compatability with the press. We award "Mr." Cropp with two 
bundles of the February 22, 1973 issue of Stoutonia. 

The Bored of Governors for the Coveted Cornucopia of 
'Corners Awards know that you won't want to miss the awards 
ceremony to be held at 5:30 a.m. in a janitor's closet in the 
Student Center on the Ides of March. See you there! 

**************** 
Baldus given thanks 
Dear Editor: 

I would like to offer my 
thanks to Alvin Baldus, 
Assemblyman from 

"Menomonie, for his hard work 
and assistance in removing the 
state sales tax from food 
served in student dormitories 
and o_n meal plans. 

This tax has long been a 
burden to the student, placing 
them in the unique position of 
being the only residents of the 

·state of Wisconsin who must 
pay tax on food served in their 
own residences . The inequity of 
this taxation has at last been 

recognized and corrected by 
the State Joint Finance 
Committee. 

Representative Baldus was 
instrumental in the successful 
effort to make the exemption a 
part of the state budget 
package. All students who are 
now eating or will be eating 
dormitory meals in the future 
are in his debt. 

Sincerely,· 
Rod Nilsestuen, President 

United Council of 
UW Student Governments 

'Thanks Kitz' . 
.. .... toutnnitt. 

STOUTONIA would like to thank Catherine (Kitz) Cleary, the advisor for the past·three 
semesters, for her untiring efforts to guide us along the path of collegiate journalism. 
Kitz is leaving her position as advisor to pursue her writing career. 

Stoutonia staff members 
above are: I. Nancy Swick, 2. 
Rick Bruhn, 3. Tony Gilewski, 
4. Ellen Schwab, 5. Debbie 
Wiedrich, 6. Evy Wojkiewicz, 
7. Todd Schmidt, 8. Nancy 
Nebelung, 9. Andrea Runnalls, 
IO. Dave Liska, 11. Steve 
Swick, 12. Cab Baydek, 13. Ron 
.Jensen, 14. Kathy Hodgson, 15. 
Liz Fugate, 16. Sharon Hoer
chner, 17. Catherine Cleary. 
Not pictured are Dave Hartig, 
Dave .John, Tom Burke, Gary 
Wick, Pat O'Connor, Dave 
Kopydlowski, Gail Landers, 
and Susie King. 
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. Another Watergate mystery? 
by Andy Runnalls .. 

"A hot story! ", . cried our 
staff radical, early Tuesday 
afternoon. 

"Word has reached us that 
some guys' running around 
with a petition to impeach 
Nixon! .. . Sign my name, huh? 
. . . and get a story!" 

So off scurried ace reporters 
Deb Wiedrich and Andy 
Runnalls, armed with pad and 
pencil, to get an "exclusive" 
interview. 
Where to go? 

"How about the 'freak 
corner' of the snackbar'?" 
"Hey, have you seen a tall, 
skinny guy with dark hair in a 
gas station jacket with a 
petition to impeach Nixon?" 
"No, but send him over if you 
do!" 

.. . to the Greek tables . . . 
"Is he a communist?" 
Our next stop in the search 

for truth was the SSA Office. 
The gang there seemed to be of 
the general opinion that th<> 
petition should head their way 
too. 

What did others think! 
Rick Bruhn commented that 

he'd sign a petition to have 
Nixon impeached because, "I 
didn't want him to be elected in 
the first place." · 

Two unidentified students 
commented that they 
"wouldn't sign it (the petition) 

now .. . not until the Watergate 
hearings are over.'' When 
asked what their opinions 
would be if Nixon was found 
guilty, they thought that they'd 
"rather see him resign on his 
own" than be impeached. 

Toby Bodeen said that she 
would sign a petition: "I feel 
that his administration is 
corrupt. Even though it hasn't 
been brought to the surface, I 
think he's been part of it." Ms. 
Bodeen contemplated that" . .. 
it seems pretty odd that 
someone so close could be so 
ignorant." 

One student commented that 
she wouldn't sign a petition 
because she felt it would be 
"useless" . She said that she" . . 
.would like to see him im
peached," though. 

Andy Goods, when asked if 
he would sign a petition said, "I 
guess so . . .I think he knows 
about it" <Watergate). He also 
expressed his skepticism about 
Nixon being ousted from office 
because of his successor -
Spiro Agnew. 

Two students interviewed 
took the economic status of the 
US into account when 
questioned about Nixon. They 
pointed out the prediction that 
if Nixon were impeached, a 
depression would ensue within 
six months . D. Surges also 
though that "Nixon should first 
be brought to trial," and, "if he 

is guilty, he should be im
peached." 

"I think he should be im
peached. . .he shouldn't have 
been elected. I think it was all 
rigged," commented "B.J.", 
when asked about Nixon. 

Kathy Dahl felt that she 
couldn't sign a petition 
because, "I'm uninformed." 
She did say that she had, "a 
tendency to say that he (Nixon) 
did know." 
Gary Coenen also thought that 
he couldn't sign a petition at 
this time because "The facts 
aren't clear." Gary felt that". 
. . nobody knows exactly what's 
going on, but that there's a 
"chance that he is guilty." 

Another student, Donna 
Smith, felt strongly that she, 
"wouldn't sign a petition to 
impeach, b\clt instead to send 
Nixon to proceedings." She 
also felt an open investigation 
would be essential. 

"If he was smart or had any 
integrity, he'd resign," thought 
Tom Schafer. "Taking that into 
fact, I guess we'll have to 
impeach him ." 

Back to our mystery. Does 
the petitioner really exist? Is 
he a communist'? Is he a 
radical'? Or could he just be an 
all-American gas station at
tendant'? Whatever you are, 
we're still looking for you 
mystery man! 
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Students honored at banquet 
Thirty-eight students will be 

honored by their fellow 
students at an awards b;lnquet, 
sponsored by the Stout Student 
Association Friday night. 

The dinner will honor 
· students who have been named 
to receive the university's 
Medallion Award for out
st anding academic 
achievement and leadership, 
and those students who have 
been named to "Who's Who 
Among Students in American 
Universities and Colleges." 

Robert Melrose, a member 
of Stout's Social Science 
Department, will be the 
principal speaker. His talk is 
entitled . ' 'With Malice 
Towards Some." Special 
guests include Chancellor 
Robert Swanson , who will 
present the "Who' s. Who" 
awards; Tom Cropp, SSA 
president who will present the 
Medallion awards ; John 
Jarvis, who will present a 
Thomas Fleming award for 
writing; Paul Menges, the 
Outstanding Business-man's 
award; and Merle Price, 
former Dean of Students and 
originator of the Medallion 
award, who will present the 
Margaret Micheels Memorial 
scholarship. 

There is a reception at 7 :30 
p.m. in the Glass Lunge of the 
Commons, with the dinner at 8 
p.m. 

The Medallion award · win
ners are: David C. Bauman, 
Marthon; Carolyn Marie 
Barnhart, Menomonie; Mark 
L. Burwell, Menomonie; Jules 
E. Butcher, Minneapolis ; 

Joanne M. Carini , Glendale; 
AlanJ . Carlson, 
Boyceville ;Marilyn L. Drews, 
Rice Lake; Kenneth E. Finke, 
Villa Park, Ill.; Addis T. 
Hilliker, Neenah; Joan E. 
Houser, West Salem; Ronald 
B. Johnson, Menomonie; Diane 
M. Jones, Rice Lake Barney 
J. Klecker , Reedsburg; 
Timothy P . Kruse , 
Bloomington, Minn. ; Byron C. 
Olson, Waukegan, Ill. ; Mary 
Kay Olson , Edina, Minn. ; 
Mary J. Prickett, Menomonie; 
Patricia P . Shay, Blair; Sonjia 
J. Sherman, Belleville; 
Lorraine C. Spears, Drum
mond; Barbara Uebele, West 
Bend; Margaret A. Yachinich, 
Mason; and Kathryn Zutz, St. 
Nazianz. 

Named to "Who's Who" 
were: Barnhart; Butcher ; 
Patricia Ann Capelle, 
Ploymouth; Garini; Drew ; 
Finke; Margaret Ann Foote, . 
Poplar ; Eloise Ann Goeke, 
Cleveland; Jean Kay Hen
neberry, Menomonie; Hilliker; 
Johnson: Mary Ann Kleman, 
Appleton; Kruse; Barbara J. 
McGinnis, Viola; Carol M. 
Nowak, Santa Barbara, Calif; 
B. Olson; M. Olson; Prickett; 
Robert W. Runkel, In
dependence; Mary Ann 
Schneider; Ridgeland; 
Michael D. Schneider, St. 
Louis, Mo.; Sherman; Connie 
Sue Stepan, White Bear Lake, 
Minn; Kathleen Strauss, Cato; 
Uebele; Richard A. Valiga, 
Kaukauna; Charles L. 
Willihnganz, Beaver Dam; 
Margaret P . Winkelman, 
Pewaukee ; and Zutz. 

Over ·aoo graduate 
More than 800 graduales will 

receive degrees on Saturday, 
May 12, during spring com
mencement ceremonies. The 
ceremonies, scheduled for 10 
a.m. in the Fieldhouse, will 
honor 730 undergraduate and 
75 graduate students. 

Conferring the degrees will 
be Stout's Chancellor Robert S. 
Swanson; the presentation of 
diplomas will be made by UW

-Regent James G. Solberg. 

Distinguished alumni cited 
at the ceremonies include Miss 
Rosalind C. Lifquist, 
Washington, D. C., a former 
official with the U. S. Depart
mentof Agriculture ; and Clyde 
A. · Bowman, Laguna Hills, 
Calif., former dean and acting 
president at Stout. 

for sale 

Used boy's 3-speed bike. Call 
Jeanne at 235-5689. 

-1968 Harley Davidson Sprint 
250 CC . excellent condition for 
$275. Call 235-4466. 

Antique trunk, wood and brass 
trim, needs refinishing, $20. 
Call Helen at 232-1339. 

Moving with a VW? Make it 
easier with a VW trailer hitch. 
Cheap. Call Helen at 232-1339. 

1 set of bunk beds, dresser with 
mirror, and kitchen table with 
six chairs. Call Bet~ 235-3966 . 

Miss Lifquist has had a long
life career in home economics. 
She served as a home 
economist for the Bureau of 
Human Nutrition and Home 
Economics, and in 1955, 
became a consumer economics 
specialist for the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture, a 
position she held until her 
retirement in January of this 
year. She was graduated from 
Stout in 1921. 

Bowman, a 1909 Stout 
graduate, was the first dean of 
industrial education at the 
university and served as acting 
president, following the death 
of Lorenzo Dow Harvey, the 
first president of the in
stitution. He retired from Stout 
in 1953, after devoting more 
than 40 years to education. 

12 x 50 mobile home, 3 years 
old. Set up in court one half 
mile from school, unfurnished, 
will be available mid-August. 
Call 235-0314. 

1!)68 Marshfield Manor Mobile 
Home 12 x 64. Unfurnished 
except for kitchen appliances, 
drapes, and carpeting. Set up 
in local court within walking 
distance of Stout. Metal 
storage shed , entry way , 
skirting and steps included. 
Call 235-0578. 

Stero equipment: Robert 's 
open reel recorder.( 4 track) for 
$100, Jensen stereo speakers 
$50 .00, Zenith trans-oceanic 
radio for $125.00. Call Mike at 
664-8533. 

User fee • review 
State board 
approves 

supported by UC marquana 
statement 

The United Council of 
University of Wisconsin 
Student Governments an
nounced their support for the 
decision of the Joint Finance 
Committee to review the 
concept of user fees in 
University of Wisconsin 
facilities before the im
plementation of the program. 
Rod Nilsestuen, President of 
the United Council stated, "We 
think that the user fee concept 
has several serious flaws. If 
the concept is reviewed once 
more we think the committee 
may note the drawbacks of the 
proposal." 

Milsestuen said that the 
implementation of user fees 
will either greatly increase the 
level of student segregated fees 
or will destroy a substantial 

number of valuable student 
programs. "In either case," 
Nilsestuen said, "the students 
may be priced out of the use of 
recreational facilities and 
programs now existing on 
campuses." 

He noted that this concept 
tended to discriminate against 
th~ st4dents on minimum sup
port scholarships and those 
who pave low financial 

resources. 
Nilsestuen said, "the im
portant thing here is that 
programs which have 
traditionally been a part of the 
college environment 
athletics, theatre, speakers, 
etc. - these things may vanish 
from the college scene if user 
fees are implemented." 

The Wisconsin. Controlled 
Substances Board is opposed to 
any further decriminalization 
or legalization of the use of 
marijuana, according to At
torney General Robert W. 
Warren. 

Warren, chairman of the 
board, said it took action April 
18 when it approved a 
marijuana statement" which 
said, "The Uniform Controlled 
Substances Act of 1971, now in 
effect in Wisconsin, has made 
progress in decriminalizing 
simple possession of 
marijuana." 

The statement continued, 
"This law goes as far as we 
safely and knowledgeably can, 
given the present state of our 
experience and knowledge of 
the complex human, legal, 
medical and social issues in
volved in the marijuana 
problem." 

Stout to have own assembly · 1ine 
by Selameab Tsadlle 

A few years back, when 
funds were made available for 
the construction of the Applied 
Arts building, it was 
discovered that there would be 
a space available for Industrial 
Management's use. A group of 
people from this department 
started working on ways to 
best utilize this space. 

Students enrolled in in
dustrial management, take 
methods engineering as a 
required course. In teaching 
this course, the "ideal con
cept" is to have as assembly 
line right beside the classroom, 
so that the students can easily 
go out and apply the theoretical 
concepts they have acquired in 
the classroom in a practical 
situation. Therefore, the group 
after a serious study resolved 
that it would be beneficial to 
set up an assembly line proiect 
in the space to be available in 
the Applied Arts building. 

Thus, said Dr. Jerry Coomer, 
chairman of the Industrial 
Technology Dept., " the most 
unique, and the most in
noviated program, came into 
being in Stout ." To Dr. 
Coomer's knowledge, nowhere 
in the country, has such a 
program existed or even been 
tried. In Dr. Coomer' words 
"this was an ideal concept and 
we have got it in reality." 

The assembly line en
compasses a floor space of 
10,000 square feet. Presently, 
few equipment is installed in it. 
But $10,000 has been budgeted 
for equipment alone. Most of 
the equipment will be installed 
before the project is fully 
operational in fall of this year . 

According to Dr. Coomer, the 
project is primarily intended to 
benefit industrial management 
majors. Students in this 
program are required to set up 
a program, supervise and run 
it. By doing this, students will 
discover the problems en
countered in the assembly line 
and will make the necessary 
alterations either in the route, 
sequence, or break down of the 
job to increase efficiency. 

The assembly project , 
besides being an educational 
enterprise , can also profit 
Stout specifically . Products . 
Stout may need can be 
produced in the assembly line 
with much greater ease and 
possibly in less time and at 
less cost. 

The greater boost this 
program may give Stout is the 
anticipated attraction of more 
students to the school. This is a 
welcome step in light of the. 
recent decline in enrollment at 
Stout. The program when 
completed, is hoped to give 
Stout more publicity. , 

Furthermore, the school has 
legal clearance privileges from 
the state, which authorizes it to 
do "prototype production" by 
hiring local assembly line 
workers from the student body 
or the community and shipping 
the products to markets in 
different parts of the country. 
However, the type of paying 
jobs that that may be available 
as indicated above are 
assembly line work : 
Management, planning and 
supervision of the assembly 
line will be done by industrial 
management students for 
academic credits. If other 
students are willing to work in 
such capacities on the 
assembly line there may be 
few jobs available as part
time, work study, or summer 
employment. 

Dr. Coomer explained that 
the program is expected to be 
self-sustaining. At the moment 
Ind. Tech. staffs are fully 
engaged in setting up the 
assembly line with the help of 
some work study students. But 
as the project gets started, the 
involvement of the Ind. Tech. 
staff will gradually decline 
transfering the responsibility 
to a hired full-time supervisor. 

So far industries have been 
contacted, with the idea of 
inviting them to use the 
facilities that will be available 
after the project is in ful l 
swing. This will be ac
complished by giving contracts 
to the assembly line at Stout. 
The response was favorable, 
and most industries contacted 
have promised to give con
tracts as soon as the project 
would be ready to accept the 
contracts. 

D-r . Coomer was finally 
asked, whether the assembly 
line project would, in any way, 
improve the employment 
prospects of Ind. Management 
graduates. His answer was an 
emphatic "yes." He believes 
that the experience students 
will gain hert! will be ex
tremely rewarding when they 
go out into industry to work. 
Because of the student's ex
posure to the practical 
situation he will be more 
prepared to assume the 
responsibilities that await him 
when he goes out to work, and 
surely will be more productive 
and employable. 

NOTICE: 
JUST RECEIVED 

8-Tracks $2" 
Guaranteed 

Gambles 

Make Reservations NOW 
We must hove your U-HAUL 

reservations as soon as 

possible in advance of your 

moving home for the summer. 

Joe's Cloverleaf Shell 
1600 Broadway N. - 235-9937 



$100,000 loss felt by 
MenomOnie merchants 
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UW may lose $25 million 
The University of Wisconsin 

System, especially the UW
Madison, may be among the 
nation's hardest hit institutions 
in federal funding cutbacks if 
President Nixon's 1973-74 
budget is put into effect. 

propriations for the next fiscal 
period prior to the release of 
the Nixon budget and without 
any knowledge of the proposed 
reductions in federal con
tributions, the report contends. by Ellen Schwab 

Your degree is worth $200-
300,000. It is costing you bet
ween $6,000 and $10,000 to get 
that degree. Isn't it foolish to 
waste what you have already 
paid and the salar~ 1ou were 
aiming for , by hftmg mer
chandise? 

In Menomonie, the mer
chants do one of two things 
when they apprehend a 
shoplifter. Either they im
mediately call in the police or 
handle it the·mselves. 

Shoplifters can consider 
themselves lucky if the store 
handles it themselves, because 
once in the hands of the police, 
there is individual em
barrassment, punishment, and 
probably a record. Every job 
with high pay , every chance to 
be trusted or advance will be 
affected. 

The FBI reports that 
shoplifting has increased 95 
percent in the last six years. 
Shoplifting losses by all 
retailers nationwide total 
betwen five and seven billion 
dollars annually . The average 
store is estimated to suffer 
annual theft losses of aJ}
proximately $7,000. 
Menomonie merchants 
estimate their annual mer
chandise theft loss at more 
than $100,000. 

More than 50 percent of 
merchandise stolen from retail 
stores is stolen by teenagers. 
Less than five · percent of 
teenage shoplifters are 
mentally ill, kleptomaniacs, or 
steal out of financial need. 

Almost every college student 
has had times when his 
financial situation looked very 
dark , but if everyone of those 
students had taken it upon 
himself to treat himself to a 
free package of macaroni and 
cheese, -or ·a--head of lettuce at 
the nearby grocery store, or a 
free Bic Banana at the Variety 
stores, a Jot of stores would be 

out of business. Believe it or 
not, if stores went out of 
business it would affect the 
student. Where would you go to 
buy supplies or food if 
Menomonie merchants took 
their business elsewhere? We 
need them as much as they 
need us. 

Studies conducted by major 
midwestern universities have 
shown that the basic problem 
for shoplifters is a com
munication breakdown. This 
happens in three areas of the 
person's life : The young p~ple 
do not receive moral trammg 
in the home and go elsewhere 
often receiving the wrong 
information. They are unable 
to relate information learned in 
school because of the inability 

of the instructor to ethical 
concepts and-or attitudes . 
Again the person turns to other 
sources that are often wrong. 
The lack of co-ordinated 
continual effective programs 
of valuable information 
released to parents and schools 
from the community has 
caused a breakdown in the 
community itself. This has 
mostly been due to a lack of 
concern and unwillingness to 
prosecute for shoplifting. 

Until now, Wisconsin mer
chants have had no legal 
authority to stop most 
shoplifters. They did and still 
do, have the right to retrieve 
stolen property under section 
939.49 of the statutes, but they 
did not enjoy the privilege of 
"Citizens Arrest" for thefts of 
$100 or less. Th~ new shoplif
ting law corrests this ·situation, 
but it must be used very 
carefuHy. 

The new law has four parts. 
The- first defines the crime of 
shoplifting. Essentially it is the 
legal definition of theft, but it 
also prohibits the intentional 
alteration of "indicia of price 
or value of merchandise in 
containers for lower priced 
items." 

The second part defines 
when concealment - will be 
considered evidence of 
shoplifting. When a suspect 
goes from one floor to another 
or proceeds heyond the last 
checkout counter With con-

Establish advisory group · 

A regional advisory group of 
top-level executives from 
business and industry has been 
formed at UW-Stout. Entitled 
the Board of Business and 
Industrial Advisors, the 
organization consists of in
dividuals from policy-making 
positions in the business 
community who will work with 
administrators and faculty at 
Stout in efforts to more closely 
tie higher education to business 
and indsutry. 

The group, which reports 
directly to the chancellor, 
replaces what had been 
previously known as the Board 
of Visitors at Stout. Jack Wile, 
executive secretary, said the 
18-member board will be ex
panded to include 24 persons 
from key industrial positions in 
Wisconsin, Minnesota and 
Illinois. Wile stated that each 
board member will work with a 

faculty counterpart on cam
pus. The group will also inform 
the university on new 
developments and personnel 
needs within the fields of the 
various members. 

The following people have 
been elected to the board's 
three-man executive com
mittee: Robert Bachmann, 
Milwaukee, chairman; Harold 
Polzer , Madison, vice
chairman ; and Sanford 
Kruger , Eau Claire, at-large 
member . Bachmann is 
assistant to the vice-president 
for industrial relations at 
Kearney and Trecker Corp.; 
Polzer is personnel director at 
Oscar Mayer Co., and Kruger 
is factory manager of the Eau 
Claire Uni-royal Plant. 

Appointed by the chancellor 
at Stout, the board will meet 
semi-annually. 

cealed goods, there 1s evidence 
of the intent to shoplift. Thus he 
can be stopped at the door of 
the store before he has left. 

The heart of the new law is in 
its third clause. IThis grants a 
merchant or his adult em
ployee the right to detain a 
suspected shoplifter. However, 
he must have "probable" 
cause, defined as reasonable 
grounds of suspicion, sup
ported by circumstances 
sufficiently strong in them
selves to warrant a cautious 
man in believing the accused 
guilty. In other words, there 
should be no doubt but that the 
suspect is guilty. 

When a suspect is detained, 
part three of the law is very 
explicit as to his rights: 

He must be told the reason 
for the detention; 

He must be allowed to make 
phone calls; and 

He must not be questioned or 
searched against his will . 

Only if these requirements 
are met can a merchant or his 
employee escape criminal or 
civil liability for unlawful 
imprisonment. 

The fourth clause of the new 
law sets the penalties 

Penalties for violation of this 
section are : 

(a) If the value of the mer
chandise does not exceed $100, 
a fine of not more than $200 or 
imprisonment for not more 
than six months or both may be 
applied. 

(b) If the value of the mer
chandise exceeds $100 but not 
$2,500, a fine of not more than 
$10,000 or imprisonment for not 
more than 15 years or both may 
be applied. 

It is really worth it to chance 
years in jail? Even if you get 
off with a fine your chances for 
a job are reduced. Is it really 
worth risking your future on it? 
Think about it before you pick 
something up and put it in your 
pocket. Consider the possibility 
of getting a 'work-study' , or 
'state pay' job with the 
university , or take out a loan if 
you think you are going to 
starve. Or how about taking a 
course in budgeting your funds 
more effectively? You don't 
have to steal a Bic Banana if 
you have a nickle to buy a 
pencil. 

According to a report 
released by the n'ational 
Association of State Univer
sities and _Land Grant Colleges 
<NASU-LGC) the UW system 
stands to lose as much as $25 
million under this budget in 
1973-74. This would include 
$15.7 million in student aid 
funds and $9.3 million for other 
educational programs . The 
Madison campus alone would 
lose $14 million in revenue, the 
report stated. 

NASULGC, of which the UW 
System is a member , consists 
of 128 member institutions, 
including 71 land grant colleges 
and universities and a number 
of other large public univer
sities. The association predicts 
average losses by its members 
of about $1 million for smaller 
campuses to more than $20 
million for multi -campus 
systems. 

Only the University of 
California might stand to lose 
more than the UW System, 
according to the examples 
cited in the NASULGC report. 

The NASULGC re):>ort states 
that the biggest cuts would 
come in the areas of student 
aid and health sciences . 
However, virtually every on
going higher education 
program has either been 
eliminated or reduced sub
stantially in the 1974 budget 
request, the report added. 

Many public universities are 
now facing major funding 
problems because they had 
already developed their 
requests for state a p-

"This is a new and wholly 
unforeseen development," W. 
Robert Parks, president of 
NASULGC said. "These are 
not 'frillfunds .' They go 
straight to the support of the 
core funct10ns ot tne umversny 
in teaching, research and 
extension." 

Even before the threatened 
federal funds cut-off, public 
institutions across the country 
were facing the prospect of no 
more than "hold the line" 
budgets, the report states. For 
most colleges and universities 
there is little chance of 
replacing federal funds from 
other sources, it adds . Parks 
predicted that the added loss of 
revenue in many cases will 
result in critical cutbacks in 
basic educational programs 
and services. 

h 
~ . 

T e severest program cuts m 
higher. education federal 
support would be in the area of 
health sciences, -according to 
report figures. Universities 
across the nation would lose 
millions in training grants, 
capitation grants for phar
macy, nursing , veterinary 
medicine, optometry, podiatry, 
allied health and public health. 

The report contends that 
many state universities have 
developed elaborate programs 
in response · to earlier 
Congressional mandates to 
expand and increase health 
manpowPr in such vital fields, 
and that these institutions are 
now faced with the necessity of 
making serious reductions in 

. both staff and enrollment due 
to the threatened withdraw) of 
federal support. 

-Hallmark Graduation Cards-
(When you care enough to give the very best -
Hallmark} 

• Also see our large assortment 

of Mother's Day cards & gifts 
P.S. Borgie's Carries Fanny Farmer Candies! 

90RGIE 1s 
Look What's New! 

'BARE TRAPS' 
Wooden Clogs 

harness Leather 

-Whole Sizes Only 

P.S. Many More Styles on Display 

Graven & Wilcox Shoes 
• 336 Main St. e 235-5816 
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Robert Voss 

Daryl Ridgely 

The last word from the 

elementary photo class 

• 

Dave Krings 

Andre' Rivard 
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Entertainment .. 

HERE_ ToDI\Y 

by Evy Wojkiewicz 
Oldtime summertime blues 

doubled with the nostalgia of 
school ending soon· provided 
the perfect atmosphere for the 
art fair Tuesday afternoon. 
Some browsing students 
walked around munching hot 
dogs and licking ice cream 
cones while others sped 
through the scene on their · 
bikes. 

Sale items displayed on 
assorted tables and paintings 
propped up on trees ranged. 
odd shaped ceramic pots to 

planters to paintings an<I 
sketches. 

Art on display was original 
and quite unusual. One work of 
art was an FBI wanted pain
ting. Still another was made 
with clothespins. 

Late Afternoon showed 
evidenceof what had been. Hot 
dog signs were up but no 
hotdogs were left. And so it 
went with other things. 
Tuesday was a productive day 
for art students. The evidence 
was in the air. 

FREE 
48 oz. Bottle of 

COKE 
with every purchase 

of a pair of pants or 

a shirt at .. .. 

The Golden Hanger 
LTD. : 

Art students display & sell their wares 

At year's end 
Every year about this time, 
teacher makes me pen a rhyme. 
Here I sit all broken hearted, 
time for bed and can't get started. 
You'd think by now my teacher'd know it, 
I wasn't born to be a poet. 
My grade'II be low, 
I greatly fear, 
least I won't have to write another 
one 'til next year. 

PAWN PRESENTS 

DICK REICH 
May 11-12 
8:15 & 9:30 

IT'S FREE 

HARRY'S 
: SHOE SERVICE 

Chippewa 
.BOOTS& SHOES 

Calumet 
DRESS & SPORT 

Acme Cowboy 
BOOTS& DINGO'S 

SADDLES & SUP
PLIES 

EXPERT 
SHOE REPAIRING 

1·31 Main St. 235-7615 

Metronome 
FRIDAY, MAY 11 
6:30 p.m . and 8 :30 p .m . Stout Film Society: "Forbidden Games", 321 AA. 
8:15p.m. and9 :30p.m. Coffeehouse: Tobe announced, Pawn. 
9 a .m. to 5 p .m. S.P.A.: D'lsplay of Photo Contest Entries, West Ballroom. 
Tennis: N .A.I.A. District 14 

SATURDAY, MAY 12 
10 a.m. Spring Commencement: Johnson Fieldhouse. . 
6:30 p.m . and 8:30 p.m. Stout Film Society : "Forbidden Games", 321 AA. 
8: 15 p.m.'and 9:30 p.m . Coffeehouse : To be announced, Pawn. 
Tennis: N .A.I.A. District 14 

SUNDAY, MAY 13 
5 p.m. and 9 p.m. Free Flicks: "The Wrecking Crew" 
7 p.m. Free Flicks : "Murderers Row", Harvey Hall Aud . 

MONDAY, MAY 14 
6:<15 p.m. UAA Franchise Meeting, UAA office. 
7 p.m. UAA Meeting, East Ballroom. 

TUESDAY, MAY 15 
7 p.m. SSA Meeting, East Ballroom. 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 16 
LAST DAY OF CLASSES FOR SECOND SEMESTER 

. ~~~ ,.~!!.~~ ...... 189 
JUG WINE Strawberry or Apple 

-Graduation Special-

COLD DUCK or 169 
CHAMPAGNE ...... . 
L-MART LIQUOR 235-3935 
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Sounds of our times 
by Tom Burke 

TITLE: "COMPARTMENTS" 
ARTIST: JOSE FELICIANO 
LABEL: RCA. 

.Jose Feliciano has come 
~ long way from the day of 
picking up club dates in 
Greenwhich Village . Feliciano 
has gathered quite an im-
pressive !is t of fellow 
musicians on "Com-
partments". Leon Russell can 
be , heard playing the _piano on 
"Me and Baby Jane" .· Seals 
and Crofts of "Hummingbird" 
fame are featured on "Don't 
Fail". One of my favorite duos, 
Loggins and Messina, are 
credited with background 
vocals on "Peace of Mind" . 
Feliciano 's version is good, but 
few can top the style of Kenny 
Loggins a1td Jim Messina 
doing one of their own hits . Side 
B starts off with a Gene Vin
cent tune, "Sea Cruise" and 
end with " Things Are 
Changing" . Things have 
changed. While the majority of 
Feliciano's previous albums 
:were dull, "Compartments" 
succeeds with solid tunes, 

excellent vocals, and better 
than average arrangements. 
TITLE: "DOWN THE ROAD" 
ARTIST: STEPHEN STILLS 
AND MANASSAS 
LABEL: ATLANTIC 

It's been awhile since Stills 
grouped with Hillman, Lala, 
Perkins, Taylor, Samuel, and 
Harris . The first Manassas 
album had music for just about 
any taste. With all the super 
talent, varied musical ex
perience, and just plain ex
cellence of the Manassas 
group, I was pretty bummed 
out after hearing "Down The 
Road" . In the past critics have 
had some pretty bad things to 
say about Still's voice and 
guitar work. His vocal on 
"Down The Road" aren't what 
they were on his previous three 
albums . The listener isn't 
given the opportunity to really 
hear Stills belt out the guitar 
riffs he is capable of. Maybe 
Stills and company have 
mellowed out. 

All is not lost. Three num
bers, "Lies," "Pensamiento", 

and the title number "Down 
The Road" present Stills and 
Manassas at their best. Joe 
Walsh of the James Gang, and 
Bobby Whitlock are on hand to 
lend support. I never though I'd 
see the day when I had 
anything negative to say about 
Stills . Make no mistake about 
it, Stills and Manassas are still 
exciting to see live. Every 
group is capable of turning out 
a less-than average LP. If 
Rolling Stone hated previous 
Stills albums, I can imagipe 
what they are going to say 
about Stills latest release. 
TITLE: "FIRST BASE" 
ARTIST: BABE RUTH 
LABEL: HARVEST (Capitol 
Records) 

Babe Ruth consists of Jennie 
Haan handling vocals, Dave 
Herwitt on base, Dick Powell 
on drums, Dave Punshon on 
piano and electric piano, and 
guitarist Alan Shacklock. In 
the past Shacklock has played 
with greats such as Carl 
Palmer and John Bonham 
when Albert Lee split. When 
Shacklock began looking for 

Pawn presents 
Uncle Vinty and Home 

Cooking are scheduled to play 
tonight from 8 p .m. to 11 p.m. 
in the snack bar, sponsored by 
the Pawn . Free 1 

Home Cooking is a five-piece 
group featuring a slow country
blues repertoire of songs. 

Reviewers have tried to 
pinpoint Home Cookin' with 
phrases like bluegrass-blues, 
1930's vamp, early jazz, and 
20's swing. It is said they 
borrow songs from the ar
chives of Glenn Miller, Billie 
Holiday and even Hank 
Williams. 

For an exoerience of your 
life, join the crowd at the snack 
bar tonight. 

by Debbie Wiedrich 

Although ' Richard 
Brautigan's "The Abortion: An 
Historical Romance 1966" has 
been hailed as an "acute comic 
observation" and "a whimsical 
delight" by Book World, I can 
not really say that I was moved 
by the novel. 

The plot, which evolves 
about a librarian who's love 
affair with a college coed 
results in pregnancy and a 
Mexican abortion, is like a 
brief , fleeting thought. 
Throughout the 192 page novel, 
the reader gets only a fleeting 
glimpse of the action that 
makes up the basic plot of the 
book. 

Brautigan's style of writing 
has a way of showing 
lovemaking has a few very 
special and delicious moments, 
but doesn't seem to have the 

Uncle Vinty tonight 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. in the 
Snack Bar. 

Abortion: An Historical Romance 1966" 

One major facet of the novel 
was coed, Vida's inability to 
accept her beautiful body, 
which her lover, the librarian, 
though to be "perfect." Vida 's 
inability to accept herself, 
brought out by Brautigan is a 
social comment on the world's 
ideals . Brautigan exposes the 

ability to carry the readers 
interest throughout the entire . 
novel. 

irony of people striving to 
attain the ideal, only to find 
that when it is attained, it is not 
all what it is promised to be. 

This novel provides a relief 
, from the typical, "boy meets 
girl" love story, and is an 
adventure in surrealistic 
writing. 

This book can be found at 
Ben Franklin's for the mere 
price of $1.25. 

for a relaxing change ... 

0. d" ShO\l 1)ie ..,o ·J 
(next to 'Sears) 

musicians, his first choice was 
jazz pianist Punshon. With the 
addition of Powell and Hewitt, 
all that was lacking was a 
vocalist. After hearing some 50 
male singers, a female -
Haan, was selected as the 
member to make Babe Ruth 
complete. · 

The first track on side on one 
is mostly heavy rock. The 
second track brings the group 
slowing down with a fine vocal 
by Haan . Babe Ruth chose 
Zappa's "King Kong" to end 
side one. No one can do a Zappa 
number and come off with 
anything but a poor imitation. 
Babe Ruth tries , but fails. 
"Black Dog" is a nice piece of 
music with another vocal 
performance by Haan. "The 
Mexician" and "Joker" round 
out side two of "First Base". 
Jennie seems t-o get it on pretty 
good live. 
TITLE: "ONLY VISITING 
THIS PLANET" 
ARTIST: LARRY NORMAN 
LABEL: VERVE (MGM) 

Larry Norman was picked by 
Time Magazine as being the 
"Top solo artist in the field" of 
contemporary gospel music . 
The 10 selections are all 
Norman compositions. " Six 
O'clock News" tells of the Viet 
Nam horrors. Hf' says that "By 
the time this album is released, 
I hope the war is over and this 
song is outdated". Sorry, 
Larry , business goes on as 
usual. Norman sounds a lot like 
Dylan on "The Great 
American Novel" . Larry 
Norman's debut album for 
MGM is mainly a mellow LP. 
although "Why Should The 
Devil Have All The Good 
Music" , allows Norman the 
opportunity to looser up. If the 
music buyers are ready for 
religious or gospel music, more 
will be heard from Larry 
Norman in the upcoming 
vears. 
TITLE: "QUICKSILVER 

ANTHOLOGY" 
ARTIST: QUICKSILVER 
LABEL: CAPITOL 

San Francisco can boast 
numerous giant bands. The 
Dead, The Airplane, Country 
Joe and The Fish, Steve Miller, 
Boz Scaggs, and The Cannecl 
Heat, along with Quicksilver 

all hail from Frisco. While 
other bands began recording as 
soon as possible , Quicksilver 
turned down offers until they 
considered themselves ready. 
The ·original group was: John 
Cippolina, guitar; Gary 
Duncon, ~ guitar; David 
Fei bery. bass; and Greg 
Elmore, drums . Quicksilver 
never really made it big by 
current standards. 
What Quicksilver does have, is 
an immen~e underground 
following. "Anthology " 
contains Quicksilver ' s best 
selections from seven LPs. 
"Pride of Man " , "Mona", and 
"Fresh Air", are especially 
good and should be appreciated 
as quality music. Quicksilver is 
perhaps the best example of 
what can happen to a group 
who doesn ' t want to turn out 
sloppy music for the Top 10. 
Because of their reluctance to 
pla y the musicial game. 
Quicksilver never really 
gained the success they 
c-1°servPd. 

As j j;;k ~~er pr·evious issue 
of Stoutonia, I realize the past 
year has brough us some pretty 
good vibes. A few super 
talented musicians won 't be 
around anymore. The nucleus 
of the Allman Brothers band is 
gone , but the band still rocks 
on. as good as ever. One only 
had to watch In Concert last 
week to realize that the Allman 
Brothers are still one of the 
most exciting and talented 
bands around. "Pig Pen" of the 
Dead will no longer be playing 
the organ and giving his in
terpretat ion of rhythm and 
blues. While we mourn the loss 
of true super-stars such as 
Duane Allman. Berry Oakley, 
and Pig Pen. we can be thank
ful for the "new" stars. The 
music world is constantly 
changing . One thing we can be 
sure of is that the world would 
be in pretty bad shape without 
music. Music makes the world 
go round. Try fasting a week 
without hearing some form of 
music . Next year's Stoutonia 
will be as great as ever. 
Although everyone doesn't 
agree with the reviews , at least 
you care enough about music to ' 
read them. and that's where 
music is at. May you have 
music wherever you go. Peace 
and cheers. 

It's the last time around 
to get down with the Black 

Awareness Organization 

· A bond for your listening 

and dancing enjoyment 
r-----~--------~ 

I THE EQUINOX'S ! 
I from 
I Chicago, Illinois I 
I FRIDAY, MAY 11, 1973 I 
I 8 :00 - SNACKBAR I l ______________ _ 

FREE 
. -



The Family Learning 
Cooperative appeared as the 
result of hard work and the 
perseverance of a Stout 
graduate student, Bill Klug. 
After reading and researching 
into alternative schooling, he 
began to feel students at Stout 
should be exposed to the newer 
educational experiments. Also 
contributing were a group of 
parents, who attended Bill 's 
seminars. They kept on 
meeting and working for the 
next six months, until the plans 
and details for a . new, 
idealistic, type of school 
emerged and took form. 

Bill graduated from Stout, 
leaving Menomonie with plans 
to study under the reknowned 
Ivan Illich in Mexico. The 
parents waded into the waters 
of a summer program to test 
nut their ideas, and were happy 
to find that things went even· 
better than they had expected. 
ln September, there I was: The 

· Family Learning Cooperative. 
Looking back from the 

vantage point of May, one is 
impressed by the amount of 
change that has occurred in the 
participants, program , 
facilities, and even in the name 
of the school. In the fires of 
reality, much of the original 
idealism has been forged into 
palpable being, while, 
inevitably, some of it has 
melted away. Although, to 
meet the technical niceties of 
the law, the name changed to 
Family Learning Center of 
Menomonie, Inc., the idea of a 
··cooperative" still remains as 
lhe basic core of the F.L.C. 

., 
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The families who belong to 
F.L.C., cooperatively provide 
all supplies and' equipment, 
and they perform all the 
custodial, administrative, and 
teaching jobs. Each family 
contributes six to eight hours 
weekly work in addition to a 
small monthly payment. Each 
of the two parents who coor
dinate the morning and af
ternoon programs receives a 
small stipend. , 

The morning program has 
evolved into two day a week 
primarily for toddlers ages 2 to 
4, while the afternoon session, 
primarily for 4 to 5 year olds, is 
five days a week. The F.L.C. is 
licensed as a day care center, 
with a maximum enrollment of 
15 children per session. 
Originally, plans were to ex
pand into an elementary school 
aged program, but recently 
members have shifted their 
interests towards developing 
more alternatives within the 
public school system. 

Free choice of activities is 
the cornerstone of F.L.C.'s 
program. Feelings and 
friendships are considered to 
be as important as intellectual 
growth. Children work at their 
own pace at the activities 
which interest them . 
Stimulation, special projects, 
and materials are provided by 
the adults ( three to five adults 
are scheduled as teachers each 
day l, but these are not 
organized into weekly units 
that are taught to the whole 
group. Instead, the emphasis is 
more on the person to person 
exchange that occurs when an 
adult shares something he likes 

with a child who is interested, 
or a child and adult explore 
something together at the 
child's request. 

Many times children initiate 
their own projects, alone or 
with their friends, and do not 
ask for, or receive, adult help. 
Children are not held back if 
they want to learn things not 
commonly expected of "pre
school" children. Adults try to 
help the child pursue what he 
wants to learn as long as he 
continues to show interest. 
Opportunities to learn at their 
own level in math, reading, 
science, social studies, foreign 

. languages <French and 
Danish), and cooking are 
available, as well as creative 
materials for art, music, 
drama, dance, housekeeping, 
block building, and water and 
sand play. 

F.L.C. is organized as an 
extension of the family, 
making use of all the con
si dera bl e expertise and 
resources of its member 
families. But F.L.C. also 
reaches out beyond these 
families into the community. 
Children go on frequent field 
trips, (usually one or more 
each week) and are host to 
many outside quests. Stout 
students, particularly those 
who were from a foreign 
country or who played a 
musical instrument, were 
frequent visitors. Also several 
talented students came on a 
regular basis to work as 
volunteers. These students 
contributed greatly to the 
quality of the F .L.C. program 
and to the lives of the children. 

Chines.e guest, Judy Chang demonstrates a classical Chinese 
instrument. After Judy played a short solo the children were 
allowed to explore the instrument. Teachers: Peggy Hardwick, 
guest: Judy Chang, Janice Culnane. 

Coty 
for your beautiful eyes 

l'YC shadows, concealer . 
automatic mascara 

in a l<it $
3
•
50

_ 
:\ $5.50 Value 

J).\SO Coty 

FACE CASE 
shadows, blushes, lip colors, & 
foundation 

$3.95 

LEE1S 
DRUG 

Teacher, Frances Gamache, students: Holli Hehl, Gillian Saville, 
Brad Hostak, Tanya Snyder, Bill Baily, Mathew Givew. Children 
are viewing the Chinese dragon they made which was used during 
part of the Chinese New Year celebration. In the background is 
the rack climber used for climbing activities and space for small 
group activities. who would like to become more 
This summer, F.L.C. will familiar with the F~.C. 

again offer its highly sue- philosophy and with the ways 
cessful cooperative play group. of young children are 
This program, for children welcomed as volunteers. It 
from toddler age to ten years, may-be possible to arrange for 
is held out of doors in rural field experience or course 
locations as much as possible, credit if the student desires. 
and involves parent par- Parents who would like to 
ticipation and an extremely enroll their children should call 
low "donation". Stout students Peggy Hardwick at 235-0045. 

Children: Gillian Saville, Carolyn Saville, Holli Hehl. 

WAYNE & JIMS Ltd. 
"36 Main Street 

120 Bikes hi Steck 

We Carry a Full Line of 

Parts & Accessories 
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Time Out 
by Todd Schmidt 

Summer looms big in the hearts of most everyone, and the 
sports department is no exception. Contrary to popular opinion, 
your friendly sports editor, has a heart too. 

This is the last issue of the Stoutonia until next fall, when the 
presses will roll - and the sound of clicking typewriters will fill 
the Student Center once again. The summer break will give us all 
time to relax a bit, earn some money, and get our heads together. 
If you happen to be a football player, the three hot summer 
months will give you a chance to get in shape. If you are going to 
summer school, good luck. 

The last column (until next fall) gives me a chance to 
reminisce a bit about the past sports' season, and share some of 
my reactions with you readers. 

React 
I must sav that mv first year as a member of the Stoutonia 

staff has indeed been an interesting and rewarding one. I've 
met many interesting people during my stay here, and have had 
some real zany experiences, also. 

The most difficult thing to pick up around here is the ter
minology, or more specifically, words to be used only behind the 
closed doors and not in Stoutonia copy. As long as this is my final 
column before vacation I want to share some of these naughty 
words with you. Study them and remember them, because you 
probably won't see them again for quite a while. 

Words Not to be Used 
Tenure - This word means safety, job security, fatter 

paychecks and oftentimes boring classes. Tenure creates job 
fillers, and job fillers create dissatisfied students. Tenure also 
creates agitation, and agitation causes news stories against 
tenure, and news stories about tenure cause more agitation. 
Maybe we should forget about using the word tenure in hopes that 
our administration will follow the example and also forget about 
it. 

S ...... - This word is a no, no, to the point that only oneletter 
can be used. Everyone knows what the word is and what the 
.s ...... symbolizes. It is alright to use the word feces, but then the 
majority of us would have to look it up in a dictionary. This word 
is commonly used by athletes, coaches and -sportswriters when 
something is not going right. 

Slush Fund - This word shouldn't be used because of its 
sinister implications. Someone always manages to pocket some of 
the money without authorization. Fortunately, SSA has 
eliminated the slush fund by revising their new Athletic Budget, 
which to many is another dirty word. Unfortunately, the new 
Athletic Budget may curtail the various athletic programs, in 
addition to the Slush Fund. 

Men tor - This word is a synonym for a head coach and should 
only be used in extreme cases. If a team is losing the word mentor 
should never be used. It implies that the coach has brains, and 
who would ever think that about a losing coach? 

Deadline - Whether you are on the Stoutonia staff or are 
involved with a teacher who doles out term paper assignments, 
deadline is always a dirty word. 

Lose - To any athlete or coach, lose is always a dirty word. 
Lose is sometimes used when you can't spell and your pants are 
six sizes too big. Should never be used because it stimulates poor 
grammer. . 

Loose - What the bolts are in a coach's head when he loses 
too much. Should never be used because it ain't good grammar. 

Dive - Should only be used by swimmers and by no one else. 
They should be the only sports heroes around here that "Take A 
Dive". 

Stout State - This is a dirty word because that's not where we 
are any more. We're at the University of Wisconsin-Stout, now. 
'Oh well, at least the credits were transferable. 

That's about all the dirty or un-acceptable words that I can 
come up with right now. I'll keep my eyes and ears open for more 
over the summer, ·and store them away in my fertile mind. If I 
don't forget, I'll pass them on to you in the fall. 

Final Credits 
Before I put my typewriter in cold storage for the summer, 

there are a few announcements that I'd like to make. 
First of all, the NAIA District 14 swim awards were just 

announced by chairman Ben Bergstrud of River Falls. Several 
Blue Devil swimmers were lauded for their efforts. 

Most valuable three meter diver was claimed by our own 
Steve Swick. He took quite a few successful-dives this season. 

Ben Kowalski put the clamps on most valuable 200 year 
freestyler. Kowalski, who is a senior, should be praised for his 
innumerable contributions to the University's athletic program. 

First team 800 yard freestyle relay also went to the Blue 
Devils. Mike Van de Bogert, Garry Novak, Mike Molitor and Ben 
Kowalski deserve credit here. 

Second team honors in the 400 medley relay were claimed by 
the Blue Devil team of Kowalski, Molitor, Van de Bogert and Pete 
Wisniewski. That was really a team effort. 

Time Out for the Summer 
Congrats should be in order for everyone who contributed in 

any way, shape, or form to the athletic program. Thanks to all the 
fans who supported our Blue Devil athletes, and to all the coaches 
who keep the various programs moving. 

A special thanks to all my colleagues and readers, who make 
my job enjoyable, and fun. Have a nice summer, everyone! 

Baseballers have dismal week 
Paul Woerful came on in 

relief of Couey and was 
promptly tagged for two more 
runs . Gary Bothum and Wayne 
Giese eventually finished the 
game; Couey was the losing 
pitcher. 

Providing the fire power for 
Stout was Couey, Gary Mintz, 
and Jerry Leonard as they 
each connected for a home run. 
Mintz also had two other base 
hits in four trips to the plate. 

In the night cap against the 
Warhawks, Ed Sattler turned 
i-n another fine performance 
from the mound as he scat
tered nine hits in a 5-4 victory. 

Ed Sattler, pictured here on the left, and Gary Mintz on the right, 
led Stout to an impressive ~aseball victory over Whitewater last 

The Warhawks got to the big 
southpaw for all four of their 
runs in the second inning. 
Sattler then settled down and 
finished the game without 
much trouble. He struck out six 
and walked one. 

week. 
by Dave Kopydlowski 

Coach Terry Petrie's Blue 
Devils have been finding the -
going tough in diamond action 
this spring. 

Following five losses this 
past week, to Oshkosh 12-1 and 
4-2, to Stevens Point 6-2, and 2-
1, and to Whitewater 5-4, the 
Blue Devils are just one step 
above the cellar with a 3-11 

conference record. 
In the opening game against 

the Warhawks, four er.rors 
committed by the Blue Devils 
led to three unearned runs for 
Whitewater. 

Jeff Couey started on the 
mound for the Blue Devils and 
lasted until the fifth innfng, 
when the Warhawks went out 
in front six to five. 

Stout scored their five runs 
one at a time, in the first, third, 
fourth, fifth, and with two out 
in the bottom of the last innin 

Again it was Mintz, this time 
with Russ Flanigan hitting 
home runs to power Stout to 
their victory. 

Tracksters produce great effort 
place third in conference meet 

Coach Robert Karnish was 
very pleased with the per
formance of his Blue Devil 
thinclads, who finished third in 
the conference track and field 
championships held in Eau 
Claire last weekend. A strong 
team effort anchored by some 
fine individual performances, 
led Stout lo their finish. 

Dennis Fechhelm provided 
one of the more stimulating 
achievements for the Blue 
Devils, as he blazed to first 
place finishes in both the 440 
vard intermediate hurdles and 
ihe 120 yard high hurdles. His 
time of 54.3 in the 440 yard 
hurdles was a new Simpson 
field record. 

The only other first 
registered by Stout was in the 
mile run, which Bob Sand
strom won in a time of 4: 17 .8. 
Sandstrom really flew around 
the track in his special event. 

Barney Klecker finished 
second in the three mile run 
with a mark of 14:26.4. Klecker 
tried to compete in the six mile 
run the following day, but was 
hampered by a severe sideache 
.which curtailed his per
formance. 

Dave Dedier also racked up a 
second, his place coming in the 
triple jump. His leap of 44-2 112 

.inches was seven short of the 
first place. 

Perhaps the most startling 
performance of the meet, 
according to Coach Karnish, 
came in the six mile finals. 
Gerhart Sasman was the hero 
here, as he came in fourth with 
a fine time of 30:33.9. He has 
improved consistently during 
the season and should be a real 
asset to the team in the future . 

Mark Burwell was the final 
individual to place for the Blue 
Devils; as he finished fifth in 
the 440 year dash. His time of 
50.0 was only 1.5 seconds from 
the first place effort, showing 
wnat a close race it was. 

The 440 yard relay and the 
mile relay were the final 
events that the Blue Devils 
placed in at the meet. They 
finished fourth and fifth in the 
respective events, to round out 
the meet scoring. · 

No one really knows who 
actually won the meet as of this 
writing. An error was made in 
the meet scoring, which 
originally showed La Crosse 
and Stevens Point tied for the 
championship. 

A mistake was made by an 
official scorer, who had 
originally showed Ron LaFond 
from Stevens Point fifth in the 
triple jump finals . LaFond 
actually finished fourth, which 
should give Stevens Point an 
extra point and the conference 
championship. A ruling is 
expected to be made on the 
me.et finals by commissioner 
Max· Sparger < formerly 
athletic director at Stout) 
sometime this week. 

As the results stood before 
the error was found: Stevens 
Point 68, La Crosse 68, Stout 36, 
Oshkosh 32, River Falls 30, 
Whitewater 30, Platteville 15, 
Superior 6 and Eau Claire 3. 

The meet concluded the 
outdoor track season for all but 
a select few athletes, who have 

' qualified for the n;itional meet 
at Arkadelphis, Arkansas on 
May 23-25. 

Five Blue Devil athletes 
have earned the right to par
ticipate at the National Meet; 
Barney Klecker, Bob Sand
strom, Tom Hackbarth, Dennis • 
Fechhelm, and Fred Kuhn 
have been invited to enter the 
meet. 

All will participate in their 
special events except for Kuhn. 
who is a unique case. He will be· 
c>ntering the two mile walk. an 
event not usually offered at 
most conference meets. He is 
working out on his own, and 
according to C'oa~ Karnish, 
''has the fifth or sixth best time 
in the country as of now. " 

Good luck to all at the meet, 
which will bring to a close the 
19n track season for our Blue 
Devil squad. 

See Our Great 
· Assortment of "-

Graduation & 

Mother's Day 

Cards and 
Gifts! 

Van's 
yes · a bike shop will be open 

-soon in Menomonie. 

But-Bikes ARE AVAILABLE NOW! 

Jeunet 10 Speeds (all colors & sizes) $140 Value 

Schauff 10 Speeds (all colors & sizes) $130 Value 

NOW , $104 
DAN'S BIKE SHOP 

Call from 4 to 7 
All Day Sat. & Sun. Phone 235-7305 

• 
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Margaret Keyes recently named winner of the Irene Erditz 
Recognition Award. 

The Distaff Side 

Recipient of Irene· Erdlitz 
-recognition award announced 

Women's athletics has officially ended for the 
school year 1972-73, with the recipient of the 
Irene Erdli tz Recognition Award an
nouncement. 

This award was initiated in 1966 to perpetuate 
the memory of Miss Irene Erdlitz for her work 
with college women and in recognition of the 
importance of physical education for women. 
Miss Erdlitz served in the PhY§_ical Education 
Department of UW-Stout for fifteen years . Her 
desire was to assist young women to obtain a 
physical education so that they would be better 
qualified to appreciate and preserve good 
health, overall fitness and physical skills. 

Originally, the award was given in 
recognition of outstanding leadership and 
participation of a woman in the -Women's 
Recreation Association. In recent years, the 
change in structure of the WRA and the 
development of the Women's Intercollegiate 
Athletic program has warranted a change in 
the selection of the recipient of the award. The 
award is now made to the most outstanding 
woman scholar~athlete. 

The most valuable member of the various 
women's sports, as voted by the individual 
members of the teams, are eligible for the 
award. Final selection is mad" on the basis of 

grade point average· for the semester prior to 
the selection of the award. 

The recipient for the Irene Erdlitz 
Recognition Award this year is Margaret 
Keyes, · voted most valuable for ~omen's 
gymnastics. This is the third consecutive year 
Margaret has received the award. Miss Keyes, 
from Belmont, is a senior graudating in May 
with a degree in Home Economics Education. 

Others who were voted most valuable are for 
track: Lou Tiffany from Spring Valley; in 
swimming for the second consecutive year is 
Martha Heimann, a sophomore from 
Clarendon Hills, Illinois; and voted most 
valuable in both volleyball and basketball 
Mary Cave, who will be graduating Saturda_y 
with a teaching degree in Psychology .. Mary 1s 
from Wilson, Wisconsin. This is the first year 
one person has been voted most valuable for 
more than one sport. 

Miss Keyes' name will be engraved on the 
plaque which hangs in the hallway of the 
Johnson Fieldhouse, under the words, "Blessed 
is the leader who considers leadership an op
portunity for service." 

Congratulations to Margaret and all tl)e most 
valuable team members. 

Karate for kicks 
Classified Ads· 
wanted 
Apartment or trailer for next 
school year . For married 
couple near or in Menomonie. 
Call Todd Sherstad 235-7395 
1321 West Third Street. 

by Stephen Gebert 
University of Wisconsin

~wut Karate Club recently 
ended its season on a key note 
by having ten students 
promoted from white belt to 
gold belt. In order to receive . 
the gold belt each student had 
to perform Chon.-Ji Hyung (a . 
series of individual offensive 
and defensive movements). 
four one-step -sparring 
techniques (a series ·or dual 
offensive and defensive 
movements), show good at
titude, and an .overall working 

Man's bike·. Call Mike at 664-
ll533. 

2 or 3 girls to share an apart
ment for the summer. Call Gail 
at Ext. 1274. 

House for summer and fall in 
or on outskirts of town. 
Desperately needed. Call Mike 
at 235-4170, Mike at 232-1435, or 
Joe at 235-9951. 

~ knowledge of Tau Kwan Do. 

2 girls to live in Townhouse 
apartments next year . Fur
nished. Reasonable rent. Call 
235-3966. Also need girls for 
summer months. 

--

Students promoted to gold 
hell in April included: Nancy 
Batzli, Mark Altshwager, Al 
.Jesunas, Kass Sawyer, Gary 
Hoover, Jim Freeland, Mike 
Carlson, Ken Roszak, Tom 
Kullinger, and Pat McLoone. 

White belts promoted to gold 
belt in March included: Ivan 
Saric, Danial Chuang, Vieta 
Wang, Rich Peet, Ken Hense, ' 
Jim Thomas, Ralph Sundling, 
and Paul Runholm. 

Beyond the gold belt is the 
green belt. In order to receive 
this belt each · student had to 
perform Tan-Gun Hyung, four 
advanced one-step sparring 
techniques, compete in three, 
three minute free sparringj 
rounds, and demonstrate speed 
and power by performing a 
breaking technique of the in
dividuals own preference. 
Breaking techniques vary by 
belt rank and material used. 
The higher the belt, the thicker 
the material, and more dif
ficult the breaking technique. 
Materials commonly used are 

Demonstrating the speed and power of a side kick is Chud Werch. 
Assisting Werch in the cracking of two inches of board is (I to r): 

- Alan Zajac, John Bickel, and Tom Luedtke. All four individuals 
are sixth degree green belts. 

wood, concrete bricks, and ice 
blocks. Gold belts usually 
choose to break one 
l"i!JO•h ''x11 112" pine board, 
whereas black belts usually 
choose to break five 2"x8"x12" 
coRcrete bricks - all with one 
blow. Belt ranks are lowest to 
highest: white, gold, green, 
purple, brown, and black belt. 

Receiving the green belt 
rank in March were: Chud 
Werch, Tom Luedke, John 
Bickel, Bob Suchorski, and 
Alan Zajac. 

All promotion examinations 
were taken in Minneapolis, 
Minn. under the supervision of 
Master Jun Hyun, seventh dan 
black belt, and a panel of black 
belt judges. 

Stout's branch of Master 
Hyuns Karate Schools have 
had approximately 90 students 
take lessons at Johnson 
Fieldhouse this past year. 
There w~re, however, only 30 
hard core members taking 
lessons from the first week of 
school to the last week of 

school. Classes were offered. 
both on a club and accredited 
course basis. This may well be 
the first Korean Karate course 
ever offered in the WSU system 
as an accredited course. The 
course included the history of 
Tau Kwon Do, performance of 
basic kicks, punches, and 
stances, self defense 
techniques, hyungs, one-step 
free sparring techniques, free 
sparring techniques, and 
breaking techniques. 

FREE PRESCRIPT.ION DELIVERY 
MENOMONIE PHARMACY Pltone 

Female roommate needed foi: 
the summer . Call 235-7008 . 
Still need one more girl to sub
let apartment for summer. 
Good location - cheap. Call 
235-3040. 

lost 
i\ pair of brown-rimmed 
glasses. If found, please return 
to 306 Antrim . 

I pair of gold wire rimmed 
glasses in or around the 
Student Center. Contact North 
Hall desk after 6:30 p.m. 
Reward. 

Brown rimmed glasses in 
black case, lost somewhere on 
campus. Call Paul, ext. 1243. 

rent 

House for the summer. 
Located on Broadway across 
from the Commons. 5 
bedrooms . Furnished, Call 
George at 235-7791 or Dave at 
232-1385. 

Room for 4 guys. In fall for $45· 
monthly per man, utilities 
included. Pets allowed, plenty 
of parking space. Phone 235-
0926. 



Golfers fail to hole out 
It was quite a finish to a very 

wet and cold spring season for 
the Blue Devil golf squad. They 
ended up at the Conference golf 
meet held at the rain soaked 
Lawsonia Country Club last 
weekend, amid cries of "foul, 
foul!" 

The team played reasonably 
well at the meet, but a failure 
of one of the team members to 
fini~h his final round cost the 
team a chance at a higher 
place. 

Scores for Stout were as 
follows: Joe Springer, 158; 
Dave Welch, 81-85-166 ; Bob 
Lund 91-81-172 ; Don Grossbier, 
89-90-179; Dave Krupfel, 97-
didn't finish the second rot.ind. 

All five scores were to be 
counted in the meet scoring. 
After the first day UW-Stout 
stood seventh, and looked as 
though they had a chance to 

· move up in the cold and in
clement weather . Knipfel , 
however, picked his ball up 
amid the wind and rain, 
unaware that he cost the team 
a chance for a higher place. 

Usually, only : certain 
number of team sc.. 'res are 
counted at a meet (5 o, • of 6), 
but at the Conference Meet, all 
five scores were to be counted. 
LaCrosse capped the meet, 
which brought the final spring 
competition to a close. The golf 
season goes to the fall begin
ning next semester. 

Bob Buckley, pictured here in action at a recent match was voted 
most improved tennis player on the Blue Devil squad, playing at 
the number two singles position. 
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The 1973 Blue Devil tennis squad incl~des, front row, left to right, Coach Bob Smith, 
Steve Reiland, Ron Janowski, John Copeland, Bob Buckley, Marv Benzing. Second row, 
left tQ right, Gary Anders, Tom Casodontie, Dan Roedl, Charles Fenske, John Osmanski, 
Mark Holdredge. 

************************ ~ ~ 

: That's all from the ! 
* * ! U. W. Sports Scene ! 
* * * * * * * 

See you • 1n the Fall 
Da da da da da da that's all folks 

* * * * * * 
*********************** 
Recycle 

this paper 

Intramural Scope 
Coverage for men's in

tramurals has been light the 
past -few weeks because 

Benzing stars for natters 
finish a strong fifth in conf. 

. several regularly scheduled 
events were cancelled. Light 
interest plus inclement 
weather combined to axe the 
outdoor track meet and a water 
polo tournament was scratched 
due to a lack of entries. 

The turn of events more or 
less gives the 3C Ryders the 
All-Sports Trophy, although 
the men from Third Chinnock 
earned their award in a . 

runaway. They racked up 1,006 
points as they competed in 
every event scheduled. The. 
KLB'scame in second with 759 
points, and the rest of the field 
was asfollows: J-Boys 700, 2nd 
Fleming 654, Sig Ep 594, Phi 
Sig 513, Da House 490, Hotel 
Hovlid 467, D-Regents 454, 
TKE 291, Beaver Lodge 290, 
Milnes Won 284, FOB 283, 2nd 
Wigen 184, Wigen 5th 150, North 
2nd E 127, Blue Flame 107, 
Rejects 77, 2nd Chinnock 57, 
Sig Tau 55, Fleming Hall 42.5, 
and 3rd Milnes 30. 

by Cab Baudek 
Marv Benzing led UW-Stout 

to a fifth place finish in the 
WSUC match at Oshkosh "this 
past weekend, May 3, 4, 5. Host 
team Oshkosh won the title for 
the ninth straight time. Team 
results were: 

1) Oshkosh - 67 . 
2) Eau Calire - 46 
3. Whitewater - 39 
4 l La Crosse - 34 
5) Stout - 21 
6) Plattevilie 17 
7) Stevens Point - 14 
8) River Falls - 13 
9) Superior - 0 
In the number one singles 

Marv Benzing placed second 
behind Oshkosh's Larry 
Gagnon. Marv's results were : 
win over Tom Lenz of La 
Crosse 6-4, 6-3; win over Chuck 
Warriner of Whitewater 6-7, 6-
3, 6-4; loss to Larry Gagnon of 
Oshkosh 0-6, 2-6. 

Bob Buckley lost in the first 
round to highly rated Leigh 
Ford and then went on his way 
to win the consolation cham
pionship. Bob's results were: 
Loss to Ford of Oshkosh 2-6,2-6; 
win over Tipp of Platteville 6-0, 
6-1; win over Peterson of 
Superior 6-3, 6-3; win over 
Wanta of Stevens Point 6-0, 6-2. 

Dan Roeld, the number three 
singles player, lost his first 
match and then won con-

solation runner-up. Dan ·s 
results were: loss to Shanks of 
Eau Claire 1-6, 6-4, 6-4; win 
over Schlitt of River Falls 6-3, 
6-0; loss to Currie of Platteville 
6-7, 5-7. 

Stout's other win in singles 
came at the filllllber four spot 
with Steve Reiland placing 
fourth. Steve won his first 
match and then fell short after 
advancing into semi-finals. 
Mark Holdredge and Tom 
Casodonte, the number five 
and number six singles 
players, failed to gather points 
for Stout. 

In the number one doubles 
Benzing and Buckley placed 
third. Results were: win over 
Monteen-Lenz of La Crosse 7-6, 
4-6, 7-6; lost to Christopher
Benters of Eau Claire 3-6, 4-6; 
win over Kent-Schlitt of River 
Falls 6-0, 6-3. 

Also picking up points in the 
doubles action were Roedl and 
Casodonte in the number three 
doubles. Dan and Tom were 
consolation runner-ups. 
Results were: loss to Kar
pinski-Rose of Platteville 4-6, 7-
6, 6-1; win over Borley
McCandless of Stevens Point 6-
2,6-2; loss to Lauters-Diez of 
I,aCrosse 4-6, 7-5, 6-7. 

Stout ended up with a dual 
record of 6 wins and 9 loses for 
the '73 tennis season. Under the 
coaching of Bob Smith, Stout 

has placed ninth, seventh, fifth, 
and fifth since he took over in 
1970 

Stout will graduate four 
seniors: Marv Benzing, Dan 
Roedl, Tom Casodonte, 
Charles Feske. This year's 
awards givern were: Most 
Valuable Player, Marv Ben
zing; Most Improved Player, 
Bob Buckley. 

Stout's netter's ended up 
even in conference action with 
a meet record of 4-4. 

Receiving letters were: 
Singles Doubles 

Marv Benzing -Senior ..... 19-4 15-6 
Bob Buckley -Soph .. -. . . ... 17-7 15-6 
Dan Roedl -Senior . . .... 9-13 7-15 
Steve Reilad -Junior .. . .3-18 7-15 
Mark Holdredge-Soph ..... 4-15 3-16 
Tom casodonte-Senior .... 0-5 1-6 
Ron Janowski -Fresh . . ..... 4-11 3-10 

Finally , I woula like to thank Coach Bob 
S-mith for h is cooperation in getting 
results, so proper coverage could be 
wr itten. 

Finally, I would like to thank 
Coach Bob Smith for his 
~ooperation in getting results, 
so proper coverage could be 
written. 

HAVE A 
GREAT 

SUMMER! 
See you next Fall 



Have You Heard 72, was married to E . A. An
derson in Pontias, Ill. She 
retired from the Stout faculty 
in 1965 and was named 
professor emeritus by the 
Board of Regents. The couple's 
addresses are P.O. Box 441, 
Boone, N. C. 28607 for summer, 
and P.O. Box 553, Miami 
Springs, Fla. 33166 for winter. 

textbooks 
2nd Semester Texts 

Due: 
Wednesday , May 16. 6 p.m. 

Each late text, 
$1.00 fine. 

Hours for final week: 
Monday through Wednesday, 

May 14-16 
· 8a.m. -6 p.m. 

All texts due including 
SOAP Program. 

fncompletes must have 
note from instructor 
before deadline date. 

placement office 

Seniors ... if you have a job, 
please let us know at the 
Career Planning and 
Placement office. 

Seniors , if you don ' t have a 
job. you are eligible to receive 
a Job Vacancy list ( for three 
months). Stop in the Career 
Planning and Placement Office 
! 2nd floor of the Ad-

' niinistration Building) and 
J.!ive us your summer address . 

Car ee r P lanning 
Placement has Lost 
Found : Glasses , Keyes, 
lens, (;loves. Scarves, 
lkgistralion Cards. 

time change 

and 
and 
Mil-
and 

BPginning second semester 
next ~'C'ar. 1·lasses will be 
bPginning at 8:00 a .m. instead 
11f 7~:10 a.m. The change was 
not madt> for first semester 
nP xl vea r hPcause of 
previous.ly pla nned schedules. 

sati 

Tlw 1wwly formed 
organiza tion SATI cSociety for 
I he Advancement of Tourism 
in Indus lry l is recruiting 
n><>mhC'rs for next fall. For 
111ore inform.ition. call 235-
44!i!i . 

'l\ping - - I will be doing typin5 
over the summer. If you mcrv 
need some done call me before 
school e nds for my new 
Menomonie address. Call Mary 
in room 301 Mac. Ext. 1254. 

MISS ANTRIM MARRIES 

Keturah Antrim, a retired 
Stout faculty member for 
whom Antrim residence hall 
was named, has informed the 
University that she was 
married April 27. Miss Antrim, 

Wile announces 
scholarships 

The names of fity winners of UW-Stout Foundation 
scholarships for a total of $6,670 were announced today by Jack 
Wile, executive director of the Foundation. 

Wile said that the winners wen: selected by members of the 
student-faculty Financial Aids Committee from over 300 ap
plications submitted earlier this year. Payments will be made to 
the winners by \ he Foundation in August, after they have enrolled 
for the fall semester of the 1973-74 school year. 

The Foundation director said that additional selections will be 
made next fall, corresponding to additional contributions 
received by the Foundation during the coming summer months. 
He said that funds for scholarships already announced have come 
from alumni, memorial gifts, and endowment funds established 
with the Foundation by donors to provide perpetual scholarships 
from investment proceeds. 

Wile said that factors considered by the Financial Aids 
Committee members included need, statements of the applicants, 
letters from faculty members, the degree of extracurricular as 
well as curricular involvement, and supporting exhibits. He said 
that grade point averages were a factor but were considered only 
in relation to the other factors in making the final selections. 

The scholarship recipients are as follows: 

Student 
Diane Klug 
Suzanne Schneider 
Christine Hubbard 
Patricia Schabach 
Michael Schwantes 
Harley T . Green 
Donald Kaus 
Robin Benz 
Sharon Ritchey 
Christine Coenen 
Ken Hannemann 
Richard Calamari 
Karen Glisczinski 
Syl via Roeske 
Her man Grimm 
Raymond Weber 
Bryan Niccum 
Jennifer Ley 
Karl Edman 
John Fortney 
Robert Barwa 
Allen Noll 
Paula Farb 
Ken Karwowski 
Tom Esselstrom 
Ruth Gerber 
Steven Koehler 
Betty Cheadle. 
Susan Funk 
Caryn Andree 
Batty Core 
Elisabeth Fugate 
Lori Ristau 
Eunice Hanson 
Joan Baines 
Patti Matosic 
Eloise Goeke 
Christine Olson 
Karen Arthur 
Robert Runkel 
William Mitchell 
Nancy Jaehnert 
Allan Holst 
Millicent Linu ille 
Sue Ann Pithier 
Jeanne Becher 
Joyce Cummings 
Mary Beth Ingwell 

Scholarship 
Clare Talen 

Eve Patchen Memorfal 
Willa Lammer H .E . 
John Lammer H&R 
Stouffer Foods H&H 
Owen Goodman Jr . 
Faculty Wives 
Henrietta Wells Dietetics 
June Blumberg Memorial 
Tom Gerg Memorial 
Karen Flactoes Memorial 

Furlong Ari 
Charles Wegner M emorial 
Alumn-i Memorial 

Special Foundation 

Mae E . Lampert 

Margaret Micheels 
Tom Fleming Memorial 
H . M . Hanson Memorial 
Sam Lotwin Memorial 
Robert L. Pierce 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Nelda Damrow Curry · 
Homer C. Rose 
James Harker 
Dora Rude H .E . 

Amount 
$400 each 

S400 
$250 
$250 
$300 
S250 
sl20 
S150 
$100 
$100 
$150 each 

$100 
$100 
$100 each 

SlOCJ each 

$100 each 

$100 
$ 50 
$ 50 
$ 50 
$ 50 
S 50 
$ 50 

$ 25 
S 25 

THANKS 
For a Great Year! 
Have a happy Summer_! 

From The 

Snack Bar 
Presidents Room 
Pawn 
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Geneva semester developed 
Four national organizations 

have joined Ken t State 
University in the further 
development of the Geneva 
Semester on the United 
Nations System , a unique 
overseas -academic program 
created by KSU's Center for 
International and Comparative 
Programs. 

The cooperating 
organizations are The Council 
for Intercultural Studies and 
Programs headquartered in 
New York City; the Con
sortium for Peace Research, 
Education, and Development, 
Boulder Colorado; the 
Association of World Colleges 
and Universities, New York 
City; and Universities and the 
Quest for Peace, with in
ternational office presently at 
Kent State University. 

"These fdur associations 
have welcomed the chance to 
participate in the Geneva 
Semester which is an in
terdisciplinary, cross-national 
approach to learning using the 
world as its curriculum," said 
Dr. Raga S. Elim, director of 
the KSU Center. 
"They view the progr-am as the 
first step in the development of 
a comprehensive transnational 
studies center for students and 
faculty - aimed at improving 
college and university teaching 
about critical world issues," 
Dr. Elim said. 

The Geneva Semester, which 
began as a pilot program in 
January 1973, will begin its 
second term on September 17 

and run through fall and winter 
quarters, -ending on Febr~ary 
1, 1974. It studies the workmgs 
of the international system and 
the conditions required for the 
advancement of world stability 
and peace. 

The program is open to 
qualified undergraduate 
students, regardless of major. 
in colleges and universities in 
the United States. After a four 
week preliminary session 
divided between Washington, 
D.C. and New York City, the 
students will spend most of the 
remaining time in Geneva, 
Switzerland. the European 
headquarters of the United 
States. 

The final two weeks in the 
program will be spent in 
traveling to interna tional 
organizations in Europe : the 
International Atomic Energy 
Agency and UNIDO in Vienna; 
the European Commission on 
Human Rights in Strasbour6 ; 
UNESCO in Par is; and the 
International Court of Justice 
at The Hague. 
English is the language of 
instruction and courses are 
taught by KSU . faculty and 
adjunct professors from Swiss 
universities. As many as 32 
KSU quarter hours may be 
earned through participating 
in this program. Credits are 
transferable to all colleges and 
universities. Applications are 
available through the Center 
for International and
Comparative Programs, Kent 
State ·University, Kent . Ohio 
44242. 

ALL THE 
BEER 
YOU 
CAN 
DRINK!!! 

1.00 
- . may 15 - 7 thru 10 




